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The New

Vacation Grounds
Opened up by the six railways of the Canadian Northern Railway System,

which traverse six provinces, are a little away from the well-worn paths.

They offer an amplitude of recreation opportunities for the fisherman,

canoeist, yachtsman and hunter. For instance:—

IN NOVA SCOTIA the Halifax and South Western is the ocean shore route from Halifax to

Yarmouth, and gives easy access to a score of well-stocked trout streams

and an inland lake system which is the finest fishing territory in Eastern

North America. The line is littered with places of historical interest,

summering resorts and fishing villages. The Inverness Railway serves

the freshest and most hospitable section of Cape Breton Island, and gives

easy access to the famous Margaree Valley with its unequalled salmon

fishing.

IN QUEBEC The Saguenay, Lake St. John, the Upper St. Maurice, the famous Roberval

district and the La Tuque preserve are reached by the Quebec & Lake St.

John Railway. For the Laurentians, Shawinigan Falls, the valleys of

the Batiscan, St. Lawrence and the Ottawa, the Canadian Northern Quebec

is the railway.

IN ONTARIO the shortest and most picturesque route from Toronto to the Muskoka

Lakes is by way of the Canadian Northern Ontario. Further north the

same railway cuts through the Maganetawan country and crosses the

French River at its most accessible point. Sellwood, the present terminus,

at the Moose Mountain Iron Mines, is a fine centre for big game hunters.

From Thunder Bay to Lake of the Woods the Canadian Northern main

line follows the old Dawson fur trail through the Rainy River district,

crossing Rainy Lake and its ten thousand islands, and touching innumer-

able waters well stocked with hard-fighting fish and frequented by big

game.

IN MANITOBA, the Canadian Northern griddles the wheatlands and gives easy access

SASKATCHEWAN to the real North-West of mighty rivers, enormous lakes, hidden trading

AND ALBERTA posts and extensive game lands.

Apart from the holidaying and sporting opportunities of these newly developed territories

there is a wealth of commercial possibilities for the enterprising. Hundreds of new town sites

have been created and scores of new industries have been made possible. For maps, informa-

tion— general and specific— write to the Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Building,

Toronto.



ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA. 1

ADAMS
Would you buy a hundred dollar counterfeit

bill for twenty-nine forty?

Not if you had your wits about you, would
you ?

Why buy a counterfeit gasoline engine, sup-

posed to be worth one hundred dollars, for

twenty-nine forty? Does it sound reasonable?

Of course it doesn't.

You can only get a certain amount of good
merchandise for one hundred dollars, and you
want to make sure that you are getting all that's

coming to you.
ADAMS engines are the best engines we

can make for the price we sell them at, and they
couldn't be made any better if they sold for twice the money. Get our catalog,

and when you want the best there is in gasoline engines remember that the ADAMS
engine is IT.

The Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co.,
PEN

0
E
N
T
T
ANG '

r THE FAMOUS

Michigan Speed Wheels
and Reverse Gears.

TheFaaodsMic«16an SpeedWheels
TRADE: MARK

MICHIGAN

TtiEFAMOUSMlCtilGAN REVERSE fiEAR

All sizes, styles and types. Reversible, weedless and
solid speed wheels.

Everyone who owns a racer, pleasure boat or even a

duck boat wants more speed. It saves time and adds to

ones pleasure.

The Michigan reverse gear are largely used by many
of the leading engine builders and are sold on their merits

and guaranteed.

Send for 32 page catalog full of valuable information

on propeller wheels and reverse gears.

MICHIGAN WHEEL CO.
Canadian Distributors : Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.

A

John Millen Gr Son, Montreal and Toronto.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'



2 ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.

ROSS
RIFLES

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."



Our 1908 Models Are Winners
Very Simple, Most Durable, Always Reliable.

We can furnish full set of castings of all our engines, complete and
ready to be machined with full blue print working drawings, showing
complete construction. Send for prices stating size required.

Our finished engines have no equal for workmanship, and the
"Honest Injun" needs no further comment.

2 H.P. piston 3x3i single cylinder $ 60.00, w
3
5
7

12
18
24

4x4£
5x5
4x4J double
5x5
5x5 three
5x5 four

75.00
100.00
150.00
220.00
300.00
400.00

th accessories, $100.00
125.00
160.00
210.00
280.00
375.00
475.00

Special inducements for orders received this month.

Miller Gasoline Engine Co., 4 Gould St.

TORONTO, ONTARIO.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."



Don't be selfish. If you
have smoked the

Yan Home

/0c C/firar

and like it, tell your friends

about it. It is for sale

wherever Good Cigars are
sold and smoked by the

best judges of cigars.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

NEW

LYman Receiver Sight
(Patented July 16th, 1907)

FOR

Stevens Repeating Gallery Rifle

No. 42 - - Price $2.00

With Cup Disc - - 2.25

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

MIDDLEFIELD, CONN., U. S. A.

A Greenhart Trout Rod
will be sent FREE to anyone sending 10

subscriptions to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

Address
W. J. TAYLOR,

Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.



WHEN IN DETROIT
STOP AT

THE TULLER
Absolutely Fireproof

Cor. Adam» Avenue and Park Street

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping and'Busi-
ness District.

A la Carte Cafe. Grille Room.
Service Unexcelled.

Every Room With Bath. European Plan.

Rates $1.50 per day and up

M. A. SHAW, Manager

THE

"Wellington"
Photographic Specialties

have a world wide reputation.

Bromide Papers Gaslight Papers

Films

A»k your dealer or write

WARD & CO.
J

13 ST. JOHN STREET, MONTREAL.

Established 1850.

If you wish an up-to-date Vegetable or Flower Garden the coming season, you must have

SIMMERS

Seed Catalogue
FOR 1908

Because it contains the most complete list of Vegetables and Flowers, together with many striking

novelties.

Simmers' Field, Vegetable and Flower Seeds have for over fifty years- been staple with the best farmers,

market gardners and critical private planters. When you buy Seeds, you naturally expect them to germinate.
This is an absolute necessity, but the most important point is the quality of the vegetable or flower produced.

Simmers' quality Seeds cover this, because we buy from acknowledged specialists, and we spare no expense
in procuring the best Seeds for germination and productiveness. It tells you all about it in our Seed Catalogue
for 1908, which is mailed FREE for the asking. Write at once.

J. A. SIMMERS,
Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, TORONTO, ONT,

When writing* Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'



TENTS
We wish to dispose of 500 Tents of each of the following sizes,

and offer them at the undernoted very low prices. These tents are

made from a strong quality of white cotton duck.

7 ft.x7 ft. Wall Tents $4-95, Poles and Pegs Extra $ 1.10

8 ft.xlO ft. " $6.10, " " $1.25

10 ft. x 12 ft. " $7.35, " " $1.40
Terms strictly nett cash with order.

List of catalogues issued—A. Bicycles and Bicycle Supplies. B. Automobile and Gas
Engine Material. C. Motor Boat Fittings and Supplies. D. Tools and High Grade Line of
Machinists Supplies. F. Sporting Goods.

T. W. BOYD & SON
27 Notre Dame Street West MONTREAL

ROSS CANOES
THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

Safe, Staunch and Reliable. The Canoe for the long trip.

Our 1 908 models of prospecting and pleasure canoes

are now ready for delivery. A large stock to choose

from which will satisfy the purchaser under all

conditions. Don t fail to send for catalogue.

The J. H. Ross Canoe Co.
ORILLIA, ONT.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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V

ij The Best Tribute to the Sporting Quality

of the territory traversed by the

SIX RAILWAYS OF
THE

Canadian Northern System
Was the description applied to the Canadian Northern display

at the Toronto Automobile and Sportsmen's Show, by the Lieutenant

Governor of Ontario, in his speech declaring the Exhibition open.

He said it was " A Very Great Exhibit."

By common consent, the Canadian Northern Exhibit was the

best collection of new trophies ever assembled in Canada. It was
the first time the Canadian Northern Railway System was re-

presented in any Exhibition. Sportsmen are just learning of the

extraordinary natural wealth which Canadian Northern Railways

make accessible to the fisherman and hunter.

Here is a bare summary of the choice that is offered you :

<>

I**

IN ONTARIO : There are (1) the re-
gion round about Muskoka Lakes;
(2) the rivers, lakes and inlets of
Georgian Bay, between Parry-
Sound and the French River; (3)
the country surrounding the Moose
Mountain Iron Mines, north of
Sudbury; and (4) the unequalled
lakes, rivers and woods, along the
old Dawson Water Route to the
West, from Port Arthur to the
Lake of the Woods.

IN QUEBEC : Five hundred miles of
line from Hawkesbury, on the Ot-
tawa River, to Chicoutimi on the
Saguenay; traversing the Valleys of
the Ottawa, the St. Maurice, and
the Batiscan; the Laurentian
Mountains, and the remarkable
Lake St. John region. The new
line to La Tuque reaches a pre-
serve belonging to the Quebec &
Lake St. John Railway.

IN NOVA SCOTIA : The incompar-
able Ocean Shore, with salt and
fresh water fishing; the lakes and

woods of the watershed thai
abound with fish, moose and all
kinds of game. The West Coast of
Cape Breton Island, and the sal-
mon and trout streams that flow
into the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

IN MANITOBA : The Riding and
Duck Mountains; the Porcupine
Forest Reserves; and the resorts of
game around Lakes Winnipeg,
Manitoba, and Dauphin.

IN SASKATCHEWAN: The wood-
lands, rivers and lakes, north of
the towns in the Saskatchewan
Valley, such as Prince Albert and
the Battlefords; and the district
through which the railways to
Hudson Bay as far as the Pas, is
built.

IN ALBERTA : The whole country
which makes Edmonton the largest
fur trade centre in Canada; in-
cluding the Valley of the Athabas-
ca; and the streams that come
down from the Rocky Mountains.

The Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Head Offices, Toronto, will supply informa-
tion, train services, licenses, guides, hotels and sporting goods.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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SOD 6 h. p. 2-Cycle
• OED. MARINE ENGINE $98
The simplest, strongest and most durable

Marine Engine ever put on the market at this price.
Noiseless—no cranking—easy to start—easy to
operate—nothing to get out of order.

Three port designs.
Jump spark ignition.

Float feed carburetor.
I

Smooth running
Economizes fuel
Fewest moving

parts
Automatic water

circulation
No "back firing"
Will not "skip"
No packing to

blow out
Highest grade'ac-

cessories
Reverse clutch.or
solid propeller

Every engine
tested over and
above rated h. p.
Materials and
workmanship
guaranteed

,

Write for our handsome catalog going into the de-
tails of its superior advantages over other engines
of its class.

Smith & Baldridge Machine Co.

75 Amsterdam St., Detroit, Mich, U.S.A.
Territory open to all responsible agents alive to

quality proposition.

NOBEL'S
BALLISTITE and EMPIRE
POWDER—Win High Honors

BALLISTITE won the Grand American Handi-
cap, while the high average for nearly all the events
was captured by Empire Shooters.

At the Dominion Trap Shooters Association
Tournament held in Toronto, August 7th, 8th and
9th. EMPIRE won first and third high average on
the third day.

At the Clinton Ont., Tournament, October 30th,
Empire tied for second high average in the live
bird events.

GIVE EMPIRE A TRIAL AND BE CONVINCED

If your dealer won't supply you write us

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
4 HOSPITAL St. MONTREAL.

BRANCH OFFICES!
Toronto, Ont. Winnipeg, Man. Victoria. B. C
Hamilton, Ont. Vancouver, B. C. Kenora, Ont.

2\ H. P., $ 70.00

4 H. P., 90.00

6 H.P., 110.00

Complete Outfits.

Send for Catalogue

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.

67 Bay N., Hamilton, Can,

ENGINES OP QUALITY
Unexcelled, up-to-date, variable speed

Marine Motors
Easy to operate, reliable, - powerful, durable.

2 and 4 cycle. 3, 5, 10 and 20 H.P.

MARINE POWER CO.
667 Walker Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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A Revolution-
nothing else.

In less than three years, more
than a million men have revolted

against the tyranny of the old-

fashioned razor and enlisted under
the

u GILLETTE" standard.

This razor means freedom from
honing and stropping—freedom from

face cuts—freedom from shaving
troubles. Do YOU know this easy,

speedy method of shaving?

The GILLETTE Safety Razor consists of a Triple Silver
Plated Holder and 12 double edged flexible blades, packed
in velvet lined leather case Price $5.00—at all leading
Jewelry, Drug, Cutlery, Hardware, Sporting Goods and
Department Stores. Write or ask your dealer for free

booklets. If he cannot supply you, write us. 7

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO. Canadian Factory. MONTREAL.

Henricks Magneto FIRES YOUR GAS OR
GASOLINE ENGINE

WITHOUT THE AID OF BATTERIES.
It is better and mere durable than any Dynamo. Its governor regulates the speed
regardless of speed of fly wheel. Its governor adjusts to imperfect fly wheel*.
Its governor insures a constant and uniform spark. The spark does not burn the
contacts of the engine. All strains are removed from the bearings of Magneto.

SSSSKSr-
- HENRICKS NOVELTY CO. JSiSaS&T

PNEUMATIC COLLAP-
SIBLE CANVAS DE-

COYS andACME Folding
Canvas Decoys are in re-
ality the only Collapsible
decoys made LIFELIKE
and CONVENIENT. Cir-
culars of each kind mailed
on request.

Canvas Decoy Co.,
Union City, Tenn., U.S.A.

The DUNN Marine Motor
Complete Outfit $42.50

Engine only $33. 4-cycIe Reversible
This high power 4-cyele motor with batteries,

coil, shaft, propeller, tanks and muffler,

tested ready to install in skiff or launch. Weight
100 lbs. Bore 3 3-4 in. Stroke 4 in. 1 3-4 h. p.

actual. I also build 2 and 3 cylinder and
stationary motors.

Walter E. Dunn, Ogdensburg, N. Y

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Majestic Has No Superior

Indispensable and unequalled for Automobiles, Motor Boats and

Household Uses.

MANUFACTURED IN CANADA BY

MAJESTIC POLISHES, Limited

575 Yonge Street, TORONTO, CANADA

When writing Advertisers "kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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D. W. MoKDEN,
Pilot M«und, Man., on* of our
successful students at work.

Be Your Own Taxidermist
Mount Your Own Fine Specimens of Birds, Animals and Game Heads

Sportsmen here is something that will interest you. We can teach you
by mail in your own home to mount all kinds of birds, animals, tan skins,
make rugs, robes, etc.

We have taugnt 15000 of the leading sportsmen of the country to do their
own Taxidermy work, and we can teach you too if you will give us the oppor-
tunity. Our course is not an ordinary cheap booklet, but a complete scientific
treatise, prepared by expert Taxidermists, and has been proven by seven
years of success; yet" the lessons are so exceedingly simple that anyone can
learn quickly and easily. Our school is recommended by this magazine and
all leading sportsmen and Taxidermists. You can save your own trophies,decor-
ate your home and den and make big profits with Taxidermy. Enroll in our
'School for Sportsmen by Sportsmen" and let us teach you this splendid
business.

Let us send you free our fine new catalog, hundreds of testimonial letters, and a copy,
of the Taxidermy magazine—all free for the asking. Get these, they will interest you
Write to day. N w SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, BOX 10-X, OMAHA, neb

[NOW IS THE TIME
to place your order for a

CANOE or SKIFF
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Lakefield Canoe Building and Manufacturing Co., Limited, Lakefield, Ont.

16 fL Painted Canoe $28.00 Varnished Canoe $32.00

We have a stock of 500 high-grade Rowboats, Canoes, Sailing Dinghies,

Cat-boats and Launches, new and second-hand to choose from.

Branch boathouses at Royal Muskoka Hotel,'Stanley House, C. N. O. Railway Station, Lake Joseph, Port
Carling Muskoka, The Penetanguishene Hotel and Sans Souci Hotel Georgian Bay. Send for Catalogue.

The H. L. Bastien, Boat and Canoe Works, Hamilton, Canada

No More Tangled Hooks
The Anticussin Hook Holder keeps hooks and snells in
perfect condition. Absolutely prevents tangling. Holder
with full set of hooks can be carried in the pocket with-
out snagging. Hooks inserted or removed instantly.
Entire assortment of hooks always in plain sight for
quick selection. Eliminates tackle box.

The Anticussin. Hook Holder
is made of non-corroding
metal, highly nicklei, size
3 in. by 6 1-2 in. Will ab-
solutely prevent hooks from
rusting. Saves twice its cost
in hooks the first season.
Sent prepaid upon receipt
of 50c and your dealer's
name. Money b ck if not
entirely satisfied.

Sportsman's Specialty Co-

1377 n. glark st., chicago-

SKIDOO
MARINE ENGINE

New 1908 Model, improved and perfected in every detail. A strictly high-]
grade 2-cycle engine for use in Canoes, Rowboats, Flatbottom Boats, River
Skiffs, Yacht Tenders. Hunting and Fishing Boats, and 14" to 20 ft. Pleasure and Speed Launches.

Catalog
FREE 2TMare Engine2Complete Engine with Accessories

and Fresh Water Boat Fittings,
$13.75. Salt Water Boat Fittings, $5 extra

Swiftest, most powerful, efficient and reliable
engine of its size on earth. Simple, compact,
strong, durable, reversible, economical and safe

Anyone can iustall and run it. Drives boat 5 to i

an hour. Sold from faotory to user on 30 day's ap-
proval and 5-year guarantee. Prompt shipment. Order now.

Belle Isle Motor Co., Dept. 64 Detroit, Mich
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TEMA6AHI
UNEXCELLED
FISHING
SHOOTING

Three beautiful Hotels and Steamboat

Service afford ideal accommodation.

CANOES, GUIDES AND CAMP
OUTFITS SUPPLIED

Write for Booklet

The O'Connor Steamboat

and Hotel Co., Limited
TEMAGAMI, ONT

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G.F.HEUBLEIN & BRO., SoU Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

The Largest

Manufacturers
in the World
in our Line

Our Goods stand the Test

The Patent

Unbreakable Silk Bound Rod
""itch, t***

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN FISHING RODS.
Silk bound, waterproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout and Bass. Strongest rod in the world. Every dealer and fisherman
should see this rod. Price is most reasonable and within the reach of all. Made only by us in our factory at Toronto

The Allcock, Laight &- Westrtood Co., Limited
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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I WEIGAof I
TEMAGAMI

CYWARMAN I

A ^K&w Voluma oi

INDIAN * SHOKI
SONGS * STORIES

-:-
H M CALDWELL COMPANY-BOSTON
M9LEAD AND ALLEK.— TOR.OKTO
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Perfection
MARINE MOTORS

n $45

YOU and your boat deserve a good engine. You have probably »een

enough poor engines to know that such an engine can rob one of all

the pleasure and add much to the expense of motor boating.

In buying a Perfection you Jiave the assur-

ance that you get positively the simplest,

quietest, most powerful marine engine built—bet-

ter finished and better fitted than any other engine*

complete REVERSIBLE—NO CRANKING
no valves nor cams—all parts interchangeable, highest grade material

hroughout. Our broad GUARANTEE covers replacement of any

engine that does not give complete satisfaction, and is backed up by

one of the largest and most complete factories in the business. Can you

afford to take chances or buy on any other terms ? Write for our hand-

some catalog of all sizes.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
1322 SECOND AVENUE. DETROIT, MICH.

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1908 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO.
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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The "KaWartha" Special

The R.M. Beal Leather Co., Limited
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

The "NIFTY" LARRIGAN and

Sporting Boot Makers of Canada

Manufacturers of f(

the Celebrated

These goods are made

with SOLES & HEELS
or WHOLE SOLES
and guaranteed to be

superior to anything on

the market.

John Bull" Brand

The "Forest King."

If your dealer does not keep

them in stock, write us direct,

fend and get one of our illustrated booklets.

L A

I

The Motor You Ought to Own

at the price you ought to pay
Order to-day. Motor shipped

day order is received.

Our Twin Cylinder, 5 to 6 H.P., com-
plete, ready to install - - - - $115.00

With upright timer and Schebler Car-
buretor $130.00
Guaranteed for one year. You don't buy trouble

with a Iy. & A. Motor.

Our 2 to 3 H.P. Single Cylinder Coupler, ready to
install, at - - - $60.00

More Speed. Better Finish. Longer Wear
than any motor on the market.

Get our 1908 Catalogue. Free for the asking.
Don't overlook the fact that our Motors are better for
less money.

Good Live Agents Wanted In Canada.

L0CKW00D ASH MOTOR CO.
LANSING, MICH., U. S. A.

Ml "

1 i £jj

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
'
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Northwestern

IgnitionBatteries
Absolutely Reliable, Best

and Hottest Spark.

Electric Searchlights
More powerful than acetylene. No bad

smell. Will not blow out. On and off

with the snap of a switch.

Write for Catalogue "R"

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.

448 Milwaukee Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

A TIP TO
Travellers

Why Pay $2.00 for a stuffy

room in a second-class hotel, or

$4.00 for a cheerless apartment

in a first-class hotel

In Chicago
when you can secure comfort-

able lodging, supplemented by a

Turkish Bath, a scientific rub, a

shower and a plunge in the finest

swimming pool in America for

One Dollar
Moral : When in Chicago stop at

The New Northern

Baths and Hotel

SYLVE8TER J. SIMON, PRES

14 QUINCYST,, NEAR STATE
IN THE VERY HEART OF THE CITY

Write for Catalog A

MR. SPORTSMAN
We are offering you the only satisfactory Folding Boat.
Steady to shoot or cast from. Safe for wife or children.
Will outlast and outcarry steel or wood boats. Made of

best canvas and jralvanized tempered steel frame. Is

boat or canoe shape, not like punt or box. Folds to
carry by hand, checks as baggage. Safest and best boat
made. Every one warranted as represented.

Life Saving Polding Canvas Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Kerosene and Gasoline Marine Engines

\VE manufacture two types of engines, one de-
signed for gasoline only and one for both

gasoline and kerosene.

Our kerosene generator valve is different from
any other type as it forces the charge directly into
the cylinder without drawing it into base of engine,
first heating it with hot air.

Our engines are correct in every detail, and their
successful performance makes good our claim of a
High Grade Engine at Reasonable Price.

write for catalog. Ten sizes, i, 2 and 3 cylinders

DUBRIE MOTOR CO.
430 Guoin St. Detroit, Mich.

A Waterproof Matchbox ^ToSiLSjgn:
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada. Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Hod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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HIGH-GRADE

Gasoline Launches
From $175.00 up.

I^owboats and Canoes,

H E,. GIDLEY (Si CO.
DEPT. R

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT., CANADA

NINE TENTHS of motor troubles are caused by the carbureter
used. If the carbureter goes bad—the engine goes bad—the

machine goes bad—the owner cusses, he goes bad—and if you're selling
motors the sales go bad. You'll find a smaller percentage of carbureter
fall downs among machines equipped with a

Breeze Carbureter
than among those equipped with any other carbureter made. We can
prove it—have done so in four years of actual service. Our text book
"Carbureters and Engine Troubles" explains how we do it. Send for

it. We want agents in Canada, and dealers and jobbers to handle our goods. Write us

—

we mean business and have a liberal proposition.

Breeze Carbureters, Newark, New Jersey, U. S. A.

ROBERT SOPER
369 and 371 Bay Street North

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Manufacturer of Sails, Tents, Awnings
and Flags. Waterproof Horse and

Wagon Covers.

Tents to rent and made to order
of all sizes.

Men's Black Oiled Clothing of all

kinds, Life Preservers, Cork Fenders,

Boat Fittings.

Send for Catalogue

Phone Number 1383—Long Distance

THE

Kent Double Spinner

Bass Baits
and Kent Champion Floater
are the best baits for bass that can be

obtained.

Sent Postpaid 75 cents

Manufactured exclusively by

Samuel H. Friend, Kent, 0., U S.A.

gg
P Deti

Send For

Testimonials

Starts without crank-
ing; no cams,
valves, springs'
or sprockets. Only
3 moving parts.

All bearings bab-
bitted For your
Bow Boat, Sail

Boat, Launch,
10,000 in use.

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS
1361 Jefferson Ave,, Detroit, Mich.

3-5-7-10 H. PJ
proportionat
^prices. Cyli

lers and pisl
I tons ground!
]
Crank shaf
drop forge

1 Steel. All size

'ready to shi

Send For
Free Catalog
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The Putman Boots
are the oldest and best known line

of high-cut boots and shoes on the

market. Ask your dealer for them.

If he cannot supply you, send for

measurement blanks and free
catalogue ^describing over forty

styles,and we will deliver direct to

you, express prepaid, a pair of the

Genuine Hand Sewed, Water-
proofed, made-to-measure Put-

man Boots.

ILLUSTRATION^SHOWS

No. 725
12 inches

high.
Made of
Brown or
Black

Leather.

H. J. PUTMAN S CO., 16 HENNEPIN AVE., MINNEAPOLIS, U.S. A.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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IAKEorBAfS
HIGHLANDS OF ONTARIO.

^LAKE OF BAYS
KNOWN AS THE

"KlLLARNEY of AMERICA"
OVER 1000 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
PURE AND EXHILARATING ATMOSPHERE
MAGNIFICENT SCENERY and LOVELY WATER TRIPS
AN IDEAL TERRITORY for CAMPERS and CANOEISTS
MODERN STEAMBOATS Have Been Placed on These Lakes
GOOD HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS at Reasonable Rates.

Write for handsome booklet which tells you all about it. Sent free on
[application to

J. D. McDonald, Union Station, Toronto, or to
J. Quinlan,

lBonaventure Station, Montreal.

W. E. DAVIS
Passenger Traffic Manager

MONTREAL

G. T. BELL
Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agent

MONTREAL

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No. 10 $3.50 No. 14 $5.00 No. 12 $4.00
Size of seat 16x1 19^9 18x17
Height of back: from seat 23 in. 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat 9^ in. 10 in. 20 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furniture is sold
at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOUNGER'S WILLOW FURNITURE.
I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I guarantee strength and durability of

every article. As to BEAUTY of this furniture, it speaks for itself. The handsome set, illustrated above, sells for
$12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow. That means coolness and comfort. There is

no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and unhealthy upholstered chair when you can buy
these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $ie.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs, Fancy
Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilist's Bakets, and numerous other articles. Special bas-
kets of any style made to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points. Send for catalog.

W. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., Toronto.

I

"The
'Canadian *C.OO
Field Boot" J

The Canadian Field,
< Shooting and Fishing Boot
' is made from the very best
quality Willow, Chrome or

[
Box Calf, Tan or Black
leather lined, full bellows

.
tongue to top. Every pair

1 guaranteed genuine Oak
' Tanned English feather
Soles, Water-
proof.

PRICES

9 inches high $5.00, duty free and carriage paid, $6.25
12 " " $5.75, " " " " " $7.25
Send postal order to-day for sample pair. Lists Free

S.J.HOPKINS & CO., BOOT SPECIALISTS
Long St., BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

Complete Outfits—Lamps and Stoves

Lovett - Kerosene Oil Stoves
PRIMUS AND KHOTALS SUPPLIES

Our lamp attachment is now perfected—will

go on any Lovett Burner. Lovett burner fits

a Primus Stove.

K; A. E. Lovett Co., 65 Park Place, N Y.

Our Preserved Frogs,

Shiners, Minnows, etc.

are life-like.

Ask your dealer for

those packed by the

ANGLERS' BAIT & MFG. CO.,

273-275 South Water St.

,

CHICAGO.

McCurdy's Frog Harness
Hook acknowledged by the
best anglers in this country to
be the most human, perfect and
sure killer Fish Hook ever used.

Perfectly weedless, keeps the frog alive, and gets a short biter every
time. Made in all sizes and of very best of material. Price per hook,

35 cents. Manufactured by

B. F. McCURDY, 4014 State Street, CHICAGO.
Dealer in live and artificial fish, bait and sportsman's supplies.

Calendar, Catalogue and Price List free on application.
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KingEdward CollieKennels

Southport Star Sire
c. k. c. (9080) ch Southport Summit

ex Kirkdale Lily

*J?&
a
?Cp

h
orU Born April 5th, 1906

Sire

ch Parkhill Pilgrim

ex Parkhill Rose

King Edward
Pilgrim

C. K. C. (9077)
Tr olor Fee Jlo.oo

(imported) Born March 31st, 1906

Sire
ch Squire of Tytton

ex SouthportMissHope
Born March 6th, 1906.

King Edward
Tytton

C. K. C. (9079)
Sable and White

Fee $io. (Imported)

These dogs have just been imported, and are
without doubt the highest bred dogs in America.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
ALL METIERS CAREFULLY ANSWERED

TERMS ON APPLICATION

KING EDWARD COLLIE KENNELS
NEW TORONTO

Ontario, Canada

Empire

Cocker

Kennels
Puppies and Grown Dogs of
Prize Winning strains for sale

E. J. D'ORSAY, - Proprietor
435 Spadina Ave., Toronto.

Timers ™ Distributers
Are our sole product. We
have specialized on these
particular and delicate parts
of the ignition system.

Our shop facilities are
such as to enable us to offer
the public an article most
carefully and accura t e 1 y
made at a very attractive
figure. We have a large var-

iety of types and would be glad to give further in-
formation regarding

C- L. ALTEMUS & CO.
3001 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

OheWater

DAILY SERVICE
BETWEEN

Detroit and Buffalo
The D. & B. Line Steamers leave Detroit

week days at 5: 00 p. m., Sundays at 4: 00 p. m.
(central time) and from Buffalo daily at 5:30
p. m. (eastern time) reaching their destin-

ation the next morning. Direct connections
with early morning trains. Superior ser-

vice and lowest rates between eastern and
western states.

RAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON STEAMERS

All classes of tickets sold reading
via Michigan Central. Wabash and
Grand Trunk railways between
Detroit and Buffalo in either di-

rection will be accepted for trans-

portation on D. A B. Line Steamers.
Send two cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.
Address, L. G. Lewis, G. P. A., Detroit

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.
MCMILLAN, VICE-PRES. SCHANTZ, GEN. MQR

"THE ANGLER'S FRIEND"
A Pocket Take Down Landing Net

A net adjusting to any size, equal to any emergency, light
in weight yet practically indistructable. Price $2.00, money
refunded if not satisfactory. The Canadian Patent Rights
for sale.
Smith Bros.. 1011 Dorchester Ave., Boston, Mass.

20 different Designs
Can ship immediately in any quantity. Need
No Boathouse. Never Leak, Rust, Check, Crack
or Rot. Every boat has water tight compart-
ment, so cannot sink. Write for FREE Illus-

lustrated Catalog and Special Prices.

MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO. 335 BELUVUF AVE- DETROIT, MICH-

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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First-Class Fishing Tackle
C. FARLOW & CO , Ltd.
ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS.

Salmon and Trout

Rods

Reels

Lines

Casts

Flies

and all other requisites.

Catalogue with 12

beautiful and true colour-

ed plates of salmon and

trout flies and 250 other

illustrations will be sent

to any address post free.

Farlow's Perfect Greenheart Salmon Rods. Cork Handle, Two Tops and top case. Beautifully finished. Per-
fect in balance and action. Iyight and pleasant to fish vvith. 14 ft., weight about 23 oz., price $13. 50. 15 ft., weight
about 26 oz., price $16. co. Farlow's "Perfect'' Trout Rods, 9 ft. to 11 ft., $11.00. Patent Lever Salmon Reels—over
3oooinuse. Farlow's 'Holdfast" Waterproof Silk Lines.

10 Charles Street, St. James Square, S.W. and 191 Strand W. C.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Telegrams—Greenheart, .London.

Bear in Mind
When you are consid-
ering the purchase of
a marine engine that
there are several
points of prime im-
portance which
should demand a
close investigation

—

General Ffficiencv.
Accessibility, Simp-
licity, Durability,
strength, Power and
Interchangeabili t y

.

All of these vital
features are embodi-
ed in STERLING
ENGINES together
with many exclusive
features of construc-
tion which easily
places STERLING
ENGINES in the
formost rank of mar-
ine engine construc-
tion.

Write for catalog
and prices— tell us
the size of your boat
and the speed you
wish to develop.

Sterling Engine Co., B
«tft'p.

NY->

Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

DEALERS: New York: Edge & Purdie, 136 Liberty St. Boston: Walter J. Forbes, 220 Congress St.
Portland, Oregon : Beeman-Spaulding Co., 71 Front St. Kingston, Ont. : Kenneth A. Cameron.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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The No. 1 A Folding Pocket
Kokak Special

Just as good as a camera can be made—so small as to never be
in the way.

There has never before been so much quality put into so small a camera—in lens and shutter and mechanical

precision it is right. Making the popular 2|x4J pictures, the camera itself measuring but 2 x2| x 8 inches and with

a high speed lens and shutter equipment it fills every requirement of those who demand a perfect combination of

convenience and efficiency.

No 1 A Folding Pocket Kodak Special with Rapid Rectilinear Lens, speed f 8 and
F. P. K. Automatic Shutter - - - $15.00

ALL DEALERS.

Catalog of Kodaks free CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited,

at the dealers or by mail. TORONTO, CANADA.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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The Man Who
Shoots

wants a gun he can rely upon at all

times. No one wants to take a gun-

smith's repair kit with him into the

field or to the traps. Men who "know guns'

can always be relied upon.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

PARKER.

N. Y. Salesrooms PARKER BROS.
32 Warren Street Meriden, Conn.

The Oldest Gun Builders in America.

It FOX MOTORS
|llit—:^irp " HEAVY t-h

We are the only manufacturers
who sell on the bore and stroke of
cylinders; and agree to refund your

money if. after 30 days' trial, you see fit to return the
engine. Write for catalog.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE GO.
208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport, Ky. 1

I

mi FOX MOTORS
I H| IHi] HIGH SPEED-HEAVY DUTY a

Your money, If invested in FOX m.
MOTORS, pays for engine value, not sales
expense or losses by bad accounts. Our

motors, our sales policy and our guarantee will appeal
to your judgment. Write for catalog.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport, Ky.

AN EVER READY
SAFETY RAZOR

AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

This razor valued at J1.25 is guaranteed as

f^ood a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
imited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

29A M* STOP! LOOK! ffl I W-
m LISTEN!W™^R
2?TheGear Sensation of theYear
fO Gies Reverse Gear m 85^ Successor to the reversible propeller".

£\J

JSPFjTIAI ffl TRANSMITS 1 HP. —

<

CO mo i
PGr 100 Revolutions^

w*Tl r\f|AIT Experiment—Get the Genuine

l/UJ\ I Be bamboozled by similarity ^W in names The Gies Reverse Gear

m. is made only by
CO GJES GEAR COMPANY &
Civ— 01- <E19

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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GOOD HEALTH!

DRINK

Bromo Mineral
The well known morning bracer.

Sweetens a sour stomach.

Sold at all Hotels in Canada.

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

HOTEL GLASSWARE
AND

HOTEL SUPPLIES.

BROMO MINERAL CO.
Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

••-0**0"«*0

Greatestpiece ofFishing
Tackle ever/nvented—

//OLDS
sxoG w/r//o(/r

K££PS/T
ALIVE

HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSITION WITHOUT KILLING OR
INJURING IT. Keep* mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING.
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS Catches
the SHORT-BITERS. At your Dealers or direct, postpaid. 50 cents.

UNKEFER G BRADLEY. Mf, s , 91 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO

FROG

HARN£SS

Highest award at St. Louis World's Fair. Adopted by governments of
U. 8., Canada and England. 15 models to select from. Catalogue Free.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO., Miamisburg, Ohio.

THE NEW TROUT BAIT
The New Coaxer Trout Ply
actually seems to be alive. It rides
the swiftest current. It never mats,
but keeps its shape and color. It
dcn't wear out. One man caught
128 trout on one after his- other
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted
$1.35. Bass size 30c. Postage 2c

Cat of Hew Baits. W. J. Jamison. 1388 Lexington St.. Chicago

If it were possible to make a

better marine motor than the

Cushman we should be doing it.

Everything that equipment, skill

and years of experience can do to

makeaperfect,smallmarine engine

has been done, and to-day the

CUSHMAN
STANDS

WITHOUT A RIVAL

We are the only two-cycle engine

makers in the world that use Com-

pression Rings, to prevent leakage

around the crank bearings. These

rings effect not only the work,

but the very life of the machine.

Every part of our motors are made
in our own factory and fitted and
finished precisely as the works of

a watch.

For a Descriptive Catalogue Write

Cushman Motor Co.
2010 N. St., LINCOLN, NEBR.

GENERAL SALES AGENCIES.

Seattle Hardware Co., Seattle, Wash.

L. S. Cushman, Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Gas Engine & Appliance Co.,
1814 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.

J. N. Limeburner,
84 Chambers St., New York City, N. Y.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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The eye and ear of a squirrel at thirty

yards is mark enough for a good
shot and a

it
22 CaliberRepeating]?!fie

You can use in the same rifle, without change of parts, .22 short, long
and long-rifle cartridges. This is an excellent arm for target work as
well as rabbits, squirrels, hawks and all small game up' to 200 yards.
The ammunition is cheap, giving much enjoyment at little expense.

In our four distinct models—the solid top is always a protection and
keeps powder and gases from blowing back; the side ejection allows in-

stant repeat shots, without the possibility of throwing an ejected shell

into your face or eyes; the removable sideplate or take-down construction
makes them the easiest of all .22s to keep clean.

Get acquainted with the fflar//n line before 7/7rrr>//n /7r0rrrm c fn
dering your new gun. Send 3 stamps postage ££**r£££*£tt££££ £r*rur£££± ttt,

67 Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN.
ordering your new gun. Send 3 stamps postage
and get our complete 136-page catalog.

Launch $150.00 complete
20000
275.00
350.00

Arc You Looking for a Launch ?
If so, get one of ours. It will put you in the
satisfied class. They are acknowledged the

most stylish in appearance, most beautiful in design and superior in every way. Our aim has been to build a good
dependable family launch that can be relied upon to give satisfactory service. We have succeeded. An investiga-
tion will prove all our claims. All of our launches are fitted with our famous gasoline motors, which, on account of
their absolute reliability.extreme simplicity and handsome finish.are in great demand from the Atlantic to thePacific
Write for catalogue. McKEOUGH & TROTTER, limited. CHATHAM, ONT.
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For Every Camper—Fisherman—Hunter

The Way of the Woods
A Manual for Sportsmen in

North-Eastern United States

and Canada
By EDWARD BRECK

^ practical Field-Manual, intended to form a part of the kit of every Camper,

Fisherman and Hunter. It contains concise, thorough and authoritative information on

every subject connected with life in the Woods, such as Outfitting, Fishing, Shooting,

Canoeing, Tenting, Trapping, Photography, Cooking, Hygiene, Etc.

"Excellent practical directions and adoice."—N. Y. Sun.

Pocket Size. 80 Illustrations. Price, $1.75 net.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 27 West 23d Street, NEW YORK.

This New
German
Ignition

Battery

Gave such remarkable

results last year that we
have obtained the
Canadian rights.

Gives Hot Spark Like a
Storage Battery

NO MORE IGNITION TROUBLES
New process. New Chemicals. Better Results. There have been no improvements or

change m manufacture made in Dry Cells until the German Chemistry (who lead the World in Chemistry)
brought out this new Dry Cell. IT GIVES RESULTS. Write for prices. If your dealer does not keep them we
will sell direet. J ^

The Canadian Electric Novelty Co.
334 Spadina Ave., Toronto.

TheWay

Woods

436 Pages.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'



V Silk Fish Line.
Made on latest improved machinery. Absolutely

pure, strength guaranteed, the strongest and
lightest line made.

4 COLORS—White with Black. Black with White.
Black with Olive.

Size 0, 1J cents per yard
Size I, If cents per yard
Size 1, 2 cents per yard

Patent Waxed Lines

Guaranteed not to absorb water.
Superior Line for Casting.

Size 0, 2£ cents per yard

Size J, 2f cents per yard

Size 1, 3 cents per yard
Size 2, 3J cents per yard

Black with Brown.
Size 2, 2J cents per yard
Size 3, 3 cents per yard
Size 4, 3| cents per yard

Enamelled Lines.

Not a union line, but the best silk.

ENAMELLED BY HAND.
Size J, 3f cents per yard
Size 1, 4 cents per yard
Size 2, 4£ cents per yard
Size 3, 5 cents per yard
Size 4, 5f cents per yard

Casting Line—Size 00, 1J cents per yard. Size 0, 1J cents per yard.
Put up on cards, 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards, continuous lengths.

St. Lawrence Sporting Goods Co., Ltd.
102 NOTRE DAME ST. WEST, MONTREAL

Palmer's Mo osehead Brand

Waterproof

Sporting

Boots
Used extensively by and
designed to meet the views
of sportsmen, prospectors,
surveyors and others who
are outdoors. No other boot
could be made more water-
proof and better adapted to
keep its wearer comfortable
in all sorts of weather. Noth-
ing better for railway con-
struction work. Made with
or without sole and heel.

Write for "R"
Catalogue show-
ing different
styles.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Predericton, N. B., Canada.

largest manufacturers of Oil Tan Waterproof Footwear
in the world.

Let us 6end you testi-
monials from people who are

using them. 16-18-21-25 and 30 foot-
ers at proportionate prices. Boats and engines guaranteed
one year. Shipments made the day we receive order. Motor
the simplest made, starts without cranking, anyone can oper-
ate them. We are the largest builders of pleasure boats in
the world and sell direct to user. Free catalog.

DETROIT BOAT CO. 1361 JEFFERSON AVE., DETROIT, MICH-

For Three

SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will give a

Vest
Pocket

Light
Valued at $1.50.

Every hunter, angler and
yachtsman should own

one

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."

I
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Distinctive New

Wall Papers

Never before have we had such an at-

tractive stock of New Wall Papers to

select from. The points of merit are

numerous, but originality of design, great
beauty of coloring and smallness of price

are among the attractive features. They
are the latest productions of the leading
English, French, German and American
manufacturers, and with few exceptions
the patterns and colorings are confined
exclusively to ourselves.

Samples will be forwarded free of
charge to any address. Please statefor
what room, color and price desired.

The W.J. Bolus Co., Limited

245 Yonge Street, TORONTO.

THE

William English Canoe Co.
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are Best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

& Miners
They are the

lightest boot on
the market, quali-
ty and material
considered. They
are made to fit

and wear. They
are practically
water proof—if

properly taken care of. There are no nails
or anything to gall the feet. They will not
harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or

write for catalogue O.

Witchell-Scheill Company
DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturers in Sporting and Athletic Footwear.
I

THIS BOAT FOLDS
INTO A PACKAGE.

It's Solid and Stiff when in use—collapsible
and quickly made portable. Carried by hand
or in a buggy. Tempered, galvanized, light
steel ribs give both strength and lightness
Is a revelation in boat construction. Non-
sinkable. Puncture proof. No repairs. .No
cost for storage. Wears longer than a wooden
boat. We make all sizes and styles for ever\
purpose. Our catalogue—100 engravings—
sent on receipt of 6 cts.

KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO.

465 Lake St., Muskegon, Mich.,

formerly Kalamazoo.
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Canadian Pacific

Railway.

For MASKINONGE,

MUSCALONGE or

LUNGE

go anywhere in the FRENCH

RIVER, which our new line from

Toronto to Sudbury crosses-

For Spring Trout Fishing

go North of Montreal, to the points we know, or to the

rivers falling into Lake Superior, between Sault St.

iWarie and Port Arthur.

For full particulars write

L. O. Armstrong,
Tourist Agent,

Can. Pac. Ry., MONTREAL

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
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DRY BATTERIES
BEST BY TEST

We want you to write us to-day about

our Battery.

A trial will convince you of their

merits.

The Electric Ignition Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO.

18-21-25 foot launches at proportion-
ate pnces. All launches fitted with
two cycle reversing engines with speed
controlling lever; simplest engine made;
starts without cranking, has only 8 moving
parts. Steel rowboats, $20.00 All boats fitted „with water-tight compartments; cannot sink, need no boat house^

We are the largest manufacturers of
pleasure boats in the world. Orders filled^
day they are received. We sell direct tol
user, cutting out all middlemen's profits.
Free cataloeue.

MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO.
L3M Jefferson Ave.

Detroit, Michigan

BOYS! ATTENTION!!!
Do you want a new GUN ?
A new BOAT?
A new TENT?
A new CAMERA ?

Get to work NOW and earn one or all of them

We will tell you how to do it. Write AT ONCE
for particulars to

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher,

ROD & GUN & MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.
WOODSTOCK, Ontario.

The Keystone Principle

AGES and ages ago, the arch of a building might collapse. The simple principle hidden in

the keystone was not then fully understood. Today such a thing as collapse would
be improbable

;
every builder has grasped the idea.

A few years ago a gun might shoot loose and get out of order. "Gun collapse" was taken
for granted

;
today it has no excuse. Lefever construction may be seen in any gun store.

Lefever Shot Gun
action is readily understood. The keystone in an arch, with its problems of weight, thrust

and resistance, is no more wonderful than the Lefever cocking hook. This one part does the
cocking and extracting with one motion. It is the bond between frame and barrels

—exact, substantial, and so simple. If you shoot the gun with the lock plate

removed, you will "grasp the idea."

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigidity and take-up unequalled in any other
gun. It tells about steel in these guns which is an honor to the names of
Europe's great steel makers—not a discredit. It also tells about taper
boring and other things you must know if you are to invest your
money right. It is a catalogue worth sending for

LEFEVER ARMS CO.
20 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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Our Ninth Birthday.

|HIS issue marks the ninth birthday

of "Rod and Gun" and finds it oc-

cupying a position of ever growing
strength and usefulness. During the

past twelve months it has taken a firmer

hold on the affections of its great army of

readers and by securing contributions

from all parts of the Dominion has suc-

ceeded in making its pages a valuable

guide to both native and visiting sports-

men.
On this one occasion ot the year a

little note of triumph is allowable. "Rod
and Gun" has filled a distinct place in the

public life of the Dominion and appears

to be filling it more and more effectually

with each passing year. Its scope is

ever widening as its area of circulation is

ever increasing. With the constant

growth in its army of readers its sphere of

usefulness and influence is corresponding-

ly extended, and the services it renders

the country of more value than ever.

Outdoor life in its many phases through-

out the Dominion is dealt with very fully

and all sportsmen can depend upon find-

ing within its pages something dealing

with their favourite form of recreation.

Recognition of the important services

rendered by the Magazine to the country
have continued to accumulate during the

past twelve months. In addition to many
private appreciations sent from all parts

of Canada, as well as many from abroad,
the Magazine has been appointed the

official mouthpiece of practically all the

Forest, Fish and Game Protective As-
sociations throughout the Dominion. This
public testimony to its usefullness and
good work is most gratifying to those

responsible for its policy in steadfastly

advocating the safeguarding of the great

national assets by the Dominion and
Provincial Governments.
While the conductors naturally feel

elated in surveying the work of the past

and the position at present, they wish to

acknowledge very fully their indebted-

ness for success in this work to both
readers and contributors. Those who
have found the Magazine of service to

themselves have not been backward in

recommending it to others, thus aiding

in the most effective manner in extending
its circulation and influence. Our con-

tributors have given of their best with
the result that all parts of the Dominion
have been treated in our pages, giving a
variety and interest unsurpassed else-

where. In no other publication is it pos-
sible to find such a wealth of personal ex-

periences in outdoor sports throughout
the Dominion. So wide and varied are

both area and subjects dealt with, that

although particularly commended to

sportsmen, they likewise prove of con-

siderable interest to the general reader
of wide tastes.

With our largely increasing circulation,

and the fine numbers we have produced
each month, our advertising clients have
gained very materially. We rejoice in

their successes along with our own ; and
feel that while we have given them full

value for every dollar they have spent
with the Magazine, they are at the same
time entitled to our recognition and thanks
for announcements which have lent in-

terest to the contents of each issue. The
number and character of advertisements
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form no bad index to the standing of a
Magazine and in this respect "Rod and
Gun" has good reasons to feel grateful.

As to the future, plans for 1908 have
been fully prepared and are well advan-
ced in execution. The same policy which
has hitherto characterized the Magazine
will continue to distinguish it, with the

added force which increasing knowledge
and experience may give to our advocacy.

Personal experiences in the woods, waters
and mountains of Canada will be given
each month, while attention to the great
developements in motoring on both land

and water will form one of the principal

features of forthcoming numbers. In

this way we hope the successes of the past

may be continued in an even more gener-

ous measure than has already been ac-

corded us.

The First of the Season.

BY GRASSHOPPER.

last, after waiting since Novem-
ber, the first of April arrived, and
the fishing season opened. We

had been busy overhauling tackle, var-

nishing rods, and binding on rings in

preparation for the first day of the sea-

son. The last week in March had been
very fine and warm, and the prospects
looked good for us, but bad for the fish.

The anticipation had been almost as good
as the realization. Now the fatal day
had arrived, and the serious problem to

be solved was whether we should go up
or down the river. Eventually, we de-

cided to go down, so we started away in

good time to catch them hunting for

breakfast. After about two hours drive

we arrived at the favorite spot, but we
had to cross about twenty yards of ice

to get to the open water. We made
several casts, but had no results, or the

results were nil, whichever way you like

to put it. In plain English we did not
get a bite.

Suddenly there was an awful crash,

and we were adrift in the celebrated Bow
River on an iceberg. But our troubles

had only just commenced, and in our
struggles to steer the good ship into

port, she parted in the middle, and we
were struggling in the icy waters of the

Bow. But we managed to scramble
ashore, and as the thermometer was 80

it did not take very long to get dry.

Then we decided to fish from the bank
in future. We soon found an open spot
near the shore, and started again. It

was not long before there was a terrible

pull at the line. I shouted, "Lock out,

Tommy I have a beauty on here. It

will not move from the bottom."
"It must be a big sucker," answered

Tommy. I said, "I don't know what it

is, but it is terribly heavy."

It kept going down stream, and I

could not stop it although I was trying

hard. Then I tried to turn it, but no, it

would not be turned. So I said some-
thing must be done, as there was nearly

one hundred yards of line out. I de-

cided to hold it, which I did. I felt it

gradually weaken, and it was getting

near the shore. So Tommy ran down
the bank to assist in the landing.

"Look out!" I shouted to Tommy,
"and don't lose it."

At last the pull began to get weak and
I felt sure of a beauty. I began to wind
up, and when I got to the fish, the hook
was last in a lump of ice weighing about
fifty pounds.

After this excitement, we decided to

pack up for the day, which we did, and
as we could not catch fish, we spent the

remainder of the day in killing gophers.



A Record Breaking Moose Hunt.

BY DR. W. L. MUNRO.

|ERE you ever, for even a short time,

a celebrity? Have you known the

proud sensation of having your
fellow mortals requesting an introduction

to you, or even seeking the privilege of

If so, you can sympathize with me.
Verily, one might have thought that my
friends of the moment hailed and made
the most of such an opportunity for liba-

tions.

Our fall

campa i g n
began some-
what stren-

u o u s 1 y.

Le a v i n g
home a day
later th a n
my par t y,
and travel-

ing by rail

as far as
Perth Junc-
tion, where
the Tobique
empties into

the St.

J o h n's, I

left the rail

at that point

and drov e

twenty-tw o
miles in a
driving rain

to Plast e r

Rock where
I discarded
my glad
rags and
donned my
spor ting
garme n t s,

had supper
and started

an hour or

two later in

NEW BRUNSWICK S RECORD MOOSE.

grasping your hand without the formality
of a presentation? Have you been be-
sieged, and in a prohioition town at that,

with invitations innumerable to wet it

down? And all because you had shot a

moose with horns an inch wider than had
ever before been brought into camp in

the province?

pitchy darkness and pouring rain on an-
other thirty-five mile drive to the Forks
of the Tobique.

We wallowed through mud for about
a mile, when I discovered that my rifle

was left behind; so back we went.
Meanwhile a message had come for my
jehu, Whit Bishop, to bringback a larger
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party the next day; so I sat on the seat

in the rain while another wagon was
made ready, the wheels greased and the

horses put in, when we again started.

The road was very rough and the

night rougher, but I went tc sleep sit-

ting bolt upright. Whit was worried at

first, but, finding that I could balance
myself and stay in, asleep as well as
awake, finally let me alone and the drive

became for me a short one.

We reached Miller's at the Forks, the

last house on Tobique, at two a.m., had a
few hours , sleep and betimes the next
morning took to the canoe for our three

days' trip up the left branch.

My guide, Charlie Cremin, poled and I

paddled. We saw three deer and three

caribou on the river, and from time to

time came upon little red squirrels

swimming from bank to bank. Here
and there in the pools the salmon were
still to be seen. The river was very
high and the water quick. While we
had been having a prolonged drought
in the States, in New

t
Brunswick it

had rained almost every day during the

summer.

Noon of the third day brought us to

Adam Moore's home camp where we
lunched. A party of three, one a young
lady, was just starting for home, having
secured two moose.

Before dark we were at headquarters,
Charlie Cremin's camp on Bathurst Lake,
in the heart of as fine moose country as

can be found anywhere.

We began the serious business of the

trip at once, paddling down through the

lakes as far as the Big Bogan, Charlie

calling from time to time. We saw one
deer and three moose, only one of them
a bull and that a spike-horn and there-

fore not shootable.

There can be no doubt that the big

game are familiar with the laws enacted

for their benefit. All summer long they

stand around in the most bare-faced way,
bulls as well as cows, but at midnight,

on the 14th of September, the old fel-

lows with the big heads betake them-
selves to the cedar swamps and tam-
arack thickets, seldom emerging into the

open except at hours when sane mortals

should be resting quietly in bed, while

the cows, calves and spike-horn bulls,
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immune to the sportsman by legislative

enactment, disport themselves brazenly

and defiantly. When by chance one of

the big fellows amorously inclined, for

it is only when amorous that they be-

come reckless, has drawn your fire and
received his quietus, some fellow with a

still bigger head, impudently confiding

in the law which only allows you to shoot

one bull a season, takes a fiendish pleas-

ure in coming right out into the open as

if taunting you with the still greater

charms which might have been yours.

This, however, is a digression.

The calling season was later than

usual this year, and the moose still came
to water in numbers at night and fed

well into the morning. Each sunrise

found both Tom and myselt out with our
guides, after a scanty lunch and cup of

coffee in the cook-room, pursuing the

elusive moose, until it was evident that

Fate was not smiling upon us that morn-
ing, when we went back to breakfast.

Sometimes trout fishing and partridge

shooting filled in the middle of the day
until an hour or two before sunset, when
we once more resumed the quest of the

moose. Charlie and Dave, our guides,
poured out their souls through the call-

ing horns in a wealth of amorous sug-
gestiveness which would have made the

fortune of a soubrette.

Our wooing was in vain. The very
first day Tom saw a fine young bull with
•a 42-inch head which was, of course, be-
low his standard. The big fellows, how-
ever, still laid low.

Occasionally we varied the program
by a tramp over the ridges or up some
old tote-road to a beaver pond. Every-
where were fresh tracks and fresh signs
of all kinds.

Tom, with Dave Edwards his guide,
stayed at the home camp and put in

some strenuous work in calling at the
Big Bogan, where a big moose amused
himself by answering, but wouldn't
come out to be shot.

Charlie and I went down the Nipisi-
guit to "75" where we made camp in a
little shack about 6x9 and too low to al-

low of standing upright, while the door
was about 3^ feet high.

The shack stood just at the angle of
Goose-neck Bend, so that we had a fine

chance both up and down the river.

Charlie called night and morning and
got an answer from time to time, but
from a distance of a mile or two. Dur-
ing the day we took long tramps up the

old lumbering roads, seeing lots of fresh

signs but no bulls. On the afternoon
of the second day our returndegenerated
into a partridge-shooting excursion.

Charlie had my target pistol and, out of

eight birds seen, shot six.

That evening the bull answered as

usual after dark. The next morning
Charlie turned out just before daylight

and had called once when he saw two
moose come around the bend down the

river. It was not light enough to see

what they were, but he called me. The
way we were living, getting up was dead
easy, and I was with him in a minute.
The moose came up the stream about

300 yards and then turned into the al-

ders of the Goose-neck Bend. Figuring
that they would cross the point and
come into Goose Pond, a dead water
above, we slippped into the canoe and
took our station so as to command it,

Charlie keeping the prow of the canoe
dead on. For some reason the moose
do not seem to be able to size up a canoe
when seen in this way, but will take
alarm at once if it is seen broadside.

It was still quite dark. The moose
crossed the point, a distance of 250
yards, thickly studded with alders, and
only once did we hear the slightest

sound. After a few minutes a very

large black cow stepped into the water
and about one minute later my bull.

Both saw the canoe at once and stood
still, watching and evidently puzzled.

Without taking his paddle from the

water, Charlie advanced the canoe
noiselessly toward them, while, I, moving
slowly and cautiously, got out my glasses

and studied the head. Satisfied with my
inspection, I took up my rifle and fired

at a distance of 125 yards, Charlie hav-
ing covered at least half of the space be-

tween us and the game.
The big fellow, standing up to his

middle in water, gave a tremendous
jump, coming completely out with a
splash and noise equal to that made by a
beaver's tail.

A moment later he started for our
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side of the river and I fired again, the

ball passing- through and breaking the

hip just as he reached the bank.
When we got out of the canoe he was

lying down not fifteen feet away and the

spread of his antlers looked enormous.
The ^oose got up, looking as wicked

as original sin, with his ears laid low on
his head and his mane up, and moved
away ab:> t fifty yards, when I fired

again to knock him down. A final shot
killed him outright. All of this time the

big cow stood in the water.

It was now just about light, so we
went back to the shack and had break-

fast. We had a theory that if we ate

enough raw Bermuda onions the moose
couldn't smell us to tell what we were,
and we consistently lived up to our
theory even after I shot the moose.

After breakfast we secured some pho-
tographs, took some measurements and
found to our joy that we had the record

moose. We then spent the morning in

skinning him out and dressing the meat.
He was a very black fellow about six

years old. The spread was 68 1-4

inches. The blades measured 16 inches

and the burr 12 1-2 inches. The points

were long and massive. The hind quar-
ters we carried out to the canoe on a
pole between us, and it was a heavy lug.

The fore quarters we left there, to be
given to the lumbermen.

After lunch we started up the river to

the home camp on Bathurst Lake, with
our canoe so heavily loaded that Charlie

had to get out and drag it through the

shallows of the thoroughfare. Our re-

turn to camp was a triumphal one.

For a day or two we hunted the

ridges. It was now quite cold, the ther-

mometer falling to 14 and 16 degrees in

the morning, and we had occasional

snow storms, so that we found about
half an inch of snow on the hills. Bear
tracks were numerous, but we saw no
bear. The news reached us that Mr.
Russell of London, England, at the

other end of the preserve on Upsalquitch
Lake, had shot a 61-inch moose with 29

points, and also a bear.

A day or two later we again started

down the river for the Meadow Brook
Camp and caribou-barrens. The water
was low and it was necessary to pole all

the way.
The first afternoon we met Russell and

Dave Cremin and I really felt mean
when I had to tell the former that his big
head was a small one from our point of
view. We went to the barrens on the
top of the hills some 1400 feet above the
river, and found lots of very sweet blue-

berries, but saw only four caribou, and as
the day was far advanced we returned to

camp.
The next morning was very grey and

cold. We had hardly climbed the hills

before it began to blow a tremendous
gale, cold as Greenland, with hail and
rain, so we started for camp and arrived
wet through. In the afternoon Dr. and
Mrs. Smith and their party joined us.

We started early the next morning.
No sooner had I loaded my rifle and tried

to put it at half cock than it went off.

Charlie evidently thought it was a ten-

derfoot trick, for he took the gun, but
after letting off two in rapid succession
he decided to thaw it out. Arrived on
the hills we saw a bunch of caribou on
a higher summit about two miles away,
so we crossed the valley towards them.
When we came out of the tree line we
saw another bunch on the hill we had
left, and close behind them Tom and
Dave, so we watched them with the

glasses until we saw Dave spy them and
point them out to Tom, who fired at the

bull, but we couldn't see whether he got
him.

Then began our own fun. We ad-
vanced to within a quarter of a mile of

the herd of seventeen caribou and could
make out with the glasses five bulls and
three horned cows. It was now nearly

noon and they were preparing to lie

down for their siesta. Three of the

smaller bulls were constantly quarrelling

and locking horns, but whenever the one
on whom we had pinned our faith ap-

proached, they gave him a wide berth.

It was necessary to move cautiously and
look out for the cows, for they are gen-
erally the ones to stampede the herd.

Leaving Charlie lying behind a bush,
I began my cortuous progress on my
belly, crawling from burnt log to burnt
log, taking advantage of every shrub
and depression and always ready to lie

low when I saw any of them looking
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my way. In about a half hour's time I

had crawled four or five hundred yards,

when my bull got up and I immediately

stood erect and fired. He never knew
what struck him, the first ball breaking

the neck at the shoulder. The horns

were of the round variety and hence had

comparatively few points, but the brow
pieces were good and he had a fine

cleaver exactly in the middle of the face.

I was warm enough, but Charlie had

been obliged to lie still and was half

frozen.

The next day we started for camp,

Charlie carrying the basket as far as the

river, while I covered the first three

miles with my big pack on a tump-line

on my back. At the river we separated,

Charlie for a whole day of hard poling,

while I with my gun, camera and field

glasses, took the tote-road. It was very

cold and the canoe and everything in it

iced up. Charlie had to stop three

times that morning to build a fire and
thaw out his pole. The last stage from

Silver Brook to home camp I started on

•vith the certainty that it would be dark

before I had completed the twenty-two
miles, so I took a lantern. About an

hour after dark I turned in on a trail

which I thought ought to head me for

camp, but finding a lot of logs gotten

out and peeled, which I did not recog-

nize, I turned back and went a mile or

two farther, finally coming out all right.

A day or two later I struck that trail by
daylight, and found that those logs were
only about 250 feet from and in plain

sight of camp.
The remaining days were spent in

hunting bear and partridges. We set a

bear trap, but it was too late in the sea-

son and I got nothing.

Ice had formed very hard on the still

water, so Charlie and I put in one very

strenuous afternoon chopping a track a

mile lcng and the width of the canoe
through the worst of it, in case Dr.

Smith shouid be coming back. As luck

would have it, their flotilla ot three

canoes appeared just as we had reached
open water. Dr. Smith had shot a fine

caribou.

A day or two later Mr. Russell's party
joined us, bringing his moose head. He
was suffering from rheumatism—just

enough to prevent his climbing to the

barrens for caribou.

The next morning, Sunday, was de-

voted to securing photographs of the

heads and in the afternoon we made the

first stage, as far as Adam Moore's Nic-

tau Camp on the homeward journey.

Little Nictau Lake was frozen so hard
that we put the loaded canoes on tobog-
gans and pushed them the length of the

lake. Two days more brought us to the

edge of the civilized world. Ours was a

triumphal progress, even though it

rained continuously one day and snowed
just as steadily the next. The head had
to be put lengthwise of the canoe instead

of across, as usual, and the points jmade
the finest kind of a bracket to ho d the

pole when not in use.

Dr. and Mrs. Smith and Justin came
down one day later, but we did not meet
for five days as the big head demanded
my convoy to Fredericton. One needed
no evidence that New Brunswick is a
sporting community. Everywhere the

fame of the head had preceded us, and
I found myself a man of note, for the

record never before went to anyone out-

side of the Province.

Uncle Henry Braithwaite, the Dean
of New Brunswick guides, and our other

friends congratulated Charlie and myself
heartily on our good fortune.

As was fitting, the record head of New
Brunswick was left with Emack Brothers
at Fredericton, to be mounted, and the

finished trophy bears witness to their

skill.

For the first time in its history the New
Brunswick record is held by a sportsman
from without the Province. Mr. Rus-
sell's head, also, was a very fine one,

with four points upon each brow and
broad symmetrical blades with twenty-
nine points in all. This, too, is a record
head in its way, as it is the largest ever

taken out of New Brunswick by an
English sportsman.

Charles Cremin's territory on Bathurst
Lakes and the Upper Nepisiguit cer-

tainly furnishes as fine opportunities for

moose hunting as are to be found on the

continent.



John Green, Guide.

BY E. AND S. W.

Water plashing on the shore : breezes blowing

leaf shadows on the rocks : miles and miles of
sun -diamonded lake : green hills fading away to

gray against a wondrous blue, cloud-flecked sky.

Unspeakable sense of freedom, no care, no
thought : only happiness.

This is Temagami.

IS we got off the Grand Trunk train,

the year between faded away : last

September was as yesterday. In

a moment we saw John Green with his

slouch hat and his funny creepy-mouse,
Indian walk. He grinned, and began
just where we left off last year : a clasp
of his iron-jointed hand makes one's
fingers tingle.

Then to Bear
Island on the
little steamer to
Mrs. Turner's,
up the funny,
rocky, stubblv
path, among the
sledge dogs and
canoes, into the
little black sled,

through the kit-

chen—and there
was Mrs. Turn-
er, handsome as
ever with her
kindly smile and
raven glossy
hair.

Next morning
we bought our
provisions at the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's store, picked out a sixteen foot

Peterboro canoe which carried our outfit

easily. At eleven we embarked ; it was
good to hear the dip of paddle and the

ripple of water at the bow.
With each "mile breath came freer

;

with each hour we grew delightfully

savage. Sometimes a huge mountain of

rocks rose precipitously from the shore,

bare, save for clumps of sturdy Norway
pine and patches of moss, some very

green and some a strange orange color.

In half an hour we caught our supper,

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF A FAVORABLE BREEZE.

seven big basg.

Then we landed and made camp on a

rocky promontory at the north end of
Lake Temagami. Such a supper ! The
bass hot and toothsome : and flap jacks

—without number, the bigger, the better,

swimming in unsurpassed Canadian
maple-syrup.

The camp-fire ! John made a blazing

one on the point

of rocks like a

beacon-1 i g h t .

Wrapped up in

sweaters, we sat

between the sil-

ver light of the

moon and the

golden glow of

the fire, with

everything be-
yond, black as

though there
were nothing in

the world but our
magic circle of

warmth and com-
fort. We listened

to John's stories

of hunting and
adventure until bed-time ; and then rest-

ful sleep, upon balsam boughs piled high,

soft as down, redolent of the forest.

When the sun was well up we had some
porridge, and more porridge. We rigged
a sail and went out to try the breeze, in-

cidentally to land a lake trout, but the
beautiftl, green wooden minnow so fas-

cinating to us did not prove in the least

attractive to the trout. So we pulled in

our grand ideas with the minnow and
tried for smaller, just as eatable game,
with two fine bass and a pickerel as re-

sult. As we trolled near the shore we
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AT THE END OF THE PORTAGE.

heard a scrambling, and saw a fat, bristly

porcupine waddling up the rocks. At
last forcing him out of the bush, John
made thestupid old chap climb the paddle,

and do all sorts of tricks. In the end we
let him go, but we had laughed and cap-

ered with such glee that the porcupine

must have thought it was a war-dance.
Early next morning we crossed Sandy

Inlet, through the narrows, in and out
among the tall reeds, over sunken trees,

past one shadowy little bay carpeted with

golden waterlilies, twisting and turning

to the portage, which was as rocky and
steep as Christian's Hill of Difficulty.

Portages exist to make one appreciate

canoeing.

Lake Anima-Nipissing, a very
changeable little lady, deigned to

be charming in one of her pleasant

moods, so we travelled leisurely,

skirting the shore closely enough
to see clumps of white and pink
flowers, ferns, now and then a
tall blossom of deep magenta,
russet leaved vines, and brilliant

red berries
;
stealing into a little

unfrequented bay where there were
moose tracks, and a tree lately

torn open by a search for ants. It

was fascinatingly primeval.

We reached camp at sunset,

glad to hear the canoe bump on
the rocks. Of course we were
ready for supper, — we always
were, even ten minutes after din-

ner. We had Squaw Cake, a

kind of glorified raised biscuit. It

was of remarkable proportions and
most invitingly brown. I thought
"We'll beeatingthis particular and
individual Squaw Cake at Christ-

mas" but we drew lots for the

only slice left, next morning at

breakfast.

Once again for lake trout, with

copper line and the hitherto luck-

less wooden minnow. We had
trolled for half a mile when I felt

a mighty tug. I reeled in feeling

as though I were trying to pull

up the lake bottom. Scarcely ten

feet of line were in, when it began
to whipsaw mightily, dragging
the rod's tip into the water.

Scrambling to my knees I reeled

in furiously more than half the line with

rod bent to breaking. "Give him slack,"

shouted John. He ran twenty yards,

and when I had that all back, and more
too, "Let him run or he'll smash things,"

said John. Away went the trout for

another wild dash, to bring up this time
weakening, but still game. It was his

last overpowering rush, but not of the

whipsawing which kept on madly to the

end. As with doubling rod I brought
him into sight, he was turning

somer-saults. John reached for him with
the gaff, missed, but hooked the line. At
the same instant as the trout somersaulted
against one of the side- hooks on the

IN THE JUMPING RAPIDS,
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IN A JIFFY SLID THE FREIGHTED CANOE OVER.

minnow, John lifted him like a flash into

the canoe. A beauty, with fine, dappled,
silver skin, and feathery fins tipped with
pink. .

Soon John had him on a plank with a
Damoclean piece of pork above ; he
sizzled for an hour before a hot fire, until

the final crackle
; John solemnly sticking

a fork in his side pronounced him done.
We ate every morsel, even to the crumbs,
and reluctantly threw away the bones.
On through Bay Lake, up the Mon-

treal River to Pork Rapids,—so called

because there an Indian once stole a
hundred pounds of pork from the Hud-
son's Bay Company's barge. The cur-
rent of the river, before so calm
gradually quickened, the eddies
whirled faster and faster, the

water grew turbulent, and we
were in the rapids.

"Jumping rapids !" leaping
flying, whirling, breathless

throughout. John behind in the

stern with strong paddle to guide
and steady. We raced swift as

the foaming torrent itself, on a

wild, plunging, rock-dodging
course. We did it literally in

three jumps ; each being a moun-
tainous billow, a precipitous

plunge, a shivering canoe, a lap

full of water, breath caught
seconds after, then another
plunge.

At the next portage I rested on

a mossy log. We took a copy
of Keats with us and I was
luxuriously enjoying a poem,
when an angry note repeated
again and again brought me
awake to reality. At the other
end of the log was a little chip-

munk, all aquiver with fear, soft

body trembling, eyes wildlv

snapping with fright and rage. I

did not understand, until I heard
three or four tremulous squeaks
from the log. Then the poor woe
distracted mother rushed at me
in momentary bravery. Deciding
craft the better part, she cocked
her tail in a pitiful attempt to be
alluring, skipped upon a distant

bough, pirouetted, eying me,
Her courage oozed out ; she made a

vicious dash. As I quickly moved away,
she ran to her nest in the hollow log, and
all the little squeakings ceased in a happy
silence. It was so much better than the

poem, that Keats retired defeated.

We crossed Wakamika Lake to what
seemed to be the shore, but really a little

marshy outlet of a swift running stream,

down which we drifted. The stream just

wide enough for the canoe to pass, was
overhung with trees like a tropical jun-

gle. We came upon a fallen tree, stret-

ching across the stream, completely bar-

ring our path, a huge bulk of red pine.

To our city, ignorant eyes it seemed an

WRITING UP THE DIARY.
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insurmountable snag, but John, the ever-

ready, crawled out with the axe, barked

a runway across the tree and in a jiffy

slid the freighted canoe over as nice as

you please. There were four miles of

this delightfully mysterious stream, and

then Lake Obabika.
Intent upon moose we wound our way in

and out among the Islands little and big,

all pine clad, that dot Obabika, to the

end of the big lake, which is a series of

deep bays, marshy and grassy.

Stealthily we turned the point. John
whispered, ''Don't stir" and sculled his

paddle noiselessly. A moose was eating

his five-o'clock lily-pad, up to his chin in

water, with the blinding sun full in his

eyes. It was exciting, within a hundred

feet of his big branching horns
;
thrilling

when we crept to fifty ; and it set our

nerves tingling, at only twenty-five feet

away. Then he saw us, gave a mighty
snort and plunged ashore with giant

strokes. The canoe flew in pursuit,

keeping ten feet behind him to land.

The moose did not wait to shake himself

but crashed off into the forest, his lordly

antlered head held high.

We paddled into an almost land-locked

cove. John whispered, "Look on the log

under the bushes," and there was the

roundest little, brown cub walking gin-

gerly along the log. When he heard us

he took to the bush ; we sat still and the

silence hung heavy, as we waited. In a

minute, Teddy Bear clambered out from
the bushes and walked on a rock not

fifteen feet away. He saw us, stopped,

lowered his head, cocked up one ear, as-

sumed the prettiest pose he knew, and
lingered to be admired,—then was gone
with a bounce, leaving us naught but a

bewitching memory.
As we were exploring Round Lake,

John, the eagle eyed, pointed down a

sand-beached bay. In the water were
three red deer, a buck, doe and tiny fawn,

their sleek, red-brown coats shining in

the sun as they stooped to drink the

shallow water. Scenting us they disap-

peared into the woods, not hurriedly or

clumsily as a moose, but with utmost
grace and delicacy. We hurried to the

beach and vainly tried to find them in

the bush. Their heart-shape hoof marks
were on the sand.

At the very end of Obabika, we came
upon an Indian hunting shack. No one
was at home, so with apologies we inves-

tigated. It was a real wigwam, conical

in shape, built on birch trees meeting in

a bundle at the centre, the walls of big
strips birch-bark sewn together with
strands of spruce tree roots. The exact
workmanship was done with infinite

patience. Inside, directly in the centre

was the fire, the smoke escaping through
a hole in the roof. Over the fire were
hooks hanging on rods suspended from
the poles, where the meat roasted. Many
baskets, boxes and rude dishes made of

bark were scattered about, some bundles
of sewing fibre and a pile of rabbit-skins

with which the Indian had been making
a blanket. Outside was a deer-hide and
moose bones ; also many different shap-
ed boards for stretching skins ; a long
thin one for musk-rate, a broader one for

mink, a hoop for beaver. Against a log
leaned two dog-sleds and a pair of snow-
shoes.

We made our camp not far away on a
beautiful island, with a graceful oval,

rock bound shore, very high in the cen-
tre, clad with Norway pine, and just

enough poplar to add a feminine touch,
carpeted with moss and pine needles.

From the summit on all sides stretched
a view of the island-gemmed lake into

miles of blue distance ; so high that every
breeze from the four corners made the
little quivery leaves respond, and the big
strong winds in the pines were more grand
than organ tones. Our only neighbor
was a handsome crane who lived on the
next island, and flew over one day to say
"Welcome." He was a gentleman of

grace and refinement, was dignified and
exclusive, but charming as a neighbor.
The loon's long wail made the isola-

tion of our island more real, strange
birds, whistling, giggling, wailing,

screeching in all but human tones. They
circled at great height, with their long
necks extended, and whirled and moaned
in crazy fashion. Maung, the Indians
call them, descriptive of their weird note.

In the twilight, as we returned to

camp, on an out jutting rock from the
mainland, sat the prettiest yellow fox
pawing in the water for fish. We glided
slowly towards him until but a dozen feet
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away. He was a mere baby and was so
trustingly ignorant of men, he thought we
had come to play. He crouched on his

fore-paws like a cunning kitten, then lay

down in a soft, fluffy ball, rolled over
and rubbed his ears with his paws. His
mother barked to him from the deep
woods; he answered with baby careless-

ness in his tone, and trotted along the

shore stepping from rock to rock to keep
dry his black-mitted feet, and waving his
handsome tail in farewell.

The inevitable came; starched civiliza-

tion,—packed luggage— the little steamer
at the wharf.

"QUE-DON-E-MA-CONE" (Good-
Bye) said John Green.

/ was glad when thoy said unto me,

"This is Temagami."
The lakes, the sky, the trees, the

silver moonlight, the camp fires, the

plashiagpaddle, the smell of the pines,

owassa {far away) but here always in ou* hearts.

The Scarcity of Pcirtridges.

With a Dissertation on Beavers.

BY T. B. TEMPLE.

READING in the January number the

article by Mr. Alfred J. Horsey on
the Scarcity of Partridges I should

like to be allowed to corroborate all he
has written on the subject. My own ex-

perience is strongly confirmatory of his,

and I believe it high time sportsmen
should wake up and give their best con-

sideration to the means to be taken to

save these gamiest of game birds from
the fate that appears to confront them

—

practical extinction.

Late last summer I spent a month in

the woods during which time I travelled

over a good part of Muskoka and quite

a large piece of the Parry Sound district.

Most of the time I was in the company
of a "timber estimator" and was thus

afforded a grand opportunity of making
myself acquainted with the actual condi-

tion of things in the woods.
Not only did I find that partridge were

ten times more scarce than most sports-

men appear to realize, but hunters and
natives alike were unanimous in their

agreement that something—and that

semething a good deal more than the

usual explanations put forward—had
happened to the partridges this year

All the time I was in Muskoka I only
saw one good sized flock and a couple of
worn out "strays."

In Parry Sound I covered a lot of
ground going up the construction line of

the Canadian Northern Railway to the
end of steel and making side trips of
from five to twelve miles from the rail-

way. As I was much interested in par-

tridges and in the reports concerning
their scarcity I kept a bright look-out
everywhere. Incredible as it may ap-
pear on the whole of this trip I only saw
one "stray" and heard another. Sev-
eral residents whom I questioned assured
me that they had never seen a bird all

summer. Even though they had gone
no further than their own barnyards such
a statement would not have been possi-

ble until the last two years.

Many of the natives blamed the rail-

road construction gangs, whom they as-

serted had killed off the whole. Such a
reason, however, if admitted, could only
be local and could not in any way ac-

count for the scarcity elsewhere. More
reasons were given me than would fill a
book. Despite all of them however, I

think Mr. Horsey hit the real one when
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he suggests a plague similar to that

which attacks the hares. I might men-
tion that in some districts an outbreak of

this plague was noticed among the rab-

bits during the winter of 1906-7.

Just let sportsmen think what it will

mean to them if the partridges disappear.

They will then agree that anything and
everything must be done to prevent such
a catastrophe. The causes of the scarc-

ity should be sought out and remedies
applied, even if that remedy is felt to be

the closing of the season for several

years to nurse the remnants back to their

usual numbers, and save the best of our
birds for the woods.

Two seasons ago I noticed the grow-
ing scarcity of partridges but last season
they appeared to be almost annihilated.

In any of those places where I looked in

vain for the birds last year I would three

seasons ago have had no difficulty in get-

ting a full bag in a short afternoon's

sport. * * *

While on my rambles I made another
interesting discovery concerning a little

Canadian animal that came near to ex-

tinction and as I am sure it has a place

in the affections of every sportsman I

will relate the details.

Last fall I found a little lake in Mus-
koka—an unnamed stretch of marsh and
water lost in the tangle of rocks and
rough woods. I make no claim to the

honor of discovery for I had heard of

this lake from my friend who looked over
the timber up that way and who assisted

in placing a 1 'bark camp" in its vicinity.

This lake, with its stretch of about a
mile and a half of swamp, meadow and
water is the home of a colony of beavers.

Although my friend told me that the

beavers were not nearly so numerous as

eighteen months previously he had said

enough to arouse my curiosity and I de-

cided to visit the colony.

When I arrived at the lake I proceeded
to the newly constructed camp and bor-

rowed a home made, treacherous flat

bottom canoe and with this I started my
explorations. I experiencedmuch trouble
in pushing my flimsy craft through the
weeds. It appeared to me as though at

one time there were two lakes side by
side and now connected by swamp and
marsh. Near the end of the marsh I

found a small ^stream of open water
winding in and out among the weeds.
Following this for a short distance I

came to a larger pool of water and ran
up against an obstruction—it was the
dam.

I had never before seen a beaver dam
and viewed and examined the clever
piece of engineering with great interest.
I could not help thinking how such a
feat would baffle man had he the task of
building such a construction with the
same material. The dam was built right
across the outlet of the lake and was
holding the water up about four feet.

On my side the water was open and
with the longest paddle I couldn't touch
bottom; on the other side the stream had
run dry but we could trace its course
through the meadow. To the right and
left the banks were undermined leaving
nothing but the turf floating on top—

a

danger to anyone attempting to reach
the edge of the water from land. To
test the strength of the dam I ran my
canoe against it, and feeling my way
stepped out and walked across it. Clear-
ly I was not the first visitor that day for
in the soft mud which covered the sticks
I saw fresh deer tracks.

I had a peculiar feeling as I stood
there and examined this wonderful dam
building. In front of me was the water,
while behind was a sloping drop of about
five feet with barely enough moisture at

the bottom to nourish the few remaining
water lillies and swamp shrubs.

The dam was made of short sticks of

an average length of two feet.
f

These
were closely interwoven and the cracks
filled in with grass and mud. With
some difficulty I extracted three or four
rods and found them cut as if by a
skilled woodman. Every particle of
bark was peeled off and the marks of
sharp teeth were plainly visible.

While I was there none of the beavers
showed themselves and I had no time to
look for tracks. At the camp I was ^in-

formed that one or two of the little an-
imals were frequently seen swimming in

the lake.



A Wavy Hunt.

BY DR. F. T. CADHAM.

nN this country many influences make
one restless for Nature in early

May, but for a sportsman it re-

quires only a full drawn breath of a

prairie-scented Spring wind, coupled with

a longinglookhigh over head at a gabbling

flock ofsun-kissed, undulating whitewings
to make him realize that true nature ex-

ists for him in plenty of her wildness

close at hand to'even such a fast growing
and commercial city as Winnipeg.

Such a coin-

cidence of in-

fluences sudden-

ly called to my
mind on this

bright May
morning in the

Spring of 1907,

a chronic pat-

ient ; an im-

mediate call, a

prescription for

fresh air, in-

cluding some
shovel exercise,

myself to super-

intend the treat-

ment, and that

night saw my
tried hunting
partner Charlie,

and myself
started on a

sixteen mile
drive, seated on
a full loaded rig

of guns, shells,

grub, blankets, not to mention some three
hundred wire-flag wavy decoys.

The shaded darkness of our Spring
night made a slight altercation with a
barbed wire fence easily possible, but
outside of such a minor mishap, for a
sportsman on geese intent, we reached
our destination safely—a happily situated

harvest shanty on one of the long river

lot fields of South Headingly, and a com-
fortable three miles at least from any
prying civilization.

The horse and outfit quickly put ship-

shape, and down the field we hastened
with lanterns, decoys and spade. Exer-
cise— it certainly can be guaranteed to

anyone who endeavours to scrape out of
the oozy alluvial of our fertile fields, in

Spring time, a hole large enough to place
one's self uncomfortably out of sight..

However, turn and turn about, one with
the shovel and one picking and placing
stubble to cover the conspicuousness of
the newly turned earth, soon completed

the pits. Then
the decoys were
placed in several

long, close lines

and we were
back to the

shanty for a

hasty snack
and a cup of

tea, and lo ! the

sun was already

scattering rose

petals across

the fleecy clouds

of the Eastern
sky, preparatory

to ushering in

one of those

most glorious

May days of

Manitoba.
Being so fine

and clear, and
as it was ten

miles to the

swamp where
we hoped the

wavys were resting in thousands, it gave
us ample time to return to the hides, as

these birds seldom leave the marsh on

such a morning till the sun just shows
its crimson rim over the horizon. 1 had
dozed off on the pit edge and was dream-
ing of a tumbling big one which landed

on my head, bringing me back to my
senses and a quick grip of the trusty

twelve, to find it was but a clump of

earth, a suitable and urgent warning
from Charlie that somethingwas coming.

A deep-chested "honk" told all too plainly

A HARVEST SHANTY.
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"A SPLENDID SPECIMEN.

the nature, and peering through the

stubble edge of the pit I saw them, four

stragglers of the late army gone north.

They passed honking up the field, paying
little attention, as is the gray goose habit,

to the wavy decoys, but nevertheless

coming close enough to give Charlie a

long raking side shot with his cannon (it

is an ancient ten bore) and one came
slowly to stubble with set wings. He
afterwards proved to be a splendid large

specimen, but being that, and a straggler,

I was suspicious of his antique age,

which Charles afterwards amply justified.

Our attention was soon
attracted now by the clear,

barking "honk" of the

wavy. We crouched low
and still, our white hats

barely showing above the

stubble, and soon there

came from straight and
high above us the confused
gabbling of a thousand
throats, as the birds came
up army strong. They
played safe against the

clouds and slowly swung
twice to the decoys, of a sud-

den thrill through even that

din, the alarm cry of an old

and decoy-wise bird, and
away they all went far and
high across the Oak Bluff

Elevator. Hovering again
where no doubt other hunt-

ers vainly flattened themselves
against the bottom of their pits.

"Too still, said I.

Charles only said one word.
He never was a very communi-
cative fellow anyway, was
Charlie.

For two hours they came that

morning in such numbers as only

those who have watched a flight

of these snowy birds can realize.

Attracted by our broad display

of decoys, they swung up from
far off, but always safely keeping a
good one hundred yards of clear

air between us. Then away off

South East they went
;
settling in

a grassy meadow by the LaSalle

River, there to pick the fresh

young green shoots and wade
about in sun-warmed puddles till

the time for the evening flight to the
fields had returned.

That noon we headed West in the

direction the birds came from and we
trusted that a wind would spring up to

enable us to intercept the birds in their

flight from the marsh. We were certain-

ly lucky in finding a good stopping place

in a harvest shanty, a couple of hospitable

farmers made us heartily welcome, and
gave us the usual vague news about "lots

of geese"—that's a farmer's idea of the

essential information needed by a hunter.

Close questioning on those "lots of geese"

A SNAP OF THE BAG.
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* 'ingenuity to pack

elicited the facts that they were mostly

seen in the air going or coming from some

indefinite place in indefinite directions.

One definite bit of information, however,

was a fine dry barley field close at hand,

into which, we were told, an occasional

flock had stayed to feed. In this field

we located for the evening flight.

Now while the grey, the laughing, and

even the Hutchins goose will leave the

swamps to feed in the same field with

splendid regularity, the wavy is a most

erratic bird and changes his feeding

ground to the most unexpected of

places, but for all, where one

flock goes the others seem to

know by some process of tele-

pathy to follow, even if coming

from far separated swamps and

different quarters of the compass,

and lucky is the sportsman who
happens to find the right field at

the crucial time.

Such, however, was not our

luck that evening, but we were

fortunate in having a chance at

three small stray flocks, which

decoyed in slowly and beautifully,

giving us easy shots from good

hides. At that, the best we could

do was six birds, for a wavy, like

the gray goose, will take a lot

of killing, and it will often take

two barrels of good No. 4 chilled

to fetch one surely to the ground.

Later on one blue ,vavy came in

and swept back and forth close

down over the decoys which, on
account of the very slight wind,

were only some eighty yards away;
I thought to stretch my Parker
and let drive the both barrels

which staggered and started him
towards us at a whirlwind gait,

and as he drove past, my partner

spun him to the ground with his

lusty cannon, afterwards pulling

out a large red bandana handker-
chief. He keeps that for these,

as I hope, rare occasions, for be-

tween ourselves there is consider-

able and lengthy argument on the

merits of that cannon.

After filling in the hides we were
back to camp in time to take a

snap of the bag, and again pack
up and move for the morning flight. This
time we struck right out on the prairie

towards the swamp, and coming to a
small strip of fall breaking, decided to

locate there for the morning. According
to goose logic it was not a good place,

no feeding ground being handy, but we
had lined the flight in that direction and
so put our hides close down to the

swampy ground on the edge of the break-
ing, leaving the setting up of our decoys

until the morning so as to better gauge
the wind. It was seven miles to any

A FULLY LOADED RIG.
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habitation, so after supper of broiled

wavy steaks over a willow fire we turned

in under the rig- to suffer the keen
cold of a Spring- night, but were comfort-

ed by hearing, now and again, in lulls of

the wind which had sprung up, the in-

describable clamour of the countless

thousand wavys, as they held a social

evening far out in the marsh together.

By morning it was blowing a small

gale and was considerably colder. An
indefinite haze covered the eastern sky,

while to the west all was still gloom. It

seemed more a duty to be in the pits at

four a. m., than from any expectation of

sport. So confident were we of this as

to leave on our overcoats, lying close to

the hide to avoid the keen wind, but such

is the way of the wavy that before we had
realized it a tremendous flock had beaten

up towards the decoys which we had set

out in several close lines, three hundred
strong across the breaking, a good one
hundred and fifty yards up wind. The
strong wind held the birds close down,
while they tacked with determination

against it. Not fifteen yards in front of

us the leaders bunched in a white mass,
calling to the decoys, as is their wont,
while the great, long rear guard swung
directly over us. We both rose quickly,

forgetting overcoats and everything in

the excitement of that awful clamour.

Four barrels into the white mass out in

front, then I stepped clear of the hide to

count all the dead ones, and incidentally

pick up any wounded. Only the bare,

black ground stared back at me, not one
white mark on that breaking between us
and oui' decoys. Turning to my friend, I

saw him standing on his overcoat, all

thoughts of cold gone in the heated soli-

loquy he was holding.

"The same old mistake, five feet under
them," said I.

"Fifteen," said Charlie.

However, we soon had a chance to take
advantage of our experience for another
large flock swung up in the same manner,
and this time on rising we held with the

first barrel well above and behind a picked
bird, and generally taking with the other

a bird that had crowded too much up into

the wind, giving a nice overhead shot
;

even at that, it is surprising how much
open exists about and through an enormous
flock of wavys. That was the start of

an apparently endless army. They came
up in companies and battalions, at first

sight appearing as only a dull, waving
line from out the glooming in the west,

soon resolving into individual and enor-

mous looking birds for they came close in

head on.

We shot till we thought we had so

many down as we could conveniently
use, Charlie certainly demonstrating that
his old cannon had some cause to be
named a gun.
Then we set to retrieving, which was

not difficult, for the wavy is the easiest of

all game birds to retrieve on all dry land
on account of its odd color. By half

past seven we were having breakfast and
we still watched the now diminishing
flocks passing by. That day they all went
north. It took some ingenuity to pack
the rig for we had some thirty, but as one
or two birds (fully appreciated) were left

to many of the farmers on the road in

the load was considerably lightened by
the time we reached the asphalt pavement
of home.
Many times have I hunted the elusive

wavy, and only twice has it been my good
fortune to thus intercept the strange air

path of their countless armies, and as the
whirr of the cars and the din of our city

streets brings back strangely to the ears
now their chatter and clang, I hope with
good company to enjoy that rare exper-
ience once again.

Mr. John M. Swiggart, of the firm of

Swiggart & Folk, Joliet, 111., well known
fur traders, was recently in Edmonton
after a prolonged visit to the northern
country around Great Slave Lake. Mr.
Swiggart has established three posts in

those far northern regions and is a strong
believer in the future of that part of Can-
ada, and is particularly enthusiastic over
its mineral prospects. Lead and copper
are abundant and all the country needs
is better transportation facilities.



An Unrehearsed Bear Hunt.

BY TRAVIS BAGLEY.

0ANCHING in the foothills of the

Rockies is not as tame and devoid

of variety as most people would
imagine. Game is fairly abundant, that

is deer, prairie chickens, grouse, partridge

and all kinds of water fowl. Bear are

seen occasionally as the following will

show.
One day in June, 1907, we

were preparing to brand the

calves. The cowboys and I

rounded up the cattle and cut out

the cows and calves which were
driven in the corral ready for

operations after lunch. We had
all gone to the shack and having

finished lunch or rather dinner

as it is termed in this country,

were indulging in the usual

cigarettes. Bob, one of the

cowboys had gone up to the barn

to feed' the horses, when to our

surprise he suddenly rushed into

the shack with the intelligence

that there was a bear in the

vicinity. Naturally branding was
quite forgotten for the time being.

We all made a bolt for the door,

thinking that there might be

something stronger than creek water
which Bob had probably got hold of, but

sure enough there was the bear about
two hundred yards away. Bob had the

advantage of us, having seen the bear

first and having his cow pony ' 'Grey

Eagle" ready saddled was off at full

speed after that bear. Bob's horse and
rider were very soon within shooting

distance but either "Grey Eagle" or Bob
was far from steady. The 38 Colt shot

all round Mr. Bear. With the last cart-

ridge Bob did graze his hind leg. With
all the cartridges gone the cowboy in-

stinct showed up. Putting spurs to his

horse and unfastening his lariat, the race

commenced in real earnest. Horse and
bear got alongside each other. Bob
swung the rope and got the gentleman
by the off hind foot. Then the fun com-

menced. "Grey Eagle" suddenly realized

the difference between a bear and a calf.

The bear growled and sticking his claws
into the ground tried to anchor himself
to the earth. It was a case of pull horse,

pull bear with forty feet of Black Jack
intervening. Ultimately Bob got the
bear down to the shack, where with the

"a well directed shot from a 45 COLT WAS
THE BEST WAY OF DEALING WITH OUR FRIEND."

aid of a kodak we intended to get a snap-
shot. The question was how to pose the

bear. Tom suggested taking his photo
sitting up, so he got a corral rail and
commenced prodding the unwilling animal
who by this time was getting anything
but pleasant. It was suggested by the

photographer that we should be taken in

a group, but his proposition was not
carried. We decided that a well directed

shot from a 45 Colt was the best way of
dealing with our friend and the photog-
rapher could then go ahead with his

business. I trust my readers will be
satisfied with the result.

The curious part of the business was
that for some weeks after everybody was
seeing bears ; one cowboy coming from
town swore he saw four, but they had
business elsewhere.



The Wayside Tavern and the Shooting Match.

BY E. B. FRALECK.

RAILROADS and other facilities for

travel have done away with the

necessity for most of our Wayside
Inns, and destroyed the importance of

those that remain. On all main roads

leading trom the county towns towards
the outlying villages, the wayside tavern

was a kind of mile post on the journey.

The typical old fashioned tavern usually

stood upon a gentle rise of ground just

off the main road to allow driving room,
or a kind of plaza fronting wherever
practicable, in a southerly direction so

as to catch the genial sun, that the

lounger might bask in its warmth and
comfort, or perhaps on a hot day enjoy

the shade of the spacious verandah with

its great posts running along the whole
front. Out in the front thereof, in the

vacant space stood a high post with a

sign-board swinging in the breeze and
extending an invitation to the wayfarer
to enter within. The centre of the sign-

board disclosed the name of the proprie-

tor, or that given to the hostlerie, some-
times in gilt letters, along with the rep-

resentation of a horse, deer, or other

animal indicating the sporting proclivities

of the landlord, or some other device,

according to the conceit of the painter in

keeping with the name or locality. At
the bottom however was the never failing
' 'Accomodation for Man and Beast."

Within the spacious, though cozy, bar-

room there was the large fireplace filled

in winter with crackling logs, and the

high mantle piece, and the old fashioned

high backed chairs, and the large settee.

The bar, though modest in its preten-

sions, afforded the best of good cheer,

and disclosed a sufficient display to be-

token a plenty of everything good and
suggesting a larger store at hand. The
walls, beside some trophies of the chase,

were furnished with scenes from the "Old
Land," or of some gallant ship battling

with the waves, and of some battlefield

where the British Ensign is bravely borne
against the foe, and perhaps some char-

acter sketches ; not those questionable
works of art, the showy mirror, the

chandelier with its glass pendants, and
all that glare which now make the modern
bar-room a depository of "gilded baits

of vice and sin," to lure the neophite on
his downward course.

The landlord, portly and rubicund, the

exemplification ofgood living, courteous,

attentive, and solicitous for the welfare

of his guests, even to the extent of in-

tuitively anticipating their very wants,
and above all, his countenance displaying

hilarity which at a glance soothed the

ruffels of the most grouty sojourner. The
pleasing, motherly landlady formed not
a small supplement to the success of the

establishment.

On a winter's night with the cold

away below zero, and the fierce February
blasts hurtling the blinding snow and
piling it into exasperating heaps, as it

were, on purpose to delay the weary
traveller on his journey, a look into a

wayside bar-room would disclose an air

of comfort now, alas, nowhere to be
seen. There were the crackling logs

whose glowing warmth radiated through
the room ; the singing kettle suggesting
bowls of punch and brimming bumpers,
inviting to convivial intercourse. The
circle of contented guests whose ruddy
and vigorous manhood stood out in bold

relief, for they were the pioneers and
founders of this our splendid country.

But it was especially along the main
passenger and mail routes through the

frontier where the roadside tavern

flourished in all its glory. Before the

advent of railroads the stage coach afford-

ed the chief means of travel. Pannelled
and painted in gaudy colors, stamped
with the Imperial coat of arms, suspend-
ed upon huge leather springs, with cush-
ioned seats and strap supports, and,

with "Royal Mail" in conspicuous letters

proclaimed its right of way over all

comers. The sapient driver in top boots,

broad sombrero, with long hair dangling
upon his shoulders and, "bearded like a
pard" and ruddy nose betokening roa d
side cheer, with winding horn as he
comes thundering over the bridge. He
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draws up at the main entrance, tosses

the reins to the humble hostler, descends

from his seat of dignity and swaggers

into the bar-room where he knows the

welcome glass awaits him. Whilst,

perhaps, taking another glass or so, he

cracks a joke with the landlord, or it may
be, with the landlady in attendance, for

he was usually a gallant knight of the

whip, then passing the time of day with

a stranger, and in a few words dispenses

the news in an oracular manner. Mean-

time his four horses have been changed,

he again takes his seat, gathers up and

shakes out his reins, cracks his whip and

disappears amidst a cloud of dust to

the admiring gaze of the small boy and

the tavern idler. Many now living can

call to mind the old stage-coach days

and the names of Abe Stimers, Hank
Covert, Hiriam Mink, and other knights

of the whip rise up to the memory, all

soon to be forgotten as well as the times

in which they lived and flourished.

The first regular daily mail stage

between Toronto and Montreal was in-

stituted by the Mink brothers, George

who kept a hotel in Kingston, and Jim

who looked after the Toronto end of the

business. These Minks were two of

seven brothers. Their parents had been

slaves, black as the ace of spades, boast-

ed of their pure negro blood. By in-

dustry, frugality and honourable dealing

these two boys rose to become men of

wealth and importance. From first,

stable boys, then hackmen, and, finally

owners of a line of stages with its hund-

reds of horses and numerous coaches,

whose line extended over three hundred

miles of road along the frontier of the

province.

A vicious custom, borrowed from the

neighbouring State, or of native invention,

was instituted throughout the early settle-

ments called 4 'shooting matches." Old

men may, perhaps, recall these associa-

tions of their boyhood's days when they

were allowed to accompany a hunter and

proudly carry the game bag. These

shooting matches were fostered by the

landlords of country taverns. The plan

was in the early fall of each year, to call a

meeting of all parties interested, conven-

ed at some tavern. Two of the best shots

in the neighborhood were generally

selected as captains of the hunt, and
these captains "choosed sides". No fee

was required for membership, but every
man and boy throughout the locality,

who could muster a gun were chosen or
allied himself with one side or the other,

no matter how numerous, so that the
two sides were fairly and evenly divided.
Rules werelaiddown togovernthe match.
A certain value in numbers was given to
the head of each living thing to be
slaughtered. Upon aday appointed about
every man and boy in the neighbourhood
proceeded forth to scour the woods and
fields, and the indiscriminate slaughter
continued from daylight until dark. Upon
that evening, or the next following, all

repaired to the tavern, heads were count-
ed, and the side producing the smaller
number had to put up for the supper.
Of course, the landlord alone benefitted.

The game destroyed was too weighty to

be carried by the hunters, only the head
found its way into the game bag, the
body was usually thrown away, thus
affording a banquet for the foxes, the
owls, and other predatory denizens of the
forests. Black and gray squirrels with
their plumy tails, then numerous, now
about extinct; partridge, then a covey in

every dell and on every hillside, now
almost exterminated, the woodpecker,
the robin, and'the song bird, all ruthless-

ly destroyed in order that each man
might gratify his lust for slaughter, and
possibly obtain a tavern supper at an-
other's expense.

The pernicious practise was continued
from year to year until there was left

scarcely anything worth while to shoot,

and only died out for lack of game.
It must be remembered however, that

the pioneer and those who came after

him looked upon every wild thing as an
enemy to be exterminated. Even boys
were encouraged to destroy every squirrel

and every bird as pests to the grain and
fruit. Little did those men dream that

in destroying the bird kind they were
opening the door for numerous species'

of insects far more destructive and ten

times more difficult to exterminate. The
codling moth and the curculio alone take

the ' 'first fruits" of the land, and now
fruitgrowers of this province annually lose

more from these pests than the profits
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received from their crops. Yet, with the

experience of the past, when every ob-

servant or reading man knows the value

of the song bird and others of the feath-

ered tribe, still the destruction goes on.

Italians and other foreigners go out from

our towns and make Sunday a day of

sport. Dozens of our birds are thus

taken to furnish these people with a bird

pie. The small boy with his Flobert and

air-gun kills unmolested. Not only from

business centres do the destroyers go
forth, but as every railway construction

camp is moved along, scarcely a bird or

wild animal is left behind. In the mean-
time the pot-hunter plies his trade un-

molested, because no fine or costs can be

collected upon conviction, or, if convicted

the politician gets busy and if arrested,

the culprit is released. Every sportsman

who goes to the woods well knows the

names of several pothunters who kill

deer, beaver, otter and other game in

defiance of the law.

How many deer and moose are

slaughtered during each year in the

lumber camps it is difficult to estimate.

Yet, it would be safe to compute to some
of the camps as many as falls to the lot

of two or three gangs of hunters during

the open season. Lumbermen may deny
that deer and moose are killed in their

camps, but those whoever may visit a

lumber camp for a week or so during the

months of December and January will

know better.

The government wardens and employ-

ees in Algonquin Park and other locali-

ties are not above suspicion In the fall

of 1906 the writer was hunting with a

trapper who told him in the presence of

others, that some few years ago he was
employed as a sub-warden in Algonquin
Park and during one winter trapped

four hundred dollars worth of beaver.

The game and fur bearing animals of

our Province are fast disappearing and
will soon go the way of the buffalo.

There is a perennial source of wealth in

oiy forest and inland waters greater than

in the silver of Cobalt. Why is it that

the destruction is allowed to go on and
this wealth permitted to be frittered

away ? Reader, it is because of the con-

nivance of you and me, and of the people

of this great Province, and because a
score or two (a mere handful of votes)

of the fishermen, of poachers, and of

pothunters in each constituency are

allowed to"bulldoze"and coerce into sub-

serviency the respective members of our
Provincial Legislature and through them
the action of our Government.

Live Bait : How to Procure and Preserve the Same.
$

BY A. T. MIDDLETON.

Il I ||OW exasperating it is to find just

I
as y°u are aDOut to embark that

' 1 the bait has been forgotten. What
dismay ? If there is no one near from
whom it may be procured and you have
to hunt for same what time is lost ! It

is something that you cannot do without,

so as it is a most important and inval-

uable article for all fishermen, I will

endeavour to describe the various kinds
of live bait in use on our inland lakes for

such fish as Bass, Lunge, Trout, Pickerel,

Pike, etc. and also add a few words as to

the preservation of same.
Worms are I believe one of the first

bait used but as to who discovered their

value in that line I am unable to state.

Suffice it to say that they are good for

nearly all kinds of fish, the only trouble

being an annoyance from the smaller

species but Bass, Trout, Pickerel, Pike
and at times Lunge become victims.

They can be purchased, packed in moss
from some reliable dealer but if you are

inclined to procure them yourself it is

quite simple. I refer to those known as

dew worms for the smaller kinds are of

little value except for minnows etc.

Water the lawn or garden plentifully in

the afternoon then when it is dark pro-

cure a lantern and steeping lightly holding
it so as to throw the light ahead they
can easily be discerned lying on top of
the grass or earth. You will not be long
at the business before you will learn that

it is necessary to be quick for it is won-
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derful how fast they will disappear. To
keep worms procure a good sized box,

bore a few holes in the bottom covering
the same with pieces of fine wire netting

sink the box in the ground nearly to the

top, put in the worms with some moss or

sods, keeping same moist when they will

live for a couple of weeks, particularly if

moss or sods are changed once or twice.

The next good bait is minnows which
I consider one of the best baits in use
and excellent for all kinds of fish. There
are several methods of catching the same
—first with small hook and line ; second
with a dip net. Hold the net well under
water and throw wet bread crumbs which
will sink quickly over same ; if in a cur-

rent bread will have to be thrown so as

to drift over the net well down. When
this has about reached the net raise it as

fast as possible and if minnows are around
you will soon have plenty. Third take a

drag net going out from shore in about
three feet of water or more. Drag in

holding the bottom of the net well down
and forward. This requires two and if

minnows are to be found near shore is

pretty successful.

Now as to hooking them a few words
might be added. Some hook a minnow
through the back which very soon kills

them, some impale them on a long piece

of wire like a needle which is equally

fatal, whilst others hook through the lips

and then near the tail. The best way in

my opinion is through the lips only and
by so doing they can be kept alive for a

long time which is a great advantage,
for a live minnow is generally more
quickly taken. Please do not use gang
hooks, they may perhaps be a little more
sure though I have myself caught as many
with the single hook as others present

did with the gang, but although you may
lose a fish occasionally with the single

hook it is in every case more sportsman-
like. Care must betaken to wash the slime

off minnows carefully which is done by
frequent changes of water and after it

becomes pretty clear you need only renew
it about every half hour. To keep over

night place in a large box, two sides of

which at least are covered by fine wire

netting through which change of water
is obtained and when sunk where there

is a current they will live for days and

can easily be dipped out with a landing
net when required.

Now for frogs. They can easily be
obtained from the ubiquitous small boy
or failing that catch them yourself. It is

all in the game. Frogs are a good re-

liable bait and are usuallyhooked through
the lips or just at the junction of legs and
body, the first mentioned being preferable,

as you are in that case always ready for

trolling or still fishing. To keep them
place in a vessel par,ly filled with water
putting in some pieces of wood on which
the frogs may climb when so inclined, a
change of water occasionally being re-

quired.

Crawfish, another, first class bait are

found under flat stones in shallow water
and can be caught by a quick movement
of the hand after carefully lifting the

stone under which they are hidden and
can also be procured by using a drag net

near to the weeds to which they cling.

Use the net as a saw holdidg it well down
and drawing from side to side when they
will be brushed off the weeds and fall into

the net. Place in damp grass or weeds
in a vessel or box where they can get air.

Hook through the tail.

Grasshoppers are also at times an ex-

cellent bait and there is also a bait which
is called by various names such as Hel-

gramite, Dobson, Golliniper etc. which is

valuable. It is also found near shore

under flat stones and resembles a cater-

pillar cut in two with a number of legs

on the flat side or bottom.

The above named baits are all good
and by having two or three kinds with

you when one fails, try another and it may
be quickly taken.

There are any number of artificial baits

in use, the spoon and fly being the most
reliable.

The fly however is not much in use ex-

cept in the early parts of the eeason when
it affords excellent sport.

To be a successful fisherman requires

patience for frequently you get but little

other than exercise and plenty of fresh

air for a hard day's work. Still what is

failure but an incention to try again and
by going forth with renewed vigor you
meet with success.

Let us be content with what we have,

But not with what we have done.



When the Herring Runs in the Rideau.

BY J. A. MORIARTY.

After a day of cloud and wind and rain,

Sometimes the setting- sun breaks out again,

And touching all the darksome woods with light;

Smiles on the fields until they laugh and sing,

Then like a ruby from the horizon's ring-

Drops down into the night.

Longfellow.

HjpT^ILL aboard for Alford's fish

K^l camp." Lines are thrown off

and our "punt" slowly draws
away from the dock. Then with a few
turns of the crank our engines com-
menced their melodious hum, and we
were swiftly gliding between the high

banks of the Rideau Canal en route for

the tar famed, world renowned, fresh

water herring grounds of the Rideau.

Here we intended to enjoy a day's sport

for which we had been preparing for

months.
It was one of those days in the Indian

summer when Nature seems to do her

best for a few days to give us a pleasant

reminder of summer, before winter

ushers in his reign with cold and stormy
weather. As we now rush through the

sparkling waters of the Rideau we g*aze

in rapture at the beautiful scenery which
surrounds us on all sides.

To the northward and forming a beau-

tiful background for our picture looms
the dark shore of the mountain, dark
still with its acres of virgin pine which
the sinking autumn sun colors with a
pleasing bluish green. On the left lies a

fertile farming country, with the dark
fences and hedges of beautiful autumnal
leaves, marking off the fields from which
the bountiful harvests have been col-

lected. On our right an almost endless

forest forms an ideal hunting ground.
Squirrels skidded across their leafy car-

pet, or loudly scolded from the security

of their homes. The rabbits watched us
in idle curiosity as we hurried past while

a fine buck, which had come to the shore
to take his evening draught in peace,

raised his antlers and stared at us for a
minute; then with a few leaps disap-

peared into the forest, leaving a few

moving branches as a pleasing reminder
of his presence.

Our arrival at the camp was heralded

by the barking of a mongrel collie which
the "General" pronounced the "best bird

dog in the country," and soon the "Gen-
eral" himself appeared and gave us Royal
welcome to his present domicile and
guided us by many winding turns up the

woodland path to the shanty.

The shanty was a weather beaten, log-

affair typical of the seventeenth century

with a roof thatched with straw and
bushes. The walls had been but recently

chinked with moss and mud while an old

coat which did duty as a pane in the

window gave the building a comfortable
homelike appearance.
A massive door, hung on hinges of

leather, creaked out its welcome as we
entered. Inside a lantern hanging from
the wall furnished a dim light for the

apartment aided by a cheerful fire which
blazed in a rather rusty old stove sup-

ported on legs of brick. A huge drum
on which was depicted a standing lo-

comotive with gaping smoke stack with
the words "North-Western" printed un-

derneath did duty as an oven and fur-

nished the only artistic decoration for the

building.

A table piled with a heterogenious col-

lection of dishes of doubtful color, pans
and kettles occupied one corner, while in

the remaining corners stood the bunks in

which the occupants slept. These with

a few benches of primitive workmanship
composed the furniture of the shanty.

Since there were sufficient what need of

superabundance?
The cook, the only human occupant of

the room, was engaged picking potatoes

with their jackets on, from a large iron
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kettle with his bare hands. On the front

of the stove simmered a pan of fresh

herring-

. These with bread and tea,

made up the evening meal which we de-

voured with a keen appetite sharpened

by the oxygenized air of the Rideau.

After supper we sat around the fire

and relieved the tedious hours by suck-

ing- contentment from our favorite cobs

and telling fishing and hunting stories

and wondroiis tales of 4 'truth severe,

with fairy fiction dressed."

"Early to bed and early to rise," is the

favorite motto of herring fishermen.

The "General" and cook bunked by the

stove and agreed to keep on fires, while

the "Slasher" and I spread our bed in a

farther corner and soon all slept the

sleep of the innocent.

•'All hands up!" was the cry next

morning long before daylight and the

"General" soon had his lantern brightly

burning and all was in readiness to visit

the nets. The cook remained to get

breakfast, while the rest went forth to

face the elements
Outside, the north wind was howling

around the camp and we soon discovered

that the weather had taken a turn for the

worse during the night, and all the

pleasant features of the preceding day
were lacking. A light rain was falling

and the fierce wind made it anything but

agreeable.

The waves of the Rideau dashed
fiercely against the shore and the sight

of the white caps and lashing waves was
a sight well calculated to "make a brave

man quail." However we had not

come to camp to enjoy ourselves indoors

and we were soon @n the lake with the

"Slasher" at the oars and the "General"
directing operations.

Running from the corner of the Island

and slightly sheltered from the wind we
came to the first net and the "General"
loosened the lead line, passed it back to

me and soon we had fish and net smooth-
ly running into the boat.

What a night of tragedy a herring net

tells! In places the shining herring are

thick. Scarcely a mesh but contains a

shining beauty. Here we find a huge
tear in the net which tells a plain story

—

a hungry pike in the pursuit of a meal

had become fastened and had torn the

net in his endeavor to free himself.

The first net having been safely raised

we now proceeded up the lake to the
second net which had been set on a
shoal near the mainland. Down from
the westport shore rolled the mountain
like waves white with foam, and the
united efforts of the "Slasher" and my-
self were necessary to make noticeable
headway against the sea.

After about a half hour's hard work
the "General" managed to catch the
line and pull it into the boat. Then it

was found that the net had been tam-
pered with in the night by "human
sharks" and the fish had been stolen.

Large rents had been made in the net in

taking the fish out and sinkers and floats

were tangled together in hopeless confu-
sion. Nothing was left for us to do but
to raise the net in the face of the biting

gale and take it back to camp.
When we came to the next net, or

rather to the place where the net had
been set on the preceding evening, we
were unable to find it and after circling

around two or three times in the seeth-

ing caldron of waters, and narrowly es-

caping being swamped, we came to the

conclusion that net and all had been
stolen and the rather spicy phrases mut-
tered in stage whispers by the General
would be sufficientiy convincing to any
on-lookers that certain persons were not
very highly respected citizens of this

particular vicinity.

The remaining nets were raised with-

out any particular incident worth chron-
icling and with a well loaded boat, a
benumbed, half-famished trio returned
to camp well satisfied with the morning's
operations.

On our return we found that the cook
had prepared an excellent breakfast ©f

rolled oats and cream biscuits, yellow
with age or over colored with soda, pan-
cakes with some of the ingredients no-
ticeably lacking which the cook after-

wards discovered was eggs, and some
fresh herrings fried deliciously. After

this meal had been done ample justice to

and the inner man was satisfied, the re-

mainder of the day was spent in taking
the fish from the net, cleaning them and
packing them in barrels. All tears made
in the net were mended and they were
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hung in the shanty to dry in order that

they might be ready to re-set in the

evening.

Shortly after dark we placed the nets

in the boat and proceeded to the herring

shoals to re-set. This took considerable

time and we then returned to camp.
As the quietness of night fell the

whole party showed visible signs of sup-

pressed excitement. The stories lost

much of their hilarity and for some time

all smoked in silence. The time for re-

tiring came and went but no one made
any signs of going to bed. At last

about twelve o'clock all donned outer

garments, the light was extinguished

and four dark figures glided out of the

camp and down to the boat landing

without any word being spoken. With
scarcely a sound the boat was launched
and sped down the lake with two of us

at the oars, the Slasher in the bow gaz-

ing intently into the dark waters while

the General directed operations from the

stern.

After about forty minutes of rowing
the Slasher lifted his hand and the boat
was brought to a standstill. There was
a motion of the dark waters, a sharp
sound of cutting rope and quicker than
it can be told a net was running into the

boat. It needed not the skillful eye of a

connoiseur to tell that it was not our net

but this made little difference.

The custom on the lake at that time

was a net for a net and many an ex-

change of nets took place in the quietness

of the night and but few fishermen re-

turned home after the season's run with

any net that he started with. I am told

that this custom of pilfering nets has
entirely disappeared and the herring

men of Newboro are to be congratulated

on their moral improvement.

Scarcely was this new net landed in

the boat when a sharp command rang
out from the shore. Our oars struck the

waters and with all speed we pulled for

camp. The sharp report of a rifle next
broke the stillness and a ball cut the

waters at our bow. No attention was
paid to this but urged on by paddle and
oar we sought the friendly darkness of

the gloom and eluded our pursuers who
had launched a boat and were in pursuit.

Ned Hanlan in his best days never
rowed with half the energy that we did

that night, and after devious windings
and turnings through the intricacies of

the islands, we escaped.

We considered that Herring Fishing
was too strenuous work for us and next
day we packed up and returned to town,
thus ending our First Herring Fishing
on the Rideau.

"Dat Beeg Cariboo/'
BY PAUL E. FINDLAY.

The fire burns bright

A.nd clear shines the light,

From our lonely trapper's shack.

The "bouillon" so hot,

And the- "spuds" in the pot,

Is our meal—with a little hard tack.

We await the return

Of our "shot"—gone since morn;
By his gun we've had many a stew.

He surely can't fail

To hit the right trail

On the track of "dat beeg Cariboo."
Not a sound but an owl.

Or the coyote's howl.
And the canyon, the stream roaring through

But soon sad our lot

When our trusty "crack shot"
Hove in sight—but with no cariboo!



Babbling of Bass.

A Hundred Mile Search for the Gamey Beauties.

BY C, H. HOOPER.

0|HE Boy had christened a hill, "Cal-

vary," and the "village" had given

a "garden party." The signifi-

cance of these isolated facts, and their

inter-relation is not perhaps at once ap-

parent. Now it has always been a cher-

ished belief of mine that places should

name themselves—that they should de-

rive names from suggestive incidents

which have happened about them. In

such spontaneous names lies some signi-

ficance. The Indians used this method,
and in our infancy so did we. Thus, in

the very recent

"long-cloth e s"

period of this

country, su c h
s u g" gestive, if

not elegant, ap-

p e 1 lations as

"K i c k i n g
Horse," "Crip-

p 1 e C r e ek,"
"Rat Portage,"
were given, and
each is inter-

esting because
each means
s o m e t h ing.

Now, that our
"Three-p i e c e

suit" period has
begun, we
shrink from such
and substitute the

CAMP PERFECTION.

homely designations,

musical "Kenora," by
which we lose the tradition of the place

and bewilder a great many harmless
people who are not quite so sensitive to

these niceties of taste as we.
Conversely—it may be reasoned that

if names do not suggest themselves, the

locality lacks interest, and, as in the case
of "Calvary," only stirs our reminiscent
imaginations by suggesting some fancied

resemblance to a place which we have
never seen—a resemblance not likely to

occur to anyone else.

In the "village garden party"—held in

a rocky pasture lot adjacent to the
church, 'and betraying those uncouth fea-

tures inevitable under the circumstances
—we may now see another sign of the

unfolding crysalis of civilization, or, to

return to our clothes figure—ruralizing

it to gain appropriateness—a change
from cow-hided hobble-de-hoyhood to

collared youth.

Undoubtedly, the immediate vicinity

of our headquarters was becoming too
familiar. Having paid my first visit to

the lake some
twelve ye a r s

ago, and seen it

pretty regularly

everyyear since,

it had occurred
to me that
sooner or later

the long arm of

civili z a t i o n
would reach us
and we should
be obliged to

move on. Al-

ready the fish-

ing was on the
wane, more vis-

itors "disc o v-

ered" us each
succeedingyear;

mentioned in the
to fishing spots,

his brains

and

we had at last been

C. P. R. Guide
and now the Boy was racking

for names for uninteresting spots

the village folk emancipated to the extent
of "garden parties!" To accept the

signs was our wisest course.

Even in June I had planned a trip into

the hinterland; now that trip had to be
put to a practical use, in short we were
off on a hunt for a new island in a new
lake where modern nomenclature was
unknown, and garden parties as yet were
not.
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A day was spent in packing the traps.

A light pine box fitting neatly into the

sixteen foot Taounyawatha held the

grub, and a sack the tinware. In front

of me lay the roll of blankets, and be-

hind the Boy—in the bow—the ten

pound travelling tent. One six-foot

steel rod, a trusty artificial minnow, a few
snelled hooks, spoons etc., and a landing

net and gaff completed our outfit.

After breakfast on July 25th we slid

round the old point, below the flagstaff

and with a yell to those left in the shanty
glided out into the lake for the first six

mile stage of our trip. After covering

the first mile and a half to the connection

with the lower lake, we passed under the

railway bridge and settled fairly into our
swing. But a loaded canoe is a slug-

gish animal at best, though it does carry

way better than a light one. Again, in

a wind, it presents less surface for the

squalls to take hold of, but on the other

hand, carries far less free board with
which tovface the sea.

The next five miles took us through a

fleet of islands, with here and there a
summer cottage—seven in all, I think

—

but too many, far too many, for earnest

seekers after peace—and bass. It being
perfectly calm, we crossed the largest

open stretch in comfort, for we boasted,
only three inches freeboard amidships,
and landed at a log cabin where, by pre-

arrangement a team and driver awaited
us.

With plenty of straw, and the use of

all the available blankets, etc., a canoe
can.be carried securely in a spring wagon
over any road where such a wagon can
go. Such a careful packing and roping
was soon found necessary on this occa-

sion, over the ' 'trail'' which for the next
three miles we followed. Through the

second growth, up at some impossible
angle, down at a worse, heaving and
bumping over the rounded, igneous
backs of the native rock, branches occa-
sionally caught in and torn off by the
horses' harness—thus we proceeded at

the slowest of walks. That even our
few spare moments might be profitably

employed, a swarm of mosquitos dis-

turbed by our passage settled upon us
with unwearying persistence.

This "road"—as our Jehu called it in

enthusiastic moments—is the one used in

winter by the weekly mail, so as to get

the advantage of the six miles over the

ice on the lake. In what seemed a very

long time to us, we reached the end of

this via dolorosa. A broad sandy beach
spread in front of us, beyond—the mid-
dle distance broken by a couple of small

islands. Over to the left, high cliffs rose

sheer from the water's edge, and the dis-

tance was bounded by rolling hills

—

where, we suspected, lay the outlet.

Behind us lay the second growth and on

the edge of this a couple of log cabins

—

one bearing the title "Post Office:"

We soon launched the canoe, walking
out in the gradually shoaling water to

load her. Then, with a shake of each

foot and a hop we were off for the next

stage of the day's journey. By this time

however both the Boy and I began to

feel certain serious symptoms which at-

tack a healthy person at least three times

daily. We stopped at the first island

and after a short dip—for the heat was
excessive—had the sardines and coffee

of the noontide snack soon ready.

The first meal on a trip! How differ-

ent to the last. The one taken with all

the enjoyment. in prospect, imagination

crowding the coming days with possible

adventures—furnishes oppportunity for

endless speculation. The other—always

lingered over regretfully, with every-

thing in the glowing past, is largely

reminiscent.

On this occasion we discussed the lake

as a possible place to stay in. From a

fishing point of view—the first question

of course—it lacked nothing. I had
seen splendid bags made here by the few

who had taken the trouble to get to if.

Black bass, of the small-mouthed variety

and of an average weight which would
satisfy the most ambitious, flourished

here in large numbers. With them were

a few so-called "pickerel"-really "doree,"

and, in the depths of the lake—as in

most northern waters—lurked the salmon
trout. No, certainly the fishing was not

our objection. It was the openness of

the water, the lack of islands—five in

all—the regularity of the shores, and the

want of feature or character which dis-

satisfied us. It is hard to get all that

one wants in this world. At the old
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place, we had two lovely lakes, a hun-
dred islands, points, bays and channels;

but the fishing was going off and the

visitors coming on.

We gazed at the five miles of open
lake: that stretch meant high seas in

anything like a wind—«11 right for sail-

ing, the reverse for fishing. Then the

islands were not at all pretty, and none
of the five took our fancy. From a bare
conical sugar loaf at the outlet I deter-

mined to secure a better view of the lake

as a whole—meanwhile, I appealed to

the Boy. "Pass," said he, laconically.

For the next two hours we poked about
the northern shore, paddling up to with-

in touching distance of huge overhang-
ing rocks, with profound depths of inky
water beneath. Presently, in a bay, we
found a beach of fine quartz sand. Off
came our "duds," and we again sought
relief from the blistering heat. Then,
feeling mor e

e n e rgetic, we
struck out for

the out 1 e t to

find a camping
place bef ore
s u n s et. We
p a u sed at a
lumber camp
en route, but it

being deserted,

we soon moved
on. An hour
before suns e t

we reached the

conical hill at

the outlet.
Here we landed
to look back at

thelakethrough
which we had
passed, and forward to that which we
had heard lay beyond. We soon
reached the top—some two hundred feet

high—walking easily up the slope of

smooth igneous rock. Looking back,

the broad expanse of our last lake lay be-

fore us. It presented a lovely open
scene, placid now, and beautiful with the

sun declining behind it. Yet that very

openness and lack of islands displeased

us. We turned. To the southeast, to the

east, and to the north spread a network
of channels, islands, points and bays.

THE NOON-TIDE SNACK.

From our elevated perch, beyond the

middle distance we could descry the glint

of still more water; through cunning
gaps in the trees on necks of land, fur-

ther bays betrayed their presence. At
our feet, through a narrow pass in the

rock, the waters of the lake behind us
escaped into that before. Twenty yards
from this gap, in the bay below, lay an
island of about an acre in extent. The
whole scene stretched silent, bathed in

the setting sunlight before our enrap-
tured eyes.

"This," said I, "may be our 'Pisgah,'

and that, our 'Promised Land.' " But
the Boy entertained more practical ideas

and had retreated to the canoe for the

camera. We then proceeded to record
photographically the silent sunset scene
which on three sides surrounded us.

Then we hurried down to the cance and
paddled to the "narrow gateway" in the

rocks into the

fascinating be-

y o n.d. Here,
h o wever, the

three-foot notch
which formed
the outlet was
f u r t h er ob-

structed by the

remains of an
old dam, and
this necessitat-

ed a short lift,

only about
thirty teet, into

the water be-

yond which
%
we

found to be but
a c o u p le of

inches lower on
the far side.

The nearby island plainly invited us, we
reached it, found in its rear a huge col-

tection of driftwood, and on its northern
side, towards the open, the rocks drop-
ping wharf-like into unknown depths of

water. In a little V in this shore,

floored, strange to say, with an inch of

sand, we beached the canoe, and imme-
diately proceeded to make camp. An
opening in the trees a few yards wide
offered an ideal spot for a tent, so while

the Boy cut the necessary "browse," I

packed the outfit up from the canoe,
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started a fire, and within half an hour

with the tent pitched, we were ready to

sit down to "grub."
At the beginning of a camp meal, con-

versation is conspicuous principally by

its absence, consisting as it does chiefly

of curt requests for necessities. "When
body gets its sop, and holds its noise,"

the politer parts of man begin to assert

themselves and an interchange of ideas

occurs, the more spontaneous for its mo-
mentary suppression. Presently there

came a sign of contentment. "This,"
said the Boy, meditatively spreading

marmalade on a piece of toast and bliss-

fully unconscious of its dripping on his

trousers— "this is pretty scrumptious."

The remark was ambiguous—he might
mean the marmalade. 1 was pondering
over this before replying when it oc-

curred to me, apropos of nothing, that

the opposite rocks, dropping sheer into

the water fifty yards away looked
"echoy;" so, instead of answering, 1

shouted loudly and explosively. Instant-

ly my voice was flung back, clear cut

word for word. The Boy jumped. Not-
ing this additional attraction to the spot,

every other advantage being already

there, I replied, "This is not only scrum-
tious, my boy, this is perfection." And
thus "Camp Perfection" spontaneously
named itself.

Then we discussed the possibilities of

fishing. A hundred yards away, through
the natural rock "gateway" lay our last

lake, stocked, as we knew with the best.

There was therefore that at least to

count on. What this much larger lake

held for us, beyond its glorious scenery,
was a matter of speculation. Perhaps
we might live in one and fish in the
other; time only would show.

Meanwhile the sun sank andas if it had
been a signal, a growing hum from the
trees behind warned us of the enemy's
approach. Suddenly hordes of mosqui-
tos fell upon us. Seizing our tin mugs
of tea, we fled to the tent, and once
there, with the net drawn we bid defi-

ance to the foe.

What a godsend that tent proved.
During the previous winter we had
planned it and, profitting by many a
desperate night in years before with or-

dinary tents, we had made this one

really and absolutely proof against the

pests.

From the first we had realized that a
tent without a solid floor sewn in can
never be safe. With this in view we
worked. The result was a tent consist-

ing of triangles. The sides and floor

were triangles, each nine feet long and
six across the base. These were sewn
together in the form of a sort of cone so
that any of them could be used on the

ground and the other two as the sides.

By hard mental exertion we evolved
three doors, shutting shingle-like in a

water tight way no matter which side of

the tent was undermost. In addition to

these doors, around the opening of the

tent was sewn a four foot band of cheese

cloth which could be drawn together in

a bunch in the centre and tied like the

neck of a bottle, making the tent imperv-

ious to even ants, much more so to mos-
quitoes. One rope only supported this

tent, running from a peg at its rear

(where the sides and ridge converged
till they met in a point) up the sloping

ridge to the highest part of the tent (at

the doors) and then carried to the limb

of a tree. This rendered it also a pole-

less tent, a great convenience. If a tree

of sufficient height could not be found,

a pole seven feet long could be used,

outside the doors, Over this the rope

could be taken and there tied to any-

thing strong enough to stand a good
pull. In this triangular affair, albeit

somewhat cramped, for it was meant to

sleep in only—we lay and, finding the

atmosphere too hot to be pleasant, we
removed our clothes and remained in

puris naturalibus, to the further disap-

pointment of the foe. Personally, I took

delight in blowing smoke through the

cheese cloth at the grey pall of insects

which covered the surface outside.

It was hours before we could sleep

—

who can on the first night in camp?
The Boy had never been under canvas

before, and sleep was the last thing

which occurred to him. We did not try

to sleep; on the contrary we conversed,

passing from subject to subject with all

the illogical lack of sequence character-

istic of evening conversation in camp.
We discussed every conceivable sub-

ject—astronomy, anatomy, theology,
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geology, politics and sport; and upon
these weighty subjects we aired our
opinions with a freedom and confidence

only found where the lecturer and audi-

ence are equally ignorant.

About midnight, in this manner,
when it had become cooler, and I was
just launching into a dissertation upon
the nebula theory, a la Prof. Ball, I dis-

covered that the Boy was asleep, and
had apparently been so for some time.

This accounted for the flattering silence

which had greeted my previous remarks
upon the planetary system. The exam-
ple however, seemed a good one, so,

giving the nebula theory a respite, I

pulled up a blanket and was soon drift-

ing away into dreamland.
The sun was high when we awoke.

To economize time in camp, the fire

should be lighted before the morning
dip, then by the time one is dry, the

coals are ready to cook on. A newly
lighted fire is a poor thing from a cook-
ing point of view, but when it has burned
down, if made of hard wood, all sorts of

culinary feats may be attempted on the

coals.

Bacon, for instance, may be done to

perfection after the manner of a certain

guide whom I once met. It should be
cut into the usual slices, then each of
these again cut into half a dozen pieces

about an inch and a half square. The
full supply should be dumped into the

pan at once and the resulting grease will

soon submerge the lot, boiling them in

fact. All the while the cooking is pro-

ceeding the bacon should be chivied

about in the pan so that all gets a
chance. When the desired stage is

reached, and it comes suddenly, the fat

should be poured off and the bacon
eaten at once from the frying pan, with

the fingers after the manner of sugar
plums. It will be found that every piece

is cooked alike and cooked evenly. No
half burnt, half raw, contorted slices ap-

pear. This method not only cooks the

food to perfection, but also obviates the

necessity of plates and forks—a great

point, for what Stewart White says is

true, that anything that is not a necess-

ty in camp is a hindrance. If bacon,

cooked thus be accompanied by potatoes,
roasted in the camp fire, with all the de-
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licious charred skin still adhering, little

is left for the hungry camper to desire.

Thus crossed legged or ventre a terre,

according to individual fancy, with the

frying pan between, a row of blackened

"murphys" beside it, and a goodly hunk
of toasted bread and butter clutched in

the dexter paw, we fortified ourselves

against the possible adventures of the

day.

Our artificial minnow and spoons be-

in^ our only bait, we bent on the former

after breakfast, and started trolling at

once. There is a special fascination in

fishing in unknown waters. As one is.

absolutely ignorant of the "good spots,"

a certain sixth sense must be called into

play. This sense is possessed only by
anglers, and enables them to recognize

a "bassy" looking spot. This morning,

however, no sixth sense seemed necess-

ary, and wherever we went along the

shores strike followed strike with extra-

ordinary rapidity. Our first fish—

a

happy omen—proved to be a bass, a

pound and three-quarters in weight,

small mouthed, the proper greenish

black above and snow white beneath.

He proved well nourished and plump
withal, very different from the bass in

another lake 1 know of, which bite sav-

agely and hard, and well they may, for

owing to the scarcity of minnows there,

they have indeed a "lean and hungry
look."

Following our usual custom in a new
lake, we gave him his freedom gladly,

first noting his weight. When, after

some half minute, a most villianous pike

doubled up the little "Bristol," the land-

ing net handle was unscrewed and the

heavy end applied with hearty good will

between his cruel eyes. Then the hooks
were taken out and his carcass sent

adrift to apprise his fellows of our atti-

tude towards his kind. There is nothing
in the least attractive about a member of
his family. No, Esox Lucius is a
ariah and an outcast, a highwayman
mong fish, and as such I have always
reated him. Witness Shakespeare's
ampoon on Sir Thomas Lucy, making
se of an old belief about the pike, and
he fact that at home the pike is called a
'luce:"

A parliament member, a justice of peace,

At home a poor scarecrow, at London an
asse,

If lowsie is luce as some volke miscall it

Then Lucy is lowsie whateverl befall it.

If Lucius is not actually "lousie," he
is at least the unclean, the hopelessly

evil, in whom is all manner of depravity

and wickedness.

Yet I constantly see references in maga
azine articles to "nice pike." Yes, there

often appears photos of apparently re-

spectable people in company with strings

of these slimy brutes, and happy in sueh
company. Yea, there be those who see

no difference in the relative amount of

sport to be got from the capture of a bass

and of a pike. Such have no discrimin-

ation. They both be fish, they argue,

and the pike the larger, ergo we prefer

the latter. To such misguided ones I

can only repeat, sadly repeat the Gospel's

words: "Ye shall die in your sins."

The third fish on our line acted in a
very different manner. He did not rise,

undoubtedly he was not a bass; nor

after one rush, did he come in stupidly;

ergo he would not be a pike. Lurking
dee down, he worried at the line, now
and then making a wicked rush to which

I perforce gave line. At last, out of the

depths, we peering down, could see a
yellowish shape appear with large lumin-

ous eyes. "A pickerel" said I, without
thinking, giving it the common misno-
mer. It proved to be so.

He we detained a while forthe purpose
of examination and identification. How
the name "pickerel" was ever applied to

this fish is a mystery. With its high
dorsal fin, like a perch, its huge irri-

descent eyes, yellow color, rough scales,

entire absence of slime, its fighting qual-

ities, and its very rouud cross section,

it cannot be mistaken for the true pick-

erel, a smaller variety of pike. In the

St. Lawrence, this fish, owing to its yel-

low color, is called "doree," a good dis-

tinctive name, and one which we in Up-
per Canada should adopt. Its other On-
tario name is "wall-eyed pike," again a
misnomer, as it is not a pike but a perch.

Releasing our third capture, we pro-

ceeded along the rocky shore, every min-
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ute getting a strike, but unable to al-

ways "hang 'em up."

"Yank!" the rod doubled sharply.

"Got him this time," said I, but the line,

after the first hearty pull "went soft"

and, as I reeled the creature in, a too

familiar flapping on the surface behind,

told us before we saw him the nature of

the beast.

Some day, when I am called upon to

compile a fishing dictionary, this defini-

ition will appear under B. "Bass

—

(ambloplites ru-

pestris) al i a s,

rock bass, alias,

goggle-eye, alias

d—fo o 1, and
ma n y other
names quite un-

printable. This

creature has nei

ther mann e r s,

c o nscience nor
soul. He nei

ther fears God
nor regards man.
He is the 'yellow

kid,' among fish.

He is possessed
of but one idea

—

to bite—to bite

at everything in

sight, to follow

the bait to the

very surface, yea

above it, blind

to all else and in

every way to

annoy and exas-

perate an ear

nest angler in

tent on better

things. He may
be caught by the

dozen, hundred,
ton, or by cord
measure, but not
singly. He is utterly detestable and
past praying for." Thus it will stand

written.

I once tried fishing by moonlight to

refute the theory of my uncle that fish

would not bite at night. I skittered a
spoon, and, of course, raised a rock bass.

I exhibited him triumphantly—albeit the

HAPPY IN SUCH COMPANY.

first of his kind I had ever taken to

camp. My uncle was not in the least

put to silence. I said that fish could
not be caught;" he remarked, "you have
only proved another theory of mine i. e.

that a rock bass will bite even in his

sleeps
In the present instance the size of the

capture took my breath away. I had
unwillingly caught fifty and sixty in a
day, losing half my bait and all my
temper, and not one had I seen over a

pound. This
one kicked the

beam at two and
a quarter. But
we did not pause
long to admire
his proportions;

a short examina-
tion to prove his

identity, and on
we went.
As we passed

close to the

shore, the move-
ment of some
small animal be-

hind a stranded
log caught my
eye. Thinkin g
it a ground hog,
I turned away.
But, an excited

whisper of "Por-
cupine" from the

Boy and a wild
groping ro u n d
his belt for his

"gun" told me
that a kill was
near. At last

the 32 was lug-

ged out. Bang!
the rock chipped
beneath the crea-

ture. Bang!
porcupine hurried

shot only quick-

now over it, and the

up the bank. A third

ened his gait and he disappeared into the

second growth. With a sweep of his

paddle the Boy sent us ashore, jumping
out into a couple of feet of water in his

excitement, tearing up the bank, banging
away as he went. I was left more so-
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berly in the canoe to wind up the line be-

fore the minnow fouled the bottom.

Doing so, I counted the last of the six

shots.

Then, feeling safer, I climbed leisurely

up the bank and found the Boy standing

triumphantly over a dead porcupine.

The pose, however, was not a success.

One cannot easily look heroic while pull-

ing quills out of the fingers with one's

teeth. The last shot, delivered at a

range of three feet, as the prey was
climbing a tree, had proved fatal. There
had been enough life left in the creature's

tail though to implant a dozen quills in

the Boy's incautious hand.

I said that I would skin the animal in

camp, so we loaded him gingerly on the

bow deck and proceeded.

All day, with a halt at the camp for a

snack, we trolled along the shores, and
wherever we went the strikes continued.

Now a bass, now a pike, now a doree

and occasionally a rock bass. We kept

a rough count on a piece of birch bark
and found that in numbers, between the

first three species, there was nothing to

choose. Perhaps the pike had a slight

advantage, especially in shallows and
over bits of drowned land, but in the

deep, rocky gaps and channels, the

quick earnest yank and succeeding

plunge astern betrayed the presence of

our old friend. We landed perhaps a
third of all that struck at the lure. That
is the drawback to all artificial bait. Its

weight is sufficient to allow a bass to

snap it from his lip with one fierce shake
as he leaves the water, tearing out the

hooks unless they are very firmlysecured.

For all their fifteen hooks in gangs of

three, such baits can never hold a bass

or any leaping fish as safely as a plain

snelled Sproat hook. With the latter, if

any skill is used, there is no fear of los-

ing the fish, and the single hook is less

cumbersome and much more sportsman-
like. Added to this, fifteen hooks in a
landing net with a lively bass give occu-
pation for a quarter of an hour.

In the present case this was well illus-

trated. Time and again a strike would
come, the rod bend for an instant and
then relax. A quick forward draw after

this often led to a repetition of the
strike, and many were thus captured.

We weighed the larger, estimated the

weight of the rest and tossed all back to

their native element. All, did I say?
No, not quite all. The pike we executed
carefully and religiously and for this pur-

pose we used a gaff—anyone who has
seen the state of a landing net after lift-

ing out with it a pike, appreciates a gaff

In the death of each pike we could fore-

see with prophetic eye, next summer a
thousand bass fry more.
By sunset we had explored some few

miles of channels, examined many is-

lands and had caught a great many fish.

Our plan all day had been for one to

paddle, the other to fish until a dozen
had been landed. Then places were
changed. This gave each of us an even
chance and varied the monotony of one
occupation all day. That evening, round
the fire we discussed the situation. Cer-
tainly the lake teemed with fish. We
had caught and weighed a great many
heavy bass during the day. Of course
there were far too many pike present

(one would be too many) and the doree
were rather a nuisance.

Bass were our only consideration and
the other varieties an incident. We re-

flected that our bait was calculated to

land pike and doree readily as they never
broke water, but for bass, although at-

tractive enough, it was not a success.

We had found during the day that the

larger the bass, the greater his chance of

escape from the artificial minnow. Over
and over again the rear propeller on the

bait would be doubled completely up
with the vicious twist and shake of a big
bass, while two of the hooks were
snapped completely off. We had had
some rare monsters on, but after the first

grand plunge, the minnow would be
thrown four and five feet with the shake
and snap of the monster's head, to be
reeled in, bent and tangled. Thus we
had seen some very fine fish though of

course quite unable to estimate their ex-

act weight. Three and a half was the

top weight actually landed. The pike

ran from a pound to five, the doree the

same.
That evening's meal was graced of

course by a bass, and what could be
more delicious? Nevertheless, few. can
cook a bass properly. A fresh water
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fish has the most delicate of flavors—

a

flavor easily lost. A fish that has been

dead an hour lacks much of this delicacy.

As for the things that are sold in the

markets—well, they are like the eggs
advertised for "frying only." In cooking
a freshly killed bass the main idea is to

preserve this delicate flavor intact, and
everything which might impart a taste to

the fish should be kept away. Yet many
misguided ones use bacon fat, others

lard, and still others, yet more depraved,

''any old kind" of grease which is to

hand. Of course, far from civilization

such a course has to be pursued. I am
only referring to summer cottages where
butter can be had. My own plan is an
extravagant one, a lump of butter as big

as the fist being necessary. The bass

should be scaled and cleaned dry; then

wiped carefully with a clean rag. The
pan, absolutely free from traces of any
former frying, should be heated, the but-

ter put in, and, when this froths up
nicely, threatening to overflow, the bass

should be carefully slid in. Then the

pan should be constantly agitated so that

the fish may never be still long enough
to adhere to the bottom. The butter

will flow over the fish, broiling him to a

delicate brown. Both sides should be

cooked to this brown color, in fact, by
this method it is hard to cook a fish too

much. No salt, pepper, nor anything

else should be added during the cooking
lest the fleeting flavor be lost. When
done, the bass should be eaten out of

the frying pan, with the butter, now a

a rich brown gravy, entire. A single

change into another dish will, to a cer-

tain extent, effect a deterioration in fla-

vor; and the fastidious one who insists

on his share being removed, will only

lose by the act.

I have said that the fish should be

scaled. Many prefer to skin them, as

being quicker and easier; but it must be

borne in mind, that the best flavor in a

fish, as in a potato, lies in the skin, and
the skin helps to hold the fish together

while cooking—a great point.

I remember taking out a chap for a

day's fishing, lighting a fire, and cook-

ing a couple of bass in this fashion for

luncheon. He had never eaten a bass

before, and never anything out of a fry-

ing pan He objected, insisted on a
birch bark plate, losing thereby the but-
ter and all the delicious crisp "scraps"
which remain in the pan. But he be-

came wiser. In a week I had much
trouble in drawing the meridian across
the pan to his satisfaction, while he took
to the melted butter and "scraps" with
an avidity that became embarrassing.
Of a truth one learns much and quickly
when cheek by jowl with nature.

Meanwhile the porcupine patiently

waited for his skinning. I lugged him
into the fire light. There did not seem
to be a bit of him, save his feet, unpro-
tected by the thick set quills. After

poking him about with bits of stick, we
concluded that after all his skin was not

desirable. Not to be quite
j
baffled how-

ever, I chopped off his tail, split it down
the under side, and skinned that—albeit

at the risk of my life. For the rest of

our stay at Camp Perfection, constant
exclamations of annoyance whenever we
sat down unguardedly, or walked about
without shoes, betrayed that the mur-
dered porcupine was still seeking ven-

geance.

For three days more we idled about
Camp Perfection, always finding some
new attractions to the place. At night,

we embodied these in "deathless verse,"

working in the names that had suggested
themselves at different spots. 1 will not

inflict more than a specimen of this

twentieth century epic upon the readers

of "Rod and Gun;" nevertheless the

poem is a masterpiece of rythmical in-

genuity, composed as it was under the

influence of such varying emotions.

Canto XI.

Stanza (I think) 13.

"The view from the landing, enchant-

ing, commanding! !

Embraces a prospect of cliffs crowned
with green;

Beneath at their bases, reflected, the

faces

Of o'er hanging rocks in the w aters

serene."

Stanza 14.

"Each spot has its story, cliff, rock,

promontory,
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From episodes happening at various

times

—

In front, where the trees thinned, the

rock of the whirlwind

And baie de fiasco, and point porcupines."

The third line in stanza 14 gave us

much trouble with its internal rhyme.

The only perfect rhyme with "whirlwind"

being "girl grinned"—the Boy's sugges-

tion—which I rejected as unpoetical.

In the glorious still evenings, fleeing

from the mosquitoes, and floating idly

among the islands beneath the moon,
such effusions as this were "fomented."

"And oft in the gloaming, when silently

roaming
Through watery channels and passes

untold,
,

From far out 'neath the moon's beam
comes lone the long loon's scream,

Flung back from the echoing cliffs seven-

fold."

Again in line three of the above, the

Boy pointed out that all loons are not

necessarily "long." While admitting

the truth of his observation, I refused to

sacrifice the alliteration and assonance

of the phrase for the far less important

consideration of sense. That third line

was always a source of trouble and an-

novance to us.

On the fourth morning the pattering of

rain on the canvas awoke us. This was
unexpected, as we had intended moving
our base farther up the lake that day.

After breakfast, obtained without diffi-

culty, with supplies of birch bark at hand,

we settled down to kill time in our nar-

row quarters as best we could.

It was Sunday we calculated by a

somewhat hazy mental process. There
were no church bells to apprise us of the

fact, no one to tell us, for since we had
reached our lake, not a human heing had
we seen. This argued well for solitude

and peace. Meanwhile the east wind
was piling up the rack and by four o'clock

the rain had settled down to an all night

affair.

But the Boy was crazy to move. I

could see that the travelling fever had,

for the first time, seized him, and from
my own experience knew that there was
no cure. The fit comes without reason,

and departs in an equally inexplicable

manner. While it is in progress, there

is but one thing to do—move—for in

moving only can one derive any satisfac-

tion and, no matter what the conditions,

in moving this satisfaction can always
be had.

Still, to move from our snug quarters
on such a day was distinctly silly. One
has to learn though, so I gave in, and.

during a lull in the rain, we made a
record breaking pack up, taking with us
the dry "browse" under the the tent; for

the trees were dripping. After thread-
ing our way through half a dozen chan-
nels against the "flaw blown" gusts, we
faced the wind and sea on the five mile
stretch of the open lake beyond. I skirt-

ed the shore, keeping well bow on to the
rollers, and in this manner we crawled
along for a few miles until "the gloomy
day grew gloomier, towards twilight

falling."

Coming at last to a point which we
had noted a day or two before, where a
fire place, lug-pole and rough table

showed that others had once passed that

was, I called a halt. We made a diffi-

cult landing in the seaway, lifted the
canoe high and dry on the rocks and,
while sufficient light remained, made
camp in a hurry. Here we thrice blessed
our tent, with its stout canvas bottom
pegged tightly over our supply of dry
"browse." Into it we tumbled just as
the rain began again in earnest and the
squalls, coming down the darkening lake
drove the seas high against the rocks on
the nearby shore. It was a thoroughly
"bad" night, and like so many summer
nights in the northern country, it grew
exceedingly cold. But we, with the

pointed end of the tent toward the storm,
could afford to laugh at the elements, as

every moment we realized the contrast

of comfort within and cold and wet with-

out.

As a fire was out of the question we
sacrificed six of our candles to supply its

need. Cutting these in two, the twelve
lights were placed in a circle in the gro-

cery box in the tent. The bacon was
cut, half a dozen eggs dug out of their

safe retreat in the rolled oats, and then,

lighting up, we proceeded to fry. It

took time, for twelve candles do not give
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as much heat as one might expect.

When the candles had all melted into a
puddle of wax in the box, and the wicks
flared away threatening to start the

"whole show" the meal was pronounced
ready. Only a minute more was necess-

ary to boil water for the tea, and then
the incipient bonfire was extinguished.

How we enjoyed that meal, albeit in an
atmosphere thick with candle smoke and
the reek of frying. In fact the tent has
never quite recovered from that evening's

perfor m a n c e

and there still

clings to it an
odor strong 1 y
s u ggestive of

many things.
Jjjj

That ni g h t

we hauled out

our map and
planned a hun-
dred mile loop,

beginning and
ending at Camp
P e r f e ction.

We were per-

fectly satisfied

with our lake,

but we wanted
to see what lay

beyond. Hav-
ing made up
our minds, we
turned in.

Some where
about midnight
I awoke with a

jump with a fe-

line "y a w 1"

ringing in my
ears. The Boy,
I could feel, was
also awake with

every muse 1 e

tense. Aga i n

"I wish he would let me get to sleep

before he begins his caterwauling" grunt-
ed the the Boy, with an equally fine at-

tempt at bravado, as he turned over in

the blankets. But the turn, I no-
ticed, brought him against me, as

\

snuggled down again to sleep. We
were not disturbed again dnring the

night, and when the morning broke
still, clear and serene, all thoughts of

midnight marauders vanished.

The Boy could hardly wait for break-
fast, so eager
was he to be
away. The
"fever" had
come on again
doubly stron g,
and I, myself,

felt stirrings in

my bloo d—d e-

sires to see what
lay beyond, be
hind the next
point, and the
next, and so on.
At last, wi t h
compass on the

sack in front of

me, and map at

hand, we got
under we i g h.

The outlet lay

some thirte e n
miles away, ac-

cording to

a p, and
the

the

THE BOY STANDING TRIUMPHANTLY OVER A DEAD
PORCUPINE.

way lay through
a labyrin t h of

islands and
channels, none
but the larger

marked on our
small scale draw-
ing.

We had start-

came the screech, unmistakably cat-like.

"What is it?" muttered the Boy.
"That," said I with assumed noncha-

lance, "is a wild cat; listen again."
From about a hundred yards away,

apparently near the shore, three times
was repeated the unpleasant sound. I

looked out. Everything was as black as

pitch, and a wild-cat, or indeed anything
else a yard away, would have been in-

visible.

ed later than we had thought.
No one valuing his peace of mind

carries a watch in the wilds so that, but
for a five minute "spell" for a snack; we
kept pegging along until, after many
turns, and hope many times deferred we
reached the outlet towards sunset.

Here a sawmill and dam blocked our
way, and the Boy had his first real carry.

It was only about three hundred yards,

so that we were soon again under weigh
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with a hearty current under us now to

boost us on our way. The river, how-
ever, was a small one, as our lake was
its head water. A grassy point soon ap-

pearing, we camped and leisurely pre-

pared the evening grub.

Not to sleep too late the next day we
turned in early, soothed to slumber by
the drone of a convocation of bullfrogs

in a neighboring marshy inlet.

We got away promptly in the morn-
ing sliding down the river, round bend
after bend. But the current was going,

betraying open water ahead. Presently

we emerged through some low lying

marshy ground, on a five mile sheet of

water, dotted here and there with lovely

little islands. We paused here, as I al-

ways do on reaching open water, to get
the trend of the wind and seas. The
former we had heard in the trees above
us, and now found to be dead behind
and rising steadily. Away ahead I knew
the waves would be high, and running
before them in a loaded canoe no joke.

The Boy, not up to the game, condemned
the artful way I took the old Taouny-
awatha down that stretch. Making the

most of the long "tail" of lee beyond
each of the outlying islands, we sped
down the lake making long angles from
one point of vantage to the next. Be-
yond the last however a clear two
mile stretch lay between us and the out-

let. We covered this at racing speed,
the wind doing most of the shoving,
while I had all I could do to hold the

canoe straight before the rollers. On a
little point ahead, appeared a cottage,

alas, civilization already. To this, how-
ever, we went to make sure of the out-
let, not wishing to go back against the

wind.

As we drew up before the landing,
backing water gently, rearing and duck-
ing to the waves, an old woman ap-
proached and asked us the time\ ! Ye
gods, had we come thus far, had we dis-

carded all but the necessaries of the
simple life, lived like aborigines and
dressed like them, only to be stopped by
the first

j
white person and asked the

time! It was a distinct and unpleasant

shock. It was also evident that civiliza-

tien was not far away. Perhaps—hor-

rors! they even held "garden parties" here!

We got our information however and
soon were in the river again, but not too

soon. A squall of rain swept down the

lake, sending us ashore to seek shelter

under the upturned canoe. It soon
passed, and with an increased current

we moved faster and faster down the

stream. Clearings began; presently a

log bridge appeared, another, and every

three or four miles a dam ana mill.

These latter necessitated carrying, but

the fever having us both in the grip we
toiled and sweated all day, rejoicing

when the quickening current drew us to

a rapid down which we sped in highest

glee. But the water was low, and the

consequent bumps too many.

About six o'clock, having made no
stop except to carry, we ran our last

little rapid, and here we came to grief.

A splintering bump brought us up in the

descent. In a trice we were over board
in the stream bed, holding the canoe.

Wading thus ashore we wisely camped
at once, as 1 knew that a patch would
be necessary before any further progress
could be made.

Three punctures were the price of our
little mishap, but with canvas and shel-

lac with us, no serious delay would en-

sue. We felt satisfied. We were half

glad of the mishap as it made us stop

where we would not have stopped in

our yearning to put mile after mile be-

hind us before night. We also felt tired,

having covered thirty miles since break-

fast and made many carries. We were
hungry. I opened a tin of pork and
beans and dumped it into the pot. A
tin of corn followed, then a tin of toma-
toes, pepper and salt. Five minutes
over the fire, and "grub" was pronounced
ready. The "bouillon" we drank out of

our tin mugs, then eat the solid matter
with bread and butter. This was fol-

lowed by bread and marmalade, then a
pint or so of tea. What more could a
hungry man want?

(To be concluded next month.)





A Fresh Field in the Rockies.

BY MRS. SPRAGGE.

new point of departure must always
attract one who has been a pioneer

in the mountains, so when Bob
Campbell, the most experienced guide, and
best outfitter in the Rockies, with head-

quarters at Banff Alta, suggested, on my
return to Laggan from a ten days' outing

with the Alpine Club in Paradise Valley,

that I should visit Ptarmigan Lake, in the

Palliser range of the Rocky Mountains, I

was only too glad to avail my self of the

opportunity, especially as this recently

discovered district will be an additional

attraction to the chalet at Lake Louise,

my favourite resort.

It will form as shown by a rough dia-

gram made for me by Mr. A.O.Wheeler,
F.R.GS., who
has been all over
the ground, a

series of three

new expeditions

from Laggan.
One that I took
t o Ptarmigan
Lake returning
by way of the

Pipestone Val-
ley which would
take three days;
one by the same
route but con-
tinuing on to

Baker Lake and
waterfall that
would be longer,

and one beyond Baker Lake to the Red
Deer River at the watershed of the Rock-
ies, then back to Laggan by way ot the
valleys of the little Pipestone and big
Pipestone that would occupy at least a
week.

. We
Aintended to cross over the Ptar-

migan Pass at an altitude of nine thousand
teet but were prevented by an unforseen
obstacle as will be seen later.

On the twelfth ot July, 1907, therefore
wesetgayly forth from Lake LouiseChalet,
Campbell on his raking 16 hand thorough-
bred Six Bits, Ionacapital grey pony, by
flame Eva, with a pack pony bearing our

the c. P.

camp outfit that rejoiced in the euphonius
cognomen of Hoggie, probably from its

greedy and engaging habit of stopping to

graze by the way ; we were further ac-

companied by a bob-tailed sheep dog
called Four Bits, that had adapted its

hereditary instincts to pack ponies for the

manner in which it endeavoured to

counteract Hoggie's voracity by pulling his

tail, and biting his hocks wh,en he at-

tempted to gratify his appetite, was most
amusing and effective.

When we reached the station at Lag-
gan, I discovered that the Pipestone

River must be forded, and it looked deep
and treacherous, with a current strong
enough to upset my pony's equilibrum.

As I knewsome-
thing by bitter

experience o f

mount a in
water courses,

I decided to

walk across the

railway bridge

and remount
Evaontheother
side. I congrat-

ulated myself

not a little on
mv perception

when I witness-

ed the struggles

of horses and
rider in the rag-

ing river for the

landmarks ot the crossing proper had
been washed away and Campbell's big
chestnut promptly dropped into a deep
channel that soaked his master up to his

knees. Eva did better without any weight
on her back and eventually clambered
dripping up the bank where I mounted
astride and Campbell dismounted to wring
himself out as far as possible, for his high
boots were full of water. This opera-
tion over we turned our horses' heads
towards the Palliser range and I led the

way up a steep mountain gulch, Campbell
bringinguptherear with Hoggie sandwich-
ed between us to keep him up to the mark.

HOTEL AT BANFF.
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The trail was good and we made ex-

cellent time, rising ever higher and high-

er through beds of scarlet painter's brush,

masses of wild laurel, coming at intervals

upon graceful groups of dainty white

columbine bearing enormous flowers. The
vegetation was most varied and the view
when we reached a higher elevation,

superb. We stopped at a clearing where
the trail forked to photograph the Bow
Valley east and west. Lake Louise was
plainly visible directly opposite us, nest-

ling like a turquoise matrix in her rocky
setting, with Mt. Temple to the east in

all its glory of glacier

and snowtield, while

Paradise Valley and
the Valley of the Ten
Peaks away to the

south cleft the rang-

es with the emerald
furrows of their deep
depressions. The
Bow valley opened
widely to the north

west with the line of

the Canadian Pacific

Railway following it,

in its further course

up silvery Ba t h
Creek. Looking east

we marked the Bow
again, threading its

way through a chain

of little lakes in its

chequered career a-

mid the Rockies and
foothills down to

Calgary and beyond.
I was loath to turn my back on such a

panorama, but time was fleeting and we
must onwards and upwards by Corral
Creek, that formed first a narrow canyon
where we entered it, then gradually wid-
ened into a valley enclosed between spurs
of the Palliser range, terminated eventually
at Ptarmigan Lake above timber line

where we made our camp for the
night

.

Here we found Mr. Chapman, one of
the curators of the New York Museum,
with his artist companion Mr. Fuertes.
Both men had come hither by Campbell's
advice with one of his guides to study the
nesting ptarmigan. They had begun
their labours in the West Indies in March

and followed the nesting birds on through
Florida, northwards across our own
prairie land, to the Rockies in order to

secure some Alpine species above timber
line.

I was much interested in Mr. Fuertes'

portfolio, with various studies of the

feathered denizens ot the plain and moun-
tain and still more so in a large water
color he was painting of the view down
Corral Creek to Mt. Temple with rocks
and ptarmigan in the foreground, that

was to serve eventually as a background
for groups of these birds in New York

LAKE LOUISE CHALET.

Museum where Canadians may now con-

template it.

Their tent was nestled on a grassy
knoll just below the lake, as near their

work as the presence of firewood would
permit. We camped below them and
made our journey from Laggan of twelve

miles all up hill with a pack pony in two
and a half hours.

After lunch we paid a long visit to Mr.
Chapman who had secured all the speci-

men of ptarmigan he required with many
other fascinating Alpine birds he had pre-

served in formaline and cotton wool.

The two square trunks, that contained
them looked a problem to me for trail

and pack ponies.
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From their camp we ascended to Ptar-

migan Lake, a lovely sheet of glacier

water still covered at its northern end

with ice and completely enclosed by

rugged peaks with verdant and rocky

slopes marking the indigo waters with

numerous indentations. I sat down to

sketch while Campbell went on to inspect

the pass into the Pipestone valley, which

we must cross at an altitude of nine

thousand feet. His guide who had camp-
ed for a week at the head of Corral Creek
with Mr. Chapman and Fuertes, told him
it was impossible owinjg to the late sea-

son of 1907 and consequent depth of snow
to cross it with horses.

I esconced myself beneath the shelter

of a huge boulder entranced with the

scene, while marmots, scampered and
whistled about me, and a snowstorm
drifted over the lake and me, producing
most marvellous effects of light and
shade as it whirled away by peak and
crag and the sun shone out again in an
azure sky.

Such days amid such surroundings
make impressions that are indelible, com-
pared with which ordinary outings are

as common place as conventional. When
I think of the possibilities offered by
good guides and outfitters off the beaten
tracks of civilization, the comfort with
which one can camp and travel, I am
surprised that I do not meet dozens of

people instead of but a few scattered

parties here and there.

The Canadian Pacific Company is con-
tinually discovering and opening new
localities and trails near its mountain
hotels where guides and outfitters can be
obtained at reasonable rates, the larger
the party, the smaller the cost. Every
woman riding and camping in the moun-
tains should have a dunnage each, that
can be purchased at Banff, Laggan or
Field, and serves as a waterproof carry-
all for blankets, clothing, etc., toilet

articles may be further enclosed for con-
venience in a small bag of some strong
material inside this ; she should also be
provided with a woollen jersey or sweater
and a slicker or oilskin coat, short at the
back and cut to fit the saddle ; further a

divided skirt with riding trousers, or

bloomers, and either strong low boots

with leather leggins or high boots.

Blankets and tents are of course provided

by outfitters with all necessary camp
articles "end supplies.

I retired from the shores of Ptarmigan
Lake at six o'clock, Campbell not having
yet returned from his researches into the

pass. I could wait no longer, for him as

it grew cold at that elevation after the

sun disappeared behind the mountain
ranges; so I scrambled as best I could

over water, rock and stone down to Mr.
Chapman's hospitable tent where I was
entertained with tea and talk until my
guide appealed upon the scene and an-

nounced that the pass was quite impass-
able, the snow lying twenty feet deep in

some places.

Together we adjourned to our own
camp where he prepared me a most de-

lectable supper,later Messrs Chapman and
Fuertes joined us and we sat chatting

and exchanging stories, and relating ad-

ventures and experiences over our camp
fire until far into the night. Then I with-

drew to my unique tent that had once
been the property of no less a person than
Edward Whymper and was furnished

with all the comforts and conveniences
that mountaineer's fertile brains could
devise, including a portable floor, that

combined and folded up inside it as well

as pockets galore. Campbell stretched

himself under a bush with his head on
his saddle and his dog at his feet and
slept so soundly wrapt in his blankets,

that I found it difficult to rouse him the

next morning.

We packed our outfit early and return-

ed to Laggan with Messrs Chapman and
Fuertes, an imposing procession of three

pack ponies and five riders. The Pipe-

stone had moderated its watery tran-

sports in twenty-four hours owing to a
cool night and was easily forded. Once
over the river, we had but three miles of

excellent carriage road to cover between
the station and Lake Louise Chalet, the
Alpha and Omega of our expedition.



TYPICAL OLD RED RIVER CART.

Once in a while you may still see one of these in a Winnipeg- street.

Courtesy of O. S. Perrault, Secretary American Tobacco Company, Montreal.

Books of Interest to Sportsmen.

THE catalogue of Messrs. Hardy
Brothers, Alnwick, England, may
be well classed as a book of interest

to sportsmen. It is nothing less than a

volume and a volume of very particular

interest indeed to all fishermen. While
the illustration of flies in their natural

colors are attractive, the articles lend

themselves to the passing" of pleasant half

hours and even the catalogue pages con-

tain enough to ponder over in dreamy
contemplation of past achievements and
confident expectations of future successes,

provided only one can procure the Hardy
outfit. Long years of practical experiences

have enabled the members of the firm to

provide for every possible requirement
and to add many things which though
not absolutely required have much to do
with the pleasures and the results of a
fishing trip. We note with interest the

increasing attention Messrs. Hardy

Brothers are acccording to Canada. In the

new addition of the catalogue in addition

to a page descriptive of the wonderful fish

ing the Dominion offers, another page is

given to the experiences of fishermen in

Canada, and a third one describing fish-

ing tackle recommended for use in British

Columbia. While there is material on
every page which cannot fail to interest

the fisherman there is much of a wider
and more general interest appealing to

all sportsmen. Necessarily the catalogue

shows some sameness, though the firm

never fail to register an advance with

each issue and the last one in its arrange-

ment as well as in the great wealth of

valuable matter within its covers, shows
improvements upon every one of its pre-

decessors. The fisherman who possess a

copy may be trusted to consult its pages
often and he will certainly never fail to

find interest and instruction therein.



Salmon and Pigeons.

BY C. W. YOUNG.

AS one who is beginning to feel

somewhat like an old timer, will

you allow me a few words in re-

gard to salmon and * passenger pig-

eons, both of which are alluded to in

May Rod and Gun. As to salmon in the

Credit, I am not in a position to speak
from personal knowledge, further than

that when a boy I remember catching
two or three fish of a few pounds
weight in the Spring Creek, a tributary

of the Credit, between Georgetown and
Stewarttown, which were supposed to be

salmon. Of this I cannot speak posi-

tively but I have often heard my father,

who was one of the first settlers of

Georgetown, say that when he went
there in 1843 or thereabouts, the salmon
were so thick in the river in the autumn
that if they did not move one could have
walked across on their backs dryshod.

Hired men, making an engagement,
stipulated that they should not have
salmon to eat more than so many times

a week.
About this time, however, or soon

after, the dams at Streetsville, Meadow-
vale and Georgetown were built and no
fishways being provided, the fish natur-

ally could not ascend to spawn, save an
occasional one which might work its way
up the tail races. Trout and eels did

this and traps to catch them were kept
set continuously under the mills, a nice

mess being gotten almost every morning
at certain seasons.

The late Samuel Wilmot, who was
the pioneer in artificial fish hatching in

Canada, began operations in Wilmot's
Creek, a short distance above the vil-

lage of Newcastle and for many years
spawned salmon there artificially. I was
at his place in the autumn of 1874 and
saw the troughs full of salmon spawn
and some forty spent fish in the retain-

ing pond adjoining. Some of them
must have weighed thirty or forty
pounds. They were haggard, dirty
looking things, with no more life in them
than carp or suckers. I was told by the

attendant that they were to be turned
into the river some night, and chased
into the lake a mile or more distant, as
if this was not done they would stay in
the creek and the farmers would kill
them with sticks. These were undoubt-
edly sea salmon (salmo salar). It was
the custom of the Wilmots to put a ring
in one of the fins of each fish that was
spawned; some of the ringed fish were
taken from time to time on the Atlantic
coast, and some returned to the hatch-
ery, at what intervals however I do not
know. I think I have been told that
1874 was the last year that the salmon
came to Wilmot's Creek. Looking at
the stream from the car windows, nowa-
days, it is hard to believe that it was
ever frequented by so large a fish as the
salmon. In midsummer it is almost
dry. Dr. Murdoch in the May number
talks of the possibility of coaxing salmon
back into the Credit and providing for
their ascent up the river, but conditions
are a good deal different from fifty or
sixty years ago. The clearing away of
the woods has reduced the Credit and the
Wilmot's stream to small proportions
and the once clear, ice-cold water, is now
muddy and warm, suitable, in the lower
reaches at any rate, only for chubs and
such like vermin. It would hardly suit
the king of fishes.

Once in a while salmon still come up the
St. Lawrence, however. A few years ago
two fish were speared under Mack's mill
in Cornwall, about ten or twelve pounds
weight. One of these I saw and am
convinced it was a genuine specimen of
salmo salar. The same season, two
strange fish were killed near Morrisburg,
and a year or two later, two or three
near Barnhart's Island, at the foot of the
Long Sault. I did not see these, but
from the description I got, they were
sea salmon also.

Wild pigeons were very abundant in
the days I speak of about Georgetown
and for a good many >ears later. I can
remember when there were immense
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flocks almost every year, and can clearly

recall seeing large crates of live birds

brought in that were caught in nets such
as your correspondent describes. A
stool pigeon was used, its eyes being
sewed up, and it was fastened to a tee-

tering perch which kept it constantly

fluttering and attracted the wild birds.

When a sufficient number "had gathered,

the net was sprung and the catches were
often very large.

Any morning during the summer one
could go out before breakfast and with-

in a mile of the village get a dozen or

more pigeons with little trouble.

I remember on one occasion during a

winter trip in the county of Bruce being

given salted and smoked squabs to eat

at farm houses. These were killed

mostly with poles in the rookeries during

the nesting season and put away for fu-

ture use.

The last rookery I saw was in the

township of Melancthon, north of

Orangeville, in the summer of 1866.

On driving home we came to a cedar

and tamarac swamp, where hundreds of

thousands—perhaps millions—of pigeons
were resting. As far as the eye could

reach the trees were full of birds, many
not fully feathered, and packed as closely

as one now sees swallows on telegraph

wires. They were quite tame and were
little disturbed by passing vehicles. Our
only fowling piece was disabled—we had
been after trout in the Mulrrtur lakes and
were not expecting game at that season,

and we did not kill any of the pigeons.

As I remember it, we had a long drive

before us and could not wait any time,

or I have no doubt the birds could have
been killed with poles.

I was out of Canada after that for

some years, but on my return, in the

spring of 1874, a party of us went out
to Gadshill, north of Stratford, one
morning and killed a dozen or so wild
pigeons. They were very scarce. We
saw not more than forty or fifty alto-

gether, and to the best of my recollec-

tion that was the last of them in that
part of Canada.

In the autumn of the same year, the
great northern flight of golden plover
passed over the section about Stratford.

There were a few plover there most
years, but that time they were in very
large numbers and for a few days on the
highlands up the Goderich branch all of
us made good bags.

Where the pigeons went to still re-

mains a mystery. The last large breed-
ing grounds I heard of were some years
ago in Arkansas and in the Ozark Hills

in Missouri, but civilization has cleaned
them out of there.

A few years since my friend, Stanley
Waterloo, of Chicago, a well known nov-
elist and newspaper man, made system-
atic efforts to get track of the where-
abouts of the passenger pigeons. He
addressed letters to all the U. S. repre-

sentatives from Mexico south, asking
thern. to make inquiries for the missing
flocks and from their answers drew the

conclusion that they had gone south and
were still to be found in the high regions
of the southern hemisphere, but I have
seen nothing since in print about them.
Once in a while rumors of stray

flocks come from Virginia and other

Southern States, but usually lack

confirmation. It is probable that like

the salmon and the wild buffalo, persecu-

tion and the disappearance of suitable

conditions,have made the pigeons extinct

in the regions they once frequented,

and they have gone never to return.

A fine gathering of talent was present

at the dinner of the Canadian Club of

New York. The chief point round
which interest and criticism has centered

was the speech of the Hon. J. H. Langly,

ex-Justice of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia. The hon. gentleman holds that

the inevitable developement of Canada is

that she shall grow out of the colony

stage into that of alliance with the

Mother country. Mr. Bryce, the British

Ambassador at Washington, stated that

the British people were never more proud
of Canada than they are today and he

lieves that feeling is heartily reciprocated

by the people of the Dominion.



A Boys' Camp in Temagami.

A WORKING PARTY 1 JUNIORS AT COCHRANE CAMP.

AMP Temagami, or as it is more
generally known, "Cochrane's
Camp" is charmingly situated in the

South arm of the lake on an island of

thirty acres, that is completely
sheltered and almost surrounded
by other islands.

This camp was first organized
some nine years ago by Cochrane,
a member of the Upper Canada
College staff,—himself, an en-

thusiastic camper. He conceived
the idea of getting together a
party of boys who had no par-
ticular plan or programme for

the summer vacation, and with
them touring through the Mus-
koka and Lake of Bays districts.

These canoe hours were so
successful that it became neces-
sary to establish permanent head-
quarters at some central point
where the boys could be trained
in all that pertains to camp life

before being sent out on camping
side trips.

Without hesitation Temagami
was selected as the ideal location

lying as it does in the centre of
some thousands of square miles
of the best camping country in

the world. In its new location
the camp has grown and broad-
ened so that instead of a private
camping party, the camp draws
its members from all parts of the
Dominion, from Halifax to Van-
couver, with latterly a good per-

centage of cousins from south of
the border, while each year many
fathers and adult friends of the
boys lay aside the cares and wor-
ries of business, and unmindful of
the luxuries and shallow conven-
tionalties of modern life become
for a space, campers themselves
and boys once more.

Life at camp is both interesting

and varied. In the interior of
the island a space has been clear-

ed for baseball and other games,
which are played with the great-
est enthusiasm.

Many boys become exceedingly handy
in the way of tools and gain considerable
knowledge of rough construction work,
from carving out a paddle for them-

THE WAR CANOE OFF FOR THE DAY.
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THE ISLAND BRIDGE.

selves to building a rustic bridge, wharf
or log cabin.

Novices soon become adept at manag-
ing a canoe or rowboat in the small
sheltered bay in front of the camp. The
water here is shallow with a firm sandy
bottom, and this advantage combined
with the fact that help is always
near practically eliminates dan-
ger to the youngest learners.

A regular course of instruction

in swimming is given, special

attention being given to learners.

For those more advanced the

certificate or medallion of the

Royal Life Saving Society is

granted to those who learn

something of the useful side of

swimming, that it is necessary one
should know before he can feel

really at home in or on the water,

or be well able to assist others in

need.

When competent, examina-
tions are held and awards given
in the following order of merit :

1. Elementary Certificate.

2. Proficiency Certificate.

3. Bronze Medallion.
4. Silver Medallion.
The latter is only given to

those who have successfullv

passed the examination for the

medallion of the society, and in

addition, are able to perform
several aquatic feats, which in-

clude the ability to right and em-
pty upset canoe under two
minutes, to swim a quarter mile
in ten minutes, to take a clean

header from a height of ten feet,

a backward dive from a punt,
to undress on the surface

of the water, forward and back-
ward somersaults, motionless
floating, or * 'torpedo" for twenty
feet, and prove thorough ability

to handle skiff and canoe.

Very few so called expert
swimmers are able to perform all

these feats, yet it is astonishing
what a lad can learn in a few
weeks careful tuition and a deter-

mination to succeed.

These classes are personally

trained by Mr. Cochrane, who as
Honorary Representative of the Royal
Life Saving Society has had over twelve
years' experience at this work and is

widely known as a leading expert and
authority in all that constitutes the art

of swimming.
The value of his work in this respect

THE REGATTA : FINISH OF JUNIOR SINGLES.
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BRIDGE BUILDING.

has been recognized by His Majesty King
Edward who has recently conferred upon

Mr. Cochrane an honor in connection

with the Order of St. John.
An experienced staff has charge of the

culinary arrangements at camp, there

being an abundance of plain wholesome
food ; while as a member of the

staff is a qualified physician,

provision is made in case of

possible sickness or accident. A
handsome booklet illustrated by
photos taken by members of the

camp and containing all detailed

information will be sent on re-

quest by applying to A. L. Coch-
rane, Upper Canada College,

Toronto.

Canoe trips are ^arranged
throughout the season from a

day's trip in the war canoe to a

distant part of the lake, to a

journey over numerous lakes and
rivers and through primeval for-

est for two hundred miles or

more.

The longer trips are for the

more experienced boys only and
have the services of an Indian
guide while each party is in

charge of a member of the camp
staff.

On these trips each boy learns

the proper way to portage
''duffle" and canoes, how to pitch

and strike a tent, to act as camp
cook, and take turns at similar

duties for his own instruction

and the general good of the

party.

It is a trequent experience to

see a boy who finds a twenty
pound "tump" quite enough to

tote over a rough portage at the

beginning of the season, take a

quarter mile with the canoe on
his shoulders before long and
that without harmful strain, for

a boy is never encouraged to

attempt too much.
The quality of the lad's endur-

ance, his rugged health, and the

firmness of his muscles, may be
imagined at the conclusion of a

holiday spent in this way.
Life in the open air, freedom from con-

ventionality and a self reliance that

means much for a boy's future makes a
vacation spent in this way ideal . All the

surroundings gfo towards building up a

healthy mind in a healthy body— a com
bination which makeslifeworth the living

LOG ROLLING IN THE WOODS.



BRINGING IN THE GAME AFTER A HARD DAY AT MERRYTIME HUNTING CLUB,

ROSSEAU, ONT.

A Fine Hunt of the Merrytime Hunting Club.

BY ONE OF THEM.

THERE is always a good hunt for

the members of the Merrytime
Hunting Club, and that of 1907

was no less successful than its many pre-

decessors. To begin with, the Club
has a fine hunting territory in the High-
lands of Ontario and the arrangements
at the Club House and throughout the

district are about perfect. The evening
of October thirty-first last year saw a

good company assembled at the Mon-
teith House, Rosseau, Muskoka, which
most readers know is one of the most
delightful parts of the abundantly fa-

vored Province of Ontario. The gentle-

men included E. Petticord, R. Morgan,
H. J. Friedrichs, R. E. Schubert and
George and Arthur Monteith.
A double team with a three seated

spring wagon and a single horse and
buggy were found necessary to convey
us and our belongings from Monteith
House to the hunting cabin. It was a
beautiful, clear, cold night but being
well wrapped up we enjoyed the nine

mile drive. On arrival at the cabin we
found Fred Draycott, known amongst
us as "Salvator, "awaiting us. He took
charge of our horses and ushered us into

the cabin. Refreshments, consisting of
good hot coffee and club sandwiches,
which the chef and his assistant had pre-

pared, were served and, after our long,

cold drive proved most acceptable.

The camp is beyond the settlements.

It is situated on an elevation overlook-

ing Draycott's Lake in a deep forest of

virgin pine and hemlock, interspersed

throughout with occasional small lakes

and beaver meadows. The area of the

club's territory is about six thousand
acres and about twenty-five miles of

trails from the camp to different runways
and points have been cut out. All the

trails are blazed, and an occasional three

notches are shown in the blaze on the

side next the cabin. All these trails are

well selected and nicely cleared out.

There is therefore no inconvenience

either in travelling to the runways or re-
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turning with the deer when one has been
successful in shooting one.

As might be expected from its position

in the woods, the cabin is built entirely

of logs with the bark on, all corners be-

ing dove-tailed and well chinked with

mortar. As a result the place is cozy
and comfortable at all times. The size

of the building is 18x36 and is divided

into two large rooms down stairs, one
being the dining room and the other a
sitting room. Upstairs there are eight

good sized bed rooms, all furnished with
spring beds, mattresses, pillows, sheets,

blankets, spreads &c. At the rear of

the main cabin is a large kitchen and
leading from it is a bedroom for the chef
and his assistant. Near the cabin is a
farm house where the guides stay and a
barn in which the dogs are kept.

Although it was near midnight when
we retired the first night, we were awak-
ened before daylight and were so eager
for the hunt that not one grumble was
heard. All answered the first call for

breakfast, at which meal we had real

cream, bacon and eggs, lamb chops,

with French fried potatoes, hot rolls and
toast, and coffee. By seven o'clock we
had all finished breakfast and were hur-
rying out to our runways.

It was not long before there was bus-
iness doing. Arthur Monteith saw a
deer chased by the dogs but it was too
far off for him to risk a shot, Shortly
afterwards another one came along and
this he managed to secure.

George Monteith had not the same
good luck as his brother. He saw a big
buck which was too far away for him to

risk a shot, and which the dogs ran
across the North Cardwell Road. Later
on he saw the dogs running two others,

making five deer in all started by them
on the first hunt.

The deer shot by Arthur Monteith was
taken to the cabin and we then hunted
to the south for the remainder of the

morning, seeing one down by Wilson's
but failing to get a shot at the same.

After luncheon we hunted to the
northeast of the cabin, placing one man
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on the blazed trail on burnt rocks and
others on the Manitoba trail. During
the afternoon we had some splendid

runs. Friederichs shot a fine doe, Mor-
gan a nice yearling and Fred Draycott a
two year old buck. We carried them
all to the cabin and considered our ' 'bag"
of four for the first day an exceedingly
good one.

Our long day's hunt, which gave us
much personal exertion in the open, pre-

pared us for the excellent dinner the

chef gave us and it is but a poor expres-

sion to say that we did full justice to it.

While our appetites were of the best the

meal was most tastefully prepared and
excellently served. In the evening we
fought our battles over again and en-

joyed them all the more from the contri-

butions made by those who had seen the

performances from different points of

view. Although our conversation took
some most interesting turns we were all

ready to retire early. Sound sleep at-

tended upon us and none could believe

how quickly the time had flown when we
were called at six o'clock in the morning.

Although we got up, breakfasted and
prepared for the hunt a heavy downpour
kept us in camp all the morning. The
rain continuing after lunch we decided,

as the next day was Sunday, to take a
walk. Accordingly Geo. Monteith and
Fred Draycott went south of the cabin

but did not see any game. Arthur Mon-
teith, Schubert, and Petticord walked on
the blazed trail over Buck Hill and the

Burnt rocks, west on a new trail around
Concession Lake, on the Manitoba
meadow opposite Diamond Lake and
then in on the Manitoba trail to the

cabin. They had a splendid tramp
through some of the finest standing tim-

ber in Muskoka and saw a great many
signs of deer.

When near the cabin two deer were
sighted on a hill. Although it was just

about dark an excellent shot brought
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one down but the other got away. The
dead deer was carried to camp and made
a fine addition to the number already

secured.

Saturday evening was a festive occa-

sion and though hunting incidents had
been few that day we still found a great
deal to talk about. However we were
ready for bed at an early hour though we
meant to have a late breakfast and in-

dulge ourselves a little on Sunday morn-
ing. Our breakfast hour was not till

ten o'clock and at noon Mr. W. T. Pem-
ber, of Toronto, turned up, having driven
in from Maple Lake. The day was cold

with light snow flurries.

Monday was fine though clear and
cold and we had an excellent hunt south
of Diamond Lake. During the morning
we had two splendid runs, though the
deer managed to slip through between
us and no one had a shot. George Mon-
teith and Friederichs each saw one but
not near enough to risk a shot.

Lunch was partaken of at Manitoba
meadows, and the dogs were put out

north of Diamond Lake but failed to

start. We crossed north on the Burnt
rocks south of Two Bay Lake. Here
we had a splendid run but the deer cir-

cled and got away to the north. That
day was a blank and we decided the rea-

son to be that the deer had changed
some of their runways from the previous

year.

On Tuesday we hunted around Con-
roy's bush and had three splendid runs.

Both George Monteith and Petticord

wounded deer very badly but despite all

our efforts each animal got away.
As we expected some new arrivals we

returned to the cabin for lunch and found
them awaiting us. The party included

Walter Nicholls, of Toronto; the Rev. S.

Daw and Dr. H. S. Griffin, of Ham-
ilton, and Bert Monteith. During his

stay amongst us the Rev. S. Daw was
christened Father, and enacted the part -

to the pleasure and advantage of all of
us. He proved himself in every way a

real good fellow and also a good hunter.

In the afternoon we took our new
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comrades around Big Buck Hill on the

North burn. While we had several

splendid runs we only shot one nice

buck.

On the following morning we hunted
north of Buck hill, and Mr. Nicholls

shot a large doe at what we called the

Pot Hole. One of the guides shot two
small bucks.

There was quite a succession of bril-

liant misses; Morgan shot at two;

Friederichs, two, and Father Daw one

—

all registering misses. To make up for

these Mr. Nicholls shot a nice red fox

and we started a bear near the Manitoba
meadows. His Bearship however de-

sired none of our acquaintance and re-

mained so shy that though we pressed

him several times we could not obtain a

shot at him.

Thursday was quite stormy but we had
a good hunt notwithstanding. A num-
ber of deer were started but all went
away to the north, where we had not

sufficient men stationed to prevent them
from passing and they all got away.

Several splendid runs were had in the

afternoon and Petticord shot a two hun-

dred and forty pound buck on the hill

above the Manitoba dam. Friedrichs

had four shots at the same deer but

missed it each time. We found that big

buck no light load when we trailed him
into camp that night.

There was some good hunting on
Friday. In the morning we ran several

deer out by Evans'. Morgan shot a fine

doe and ran another into the lake near

the cabin. The chef and his assistant

had several shots at it but the deer got
away, the boy being too anxious and
frightening it away to the opposite shore.

The hunt in the afternoon was in Con-
roy's Bush north of the cabin. Bert

Monteith shot a small doe at the Beaver
Meadow runway. We also started two
bears and while one crossed to the Pot

Hole the other remained in the bush.

We were unable to get in a good shot or

we would have had their pelts.

Father Daw had several shots at a

deer and missing each time remarked
how extremely annoying it was to fail at

good chances. It was also difficult to

find suitable words in which to properly

express his disappointment at such un-

toward results. On arriving at the
cabin however he donated twenty-five
cents to charity.

On Saturday we hunted around Buck's
Hill and had quite a number of good
runs. Schubert killed a nice large doe
and wounded another. We had a lot ot

fun out of his description of his adven-
ture. He remarked, "You know I went
up to the top of the knoll and looked
down into the valley where I had heard a
noise. I looked again when there was
two deer all alone. I shot him in the
feet and knocked him down. One got
away all bleeding everywhere. I run
after him but can't catch him." The
pitfalls of the English language were too
much for him in his excitement. We saw
some fresh bear signs, but were un-
able to find the animal.

Comings and goings marked our sec
ond Sunday in camp. Arthur Monteith
and Fred Dean arrived, and Father Daw,
Dr. Griffin, Mr. Zimmerman and Bert
Monteith left to catch the steamer calling

at the landing next morning.
North of Buck Hill was the hunting

ground on Monday, and while we had
no luck at all in the morning, Schubert
shot a nice buck near Two Bay Lake in

the afternoon. The hunter was nearly
lost but was found by Fred Draycott
who helped him to carry out his buck.
That night at the cabin we had quite a
celebration over Schubert's success.

We saw many fresh signs of deer when
hunting on the north side of the blazed
trail and after stationing the men, suc-

ceeded in getting a run without anyone
seeing the deer, although it ran very
close to two of the hunters. Friederichs

obtained two shots at a fine big buck but
did not register a hit and the animal
turned and ran back over the hill. We
learned afterwards that this buck was
shot by John Scott at the Snider Dam,
and that he proved a fine big fellow

weighing over two hundred pounds.
Another fine buck was started at the

northeast corner of Diamond Lake.
The animal ran around the south shore
and up over Diamond Mountain. Arthur
Monteith had a good sight of him quite

close but was unable to get a shot.

Schubert also saw him but was too far

away for a shot.
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George Monteith was successful in

bring down a large doe and some stran-

ger shot another one in front of the dogs.

We also ran two or three other deer but

did not get any of them.
All the huntds, except Dean and

George Monteith, left the cabin the same
afternoon for Rosseau, the calls of busi-

ness being imperative and leaving them
no further chance of lingering in the woods
as one and all would very much have
liked to have done. They took out their

game and were in high spirits at their

successes, looking forward with strong

hopes of future successes in the same
territory.

Notwithstanding our diminished num-
bers we continued the hunt and on
Wednesday, the two hunters who were
left, accompanied by the Chef, went
carefully through a small piece of brush
near Evans'. No less than six deer were
started and though George Monteith
badly wounded one it succeeded in get-

ting away. This hunt was not distin-

guished for markmanship, Fred Dean
putting in two shots and the chef four

without registering a single hit.

At noon our numbers were reinforced

by the arrival of Arthur Monteith and
John Tunny and in the afternoon we
hunted south of the cabin. Two splen-

did runs were recorded without any re-

sult following. Later on we ran two
more deer out of another bush and Fred
Dean had two more shots but missed.
Three or four inches of snow fell and the
wind blew a gale.

More snow fell during the night and it

was very cold in the morning. We
started out across the blazed trail and
had most of the dogs on the chain. A
small black spaniel called 4 'Barney" got
on a fresh track and we could not induce
him to abandon it. Although we scat-

tered to the runways no one caught
sight of either deer or dog and the latter

ran out of hearing. We scattered wider
still and were just giving up when Arthur
Monteith shouted that our faithful dog
was returning. Presently we saw a deer
ahead of the dog and as Dean had never
shot a deer he was given the preference

in shooting. He managed to drop him
but the animal struggled up and was
prevented from escaping by the dogs.
When down again Dean was told to
straddle him which he did. Soon after-

wards it seemed to dawn upon him that
something was amiss and it was funny to
see how quickly he moved off his perch.

After hanging the buck to a convenient
sapling we had a run south of Diamond
Lake. Two deer were run close to Lorn
Campbell but he did not see either of
them. Later on the spaniels brought
out a fine buck and Jack Tunny shot it.

By the time we got the two bucks to the
cabin we were good and tired and also
hungry.

On Friday we started out early and
saw several deer tracks. A number ot
deer were started and the chef had a shot
at one but was not successful. Later on
the dogs started quite a number and
chased them in all directions but without
giving us a shot. Two further good
runs were made but the deer kept out of
range. Fred Dean shot a very large
buck which might have got away had it

not fallen through the ice which enabled
us to come up and finish it. The deer
was a beauty with a fine set of horns.

Arthur Monteith was recalled in con-
sequence of his brother's illness and this
broke up the hunt. With the exception
of the chef and his assistant, who re-
mained to close up the cabin, we drove
into Rosseau that evening and left next
day for our several destinations.

An inventory of our game showed that
we had shot seventeen deer, twenty-
eight partridge and one fox, not a bad
record for one camp.

The game was quite plentiful, our
dogs splendid hunters, and while the
sport was good, the accommodation and
board at the Club House was of the best.
Indeed not one of us made a kick all

through and we had no need to do so.

On the contrary we are all looking for-
ward to the fall of 1908 when we hope to
be included in the fortunate ones who
will participate in the hunts of the fa-

mous Merrytime Hunting Club.



The Motor Boat on Canadian Exploration Trips.

BY EXPLORER.

0FTER a full canvassing of various

suggested plans, the writer and a

friend, in June of last year, decided

on a trip to the far north. It was not

the first time we had been in the woods
and consequently we had a good idea of

our requirements and saw to it that we
had a full supply. To Haileybury, Out.,

we made our way by rail through Toron-
to and North Bay, and from Haileybury,

by steamer across Lake Temiskaming to

North Temiskaming, Que. From that

point we made the overland trail to

Klock's Farm on Lake Quinze. Here
we purchased a primitive skiff made of

three-quarter inch lumber and weighing
three hundred and seventy-five pounds.

In this primitive craft we journeyed

through lake and river to the Height of

Land on the route to James Bay. The
mosquitoes were so troublesome that we
decided to return home and wait until

these pests had deserted the field. We
likewise decided that next time we would
have a more speedy and much lighter

craft.

Accordingly, during the intervening

weeks we continued our preparations for

a further trip. Noticing in "Rod and
Gun" an advertisement by the Waterman
Marine Motor Company of Detroit, Mich,

we ordered one of their motors, placing

it in a sixteen foot steel skiff .which we
had purchased at the same place. Early

September found us again at Haileybury
with our purchases. Here we put the

boat into the water and tried to start our
motor. In this we found some difficulty

and my friend, who is a warden of his

church appeared, from the wild look in

his eyes, to be thinking profane things

though he refrained from giving them
utterance. After losing and finding the

starting crank we finally got off and
made a pleasant and easyvoyage to North
Temiskaming, a distance of fourteen

miles. Our motor gave us no further

trouble once we had started and the trip

was most enjoyable and successful. From
North Temiskaming we had the boat and

motor portaged across to Quinze Lake
and there took to the water again.

Four of us embarked in the boat here
with some baggage and we towed a
loaded canoe up the lakes and rivers to

the Height of Land. Here we left our
motor while we made a trip of thirty

miles farther north. We should have
liked to have taken our motor farther but

we had only sufficient gasoline to cover
our return journey and wished to use it

for that purpose.
On our return we left the Height of

Land at two o'clock in the afternoon and
camped that night twenty-seven miles on
our journey. 1 think I am right in say-

ing that this was the first steel boat and
the first motor ever seen on these north-

ern waters. Experience demonstrated
the fact that our outfit was admirable for

the purposes of such a trip. The boat is

light weighing only one hundred and
eighty pounds and therefore easily portag-
ed. The motor is also light, weighing
but forty pounds and can easily and
quickly be attached and detached from
the boat, requiring the removal only of
three set screws.

As one result of the trip the writer has
had numerous enquiries regarding boat
and motor and can speak in the highest
terms of both. The boat behaved splen-
didly all through and we had no difficulty

whatever with the motor except in the
way of starting. However we mean to

have our accessories in duplicate next
time and believe by such a method all

difficulties and accidents may be guard-
ed against if not avoided.
We think very highly of the motor and

considered that on this one trip it saved
us its entire cost, while as far as we can
see, it is just as good as when we bought
it. Both boat and motor were novelties
to the Indians of that region and created
considerable interest among them as well
as inquiries on the part of any white
explorers and prospectors we encoun-
tered.

It was Sunday afternoon on a perfect
September day with the water as smooth
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as glass when we left the Height ot

Land. It was new on such a journey for

us to be able to stretch ourselves at full

length in the bottom of the skiff with one

tent for seats and another for the backs,

with nothing to do but smoke and admire

the scenery, and such scenery ! the motor
carrying us along at the rate ofseven or eight

miles an hour. Such a delightfulexperience

does not come often in a life time. I never

had such a fine boat ride before and do
not expect to have another under just such

jike conditions.

One thing however we were unanimous
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upon—to take another trip the present
summer with our motor. We would all

advise those contemplating a boating
trip of any kind, but particularly one on
the northern waters, to communicate with
the Waterman Marine Company, Detroit,

Mich and secure one of their Outboard
or Porto motors. The enhanced enjoy-

ment of the trip will a great deal more

than repay any increased cost. We are

sure that in this particular all who fol-

low our advice will find their experience

agreeing with ours.

My Experiences in Shotguns.

A Successful Fox Hunt.

BY G. B. SMITH.

A great many sportsman are interest-

ed in shot guns, smokeless powder,

how to load guns so as to obtain

the best results, the best kind of wad-
dings to use, and also in shells.

There must be numbers who do not

appreciate the splendid results that can

be obtained by the use of the right kind

of ammunition. They purchase their

supplies from the dealers and make their

way to the shooting grounds whether
they have the right or the wrong load

for their guns. When they obtain poor

results, instead of blaming themselves

they throw the burden on the guns or the

cartridges.

It is true that most dealers throughout
the country stock only standard grades
of loaded shells. The hunter, however,
may easily, unless he is careful, get a

bear load to shoot small birds, or a bird

load to shoot big game. If orders are

placed with an experienced man or a

reliable dealer, and they are told for what
purpose the ammunition is required, no
difficulty need be feared.

Smokeless power is used today the

world over. It must be remembered that

it differs widely in its peculiarities. The
wads and pressure found suitable for one
kind does not suit another kind. There

are times when the hunter wishes to have
an extra close load at long range and
others when he requires a scattering load

at close quarters.

The general loaded shell is for open
shooting. A load with hard wads would
open the pattern while soft wads would
hold it much closer and penetration is the

same. Fully as much lies in the loading
as in a full choke gun. For instance a
medium charge, say three drams, high
velocity smokeless powders such as now
used, a shell should be three inches long
with quick primers, together with greased
felt wads to obtain good results.

When a man goes fox or duck hunting
he reqire"s a heavy load. The majority
use a standard bought two and three-

quarters or even two and five-eighths

shell. Now let us say frankly thata
heavy load in a short shell will not kill as
far on an average as a lighter load and
leads to a waste of ammunition. The
reason is that heavy loads used in shot
shells cause great recoil, and startle the
game, causing the hunter to wonder at
his heavy proportion of misses where the
smaller load keeps the pattern together
and kills at longer range.
A heavy load requires long shells and

a gun chambered to receive them. The
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shortest shell that should be used is three

inches and threeandaquarter incheswould

be better. The secret of success lies in

a long shell where plenty of thick wads
can be placed between powder and shot,

reducing the recoil and giving the maxi-

mum of penetration, and holding pattern

together.

For years I used a short shell and
with black powder it was not so bad.

With the high power smokeless powder
I could not get good results in short

shells with heavy loads. Smokeless
powder requires strong primers and only

with such primers behind them can good
results be obtained. Shells with weak
primers have little force. The charge is

partly shifted and leaves the gun bar-

rel before half the powder is consumed
with the result of varying the velocity,

the shot striking the object after the gun
is taken from the shoulder. With such
shells light or heavy loads make very

little difference. A strong primer is the

foundation of a good shell. With a strong

primer, a good combination of wads and
plenty of them, with different lengths of

shells in accordance with the game hunt-

ed, results should be obtained.

Powders vary largely and the wads "and

pressure must be regulated accordingly.

A sportsman may think if he has his gun
chambered for a long shell it won't han-

dle a short one for light loads. Just as

good results are obtained with short

shells providing they are loaded with ten

guage wads instead of twelve guage or

eleven guage. For all round shooting a

strong primed shell no shorter than three

inches should be used. If heavy loads

are used in even a three inch shell some
wild firing may result.

I have had many years' experience in

testing shotguns, powders, combinations
of wads etc., which have taught me much
and I may say something later about the

loads, powders and wads I use as re-

suits of a long and varied experience. I

hope this matter of shotguns may be
taken up by others as I believe there are

many interested in the various questions

to which the use of shotguns give rise.

To vary the subject and perhaps induce

a wider interest I may add a few lines as

to my winter's fox hunts. I went out on
half a score of occasions, killed eight

foxes and some partridges and rabbits.

On two occasions I killed two foxes and
the first of these incidents occurred on a
day which I consider to have marked the

greatest hunt I ever enjoyed. <

I left home one morning with two full

bred fox hounds and after travelling five

miles returned home by another route

without finding a single trace of Reynard.
On a second attempt nearing home one
of the dogs took up a track and followed

without giving tongue. I concluded that

I would follow as well and did so being
led back to within half a mile of where I

had passed in the morning. The second
dog remained with me, this animal only

following fresh tracks. Finally we land-

ed at a large swamp and my dog went in

and made a noise which convinced me
that he was on a rabbit track. Finally I

heard the other dog and soon afterwards

Mr. Fox came out and headed across for

another swamp. I took a chance on a

long distance shot and my eight and a

half pou.id Ithaca double barrel hammer-
less and three and a quarter inch Win-
chester leader shell did the business. The
distance as I afterwards measured it, was
seventy-seven yards.

Slinging my fox over my shoulder I

entered the swamp to call the other dog
off the rabbits and dig for home. In my
efforts to get him out I entered some
willow thickets and got stuck on ice and
water. While I was endeavouring
to locate a place where I could cross, and
both dogs were near me, I caught sight

ot a second fox about fifty yards away
and going for all he was worth. I drop-
ped my fox, put up my gun, and speedily

made a second capture. Evidently the

fox had been chased by the one dog for

at least half an hour, before the second
dog started the first fox. They proved
to be two of the largest and prettiest

matched foxes I ever killed. I had six

miles to tramp home and a pretty heavy
load to carry. The total walk that day
was sixteen miles. All however seemed
easy after I had killed the foxes—two of

them in less than five minutes !



Taming Wild Ducks.

HNE of the interesting sights of

the town of Whitby, Ont. is a flock

of wild ducks possessed by Mr.
George K. Thompson. The flock was
commenced by gathering some wild duck
eggs in the marsh and setting them under
a hen. The ducklings behaved them-
selves with due propriety until fall when
they betrayed considerable restlessness

and in all probability would have flown

away south had they not been confined

within a wire cage all winter.

These ducks will sleep at

night out in the snow if it is not

blowing and they do not need
water where they can reach snow.
They do not like soft food of any
kind and much prefer corn, wheat,

etc. If attention is given to them
they speedily become tame, and
will eat out of their protector's

hands, though if neglected they

soon become wild.

In the Spring Mr. Thompson
cuts one wing and allows them
the full range of his poultry yard.

He has put in a cement basin and
they pass half their time in swim-
ming around it. They begin
mating about the middle of Janu-
ary and if allowed to run together one
drake will take two or three ducks and
this party will stick together. They build
their own nests and commence to lay
about the first of May. (In the present
year they started on March 28th.) These
wild ducks will lay from twelve to fifteen

eggs and if robbed each day will lay from
twenty-five to thirty. When they become
broody twelve eggs are given back to

each duck. Every time the duck leaves

the nest, which is nicely lined with feath-

ers, she covers up the eggs. During the
incubating process, which takes about
twenty-four days, the ducks are very cross
and if at all bothered will fight fiercely.

If kept in a dry place the ducklings are
easily raised. They need only enough
water to drink and are fed on grain of

any kind. They grow very fast if they
have access to green food.

Mr. Thompson has been breeding these

fine ducks for years and find that the

young ones always become restless and
would leave in the spring and fall if not

restrained.

In using them as decoys one needs only

to watch them to tell what is happening.
If a hawk comes they lower themselves
in the water and try to hide; if ducks come
they manifest their pleasure by quack-

ADDISON H. THOMPSON, WHITBY, ONT., AND A FEW
OF HIS WILD BLACK DUCKS.

ing and try to see them better.

In the fall Mr. Thompson cuts one
wing and allows them to run with domes-
tic poultry all winter. That probably
accounts for them laying so early in the

spring.

These wild ducks moult about the same
as domestic fowl but the process is fast-

er. When one feather drops there is an-

other about half way out. When the

wing feathers go they hide away until

they have their wings again.

Our illustration shows Mr. Thompson's
little son Addison with a few of his wild

black ducks, and every one who sees him
and hears of these experiments takes an

interest in both the youngster and his

unusual flock.





The Future of the Sportsmen's Shows in Canada.

HOR those who could not go to either

of the Sportsmen's shows at Toron-
to and Montreal, this spring, several

features of them are worthy of atten-

tion.

Nothing like a Sportmen's Show has
been held in Toronto before, and it may
be said that a new epoch in the sporting

life of Canada, has
been inaugurated by
that event.

The fishing and
hunting interests of

Ontario, and of

Canada generally,

are, in the opinion
of many people too

important to be ac-

cepted merely as the

appendage ofa mag-
nificent display of

automobiles and
motor boats, and it

will be interesting

to see whether the
railways will allow
the motor people
always to set the
pace for them.
The game inter-

ests of Ontario, for

example, are be-

coming so valuable

and the scope for

game protection is

so enormously im-
portantto the whole
country, that an ex-

clusively Sports-
men's Exhibition
has already been
talked of. What
might be done in this direction was sug-
gested by the entirely new distinction of

the Toronto and Montreal Shows.
For the first time in its history the

Canadian Northern Railway was rep-
resented at an exhibition. It was fitting,

of course, that a start should be made
in Toronto, the headquarters of the six

railways, in six provinces, which though
they are at present separated one from
the other and are subject to various dif-

MR. ARTHUR HAWKES
Superintendent of the Department ot Pub-

licity and Industry, Canadian Northern
Railway.

ferentiations in management, are part of

a system which will operate as a whole
when the various links are connected up.

The Canadian Northern Railway ex-

hibit was unique in other respects. For
instance, it , drew from the Lieutenant
Governor of Ontario Sir Mortimer Clark,

a special commendation ; and even the

friendly rivals of the

youngest of Cana-
dian Railways, ad-

mitted that it was
entitled to all the

praise that it re-

ceived.

In a general way,
of course, most
Canadians know
that the Canadian
Northern has grown
very rapidly from
nothing into an im-

portant system of

transportation; but
not many realize

how large a share

it has had in the

developement o f

modern Canada.
That is because the

men who havemade
the railway have
done so much build-

ing that they have
taken very little

time to talk about
it.

Before the next
hunting season be-

gins the railways

that are associated

in the Canadian
Northern system will have over four

thousand eight hundred miles of line in

operation. The first train on a Canadian
Northern railway was run a few days
before Christmas, 1896, so that the growth
of the system has been, roughly, at the

rate of over a mile a day for eleven years.

No one should have been surprised

that the Canadian Northern Railway put
up a remarkably good exhibition for its

first venture in the Show business ; but
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nearly everybody who saw it, was sur-

prised.

"I was not the least astonished of the

visitors to the Toronto Sportsmen's
Show" writes a representative of "Rod
and Gun." "When I talked with Mr.
C. Price Green, Passenger Agent in

Toronto, who staged the exhibit, and
who was in charge generally, that popular
official disclaimed having done anything
remarkable in making a fine display with

the material at his disposal, and referred

me to Mr. Hawkes, who, he said could

tell me all about it.

"Now I had neither heard of nor seen
Mr. Hawkes ; and on going to look for

him at the head office of the Company, I

wondered what manner of man he would
be, through whom the Canadian Northern
had made such an effective debut in the

exhibition world. I found a gentlemen,
with as little of the showman about him
as one could imagine, and willing to talk

in a matter of fact way about the success
of the St. Lawrence Arena.

I asked him why he had not caused
more talk about it before the Show be-

gan.

He replied "In the advertising business

there is a time to hold your tongue, as

well as a time to shout. Unless you are

running a show yourself, the time to be
quiet is when you are waiting to have
your quality proved. Stars are not pro-

claimed before they shine. Suppose we
had informed a waiting world that we
were going to have the best display of

trophies that had ever been assembled in

Canada, do you suppose that a single

person would have come to the exhibition

on that occount ? The public would ex-

pect us to be very much behind our friends

who have been for many years in the

business. It happened that the first in-

timation the public had that the Canadian
Northern had something really worth
seeing was the handsome and unexpect-
ed recognition ot Governor Clark. The
exhibit was there to speak for itself and
then everybody who saw spoke for it

too."

"But," I said, rather tickled at this

curious blend of modesty and publicity,

"now that the show is over, it is another
story ?"

"Yes," said Mr. Hawkes, "perhaps an-

other story. It looks as though we have
made a reputation that we shall have to

work hard to live up to" and he pointed
to a stack of letters complimentary allus-

ions to the display. There is no time to

think we have done anything extraordin-
ary, and we shan't weary our friends by
everlastingly talking about what is past
and gone."
"Did it take long to get the exhibition

together ?" I asked.

"Oh ! no," said Mr. Hawkes "a few
weeks only and we had a great deal more
material available than we used."
"Why, "said I, "one would havesuppos-

edyou scoured the whole of Canada, for the

collection."

"No indeed, the whole business was
really very simple. You see we have
hunting country from which to draw. It

has not been hunted to death. Our people

have been so busy handling the produce
of the soil that the trophies of the chase
have been hitherto a minor consideration.

Important as it may be to develope sport-

ing traffic, it is only a small side line com-
pared with the handling of wheat and
iron and the myriad things that pertain

thereto."

"Take what we call the Superior Divide
—between Port Arthur and Lake of the

Woods—though the Rainy River is twelve

hundred miles from Toronto, it is in the

Province of Ontario. Here is a letter

from Mr. William Phair, of Fort Frances
on the Rainy Lake. He has lived there

over thirty years and says he would call

the whole country 'The Big Game Val-

ley.' Mr. Sloan who knows that terri-

tory thoroughly, has seen as many as

twenty moose in a day—this, of course,

is the fly time, when the moose seek the

water. Here is a letter from Mr. Mac-
Dougall, of Port Arthur, written six

weeks ago, saying that he had killed five

wolves already this winter and suggesting

that we organize wolf hunts for next

season. You see we are only at the be-

ginning of things."

"So I see," said I, "and what about
fishing and water work, generally ?"

"The trout we have shown weighed
up to twenty-six and twenty-eight pounds.

They were caught by Mr. A. C. Tripp,

in what, for lack of any other comparison,

we must call the Turtle Waters, north of
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Atikokan and Banning Look over this

map of the Superior Divide. The dotted

line shows the old Dawson canoe route

to the Plains. Instead of turning- south-

west from Lac des Mille Lacs, you can
portage across to the waters of the Seine

River and still find your way to Rainy
Lake and the river which divides Ontario
from Minnesota, and empties into the

Lake of the Woods. The Indians call

this whole country "Ka-Wa-Shag-im-ick"
which means beautiful transparent

waters."

"Now all this country has been a great

game preserve from time immemorial It

is a great deal more. Twenty-five miles

from Port Arthur the railway passes

Kakabeka Falls, higher than Niagara,

from which is developed the electricity

that lights and runs Fort William. A
few miles further on are the Mattawin
iron mines, which begin shipping this

Spring. Still further is the Atikokan
iron range, which has produced a smelter

at Port Arthur. At Fort Frances and
Rainy River are some of the finest lumber
mills in Canada ; and the valley of the

Rainy River is a tract of magnificent ag-

ricultural land."

"So I see there is a combination of

business and sport up in that country."

"Quite so, and the combination will be

even more interesting almost immediately.

This summer there will run a new train

service from Duluth to Winnipeg, the

junction point between the Canadian
Northern and the Duluth, Rainy Lake
and Winnipeg railways. American sum-
merers and sportsmen are coming north
all the time, and it will not be long be-

fore the Superior Divide will be an ex-

tremely popular resort for the city people
of the middle western states."

"Already Americans are building sum-
mer cottages on the Lake of the Woods,
and I can take you to a hunting lodge,

twenty-five miles from the Canadian
Northern Railway, where some wealthy
people from across the border are breed-
ing silver foxes, and where they go for

fishing and rustication generally. As you
will see from the catalogue of our exhibit,

a considerable portion of our trophies
came from this territory."

"That catalogue of exhibits, by the

way, was something new in a Sportman's
Show, was it not ?"

"Yes, I believe it was, and the interest

taken in it more than repaid us for the

trouble of compiling it. Of course, it

might have been better ; but for a first

effort, it was not so bad. I hope we have
not exhausted our capacity to interest

the public. Perhaps by the time the next
Sportsman's Show comes round, we may
think of something new. Interest in

sportsmanship is not confined to those
who carry rod and gun. The public ac-

quaintanceship with the wild life of the

woods is becomming more extensive
every year. The number of ladies who
were observed to be closely examining
our trophies with the aid of the catalogue,

was very large. I am sure that kind of

interest could be extended to school

children, to the general advantages of

Canada. More and more we are getting

back to Nature ; and the more we can
spread knowledge of the denizens of the

woods and their habits, the more shall we
cause our own people to travel in our own
country, and learn its fascinating secrets."

"Did you notice a small exhibit of iron

and other ores, which we call the 'hunt-

er's side line ?' 'Hunt for a Moose and
find an Iron Mine' My friend Mr. J. B.

Tyrrell, to whom we were indebted for

some of the most valuable features of the

exhibit—the Lieut. -Governor of Ontario,

you know, called special attention to his

Hudson Bay canoe, which we had pro-

cured-—is very keen on the potential

value to the country of the exploration of

the woods, by which alone can we ascer-

tain the mineral wealth of the north rocky

country. The old way of taking possess-

ion of a country, was to start out with

guns and shoot the human inhabitants

thereof. In a more casual way we can
subdue what looks like an unpromising
part of the earth by roaming over it with

a sportsman's rifle."

"But you must not imagine that the

only sport we can offer you, is in the

mineralised section of Ontario," Mr.
Hawkes went on. "The western farmer
in many districts has first class game
preserves of his own. Look at this batch

of photographs, that illustrate my mean-
ing. Here are the results of a day's

duck shooting near Scarth, on our new
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line from Brandon to Regina. There are

pictures of similar sport between Saska-
toon and Prince Albert. This is a photo-

graph of a newly slain elk in the Riding
Mountains, not far from the slope which,

as many competent judges have declared,

is the finest piece of farming country in

the whole of America. That is a bear

caught in a trap a few miles from Prince

Albert ; and here are the pictures of the

hunt at Winnipegosis, which brought us

one of the finest moose heads in the Ex-
hibition. As for the country beyond the

existing wheat belt, well it is a story by
itself."

"What about the country nearer home"
I asked, "you did not feature it so much
as the more distant territory."

"No we didn't" was the reply, "because
the country nearer home is known either

by experience or by reputation, to sports-

men at home. You know, we ran a spec-

ial train from Parry Sound as far north as

Still River, last fall, and so made easily

accessible, for the first time, a great deer

hunting territory. For this summer, of

course, the railway will open as far as

Moose Mountain, thirty miles north of

Sudbury, so that for next fall, this whole
region will be open to the hunter. We
are thinking of the man who gets ahead
of the crowd and pioneers the way for the

more sedate summerer, who waits for ac-

domodation to improve."
"Neither did we say very much at the

Toronto Show about the fishing and hunt-

ing riches of Quebec and Nova Scotia.

We have so much material, and so much
territory, that we thought Montreal was
the more suitable place for dealing with
the eastern sporting possibilities.

"Except New Brunswick, it happens
that our railways traverse or approach

the best sporting country in Eastern

Canada. This summer the branch from
the main line of the Quebec and Lake St.

John to Lachute touches the preserve

near St. Maurice River which is control-

led by that railway. The Lake St. John
region has been famous for many years

as the home ouananiche. This summer,
of course, the great event for all Canada
is the celebration of the Tercentenary of

Quebec, and, though I could talk a good
deal about the interest of historical pagean-

try I won't, just now."

"But what about Nova Scotia?" I ask-
ed, "I did not know that the Canadian
Northern was operating down there."

"Ah!" said Mr. Hawkes, "you see we
are such a modest people ; the fault is

really ours that the Halifax and South-
western railway is not known to you.
From no point of view has Nova Scotia
been justly appreciated. It is the sim-
plest truth to say that her ocean shore is

the loveliest coast in America and has the
most delightful summer climate. I used
to be attracted to it as a child, when I

knew nothing about it except what was
on the map. I wondered how many miles
you would have to walk, if you kept along
the water's edge from Guysborough to
Yarmouth. I do not yet know how tar it

is. My interest has been narrowed down
to the shore from Halifax to Yar-
mouth. The Halifax and Southwest-
ern Railway, which connects these two
towns, is two hundred and forty-eight
miles long, and a trip over it gives you a
wonderful panorama of landscape, bay-
scape and oceanscape. When I was last

in Halifax, a Government official, at con-
siderable labour, satisfied me that there
is seven hundred and one miles of coast
line between Halifax and Yarmouth.
There is nothing like it in any other
country that I have ever heard of. Every-
thing you want for recreation is there.
The boundless Atlantic, the rugged cliffs

that menace ships in winter ; the sweep-
ing bay ; the multitudinous islands ; the
gentle tide, lapping the protected sward;
the fish that come in shore ; the back-
ground of hills, subdivided by purling
trout streams, and backed by deep reces-

ses in which moose and bear abound; and
everywhere a people hospitable, ingen-
uous and capable of great things, as all

people are who have for long generations
been removed from the busier currents of
the world. To see Nova Scotia under a
summer sky is to be in love with it, and
I should be very much surprised if, be-

fore very long, it is not one of the most
frequented sections of Canada."

I have given exactly what he said.

Now that it has started, it looks as though
the Canadian Northern knows how to

talk as well as to build and exhibit.



A Fine Athletic Performance.

THE encouragement of legitimate

sport is always praise-worthy and
next to regularly constituted clubs

perhaps no better way of advancing
the cause can be found than when the in-

itiative is taken by business men and the

scheme developed amongst their own em-
ployees.

The McClary Manufacturing Company,
Head Office, London, Ont.

,
give an an-

nual ten mile road race, and Good Friday
morning of each year is a red letter day
in London sporting circles.

This year particular interest was at-

tached to the event owing to a decision

to run the contestants over a circuitous

route and in different directions. The
purpose of this innovation was a desire

to overcome that spirit of quitting whicn
besets a runner when he sees the others

far ahead of him. On the "divided" plan

one half of the contestants were unaware
of the doings of the other half. Hence
fighting enthusiasm amongst the runners
was maintained to the end.

The race was a proof of what good
training will do for a man who wants to

contest in long and fatiguing trials ot

endurance. Arthur Kingsmill, the win-
ner, made the ten miles in one hour and
thirteen minutes. When he came in he
was rather played out, but showed far

better condition than the other runners.

The race was scheduled to start at ten-

thirty, but did not get away until ten-

forty. .

The start was made from the Welling-
ton Street Office of the McClary Manu-
facturing Company, going north and
south, and then returning west and run-
ning to Byron Bridge and over it, and
then back to the city and the starting
point.

At exactly seven minutes to eleven
Kingsmill arrived at the office from which

In the British House of Lords a bill

prohibiting the importation of plumage
has been introduced by Lord Avebury
better known as Sir John Lubbock, the
distinguished naturalist.) The measure
is framed on similar lines to one already
in force in New York state. In a mem-

he had started one hour and thirteen

minutes before, and was the winner of

the handsome trophy that had been pre-

sented by Col. Gartshore, and in five

minutes Albert Jolly was declared the

winner of the gold medal, and a few
minutes more found James Tamlick the

possessor of the silver medal, both of

which had been presented by Col. Gart-

shore.

ARTHUR KINGSMILL.

Who Won the McClary Ten Mile Race
at London, Ont., in One Hour and

Thirteen Minutes.

The committee in charge were
; J.K.H.

Pope, John Walton, Geo. Neilson, J.

Walcott, G. Tripp, W. Hayden and C.

Crossby.

orandum attached to the bill his Lord-

ship says that unless the British parlia-

ment follows the example of the New
York Legislature ^the extinction of the

most beautiful species of bird life is only

a question of time.



Ontario, Forest, Fish and Game Protective

Association.

In the latter part of April the Secretary
(Mr. A. Kelly Evans,) visited New
Brunswick upon the invitation of the

Association of that Province and address-

ed meeting's at Fredericton, St. John and
Moncton. At the capital he also address-

ed the members of the Legislature and on
each occasion created such an impression
that the cause has undoubtedly received

a great impetus throughout the Province
as a result.

At St. John, the meeting was also ad-

dressed by Mr. J. Fraser Gregory, who
spoke as a lumberman and advocated the

adoption in New Brunswick of the policy

recently pursued in Ontario by placing

the word "Forest" as the first in the

title. He attributed forest fires to far-

mers clearing their land, stating that

lumbermen knew too well the devastation
caused by such fires not to use every
precaution against them. He urged that

in season and out of season the farmers
should be warned against the dangers of

allowing fires to start He thought the

Province would have to pass similar

forestry laws to those of Quebec and ad-

vocated the prohibition of the exporta-

tion of pulpwood in order that they might
have more pulp and paper mills in the

Province.

Mr. Evans described the lamentable
condition into which fish and game pro-

tection in Ontario had fallen when he
took up the work. This condition was
due to the apathy of the great body of the

people and the selfish interest of an un-

scrupulous portion of the population on
the other. He described Protective As-
sociations as democratic and educative

—

democratic because open to the whole
people and desiring to obtain their mem-
bers from all classes of the people, and
educative because they realize that no
matter how excellent the laws on the

Statute books they must have public

sympathy on their side or a whole army
of wardens could not enforce even ex-
cellent laws. The scheme was also pat-

riotic inasmuch as the best use would
be made under it of the country's natur-

al resources. He described the wonder-
ful change made by effective protection in

the State of Maine and pointed to con-
ditions in Europe where with great popu-
lations forestry still went on together
with immense quantities of game being
secured.

At Moncton, Mr. J. T. Hawke, Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade, was in the

chair. This gentlemen dwelt particularly

upon the need for forestry protection and
described the results of such protection

which he had himself seen in Germany.
He remarked jocularly that there did not
seem so much need of game protection in

Moncton as in the summer and fall, forest

monarchs were in the habit of parading
the streets, visiting the stores, jumping
through windows and walking through
the railway yards, made their way across

the river. Mr. D. W. Clinch, the Secret-

ary of the Provincial Association, gave an
account of its history and said it was
intended to place "Forest" as the first

object of protection in the Association's

title.

Mr. Evans, in the course of his address
paid particular attention to fishing, advoca-
ting the restocking of salmon rivers and
trout streams and the provision of fish

hatcheries. There should be a non-resi-

dent rod tax even if only a nominal one,

as such a tax was always popular. He
said he was particularly struck with the

intelligence shown by the licensed guides
of the Province.

The Hon. C. W. Robinson said the

people of the Province were just beginning
to recognize the wonderful assets they

possessed in forest, fish and game.
Several guides gave personal experien-

ces and testified to the excellent effect

of protection on both game and fish. The
meetings throughout were highly suc-

cessful.

On the evening ot May 8th, Mr. A-

Kelly Evans addressed a full audience in

Association Hall, Toronto, on the nece s
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sity for more efficient protection of our

forests, fish and game. He showed how
interdependent these assets were one

upon another and how necessary the

protection of the whole were for each of

them. He paid particular attention to

food fish which so much concernsToronto,

and indeed the inhabitants of all Ontario

towns, and said the interests of the public

had been sold for about two hundred

votes from fishermen. In Maine eight

hatcheries were maintained with the

money received from the fishermen and

some was left over for school purposes.

Mr. Evans spoke strongly againgt any
proposals to introduce the Quebec system

into Ontario. He described the "poor

settler" of the north as the "two legged

wolf who was responsible for the dis-

tortion of moose and deer, and not the

visiting sportsman. Mr. Evans recom-

mended the erection of hatcheries for the

Province, the selection of fish and game
overseers for fitness and no other con-

sideration and the prohibition of the

export ot food fish. By permission of

Dr. Hornday the audience had the advan-

tage of seeing the series of slides of pic-

tures of Big Game in British Columbia
thrown upon the screen. These photog-

raphs are unique and were only taken by

Mr. Phillips, under great difficulties and
after many failures.

During the visit of Mr. A. Kelly Evans,

Secretary of the Ontario Forest, Fish and
Game Protective Association, to Moncton,
N. B. a branch of the New Brunswick,

Fish, Forest and Game Protective Asso-

ciation was formed in that centre with the

following list of officers :

—

President—R. Clark ; Vice President

—L. H. Higgins; Secretary-Treasurer

—

A. H. Lindsay ; Executive Committee

—

E. W. Givan, Hon. C. W. Robinson, A.

C. Chapman, James Doyle, Dr White,

Dr. L. H. Price, Dr. Somers, J. W. Y.

Smith,A H.Newrrmn, Hon. F.J.Sweeney,

this executive may be increased.

At a recent meeting of the Parry Sound
branch ofthe OntarioForest, Fish and Game
Protective Association the following of-

ficers were elected for the ensuing year:

—

Honorary President — John Galna, M.

P. P.

President—W. L. Haight.

Vice President—H. J. Complin.

Secretary-Treasurer—George Moore.
Executive Committee—Messrs Ireland,

Macdonald, J. G. Johnston, Hives, and

W. B. W. Armstrong.

On the fifteenth of last month Game
Warden John H. Willmott of Beaumaris

Ont. , fined Thomas Sawyer and William

L. Killeter, junior, twenty dollars each

for allowing their hounds to run at large

during the close season for deer.

"Guns and Gunning."

HAVING succeeded so well as manu-
facturers of arms and tools the J.

Steven's Arms and Tool Company,
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., have now joined

the army of publishers and published a

delightful book entitled 4 'Guns and Gun-
ning." The letterpress and sketches are

the work of Mr Bellmore H. Browne, a

well known artist and Arctic explorer,

and Mr. Dan Beard, whose writings must
be known to many of our readers, has edit-

ed the work. The whole aim of the book
is to give information upon outdoor life,

to describe the joys of the wild, free

untrammelled existence in the back-

woods and the best means of making that

life enjoyable. For this end the whole
field is reviewed and it is not too much
to say that with this book as a guide the

novice need have no fear. The results of
long and varied experiences are his, and
although one's own personal experience
must always count for a great deal much
that is of value can be learnt from those
who have previously covered the ground
and gone through the ever varying life of

the outdoors. The book consists of

seven chapters and in the course of those
seven chapters the whole essence of that

life is to be found. Bird shooting is given
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the pride of place and the first chapter,

which is devoted to this fascinating sport,

at once shows a master hand. Beach
birds are reported as affording better sport

on the Atlantic than on the Pacific coast

but they are decreasing in numbers each
year and the author believes the only

way of saving them is to prohibit their

sale and protect them during the Spring
migration. "Every sportsman should
limit his bag." Hunting with the rifle

is a chapter covering a great deal of

ground and the accounts of the execution

done by a .22 calibre rifle makes very

interesting reading. "The most distress-

ing part of hunting is that occasionally

a wounded animal escapes and dies a lin-

gering death. The hunter should never
allow an animal to die in this manner. I

have seen an uneducated Indian travel mile

after mile in pursuit of a wounded animal
for no other reason than to end its suffer-

ings. This crime happens less among
real wilderness hunters than among
sportsmen, and it should be carefully

guarded against." A chapter is devoted
to the shotgun which by reason of the

extreme long range of the modern rifle

has been relegated to the position of a
small game arm. It is however described

as a splendid wilderness arm, its only

drawback being the weight of the am-
munition. A description is given of the

best methods of making one's cwn bullets

for shotguns, which are accurate up to

eighty yards when loaded with ball and
will prove satisfactory in hunting big

game. "Shooting with a shotgun dif-

fers from rifle shooting in certain par-

ticulars. Where rifle shooting is metho-
dical calculation and precision, shotgun
shooting is guess work and quickness."

"The beginner must "paddle his

own canoe" in learning to shoot. He
must practise faithfully and trust in his

own judgment as no one ever learned to

shoot from reading books. One thing is

absolutely essential for good shooting,

and that is a gun which fits the gunner
perfectly. Men are built on so many
different patterns that one gun will

not suit everyone." "The man who
has hunted exclusively with a shot gun
finds it hard to change to a rifle. As a
rule he "overshoots" at first as he forgets

the rear sight, but at running game his

knowledge of wing shooting comes to

his aid." "Nowadays, shells are
so cheap and so much better than the
average man can load that it does not
pay to experiment. Shooting is a sport
that offers untold pleasures to those who
follow it, and as most of us seldom get a
chance to hunt big game, the shotgun
becomes our favorite arm. With a good
dog and gun a man can wander off into
the country and lose himself in the beauties
of Nature

;
worry drops from his should-

ers and he is once more a boy. So long
as there are trout streams and rolling

hills where the grouse and quail hide,

there will be men who love far more a
day well spent with Nature, than money
and the roar of cities. " Wild-fowl and
Upland Shooting are the titles of two
chapters dealing with duck, goose, part-

ridge and other bird shooting and both
will be found of the deepest interest to

the sportsman. With the majority of the
writer's conclusions it is easy to agree'
and it is perfectly plain even to the most
casual reader, that both 1hese chapters
are written by one who has had very full

experience of the different shooting about
which he writes. Mr. Browne believes

that "with a few simple laws well enforced
we should have an unlimited amount of

birds for years to come. Outside the

selling of game no laws should be needed.
No man who is interested in birds can
indulge in "Spring Shooting." No man
who has any self respect will load him-
self down with more birds than he can
use, or sell game. Now, if all of us re-

frained from selling game, from Spring
Shooting and unnecessary slaughter, we
would need no game laws. The game
butcher is the enemy of all self respecting

sportsmen and should be treated as such.

There are two more enemies of our game
birds with which we are all familiar—the

cat and the trap." Mr. Browne is severe

upon the cats and believes there is only

one method for dealing effectively with

the evils of cats and traps—destroy them.
Chapter six is taken up with a Brief His-

tory of Firearms, attention being called

to the vast changes made in the arms of

offence and defence by the discovery of

gun powder in the fourteenth century.

Improvements have centinued "until to-

day we have guns that kill further than

the eye can sight the mark and that shoot

with unnecessary rapidity." In particular
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have firearms played a most important

part in the history of the Western Hem-
isphere. Without firearms the early set-

tlers and pioneers would have been in a

bad fix and the settlement of the whole

of America would have been indefinitely

postponed. The old long barrelled muz-
zle loader became an American institution

and it is astonishing" how much was done

by its means. "Even at the preseut time

there is no firearm better suited to a wild-

neress trip than the old percussion cup

muzzle loader because of the

lightness of its ammunition and the variety

of charges that may be used." "The
modern gun has given us two important

points : that single shot rifles are unsur-

passed for accuracy, and that smokeless
powder is superior to the black powder."
There are two strong reasons why boys
and young men should become skillful in

the use of firearms—first that they may
be able to defend their flag and home a-

gainst any aggression and secondly for

the physical advantages to be derived

therefrom. "There is probably no life

more beneficial, physically, for a man than
the life of a hunter. Besides building up
the muscles and sinews it produces those

traits of character necessary for success
in life. Frontiersmen the world over
are noted for their hardihood, courage
and resourcefullness." An impressive warn-
ing against carelessness in the use of fire-

arms appropriately winds up this section.

The last chapter is on The Wilderness
and many hints are given in it which will

ienable the nexperienced to gain from
those who have been through the trials

and troubles all must endure who follow
the lure of the wild. In the woods one
learns that trails follow the lines of least

resistance. The importance of wood,
water and feed, the necessity for neatness
and order, hints on tents, flies, fires,

stoves, baking fires, frying fires, roasting
fires, boiling, cooking utensils, camp
cooking, grub, beds, packing, packing
horses, packing dogs, man packing, ford-
ing streams, pack fording, pole fording,
hunting and still hunting are all given in

a chatty style which imparts knowledge
in a most interesting way. Still hunters
will be interested in the concluding sen-
tence of the observations on their favorite
recreation. Addressing a city man, un-
used to the woods, the author says after

the man has had one trial of the kind

"The next time you go still hunting you
travel one foot where before you moved
twenty and see game where before you
only saw tracks and fresh beds." In

conclusion a farther caution against care-

lessness with firearms is given and it is

added that those trained to the use of

weapons in their youth are rarely careless.

The last sentence of this most interesting

book will well bear quotations :
—"Let

your bearing towards your gun be one
of constant watchfullness. Let your en-

joyment of hunting lie in the pleasure of

studying the habits of wild animals, and
in doing well a man's part in the dangers
and hardships of the wildnerness hunt.

Let your desire be to kill what game you
do as a man rather than to kill a lot as a

butcher. In this way you will grow
younger as you grow old, and the fresh-

ness of the fields, the dignity of the

mountains, and the laughter of the clear

streams will enter into and be a part of

you." In the preface, Mr. Dan Beard
suggests the formation of Steven's Rifle

Clubs for boys aud young men for the

purpose of practising shooting at targets,

thus fitting themselves for vacation trips

in the woods, developing manly self con-

trol and calm resourcefullness, the mark-
ed characteristics of their forbears. The
Company promise to do all In their power
to encourage and help such organizations
in their work of perfecting themselves in

the proper care and use of firearms.

This is a public spirited proposition of

the right kind and equally open to Cana-
dians as to the young people of the

States, It is no doubt true that those

who learn about firearms in their youth
respect them the most and are the least

likely to have accidents with them. It is

further true that self reliance is gained
by a competence in their use such as

nothing else can give. A copy of the

book, in paper covers will be

sent to any of our readers applying for

the same to the J. Steven's Arms and

Tool Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

for twenty cents and the Company has on

hand a limited stock bound in cloth for

thirty cents. It is a book which can be

confidently and heartily recommended to

all sportsmen.



IT
THE THIRD ANNUAL CAMP.

Rules and Regulations.

The camp is for the_purpose of enabling

members of the Club to meet in the

mountain regions of Canada, and Grad-

uating members to receive the assistance

of the Club in qualifying for active mem-
bership.

Date.

The camp will open on Tuesday, July

7th, and close on Tuesday, July 15th.

Railway Station.

The nearest station on the Canadian
Pacific Railway is Rogers' Pass, half a

mile easterly. Parties going direct to

the camp should purchase tickets to this

place. Those who so desire may go to

Glacier House, the Railway Company's
comfortable hotel at Glacier Station, two
and a half miles southerly. An endeavor
will be made to have the trains stop at

the camp at the summit.

Transportation.

The camp authorities will provide for

transportation of baggage from and to

Rogers Pass station, without charge, but
will not do so from Glacier House.
Members may arrive at the camp by

the afternoon train of July 6th.

Who May Attend.

Accommodation will be prepared for

two hundred persons, and applications
therefor will be registered in the order in

which they are received by the secretary

of the camp, due allowance being made
for distance.

Except as hereinafter provided, the
camp is open to Club members only. All
members belonging to Honorary, Active,
Associate and Graduating grades may
make application for accommodation.
• Duly accredited representatives of lit-

erary and scientific bodies, of the leading
daily papers, of standard magazines, and
professional photographers will be given
the same rates as Active members.

Active and Associate members are
privileged to bring their wives or hus-
bands, but they will not be entitled to
Active membership rates.

Charges

Active members, and those placed in

the same category with regard to rates

will be charged two dollars ($2.00) per
day while at the camp. This does not
include hotel expenses.

Graduating members who qualify for

Active membership will be charged at the
above rate.

All others will be charged three dollars

($3.00) per day.

Members arriving before 12 o'clock

(noon) and leaving after that hour will

be charged a full day. No half rates

will be given.

Transportation of baggage to and
from the camp, from Rogers Pass sta-

tion, and on the various expeditions will

be provided without additional charge.

Transportation of baggage to and
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from Glacier House will be charged fifty

cents (50c) per lot, additional.

No person attending will be allowed

more than forty pounds (40 lbs.) of bag-

gage. If in excess, transportation will

be refused until the weight has been re-

duced. No trunks or boxes can be

handled.

Those using saddle ponies on the var-

ious expeditions will be charged one dol-

lar ($1 .00) per day for the use of each

pony.

Clothing:.

Those climbing require heavily-soled

leather boots, well set with nails. Knick-
erbockers, puttees, sweater and soft hat

furnish the most serviceable costume.

No lady climbing who wears skirts or

bloomers will be allowed to take a place

on a rope, as these have been found a

distinct source of danger to the whole
party. Knickerbockers, with puttees or

gaiters and sweater have been found ser-

viceable and safe.

It is unnecessary for ladies to wear
knickerbockers around the campfire.

Outfit.

Baggage should be as light as possible

and consist of two pairs of blankets

weighing about fifteen pounds (15 lbs.),

an "eiderdown" or "comfortable," a
small feather pillow, a change of clothes

and boots, toilet articles, towel, soap, etc.

A sleeping bag may be substituted for

the blankets and "eiderdown."
Members are recommended to come

supplied with snow glasses and drinking
cups, but a limited supply of rubber cups
and colored glasses will be on hand and
can be had at cost price.

Climbers should come with the soles

of their boots well set with nails. Swiss
edge-nails can be had at the camp.

General Information.

Members to be eligible for the priv-

ileges of the camp must be in good
standing; that is, have paid their dues for

the current year.

You are requested to notify the under-
signed of your intention to attend the
camp, at the earliest possible date, so
that proper provision may be made.
Members allowing their applications to
remain until the last moment must not

feel aggrieved if they cannot be accepted.

Swiss and other competent guides will

be in attendance for all climbs and ex-

peditions.

It is hoped that the usual rates will be

obtained from the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company. Applicants will be noti-

fied later. It will probably be found,

however, on inquiry of your railway sta-

tion agent, that the excursion rates to the

Dominion Fair at Calgary will permit of

a very cheap rate to and from the camp,
which will be located little more than ten

hours' run from Calgary.

Badges will be supplied at the camp.

Annual Meeting:.

The ihird Annual Meeting of the Club
will be held at the Rogers Pass camp.
The election of officers for the second
term of two years will then be declared.

How to Obtain Membership.

Nomination slips for membership and
general information concerning the camp
can be had on application to the under-

signed secretary of the camp, or to the

secretary of the Club: Mrs. H. J.

Parker, 160 Furby Street, Winnipeg.
Remember, unless otherwise specified

herein, the camp is open to members
only.

Climbs and Expeditions.

The scenery of the Selkirks is quite

different to that of the Main Range.
The rock formation is of a much older

series and, owing to the heavier precipi-

tation, the permanent snow line is at a

considerably lower altitude; for the same
reason the forest growth is of a tropical

luxuriance, and extends up the mountain
sides to near snow line. In July, cloud

effects are at their best and the varied

contrasts of timber, ice, snow and rock,

canopied by masses of white cloud,

charm and fascinate the eye and fill the

memory with pictures that are long re-

membered.

Location of Camp.

The camp will be pitched on the actual

summit of the Pass, at an altitude of

4,351 teet above sea level. Immediately
surrounding it are: Mts. Macdonald,
Avalancbe, Cheops and Tupper—all are

splendid climbs. Mt. Tupper has been
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ascended only once and is one of the

stiffest climbs of the entire system.

At the end of a shoulder of Mt.

Cheops, in full view from the camp,
stands a giant rock figure, so closely

resembling the "Little Corporal" that the

spur has been named "Napoleon."
High up on the edge of Mt. Tupper

(formerly Mt. Hermit) may be seen the

venerable Hermit and his dog.

Official Climb.

Rogers Peak and Swiss Peak of the

massif Mt. Rogers and Mt. Hermit will

be the official climbs. It will be a two-
day climb, one night being spent at the

C. P. R. hut, situated at timber line on
the southern slope of the mountain. The
altitude of Rogers Peak is 10,536 ft.; of

Swiss Peak 10,515 ft, and of Mt. Her-
mit 10,194 ft.

The Rogers Amphitheatre.

The Rogers Amphitheatre contains

Swiss Neve and Rogers Glacier, and fur-

nishes magnificent illustrations of the

action and eroding power of glaciers.

The road to Mt. Tupper lies along the

right moraine. Swinging to the left

from the hut, the heights of Mt. Sifton

may be scaled.

Bear Creek Climbs.

Bear Creek flows from an amphitheatre
between Mts. Cheops, Ursus Major and
Ursus Minor, and passes close to Rogers
Pass station.

It is a valley of distinctive type, a val-

ley of huge rock-falls. Immense blocks

of rock may be seen here with trees

growing on their summits. It is a favor-

ite haunt of the "Whistler."
From the valley may be reached Mts.

Grizzly, Ursus Major, Ursus Minor and
Cheops.

Mt. Sir Donald,

This monolith is a mountain of moods.
Though only 10,808 feet, it is subject to

climatic conditions and the condition of

the snow and schrund at the base of the

rock berg will regulate the possibility of

climbing it so early in the season. If

possible, two ascents will be made.
The Illecillewaet Glacier at its base is

worth a visit, and a party will be ar-

ranged daily. Expeditions also will be

sent to Perley Rock and the upper neve
of the Glacier.

Asulkan Valley.

Of all wonderful \lpine valleys the

Asulkan is the chief. A rushing, whirl-

ing torrent, silver waterfalls, spurs of

grand primeval forest and snow-capped
peaks high in mid-air, form the chief

characteristics for the five miles of its

length to the tongue of the Asulkan
Glacier.

At the head of the valley a camp will

be placed, where those desirons of cross-

ing the Asulkan'Snowfield to the Pass

may spend a night. The Peaks, Castor,

Pollux, Leda, the Dome, the Rampart
and Mts. Afton and Abbot may be reached

from this valley via Sapphire Col, between
Castor and the Dome. These peaks can

also, and most easily, be reached by the

path leading to Mt. Abbott from Glacier

House, via Marion Lake.

Cougar Creek Valley

A delightful pony trail through grand

old woods, showing peeps of wondrous
scenery, leads from the Illecillewaet River,

past the Loop, and turning sharply to the

right travels up the Cougar Creek Valley

to the site of the Selkirk Caves—dis-

tance, nine miles from camp. A two

days' round trip will start from camp
every day except the first, stopping one

night at the Caves, and returning the

following day via Baloo Pass and Bear

Creek. Those who wish will be given

an opportunity to visit the Marble Caves,

situated in a bed of shattered crystaline

limestone.

Peaks that may be climbed from the

Cougar Valley, are: Mts. Bagheera,

McGill, Cougar Peak, Catamount Peak,

Ursus Major, Ursus Minor and Cheops.

Cougar Valley is of two distinct types.

The upper is glacier-cut and of the kind

known as a "Hanging Valley." It is

guarded by Pt. Lookout, from whose

eerie heights the length of the lower val-

ley is swept by the eye. The lower

valley is water-cut and the sides ceme

together in a sharp "V."
A curious feature of the valley is the

"Wind Crack" where a strong current of

air issues from a crack in the rock side,

probably caused by a water blast in cave

interiors.
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Other Peaks.

There are numerous other peaks with-

in reach: Eagle Peak, so called on ac-

count of the perfect resemblance of an

eagle perched on its edge; Avalanche
Peak, Uto Peak, Ross Peak and Mt.

Bonney.

Minor Trips.

There are plenty of minor trips of sur-

passing interest for non-climbers; the ice

fourfoot of the Illecillewaet Glacier, Cas-

cade Summer House, Avalanche Crest,

below Mount Avalanche, Glacier Crest

overlooking the Illecillewaet Glacier,

Marion Lake, Observation Point, The
Loop, and others. Given fine weather,

the camp week will be one of enchant-

ment spent in Wonderland.
Glacier House, two and a half miles

from the camp, is one of the extremely

comfortable mountain hotels of the C.

P. R. Co. Mr. Schiller Flindt, the man-
ager, is one of the Club's Associate

members. His name is well known in

the Selkirks and to the mountaineer, ex-

plorer and nature lover is synonymous
with a good time.

Members desirous ot obtaining maps
and descriptions of the various places of

interest close to the camp should get a

copy of "The Selkirk Range," which
deals with the subject fully and is well

supplied with maps. Address "The
Secretary of the Department of the In-

'terior, Ottawa," and inclose $1 00.

Special Notice.

Members are particularly requested to

send either Post Office Box number or

house address to the Executive Secre-
tary, Mr. S. H. Mitchell, 567 Spruce St.,

Winnipeg, Man., for entry in the new
list of members.

Address all correspondence to

C. WHEELER,
Box 167, Calgary, Alberta.

Art Competition.

The prizes to be given in the various
classes of the Art Competition, the

terms of which were published in our
April number, have been arranged as
follows:

Class 1. Gentleman's ice-axe, Swiss
make. Presented by the Club.

Class 2. Lady's ice-axe, Swiss make.

Presented by the Club.

Class 3. Aneroid Barometer. Pre-

sented by the Club.

Class 4. Photographic Enlargement
of Rocky Mountain Peaks from a sum-
mit of the Bow Range; 22x14, beauti-

fully framed in mahogany. Presented by
C. W. Rowley.

Class 5. Photographic Enlargement
of Selkirk Peaks from the summit of Mt.
Donkin; 22x14, beautifully framed in

mahogany. Presented by C. W. Rowley.

We hope that the scientists in Cana-
dian Universities will identify themselves
with the Club and give its Science sec-

tion the impetus it needs. The popular
mountaineering section needs no stimu-
lus. It will grow of itself.

So far most of the voluntary scientific

work done in the Canadian Alps has been
by Americans. This ought not to be,

though that is not to say we do not wel-

come the American savants who publish

the results of their observations in such
books as Dr. Sherzer's "Glaciers of the

Rockies and Selkirks. " We do welcome
them and their works. If Canadian
universities were only wealthy! It costs

money to make observations in the wilds

of the Rockies.

The Library is growing. We have
now nearly fifty volomes, among them
some very rare works out of print. A
full set of the Alpine Journal (English)

can be secured for $120, at a second
hand booksellers in London—" The Mu-
seum Book Store" 43 Museum St. , Lon-
don, W. C. These old journals are very

valuable, both historically and scientifi-

cally, and the price will never be less,

but it will surely be more. With the

Club House to build we do not feel it

prudent to use the funds necessary for its

purchase. But we are aware how im-

portant to the Club is a respectable

library. The latest additions are Paul

Kane's book, long out of print and very

rare, as well as valuable, by purchase;

and Dr. Sherzer's book by gift of the

author.



A Plain and Common Sense Talk About Pointers.

BY MRS. CHARLES WATERS.

IHERE is a wonderful interest in coarse stern shows a cross somewhere
studying and breeding dogs and I with a hound. The coat must be short

know of no species of these animals and fine and soft. Colors, liver-and-

which better repay care and study than white, black-and-white, and lemon-and
pointers. white.

These graceful, beautiful dogs are very . < \ . .

a 4.- 4. i ii P The following is the scale of points
affectionate and the more one is amongst &

them the more fully one realizes the truth
allowed :—

of the proverb which says that if one Skull 10

picks up a starving dog and makes him Muzzle and nose 10

prosperous he will not bite you—that Eyes, ears and lips 4

being the principal difference between a Neck 6

dog and a man. Shoulders and chest 16

In size, pointers are divided

in our best shows into two
classes—fifty-five pounds and
over and under fifty-five pounds.
The head should be ofgood size,

slightly wider between the ears

than that of the setter and the

nose broad and square in front.

With regard to the lips, the

upperought to be well developed,

not flewed, except the corners

of the mouth. The forehead
should be nicely rounded, not

too much raised, and depressed
in the centre with a slope be-

tween the eyes. The latter ought
to be full and lively, with the

ears thin and low set. "lady gay"
In the liver-and-white the nose

is black, but a black nose would A three months old pup on point- Lady Gay is

be fatal to a lemon-and-white the property of Mrs. Charles Waters, St.

dog. The neck should be long Thomas, Ont. , and was sired by her "Ch.
and clean and elegantly set into Lord Bang" and "Jingso Delia." She is pic-

the shoulders. No throatiness tured as pointing a meadow lark and the cut

can be tolerated and the neck is most interesting as showing athow youthful

must be strong at the union with an age a good dog takes to its work,
the body. The shoulders should
be deep and sloping with chest deep and Back quarter and hock 15

not very wide. Feet 12

The back ribs should be well ribbed Stern 8

and well sprung, the thighs muscular and Symmetry and quality. 5

well developed : the stifles well bent; Texture of coat 10

the foot compact and strong soled ; the General appearance 5

forelegs as straight as a dart, pasterns ,

—
straight with tail tapering to a point. A Total 100



AUTOMOBILES and AUTOMOBILING

The Paris Grand Prix.

No less than forty-six cars have entered

for the Grand Prix de Paris, the classic

automobile race of France. Six different

makes represent France, two Italy, two
England, tour Germany and the Thomas,
America. The latter will compete against

fifteen teams of three cars each. The fact

that the Thomas is making such a good
showing in the New York to Paris race

has much increased the interest on this

side of the water in the race and now it

is known that Louis Strang, the winner of

Savannah and Briarcliffe will be at the

wheel there are those who believe that

the American car may prove its superiority

upon French, as it already has upon
American ground. Strang has been pra-

tisingwith the car and declares himself

satisfied with the result. He has departed

for Europe and in accordance with his

custom will gain a thorough knowledge
of the course before the day of the race.

He has held all along that familiarity with
the course means much to the driver and
in his case results have amply justified

theory. The car, which will be tested for

speed rather than endurance in this race,

was designed by Mr. F. P. Nehrhas, of

the Thomas engineering force, and from
motor to axles has been made of Ameri-
can material by American workmen.
Above all it must be borne in mind that

this is a stock car, with only a slightly

larger cylinder than if found in the ordin-

ary Flyer and the parts were taken from
the regular stock which enters all Thomas
Flyers. If under these circumstances
a victory is gained it will be a victory in-

deed and give the Thomas a position that
could be attained in no other way.

The Speed of a Rabbit.

George Schuster, who drove the Thomas
entry in the New York to Paris race

into San Francisco in an interesting letter

to a friend relates some interesting ex-
periments regarding the long mooted
question of how fast a hare can run. In

the western country rabbits are plentiful

and Schuster by the aid of the Speedo-
meter ascertained beyond question how
fast the little animal can go. He says
that on a flat road the hare can make
from fourteen io sixteen miles per hour.
Down hill he cannot make more than
twelve and a half miles per hour.

Expert Advice to Drivers.

Louis Strang, who so successfully
drove the Isotta to victory over the nar-
row Briarcliff course, gives the following
advice to aspiring drivers: In turning
corners it is not necessary to disengage the
clutch or to apply the brake ; as you ap-
proach the corner check the speed of the
car by throttling — open up when about
half way around. Not, however, until

you have ascertained that the coast is

clear. Do not rush hills—take them at

a moderate pace, but "open up" just as
you strike the grade, so as to give the
motor the "benefit of the doubt." You
will have a feeling at first that you must
hang on the steering wheel "like grim
death ;" this is unnecessary, and the
feeling will soon wear away, when you
will find that a slight touch is sufficient

to turn the car in any direction. It is a
good practise to use the left hand for
steering only—the throttle lever may
very easily be manipulated with the index
finger for opening and the thumb far
closing. This leaves the right hand free

to operate the change speed lever. Learn
to control the speed of the car with spark
and throttle as much as possible, releas-
ing the clutch only when absolutely
necessary and restoring to the low gear
only in extreme cases. It is hard to ex-
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plain just how to use the spark and
throttle, but the rule is "use the spark
for speed and the throttle for power."

The 'Reo Echo.;'

A good deal more than a trade paper
is the "Reo Echo," a little journal pub-
lished for the purpose of making the ad-

vantages of the Reo car known to a wider
circle than is possible except by means of

the printed page. The last issue is the

eighth number of the series, and it main-
tains its interest equally with those which
have gone before. Of particular interest

is the openingarticleby Mr. Alfred Reeves
on the Motor Car of 1908. Mr. Reeves
has no difficulty in making out a good
case for the automobile as a modern ne-

cessity. He points out that the car has
now reached such perfection that it has
done more than even its strongest ad-

vocates promised when it first appeared.
The adoption of standardization ensures
to purchasers a continuity of style which
enables them to feel that their car cannot
soon be out of date. An article on Plane-
tary Transmission, by Mr.H. T. Thomas,
C. E. who demonstrates its simplicity,

durability, economy and efficiency, is of
interest to all motorists. Christening a
Motor Car is a description of the per-

formance of Homer France, of Rawlins,
Wyoming, who was engaged to pilot the
cars in the New York to Paris race through
Wyoming, the deep snows of the contin-

ental divide of the Rockies over the peri-

lous Wasatch Range in the Eastern Utah
and as far as Ogden, and from thence to

Denver and through to San Francisco,
in the course of which the auto was
named the "Reo Rabbit." "The Reo
Rabbit reminds one of a busy little fox
terrier, afraid of nothing, nosing his way
into everything, and game to the tip of
his stubby tail." In addition to these
there is a fine paper on Motoring Among
the Pines of Northern Michigan (a paper
that should be of special interest to Cana-
dians where the conditions are similar)

and much other interesting reading, ap-
pealing not only to motorists but also to

the general reader. The paper is well

illustrated with motoring scenes, adding
much to the interest and showing the
reader in the most effective fashion some
of the actual performances of the auto-
mobile.

A special Road for Autos.

A movement is afoot to construct a 158
mile road forautomobilists near Winnipeg.
It will be oval in form and the expense of
the construction and maintenance will be
met from the tolls collected from those
who use it. It is proposed to run some
big races on the road, which will be oiled

to keep down the dust.

The Handy Man on the Farm.

If the farmer will only overcome his

prejudices so far as to allow himself to

become acquainted with the automobile
he will speedily find that the new method
of locomotion will benefit him in a hun-
dred ways. A Connecticut farmer is

using a Garfield motor for sawing wood,
cutting ice, baling hay and cutting tobocco
stalks, in addition to taking much longer

trips on Sundays than any of his neigh-

bours who uses horses can possibly cover.

All that is needed is to take the body
from the car and by connecting belts the

motor can be made to operate any other

machine. It looks as if the auto may
yet become the handy man on the farm
and in this way convince the farmer that in

his early hostility he made a great mis-

take.

The Case for the Six Cylinder Machines.

Briefly stated the advantages of the six-

cylinder motor over four cylinder cars

may be put as follows : Smooth and even

driving Simplicity of carburation, owing
to smallness of cylinders, and constant

suction. Power applied in small quantities

oftener. Saving of wear on the tires,

gears, chains, wheels, live axels, frame,

crank shaft, connecting rods and all

bearings. Absence of vibration, giving

extreme luxury. Absence of jerkiness,

again reducing wear and tear. » Smaller

fly weeel required, reducing weight to be

carried. High power obtained with very

small cylinders. Difficulties of starting

high powered engines elimated by smaller

cylinders ; a boy can easily swing the

engine. Unkeep lighter, through de-

creased wear of tires, etc. Economical
in gasoline due to driving on top gear

;

can be driven in traffic on top of gear
;

Decreased weight owing, co decreased
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A SAVIN G

you u il-

excessive

IF YOUR

Dominion Ammunition
cost 50 per cent more you might think it would be better

in some way than it is.

But no better ammunition can be made.
The right price for the best is our price.

That is just our reason for not charging more.

If you ever paid more for other ammunition
questionably paid for something besides quality-
profits or tariff or wastefulness in manufacture.

For All Makes of Arms
Its absolute reliability is known before it leaves our factory.

Tested, gauged and inspected for your safety so we can put
behind it our guarantee.

Ask your dealer. Iffor any reason he
does not carry it, tvrite us. The size of
yourpossible order makes no difference

The Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd., Montreal.

weight of fly wheel, lighter gears and
transmission. Keep the road longest

;

as a big powered four-cylinder car will

keep the road longer than a two-cylinder

car of equal power, so does a six cylinder

car longer than a four-cylinder. Pull

sweetly in mounting a hill. Six-cylinders

are not merely a multiplication of cylin-

ders
;
they produce a constant and even

pressure on all working parts and tires.

The pressure on each piston of a six cylin-

der engine power for power is only a

little more than half the pressure of an

equalled powered four-cylinder. Pistons

and connecting rods lighter in a six-

cylinder, the effects of inertia therefore

not so great. Always a pressure on one
or more of the pistons in a six-cylinder.

Owing to overlapping of impulses, engine
will run more slowly and "pull" more
slowly. Practically no changing of gears
required. Practically perfect balance.

More silent than a four cylinder car of

equal power, simply because each cylinder

fires a smaller charge and has, therefore,

a less violentexplosion and exhaust. Last,

but not least, with powerful engines, the

six-cylinder will develope its powers if

desired at twenty-five per cent greater
number of revolutions than a four-cylinder

with the result that the transmission can
be twenty-five per cent, weaker or, if of
the same strength as would be required
for a four cylinder of equal power would
have a twenty-five per cent, extra margin
of strength.

The Taxicab.

The Taxicab, which as proved so popu-
lar in the old world, is being very largely

adopted across the line and soon every
big city in the States will be provided
with these conveyances and it will not be
long before they become as familiar in the

streets of our cities as the horse-drawn
vehicle is today. The New York cab
drivers have clubbed together and secured
export reports on the taxicab. The report
is entirely in favor of the new vehicle and
it is stated that the public are taking to
it so well that the earnings are estimated



THE RUSSELL ON THE SHEEP TREK.

Here are two Russell cars in far-off Australia. The adoption of the Russell by

Canadian ranchmen has been followed up by a number of Australian wool growers,

who have found the pioneer Canadian car, owing to its ample clearance, to be strictly

a "service" automobile. The illustration herewith shows the well worn sheep trek

through one of the world famed kangaroo bushes.

at a high figure. The cabbies, wiser than

the farmers, are preparing themselves for

the change and indeed seeking to gain

advantages from the new condition of

things. No one who gives considerarion

to this matter can doubt from all the auto

has at present accomplished, that the

future is with the new system and perhaps

taxicabs will help it forward a little speed-

ier than the ordinary privately owned
machines.

By Order-in-Council the close season

for frogs in the County of Lanark, Ont.

is to be from April 30th to July 16th of each

year. While this is a good thing for the

frog men it is also grand for the duck

hunters as the duck grounds will no longer

be disturbed by the frogmen at a critical

period of the year.

Dry batteries are favored by many
motorists and exceedingly good ones
are those turned out by the Electric

Ignition Company of Berlin, Ont. All

manufacturers ask is a trial which they
are assured will convince any motorist
of their value. A test is best and such a
test is freely offered.

Maine Woods
is the name of a weekly newspaper
that used to be local, but is how the
fish and game authority for all North
Maine. One whiff 5c, steady breeze
all the year $1.00. Send for a free
sample copy to

MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS, MAINE.
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POSTUM—
What It Is

Made of—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Clean Whole Wheat (No. 1) is separated into kernel and outer or bran-coat; the
first containing carbohydrates and proteids (tissue-material and energy-storing ele-

ments); the second phosphate of potash for rebuilding brain and nerve cells. The
kernel is

Skillfully Roasted (No. 2) to a degree that develops in wheat an aroma similar
to Java coffee (but without the use of coffee or any drug-like substance); hence the
delicious flavour, when Postum is served hot with cream, which has led many to
think they were drinking coffee. The roasted kernels are then

Cooled and Ground (No. 3) and set aside. The roasting has changed part of
the starch into dextrin and dextrose, or grape-sugar, which form soluble carbo-
hydrates, or energy-making material, and the proteids (tissue-forming elements)
are also made soluble for prompt absorption. Next g ^

The Bran-Coat (No. 4) is mixed with molasses, roasted and ground separately,
then blended with the other part of the wheat to form the perfected product—
Postum.

The relief from coffee ails when Postum is used instead is a matter of history.
Try it for your own self-proof

.

"There's a Reason."
POSTUM CEREAL CO., LIMITED, Battle Creek, Michigan, U. S. A.



SPORTS AFLOAT!
Being a Section Devoted to Those Who Brave Wind

and Wave, in White-winged Yacht or Dainty Canoe,

in Fragile Shell or Swift Power Boat

Edited by

LOU. E.

MARSH

Canoeists Busy.

An excellent summer program has been

arranged by the Executive of the Toron-

to Canoe Club. The engagements com-

menced in the middle of May and the

following are those for the balance ot the

season:

June 6: Handicap single blade fours,

club dinghy race.

June 20: Junior single blade singles,

junior single blade tandem, junior single

blade fours, junior double blade singles,

junior double blade tandem. Measuring

dance.

June 27: Club dinghy race for Com-

modore's medal.

;
July 1: Hanlan Memorial Regatta.

July 4: Annual Regatta.

July U: Handicap race around Island

in cruising canoes; club dinghy race.

July 18: Club picnic, Island Park;

fancy aquatics, summer hop.

Jujy 25: Club dinghy race.

Aug. 1 : Canadian Canoe Association

meeting, American Canoe Association

meeting, Canadian Henley Regatta at

St. Catharines.

Aug. 15: Consolation dinghy race,

sailing canoe race.

Aug. 22: Open dinghy race.

Aug. 29: Fall regatta and club cham-

pionships.

Increasing the Power of Pour Cycle Engines.

Mr. George H. Gooderham and Mr.

J. H. K. McCollum, of Toronto, are in-

terested in a new invention which will in-

crease the quantity of mixture for explo-

sion in four cycle engines, and as a re-

sult will, it is claimed, increase the power

of such engines by one hundred per cent.

In these days of marine engines such an

invention, if it "makes good," should

prove a most valuable one.

TheR. C Y C.

This great organization has now close

upon fourteen hundred members of whom
about nine hundred are residents in To-
ronto and neighborhood. The club

house and grounds are now in fine con-

dition, much work having been done on
them this spring. The comfort and con-

venience ot the members have been con-

sulted in every way and experience has
suggested a number of the changes
made. The club house was opened to

the members towards the end of the

month and the first race of the season

was held on Saturday, May 30ch.

A Misfortune at Walkerville *

Lightning is thought to have caused
the destruction of the boat house of the

Tecumseh Club at Walkerville, Ont.,

which took place last month. Four rac-

ing shells, six row boats, three canoes
and two launches, as well as the "Elf," a
ten-oared barge presented to the Club by
Mr. Frank Walker, and valued at one
thousand dollars, were destroyed. The
total loss was in the neighborhood of

$8,000 with only $1,200 insurance. The
fire burnt so quickly that although one of

the Detroit fire boats crossed the water
nothing could be done to stay its ravages.

Coming as this calamity did at the open-

ing of the season the blow is a severe

one to the club.

The Work of the Argronauts.

Through all the unpleasant weather

we have experienced this spring the Ar-

gonauts have been busily engaged in

practice and the trial eight which goes to

England for the Henley fixture promises

to be well up to their work. At a recent
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practice at forty-four to the minute the

following- were the crew: Robertson,

bow; Wright, No. 2; Thompson, No. 3;

Lewis, No. 4; Balfour, No. 5; Gale, No.

6; Riddy, No. 7; Taylor, stroke; Kert-

land, cox. Lew Scholes and Jimmy
^osgrave were both out and did six or

even miles.

Busy at St. Kitt's.

The Canadian Association of Amateur
Oarsmen have decided to hold the Olym-
pic trials' regatta at St. Catharines on

June 26th. A four and two scullers will

be present from Halifax and two fours

may make the trip. Winnipeg will also

send a four and Toronto and Hamilton
•will of course be strongly represented.

It may also be mentioned that the lo-

cal club means to have two crews at To-
ronto and three at Henley and have man-
aged a most interesting list of fixtures,

including a club regatta in the fall.

Dominion Day Regatta Program.

The committee in charge of the ar-

rangements for the Dominion Day re-

gatta have agreed that it shall be held

over the usual course at Hanlan's Point,

Toronto Bay. The following events will

be on the program:
Junior fours

(
vcrking boats), junior

singles, junior doubles, special 140-lb.

(working boats), senior doubles, senior

fours, senior singles, stationary seat

pleasure skiff, championship Toronto
Bay.

Swimming—100 yards handicap, 100

yards city championship, fancy diving

and swimming.
Canoe events—Singles," single blade

tours, tandems, junior fours (double

blade), war canoe.

Boat Rating: on the Lakes.

A committee of the Trenton Yacht
Club has been appointed for the purpose
of considering and reporting upon the

most satisfactory way of rating boats
and adjusting time allowances in order to

meet the requirements of a mixed fleet

of boats. . The report should prove in-

teresting to all boating men.

When in

Cam|>
there is not h i n g
goes quite so well as
a bit of good fat
bacon. If you have
not been used to fat
bacon — try it — the
doctors say it is good
and after you have
tried it you will say
so too. Ask your
grocer to get you

'Star Brand*
English Breakfast

BACON
Made by

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.
'Hamilton, Onfc.

All Fearman's goods are Government
inspected.

3-in-One. keeps all fishing taclcle in per-
fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won't stick or
hang at critical moment. They always work easily
and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or
sticky. ;

3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden
rods, too, making them tough and pliable.

Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist-
ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines,
net s and traps in either fresh or salt water.

FREE Try 3 -' n-One at our expense. Write for
' ' V" liberal free sample and booklet. 3-IN-ONE
OIL COMPANY, 55 New St., New York

WE GUARANTEE to increase the speed of
your boat 1 to 3 miles per hour.

There are no restrictions nor strings what-
ever on this proposition.

By years of experimenting we have found that a
propellor with blades of a differential pitch and a
concave curve from the hub to the outside of blade
will hold the water the whole length of blade which
lessens the slip more than any other design of
wheels, thereby increasing the speed of any launch

We also make all kinds of bronze trimmings,
stanchions, etc.. and fog bells at lowest prices.

BRYANT & BERRY CO.
34 WEST ATWATER ST. DETROIT, MICH
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Pure Wool
Day and

Night Wear

The One Best for

Camping, etc.

Adaptability : J^b^ou tTwkhSd
any sudden change in the weather or tem-

perature without discomfort or danger to

health.

It does not chill when damp—like linen or

cotton garments. You can allow Jaeger

Wear to dry on you with perfect safety.

Serviceability: £^0"&g£
est quality, of absolute purity and of the

best workmanship. This combination
gives Jaeger Wear a unique durability in

withstanding the hard wear and tear of

camp life.

You cannot do better than put some of the fol-

lowing articles in your camp kit

:

Sweaters, Shirts, Camp Bugs, Golf Coats,

Sleeping Bags, Stockings, Caps, Under-

wear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

Jaeger Wear is solA at fixed moderate prices in

most cities in Canada.

Ask your dealer, but look for the Jaeger trade

mark.

Send for copy of "Health Culture."

RETAIL DEPOTS:

Montreal : 316 St. Catherine St. W.
Toronto : 10 Adelaide St. W.
Winnipeg: Steele Block, Portage"Ave.

The Ottawa Pour.

Three out of the four men who made
the Ottawa Senior Four so famous two
years ago will be available during the

present year. Poapst will be home from
the West for the summer and Haycock
and Phillips will also be available.

Motor Boats in British Columbia

It is reported that there are now about
one hundred motor boats on the Koot-
enay River and Lake in British Columbia.
More are being purchased each year and
the boats are being used both for trading
and pleasure purposes. With the in-

crease of population in and around Nel-

son and the wonderful facilities offered

by the use of motor boats their use is

being extended at a great rate.

Motoring- at Victoria, B. C.

If motoring on water is popular any-

where it should be at Victoria. Not only

are the waters of Vancouver Island, never
closed by ice, open to them, but many
adjacent waters, explorations to which
must give endless delight, are within

easy reach. About fifty motor boats are

owned and operated in Victoria and as

many more at other points on the island.

Four houses in Victoria make a specialty

of motors and marine gasoline engines,

and two local firms—Hutchinson Bros,

and William Temple—are local builders

of boats, the latter also commencing the

manufacture of a marine gasoline engine

of their own invention. Victoria has a
large leisure class and a Motor Boat Club
has been formed at Oak Bay, an eastern

suburb of the city and a commodious
boat house has also been erected. A
very great increase in the numbers of

locally owned motor boats this year is

certain.

Motor Racing in the Par West.

The first week in July is to witness a

racing contest for motor boats from
Seattle to Vancouver, the race being un-

der the joint auspices and control of the

Seattle Yacht Club and the Royal Yacht
Club of Vancouver. The course will be

through Puget Sound, Juan de Fuca
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A Dependable Companion
Wherever you go or whenever you go, whether on

business or pleasure, be sure to take along a Conklin Pen,

and you'll always be ready for any writing emergency.

You'll never be held up through lack of ink. When last

drop is exhausted fill

CONKLIN'S
Self -Filling Fountain Pen
again at nearest ink-well by simply dipping in pen and
pressing Crescent- Filler. No bothersome dropper,

no fuss, no muss, no cleaning up to do. Self-filling,

self-cleaning. Won't scratch, blot, balk or skip.

There is no other pen in the world like it.

Leading: dealers handle the Conklin. If yours don't, order
direct. Prices, $3.00. $4.00, $5.00 to $15.00. Send for hand-
some new catalogue.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.
315 Manhattan Bldrf.

TOLEDO, OHIO . . . U. S. A.

Straits, Gulf of Georgia and part ot the

open ocean. In this way not only will

the boats be severely tested but also the

abilities of their navigators.

At the same time the Northwestern
International Yacht Racing Association

will, be held and the contest for the

Dunsmuir Cup will take place. Last

year this cup was won by a boat named
The Spirit of Seattle.

There is hearty co-operation in making
these events successful on the part of all

motor men along the coast, and the in-

terest aroused will almost certainly lead

to greater numbers of motor boats being
called for as the advantages of motor
boating is demonstrated.

Lecturing- on Motoring*.

Dr. M. G. McElhirney gave an inter-

esting lecture on motor boating at the

Carnegie Free Library, Ottawa at the
beginning of April. The Eastern On-
tario Motor Boat Association made the

arrangements for the lecture, and the au-
dience, by their careful attention, dis-

played deep interest in the subject.

Carleton Place to Have Regratta.

At a meeting of delegates of the C. C.

A. at Ottawa the regatta for the North-
ern Division was unanimously awarded
to Carleton Place. The meet will be held

on the first of August and should much
encourage the youngsters of the Carleton

Place organization. The Carleton Place

C. C. is one of the youngest in the

Northern Division. The Club owns the

champion war canoe and is looked upon
as one of the most promising members
of the Association. Their course is a
particularly good one and it is believed,

and not without reason, that the town
will render the local club efficient as-

sistance in the task of making the re-

gatta a success. Mr. J. H. Cameron
was elected Vice-Commodore of the di-

vision and Mr. W. H. Fletcher, Carleton
Place, Secretary-Treasurer.

Canvas covered canoes by reason of

their lightness, durability and excellent
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Extra close shooting with even distribution and good pene-
tration are essential qualities that a gun must possess for the

J^ff very best success at the traps. Ithaca Guns have a world-wide
reputation for their superior shooting qualities.

Every Ithaca Gun is guaranteed in every part— shooting
included.

"Bob" Edwards the veteran barrel borer is still boring
them.

Here's what some of our customers say about them :

i

" The Pigeon Gun came yesterday It is a beauty and
a hard close shooter. The boys all tripd it at our club shoot

and everyone pronounced it a peach."

E. Becktvith, Sec. Ait. Pleasant Gun Club,

Mt. Pieasant, Iowa.

"My Ithaca No, 4 arrived all O. K. and. to say that I
am satisfied is mildly expressing it. It is without doubt
the finest arm I have ever handled; both the shooting qual-
ities and the finish are superfine

"

Bert Mason , Salamanca, N. Y.

Send for Art Catalog and special, prices on 18 grades
$17.75 net to $3oo list.

ITTB3ACA SUW COMFAW
<Z) ep f-. NO. 13

ITHACA, K. "Y.

wearing qualities are the best in camp-
ing and vacation trips, as well as on ex-

ploring tours. The Indian Girl model,
manufactured by J. H. Rushton, Inc. manu-
facturers of boats and canoes, Canton,

N. Y., is one that is light and strong and
easily handled in smooth and rough
water. These canoes are built of the

finest and most carefully selected Michi-

gan white cedar, and covered with can-

vas woven specially for the firm, such

canvas being nearly fifty per cent heavier

than the ordinary grade of cotton duck.

The wearing surface is highly polished,

being formed by varnish over color. In

order to bring these canoes within reach

of Canadian purchasers the firm have de-

cided to sell direct to the user and have
arranged for a nominal sum over the cat-

alogue price to deliver either in Montreal,

or Prescott one of these canoes with

freight and duty paid. This means prac-

tically that Canadian canoeists will be

placed on an equality with those in the

States so far as these special canoes are

concerned. A finely illustrated catalogue

will be sent to any of our canoeing read-

ers who may wish for it upon applying
direct to the Company. Special catalogue
gives particulars of cedar rowing skiffs

in all sizes, dinghies suitable for any size

launch or sail boat, decked paddling and
sailing canoes, sails, paddles, oars, etc.

Considering the great developements of

boating in Canada there should be an ac-

tive demand for the excellent boats
turned out by Messrs. Rushton which
are declared by all who have used them
to be the most suitable for the purpose
for which they are intended.

Steel boats are highly popular in the

States, where thousands are in use, and
they are also invading Canada, their

many good points recommending them to

boating men in ever increasing numbers.
Amongst such boats those of the W. H.
Mullins Company, of Salem, O., (which
are distributed throughout Canada by
Mr. N. R. Thompson, of Brantford,

Ont.) are deservedly popular. These
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SHOT
"M.R.M." Chilled Shot is parti-

cularly suitable for trap shooting! as

t
he best results are to be obtained

from its use.

It is made from material sufficiently

hard for the purpose for which it is

required, is correct as to size, round

and well finished.

Specify "M.R.M." when ordering.

THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS

co.

tionable features of the two-port type is

that a check valve is required in the gas
intake connection, or in the vaporizing
valve to prevent escape of gas from
crank case. The continual clatter and
wear on the valve seat of the check
valve necessitates the renewals of this

part of the Motor. A Float Feed Car-
buretor can be used on the three-port

type, but not on the two-port, unless in

conjunction with a check valve. The
piston in the three-port type draws in

the charge of gas on the up-stroke, and
on its down-stroke closes off the in-take,

thus overcoming the necessity of a check
valve.

The material and workmanship in the
' 'Little Giant" is the best. The Piston,

Piston Rings, and Cylinders inside are

ooats are made of steel plates covering

an interior framework, the plates being

so well pressed and riveted as practically

to form one plate. The keel is a metal

covered wooden one, the wood being

dropped into a groove of the steel hull,

adding the utmost stiffness, and being

prevented from loosening up or tearing

off, the boat is unable to leak. The
framework is attached to the shell only

at the keel and gunwales, and should the

framework warp or twist away from the

shell no fastenings of any kind can be

drawn from the shell. The engine base

is attached to the keel and supported by

special iron ribs; consequently the vibra-

tion is absorbed by the framework and
there being no danger of opening seams
or starting joints, a leak is impossible.

An improved Silent Exhaust, which does

away with all the disagreeable features

of running a motor and best of all the

noise, will be placed in these boats. The
Mullins boats are guaranteed against

puncture, leaking and sinking. They
never need caulking and never need to be

dried out as they cannot absorb the

water. The only attention necessary is

an occasional coat of paint. In addition

to motor boats the firm also manufactures
row boats, dinghies and pleasure boats

of all descriptions. A fine new catalogue

gives full descriptions of all these boats

and will be forwarded on application to

Mr. Thompson. A regular marine in-

surance policy guaranteeing against loss

by fire, or damages from any cause is

given with each boat It is pretty clear

that Mullins Pressed Steel Boats have a

great future in Canada.

The favorable notice given last month
to the "Little Giant" gasoline motors
should be supplemented by the following

which will appeal strongly to all our
readers interested in marine engines:

At one time there was a divided

opinion on the part of the manufacturers
users and others, as to which type (the

Two or Three Port) two cycle Motor was
the most practical and efficient. The
opinion favoring the Three Port two
cycle type is now unanimous, at least

among intelligent users and others who
have had an opportunity to try these two
different types. One of the most objec-

.
ground to a mirror finish, and an accu-

racy of one-half thousandth of an inch,

(after having been bored and reamed.)
All parts are adjustable. The main bear-

ings are lined with Phoenix Babbit metal,

which is superior to the genuine. Illus-

trated catalogues will be sent by address-

ing the manufacturers, First St. and
Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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/L & I!** CAMP
J% Of Co. OUTFITS

Going Camping?
HOW ABOUT YOUR OUTFIT?

Our catalogue will help you select it

fRADE MARK

REG. IN U. S. PAT. OFFICE

This mark is the sign of quality and the

seal of excellence.

Our goods are known all over the world.

We are makers of complete
outfits for Explorers, Campers,
Prospectors and Fisherman.

Write Dept. p
for our 320-page Catalogue.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO.
57 Reade Street, one door from Broadway

NEW YORK. U. S. A.

To the motor boat owner a gasoline

tank is a matter of much importance.

In consequence of several fatal accidents

last year some amount of uneasiness was
caused all through the boating fraternity

and the question of a good tank became
a matter of primary consideration. The
Ornamental Galvanized Iron Works, of

Toronto, manufacture tanks which stand
the Government test and can be absolute-

ly relied upon. They will be made to

any pattern and there can be no overflow
in filling these tanks. Prompt delivery

is also guaranteed and parties outside

Toronto ordering tanks can be assured
that goods will be shipped in three days
from receipt of order.

Boating men are always acquiring mo-
tor knowledge and they are in many cases

excellent judges of motors. It is to

such men that the Cooley Manufacturing
Company, of Waterbury, Vt., desire to

submit the merits and advantages of their

Cooley motor. For sixteen years they

have been building and developing this

motor until they now believe that it will

stand any reasonable test. The motor is

made for hard and continuous service and
in reliability and long life is held to be

unequalled. All castings are made in the

Company's foundry, the materials being
the best obtainable and the design is so

simple that necessary repairs can be made
without entirely dismantling the engine.

The cylinders are made from a closely

grained grey iron and with the five horse

power and its multiples the heads can be

furnished either cast integral or detached.

The water circulation is effective and
complete. The pistons are of the trunk

type, being extra long and filled with

four eccentric lap joint rings, three being

placed above the piston pin and one be-

low. The connecting rod is of high

grade steel filled with phosphor bronze

bushing at the top or piston end and
white bronze bushing at crank pin end.

The crank shafts are made from a high

grade carbon steel and are dropped
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forged; the water cooled muffler is at-

tached directly over the exhaust port,

which is found to be a great advantage;
and all bearings are accessable through
the hand hole plates in base. A force

feed lubricator on the smaller motors and
a multiple type oil feeder in the larger

ones make ample provisions for lubrica-

tion. The best carburetors are used but
any type that may be desired can be fur-

nished. Make and break or jump spark
ignition can be used as preferred though
the Cooley make-and-break ignitor is

recommended for its simplicity and ef-

fectiveness. A magneto is advised.
While every part is tested the whole
motor when assembled is submitted to a
further rigid test. All parts are inter-

changeable.

The New Motor Boat and Stationary Engine
"7 The accompany-

ing illustra t i o n
shows the New
Model 4 'M" or

Motor Boat and
Stationary Engine
S p e c i al K-W
Magneto that is

being manuf a c-

tured and placed

on the market by
the K-W Ignition Company of 46" Power
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. This Com-
pany has been manufacturing Ignition

Magnetos for the past year and now have
on the market several models of Mag-
netos for both make and break, and jump
spark ignition. They also manufacture
the celebrated Vim and K-W Spark
Plugs and the well known K-W Master
Vibrator. It will be noted by referring to

the illustration that the model "M" Mag-
netos are belt driven as the makers con-
sider belt drive most positive, if a good
water proof and non-stretchable belt is

used, and they are prepared to furnish

such belting at 20c per foot. This Mag-
neto is designed principally for Marine
and Stationery engines and they furnish

a high grade coil with the Magneto which
is wound especially for the Magneto and
must be used with it. The K-W Igni-

tion Company claim that while their coil

is wound especially to suit the K-W
Magneto, it will also give the very best
results obtainable from batteries because

tFits -Pocket
Our handy book of
sports measures 5x7
inches—just the size to
snugly in the coat pock-

et-and is a veritable ency-
clopedia for the Sports-
man and athletically in-

clined. It tells the low,
net cost on every item
and just what the post-
age is,making it easy for
you to buy from us by

2W mail. Ask for

Sporting Goods
Catalogue 041
Nearly 300 pages describing 5000 articles and

over 1000 illustrations. "It fits the pocket and the
prices fit the pocket book."

Mailed for 4c postage, U. S. or Canadian 2c
stamps, to those who enjoy out-door life, whether
camping, fishing, hunting, golfing, baseball or ten-
nis playing,or in fact any recreation orgaine. For ten
2c stamps we will send a POCKET COMPASS or
Develene Whistle with our book No. 041.

TCcwIrk Sporting Goods Co. a7WARREN STREET JVEWYORR^

the coil is built right. This system is

intended solely for jump spark ignition

although they also make Magnetos for

make and break ignition which have to

be driven by gear at crank shaft speed
and no coil is needed. The model 4<M"
Magnetos are constructed on the same
well known principle as all other K-W
Magnetos, that is it has no moving wires,

no brushes and no commutators but the
winding, which is a spiral of copper rib-

bon, stands perfectly still in a dense mag-
netic field. The motor which runs in

high duty ball bearings is the only moving
part about the Magneto and the Com-
pany claims that if the ball bearings are
well oiled the Magneto should outlast the
engine. The model "M" Magnetos are
intended to be run at from 1500 to 2000
R. P. M. when the engine is up to its

highest speed. The Magneto is wired up
just exactly as a set of batteries and the

K-W Ignition Company claims that no
batteries what ever are necessary, as they
guarantee the Magneto to start the en-

gine easily without them.



Our Medicine Bag
Up in British Columbia amongst the

finest scenery in the world; the finest

fishing; the finest shooting; is a canoe
trip not to be equalled elsewhere. There
was one objection to it previously, name-
ly that at certain places the river needed
clearing. Through the instrumentality

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, men
are now starting out to remove the ob-

structions, and a month from now it will

be all in order. This trip starts from
Leanchoil, two stations beyond Field,

B. C. and in a trip of nearly 250 miles

only a short 20 are against the stream,

namely up the Beaver Foot River. There-

after you follow the Kootenay River for

about 100 miles, and then after a portage

of a little less than a mile, Canal Flats

and the Columbia River are reached.

At certain levels of the water, even this

portage can be avoided, and after pro-

ceeding along the Upper Columbia,
through Windermere Lake, on the Co-
lumbia River proper the journey is fin-

ished at Golden, B. C. The best guide

for this trip is Manuel Dainard, of

Golden, British Columbia.

A folder card issued by Mr. F. S.

Stocking, city ticket agent for the Que-
bec Central Railway, Temiscouta Rail-

way, Great Northern Railway of Canada,
and Quebec and Lake St. John Railway,
32 St. Louis St., Quebec, contains in a

summarized and readable form the prin-

cipal points in the fish and game laws of

the Province including the open seasons
for big game, fur bearing animals, feath-

ered game and fish, particulars with re-

gard to the licenses, transport, and fire

regulations. Despite the fact that large

areas of fishing and hunting territories

are under lease to clubs there is ample
room for more, and a wealth of territory

is declared to be at the disposal of the

transient sportsman. It is a mere
truism to assert that no country in the

world can give a greater variety in sport

than historic Quebec. As it becomes

better known there will certainly be a
tremendous increase in the number of
those who seek health and pleasure
within the confines of this beautiful
Province.

Sir Frederick Bridge, the organist of
Westminster Abbey, who was touring
Canada last month and gave a series of
recitals in the principal cities on the
Cathedral Music of England, is an ar-
dent fisherman and spends his summer
vacations fishing on the Spey in Aber-
deenshire, Scotland. The late Lady
Bridge, who died two yea rs ago, was
also noted for her love of fishing and
one of the possessions which Sir Freder-
ick values most in his home in the Clois-
ters at Westminster is a mounted salmon
which was caught by her Ladyship with
a rod. This fish weighed forty-five

pounds. The capture was made in the
Spey near their Scottish home. The fish

was foul hooked and had to be played for
two and a half hours before it could be
landed.

Tenders for fencing the buffalo park on
Battle River have been opened in Ed-
monton, and the contract let at

a rate that is approximately $1000 per
mile. It will require seventy miles of
fencing to enclose the preserve. The
park will contain 170 square miles, and
when the remainder of the herd pur-
chased last fall by the Dominion Govern-
ment is brought in, which will be done
just as soon as the fence is up, we will

have the largest buffalo ranch on the
continent and the finest aggregation of
the bison tribe in the world.

The Government of British Columbia
have decided to stock the Queen Char-
lotte Islands with game of which there

are none at present with the exception of

a few black bear. With this end in
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! CRUISING AND RAGING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FULLY EQUIPPED

A VARIETY OF STYLES IN STOCK
FROM 16 to 35 ft. IN LENGTH.

Special Light Motor Boats
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

Hulls furnished, caulked, puttied and painted ready for interior fittings.

Knock Down Frames, Frame and Plank Patterns.

Second Hand Launches.

Send for Catalog

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot of Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.
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view an Order-ln-Council has been passed

making it illegal to hunt deer on these

islands until further notice. Steps are

being taken to obtain a supply of big

game in order to carry on the work of

stocking without delay.

The Chief Game Warden of British

Columbia (Mr. A. Bryan Williams) was
engaged last month in East Kootenay in

the work of locating a site for the pro-

posed game reserve in that district.

In an Indian murder trial at Vancou-
ver, B. C, certain evidence submitted

disclosed a peculiar method of preserving

dead bodies. In the course of their du-

ties a doctor and Provincial constable

visited the dead house in the Indian vil-

lage of Smith's Sound for the purpose of

examining the body of the murdered
man. They found the corpse wrapped in

twenty-five blankets and placed inside a

cedar box above the ground, the result

being a drying up rather than putrefica-

tion. The doctor stated that he had
never heard of this method of preserva-

tion though he had seen bodies of Indians

placed on the tops of trees and taken
down years afterwards as dry as Egyp-
tian mummies.

Mr. Thompson-Seton recently gave an
account of his travels to the Canadian
Club at Ottawa. He told the members
that in the course of his journey down
the Mackenzie River he discovered two
new rivers which he named Laurier and
Grey and explored a Kingdom. He also

found an immense spruce forest which,
if properly administered, would last for

centuries. The severe weather, wolver-

ines and ravens, and the consequent
scarcity of food constituted the draw-
backs of the country. The Indians were
perfectly honest, though quite uncivilized

and deer walked right into the camp.
For hundreds of miles there was not a
bit of barren ground and he passed
through flowers up to his knees. The
whole country indeed seemed covered
with vegetation.

Fishing enthusiasts who obtain their

outfit from the fine selection of the En-
terprise Manufacturing Company of

Akron, Ohio, may be assured that suc-

cess will depend entirely upon their skill

in using it. Their catalogue No. F. 25

is a treasure house of fishermen's re-

quirements, containing such wide and
varied choice in reels, hooks and flies

that it would appear impossible not to

please even the most fastidious tastes.

The well known and justly celebrated

Pflueger hooks, baits, reels, etc., are

made in varieties which skill and exper-

ience have demonstrated to be the best,

and when to excellence of pattern is

added the finest of materials and most
skillful labor in production the results

are such as to meet the desires of the

most exacting. Everything is to be

found in this catalogue that the fisher-

man wants or thinks he wants, and some
of the outfits put up by the Enterprise

Company are enough to make those who
have to work with less, envious of their

more fortunate brethren who are able to

go to such a firm and take from them the

best their long and wide experience can

suggest for such a delightful recreation

as fishing.

John Goodrich, of Canora, Sask., re-

counts a trying experience on an explor-

ation trip. In snowstorms his cattle

scattered and he lost his team in a bog.

One night he was followed by a large

pack of wolves and forced to spend the

night in a tree. His clothing was wet
and froze and he was in a condition of

exhaustion when the wolves dispersed in

the morning and he made his way with

difficulty to the nearest house.

Mr. Louis Durocher, of Hull, Que.,

was fortunate enough to catch an eighty-

five pound sturgeon in the Ottawa River

between Aylmer and Ottawa on the

evening of May twentieth. According
to the fisherman's story he was fishing

from a boom with an ordinary hook and
line when he got the bite. Before land-

ing he had to stun the fish by repeated

blows with a hammer. When measured
the fish was found to be five feet three

inches in length. It was placed for a

time on public exhibition at Hull.
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A curious case of a fish drowning a dog
is reported from Wyoming. A lad named
Case was accompanied by his dog while

on a fishing trip. He was successful in

obtaining a bite and the fish was large

enough to jerk the cane pole out of his

hand into the water. The dog
was sent after it and the fish with

the help of the current took pole

and dog down the rapids in which the

animal was drowned. The pole was re-

covered at the foot of the rapids and after

a hard struggle the trout which weighed
four pounds was landed.

Mr. Percy L. Bryant writes from West
Port, N.H. "It was my good fortune to

kill during the past season a 268 pound
buck which I think is the record for New
Hampshire if not New England for 1907.

This big fellow had ten prongs, five on

each side. He was running from me about

eight rods away when I fired and broke

both hips letting him down in a heap.

My load was twenty-six grains Infallible

one and a quarter ounces, number five

Buck shot my gun an Ithaca twelve bore

thirty inch grade one and a half and I

have made some remarkable shots with

BB shot."

Mr. J. P. McConnell of Sturgeon Falls,

Ont is the owner of the head of a white

moose, or as it is sometimes called,

an albino or "freak." The animal was
shot north of the Tomiko. The horns
which are warty, are similar to those of a

cow, but the mouth is distinctly that of a

moose. The head is on exhibition at

the Kirkup Hotel, Sturgeon Falls.

Mr. Walter Greaves writes from Ottawa

:

Have you tried the Corticelli Silk Com-
pany Patent wax line ? If not, do so and
I think you will admit that it is a better

line for fly fishing than many of the en-

ameled lines. It is filled with wax so
that there is no room for water to get
in it, it will not crack, is soft and pliable

and casts easily. My opinion is that it is

the best fly line made.

Wray Garbutt, formerly of Woodstock,

Don't Neglect to

take a supply of

BOVRIL with you

when going

Camping.

If In camp you never know what's

going to happen — how short of

supplies you may find yourself or

what accidents may befall you.

11 A supply of BOVRIL occupies

very little room in your kit. A hot

cup of BOVRIL will enable you to

withstand a sudden fall in temper-

ature and to throw off the effects

of a wetting.

\\ BOVRIL not only provides a

splendid meal when other things

fail—but it adds a zest to canned

meats, stews, soups and other

made dishes which gives a keener

edge to your appetite and a greater

satisfaction to eating.

Take Bovril with you.
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Ont. , now of Salmon Arm B. C. while out

hunting the other day was fortunate

enough to secure a nice black bear.

The Sullivan hook and reel guard, an

ingenious contrivance for keeping the

reel on the rod after a fish is hooked, the

invention of Mr. Charles L. Sullivan, of

Chicago, can be purchased in Canada
from the Trunk and Leather Goods Com-
pany, 97 King St. East, Toronto and
Warren and Ellis 302 Yonge St., Toronto.

Orders by mail will receive prompt atten-

tion from both of these firms. The effec-

tiveness of the hook and reel guard com-
mends it to all anglers.

A visit made by a representative of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, to .the Nipis-

sing District of Ontario, early in May,
disclosed some fresh atrocities in the

game line. On the French River, two
Indians, he says, shot eighty- two deer in

four days last fall. Though these deer

were preserved for food during the win-

ter, it should be impossible for this kind

of thing to happen, and no official notice

taken of it. Though this case is a bad
one it pales into insignificence beside one
that, is reported north of the Canadian
Pacific Main Line, and only a short dis-

tance from Sturgeon Falls. Some mur-
derous butchers went out on the crust

this Spring and slaughtered deer galore.

Forty carcasses were discovered in one
day, which had simply been left there to

rot. If the perpetrators could be discov-

ered they would run a good risk of shar-

ing the same fate as the deer. It is an
extremely easy matter for anybody to

slaugher deer in the winter and early

spring in this part of Ontario, as the deer
"Winter" in three easily located places,

where hard wood is plentiful and where
they can get good feed, and it is known
that heavy toll is taken from them. A
complaint that was made to the authori-

ties produced little result. The gentlemen
who gave them the information about the

Indians saw his letter back in his own
town in about four days. As the interests

of the gentleman in question demand that

he should have the good feeling of the

various people amongst whom he lives

and works such treatment as this is not

likely to encourage the reporting of

similiar instances. Deer are certainly

most prolific in this section of the country
but so are wolves, and unless some bet-

ter system of protecting them is adopted,
the deer will soon disappear.

A very interesting catalogue to all

fishermen is that issued by Messrs. C.

Farlow & Co., Limited. 10 Charles St.,

St. James Square S. W. and 191 Strand
W. C. London, England. The reproduc-

tion of the original signboard of the firm

and of the interior of theStrand shoptakes
one back in memory to old times. Only
a glance at the catalogue however, is suffi-

cient to show that the firm maintains its

old reputation in its most recent list, and
the hearts of all fishermen will beat with
pleasure as they peruse the complete list

of fishing tackle. Reading the various

items is sufficient to call up memories of

days of delightful experiences in the open
with fishing either as the excuse or as the

real incentive. A most varied and com-
plete libt is that to be found between the

covers of this unpretentious but most
effective publication and the fisherman

who is fortunate enough to be able to

outfit with Messrs. Farlow may be sure

of good sport if fish are to be found in the

waters he selects for his pastime. It must
be interesting to Canadian fishermen to

note that one full page illustration is de-

voted to British Columbia fishing and one
of their spoons is called The Canadian
Spoon, while another is entitled The "B.
C." Salmon Spoon. No doubt in future

lists Canada will occupy a more import-

ant position, something more commersur-
ate witn its standing as a fishing territory

We are constantly being asked as to

whether there is any trout fishing to be

obtained near Montreal. Many people are

under the impression that such fishing

is either played out, or held by clubs.

From inquiries we have made lately, and
letters we have received, we are glad to

say that free trout fishing can still be

obtained. Some of this is to a certain

extent private, that is to say certain

lakes can only be fished by staying at

the Hotels which control the rights. On
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Hammer the Hammer

m
YOU

MUST
PULL THE
TRIGGER

ACCIDENTAL
nicruADr>c

The Iver Johnson isn't a bomb—it's a revolver. It

goes off only when a revolver should—when you pull

the trigger. You can drop it, strike it against table

corners, or hammer the Hammer, with perfect impun-
ity. But the instant that you do pull the trigger in

earnest, you will find the Iver Johnson a quick, sure,

straight shooter.

Our Free Booklet, " Shots," tells more in detail why the
[yer Johnson has outstripped competitors in public favor. Our
handsome catalogue goes with it, showing details of construction.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver
Richly nickeled, 22 calibre rim-fire or 32 calibre center-

*J 6a Extra length barrel or blued
1, l«awfire, 3-in. barrel; or 38 calibre center-fire, 3>£-in barrel, finish at slight extra cost

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Richly nickeled, 32 calibre center-fire, 3-inch barrel; O cq Extra length barrel or blued
or 38 calibre center-fire, 3,^-inch barrel, 0,ow . finish at slight extra cost

Sold by Hardware and Sporting floods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt of
price if dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head, on grip and our name on barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS 157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
New York : qq Chambers Street. San Fran^sco : Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St.
Hamburg, Germany : Pickhuben 4. London, England : 13 Cullum Street, E.C.
Iver Johnson Single Barrel Shotguns and Truss Bridge Bicycles

Iver JohnsonSAFETY AUTOMATIC REVOLVER

the Nomining branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway good free fishing can be

obtained within a short distance of the

railway line at almost any station. There
are two or three very good lakes up
around St. Jovite, Lac Ouimet in particu-

lar. Lac Gauthier is controlled by the

Grey Rocks Inn, a first class summer
resort. In Lac Ouimet the red trout

average about three-quarters of a pound
and grey trout run all the way up to ten

pounds. In Lac Gauthier red trout aver-

age about one pound, and a reliable cor-

respondent writes us that he caught forty-

two in one in one afternoon, which dress-

ed, weighed thirty-nine pounds. At St.

Marguerite are other lakes in which good
fishing can be obtained, notably Lac
Masson, Lac Point, Lac Pitre and Lac de
la Roche.

Automatic guns and their prohibition

has recently given rise to much controv-
ersy on both sides of the line. In Canada
they have been prohibited in several of
the Provinces though the protests
such legislation have been both d

strong, In Pennsylvania the case was
carried to appeal and the Court has de-

cided that inasmuch as the statute allow-

ed the killing of game with guns other

than automatic it was a discrmination

against the makes of automatic guns and
deprived them of the equal protection of

the laws guaranteed by the Constitution

of the United States and the Constitution

of Pennsylvania and was therefore un-

constitutional. The conviction of the

Court of first instance was quashed, and
under this decision automatic guns can
now be used in the State.

Duck hunters know that their choice

of decoys is important, for often enough
upon the efficiency of their decoys rests

the nature of the sport secured. The
Illinois River Folding Duck and Goose
Decoys are described as the most prac-

tical decoys on the market, being attrac-

tive, convenient and durable. They are

put out and taken in with great rapidity

and eas'
,

ng made in groups of three

with one cord id anchor for each group.

Tne decf ys are rolding profile made of
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IF WE SAY

GoodsWholesaled
At Retail Prices

WE WILL CATCH YOUR EYE

• BUT I get our catalogue and you will find

Goods Retailed
at

Wholesale Prices
BECAUSE, WE MANUFACTURE

all kinds of Boat Trimmings, Railings, Stanchions, Chocks Cleats,

Deckrings and Oarlocks, etc.

We also have complete facilities for

Repairing, Renewing or Refinishing
anything made of metal

20thCentu yBrassAssn.
223, 5th Avenue, Eolith, Minneapolis.
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wood with a three plate hinge so that

when extended the float is under water

and the bird is seen floating at each ex-

tremity. They are of light weight, paint-

ed in natural colors and as a spring holds

the combination open, no adjustment is

needed. The decoy ducks are made in

mallards, pintails canvas backs, blue

bills, black mallards, whistlers, redheads,

teal and widgeou and Canada geese,

eight males and four females to the dozen
put up all complete in a light strong box
with cords and anchor. The manufacturer
is James W. Reynolds, who is a maker
of hunting specialties and his address is

68 South Morgan Street, Chicago. Mr.
Reynolds has a double duck call which
can be used for the different species and
proves highly effective. Single calls with
a natural duck voice are also included in

his catalogue. Circulars will be sent to

any of our readers who will send a request

to Mr. Reynolds.

One of the most useful business pub-
lications that has seen the light for some
time is the "Scientific American" Index
of Manufacturers, an index compiled from
the advertisers in that journal. The index
is a marvel of comprehensiveness and
well deserves its second title of "Who's
who among American manufacturers "

The compilation is also a splendid testi-

mony to the value of the advertising
columns of the foremost American tech-
nical publication and will prove of con-
stant use to the business man. Often
enough the name and address of a manu-
facturer of some specialty is wanted and
at such a time the index will not be in

vain. A copy will be mailed free to any
of our business readers sending a request
ito the Scientific American, 361 Broadway,
New York.

If a sportsman has not comfortable
footwear he can have no enjoyment in

his outing. Accordingly the choice of
boots is a most important one for him and
the oil tanned footwear manufactured by
Messrs. John Palmer & Co., Ltd. Kreder-
icton, N. B. can be highly commended.
The firm has adopted a moose head as
their trade mark and the moose head
brand is widely and favorably known.
They have boots suitable for sports-

women as well as sportsmen and the case
and comfort in wearing their boots are
such as to make them an absolute neces-
sity for anyone desiring an outing in which
enjoyment may predominate. The lists

include waterproof sporting shoepack,
long leg waterproof sporting pack, three
quarters high cut sporting boot, a similar

boot with the addition of full flexible oil tan-

ned sole and heel sewed on by hand (a very
popular boot with hunters, engineers,
fishermen, prospectors, etc. and most
suitable for still hunting) a knee high
sporting boot with heel and sole,) noise-

less, waterproof and comfortable for long
tramps ;) and a special mining and pros-
pecting boot. The latter is studded with
Hungarian nails and is specially adopted
for work on rough or rocky ground. Sur-
veyors, hunters or mountain climbers find

this boot the best for their work. The
John Palmer Company issue a fine illus-

trated catalogue giving representations
of their boots and containing directions

for self measurement, a copy of which
will be mailed to any interested reader
sending an application for the same and
mentioning "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada."

The New Brunswick Tourist Associa-

tion have published an interesting and
well illustrated booklet descriptive of the

advantages of New Brunswick for tour-

ist and sporting purposes. A perusal

of this booklet cannot fail to in-

terest all lovers of outdoor life, and a
better acquaintance with the delights to

be found in New Brunswick must make
that fine province even more popular with
sportsmen than it is today. Those who
wish to know all about New Brunswick
would do well to communicate with Miss
Annie E. Tingey, St. John, N. B. who
will forward a copy free.
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The Full Enjoyment o

Fresh
Fruit

The full enjoyment of fresh

fruit comes to the person

who knows enough to com-

bine it with a food that is properly acted upon by the fruit acids,

thereby promoting digestion and preventing stomach discomfort

and bowel disorders. The ideal food for this purpose is

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
The shape of the biscuit and the porous nature of the shreds

make it peculiarly adapted to combinations with all kinds of acid

fruits, in season and out of season.

You do not know "The Joys of June" until you have eaten

Shredded Wheat with strawberries and cream. Nothing so whole-

some, healthful or nutritious in summer. Try it

for dessert in place of soggy white flour short-cake

and other pastries. Deliciously palatable and
easily digested by the most delicate stomach.

Shredded Wheat is made of the choicest white wheat that,

grows, is cleaned, steam-cooked, shredded and baked in the
finest and cleanest food factory in the world.

"Its All in the Shreds"

THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT CO. Ltd.

TORONTO OFFICE. 32 Church St.
958 Niagara Falls. Ont.

Our new Cook Book
is sent free.
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Guelph Ward Ho

!

TAKE UP THE CRY; SHOUT IT FROM THE
HOUSETOPS; AND JOIN THE MERRY-
MAKERS AND YOUR FRIENDS AT

Guelph's Old Home Week

AUGUST 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1908
Your welcome will be boundless—your entertainment limitless. SO LET IT

BE—"GUELPH-WARD HO !'.' and pass it on to your friends.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND RAILROAD RATES, AND
PASTE THIS IN YOUR HAT.

J. M. DUFF, J. M. STRUTHERS,
Chairman. P. O. Box 544, Secretary.

It was reported at a meeting of the

Yarmouth branch of the People's Fish

and Game Protective Society of Nova
Scotia that Darling's and Holmes' Lakes
had been examined by officers of the

Marine and Fisheries' Department with a

view of re-stocking these waters with
black bass. The officials in charge of

the government hatcheries also wrote
stating that salmon fry for - placing in

Tusket and Salmon Rivers would be
supplied. The changes made by the

Legislature in the new game Act were
approved. All guides are madeex-officio
game wardens. It was reported that sev-

eral pairs of pheasants have been liber-

ated in the county and arrangements are
in progress for the importation of quail

during the present season. Reports
were handed on to the proper officers of
the setting of salmon nets in the Tusket
River and the dumping of sawdust in the
streams by the smaller mills. There was
a small balance against the branch but it

is expected this will be easily cleared off,

The twenty-eighth edition of the well

known booklet on "Fishing and Shoot-
ing" has been issued by the Canadian
Pacific Railway. The booklet is en-

larged in title as well as in bulk and now
includes "Canoe Trips and Camping."
Much of it has been re -written and the
whole brought up to date with many new
cuts, a map and some most interesting

and original matter. It is a supremely
difficult task to cover the sporting advan-
tages of Canada in a booklet of eighty

pages, but the seemingly impossible is

achieved and the big game hunter or

fisherman who cannot plan an outing
from the information here- given him
must have something wrong in his con-
stitution. The description given is

pointed and terse and so well expressed
as to be inclusive. In Big Game Shoot-
ing the whole of the big game animals
throughout Canada are dealt with, while

Small Game Shooting is similarly com-
plete. In fishing, salmon, trout, bass r

maskinonge, ouananiche, and Canadian
pike all receive adequate treatment—at

least as adequate as can be expected in

such a publication. In Canoe Trips and
Camping the Upper St. John River, N.
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B. ; the Tobique River; the Ottawa
River; Kawartha Lakes and Moon River;

Temiskaming and Kipawa; Nipigon
River; Hudson Bay; Lake of the Woods
and British Columbia are all treated.

Special attention is given to the game of

the latter Province, and many seasonable
hints, to which the attention of the tour-

ist may well be directed, are given under
the heading of Tents, Canoes, Guides
and Supplies. Open seasons with sum-
maries of the Game Laws throughout
Canada and particulars of the C. P. R.

Hotel System complete a work of refer-

ence which can be perused with profit by
every sportsman and should prove of un-
told value to the numerous visitors who
now find in the Dominion fishing and
hunting territories and canoeing and
camping facilities unequalled elsewhere.

It is worth noting the advancing
strides of a well known Toronto business

house which started from the foot of the

ladder as it were, and has been steadily

climbing upwards. By recent changes
this house has apparently reached one ot

the highest rungs on the ladder of bus-

iness fame They started in a very small

store on King Street four years ago un-
der the name of the Warren Sporting
Goods Co., and by the energetic business

ability of their President, Mr. A. Fenn,
have worked up an exceedingly large

mail order and local business connection

throughout Canada and the United
States. Mr. Fenn has had an excellent

training, serving his apprenticeship in,

and latterly being manager of one of the

largest wholesale and retail sporting

goods stores in Canada. He has been
fortunate in securing control of such a
firm, and the success of his efforts to

serve the sporting public, honestly and
faithfully is assured. He has decided to

change the name of the firm to A. Fenn
& Co. which will allow all customers to

come in closer contact with the manage-
ment and thereby serve a long felt want.
The new firm will carry in stock the ex-

act requirements of the trade. They
have already added to their la ge stock
of guns, rifles, and ammunition, a com-
plete line of Spalding base ball, tennis,

golf, foot ball, lacrosse, cricket and ath-

letic goods, and as they intend to cater

exclusively to the sporting goods trade,
it is fairly certain that with their exper-
ience and facilities for carrying on a high
class trade their further extension and
success is sure.

There is no better guide than exper-
ience and knowing this tull well the Mar-
ble Safety Axe Company of Gladstone,
Mich., value the following unsolicited
letter received by them from Robert S.
Foss, Captain and I. R. P. 2nd Regiment
N. H. N. G.:

"Marble Safety Axe Company, Glad-
stone, Mich. Gentlemen: The sample
of Marble's Nitro Solvent procured lrom
you came duly to hand and I have given
it a very thorough trial in the Krag
Rifle. I used the Solvent according to

directions after each use of the rifle dur-
ing the season of 1907 and at the close
of the season, October 31st, I carefully

coated the bore and placed the rifle in

the case where it has remained untouched
for nearly five months and today I find it

in first class condition for which the
Solvent is largely responsible. After
careful trial I can honestly and very
cheerfully recommend Marble's Nitro
Solvent Oil to be all that its name im-
plies. Incidentally, I would say that I

have had fifty years experience in the use
and care of rifles."

A free sample of this wonderful oil will

be forwarded to any of our interested

readers who will make application to the

Company for the same and further par-

ticulars will be found in an advertise-

ment in another page.

A few changes have been made in the

game laws of Nova Scotia during the

session of the Legislature that has just

closed. The administration of the law
is vested in three Commissioners to be
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council. The open and close seasons
for the different kinds of game remain
practically the same as last year, also the

licenses for non- residents. The most
important change so far as non-residents

are concerned is the repeal of a clause

that in some way crept into the last

year's act, by which non-resident sports-

men were not allowed to take away the

head of a moose killed by them unless
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SOMETHING NEW AND PRACTICAL

Frost's Improved KelsoAutomaticReel
Capacity 100 yards. Case of aluminum, satin finished, steel bearings,

only 7J4 ounces. It is both light and strong. With ordinary care it

should "last a lifetime. Can use on rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed. Price $5 .00. If your dealer cannot supply you, send his

name and address to us, and we will fill your order through him. The
"KELSO" brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES and
HOOKS are as good as can be made.

Manufacturing and Jobbing. Fishing Tackle is Our Business Ex- ^
clusively. Headquarters for Everything Required by Anglers.
Catalogues to the trade only.

KELSO PEARL BAIT.
Something New in Artificial Lures.

This bait is made from pearl and the right shape is

selected to make the pearl spin perfectly. This
is one of the most killing lures ever put on the
market, and there is something about the glitter
of the pearl in the water that is much more at-
tractive to gaJie fish than any metal. If you have
not seen them send for samples and prices. We have
all sizes from the smallest bass spinner to the 3^
inch Muskalonge size.

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR NINE LIVES

YOU do not want doped Batteries with
high amperage and SHORT LIFE

—

BUT you want RIGHT AMPERAGE with
LONG LIFE, How about NINE LIVES ?

such as

XCELLS
will show. They are made to give LASTING
satisfaction. No Battery Troubles with
X Cells. No better spark by any other cells.

Years of experience in Europe and in

the States, ample capital, LIBERAL BUSI-
NESS POLICY are back of us.

Don't ask your dealer for imported shelf
worn dry batteries, get THE Battery made
in Canada.

If your dealer does not handle XCELLS write us,
will get them from us at factory prices.

you

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, Ltd.,

12-14-16 Shuter St., Toronto.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. UP-TO-DATE EQUIPPED FACTORY.
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FAMOUS

Nipigon River

Finest Brook Trout

on the Continent.

We carry a complete line of

Tourists Supplies, including

Canoes and Camp Equipment.

For further information write for Pamph-
let with Map of River and Lake free of

charge.

Revillon Bros., Ltd.
"**" (Established 1723.) 0RS*SS2

NIPIGON, ONTARIO.
A 71 lb. Catch, at

mounted. This was considered to be so

unfair that the members of the People's

Game Association spared no effort to

procure its repeal with the above result.

Some further minor changes were also

made all tending to the restriction of the

killing ot game. Nova Scotia as a
moose country is not surpassed by any
part of the Dominion, and in no other

province are the hunting districts so easy
of access. The red deer introduced
some years ago are increasing rapidly

and are protected until the year 1912.

With no wolves to kill them this prov-
ince should eventually become an ideal

resort for deer.

A lot of interest has lately been taken
in the Alberni District of Vancouver
Island, noted as one of the coming ports

and residential places of British Colum-
bia. We have had special information

that there is practically no land there

which is available for pre-emption, so

that persons going there with the idea

ot getting free land will be disappointed.

The only way in which land can be ac-

quired in the district at present is by
way of purchase from the present hold-

ers. The land is all more or less heavily

timbered and the greater portion is held

under timber licenses, but of course as
the timber is removed it becomes val-

uable for farming purposes. The prices
vary very considerably running all the
way from $7 50 to $100 per acre, ac-

cording to location, etc. We have no
doubt however that this is a very coming
place with its exceptional seaport advan-
tages, having a magnificent harbor with
deep water all the way to the Pacific

Ocean, and yet being easy of access
from Vancouver to Victoria.

A correspondent writing from Saskat-
chewan states that he was out on Good
Friday shooting the festive gopher with

a .22 rifle. He saw the ducks and geese
going north in thousands. Of course

they are protected throughout Canada in

the Spring but the sight caused all who
witnessed it to think of the fall and of

the good times in prospect.

Mr. J. Jones, the Lindsay, Ont. , Fish

and Game Overseer, made a haul of some
fifty or sixty feet of net, which had been

set for maskinonge in the Gull river,

just a short distance up from the lake.



Tournament Dates

July 1st—St. Catharines.
July 3 and 4—Thomasville, Georgia. Canadian

shooters invited and will be made wel-
come.

August 5, G, 7—Dominion of Canada Trap
Shooting Association, Sherbrpoke, Que.

September, 9, 10, 11 and 1 2—Tournament oi

the Canadian Indians at Niagara-on-the-
Lake.

Stray Pellets

St. Catharines Gun Club will have a tourn-
ament on July 1st at which cash prizes will
be ollered. The Club promise a "good time and
a square deal to any Canadian shooters who
ma/u attend."

The mail vote of the Canadian Indians has
resulted in the selection of Niagara-on-the-
Lake as the place of their next annual tourn-
ament. The tournament has been registered
and will bo held on Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12.
There will, however, be only onedayofprac-
tice shooting and two days of competition. The
splendid Queen's Royal Hotel will be headquar-
ters for the tribe. The shoot will be held on
the common facing Lake Ontario', so the back
ground will be uninterrupted. The hotel, golf
links, and club house, bowling greens and ten-
nis courts will be at the disposal of the shoot-
ers. Everything possible will be done to make
the outing pleasant. An effort will be made
to secure the co-operation of the American In-
dians and those of the Tribe who attend their
tournament at Sandusky in June will be a
committee to endeavor to secure their attend-
ance and make it a joint shoot.

A gun club has been formed at Petrolea,
Ont., with the following officers: Mr. J. B.
Dade, President; Dr. C. 0. Fairbank, Vice-pres-
ident; Mr. M. Broderick, sec.-treasurer. The
club starts with about thirty-five enthusiastic
members.

In the Stanley Gun Club shoot at Toronto,
April 9th, the five high men in the handicap
series were Messrs. Vivian, G. Scheibe, Ely,
Bdkins, and Dunk. All shot at 25 ibirds, the
score being: Dunk 22, McGill 20, P. Wakefield
20, Sheppard 16, Massinebaim 19, Ely 24, Ed-
kins 23, Houghton 20, Albert 15. A. Marsh
17, F. Scheibe 19, Hul-me 21, Fenton 17, Viv-
ian 25. G. Scheibe 25. Fritz 21, Lawson 21,
Sawdon 20.

Olympic Trial Shoot.

The three-day shoot held on the Exhibition
Grounds, Toronto, May 20, 21, and 22, under
the management of Parkdale Gun Club, was at-
tended by a representative gathering of Cana-
dian shooters, though some of the best shots
were for one reason or another, unable to be
present. The fifteen high guns for the first
two days shot off on the third day for a place
on a team of six to represent Canada at the

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Can-
ada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-shooting

Association. All communications for
this department should be addressed to
W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" Kings-
ville, Ont. :-: :-: :-: :- : : - : :. :

•.-

I

interna tionalOlympic contests at London, Bne
in July. 6

The shooting was over Leggstt traps and
at Cleveland targets. The weather conditions
were bad for high scores and very few of the
contestants were able to make, what on paper
at least, was a creditable score. The names
were sent to Ottawa and a team of six will be
selected from the list, no doubt in the order
ol the scores of those who can make the trip.
We understand that J. E. Jennings, for busi-
ness reasons, will be unable to go.

Following are the scores of those who shot
the full card of 2O0 targets:—

First Day

\Jr. Beattie
A. \\ . West over...
Dr. Wilson
G. Vivian
J. Jennings
M. E. Fletcher ..

(x. fit. Howard
W. H. Ewing ,.

D. McMahon
G. Dunk
H A. Horning .

G. McGill
E. Williams
W. Fenton
P. Wakefield

Bennett
J . Marsh
A. Smith ....

P. Thompson
S. Brooks
A. Parker

Second Day

Dr. Wilson
Geo. Beattie

,

J . J ennings
E. Fletcher ,

A. W. Westover
G. M. Howard
W. Ewing...'
G. L. Vivian
McKay
Geo>. Dunk
W. Fenton...
W. T. Thompson
P. Wakefield
E. J. Marsh
S. S. Brooks
Geo. McGill

Third Day.

The scores in the shoot off at 200 targets
for place on the team of six were as follows:

George Beattie 193, J. Jennings 190, A.
W. Westover 185, G. M. Howard 184, D. Mc-
Macken 176, Dr. Overholt 173, G. L. Vivian
170, M. E. Fletcher 169, F. A. Parker 161.
W. Ewing 160, George McGill 156, G. M. Dunk
155, E. J. Marsh 153, P. Wakefield 152, S.
S. Brooks 151.

S. A. Bke
2O-0 181
20 U 177
200 175
200 175
200 173
200 166
200 166
200 164
200 158
200 160
200 158
2U0 155
200 154
200 154
200 151
200 147
200 147
200 146
200 '143
200 141
2O0 133

200 181
200 181
200 173
200 169
200 162
200 161
200 160
200 155
200 155
200 152
200 148
200 147
200 145
200 141
20O 138
200 137
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FOR

FIFTY SUBSCRIBERS

we will send

A PRIZE
COLLIE DOG

From the celebrated

KING tDWARD COLLIE KENNELS
N'w Toronto

A Collie Dog from these Kennels is

a prize worth working hard for

A PAIR OF
LYMAN'S BOW FACING

ROWING GEAR
AND

OARS
will be given free to anyone sending
to

subscriptions

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
For full particulars write to the

LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION
Middlefield, Conn., mentioning having seen the
advertisement in this magazine.

Sencrrfor our c/1"Catalogue,/WCo/ors

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave., TORONTO, ONT.

Who has every facility for choke boring,
restocking, browing and repairing guns.
You can make no mistake in bringing or
sending your gun to him.

DON'T PffY TWO PRICES FOR AUTO TOPS
BUY DIRECT FROM THK MAKER AT
FACTOR* COST—SAVK AO TO 60%

Runabout Tops, . $28.25
Touring Car Tops, $43.50
COMPUTE WITH SIDB CURTAINS
FOR EVERY MAKE OF CAR
Photo£raph,8peei6eatioDi & Sample*
of Materials on Request. Write today-

DETROIT MOTOR CAR SUPPLY CO.
1361 JEFFERSON AVE.. DETROIT. MICH.
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London Farewell Shoot.

Owing to the fact that the beautiful grounds
heretofore occupied by them are required for
building sites, a street being already laid out
and graded up to the trap house, the Spring-
wood Gun Club, London, have been compelled
to seek quarters elsewhere. The fate of the
Springwood Gun Club is the experience of
very many shooting clubs everywhere, but es-
pecially those on the outskirts of growing cit-
ies. It is one of the necessities as well as one
of the delights of the shooting game that it
must be indulged in "far from the madding
crowd." The advance of population compels
the shooting Indian, like his copper colored
brother, to "move on." This was the reason
therefore, for the giving of a farewell sho0tby the club, on their old grounds on the after-
noon of May 14th. The program was a short
one of six events of 100 targets in all , with en

-

of
a
£T OA°

r ^T^VT17
.
and °Ptio«al sweeps

of S1.0O. A long list of valuable merchandise
prizes was the attraction. The first, secondand third prizes were perticularlv choice com-
prising a cut glass clock, value S25.00,' a cut
trass decanter, value *20. OO, and a rut-lass celerv dish, value S1O.O0. These wore allof the famous FawVes brand and weiv> «em»r-onslv donated, W Mr. A. TT-. dinger of the home
riuh. the Canadian representative of the manu-
facturers, the wpII known firm of T.G Hawkes
& 0>., of Corning. N.Y.

THo first prize was landed bv Geo BeattioHamilton. wh 0 has been everything *Mtthis vear wn+H 04 out of 10O. porond nl
~

was won by W. A Smith. Kirwrsville, with astar norformor n f the home club
n~w loprf, fhat nroved

cluh.
n w pinro, *v""rr a w'1T1Ti Ar - with 93. whi

made pood on the thirn* nnV. w ith 9 2ThP principal avarae-es made won> cn^sfcfcr-ed extremelv good r-onaiderinc the weattoar „nastv ram nil afternoon. aeoo*nnah*ed bwinds, putting mnnv
bad. A sliding
was used. The scores

home

p-ood shooter to the
Handicap of 16 to 2A vairds

Geo. BeattJe, Hamilton
W. A. Smith, Kingsville

W. Glover, London ...

Galbraith, Ridgetown
Kerr, Crediton
Trebner, Exeter
E. Day, London.........

"

P. Thompson, Hamilton
A. Horning, Hamilton ..

McMackon, Highgate
Fitton, Exeter
J. Kirbyson, Ingersoll

"Parker", London...
G. Niohols, Ingersoll
D. Hartleib, Exeter
W. Morrison, Owen Sound
T. Oarling. Exeter....
W. Holling-shead, Button ..

A. Blackburn, London ...>...

Bill", London
Simc0x, London .....

A. Webb, London
G. Reid. Bothwell ........

S. A

B.
F.
F.
L.
n.
w.
H.
A.
S.
w.

"Blue
E. G.
S.
D.
A. H. Clinger, London

Marlatt. Sirncoe
W. Fisher, Stratford
TCoehler. Wallacetown,

Broke.
100 94
100 9^
100 92
100 88
100 87
100 8^
100 84
100 84
100 81
100 81
100 79
100 78
100 77
100 76
100 73
100 71
100 71
100 70
100 70
100 67
100 64
100 54
100 51
100 46
so 60'

65 46
50 38

Blenheim Tournament
The annual shoot of the Blenheim Gun Club

was held May 7th, in a nasty drizzling rain,
alternating with high winds, which handicapped
the competitors greatly. At times the windi
would drive the powder back in the marks-
man s faoe. The first honors were landed <by
B. W. Glnver, London, who had 147 out of a
possible 175. J. Weatherall of Blenheim, was
second, with 137, and F. Galbraith of Ridge-
town, third, with 132. Scores:

B. W. Glover, London
F. Galbraith, Ridgetown
F. Conover, Leamington
W. E. Hall, Blenheim
G. Laing, Ridgetown
I). MacMackon, Highgate
M. B. Perdue, Chatham ..

"Blue Bill", London
J. Pillon, Blenheim
W. H. Nicholls, Chatham
C. Lynch, Blenheim ,

T. B. Taylor,
P. Slater, Blenheim
M. Samson, Blenheim
J . Weatherall, Blenheim
L. Coffin. Blenheim
0. Gill, Blenheim
T. Pickering, Blenheim
G. Bowden, Blenheim
E. McGee, Blenheim ,

J. Samson, Blenheim ...

A. Cox, Blenheim i

S. Burke, Blenheim
C. S. Sheldon. Blenheim
R. Hartford, Blenheim
H.H. Burke, Blenheim
G. W. Knight, Blenheim ..

W. D. Samson, Blenheim
S. Hartford, Blenheim ..

E. Nichols, Blenheim
H. McDougall, Blenheim ..

105

A. Broke
174 142
175 132
175 124
175 124
175 108
175 122
140 98
155 107
120 61
155 78
100 27
50 27

175 83
175 117
175 137
35 14
20 8
40 25
175 lu7
15 e

30 10
105 *9
90 57
70 22
35

105 47
40 26
40 27
55 37
20 11
40 16

EXETER SHOOT.
Left to Right—George Laing, Ridgetown; W.

E. Hall, Blenheim; "Shorty" Cantelon,
Clinton; R. E. Bay, London; N. D. Hurdon,
Exeter.

Hamilton Happenings
The Balmy Beaoh Gun Club members of To-

ronto, were the guests of the Hamilton Gun
club on Saturday afternoon, April 9th, when
a 25-target team race was shot, eighteen men
per team. The local club won out by a score
of 288 to the Balmy Beachers' 274, but they
had to extend themselves all th<e way, as the
result was in doubt up until the last squad
had shot. Good scores were made impossible
by a strong southeast wind., which at times
increased to a hurricane. The scores:

Hamilton—Crooks 19, Barnard 18. Wark
15, J. Hunter 20, Bates 23, Bmttie 20, Barnes
7,Bowron 10, Royal 12, Grant 15, W. P.
Thompson 20, Konkle 15, Dr. Wilson 19, A.
Lee 16, Oliver 15, M0xwell 9, Cline 17, Palm-
er 14, Fletcher 18, Waterburyi 18, Watson 11.
Total 288.

Bailmy Beach^Mason 20, Ten Eyck 14,
A. Shaw 14, Bootihe 11, Lj onde 20, Oasci 19,
Draper 16, W. Hunter 11, Seager 18, J. G.
Shaw 11, Craig 16, Ross 21, Gerow Mc-
Gaw 16, Lyne 15, Tremble 7, Smith 14, .Dav-
is 21. Total 274.
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Riverdale Beat Braxnptcn.

Several members of the Riverdale Gun Club
of Toronto, journeyed to Braunpton oil May
13th, to shoot a friendly match with the
Brampton Gun Club. The weather conditions
for shooting were very favorable indeed, and a
pleasant afternoon's sport was . indulged in.

The hospitality and good fellowship exhibi-
ted by the Brampton Gun Club towards the

EXETER SHOOT.
Some Shooting Stars. Right t 0 L/eft— B. W.

Glover, winner Huron Indian championship
cup; Fred Kerr, winner second average, and
J. Triebner, winner third average, also run-
ners up for the Cup.

Riverdale members branded them in the eyes
of the Riverdale Club as good fellows and
worthy sports for ever and ever. The mat oh
was snot off at fiftygargets in two relays of

25 targets each, the Riverdales winning by the
small margin of three. Appended are the re-

spective scores made:

—

Riverdale—G. Gordon 46, J. E. Jennings
43, J. Miller 30, D. Dal ton 38, F. Bredannaz
38, VV. Lowe 36, C. Davidson 35, W. Pedrick
35, W. Best 32, F. Powell 27. Total 369.

Brampton—C. J. Packbam 44, C. Wilson 44,
S. White 42, R. Fletcher 41, F. Henry 37, J.
S. Beck 34. F. J. Peaker 33. J. Campbell 31.
W. Fletcher 31, W. Welsh 29. Total 366.

The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., advise that they have
issued a new series of Stevens Gallery Tar-
gets, one of each being included with each box
containing a Stevens rifle as (heretofore. These
targets are manufactured of superior stock and
illustrate on reverse side the composite group

of one hundred consecutive shots made by A.
Hubalek at the 1908 tournament of the Indoor
Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League, where a Stev-
ens Rifle and Stephens Telescope were decided
factors in winning she championship match.
Messrs. Stevens will be pleased to furnish at
actual cost a supply of targets to anv rifle or-
ganization of recognized standing.

The trapshooters of Thonrasville, Georgia,
extend a special invitation to the gunners of
Canada to attend their fifth annual tourna-
ment on July third and fourth. Two automa-
tic traps will be in use for two days. Eight
to ten handsome prizes, $250 added money,
twelve events each daj , 20 targets. The sec-
retary adds: "The fun will bo rich, our hospi-
tality will be richer, our weloome golden."

Several victories have been won across in
tlie States with the Lefever gun. At the
Kansas State Shoot, Mr. Arnold scored 605
out of 650 targets, winning high amateur av-
erage. Dr. Gieason at Bedford, Alass.. won a
similar distinction. Both gentlemen used Lef-
ever guns. At Glen Falls a candidate shooting
with a Lefever gun divided first honors m the
high amateur average. The owner of a Lefever
gun enjoys the advantage of guaranteed pat-
terns of 75 per cent, or over with even distri-
bution of the shot, the latter due to the taper
i>oring, a distinctive feature of the Lefever
guns.

An Interesting Discussion. On the right— W.
Morrison, winner high average, with Mrs.

Morrison and Mrs. S. Fitton.

THE RIFLE
A't the weekly shoot of the Glen Grove

Uifle Club, Toronto, on April 25th, Mr. Sam-
uel Madill, one f the members broke all Ca-
nadian records for offhand shooting by making
a score of 97 points out of 100, at 200 yards.
This score has never as far as can be learned
been made in Canada, and is only one point

below the world's record of 1898, made b->
Mr. Wentworth, a noted American shot, some
years ago. The shooting was at 200 yards,
off-hand, on Standard American targets, and
witnessed by a large number of the Club
members. Score 9, 9, 10, 12, 9, 12, 11, 12,
10, 10—97.
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MANUFACTURERS

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Built Rod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

US'The English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod

makers.

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
t&"V> e publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

Jjg^ GLOVER'S
^||^ IMPERIAL
DOG REMEDIES

The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

SICK DOGS.
'OR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO PEED

On application to

I. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 118 W. 31st St., New York,
u. s. .A..

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Jnusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return last keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offering re-

ward for return. German Silver
handsomely made, 26c postpaid
Agents wanted.

:. E. LOCKE MEG. CO., ISWS^KFNSFiT. IOWA.

MAIL BOX ORio
.—J POST OFFICE

POSTAGE a ATORESSW0
INSIDE.

A Business Education Free
"THE ART AND LITERATURE OF BUSINESS"

By Charles Austin Bates

Complete, in six volumes, will be sent FREE to

anyone sending

Thirty Subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

These volumes enter fully into methods suitable for

all kinds of business and point out methods leading

to success The books are bound in cloth, will

make a fine addition to any library and to the young
student will furnish an excellent business education.

Address W.
J. TAYLOR,

Publisher Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
Woodstock, Ont.

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS
For Trout and Bass fishing.

No swivels required
;
"they

spin so easy." Made in seven
different size blades, 25
styles, in either Buektail or
feather fly. For casting: and
trolling. Send for circulars.

Price for single, 25c ; tandem, 35c.

JOHN J HILDEBRANDT, Drawer 8, LOGANSPORT, IND., U S A-
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STOP ASTHMA ATTACKS
Asthma Cured by a Simple Home Treatment

It will be joyful news to thousands
of Asthma sufferers to learn that
this malady, which causes so much
distress at this season of the year,
can be cured by a simple home treat-
ment.
Written testimony of the wonder-

ful results obtained by Uiis method
reach the Toxico Laboratory, 1123
Broadway, !New York City, every
day, and in order that every one
may test Toxico 's merits, a demon-
stration of the method, also a treat-
ment, will be mailed free of cost to
any request.

MALARIA CONQUERED
Expert Medical Scientists Announce
Startling Results Obtained by Malaxo

From the latest advices of a co-
terie of medical experts, it is evident
that malaria has at last met its
master. Quinine and its associated
pallatives have been superseded by
Malaxo, the new compound, which
acts quickly and with betuer results.

I

This compound will prove a great
boon to sufferers, and in order i to
hasten its introduction, The Inter-
national Remedy Company, 1123
Broadway, New York City, has of-
fered to send a free trial by mail on
receipt of a written request.

fiL

Wizard Magneto
Absolutely Reliable and Durable.

Make and Break or Jump Spark for

Marine and Stationary Engines.

SPECIAL MAGNETO FOR
FORD AND MAXWELL RUNABOUTS
Try a "WIZARD" on your Engine

Thousands in successful operation

HERCULES~ELECTRIC CO
INDIANAPOLIS, IN D.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.

Montreal Vancouver Winnipeg Toronto

SHOOT
MULLERITE

THE PERFECT BULK SMOKELESS POWDER.

HARDEST GRAIN. PIIGHEST VELOCITIES

DEEPEST PENETRATION

GUARANTEED SUPERIOR to ANY SMOKELESS POWDER
TRY IT LOAD FOR LOAD WITH ANY SMOKELESS

YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

SCHOVERLING BROS., Sole Agents
6 Read Street, New York City.

Your local dealer can supply any load you tfish; if not let us hear from you. A trial is our best argument.
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I^MLfiMOlIKIL

Out-Class All Others

Model scientifically designed
Materials carefully selected

Workmanship of highest grade
Finish par excellence.

A reliable canoe for camp use

Dependable in tight places

Serviceable anywhere.

Write for catalog, if interested.

Special discount to Canadian purchasers, for export into Canada, only.

J. H. RUSHTON, Inc., 603 Water St., Canton, N. Y.

Beaver Motors
WORK LIKE BEAVERS.

SIZES: 28 H - P '
four cylinder vertical.

1 2 h.p. and 18 h.p. horizontal opposed
Normal speed 1000 revolutions per minute.

HIGH SPEED HIGH GRADE
LOW PRICE

Beaver Mfg. Co. VLtSStili

Gold Medal Camp Furniture Mfg. Co.
Racine, Wis., U. S. A.

6W 6 \H VOHG

4-IMX5JN.X3.Fr.aiN LONG

WE manufacture a full line of Camp Fur-
niture and complete camp outfits. Our

new catalog showing new goods just out

—

free. We also have for distribution the following Sportsmen's
Manuals, each containing 136 pages, nicely bound :—The
Camper s Manual The Fisherman's Manual and the Sports-
man's Manual. They are worth at least 50 cents each

;
only

30 cents for the three, or 10 cents for any one delivered to you
by mail. Postage prepaid.
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The Cooley Motor
New Model 1908

High - Grade

Motors at a

Reasonable

Price |

BUIIT FOR

WORK

COOLEY MFG- CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY :

Waterbury, Vermont, U.S.A
BOSTON OFFICE !

127 Federal St., Boston. Mass,

The name "DIVINE RODS" is a guarantee of

Quality, Workmanship and a positive assurance of

a fishing trip without disappointments which are

due to the breaking of the rod, and many annoy-

ances usually found in cheaper makes.

Our specialty is Split
Bamboo, Bethabarra,
Greenhart. Dagama
and Lance Wood.

Don't attempt to make up your Camp or Vacation

Outfit until you have consulted our catalogue, sent

free.

The Fred. D. Divine Co.

72 State St., Utica, N. Y.

MOORE
MOTORS

Two Cycle

Open Crank Case

The OPEN BASE feature of Moore construction is what makes a
"Moore Motor" superior to any. It combines the advantages of both the
Two and Four Cycle Types, without the disadvantages of either. Catalog
and Price List on request.

PALMER-MOORE CO.
JOY BLDC, SYRACUSE, IN.Y., U.S.A.
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MODEL "M" TOURING CAR

An Ideal Investment
What investment can you make that will yield you the positive dividends in

Health, Happiness and Comfort than an

OLDSMOBILE
will bring to you and your family ?

It is the every day, year-in-and-year-out service which makes the

Oldsmobile a necessity to so many modern homes.. Then too, there's a

lot of satisfaction in knowing that the car in which you invest is

standarized—that it will be style this year and next—and for years to come.

Model "M" shown above, is the Ideal Family Service Car—power-

ful, simple, and above all comfortable. A car as much at home on the

muddy country road as on the city pavement—distinctly a car for every-

day service.

Our catalog, filled with simple automobile information, is sent to

those interested in the Oldsmobile on request.

THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF CANADA, Ltd.

Frederick Sager,
Manager.

80 King St. East,
Toronto, Ont.
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NEW
Marine Portable

Gasoline Engine

2H.P. Weight 40 lbs.

Can be instantly attached by two thumb
screws to the transom of any row boat.

Engine is air cooled. Just the engine
for anglers and owners of dinghys and
sail boats. For particulars address

Walnut Machine & Brass

Foundry Company
316 Walnut Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Westman

MarineMotors
Four Cycle

Single and Multiple Cylinders

2 to 80 H. P.

For particulars address

Enterprise Machine Co.
1114-20 So. 3rd St.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., U S. A.

AUTO BOAT AND AUTO MOTORS

10-12 H.P.

18-20 H.P.

Four Cycle

Double Cylinder

Agents Wanted.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Send for Prices and
Circulars.

THE BEILFUSS MOTOR CO., LANSING, MICH., U.S.A.
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Waterman
Marine Motors
Unsurpassed for simplicity, reliability, durability. Few parts.

Easily understood and most reasonable in cost.

Model A
2 cylinder—2 cycle ; built with the cylinders
and head in one piece ; no joints to leak.

Cylinders quickly removeable. Ignition is

jump spark with vibrator on spark coil and
spark plug. Small plunger pump insures
perfect circulation of water in cylinder—can
be fitted to use as bilge pump. Can be re-

versed instantly while running, and runs
with equal power in either direction.
Equipped with rotary timer and multiple
sight feed oiler. Thoroughly solves the
problem ofeconomical power formotor boats.

6 h.p. 150 pounds. 10 h.p. 200 pounds.
The best motor ever built, quality, price and equipment considered. "From start to

finish" this Waterman Model X is a motor that will give the service expected every time,
and the user will escape the many annoyances and troubles and disappointments so com-
mon to gasoline marine motors. This is because of the correctness of the scientific principle
it embodies ; the exceeding simplicity ; it is easily understood by even the inexperienced
motorist; there are so few parts ; there is nothing to get out of order; and it is constructed
from the very best materials, by thoroughly skilled mechanics, and every one is fully and
specifically tested before shipment. Send for Catalogue and full descriptive matter, it

pays to be on the right side.

The Waterman Canoe Motor is unapproachable in its

extreme simplicity, strength of construction, and cer-

tainty to deliver the power required. We make them in
and ship complete, ready for installation. If you have a Canoe

CANOE MOTORS
1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders,
send for our Catalog.

OUTBOARD MOTOR We have the only successful Outboard Motor on
the market, a little 2 h.p. (40 lbs.) motor that you———————

—

can attach to the stern post of your boat in 5 minu-
tes, without any tools. Can be detached just as quickly. Giving satisfaction everywhere.
Attached to row boats, dories, sail boats, etc. Just read the article in this magazine
(written by one who has no connection with us), describing a trip through the wilds of
Northern Ontario with one of our Outboard Motors.

But send for the Catalog. We urge you to investigate the Waterman Marine Motors.
You don't buy a motor every day—you don't want to pay for mistakes.
Motor will not disappoint you.

A Waterman

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO
1531 FORT STREET WEST, DETROIT, MICH,
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FREE SAMPLE Marble's Nitro-Solvcnt Oil
The Wonderful New Oil that will quickly clean and absolutely protect firearms

from the corrosive action of all black and smokeless powders—including Cordite.
The formuli is the final result of many years of labratory work by Mr. C. &
Bradley, an expert chemist and a sportsman.

1—Saves labor and time by quickly dissolving the residue of all powders.
2—Protects the arm from the corrosive action of all powders by rendering inert all

elements dangerous to the metal.
3—Quickly removes all gum and dirt left by previous use of poor oils.
4— will not get sticky. Will not gum or hard- n. Can be safely used in all locks.

Chemical tests show that there is no acid in this oil and also that no acid or
corrosive properties remain in the residue of any powder after being treated
with Marble's n itro-Solvent Oil.

Prevents rust by protecting steel and nickle from all adverse atmospheric

6—Removes rust by destroying the acid condition brought about by the action of
water on steel If used, in time Marble's Nitro-SolventOil will prevent pi'ting.

7— It is anextremelv valuable lubricant for high speed. as well as other machinery,
mechanisms and vehicles. It wears exceedingly well and prevents wear.. Goes
farther than any other oil.

s— Polishes the stocks of guns and other highly finished woodwork. Cuts off dirt
and grease. Makes scratches and scars almost invisible. Brisk rubbing with
the palm of the hand or a piece of flannel will leave a beautiful and lasting
lustre Use it on your riano.
s the greatest oil for typewriters ever put on the market as those who have used
it are testifying. For quickly removing lead and rust from guns there is nothing
that will do it so easily and thoroughly as a little of this oil on a MARBUE
CIvKANER. Two ounce bottle (full measure), postpaid, 25c. (See cut below.

)

MARBLK'S 5(i-PAGE CATALOG showing 90 "Ext-a guality" specialties for Spo'rUmen. and sampl.;

bottle Marble's Nitro-Solvent Oil sent free if you mention his magazine.

Marble Safety Axe Co. 101129 Delta Ave., GUd.tone, Mich.
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We are
to

It's

a name

that's known wher-

ever in Ameri-

ca there's

a fish or

fisherman

be found.

Designers and Makers of

High-Grade Fishing Tackle
of genuine merit—Reels, Baits, Flies and

Sundries of approved worth. A Pflueger

f product is made for use—not merely for

# sale. Our patented novelties— and

they are legion for every style of fishing
s*"r#—are practical helps—not gimcracks

£f They are baits PFLUEGER'S
you can bank on LUMINOUS

Learn about them from your 'Dealer

The Enterprise
Mfg. Co.,

\K.RON, OHIO,
U. S. A.

For Sale
Every.
where
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coffee"
CHASE 8c

,

ikjSANBORN;

(in 1 and 2 lb. cans only)

The ideal of Campers, Hunters

and Fishermen, because it pos-

sesses all the essentials necessary

for a perfect cup of Coffee.

Chase & Sanborn
MONTREAL.

Motor Boat
Tanks

Built to Stand Government Test.

Tanks of all sizes made to pattern.

Stationery Engine Cooling Tanks
made to order.

All orders filled within three days

All goods sent C.O.D., F.O.B.

No overflow in filling our tanks.
Prevented by drip.

Ornamental Gal. Iron Works
C. ORMSBY, MANAGER.

58 W. RICHMOND ST., TORONTO, ONT.
PHONE MAIN 677.

lifter Shaving
VI ^» <3

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
and insist that your barber
use it also. It is Antiseptic

^baSSt and will prevent any of the
skin diseases often contrae-

J^^BT* A positive relief for Sunburn,

^^^^^ Chafing. Prickly Heat, and all

^^A^f^^Bf' afflictions of the skin. Re-
^^^MMP^T moves all odor of perspiration.
Get Mennen's—the original. Put up in non-
refillable boxes—the "box that Iox" Sold
everywhere or mailed for 25 cents. Sample
free. Try Mennen's VioJet(Borated)Ta?cvm.
Guaranteed under the Food and and Drugs
Act, June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542.

Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark N. J.

RAINO WATERPROOF
CLOTHING
Keeps you dry,
clean and comfort-
able in the heaviest
driving storm.

Plenty of materials
are said to be water-
proof. RAINO has
proven so by the
severest tests.

Raino garments are
soft and pliable and
will not stick, gum, rot

or peel.

Is the only satisfac-

tory material for hunt-
ers, fishermen, yachts-
men, automobilists, etc.

Color Olive Drab

.

Write for sample and
free book of styles.

Dealers can also be
supplied.

RAINO GO.
737-761 S. Halstcd Street, CHICAGO, U.S A

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HEITGER CARBURETER

MODEL A '08

Small, neat, light and efficient, nothing better at
any price.

Being adopted by Automobile, Motor Cycle and
Marine Engine Manufacturers,

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Horizontal or vertical outlet.
We also make a special carbureter for 3-port,

2 cycle engines-
Good Live Agents wanted for Canada. A good

proposition.

HEITGER CARBURETER C0,i?ffi«£
CATALOG ON REQUEST

1 absolutely guarantee
you will be satisfied. I will
instantly refund your
money if you are not. I

stand back of every state-
ment made in this adver
tisement. I have made
them as strong and con
vincing as I know how.
The goods warrant it.

C. C. BROOKS

BUILD YuUR OWN BOAT
BY THE BROOKS SYSTEM
I can sell you a boat for one-fourth of

what a factory would charge. 100 cents'
of actual value and results for 25 cents.
Is it worth considering? Anyone can build a boat
by using my exact size printed paper patterns and
illustrated instruction sheets. My boa* catalogue
shows all kinds of boats. Send lor it—right now,
today. It's tree.

Patterns From $1.50 up.

KNOCK-DOWN BOAT FRAMES

iff

A Set-up Frame
I can in many cases supply

knock-down frames allready to

put together at a lower price
than you would pay for suitable

raw material. Every piece is accurately shaped and
machined ready to put together. All patterns and
illustrated instructions needed to finish the boat—sent
free with knock-down frames. l,

234
TWO SPECIAL OFEERS

56 in. K. D. trame
and patterns $24.
Brooks 6 H. P. Type
D motor, complete
equipment $95.00.
Both the above
$108. Complete
boat with 6 H. P.
motor.ready to run
as illustrated $230.
Brooks Special Type E. Complete Electrical and

Marine Equipment included.
Write me personally for my boat or engine catalogue.

C.C. BROOKS; President. BROOKS BOAT MFG. CO.
(Originators of the pattern system of boat building.)

4606 Ship Street, Saginaw, Mich., U. S. A.

length 15^ f t. Beam
4ft. K.D. frame and
patterns $12 00 K.
D. frame, patterns
and Type E motor
$6200. Complete
boat with 3 H. P.
motor ready to run
as illustrated $125.

W INNIPE G
F-XHIBITION

July 11th to 17th, 1908.

Unequalled liv« stock and wheat exhibits.

INNES World Famous
Orchestral Band of Chicago
and 91st Highlanders Band
Great Bench Show of dogs by Western

Kennel Club.

Great Band Competition open to cities and towns
in the West.

Finest horses and cattle of Western Canada.
Exceptional attractions before Grand stand.

The first I,ight Agricultural Motor Competition
jn America.

Annual Meet of Manitoba Amateur Athletic
Association.

Spectacular MILITARY TATTO and brilliant
FIREWORKS.

Entries close on June 30th.

A-A. Andrews, Pres. W. Sandford Evans, Vice-Pres.
A. W. Bell, Manager.

••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

"No Fleas on Me"

I AM WASHED WITH

'Standard'

Oil of Tar
which is a Non-Poisonous Disinfectant, has a fine

odor, perfect in its action, and is the best General
Disinfectant on the market.

If your dealer cannot supply you send his name
and one dollar for trial gallon tin to

The West Chemical Co.
125 Queen St. East - Toronto.

IF NOT WHY NOT CONSULT

PATON'S
BOAT VARNISH, PAINTS,

BRUSHES, SHINGLE
STAINS, Etc.

18 Adelaide St., West, TORONTO.
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MADE IN CANADA. Established 1896

SPARKING BATTERIES
YACHT LIGHTING and
SPARKING SYSTEMS

Are standard equipment on all high
grade Automobiles and Motor Boats

Over 300 Outfits in use in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO
423-425 West Queen St.

. TORONTO, CANADA
Montreal and East, John Forman Winnipeg, Cooper Engine Co.

Vancouver, Vancouver Shipyard, I,td.

No. 305 Six Volt 70 Ampere

Canadas s 'Best "Row Boats, Canoes, Motor Boats and Binghys,
ARE MANUFACTURED I!Y

SAVE MONEY BY

ORDERING AT

ONCE. CATALOGUE

ON REQUEST.

THE M DITCHBURIN BOAT MFG.
GRAVENHJRST, MUSKOKA, ONT.

MADE BETTER.

LAST LONGER

AND LOOK NICER

THAN ANY OTHER

CO, LTD.

NO DANGER FROM
EXPLOSION THE

5>DUBRIE
Kerosene Oil Engine

AS RELIABLE AS STEAM
Extremely Simple — No Valves— No Cams— Nc Carburetor

No Gears-No Trouble

The Kerosene Generator is different from
any other type as it forces the charge directly
into the cylinder without drawing it into the
base of the engine, first heating it with
hot air. It vaporizes kerosene as thoroughly
as gasoline. It is absolutely certain. Entirely
economical and simple in its operation Pro-
duces more power. Base firing and flooding are
mpossible.

the "REFINED 9 »

iM FOR CANOES, DINGHEYS, ROWBOATS
and SMALI, TENDERS

Thoroughly reliable, easily installed.

No gaskets or Packing of any kind used. No
Valves, Springs, Triggers, Cams nor Gears.

All working parts accessible—reverses instantly—simple construction—easily operated. 3 H. P. One
Cylinder. Weight 50 lbs. Send for our Marine Bulletin. We specialize : each one of our engines is absolutely
the best of its class from schooner to canoe.

DINNING & ECKENSTEIN
MERCHANTS BANK BUILDING, MONTREAL
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Judge by Results

—
1 In Buying a Marine

Motor
In this day and age only results count—you know it.

And this rule applies just as much to marine motors as to
anything else. It makes not a particle of difference who
made it or what the price is, a marine motor is worth only
what rtsults it gives you. These results are :

1st—Dependability
2nd—Power (at normal r.p.m.)
3rd—Fuel Economy.
4th—Long Life.

The Hildreth Motor is not the cheapest in a money
sense; but viewed in the light of results is the cheapest.

You can getao-called "motors" (bire) as low as $20.00, that
are fit only for the scrap heap after one season's work (and
mighty unsatisfactory work too.) When all is said and
done, the persistent ever present fact remains that the
cheapest marine motor is the one that gets the most and
best results—the one that makes the round trip. And that
is what the Hildreth motor will do. It is the cheapest
priced motor on the market, quality considered; and without
quality a motor is not cheap at any price. It simply wastes
your time, money, temper and gasoline.—truly a poor "bar-
gain." As for our motor, we guarantee every statement we
make about it. Our complete factory stands back of the
guarantee.

Hildreth - Purine - tyotors
Main bearings are so securely packed

that there is no waste of gasoline mixture

during crank case compression.

Extra long bearings—that means
long life. Elevated timer permits easy

observation, and manipulation. Both
wrist pins are hardened steel; connecting
rod, pump and eccentric strap are

bronze; nickel babbit is used.

Hildreth Motors deliver more horse

power per dollar of selling price than

other motors because they are scientific-

ally designed by an expert, are made
under skilled supervision, and sold on
honor under a positive guarantee.

The Hildreth Manufacturing Co.,

713 Sheridan Avenue, Lansing, Mich.,

will gladly send their handsome catalog

showing the full line ol motors from 2 to

25 b. p. and giving complete particulars,

to prospective purchasers who give size

of boat and power desired. Write today.

Hildreth - Marine - Motors
RICE. LEWIS (Si, SON, TORONTO, Agents for Ontario

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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THOUSAND ISLAND

HOUSE
Alexandria Bay N. Y.

The most popular and beautiful

resort in America. Fishing,

Boating,Golf and otherdiversion

Send for Booklet to

0. G. STAPLES
PROPRIETOR

Alexandria Bay, N. Y

but developing as much
power as other motors
rated 4H.P. Bore 3%
in.; stroke 3 1 in; turning

a 1 2 in .prope llor

,

1 7 pitch, 200 to
800 revolutions
a minute. Weigh

) poaudc Keliabil-
ny, strength, sim-
plicity, power and
durability, unly
lour movable parts.
Exclusive float teed
carburettor. No
valves, springs, trig-

gers, cams, gears,
gaskets nor packing
requiring attention.
All bearings bronze
bushed. Crankshaft
gardened and
ground. Cylinder,
piston and rings
ground. Spun cop-

iv water jacket. Pumps from bilge

_Bd s.a-cock, The one-sure-to-be

satisfactory motor for Launches,

Canoes. Kowboats, Dories and
Dingheys. We devote all our skill and thought on this one

m tor It is a htUe whirlwind for power, the biggest motor

value and satisfaction in the world. Every one fully tested

\ud« iniuteed for two years. It's the motor you want.

complete for installation. $50. Im.nedwte deli-

yery. Write for catalog and address ot nearest agent

THRALL-FISHBACK MOTOR CO.,

39 Fort Street East,

DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

The K.W.
MAGNETO

MODEL M.

The Stationary
Engine and Motor
Boat Special
Price Complete
with high grade
coil wound
especially for
the K-W Magneto
$35.00 for single
cylinder and $5.00
for each additional
cylinder f. o. b.

Cleveland. Water-
proof and Stretch-
proof belting 20c
per ft.

SAVES
GASOLINE
TROUBLE
EXPENSE

HIGH IN QUALITY—LOW IN COST
ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE—Easy to apply.
Starts the Engine without Batteries.

YOUR ENGINE IS NO BETTER
THAN ITS IGNITION. INSTALL. A
K-W MAGNETO AND LEARN WHAT
IT IS TO BE FREE FROM ALL IG
NITION TROUBLES. QUALITY AND
GOOD SERVICE WILL BE WITH
YOU LONG AFTER THE PRICE
HAS BEEN FORGOTTEN.

The K. W. IGNITION CO
46 Power Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Manitoba Agents.Burridge-Cooper Co. . L,td.

,
Winnipeg

MODEL F.

Has Bracket so
it can be easily

installed on
autos by bolting
to, the frame.
Made especially
for Ford runa-
bouts but good on
any car. Price
$35.00 f . o. b. Cleve-
land, 5 ft. belting
and fasteners $1.00

If you have any ignition
troubles write us ; we are ig.

nition specialists and will

help you.

When writing' Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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Complete Engines and Launches

Write for prices

and catalogue of

Single, Two and
Three Cylinder
Engines.

HAMILTON MOTOR

WORKS, L.M.TED

HAMILTON, ONT.

CLEAR VIEW

Acetylene Search Light
for Yachts, Launches and Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. Entirely automatic. Com-
plete in itself. Can be placed on bow or pilot house. Indispensible

for night boating; making landings; detecting obstructions; locating

buoys and penetrating fog. Easily detached for use on land or in

camp. Write for Catalogue.
SMALL SIZE

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO.
514 MASONIC TEMPLE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

LARGE SIZE

Automobile and Motor
Boat Insurance.
Most Modern Contracts at Reasonable Rates.

Fire, Explosion, Collision
and other hazards.

,

'
• r

Write for particulars.

Mannheim Insurance Qo.
OLDFIELD KIRBY & GARDNER

GENERAL AGENTS
391 Main St., WINNIPEG, MAN.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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Korona Cameras
always represent the highest standard
of camera quality. If carefully ex-
amined they will win your approbation
by their perfection in every detail and
the many little features which give
them their individuality. Korjnas
are famous for their lens equipments
and they are sold at very reasonable
prices fitted with our

TURNER-REICH
Convertible Anastigmat f. 6. 8.

The perfect American lens.

Send for Catalogue

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
798 Clinton Ave- So., Rochester, N. Y.

4a

On your vacation, no matter where you
are going, or what kind of fish you are
after, will do more than anything else to

make your trip successful. "BRISTOI,"
Rods are incomparable for convenience

—

in the canoe or on the carry—reliability,
resiliency and for hooking and landing
gamy fish.

For sale by leading dealers everywhere.

Guaranteed three years.

Beautiful Illustrated
Catalogue mailed FREE

THE HORTON MFG. CO

32 Horton St.

Bristol, Conn.

FIRE!
which will be handled as carefully as ever.

Beaudry
Marine
of which everyone talks

with such praise

Beaudry Gasoline

Engine Co.

31 J Bleury Street,

MONTREAL

THE fire which occurred at our
works on the nth of May last,

did not in any way damage our
stock . We are in a positisn to fill

your orders for the BEAUDRY,
Remember we are the makers of the

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Kod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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$

44
s SPECIAL *44$

THE BIGGEST ENGINE BARGAIN
EVER OFFERED
A little over a year ago the Ferro Machine and Foundry Co.

purchased the entire interests of the Detroit Auto Marine Co.

The Ferro Machine and Foundry Co. immediately utilized

their entire manufacturing facilities for turning out Ferro En-

gines and the result was that a quantity of partially finished

Detroit Auto Marine parts were left on hand.

These parts consisted of crank shafts, connecting rods, car-

buretors, and commutators. As these parts were of no use

to the Ferro Machine & Foundry Co. nor to anyone else in

this partially completed state, it was recently decided to finish

and assemble these parts and put these engines on the mar-

ket at less than cost, so as to clear up this extra stock at once.

$

44 How do these motors look to you, also the price 44
Write To-day

for our 1908 Special Bargain Sheet which will give you a complete de-
scription of these engines and WHY we are offering same at these low
prices, also testimonial letters. See our other ad. on page 70 of this issue.

$80$ You can't afford $

to overlook it 80
$

Here is the biggest real bargain in Gasoline Marine

Engines you have ever seen, A new Three-Horse-Power

Engine for $44.00. Or a New-Six-Horse-Power Engine

for $80 00. '

We have only a limited number of these engines and the

stock won't last long at these prices. Its the chance of a

lifetime.

These engines are made of the very best material

throughout and finished perfectly.

It's the biggest bargain ever offered to the Boat Builder

or Boat Owner who desires to put a good reliable motor in

his boat to replace one that is not giving satisfaction.

All of these engines pre thoroughly tested at our factory
and each and every one is guaranteed to develop its lull

rated horse power.

WE ONLY HAVE A LIMITED NUMBER.

$

80
THE FERRO MACHINES FOUNDRY CO.

Dept. S., Cleveland, Ohio.

Eastern Branch: 2nd Floor 44 Cortlandt

St., New York City.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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For Marine and Stationary Use
We make ;no effort to have the cheapest motor on the market, but we offer an unusual combination of

quality and low prices, giving buyers more actual engine value for their money than any other manufacturer.

We are able to do this because we save monev from the beginning and all the way through. We manufacture

in quantity ; sell by mail for cash ; and have no travelling agent
;
every engine sold is an agent.

We know so well the efficiency and worth of "Honest Injuns" that we can sell them under a guarantee

that can not be equalled by other manufacturers, for it would force most of them out ot business.

Finally, we want your order because we know that you will be another pleased customer. In support

of our claims compare "Honest Injuns" with others and buy on the bore and stroke of the cylinders and not

on the manufacturer's rating.

Buy the "Honest Injun" and Get Real Engine Value and Plenty of it.

It needs no further comment as it has no equal, simply a solid block of power and speed, always reliable.

We are able to fill orders at short notice. Try us and see.

H.P.
2
4
5
8
12
16
18
24

Accessories supplied with the "Honest Injun" Marine Motor :—Spark Coil, Spark Plug, Batteries,

Float Feed Carburetor, Quick Receding Check Valve, Sight Feed Oil Cup, Compression Grease Cups, Switch,

Wire and Connections, Stuff Box and Stearn Bearings, Exhaust Pipe, Steel Shaft, required length, Coupling

for Shaft, ProDeller Wheel, suitable size

Others Rate Similar With Full
Cylinders BORE Stroke Revolutions or Smaller Engines as Bare Accessories

1 3 3 lA 600 3, 3V2 and even 4 H. P. $70.00 $100.00
1 4 4/2 600 5, 5% and even 6 H. P. 90.00 125.00
1 5 5 500 6%, 7 and even 8 H. P. 110.00 170.00
2 4 4V2 600 15000 210.00
2 5 5 500 220.00 280.00
3 4 600 250.00 300.00
3 5 5 500 300.00 375.00
4 5 5 500 400.00 475.00

MILLER ENGINE CO., TORONTO
J

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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Trunk and Leather Goods Co.

Sportsman's Supply Store
97 King Street East, TORONTO,

LOT 1 Three jointed Calcutta Bamboo Rod, nickle plated reel, 60 ft.

Waterproof Linen Line, 6 gutted hooks any size, 1 float and
3 sinkers. Regular value $1.25, delivered free in Ontario $ 1.50

LOT 2 Three jointed Lancewood Rod, with the same equipment as
lot 1. Regular value $3.00, delivered free in Ontario - 2.00

LOT 3 Extra quality three jointed Lancewood Rod with extra tip,

nickle plated "Ideal" Reel, 60 feet Waterproof Linen Line,
12 gutted hook any size, 1 float and 1 doz. sinkers. Regular
value $5.25, delivered free in Ontario - 4.25

LOT 4 Extra quality three jointed genuine steel rod, same equipment
as lot 3. Regular value $8. 00, delivered free in Ontario - 6.25

LOT 5 Genuine Bristol Telescopic Rod, same equipment as No. 3.

Regular value $9.75, delivered free in Ontario - - 7.75

12 quart Minnow or Bait Pail $2.00 with any lot.

20 in. unlined hand sewed bag. Regular $8.50, delivered free in Ontario 6.50

18 in. Oxford Club Bag, unlined, hand sewed. Regular $12.00, de-
livered free in Ontario . - - - - 9.50

22 in. Rixine Suit Case. Regular value $3.50, delivered free in Ontario 2.00

We make all kinds of Leather Goods for travel or sports. Our
experience is at your command. Write for wants in any line.

Trunk and Leather Goods Co.

Sportsman's Supply Store

Phone Main 3730. 97 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.
Please mention Rod and Gun.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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Folding Tonneau on the MITCHELL RUNABOUT
Opened or closed in 5 seconds without the use of any tools. As firm, strong

and comfortable as a standing tonneau.

Also made for Fords, Cadillacs, Bericks and many others.

Write for full description and prices to

DAYTON FOLDING TONNEAU COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

When writing Advertisers kindlv mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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THE J. H. CURTISS Co 3 SOUTH ST.
NEW YORK

Marine

Closets

Lavatories

Etc.

Prompt Deliveries

Guaranteed

What Would Camp
Be Without Coffee?
In camp it always tastes better than a

home, even though it is often pretty black
and sometimes a bit muddy.
The percolator at home makes better

coffee—coffee that is more healthful—that
we all admit. And now comes the first

CAMP PPRCOLATOR, one made com-
pact like your nesting outfit—made even
smaller than the camp pot you have been
carrying, with bail for use over the camp
fire, and with folding handle—doesn't that
sound good to you ?

A percolator doesn't boil over, doesn't
spoil the coffee if left to boil, and you don't have

I

to get it off the fire at a prescribed moment.
This percolator doesn't need minute description—it embodies the

principal and is made following the particular style of the famous
"Meteor" which has been universally used for years.

The one principal feature of this percolator is that it is made
for yow in camp, or en route, wherever you carry your own compact
outfit and brew your own beverage.

All first-class sporting goods dealers either have this percolator, or can order

it for you. If you are not near a der.ler send to us direct—by mail.

MERIDEN COMPANY,
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor.

218 :Fifth Avenue. Corner 26th Street NEW YORK.

We specially^design Prize Cups and Trophies'for
Trap Shoots, Casting Tournaments, Racing, Etc.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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THE QUEEN'S ROYAL Niagara-on-the-Lake
Ontario : Canada.

DELIGHTFULLY situated in a private park on the shore of I,ake Ontario, at the mouth of the Niagara
River. Thirty miles from Buffalo. Unequaled facilities for enjoyment of tennis, golf and lawn

bowling. Fine roads, bathing, boating and black bass fishing. Casino and New Country Club. Cuisine
and service unexcelled in Canada. Booklet and terms on application.

WINNET &- THOMPSON, Props.
After June 18th Queen's Royat Hotel,

, rT . , ~
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada. Queen S Hotel, Toronto, Otlt.

it* TO H. M. THE KINq to

Est. 1826
2 piece
Ejectors"

£63,
£2i 26.

THE ART OF 8HOOTING Seventh and Revised
Popular Edition, 2/6; Postage 6d extra.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE

11, PANTON STREET, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S. W.
(Opposite The Comedy Theatre.

A King Air Rifle
Will be given FREE to anyone sending

3 SUBSCRIPTIONS to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

The King Air Rifle is a winner. Every
boy who is anxious to become proficient
in shooting should take advantage of
this opportunity to own one. No diffi-

culty in securing the 3 subscriptions.
Send for sample copy to show prospec-
tive subscribers. DO IT NOW.

Sullivan Hook & Reel Guard

Keeps the Reel on the Rod and
Holds the Hook.

Attaches to any size rod, either
above or below the reel band.
Absolutely prevents the reel
from slipping. Holds any sort

of hook, single, or one
of a series, and does not
injure the fly or other
artificial lure. Simple,
and always sure and
safe. After a first use
it will be found indis-

pensable. Nickel plated
and polished.

Price 35c in Canada
25c in United States

7^ Sold by all

I

dealers, or

CHARLES L. SULLIVAN,
6 1 7 Railway Exchange Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

Handled in Toronto by Trunk and Leather Goods Co.,

97 King St. East. Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge St.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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Damascus Hunting Hatchet

tm

J FOR THE

Sportsman, Motorist, Trapper, Engineer,

Prospector, Surveyor.

THIN, TOUGH, PRACTICAL.
Large enough to cut up your big game and your

firewood. Small enough to carry on your belt.

Handle so shaped that it cannot slip or lurn in

your hand. Equipped with the JONES ADJUST-
ABLE HANDLE FASTENER, which keeps the
handle always tight. When your handle breaks
you don't have to burn it out. "JUST TURN
THE SCREW."

Price $2.50 with leather sheath

2 Weight complete x% to 2 lbs. 16, 18, 20, 22 or

4 inch straight or curved handle. Also Camp
Axes any weight and standard shape.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you SEND

us his name and Hatchet will be sent you prepaid
on receipt of price. DEPT. S.

THE C. A. C. AXE COMPANY
35 Congress St.. Boston, Mass.

Watson's Rifle and
Shot Gun Sights.

CREEMORE, ONTARIO. CANADA.

For accuracy, rigidity durability , Watson's Patent

Rifle and Shot Gun Sights have no equal, and the

satisified users of them are their best advertisers.

Watson's Sights give the shooter confidence

whether at the range or in the bush.

You will never fully appreciate these sights until

you have tried them in lights where all other sights

would fail entirely.

Oup Specialties:

The proper mounting and adjusting of sights on
all firearms.

The altering and re-modelling of all makes of

sights.

Eye cups of every description made for all kinds
of sights.

Mounting Telescopes, Cutting Off Barrels, En-
graving Name Plates, Etc , Etc.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

DO YOU WANT A

Stevens'CrackShot Rifle?

If so send TEN yearly subscriptions to Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada, and we will send you

one of these popular rifles. Those who have used them say

they are worthy of their name, "CRACK-SHOT."

For further particulars address

:

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher

Woodstock, - Ontario.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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a Glass of Water
on the Cylinder

of the Leader Horizontal Opposed Marine Engine, while running
at normal 600 R. P. M. and not a drop will be spilled. This is a
ne, delicate test and not another marine motor on the market

could duplicate it. It simply shows that the
Leader is the only non-vibrating marine engine.

There is a reason for it. The impulse vibration of
one cylinder neutralizes that on the other, and practi-
cally eliminates vibration of the whole. The cylinders
being opposed, take up all vibration between them,
and the result is a silent, smooth running engine that
can only be duplicated by an electric motor. Auto-
mobile manufacturers recognize this principle and

use the horizontal opposed type of motor.

Do manufacturers of upright engines tell you because their crank shafts are fitted with
counterbalance bobs they eliminate vibration? Well, don't you believe it. Ride in a boat with
a vertical engine and then in one fitted with the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine, and note
the difference. Let their makers say what they will, it is absolutely impossible to prevent con-
siderable vibration in upright engines; vibration means discomfort and boat injury.

Owing to its compactness, the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine can be installed beneath an athwartship locker

in a launch, under the cockpit floor of a cabin cruiser, and un ler the deck of an auxiliary yacht, thereby not consuming

one inch of available passenger room. This increases the passenger-carrying capacity of your boat 25 per cent, or more.

The Leader is by far the cleanest engine on the market, and very convenient because every part is readily accessible,

It starts from the switch ; after that, all you have to watch is the course ahead.

The Leader was the first successful horizontal opposed 4-cycle engine placed on the market and to-day it is easily

three years ahead of it nearest competitor. I personally guarantee every engine that goes out of this shop, because 1

know that it is perfect in every feature. Running, as we are, more than full capacity it would perhaps be a little cheaper

not to give each one such painstaking care, but I will not permit an engine to leave the testing block until it has proven

perfect in every part. Therefore, a guarantee from me with my long experience (22 years), and my personal standing in

this field of work, means that you take no risk.

Write to-day for our Catalog No. 15-B, Free for the asking.

THE SINTZ-WALLIN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
EASTERN OFFICE : BUFFALO, NEW YORK : SOUTHERN OFFICE :

150 Nassau St New York. F. A. Ballou 879 Main St. 340 Carondelet St. . . New Orleans, La.

Members National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Bod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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riiact^nii^ <t/~'_,. f / c,^ir,}J an e\£k Famous throughout the newer districts |of Ontario andvne&inui cruiser td/ioe
the West as the strongest and best cruifcing canoe mad e.

Designed tor hard usage and rough -water. Special canvas covering makes the canoes absolutely tight

under all conditions. Write for catalogue and prices.

THE CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited
YORK STREET,

Frederlcton, IS. B.

2J-5-7 h. p.

Single

Cylinder

5-10-15 h.p.

ENGINE Cylinder

No Useless Parts.

Easily Accessible.

No Complicated Parts.

Easily Controlled.

A good plain, practical motor that

will give satisfactory service.

IT'S A WILLING WORKER.

ROYAL EQUI PHENT CO.
154 Housatonic Ave., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Illinois River Folding

DECOYS
(Patented) Can be placed out and picked up three
at a time; many other advantages. Ask your gun
dealer. REYNOLDS DOUBLE DUCK CALLS
entirely new; Sounds at each end; Two calls in

one. Price $1.00 eac. Write for circulars.

J. W REYNOLDS, Mfr., 68 S. Morgan St., Chicago.
Sold in Canada by Sporting Goods Dealers.

Best grade cedar canoe for*20
Best grade of Cedar Canoe for $20.00. We sell direct, saving

you S20.00 on a canoe. All canoes cedar and copper fastened.
We make all sizes and styles, also power canoes. Write

for free catalog giving prices with retailer's profit cut out.
We are the largest manufacturers of canoes in the world.
DETROIT BOAT CO., 335 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich

THOS. SONNE, SR.
TENTS—All sizes and styles for sale and to rent. OILSKIN CLOTHING of different qualities. SAILS—All
kinds made to order. Yacht and boat sails a specialty. FLAGS of all nations OARS and all kinds of Riggings
for Yachts and Boats. AWNINGS for summer residences and hotels. Write for my prices before buying
elsewhere. I have been in this business since 1F66 and consequently feel that I can meet your requirements as to

price and quality.

THOS. SONNE, SR. 8^£StErk5&*£! MONTREAL.

When writing' Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Brennan Motors
Meet All Requirements and Gan Meet Yours.

rhese Motors are Standard from 18 to 80 h. p.

They arc fitted with all Marine Accessories, complete in every
detail.

Unequalled for power and endurance.

2-cylinder motors for hulls 20 to 25 feet.

4-cylinder motors for high speed boats.

4 and 6 cylinder motors for heavy duty commercial boats.

Experience has proved them to be reliable, powerful and
economical. They are well proportioned and give smooth running
under all conditions.

Read the following* Canadian Testimonial:

Kingston, Ont., Canada, Sept. 15th, 1906

Brennan Manufacturing Company,
Syracuse, N.Y.

Gentlemen—No doubt you would like to hear how the Four
Cylinder eighteen horse power motor is working. The engine is

working well and giving good results, and we are getting about
sixteen or seventeen miles per hour with our launch, Autogo.
The whole outfit weighed fourteen hundred pounds.

Trusting we may hear from you soon, we remain
Respectfully yours

DAVIS DRY DOCK CO.

Investigate for yourself. We will cheerfully answer all inquiries.

Brennan Motor Manufacturing Co.
SYRACUSE, N Y.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Automobiles Have Given New Joys to Life

|F you have been using yours and making long runs we can fit

your old chassis with a new engine that will give you the best

season's record you have ever enjoyed.

Our Engines & Transmission Gears

can be furnished complete for any
standard car. You will find our
engines quiet, economical and efficient

in all speeds.

We can build very reasonably to

order four-cylinder chassis complete.

We make a specialty of furnishing

a 25 to 28 H.P. chassis; also a 40 H.P.
chassis, four cylinder.

If you experienced any difficulty with your motor we shall be pleased to

have you consult us on the subject.

We are experts on motors, and could likely help you. We have helped

many and will gladly do the same for you.

With a good motor the power of your car is much increased, and your own
enjoyment is complete.

Will you allow us to tell you about our Motor ? It may prove to your ad-

vantage and it can do no. harm for you to make inquiries.

Address all inquiries to

Brennan Motor Manufacturing Company
SYRACUSE, N. Y

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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Improved Portable Storage Batteries
FOR

A utomobile, Motor Boat and
Stationary Gas Engine elec-

tric ignition and lighting1

.

Durable, light weight, compact, no
metal parts to corrode, built low, all

lead burned joints.

Send for bulletin

sizes and prices.

No. 1-A giving

Also send for bulletin describing

our new Automatic Ignition Dynamo
and. our complete Dynamo-Floating
Storage Battery Ignition System. We
handle electric lighting and ignition

apparatus of every description.

APPLE
25 N. CANAL STREET

ELECTRIC COMPANY
DAYTON, OH

Why Go Abroad for Your Engines?
Our latest pattern 5 to 6 H. P. Gasoline Launch

Engine, which has been designed with all latest im-
provements and best workmanship guaranteed.

Speed 800 R. P. M. Weight 160 lbs.

All our engines undergo a thorough test on the
testing block before they are despatched.

Engines can be seen at work.
Write or call and we shall quote you our lowest

summer cut prices.

If you want satisfaction give us a trial.

PREMIER MOTOR CO,
138 Pearl Street

Phone No. Main 7214. TORONTO. ONT.

hi^MIINU MADE hASY
By using

Tht GKEER I ^
LEVER "n J

HOOKS

The BEST
Fish Hook
on earth tor

Sea , Lake and
River Fishing. No

out you;; la t fish n ± simple aJ°^XT^
vf;™ ' ^e

.

haider a fish pulls the stronger it will hold

S^^V^f 11 *' ad J usted to all kinds of fishing by
sliding the httle clomp on the rod.

~k£ ,

m
J
or the Itver hooks that a fish does not have

to oe hooked on the bait hook to get him, if he pulls on
the bait the larger hook will spear him. If you cannot
get 1tftem trom your local dealer order direct from us.Made in Four Sizes. Prices: Size 8, ioceach; size 1-0,
ioc each; size 3-0, 15c each; size 5-0, 15c each. Catalog on
request, send $1.00 for dozen assorted sizes and you
will be pleased.

Manufactured by GREER MFG. CO.. Atlanta, Ga.

yO anyone sending in five subscrip-
*• tions to Rod and Gun we will send
Free one of Betzler & Wilson's high
grade fountain pens.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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HARMONY
W ebster's Unabridged says : "Harmony is the just adaption of parts

to one another, so as to form a connected whole"—Russell spells Harmony.

The Russell Motor Car is the natural result of a concentrated effort to pro-

duce a mechanical masterpiece in which Harmony is practised, not preached.

Every individual part used in the construction of the Russell Car is

made in the Russell factory. Every part is made to fit every other part,

there is no conglomerating or tinkering with an engine made in one coun-

try and a gear made in another. The Russell guarantee covers not only

the completed car, but every minute and individual part in its make-up.

4—Models—

4

G. Two Cylinder, Opposed, 18 H. P. - $1600.00

L. Four Cylinder, Vertical, 24 H. P. - $2000.00

H. Four Cylinder, Vertical, 30 H. P. - $2500.00

K, Four Cylinder, Vertical, 50 H, P. - $4500.00

Our argument is clinched by a demonstration.

Canada Cycle & Motor Co., Ltd.
WEST TORONTO, CANADA.

Montreal Ottawa Hamilton Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver "Melbourne

Write for the new Russell Catalog.

When writing1 Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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or

Fisherman.

Mosquitoes or Black

Flies often choose the

wrong moment for their

attacks. They won't choose «

the wrong people though, and

the wrong people for them are

those who use

CALVERT'S
20% Carbolic Soap,

Because both these and other insects

avoid the presence of Carbolic.

30 cts. a tablet, at your DruRfdsts, or by mail from
F. C. Calvert & Co., 349 Dorchester-St. West, Montreal.

Write for booklet (free) describing this and
other specialities.

SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR

New Catalog
-ON-

Tackle

Guns and

Camping Goods.

Oldtown Canoes
15 and 16 feet

mm
icH.H.KiffeCo.

5

THE

Queen's Hotel
TORONTO
CANADA

One of the largest and most comfortable hotels in

the Dominion of Canada, and, being adjacent to the

Lake, commands a splendid view of Toronto Bay and
Lake Ontario. It is well known as one of the coolest

houses in summer in Canada, and is elegantly furnished

throughout. Rooms en-suite, with bath rooms attached.

The Queen's has been liberally patronized by royality

and nobility during their visits to Toronto, and among
those who have honored it with their patronage are :

His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Alexis of
Russia ; their Royal Highnesses, Prinre Leopold,
Prince George, Princess Louise, and the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught; the Marquis of Lorne; the Earl
and Countess of Dufferin; the Marquis and Marchioness
of Lansdowne; Lord and Lady Stanley, of Preston

;

Earl and Countess of Aberdeen. The Queen's is

furnished with all the latest modern improvements.

Long: Distance Telephone in Every Room.

flcQaw & Winnett,
Proprietors.

Guaranteed for One Year.

Yours for One Dollar.

THIS Porcelain Plug makea
"em" set up and take notice.

The greatest plug value ever of.
fered at

$J 00

with a year's guarantee. Import-
ed Porcelains. Can't leak or short
circuit. Can't soot over. It's a
$2.50 plug for $1.00.

NEVER MISS

No. 8
Ask your dealer or send direct

if he can't supply you. None just
as good. Remember Never Miss
No. 8.

Get our Catalogue of Ignition

Goods FREE.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, MICH., U. S. A,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

SPORTSMEN-Send one dollar to W. J.

Taylor, Woodstock, Ontario, for a Perdew
Crow Call, made from red cedar, with Ger-

man silver reed and band, handsomely polish-

ed. Each one guaranteed to be perfect and
give satisfaction.

FOR SALE—E. grade Lefever gun, automatic

ejector, new, special price, Box P. Rod and Gun,

Toronto, Ont,

FOR SALE—GREENER GUN— io gauge, for $75
Box P. Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginning with first issue June,
1899, eight volumes, all in good condition,

f5.00 will buy the lot. Address Box C, "Rod
and Gun in Canada," Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—A Three Horse Power Gasoline Eii^im-

absolutely new, complete with boat equipment ready 10

install, reversible propeller, American manufacture. For
particulars apply Walter Dean, Queen St. W. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Sixteen foot, cedar, canvas
eoTered canoe—specially suitable for cruising
and hunting purposes. Absolutely new. Color
green. For price, etc., address D. Pike Co.,
Iil3 King Street Bust, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Canoe, sixteen footer, cedar canvas
covered, new, suitable for cruising purposes. Address
Box C. Rod and Gun Motor Sports in Canada, 117
Mail Building, Toronto, Ont. 5tf

FOR SALE—Collie Dog, puppie, aged two
months, pedigreed. Apply A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron
St. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Mounted Buffalo Head in per-
feot oonditlon. Photos 011 application. Address,
Box B. , Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. ll-3t

THE BEST PL ACE I NT CANADA to spend the
holidays is at Honey Harbor, among'the 30,000 Islands
of the Georgian Bay; excellent fishing, boating and
bathing ; mail twice daily. Black bass weighing over
five pounds were caught herein 1907. P easant Point
Resort is the place to stay. Special rates for June and
July. Write James Hewitt, Honey Harbor, via Mid-
land. Ont. i-2t .4

«

*OR SALE—Five Horse Power, four cycle.
Gasolene Engine, complete. Specially suitable
for large slow speed boat. In excellent condi-
tion,—never been used. A bargain. Apply at
once to A. Connor, Nicholls Bros., Lake St.,
Toronto.

SEND 35 CENTS to A. H. Byrne, 414 Hur-
on Street, Taronto, for a Sullivan Hook and
Reel Guard. 12tf

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, twin cylin-
der, two cycle, two port, reversible, gasolene
engine. Weight 165 lbs., bore 3£ inches, stroke
3£ inches. Diameter of fly wheel, 12 inches ;

length of crankshaft, 24 inches; width of base,
9£ inches; height of cylinder from centre of
crankshaft, 13 inch.; main bearings, 3 3-16
by li inches; speed, 250 to 1200 revolutions
per'ninute, guaranteed new. Apply H. T. Allsopp,

07 King St. E. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Marine Engine, six horse pow-
er, single cyilinder, complete with boat equip-
ment, absolutely new; American make; bore,
4f inch, stroke 4 inch.; weight, 160 lbs; 16 in.
three blade propeller wheel. Apply at once to
George Pike, care D. Pike Co., King St. E.,
Toronto.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— 16 Gauge Richards
gun for 38 Colts Automatic Pistol. New 40x7 toipedo
hull for $250.00. Apply to P.O. Box 105, Lindsay,
Ont. i-n

DOMESTIC ICE MACHINE, make it your-
self, simple, cheap, practical, complete direc-
tions, 5U cents.
MAKE MISSION FURNITURE from blue-

printed designs, details, directions, sent for aO
centsi No stamps.—The Farms Co., Pittsburg,
Pa., U.S. 1'2 tf

FOR SALE—AfARlNE ENGINE wiLii tim-
er and flout teed caruuretor, seveu h. p., dou-
ble cylinder, opposed, new engine complete witn
exception of Pout equipment. Ameiieuu inufc-e.

new. IVor further purticuiura apply ilox "Mar-
rme Engine" Rod and Uuu and Motor Sport*
in Canaua." Woodstock, Ontario. ^

WANTED—To bu*i Cottage Site, where
there is good lishimg. About 100 acres tiiuoer
land on some luKe between Huntsville and
No'i'th Ba\ , or Central Ontario. B01X. A., Rod
and Oun, Woodstock, Ont. 11—i*t

EOR SAcE—tMSQiflg Reel, Automatic, aluminum
,

new. Apply box K. 117 Man tSuiiding, loronio,

5"Ontario.

I O bPOKTSMEN—Perhaps you shave you your-

self and your razor may noc work to your satislaeuon,

We havejuat wnat you want. Our "Perfection" Kazor
r*dste win put your razor 111 peifect. snape. To introduce
trais aruc.e we will torwaid you a 25c cake on receipt of

toe : not more tnan one cake sold to any person
at this price. Canada Hone Company, Wawanesa,
Manitoba. itl.

FOR SALE—Marine Engine, 12 h.p., hori-
zontal opposed cylinder, with timer, pump,
oner, bore and stroke 5£x4£ inches.; height
13f inches, diameter of ily wheel 2u inches ;

weight, including fi wheel, 325 pounds. A
high grade engine. American make; new. Ap-
ply f»t once to Box "Twelve Horse" Rod and
Gun and Motor Sports in Canada Woodstock,
Ontario.

FOR SALE—Launch Hull, twenty-one footer, com-
plete ready for engine, including brass railings, com-
promise stern; a bargain. Box L. Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada, 117 Mail Building, Toronto,
Ontario. 5tf.

FOR SALE—Gasoline engine, two horse
power, complete with accessories, In A. 1. con-
dition. Apply Box 1, Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada, 117 Mail Building, Toron-
to.

FOR SALE—Three Horse Power, three port,
two cycle, marine engine, new, complete, rea-
dy to install in boat. Apply A. H. Byrne, 414
Huron Street, Toronto.
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FOR SALE— Automobile, (Runabout,) brand new,

a bargain. Address Box X. Rod and Gun. Woodstock.
i-if

SEND SIXTY CENTS to H. T. Allsopp, 97 King
St. East, Toronto, for an Anti-Cussin Hook Holder

—

keeps hooks, and snells in perfect condition.

FOR SALE—Camera by —leading make—A.

I Lens—double plate holder—apply A. H. Bryne, 414
Huron Street, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Steel Boat—for Duck Hunting Pur-

poses— full particulars from Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge
Street, Toronto

FOR SALE—Canoe—sixteen foot cedar—with two
paddles—leading make. Applv at once to A. Fenn &
Co., 101 King Street, West. Have also a sixteen foot

painted basswood canoe to sell at an attractive price.

SEMD TWO DOLLARS and twenty-five cents to

n A. H rvre, 414 Huron Street, Toronto, for a Napa-
och Tool Kit.

FOR SALE—Eleven foot folding canvas boat—lead-

ing nr»ke—apply A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron Street,

Toronto.

BA TTERTES for Auto and Motor Boat Ignition. tr?

the new German Drv CeH, "Eclipse" will solve your
ignition troubles. Set of six bv express for $1. 25. The
Tanadian Electric Novelty Co., 334 Spadina Ave..

Toronto. Ot. 12-tf

~~SEND~fifty-five rents to H. T. Allsopp, 97 King Street

East, Toronto, for a McCurdv Frog Harness Hook.
12 t f

SEND fiftv-five cents to A. H. Bvrne. 414 Huron
Street, Toronto, for a U.B. Live Frog Harness—double
hook. 12-t f

POR LALE—18 ft. Gasoline Launch, brass fittines

and railings, cork cushions, oak flag staffs, newly paint-

ed and varnished, equipped with 3 h p. Engine. Will
ell for one half the original cost. Apply A. E. Fisher,
Wiarton. Ont. ' it

ORDER Knock Down Frames for launch, row boat
or canoe, and have vour boat built ready for vacation.

Catalog free. Address, R McGregor Co., 90 Glad-
stone Avenue, Toronto . 12-1 t

FOT? SALE—Sixteen foot, cedar canoe: Ifad-
lner maike. new. Apply for particulars. Trunk
and T>ather Goods Co., 97 Kin^r Street East,
Toronto. 12tf

FOR SALE—CANOE—sixteen footer, baswood
including two Daddies, painted red, new, a dandy, anplv
at once to A. H. Bvrne. 414 Huron St., Toronto, Ont
Also a motor boat, eighteen footer, with two horse
power engine.

FOR SALE—12 gauge Remington gun with solid

leather case, $40.00; a snap. Box P. Rod and Gun,
Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—A throe horse power double
cylinder, gasolene engine, complete, ready in
biatnll. absolutely new. A leadlne make, a-
particulars now. Applv A. Connor, NichollP
Bros., Lake Street, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Twenty One Foot Motor Boat Hull—
rempromise stern—brass railings fore and aft—all

rcadv for engine—can be seen at warehouse Trunk &
Leather Goods Co. . 97 King Street East, Toronto
Apply for particulars and price.

FOR SALE—Tent, twelve by fourteen, ten
ounce duck, white walled, including pegs and
poles, new. Apply Trunk and Leather Goods
Co., 97 King Street East, Toronto. 12tf

FOR SALE—A Meek Improved Blue Grass
Simplex Reel, made of brass and Gorman sil-
ver. A beauty. New. Sell cheap, Box Warren &
Ellis, 302 Yonge St. Toronto.

AMONG THE 30,000 ISLANDS OF THE
GEORGIAN BAY. Building lots for sale at
Honey Harbor, each containing from one to
four acres. Honey Harbor is only five hours
ride from Toronto; two lines of steamers from
Midland or Penetanguishene; mail twice dgi
excellent fishing, boating and bathing. Prices
of lots from $50 to $150. Honey Harbor is
the ideal summer resort of Canada. Apply to
Thomas A. Duff, 3 Maynard Ave., Toronto,
Ontario. 12—3t

TO RENT—Camp Cottages on the north
shore of Lake Huron, near Desbarats, Ont.
Address R. Shaughnesay, Desbarats, Ont.

12tf

FOR SALE—Square stem row boat — ced-
ar 17 footer — including two pairs oars and
rudder. For full particulars apply H. T. Allsoop, 97
King St. E. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, Single Cyl-
inder Marine Engine, complete with Float Feed
Carburetor, boat equipment—cost $150.00. Will
sell at a bargain. Apply to Francis U. Kahle,
299 Washington Street, Buffalo, N.Y.

FOR SALE—2* H. P. $70.00, 4 H. P. $90,
6 H.P.$110.00. Also castings,complete launch
engines, jump spark, or make and break. None
better. Send for catalogue 1908.—Guarantee
Motor Co., 67 Bay N., Hamilton, Canada.

ENLARGEMENTS of \mateurs' Snap Shots of
Hunting. Snooting, B}ating and Automobiling Trips.

Charges reasonable and first-class work guaranteed.
Largest enlareement house in Canada.

W. G. ROUNDS, Woodstock, Ont.
ro-it

FOR SALE—Several Foldi»ff Canvas Fold-
ing Boats, at a bargain, write for particulars
to Box "Folding", Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada, 117 Mail Building, Toron-
to.

FOR SALE—CAMERA—3^x5^,new double plate
hold, excellent lens. Apply to C. M. Horner
32 Prospect St. Toronto, Ont

FOR SALE—Three horse power engine, new;
make and break sparking- device, two cycle,
American make. Apply Trunk and Leather
Goods Co., 97 King Street East, Toronto-

12tf

FOR SALE—Steel Bait Casting Rod, new,
a dandy. Apply Trunk and Leather Goods Co.,
97 King street east, Toronto. 12tf

Every Motor Boat Owner is Interested in

Spark Pluas
We have made arrangements with the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York, to supply us with a quantity of their
famous Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, which we are going
to GIVE AWAY TO MOTOR BOAT OWNEPS.

FOR TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS WE WILL
SEND ONE OF THESE PLUGS

Only a limited number to be distributed.

PLUGS SELL FOR $1.25 EACH

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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To Tourists

If you are going fishing, we will

be able to supply you with a

complete line of tackle.

By letting us know a day or two
before you intend making your

trip, we will have all ready for

you. Any kind of Live Bait you
desire.

Warren & Ellis

302 Yonge St., Toronto.

TheK=W Spark Plug

$1 f\(\ Postpaid
*\Jr\J to any address.

No packing is used but accurate taper joints positively

prevent leaking of compression.

A spring at the end takes up the heat expansion and
effectually prevents cracked porcelains.

A mica tube is encased within the porcelain core,

making both a mica and porcelain plug in one which is

far superior to either mica or porcelain alone.

The best insulated plug on the market.
Soot proof and will not short circuit.

The more plugs of other make you have tried, the
better you will like this one.

If your dealer does not handle it, send direct to us.

Take no substitute.

THE K=W IGNITION Co.
46 Power Ave. CLEVELAND, OHIO., U.S.A.

' Fastest Cruising Motor Boat& World
of its length and beam, the yacht "Grayling", shown
above, is equipped with three 40 h.p. Gray Motors (120

) regular stock motors not in the slightest degree
different or better than any of the Gray Motors turned
out of our factory every day, from the little 2% h. p.
f£>7 50 up. And yet with these same "run of factory"
motors the "Grayling" won the time prize in the 200
mile race on Lake Erie last August. Write for interest-
ing story of this race.

O] (Engine, with complete boat outfit
not bare) Shaft, I'ropeller Wheel,

u Stuffing Box, Multter, BatterUs, Spark
"'•'•J.'oiJ. Wire, Switch, etc., all ready to

install in your boat.

g h. p. with complete boat outfit (not bare) 50

J Q h.p. with complete boat outfit (not bare) $| EjgOO-

1,2,3&4
Cylinders

2*to40
h.D. I

t
JXD>

$67-50

UARANTEED by a
responsible concern
—ask Dun or Brad-

jtreet.or any t>ank in Oetroit.

Immediate Delivery
Our enormous output enables us to keep a stock onband and make immediate delivery.

GRAY MOTOR BOATS
Send for catalog of 18-21-25 and 30 ft. semi-speed and

pleasure boats equipped with Gray Motors—or we will
furnish your local boat builder plans of Gray Motor
Boats free if you install Gray Motors.

HOW WE DO IT—Send for
our literature showing HOW
WE ACTUARY BUILD
GRAY MOTORS; showing our
plant, tools and ji.s. High quality
of workmanship requires high-grade
up to date tools and maeh nery equip
ment. WE HAVE THEM.

Write today Jor ne<w 1908
Catalog.

CRAY MOTOR CO., 64 L
|'
b

Detroit, Mich.

GmyMotors
When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Copied from Rod and Gun, May, 1908 :

"Mr. J. B. Tyrrell standing by one of the canoes in which, in 1894, he travelled 1900 miles through the

Barren Lands of Northern Canada. After being used for this trip the canoe was brought down to Nepigon and

used for several years. It was brought to Toronto and was included in the Canadian Northern Railways Exhibit

at the Sportsmen's Show."

THESE CANOES WERE BUILT BY
THE PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO,, Limited.

Mr. Tyrrell required the best he could buy and knew where to get them. We are building them yet,

improved and better than ever. If you want the best in any line of boats, write to

Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited, Peterborough, Canada

Canada's Largest Manufacturers of

Flags, etc.

If you require anything

in these lines

Write

Telephone or

Telegraph

to

J. J. Turner & Sons, Manufacturers, Pete rbo rough, Ont,
W r ite for Catalogue.

Awnings, Tents, Sails,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Premiums For Sportsmen
To all our subscribers, young and old, these premium offers are open. Our

premiums, comprising practically everything in the sporting goods line, from a fish

hook to an automobile, can be obtained FREE by securing subscriptions to the
magazine. There are thousands of sportsmen who have never seen ROD AND
GUN who would willingly subscribe if they were shown a copy.

If you see what you want in the following list, write and we will tell you how
many subscriptions it will be necessary to secure in order to earn it. We will fur-

nish sample copies for canvassing purposes and do all in our power to assist in mak-
ing your canvassing campaign a success.

Write to-day for particulars to Premium Dept., ROD AND GUN AND
MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA, Woodstock, Ont.

For One Subscription

We will send :

A Sullivan Hook and Reel Guard
manufactured by Chas. L. Sullivan, 617
Railway Exchange Bldg.

,
Chicago.

A Crow Call, manufactured by Chas.
H. Perdew, Sr., Henry, 111., made from
Red Cedar, with German Silver Reed and
Band, handsomely polished. Guaranteed
to give satisfaction.

A 60 yard Fishing Reel, burnished
;

A quart tin of "Standard" Dog Wash
manufactured by the West Chemical
Co., 17 Queen St., East, Toronto.
(Sent to any address in Canada)
A bass bait manufactured by Hartung

Bros. & Co., Jersey City, N J. ; or a set

of Ten Beautiful Pictures, 7x9, just the
thing for a sportsman's den.

A Matchless Cigar Lighter. Lights
cigar, cigarette and pipe anywhere at

any time—in wind, rain or snow;
or a Waterproof Matchbox.

For Two Subscriptions

We will send: A Marble's Safety Saw,
(Folds like a carver) ; a Sta-Rite Spark
Plug manufactured by the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York. Every Motor Boat
owner is interested in these plugs. We
have only a limited number to distribute)

An Elite Single Minnow Pail, (8
quart)

;

A copy of the complete Sportsman's
Guide by Buzzacott;

A copy of Deadfalls and Snares; a

book of instruction for Trappers about
these and other home-made Traps;
A copy of Canadian Wilds; tells about

the Hudson's Bay Company, Northern
Indians and their modes of Hunting,
Trapping, etc.

A copy of Steel Traps; describes the

curious makes and tells how to use them,
also chapters on care of pelts;

A copy of the Amateur Trainer, by
Ed. F. Haberlein;

A copy of Practical Dog Education by
Abbott;

or A copy of Fox Trapping, a book of

instruction, telling how to trap, snare

poison, shoot, a valuable book for trap

pers; A copy of Mink Trapping, a book
instruction giving many methods of trap-

ping, a valuable book for trappers.

(We will send a copy of each of these

books for four subscriptions.) These
books are edited by A. R. Harding,
nicely illustrated and contain 200 pages.

For Three Subscriptions.

We will send :

Three Crow Decoys, manufactured by
Chas. H. Perdew, Sr., Henry, 111.

A Vest Pocket Light, (Every Hunter,
Angler and Yachtsman should own one)

;

A King Air Rifle, manufactured by
the Markham Air Rifle Co., of Plymouth,
Mich. ;

An Ever Ready Safety Razor and 12

blades, manufactured by the American
Safety Razor Co., 299 Broadway, New
York. This razor is valued at $1 .25 and
is guaranteed as good a shaver as any
$5.00 razor made. Only a limited num-
ber are being offered. See advertisement
of American Safety Razor Co. for full

description of the razor we are offering;

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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For Four Subscriptions.

We will send :

A pair of "Bracketed" Hockey Skates
warranted to give satisfaction.

A copy of Modern Sporting Gunnery.
One of the most able books ever pro-

duced on technical gunnery.
A box containing 25 Van Home

Cigars ; a very superior brand manufac-
tured by Harris, Harkness Co., of

Montreal
;

A Marble Safety Spring and Lock
Knife

;

For Five Subscriptions;

We will send :

A "Napanoch" Tool Kit, consisting of

knife, reamer, file, saw, chisel and screw
driver, contained in a leather pocket
book 4^x3^ inches ; manufactured by
U. J. Ulery Co., of New York

;

A Marble "Expert" Hunting Knife
;

Or a Marble Special Hunting Knife.

For Six Subscriptions

We will send a Conklin Fountain Pen.

For Seven Subscriptions.

We will send :

A Bristol (No. 1, 2 cr 10) Steel Rod,
with polished maple handle.
A Collapsible Minnow Trap. This trap

is a proven success, made of celluloid,

unbreakable and invisible in water.
A Younger Willow Chair, manufac-

tured by W.W. Younger, Toronto, suit-

able for verandah or parlor.

For Eight Subscriptions.

We will send :

•The same rod with celluloid wound
handle

;

A No. 2 Brownie Camera, size 2^x4%'
picture

;

A box of Murad cigarettes, containing

27 packages
;

A box containing 50 Van Home Cigars
An acetylene lantern,' mannfactured

by American Acetylene Stove Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn. This lantern is

adapted for all purposes and runs the
x
/i foot burner 12 hours full charge.

For Ten Subscriptions.

We will send :

A Frost Improved Kelso Automatic
Reel—capacity 100 yards

;

A Hunter E-Z Apart Reel, full Ger-
man Silver phospor bronze bearings ;.

A Stevens No. 16 Crackshot Riflle
;

A Savage Junior 22 calibre single shot
rifle

;

A Younger Willow Chair, large size
;

Or a box of Sweet Caporal Cigarettes,

containing 50 packages.

For Eleven Subscriptions

We will send:

A No. 2 Flexo Kodak, taking pic-

ture
2>

JA x 2>Vt sold by Lee & Sargent,
Montreal.

For Twelve Subscriptions

We will send:

A pair of famous Dunne Diamond
Tube Skates.

A Steven's Favorite No. 17 Rifle.

For Thirteen Subscriptions

We will send:

A Bait Casting Rod manufactured by
the Fischer & Tesch Mfg. Co. of Chicago,
111.

Or a Bristol Steel Bait Rod No. 23, 7
feet 3 inches long with celluloid wound
handle.

For Fifteen Subscriptions

We will send:

A pair of "Witch Elk" Hunting
Boots, manufactured by Messrs.Witchell-

Sheill Co., Detroit, Mich.
A Korona Camera, famous for lens

equipment and sound principles of con-

structionjmanufactured by the Gundlach-
Manhattan Optical Co. of Rochester,
N. Y. Size 3^x/^. .

For Sixteen Subscriptions

We will send

:

A pair of signal Acetylene Lights,

manufactured by American Acetylene
Stove Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Acetylene
gas for signal lights on boats is much
superior to oil. They can be seen at a

much greater distance than oil lamps.

For Twenty Subscriptions

We will send:

A Hunting Coat manufactured by
Bleauvelt Knitting Co., Newark, N. J.

Parties interested are requested to write

to the Bleauvelt Knitting Company, 9
Campbell St., Newark, N. J. for cata-

logue describing this jacket.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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kittle ^UMtft"'
GASOLINE MOTORS

RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE ONLY THREE
MOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

AHDJ/VQRKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to-day for free catalog "N"

UNITED MANUFACTURING C6h
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

Please send
10 cents for
ourbook entit-

led Ignition,

Vaporization

Installation,

and Operat-
ion of a Gas-
oline Motor.

The Leading Sporting Goods Store in Canada,
If You Appreciate Close Prices, Exclusive Goods and Excellent

Service, Pay Us a Visit or Write at Once.
Fishing Tackle
Three joint six strip
split bamboo rods with
celluloid handles, on
wood form, each.. 1.25

Forty yard double
multiplying Reels, N.
P., each 60c
Pure silk 25 yard Lines
guaranteed test, ea.35c
Trout Plies, assorted
including all the lead-
ing kinds, per doz.40c

GoodsizeFrenchStraw
Fish Baskets, ea...l.35

Ask for a sample bot-
tle of our Preserved
Bait, including frogs,
large and small shin-
ners, craw fish,salmon
eggs, etc. We can also
supply you with large,
live, fresh squirming
Dew Worms.

A 10x12 Wall Tent, complete with poles and stakes,
which sells in the regular way at $21.00, while they
last at each

Other sizes at proportionately low prices.

11.25

Guns and
Ammunition

12 ga. Double Barrel
Guns, choked and
guaranteed, ea 6.50
Greener Cross Bolt
Double Barrel Guns,
12 ga. choked and guar-
anteed, each 9.95
Winchester Rifle,
model 1894, 38-55 cal.
guaranteed 12.00
English pattern Bull
Dog Revolvers, nickle
plated or blued,ea. 2.00
A complete stock of
Spalding Base Ball,
Tennis, Lacrosse, Golf

,

Cricket, Football and
Athletic Goods always
on hand. Also Canoes,
Paddles, Boats, Oars,
Canoe and Boat Lamps
etc., etc.

Our Gun Repair Department is at Your Disposal.
No one but expert Gunsmiths employed. We are compiling a new general catalogue,

so as to be one of the first to receive a copy which wiU certainly be of interest.
Send in your address

Manufacturers of the
Famous Canadian Black Bird

Targets.

A. FENN 81 CO.
Successors to the Warren Sporting Goods Co.

101 King St. West, TORONTO

ENGLISH "sCHULTZE
The cheapest and best bulk smokeless on the market.
Exactly 8 ounces equal to 1 pound of black powder.

There is no "blow back" to English Schultze, and it

is clean, quick, reliable and absolutely uniform.

Agents for Canada—THE LONDON AND TORONTO TRADING CO.
14 FRONT E. , TORONTO, ONT.
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Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
nuch ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but iy2 inches in diam-
eter, handsomely nickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1.00
100 " " 1.50

At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't
it we will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

4 Cyc.—STRELINGER

Strelinger

in your Launch is

like gold in your
pocket,
Mighty

Satisfactory

t
Safe
Simple,
Durable',
Reliable
Powerful
The

Strelinger
Always
Goes

"Good as Ever after 10 Year* of Service"
Thats the way we build them. GOOD when you
buy them, GOOD ALWAYS. TROUBLE LEAVES
when the STRELJNGER comes aboard. We carry
in stock engines from 1 1-2 to 5o H. P. $25 to $2500.
2 and 4 Cycle Marine and Stationary. Send for
catalogue. Special bargain on a few sample motors.
Write now while the opportunity lasts.

The Strelinger Marine Engine Co.
Dept. x 46 CONGRESS ST. E. DETROIT, MICH.

Do you want a safe, sound, reliable

Motor Boat ?

See Our Guarantee of Mullin's
Pressed Steel

16 ft. 3 1-2 h.p. speed 9 $325 00
18 ft. 3 1-2 h.p. speed 8 1-2 420 00
19 ft. 3 1-2 h.p. speed 8 450 00
19 ft. 7 h.p. double cyl., speed 13. . 605 00
22 ft, 7 h.p. double cyl., speed 11 1-2 775 00
22 ft. 10 h.p. triple cyl., speed 14. . 885 00
22 ft. 16-20 h.p. triple cvl., speed 17.1025 00
11 ft. yacht tender 47 00
14 ft. square stern row boat 47 00
15 ft. pointed stern row boat 45 00
16 ft. square stern row boat 53 00

Above prices subject to discount.

10 cents in stamps secures large art
catalogue and testimonial sheet.

N. R. THOMPSON
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO.

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
To Secure a

Powerful, Speedy,
Dependable

2, 4 or 6 H. P. Two
Cycle Marine Engine

We have recently purchas-
ed the entire plant of the
St. Clair Motor Co., and off-

er a limited number of

THE FAMOUS LITTLE SKIPPER
MARINE ENGINES.

at very interesting prices.

They are selling rapidly. The price will be increas-
ed when the present lot is sold. Ask for Catalog R.G.

GRAY-HAWLEY MFG. CO., DETROIT, MICH.
Manufacturers of Gray Mufflers, Autochimes,

Valves, Foot-Pedals,
Whistles, etc., etc.

Steam and. Air Chime

FP©©/unbreak£bleRod
The Greatest Novelty in Fishing Rods
s
oilk bound waterproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout
r Bass. Strongest rod in the world. For par-

ticulars how to secure one write Premium De-
partment, Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in
Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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The Field It Covers
The complete straight-line key-board, removable platen, per-

fect alignment, delicate adjustment and wonderful durability

of the _

T
are advantages so apparent and so vital to good work that

they have earned the Smith Premier into every business

center throughout the world. This world-wide appreciation

of The Smith Premier should at least

prompt you to investigate its features

before you buy. We send full infor-

mation on request.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
Syracuse, N. Y. Branches Everywhere.

THE NATIONAL TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
WESTERN ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVES 78 Victoria St., Toronto

BENSON, JOHNSTON CO., Stratford, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kind I \ mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada. *i
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r Decide next season to

Camp and Fish in Ontario
This Beautiful district of Lakes and
Rivers invites you, and we attend to
your camp requirements.

We provide the Supplies, Provisions, Utensils, Angleworms, Etc.

We rent you tents, help you select a route, supply a map or chart,
and meet you at the Toronto Depot with the entire outfit all ready
to accompany you.
Being in our 73rd year in business as Grocers, etc., at our present

address, 7 King Street West, we know the requirements thoroughly.

MICHIE &. CO., LTD.
Toronto, Canada.

A complete little Campers Manual—120 pages, illustrated

Camping and Canoeing in Canada—150 pages, 42 half-tone illustrations, cloth cover ; tells about 24
different routes

IOC \
50c A

Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Co.

The

Finest

Scenic Niagara

and To

Fishing The

Route k Ik nk mi 1 * w!S m H umM Sea

on the

Cj nti-

nent

*A MORNING'S CATCH"

Write for Illustrated Guide Books to

THOS. HENRY. Traffic Mgr., Montreal, Can.

H . FOSTER CHAFFEE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Toronto, Can.

When writing Advertisers kindlv mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."



(DEAN canoes
ARE CONSIDERED THE BEST.

BLACKBURN AND McNICHOI,
Champion Tandem of the Canadian Canoe Association. Use exclusively "Dean" Canoes.

Beat 22 other canoes at Montreal.

SEND FOR CATALOG
"Dean" Canoes Must be Fast.

WALTER DEAN, Toronto

-
HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR ENGINE YET?

IF NOT INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF

Fairbanks Florse

]V|arine gngines

These engines develop more power and
run faster than other types.

There are no valves to get out of order
in our engines. They are easy to run and

I
Send for our Marine Engine Catalog j

reliable.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL. TORONTO. ST. JOHN. WINNIPEG. CALGARY. VANCOUVER.



STEVENS RIFLES-SHOTGUNS-PISTOLS are generations past

the experimental stage—that means CONFIDENCE and PEACE
OF MIND for YOU when, equipped with this time-honored make.

Sportsmen, Hunteis, Marksmen always know what to expect from the Stevens.

Ask your dealer — insist on
STEVENS. If you cannot ob-
tain please write us.

Send for latest 160 Page Illus-
trated Catalog with attractive
cover in colors. Mailed for 5
cents in stamps.

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,
365 MAIN STREET,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS-

Sentinel -Review Press Wnndstnrik





WINCHESTER
22 AUTOMATIC RIFLE

HE'S YOURS!
THIS handy little ten-shot

rifle, like history, repeats

itself, the recoil being utilized

to do the reloading. The
novelty of its operation affords

possibilities for practice and

pleasure which no other

"twenty-two" does. It makes

an outing outfit complete.

FREE: Send addressfor Catalogue of Winchester—

the RedW Brand—Gum and Ammunition.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

If it were possible to make a

better marine motor than the

Cushman we should be doing it.

Everything that equipment, skill

and years of experience can do to

makeaperfect,smallmarine engine

lias been done and to-day the

CUSHMAN
STANDS

WITHOUT A RIVAL

We are the only two-cycle engine

makers in the world that use Com-

pression Rings, to prevent leakage

around the crank bearings. These

rings effect not only the work,

but the very Life of the machine.

Every part of our motors are made
in our own factory and fitted and

finished precisely as the works of

a watch.

For a Descriptive Catalogue Write

Cushman Motor Co.

2010 N. St , LINCOLN, NEBR.

GENERAL SALES AGENCIES.

Seattle Hardware Co., Seattle, Wash.

L. S. Cushman, Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Gas Engine & Appliance Co.,
1814 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.

J. N. Limeburner,
84 Chambers St., New York City, N. Y.
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Waterman
Marine Motors
Unsurpassed for simplicity, reliability, durability. Few parts.

Easily understood and most reasonable in cost.

Model A
2 cylinder—2 cycle ; built with the cylinders
and head in one piece; no joints to leak.
Cylinders quickly removeable. Ignition is

jump spark with vibrator on spark coil and
spark plug. Small plunger pump insures
perfect circulation of water in cylinder—can
be fitted to use as bilge pump. Can be re-

versed instantly while running, and runs
with equal power in either direction.
Equipped with rotary timer and multiple
sight feed oiler. Thoroughly solves the
problem ofeconomical power formotor boats.

6 h.p. 150 pounds. 10 h.p. 200 pounds.
The best motor ever built, quality, price and equipment considered. "From start to

finish" this Waterman Model X is a motor that will give the service expected every time,
and the user will escape the many annoyances and troubles and disappointments so com-
mon to gasoline marine motors. This is because of the correctness of the scientific principle
it embodies ; the exceeding simplicity ; it is easily understood by even the inexperienced
motorist ; there are so few parts ; there is nothing to get out of order ; and it is constructed
from the very best materials, by thoroughly skilled mechanics, and every one is fully and
specifically tested before shipment. Send for Catalogue and full descriptive matter, it

pays to be on the right side.

The Waterman Canoe Motor is unapproachable in its

extreme simplicity, strength of construction, and cer-—-—— tainty to deliver the power required. We make them in
and ship complete, ready for installation. If you have a Canoe

GANOE MOTORS
1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders,
send for our Catalog.

OUTBOARD MOTOR We have the only successful Outboard Motor on
the market, a little 2 h.p. (40 lbs.) motor that you— ————— ————— can attach to the stern post of your boat in 5 minu-

tes, without any tools. Can be detached just as quickly. Giving satisfaction everywhere.
Attached to row boats, dories, sail boats, etc. Just read the article in this magazine
(written by one who has no connection with us), describing a trip through the wilds of
Northern Ontario with one of our Outboard Motors.

But send for the Catalog. We urge you to investigate the Waterman Marine Motors.
You don't buy a motor every day—you don't want ta pay for mistakes.
Motor will not disappoint you.

A Waterman

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO.
1531 FORT STREET WEST, DETROIT, MICH,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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R e S S
RIFLES

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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THE AMERICAN NEW YORK TO PARIS RACER BUILDER BUYS A STERLING 60 H.P. 6 CYCLINDER

HEAVY DUTY ENGINE.

Here is a photograph of
the engine bought by Mr.
Edwin Ross Thomas, Pres.
of the E.R. Thomas Motor
Co., for his private yacht
"Butterfly." Study the cut
well, as this engine marks
a decided advancement in
refinement of construction
and represents the ideal
marine engine for fast
cruisers and heavy work-
ing boats.
The builder of the fam-

ous Thomas Flyer is cer-
tainly qualified to judge
the merits of gasoline
motors and his final selec-
tion of the STERLING
HEAVY DUTY ENGINE
is an emphatic indorse-
ment of its superiority.
Built in three sizes—12. 40
and 60 h. p. Write for
catalogue of complete
Sterling line.

Semi-heavy Duty, 18, 25,
30, 35 and 45 h. p. ;

Speed
Engines, 25, 4o, 45, 55 and
65 h. p.

Sterling Engine Co., Buffalo
u.
Y
S. A

DEALERS:
Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

New York: Edge & Purdie, 136 Liberty St. Boston: Walter J. Forbes, 220 Congress St.
Portland, Oregon: Beeman-Spaulding Co., 71 Front St.
Norfolk, Va. : Wallace Bros.

Kingston, Ont. : Kenneth A. Cameron.
Baltimore, M. D. : Nilson Yacht Co.

Lvman ReceTverSight
(Patented July 16th, 1907)

No. 41

At present made for the Winchester 1905
and 1907 models.

The graduated scale on slide and method of
elevating permit very close adjustment. Aperture
is adjusted by means of a screw.

Send for Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN., U. S? A.

A Greenhart Trout Rod
will be sent FREE to anyone sending 10

subscriptions to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

Address
W. J. TAYLOR,

Publisher, Woodstock, Ont,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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Be Your Own Taxidermis
Mount Your Own Fine Specimens of Bird s, Animals and Game Head*

Sportsmen here is something that will interest you. We can teach you
by mail in your own home to mount all kinds of birds, animals, tan skins,
make rugs, robes, etc.

We have taugnt 15000 of the leading sportsmen of the country to do their
own Taxidermy work, and we can teach you too if you will give us the oppor-
tunity. Our course is not an ordinary cheap booklet, but a complete scientific
treatise, prepared by expert Taxidermists, and has been proven by seven
years of success; yet the lessons are so exceedingly simple that anyone can
learn quickly and easily. Our school is recommended by this magazine and
all leading sportsmen and Taxidermists. You can save your own trophies.decor-
ate your home and den and make big profits with Taxidermy. Enroll in our
"School for Sportsmen by Sportsmen" and let us teach you this splendid

' business.

Let us send you free our fine new catalog, hundreds of testimonial letters, and a copy,
of the Taxidermy magazine—all free for the asking. Get these, they will interest you
Write to day. N w SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, BOX 10-X, omaha, neb

D. W. MuRDEN,
Pilot Mound, Man., ons of our
successful students at work.

NOW IS THE TIME
to place your order for a

CANOE or SKIFF
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Lakefield Canoe Building and Manufacturing Co., Limited, Lakcfield, Ont.

16 ft. Painted Canoe $28.00 Varnished Canoe $32.00

We have a stock of. 500 high-grade Rowboats, Canoes, Sailing Dinghies*

Cat-boats and Launches, new and second-hand to choose from.

Branch boathouses at Royal Muskoka Hotel, Stanley House, C. N. O. Railway Station, Lake Joseph, Port

Carling Muskoka, The Penetanguishene Hotel and Sans Souci Hotel Georgian Bay. Send for Catalogue.

The H. L. Bastion. Boat and Canoe Works, Hamilton, Canada

No More Tangled Hooks
The Anticussin Hook Holder keeps hooks and snells in

perfect condition. Absolutely prevents tangling. Holder
with full set of hooks can be carried in the pocket with-
out snagging. Hooks inserted or removed instantly.

Entire assortment of hooks always in plain sight for

quick selection. Eliminates tackle box.

The Anticussin Hook Holder
is made of non-corroding
metal, hisrhly nickled, size
3 in. by 6 1-2 in. Will ab-
solutely prevent hooks from
rusting. Saves twice its cost
in hooks the first season.
Sent prepaid upon receipt
of 50c and your dealer's
name. Money b.ck if not
entirely satisfied.

Sportsman's Specialty Co-

1377 n. clark st.. chicago-

SKIDOO!
MARINE ENGINE

New 1908 Model, improved and perfected in every detail. A strictly high-

grade 2-cycle engine for use in Canoes, Rowboats, Flatbottom. Boats, River

Skiffs, Yacht Tenders, Hunting and Fishing Boats, and 14 A^^^^
to 20 ft. Pleasure and Speed Launches. $4I4A

2r£BareED$ne TA
Complete Engine with Accessories WW
and Fresh Water Boat Fittings,*^
$43.75. 8alt Water Boat Fittings, $5 extra.

Swiftest, most powerful, efficient and reliabla

engine of its size on earth. Simple, compact,
strong, durable, reversible, economical and safe.

Anyone can iustall and run it. Drives boat 5 to 8
miles an hour. Sold from factory to user on 30 day's ap-

proval and 5-year guarantee. Prompt shipment. Order now.

Belle Isle Motor Co.. Deot.64 Detroit. Mich*

Catalog
FREE
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To enhance the pleasure of

your Summer Outing take

along a few

Van Home

Cigars

They are recognized to be

the best value made in

Canada at 10 cents.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

Beaver Motors
WORK LIKE BEAVERS.

SIZES: 28 H - P -
four cylinder vertical.

1 2 h. p. and 1 8 h. p. horizontal opposed
Normal speed 1000 revolutions per minute.

HIGH SPEED HIGH GRADE
LOW PRICE

Beaver Mfg. Co. fttfSStili

Gold Medal Camp Furniture Mfg. Co.
Racine, Wis., U. S. A.

6 \H \_OUG WE manufacture a full line of Camp Fur-
niture and complete camp outfits. Our

new catalog showing new goods just out

—

free. We also have for distribution the following Sportsmen's
Manuals, each containing 136 pages, nicely bound :—The
Camper s Manual. The Fisherman's Manual and the Sports-
man's Manual. They are worth at least 50 cents each ; only
30 cents for the three, or 10 cents for any one delivered to you
by mail. Postage prepaid.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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id&fr. You can rea
doubles/I

with a

Tflarfin
Repeating Shotgun
Because it combines guaranteed shooting ability with the sim-
plest and strongest repeating mechanism handles quicker and
shoots harder than any other repeating gun.

The Marli/t solid top prevents powder and gases blowing
back; the side ejection of shells allows instant repeat shots. The'
closed-in breechbolt keeps out rain, snow and sleet, and the dirt,

leaves, twigs and sand that clog up other repeaters.
The double extractors pull any shell, two special safety

devices prevent the explosion of a cartridge while action is un-
locked, and the automatic recoil lock removes all danger from
hang-fires, making it the safest breech-loading gun built.

From the light-weight (6% lbs.) I6-gauge to the new 7% lbs. 12-gauge,
fflac/f'/t repeaters in all models, grades and styles are well-made, finely
balanced jjuns, especially designed for hard shooting and quick handling.
Send 3 stamps postage for our complete <T/,^ "777 /* jr* S~"

136-page catalog of all Martm repeat- SirearmS Co.,

ers. rifles and shotguns. Write to-day. 67 Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

FOR YOUR GUN "3-

S-POLIL

P'ENTS RUsifll

LUBRICATES

'

TYPEWRITERS
BICYCLES
GUNS

SEWING MACHINES
TALKING MACHINES
RAZORS'* STROPS

aw coilc COMPANY

3-in-One is best for oiling lock, trigger, cjecter and every action part perfectly—
makes everything work right at the right time Keeps the mechanism clean and pre-
vents breakage. Contains no grease or acid and will not dry out, cake, gum or collect dust.

3-in-One enters the pores of metal and forms a clean, delicate moisture proof
covering that positively prevents rust in any climate. 3-in-One cleans out residue of
burnt powder leaving barrel bright and shiny. Prevents leading and pitting. Polishes
wooden stock. Read what old timers say.

"I have used 3-in-One on military equipment for seven years. Inspector's report
of the condition ofmy rifles has always been ' EXCELLENT.'"

F. S. VAN GORDON,
Capt. 5th Inf. Ohio Nat. Guard,

Warren, Ohio.

"I used 3-in-One on my recent trip around the world, hunting in Japan, China, The
Malay Peninsular, India and other points where guns are exposed to severe climatic
conditions. By careful treatment and the use of 3-in-One, I brought my guns home in as
good condition as when I left."

DALL DE WEESE,
Canyon City, Colo.

"We have used 3-in-One oil in our factory for years and cannot speak too highly of
its merits. As a rust preventative, we doubt if any other compound on earth can come
anywhere near it."

HUNTER ARMS CO.,
Fulton, N. Y.

Try 3-in-One yourself on your own gun and be glad you did.

FREE Write at once for liberal free sample and booklet. THREE-IN-ONE OIL COM-ri*tc
' PANY, 55 New St., New York City.

t5 601' CLl
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Northwestern

IgnitionBatteries
Absolutely Reliable, Best

and Hottest park.

Electric Searchlights
More powerful than acetylene. No bad

smell. Will not blow out. On and off

with the snap of a switch.

Write for Catalogue "R"

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.

448 Milwaukee Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

A TIP TO
Travellers

Why Pay $2.00 for a stuffy

room in a second-class hotel, or

$4.00 for a cheerless apartment

in a first-class hotel

In Chicago
when you can secure comfort-

able lodging, supplemented by a

Turkish Bath, a scientific rub, a

shower and a plunge in the finest

swimming pool in America for

One Dollar
Moral : When in Chicago stop at

The New Northern

Baths and Hotel

8YLVE8TER J. SIMON, PRES

14 QUINCY ST., NEAR STATE
IN THE VERY HEART OF THE CITY

This New
German
Ignition

Battery

Gave such remarkable

results last year that we
have obtained the

Canadian rights.

Gives Hot Spark Like a

Storage Battery

NO MORE IGNITION TROUBLES
New process. New Chemicals. Better Results. There have been no improvements or

change in manufacture made in Dry Cells until the German Chemistry (who lead the World in Chemistry^
brought out this new Dry Cell. IT GIVES RESULTS. Write for prices. If your dealer does not keep them we
will sell direet.

The Canadian Electric Novelty Co.
334 Spadina Ave., Toronto.

When writing' Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Distinctive New

Wall Papers

Never before have we had such an at-

tractive stock of New Wall Papers to

select from. The points of merit are
numerous, but originality of design, great
beauty of coloring and smallness of price
are among the attractive feat ures. They
are the latest productions of the leading
English, French, German and American
manufacturers, and with few exceptions
the patterns and colorings are confined
exclusively to ourselves.

Samples tvill be forwarded free of
charge to any address. Please statefor
what room, color and price desired.

The W.J. Bolus Co., Limited

245 Yonse Street. TORONTO.

THE

William English Canoe Co.
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are Best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

& Miners
They are the

lightest boot on
the market, quali-

ty and material
considered. They
are made to fit

and wear. They
are practically
wa t er pr oof—if

properly taken care of. There are
or anything to gall the feet. They
harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.
Ask your dealer to order you a pair

write for catalogue O.

Witchell-Soheill Company
DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturers in Sporting and Athletic Footwear.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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Majestic Has No Superior

Indispensable and unequalled for Automobiles, Motor Boats and

Household Uses.

MANUFACTURED IN CANADA BY

MAJESTIC POLISHES, Limited
575 Yonge Street, TORONTO, CANADA

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.''
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Perfection
MARINE MOTORS

"V^OU and your boat deserve a good engine. You have probably »een

* enough poor engines to know that such an engine can rob one of all

the pleasure and add much to the expense of motor boating.

H£± m mm 1° buying a Perfection you have the assur-

m #1 mm\ ance that you get positively the

P
COMPLETE

$45
get positively the simplest,

quietest, most powerful marine engine built—bet-

ter finished and better fitted than any other engine-

REVERSIBLE—NO CRANKING
no valves nor cams—all parts interchangeable, highest grade material

hroughout. Our broad GUARANTEE covers replacement of any

engine that does not give complete satisfaction, and is backed up by
one of the largest and most complete factories in the business. Can you
afford to take chances or buy on any other terms ? Write for our hand-

some catalog of all sizes.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
1322 SECOND AVENUE. DETROIT, MICH.

to 100 H P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1908 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO,
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, IN. Y.
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TENTS
We wish to dispose of 500 Tents of each of the following sizes,

and offer them at the undernoted very low prices. These tents are

made* from a strong quality of white cotton duck.

7 ft.x7 ft. Wall Tents $4-95, Poles and Pegs Extra $ 1.10

8 ft.xlO ft. " $6.10, " " $1.25

10 ft. x 12 ft. " $7.35, " " $1.40
Terms strictly nett cash with order.

List of catalogues issued—A. Bicycles and Bicycle Supplies. B. Automobile and Gas
Engine Material. C. Motor Boat Fittings and Supplies. D. Tools and High Grade Line of
Machinists Supplies. F. Sporting Goods.

T. W. BOYD & SON
27, Notre Dame Street West MONTREAL

ROSS CANOES
THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

Safe, Staunch and Reliable. The Canoe for the long trip.

Our 1 908 models of prospecting and pleasure canoes

are now ready for delivery. A large stock to choose

from which will satisfy the purchaser under all

conditions. Don t fail to send for catalogue.

The J. H. Ross Canoe Co.
ORILLIA, ONT.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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TEMAGAMI
UNEXCELLED
FISHING
SHOOTING

Three beautiful Hotels and Steamboat

Service afford ideal accommodation.

CANOES, GUIDES AND CAMP
OUTFITS SUPPLIED

Write for Booklet

The O'Connor Steamboat

and Hotel Co., Limited
TEMAGAMI, ONT

r
If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G.F.HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

The Largest

Manufacturers

in the World
in our Line

Our Goods stand the Test

The Patent

Vnbreakab1e\Si1k Bound Rod

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN FISHING RODS.
Silk bound, waterproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout and Bass. Strongest rod in the world. Every dealer and fisherman
•hould see this roa. Price is most reasonable and within the reach of all. Made only by us in our factory at Toronto

The Allcock, Laight &~ WesttOood Co., Limited
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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in the hands of the best shooters- -men who know a good gun and will

buy no other.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

N.Y Salesrooms PARKER BROS.
32 Warren Street Meriden, Conn.

The Oldest Gun Builders in America.
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the J. H. CURTISS Co 3SOUTHST
NEW YORK

Marine

Closets

Lavatories

Etc.

Prompt Deliveries

Guaranteed

What Would Camp
Be Without Coffee?
In camp it always tastes better than a

home, even though it is often pretty black
and sometimes a bit muddy.
The percolator at home makes better

coffee—coffee that is more healthful—that
we all admit. And now comes the first

CAMP PFRCOLATOR, one made com-
pact like your nesting outfit—made even
smaller than the camp pot you have been
carrying, with bail for use over the camp
fire, and with folding handle—doesn't that
sound good to you ?

A percolator doesn't boil over, doesn't
spoil the coffee if left to boil, and you don't have
to get it off the fire at a prescribed moment.

This percolator doesn't need minute description—it embodies the
principal and is made following the particular style of the famous
"Meteor" which has been universally used for years.

The one principal feature of this percolator is that it is made
for yow in camp, or en route, wherever you carry your own compact
outfit and brew your own beverage.

All first-class sporting goods dealers either have this percolator, or can order
it for you. If you are not near a denier send to us direct—by mail.

MERIDEN COMPANY,
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor.

218 JFifth Avenue. Corner 26th Street NEW YORK.

We specially design Prize Cups and Trophies for

Trap Shoots, Casting Tournaments, Racing, Etc.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Son 6 h. p. 2-Cycle d*QQ
.&D. MARINE ENGINE

The simplest, strongest and most durable
Marine Engine ever put on the market at this price.

Noiseless—no cranking—easy to start—easy to

operate—nothing to get out of order.

Three port designs.
Jump spark ignition. c .

Float feed carburetor. Smooth running
_ Economizes fuel

Fewest moving
parts

Automatic water
circulation

No "back firing"
Will not "skip"
No packing to

blow out
Highest grade ac-

cessories
Reverse clutch or
solid propeller #

Every engine
tested over and
above rated h. p.
Materials and
workmanship
guaranteed

Write for our handsome catalog going into the de-
tails of its superior advantages over other engines
of its class.

Smith & Baldridge Machine Co.

75 Amsterdam St., Detroit, Mich, U.S.A.
Territory open to all responsible agents alive to

a quality proposition.

NOBEL'S
BALLISTITE and EMPIRE
POWDER_Win High Honors

BALLISTITE won the Grand American Handi-
cap, while the high average for nearly all the events
was captured by Empire Shooters.

At the Dominion Trap Shooters Association
Tournament held in Toronto, August 7th, 8th and
9th. EMPIRE won first and third high average on
the third day.

At the Clinton Ont., Tournament, October 30th,
Empire tied for second high average in the live
bird events.

GIVE EMPIRE A TRIAL AND BE CONVINCED

If your dealer won't supply you write us

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
4 HOSPITAL St. MONTREAL.

BRANCH .OFFICES :

Toronto, Ont. Winnipeg, Man. Victoria. B. C»
Hamilton, Ont. Vancouver, B. C. Kenora, Ont-

2\ H. P., $ 70.00

4 H. P., 90.00

6 H.P., 119.0

Complete Outfits.

Send for Catalogue

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.

67 Bay IS., Hamilton, Can.

ENGINES or QUALITY
Unexcelled, up-to-date, variable speed

Marine Motors
Easy to operate, reliable, powerful, durable.

2 and 4 cycle. 3, 5, 10 and 20 H.P.

MARINE POWER CO.
667 Walker Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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A useful

companion for

your camping party

is a 30 cent tin of

CALVERT'S
20% Carbolic Soap.

Many are the uses of this powerful

antiseptic soap, but you will perhaps

most appreciate now the protection
it affords against mosquitoes and black

flies, the safeguard it provides against

infection, and the convenience it offers for

making an antiseptic solution.

Ask your druttfj'ist for it. or write direct to
F. C. Calvert & Co .349 Dorchester-St. West. Montreal.

Booklet describing this and other specialities free.

THE

Queen's Hotel
TORONTO,
CANADA

! One of the largest and most comfortable hotels in

the Dominion of Canada, and, being adjacent to the
Lake, commands a splendid view of Toronto Bay and
Lake Ontario. It is well known as one of the coolest

houses in summer in Canada, and is elegantly furnished
throughout. Rooms en-suite, with bath rooms attached.
The Queen's has been liberally patronized by royality

and nobility during their visits to Toronto, and among
those who have honored it with their patronage are :

His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Alexis of
Russia ; their Royal Highnesses, Prince Leopold,
Prince George, Princess Louise, and the Duke and
Duchess ef Connaught; the Marquis of Lome; the Earl
and Countess of Dufferin; the Marquis and Marchioness
of Lansdowne; Lord and Lady Stanley, of Preston

;

Earl and Countess of Aberdeen. The Queen's is

furnished with all the latest modern improvements.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

flcGaw & Winnett,
Proprietors.

SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR

New Catalog
ox-

Tackle

Guns and

Camping Goods.

Oldtown Canoes
15 and 16 feet

ThcH.H.KiffeCo.
5

Guaranteed for One Year.

Yours for One Dollar.

THIS Porcelain Plug makes
"em" setup and take notice.

The greatest plug value ever of.

fered at

$J.OO
with a year's guarantee. Import-
ed Porcelains. Can't leak or short
circuit. Can't soot over. It's a
$2.50 plug for $1.00.

NEVER MISS

No. 8
Ask your dealer or send direct

if he can't supply you. None just
as good. Remember Never Mist
No. 8.

Get our Catalogue of Ignition

Goods FREE.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO

LANSING, MICH., U. S. A

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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MANUFACTURERS

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THB GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best In the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Built Rod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

^"Thk English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers.

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
ta"h t publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

/fife;
GLOVER'S

^^|§ IMPERIAL
DOG REMEDIES

The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

sick: dogs.
FOR SALE 17 DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO PEED

On application to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 118 W. 31st St., New York
u. s. A*.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Uausually noyel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of •ffering re-

ward for return. German 8ilver
;

handsomely made, 25c postpaid-

Agents wanted.
s--?,KENSFTT,IOWA.

rff MAIL BOX ORuo
< iPOST OfTICE /c-

P05TA0E. & AD0RE55W0
IM5IDE.

C. E. LOCKE MEG. CO, 1594

A Business Education Free
"THE ART AND LITERATURE OF BUSINESS"

By Charles Austin Bates

Complete, in six volumes, will be sent FREE to

anyone sending

Thirty Subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

These volumes enter fully into methods suitable for

all kinds of business and point out methods leading

to success. The books are bound in cloth, will

make a fine addition to any library and to the young
student will furnish an excellent business education.

Address W. J. TAYLOR,
Publisher Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

Woodstock, Ont.

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS

Price for single,

For Trout and Bass fishing.

No swivels required
;
"they

spin so easy." Made in seven I

different size blades, 25
styles, in either Bucktail or

j

feather fly. For casting and
[

trolling. Send for circulars!

25c ; tandem, 35c.

JOHN J HILDEBRANDT, Drawer 8, LOCANSPORT, IND., U S A,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Be sure the

H & R Revolver has

For the Sake of a place in your grip.

Protection and Pleasure

Get the most out of your vacation.

Confidence, coolness, and self-reliance are developed

through the enjoyment that comes from shooting with

an accurate, dependable and safe H & R Revolver.

Mechanically perfed, minutely tested, superior

in finish ; in fact, a better revolver at a medium price.

We particularly recommend our H & R Automatic

Double Action, 32 caliber, six shot, or 38 caliber, five shot,

3i inch barrel, nickel finish— $6.00. H & R Hammerless, $7.00.

Ask your dealer to see the new target grip which fits the hand naturally,

prevents slipping and twisting, affording a steady aim and greater accuracy in shooting.

Sold by all first-class dealers. Rather than accept a substitute, order from
Look for our name on barrel and the little target trade- mark on the handle.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.
491 PARK AVE.

WORCESTER, MASS.

'Tis time you were buying your

Canoe, Skiff or Launch
FOR THIS SUMMER.

We build all sorts of Gasoline Launch Hulls and can install any motor
or sell you hull only. WRITE US.

We have the largest

Canoe and Skiff factory in

Canada, and when you buy a

Canoe, Skiff or Launch and

want the best see that it bears

the stamp of the

Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited Peterborough, Canada

Send for our Catalogue.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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I H "

10GASOLINE MOTORS
RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

MOV
IS

ING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIA!.
WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED

JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI-CYLINDER TYPES
Send to-day for free catalog "N"

UNITED MANUFACTURING C6h
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

Please send
io cents for
our book entit-

led Ignition,

Vaporization*

Installation,

and Operat-
ion of a Gas-
oline Motor.

Motors on exhibition at motor
mart, 1876 Broadway. Rumery
& Vail, sales agents, NewYork

NINE TENTHS of motor troubles are caused by the carbureter
used. If the carbureter goes bad—the engine goes bad—the

machine goes bad—the owner cusses, he goes bad—and if you're selling
motors the sales go bad. You'll find a smaller percentage of carbureter
fall downs among machines equipped with a

Breeze Carbureter
than among those equipped with any other carbureter made. We can
prove it—have done so in four years of actual service. Our text book
"Carbureters and Engine Troubles" explains how we do it. Send for

it. We want agents in Canada, and dealers and jobbers to handle our goods. Write us

—

we mean business and have a liberal proposition.

Breeze Carbureters, Newark, New Jersey, U. S. A.

ROBERT SOPER
369 and 371 Bay Street North

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Manufacturer of Sails, Tents, Awnings

and Flags. Waterproof Horse and

Wagon Covers.

Tents to rent and made to order
of all sizes.

Men s Black Oiled Clothing of all

kinds, Life Preservers, Cork Fenders,

Boat Fittings.

Send for Catalogue

Phone Number 1383—Long Distance

THOUSAND ISLAND

HOUSE
Alexandria Bay. N.Y.

The most popular and beautiful

resort in America. Fishing,

Boating,(xolf and otherdiversion

Send for Booklet to

0. G. STAPLES
PROPRIETOR

Alexandria Bay, - N. Y.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Do you want a safe, sound, reliable

Motor Boat ?

See Our Guarantee of Mullin's
Pressed Steel

16 ft. 3 1-2 h.p. speed 9 $325 00
18 ft. 3 1-2 h.p. speed 8 1-2 420 00
19 ft. 3 1-2 h.p. speed 8 450 00
19 ft. 7 h.p. double cyl., speed 13. . 605 00
22 ft. 7 h.p. double cyl., speed 11 1-2 775 00
22 ft. 10 h.p. triple cyl., speed 14 . 885 00
22 ft. 16-20 h.p. triple cvl., speed 17.1025 00
11 ft. yacht tender 47 00
14 ft. square stern row boat 47 00
15 ft. pointed stern row boat 45 00
16 ft. square stern row boat '.

. 53 00

Above prices subject to discount.

10 cents in stamps secures large art
catalogue and testimonial sheet.

N. R. THOMPSON
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO.

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR.

Strelinger

inyour Launch is
like gold in your

pocket,
Mighty

Satisfactory

__ {
Safe

* Simple,
Durable
Reliable
Powerful
The

__, Strelinger
4 Cyc—STRELINGER— 1 to 4 Cyl. Always

Goes
"Good as Ever after 10 Years of Service"

j
Thats the way we build them. GOOD when you

r buy them, GOOD AIRWAYS. TROUBLE LEAVES
when the STRELINGER comes aboard. We carryMn »tock engines from i 1-2 to 5o H. P. $25 to $2500.
a and 4 Cycle Marine and Stationary. Send for

I catalogue. Special bargain on a few sample motors.
I

Write now while the opportunity lasts.

iThe Strelinger Marine Engine Co.
Dept. x 46 CONGRESS ST. E. DETROIT, MICH.

When in

Cam|>
there is uot h i n g
goes quite so well as
a bit of good fat
bacon. If you have
not been used to fat
bacon — try it — the
doctors say it is good
and after you have
tried it you will say
s o too. Ask your
g rocer to get you

'Star Brand*
English Breakfast

BACON
Made by

F. W. FFARMAN CO., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

All Fearman's goods are Government
inspected.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
To Secure a

Powerful, Speedy,
Dependable

2, 4 or 6 H. P. Two
Cycle Marine Engine

We have recently purchas-
ed the entire plant of the
St. Clair Motor Co., and off-
er a limited number of

'THE FAMOUS LITTLE SKIPPER
MARINE ENGINES.

at verv interesting prices.

They are selling rapidly. The price will be increas-
ed when the present lot is sold. Ask for Catalog R.G.

GRAY-HAWLEY MFG. CO., DETROIT, MICH.
Manufacturers of Gray Mufflers, Autochimes,

Valves, Foot-Pedals, Steam and Air Chime
Whistles, etc., etc.

Freel An
Unbreakable Rod

The Greatest Novelty in Fishing Rods
S *

ilk bound waterproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout
°r Bass. Strongest rod^in the world . For par-
ticulars how to secure one write Premium De-
partment, Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in
Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun end Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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Wizard Magneto
Absolutely Reliable and Durable.

Make and Break or Jump Spark for

Marine and Stationary Engines.

SPECIAL MAGNETO FOR
FORD AND MAXWELL RUNABOUTS
Try a ''WIZARD" on your Engine

Thousands in successful operation

HERCULESlsLECTRIC CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CANADIAN AGENTS

:

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.
Montreal Vancouver Winnipeg Toronto

GOOD HEALTH!
DRINK

Bromo Mineral
The well known morning bracer.

Sweetens a sour stomach.

Sold at all Hotels in Canada.

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

HOTEL GLASSWARE
AND

HOTEL SUPPLIES.

BROMO MINERAL CO.
86 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

SHOOT
MULLERITE

THE PERFECT BULK SMOKELESS POWDER.

HARDEST GRAIN. HIGHEST VELOCITIES

DEEPEST PENETRATION

GUARANTEED SUPERIOR to ANY SMOKELESS POWDER
TRY IT LOAD FOR LOAD WITH ANY SMOKELESS

YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

SCHOVERLING BROS., Sole Agents
6 Read Street, New York City.

Your local dealer can supply any load you Wish; it not let us hear from you. A trial is our best argument.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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An Element of Safety
With the old fashioned razor, a man is never

safe. Most men will cut their faces a dozen times a
year, at least. The man never lived and shaved
regularly with the old style razor, who has not
frequently cut himself.

A man can shave all his lifetime with the
"Gillette" Safety Razor without a single mishap.

Whether he has "oceans of time" or only five

minutes—whether at home or on a railroad train or
ocean liner—whether he has every convenience or is

without a mirror—it's

all the same with the
"Gillette."

The certainty of
safety is only ONE of
the many exclusive
features of the
"Gillette"—the safety
razor that is safe.

The Gillette Safety
Razor consists of a triple
silver plated holder and 12 »

double edged flexible blades,
in velvet lined leather case.
Price $5—at all leading Jewelry,
Drug, Cutlery, Hardware, Sport
ing Goods and Department
Stores.

Write or ask your dealer for
free booklets. If he cannot supply
you, write us.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.

of Canada Limited, Montreal.

Salmon fishing

on theUPSALQUlTCH RIVKR,
NEW BRUNSWICK, may be

had by applying to

T. MALCOLM,
CAMPBELLTON, NEW BRUNSWICK

who will give all information.

THE

Kent Double Spinne

Bass Baits
and Kent Champion Floate
are the best baits for bass that can

obtained.

Sent Postpaid 75 cents
Manufactured exclusively by

Samuel H. Friend, Kent, 0., U- S.A.

KnVrma f\nYlM*ae FtV»*> f You may secure one for 15 subscriptionsivorona cameras rree . Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canad
Write for particulars to-day. W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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NEW
Marine Portable

Gasoline Engine

2 H. P. Weight 40 lbs.

Can be instantly attached by two thumb
screws to the transom of any row boat.

Engine is air cooled. Just the engine-

for anglers and owners of dinghys and
sail boats. For particulars address

Walnut Machine & Brass

Foundry Company
316 Walnut Street, Toledo,

AUTO BOAT AND AUTO MOTORS

10-12 H.P.

18-20 H.P.

Four Cycle

Double Cylinder
3 ur

Agents Wanted.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Send for Prices and
Circulars.

THE BEILFUSS MOTOR CO., LANSING, MICH., U.S.A.

Kerosene and Gasoline Marine Engines

\VE manufacture two types of engines, one de-
signed for gasoline only and one for both

gasoline and kerosene.

Our kerosene generator valve is different from
any other type as it forces the charge directly into
the cylinder without drawing it into base of engine,
first heating it with hot air.

Our engines are correct in every detail, and their
successful performance makes good our claim of a
High Grade Kngine at Reasonable Price.

write for catalog. Ten sizes. 1, 2 and 3 cylinders

DUBRIE MOTOR CO.
430 Guoin St. Detroit, Mich.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WeLAKE OF BAYS
KNOWN AS THE

KlLLARNEY of AMERICA"
OVER iooo FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
PURE AND EXHILARATING ATMOSPHERE
MAGNIFICENT SCENERY and LOVELY WATER TRIPS
AN IDEAL TERRITORY for CAMPERS and CANOEISTS
MODERN STEAMBOATS Have Been Placed on These Lakes
GOOD HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS at Reasonable Rates.

Write for handsome booklet which tells you all about it. Sent free on

[application to
J. D. McDonald, Union Station, Toronto, or to

J. Quinlan,

lBonaventure Station, Montreal.

W. E. DAVIS
Passenger Traffic Manager

MONTREAL

G. T. BELL
Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agent

MONTREAL

When writing1 Advertisers kindly mention Rod and_ Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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$12I^ STOP! LOOK!,
LISTEN!

^ TheGear Sensation of theYear 5

Gies Reverse Gear m 68
Successor to the reversible propeller'.

£\J

2?SPFriAI 111 TRANSMITS 1 HP. —

'

- » orXA^JML/ 1 1| PGr 100 Revolutions/

r\f|A[T Experiment—Get the Genuine. rr\

^l/Ull I Be bamboozled by similarity ^
\77 in names The Gies Reverse Gear

s. is made only by
CO GLES GEAR COMPANY W
<BI9,,^iroi

i.. ei^91A$i2 Si291a&

f/iOG mr/tour
HOOK/A/GAMO

Greatestpiece offishinq /C££PS /T
ALIVE.Tackle everInvented

HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSITION WITHOUT KILLING OR
INJURING IT. Keep* mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING.
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS. Catches
the SHORT-BITERS. : : v At your Dealers or d.rect. postpaid, SO cents

UNKEFER 6 BRADLEY, M,V , 91 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO

Iti Fox Motors
If] HIGH SPEED-HEAVY DUTY a

•Igggw LI— I'——

T

We offer more real motor value,
larger cylinders, more power, service
and satisfaction than any other manu-

facturer. Our catalog claims it; our customers con-
firm it; our sales prove it.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport, Ky. I

|J FOX MOTORS
We sell on the bore and stroke of

_ our cylinders and their capacity
~ 'in cubic inches. To realize the import-

ance of this matter, send for our catalog.
THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport. Ky. I

lifter Shaving
VI « &

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
and insist that your barber
use it also. It is Antiseptic

^BSBt and will prevent any of the
HPv^. i skin diseases often contrac-Wft ted.

JBEBfc A positive relief for Sunburn,
^F*r±J Chafing. Prickly Heat, and all

^K/tWtS^ afflictions of the skin. Re-
^^HM6^^^ moves all odor of perspiration.

Get Mennen's—the original. Put up in non-
refillable boxes—the "box that lox" Sold
everywhere or wailed for 25 cents. Sample
free. Try Mennen's Violet(BoTated)Tctlcvm.
Guaranteed under the Food and and Drugs
Act, June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542.

Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark N. J.

RAINO
WATERPROOF
CLOTHING
Keeps you dry>
clean and comfort"
able in the heaviest
driving storm.

Plenty of materials

are said to be water-
proof RAINO has
proven so by the
severest tests.

Raino garments are

soft and pliable and
will not stick, gum, rot

or peel.

Is the only satisfac-

tory material for hunt-
ers, fishermen, yachts-

men, automobilists, etc.

Color Olive Drab.

Write for sample and
free book of styles.

Dealers can also be
supplied.

RAINO GO.
737-761 S. Halsted Street, CHICAGO, U S A.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."-
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ThePutma
Worlds,
tanVar

!

d

Get on liket
c /"/mm

Boots
are the oldest and best known line

of high-cut boots and shoes on the

market. Ask your dealer for them.

If he cannot supply you, send for

measurement blanks and free

catalogue , describing over forty

styles,and we will deliver direct to

you, express prepaid, a pair of the

Genuine Hand Sewed, Water-
proofed, made-to-measure Put-

man Boots.

ILLUSTRATION'SHOWS

No. 725

12 inches
high.

Made of
Brown or
Black

Leather.

H J. PUTMAN & CO., 16 HENNEPIN AVE., MINNEAPOLIS, U.S.

A

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and G un and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT
THE TULLER

Absolutely Fireproof

Cor. Adams Avenue and Park Street

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping and Business
District. A la Carte Cafe. Grille Room. Service
Unexcelled. Every Room With Bath. European Plan.

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

M. A. SHAW, MANAGER

Good photosgive pleasure

to the Amateur.

No clogged up shadows and dead
white skies if you use

"Wellington"
Plates and Films.

Wellington P. O. P. and S. 0. P.

(gaslight paper) will give you good
results. Try them and see.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write

WARD & CO.
13 ST. JOHN STREET, MONTREAL, P. Q

Palmer's Moosehead Brand

Waterproof

Sporting

Boots
Used extensively by and
designed to meet the views
of sportsmen, prospectors,
surveyors and others who
are outdoors. No other boot
could be made more water-
proof and better adapted to

keep its wearer comfortable
in all sorts of weather. Noth-
ing better for railway con-
struction work. Made with
or without sole and heel.

Write for " R

"

Catalogue show-
ing different
styles.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Fredericton, N. B., Canada,

largest manufacturers of Oil Tan Waterproof Footwear
in the world.

Motor Boat
Tanks

Built to Stand Government Test.

Tanks of all sizes made to pattern.

Stationery Engine Cooling Tanks
made to order.

All orders filled within three days

All goods sent C.O.D., F.O.B.

No overflow in filling our tanks.

Prevented by drip.

Ornamental Gall Iron Works
C. ORMSBY, MANAGER.

58 W. RICHMOND ST., TORONTO, ONT.
PHONE MAIN 677.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ADAMS
Would you buy a hundred dollar counterfeit

bill for twenty-nine forty?

Not if you had your wits about you, would
you ?

Why buy a counterfeit gasoline engine, sup-

posed to be worth one hundred dollars, for

twenty-nine forty? Does it sound reasonable?

Of course it doesn't.

You can only get a certain amount of good
merchandise for one hundred dollars, and you
want to make sure that you are getting all that's

coming to you.

ADAMS engines are the best engines we
can make for the price we sell them at, and they

couldn't be made any better if they sold for twice the money. Get our catalog,

and when you want the best there is in gasoline engines remember that the ADAMS
engine is IT.

THE ADAMS LAUNCH AND ENGINE HFG. CO.
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT. and VANCOUVER, B. C.

CANADA.

r THE FAMOUS

Michigan Speed Wheels
and Reverse Gears.

T^FamsMichigan SpeedWheels
TRADE: MARK

MICHIGAN

TflB FAMOUsMlCtilGAN REVERSE ^EAR

All sizes, styles and types. Reversible, weedless and

solid speed wheels.

Everyone who owns a racer, pleasure boat or even a

duck boat wants more speed. It saves time and adds to

ones pleasure.

The Michigan reverse gear are largely used by many
of the leading engine builders and are sold on their merits

and guaranteed.

Send for 32 page catalog full of valuable information

on propeller wheels and reverse gears.

MICHIGAN WHEEL CO.
Canadian Distributors :

John Mitten <S- Son, Montreal and Toronto.

Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S. A,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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b Silk Fish Line.
Made on latest improved machinery. Absolutely

pure, strength guaranteed, the strongest and
lightest line made.

Black with White.
Black with Brown.

Size 2, 2J cents per yard
Size 3, 3 cents per yard
Size 4, 3| cents per yard

Enamelled Lines.

Not a union line, but the best silk.

ENAMELLED BY HAND.
Size J, 3| cents per yard
Size 1, 4 cents per yard-
Size 2, 4J cents per yard
Size 3, 5 cents per yard
Size 4, 5f cents per yard

yard. Size 0, 1J cents per

COLORS—White with Black
Black with Olive.

Size 0, 1J cents per yard
Size J, If cents per yard
Siz el, 2 cents per yard

Patent Waxed Lines
Guaranteed not to absorb water.

Superior Line for Casting.

Size 0, 2J cents per yard
Size J, 2| cents per yard
Size 1, 3 cents per yard
Size 2, 3J cents per yard

Catting Line—Size 00, 1J cents per yard.
Put up on cards, 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards, continuous lengths.

St. Lawrence Sporting Goods Co., Ltd.
102 NOTRE DAME ST. WEST, MONTR E A

L

The Basis

of Perfection is

SIMPLICITY
EVER consider the principle of a wheel?

Each spoke furnishes its momentary support, coming round into place to the point of

strain, taking its regular turn at bearing the burden.

So simple one never thinks about it. But, look! For forty centuries no improvement in

the principle of the wheel ! That principle is right ; it is fundamental ; it is final.

The Lefever is the perfection of simplicity in shot guns. It can never be supplanted.

One lever cocks the gun and extracts the shells. Only three parts to accomplish the com-

plete function of a shot gun—firing, extracting, cocking. The Lefever has from 15 to 25 fewer

parts than any other shot gun.

Lefever Shot Guns
Enough advantages over other high-grade guns are told of in the Lefever catalogue to

amaze anyone not using the gun itself. How ?. tight joint is insured with dovetailed
fastener and self-compensating bolt; how strain is taken off the hinge- joint

how faithful workmanship is spent on all parts ; how steel is used which
brings honor, not discredit, upon the names of the great European
makers—all are to be read and seen in a beautiful catalogue worth
sending for.

LEFEVER ARMS CO.
20 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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GrayilbtorBoats

High Speed IS ft. Runabout 1

Speed: 12 miles per hour.

The primary object in building thit boat
is to advertise Gray motors. The entire out-

put is of our own design. It has the speed
without sacrificing comfort, spac* or sea-

worthiness.
This boat will beat any boat of its length

and beam and power in your harl or.

6 H. P. Gray Motor, Reversible Clutch,

Mechanical Force Feed Oiler. Mahorany
finish. Starting ratchet and control in

rear of motor. Everything handy for

operator, so he does not have to leave his

seat to do anything on the motor. Auto
steering wheel or brass double handle, as

preferred. Linoleum on floor. Price with
Brass Chocks, Cleats, $265.

NOTE—If you want to bu ild ft boat off these

lines we will furnish them free to your boat

builder if he buys and installs a Gray Motor.

Gray Motors

$6750
2_ / Engine, with complete boat outfit

I/L {not bare) Shaft. Propeller Wheel,
/ 2 Stuffing Box, Muffler, Batteries.

_ / Spark Coil, Wire, Switch, etc
it. f>> ready to install in your boat

h, p. with complete boat outfit (not bare) $^^50

J0 h . p . with complete boat outfit (not bare) $J

1,2,3 & 4

Cylinders

to 40

GUARANTEED by a
responsible concern
—ask Dun or Brad-
•treet, or any bank
in Detroit.

Immediate Delivery
Our enormous output enables us to keep a

stock on hand and make immediate delivery.

HOW "WE J>0 IT—Send for our literature showing HOW
WE ACTUALLY BUILD GRAY MOTORS; showing our plant, tools
and jigs. High quality of workmanship requires high-grade up-to-
date tools and machinery equipment. WE HAVE THEM.

Write today for new 1908 catalog

GRAY MOTOR C0.,m s,!.S Detroit, Mich.

1^ Folding

Pocket Kodak
Special

Just as good as a camera can be
made—so small as to never

be in the way.

There has never before been so much
quality put into so small a camera—in

lens and shutter and mechanical pre-

cision it is right. Makes the popular

2^ 14^ pictures, the camera itself

measuring but 2 x 33^ x 8 inches.

Fitted with Rapid Rectilinear lenses

having a speed of/8 and the reliable

F. P. K. Automatic Shutter. It fills

every requirement of those who de-

mand a perfect combination of con-
venience and efficiency. Price $15.00.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited

Cat
.
a
fe
R
5
f ^odak,JfreeI .. Toronto, Can.

at the dealer* or by mail.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Improved Portable Storage Batteries
FOR

Automobile. Motor Boat and
Stationary Gas Engine elec-

tric ignition and lighting.

Durable, light weight, compact, no

metal parts to corrode, built low, all

lead burnetl joints

Send for bulletin No. 1-A giving

sizes and prices.

Also send for bulletin describing

our new Automatic Ignition Dynamo
and our complete Dynamo- Floating
Storage Battery Ignition System. We
handle electric lighting and ignition

apparatus of every description.

APPLE
25 N. CANAL STREET

ELECTRIC COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO

The ARTZ
Folding Tonneau on the MITCHELL RUNABOUT

Opened or closed in 5 seconds without the use of any tools. As firm, strong
and comfortable as a standing tonneau.

Also made for Fords, Cadillacs, Bericks and many others.

Write for full description and prices to

DAYTON FOLDING TONNEAU COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

When writing' Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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No. 14 $5.00
19x19
26 in.

No. 12 $4.00
18x17
24 in.

20 in.

No. 10 $3.50
Size of seat 16x1
Height of back from seat 23 in.
Height of arm from seat 9^ in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furniture is sold
at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOUNGER'S WILLOW FURNITURE.
I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I guarantee strength and durability of

every article. As to BEAUTY of this furniture, it speaks for itself. The handsome set, illustrated above, sells for

$12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow. That means coolness and comfort. There is

no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and unhealthy upholstered chair when you can buy
these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $ie.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs, Fancy
Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilist's Bakets, and numerous other articles. Special bas-
kets of any style made to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points. Send for catalog, Efld

W. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., Joronto.

Our Preserved Frogs,

Shiners, Minnows, etc.

are life-like.

Ask your dealer for

those packed by the

ANGLERS'fBAIT & MFC CO.,

273-275 South Water St.,

CHICAGO.

McCurdy's Frog Harness
Hook acknowledged by the
best anglers in this country to

be the mart human, perfect and
sure killer Fish Hook ever used.

Perfectly weedless, keeps the frog alive, a'id gets a short biter every
time. Made in all sizes and of very best of material. Price per hook,

35 cents. Manufactured by

B. F. McCURDY, 4014 State Street, CHICAGO.
Dealer in live and artificial fish, bait and sportsman's supplies.

Calendar, Catalogue and Price List free on application.

E. I. C.
DRY BATTERIES

BEST BY TEST

We want you to write us to-day about

our Battery.

A trial will convince you of their

merits.

The Electric Ignition Co.

BERLIN, ONTARIO.
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Samuel de Champlain,

BY HAROLD RAYMOND.

WHEN Columbus laid bare to the

eyes of wondering Europe, the fact

of a vast continent in the west,

Spain, by right of discovery, laid claim

to the whole of the New World. She
immediately followed up discovery with
conquest, and being jealous of her pos-

sessions, which began rapidly to yield up
great wealth, and being all powerful, she

attempted to keep America free from
foreign approach or interference.

Spain could not, however, hope
long to stem the tide of enterprise and
travel which was fast awakening the ad-

venturous of all maritime nations. Cabot
discovered for England the Grand Banks
fisheries, Newfoundland and Nova Scotia,

although the Bretons and Basques were
the first to derive much benefit therefrom.

Cartier had sailed up the wide gulf and
river of St. Lawrence and claimed the

territory in the name of the King of

France. His terrible experience of a
rigorous winter at Stadacona disappoint-

ed the hopes of his country for a colony
in that wild land. The French had
earlier ventured a settlement on the coast
of Florida but the Spaniards, gaining
knowledge of the attempt, marched thither

in considerable force and utterly annihila-

ted the little band of pioneers. Then
for years war waged at home and all

thought of dependencies abroad was for-

gotten.

In the European wars, however, there
had arisen a soldier of much courage and
resource, who was to carry the name of
France through many a mile of forest and

swamp, over many a league of lake and
river—Samuel de Champlain. This
young man so far showed his ability in

military matters as to win the personal

esteem of the French King, who at the

close of the wars gave him a position at

Court. A life of pleasure and gaiety

at Fontainebleau, was not to the taste of

the erstwhile soldier, used to more ard-

uous duties. Born in the little seaport

town of Brouage, on the Bay of Biscay,

he naturally felt a yearning for the sea,

though his father, himself a naval officer,

desired him to enter the army. He ac-

ceded to his parent's wishes but never
forgot his early tendency and soon evin-

ced a disposition to roam at large. Fired

undoubtedly by the stories of the great
conquests of Spain in America and the

ventures ot his own countrymen in the

New World he had a strong desire to

enter upon a similar life. Fortunately at

that time a small expedition was being
got ready to sail to the West Indies. He
obtained leave to accompany it and here
for two years or more he sailed about, ex-

ploring, surveying and gathering all in-

formation possible of the country. They
voyaged as far south as Panama, then
returned to France. The life in all its

varied aspects took a firm hold upon the

adventurous spirit of Champlain and from
the day of his first sailing he never wholly
forgot or gave up the love of the western
sea.

Shortly after this he joined an expedi-

tion to the land of Cartier's voyages made
years before. In two small vessels, one
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of twelve, the other of fifteen tons

they crossed the Atlantic and sailed into

the broad Gulf of St. Lawrence and up
the noble river of the same name. Skirting

the northern shore with its huge basaltic

cliffs hanging high above the tiny craft

or passing leagues of silent impenetrable

forests of spruce and fir, they sailed along
day after day. Unlike Carrier's time the

shores seemed devoid ofhuman life though
birds and beasts were abundant on all

sides. Coming to the high and massive
rock of Stadacona the military eye of

Champlain saw in its seemingly unscal-

able heights, its towering invulnerability

a fortreess worthy indeed to guard and
to hold the gateway of so iioble a river.

There and then he evolved in his mind
his life's work and planned schemes that

were never to leave his tireless brain till

there came either accomplishment or

death. From that moment he was ever

moved by the mighty, yet silent forces of

the wilderness.

On landing they were received by no
demonstration of voices, hostile or other-

wise, not a solitary being did they see,

nor the sign of one. The large settlement

described by Cartier had disappeared
leaving no trace behind. Again the voy-
agers took to the vessels and sailed far-

ther through the great regions of water
and torest land. They arrived at Hoche-
laga. Here to their surprise and pleasure
they saw a settlement of the natives of

the country and immediately started a
business in trade and barter with the

aborigines. Champlain with a mind for

discovery and exploration, set off up the
river in a small boat with a couple of
Indians as guides. He got as far as the
St. Louis Rapids where, unable to pass
or portage, he had to give up and return
to his comrades and the ships. Before
the coming of the ice and snow they
weighed anchor and dropping down the
miles of river turned, at length, their

prows for far-off home.
The Breton and Basque fishermen had

spread stories of a land, rich in promise,
which the natives called "Acadie," mean-
ing a * 'region of plenty." Several adven-
turers had gone out to this country and
returned with rare cargoes of furs. The
stories excited a good deal of wonder and
speculation till at last a large expedition

was got together for the joint purpose ol

forming a colony and starting a trading
association with the Indians. This party,

under the leadership of a gentlemen, De
Monts by name, accompanied also by the
indomitable Champlain, sailed in the
year 1604 and landed on the south coast
of Acadie at a place they called Cap le

Heve, now Liverpool Harbor. They
proved the stories true by finding all

sorts of game and fur-bearing animals.
As De Monts had been given a monopoly
of the whole of the trade by Royal Char-
ter he immediately set about finding a
place for his headquarters. Shortly after

their arrival they had been joined by a
ship carrying supplies and materials for

colonization. This ship, under command
of one Pontgrave, who was afterwards to

play a prominent part in the country's

history, after discharging her cargo sail-

ed almost immediately back to France,
while De Monts and Champlain followed
out their original intention of a tour of

exploration.

They doubled Cape Sable entering St.

Mary's Bay, then traversing the Bay of

Fundy which they called La Baie Fran-
cais, they entered a fine sheltered harbor.

One of the chief members of the expedi-

tion, the Baron de Poutrincourt was so

taken up with the beautiful aspect of this

harbor, the quietness, the gentle sloping

hills and pleasant woodlands, that he i

begged permission to plant a little colony
;

on the spot which he called Port Royal,
j

The party continuing on their way sailed

around the head of the Bay of Fundy
coasting the shore. They came to the

mouth of the River St. John, which Cham-
j

plain explored some distance taking many
surveys. Arriving at Passamaquoddy
Bay they found the St. Croix River and
here, upon a small almost barren island

they erected their fort, the nucleus of a

colony. Before winter had arrived Cham-
plain set out in a small pinnace to range
the western coast continuing making
surveys and charts of the harbors. He
found and entered to some length the

river Penobscot. On his return the little

party were preparing for the approaching
severity of winter by building and strength-

ening their houses and chopping firewood.

They had been told of the hardships that

must be endured and were bravely op-
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timistic. Pout-

rincourt had
sailed for France

leaving the little

colony at the

number ofseven-

ty-nine. On land-

ing an attempt

had been made
to plant some
seeds of grain

and vegetables

for the ensu-

ing winter but

it was too late to

expect any
growth and the

attempt proved
futile. They had
built inside the

palisaded fort be-

sidesanumberof
houses in the

form of asquare,

a governor's
residence and a
small chapel.

U n f o rtunately

the island was a
mere grassy up-
heavel at any
time, no trees,

no water, for

which necessar-

ies they had to

travel to the

main land. Its

site was chosen
because of its

defensive posi-

tion from hostile

natives, but hap-
pily they were
never troubled
from that quarter
fresh food, when

CHAMPLAIN S MONUMENT AT QUEBEC.

Being without much
winter had settled fully

upon them, they developed the scurvy in

violent form and, despite the hopes, the

cheerfulness and activity of the governor
and Champlain, their spirits dropped to a
low ebb. The winter proved a trial, the
like of which they had never dreamed.
Many succumbed to disease and when the
soft winds of Spring and the warmer sun
melted the intense frost about them, only
forty-four of the original number crawl-

ed weakly forth to give thanks for the

return of life and hope. When the ice

had left the harbor, they embarked in

their remaining boats for Port Royal
across the bay, taking everything port-

able with them and dismantling the fort.

In June, Champlain, eager for the

chance of exploration, advised a trip

down the southern coast of the main land

and both he and De Monts set sail coast-

ing the rocky barren shores of New Eng-
land, until the dangers of reefs and shoals
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and the hostility of the several bands of

Indians they met drove them back to

Port Royal. During that summer a

staunch friendship was made with the

Micmac Indians which lasted to the very

end of French rule in that country.

De Monts presently sailed home to France
leaving the colony in charge of Pont-

grave who had arrived with another ship

load of necessaries.

When the next winter came with its

cold icy winds from the ocean and its

heavy zero weather, the colonists were a
little better prepared for it and the Indians
kept them with frequent supplies of fresh

food, but even then they were hard beset

with the severity of the season and hailed

with delight and gratitude the coming
of the spring. With the warmer weather
came also ships and news from France
which much enlivened the pioneers. The
Baron de Poutrincourt had arrived bring-
ing with him a gentleman, one Lescarbot,
whose graphic pen has left us some inter-

esting records of his sojourn in Acadie.
Port Royal was now in a better condition.
A large field was tilled and grain and
vegetables of all kinds planted and a
good crop reaped. Altogether the colony
was entering upon a period of prosperity
and happiness. Voyages of discovery
and exploration were undertaken, gener-
ally under the leadership of the irrepres-

sible Champlain. Summer passed merrily
by ; autumn gave of her wealth of fruit

and produce and when winter's chill came
heavily upon them they were undisturbed,
being prepared in every capacity. In
fact the winter of 1606—07 was the most
cheerful of all or any during the old
French regime. Champlain, his heart and
soul in the undertaking had inaugurated
a society of friends which he called "The
Order of Good Times" for the mutual
and social harmony of the little band and
pleasantly passed the long cold hours of
the season of frost.

A sudden ending awaited the first

colony ot Acadie. One day there came a
ship from home with fatal news. The
promotors of the settlement had decided
to abandon the effort of colonization.

The experiment was deemed a failure.

Very reluctantly the settlers of Port
Royal saw their goods shipped away into
the hold of the vessel and beheld the

work of years of toil and patience made
level with the ground. Champlain, with
Poutrincourt and Lescarbot finished a
survey of Canseau Harbor which they
had undertaken, then in the month of

October, 1607, with drooping spirits they
bid adieu to the scene of months of labor

and distress yet which, withal, they were
loth to leave. Hardships and disappoint-

ment to these men of iron were but as

thistles to a scythe in a grain field to be
cut down relentlessly betore the march of

stern resolution and need. Champlain
had but tasted of the toil and he yearned
for more. It came.
Next year, doubtless by his own efforts

and persuasion, he was given power to

found another colony in New France,

with his old companion, Pontgrave, as

chief trader. He had set his mind on
Stadacona, the place of his first visit as a
site. His plans had lain dormant all

these years and they had now, since he
was to have command, only to be called

into practice. With a heart full of the joy

and expectancy of the explorer and pion-

eer, he set sail from the seaport of Hon-
fleur, France, on April fifth, 1608, Pont-

grave with his supply vessels having
preceded him by eight days. After an un-

eventful voyage, he sailed into the broad
reach of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
headed for the river. He had appointed

to meet Pontgrave at Tadousac and when
he arrived at that harbor he was disa-

greeably surprised to find his friend in the

hands of a number of Basque traders,

who, resenting the monopoly of the new-
comer, had seized his person and effects

and were deciding on a plan of procedure

when Champlain arrived. The latter,

with his usual tact and forbearance, res-

cued his companion from the freebooters,

and sailed on up the wide avenue of

water.

The ship was one of those bluff-bowed

high-stemed little craft that have made
famous the names of the great navigators

of three hundred years ago. Large square

sails bellied out from long bending vards

and as she sailed, not fast but steadily,

up the gleaming river, frightening away
clouds of water-fowl by the ripple and
swirl of her low and broad cut-water, she

must have presented a quaint figure in

the midst of that sylvan solitude, un-



broken save by the splash of the leaping
dolphin or the defiant eagle's scream.
Perhaps from among the dense forests of
fir that clothed long stretches of the river's

shore, the colonists, from their ship,

could hear the bellow of the lordly moose,
perhaps see the great branch-antlered
bull caribou leading his numerous harem
to fresher feeding grounds, afar in the

ample waste of woodland,

jfe Perched high up on the poop or rear-

deck of the little ship stood Champlain,
soldier, sailor, scientist, historian and
now the parent of an embryo colony.

With one hand on the tiller he gave in-

structions to the helmsman at his side,

for only he knew the tortuous windings
of that dangerous coast. Spread out on
the deck at his feet was doubtless the
chart of the river made from his former
voyage. He watched the channels of
approach with an untiring eagerness. A
hidden rock would spoil his life's desire.

In the hard set lines of his rugged, yet

kindly face, one could see that he

had suffered cruel hunger, bitter cold,

and danger and disease, yet in his eyes

there was that large hope of the man of

peril, infusing into the heart of him who
should meet his glance equal hope and
courage, for he was a born leader of men,
this Champlain. As he stood he cast his

eyes now and then at the knots of men
gathered on the deck below : gentlemen,
merchants and servants, a motley crew,

yet he saw in them no distinction of class,

but thehope of France in the New World,
to be shaped into a dependency worthy
of her fair name.

Suddenly his gaze rested upon a high

bluff of rock, blue in the distance, but

rearing a mighty front thrust far out into

the channel. A lofty point of land jutted

out from the opposite shore and in the

distance they appeared to meet. A noisy

clamour arose as he drew all attention

Li
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to the spot and a rousing cheer awoke
the quiet of the river. Eagerly they

gazed till the wind brought them up
closer, and still closer, till they dropped
anchor right beneath and in the shadow
of the beetling cliff. Hurriedly boats

were lowered and rowed ashore and
Champlain after a solemn religious offer-

ing started immediately upon the task

of rearing his settlement.

He selected the very edge of the shore

below the heights, and all hands were
put to work chopping down trees, sawing
them into lumber, clearingaway the under-

brush and vines, digging drains and
trenches, and amid the bustle and hurry

of toil the leader himself was the busiest,

guiding, helping, working with that in-

dustry that no danger or disappointment

could subdue. Only darkness brought
the labor to a halt and in the meantime
tents were erected, for most of the band
weary of the long voyage were glad to

sleep on land again, while Champlain,
with the eye of the soldier, for the pro-

tection of his men, placed a guard over

the camp in fear of some unknown evil

lurking about the great silent depths of

primeval forest. And so was begun
the initial stage in a colony which the

founder hoped would become a great em-
pire under the lillies of France and the

cross of Rome, for Champlain combined
with the practical example of the soldier

and statesman the dogmatic principles of

the church and had the energy of the in-

fant colony and its promotors been turn-

ed upon reaping a benefit from the soil

with as much zeal as the holy fathers

showed in their efforts at converting the

natives there might have been a different

history of Canada to read. But the

traders and land holders, emulating the

example of Spain in colonization, were
bent upon receiving from the land a maxi-
mum of riches for a minimum of toil.

For several days Champlain worked
steadily at his settlement building dwell-

ings, storehouses, meeting-houses and a

chapel, the whole being strongly barri-

caded against incursions of hostile In-

dians. The planting and seeding of grain

and vegetables was strongly advocated
and plots of arable ground cleared for the

purpose. He had sent his ship down to

Pontgraveat Tadousac for more materials

and on its return everything was taken
in hand in preparation for the exigencies
of winter. They found the Indians about
them a tractable lot, but knowing nothing
of agriculture, depending on the game
of the woods and the fish of the rivers

for their living, a most precarious one at

best as the French soon found to their

cost.

Winter came and with it the hardships
to people unused to severe frost and
much snow. The scurvy broke out in a
virulent form dealing fatal blows uponthe
little colony. They were in a sad state.

All their fresh food became exhausted
from the unceasing demand upon it, and
the natives from whom they looked for

succour were in a worse plight than them-
selves. Yet through it all, Champlain
the leader, worked incessantly, praying,
exorcising, cheering, and many a poor,

tired, sick soul he brought back from the

gates of a dismal death. Then the days
grew longer, the sun warmer, the snows
left the open places and the river moved
once more ; and up through the drifting

ice cakes there sailed a little ship which
the settlers descried with tears of joy. It

was Pontgrave's nephew come from
Tadousac to ask the welfare of the com-
rades at Quebec. With the presence of

friends amongst them the colonists took
fresh heart. They industrously began
their spring planting and seeding, and
Champlain seeing each and all busy with
his own affairs set sail down the St.

Lawrence.
During the winter his brain, ever alert

and active in the interests of France, had
conceived plans for greater discoveries

and explorations of the country. To do
this he must have a capable man to take

charge of the settlement and so the trip

to Tadousac. Pontgrave who had been
enlarging his fish and fur trade during
the cold season, acceded to his wishes
and the two friends returned to Quebec.

Champlain had learned that in order to

carry on any enterprise through the land
he must be on terms of intimacy with
the natives of the country, so he immed-
iately called a council of the tribe of In-

dians amid whom he was settled and
learned further of the two great factions

that were habitually opposed to each
other at that time : the Algonquins and
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the Iroquois. The Algonquin tribes, to

which his friends belonged, dwelt on the

shores and north of the St. Lawrence,
while the Iroquois, their inveterate en-

emies, lived to the south and west. He
listened in sympathy to the tales of the

inroads of the enemy, their encroachment
upon the hunting and fishing grounds of

his friends, and he warmly joined in a
proposal to make a raid upon the country
of the Iroquois and have revenge for the

repeated insults. For this alliance with
the Algonquins, Champlain has been
much blamed, but it was undoubtedly his

only recourse

when he wished
to venture upon
new fields of ex-

ploration and
travel. No
doubt, also, the

Algonquins led

him astray by
belittling the
strength and
prowess of their

enemy. To have
taken a neutral

position would
have seemed an
admission of

timidity, even
cowardice, t o
the minds of the

Indians, and to

the chivalrous

Champlain such
a stand was in-

tolerable.

When the In-

dians were as-

sured by solemn promises that he and his

soldiers would accompany them into the
land of their bitter foes they were jubilant.

They had seen the effect of the fire-arms

of the French on birds and animals and
they were boldly optimistic when told

they would be just as effective against
the Iroquois. They sent word by fleet

runners to another nation who had up-
held their cause in the strife : the Hurons
who lived in a far country to the west.
This tribe had always been on friendly
trading relations with the Algonquins and
upon hearing of the great campaign to be
waged against their mutual enemies they

hurried down in their war canoes to the

meeting. Greatly were they surprised at

the appearance of the French whom they

now saw for the first time. They invited

Champlain to visit their country telling

him of a vast ocean of water on the shores

of which stood their settlements. Cham-
plain acceded willingly to the invitation

believing the body of water mentioned,
to be the great south sea of the Spaniards
whereby lay the way to China, and the

riches of the East, a voyage he had ever

in mind from the time of his first visit to

America. He was therefore very eager

ALONG CHAMPLAIN S ROUTE-
THE

-A PORTION OF
UPPER OTTAWA.

CHATS FALLS, ON

to help the Allies in vanquishing their com-
mon foe and after a feast of some duration

they setoff in the month of June, Cham-
plain leading the party in which were
eleven arquebusiers of the Quebec gar-

rison. Up the broad river went the war
flotilla, the Indians in their bark canoes,

the great explorer and his soldiers in a
rough, open shallop. They crossed Lake St.

Peter and entered the Richelieu river.

When about half way down the natives

quarrelled among themselves and half of

their number went home. An obstacle

appeared in the shape of numerous rapids

and currents which so hindered the pro-
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gress of the large boat that Champlain
sent it back to Quebec with most of the

arquebusiers keeping but two to assist

him in completing the voyage.
With a greatly dimished force the bold

leader kept on down the river, passed
the dense oak and walnut forests, islets

crowned with noble pines, mountains and
cliffs of strange unaccounlable shapes,

the whole clothed in the balmy freshness

of early summer weather. Then one calm,

clear morning they burst upon the broad
smiling bosom of an open lake, a dazzling

expanse in the sunlight. To this large

stretch of water Champlain gave his name
which it bears today.

They had now come into a hostile

country where much precaution was
necessary. Night was chosen for travel

to safeguard from surprise by the Iroquois.

One evening, shortly after getting under
way, they came upon a band of the

enemy who were undoubtedly like them-
selves on the war path. They were dis-

covered and a mad rush was made by
both parties for cover of the shore. The
Iroquois, first to land, hastily erected a
rudepalisade but Champlain gathering his

force together into some kind of order at

once stormed the stronghold. It was the
first meeting of the enemy with fire-arms

and feeling the effect of the murderous
gunshot, and wholly unable to compre-
hend the noise nor distinctly see the new
power they fled precipitately, utterly

routed and amazed. They did not stop
to collect their wounded or canoes and
the Algonquins satisfied with a victory
so complete gathered together their pris-

oners for a great feast of toiture. Cham-
plain was then shown examples of per-

secution that befell the unfortunates who
were captured on either side. Stricken to

the heart with the intense agony of the
sufferers during the exhibition of fiendish

cruelty, he begged the Indians to

allow him to shoot the remainder and
save them from such inexpressible pain.

The captors reluctantly granted his re-

quest. In setting down the facts of the

incident afterwards, the good man forgot

to mention that exquisite tortures on a
par with those which he had here witnessed
were practised under the name of religion

in his own native Christian land but a

short period before.

Glutted sufficiently with blood shed an
feasting the war party now returned up
the long water avenue, the Indians to

their homes on the Ottawa and St.

Lawrence and Champlain to Quebec.
There now ensued for the colony of New

France a period of depression wherein
the leader, never cast down, betook him-
self almost annually to the motherland
for aid. It was slow in coming. Any
man but the strenuous Champlain would
have thrown up the cause in despair

;

but he was of a rare mould. Though his

object was defeated atone point he clung
tenaciously to another. In this way when
he found the material side of his hopes
coldly rebuffed he ventured upon the

spiritual and the church never forsook

him. His was an eventful, coloured life

at this time, one year at home in France
writing or speaking his mind to the mer-
chants or princes of the realm ; one day
in a print shop in Paris, another seeking
audience of the king at Versailles ; next

year back toTadousac orQueOecinstilling

into the minds of the colonists the hope
of the country and the faith in agri-

culture, or sweeping with the allied nations

down upon the lodges of the Iroquois

with his murderous terrifying fire-arms.

In the spring of the year 1613, atter a

successful return from France, Cham-
plain finding his little colony at last in a

progressive state decided upon an exten-

sive tour of exploration. He voyaged up
the St. Lawrence to the old Indian settle-

ment of Hochelaga and finding the local-

ity suitable, built a post giving to it the

name of Mont Royale from the exceed-

ing high mountain in the vicinity. He
had not forgotten his promise to the

Hurons and about this time he sent a

young Frenchmen, Nicholas de Vignan,
on a trip up the Ottawa. The young
man returned after a prolonged stay with a

story of a vast sea with English ships and
seaports, and also of a country containing

mythical and impossible products yet

which the credulous fancy of Champlain
received without a doubt. He was eager

to witness these wonders for himself and
accompanied by four Frenchmen including

Vignan, and an Indian he embarked in

two small canoes from the new post of

Mont Royale.

They threaded their way up the brown
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waters of the Ottawa, along shores gay
with the bright green of the maple and
birch or sombred in places with the tall

upstanding pines. Their progress was
stopped by the tumbling rapids of the

Carillon and LongSault. Here with great

toil the party had to pole their frail barks
up the swiftly moving current, finding it

a better means of locomotion than por-

taging through the impenetrable woods
and underbrush that clothed the surround-
ing shores. Unskilled in the work, Cham-
plain, in a particularly treacherous spot,

making a false motion with his pole, was
precipitated into

the water and
forced hurriedly

down stream in

the writhing
current. For-

tunately he was
carried against

a n upjutting

boulder where,
clinging tenac-

iously he was
finally freed
from his perilous

position.

The rapids

successfully pas-

sed they renew-
ed their journey.
The waters of

the river, except
for a broad, re-

gular current,

were now excel-

lent for the pro-

pelling of the

canoes and no
obstruction showed until the great falls

of the Chaudiere loomed in the distance.

The wild grandeur of the scenery en-

thralled Champlain and won a few hours
rest for the tired crews. As they waited,
watching the wide tumbling of the brown
waters over the massive rock and the
an gTry> seething whirlpools losing them-
selves in the deep distances beyond, they
were surprised by the approach of a band
of friendly Indians come for the purpose
of offering their periodical gift of tobacco
to the Manitou spirit of the falls. They
listened to the weird incantations of the
natives with wonder, watched their gro-

tesque yet supple movements with a de-

gree of awe for the wild majesty of the

surroundings elicited a sense of reverence
from the spectators used as they were to

the emotional pageantry of their own re-

ligious rites.

Day after day they toiled over the

strong currents or rough portages of the

Ottawa. Hitherto they had acted upon
the guidance and counsel of the young
man Vignan till his repeated and confus-

ing errors led Champlain to doubt his

fine tale of adventure. Their arrival at

Lake Allumette, where they came upon

ALONG CHAMPLAIN S ROUTE ON THE TRENT RIVER NEAR
HASTINGS.

a large Algonquin village under the rule

of the famous chief Tessonat and who
spoke of his having met and housed the

adventurer Vignan during his former trip,

aroused further suspicion in the mind of

Champlain and in a quiet moment he

asked for further details of the chief who
willingly gave them. So incensed was
he at the perfidy of the young man, who
had really not ascended the river any
farther than the Algonquin village, that

he turned the canoes about and hastened,

without farther parley, back to Mont
Royale.
He was greatly disappointed, for he
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had fully expected to reach and realize

for himself that dream of all his ambition,

the great South Sea. He did hear, indeed,

of a great sea, but now for the first time
he was assured that it was not salt but
fresh water, and it lay, so chief Tessonat
had told him, scarce a moon's journey
from his camp on the Ottawa. Champlain,
undaunted, still determined to continue

his journey to the unknown waters, but
in the meantime there had come to the

colony a few men, the forerunners of a
group of toiling and daring enthusiasts

who were from now on to be the chief

actors in the tragic drama of New France.
These were the Recollet Friars, Dennis
Jamay, Jean Dolbeau and Joseph Le
Caron. With their long grey cassocks,

girt at the waist with knotted cord, peak-
ed hood to shield their shaven heads from
the elements and rough wooden sandals,

scarce any protection from the flinty paths
of the wilderness they formed picturesque
figures. These men were to give evid-

ence of what severe ordeals, trials and
tortures faith can endure when borne up
by the influence of a fixed and burning
zeal. Champlain had to be at Quebec
to receive these devout missionaries, to

acquaint them with the prospects before
them, and apportion to each his field in

the new land. This was an easy matter
as each man had come fully prepared to

do anything and everything in his power
for the exhaltation of his order even to

the sacrifice of his life.

To the lot of Le Caron fell the yet
unexplored Huron country. Shortly after

his departure from headquarters Cham-
plain followed fast in his wake, bound at

last to fathom the mystery of the great
sea. With a force of ten Indians, Etienne
Brule, a Frenchman, who speaking the

Indian language acted as his interpreter,

and another Frenchmen, they set off

from Mont Royal in two large canoes.
Rapidly they covered the miles of water
of the Ottawa over the same route as the

past year's voyage, though this time
under better and more assured guidance.
Then on past the islands Allumette and
Calumet of Chief Tessonat's encampment
up the narrower reaches of the sombre
river to its junction with the Mattawa.
Thence they made their way to Lake
Nipissing, crossed the lake of many is-

lands to the French river and down
through more islands to the head of
Georgian Bay.

Here at last was the great inland sea of

Lake Huron or "La Mer Douce" as
Champlain called it, its broad expanse
rolling for miles around and beyond them.
It was a bright, gala picture that the

party presented that day to the vast

primal region. Champlain in his rich

colored silks and velvets, his two country-

men in all the flash of gay trappings and
steel, and the dusky Indians in paint and
shining nakedness, stealing along the

silvery bosom of the water in their light,

birch-bark canoes. They paddled down
the large body of fresh water till it gave
place to an archipelago of myriad islands,

passed innumerable capes and bays and
at last they landed in a harbor adjacent

to the present town of Penetanguishene.

Here they left the water to travel through
the dense forests and eventually arrived

at the encampment of a band of Neutral

Indians, the first tribe the great explorer

had yet come in contact with who were
primarily. tillers of the soil.

Unlike their friends, the Hurons, this

nation spent little time on the war path

and then only when forced to it. Unfor-

tunately when the fierce war of exter-

mination was started by the Iroquois

upon the Hurons and their allies, this

little tribe was pounced upon and literally

effaced in the general massacres. Cham-
plain and his party stayed with, and ac-

cepted the friendly hospitality of the

Neutrals, for a short while, but presently

started onward, through the forest, until

the fair waters of Lake Simcoe sparkled

on their sight. Here in the heart of the

Huron country, they were feasted by their

friends and allies, taken on fishing trips,

given the freedom of the land, till the

adventure-loving leader again made sig-

nal to move on. All this time Champlain
was making a lasting impression on the

Indians he met with, winning them over

to his country and his religion by many
friendly words and acts of kindness.

Having crossed JLake Simcoe and finding

no outlet they portaged through the

dense woods and arrived at Sturgeon
Lake, thence on down through a chain of

lesser lakes and streams to the River

Trent.
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This river and its tributaries flowed

through a great hunting territory of the

natives and in honor of their guest they

decided upon having a big deer hunt.

Their method was not unlike the destruc-

tive plans of the deer-slayers of today.

They divided the hunting party into two
sections, one-half scouring the woods
with wild cries and halloos to drive the

deer to the edge of the woods and into

the water where the other party lay in

wait in their canoes, and killed the animals

with a shower of arrows and spears.

Champlain, and his two French followers,

were given places of advantage on the

firing line and the splendid execution of

their arquebuses easily won the admira-

tion of the Indians who were not content

until they had gained the consent of their

white brothers to engage in an immediate

raid upon the Iroquois to the south.

On once giving way to the war fever

the natives were eager for the trail. They
started right away, gathering in numbers
as they went. Paddling down the

Trent in their great war canoes to its

debouchement into the Great Lake of

Ontario, they crossed this broad water

in safety and entering the wide forest land

on the other side found themselves in the

Iroquois country. Plunging at once into

the wooded depths they toiled for days

and when near the point of turning back

they were rudely overtaken by the harsh,

wild cry of the enemy. A vision of an

occasional savage in full war-paint cros-

sed the silent avenues of the forest. Then
resulted a surprise for Champlain. In-

stead of having the volleys from his fire-

arms answered with the soft whirr offlying

arrows, as usually happened, he heard the

sharp crack of muskets like his own. The
surprise ended in a panic, for his allies

fearful of this new terror in the hands of

so deadly a foe, turned and fled with
scarcely a show of resistance, and Cham-
plain wounded himself and sick of the af-

fair was forced to follow. Day and
night they ran back through the tangled
thickets to where their canoes lay hidden
on the shores of the great lake. These
they launched in haste and not until the

mouth of their own River Trent was
reached did the Hurons deem themselves
safe.

Champlain afterwards discovered that
the guns of the enemy were received

in barter with the Dutch colony of Albany,

who had also taught them the use of the

fatal weapons until they became quite

proficient marksmen.
All talk of fighting was now banished from

the palavers of the Indians, the war-paint

washed off, tomahawks laid away, while

Champlain and his party, if not disgraced

in the eyes of the allies, were not held in

the former high esteem. Of course, the

fault of the defeat rested with the Hurons
themselves but their pride would not let

them accept the shame, and the French-
men suffered. They were bandied about
from one village to another all that winter
and though always given the open hos-

pitality and freedom of any camp, Cham-
plain felt keenly the cold, stern contempt
shown him by his erstwhile friends. He
looked forward eagerly for spring and his

return to Quebec. All the time he had
spent in this new wilderness he had never
once seen the friar Le Caron although
occasionally a stray Indian would men-
tion the fact of his being somewhere
about the locality. When the warm
weather broke up the ice-fetters of lake

and river, the tired leader, weary at last

of his pilgrimage, started off on a search
for the missionary.

Straying away from the camp one day
he got deeper into the forest than he in-

tended and failed to find his followers.

For several days he wandered about the

dense bush feeding on roots and berries

until coming upon the course of a river

he followed the current and eventually
after much hardship found his compan-
ions. Such were the misadventures that
befell the explorer but he ever looked on
the brighter side drawing inspiration from
reverses the most severe.

At last in his wanderings he came upon
a little encampment wherein was the

friar Le Caron strenuously upholding
the work of the church. He had, like

Champlain, suffered much from insult and
indifference and when the latter spoke
of a return to the little colony on the

banks of the St. Lawrence, the toil-worn

friar readily consented, and after paying
a promised visit to the Tobacco nation

of Indians, gathering a few natives for

guides the two-wilderness workers com-
menced the long journey home.
They returned over the same course

taken in coming out. While going down
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the Ottawa they came upon a combined
encampment of Hurons and Algonquins
and here Champlain had to act as umpire
to a fight that had occurred. In his sim-

ple nature he was quite pleased with

these friendly overtures thinking he had
at last won his way into their hearts and
good graces.

Arrived at Quebec the voyagers were
given a fine ovation though it worried the

great man to see what negligence and
decay had fallen upon his favorite settle-

ment. But with a spirit above depression
or despair he started at once upon the

task of putting fresh vim and spirit into

the life of the colony. He repaired and
renewed the walls of the fort and store

houses ; built a larger and more service-

able style of house for the pioneers ; en-

couraged farming to a greater extent,

though in every manner the fur traders

baulked his efforts. He made yearly

visits to the mother country to win new
settlers and to enthuse other leaders in the

cause of the fair New France. To encour-

age emigration the good man married
and brought his young wife to Quebec
as an example, but the time was not ripe

yet for the enlargement, to any extent, of

the colony.

He made a sad mistakein bringingboth
religious factions to the new land, the

Romanists and the Huguenots for they

never agreed, were ever bickering and
coming to blows. Then Richelieu, step-

ping in, founded his Company of a Hun-
dred Associates ; another fatal error for

those men cared nothing for agriculture

or the development of the country. They
wished to secure for themselves what
riches there were in the vast stretches of

forest land but farming was too slow a
process for their mercenary tastes. They
encouraged the colonists to become those
restless, wandering sprites of the torest

—

the CoureurdeBois—hunters and trappers

of the plentiful furred and feathered game.
It was the valuable high-priced furs that

had captured their attention and the wish-

es and views of Champlain they wholly
ignored.

Things went rapidly from bad to worse
and when the Kirke brothers sailed their

English fleet up under the rocky promon-
tory of Quebec they encountered nothing
more formidable than a few fishing bat-

teaux, and a number of half-armed far-

mers and fur-traders. Sweeping aside

the feeble show of resistance the free-

booters laid hold upon Champlain and car-

ried him off to London. He gained re-

cognition, however and a settlement being
shortly made between both countries the

indomitable leader was again placed at

the head of affairs in his cherished colony.

While in France he had audience
with the all powerful Richelieu and won
over tnat shrewd statesman to his views
and ideas regarding the future of New
France, and being again in control and
under the patronage of the great cardinal

a better outlook seemed in store for the

pioneers of Canada. Settlers were be-

ginning to come more readily and agri-

culture was given more prominence as an
asset of the colony. But just when the

country was finding its new blood and
was pulsing with the freshness of renewed
energy, a great blow came and it stag-

gered blindly almost to its fall. Cham-
plain sickened with a paralysis, and
after three months battling -vith the

dread disease the great man, growing
weaker and weaker, finally succumbed on
Christmas Day of the year 1635 at the age
of sixty- eight years.

In some odd corner of the ancient town
his bones lie buried, the sacred dust un-

disturbed for centuries, for no one knows
his sepulchre, and no stone however simple

marks the spot. But fitting monument to

the memory of the great man is the con-

stant progress of the colony he founded
and though it has passed from the hands
of his own fair France its destiny is still

guided by the able minds of the sons of

those settlers he first gathered around
the stern heights of Stadacona.



The Trail of the Kawazingemas.

by harry anton auer, Author of "The North Country."

HERCHANCE the title of this sketch

suggests to the reader the migra-

tions of a nomadic band of Indians

in their native wilderness, so it will con-

duce to a better understanding at the be-

ginning to simply say that the Kawaz-
ingemas are neither Crees, Mistassimis,

nor Ojibways, but merely a family of

three city dwellers, who years ago, led

by a kindly fate, completely shattered the

cake of custom, which binds the conven-

tional man to the summer hotels, by
plunging headlong into the trackless

wilderness of Northern Canada to find

companionship and rest in the mountains,

and rivers, and forests; and in so doing,

Mother Nature forged such subtle chains

of memories that each year she calls her

children of the city to the calm and
peace of the wilderness in its primal

simplicity and beauty. The name by
which this trio of forest wanderers is

known, is taken from a spot deep in the

Land of Silence where all the beauties of

mountain, forest, and stream come to a

focus in a single stretch along a crystal

river and this spot they have named
"Kawazingema," meaning "The Great
Pool" and it is their journey back to the

forest home that is here related.

The Great Wilderness that to the un-
itiated seems so passive and neutral and
impersonal in her silence, holds many
surprises for the man, who comes into

her sanctum for the first time, for, as

she quietly folds him in her grasp, her

impersonal neutrality is seen to be but a

thing of the imagination, and she comes
to him as a Great Mother who both gives

and takes from her children as she

scourges their artificialty with her sim-
plicity, and shames their pettiness with
her majestic grandeur, and calls from her
deeps to the unsounded depths within
her offspring, and as she sends them
back to the world of things from which
they came, still is her pure breath upon
their lips, and in their souls the vision of
her majestic countenance, until with an
insistance that brooks no excuse she
again calls them back to her temple.

Perhaps, in June, upon the crowded
street there comes a faint smell of wood
smoke that causes one to stop and think;
perchance, the aroma of the balsam bed
steals into your senses, or it may be that
as you look from your window upon the
crowded smoky city, the unsightly view
vanishes and you see a dashing stream
of crystal, and a sudden leap and flask

of life and light and color from the rush-
ing water; whatever it may be it is too
subtle to analyze, except that one knows
that through her power to call up visions
the Great Mother Nature is calling to
her favorite children, and in joy do they
answer the call,

The trail of the Kawazingemas starts

by rail from Washington and leads north
to Toronto; then after five hours the
Muskoka lakes are left in the rear and by
nightfall the country of the farmer is left

behind as one approaches Lake Nipissing
and enters the country of the lumberman.
All night long the train rushes into the
north and with the dawn the evidences
of civilization have almost reached the
vanishing point; the few stops are only
the cabins of railway employees set in

the wilderness north of Lake Superior,
the lumber camps are mere memories
hundreds of miles in the rear and the
train rushes onward through the wilds
where only the deer and the Indian have
their habitation. At last you disembark
at a water tower and telegraph station
and make your way to the Hudson's Bay
Post, where shoepacs take the place of
your civilized footwear, and your summer
gauze under garments are replaced by
others of thick warm wool, and as the
Hudson's Bay Company's clerk fills your
provision bags you are ready to plunge
into the wilds.

But there are many things you must
first perform; there is your old friend

Antoine, your Indian guide waiting for

you, and you hold council with him for

an hour while he tells you that the In-

dians have notbeenon the Shequamka for

twenty years, but that if "The Master,
Kegedowinini," wants to go, he is ready;
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then you visit the tepees of your Ojibway
friends and introduce Chum, and Dad to

the Indians whom they have never met,

and you hold a long council with your
old Indian Comrades of the trail, and
talk with them about the Shequamka,
only to find that they have avoided the

river for twenty years, because "Mitchie
Manito," the Devil, lives there. But at

nine o'clock at night your duffel bags
and canoe are placed aboard a train and
for the last time you utilize the steam
transportation of the white man; after

an hour the train comes to a stop in the

dark woods, the bags and canoe are put
off in the forest and you stumble about
in the dark until you have found them.
Then, as the last rumble of the train

blends into the silence of the night,

comes the realization that the jumping
off place has been reached; so Chum
takes the cameras and the rods and the

rest carry the bags to a shed which
serves as a flag station, on the floor of

which you sleep for the night.

To the exoteric the cold drizzling rain

which served as a greeting as we awak-
ened in the morning, might appear dis-

couraging, but to the Kawazingemas it

was merely one of the inevitable and fit-

ting moods which Dame Nature displays

and as such a condition neither to be

regretted nor deplored. Chum and Dad
sat about the cook fire watching the rain

hiss as it came in contact with its enemy
the fire, with no more concern than if

the breakfast were to be served in the

New Willard. The fact is that you are

attired for the occasion, you may be

soaking wet, but the thick wool gar-

ments keep you entirely warm.
From the cook fire the trail leads down

the mountain a mile and a half to the

Shequamka River and though the trees

had to be cut from the trail in places to

allow the canoe to be carried through
and the five hundred pounds of provisions

and blankets and tents must be carried

on our backs, yet the first portage was
not an unlovely nor an unenjoyable one,

for in spite of the douches of water
showered from every spruce tree with

which we came in contact, there was the

happy sensation that at last we were
back to great nature; the feel of the trail

beneath our moccasins, the fresh, clean,

earth smells, the aroma of the balsam,
were all compensating joys. And the

river? As it came down between the

mountains, it was like meeting a new
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friend who bore the image of an old

friend dearly loved in the past.

All day long we glided down its crystal

depths, between the forest covered moun-
tains which had never echoed the ring of

the white man's axe. At first the pace
was slow with only a vista of quiet water
spread out between the calm silence of

the hills, often the stream widened into

lakes two miles wide, and in the after-

noon before us stretched Shequamka
Lake with its miles of mirroring crystal.

The man who journeys back to primal
nature for the first time will doubtless be
impressed most with the appalling silence

which seems almost a living personal

thing; he looks upon the shores of a lake

with the dense forest climbing up the

mountain so thick that he cannot force

are permitted to sit in silent admiration
of the dense mountains on either hand
with the crystal water, boiling from be-

low; then there is borne faintly to the

ear a far off noise as of the wind blowing
among the trees, yet there is no wind;
but as the canoe rushes onward the noise

becomes more distinct until at last you
recognize the rush of the white water,

which finally comes into view in the

distance.

As we approached the rapids Antoine
from the stern and myself as bowman,
rose in the canoe to scan the leaping

water and pick our course. Again we
knelt in the canoe and with quick short

strokes drove the light craft until it was
running faster than the water, and in a
moment the rapids leaped at us from all

WE LOOKED BACK AT THE LEAPING WATER.

his way through, he sees not a single

atom of movement in all the picture, not

a sound strikes his ear, and he feels as if

he were in the grasp of some awful fate,

but a little experience soon teaches him
that his own restlessness, and the fact

that his ear has been attuned to conflict-

ing noises, are responsible for the unrest

which the silence of the hills first gives

him, and as he loses his fretful mood
Great Nature wraps her silence about him
as a mantle of peace and calm repose.

Seven miles down Shequamka Lake
the mountains open to form an outlet for

the river; at first the current is barely

perceptible but after several miles one
notices that the shores are passing more
rapidly, and gradually the mountains are

becoming higher, and the stream nar-

rower until the canoemen cease paddling
and merely steer as the canoe is borne
upon the swift current; for ten miles you

sides; rocks seemed to spring from the

foam in front to end our career, but a
quick stroke from the Dowman averted

the danger and in a few moments the

tension of nerve and muscle was relaxed

as we looked back at the leaping water,

whose roar again slipped back into the

silence whence it came. We continued

to glide down the liquid incline until the

sun approached the sky line of the moun-
tains about us, and a growing chill set-

tled upon the river to remind us that we
must make camp; and as we rounded a
bend, a point of projecting flat rock cov-

ered with spruce and birch presented to

us an ideal camp site.

It takes but little time to clear a space,

erect the tents between the trees, make
the balsam beds two feet thick, and cut

the wood for the evening friendship fires,

and no sooner was the last log cut than
Antoine spread upon the ground our sup-
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per. As we enjoyed the evening- meal,

we congratulated ourselves that we had
covered forty miles of river trail; and
began to wonder why it is the Indians

believe the Devil lives on the river,

which had been to us only a vision of

beauty.

There is about the upper part of the

river a mystic quality that is strangely

subtle, and baf-

fling from which
the superstition

may unju s t 1 y
arise; it may lie

in the absolute

silence unbroken
except for the

roar of the three

stretches ofwhite

water which onl)

seemed to leave

the silence more
intense as they

were left in the

rear; it may be

that the weird-

ness was caused
by this peculiar

quality of the

rapid water,
which though ii

glided and boiled

between the si-

lent hills for

miles, yet there

was never a mur
mur nor tinkle 01

the stream to

break the cloak

of silence, which
seemed to enfold

us, as no noise

came from the

water below, nor

the hills on each

side, and no bird

fluttered above our head. As I look back
upon the first day's journey it seems like

an unreality culled from the stuff that

<lreams are made of, even the mountains
as we looked out from our camp and be-

held them in the purple twilight, perfect-

ly reflected, in the river, seemed to be

born of the fancy. In silent council we
sat about the birch logs of the friendship

fire, each with his unspoken thoughts

KADASKEPKEDGEWAN.

contented merely to be back again in the

Great Forest.

The early morning air in the moun-
tains even in August always has a qual-

ity of piercing coldness that causes one
to roll his blankets tightly about him as

he plans his movments on leaving the

tent in order to be in motion all the time

to keep warm. Dressing | consisted

merely in pulling

on our shoepacs
as we had slept

in all our other

garments on ac-

count of the cold

and on leaving

the tent for the

morning wash, it

seemed as if all

natu re were
smoking; count-
less columns of

white vapor rose

from the moun-
tains, the white
mist came up
from the water,

and even the

Kawazingemas
all seemed to

have an inward
smudge as our
exhalations turn-

ed to white vapor
But no sooner
was our toilet

finished than we
hastened to roll

up and strap our

b 1 an k ets and
tents and carry

them tothecanoe
Breakfast was
ready, and the

quart of tea we
drank was just

the proper inward heat producer and

quickly the dishes were washed and the

canoe swung into the stream. Every

one paddled to keep warm on such a

morning; even Chum took a paddle to

help circulation and the canoe leaped

down stream at a rate that threatened to

put seventy miles behind us before night-

fall, but ten miles down there came to us

a rush and a roar of a falls as the water
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dropped forty feet.

We looked for a trail on both sides of

the river, only to find the spruce forest

so thick as to present an impenetrable

barrier; at last we found some rotten

tepee poles where there must have been

a trail in the long- ago, but it was over-

grown with young spruce, fifteen feet in

height and so close that the branches in-

terlaced. It was merely one of the fa-

vorite tricks the wilderness often displays

merely to trv your mettle, so we merely
played the hand that was laid out and
started with axes to cut a trail just wide
enough to permit carrying the canoe;
and in three hours we had made a path
one quarter of a mile long and below
the falls cooked dinner. Again we
started down stream and as the roar be-

hind dwindled into silence we began to

hear another roar ahead, and once more
cut our way through and went into camp
at the end of the trail for the night.

About the friendship fire we figured out
at best, but twelve miles for our day's

travel, and it slowly dawned upon our
minds what the Indians meant when they
said, "Mitchie Manito on the river."

But our weariness and the night chill

drove us to the warmth of the blankets
and in the morning we awoke to repeat
the performance of the previous day.

Two days we travelled through the
cold rain, cutting our way around falls,

but on the following morning the sun
smiled upon us brightly even it coldly.

The stream was fast and noisy and every
mile had its own individual problem of
dodging the rocks in the leaping white
water which is the greatest joy of the
canoeman. With the afternoon sun
dead ahead we approached a chute of

white water nearly a mile long which
looked as if it could be run with loaded

canoe an-d on starting into it all went
well notwithstanding the sun shining

upon the stream made it impossible to

see the rocks until almost upon them,
and in this situation we were escaping
destruction in the rushing torrent only

by inches; occasionally an unseen rock
beneath the canoe would scrape the bot-

tom and for a moment we would look

expecting to See the water spurting

through our craft, but the Red Gods of

the Waters were smiling kindly upon us
that day as the rocks we struck were
evidently not sharp but smooth and
merely scarred the canoe without ripping

it open. In dashing around a curve at

the lower end of the rapids however, the

stream was so completely studded with
needle like rocks that it was impossible

to avoid them so Antoine and the writer

leaped into the torrent and checked the

canoe and by much labor finally guided
it through the maze to deeper water
without mishap other than having our
legs cut by the sharp rocks.

Just below us was the Kadaskeked-
pgewan, the rocky gorge where the river

narrowed to fifteen feet between the walls

of the mountain, where it roared and
rushed with awful power in its restrainted

hunts. By this time we were certain we
knew the meaning of the Indian report

concerning the river, but even as we
carried our canoe and duffel over the

mountain of rock in a back breaking
portage we were quite certain that

Mitchie Manito must be a jolly good
fellow, for though he often arranged the

stage for a difficult play, yet he was con-
siderate in making it one not quite be-
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yond the range of our attainment.

Below Kadaskapkedgewan there is a

stretch of twenty miles ot almost con-

stant white water where the canoemen
do not paddle, but merely sit in un-

studied ease and steer and watch moun-
tain after mountain as they seem to ap-

proach at first slowly then at accelerated

speed until they rush past. At length

we heard the faint roar of the falls at

Cat Portage ten miles away and in an-

other half hour as the Shequamka rushed

into the Big River, the canoe was turned

up stream and the active work with the

paddles taken up again. For a time we
paddled making little headway, then the

poles were brought into use until we
came to a point where we could no
longer pole against the current; then An-
t-oine and the writer leaped into the

twenty feet fall into the big pool; a para-
dise for the fisherman, yet buried so
deep in the uncharted wilderness that it

remains a prize only for the daring and
its pools know not the drop of the an-
gler's fly except those which the Kawa-
zingemas, or their friends, have cast into

the swirling water. Once more we pick
our way to the big pool and stand aside
to let Chum make the first catch; for a

moment she whips out the flies and then
without dropping them upon the water,
by a slow back cast lands them behind
her on the big rock while she lays down
her rod. Chum is in no haste, she looks
at the familiar falls as an old friend, met
after years' parting and more dear by
reason of the absence; she smiles down
at the pool in memory of her encounter
of years before, until wondering whether

'THE CANOEMEN MERELY STEER.

white water and dragged and pushed the

canoe a mile until the current was less

swift; then another mile of slow paddling
and we came to the roaring fall of Cat
Portage.

At last we were nearing home. There
is nothing so conducive to inward satis-

faction as to come back to the scene of

your former campfires; and, as you clus-

ter about the blazing friendship fire at

night, memories of the last time your
fire blazed at the Portage crowd upon
you, and as you sit in the glow the faces

of your comrades of other days come out

of the smoke and hold silent council with

you until the dying flames and the en-

croaching night chill drive you to the

shelter of the tents.

Cat Portage is a half mile stretch alter-

nating rapids and falls ending in the

the fish are still as eager as of old she

again takes up her rod and begins to

whip out the brown hackle and governor

across the circling foam; at last a sharp

forward snap of the wrist at the end of

a vigorous forearm cast and the flies

line out across the pool and drop quietly

upon the water.

As if by magic a flash of light and

color moving too rapidly to take form

darts out of the water where the brown
hackle has dropped and with a splash

falls back into the dark depths; the flash

of color was too eager and missed the

brown hackle, but as the flies again drop

upon the water a second time there comes
another flash of color and the rod bends

and bends as the electric connection be-

tween the fish and the leader sends the

thrill along the rod to the fisher lady on
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the rocks. Chum speaks no word as the

line races back and forth across the

pool, sometimes going down and down
bending the rod to the breaking point

then suddenly slacking as the fish darts

to the surface and clears the water by a

foot, only to find that the hand that holds

the rod has twisted the tip over her

shoulder with the butt far advanced to

take up the slack line. A number of

journeys down to the depths and the in-

variable leap into the air at the end of

the dash to the surface, and Chum be-

gins to take in a little line, slowly at

first for every inch is contested by a
fighter who is born with a knowledge of

how to play the game and who plays it

in the desperation of his life as the

stake. At last his rushes are shorter,

his leaps barely clear the water and he
is surely nearer the rock. Chum begins
to smile and nods her head as you
scramble down with the landing net. but
the end is not yet for as the fish is drawn
nearer, he recovers his dash and for five

minutes lashes the water in his effort to

escape, but to no avail for now you
reach the net beyond him and as you
swing it upward the line is slackened
and the quarry is brought to the rock in

silence.

No clapping of hands, no noisy exul-

tation marks the defeat of this aquatic
gladiator; the face of the victor is flushed
with a pink glow, her eyes have an un-
usual sparkle, but her joy is too deep
and seasoned with too much respect and
admiration for the vanquished to find

expression in any noisy hurrah. Indeed
the rest of us crowding about her as she
sits down with her captive in her lap

understand well enough her feeling as

she gazes in rapture at the golden red ex-

tending from the belly of the fish up its

sides until it is lost in the irridescent

green and blue sprinkled with yellow

spots with five rows of crimson spots

from head to tail, surrounded by their

areola of cerulean blue. After Chum
has feasted her eyes she begins to stroke

the graceful form with her hands and to

follow the perfect lines with her fingers

and not until fifteen minutes have
elapsed does she open her lips and only

then to announce the truism, "This is

the most perfect poem in form and color

that nature has ever made." You agree
with her but ask her if she wants an-

other to match it, but Chum only shakes
her head; this is her first trout for a year
and she must gaze at it in the ecstacy of

her joy until itscolor andformhave entire-

ly filled her mind. Even as you hold itup

from the spring scales which indicate

four pounds Chum only smiles with con-
tentment unmixed with anything so base
as exultation.

But since Chum was not ready to re-

sume her casting, Dad began to whip
out the flies and at once connected with
another native of the pool, and finally

brought him to net. By this time I had
become impatient at the sight of the two
monsters, so taking my rod journeyed
a hundred feet up ' to a smaller pool
where the first cast brought two flashes

to the surface as both flies were taken.

Strange to tell doubles are easier to han-
dle than singles and within ten minutes
the net was placed under the lower and
a moment later the upper fish was slacked

in to keep the first company. The first

weighed three pounds while the second
pulled the scales to two. But on going
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back to the big pool I found Chum and
Dad had each taken their second fish the

smallest being three pounds. So the

catch was tied together and fishing pro-

hibited until the supply in hand should

become depleted.

I have often tried to formulate a psy-

chology of fishing but without avail;

there is something so illusory and subtle

about it as to defy definition. I know
not whether it lies in the beauty of color

and grace of form of the trout, or in his

peerless mettle as a fighter, or in the

spell of his wilderness environment, but
certain it is that there is something that

absolutely intoxicates one as he whips
out his flies across a trout water; his

cares, his fears, his conventionalities,

gan to narrow, and became more rapid

here we found some ducks travellin

ahead of us and following them around
bend bagged nine of them. The purpl

shadows of the long twilight were fall

ing upon the mountains and the chill o
night was creeping down upon the wa
ter, all calling us back to the campfire,

yet just a half a mile beyond us was
Kawazingema. For an instant only

was there hesitation, then with a rush
the insuperable wave of impulse to see

Kawazingema came over me and we
rapidly plied the paddles up stream, each
curve and bend greeting us as old friends

until at last we took the poles to force

our way against the rushing water; how
good it seemed to be poling up the diffi-

yes, even his own personality drop cult stretch again, as we slowly forced

away from him as a mantle and he is our way inches at a time watching the

RAPIDS ABOVE CAT PORTAGE FALLS

transported into an atmosphere of dreams
and fancies.

For several days we camped beside
the rushing waters of Cat Portage wait-
ing until the full moon, when we had
planned our arrival at Kawazingema
four miles up the river. Each day as we
looked up the stream or fished the pools
our thoughts went back to the woodland
home just north of us, and every even-
ing about the friendship fire, as we
watched the growing moon rise above
the trees we joyfully noted the time tor

our home coming was drawing nearer.

The evening before the day we pur-

posed leaving Cat Portage, Antoine and
myself took the canoe up the river to look
for ducks; for two miles the river is

broad and quiet with little or no current

and in silence we paddled up until it be-

point ahead of us around which lay our
old camp. At length we reached the

point where the shallow water drops
down into the pool and digging in the

paddles with two strokes we were into

the pool and in a moment had reached
the bank of Kawazingema.
Whoever is fortunate enough to have

a particular spot in the wilderness that

is more cherished than all others, where
no one but himself and his own friends

have ever camped before can appreciate

my feelings as I stood in the deepening
shadows of the twilight once again in

our old forest home. Two years had
passed since we had left, yet there were
the balsam beds upon which we slept,

untouched except by the withering hand
of time turning them from green to

brown, there lay our tent poles just as
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we had left them, even the half burnt

birch which we had used as a back log

for our friendship fire welcomed us back

to our old home, while the wood we had
cut was piled close at hand as we had
left it, waiting for us to come again to

the family council. But as this was
merely a preliminary visit and our home
coming was to be on the morrow we
pushed the canoe into the stream and
anchored it just to see what welcome the

denizens of the pool had for the return-

ing Kawazingemas. The first cast met
with a ready response and for fifteen

minutes it was a battle royal, until out

matched the speckled beauty was brought
to the net and pulled the scales four

pounds, the second cast brought one
nearly as large and the third hooked
another which brought to net weighed
three pounds; then as we had enough fish

and duck for the following day we pad-
dled back to camp in the light of the

moon and huddled close about the

friendship fire while we reported to Chum
and Dad that Kawazingema, untouched
and unchanged, awaited us on the

morrow.
The following morning was ushered in

with a steady downpour from the heavy
low hanging clouds and the air was cold

and penetrating in the chill, but nothing
so trivial as a cold, driving rain could
dampen our spirits, for we were embark-
ing for the Kawazingema of our dreams
and memories. By the time we had
reached the rapid water and begun to

pole, the clouds began to break and as
the canoe rounded the point and crossed

,

the big pool to the shore the sun came
out in all his friendliness to shine a wel-

come upon us as we stepped ashore at

the wilderness home. Quickly the tents

were pitched on the same spots where
they had stood two years before and
the same tent poles and pegs were
brought into use, and fresh balsam piled

upon our withered beds and in a short
time we were comfortably in camp.
Then to give myself the pleasure of

seeing Chum and Dad work the pool, I

paddled the canoe into the stream and
anchored opposite the camp and my two
comrades began to cast. In half an hour
tbey had taken six trout ranging from
two and one-half pounds to four pounds
and having taken enough for our needs
for the day we went ashore for dinner.

In the afternoon Chum and Dad again
fished the pool and as the trout were
brought to the net, they were carefully

removed and given their freedom, but
after twenty were taken and released, we
came ashore again to preserve the skins

of some of the larger ones to the end
that upon our return to the City we might
mount and hang them upon our walls
and in the long winter evenings be car-

ried back to the Forest.

The wilderness reserves for her chil-

dren the evening council about the friend-

ship fire as the happiest moments, when
the forest has become a mass of inky
blackness and mystery, and the silence

has become a pressing reality, and the

little circle of light had drawn the forest

wanderers together. The first night at

Kawazingema we gathered close about
the friendship fire of blazing birch logs

for our council. Back came the visions

of the day, the trout that were taken
from the pool, the joy and appreciation
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of being again upon the crystal water,

the contentment and satisfaction and
absolute relaxation in being home once
more; again we sat as in council of other

days and could almost see the faces that

we used to look upon across the glowing
coals; where now were Meskeekeewinini
and Bewabequoquewinini, Neshwabun,
Masinaqua, and
Biddequaw who
had been in the

Kawazingema
council before?

All were gone,

yet not really

absent, for

surely the s e

c o m r ades of

other friendship

fires had in

spirit returned

to the Kawaz-
ingama coun-

cil, and though
their pi a c e s

about the circle

seemed vacant

yet sweet mem-
ory filled the

void with their

cheerful pres-

ence.

For an hour
at least we sat

in silence until

a wolf pack be-

gan its lo n g
and di s m a I

howl; I spoke

to Antoine to

ask why some
of the grey

sleuths of the

wood made
more noise than the others and he re-

plied, "Two dose wolf mak eet vera beeg
noise, young wolfs heem more sweet,"

and at once the period of meditation was
broken and the council was in session as

each in turn spoke the thought that came
to his lips for expression. Again the

circle lapsed into silence and as the coals

died to their deep red glow the dense

black of the forest began to give way to

a grey until at last the light from the full

moon coming over the mountains ban-

NATIVES OF KAWAZINGEMA.

ished the inky blackness and diffused a

soft silver haze over the scene. After

a time, as the chill of the night drove us
to the warm woolen blankets, the clear

silvery note of the northern song sparrows
which is rarely heard except at night,

came from among the tree tops to wel-

come us with its night song back to

Kawazingema.
For a week

we lived a life

of exqui site
ease in the wil-

derness home,
hunt ing and
fishing by day
and meditating
and dreaming
in the glow of

the friendsh i p
fire by night,

until at last the

hour of our
leave tak i n g
had come round
when the tents

and duffel bags
were stowed in

the canoe and
the final friend-

ship fire was
lighted. For
half an hour we
s m o k ed our
pipes in silence,

when the morn-
ing sun coming
over the moun-
tains was the

signal for the

leader to bank
the coals of the

fire toget her
bet ween the

rocks and as the earth covered them to

declare the Council of the Kawazingemas
at an end; and with wistful look upon
the beloved scene we entered the canoe
and in silence pushed up stream.

Travelling north one day through a
lake fifteen miles long we beheld a bark
canoe approaching and coming nearer,

the paddles of both canoes were lifted as

is the custom with the forest people and
as the canoes drifted toward each other
we exchanged •'Bonjous" of greeting
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and then lighted our pipes for a friendly

smoke with the Indian who, with loaded
canoe, was en voyage with nis wife and
two children together with the family

cat and dog to his winter hunting
grounds, three hundred miles distant,

there to remain until June should thaw
out the ice from the lakes and permit the

return journey with his canoe laden with
furs. We inquired from the Ojibway if

there were any want which our duffel

bags could supply, and though we could
not serve him in any way, he gladly sup-

plied our pressing need for tobacco, then
with mutual felicitations and good wishes
we drifted apart and continued on our
opposite courses.

Approaching Frenchman's Rapids
where the waters of the lake make their

leaping and noisy exit, we came to the

last of our river trail, for with the ex-

ception of a few miles of dead water
forming connecting links in the chain the

course lay through large lakes up to the

Height of Land. Poling slowly up the
leaping stretch of the rapids, we came
into the quiet waters of Whitefish Lake
with the mountain girt shores stretching
away into the distance. There is that
about open water canoeing through a

large lake which is decidedly different

from the river travel; in the first place

there is the lack of personality in a lake,

which we find in the river; it does not

babble, it has no rapid places, no quiet

pools often its monotonous grandeur
presses upon the traveller with disquiet-

ing insistance. One also misses the

white water of the river, which is the

canoeman's chief joy, but in this respect

the lake makes up all deficiences when
in a tempestuous mood, for in crossing

its storm tossed surface the canoeman
is put upon his mettle to the limit ot his

skill and judgment in making a safe pas-

sage; nor are there any eddies or pools

where he may pause for a breath in re-

laxation, but he must meet each wave as

it comes to him and no sooner is the hiss-

ing problem past than another rises to

overwhelm him if he lack resourcefulness

But fortunately the days of quiet and
peace rule the lake more often than those

of storm and tempest, and on such a

day you are embarked upon a quiet sea.

There is something about a large lake in

its peaceful mood that is exceedingly

mystic; the silence is intense, there is no
movement in the picture, the mountains
rising from the shores seem such final-
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ities as to call for no comment nor dis-

cussion, it is a study in majestic repose.

I have never known an Indian to talk

while travelling a lake, on the river he is

a sociable being but when he comes upon
the quiet of the lake, the silence of the

hills wraps itself close about him, closing

his lips; in this way does the great

mother sound responsive chords in her

children.

In open water canoeing distance ,even

with the initiated, is a most baffling ele-

ment. Perhaps you may start at French-
man's Rapids to travel to the upper end
of Whitefish lake which at first seems
several miles wide and perhaps four long,

but after reaching what seemed to be the

end you find it was only a curving shore

which again extends away into the dis-

tance; to this point you paddle and after

a time the bold outline of the projecting

mountain comes sharply into view and
you are certain it is but three hundred
yards ahead, yet after you have paddled
half an hour, it still seems no nearer and
it takes another hour to reach the point,

only to find that the lake still stretches

between the mountains for three miles

before you reach the tumbling mass of

Pigeon Falls at the end.

There was something about our camp
at Pigeon Falls that was particularly

agreeable. The waters of the Lake ol

the Great Spirit rush through the narrow
pass between the mountains which tower
far above your camp on either side and
then stretch out in the widening distance

forming the shores of Whitefish Lake.
Again we camped on the same spot,

where we had stayed two years before

when Chum's tent blew down in a heavy
rain and wind storm at midnight, again
we fished the eddies and pools of the

rapids for the large trout and having
taken one big one, quietly left the gorge
to fish in the small creeks for the ten

inch trout for the frying pan. It was
good to sit at our campfire ten feet from
the falls, and look down Whitefish Lake
and see the long purple twilight steal

upon the waters and the shadows creep

up the mountains, and the forest to be-

come grey about you, and then looking

up to see far above the camp the over-

hanging rock of old rose color topping
the mountain, still touched by the last

rays of the sun while below the purple

shadows deepen. And in the morning
you look up again through the mists to

see the sun lit mountain top as it heralds
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the joyous day.

Five days in camp at Pigeon Falls

were all too short to drain our cup of

happiness, but the shortening days and
the increasing coldness and depleted pro-

vision bags warned us that it was time

to be moving closer the Height of Land
where we could beat our retreat. Ac-
cordingly in the grey of a cold misty
morning while the vapors hung like a

cloud upon the lake, obscuring even sig-

nal rock above us, we silently took up our
packs and one by one departed up the

portage trail through the dark and
dripping forest until the roar of the falls

had become a murmur in the distance

and we had reached the quiet water for

embarkation in the canoe. For six

miles we paddled up the mountain bound
river until rounding a bend we came into

the open water of Manitowick, the Lake
of the Great Spirit, a large body of water
with the mountains forming its shores
veiled in the low hanging mists. As I

have dealt with Manitowick in a previous
volume I cannot repeat more than to say
that the immense stretch of water and
the rock cliffs of old rose crowned with
green were as majestic and dominating
as they had been years before. By good

fortune the waves were ^ot running high

to make our progress slow, but Chum,
seemed to miss the dash and leap of the

waves, which we had encountered two
years before, when she had been obliged

to bail in order to keep the canoe afloat.

All the morning, the canoe leaping to the

rythmic stroke of five paddles, made
rapid progress until at two o'clock, after

eight hours hard paddling, we came to

the Stony Portage at the upper end ot

the lake, and after cooking dinner on the

rock, travelled rapidly up the trail until

we came to our camping ground beside

the big falls at Thunder Pool.

Here the waters of a great lake rush
for a mile through a mountain gorge and
with a roar that is heard for miles plunge
into a large basin. Here we remained
for nine days fishing the rapids, dream-
ing beside the roaring friendship fires

and meditating on the rocks within the

spray of the falls. Here we received

our Indian friends who presented us

with venison as they were leaving us,

when it was too late for us to reciprocate

the gift.

Strange to say, in the Forest one does

not miss meeting people, indeed though
you be alone in a world of complete si-
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lence vfrhere the only people you can pos-

sibly meet are a few honest Ojibways,
yet no feeling of loneliness oppresses
you, for as Chum remarks "there at least

one can be in good company and away
from small people, and breathe God's
fresh air and revel in his clear sunshine,

or in his pure rain, and with your own
goodness or badness, be as happy or as

miserable as your past life and your con-
science will permit." But in the wilder-

ness even your petty vices fall away
from you as they cannot possibly live in

the temple of the Great Mother Nature;
the purity and freshness of the forest

drive out all that is foreign to it; the
repose and silence of the woods banish
Ml your unrest and the majesty and re-

pose of the mountains in their dominance
give no room for pettiness as they
clear your vision with their larger view
and each day the Great Mother breathes
into your soul renewed and better life.

Camping beside a falls even to the

forest dwellers gives rise to strange illu-

sions and the Ojibways never make their

camps near a falls when it is possible to

camp elsewhere. The Camp at Thunder
Pool is a place of many illusions, the

constant roar of the water as it thunders

into the pool is a thing which is at first

disquieting and is apt to induce a tem-
porary mood of restlessness, but the ear

becomes accustomed to the unremitting

roar, and you quickly accept it as an
element going to make up the fitness of

things. However there are other noises

in the rapids that are more subtle than
the rush and roar, which are yet heard at

times above the deep reverberations.

Perchance you have gone out upon the

rocks beside the falls to watch the sun-

set above the trees encircling the pool;

the mighty thunder of the water makes
futile any attempt at conversation, so

you contentedly watch the purple shad-

ows deepening on the pool while above
the trees the golden red after glow of the

sunset colors the fleecy clouds; then with

no sudden change in the noise of the

water you slowly become conscious of

the sound of a tolling bell. It is by no
means a doleful experience, for the bell

has the peaceful sound of a village

church, it is muffled by the roar of the

water; yet it is distinctly heard above the

roar of the water. I know a man who
camped beside the falls for the first time

and the bell note was to him so real that

he remarked to his companion, "Why
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this is Sunday, and the country church

bell is ringing" yet he was one hundred
miles from any human habitation.

It may be you have wrapped up in

your blankets for the night and the four

walls of your tent deaden the roar of the

falls until it has the sound merely of a

heavy wind and rain in the autumn
among the dead
leaves; gr a d-

ually you come
to realize that

there are voices

singing; always
in a high key,

always female

voices, and their

song is so real

that one could

all but repro-

duce the strain.

F r e q uently I

have been un-

able to sleep at

night by reason

of the singing

voices of the
falls, pure illu-

sion th o u g h

they be, yet of

so much sub-

s t ance as to

banish sleep.

There is one
illusion which,
though having
travelled among
the Forest peo-
ple for years,

came to me this

year for the first

time. I had
gone above the

falls, to fish the only one tepee remained.
rapids alo n e,

and waist deep in the rushing water was
engaged in whipping out the flies when
suddenly I heard a shrill voice calling

my given name twice; so real was the
experience that I shouted back suppos-
ing of course Chum was calling to me
from the bank, and receiving no response
I waded ashore and walked down the
trail fifty yards giving the long "Whoo!
Whoo!" the Kawazingemas call, but re-

ceiving no answering call, I again made

my way back to the rapids and while
casting I again heard my name called
distinctly. On returning to camp I

heard none of my party had been within
shouting distance of me and none had
called my name. Afterwards this illu-

sion was not an infrequent experience
with myself as well as others of my com-

rades, one
which was not
alt o g e t h e r

pleasant as it is

a bit weird to

hear your name
called distinctly

in a sharp shrill

voice and then
to find none
within calling

distance to ac-

knowledge your
answering
shouts. The
illusion of the

tolling bell and
the si n g i n g
voices of the

falls do not
come suddenly
upon you, but
rather seem to

steal slowly in-

to your con-

sciousness, and
while you won-
der how the il-

lusion is pro-

duced yet it

does not dis-

turb you. * But
to hear your
name suddenly

c a 1 led is so

weird and baf-

fling as to cause

you a temporary annoyance; it is an ex-

perience I have never had except near a

falls and in the forest away from the

rushing water no sound of the tolling

bells, nor singing voices ever come to

you. I have never known a traveler of

the Open Places who has not remarked

upon the voices of the falls, and the In-

dians accustomed to the rushing waters

from birth never seem able to escape from

the illusion which to them is of such
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reality that they prefer not to camp be-

side the roaring water, nor is the Indian

aversion due to any superstition concern-

ing spirits or phantoms, but is caused
merely by the fact that the singing
voices prevent them from sleeping.

After being in camp at Thunder Pool
for five days our provisions were ex-

hausted, our bacon was gone, the bags
of flour, sugar and corn meal were
empty and only tea and rice remained,
but calling the Kawazingemas into coun-
cil it was unanimously decided to remain
in camp until the rice should be ex-

hausted-; so we decided that w6 would
have but two meals a day and for four

days our breakfast and supper consisted

of rice, cea, trout, with sometimes duck
and venison. On a Sunday morning on
the tenth day at five o'clock we had the

last of our rice and tea with trout, and
striking camp rapidly travelled up the

trail to the end of the Portage for our
dash back to the Height of Land twenty
miles up Dog Lake. All the morning
we paddled up the Lake against a head
wind blowing between the mountains
and at one o'clock on rounding a head-
land we came within sight of the red

roof of the Hudson's Bay Company's
store; on the plain beyond, where a

month before were countless Cree camps,
only one tepee remained a study in deso-

lation and solitude. One might make the

mistake in surmising that after a month's
absence, the sightof the red roof shiningin

the light of the September sun, wasa joy-

ous sight, but we beheld it in sullen silence

for beyond lay the railroad leading back

to the conventional life, and as the canoe

grated upon the sand its harsh note told

us that The Trail of the Kawazingemas

had come to an end.

The Mountains.

BY WALTER L. THURTELL.

Tier upon tier, as if their crests would pierce

The vaulted sky, the mountains upward tower,

Rugged and grim, Titanic-pulsed with might,
Silent and dark, with caverns deep as night,

Eternal in their stark, primeval power.

About their heads the thunderbolts oft rage,

Adown their side the avalanches sweep,
The torrent's rush, the 'wildering wreathing mist,

Shadow and storm, that nothing can resist,

Plunge and career among the gorges steep.

Then comes a change. Mantle of purple light,

Snow sparkling gleams that jewel the distant haze,

Cloud diadems, halos of circling fleece,

Vistas of verdure, zephyrs breathing peace,
Brooks, glades and woodland, linked in lovely maze.

A land of change, of beauty and of pain,

One day in turmoil and the next at rest,

Region ot riches, region of rocky waste,
Nature's abode, where all her moods are traced,

Where she has wrought her noblest and her best.
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In the "Next West."

THE prairie provinces have been re-

ferred to frequently as "The Last
West," but there is another and a

newer west waking in the wilderness that

lies north of the main line of the Grand
Trunk Pacific and west of the Athabasca.
There is the Great Peace River of which
we hear many contradictory stories, but
which will become better known in the
near future. Already a contract has been
let for the first one hundred miles of the
road west from Edmonton, and now two
hundred miles moie are under contract.

This will reach across Grande Prairie,

penetrate the Rockies and leave the end
of the steel atYellowhead.

In the meantime they are building up
from Prince Rupert on the Pacific. A
magazine writer who has visited the far

north, declares that the Peace River
country is the happy hunting ground of
prospectors and explorers. For many
years past the crude congealed petroleum
has been used for caulking boats by the
Hudson's Bay Company, and the pe-
troleum resources of the country have

been reported on most favorably in the

Dominion Geological Reports of 1884,

1896 and 1898. There is no doubt that

the enterprise of developing these re-

sources is, under the present conditions,

extremely difficult, but the development
of the country at large is moving so
rapidly that within a few years railway

transportation facilities will be provided,

and the early pioneers will reap a rich

and well deserved reward.
" The lakes and rivers are full of fish of

high excellence, white fish of great size

and thickness, maskalonge weighing
from twelve to fifteen pounds, and also

large delicious lake trout, being amongst
the best varieties. A fish company is

already in operation at Calling Lake,

which expects to export large quantities.

No country in the world is entirely with-

out drawbacks, however, and the peace-

ful Peace River Valley is no exception to

the general rule. In common with all

unsettled parts of northern Canada, it

suffers from a plague of mosquitoes
during the early summer months. These
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will give way,
in time, to set-

tlement, no
doubt, as that

is the experi-

ence of the pres-

ent North-West
Provinces,
while the wolves
which are re-

ported as being
sufficiently nu-
merous to cause
c o n s i derable

trouble and an-
n o yance, will

not last long
when oppos e d
by the rifles of
the hunters and
s p o rtsmen of
the future.

This, then, is

the "Next
West" of the
i m mediate fu-

ture—the coun-
try whose rare

value and pos
s i b i lities has
been as yet
overshado wed
by the rush to

the nearer of

Canada's vacant
lands. Its mar-
velous fertility

and potent i a 1

value cannot be
more than out-

lined as yet, but

it is an aid to

those who wish
to realize and
understand the

great and rich heritage

country. Slow has

AT PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE. GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC RAILWAY.

of undeveloped
been the develop-

ment of this district as yet, and slow it

will be for some considerable time, until

the inrush of emigration has populated

the district at present in course of settle-

ment. But the consideration of its po-

tentialities and the possibilities of the

enormous expanse of country of which
it is but a tiny part, may give pause to

those who announce too loudly that the

Last West is now in sight.

A committee was last year appointed
by the Government to investigate the

possibilities and resources of the land in

Canada north of the settled portions of

the Dominion, including the Peace River
district. This report, which is just is-

sued, fully substantiates all statements
which have been made concerning the

wonderful fertility and charm of the

Valley.

According to one witness who has had
exceptional opportunities for familiarizing
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himself with this country and its re-

sources, there is in the Peace River sec-

tion of the country as much good agri-

cultural land fit for settlement, and yet

unsettled, as there is settled in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta today. Mr.
W. F. Bredin, Member of the Alberta
Legislative Assembly, who resides at

Lesser Slave Lake, after a careful com-
putation, estimates the area of agricul-

tural lands available in the unorganized
territory of Mackenzie and Northern Al-

berta at not less than one hundred mil-

lion acres. Mr. H. A. Conroy, of the In-

dian Department, who has been traveling

through the country for eight or nine
years, gave some interesting details.

From the southeast end of Lesser Slave
Lake (he said) to the valley of the Swan
Hills, is a beautiful country, some por-
tions heavily timbered, other parts open.
The finest grass in the world grows
there, Blue Top, some of it six or seven
feet high. The basin all around the lake

is fine agricultural land. The blue grass
grows on the high land, not in sloughs.

It is a very good grass and does not

form sod. Probably four tons to the

acre would be a good crop. There is a

good deal of open country all around the

south side of Lesser Slave Lake. About
forty miles north there is some twenty
miles of a rolling prairie country. The
feed is excellent. The Prairie River

country is the finest piece of the North-
West that Mr. Conroy has seen. Most
of it is level and open with nice bluffs of

timber, mixed with some spruce and
poplar. Between the Little Smoky River

and the Slave Lake the country is open.

Along the banks of the Smoky is very

tall fine spruce timber. The country

north of Dunvegan, all along the river,

is fit for agriculture on both sides, and
for a long distance back.

The evidence given by Mr. Bredin is

fully as favorable from an agricultural

standpoint as that given by Mr. Conroy.

His judgment is that from the Mountains
to Peace Point, a distance of seven or

eight hundred miles, and for an average

of seventy-five miles back on each side

of the Peace River, there is a tract of

land fully equal to the soil on any sim-

ilar length of the Saskatchewan. A
great deal of it is clean prairie especially

on the north side, the balance being cov-

ered with scrub and small timber. With
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regard to its possibilities for ripening

grain and vegetables, Mr. Bredin said

that on his own ranch at Grand Prairie

he had raised vegetables and oats every

year for six years. He has had cattle

there for five winters, and the average
length for feeding them during the five

years was six weeks each winter. All

the country is good for stock. Both
slough and upland hays are abundant.

Pea vine and all the usual North-West
small fruits grow there. At Lesser Slave

Lake they have had magnificent crops.

Mr. F. S. Lawrence of Fort Vermil-

lion, showed the Committee a sample of

No. 1 Hard Wheat raised in the Peace
River country in 1906. It was an aver-

age sample of 22,000 bushels held, at

the time he obtained it, in the Hudson's
Bay Company's mill at Fort Vermillion.

The grain raised there for some time past

has been of the quality known as the

Ladoga. This has changed so materially

from the sample originally obtained from
the Ottawa Experimental farm that it

now bears no resemblance; the original

stock being a soft wheat, while the sam-
ple produced is as hard as Red Fife.

As to the soil, many supposed that the

Peace River Valley, as a valley, was a
low-lying section of land in the bottom
of the river.

Mr. Lawrence has farmed at Vermil-
lion for over twenty years and has never
had a failure in wheat in that time.

There is no rust. He has raised as high
as sixty-six bushels of wheat to the acre.

That was the biggest yield and was ac-

complished without the aid of fertilizer.

All the witnesses were agreed as to

the great quantity of timber to be found
in the Peace River country and adjacent

territory. The spruce is large and fit for

saw logs some being three feet across

the stump. All the rivers have belts of

timber on their banks except where the

fires have destroyed it, and most ot it is

spruce and black bark poplar, the latter

growing quite large, as much as three to

four feet through the stump.

Passenger Pigeons.

BY R. W. SAWTELL.

SOME time in the early 4 4 Forties" I

read an elaborate account of the
doings of the passenger pigeon of

America and the enormous number visit-

ing the beach woods, during breeding
time, and how they broke down large
trees by their weight. The story seemed
so improbable that I set it down as a
"yankee story"; nevertheless it added
largely to my desire to leave England,
where I was not allowed to carry a gun.
except bv paying a licence and after that
I was not permitted to kill birds or rab-
bits except 4 'on my own land"—of which
I did not own a toot. Every new story
read about game in America, and its free

use to the settlers, fired my desire to see
for myself.

In 1840 an uncle of mine, who had
lived in the county of Oxford for some
years, returned to England, and his stories

won my father's fancy to emigrate :

but my mother's friends prevailed

on him to remain in England
;
by giving

up the lease of their farm to him, and he
remained till 1845. When I was in my
twentieth year, and had the migratory

fever bad, I determined to come alone,

but having prepared tor the event he
could not resist the temptation to come
and all the family also. •

Like so many emigrants of that date we
imagined that we could not purchase any-

thing here, and supplied ourselves with

loads of stuff, we had better have left in

England. Guns, ammunition and musi-

cal instruments, however proved of some
use. The first fall there were thousands
of black squirrels fattened on corn, and
in the absence of lamb and pork served a
good purpose.

We frequently secured specimens of

drumming pheasants, swamp rabbits and
occasionally a deer ; but we were disap-

pointed on the whole v Here was freedom
to shoot where and when you liked, but
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seldom found anything worth the powder.
I have been looking over my diary of

1846-7 and find an occasional record of a
pheasant, rabbit, or coon, and in the

spring of 1846 a few wild pigeons. In

1847, however, I find on the date of April

8th that there were "millions—so dense
were they crowded together that they not
only darkened the sun but the whole vault

of the heavens. For an hour or two be-

fore sundown they were passing from
west to east, to their roosting place, and
seldom could we get a sight of the blue
sky. The noise of their wings was like

continuous thunder, and when passing
over beechwoods they dropped down in

such immense numbers that in turning
over the dead leaves, in search for nuts,

they filled all space." It was during one
ot these drops that I fired and brought
down sixty- six birds at a shot, but this

seemed a waste of powder for we could
get all we wanted by using a pole or long
stick. Thus, we had more "poultry"
than we needed, and sion tired of the

beech nut flavor.

It so happened that a gentlemen with
whom I spent my last winter in England,
shooting rabbits, came here at the great

gathering of pigeons—this year 1847

—

and we had a fine time together. We
followed the trails of the pigeons ten

miles across East Zorra, Blandford and
part of Blenheim, to see the pigeons in

their roosting places. They occupied thou-

sands of acres of the virgin woods,and the

noise made was so defening we could not
make each other hear a word. They
crowded the trees so much that dead
limbs, and occasionally green onces broke
under the great weight, and thousands
fell, but rose again to seek other trees.

The presence of the pigeons this year

surpassed in numbers the description I

had read in England. In fact it would be

hard to exaggerate the facts, particularly

in numbers. Where they came from,

and where they went, I can give no in-

formation. They remained for some time

but how long my diary does not state.

Babbling of Bass.

A Hundred Mile Search After the Gamey Beauties.

BY C. H. HOOPER.

PART I I.

HIVEN a hard day's toil in the open
air, followed by a preposterously
large meal and only one result is

possible—sound sleep. Besides the above
requirements, we had now settled down
travelling. All the packing up to be off,

all the anxiety regarding necessities pos-
sibly forgotten, all the shaking down
incident to having a green hand at the
bow paddle, and the consequent delays in

getting things done—all were now passed
and done with. We slept with quiet
minds. We had left the old headquarters
five days before, travelled per trail and
water-ways some twenty miles, and had
reached our long sought for lake. Here
we had loafed for three days at '

<Camp
Perfection" in the midst of solitudes,
scenery and bass, until erring human
nature had reasserted itself and, not
content with the goods the gods had sent,
we must needs go farther, and as it proved
fare worse. Fastening upon the Boy at

first, but soon communicating itself to me,
the travelling fever had resulted in our
determination to make a hundred mile

recognisance in the vicinity of our ideal

lake. For the last two days, therefore,

we had slid down with the current farther

and farther away from our ideal, taking
the rapids with an ever increasing con-

fidence until after two days of this blithe

some work an insignificant strip of white
water had bid us halt. This was at sun
set so that an immediate camp to await
the morning sun to dry our repairs be-

came imperative.

In the morning while the Boy prepared
the breakfast, I overhauled the three pun-
ctures, sustained on our last little descent,

and at nine o'clock, as tight as a bottle,

the old canoe was again under way.

But increasing signs of civilization

warned us of our near approach to a town.
Soon it appeared.
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We carried over the inevitable dam and
slowly paddled through the place. It

appeared a singularly sleepy spot, so,

stopping only to post a letter, we left it

behind. Beyond it the current did not

again appear and, as we entered a broad
marsh, the channel lay straight before

us, evidently deepened to form some
sort of waterway to the town.

For six miles, through this marshy
drowned land we plied the paddles stead-

ily with a blazing sun above, and not a

breath of wind to temper the heat. We
wondered at the disappearance of the

current, our best friend of the previous

day, and at midday the cause appeared
in a Government dam and lock, giving

access, for small craft, from the thirty

mile stretch of open lake beyond, to the

little town through which we had passed.

Truly civilization had appeared.
At a general store at the river's mouth

we laid in a few necessities and pushed
out into the great expanse of island

studded water before us. We loitered

along the right hand shore; things be-

gan to grow tame to us, we became dis-

contented. Cottages appeared upon all

the islands, a hideous sign, "Private
Property" loomed up before us; horrors !

a tin water chute came into view, and
presently the end came. From far out
in the lake, almost imperceptible at first,

but steadily growing in volume, came
the utterly abominable "put-put-putting"
of a gasoline launch! "The limit," said
the Boy simply. No further criticism

seemed necessary. By this time his

paddle was merely marking time. There
was not an ounce in his strokes to help
the canoe. The fever had gone, and had
left him languid and disgusted with the
environments our long loop had led us
into.

We went ashore and languidly com-
menced a snack, sitting on the rocks
with bare feet in the water, the canoe, as
it were, a table across our knees. "Only
two nights ago," mumbled the Boy,
through a mouthful of sardines, "only
two nights ago a wild cat screamed near
our tent, and now," indignantly, with
a comprehensive sweep of his bread and
butter, "this!" A woman's laugh came
to us over the water, not a particularly

pleasant one either. He shuddered.

For a week the Boy had been close to

the earth, seeing things as they are.

For the first time his town bred nature
had expanded under the charm of silence

and of solitude. Among Nature's orig-

inal works his mind had become

—

a mansion for all lovely forms," and
his

—

"memory a dwelling place

For all sweet sounds and harmonies;"
Out of this fairyland of eye and ear

—

"both what they half create
And what perceive"

—

he had been rudely wakened by the sud-
den plunge into crowded ways again,

and the revulsion of feeling was to be
expected. I felt the same myself, and
we both became so absorbed in melan-
choly reflections that with eyes wide
open, facing the water we quite failed to

notice the canoe drifting slowly away
from our feet. Presently, with a yell I

dropped everything and, rushing out to

waist deep seized the truant. Not till I

actually laid hands on her did the Boy
realize the cause of my sudden move-
ment. Then we laughed, and the spell

was broken.

Once more under weigh, we drove the

canoe along, cursing the steamboats
and launches it is true, but cheerful un-
der the assurance that having once
cleared this lake, our further trip,

through a chain of smaller ones, would
take us further and further from these

noisy distractions, "until we reach 'Our'

dear old lake" as the Boy remarked.
Thus, spontaneously, the designation

which we had unconsciously used for the

last few days grew into a name.
At sunset we camped on a well used

picnicing spot and, from a nearby farmer

obtained some milk. During "grub" a

succession of curious people rowed past,

audibly remarking on our delapidated

appearance. That was distinctly rude.

No doubt we did look rather like Indians,

we had worked hard enough to look so,

what if my toes did stick out of my left

shoe, a week's beard decorate that part

of my face which the sun had left un-

painted, and my hair innocent tor the

same length of time of comb or brush,

wave picturesquely in sixteen ways at

once? Wr

hat if the Boy's trousers had
grown in a week the color of night and
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carried upon them traces of every meal
that we had eaten; and what if his shirt,

perforce could not be buttoned? What
if he did always move about decorated
around the middle with dangerous look-
ing hardware? Had not a wild cat once
come near the tent, and might it not
come again?
Anyway it was none of their business

how we looked, or if our tent was dirty

Khaki color instead of glaring white,

like the rest we had seen, so conspicuous
along the shores. They annoyed us, so,

turning our backs on them, we fed,

throwing well aimed empty tins quite ac-

cidentally over our shoulders in their di-

rection. Whereat they became more
rude, but moved away.
Who cannot remember the thirty-six

hour gale, from the northwest, that blew
over all Ontario last summer about the
end of July? From all sides I have
heard of the same. To those who were
in towns or on only narrow waters, it

mattered little; but to the army of us
who, in those days had to cross wide
lakes and bays, it mattered much. By
good luck, we had camped on the north-

ern shore of the lake, and when morning
broke, did not quite realize what was in

store. By the time that breakfast was
over, it began to dawn on us that our
work lay cut out and ready.

Waiting until the gale had chopped a

little more to the north, we started, hug-
ging the shore and struggling as best

we could against the fierce blasts which
assailed us at the mouths of bays. By
four o'clock we had thus crawled some
five miles, and still had fifteen before

we reached the Upper lake, another
stretch of twelve. Now a deep bay
opened up to the north and out of it the

white horses rolled, swinging and surg-

ing along before the hard drive of the

pouring gale. It was only three hun-
dred yards across, but to cross it in a
light canoe with another man would have
been ticklish work; to attempt it in a

loaded one with a boy, would have been
most foolhardy. The Boy entreated,

knowing nothing of the look of a "bad
place," but I wouldn't budge. It was
maddening to have to stop with but a

short stretch to cover again, it seemed
so foolish, but I reflected that one would
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look itill more foolish clinging- to an

overturned canoe in that sea without a

soul in sight to give a hand, and a three

mile stretch of open lake to leeward.

For four leaden hours we watched
that crossing until, just as the dusk be-

gan to settle down, a lull occurred. We
put across at racing speed, even then

having to humor the rollers with the

nicest care, and reached the high bluff on

the opposite side as the gale swept down
again, and the heaving waves at once

broke into foaming ridges, gleaming
palely in the growing dusk. We were
in high spirits now. Having seized the

moment, we could avail ourselves of a

high weather shore to steal along.

The Boy suddenly proposed paddling
all night. This was a large order, but

we yearned to get out of that huge open
expanse where one remained at the mercy
of every random wind. I knew he
couldn't do it, but said that we would
try and see. As the temperature was
falling, we donned our sweaters and
proceeded. A half moon lighted us on
our way, and high above the gale howled
in the trees as we crept along the rocky
shore. Now and then, from some break
in the shore line a sudden rush of wind
would strike us, bringing up the canoe
dead still as if she had struck a rock.

We crouched low crossing such gaps for

the force of the wind was like the push
of a shoulder.

Hour after hour we drove along,
changing sides at intervals. Conversa-
tion languished and in silence the pad-
dles rose and fell. About one a. m. I

felt my knees growing stiff, from the oc-
casional spray which found its way in-

board while crossing breaks in the shore
line. At the same moment the Boy pro-
posed' camping. It was the first word
he had said for an hour, and I had been
wondering at his prolonged silence.

In the gloom we found a spot, un-
loaded, hoisted up and overturned the

canoe, pegged out and hoisted the tent.

Then I noticed that the Boy was weak.
Jostling against him in the dark, I found
him as cold as ice. This looked serious

and I assumed the role of M. D., feeling

his pulse—hardly perceptible. It ap-
peared that for the last two hours he had
been wet through with the spray

that I had escaped, and that the wind
had half frozen him for all his sweater.

He had said nothing, so much for game-
ness.

A fire was out of the question. I had a
better way. For just such an emergency
I had brought a flask of rye. Opening
it now I ordered the patient to take a
dose. With a sip of water first, and
another after, holding his nose during
the operation, I managed to make him
take it. In five minutes his circulation

was restored, appetite returned, and a

severe cold, if not worse, averted. It is

on such occasions as this that one finds

the real use of spirits.

On the second day of the "great wind"
we awoke late. Still the white horses

raced down the lake; still the trees above
us rocked in the blast, and still the sky
remained almost cloudless as on the pre-

vious day. Disgustedly we settled into

what proved to be our hardest day's

work. Leave the confounded lake that

day we were determined on, and if pos-

sible before another meal. Until noon
we pegged along fairly well, keeping
under cover of the northern shore. By
this means we certainly went farther than
necessary but to "paddle the line" was
out of the question.

At last we reached the Upper lake and,

pausing on the short carry between, we
surveyed the last stretch before us, and
more sheltered waters. It looked very

bad indeed—a perfectly open stretch,

and lying more to . the west. Thus the

northern shore, though very high and
bluff, afforded little protection. We
made a difficult start in the sea that was
beating on shore, and, grunting at the

paddles edged slowly over to the best

shelter we could get along the bluffs.

Some of these presented the appearance
of capes and bold headlands, picturesque

no doubt, but claiming little admiration
from us now. With heads low and
shoulders humped we dug away with
short quick strokes, heading dead on
the sea and crawling doggedly forward,
for the end was now in sight.

At five p. m., pretty well "all in" we
reached the distant shore at the head of

the lake. Not till we actually touched
it could we "let up" for a moment.
Even in the calm water here, the blasts
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raced down through the high rolling hills

and shoved the canoe about, shooting

past in black fleeting squalls on the sur-

face. 4 'Thank the Lord, we're out of

that rotten place," grunted the Boy,
slowly straightening his cramped knees
and endeavoring to stand upright. I

wont repeat my own remarks upon this

occasion. If the reader has any imagin-
ation he will be quite able to supply the

omission.

I^The wind had not done with us yet.

We carried over here into a small dam,
crossed it and, after a much longer carry,

reached a little mile long lake, sandy on
the southern and high and precipitate on
the northern shore. Even here the white

caps beat on the shore and it took us a

solid hour to struggle to the farther end.

Then we stopped to have "grub."
But the Boy's blood was up. "Let's

get into the next lake before night", was
his cry. It seemed unnecessary, as we
had left civilization behind now and sev-

eral good camping spots lay near. As
the inlet from the next water above lay

at hand, we decided to try. Following
the stream through all its many wind-
ings, after a couple of miles we reached
the last of our series of lakes, easily the

most picturesque of the lot.

High hills surrounded it, and here and
there an island broke the expanse of

waters. But the waves rolled on the

shore even here, though the fiercenesshad

fled from the gusts and we knew that the

gale had blown itself out at last. Car-
rying over an obstruction, we paddled
rapidly to a delightful little point, sandy,
and flanked by cedars. As darkness fell

we reached the spot and soon had the

camp in order. By this time, pitching

camp had become the work of a very few
minutes, one soon learns to do only the

very necessary things. Then for the first

time for two days we sat leisurely down
to a meal without a thought of hurry or
work still ahead.

After all our hard tussle we reflected

that we had not done so badly. We had
covered about forty miles in two days
and a night, and during the heaviest
gale of the season. We began to think
a little better of ourselves. "Many, no
doubt," sagely remarked my companion,
"have hugged the camp through all this

blow; they dont know what they've

missed." We began to feel quite con-
ceited about it at last, and sat out on our
point until late in the night in all the
high good humor and contentment that
hard work done alone can give.

The loons welcomed us back to the
wilds. Three of them flew back and
forth over our heads calling wildly to

each other. What a difference in this to

the sounds that had distracted us two
days ago! As the loon is a surviyor of
an early geological period, I have always
associated him with the primeval. In

his variety of notes one can hear a cry

from a far off time, a time when history

had not begun, when time can only be
measured not in years but in eras. An
utterly mournful, lonely cry it is. With
such quiet thoughts, in the strange calm
of a perfectly still night, we turned into

the blankets well content.

It was late when we awoke next day,
and, being Sunday, we took our time
over breakfast and the first dip. But
the turmoil of the last two days had so
stirred up the waters, that the latter

process proved a chilly affair. \

The question arose again, how about
a place in which to spend our summers?
Since leaving "Our Lake" we had cov-
ered about ninety miles, but had seen
nothing that pleased our fancy better.

Most of the lakes through which we
had passed were hopelessly out of the

question. In the best, civilization was
apparent; in the worst it was paramount.
Our present site pleased us, decid-

edly pretty; hills, almost to be dignified

by the term of mountains, surrounded
us. Islands appeared here and there.

The fishing of course was conjectural,

though I had met a man who had been
here. He had caught black bass, he
said, but appeared too curious about the

places I had fished. For one who ex-

pressed himself content he seemed
strangely anxious to try elsewhere. But
the place was small. Allowing for future

cottagers, the fishing was bound to suffer.

We decided to move on. Leisurely

poking along we found the inlet and
started up the stream. Judging from its

size not much remained beyond. After a
couple of miles* of vigorous poling we
reached a point where further progress
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was impossible. Here we stuck and
proceeded to scout for a clearing. Luck-
ily we had come just far enough, and a

settler's hut soon appeared. We struck

a bargain with him to team the outfit

over the three miles that lay between us

and Our Lake. The last of the series of

waters lying at the head of this stream,

we abandoned
as our Jehu in-

formed us that

it was no great
thing.

At four
o'clock, a f ter

two hours on
the usual kind

of "road," we
reached the ex-

treme eastern

arm of Our
Lak e. This
was a part of it

absolutely un-

known to us, so

that it was with

the vag u e s t

ideas that we
set out to find

our old camp at

"En d ia n g."

These northern

lakes are hor-

ribly alike. I

have taken ten

dozen phot o s

on a two hun-

dred and fifty

mile trip
through them,

and been una-

ble afterwards

to distingui s h

and place more
islands all bear
likewise the points and channels. The
same second growth occurs, the same
deep inky water and rocky shores.
With the compass to guide us we

threaded our way through a network of

channels and by five o'clock had defin-

itely recognized a stumpy bay which we
had passed on our way down the lake a
week before. Here we knew Camp Per-
fection to be but three miles distant, so,

A TEN POUND SALMON TROUT.

than two-thirds. The
a family resemblance,

with a shortstop for a drink, we swung
along the last lap of our hundred mile

loop. To avoid a two mile detour round
a long point, we carried over a narrow
neck opposite the island and in a few
minutes more had completed our trip.

We immediately celebrated the fact

with a monumental feed. A bouillon

was again pre-

pared, i n to

which was
thrown eve r y-

thing eatab 1 e

about the camp;
that's the beauty
of the dish. One
can dispose of

so many odds
andends. Fish,

fowl, meat, veg-

etables, bread,

eggs, rice, bar-

ley, dough, bis-

cuits and every-

thing else that

one is tired of

seeing about the

camp can all be

put in. In fact,

the more hetero-

geneous the in-

g r edients, the

more thoroughly
satisfactory the

dish. After this

had disappeared,

a long cherished

tin ot pineapple

was broached,

divided with
scrupulous ex-

actness and con-

sumed, in the

twinkling of a sheath knife.

The mere quantity that one eats in

camp always surprises one. One takes

to one's self the supply of, say marma-
lade, that would be deemed sufficient on

a civilized table for a family of four.

As to fish, one of a pound and a half, to

each of us was enough for a meal, while

in the matter of tea and coffee, well,

our mugs held a pint, and were often

filled twice. Undoubtedly one lives lus-

tily in camp, working well, eating and
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drinking well, and sleeping well.

We now had two weeks left to explore

Our Lake, before we had to leave the

district. Sallying out from our base at

"Endiang" island, we poked about, fish-

ing, photographing, bathing, examining
the rocks, rich in mica and other min-
erals of which we were ignorant, and
making short trips inland.

On one of these latter we discovered a

settler's house and farm. From here we
obtained fresh milk, eggs, butter and
home made bread. Truly there is some
comfort in the wilds. We astonished
this good pioneer much I fear. Having
written a letter on birch bark, I handed
it to him with the request that he post it

for me on his next trip to the settlement.

He took it gingerly, examined it care-

fully, sitting in his chair and slowly wag-
ging his head in puzzled surprise.

"Surely to God," he burst out at last,

"I never seen the like of that!" Then
shouting for his good wife, he showed
her the curiosity. But one must get far

indeed from cities to experience such
kindness and hospitality as these good
people showed us. To us it was a rev-

elation, yet they thought nothing of it,

and to them we must suppose it seemed
the most natural way to treat a stranger.

"That best portion of a good man's
life.

The little unremembered acts of kind-
ness and of love."

One morning, passing quietly through
a channel filled with logs and stumps, an
excited whisper from the Boy, "Look at

the otter, look at the otter," made me
glance all ways at once. The canoe
drifted, along while the Boy tugged des-

perately at his "gun." Then, within
twenty feet of the bow, beside a project-

ing log, something flopped into the
water and disappeared. Knowing that
we had not disturbed him seriously, we
returned in the afternoon, unlimbered and
ready for business. For the life of me I

could not see the creature amid the hun-
dreds of logs before us. "There he is,"

whispered my lynx eyed comrade and I

silently moved the canoe in the direction
indicated. When within perhaps thirty
feet of an upturned root the "gun"
spoke, but the otter, whose head was
turned from us dived unharmed. We

practiced with that wretched machine
afterwards and found that at ten feet, one
might possibly hit a man, by aiming at

his feet and asking him to stand very
still. It was the ordinary 32 cal. light,

short barreled useless thing, that us-

ually kills the wrong person, and is ab-

solutely of no service on small game.
In a quarrel with a man, an axe would
be more satisfactory; with any smaller

antagonist, give me a bow and arrow in

preference.

Another afternoon the Boy attempted
to stalk a couple of ducks which had
alighted in a tiny bay near at hand.
They were not, of course, in season, but
knowing the weapon, I cheerfully gave
leave, promising to follow in the canoe
to pick up the bag. The Boy departed,

vente a terre through the second growth
to the shore. Presently the "gun"
spoke, and at regular intervals, each of

its six shots was fired. Then came a
pause, and again the steady crack,

crack, crack began.
Wondering what it was all about, I

climbed leisurely into the canoe and
paddled round the point. By this time
eleven rounds had been fired. I found
the Boy prone behind a log waiting for

me. It appeared that one duck had
been found asleep, the other feeding.

At the sleeping victim, the Boy had
opened fire at a ten yard range, dropping
his shots in a circle at varying distances
from the unconscious bird. After the
sixth round the duck had awakened and
he informed me "began to feed." Cer-
tainly they were very "unacquainted
with man," for they were still there,

though becoming a little alarmed. I

took the Boy on board and slowly
edged up to the ducks crowding them
in towards the shore. Presently they
sprang into the air and whizzed past
us at some ten feet distance and the

"gun" said its last word. Not a feather

stirred. Those ducks, I have since con-

cluded, must have witnessed our pre-

vious practice—they knew the "gun."
By the end of the week we were al-

most, I say almost, tired of fishing.

The capture of bass here seemed so

easy that we, who used to tire out our
companions daily in our ardor, even we
began to have enough. Then we had
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only the artificial minnow, now com-
pletely scored with teeth marks from

pike and doree, and perhaps that lent a

sameness to the day's sport.

On Saturday night therefore, we sol-

emnly vowed that from sunrise to sunset

on the following day, we would not wet

a line. Having made the vow, we felt

quite pleased with ourselves for our

"Sabbath observance." Not many, we
reflected, placed as we were in the pick of

Ontario fishing and far from the influ-

ence of civilized codes, would voluntar-

ily give up a whole day's fishing out of

respect to the sanctity of the day. We
grew quite eloquent about it at length,

severely censuring the conduct of others

whom we had seen on other Sabbaths
engaged in their godless pursuits. The
Boy called to mind stories out of illus-

trated books from his recent childhood,

and from them drew harrowing pictures

of the end of such evil doers. Finally

we decided to spend the day quietly

taking photographs and in target prac-

tice.

There were many places which we had
wished to take near the camp; the cliff's

behind the island, the narrow rock

"gateway," the "painted rocks" white

quartz barred with salmon color and
light blue, and other interesting things.

We had always intended doing this but

could not give a whole day to it before.

All the next day we climbed hills, lug-

ging the heavy tripod and 5x7 camera
with us. The telescopic arrangement,
with its seventeen inch draw proved in-

valuable. At one point, I was endeav-
oring to stand on an overhanging ledge

a couple of feet from the water and at

the same time set the camera and secure

a difficult view. Just as I had, for the

third time, clutched at the legs to keep
the "whole show" from toppling into the

water, the Boy made one of his startling

discoveries.

A larga school of bass was leisurely

swimming about below us, and could be

plainly seen less than ten feet away mov-
ing slowly, occasionally coming to the

surface and rolling over in a luxurious

fashion fairly tantalizing. Oh for our

rod and tackle!

The size of the monsters filled us with

sorrow, and the camp was a mile away.

"We promised not to wet a line," at

last my companion shouted, "but noth-
ing about wetting bullets" and out again
came his "deadly weapon." When a
bass broke the surface the Boy unloosed
a slug in his direction, sometimes com-
ing within four feet of his mark. To
this accompaniment I proceeded to se-

cure my photo. Presently the regula-
tion six shots had been fired and the
weapon was sheathed, satisfaction being
apparently expressed on both sides.

That evening the fishingfever returned
with double force, and it occurred to us
that on not one day so far had we kept
strict tally of our catch in bass to sub-
mit to those we had left at the old head-
quarters.

The next day, we started from "En-
diang" at about nine a. m. fishing stead-

ily until four p. m. We used our one
rod alternately, never passed twice over
the same ground and kept exact tally

on a sheet of bark of the weight of

every bass we caught. The pike and
doree we disregarded, for it was bass
and bass only which had brought us
here, and which would be our argument
for moving. At about three-thirty it oc-

curred to me thatwe would see the settler

that evening and that he might like

some fish. It didn't occur to me
that his ice house was always
full of them from his Sunday
catches. We blamed ourselves for not
having thought of it sooner as the big-

gest bass could then have been kept for

him. However we decided to keep the

last nine fish no matter of what size or

species.

Of course the last nine were small,

consisting of seven bass and two doree.

Curiously enough the last of these nine

proved the largest, the one on the left

hand of the picture scaling exactly four

pounds. This lot the Boy photographed
at camp before we took them to our
friend. In the fire light that night, after

"grub" was done we cast up the day's

score. Between nine and four, using
but the one artificial minnow we had
landed and weighed fifty-three small

mouthed black bass. Their aggregate
weight proved to be one hundred and



THE END OF THE TRIP.

twelve pounds, which gives the average
of two and one-eighth pounds apiece, a

high one. This means of getting at the

size of the fisb in a new lake is much the

most dependable. The average cannot
deceive if over a dozen fish are caught.

One is inclined to remember only the

large ones afterwards and thus thinks of

the fishing in any waters as becter than

it really is. It is the little ones however
that make such havoc of the expected

average. The photo above of thirty-four

black bass, (four large mouthed) looks

well for the result of two rods in a day.

There is nothing over three and a half

or under two in the top row but all the

small ones below bring down the average
to a disappointing one and a quarter

pounds. During our last week at Camp
Perfection we definitely decided to put up
our shack here on the island, which by
now we were calling "Endiang" or

"home."
Our last day broke gloriously, a per-

fectly clear, still, clear cut, fall like day.

We were up betimes, took our last dip

and with a brisk fire soon had the por-
ridge boiled, bass, cooked and toast

made. We had found that bread even
two weeks old could be made delicious

by simple toasting. We lingered over
everything that morning. It is hard to

foresake a place where one has lived

every instant of the day from the rising

to the setting1 of the sun; where the

hours have rolled all too swiftly into days,
and the days into weeks. Disagreeable
things must sometimes be done though,
and so it was now.
We put out the last fire, always a sad

act, like extinguishing a life, then un-
slung the lug-pole, placing two crossed
evergreen sprays in the ashes to apprize
all and sundry, who would know, com-
ing that way that the spot was vacant
for the next wayfarer of the woods and
waters. After carrying through the

narrow "gateway" into the long open
lake through which we had passed in

coming down to Endiang, we repacked
the canoe, considerably lighter than
when we last came that way, and settled

down to a steady swing which sent us

along merrily.

An ever widening V of wake opened
behind us on the placid surface even to
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the shore. The sun climbed up from the

clear horizon behind us flooding the

whole scene with splendor. I sent the

old Taounyawatha straight up the centre

of the wide expanse to get the full reality

of the breathless morning. Then, when
far out in the very middle we could feel

that here indeed was elbow room for our

crowded fancies. At the half way is-

land, the last of our yesterday's milk

was divided, a drop left in the flask

shaken in to legalize the toast, and then

resting on the thwarts with mug in one

hand and upraised paddle in the other, I

gave the words, "To Our Lake, to Camp
Perfection and to Endiang," while the

last six shots from the weapon in the

bow cracked out in the dead silence of

the brilliant morning. On the last half

of the stretch the Boy proposed a con-

cluding verse to the now interminable

epic of Our Lake. By a fearful mental

struggle we wrenched the following into

rhyme and rhythm; as we neared the

shore, hastily improvising a most pious,

closing:

"But all things terrestrial, unlike the

celestial

Must come to an end, and our tent we
must move,

And pass through the "connection" to

the last Camp Perfection

Which awaits us we trust in the realms

above."

My companion was so struck with the

tone of this concluding stanza that he
proposed finishing with a sonorous seven-

fold Amen. This, however was voted
down.

We found our driver, and in the

course of about two hours were again

afloat on the home waters. But how
tame everything looked, how familiar.

If we had done nothing else, at least we
had spoiled our appreciation of the place.

It now became imperative to get rid of

the old shanty.

Ten minutes before "train time" on
the last day of the holidays I received an
offer. A month later the place had
changed hands Our old friend at Our
Lake was communicated with and prom-
ised to have the new shack up by the

spring.

Nothing remained but to spend the

intervening months in pleasant retrospect

of the summer which had gone, and to

live in pleased anticipation of that which
is to come.

From Sault Ste. Marie come reports

as to the ravages of the wolves in Al-

goma* A. Dowlson reported discovering

fifteen dead deer, John Boynton, nine,

and George Waldon seven, all in the

township of Searchmont or close by, and
in all cases deaths were attributed to the

wolves. George Dugle of Groscap
found two dead deer and saw a couple

of wolves near that place. John Munro
reported finding two deer apparently

killed by wolves twenty-eight miles from
Searchmont. Mr. McCaley discovered

no less than twenty-two carcasses of deer

all killed by wolves near Goulais Bay.

Ben Riel of Groscap tells a story of

meeting two wolves on the road about a

mile from his house. He had no gun at

the time but hurried to the house for a

rifle. On his return he could not find the

wolves but saw two deer which the

wolves had apparently killed. There are

many reports of increases amongst the

wolves in Algoma and the raising of the

bounty might be the means of leading to

a diminuation in their numbers, if not

clearing them out.

That some game wardens do their duty

despite all the difficulties they have to

encounter, is shown by the conduct of

John W. Robinson, of New Brunswick.

He heard of an infraction of the game
law by John W. McNaughton, one of the

councillors for Glenely, Northumberland
county, and camped on his trail for six

weeks securing evidence against him.

At the end of that time the case was so

complete that McNaughton did not con-

test it, admitting that he killed a bull

moose on January second, which is close

season, and submitting to a fine of $50
and costs. The moral effect of this case

is likely to be felt throughout the Prov-
ince and even beyond its confines. It is

only light when so much is heard in crit-

icism of game wardens that such a case

of energetic work by one of their num-
ber should also be recorded.



ONE OF THE MOOSE HEADS.
\

Two Moose Heads.

THE above cut shows Foster, one of

the guides of the Mississaga coun-
try in Ontario at the tunnel on the

Mississaga, and the kind of moose an-

tlers that can be got there. Mr. Foster
is pointing with his finger at the bullet

hole which was in the right place. No
doubt the maker of the rifle would like

to know what rifle it was that did the
trick, but the records are silent on that
point.

The lower cut shows the antlers

bought by the C. P. R. from George
Linklater. The spread is nearly seventy-
five inches. The strong resemblance to

the other antlers and one or two others
that have been obtained, of the same
shape, would go to show that this spread
is typical of the Mississaga country.
Linklater's antlers have undoubtedly the
largest spread of any moose killed in the
East up to date. This spread is rarely

excelled, even in Alaska.
The Ontario Government has a forest

reserve of some five thousand miles,
through which the Mississaga River
flows in a very swift way. Fortu-
nately the head waters of the river can

be reached by rail, and you go down
stream to the Soo Branch of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway; therefore, the

journey is as easy as it is swift and at-

tractive from the scenic point of view.

The Record Head is badly drawn from

a photograph. It will be photographed
later.

A FAMOUS ONTARIO MOOSE HEAD.

The Record Head of 1908.



At the Portage, Petawawa River, Algonquin National Park, Grand Trunk Railway System.

A School Boy's Search for an Ideal Vacation.

HOUR years ago, my
father, brother and I,

were seated at the foot

of the Victoria statue, on
Parliament Hill, Ottawa,dis-
cussing the all important
subject of vacation. After a
long- and spirited debate we
decided to go to England
that summer. So we started

off. Everything went well

during the first couple of

days. We enjoyed the trip

down the St. Lawrence im-

mensely but on the morning
of the third day a huge storm
struck us. The captain said

it was "the worst storm he
had ever experienced," but I

suppose he told that story

every trip ; nevertheless my
little brother of six was the

only passenger at breakfast

BY HAROLD G. SALTON.

The Author.

that morning. The members
of the crew said it looked
very funny to see such a small

boy being waited on by seven
waiters. We arrived in the

Old Land safely, having had
on the whole, a very pleasant

trip. We spent about five

weeks in England, dashing
from place to place, all the

time trying to take in as many
of the sights as possible. The
return voyage was a very

monotonous one.

On the morning after our
arrival home, one might see

three pale tired people wend-
ing their way to the same old

spot on Parliament Hill to

discuss the holiday. This was
the conclusion we arrived at:

that although we had a very

pleasant and extremely in-
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structive trip, yet it cost us more than the

fun was worth. We hurried too much
to derive the needed energy for the win-

ter's work and
as light amuse-
ments and men-
t a 1 relaxation

aretheessentials

ofatrue holiday,

we decided that

our English tour

did not fill the

bill.

The next June
found us worry-

ing over the

same old prob-

lem of vacation.

This time we
wentto the other

ext r e m e and
bought a seclud-

ed estate in

Quebec, twenty-eight miles from the

nearest railroad station, over some of the

worst roads I have ever seen. This kind

of a place just suited me to perfection in

many respects. There was fishing, hunt-

ing, bathing and boating, and almost

everything one could desire. However it

was too lonely for the women of the party,

as the nearest person was Sandy, an In-

dian, living in a

hut at the end
of the adjacent

lake four miles

away. After a
while I began to

get a little tired

of it, as it was
almost invarably
up to me to go
over the two
Lakes—L a d y
Lake and Hawke
Lake—and up a
mile and a half

hill, to the near-
est farm house
for provisions,

at least two or

three times a
week. One night
about ten o'clock Olis Whelan, from Ot-
tawa, and I were coming through the por-
tage between the two lakes staggering

THE QUEBEC COTTAGE.

COMING HOME ; NOTHING DOING.

under a hundred pounds apiece when we
hearda wclfwithin fifty yards ofus. The an-
imal followed us closely till we embarked

on the second
lake. Of course
we were not the
least bit afraid;

nevertheless we
decided to pass
through this
portage earlier

in the evening
in future, 3s
there might be.
more than one
wolf next time.

When the fol-

lowing spring
arrived and we
were startingfor
our accustomed
council meet,
mother did not

plead or even request us to return to the
resort of the previous year. This time we
decided to split the difference between
the rush of England and the quiet of the
forest and go to Ocean Grove, N. J. In
Ocean Grove there was very little

to do, with the exception of a little

bathing, or promenading up and down
the board walk, in the burning sun amidst

a noisy crowd
of holiday seek-
ers. The few
days when it

was calm
enough to bathe
in the sea, was
to my mind, the

only redeeming
feature.

The summer
holidays come
but once a year
and I felt they
were for a defin-

ite purpose.
This kind of a
holiday was
nothing but a
waste of time.

In the Spring
of the year 1905 we took things more de-

liberately and left ourselves lots of time to

ponder over the same old vital question.



DREAMING THE HAPPY HOURS AWAY.
Burnt Lake, Algonquin National Park, Grand Trunk Railway System.

At length we decided to try Algonquin
National Park. So for this purpose we
had a portable house built in Davidson's
factory where we had the pleasure of de-
signing and supervising the construction.
This enabled us as the work went on, to

add many novel

touches of our
own invention to

economize space
or to increase the

comfort ; never
theless it was
built on strictly

portable lines,for

who knew but

we would be off

seeking some
new place by
the time twelve
months more
had flown.

We managed
to erect our cot-

point in Cache Lake before the ice melted.

On the twenty-fourth of May we went
up ; this trip was taken more to get
things settled for the summer than any-
thing else. We only fished a couple of

times during this trip, as it was a little

too early and we
could not get

proper bait.
However w e

caught seven
good sized ones
between the
three of us in

about half an
hour, trolling

up and down
White Lake,
which is about
a mile up the

Ma d a w a s k a

from Cache
Lake.

Since our
tage on the best ocean grove : not many in bathing today.

first v is it we
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OUR TENT.

have availed ourselves of every opportun-
ity to spend at least a few days in this

paradise of the north. This I consider

the school boy's ideal resort.

When you arrive at Algonquin Park
Station, the first thing you notice is the

Rangers' Home. In past years, outside

of the tents, this formed the only accomo-
dation for guests. This building was en-

larged considerably last spring, but even
then it proved too small although sur-

prisingly good.
This year I understand a small hotel is

being built to help out the city of tents

The word tents generally suggests to the

average vacationist something to

be shunned, they have heard
campers tell bf the awful exper-

ience they underwent the first

time they tried to camp out, about
the cold damp beds and the smoky
fire and hundreds of other such

experiences. However I feel quite

certain that if you ever have the

pleasure of sleeping in one of the

tents at Headquarters of Algon-
quin Park your views of camp
life will be entirely changed.
When I first occupied one of these

tents last fall I was surprised to

find them so comfortable. I slept

so soundly that night that I miss-
ed my train for home next morn-
ing and had to wait till the even-
ing.

Last year a large party of

Pittsburg coal merchants came
up and about thirty more tents

were immediately erected on the

same plan as those composing
tent city, all having one dining
room tent adjoining the rangers'
house. This party confined their

trips through the park so that no
matter what lake they visited

they would have time to return
before night. They had except-
ionally good luck in bass fishing

on Cache Lake bringing in strings

of them weighing from half a
pound up to five pounds.
There is a certain doctor from

Ottawa who frequents the park
every year. He is what I call a
perfect fishermen, lots of patience,

bait and results. He always
spends a preliminary hour or two catch-

ing large shiners in a bay near headquar-
ters.

I remember some men came home from
their first little fishing trip one day dis-

gusted with the fishing, never had a bite.

The decision was to move on next day to

some lake where there was something
doing, they did not come all the way
from P— to have this kind of luck. A
few minutes after my friend the doctor

appeared at the landing carrying a large

grocery box on his shoulder.

"Been fishing long?" inquired our
disgusted friends.

STARTING OUT FISHING.

Algonquin National Park—Grand Trunk Railway
System.
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"A couple of hours," the doctor replied

and then turned out the contents of the

box, twenty-four speckled lake trout

weighing from three-quarters of a pound

to five and a half pounds. The next

train that came in brought a parcel for

Mr. Bartlett, the superintendant of the

park, which came from the next station

below. From this parcel, issued to the

amazement of the spectators, a trout tip-

ping the balance at sixteen pounds two

ounces ! Our stranger friends decided

to stay over another day and try their

luck again 1

A great many people when looking over

literature describing various resorts pass

over the Park as out of the question,

when they learn that no shooting is al-

lowed within its bounds. Now this, instead

of being an objectionable feature, is one

of the greatest arguments in its favor as

a summer resort, for if shooting were per-

mitted it would be of no advantage dur-

ing the closed season and it would tend

to drive away the game from the Park.

As it is, a great many of the animals of

the park are in a semi tame stage. This

provides an unlimited field for the photo-

grapher; here you need not rig up scien-

tific arrangements with flash light attach-

ments to get wild life photos. A young
lady teacher from Toronto secured some
excellent pictures of beavers at work on

their dam not more than six hundred

yards from the station at high noon. Mr.

Bartlett has some fine pictures of wild

game taken in various places through the

park.

The convenience of travelling in the

park is one of its greatest assets, the

rangers having built fine portages be-

tween all the important lakes and Mr.

Bartlett has been kind enough to have
these plainly marked ; in many cases a

small glass covered notice on a near by

Those of our readers who enjoyed the

fine articles on International Control of

the Great Lakes Fisheries by Mr. A.

Kelly Evans, and International Control

of International Waters by Mr. C. H.

Wilson which recently appeared in our

i pages, will be interested in knowing that

the United States Senate have confirmed

the treaty recently signed J?y Ambassa-
dor Bryce and Secretary Root for reg-

tree tells you the names of the lakes be-

tween which the portage runs, the distance

and the other lakes on that route, thus
making it possible to take many week
end trips from head quarters without any
fear of being lost. If you wish to travel

more extensively through the park and
with greater ease, competent guides may
be secured.

Last year, for the first time, a camp of

boys from the military training school of

Bordentown, N. J. came up to the park
and placed their permanent camp on a
large island in Cache Lake not far from
headquarters. They divided up so as to

have one lot of boys in camp while two
other parties travelled through the park ;

thus each boy got two thirds of the time
visiting the different fishing lakes and
one third of the time to rest and prepare
for the next trip. This plan seemed to

work well. Even the camp time had its

redeeming features as the boys had the

privilege of taking their meals at the Tent
City Dining Room and of going where
they pleased. As this party was leaving

the park I overheard Mr. Tracy say that

they had camped in a great many of the
well known camping places of America,
including the Adironadacks and that they
found many drawbacks to them all, but
Algonquin Park seemed to suit them in

every respect and they intended to make
it a permanent camp for years to come.
Since then it has been rumored that the

exceptionally healthy appearance of these
lads when they returned, created quite an
interest in the park among parents of the

boys and friends of the school.

I will close this attempt to express my
enthusiasm over Algonquin National
Park by hoping to have the pleasure of
meeting many 'Rod and Gun' readers, in

this camper's and fisherman's paradise
this summer.

lating and controlling the waters between
Canada and the United States. A com-
mission will be appointed to carry out

the provisions of the treaty and it is

hoped the food fishes ot the continent

will now have due and careful attention

so that the supply of both countries may
be conserved to the great benefit of all

the people.



The Fresh Water Trout of Canada.

BY DR. E. SISLEY.

n congratulate you on the effort you
are putting forward for the better-

ment of the fish and game of this

province, and wish to offer as my only

excuse for addressing you a sincere de-

sire on my part to assist, if only in a

small way, the work so ably begun. My
subject, at first sight, appears a very

large one, but on closer examination it

will be seen to dwindle down to rather

small proportions.

There are in Canada two large and
important families of fishes, each known
under three different appellations, de-

pending on whether we use an English

term, a scientific, or a popular one.

They are the salmon and salmonoids; the

salmo and the salvelinus; the trout and
the charr.

Each family is represented in the trout

waters of Alberta, which comprise the

southwest corner of the province, the

Bow River and its tributaries, the Old
Man and the Belly. There is only one
representative of the salmo family in this

province, and that is the Salmo-Mykis or

Cutthroat Trout, so well known to most
of those present. This is a very beauti-

ful and gamey fish, with many of the

characteristics of the salmo family. At
maturity it reaches to the weight of three

or four pounds. It has well pronounced
teeth, scales only fairly well developed
to the naked eye, and readily seen under
a magnifying glass; dark colored back
and light colored underneath, except in

spawning time, when the belly and sides

are a vivid red in color, a picture to be-

hold, also under each jaw is a red stripe,

from which it receives its common name
of cutthroat. Its flesh is white in color,

which at first appeared strange to my-
self, as I was of the opinion all salmon
had red flesh, but a government report

states that the species on the Pacific

coast, which are the most tender and
palatable, are very pale in flesh and fre-

quently quite white.

Its natural home is gravel bottomed
rapidly running streams; it lives almost
wholly on larvae, insects such as wasps,
ants, beetles and grasshoppers, and is

very rarely known to swallow another
fish. I have opened a number of them
and have never found anything but in-

sects. Mr. Millar, of Millarville, whose
well kept report extends over a number
of years, shows the same fact. Prob-
ably the most important question with us
is, "When does it spawn?"

I have had no opportunity until the
last year to study its habits. About the
first of May, J. H. Tomlinson, an
enthusiastic and devoted disciple of
Isaac Walton and a true sportsman,
took me down to the mouth of Fish
Creek, where, in two hours, we took
thirteen fish, weighing twenty-five
pounds, the largest being three pounds
six ounces, and the smallest one pound,
all being taken with the fly, the red ibis

being the favorite. I regret to say, and
am ashamed to say, that every one of

these fish were females and full of ripe

ova. Mr. Millar's reports conclusively

show that they spawn during April and
May. At the mouth of Fish Creek, ter-

rific slaughter of these with ripe ova has
been going on for years. There was
every evidence of much fishing having
been recently done in that locality.

There were the remains of fresh beef
lying around, and we also found about
a pound of cured salmon eggs, which
are said to be a very killing bait, and
strictly prohibited in Great Britain for

that purpose.
This evidence clearly proves, at least

to my mind, that these trout (the salmo
mykis) spawn in the spring, and there-

fore should be protected accordingly.

Now, I wish to make a statement which
may at first appear a startling one. My
subject is the fresh water trout of Can-
ada. I have told you that our cutthroat

trout is a real trout, a salmo. Now, I

*A paper read before the Calgary (Headquarters) Branch of the Alberta Fish and Game Protective Association.
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wish to tell you that it is the only real

fresh water trout in Canada, with the

exception of the landlock salmon of

Quebec.
British Columbia has a cutthroat of

much commercial value, but it is appar-

ently a sea trout. No better and more
interesting exhibit could be made at our

Dominion exposition than a glass tank

with some live salmo mykis. Many vis-

itors would see a real trout for the first

time. All other so-called trout are sal-

manoids or charr. My paper, then,

should come to an end, but it would not

be complete without a reference to the

other most interesting family, the charr,

especially as some gentlemen are anxious

to start a hatchery here, and it will be

wisdom for them to consider what they

intend to hatch. In this province we
have a degenerate representative of the

charr family in the salvelinus malma, or

what is commonly called the bull trout.

The most typical representative is the

salvelinus fontinalis of eastern Canada,
commonly known as the brook trout.

The family characteristics are the follow-

ing: They live in fresh running water
or clear spring lakes. They have large

mouths with strong jaws, well fortified

with teeth; have no scales, with two
rows of pink spots along each side,

brighter in some and more faded out in

others. Usually the flesh is of a pink
tint. Their living consists, to a very
large extent, of live fish. The varieties

in eastern Canada are the salvelinus fon-

tinalis, or brook trout, the lake trout and
the salvelinus namaycush or salmon
trout. In British Columbia we also have
the " Dolly Varden," or bull trout, the

rainbow and mountain trout, all of which
are not trout, strictly speaking; but are

charr.

Of these fish, the salvelinus fontinalis

of Eastern Canada is the only variety in

the east that is of interest to the sports-

man. This fish is noted tor its beauty
and its fighting qualities, the eagerness
with which it takes the artificial fly, and
the strenuous fight it puts up for life

when once fairly caught on the hook.
I have known it to jump six feet over the

water to take the fly before the fisher-

men had completed his cast. Its eating

qualities are unsurpassed for delicacy of

flavor by any other fresh water fish.

This beautiful gamey fish, however, has
one very bad habit. It is a cannibal of

the first water. It will swallow anything
in the shape of a live fish, even one of

its own kind. With my own eyes I have
seen one twelve inches long trying to

swallow one ten inches long, and have
taken one with a fly with the tail of an-

other fish sticking out ot its mouth.
Even the young fry, as soon as their

mouths are open, endeavor to swallow
one another, and too often succeed.

This renders the artificial raising of these

fish very difficult, and very often some-
what disappointing. I wish to draw
your attention particularly to this habit,

for it applies to all the pink spotted

variety or charrs. Later on, I shall tell

you why I am so emphatic on this point.

Look over Mr. Millar's very interesting

report, and what do you find for stomach
contents? Of a salmo mykis almost in-

variably insects; of a bull trout invaria-

bly fish, except in one instance, and then
it was a mouse. Let me read you one
instance: Sept. 4, 1895, bull trout,

length, 19^ in.; weight 37 oz., where
caught, Sheep creek; in poor condition,

stomach contents, 1 bull trout, 6 inches
long, 1 cutthroat, 8 inches long.

Supposing there are 1,000 bull trout

in a given stream in Alberta, and each
one should swallow one fish per week of
their own and other species, which is an
absurdly small estimate, both as to num-
ber and capacity of appetite, it would
mean the annual loss of 52,000 fish,

which, experience shows, would be
mostly cutthroat, or one per day would
be 365,000. A bounty has been placed

on the wolf; as great, or a greater, sin-

ner goes free; yet well meaning sports-

man wish to introduce more charr, in the

shape of the brook trout, of Ontario; in

fact the C. P. R. have already placed

some at Banff. I have told you that the

bull trout is a lazy, degenerate fellow,

but if these waters are suitable to the

Ontario chap he will soon make himself
felt, and in ten years you will have noth-
ing left of your valuable salmo* mykis.
Please understand I do not wish to say
anything disparaging of the fine fish that

eastern Canadians are so proud of, and
justly so, in his own waters; but, leave
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him there, at least until we have learned

more about our own noble trout. Now,
nature has given us a valuable fish, a

true trout, with no vicious habits, and it

is our bounden duty to protect the fish,

and instead of bringing in charr to gob-
ble it up, we ought to be cultivating and
shipping it alive to other provinces

which are not as fortunate as we are.

As for their non-predaceous habits, they

are eminently fitted for hatchery purposes.

The government report from Ottawa,
which 1 have here with me, tells where
these charr, salvelinus fontinalis were
planted in a salmon stream in Prince Ed-
ward Island, and in course of time the

salmon were cleaned out, and now they

would like to be rid of this vicious little

monster.
Now, I would like to ask what have

we been doing to protect the beautiful

and palatable trout indigenous to the

waters of this province? Answer:
"Nothing?" Nay, on the other hand,

we have wittingly and unwittingly done
everything in our power to exterminate

them, we have done most of our fishing

when we should have had a close season.

It is an open secret that many fish are

dynamited when in the act of spawning
for the purposes of sale. Dams, appar-

ently, are not provided with proper run-

ways or slides, and our pure streams are

being polluted in the most outrageous
manner. Our towns and cities drain

their sewage into them, and private par-

ties dump their manure and refuse at the

riverside so that it may be washed down
by the first freshet that swells the stream.

Some intelligent people inform me that

sewage does no harm with a stream like

the Bow. I am afraid it will as our city

increases in size, but in this connection

would like to draw your attention to the

mouth of the Elbow. The greater part

of the year this is small and shallow, and
for the first half mile from its mouth, at

the present time, the water is very much
polluted with sewage, so that no respect-

able fish like the trout, with its aristo-

cratic nose, would ever think of ascend-

ing or descending the stream, as it ordi-

narily does in the process of spawning.
This condition should not be allowed.

One more point, and I am through. No
irrigation ditches shoulcj be allowed to

take water without first screening it.

Thousands of trout descend these ditches

never to return, and, of course, perish.

I would like you to consult Mr. Millar

as to his experience on this question.

No statement has been made by me
which cannot be supported by the best

icthyologists in Canada and the United
States, but in a short paper like this

there is no room for quoting authorities,

nor for going into the details that a sci-

entific paper, which this does not pretend

to be, would require.

A Good Western Bag.

IUR illustration shows the

result of one hour's shoot-

ing to the south of Bran-
don one fine autumn morning.
There were three guns in the

party and no efforts were made
to accomplish any record. To
obtain twenty-one geese, six

grouse and a jack rabbit inside

one hour was satisfactory to the

hunters and probably most
sportsmen would enjoy a similar

experience. The names of the

hunters as seated showing from
left to right are H. J. Smale, C. a good western bag.
W. Harrison and R. Dowling. Apparently Manitoba has a good deal to

sportsmen and though we are often overwhelmed with western wheat it is a

be reminded now and then what the West can do in the way of sport.

offer to

3 well to



The Use and Care of a Rifle.

BY HEBER LOGAN.

KIFLE shooting is becoming more
popular every year. In shooting

people find not only a pastime,

but a good indicator of the qualities of a

man's judgment and nerves. Many rang-

es have been built for the purpose of al-

lowing people to become well acquainted

with the art on which the safety of a

country often depends. A certain amount
may be learned from books on this sub-

ject, but the main thing is experience.

Any person who wishes to start rifle

shooting should first learn how to hold a

rifle steadily and in the proper position.

Practice may be a great benefit in learn-

ing the proper position, but to have good
nerves is the principal part of holding a

rifle steadily. The eyes also must be in

good condition, and if such is not the

case an oculist should be consulted.

Glasses will not be a hindrance in shoot-

ing. If a V sight is being used an or-

thoptic will be a great help, for it not

only magnifies the object at which the

shooter is firing, but it also concentrates

the sight.

In selecting a rifle get one which is

new or very little worn. A great deal

will depend on the selection made. If you
intend to shoot at long ranges the steel

coated bullets will be used. These are

very hard on the grooves of a rifle, and
will wear them out in a very short time.

Some may wear out the barrel of

a rifle so much in one year, that it will

not be true enough to shoot with the

next season. It will be useless to get a

cheap rifle. A rifle costing under twenty

dollars, to be used for long distances,

will be of no use. To get a very expen-

sive rifle will not be waste, as may be

supposed. It is quite possible, with the

majority of rifles, to get a new barrel put

in after the old one has been worn out.

Different kinds of rifles have different

kinds of sights, so the proper way to use

these sights will be learned by directions

given with them. In the last few years

the peep sight has become more popular

with riflemen. These new sights have

the veneer and wind-guage attached.

All these things attended to, the next

step will be to get the ammunition. The
kind to get will depend on the calibre

of the rifle. The best should always be
procured so that the best results will be
obtained. Some of the less expensive
ammunition may injure the rifle. For
the same reason the best marksman who
have rifles which fire cordite and other

ammunition equally as strong, never buy
cartridges loaded with black powder to fire

in their rifles. The first thing to attend to

with the sights is to see that they are

properly blackened so that no glare

whatever will be on them. Black paint is

often used for this purpose. The best

way to blacken the sights is to hold them
over a burning candle. Many put white
paint on the lower part of the fore sight,

which faces the shooter, leaving only a
small portion black. This is a matter of

preference, the object being to take an
equal amount of sight in each shot. The
rear sight must be elevated to the proper
distance. The elevation depends on the

number of yards from which you are

shooting to the target, and also the

way the rifle shoots. The number of

degrees of wind must be found out, and
the wind-gauge fixed accordingly. The
man who wishes to make good scores

must learn to shoot in a proper position.

To a person who knows little about
shooting this would seem a very small
matter. It forms a very important part

of the art however. The greater num-
ber of good shooters know how to place

themselves in a proper position. It is

rather hard to give a correct idea of this

by writing. The proper way to learn is to

get a shooter, who knows, to give you the

proper directions while shooting. The
three general ways of shooting are lying,

kneeling and standing.

The best results will come by the first

position. I will assume that you hold
the rifle to the right shoulder. Do not
lie in a straight line with the target, but
allow the body and the legs to slant to
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the left, while the rifle is in a straight

line with the target. At the same time

do not let the legs be spread out but keep

them well together with the toes resting

on the ground.

In kneeling, the body is also at an

angle so that the aiming of the rifle will

not draw the shooter up in a hunched
position. One knee rests on the ground,

while the other serves as a rest for the

left elbow,the right arm not being allow-

ed to touch any part of the body. While
shooting in the standing position neither

of the arms must touch the body or any
other sort of rest. As in both the other

positions the body is at an angle, for the

same reason as before given.

After the shooter has taken his rifle

and placed himself in the proper position,

the rifle may be loaded by opening the

breach and putting in the cartridge.

Avoid all danger, however, by not load-

ing till in the proper position to shoot.

After loading, grip the small of the butt by
the right hand, and place the left hand a

little apiece from the trigger-guard to-

ward the muzzle. Allow the finger next

the thumb to touch the trigger. Take a

careful aim at the object, or "bull's-eye,"

by catching the tip of the fore sight

through the rear sight, and at the same
time allowing it to be on the bottom of

the object, or as it is called "six o'clock."

Be sure that before firing the rifle is steady
and is not rolled towards one side, for if

that happens the bullet will go in the

direction in which the rifle is rolled.

Hold the rifle tightly against the shoulder
and pull the trigger gradually, not with
a sudden jerk.

Careful attention must be given to the

directions already given ; but one which
is just as important, if success in shooting
is expected, is the care of the rifle. Many
books have been written on this subject
which will interest shooters, but the main
points may be given here.

After the shooter has finished firing he
will find that the barrel of the rifle has
heated considerably. Do not attempt to

cool it by the application of water, but
open the breech, and the barrel will soon
cool. If the barrel of the rifle has corners
it will be impossible to shoot for a long

time with it accurately, for the barrel will

heat and expand. But the expansion
will not be the same in all parts of the
barrel, as the same amount o'f steel is not
put in all parts of a cornered barrel.

Even the expanding of a round barrel
will put the bullet out of its course be-
cause it will not fit as closely into an ex-
panded barrel.

The rifle must be cleaned of all the
dirt which has collected in the barrel.

The things required for this are, a rod
for cleaning, a steel brush, a "pull-
through," gun oil and gun grease. The
whole will not amouut to more than two
dollars. If the breach can be detached
from the rest of the rifle, lay it aside.

Take the rod and fix the steel brush on it.

Dip the brush in the oil and rub up and
down the inside of the barrel. Next, re-

move the brush from the rod and in its

place put a piece of cloth also dipped in

the oil. Rub it up and down for a short
time. If the barrel is still dirty, apply the
brush again, and then the cloth. After
the inside is thoroughly cleaned, put a
cloth, slightly coated with the gun-
grease on the "pull through" and apply
to the inside of the barrel. (A "pull-

through" is a piece of strong cord with
a weight on one end, and a hole in the
other, through which to place the cloth.)

Some kinds of gun oil may not have
the qualities to brighten the barrel as
well as might be wished. In that case
a damp cloth may act as a better cleaner
than the oil. First use the brush without
being dipped in anything, and then use
the damp cloth by means of the rod. In

each case in which a cloth is used, it

must be torn off, and wrapped around
the rod so that it will not be too big for

the barrel, but will just fit in tightly.

After a damp cloth has been used, every
precaution should be used to dry the in-

side of the barrel before applying the

grease. To dry the barrel, all that is

necessary to be done is to put a dry cloth

on the iod and rub it up and down the

inside.

Try as far as possible to keep all rust

from the inside of a rifle. In a very shoit

time the rifle will be rendered useless if

rust or dirt is allowed to remain in the
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barrel. Rust once formed is hard to get

out. Some shooters try the following

way to take away any rust which may
happen to form in the barrel. Hang the

rifle up by the butt. Pour boiling water
mixed with a small quantity of soda,

through the inside of the barrel. Dry the

rifle out thoroughly after doing this, that

no new rust may form.

The other metal in the rifle should be

kept from rust. The grease will keep
rust away if applied to all parts.

If it should happen that a piece of cloth

gets stuck in the barrel, it will have to

be bored out by means of an instrument
for that purpose, placed on the end of the

rod.

When the shooting is over, and the

rifle is being put away, place a covering
over the muzzle, and always keep the

breech closed when the rifle is not in use.

If it is possible to get a case for the whole
rifle it is better to use it as an extra pre-

caution.

Our Vanishing Deer.
BY W. H. LOW.

EF you will allow me the space of a few
lines in your valuable magazine, to

express my opinion on the above sub-

ject, I will be greatly obliged.

In your February number I read with

interest an article by Mr. A. C. Pratt,

M. P. P., on "Our Vanishing Deer." I

cannot however agree with the writer as

to hounding deer being one of the princi-

pal causes of our rapidly disappearing deer.

I have hunted with hounds for about
eight years and can say we never got our
full complement of deer, although they

were fairly plentiful and we had good
hounds. We were satisfied with one
deer to each man, and sometimes less.

On the other hand, I believe that more
deer can be, and are killed by still hunting.

Last fall I was unable to take in our
annual hunt with hounds, but later in the

season I went still hunting and could
have shot six deer in three days, but did

not fire at them. Why? Because I could
not get sight of a vital part, such as

head, neck or shoulder, but could easily

have shot them in the hind quarters.

What would the result have been—the

poor creatures would probably have es-

caped only to die a slow and lingering

death. How many still hunters would
have lost such opportunities? My friends

also had similar chances.

Now, if we were "butchers," as Mr.
A. C. Pratt called some of us, we would
have taken a chance shot at the unfortu-

nate animals. However, we got our full

complement of deer, two to each man.
I got two in one shot. Of course this

was merely a chance shot, but you could

not do that on the lake shooting. One

of these deer was nearly dead when I

reached it. The other had its spine

broken, and I was obliged to dispatch it

with another shot from my 38-55 Win-
chester Rifle. I could have finished it

with my hunting knife as I suppose some
still hunters do, but it seemed too much
like work fit for a butcher.

If you take the lake shooting with

hounds—consider which is the most
cruel, still hunting or lake shooting with

hounds. In the lake they afford a hard
mark, as only part of the head is visible

which is a small object and moving rap-

idly. The deer is not always exhausted
as Mr. Pratt claims, as they are very

often watered in twenty minutes by a

good dog.

We give them a chance for life. They
either get off scott free or are killed in-

stantly by being shot through the head.

As for a still hunter he takes a chance of

wounding them and perhaps leaves them
to die in torture.

Mr. Pratt also draws our attention to

a statement that a great many deer die

from plunging into cold water while

heated. If this were the case, there

would not be any left for Mr. Pratt to

argue about at the present day. A few
might die in this way if they had heart

disease. As they have been hunted by
wolves centuries ago and have plunged
into half frozen lakes to escape from nu-

merous pursuers, they are naturally ac-

customed to the cold water and the howl
of the wolf, therefore the bay of a hound
makes little difference to them.

Last year I noticed where deer had de-

liberately broken through a frozen stream
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and waded in it, when they might have
avoided it, and there were no signs of

any creature on their trail. This is am-
ple proof to show that they are accus-

tomed and are quite hardy to cold water.

Mr. Pratt should also bear in mind that

deer are not domesticated animals and
that nature has provided them against

the cold and wet.

A great many still hunters leave more
cripples in the bush than they take out,

some that they cannot overtake and
others that they are not aware are

wounded, for the fact is that if still

hunters do not see any sign of blood

they give them up as being missed.

If by any chance one is wounded when
hunting with dogs we can easily put him
to water again by putting a dog on the

fresh blood trail. By this means the

poor creature will not be left to make
easy victims and food for the wolves.

Wounded deer draw the wolves to that

locality and make havoc among other

deer during the winter months in the

deep snow.
Mr. Pratt is kind enough to tell us

that a deer is a ruminant, and must have
time to digest its food. Are we going to

wait until we are informed that the deer

has finished digesting his last meal and
that he is in good running condition? I

have shot deer at all hours of the day,

BY JAMES

Those who follow deer hunting should

be much indebted to Rod and Gun for

the publicity given to the controversy

over Hounding vs. Still Hunting. Per-

sonally I have enjoyed the various letters

that have appeared in the magazine on
this subject, and have I hope, profitted

somewhat by the different ideas ad-

vanced, although I regret to see so much
personal feeling introduced.

Some of those, who have written, have
apparently overlooked the fact that there

are really many first class sportsmen on
both sides of the argument, and that in

spite of the different opinions on the

subject, we are all agreed as to the de-

sirability of better protecting and in-

creasing game, in general, and deer in

particular, and only differ as to our ideas
of how this should be done. When then

and in every case they have had a full

stomach.

It seems too absurd for Mr. Pratt to

put our beautiful intelligent deer on the

same level with a stupid sheep. If there

are so many dry does to be found as he
states, it is the wolves which are to

blame for hunting deer during the rutting

season, not the hounds that only have
ten days open season in a year. I have
always understood that in Ontario the

open season for hounding deer was lim-

ited to fifteen days viz: 1st Nov. to 15 th

Nov. and I believe it is so, as for the

Province of Quebec it is but ten days,

viz: 20th Oct. to 1st Nov.

If I was desirous of getting my com-
plement of two deer I certainly would go
still hunting, but I don't go for the

quantity but for the sport, and I think

that most other hunters that use hounds
do the same.

I think that one deer for each man is

all that he should be entitled to. Such a

limitation would help to increase the

game. If hunters are not satisfied with

one (1) deer a season, well in that case,

the Law at all events should not allow

any person to shoot more than one (1)

doe a season.

I also think the sale of deer should

absolutely be prohibited.

G. SHAW.

our object is a common one, each sports-

man should respect the opinions of his

fellows and endeavor to 'agree upon a

common ground, for we can hardly ex-

pect any Government to take action in

the matter when there is such diversity

of opinion as to what action should be
taken.

That there is immediate need of some
action being taken, will I think, be ad-

mitted by all, for it is hardly possible for

any one who follows hunting at all intel-

ligently, to deny that all game is slowly

but surely decreasing. Whether the de-

crease in the number of deer is due in

any degree to the use of hounds, I can-

not personally say, but I am free to admit,

that while I have always hunted with

dogs, and am a lover of a good dog and
thoroughly enjoy his companionship in
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the woods, the arguments advanced by

those who are opposed to the use of

hounds, have convinced me that hound-
ing should be stopped for a few years at

least, if only as an experiment. It is

hardly possible however, that deer

hunters will ever agree on this point,

and therefore the suggestion of Mr.

Dainard in your April number, namely
that the deer hunting territory be di-

vided, and hounding allowed in one part

and prohibited in the other, is well

worthy the consideration of all sports-

men. While it could hardly be expect-

ed that this plan would work out very

satisfactorily the first year, in view of

the fact that so many parties have fixed

hunting grounds, I think in the course

of two or three years it would be found

that the large majority of still hunters

would drift into the territory set apart

for that form of hunting, and in addition

to what might be learned from the exper-

iment, this would do away with the many
objections there are to still hunters and
those using dogs hunting in the same
territory.

It would also give deer hunters of all

classes, a common ground upon which
they could meet and unite in asking for

some better protection of game. In this

connection I think the following points

might well be urged upon the Govern-
ment.

1. That the bounty on wolves be in-

creased.

2. That the use of firearms of any
sort in territory frequented by game be

prohibited during the close season.

3. That the sale of game of any kind

be prohibited for say a period of five

years.

i. That a larger revenue be raised

for the better enforcement of the game
laws by a small tax upon all guns.

In connection with this latter sugges-
tion, one hesitates to recommend any
addition to the already too high taxes,

but so far as deer hunters are concerned
it would make little difference to them
whether they paid a couple of dollars a

year on their guns or paid it for a license,

and there is really no good reason why

thf» nnlvthey should be singled out as the only

class of sportsmen who should contribute

towards the revenue as at present.

All men who hunt, whether deer, duck,
partridge, or quail, should in fairness,

contribute to the protection of game and
the great majority would I believe be
glad to do so. The most simple form ot

licensing would be to license the gun no
matter for what hunting use it is put,

and it appears to me that this form of a

license or tax would raise considerable

revenue, and at the same time, put a

damper on the indiscriminate use of guns
by boys and others in the slaughter ot

small birds, squirrels, etc.

Mr. A. White writes from Aylmer, Ont:

I have been very much interested in

reading "Rod and Gun," more particu-

larly the discussion regarding the use of

dogs in hunting deer. 1 am probably
one of the oldest hunters in the Domin-
ion and am familiar with both styles of

hunting. I will give my views on the

question.

In the first place I am a great lover of

hounds and have never been without one
or more for the last fifty-five years.

I know of districts in the older parts

of Ontario where the deer were once
plentiful and where they would still do
well if the hounds had not driven the

last one to their finish.

In fact the fewer the tracks the easier

for the hounds to bring them to their

destruction.

My principle objection to the use of

dogs is this; We know the natural en-

emy of the deer is the wolf. Countless
ages have taught them that the water is

the safest place when pursued by wolves;
consequently when they hear the hounds
(domestic wolves) they take to the water
and their death.

Now what do we find? Just this;

What Nature had taught them was their

best means of self preservation, has been
turned to their certain destruction, which
means* extinction in a short time.



Fishing Rights in Nova Scotia.

A case of great importance to the

public of the Province, and inci-

dentally all over the Dominion will

shortly come before the law courts of

Nova Scotia. The question to be de-

cided, and its possible effects, are well

described by Mr. Benjamin Hills, Mill

Village, Queen's County, N. S., in the

following letter which we quote in full:—
"The people along the Medway River,

N. S., are greatly excited over a ques-
tion that is of no mere local importance,
a question that concerns the whole
Province. The case of M. Dwyer, of

Halifax, against L. Mack, of Mill Village

will be decided by the courts, and it is

not for me to discuss its merits, but I

may be permitted to point out its

bearings. It concerns fishing rights

throughout Nova Scotia.

The Medway River is a natural high-

way. Rising in the South Mountains,
about a dozen miles from Bridgetown, in

the Annapolis Valley, it traverses the

Southwestern Peninsula to the Atlantic

at Port Medway, flowing through a
country rich in mineral, lumbering, and
agricultural resources. Every year
thousands of logs for lumber and pulp
are driven down the River for many
miles. It is constantly traversed by
skiffs and punts and its free use is essen-

tial to the industry of the country. For
some years past, certain parties have
been quietly acquiring narrow strips of

land, generally about thirty feet wide,

along the River banks with a view to

obtaining control of the fishing. From
the earliest settlement of the country the

public have enjoyed undisturbed the

privilege of fishing anywhere on the

River. Now that about all the available

land bordering on the River has been se-

cured, an effort is being made to keep
the public off" and to reserve miles of the
River for the exclusive use of a few
individuals.

In the case of Dwyer versus Mack, Mr.
Mack is accused of taking and destroying
fish and disturbing the fish. The plaintiff

also asks the Court to restrain Mack
and all others from taking or disturbing
fish, and also to confirm his ownership
of the bed of the river and of the fish

therein. Should the Court grant the re-

quest of Mr. Dwyer, it would give him
power to stop all stream driving. The
logs cannot be driven without disturbing

the fish, and most stream driving is done
during the fishing season.

It would also give him power to pre-

vent boats from passing up or down the

river. For that, too, of necessity dis-

turbs the fish, especially in Mr. Dwyer's
particular part of the stream. Such a
judgment would also confirm the claim of

every owner of land on every river of

Nova Scotia. American millionaires or

Nova Scotia plutocrats would soon se-

cure every available stream in the Pro-

vince. Every stream worth fishing would
soon be closed to all but a favored few.

It would mean that our railway and
steamship companies would have to

cease to advertise Nova Scotia as the

land of free fishing and hunting ; that

the amateur angler must throw away his

rod, and that the dealer in fishing tackle

might as well shut up shop. It would
mean that Nova Scotia would in this

sense become the land of the monopolist,

and not the home of the free. The Gov-
ernment now maintains an expensive

department for the protection of inland

fisheries. The people willingly pay the

cost for the public good, but they

certainly will not allow themselves to be

taxed to keep up the fisheries for a few
monopolists. Should the present attempt
to close the rivers succeed, naturally the

next step will be to stop the public from
hunting. If one man owns all the fish in

his part of the river, surely another one
owns all the game on his part of the land.

Seeing the greatness of the issue in-

volved, the people of Queen's County are

subscribing liberally to a defence fund in

order that the Courts may be able to fully

investigate and finally settle the whole
question. It is to be hoped that

all over the Province those who are in

favor of maintainingthe rights of the public

against monoply will subscribe to the fund.

If the monopolists are right, let it be

so declared, and let them undisturbed

enjoy their privileges. If they are wrong,
let the public know and freely exercise

their own privileges."



Fish and Game Protection in British Columbia.

F~|IFTY business and professional men
of Cranbrook, B. C, organized the—1 Cranbrook Fish and Game Protec-

tive Association at a recent meeting, with

these executive officers : Archie Leitch,

president ; V. Hyde Baker and J. F. M.
Pinkham, vice presidents ; Dr. F. W.
Green, G. A. Wilson, F. A. Dunne,
James Bates, F. E. Brian, Harry W.
Drew, T. T. McVittie, Nels Hanson and
William French, the executive committee,
and C. M. Edwards secretary and treas-

urer. The object is to cooperate with a

similar organization established in Fernie

five years ago to protect the game and
fish of East Kootenay, which are being
rapidly exterminated, owing to the apathy
and indifference of the Provincial and
Dominion Governments.

Harry Herchmer, LL. B., president of

the Fernie association, declared in his

address at the organization meeting that

the first duty of the combined organiza-
tions was to bring pressure to bear on the

Provincial representatives and on the

Government to compel its recognition of

the importance of preserving the game,
big and little, and the fish of East Koot-
enay from the destruction with which it

is threatened. They have the Indians
from Alberta and the native Kootenay
tribe to contend with, in what often prov-
ed a wholesale slaughter of big game

;

while around Fernie it has grown posi-

tively dangerous to go abroad, owing to

the promiscous shooting by every Italian,

Slav and Jap who can lay hands on
a firearm. These men destroyed every-
thing, even the squirrels, chipmunks and
insectivorous song birds.

Mr Herchmer pointed out that this

indiscriminate slaughter could be con-
trolled by imposing a license to cost two
dollars and a half a year and this would
bring a revenue of eight thousand dollars

a year, to be applied for more thorough
protection. Bears, he said, should be put
on the protected lists, and neither trapped
nor shot out of season. The district was
the habitat of every variety of big game
on the North American continent, except
the cariboo, which was confined to the

Selkirk range, west of the Rockies.

Thousands of dollars a year are spent in

the district by sportsmen and naturalists

in hunting trips. If the government does
not at once interfere there will be soon
nothing left for the Indians, the prospec-

tors, the inhabitants or those coming
from a distance for the sake of the hunt-

ing and the scenery.

Secretary Edwards suggested that the

British Columbia Government be at once
memorialized by the association to declare

the electoral districts of Cranbrook and
Columbia protected areas for five years

under the Game Protection Act.

This stretch of country, together with the

Fernie district, would include the region

bounded on the east by the boundary be-

tween Alberta and British Columbia, on
the north by the Vermillion, on the west
by the Kootenay and on the south by the

Elk rivers. Within its borders are found
the big horn, mountain goat, grizzly,

black and brown bear, blacktailed and
whitetailed deer, elk, moose, beaver and
every variety of winged game, to say
nothing of the rainbow trout, the pluck-

iest fish that swims, which is plentiful in

every strong creek. Five years more
without rigid protection will see the last

of big game.
A memorial embodying Mr. Edwards'

suggestions has been forwarded to the

government.
Noah Spool, trapper and hunter, living

near Moyie, B. C, while standing at the

door of his cabin a short time ago, was
struck by a 30.30 soft-nose bullet, which
glanced off the bone of the upper arm,
passed through his right lung and lodged,
in the muscles of his back. He lay for

two days in his cabin, and then, unassisted

made his way to the Cranbrook
hospital, where the bullet was extracted.

It had expanded, part of the jacket being
found sticking in the inside of the shirt.

Though it is doubtful if ever a man re-

covered after having an expanded bullet

driven through his lungs, the doctors
quite expect that Spool will pull through
and soon be on his feet again. Soon
after Spool left the shack it was entered
and robbed of a quantity of marten and
lynx skins by Frank West, a youth, who
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sold the lot in Cranbrook for fifty dol-

lars. The boy admits that on the day

Spool was shot he fired at and missed a

grouse with his Winchester, and does not

deny that it might have been his bullet

that hit the veteran trapper. Spool
cannot connect the lad with the shoot-
ing.

A Nova Scotia Moose Hunt.

BY J. E. WARNER.

OOKING down the muzzle of a

Winchester all day when the guide
ahead of you is carrying his gun at

the "slope," and you are conscious that

the men behind you has his at the * 'trail,"

is rather nervous work, though it is one
of the things to which one has to become
accustomed if he spends a week or two
in the woods of Nova Scotia look-

ing tor moose.
Three of us decided to go moose hunt-

ing last fall and we engaged Harry
Lightizer as guide. It was my first ex-

perience in big game hunting and if I had
known what strenuous labours were in-

volved I doubt if I should have been so

ready to accompany the boys as I was
when I accepted their invitation. A man
of sixty, not accustomed to manual labor,

finds the strain pretty severe, but once I

got into it all regrets vanished and look-

ing back upon what I did I find that I

gained much : and I am so heartily glad
of the experiences and the health recruit-

ed that I intend to follow the same course
again next hunting season should circum-
stances prove at all favorable to the en-

terprise.

It was the first day of last October
when we pitched our tent on an open
plain, doing the work in a downpour of

rain. There were a few old wind falls

close by and a little bit of axe work
speedily gave us a plentiful supply of fire

wood. Our tent stove was soon going
and comfort prevailed. Dinner in the
open was enjoyed though we had to get
it over early for Harry's "blood was up."
He had descried the game from afar and
was anxious to have us out on the trail.

Accordingly we humored him and set

off about noon.

The others had been over the ground
two years previously and had taken a
moose, but I was entirely new to the

work. Over barrens, boulder bestrewn
plains, woods undergrowth and swamps
we went in Indian file, Lightizer leading
the way. Every hour or two the guide,

if he was on "a hot scent," would call a
halt, whisper a word of caution or explain

some sign, and then on again apparently
gliding over the ground so smoothly did

he progress.

At length he told us that a moose had
gone out of a certain clump of bushes
and crossed the plain to another clump
half a mile away and that quite recently.

Around we went, carefully keeping to

windward until we came to a point in-

dicated by Harry's finger when I sudden-
ly saw the man who happened to be next
to him clutch his rifle and throw off his

safety. I looked all round but could see

nothing. Glancing back at my compan-
ion I saw that he was taking aim and
speedily his Lee-Metford spoke. Then I

saw the moose which had been hard hit

going over the rugged plains at an awful
clip. It appeared to me that it was my
only chance and I let fly though I am
never likely to be able to tell whether I

did any damage or not.

Under the direction of the guide we
followed the trail for a mile. Instinct,

experience or woodcraft led him on and in

the right direction though I was plainly

at sea and at length we came to where
she had fallen. She sprang up and would
have been off again but we had been pre-

pared by Lightizer for what was likely to

happen, and as ' she arose the four guns
spoke like one and under the circum-

stances it was pretty difficult to tell whose
bullets made the holes. Our success made
us jubilant and we all felt that we had
not done badly for a four hours' hunt.

The moose proved a good fat one and
next day we carried the meat to camp
and did more hunting. During the
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weekwe continued our hunting tramps but

were not successful in capturing any more
game.
The whole period we spent in camp

was a timeofundiluted enjoyment. Lighti-

zer's work proved a series of revelations

to us and added very greatly to the in-

terest of our camp life. We had altogeth

er the best of fun, the height of enjoy-

ment, good appetite and good food and

laid up a store of health, which did us
good for months. We have now the

most pleasant memories of that camp
jife and one and all determined to repeat

our trip this year if the chances are favor"

able. We were delighted with our guide

who proved himself careful and compet-

ent in every way and the prince of good
fellows in camp as well as on the trail.

Books of Interest to Sportsmen

4 'The Pistol and Revolver" by A.L.A.
Himmelwright (the MacMillan Company,
Toronto) is a complete and most interest-

ing record of the history of small arms,
ammunition, etc. The pistol was the
earlier of the two weapons and was very
different in its beginning from the efficient

and beautiful little weapon it is today.
The revolver has proved its usefulness
times without number and from its first

introduction was a favorite, Nowadays
the used of the pistol is limited almost
exclusively to target and exhibition shoot-
ing. While it is much more difficult to
shoot well with either pistol or revolver
than with a rifle yet "rapid progress in-

variably rewards the efforts of those who
persevere and when once thoroughly in-

terested in this style of shooting, there
comes a fascination for it that frequently
endures throughout a lifetime." The re-
volver is popular for hard service and its

record is one of splendid work Magazine

pistols are the latest type of hand firearm

and the Colt, Luger, Mauser, Mannlicher
and Mors equal the best military revol-

vers in accuracy. While the magazine
pistol may supersede the revolver for gen-

eral use, the author believes that this will

not occur for some years yet. The por-

tions on ammunition are full and only the

necessary technical language is used. A
description of target shooting follows

and this, with the hints to beginners, is

well written displaying a full knowledge
of the subject and an ability to teach oth-

ers which all would-be public instructors

should possess. In the appendix full par-

ticulars are given of the annual champion-
ship matches of the United States Revol-

ver Association. The book is indexed

and is altogether one which by reason

of its careful compilation and general in-

terest must commend itself to all sports-

men.

A seizure of 800 pounds of fish was
made by Game Warden Loveday at the
Central depot Ottawa. The fish was
in transport from Nipissing to Montreal
and on examination was found to be im-
properly labeled and otherwise to contra-
vene the regulations.

A civil servant who went on a fishing

excursion up the Ottawa on Victoria day
had the unpleasant experience of having
his tackle and paraphernalia seized by the
local game warden. The seizure, it is

claimed, was irregular, as the tackle was
not being used, and steps are being
taken to call in question the legality of
the warden's action.
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THE ITHACA GUN BUILDERS PREPARING FOR A FOX HUNT.

Gun Builders Good Gun Users.

|HE Ithaca Gun Co. of Ithaca, New
York, who have three hundred
skilled workmen in their employ,

are strong believers in the principle that

men who use guns know better how to

build them. They therefore encourage
all their employees to become gun owners
and to use them regularly. In addition
to the aid given them in trap shooting,
the Company maintain a kennel of bird

dogs and a pack of hounds. These dogs
may be used not only by the officials but
also by any workman who may wish to

have a few days' hunting.
Fox hunting gives good sport in the

neighborhood of Ithaca and the men are
great on fox hunting not only on account
of the excellence of the sport in hunting
Reynard but also because the more foxes
they kill the better the bird shooting in

the locality. Last year no less than
fourteen foxes were killed and brought
in ahead of the Company's pack of fox-
hounds and several more were reported
to have been killed by outside parties.

In the illustration given the gentleman

holding the hunter is Mr. L. P. Smith,

the vice-president of the Company, who
is himself an enthusiastic sportsman, and
delights in seeing the employees using

the guns made by the firm. Two of the

dogs are half beagle and used for rabbit

hunting only; the rest are fox hounds,

the best the Company have been able to

secure for red fox hunting in a rugged
country where endurance and gameness
counts for everything, particularly in

winter.

The white dog near the centre of the

picture is "Turk," a big, coarse, rugged
hound, eight years old and until last win-

ter the leader of the pack. Turk is de-

scribed by Mr. Smith as "an all day dog
and an every day dog." Frequently he

has been taken into a strange section of

the country, put out after a fox in the

morning, and never failed to return to

camp soon after sun down, ready for an-

other chase next day. The homing in-

stinct is particularly strong in this dog.
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The other white dog in the front of the

picture is "Noble," a son of Turk.

Last winter was Noble's second winter

with the pack and he was usually in the

lead, appearing to fill efficiently the place

of his good old daddy.
Mr. Smith adds that to his regret dogs

appear to be unable to catch foxes in

New York State except on rare occa-

sions. He has seen dogs catch foxes in

the Southern States but imported South-

ern dogs are not able
t
to catch New York

State foxes any more than native hounds.
The experience at Ithaca is that South-
ern hounds cannot run in snow and crust

without getting sore and lame, and zero

weather appears to pinch them up so
much that they are always looking for a
warm nest instead of returning home.
The Company is satisfied from experience

that its policy is a good one and means to

continue it.

The Passenger Pigeon in Confinement.

1UR readers have recently shown
much interest in the passenger
pigeon. Interesting reminiscenses

of by- gone times have given place to the

query whether this beautiful bird has be-

come extinct or is likely to again re-visit

the country—not in the millions of old

times but still in numbers which would
gladden the hearts of all naturalists.

So far, the evidence appears to be

against the reappearance. Reports of

pigeons have not stood the test of in-

quiry and no further appearances have
followed these reports. Noting the in-

terest in this subject amongst our read-

ers and contributors, Mr. Ruthven Deane
has kindly forwarded a reprint of an ar-

ticle contributed by him to "The Auk,"
on* 'ThePassengerPigeonin Confinement."

Mr. David M. Whittaker raised a flock

cf fifteen of these pigeons from a pair of

young birds which he received from an
Indian who trapped them in Shawano
county, Wis. Professor Whitman, of

the University of Chicago purchased the

whole flock but in the following year re-

turned seven of the birds to Mr. Whit-
taker. Those retained by Professor
Whitman increased and decreased until

the winter of 1907 when the last bird died.

Of the seven birds returned to Mr.
Whittaker in 1890 four males are alive,

the last female dying in 1906, probably
of tuberculosis.

A flock of passenger pigeons have
been maintained in the Cincinnati Zool-

ogical gardens for some years. The
original flock, which consisted of twenty-
six birds, half males and half females,

came from Michigan in 1875. They bred
from time to time and twenty-three young
•nes were reared. The increase did not
keep pace with the decrease and the

flock has been reduced to three—one
male from the orginal flock, now about
twenty-three years old, one male raised

in the gardens about eighteen years old,

and one female obtained from Professor

Whitman in 1902, about twelve years
old. No particular disease, as far as
known, has caused the decrease but the

birds died in most cases from old age.

The remnants of the Milwaukee and
Cincinnati flocks now number only seven
and the chances of further reproduction
are but small.

Mr. Deane concludes his interesting re-

view with the following words the latter

of which may well be taken to heart by
our authorities throughout Canada:
"As a sufficient time has now passed

since there has been an undisputed record

of a flock, or even a single bird, having
been seen, those who have given this

subject much attention, are forced to be-

lieve that this noble bird, in its wild

state, is now extinct. Every little while

reports appear in the press or sporting

papers, that our Wild Pigeon has again
been seen, but we have no specimen or

facts to verify the record. How many
times have I run down some of these re-

ports, only to find them to be cases of
either mistaken identity—Turtle Doves

—

or humbugs. It is hard to believe that

this bird, which within a comparatively
short time traversed the country in count-
less numbers, has been wiped off the face

of the earth through the agency of man,
yet when we read the mass of evidence

which Mr. W. B. Mershon has brought
together in "The Passenger Pigeon," of

the wholesale slaughter which has been
going on for so many years, we stop and
wonder."



AUTOMOBILES and AUTOMOBILING

The Russell Car.

During Earl Grey's visit to Toronto
last month a Russel landaulet was placed
at his disposal and by its means his Lord-
ship saw a great deal of the city and its

parks and gardens. Even when visiting

the races in state the landaulet was not
far away and as soon as ceremony could
be dispensed with was again pressed into

service. In his trips to various places ot

interest in the suburbs and outside the

city his Excellency was accompanied by
his suite who followed in a big Russell

touring car carrying seven passengers.
Earl Grey is as enthusiastic over automo-
biles as over a piece of international dip-

lomacy. He takes the keenest interest

in the great developement of the domestic
product, and from time to time gives

vent to his opinion in a series of glowing
compliments relative to Canada and
Canadian manufactures. The Canada
Cycle and Motor Co. of West Toronto,
builders ot the Russell car, have taken a
great deal of pleasure out of the satis-

faction displayed by Lord Grey on the

running qualities of their automobile.

The quiet, but powerful, motor, ithe

complete flexibility and consequent ab-

sence of vibration, andthe ample clearance

thoroughly prove its dependability. Many
visitors to Toronto make a point of view-
ing the Canada Cycle Company's five and
a half acre plant before leaving the city.

The six hundred workmen who unite in

the making of Russel motor cars are

worth going a long way to see.

Increasing: Demand for Autos.

The farmers who would do away with
autos should learn of the record made by
the Ford Motor Company—one hundred
cars a day. To be exact one hundred
and one cars were built, tested and ship-
ped in one day—a car every six minutes,
ten cars per hour ! The same day the

sales reached one hundred and seventeen.

There has been nothing like it in the ro-

mance of industry and the men who
talk about restrictive legislation have no

knowledge of what a vast industry is

being developed at almost lightning

speed. This developement likewise means
that motor users are a constantly increas-

ing army whose votes are likely ere long
to outbalance any nonprogressive sec-

tion of the community. It is a pity our

provincial legislators cannot spend a

day at one of these factories and learn for

themselves what is being done. They
would not be likely to father any un-

necessary restrictive measures after

such a visit.

Royalty_andtbe Auto.

Practically every crowned head in the

world travel today in automobiles. The
King of Great Britain has been an ardent

motorist for eight years and so far has

only met with one accident. Royalties

have been mixed up in many accidents,

includingthe Dukeof Connaught,the Duke
of Abruzzi, the Duke of Sparta and the

King of the Belgians. On the whole,how-
ever considering the reckless use to which
some of the autos are put, the results

are a grand testimony to the effic-

iency of the auto.

A Bicycle Reaction

.

According to Percy P.Pierce, president

of the Pierce Bicycle Co. of Buffalo, who
once drove the Pierce Great Arrow car to

victory in two Glidden Tours, bicycles are

coming in again, Says Mr. Pierce
;

' 'The sales of this season thus far have
been far greater than those of last year
at this time, and those in turn were
greater than in 1906. The figures do
not come anywhere near the enormous
totals of the late nineties when the bicycle

was king and if you didn't ride you



A RUSSELL LINE UP.

This is Main Street, Invercargill, New Zealand—the farthest point

south in that island ever reached by an automobile. In the picture are

five Russell motor cars in military line-up. The Canada Cycle and
Motor Co., Ltd. Toronto Junction, are to be congratulated on the world-
wide growth of their industry—the making of Russell cars.

weren't anyone. Now, however, the re-

action is being felt. For a few seasons
after the bicycle boom flattened out like

a punctured tire there wasn't any more
interest in the bicycle than there is in a
cent in a busted savings bank. The
stalwart few stuck to the game. In the

cities the new boom isn't felt so much as

in the towns. The arguments made
there which sell bicycles is the appeal to

the saving instincts. The bicycle knocks
out car fares and still furnishes a lot of

fun for those who can't afford a motor-
cycle, much less an automobile.*'

The Speed ofMotor Oars

It is reported that at the Brooklands
track, near London, England, Felice

Nazzaro, the Italian driver, made a world's

record by driving at a speed of one hun-
dred and twenty miles an hour for a dis-

tance of two and three quarter miles.

Two miles a minute is not flying but it is

not far off.

Summary of Auto. Growth.

The manufacture of automobiles first

began to assume the proportions of being
one of the country's greatest industries

in 1902, said Charles C. Clinton, of the

Geo. N. Pierce Co. of Buffalo, and from
the figures compiled, which show the

great progress since, it is clear what a

tactor it has become in America's indus-

trial life. Twenty-one concerns now in

operation were doing business in 1902.

Fifty-two were in the business that year.

Eighteen discontinued before 1903.

In 1903 there were 71 new concerns in

the business, and 30 discontinued the

same year. There were 100 in all that

year.

In 1904 there were 54 concerns in the

business, and 40discontinued, or 106 in all.
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Far Off

« Hills Look

Green

YOU sportsmen who buy ammunition from the States

should take this old saying to yourselves.

No better cartridges, no better shells are made anywhere in
the world than right here in Canada. No others are quite so good as

Dominion Ammunition.
We have distinct advantages over imported ammunition in

our factory methods and in^uch ingredients as we import from our
great English allies, the Nobles. Our exports go to all corners of

the world, where it is claimed no other ammunition is quite so good.
The price is right for the best. Every penny you pay is for
high quality, expert care, exhaustive tests. You don't "chip
in" to pay duty.

Although Dominion Ammunition sells lower than the
•next best," we ask you to judge on its quality alone.

The Proof is in the Shooting.
Dominion Cartridges Regal Shells

(Sure Fire) (Ballistite Dense
Smokeless Powder)

Be Fair to Home Factories.
Sovereign Shells Crown Shells
(Empire Bulk Smoke- (Best Black Powder)

less Powder)

Dominion Cartridge Company, Ltd., Montreal

In 1905 there were 51 new concerns, and
38 discontinued, or 141 in all.

In 1906 there were 43 new concerns
and 29 discontinued, or 146 in all.

In 1907 there were 51 new concerns
and 168 in all.

The following table illustrates the
growth of the output of the American
automobile industry since 1903 by the

cost of the cars which were manufactured
during those years :

1903 $16,000,000
1904 24,500,000
1905 40,000,000
1906 65,000,000
1907 90,000,000

Magneto Ignition.

Designer Sam Hartly, of the Cleveland
Motor Car Company sets forth the merits
of magneto ignition in the following
manner.
We believe that the gasoline car should

be independent of outside necessities so
ar as possible and that given fuel and

oil, there should not be a further expense
to the user, out that by the mechanical
generations of electricity the ignition

problem should be made reliable, durable

and without further expense to the buyer
for batteries or for charging storage

cells, which may be exhausted at inoppor-

tune times, as well as being some con-

siderable expense to re-place or re-charge.

Further than this, the magneto gives a
better spark than the usual battery, be-

cause it is not considered adviseable to

carry a sufficient weight of battery to

produce a spark larger than actually

necessary, although it is well recognized
that an increased spark size results in

increased power and therefore is really

economical in the saving of fuel. This
as well affords greater satisfaction in the

vehicle, as greater flexibility arises from
the increased motor power given by the

large spark.

Taxicabs in London.

Mr. De Magner, of the American
branch of the Panhard & Levassor Co.,

who has returned from London and Paris
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reports that taxicabs have become such

popular street vehicles in London that

the demand for them is much greater

than the supply. He adds :

"The taxicabs are used by all classes,

day and night at the uniform rate of

twelve cents a mile, and they present a

most attractive appearance in all hues

with chaffeurs in bright and smart liveries.

Although scarcely a year has passed

since these swift-moving carriages ap-

peared, the capital already invested in

London taxicabs is $10,000,000. There
are 758 taxicabs onthe streets, 2,600 taxi-

cabs on order, and 1,700 licensed drivers.

There are eight taxicab companies, their

average day's takings of a taxicab being

$11.20. The average cost of a London
taxicab is $1,703 and its average takings

are about $78 a week. Some chauffeurs

are already buying their own taxicabs on
the installment plan, and the picturesque

hansom is disappearing gradually, like

the old-fashioned horse 'bus, which prac-

tically has been crowded aside by the

motor onnibus."

Chassis, according to Mr.C. M Hamil-
ton of the Isotta Import Co. of New
York is both singular and plural, and
chases for the plural is out of order. One
word suffices for singular and plural.

From the first introduction to the pub-

lic the portable storage batteries of the

Apple Electric Company, Dayton, Ohio,

have proved staunch favorites. Since

that time constant study and experience

have led to improvements with the result

that many of the troublesome features

developed in the early days have been
overcome The batteries are made to

stand the rough usage inseparable from
practical automobile and motor boat

service. They have been so far perfected

that the care they require is simple and
anyone who will follow the instructions

accompanying each battery will find that

they can easily keep tneir batteries in

good shape. Those who are not acquaint-

ed with the merits of this battery, or

who wish to know anything about igni-

tion either for auto, motor boat, station-

ary gas engine, etc. would do well to

communicate with the company at Day-
ton, Ohio and mention "Rod and Gun
and Motor Sports in Canada."

The Wonders of the Auto.

American locomotives have been our
boast at home and abroad. In points of

design, durability, and general efficiency

we shall probably maintain the world's

supremacy for a long and indefinite per-

iod, says R. E. Olds, President of the

Reo Motor Car Company. We shall

likewise undoubtedly continue to lead

every nation in both quality and value of

their production. This wonderfully per-

fected self-propelling vehicle is provided
with road-beds and tracks as nearly per-

fect as American engineering skill and
unlimited capital can afford. Public safety

demands this and public sentiment in-

sists that anything short of this is criminal.

The locomotive engineer must serve a
long and unbroken period of apprentice-
ship under the skillful scrutiny ot a master
mechanic before he is permitted to pre-

side at the throttle. Ordinarily one hund-
red and fifty miles constitutes a division

and rarely does it cover more than one
hundred and seventy-five miles. At the

terminus, engines and crews are exchang-
ed, the former being carefully overhauled
and repaired by experts while the latter

are permitted to rest and recuperate, and
the world counts it a great engineering
feat. Compare automobiling engineering
and efficiency with this for but a moment.
An automobile is driven from 1500 to 2000
miles over the hilliest and roughest road
through seven or more states under the

strict surveillance of an observer nominat-
ed by a competitor. It must report neither

late nor ahead of time at each control.

Morever it must survive a gruelling con-

test of this length for a period of fifteen

or more consecutive days without making
a single repair or replacement under
heavy penalty. Or it may even make a

world's non-stop record covering 4992
miles in twelve consecutive days as did

the Reo roadster recently without stop-

page of the motor. In making a trip

from Portland, Me. to Portland, Ore.

and back again as the crow flies, the dis-

tance covered would approximate 4970
miles. On the other hand if a similar

trip were begun at Paris and run to

Berlin and from thence to St. Petersburg;
back to Rome and from there to Madrid;
thence to Paris and London and then, on
to Edinburgh, and finally a trip into the

Grampian Mountains in Northern Scot-
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Pulling for the Shore !

One of Uncle Sam's Navy boys was given up by the doctor.

His stomach would not retain food or medicine, until a

mess-mate suggested

Grape-Nuts
On this world-famed food and milk he gained about 40 lbs.

in four months and got wr
ell.

It requires no "Expert Chemist" to prove that

"THERE'S A REASON" for Grape-Nuts.

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Limited.

Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A.
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FAMOUS

Nipigon River

Finest Brook Trout

on the Continent.

We carry a complete line of

Tourists Supplies , including

Canoes and Camp Equipment.

For further information write for Pamph-
let with Map of River and Lake free of

charge.

Revillon Bros., Ltd.
(Established 1723.}

NIPIGON, ONTARIO.
A 71 lb. Catch.

I

land, the distance covered on either one
of the above instances would still be less

than was covered by the Reo in California

recently when winning its world record

non-stop run. Figuring" this distance

on the basis of 150 miles usually required

of a locomotive to run between repairs,

adjustments and overhauling it would en-

title the motor car to thirty-three controls

or stops for repairs in every 1962 miles

and yet be entitled to a place beside the

American locomotive for engine efficiency.

The conclusion is obvious. Automobile
engineering has won its spur by sheer
force of merit and efficiency and this is

notably true of the American engineer.

He has well merited the confidence and
plaudits of the engineering world.

cussion took place on several subjects,

the most important being the pro

posed establishment of a fish hatchery at

Banff. Several delegates expressed the

opinion that a fish hatchery at Banff

would keep the streams and lakes of the

Province well supplied with fish. The
Secretary was instructed to communicate
with the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, through the Hon. Frank Oliver,

pressing the importance of this matter

upon the consideration of the Department

and urging immediate attention to the

subject. It was stated that Alberta had

some of the finest fishing streams in the

world and may yet attract armies of

tourists.

Calgary branch of the Alberta Fish

and Game Protective Association at

their annual meeting elected the follow-

ing officers :— President Col. Cunliffe
;

Vice President, Fred Green ;
Secretary-

treasurer, F. C. Lowes
;
delegates to the

Provincial Convention, Messrs. Darker,

Peet, Ings, Green Adams Marnin, Cun-
liffe, Winter, Lowes, and Hogbin. Dis-

The People's Game and Fish Protective

Association of Nova Scotia have issued a

private postcard on the front of which

are the names of the President and Sec-

retary, over colored pictures of the moose,

woodcock and trout, with the mottoes

"Protect the Game" and the "People's

heritage underneath.
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Improvement is the order

of the day and the Artz Fold-

ing Tonneau, manufactured
by the Dayton Folding Ton-
neau Company, Dayton, O..

may be classed as a distinct

improvement. Its success in

the States during the last

three years has been rapid,

every one being captivated

by its appearance and use-

fulness and now it is to be
introduced into the Dominion
there can not be a doubt as

to its success in equal pro-

portions in this side of the line. At first

sight it appears incredible that a large
tonneau can be folded up, but the Artz is

so constructed that this can be done in a
few seconds without the use of tools.

The great strength and stiffness of the
back is obtained by making it of five

layers of veneer, one half inch gross
thickness, alternate layers crossing the
grain of the others. To fold up the
tonneau the first operation is to fold

the seat (which is pivoted at the rear
ed^e) up into the curve of the back;
next th e side panels (which are
hinged at their rear edges to the back)
curved in against the seat, with the
front lower corners crossing each
other and held back tight against the up-
turned seat by a spring hook. The back
is then folded forward and down. There
are steel springs in both seat and back

and the cushions are made in leather and
stuffed with curled hair. The extension

front shown in the illustration is only put
in when the rear deck is longer than the

tonneau proper. The Company manu-
factures a good line of single and double
rumble seats, artillery boxes and folding

lazy back seats. Any reader desiring to

build automobile bodies or extra seats

can obtain five ply front seat backs, ton-

neau backs, and rumble seat backs of

this Company who are pioneers in the

manufacture of such backs.

Cleveland Battery Connector.

The Cleveland Battery Connector illus-

trated herewith, is manufactured by the
Cleveland Spark Plug Company, 1030
Power Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, who man-
ufacture the Cleveland Spark Plug,
known especially as the ''plug with the
spiral core that shoots a flame." The

use of the Cleveland battery connector
does away with troublesome thumb-nuts,
and makes a permanent connection that

cannot be jarred loose. A special No. 16

insulated copper cable is used, made es-

pecially to the Company's order. The
bronze coils at each end are permanently
fastened without soldering. To apply
the Cleveland battery connector, you re-

move the thumb-nut, seize the connector
between thumb and forefinger, and force

over threads as illustrated. The coiled

bronze wire will clamp firmly with a vise-

like grip which nothing can dislodge.

You cannot even pull them off unless

you first expand the bronze coil by twist-

ing the free end to the left.
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Being a Section Devoted to Those Who Brave Wind
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in Fragile Shell or Swift Power Boat
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Misfortune Brings out the Right Spirit.

The members of the Tecumseh Boating
Club of Wakerville, Ont. , whose boat-

house was destroyed by fire at the be-

ginning of the season at a loss to the

Club of about $10,000, met their misfor-

tune in a right gallant spirit. Within a
fortnight of the fire they held their annual
meeting when it was reported that avail-

able resources, that could be applied to-

wards the cost of rebuilding aggregated
nearly $5,000. It was decided to erect a
new building at a cost of $8,000 and
arrangements were made for taking steps

to secure the additional $3,000. A Build-

ing Committee was elected and plans
adopted, while it was also decided to

erect a temporary wooden house. If the
fire had not occurred the Club would
have been in as prosperous a condition as

at any time in the history of the organiza-
tion. The election of officers, who have
a difficult year in front of them, resulted

as follows :

—

Honorary President—Mr. F. H. Wal-
ker.

President—Mr. J. R. Coate.
Vice President—Mr. W.P. Ladd.
Secretary—Mr. Wm. Daniels.

Treasurer—Mr. H. H. Bennett.
Directors—Messrs. W. H. Isaacs, J. E.

Dobie, J.W. Petch, R. H. Revell and F.

H. Cooper.
Captain—Mr. A H. Wilson.

The Swimmers in Good Shape.

The following are the officers for the

thirteenth season of the Toronto Swim-
ming Club :

—

Hon. President—H. A. Sherrard.

Hon. Vice Presidents—A. C. Goode,
Dr. C. Sheard, A. L. Cockrane.

President—C. S. Norris.

Vice President—A. J. Raynor.

Hon. Secretary—J. M. Gouinlock.
Assistant Secretary—J. W. Anderson.
Treasurer—J. G. Fleming.
Captain—A. H. Field.

Vice-Captain and Swimming Instructor

—E. W. Vernon.
It was stated at the meeting at which

these officials were elected that the Club
is now in good shape. They have their

own building and their new diving tower
is fully completed.

A Lake Simcoe Association.

The residents of Lake Simcoe have de-

cided to form an Association of their own
on similar lines to those governing the

Muskoka Lakes Association. All resid-

ents of the Lake over eighteen years of

age are eligible for membership. The
object of the Association is to unite to-

gether the interests of those in different

parts of the lake and to encourage acqua-

tic and other sports in Lake Simcoe. It

was decided to hold the annual regatta

at Roach's Point on civic holiday.

The following were elected as the first

officers :

Hon. President—E. B. Osier, M. P.

Hon. Vice-Presidents—Dr. J. A. Tem-
ple, J. B. Kay, W. Kemp, J. Strachan,

T. H. Sheppard.
President—Lewis A. Howard, Keswick.
Vice-Predident—G. A. Kingstone, East-

bourne.

Second Vice-President—F. D. Porter,

Orchard Beach.
Secretary—AlexanderWarden , Roach's

Point.

Treasurer — F. G. Hearn, Orchard
Beach.

Committee—J. C. Baker, Belle Ewart
;

Cecil Kilgour, Roach's Point ; T. H.

Brunton, Orchard Beach; Lieut. Col. W.
G. Macdonald, De Grassi Point ; Rev. J.
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IverJohnson
SAFETY AUTOMATICREVOLVER

9 We point to the difference between the posi-

tively and absolutely safe Iver Johnson Safety
Automatic Revolver and the imitation near-safe-

ties. They have some device added to them to make
them near-safe. The safety feature of the IverJohnson Safety
is the firing mechanism itself—not some spring or button device to pull or press.

That is why you can , in perfect safety

—

not near-safety—kick it, cuff it, knock it, or

HAMMER THE HAMMER
"SHOTS," our booklet, tells all about it in a plain, simple way, so you
can't go astray on the SA FE revolver question. Sendfor it—FREE

.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver
Richly nickeled, 22 calibre rim-fire or 32 calibre center-fire, 7 50 (Extra length barrel or blued
j-inch barrel, or 38 calibre center-fire, 3>^-inch barrel, - - /. iinish at slight extra cosU

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Richly nickeled, 32 calibre center-fire, 3-inch barrel, or 38 0 ci (Extra length barrel or blued
calibre center-fire, 3.^-inch barrel, 0. finish at slight extra cost)

Sold by Hardware and Sporting floods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt ot

price if dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head on grip and our name on barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS, |57 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

New York : qq Chambers Street. San Francisco : Phil. B. Rekeart Co., 717 Market St.

Hamburg, Germany : Pickhuben 4.

Iver Johnson Single Barrel Snotguns ana Truss Bridge Bicycles

Hyde, Eastbourne, T. A. Reid, Jackson
Point

; J. F. Edgar, Moreton Park.

Lady Crews for Ottawa.

The managers of the Ottawa Canoe
Club are contemplating following the

example of Montreal and organizing a
war canoe crew composed of ladies. The
St. Lambert's Club, Montreal, can turn
out three of such crews and the ladies

have given fine performances. A war
canoe race between crews composed of
ladies would certainly add great interest to

any competitions in which they took part.

Oarsman to manage the Canadian Henlev
at St. Catharines on Friday and Saturday,
August seventh and eighth.

Ed. Mack, chairman; Major Heron, E*
T. Boland, Claude Macdonell, M. P. -

Alex. Boyd, Capt. J. Wilson, G. S. Ew-
art, E. F- Seixas, Capt. A. H. Malcolm,
son, J. W. McAllister, P. J. Mulqueen
and L. C. Hoskins, secretary.

Rule 14 has been suspended at the
discretion of the umpire.

The New Edinburghs
The New Edinburgh's crew are work-

ing hard, and having succeeded in ob-
taining all but one of last year's paddler's
they appear likely to give a good account
of themselves in any contest for which
they may enter. The club are to have
crack paddlers in the fours, singles and
doubles and their junior crews will also
be very strong.

Canadian Henley Officials.

The following officers were appointed
at a meeting of the executive committee
of the Canadian Association of Amateur

Organizing the Paddlers.

The Ottawa Association of Acquatic
Clubs has been formed for the purpose of
dealing principally with the "deadheads."
The following were elected officers :

—

Chairman—E. A. Olver, Victoria Yacht
club.

Vice-Chairman—W. A. Lamb, Ottawa
Canoe Club.

Secretary — pro tern J. M. Douglas,
Britannia Boating club. The secretary of
each Club will forward not later than
June fifth of each year a list of the mem-
bers of his club who are in good stand-
ing and also those who are under sus-
pension.
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A Dependable Companion
Wherever you go or whenever you go, whether on

business or pleasure, be sure to take along a Conklin Pen,

and you'll always be ready for any writing emergency.

You'll never be held up through lack of ink. When last

drop is exhausted fill

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling Fountain Pen
again at nearest ink-well by simply dipping in pen and
pressing Crescent- Filler. No bothersome dropper,

no fuss, no muss, no cleaning up to do. Self-filling,

self-cleaning. Won't scratch, blot, balk or skip.

There is no other pen in the world like it.

Leading dealers handle the Conklin. If yours don't, order
direct. Prices, $3.00, $4.00, $5.00 to $15.00. Send for hand-
some new catalogue.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.
315 Manhattan Bldff.

TOLEDO, OHIO . . . U.S.A.

Motoring* in Canada.

The American Consul at Windsor, Ont.

directs attention to the great field for

motor boating which exists in that town.
The Detroit River and Lake St. Clair

with their numerous beautiful islands

have many popular pleasure resorts.

These are reached other than by motor
boat although the pleasure of these ex-

cursions would be greatly augmented by
the use of such boats. Probably the near
neighborhood of Detroit accounts for the

absence of manufacturers and agencies at

Windsor, although the place offers ex-

ceptional facilities for either or both to do
good business.

-The Consul at Halifax, N. S., makes a

very similar statement regarding his dis-

trict and points out what a fine field

there is in applying motors to the Nova
Scotian fishing fleet. He argues strongly

in favor of sending an American rep-

resentative to the district and when
familiarised with the requirements of the

fleet applying just what is required.

Batteries are matters with which every

one who has anything to do with electrical

appliances look upon as very important,
and consequently a good battery is much
to be desired. The X cells dry batteries,

manufactured by the Electrical Speciali-

ties Limited 12-14-16 Shuter Street,

Toronto, are evidently just that kind of

battery as with all the thousands sent out
to different parts of the country not a
single complaint has been received. Many
letters of commendation have been sent in

but the first complaint has yet to make
its appearance. The Company's factory

is up to date, the staff efficient, and the

business is conducted on such terms that

customers are satisfied. A larger type of

battery is now being made with a recuper-

ative power that astonishes customers. If

any user's dealers do not supply these

batteries a line direct to the Company will

assure prompt attention and a supply at

factory prices. To show their confidence

in their batteries the manufacturers offer

to refund the money in any case where

their X cells haven't been found satis-

factory.
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CRUISING AND RAGING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FULLY EQUIPPED

A VARIETY OF STYLES IN STOCK
FROM 16 to 35 ft. IN LENGTH.

Special Light Motor Boats
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

Hulls furnished, caulked, puttied and painted ready for interior fittings.

Knock Down Frames, Frame and Plank Patterns.

Second Hand Launches.

Send for Catalog

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot of Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.
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Extra close shooting with even distribution and good pene-
tration are essential qualities that a gun must possess for the p
very best success at the traps. Ithaca Guns have a world-wide %
reputation for their superior shooting qualities.

Every Ithaca Gun is guaranteed in every part—shooting ///

ncluded.

"Bob" Edwards the veteran barrel borer is still boring |§
them. 'A

Here's what some of our customers say about them :

" The Pigeon Gun came yesterday It is a beauty and
it Inird close shooter. The boys all tried it at our club shoot

and everyone pronounced it a peach
"

E. Beckivith, Sec. Mt. Pleasant Gun Club,

Aft. Pleasant, Iowa.

"My Ithaca No, 4 arrived all O. K. and to say that I
am satisfied is mildly expressing it. It is without doubt
the finest arm I have ever handled; both the shooting qual-
ities and the finish are superfine."

Bert Mason, Salamanca, N. Y.

Send for Art Catalog and special prices on 18 grades
f17.7s net to J3oo list. 'A

ITHACA ©HI COMFAHY §CD <?p f-. Nu.ia

ITHACA, K

A good carburetor is a most impor-
tant consideration both for automobiles
and motor boats and owners of either or
both know well the necessity for careful
selection. In all considerations of this
kind the Heitger Carburetor should not
be overlooked. Model A is the automo-
bile type and Model B of the Marine type.
Both have been perfected a^ter many ex-
periments, and the models for 1908 show
improvements making them more reliable,
neat and compact. The Heitger Com-
pany, 205 West South Street, In-
dianapolis, Ind., have met with such

success with these carburetors that they

have had to increase their facilities for

manufacturing to such an extent that

they are now turning out over one thous-

and carburetors per month. The plant is

modern, the materials used the best ob-

tainable, and with skillful workmen very

fine results are achieved—results which
amply account for the success the carbure-

tor has obtained. The Company issues

an interesting little booklet giving par-

ticulars and illustrations of their carbure-

tor and this will be sent free to any ot our
interested readers who will apply direct

to them and mention 1 'Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada."

Marine motors are now made equal to

all kinds of work. The light pleasure

skiff, the high speed boat, and the heav-

ier commercial boat can all be pleasurably

and profitably worked by motor power.
Motors are reliable, powerful and econo-

mical and the man who has once realised

how much greater are his advantages
with a mgtor will not willingly go back to

sails and oars. The many motors on the

market show how rapid is the rate of
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SHOT
The use of "M. R. M." Chilled

Shot by trap shooters means satisfac-

tion and high scores.

Our Shot is made to suit. Right

material, correctness as to size, round

and well finished are the features

which make our Shot a favorite with

particular sportsmen.

See that this trade mark is on every

bag.

THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS

co.

progress in the use of the motor for power.

Among-st the numerous aspirants for pub-
lic favor the Brennan motor, manufactur-
ed by the Brennan MotorCompany, Syra-
cuse, N. Y. is one giving smooth running
under all conditions. The motors are

standard from eighteen to eighty horse
power and have stood the most severe
tests. The same company supplies en-

gines and transmission gears complete
for any standard automobile car, and will

also build very reasonably to order, four
cylinder chassis complete. The company
are experts on motors and are willing to

give the benefit of their knowledge and
experience to anyone who will consult
them on motors. They also publish a
leaflet telling users how to start the
motor, describing various causes of mis-
firing and giving a special warning against
any attempt to run the motor when a
knocking sound is heard. The best policy

in such a case is to stop and correct the
difficulty.

While motor boats are first favorites

everywhere, row boats are not likely to

be abolished very soon and those who
like short journeys on the water with
some exercise will fill the square stern

and pointed stern row boats, manufactur-
ed by the W. H. Mullins Company, of

Dayton, Ohio (distributed throuehout.
Canada, by Mr. N. R. Thompson, Brant-
ford Ont.,) ideal for this class of work.
Mr. Thompson will gladly answer all in-

quiries and guarantees to give purchasers
full satisfaction.

A Past Motor Boat.

A new speed marvel in the motor
boat line has been given a try-out at

Toronto. She ran a mile in 2.30 which
means twenty-four miles an hour and also

means the fastest boat on the bay. The
new boat was built by the Marine Con-
struction and Power Company, of Toronto
for Mr. M. G. Bellman, of Toronto. She
is thirty-two ft. long, four feet four beam,
and has a draft of less than a foot. She
is fitted with a four cylinder thirty horse
power Roberts engine. She is a distinct

racing type making no noise.

Marine motors are in ever increasing
demand and amongst the large numbers
which those demands have called into
existence the Caille Perfection deserves

more than passing notice. The makers

—

the Caille Perfection Motor Company
1322 Second Avenue, Detroit Mich.,

claim that this is the most powerful and
quietest engine built and consequently
the most effective for its work. Many
motor boat owners have used this engine
in their boats and are more than satisfied

with their experience. As a sample we
quote the following :

—

Montreal, Dec. 18th, 1907.

Dear Sirs :—Ifyou are getting out a
new catalogue for 1908 I wish you would
send me one. Although I will not be in

the market for another motor the coming
season, still I want to keep in touch with
your line, and also it will give me pleas-

ure to put in a good word for you with

any prospective buyers I may run across.

I am pleased to say that the little 2 H. P.

motor purchased from you last spring

went through the summer and fall with-

out a single break down or hitch of any
kind, a remarkable good record by a
most satisfactory engine. If you wish to

use this as an unsolicited testimonial you
are quite at liberty to do so. Yours
truly, V. L Gnaedinger.
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Pure Wool
Day and

Night Wear

The One Best for

Camping, etc.

Arlantahilitv Jaeger Pure Wot>1 Wear
/\aapi<*E>llliy . enables you to withstand

any sudden change in the weather or tem-

perature without discomfort or danger to

health.

It does not chill when damp—like linen or

cotton garments. You can allow Jaeger

Wear to dry on you with perfect safety.

Serviceability: Jaeger Wear is made
from wool of the high-

est quality, of absolute purity and of the

best workmanship. This combination
gives Jaeger Wear a unique durability in

withstanding the hard wear and tear of
camp life.

You cannot do better than put some of the fol-

lowing articles in your camp kit

:

Sweaters, Shirts, Camp Rugs, Golf Coats,

Sleeping Bags, Stockings, Caps, Under-
wear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

Jaeger Wear is sold at fixed moderate prices in

most cities in Canada.

Ask your dealer, but look for the Jaeger trad«

mark.

Send for copy of "Health Culture."

RETAIL DEPOTS:

Montreal : 316 St. Catherine St. W.
Toronto : 10 Adelaide St. W.
Winnipeg: Steele Block, Portage Ave.

The Olympic Trials.

For the Olympic trial matches on the

St. Catharines course Rule 14 of the Rules

of Racing was suspended at the discretion

of the umpire. Rule 14 reads as under :

—

Accidents— 14. Fvery boat shall abide

by its accidents, except when during a

race, a boat while in its own water (while

on the course) shall be interfered with

by any outside boat, the Umpire may
order the race to be rowed over, if in his

opinion such interference materially af-

fected its chances of winning the race.

The "Refined" Motor.

This three horse power Motor only
weighs fifty pounds and is specially

adapted for canoes, dingheys, row-boats,
dories and tenders up to twenty feet in

length. The Motor is of first class con-

struction being guaranteed by the makers
for two years against defective parts.

The cylinder has a three and a half inch

bore with a stroke of three and a half

inches. The engine turns a twelve inch

propeller at from two hundred to eight

hundred revolutions per minute. There
are no gaskets or packing of any kind

used, neither are there any valves, springs,

triggers, cams, nor gears to get out of

order. All working parts are accessible,

it reverses instantly, is of simple con-

struction, and is easily operated. The
1 'Refined" Motor has given the greatest

satisfaction wherever sold as can be seen

by the testimonials furnished by Dinning

& Eckenstein, Merchants Bank Building,

Montreal, who are placing these engines

on the market. Their "Marine Bulletin"

No. 10 can be had on request.



Alpine Club Notes

Before another number of the Maga-
zine is published the third annual camp
will be over. Arrangements have been
so carefully made that success appears
assured. Accommodation has been pro-
vided for two hundred campers and
Rogers Pass from July sixth to the fif-

teenth will be the scene of much active

excitement. An extensive program has
been arranged and the climbers will find

plenty of exercise.

It is announced that the Rev. C. R. B.

Kinney, who has been a member of the

Club from the start, will make an at-

tempt this summer in company of Pro-
fessor Coleman, of Toronto University,

to scale Mt. Robson. Mr. Kinney visited

the foot of the mountain last year with a
view of attempting the feat but as clima-

tic conditions were against him he reserv-

ed his efforts for a later date. A start witt
be made from Edmonton in August, the
route being by way of the Athabasca.
After, the climb, successful or not, Profes-
sor Coleman will return east while Mr.
Kinney will go to Victoria where he is.

now stationed.

The Canadian Pacific Railway was, as
is usually the case with this great com-
pany, generous in the matter of railway
fares, allowing members the benefit ot

one-way fares plus twenty five cents when
the standard railway Convention Certifi-

cate was secured. The Camp Secretary
(Mr. C. Wheeler) issued a special circu-

lar to all members calling particular at-

tention to this matter and he was not
responsible if anyone neglected to thus
secure their position.

Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Protective Association

The resolution adopted at the Toronto
Convention, upon the proposition of the

Woodstock Branch, to the effect that

protection will never be effectually car-

ried out until entrusted to a separate De-
partment with a Cabinet Minister at its

head Is evidently causing a little thinking

throughout the Province. Here is what
the "North Star", of Parry Sound, has

to say on the subject :
—"The attempt

to administer the Fish and Game Protec-

tion Act under the Minister of Public

Works for the Province is a mistake.

The Minister of Public works has too

large a department to give the time nec-

essary to the game and fishery protec-

tion, and there should be either a depart-

mental head or the Department should be

attached to the office of the Provincial Sec-

retary or some other department having

less work than that of the Minister of

Public Works. The enforcement of the

game and fishery laws is more or less of

a farce." The leaven is working though
it may take some time to leaven the

whole lump.

Mr. A. Kelley Evans, who was an-

nounced as an Independent Conservative
candidate for South Toronto for the Leg-
islature, to fight mainly on the program
of the Association, withdrew his candida-

ture on the assurance of the Premier that

these points in the programme should
have the immediate and sympathetic
consideration of the Cabinet. Now that

Premier Whitney has been again return-

ed to power it is up to Mr. Evans and
the other members of the Association to

see that he makes good the promises he
has given.

We regret to have to record the fact

that the Berlin branch of the Association

has been disbanded. Amongst the many
other engagement of the members it was
found difficult to get a meeting and with

the discouragement of the officers the

branch ceased to exist as an active force.

Mr. A.W. Merner, the Secretary, did his

best but receiving no support gave up
the task. This does not mean that

Berlin people have no longer any interest

in the subjects dealt with by the

the Association and we look forward to

seeing a young vigorous branch reorgan-

ize at Berlin.



Our Medicine Bag
If any of our readers are thinking of

visiting the Quebec Tercentenary Cele-

bration, or may have been deterred from
making arrangements to do so on account

of doubt as to whether accommodation
could be secured, we would like to draw
their attention to the Tent City. There is

little doubt that those who take up their

quarters in canvas town will be the most
comfortable visitors to Quebec. Every
detail has been most carefully thought
out and every modern luxury has been

provided. There will be accommodation
for 10,000 people, if neccessary, and there

will be accommodation of all kinds, that

is to say, there will be big tents, little

tents and cubicles. The streets of this

city will be lit by electric light, the sani-

tary arrangements are of the best and
latest design, and running water, hot and
cold, will be laid in every room. Stoves
will be provided in case of inclement
weather., The prices are extremely reas-

onable both for accommodation and
meals. An experienced hotel man will

look after the general details and the

caterer is one whose reputation in the
States makes the success of this portion
of the enterprise a certainty. Anybody
who takes our advice and locates in this

novel and thoroughly up-to-date * 'hotel"

will get an interesting experience added
to their holiday which will never be for-

gotten.

Dr. Grenfell, the heroic medical
missionary of the Labrador coast, had a
thrilling adventure recently which nearly
ended his useful career. Dr. Grenfell
had left Battle Harbour on a medical visit

to patients at a distant settlement and
was proceeding with a light komatik
and a fast team of dogs. Familiarity
with the ice led the Doctor to venture
across a bay eight miles in width, on
loose ice which was being pressed in by
a northeast wind. During his journey
the wind veered suddenly off the land and
blew hard. The Doctor, komatik and
dogs disappeared but fortunately the

Doctor not only succeeded in cutting the

dogs loose but scrambling on an ice pan
twelve feet square also hauling up his

eight dogs on the same place. The ice

was drifting out to sea and the Doctor
had to get shelter or freeze. According-
ly, although i

'it felt like murder", he
stabbed three of the largest dogs and
borrowed their coats. The carcases

were piled up for a windbreak and thanks
to these precautions, the Doctor, who
had to spend a dreary night under these

depressing circumstances, escaped with
nothing worse than frost bites. Next
day he was rescued by some of the brave
fishermen for whom he has done so much
with the result of "increasing my affec-

tion and respect for the class of men from
whom my rescuers are derived, and
amongst whom it is my good fortune to

be passing, my life." By a remarkable
coincidence the Doctor was clad in his

football flannels which helped him more
than the regulation garments of the

missionary. He lost his komatik, sur-

gical instruments, rifle and outfit. "The
revulsion of feeling", says the Doctor,
"in really stepping on to dryland again
made mountains dwindle into veritable

molehills". The experience will draw the

Doctor and his flock closer together

and enable them to see how much each
owes to the other.

Mr. Bastedo is evidently finding his

task of negotiating between the Domin-
ion Government and the Provinces over
fishing matters, a work of much diffi-

culty. Reports from the provincial capi-

tals show that the local governments are

desirous of controlling their own inland
fisheries. How federal and provincial

rights are to be adjusted is a matter for

experts though we hope some means will

be found by which it may be possible to

ensure something like a uniform policy

throughout Canada. In the c^se of On-
tario matters are said to be at a deadlock
and the negotiations are little better in

Nova Scotia.
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"Old Twilight" puts in an effective

plea for better protection of the birds in

the 4 'North Star", of Parry Sound, Ont.

He has no objection to fish and game
protection—indeed very much the other

way—but wishes to include birds in such

protection. He points out that the ne-

cessity for spraying fruit and vegetables is

largely due to the scarcity of birds and
concludes that if we continue to allow our

song and insectiverous birds to be slaught-

ered the day will soon come when we
shall "hev to spray our grain crops an'

our grass, an by ginger ! the day'll

come when we will hev' to spray our-

selves, especially the old folks and the

kids. We wouldn't need no sprayin'

machines if we had the birds." "Old
Twilight" is down upon air guns and
cats and thinks if the women would make
as much fuss about these matters as the

cigarette evil they would "be doin' some-
thin' fer the country." "Old Twilight"
would forbid the manufacture and sale of

air guns and license and tag cats, killing

off all the felines that nobody owns.
"People don't encourage birds to come
around; they would sooner depend upon
paris green and copperas. The trees are

gittin' scarce and in the long drouths the

water holes and springs dry up. What's
the matter with nailin' up bird boxes and
havin' a bird bath in every orchard ?

"You can't believe how the birds would
appreciate that ?" If something is not
done and that speedily he prophecies that

"a generation from now folks will wonder
what a crow looked like, and you'll hev
to go to a picter book to see a robin ?'»

Mr. C. J. C. Crump writing from
Ronville, Lake of Bays, Ont., early in

April says : "Having just returned from
a fortnight's snow shoe trip through the

townships adjoining the southern bound-
ary of the Algonquin Park, I thought you,
and probably some of your readers, might
be interested as to the conditions I found
relative to the game and fur-bearing
animals in that section of the country.
Everywhere I found the same story—wolf
tracks in abundance and virtually the
only deer tracks I saw were those made
when being chased by the wolves, and
which, without exception, ended in cap-
ture and murder of the deer. I saw three

Take A
Real Holiday

The chief aim in taking a holi-

day is to get out of the "rut"
of city living—living by the

clock and by rule. In order to

turn your vacation into a "real

holiday" take a supply of
BOVRIL with you to camp or

to your country cottage.

BOVRIL minimises the cook-
ing—provides a delicious and
sustaining meal in a few mom-
ents, is handier than anything
else and if added to Canned
Meats, Pork and Beans, Stews,

Fish, Soup, etc., it intensifies

their flavor and increases their

nourishing value very greatly.

BOVRIL is nothing but the
quintessence of beef. All that

is in beef is in BOVRIL.

Try this recipe

:

BO VRIL . 1 .2 tablespoonfuls

Bread Crumbs i
'

'

Butter 2 ounces

Squeeze of lemon juice.

Thoroughly mix in an en-

amelled pan and spread be-

tween slices of bread.

The 8 oz. and 16 oz. sizes are

more economical than the small

bottles.

BOVRIL Ltd., 27 St. Peter St., Montreal
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In Sickness or in

Health

the best bod> builder—the food that gives bounce and buoyancy to

mind and boct is

Shredded Whole Wheat
a food for invalids and athletes, for outdoor men and indoor men, for

busy housekeepers and city toilers, for summer home and summer
camp, for any meal in any clime, the one universal food—to grow on,

to work on, to play on, to live on.

It is the whole wheat steam-cooked, shredded and baked in the

cleanest, finest food factory in the world. No
other food can match it for building strong and
sturdy bodies, for restoring impaired digestion

and giving vim and vigor to weary brains and
worn-out bodies.

|
Cook Book

j

"It's All in the Shreds"

Shredded Wheat (heated in oven) is delicious for break-

fast with milk or cream, or for any meal in combination

with fresh berries or stewed fruits.

Our netv and handsomely illustrated
Cook Book is sent free for the asking.

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Co., Ltd., Niagara Falls, Ont.

Toronto Office: 32 Church St. i°
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partially eaten carcases in one day, and
seventeen altogether. A fact, not gener-

ally known probably, is that wolves do
not howl during the winter months, but

steal upon their prey. Beyond all doubt,

unless some remedial action be speedily

taken, the number of deer will be annual-

ly reduced, though they will not be exter-

minated, as the Algonquin Park is an ideal

breeding ground. Putting it down at a

low estimate, every wolf would kill at

least twenty deer during the winter

months. This annual wholesale slaugh-

ter, coupled with the running of dogs
during the open season, which undoubt-
edly accounts for so many "dry does",

must eventually and at no distant period,

have but one ending. I am confident

that if the bounty on wolves was increas-

ed to $25.00, it would mean the destruc-

tion of a good many, as there then would
be inducement to hunt them systematic-

ally. I had the good luck to shoot an
adult she-wolf, who had been feeding on
a partly eaten doe, killed sometime pre-

viously. Signs of fur-bearing animals

were few and far between—in fact I saw
only three mink tracks. Owing to the

great demand for this fur during the last

three years, it spells good money. This

valuable animal is getting scarce and I

would suggest a closed season for a few
years the same as for otter and beaver.

Beyond all doubt a great many moose
and deer are killed out of season by men
working in the lumber camps, who also

do a lot of illegal trapping. Partridges

are very scarce. To sum up the whole
matter in order to protect our game and
fur-bearing animals from partial if not
total extermination, I would suggest : I.

The appointment of game wardens at a

yearly salary, who would devote all their

time to their duties, and perform them
conscientiously. 2. An increased bounty
on wolves. 3. The stopping of running
dogs during the open season. 4. The
open season for deer to be four weeks,
instead of two, limiting each licensee to

two weeks hunting, with the privilege of

killing two deer.

Try this Bovril Recipe.

Into a small enamelled pan put two
tablespoonfuls of Bovril, a tablespoonful

of bread crumbs, two ounces of butter, and
a squeeze of lemon juice. Season with
pepper and salt. Thoroughly mix the
whole together and then spread on thin
slices of bread. This is a simple recipe
but proves a really nutritious and appe-
tizing "tit-bit" for picnics, afternoon
teas and all "al frasco" meals. Bovril is

the quintessence of beef—it drives away
hot weather lassitude and gives vigour
and tone to the whole system. Added to
Canned Meats, Pork and Beans, etc. it

makes them ever so much more tasty,

appetizing and nutritious. The eight and
sixteen ounce sizes are more economical
than the smaller bottles.

Mr. William Beech, who was the
first settler of the Fort Churchill district

at Hudson Bay, recently visited Ottawa
for the first time and gave the officials of
the Department of the Interior some
most interesting information of the far

North. Mr. Beech came from his home
by way of York Factory, Oxford House
and Norway House to Winnipeg—over
eight hundred miles—by dog train. He
reports good pulpwood at Sturgeon Lake,
"the finest in the world." The trees run
forty feet in length, straight, and without
a limb upon them. His estimate was
twenty millions of feet of spruce timber
around Oxford Lake and the islands,

and an abundance on the east shore of
Lake Winnipeg and Thunder Lake. At
Norway House he saw growing potatoes,
cabbage, celery and parsnips. Some
wheat was also raised as a test by a trader
named Hyer, but Mr. Beech could not
say how long it took to ripen. At Nor-
way House the people are all Indians
with the exception of the Hudson Bay
employees. There are at the post Ang-
lican and Methodist Churches and an
Indian school. The people in charge of
the churches have good flower and vege-
table gardens. The few settlers are
greatly assisted in the work of portaging
&c, by the Indians. In some of the
lakes there are lots of fish but in some
instances the Indians have difficulties in

getting enough to live on. Pulpwood is

also to be found on the Churchill River
and at Fort Churchill Mr. Beach has
seen radishes and lettuce just as fine as
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any in Ontario. The English Church
clergyman has a fine garden with peas,

beets, onions, etc., though in one year

the plants did not reach perfection as a

frost on July 13th greatly affected their

growth. He thought it would be pos-

sible to keep cattle there though an at-

tempt to keep sheep had been frustrated

by the wolves. There is an old fashioned

sawmill at Fort Churchill and he believed

if the settlement grew into a city there

there would be sufficient timber for build-

ing purposes. - After leaving York Fac-
tory Mr. Beech was sick and for twenty-

three days lived in a shack with twenty
Indians. He described the Cree and
Chippewyan Indians as fairly civilized

and dwelt upon their earnestness in relig-

ious matters. However cold it might be,

often forty below zero, the Indians would
sit around bare headed when praying.

Reports from the Pacific Coast state

that the attempt to "transplant" lobsters

from the Atlantic to the Pacific has in its

preliminary stages been completely suc-

cessful. The lobsters made their long
journey in tanks without any apparent
injury and on reaching Vancouver were
transferred to open crates in which they

were kept in the sea for sometime to en-

able them to recover from any effects the

change might have had upon them.
When giving them the freedom of the

Pacific all bearing spawn were retained in

the crates in order that the progress of

their breeding might be noted. At vari-

ous protected bays up the coast the re-

mainder were set free. These are expect-

ed to find new homes for themselves in

their virgin territory. So far there is

every probability of the transplanting

experiment proving successful.

Sportsmen are great travellers and
all their travels are not in the woods. In

ordinary life they travel in cities and the

great majority know much of hotel life.

Canadian sportmen and tourists crossing

the border to Detroit cannot do better

than make for the Hotel Tuller, which
they will find is a homelike though quite

up-to-date establishment. It is pleas-

antly situated and under the able manage-
ment of Mr. M. A. Shaw maintains a

high reputation with the touring public.

This reputation is thoroughly well deserv-
ed and will be endorsed by all who find

occasion to visit this hotel.

Great precautions are being taken in

both the eastern and western sections of

the new Grand Trunk Pacific to prevent
forest fires. The contractors are under
special restrictions and patrols are regu-
larly made to see that compliance with
these restrictions are enforced in the

various construction camps. The records

of the Canada Atlantic, and the Temis-
kaming and Northern Ontario are to be
maintained if at all possible. No serious

fires occurred during the construction of

these railways and they afford proof that

careful vigilance against such fires is suf-

ficient to prevent them. As the new line

will go through some of the grandest
forest districts remaining in Canada this

care will receive general commendation.
Both in the east and the west extra fire

rangers are being provided by the Domin-
ion Government, and these in conjunction

with those provided by the Provincial

Governments and the foremen of the vari-

ous camps, should prove sufficient to

prevent any serious fire.

Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, of Toronto, an
account of whose exploring trips through
the so-called Barren Lands of Canada
appeared in a recent issue, has been
elected a member of the Explorers Club, of

New York, of which Lieut. R. E. Peary
is President.

The Grand Trunk have just issued a

new attractive little booklet in connection

with the "Gananoque Inn" situated at

Gananoque. To the nature lover and
artist the Canadian side of the Thousand
Islands is the most beautiful and the most
interesting. Gananoque is at the head of

this most delightful region. The "Inn"
has been popular for some years and this

year will not be an exception, Ganano-
que itself has been famous as a health re-

sort for centuries and long before the

white man settled there. It is easy of

access by some of the finest and fastest

trains of the Grand Trunk. Copy vof book-
let can be secured free on application to

G. T. Bell, General Passenger Agent,
Montreal.
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Guelph-Ward Ho

!

TAKE UP THE CRY; SHOUT IT FROM THE
HOUSETOPS; AND JOIN THE MERRY-
MAKERS AND YOUR FRIENDS AT

Guelph's Old Home Week

AUGUST 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1908
Your welcome will be boundless—your entertainment limitless. SO LET IT

BE—"GUELPH-WARD HO !" and pass it on to your friends.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND RAILROAD RATES, AND
PASTE THIS IN YOUR HAT.

J. M. DUFF,
Chairman.

J. M. STRUTHERS,
P. O. Box 544, Secretary.

OTHERS tell you their battery is

superior

We Refund the Money

if our X CELLS do not prove superior.

You see WE ARE convinced.

HOW ABOUT YOU ?

A trial order will convince you.

No. 6 X CELLS in barrel lots 19 cents

No. 7 X CELLS in barrel lots 38 cents

X CELLS? Yes, because they excell all others.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,
12-14-16 Shuter St., Toronto.

UP-TO-DATE FACTORY.

LIMITED

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
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The Rev. John Pringle, whose name

has been much before the public recently,

has been giving a description of the

Yukon which classes it as one of the

greatest of Canada's many assets. He
points out that while the Klondyke is but

fifty miles square, the Yukon has an area

of two hundred thousand square miles.

If anything like the riches of the Klon-

dyke are to be found in other parts of the

Yukon the riches of the country are be-

yond estimate. Although the population

has decreased from 27,000 to 6,000 he

believes the tormer figure will be reached

again. Mr. Pringle clears up some mis-

conceptions as to the climate. On only a

few occasions last winter did he find it

necessary to wear an overcoat. As a

potato growing country it can hardly be

surpassed. The fishing is first class while

the timber is of a fairly good quality. Of

course there are not the same facilities for

wheat growing as in the western prairies.

Coal in the form of lignite, is being used

in the steamships and partially for do-

mestic purposes. Copper mines were

being worked vigorously until the big

drop in the market price. The Rev. gentle-

man is enthusiastic over the future of the

Yukon and with good reason.

The People's Game and Fish Protective

Association of Nova Scotia are still con-

tinuing in their good work of fish pro-

pagation. They recently received a large

consignment of speckled trout fry from

the government hatchery at Bedford,

Halifax Co. which were placed in the

Milton Ponds. If this restocking is

continued the Milton Ponds should fur-

nish the best trout fishing in the country.

Evidences that moose are on the in-

crease in the Province of New Brunswick

continue to accumulate. A circumstantial

story is told of an experience in Moncton

which adds much to the general tes-

timony. Mr. A Metcalf, an employee in

the city waterworks department on re-

turning home one day in the early part

of last month found two moose—a bull

and a cow—feeding in his yard. The for-

mer showed fight when Metcalfe appeared

but he managed to fend off the angry

animal with an umbrella which he was

carrying at the time and reached the

shelter of his house. The farmers on the

outskirts of the city report seeing moose
feeding in the fields with the cows.
Trainmen likewise report seeing numbers
near the roads. In several instances

farmers in different districts are applying
for special licenses to kill moose in de-

fence of their crops.

The latest publication produced by the

Advertising Department of the Grand
Trunk Railway System is a booklet des-

criptive of their line between Chicago and
New York through Ontario via Niagara
Falls, also Chicago and Portland, via

Toronto and Montreal, under the title,

''Trains 3 and 4." It pictures to the

reader by consise description and well

printed half tones the route of these two
popular trains. It is universally agreed
that the lines of this great system provide

a great diversity of scenery and reach

many points of interest, and the route

traversed by these two trains is no ex-

ception. These features are lucidly dwelt

upon and are well illustrated in "Trains
3 and 4." The publication is a handsome
one of 32 pages, printed in two colors

and is adorned by a strikingly beautiful

cover printed by the tricromatic process,

the sketch showing a head-on view of the

premier train of the Grand Trunk System,
"The International Limited" approaching
as if through an archway with massive
pillars on either side, surmounted by the

Dominion Coat of Arms, with the Cana-
dian and United States flags draped on
either sides, emblematic of the internation-

al character of the line, making in all a

most pleasing effect. It can be had for

asking. Address G. T. Bell, general

passenger and ticket agent, Montreal.

Bruin paid a vist too many to the lum-

ber camp occupied by Messrs. Stehelin,

near Weymouth N. S. early last month.
The first visit was paid on a Thursday
evening and evidences of his curiosity in

the way of over-turned articles were so

numerous that no desire was felt for a

repetition under like circumstances.

However, as it was thought he might re-

appear to complete the work of dis-
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arrangement which he had so well begun
preparations were made to give him a

warm reception. On the following even-

ing Bruin appeared but this time he was
not allowed to have his own way. Within
a few feet of the door of the lumber camp
Mr. E. G. Stehelin placed a bullet in his

brain and ended the marauder's career.

The bear proved to be a fine large one
and weighed about seven hundred
pounds.

Upon the recommendation of the

Minister of Public Works of Ontario, the

issuing of angling permits to the number
of twenty in one year, free of charge to

non-residents who are guests of the Pro-

vince has been authorized.

The cut of the hunting
knife that accompanies this

article represents a knife

that if regularly made for

the market would, in my
opinion, often be chosen by
the hunter in preference to

many of the other types now
offered. It is not my inten-

tion to critize greatly other

models of knives now made
simply becaase I happen to

favor the design of the one
shown but in my opinion

the shortcomings of many
of the knives now made
can be attributed to the

blades being too straight,

often too thick and usually

too narrow to best adapt
them to the work they were
designed for.

The shape of the handles

on some of the knives now offered I can

hardly think of as being such as best

fitting a man's hand although many
of them are nearly perfect. In the

knife shown we have one with a wide,

curved and thin blade—highly desirable

and essential features in a hunting knife

if it is to be of value in cutting meat,
skinning an animaf or for the thousand
and one other purposes for which it will

eventually be used. The handle also

seems of the correct shape while the

"hang" and "feel" of the knife in one's

hands seems very near perfect. From
the cut of the knife one might suppose
that it was unnecessarily heavy, but
such is not the case for the blade being
thin (one-eighth of an inch at back with
true taper to the keen edge) the knife

weighsnomore than many other knives of

the same length (six inch) having often

thicker blades.

The Marble Safety Axe Company who
kindly consented to make one of these
knives for me, write reparding the pro-

bability of manufacturing same for the

market, as follows :

"In order that we might be in a posi-

tion to better decide in regard to manu-
facturing and marketing a knife similar

to the pattern submitted, it occured to

us that we might obtain some advance
information in regard to what the demand
for this style of knife would be by having
an article appear in several of the sport-

ing magazines mentioning the fact that

we would take up the manafacture and
marketing of this knife providing suffi-

cient advance orders could be obtained

to warrant us in doing so. As a com-
mercial proposition it would not pay us

to produce the knives unless we could

sell several thousand of them each year.

"In case we should take up the manu-
facture of this knife, we believe that we
would be able to secure better results in

the use of a neatly designed and engrav-

ed hard rubber handle similar to the one

used on one style of our Ideal Hunting
kind of handle. By making use of

this material handles of uniform

shape and size would be assured as in the

forming up of handles made from stag

horn or cocobola. It is very seldom that

any two handles are of the same shape.

We are also finding it very hard to se-

cure suitable stag horn for this class of

work. It would also be our idea to

make the knives with hilt, with half hilt

and without hilt. The cost of such a

knife as this should not be over $2.50 to

the consumer."

The excellence of the many desirable

specialties made by the Marble Company
for sportsmen is a guarantee that should

they decide to add this knife to their

present line it would be made by skilled

workmen, from the best of material, cor-
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rectly designed, and with a finish and

temper never surpassed by any manu-

facturer.

From Mr. Marble's letter it will be

noticed that should they receive sufficient

encouragement to justify them in placing

the knite on^the market they will make
it with hilt, half hilt and without hilt, and

as this has been the only feature on which

I have heard of hunters differing—the

shape of the blade and handle having

met with the approval of all who have

seen the few knives so far turned out

—

it may be stated that should the knife

be made for the market the intending

purchaser will be enabled to select a knife

specially suited to his requirements.

Those interested should write the

Marble Safety Axe Company, Gladstone,

Michigan at once.

In closing it might be well for me to

state that having one of these knives
which will undoubtedly lasts a life time

it makes little difference to me personally

whether the knife is ever made for the

market or not, but knowing that there

are many others looking for just such a

knife I would for their benefit like to see

it manufactured.
Ashley A. Haines.

Mr. Edward Sturdy, a fisherman of great experience in England contributes

the following formulas to the "Fishing Gazette" for computing the weight of fish

when in good condition should the angler have mislaid or have forgotten his balances

for weighing fish :

—

SALMON

Lengths in weight in Length in weight in

inches pounds inches pounds

30 11.574 43 34.082

31 12.770 44 36 516

32 14 046 45 39 063

33 15 504 46 41.725
34' 16.848 47 44.506

35 18 379 48 47.407

36 20.000 49 50 432

37 21.713 50 53.584

38 23.522 51 56.864

39 25.428 52 60.274

40. 27 435 53 63.819

41 29.544 54 67.500

52 31.759 55 71.320

TROUT

weight
lbs. oz.inches

weight
lbs. oz. inches

5 20....^ '.:..-..:>..

10 7 21. .

9 22 '

12 23
15 24

. 1 3 25

1 7 26

1 12 27 ;

2 2 28

2 8 29-

2 15 30

3 7

4

4 9

5 3

5 15

6 11

7 8

8 7

9 6

10 7

11 9

The measure should be taken from the snout to the middle rays of the tail fin.

It is recommended that the above be cut out and pasted in the angler s fly book or in

his hat.



Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Can-
ada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-shooting

Association. AH communications for
this department should be addressed to

W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" Kings-
ville, Ont. :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-:

Tournament Dates

July 1st--St. Catharines.
July 3 and 4—Thomasville,

shooters invited and
come.

August 5, 6, 7—Dominion
Shooting Association,

September, 9, 10, 11 and
the Canadian Indians
Lake.

Georgia. Canadian
will be made wel-

of Canada Trap
Sherbrooke, Que.

12—Tournament of

at Niagara-on-the-

Stray Pellets

We publish in this issue the portrait of Geo.
Beattie, Hamilton, Ont., who during the pres-

ent season has been doing excellent work, at the
traps. Mr. Beattie has been known but a com-
paratively short time as a trap shooter, but
has rapidly forged to the front. At present he
is one of tha youngest as well as one of the

best shots in Hamilton Gun Club. In 1906 he
broke 371 out of 400 at the Canadian Indians
tournament in Montreal and at the Dominion
tournament the same year won high average
the first day with 190 out of 200 in the regu-
lar events, winning high average first day, and
broke 49 out of 50 in the championship event,
making „ grand total of 239 out of 250 for the
day. He won a Hollis gun. valued at $150
during the tournament with 59 out of 60. Last
year he won * Lefever gun valued at $75 at

the DoanJinion shoot in Toronto. This year h°

won the Queen's Hotel Cup at Brampton with
a straight score. He won high average at

London on May 14th with 94 per cent, and
was bkrh man in the recent contest at Toron-
to, scoring a total of 5*55 out of 600 in the

three days or 92i per cent at what was con-

sidered verv hard target shooting. The last

day he •qroke , 193 out of 200, winning out ov-

er everv contestant, amateur and professiona4

.

We have no doubt he will <;< • e ^r, nvrrcmoiy

and got his sharp of the prizes in the various

bird contest in England this >r. >ntn.

• * » »

Court Thompson, Hamilton, has entered the
professional ranks, as <, TJ.M.C. and Remiine-
ton Missionary. Court is one of the most gen-

ial and popular men at the traps and is also a.

clever exponent of the e-ood oualities of the

scatter mm. This Company ma/de no mi<=takf-

in gatherina- him into thp professional fold.

» • » *

Joe Jennings won the duck boat and de-
coys offpred by the National Gun Club. Toron-
to, as first prize at their weekly shoot, by
breaking a > straight 25.

* * * »

Four Kingsville shooters on June 12th un-
dertook to beat the best four score" of ten
Harrow shooters on Harrow Club grounds.
They made a slight mistake,—they should have
stipulated for the worst four. The scores were:
Kingsville—W. A. Smith 21, Dr. McKenzie 19,
Theo Wigle 16, Thos. Pastorius 16. Harrow—
C. T. Pastorius 18, E. Pastorius 23, O. M.
Pastorius 18, Forest Pastorius 21, E. Ford

GEORGE BEATTIE HAMILTON. ONT.
Crack Canadian Trap Shooter.

19, C. H. Lloyd 16, J. Stocker 18, J. Ber-
traind 14, A. C. Cunninghiatm 16, R. Wright
13. This was the first of a number of inter-
club shoiots.

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave., TORONTO, ONT.

Who has every facility for choke boring,
restocking, browing and repairing guns.
You can make no mistake in bringing or
sending your gun to him.
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THE SPORTSMEN OF CANADA
USE SHELLS LOADED WITH

DUPONT SMOKELESS
or

"INFALLIBLE" SMOKELESS
BECAUSE

THESE POWDERS ARE REGULAR AND RELIABLE.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER GO.

Established 1802. WILMINGTON, DEL.

Stratford Tournment.
The tournament held by the Pastime Gun

Club at Stratfordi, Ont., on Victoria Day was
a decided success. As previously announced the
money prizes were entirely eliminated at this
shoot and only articles of merchandise were
awarded as prizes. Some of these, however,
were very valuable, the Ithaoa gun offered as
the premier prize being alone 'worth a long
trip to compete for. The style of handicap a-
dopted proved its oucoess in distributing the
favors and altogether the Stratford method of
conducting a tournament is well worthy of
imitation. J. Aitcbeson, Stratford, was the
fortunate winner of the $70 Ithaca gun for
highest score in the 5th event, with 23 out of
25, although Dr. Kay, Otterville, was close af-

ter him with 22. K. C. Tumbull of the home
club won high average with 132 out of 150,
and a number of valuable prizes including the
Martin rifle offered in event No. 7, most of his
shooting being from 20 to 22 yards. B. W.
Glover, London, won second average, with 130
and got his share of hlis prizes in the various
events. The scores:

—

Shot At. Broke
K. C. Turn-bull, Stratford 150 132
W. Boles, Stratford 150 109
A. W. Fisher, Stratford 150 99
W. Miller, Stratford 150 112
T. Savage. Stratford . 125
B. Glover, London 150 130
R. Day, London u.. 125 97
S. Webb, London 150 115
Dr. Kay, Otterville 150 11

«

Mr. Maynardi, Woodstock 80 5"

Mr. Partlo, Ingersoll 150 115
Mr. Kerbyson, Ingersoll 150 1 "

Mr. Nichols, Ingersoll 150 109
G. Dunk, Toronto 150 116
Mr. Marsh, Toronto ' 150 112
Mr. Reck, Brampton 125 66

Mr. Holmes, Clinton 110 87
F. Nash, Stratford 40 14
J. Aitcbeson, Stratford 150 120
Mr. Johnston, Harriston 150 91
C. Turnbull, Stratford 40 >

t
14

G. Hess, Stratf,ond 40 16
J. Ross. Toronto 105 80
.J. Myers, Stratford 65 48
D. Hay, Stratford 65 46

Cutler Gun Club Stiores

The following are the scores made by Cut-
ler (Ont.) Gun Club during May . "When it is

considered that some of the members have only
shot at the traps a few times the scores made,
particularly those of Messrs Gignac, G-alar-

EXETER iSKOOT: A Hot Squad
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for SHOTGUNS
and RIFLES

neau, McEwan, TurgeoTi and Lacelle, art? very
good. We wish other North Ontario clubs
would send in their scores, if for no oiner pur-
pose than to show us they are still alive. The
scores:

—

Shot At. Broke
A. Galaroeau 150 101
Glover 200 108
Livingstone 175 81
McEwan 2-00 146
Beauchamp 175 64
Filiatreault 100 49
Gignac 200 152
Turceon 200 126
Lacelle 200 123
Fortin 200 108
Bellemarre 200 84
Durocher 50 17

100 41
H. Galarneau 150 82

F"imilt«->^ Hartpeniri ers

Th? Hamilton Gun Club 'held a practice
shoot on Saturday afternoon, June 6th, Court

Thomson, professional, representing the U. M.
C. company, was high average for the day,
breaking 90 per cent, of the targets shot at.

Scores:

—

Targets.
10 10 10 10 15 25

Court Thomson
\V. P. Thomson
Barnard.
Edwards
Da vies
Hore
Barnes
Bea t t i e

Bowron
Wark
Oliver .

Dr. Wilson
The regular

club took place

9 15 25
13 22

7 7
, 6 5 7 10 17

5 3 3 3 7
. 5 6 9 10 13 16

7 9 14 21
4 6 6 19

...... .9 6 7 24
3 9

15 23
shoot of the Hamilton Gun
on Saturday, May 16th. W.P.

Thomson w
ine 77 out
Targets

—

Crooks ......

Barnard ....

Thomson,
Barnes
Beattie
Grant
Palmier ......

Cartelon .,

Cline
Oliver
Dr. Wilson
Fletcher ..

Frank
Hunter

high, with 86
90'.' The scores:

W.

per cent., break-

10 20> 20 20 20

8 18 18 14 16
6 12 14
9 17 18 15 18
6 16 13
7 16 17 15 16

..7' 9
6 13 10
7 12
7 15 15
4 9

... 12 13 13 16

... 15 17 15 17
10 17
8 11 16

Some members of the Brampton Gun Club.

Mr. Ewing, who won the International
Championship used a Lefever Gun, and the
same gun in the hands of another shooter won
first prize in the merchandiise.

^sflBttV '

'

N *- * '~
v./!'.

The amateur championship of Kansas, r

State noted for good shots, was won by Mr.
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Charles T. Rankin, who used a Winchester gun
and Winchester shells. While the ''man behind
the gun" did a good deal to ensure this sue-

cess, he was the first to admit that his gun
and ammunition also counted for much.

* * * *

The Winchester Repeating Arms Company
have issued a circular letter in which they call
attention to the successes achieved during the
season of 1907 by shooters using their goods.
Such shooters won first average honors in 292
tournaments out of 499 reported, the percent-
age being 65.1. Both the high amateur average
and the high professional average were won
b\ users of Winchester factory loaded shells.

&leven out of the first fourteen high men and
the winner of the National Amateur Chaimpion-
ship and of the National Professional champion
ship used Red "W" goods. In the present year
the Preliminary Handicap at Pinehurst won by
Geo. S. McCarty, the Mid-Winter Handicap,
Pinehurst, won by C. W. Billings, the Sunny
S,outh Handicap at targets, Brenhan, Texas,
won by Otto Sens; the Western Handicap at
live birds, Kansas City, won *by Dan Bray, and
the Prelhminarj Handicap, Birmingham, Ala.,
won by A. S* Carrell, Bessemer, Ala., were all

secured toy users of the Red "W" brand. U»-
ers of Winchester shells hold all the world's
championship trophies for live birds and target
shooting and all National average honors.

THE RIFLE
The semi-annual match of the Canadian Off-

hand Rifle Association, took place on Victoria
Day, in Toronto, at the range of the Glen
Grove Rifle Club. Mr. W. Latimer of Totonto,
for the third time, succeeded in proving his
right to the Elliott gold medal, representing
the Canadian championship, followed by Mr.
J. E. Brayley, who captured Dr. Thorburn's
silver medal for second place.

The Glen Grove five-man team again won
Major Miller's silver cup and the Parry Sound
team came in again for second place, winning
the cup presented by Captain Elliott.

The following are the scores for the cham-
pionship match, thirty shots per man, offhand
at 200 yards, on standard American targets.

The scores:

—

1 2 3 T'l.
w. Latiimer 1 89 84 76 249
J. 82 77 83 242
T. 75 79 87 241
H. Graham, 2 74 87 78 239
R. Knox, 3 76 83 78 237
3, 76 74 75 225
D. W. Hughes, 1 65 79 76 220
.7

.

J. Thomson, 1 62 80 70 212
J. Bowerman, 4... 73 72 67 212
F. Smith, 1 64 68 63 195
D. F. Macdonald, 5... 67 49 49 165

1, Toronto; 2, Alliston; 3, Orono; 4, Port
Perry; 5. Parry Sound.

MR. HUNTER" take a

THREE-BHRREL
on your next hunting trip and be prepared for all classes of game.

Combined Shot
Gun and Rifle

Perfect Balance, Light
Weight 6 1-2—7 3-4

lbs.

Made in a variety of gauges and calibres. Guaranteed hard, ac-

curate shooters in all three barrels. The only up-to-date weapon on
the market. Send for free 1908 catalog.

Have you seen our New Single Barrel Trap Gun with top rib ?

The Three^Barrel Gun Qo.
Box 1001. Moundville, W. Va., U. S. A.
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§ Put a Glass of Water
on the Cylinder

of the Leader Horizontal Opposed Marine Engine, while running
at normal 6°» R. P. M. and not a drop will be spilled. This is a
fine, delicate test and not another marine motor on the market

could duplicate it. It simply shows that the
Leader is the only non-vibrating marine engine.

There is a reason for it. The impulse vibration of
one cylinder neutralizes that on the other, and practi-
cally eliminates vibration of the whole. The cylinders
being opposed, take up all vibration between them,
and the result is a silent, smooth running engine that
can only be duplicated by an electric motor. Auto-
mobile manufacturers recognize this principle and

use the horizontal opposed type of motor.

Do manufacturers of upright engines] tell you because their crank shafts are fitted with
counterbalance bobs they eliminate vibration ? Well, don't you believe it. Ride in a boat with
a vertical engine and then in one fitted with the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine, and note
the difference. Let their makers say what they will, it is absolutely impossible to prevent con-
siderable vibration in upright engines; vibration means discomfort and boat injury.

Owing to its compactness, the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine can be installed beneath an athwartship locker

in a launch, under the cockpit floor of a cabin cruiser, and under the deck of an auxiliary yacht, thereby not consuming
one inch of available passenger room. This increases the passenger-carrying capacity of your boat 25 per cent, or more.

The Leader is by far the cleanest engine on the market, and very convenient because every part is readily accessible.

It starts from the switch ; after that, all you have to watch is the course ahead.

The Leader was the first successful horizontal opposed 4-cycle engine placed on the market and to-day it is easily

three years ahead of it nearest competitor. I personally guarantee every engine that goes out of this shop, because I

know that it is perfect in every feature. Running, as we are, more than full capacity, it would perhaps be a little cheaper
not to give each one such painstaking care, but I will not permit an engine to leave the testing block until it has proven
perfect in every part. Therefore, a guarantee from me with my long experience (22 years), and my personal standing in

this field of work, means that you take no risk.

Write to-day for our Catalog No. 15-B, Free for the asking.

THE SINTZ-WALLIN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
EASTERN OFFICE :

150 Nassau St New York.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK :

F. A. Ballou 879 Main St,

SOUTHERN OFFICE :

340 Carondelet St. . .New Orleans, La.

Members National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

Leader Non-Vibrating Motor,
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'"©ulcatt <Sparker
MADE IN CANADA. Establish** 1806

11 SPARKING BATTERIES
YACHT LIGHTING and
SPARKING SYSTEMS

Are standard equipment on all high
grade Automobiles and Motor Boats

Over 300 Outfits in use in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.
Montreal rand Bast, John Forman. Winnipeg, Cooper Engine Co*

Vancouver, Vancouver Shipyard, Ltd.

No. 305 Six Volt 70 Ampere

Est. 1826
2 piece
Ejectors

£63
26,

THE ART OF 8HOOTINQ" Seventh and Revised
Popular Edition, 2/6; Postage 6d extra.

UyLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE

11, PANTON STREET, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S. W.
(Opposite The Comedy Theatre.

A King Air Rifle
Will be given FREE to anyone sending

3 SUBSCRIPTIONS to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

The King Air Rifle is a winner. Every
boy who is anxious to become proficient
in shooting should take advantage of
this opportunity to own one. No diffi-
culty in securing the 3 subscriptions.
Send for sample copy to show prospec-
tive subscribers. DO IT NOW.

Sullivan Hook & Reel Guard

Keeps the Reel on the Rod and
Holds the Hook.

Attaches to any size rod, either
above or below the reel band.
Absolutely prevents the reel

from slipping. Holds any sort
of hook, single, or one
of a series, and does not
injure the fly or other
artificial lure. Simple,
and always sure and
safe. After a first use
it will be found indis-

pensable. Nickel plated
and polished.

Price 35c in Canada
25c in United States

Sold by all

dealers, or

CHARLES L. SULLIVAN,
617 Railway Exchange Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Handled in Toronto by Trunk and Leather Goods Co.

97 King St. East. Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge St.

Practical Dog Education S^bK°£S££22Kl
containing some new and thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or rather dog
education. The methods recommended by Mr. Abbot represent the experience of the I

best trainers throug out the country. The man whomasters the principles will be able

to train any dog. The book is handsomely bound in cloth and a copy will be sent, post

Z&}i&lAi w - J - TAYLOR ™£XS2r Woodstock, ont
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STOP ASTHMA ATTACKS
Asthma Cured by a Simple Home Treatment

It will be joyful news to thousands
of Asthma sufferers to learn that
this malady, which causes so much
distress at this season of the year,
can be cured by a simple home treat-
ment.
Written testimony of the wonder-

ful results obtained by tins method
reach the Toxico Laboratory, 1123
Broadway, Kew York City, every
day, and in order that every one
may test Toxico's merits, a demon-
stration of the method, also a treat-
ment, will be mailed free of cost to
any request.

MALARIA CONQUERED
Expert Medical Scientists Announce
Startling Results Obtained by Malaxo

From the latest advices of a co-
terie of medical experts, it is evident
that malaria has at last met its
master. Quinine and its associated
pallatives have been superseded by
Malaxo, the new compound, which
acts quickly and with better results.
This compound will prove a great

boon to sufferers, and in order to
hasten its introduction, The Inter-
national Remedy Company, 1123
Broadway, New York City, has of-
fered to send a free trial by mail on
receipt of a written request.

when camping, bring fish to the skillet and

joy to the heart. The best evidence of the

superiority of a "BRISTOL" is the rod

itself, convenient, flexible reliable, snappy.

The most durable and successful of all rods.

Sold everywhere. Look out tor cheap im-

itations.

Every Rod Guaranteed Throe Years.

Beautiful Illustrated

Catalogue Mailed

First-Class Fishing Tackle
C. FARLOW & CO , Ltd.
ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS.

Salmon and Trout

Rods

Reels

Lines

Casts

Flies

and all other requisites.

Catalogue with 12

beautiful and true colour-

ed plates of salmon and

trout flies and 250 other

illustrations will be sent

to any address post free.

Farlow's Perfect Greenheart Salmon Rods, Cork Handle, Two Tops and top case. Beautifully finished. Per-
fect in balance and action. I^ght and pleasant to fish with. 14 ft., weight about 23 oz., price $13.50. 15 ft., weight
about 26 oz., price $i6.co. Farlow's "Perfect'" Trout Rods, 9 ft. to n ft

,
$11.00. Patent Lever Salmon Reels—over

3000m use. Farlow's 'Holdfast' ' Waterproof Silk Lines.
'

' v

10 Charles Street, St. James Square, S. W. and 191 Strand W. C.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Telegrrams—Greenheart, .London.
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MODEL "M" TOURING CAR

An Ideal Investment
What investment can you make that will yield you the positive dividends in

Health, Happiness and Comfort than an

OLDSMOBILE
will bring to you and your family ?

It is the every day, year-in-and-year-out service which makes the

Oldsmobile a necessity to so many modern homes. Then too, there's a

lot of satisfaction in knowing that the car in which you invest is

standarized—that it will be style this year and next—and for years to come.

Model "M" shown above, is the Ideal Family Service Car—power-

ful, simple, and above all comfortable. A car as much at home on the

muddy country road as on the city pavement—distinctly a car for every-

day service.

Our catalog, filled with simple automobile information, is sent to

those interested in the Oldsmobile on request.

THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF CANADA, Ltd.

Frederick Sager, 80 King* St. East,
Manager Toronto, Ont.
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Up-to-Date Boats

FOR UP-TO-DATE PEOPLE
We are supplying at a very reasonable

cost, the best that can be placed before
the boat loving public, and to our friends
who do not know the quality of our Boats
and Motors, we are anxious to send
catalogs covering any size or type of boat
that they may be interested in.

We build anything from a Canoe to a
250 ft. Steel Steamer and while we do
not build a cheap Boat or Engine, we
know that our outfits are the cheapest in

the end
26 ye^rs of actual experience in the

build'ing of boats and engines of various
types enables us to turn out the best on
the market and our prices are the same
as you would have to pay for an ordinary
boat or engine. We want good, live
agents to represent us in Canada. We
have the largest plant of our kind in the
world and carry a large stock on hand for
immediate shipment Catalog No. 1 de-
scribes Motors and Motor Boats of every
description. Catalog No. 2 describes Row
Boats, Canoes, Hunting Boats and Yacht
Dingheys. Send 4c for postage on either.

RACINE BOAT MFG. CO.
Box 80 Muskegon, Mich.
Stocks carried for inspection, trial and

shipment at our United States stores, as
follows: 1626 Broadway. New York; 321
First Ave., S. Seattle; 182 Milk St , Boston;
16 to Michigan Ave., Chicago; 38 Delaware
Ave ,

Camden, N.J.; 182 Jefferson Ave.,
Detroit.

. I *

L.O OKING
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A Few Bargains
FOR SPORTSMEN.

Send Your Orders in Now. Filled Same Day as Received

A Sullivan Hook and Reel Guard $ .35

A Patent Troll .40

A.U.B. Live Frog Harness Hook .50

An Anti Cussin Fish Hook Holder—a boon to anglers . .55

A Waterproof Match Box .60

A Forty Yard N. C. Multiple Fishing Reel .70

A Landing Ring 1.20

An Ideal Carlton Reel 1.50

An Eight-quart Minnow Bucket 1.50

A Steel Fishing Rod 4.00

A Carlton Automatic Reel 6.00

A Kelso Aluminum Automatic Reel 6.50

A Meek Improved Blue Grass Simplex Reel 8.00

A Steel Bait Casting Rod 8.50

A Kamp Kook Kit (54 pieces) 9.00

Camera—size Sj{ by 5^—double plate holder, excel-

lent lens. Sent subject to examination. 12.00

A sixteen-foot Cedar Canoe. 39.00

A sixteen-foot Cedar Canoe—a beauty 40.00

A sixteen-foot Canvas Covered Cedar Canoe 49.00

A two-horse Power Engine, suitable for small rowboat
or canoe 50.00

An Outboard Motor ... 50.00

A five horse power, double cylinder engine, with com-
plete equipment 125.00

Write for quotations on tents, spark plugs, carbureters, spark coils,

etc., etc. Dunnage Bags also supplied.

Long Distance Telephone Orders a Specialty. Phone Main 3730

SPORTSMAN'S SUPPLY STORE
(H. T. ALLSOPP, Proprietor.)

97 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO. (Near King Edward Hotel.)

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Focus Your Attention

On Russel Construction
The Russell Car is a Mechanical

masterpiece, built for genuine service
by a reputable Canadian firm, employ-
ing: six hundred skilled workmen.

The motors are powerful,
because designed along en-
gineering lines that are right.
The cooling and oiling are

properly provided for, and
friction reduced to a mini-
mum. The transmission and
driving gears are of special
nickel steel, correctly assem-
bled to prevent loss of powei^
The clutch and brakes

arc positive in action, and
easy to disengage.

In fact, every part of the car
shows the same painstaking
thoroughness that makes for

success in operation.

Minute inspection and comparison, not

advertising, sells the Russell.

Canada Cycle & Motor Co., Limited

West Toronto, Canada.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HIGH-GRADE

GasolincLaunchcs
From $175.00 up.

I^owboats and Canoes.

H E,. GIDLEY CO.
DEPT. R

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT., CANADA

Damascus HuntingHatchet
RET,

FOR THE

Sportsman, Motorist, Trapper, Engineer,

Prospector, Surveyor.

THIN, TOUGH, PRACTICAL.
Large enough to cut up your big game and your

firewood. Small enough to Carry on your belt.

Handle so shaped that it cannot slip or turn in
your hand. Equipped with the JONES ADJUST-
ABLE HANDLE FASTENER, which keeps the
handle always tight. When your handle breaks
you don't have to burn it out. "JUST TURN
THE SCREW."

Price $2.50 with leather sheath
Weight complete i% to 2 lbs. 16, 18,20, 22 or

24 inch straight or curved handle. Also Camp
Axes any weight and standard shape.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you send

us His name and Hatchet will be sent you prepaid
on receipt of price. DEPT. S.

THE C. A. C. AXE COMPANY
35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

Watson's Rifle and
Shot Gun Sights.

CREEMORE, ONTARIO. CANADA.

For accuracy, rigidity durability, Watson's Patent

Ritie and Shot Gun Sights have no equal, and the

satisified users of them are their best advertisers.

Watson's Sights give the shooter confidence

whether at the range or in the bush.

You will never fully appreciate these sights until

you have tried them in lights where all other sights

would fail entirely.

Oup Specialties:

The proper mounting and adjusting of sights on
all firearms.

The altering and re-modelling of all makes of

sights.

Eye cups of every description made for all kinds
of sights.

Mounting Telescopes, Cutting Off Barrels, En-
graving Name Plates, Etc , Etc.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

A Matchless Cigar Lighter

Will be sent FREE to anyone sending us One Subscription to Rod and

Gun and Motor Sports in Canada. Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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face to Face with

OFFORTUNITrtl

(4
Electricity Controls more trades, directs more

men. offers more opportunities, than any other
power that man has yet discovered. A knowledge
of electricity makes these opportunities yours. It

opens to you new fields, gives you new ideas, keeps you
abreast of the times. You can get that knowledge by
home study, during your spare time, from the

CYCLOPEDIA OF

APPLIED ELECTRICITY
New Six Volume Edition Just Out; 5,000 Pages,

7x10 Inches; Bound in Half Red Morocco.
5uo New Pages—Innumerable New Ideas.

1 reats in detail every practical, up-to-date electrical

appliance. Every subject mentioned below presents a
new opportunity; every page tells you how to grasp it

and profit by it. It is written so simply and clearly,
and is so comprehensive and authoritative, that you
will find it full of opportunities for you, whether
you are already an expert electrician*, or a young man
just learning a trade.

Each section is written by an expert, illustrated by
special drawing, diagram or photograph, simplified by
tables and formulas, proved by practical test ques-
tions, and carefully indexed for ready reference. To
introduce our correspondence courses, from which the
Cvclopedia was compiled, we make this special 30 day
offer.

$18.00 instead of $36.00
Absolutely FREEfor 6 days examination. Sent

express prepaid, on receipt of Coupon. If you want
the books, pay us $2 within 5 days and $2 a month un-
til you have paid the special price of $18.00; otherwise
return them at our expense. We employ no agents,
but sell direct at lowest prices.

Some of the Subjects Treated
Electric Wiring—Electric Bell Wiring—Electric Tele-

graph—Wireless Telegraphy—Telautograph—Theory,
Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators and
Motors -Types of Dynamos and Motors—Elevators —
Direct Current Motors—Direct-Driven Machine Shop
Tools—Electric Lighting—Electric Railways— Alter-
nating Current Motors, etc.—Single Phase Electric
Railway—Electric Welding—Mercury Vapor Converter
—Management of Dynamos and Motors—Power Sta-
tions-Central Station Engineering— Central Station
Design -Storage Batteries—Power "Transmission—Al-
ternating Current Machinery—Synchronous Motor,
Induction Motor, Transformer, Rotary Converter, Fre
quency Changer, etc.—Telephony-—Automatic Tele-
phone—Wireless Telephony—Telephone ;Linej|Protec-
tion—Telegraphone, etc.

AMERICAN SCHOOL ofCORRESPONDENCE
Div. 187, CHICAGO

COUPON Clip and Mail Today
American School of Correspondence. Rod and Gun 7—08
Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for FREE examination

l will send $2 00 within five days and $2 00 a month until 1 have
paid |18 no, otherwise i will notify you to send for the books
Name
Address
Occupation
Employer ..

Get one now to use on your vacation.

NO. 602 "IILERY" POCKET KNIFE TOOL KIT-
Made iu Americ a

Every one has use lor a Kniie,
iteamer, File, Saw, Chisel or
Screw Driver. 1 his outfit is

practical, yet so small, beingf
contained lnaLeatherPocket
Book 4^ x 2>~% inches, is, by
carrying it in your pocket,
always at hand for immediate
use. whether Camping', Boat-
ing, Teaming, Driving, in

the Shop, Factory, Office,

Store, Warehouse, Automo-
bile, on the Farm, Bicycle,
or around the Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or

detached to the Pocket Knife
in a second.

Sent Post Paid on receipt

of price $2.2j.
Use it five days and if not

satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.

N 7 Warren St., New York, N. Y.U. J. ULERY CO

Highest award at St. Louis World's Fair. Adopted by governments o
U. 8., Canada and England. 15 models to select from. Catalogue Free.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO., Miamisburg, Ohio

| Korona Cameras^ s

always represent the highest standard
of camera quality. If carefully ex- 5
amined they will win your approbation 5
by their perfection in every detail and g
the many little features which give
them their individuality. Koronas
are famous for their lens equipments
and they are sold at very reasonable 5
prices fitted with our

TURNER-REICH
Convertible Anastigmat f. 6. 8.

The perfect American lens.

Send for Catalogue

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co. 5
798 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y.

.IS
When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

On the Mississaga Canoe Trip.

Canoe Trips
II 7 E can tell you where to go for any kind of trip, long orW short. Tell us what you want and we will answer promptly.

Do You Want to KnovO Where to Hunt this Autumn?

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

te! :

frbu^'fsHi'i^lio the.

up5 l!(^j6"j;ce Sump

if

"A Letter We Like."

This is an exact

reproduction of a let-

ter written on birch

bark received in this

office on June 15th. It

speaks for itself.

Other good canoe

trips are the

Mississaga

Kipewa

Garden River

French River

Albany River

Kootenay

All information

will be sent if you

write.

L. O. Armstrong,
Tourist Agent,

C. P. R. Offices, MONTREAL

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun amid Motor Sports in Canada.
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1

This 5 H.P. Twin t1 «A
Cylinder Motor

Complete with upright gear driven commutator, Schebeler

carburetor, and all electrical and boat equipment including

shaft, bronze propellor and stuffing box.

Fully Guaranteed. Immediate Deliveries.

Ask for 1908 catologue.

Lockwood-Ash Motor Go.
JACKSON, MICH., U.S.A.

Canadas s Best Bow Boats, Canoes, Motor Boats and Dinghys,
ARE MANUFACTURED BY

SAVE MONEY BY

ORDERING AT

ONCE. CATALOGUE

ON REQUEST.

MADE BETTER.

LAST LONGER

AND LOOK NICER

THAN ANY OTHER

THE M. DITCHBURN BOAT MFG. CO, LTD
GRAVENHURST, MU8K0KA, ONT

CLEAR VIEW

Acetylene Search Light
for Yachts, Launches and Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates

its own gas. Projects a powerful light. Entirely automatic. Com-
plete in itself. Can be placed on bow or pilot house. Indispensible

for night boating; making landings; detecting obstructions; locating

buoys and penetrating fog. Easily detached for use on land or in

camp. Write for Catalogue.

SMALL SIZE

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO.
514 MASONIC TEMPLE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

LARGE SIZE

Your fishing tackle outfit will not r*(\\ I CD'C Attachable, Corrugated Elastic

be complete until you have a V*V-rl-iJ-iI-iI\. O Rubber, Reeling and Rod GripRubber, Reeling

A GRIP THAT IS A GRIP.
Will stretch to fit any steel or wood bait-casting rod;

requires no glue or cement and can be placed on the
rod in three seconds; a solid comfort for the fisher-

man. Soft as a glove still it grips like a vice.

Sold by your dealers everywhere; if not send P. O.

order direct. (Red rubber 6oc, gray rubber 50c) to

The Coller Rubber Grip Co.,Dept.3, Coldwater.Mich.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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To Quebec in July.
THE main interest for the traveller in Canada dur-

ing July is the great celebration of the three hun-

dreth birthday of Quebec, on which half a million

dollars is being spent for the greatest series of pa-

geants ever arranged in the Old World or the new.

The reputation of the province of Quebec as a fish-

ing and hunting country is established, and the new
territories made accessible by the Canadian Northern Quebec and the

Quebec and Lake St. John Railways, will enhance it, for they in-

clude an abundance of lakes, rivers and woods, that cannot fail to

provide fine sport

The Tercentenary will do much to advertise all kinds of Canadian

S
interests. The impressions of those visiting Quebec for the first

time will depend largely on the facilities provided for seeing the

pageants without undue fatigue. The ideal way to enjoy the

Tercentenary is to spend the nights and early mornings in the

cool country.

The Quebec and Like St. John Railway and the Lake St.

Joseph Hotel excellently combine to give the maximum of satisfact-

ion to visitors to Quebec, before, during and after the Tercentenary.

The hotel is on the lovely lake St. Joseph, in the Laurentian mount-
ains, and only 22 miles from the city. With a railway station in its

grounds, the journey either way occupies only fifty minutes.

During the Tercentenary a special service will be in operation all

day and every day.

The Hotel is new, electrically applianced, (including telegraph)

has 100 spacious guest rooms, splendid dining, dancing, and loung-

ing halls The grounds furnish tennis, golf and other sports, and

j the lake, for fishing, boating and bathing, is superb.

The trains of the Canadian Northern Quebec Railway run di-

t rect from Montreal to the hotel station, over a wonderfully pictur-

J esque route, including Shawinigan and Maskinonge Falls, Grand
{ Mere, Lac aux Sables and the Bastican Valley.

The hotel is also a first-rate vantage point for trips to the Up-
per St. Maurice, Lake St. John and the Saguenay. Write the man-
ager for rates which are $2.50 up. For train services write Guy
Tombs, G. P. A. Can. Nor. Que. Ry. Montreal.

Wrjte to the Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Rail-
way Stystem, Toronto, for the booklet "Roads to Sport* 9 Which
deals With fishing and hunting aiong Canadian Northern lines in

s/'x
4

provinces.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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This cuti 1-

lustrates our
Quick D e-

tachabl

e

T e rm i n a 1

which can be
applied to the
spark plug
cable instant-
ly withiout
tools- It mak-

es perfect contact, cannot
jar off, but allowsqui ck
disconnection whendes ir-

ed.

Now is the Time
to equip your engine with better

ignition. The heart of the ignition

is the plug, and since gasoline costs

money, cheap plugs are dear at any

price.

"It shoots a
Flame "

The Cleveland Spark Plug is exceedingly well

made of selected materials, standing alone in its class as

the only plug both practically perfect and scientifically

correct. Finishing each part to micrometer guage ren-

ders it gas-tight without the use of springs, taper-joints

or packing. The spiral core acts as a powerful conden-

ser, producing an intensely hot spark, that shoots a flame right into

the mixture resulting in maximum power at all times. The action of

the spiral core renders the plug absolutely proof against short circuit-

ing since it positively prevents the deposit of carbon on the insulation

surface.

Write to-day for our introductory offer (for a limited time)

which gives you free with each order for spark plugs, your choice of

Battery Connections or Cable Terminals.

Our printed matter contains interesting information on ignition

and explains in detail the wonderful action of the "spiral core," the

feature of the plug that "shoots a flame."

THE CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG CO.
1030 Power Avenue, Cleveland Ohio.

The Cleveland Battery Connector is

a little wonder and like all our pro-

ducts is extremely well made ;
easily

applied or removed by a twist of the

wrist, though a fifty pound pull on the

wire in any direction cannot dislodge

it, which renders it physically impos-

sible to rattle loose.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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KEROSENE OIL
ENGINES

MARINE AND STATIONERY

As Reliable cs Steam
WE SPECIALIZE : Each one of our

Engines is absolutely the best of its

class from schooner to canoe.

"REMINGTON"
"DUBRIE"

"TWICE-TWO"
"REFINED"

8END FOR "MARINE BULLETIN" NO. 10.

DINNING & ECKENSTEIN
503, 504, 505 Merchants Bank Bldg

MONTREAL.

Canadian Fishing

Rights For Sale.

Fishing Rights on the Yorke
River, Gaspe Bay, Quebec, near to

a Government hatchery, for sale.

The rights were deeded by patent
from the Crown in 1862 and are
believed to be the only fishing

rights in Canada that can be deed-
ed to a purchaser.

During the summer months steamers
from Montreal and Quebec visit Gaspe
twice a week, the voyage down the St.

Lawrence being ideal.

A splendid chance for a private gentle-
man wishing to possess fishing rights, or
for a club.

For full particulars and price address

"Bo* Gaspe"
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO

Engine, which has been designed with all latest im-
provements and best workmanship guaranteed.

Speed 800 R. P. M. Weight 160 lbs.

All our engines undergo a thorough test on the
testing block before they are despatched.

Engines can be seen at work.
Write or call and we shall quote you our lowest

summer cut prices.

If you want satisfaction give us a trial.

PREMIER MOTOR CO,
138 Pearl Street

Phone No. Main 7214. TORONTO. ONT.

Why Pump Your

Boat Out By Hand ?
WHEN THE

Pequot Power Bilge Pump
WILL DO IT EASIER, QUICKER AND SAFER.
Can be instantly attached to the propeller shaft of

ANY engine, can be thrown into or out of operation
at will. Made in three sizes to fit any shaft up to

2 1-8 in.

Anyone Can Attach It.

No One Can Borrow It.

Price $10, $13 and $17. Ask for Cat. "I"

THE NEW LONDON MOTOR CO.

NEW LONDON, CONN.

When writing- Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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MOTORS
For Autos, Boats and Stationary use.

TRANSMISSION GEARS AND ACCESSORIES.

As experts on motors we design and construct them in accord-

ance with your requirements.

If you have any use for a motor will you allow us to give you

the benefit of our expert knowledge thereon ?

It may prove of great value to you and in any event will be

cheerfully given.

This knowledge and experience has not been obtained without

cost and it is placed freely at your service.

Brennan Motors are made for small boats, high speed boats and

heavy commercial boats. They are complete in every detail, reliable,

powerful and economical.

They have been tested in Canada and stood all tests as our

Canadian testimonials will show.

Address all letters to

Brennan Motor Manufacturing Company
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Marble'sSimp1e*RearSight. For 22
CaliberRifles only. Price only $1.50

<

The stem can be set very quickly in any posi-
tion by raising the lock to a horizontal position

t| and moving the stem up or down with the fingers.

2—| The lock holds stem rigid at any elevation.
Stem cannot drop out even when lock is open,
but it can be removed when desired.
A large and small aperture disc is furnished

with each sight.
The sight is held quite firmly by an inside

spring in the proper position for shooting, but
can be easily folded down
The lug on base of upright prevents sight from

being folded forward far enough to interfere
with hammer on rifle.

FIELD, CHAPMAN & CO., 427 and 429 Broadway
Established 182 [.

Cable Address: "Chapfenner, New York."
Gentlemen, New York, Feb. 7th, 1908

I have just received the "Simplex" sight which
I ordered, and it is now attached to my Colt's
.22 Repeater. I am very much pleased with it.

For simplicity, compactness, ease of adjustment
and strength it is the best I have seen yet. It fills a long
felt want for a small compact peep sight on the tang of a
small sporting rifle, smd I congratulate you on the excellence of the
design. Yourstruly (Signed! C. H. Chapman
aold by all dealers. Send for free catalog of Marble's "extra quality"
Specialties for Sportsmen

MarbleSafetyAxeCo.,101-129Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich

You can't upset a Sponson Canoe

Chestnut Sponson Canvas Covered
Cedar Canoes

are the only practical canoes for LADIES, CHILDREN and those who are timid on the water.

You can fill a Chestnut Sponson Canoe with water, place your whole family in it, and
the canoe will not sink.

Guaranteed absolutely safe. Write for catalogue and prices, mailed free to any address

THE CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited
YORK STREET,

Fredericton, /V. B.

Simplex Guns
Norwi ch , Conn. ,

July, 1908

An excellence of quality in all grades. The lightest
field guns, or strongest trap guns. EVERY TOBIN GUN
BUILT TO SELL ANOTHER. Figure this out. Shall we send
you our catalogue R ?

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.
TheTobin Positive Single Trigger Makers of
guaranteed for five years Fine Hammerless Shot Guns
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2i-5-7 h. p.

Single

Cylinder

5-10-15 h.p.

ENGINE Cylinder

No Useless Parts.

Easily Accessible.

No Complicated Parts.

Easily Controlled.

A good plain, practical motor that
will give satisfactory service.

IT'S A WILLING WORKER.

ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO
154 Housatonic Ave., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

SMITH GUN SMITH GUN
WON THE f£Ap&jM WON THE
GRAND fc^SMBGRdND AMERlCANfljj

AMEmCAW ]/&^X AMATEUR
LHANDIC/lPf^^fcHAMPIONSHIPif:

)02'i9Q6UfV^B^j9o:

The Hunter
Arms Co.
Fulton

IMF; Y-

SMITH GUN
WON THE

IGRAND EASTERN}
HANDICAP

^Philadelphia^

\u\y\Q06,

The Swiftest Canoe is a

DEAN
Dean Canoes are good all through.

SPEED, STRENGTH, FINISH,

EXCELLENCE are all to be found

in a DEAN.

Catalogue and full particulars

from

WALTER DEAN
Toronto, Ontario

fencrjor our c^rfCafa/oguejrpfCo/ors

A Waterproof Matchbox sending us One Subscription to

Rod .and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada. Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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"Syntic"

Ignition Accessories

' 'Syntic" Coils. "Monarch" Car-

buretters. ''Syntic" Plugs. "Exide"

Accumulators. "O. B. D." Air

Pumps, etc. "Syntic" Timers.

'
• Pearson' ' Accumulators. ' 'Syntic'

\

Terminals. "Phoebus" Search-

lights. "Spitfire" Plugs, etc.

Send your name and address for

Catalogue 468.

Canadian General Electric Company, Limited
Toronto. Montreal. Halifax. Ottawa. Winnipeg. Vancouver. RosslandL

Cf /\ Packages Sweet

OU Caporal or 30

Packages Murad

CIGARETTES will be

presented to anyone

sending 10 Yearly Sub-

scriptions to Rod and

Gun and Motor Sports

in Canada.

BOYS! ATTENTION!!!
Do you want a new QUN ?
A new BOAT ?
A new TENT?
Anew CAMERA?

Get to work NOW and earn one or all of them

We will tell you how to do it. Write AT ONOB
for particulars to

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher,

ROD & 6UN & MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.
WOODSTOCK, Ontario.

A HUNTING COAT
MANUFACTURED BY

BLEAUVELT KNITTING CO
NEWARK, N. J.

will be given free to anyone
sending 20 subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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The Cooley Motor
New Model 1908

High - Grade

Motors at a

Reasonable

Price

COOLEY MFG CO.
MAIN OFFICR AND FACTORY !

Waterbury, Vermont, U.S.A.
BOSTON OFFICE !

127 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Fishing Rods

The name "DIVINE RODS" is a guarantee of

Quality, Workmanship and a positive assurance of

a fishing trip without disappointments which are

due to the breaking of the rod, and many annoy-

ances usually found in cheaper makes.

Oup specialty is Split
Bamboo, Bethafoarra,
Greenhart. Dag*ama
and Lance Wood.

Don't attempt to make up your Camp or Vacation

Outfit until you have consulted our catalogue, sent

free.

The Fred. D. Divine Co.

72 State St., Utica, N. Y.

The "KaWartha" Special

The R.M. Beal Leather Co., Limited
LINDSAY ONTARIO

The "NIFTY" LARRIGAN and

Sporting Boot Makers of Canada

Manufacturers of H
the Celebrated John Bull" Brand

The "Forest King."
These goods are made

with SOLES & HEELS
or WHOLE SOLES
and guaranteed to be

superior to anything on

the market.

If your dealer does not keep

them in stock, write us direct.

Send and get one of our illustrated booklets.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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THE FAMOUS

McKeough & Trotter Engines

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, EFFICIENT

I
j 2, 3 and 4 cylinder.

1 y2 to 20 h. p.

McKEOUGH & TROTTER Limited
CHATHAM, ONT.

The K=WSpark Plug

<t1 C\C\ Postpaid
tj/ X •\J\J to any address.

No packing is used but accurate taper joints positively
prevent leaking of compression.

A spring at the end takes up the heat expansion and
effectually prevents cracked porcelains.

A mica tube is encased within the porcelain core,
making both a mica and porcelain plug in one which is

far superior to either mica or porcelain alone.

The best insulated plug on the market.
Soot proof and will not short circuit.

."The more plugs of other ma*ke you have tried, the
better you will like this one.

If your dealer does not handle it, send direct to us
Take no substitute.

THE K*W IGNITION Co.
46 Pover Ave. CLEVELAND, OHIO., U.S.A

THE best of material and the best of
workmanship help to make "Moore

Motors" superior, but best of all is the
OPEN BASE feature, that is the real
reason. Send for a catalog and be con-
vinced.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY
Joy Building, Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Greater New York Representatives:—Terry Kngine
Co., Bryant Park Bldg., New York City"

iTheWater
1

1

DAILY SERVICE
BETWEEN

Detroit and Buffalo
The D. & B. Line Steamers leave Detroit

week days at 5:00p. m., Sundays at 4:00 p. m.
(central time) and from Buffalo daily at 5:30

p. m. (eastern time) reaching their destin-

ation the next morning. Direct connections

with early morning trains. Superior ser-

vice and lowest rates between eastern and
western states.

RAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON STEAMERS

All classes of tickets sold reading

via Michigan Central, Wabash and
Grand Trunk railways between

Detroit and Buffalo in either di-

rection will be accepted for trans-

portation on D. & B. Line Steamers.

Send two cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.

Address, L. U. Lewis, G.P.A., Detroit

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.

PHILIP H. MCMILLAN, VICE-PRES. A. A. 8CHANTZ, GEN. MGR. 1

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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Complete Enginesand Launches

Write for prices and
Catalogue of Single,

Two& Three Cylinder
Engines.

HAMILTON
Motor Works

LIMITED

HAMILTON
ONT.

WHEN SNAGGED
don't pull,break and lose sev-
eral feet of line, or poke
around in water and alarm
the fish. Carry a

"SNAGGED" HOOK RELEASER
in your pocket. It quickly re-

leases snagged hooks, saves
line and does not frighten the
fish. Slips on without remov-
ing line from rod, slides down
line tosnag and releases hook
by Automatic operation of
plunger. If your dealer can]t
supply you, we will, by mail
postpaid on receipt of price.

Price: Trout& Bass Size 25c
" Pike, Pickerel & Muscal-

longe, 35c.
Dept. H. (Patent Applied for)

IMMELL MFG CO.,
B^R

Illinois River Folding

DECOYS
(Patented) Can be placed out and picked up three
at a time: many other advantages. Ask your gun
dealer. REYNOLDS DOUBLE DUCK CALLS
entirely new; Sounds at each end ; Two calls in
one. Price $1.00 eac >. Write for circulars.

J. W. REYNOLDS, Mfr., 68 S. Morgan St., Chicago.
Sold in Canada by Sporting Goods Dealers.

The DUNN Marine Motor
Complete Outfit $42.50

Engine only $33. 4-cycle Reversible
This high power 4-cycle motor with hatteries.
coil, shaft, propeller, tanks and muffler,

tested ready to install in skiff or launch. Weight
100 lbs. Bore 3 3 4 in. Stroke 4 in. 1 3-4 h. p.

actual. I alse build 2 and 3 cylinder and
stationary metors.

Walter E. Dunn, Ogdensburg, N. Y

Indian Girl Canoes

Are Easily Carried
Your summer vacation will not

be complete without one of them.
The greatest bargain in canoes.

Special discount for shipment into
Canada.

Ask for our "INDIAN GIRL" catalog. We issue a special catalog on all-wood row-
boats and canoes, sails, etc.

J. H. RUSHT0N. Inc., 603 Water St., Canton, N. Y.

See Our List of Premiums for
™ Sportsmen in this issue

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'



Premiums for Sportsmen

To all our subscribers, young and old, these premium offers are open. Our
premiums, comprising practically everything in the sporting goods line, from a fish

hook to an automobile, can be obtained FREE by securing subscriptions to the

magazine. There are thousands of sportsmen who have never seen ROD AND
GUN who would willingly subscribe if they were shown a copy.

If you see what you want in the following list, write and we will tell you how
many subscriptions it will be necessary to secure in order to earn it. We will fur-

nish sample copies for canvassing purposes and do all in our power to assist in mak-
ing your canvassing campaign a success.

Write to-day for particulars to Premium Dept., ROD AND GUN AND
MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA, Woodstock, Ont.

No premium is given on the subscription a man sends in himself. No prem-
ium is given for a renewal subscription.

Hook
Chi-

For One Subscription

We will send :

A Shield Brand Pipe;

A McCurdy Frog Harness

manufactured b> B. F. McCurdy
cago;

A Pflueger single action Flush Han-

dle Reel—40 yards, polished nickel,

Plate- Pillar, 1 inch; dish, 2 inches;

A Pfleuger Phantom spinner—a kill-

ing combination for all game fish,

painted true to life, non-luminous; a

luminous one for two subscriptions;

A Pflueger round wide pattern quad-

ruple reel, capacity forty or sixty yards,

adjustable back, sliding clock and drag,

polished nickel plate;

A Kelso Pearl Spoon bait manufac-

tured by H. J. Frost & Co., 90 Cham-
bers Street, New York.

A Sullivan Hook and Reel Guard

manufactured by Chas. L. Sullivan, 617

Railway Exchange Bldg.
,
Chicago.

A Crow Call, manufactured by Chas.

H. Perdew, Sr., Henry, 111., made from

Red Cedar, with German Silver Reed and

Band, handsomely polished. Guaranteed

to give satisfaction.

A 60 yard Fishing Reel, burnished
;

A quart tin of " Standard" Dog Wash
manufactured by the West Chemical

Co., 17 Queen St., East, Toronto.

(Sent to any address in Canada)

A Matchless Cigar Lighter. Lights

cigar, cigarette and pipe anywhere at

any time—in wind, rain or snow;

or a Waterproof Matchbox.

For Two Subscriptions

We will send: A Marble's Safety Saw,
(Folds like a carver) ; a Sta-Rite Spark
Plug manufactured by the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York. Every Motor Boat
owner is interested in these plugs. We
have only a limited number to distribute)

An Elite Single Minnow Pail, (8
quart)

;

A copy of the complete Sportsman's
Guide by Buzzacott;

A copy of Deadfalls and Snares; a

bock of instruction for Trappers about
these and other home-made Traps;

A copy of Canadian Wilds; tells about
the Hudson's Bay Company, Northern
Indians and their modes of Hunting,
Trapping, etc.

A copy of Steel Traps; describes the

curious makes and tells how to use them,
also chapters on care of pelts;

A copy of the Amateur Trainer, by
Ed. F. Haberlein;

A copy of Practical Dog Education by
Abbott;

or A copy of Fox Trapping, a book of

instruction, telling how to trap, snare

poison, shoot, a valuable book for trap

pers; A copy of Mink Trapping, a book
instruction giving many methods of trap-

ping, a valuable book for trappers.

(We will send a copy of each of these

books for four subscriptions.) These
books are edited by A. R. Harding,
nicely illustrated and contain 200 pages.

When, writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gain and Motor Sports in Canada*
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the market—indispensable to motor
boat and automobile owners. See illus-

tration in advertisement of Cleveland
Spark Plug Co. in this issue

For Thirteen Subscriptions

We will send:

A Bait Casting Rod manufactured by
the Fischer& Tesch Mfg. Co. of Chicago,
111.

Or a Bristol Steel Bait Rod No. 23, 7
feet 3 inches long with celluloid wound
handle.

For Fifteen Subscriptions

We will send:

A pair of
'

' Witch Elk" Hunting
Boots, manufactured by Messrs.Witchell-

Sheill Co., Detroit, Mich.
A Korona Camera, famous for lens

equipment and sound principles of con-

struction;manufactured by the Gundlach-
Manhattan Optical Co. of Rochester,
N. Y. Size

2>
lA^ li-

A fourteen inch Weedless Bronze Pro-

pellor mae by Michigan Wheel Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

For Twenty Subscriptions

We will send:

A Wipe or Contact Spark ' 'Wizard"
Magneto. Length, 10%, height 7,

weight 12 lbs. Manufactured by Her-,

cules Electric Co., 707 Langsdale Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

An Aluminum Camping Outfit suit-

able for six persons, sold by Sonne Tent
&Awning Co., Montreal.

500 Sovereign Loaded Shells, manu-
factured by the Dominion Cartridge Co.

Or a Century Camera, 4x5, including
a double plate holder and sole leather

carrying case.

For Twenty-Four Subscriptions

A Gun Cabinent made by G. S. Hud-
son & Son, Ellisburg, N. Y.

For Twenty-five Subscriptions

A one-inch Marvel Carburetor mau-
factured by Marvel Mfg. Co., Indian-

apolis, Ind. A Carburetor that has
proven itself to be a wonder and never

fails to perform its duty at all times;

A "Wizard" Tubular Magneto for

Jump Spark, Marine or stationary en-

gines. Equipped with patent Friction

Drive, straight friction round or flat belt

drive, as required. Length, 10^,

height, 8, weight 15 lbs. Manufactured
by Hercules Electric Co., 707 Langsdale
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. For circulars,

etc., address the manufacturers;

For Thirty Subscriptions

We will send "The Art and Literature
of Business" by Charles Austin Bates.
Complete in six volumes bound in cloth.

A fine addition to any library.

A white walled tent, size 9^x9^, 7
oz~. duck, manufactured by Robert So-
per, Hamilton, Ont. Tent with fly for

forty-five subscriptions.

For Fifty Subscriptions

We will send:

A Savage Featherweight Rifle, manu-
factured bySavage Arms Co. ,Utica,N.Y.
A White Wall, ten by twelve, best ten

ounce duck tent, three foot wall, com-
plete with pegs and poles, manufactured
by Sonne Tent & Awning Co

.
, Montreal.

For Sixty Subscriptions

We will send:

A Bastien 16 ft. basswood canoe with
two paddles each, painted vermillion
red outside, blue inside, beam 31 inches
—depth amidship 10 to 12 in.; weight
60 lbs. Manufactured by H. L. Bas-
tien, Hamilton, Ont.

A Ross 16 ft. basswood canoe with two
paddles, manufactured by Ross Canoe
Co., Orillia, Ont.

A 16 foot basswood canoe, with two
paddles,manufactured by the Wm. Eng-
lish Canoe Co., of Peterborough.

For Eighty Subscribers

A Peterboro Canoe, 16 ft. varnished
basswood canoe with two paddles. Send
to Peterboro Canoe Co. , Peterboro for

catalogue.

A 1 1 -foot
'

' Regular' ' Folding Boat

,

manufactured by the Life Saving Fold-

ing Canvas Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
This boat is 34 in. beam, 11 in. deep,

18 in. at ends; with jointed oars or

double paddles, carrying case, thwart
seat and spreaders, air chambers and
camp chair. Capacity, 500 lbs. Weight,

45 lbs. Package is 4 ft.x 8 in.xio in.

Send for catalogue.

For Ninety Subscriptions

We will send:

A i
JA Horse Power Perfection Marine

Engine, complete with all accessories.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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A Stag Brand Landing Ring manu-
factured by Allcock, Laight & West-
wood, Toronto;

A K. W. Spark Plug made by K. W.
Ignition Co., Cleveland, Ohio;

A Kent Double Spinner bass bait

made by Samuel H. Friend, Kent, Ohio:

A Gem Carlton Reel;

Anti-Cussin Fish Hook Holder made
by Sportsman's Specialty Co., Chicago.

The Anti-Cussin Hook Holder keeps
hooks and snells in perfect order.

A round Plate NiLkel and Rubber
Clicd Reel mede by Wm. Mills & Son,

New York.

For Three Subscriptions.

We will send :

Three Crow Decoys, manufactured by
Chas. H. Perdew, Sr., Henry, 111.

An Ever Ready Safety Razor and 12

blades, manufactured by the American
Safety Razor Co., 299 Broadway, New
York. This razor is valued at $1.25 and
is guaranteed as good a shaver as any
$5.00 razor made. Only a limited num-
ber are being offered. See advertisement
of American Safety Razor Co. for full

description of the razor we are offering;

One-half dozen stag Brand Rubber
Frogs or Froggies

.

A Pfleuger's Pearl Phantom Minnow
made of genuine polished pearl, with
best quality of hook, gut and gimp.
An Ideal Carlton Reel, manufactured

by Carlton Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y

For Four Subscriptions.

We will send :

A copy of Modern Sporting Gunnery.
One of the most able books ever pro-

duced on technical gunnery.
A box containing 25 Van Home

Cigars ; a very superior brand manufac-
tured by Harris, Harkness Co., of

Montreal
;

A Marble Safety Spring and Lock
Knife

;

An 18x36 Dunnage Bag manufactured
by John Leckie, Toronto.

For Five Subscriptions,

We will send :

A "Napanoch" Tool Kit, consisting of

knife, reamer, file, saw, chisel and screw
driver, contained in a leather pocket
book 4^x3^ inches -; manufactured by

I U. J. Ulery Co., of New York
;

A Marble "Expert" Hunting Knife
;

Or a Marble Special Hunting Knife.

For Six Subscriptions

We will send a Conklin Fountain Pen.
A Stag Brand Steel Rod;
One dozen Stag Brand Rubber Frogs

or Froggies;

For Seven Subscriptions.

We will send :

A Bristol (No. 1, 2 cr 10) Steel Rod,
with polished maple handle.

A Younger Willow Chair, manufac-
tured by W.W. Younger, Toronto, suit-

able for verandah or parlor.

For Eight Subscriptions.

We will send :

A Brass Hand Pump
A No. 2 Brownie Camera, size 2^x4^

picture
;

A box containing 50 Van Horne Cigars
An acetylene lantern, manufactured

by American Acetylene Stove Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn. This lantern is

adapted for all purposes and runs the

^ foot burner 12 hours full charge.

For Ten Subscriptions.

We will send :

A Frost Improved Kelso Automatic
Reel—capacity 100 yards

;

A Hunter E-Z Apart Reel, full Ger-
man Silver phospor bronze bearings

;

A Stevens No. 16 Crackshot Riflle
;

A Savage Junior 22 calibre single shot
rifle

;

A Younger Willow Chair, large size
;

Or a box of Sweet Caporal Cigarettes,

containing 50 packages.
A Camera, size 3 1-2 by 3 1-2, manu-

factured by Canadian Camera Co.

For Eleven Subscriptions

We will send:

A No. 2 Flexo Kodak, taking pic-

ture 3^x3^ sold by Lee & Sargent,
Montreal.

For Twelve Subscriptions

We will send:

A Carlton Automatic Reel.

A Steven's Favorite No. 17 Rifle.

One dozen Cleveland Battery Con-
nectors—only connector of its kind on

When writing Advertiser's kindly mention Rod and. Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Made by Caille Perfection Motor Co.

,

Detroit, Mich. This i V2 H. P. Engine
is considered one of the finest engines of
its size on the market.
Or a sixteen foot Cedar Canvas cover-

ed canoe manufactured by R. Chesnut
& Sons, Fredericton, N. B. Send for

catalogue describing this canoe.
A 2 h.p. "Skidoo" Marine Engine,

manufactured by Belle Isle Motor Co-,
Detroit, with full boat equipment
A 2 h.p. "Little Skipper" Motor with

boat equipment, manufactured by Gray-
Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
A Dean 16 ft. cedar varnished canoe

with two paddles. Send to Walter
Dean, Toronto, for catalogue.

For One Hundred Subscribers

We will send :

A Waterman Outboard Motor
f- An u-foot "Special" King Folding
Canvas Boat, manufactured by the King
Folding Canvas Boat Company, Muske-
gon, Mich. This boat is 40-inch beam,
13 inches deep, 20 inches at ends, in-

cludes jointed oars, carry case, bottom
|

lining, thwart seat and folding seat with
\

back and spreaders; weight 55 lbs.

Capaciiy 700 lbs. Package is 4 ft. x
8x12 inches.

A Waterman Out-Board Motor; makes
a motor boat of any boat in five minu-
tes. Write to Waterman Marine Motor
Co., Detroit for catalogue.

For One Hundred and Fifty Subscriptions

A Hildreth Two Horse Power Engine,
complete ready to install in boat, manu-
factured by Hildreth Mfg. Co., Lansing,
Mich.

For Two Hundred Subscriptions

We will send a 2^ h. p. 1908 model
engine, complete with propellor outfit,

batteries, coil, switch, etc. , manufactured
by the Canadian Fairbanks Co., Montreal

For Two Hundred and Twenty-Five

Subscriptions

We will send:

A Palmer Marine Engine, including
Bronze shaft, propellor, (reversing)
Stuffing Box, full electrical equipment.
For full particulars of engine send to

Palmer Bros., Cos. Cob, Connecticut for

catalogue mentioning this magazine.

When writing advertisers kindly mention ROD & GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANAD A.

DO YOU WANT A

Steyens*CrackShotRifle?
If so send TEN yearly subscriptions to Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada, and we will send you
one of these popular rifles. Those who have used them say

they are worthy of their name, "CRACK-SHOT."

For further particulars address

:

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher

Woodstock, - Ontario.

When writing Advertisers kindlj mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."



For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in*

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

SPORTSMEN—Send one dollar to W. J.
Taylor, Woodstock, Ontario, for a Perdew
Grow Oall, made from red cedar, with Ger-
man silver reed and band, handsomely polish-

ed. Each one guaranteed to be perfect and
give satisfaction.

FOR SALE—E. grade Lefever gun, automatic

ejector, new, special price, Box P. Rod and Gun,
Toronto, Ont,

FOR SALE—GREENER GUN—10 gauge, for $75
Box P. Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada. beginning with first issue June,
1899, eight volumes, all in good condition,
15.00 will buy the lot. Address Box C., "Rod
and Gun in Canada," Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—A Three Horse Power Gasoline Engine
absolutely new, complete with boat equipment ready to

install, reversible propeller, American manufacture. For
particulars apply Walter Dean, Queen St. W. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Sixteen foot, cedar, canvas
eovered canoe—specially suitaible for cruising
and hunting purposes. Absolutely new. Color
green. For price, etc., address D. Pike Co.,
138 King Street Bust, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Canoe, sixteen footer, cedar canvas
covered, new, suitable for cruising purposes. Address
Box C. Rod and Gun Motor Sports in Canada, 117
Mail Building, Toronto, Ont. 5tf

FOR SALE—Collie Dog, puppie. aged two
months, pedigreed. Apply A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron
St. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Mounted Buffalo Head in per-
fect condition. Photos 011 application. Address,
Box B., Rod and Gun. Woodstock, Ont. ll-3t

THE BEST PLACE IN CANADA to spend the

holidays is at Honey Harbor, among'the 30,000 Islands

of the Georgian Bay ; excellent fishing, boating and
bathing ; mail twice dailv- Black bass weighing over

five pounds were caught here in 1907. P easant Point
Resort is the place to stay. Special rates for June and
July. Write James Hewitt, Honey Harbor, via Mid-
land. Ont. i-2t

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, four cycle.
Gasolene Engine, complete. Specially suitable
for large slow speed boat. In excellent condi-
tion—never been used. A bargain. Apply at
once to A. Connor, Nicholle Bros., Lake St.,
Toronto.

SEND 35 CENTS to A. H. Byrne, 414 Hur-
on Street, Taronto, for a Sullivan Hook and
Reel Guard. 12tf

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, twin cylin-
der, two cycle, two port, reversible, gasolene
engine. Weight 165 lbs., bore 3£ inches, stroke
3£ inches. Diameter of fly wheel, 12 inches ;

length of crankshaft, 24 inches; width of base,
9} inches; height of cylinder from centre of
crankshaft, 13 inch.; main bearings, 3 3-16
by li inches; speed, 250 to 1200 revolutions
per minute, guaranteed new. Apply H. T. Allsopp,

97 King St. E. Toronto.

DOMESTIC ICE MACHINE, make it your-
self, simple, cheap, practical, complete direc-
tions, 50 cents.
MAKE MISSION FURNITURE from blue-

printed designs, details, directions, sent for 50
centsl No stamps.—The Farms Co., Pittsburg,
Pa., U .S. 12 tf

SECRETS FOR CATCHING Fisher, mink,
wild cats, bears, muskrats, beavers, etc., in

abundance. Secrets, fifty cents, silver.— John
Kunzog, Warren, Pa.

FOR SALE—Fifteen foot autoboat, two
horse power engine; regular launch type—not a
m ere rowboat with an engine stuck in it. Price
one hundred.—E. W. Johnston, Jr., Bridgefburg,
Ont.

CHESAPEAKE RETRIEVER PUPS for sale
out of registered dogs.—H. Knight, Pincher
Creek, Alta.

CANOES—Durinig this montOi new and sec-
lond hand 88.00 to $18.00. Tenders and di 1 "

boats SB. 00 to $15.00. Small sail boats and
power hulls below half price. Write at once
stating wants.—Standard Safety Razor Co.,
Quispamsis, N. B.

FOR SALE—Seven H. P.. single cylinder Oldsmo-
bile Runabout with curved dash. Machine in first-

class condition with new set of tires this Spring. Price
."f^eo cash. T. W. Whealev. Pox 204. Woodstock.

FOR SALE—A fine Racine Poat Manufacturing
Co's motor boat for sale cheap. Never been in com-
mission. Having no use for it will sell for half its

value. Will be shinned directly from the factorv to
purchaser, and built according to his specifications.
Address Motor Roat—608 Mutual Savings Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE—Fishing Reel. Automatic, : aluminum,
new. Apply Box R. 117 Mail Building, Toronto,
Ontario. ctf

TO SPORTSMEN— Perhaps you shave vou your-
self and your razor may not work to vour satisfaction.

We have just what you want. Our "Perfection" Razor
Paste will put vour razor in perfect shape. To introduce
this article we will forward you a 25c cake on receipt of
toc : not more than one cake sold to anv person
at this price. Canada Hone Company, Wawanesa,
Manitoba. itf.

FOR SALE—Marin* Engine. 12 h.p.. hori-
zontal opposed cvlinder. with timer. punTD.
oiler, bore and stroke 51x4* incbec: hoirrht
134 fndh'es. diameter of fly wheel 20 Inches r

weierbt. including f- wheel. 325 pounds. A
high grade engine. American make: new. Ap-
ply art, .once to Pox "Twelve Horse" Rod and
Gun end Motor Sports in Canada Woodstock.
Ontario.

FOR SALE—Launch Hull, twenty-one footer, com-
plete readv for engine, including brass railings, com-
nromise stern: a bargain. Pox L. Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada, 117 Mail Building. Toronto,
Ontario. Ktf.

FOR SALE—Gasoline engine, two horss
power, complete with accessories, in A. 1. con-
dition. Applv Box 1. Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada, 117 Mail Building. Toron-
to. ____

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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FOR SALE—Greenhart Trout Rod and a
Dagama Bass Kod—both beauties. For par-
ticulars apply A. Ferni & Co., 101 King St. W.
Toronto. H

FOR SALE—Camera, new, size a}x5V, lead
ing make. Apply H. T. AllsoPp, 97 King St. E.
Toronto. It

FOR SALE—Au^nmtic^Fishing "RejT,
-
aHuu-

inum. Apply H. T. Alisopp, 97 K'ng St E.,
Toronto. ' Itf

FOR SALE—Automobile, (Runabout,) brand new,
a bargain. Address Box X, Rod and Gun. Woodstock.

y I lf

SEND SIXTY CENTS to H. T. Alisopp, 97 King
St. East, Toronto, for an Anti-Cussin Hook Holder

—

keeps hooks, and snells in perfect condition.

FOR SALE—Camera 3% by 5%—leading make—A.

I. Lens—double plate holder—apply A. H. Bryne, 414
Huron Street, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Steel Boat—for Duck Hunting Pur-

poses—full particulars from Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge
Street, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Canoe—sixteen foot cedar—with two
paddles—leading make. Apply at once to A. Fenn &
Co., 101 King Street, West. Have also a sixteen foot

painted basswood canoe to sell at an attractive price.

SEMD TWO DOLLARS and twenty-five cents to

A. H- Bryre, 414 Huron Street, Toronto, for a Napa-
noch Tool Kit.

FOR SALE—Eleven foot folding canvas boat—lead-

ing mike—apply A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron Street,

Toronto.

BA TTERIES for Auto and Motor Boat Ignition, try

the new German Dry Cell, "Eclipse" will solve your
ignition troubles. Set of six bv express for $1.25. The
Canadian Electric Novelty Co., 334 Spadina Ave..

Toronto, Ont. 12-tf

SEND fifty-five cents to H. T. Alisopp, 97 King Street

East, Toronto, for a McCurdy Frog Harness Hook.
12 t f

SEND fifty-five cents to A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron
Street, Toronto, for a U.B. Live Frog Harness—double
hook. 12-t f

FOR SALE—Sixteen foot, cedar canoe; lead-
ing maJce, new. Apply for particulars, Trunk
and Leather Goods Co., 97 Kimr Street East,
Toronto. 12tf
~~ FOR SALE—CANOE—sixteen footer, baswood,
including two paddles, painted red, new, a dandy, apply
at once to A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron St., Toronto, Ont
Also a motor boat, eighteen footer, with two horse
power engine.

FOR SALE— 12 gauge Remington gun with solid

leather case, $40.00; a snaip. Box P. Rod and Gun,
Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—A three horse power double
cylinder, gasolene engine, complete, ready to
install, absolutely new. A leading make.
particulars now. Apply A. Connor, Nicholle
Bros., Lake Street, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Twenty One Foot Motor Boat Hull—
rempromise stern—brass railings fore and aft—al

ready for engine—can be seen at warehouse Trunk &
Leather Goods Co. , 97 King Street East, Toronto.

Apply for particulars and price.

FOR SALE—Tent, twelve by fourteen, ten
ounce duck, white walled, including pegs and
poles, new. Apply Trunk and Leather Goods
Co., 97 King Street East, Toronto. 12tf

FOR SALE—ST- 1

: L I; AIT •' A STING l:OD—
telescopic—American make. Apply Fenn & Co.,
101 King St. W., Toronto- itf

FOR SALE—Waterproof Match Box— just
the thing for campers, yachtsmen and motor-
ists—sixty cents,—H. T. Alisopp, 97 King St.
E., Toronto. Itf

FOR SALE—Steel Fishing Kod-^a dandy,
also steel 'bait casting rod. Apply H. T. Ali-
sopp, 97 King St., E., Toronto. Itf

FOR SALE—A dandy Troll—A.B, patent —
fifty ct-nts.^-H. T. Alisopp, 97 King St. E. To-
ronto. „ ltt

FOR SALE—Two Magnetos, one f0 r jump
spark, single cylinder engine, length 10 i in.,
Height 8 in., weight 15 lbs., one for a two,
three or four cylinder engine—stationary or ma-
rine—for particulars apply A. H. Byrne, 414
Huron St., Toront o, Canada. Itf

FOR SALE--A one and a half power ma-rine engine, with complete outfit—elevated tim-er—950 revolutions per minute. Apply at once
to. H. T. Alisopp, 97 King St. E., Toronto.

Itf

FOR SALE—A Meek Improved Blue GrassSimplex Reel, made of brass and German sil-
ver. A beauty. New. Sell cheap. BoxWairmtf
Ellis, 302 Yonge St. Toronto.

AMONG THE 30,000 ISLANDS OF THEGEORGIAN BAY. Building lots for sale atHoney Harbor, each containing from one to
four acres. Honey Harbor is only five hours
ride from Toronto; two lines of steamers from
Midland or Penetanguishene; mail twice d<n
excellent fishing, boating and bathing. Prices
of lots from 550 to $150. Honey Harbor is
the ideal summer resort of Canada. Apply to
Thomas A. Duff, 3 Maynard Ave., Toronto,
Ontario. 12—3t

TO RENT—Camp Cottages on the north
shore of Lake Huron, near Desbarats, Ont.
Address R. Shaugnnesay, Desbarats, Ont.

12tf

FOR SALE—Square stem row boat — ced-
ar 17 footer — including two pairs oars and
rudder. For full particulars apply H. T. Allsoop, 97
King St. E. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, Single Cyl-
inder Marine Engine, complete with Float Feed
Carburetor, boat equipment—cost $150.00. Will
sell at a bargain. Apply to Francis U. Kahle,
299 Washington Street, Buffalo, N.Y.

FOR SALE

—

2i H. P. $70.00, 4 H. P. $90.
6 H.P.$110.00. Also castings.complet© launch
engines, jump spark, or make and break. None
better. Send for catalogue 1908.—Guarantee
Motor Co., 67 Bay N., Hamilton, Canada.

FOR SALE—Several Folding Canvas Fold-
ing Boats, at a bargain, write for particulars
to Box "'Folding", Rod and Gun and Motor
Snorts in Canada, 117 Mail Building, Toron-
to .

FOR SALE—CAMERA—3%x$%,new double plate

hold, excellent lens. Apply to C. M. Horner
32 Prospect St. Toronto, Ont

FOR SALE—Steel Bait Casting Rod. new.
a dandy. Apply Trunk and Leather Goods Co.,
97 King street east, Toronto. 12tf

FOR SALE—Three horse power engine, new;
make and break sparking device, two cycle,

American make. Apply Trunk and Leather
Goods Co., 97 King Street East, Toronto-

12tf
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FOR SALE—A Mahogany Racing Canoe —
fours—a beauty. Can be seen at 97 King St.
East, Toronto. Apply H. T. Allsopp.
FOR SAT7E—New Wonder Flashlights, Ion-

life—not a toy, but a necessity. Sent postpaid
for Si.30 — only a few left.—H. T. Allsopp,
97 King St. west. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Marine Engine, four horse pow-
er, with complete boat equipment—a dandy.
Buy now, before it is too late. Applv. H. T.
Allsopp, 97 King St. E., Toronto.

~*

FOR SALES—Canoe, sixteen footer, cedar,
with two paddles. A beauty. Applv at once to
C. E. Stone, Miohie & Co., King St. W.

f To-
ronto.

SEND SEVENTY FIVE CENTS to A. H.
Byrn-e, 414 Huron St., Toronto, for a Kent
Double Spinner Bass Bait. A dandy.

FOR SALE—Carbureter , | inch., leading
make—new. Apply at once to A. H. Bvrne,
414 Huron' St., Toronto.

FREE—SAFETY RAZOR—Free. To advertise
our splendid Razors, we want every man and
woman in Canada to buy) ten shares of stock,

in this company for 551.00 and receive by re-

turn mail our safety razor outfit, including ex-
tra blades if you send names of five friends.

You will buy mpre shares when you find how
well it pays. Spot cash salary to live agents,
either sex. Get in at once.—Standard Safety
Razor Co., Quispamsis, N.B.

I SEND ONE DOLLAR for a set of 12 Cleve-
land battery connectors. — A boon to motor

|

boat owners.—Sample sent upon receipt of ten.
cents. You will become enthusiastic over this
device.—A. H. Byrne. 414 Huron St., Toron-
to, or Trunk and Leather Coods Co., 97 King
St. East, Toronto. Itf

FOR SALE—A one inch Marvel Carbureter
for marine engine—^ dandy—absolutely new. Ap-
ply Box Carbureter1" Rod and Gun' and Motor
Sports in Canada., Woodstock, 0r to A. H
Byrne. 414 Huron street, Toronto. for fur-
ther particulars. Itf

FOR SALE—Two carbureters, one especially
adapted for three port, two cycle engine and
also one for two port engine. Give bore and
stroke of egine when writing for particulars to
A. H. Byrne, 414 Huron St., Toronto. Canada,

I or to W. J. Taylor, Woodstock, Ontario. Itf i

FOR SALE—An Artz Folding Tonnea",
suitable for Ford Model N. & R., 0 r Cadillac
Model A.B.C.E and K., or Franklin Model G.,
or Wayne M.odel D. , or Mitchell Model E.—Ap-
ply A. H. Bj-rne, 414 Huron St., Toronto.

Itf

FOR SALE— Several two blade and three-
blade bconze propeller wheels—'new, also a
dumber of weedless, speed propellers. State
size required and whether for right hand .or
left hand engine. Apply Trunk and Leather

I
Goods Co., 97 King St. East., Toronto.

ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS.
Readers who fail to consult our advertising; pages miss a large proportion of

the most interesting matter in the Magazine. They will find that they may learn

much from these announcements.

Every advertisement in ROD AND GUN comes from a responsible firm,

and our readers may be assured of courteous answers to all inquiries and good

value from all purchases made through these pages.

Automobiles.

Canada Cycle and Motor Co
Dayton Tonneau Co
Oldsmobiie Co. of Canada Ltd

Animal Traps
Oneida Community Co
Revillon Bros

35
3 1

204

3
178

Ales and Beers
Labatt, John inside back cover

Automobile Accessories
Apple Electric Co
Breeze Carbureters
Dry Cells' Electrical Specialties Ltd
Dry Cells, Electric Ignition Co
Northwestern Storage Battery Co
K. W. Ignition Co
Heitger Carbureter Co '

Never Miss Spark Plugs
Vulcan Sparking Batteries—Vulcan Combination

Sparking and Lighting System, Spark Plugs,
Elbridge Ignition Dynamos, Spark Coils and

3i

19

193
32

7
49-6

1

60
16

French Accessories—Croftan Storage
Battery Co 202

Ammunition
Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co 198-199
Dominion Cartridge Co 175
Mullerite—Schoverling Bros 21

Revillon Bros 178
Shot—Montreal Rolling Mills Co 185
Snap-Shot and Carbon Powder—Hamilton Pow-
der Co -. 15

Winchester Repeating Arms Co Inside front cover

Books for Sportsmen
Business Education Free 17
Practical Dog Education .... 23

Bicycles

Iver Johnston Arms and Cycle Works 181

Batteries

Northwestern Storage Battery Co 7
Vulcan Sparkers— Croftan Storage Battery Co 29,2

Boots For Sportsmen
Beal, R. M. Leather Co , > . . 48

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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Putman H. J. & Co 26

Palmer John Co *7
Witch-Elk—Witchell Scheill Co Ltd 8

Cameras and Kodaks

Canadian Kodak Co., Ltd 30
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co 37

Camp Supplies

Ales and Porters—John Labatt inside back cover

Bovril 189

Calvert F. C. & Co 16

Club Cocktails—G. F. Heublein & Bro 12

Chiclets—Frank H. Fleer & Co 61

C. A. C. Axe Co 36
Dr. Jaeger's Co 186

Frog Harnesi—Unkefer & Bradley 25
Fearman's English Breakfast Bacon — Sugar

Cured Hams, Cooked Meats—W. F.

Fearman Co 20

Gillette Safety Razor Co 22

Grape-Nuts, Postum Cereal Co 177
International Silver Co 14

Kiffe, H. H. Co 16

Michie & Co.. Ltd 64
Marble Safety Axe Co 45
McCurdy, B. F 32
Revillon Bros . . 178
Shredded Wheat Biscuits and Triscuits—Can-

adian Shredded Wheat Co., Ltd iqo

UleryU.J 37
Van Home Cigars, Harris Harkness & Co 5

Canoes

Bastien H. L 4
"Chestnut"—R. Chestnut & Sons 37
Dean, Walter 46
Gidley, H. E. & Co 36
Kiffe, H. H. Co 16

Lakefield—Lakefield Building & Mfg. Co ... . 4
"Peterborough"—Peterborough Canoe Co. , Ltd 18

Ross, J. H. Canoe Co 11

Rushton J. H 50
Revillon Bi.os 178
William English Canoe Co 8

Cooked Meats.

Fearman's English Breakfast Bacon, Sugar
cured Hams, Cooked Meats— VV F. Fear-
man 20

Camp Furniture

Gold Medal Camp Furniture Co 5

Kiffe, H. H. Co 16

Michie & Co 64
Revillon Bros 178
Willow Chair—W. Younger 32

Clothing.

Dr. Jaeger's Co 186
Raino Co 25

Cigars and Cigarettes

Van Home Cigars—Harris Harkness & Co 5

Decoys

Reynolds J. W 50

Duck Boats
Acme Folding Boat Co 40
King Folding Canvas Boat Co 8

Revillon Bros 170
Thompson, N. R . - 28

Dogs
Glover's Dog Remedies—H. Clay Glover 17
West Chemical Co 60

Furs
Revillon Bros 178

Fishing and Hunting
Canadian Northern Ry 41

Temagami—O'Connor Steamboat and Hotel
Co 12

Fishing Tackle
Angler's Bait & Mfg. Co 32
Allcock, Laighi and Westwood Co 12

Bristol Steel Fishing Rod—Horton Mfg. Co 203
Collier Rubber Grip Co 40
Corticelli Silk Fish Lines 29
Divine Fred D 48
Enterprise Mfg. Co 13
Farlow C. & Co 203
Friend S, H 22
Freeport Hook Co 60
Hardy's Rods, Reels & Tackle—Hardy Bros.. 17
Hildebrandt, John J 17
Immel Mfg. Co 50
McCurdy B. F 32
Rods, Flies, and Lines—H. H. Kiffe & Co 16
Revillon Bros 178
Sullivan, Chas. L 202
Sportsman s Specialty Co 4
U. B. Live Frog Harness 25

Fountain Pen*.

Conklin Self Filling Pen 182

Oun Cabinets.
Kiffe, H. H. Co 16

Gun Smith.
Johnston, Alex 197

Gun Sights

Lyman Combination Rear Sight — Lyman Gun
Sight Corporation 3

T. A. Watson-Creemore 36

Guns and Rifles

Hunter Arms Co., The 46
Iver Johnson Arms and Cycle Works 18

1

Ithaca Guns—Ithaca Gun Co 184
Kiffe, H. H. Co 16

Lancaster, Chas., London 202
Lefever Guns—Lefever Arms Co 29
Marlin Rifles—Marlin Firearms Co 6
Parker Guns—Parker Bros ... . 13
Ross' Rifles' Ross Rifle Co 2

Revillon Bros 178
Stevens' Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns, Rifle Tele-

scopes. Guns, etc Outside back covtr

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co 45
Three Barrel Gun Co 200
Winchester—Winchester Repeating Arms Co...

Inside front cover
Hotels

New Northern, Chicago 7
Queens—Toronto 16

The Tuller. Detroit, W, A. Shaw, Manager 27
Thousand Island House. Alexandria Bay 19

Liquors.

Club Cocktails—G. F Heublein & Bro 12

Labatt, John Inside back cover

Michie & Co.. Ltd 64

Launches

Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co 28
Bastien, H. L 4
Gidley H. E. & Co 36
Hamilton Motor Works 50
King Folding Canvas Boat Co 8

McKeough & Trotter, Ltd 40
Peterborough Canoe Co 18

Robertson Bros 183
Racine Boat Mfg. Co 33
Thompson, N. R 20

Mineral Waters

Bromo Mineral Water—Bromo Mineral Co
21

Marine Motors
Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co 28

Belle Isle Motor Co 4
Beifuss Motor Co 23
Beaver Mfg. Co 5

Buffalo—Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co 10
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Brennan Motor Mfg. Co 44
Cooley Mfg. Co 48
Dinning and Eckenstein 43
DuBrie Motor Co 23
Dunn, Walter E 50
Fox Reversible Gasoline Engine Co 25
Gidley H. E and Co 36
Gray Motor Co 30
Gray Hawley Co 20
Guarantee Motor Co 15

Hamilton Motor Works 50
"Little Giant "— United Mfg. Co 19
Lockwood Ash Co 40
McKeough and Trotter, Ltd 49
Marine Power Co 15
New London Motor Co 43
Premier Motor Co.—H. Biddell. 43
Palmer Moore Co 1 49
Perfection Marine Motors—Caille Perfection

Motor Co 10

Royal Equipment Co 46
Racine Boat Mfg. Co 33
Smith and Balbridge Machine Co 15
Sterling Engine Co 3

Sintz-Wallin Co 201

Strelinger Marine Engine Co 20
Thompson N. R 20
Thrall Fishback Motor Co 62

Waterman—Waterman Marine Motor Co .... 1

Walnut Machine and Brass Foundry Co 23

Miscellaneous
Key Tags—C. E. Locke Mfg. Co 17
Talcum Powder—Gerhard Manner Co 25

Metal Polish

Majestic Polishes Ltd 9

Motor Boats
Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Lo 28
Gidley. H . E. & Co 36
Gray Motor Co 30
Hamilton Motor Works 50
McKeough & Trotter Ltd -9
Roberts °n Bros 183
Racine Boat Mfg. Co 33
Ross, J. H.—Canoe Co „ 11

Smith' and Baldridge Machine Co 15

Thompson N. R 20
Waterman Marine Motor Co 1

Motor Boat Accessories
American Acetylene Stove Co 40
Apple Electric Co 31

Breeze Carburetors Co iq

Curtis, J. H. Co 14
Croftan Storage Battery Co.—Complete range of

accessories 202
Cleveland Spark Plug Co 42
Dry Cells—Electrical Specialties Ltd 193
Dry Cells—Canadian Electric Novelty Co 7
Dry Cells Electric Ignition Co 32
Gies Bros 25
Hercules Electric Co 21

Never Miss Spark Plug Co 16

Michigan Whpel Co 28

Northwestern Storage Battery Co 7
Ornamental Gal. Works 27
K. W. Ignition Co v 49-61

Oils. Varnishes, Paints, etc

Cole, G. W. Co 6

Office Appliances

Conklin Fountain Pens—Conklin Pen Co 182
Smith Premier Typewriters — National Type-

writer Co 63

Outfitters
Kifte. H. H.Co 1

Revillon Bros 176
Michie & Co 68

j

Teanagami—O'Con nor Steamboat and Hotel
Co. Lid C ia

Premiums.

Premiums 51—54

Photo Supplies

Canadian Kodak Co, Ltd 30
Ward & Co 27

Rifle Sights and Gun Implements
Marble Safety Axe Co 45

Revolvers

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co 18
Iver Johnsons Aims & Cycle Works 181

Resorts for Fishermen.

CP.Ry 38-39
Salmon Fishing—T. Malcolm 22
O'Conors Sbt. aud Hotel Co 12
Revillon Bros iyS

Row Boats

Bastien, H. L 4
Ditchburn Boat Mfg. Co • 40
King Folding Canvas Boat Co 8

Lakefield Canoe Bldg and Mfg Co 4
Peterborough Canoe Co 1

8

Thompson, N. R 20

Rust Preventative

3 in One Oil—G. W. Cole Co 6

Safety Razors.

Gillette Safety Razor Co 22

Summer Travel

Detroit and Buffalo Steamboat Co 49
R. andO. Navigation Co 64

Summer Resorts.

Lake of Bays G. T. Ry 24
Canadian Northern Railway 41

Steel Boats
Thompson, N. R 20

Taxidermy

N. W. School of Taxidermy 4

Trap-Shooter's Supplies

Kiffe, H. H.Co ... 16

Tents

Bovd, T. W. and Son 11
Kiffe, H. H. Co 16
Michie & Co., Ltd 64
Revillon Bros 178
Soper, Robt. . 19

Wall Paper

Bolus, W. J. Co. Ltd 8

Want Advertisements
Pages 55—7

FREE!
An Unbreakable Rod

For particulars write premium de-
partment, Rod and Gnn and Motor
Sports in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.
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HEITGER CARBURETER

MODEL A. '08

Small, neat, light and efficient, nothing better at
any price.

Being adopted by Automobile, Motor Cycle and
Marine Engine Manufacturers,

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Horizontal or vertical outlet.
We also make a special carbureter for 3-port,

2 cycle engines-
Good Live Agents wanted for Canada. A good

proposition-

HEITGER CARBURETER CO^JS^grfi.*-
CATALOG ON REQUEST

"No Fleas on Me"

I AM WASHED WITH

'Standard
Oil of Tar

which is a Non-Poisonous Disinfectant, has a fine
odor, perfect in its action, and is the best General
Disinfectant on the market.

If your dealer cannot supply you send his name
and one dollar for trial gallon tin to

The West Chemical Co.
125 Queen St. East Toronto.

AN EVER READY
SAFETY RAZOR

AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN 8AFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
This razor valued at $1.25 is guaranteed as

f;ood a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
imited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

GOING A-FI

The FREEPORT HOOK Did It

Write for My Book-It's Free.
Handsomely illustrated—tells all about "the Dutchman" and those who
"follow the Dutchman"—all about the habits of fish—and how I came
to make a really scientific fish-hook that, for scientific reasons,
will catch fish, anywhere that fish are. Last season, thous-
ands of fishermen-sportsmen bought "FREEPORT
HOOKS"—re-ordered—told their friends—the friends or
dered—re-ordered—told their friends—they ALL said:
•'Best we ever used." And I can prove it.

TH ID (Patented 1904- 1908,

FREEPORT HOOK
is made right, because I first made it for my own use. 1 am
selling it because sportsmen want it. It is hand-made, in all
parts, from the best materials—each HOOK tested to hold big
fish. It is absolutely weedless and snag-proof—among lily

pads, roots, logs or sunken tree-tops. Bait is always in nat-
ural position and motion—and the scientific color is a perfect

lure. If you want to know all about

LOUIS BIERSACH,
Bloc* Va2

A Fish Hook That Will Catch Fish
—send for MY BOOK. Or—ASK YOUR DKALER, or send
me ONE DOLLAR—for one complete "FREEPORT HOOK
You get your money back, if you don't like it. Made in two
styles— Frog, treble-hook, and Minnow, single-hook, and
three sizes; No. 1, Bass; No. 2, Pike; No. 3, Muskallonge
and Pickerel. "Follow the Dutchman."

THE FREEPORT HOOK
Freeport, 111

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports Canada.
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= K. W.
MAGNETO

Jump Spark
Model B.

Friction Drive, $35.00,
F. O. B. Cleveland.
Chrome tanned, oil and
water-proof friction

—

will not slip. Good on
any engine of any h.p.
Easy to install on boats
and autos.

K-W. Plugs and K-W Coils and you

will never have any trouble with your igni-

tion. If you are using batteries you are not

getting all the power and pleasure out of

your engine that you should get.

Throw Your Batteries Away.

MODEL F.

Belt Drive. #35.00, F. O. B.

Cleveland with bracket as

shown for attaching to frame
of car. Made especially for

Ford Runabouts, but good on
any car. 5 ft. belt and fasten"

efs, $1.00.

THE K-W. MAGNETO will start your engine easily without them and run it faster
and better than any battery with more power and more miles per gallon of gasoline be-
cause it gives a hotter spark. They run in ball bearings and have no moving wires or
brushes to wear out and give trouble. They are made to last and they do last. They are
the cheapest that is good, and there is nothing better at any price.

We also make Coils, Plugs and eight other models of Magnetos for both make and
break and jump spark ignition, in belt, friction or gear drive, and the K-W Master Vib-
rator. Our catalogue will interest you . write for it to-dav.

THE K-W. IGNITION CO., c™^10 .

Manitoba Agents, Burridge-Cooper Co.. I,td., Winnipeg.

When writing Advertisers kindh mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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finedMotor

Not a

Cheap or Flimsey

Motor
But the Best and Most Substantial

3 Horse Power

Motor Ever Built. It could not be made
better if the selling price were doubled. It

comes to you fully guaranteed both as

material and workmanship and
running qualities. 1 his is the

sure-to-be satisfactory motor be-

cause of its RELIABILITY
and DEPENDABLENESS.
A"number of new features and

decided improvementsover all other
makes of motors including refine-

ment of design, copperwater jacket,
our own exclusive float feed car-
buretor, sight feed lubricator,
double plunger pump, throwing
both bilge water and sea water
into the copper water jacket and
efficiently cooling same.

3 H. P. Weight 50 lbs. Price

Write for Catalog.

Canadian Supply Co., Agents for Ontario.

Dinning & Eckenstein,Agents for Prov. Quebec,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick.

$60.00

Thrall-Fish back,

\ Motor Co. /

1 Detroit, Mich. /
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The Field It Covers
The complete straight-line key-board, removable platen, per-

fect alignment, delicate adjustment and wonderful durability

Smfth ft'enfe Typewriter
are advantages so apparent and so vital to good work that

they have earned the Smith Premier into every business

center throughout the world. This world-wide appreciation

of The Smith Premier should at least

prompt you to investigate its features

before you buy. We send full infor-

mation on request.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
Syracuse, N. Y. Branches Everywhere.

THE NATIONAL TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
WESTERN ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVES 78 Victoria St., Toronto.

BENSON, JOHNSTON CO., Stratford, Ont.
When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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r Decide next season to

Camp and Fish in Ontario
This Beautiful district of Lakes and
Rivers invites you, and we attend to

your camp requirements.

We provide the Supplies, Provisions, Utensils, Angleworms, Etc.

We rent you tents, help you select a route, supply a map or chart,
and meet you at the Toronto Depot with the entire outfit all ready
to accompany you.
Being in our 73rd year in business as Grocers, etc., at our present

address, 7 King Street West, we know the requirements thoroughly.

MICHIE & CO., LTD.
Toronto, Canada.

A complete little Campers Manual—lao pages, illustrated

Camping and Canoeing in Canada—150 pages, 42 half-tone illustrations, cloth eover ; tells about 24
different routes

10c \
50c

Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Co.

The

Finest

Scenic

and

Fishing

Route

on the

Contin

nent

Niagara

To

The

Sea

A MORNING'S CATCH'

Write for Illustrated Guide Books to

THOS. HENRY. Traffic Mgr., Montreal, Can.

H. FOSTER CHAFFEE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Toronto, Can.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.



Cups, Medals, Trophies
Committees will consider their

own interests by writing us be-
fore they make up their prize
lists :-: :

-
: : . : :

.
:

... ...

JAS. D. BAILEY, Ltd.
Jewelry Parlors

75 Yonge Street, Toronto.

(LONDON}

India Pale Ale
Brewed from selected hops, choice

barley, malt and pure spring water,

with the utmost care. Bottled at

the brewery depots to ensure proper

handling:. That is why Labatt's Ale
is equal to the finest, surpassed by

none, though it cost consumers only

about half as much as imported goods.

THE QUEEN'S ROYAL SsrrKS
and service nacelle! in Canada Bo^fetSS^?£lfiSS7 C "'b

A fter June 18th Queen's Roval Hntel
WINNET &- THOMPSON, Props

^ara-on-He-la^ Canada. °
'

'

Quee „,s Hot£ , ^



STEVENS
RIFLES s TELESCOPES
ALWAYS PROVE THEIR TITLE

"The Bulls-Eye Kind"

At the 1908 Annual Tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber

Rifle League of the United States, STEVENS RIFLES AND
TELESCOPES WON EVERYTHING IN SIGHT. ALL LEADING
PRIZES were secured by the UNERRING STEVENS.

One more notable STEVENS VICTORY added to the ever-

lengthening chain.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.

CH1COPEE FALLS, MASS., U.S.A.

Ask your dealer for STEVENS ARMS AND
ACCESSORIES. If you cannot obtain please let

us know.

Send 9 cents in stamps to cover postage on

FIREARM, TELESCOPE and STEVENS-POPE
CATALOGS

365 MAIN STREET
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j The First Rocky Mountain Goat Bred in Captivity

'JTayl or - Publisher-Woodstock On
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TAKE-DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
The Winchester is the only Repeating Shotgun that has
stood the trying practical tests of sportsmen and the rigid

technical trials of the U. S. Ordnance Board. Its popularity
with the former and the official endorsement by the latter

is convincing proof of its reliability, wearing and shooting
qualities. Stick to a Winchester and you won't get stuck.

Send address for Catalogue of Winchester—the Red W Brand—Guns and Ammunition.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - - NEW HAVEN CONN

Cups, Medals, Trophies

Committees will consider their

own interests by writing us be-

fore they make up their prize

lists :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-:

JAS. D. BAILEY, Ltd.

Jewelry Parlors

75 Yonge Street, Toronto.

GOLD MEDAL

m

AWARDED TO

JOHN LABATT
FOR

Ale and Porter
At St. Louis Exhibition, 1904.

Only Gold Medal for Ale in Canada
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Put a Glass of Water
on the Cylinder

of the Leader Horizontal Opposed Marine Engine, while running
at normal 6°° R. P. M. and not a drop will be spilled. This is a
fine, delicate test and not another marine motor on the market

could duplicate it. It simply shows that the
Leader is the only no?i-vibrati?ig marine engine.

There is a reason for it. The impulse vibration of
one cylinder neutralizes that on the other, and practi-
cally eliminates vibration of the whole. The cylinders
being opposed, take up all vibration between them,
and the result is a silent, smooth running engine that
can only be duplicated by an electric motor. Auto-
mobile manufacturers recognize this principle and

use the horizontal opposed type of motor

Do manufacturers of upright engines" cell you because their crank shafts are fitted with
counterbalauce bobs they eliminate vibration • Well, don't you believe it. Ride in a boat with
a vertical engine and then in one fitted with the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine, and note
the difference. Let their makers say what they will, it is absolutely impossible to prevent con-
siderable vibration in upright engines; vibration means discomfort and boat injury.

Owing to its compactness, the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine can be installed beneath an athwartship locker

in a launch, under the cockpit floor of a cabin cruiser, and under the deck of an auxiliary yacht, thereby not consuming

one inch of available passenger room. This increases the passenger-carrying capacity of your boat 25 per cent, or more.

The Leader is by far the cleanest engine on the market, and very convenient because every part is readily accessible.

It starts from the switch ; after that, all you have to watch is the course ahead.

The Leader was the first successful horizontal opposed 4-cycle engine placed on the market and to-day it is easily

three years ahead of it nearest competitor. I personally guarantee every engine that goes out of this shop, because 1

know that it is^perfect in every feature. Running, as we are, more than full capacity it would perhaps be a little cheaper

not to give each one such painstaking care, but I will not permit an engine to leave the testing block until it has proven

perfect in every part. Therefore, a guarantee from me with my long experience (22 years), and my personal standing in

this field of work, means that you take no risk.

Write to-day for our Catalog No. 15-B, Free for the asking.

THE SINTZ-WALLIN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
EASTERN OFFICE :

150 Nassau St New York.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK :

F. A. Ballou 879 Main St,

SOUTHERN OFFICE :

340 Carondelet St. . . New Orleans, La.

Members National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

Leader Non-Vibrating Motor,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP ATTHE TULLER
Absolutely Fireproof

Cor. Adams Arcnue and Park Street

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping and Business
District. A la Carte Cafe. Grille Room. Service
Unexcelled. Every Room With Bath. European Plan.

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

M. A- SHAW, MANAGER

Good photosgive pleasure

to the Amateur.

No clogged up shadows and dead
white skies if you use

"Wellington"
Plates and Films.

Wellington P. 0. P. and S. C. P.

(gaslight paper) will give you good
results. Try them and see.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write

WARD & CO.
13 ST. JOHN STREET, MONTREAL. P. Q

Palmer's Moosehead Brand

Waterproof

Sporting

Boots
Used extensively by and
designed to meet the views
of sportsmen, prospectors,
surveyors and others who
are outdoors. No other boot
could be made more water-
proof and better adapted to
keep its wearer comfortable
in all sorts of weather. Noth-
ing better for railway con-
struction work. Made with
or without sole and heel.

Write for "R

"

Catalogue show-
ing different
styles.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Fredericton, N. B. Canada.

largest manufacturers of Oil Tan Waterproof Footwear
in the world.

Motor Boat
Tanks

Built to Stand Government Test.

Tanks of all sizes made to pattern.

Stationery Engine Cooling Tanks
made to order.

All orders filled within three days

All goods sent C.O.D., F.O.B.

No overflow in filling our tanks.

Prevented by drip.

Ornamental Gal. Iron Works
C. ORMSBY, MANAGER.

58 W. RICHMOND ST., TORONTO, ONT.
PHONE MAIN 677.
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The Cooley Motor
New Model 1908

High - Grade

Motors at a

Reasonable

Price

COOLEY MFG. CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND'FACTORT :

Waterbury, Vermont, U.S.A.
BOSTON OFFICE :

127 Federal St., Boston, Mas*.

Fishing Rods

The name "DIVINE RODS" is a guarantee of

Quality, Workmanship and a positive assurance of

a fishing trip without disappointments which are

due to the breaking of the rod, and many annoy-

ances usually found in cheaper makes.

Oup specialty is Split
Bamboo, Bethabarra,
Greenhart, Dagama
and Lance Wood.

Don't attempt to make up your Camp or Vacation

Outfit until you have consulted our catalogue, sent

free.

The Fred. D. Divine Co.

72 State St., Utica, N. Y.

The "Katfarthd" Special

The R.M. Beat Leather Co., Limited
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

The "NIFTY" LARRIGAN and
Sporting Boot Makers of Canada

Manufacturers of U
the Celebrated John Bull" Brand

These goods are made

with SOLES & HEELS
or WHOLE SOLES
and guaranteed to be

superior to anything on

the market.

The "Forest King."

If your dealer does not keep
them in stock, write us direct,

end and get one of our illustrated booklets.

Wh*n writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Gonad*.
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Van Home

10c Cigar

Brings praise from cigar

critics. There is no fault

to be found with it. Its ever

increasing sales plainly prove

this. Try it and you will

always smoke it.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal.

GET A K=W
MAGNETO
K-W. Plugs and K-W Coils and you

will never have any trouble with your igni-

tion. If you are using batteries you are not

getting all the power and pleasure out of

your engine that you should get.^

Throw Your Batteries Away.

MODEL F.

Belt Drive. #35.00, F. O. B.

Cleveland with bracket as

shown for attaching to frame
of car. Made especially for

Ford Runabouts, but good on
any car. 5 ft. belt and fasten-

ers, $1.00.

them and run it faster

Jump Spark
Model B.

Friction Drive, $35.00,
F. O. B. Cleveland.
Chrome tanned.oil and
water-proof friction

—

will not slip. Good on
any engine of any h.p.
Easy to install on boats
and antos.

THE K-W. MAGNETO will start your engine easily without
and better than any battery with more power and more miles per gallon of gasoline be-

cause it gives a hotter spark. They run in ball bearings and have no moving wires or
brushes to wear out and give trouble. They are made to last and they do last. They are
the cheapest that is good, and there is nothing better at any price.

We also make Coils, Plugs and eight other models of Magnetos for both make and
break and jump spark ignition, in belt, friction or gear drive, and the K-W Master Vib-
rator. Our catalogue will interest you ; write for it to-day.

THE K-W IGNITION CO., cS^SZt^o.
Manitoba Agents, Burridge-Cooper Co., Ltd., Winnipeg.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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STOP ASTHMA ATTACKS
Aathma Cured by a Simple Home Treatment

It will be joyful news to thousands
of Asthma sufferers to learn that
this malady, which causes so much
distress at this season of the year,

can be cured by a simple home treat-

ment.
Written testimony of the wonder-

ful results obtained by tins method
reach the Toxico Laboratory, 1123
Broadway, ISew York City, every
day, and in order that every one
may test Toxico's merits, a demon-
stration of the method, also a treat-
ment, will be mailed free of cost to
any request.

MALARIA CONQUERED
Expert Medical Scientists Announce
Startling Results Obtained by Malaxo

From the latest advices of a co-
terie of medical experts, it is evident
that malaria has at last met its

master. Quinine and its associated
pallatives have been superseded by
Malaxo, the new compound, which
acts quickly and with better results.
This compound will prove a great

boon to sufferers, and in order to
hasten its introduction, The Inter-
national Remedy Company, 1123
Broadway, New York City, has of-

fered to send a free trial by mail on
receipt of a written request.

SteelFishJngRods

complete the outfit of every vaca-

tionist. What would a vacation be
without a few days on the water
with a "BUISTOL", strong, light,

beautiful, reliable. It hooks the
wary big ones. Three year guarantee

on every rod. Ask your dealer to

show you his line of "BRISTOL"
Rods, refusing cheap imitations.

Beautiful Illustrated
Catalogue Mailed FREE

THE HORTON MFG. CO.

32 HortonSt.

First-Class Fishing Tackle
C. FARLOW & CO , Ltd.
ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS

Salmon and Trout

Rods

Reels

Lines

Casts

Flies

and all other requisites.

Catalogue with 12

beautiful and true colour-

ed plates of salmon and

trout flies and 250 other

illustrations will be sent

to any address post free.

Far low's Perfect Greenheart Salmon Rods, Cork Handle, Two Tops and top case. Beautifully finished. Per-
fect in balance and action. Iyight and pleasant to fish with. 14 ft., weight about 23 oz., price $13.50. 15 ft., weight
about 26 oz., price $i6.co. Farlow's "Perfect'

-

Trout Rods/9 ft. to n ft
,
$11.00. Patent t,ever Salmon Reels—over

3000 in use. , Farlow's 'Holdfast" Waterproof Silk Lines.
*

10 Charles Street, St. James Square, S. W. and 191 Strand W. C.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Telegrams—Greenheart, .London.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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Alluring Bargains for Sportsmen
AT THE

SPORTSMAN'S SUPPLY STORE
97 King Street East, TORONTO 'Sf^hZ^H^

BARGAINS FOR ANGLERS
A Sullivan Hook and Reel Guard, keeps the reel on the rod and holds

the hook $
A Patent Troll, a great fish lurer

U. B. Live Frog Harness Hook, holds frog without hooking and keeps
it alive

A Forty Yard Fishing Reel, with stationary click, polished, nickle plate

A Pearl Spoon Bait

A Lowe Starr Bait .

An Anti-Cussin Fish Hook Holder, keeps hooks and snells in perfect

condition

A Carlton Gem Reel ,

An S. H. Friend Bait

A Landing Ring, no angler should go away without one
An Ideal Carlton Reel, a beauty
An Eight Quart Minnow Bucket, keeps minnows alive and fresh

A Stag Line, 60 feet, per dozen
In less than dozen 15c each.

A Steel Rod. . .

A Steel Fishing Rod, a dandy
A Carlton Automatic Reel <

A Kelso Aluminum Automatic Reel
A Meek Improved Blue Grass Reel, well worth the price asked con-

sidering the quality

A Telescopic Steel Bait Casting Rod ,

A Greenhart Trout Rod, full particulars upon application .

A Dagama Bass Rod, full particulars upon application

Majestic Polishes, for brightening up with,

per tin

A Waterproof Match Box ,

A Dunnage Bag, 18x36

A fountain pen, every camper should have
one with him, self filling

A Camera, film, size 3^ x 3^ , a good lens,

takes a first-class picture

A Camp Kook Kit, 54 pieces

BARGAINS FOR CAMPERS
A 16 ft. Cedar Tanoe, three of them. at each

.20 this includes two paddles.

60 A 16 ft. Cedar Canoe, leading make, ready
to ship at once

A 16 ft. Cedar Canvas Covered Canoe,
painted red, glossy, a beauty, ready to

3- 2 S ship, only two left

A Camera, size 3K x 5^, double plate

5.00 holder, with all up-to-date features,

9 00 sent subject to examination

Send your orders in now. Mail orders filled same day as received.

Telephone orders a specialty. Long distance Phone Main 3730.

•35

•50

•50

•50

•50

•50

•55

.60

•75

1.25

i-45

1.50

1.60

5-50
4.00
6.00

6.25

8.00

8.50

9.25
10.50

39.00

40.00

49.00

SPORTSMAN'S SUPPLY STORE
(H. T. ALLSOPP, Proprietor.)

KING STREET EAST, TORONTO,

Wb«n writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gkra and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"Syntic"

Ignition Accessories

"Syntic" Coils. "Monarch" Car-

buretters. "Syntic" Plugs. "Exide"

Accumulators. "O. B. D." Air

Pumps, etc. "Syntic" Timers.

1
' Pearson' ' Accumulators. ' 'Syntic"

Terminals. "Phoebus" Search-

lights. "Spitfire" Plugs, etc.

Send your name and address for

Catalogue 468.

Canadian General Electric Company, Limited
Toronto. Montreal. Halifax. Ottawa. Winnipeg. Vancouver. Rossland

We are

It's

a name

that's known wher-

ever in Ameri-

ca there's

a fish or

fisherman

to be found.

Designers and Makers of

High-Crade Fishing Tackle
of genuine merit—Reels, Baits, Flies and

Sundries of approved worth. A Pflueger

product is made for use—not merely for

T
sale. Our patented novelties— and

— they are legion for every style of fishing
mm^M—are practical helps—not gimcracks

. They are baits PFLUEGER'S
you can bank on LUMINOUS

Learn about them from your *Dealct

The Enterprise
Mfg. Co.,

AKRON, OHIO,
U. S. A.

For Sale
Every.
where

VAN A.
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flheWater

DAILY SERVICE
BETWEEN

Detroit and Buffalo
The D. A B. Line Steamers leave Detroit

week days at 5: 00 p. m., Sundays at 4: 00 p. m.
(central time) and from Buffalo daily at 5:30
p. m. (eastern time) reaching their destin-

ation the next morning. Direct connections
with early morning trains. Superior ser-

vice and lowest rates between eastern and fate
western states. Mi'lllli

RAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON STEAMERS

All classes of tickets sold reading
via Michigan Central. Wabash and
Grand Trunk railways between
Detroit and Buffalo in either di-

rection will be accepted for trans-

portation on D. A B. Line Steamers.

Send two cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.
Address, L. U. Lewig, G.P.A., Detroit

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co
PHILIP H. MCMILLAN, VICE-PRES. A. A. S

NOBEL'S
BALLISTITE and EMPIRE
POWDER—Win High Honors

BALLISTITE won the Grand American Handi-
cap, while the high average for nearly all the eventa
was captured by Empire Shooters.

At the Dominion Trap Shooters Association
Tournament held in Toronto, August 7th, 8th and
9th. EMPIRE won first and third high average on
the third day.

At the Clinton Ont., Tournament, October 30th-
Empire tied for second high average in the live

bird events.

GIVE EMPIRE A TRIAL AND BE CONVINCED

If your dealer won't supply you write us

HAMILTON POWDER CO.
4 HOSPITAL St.

brakchToffices :

Toronto, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.
Hamilton, Ont. Vancouver, B. C.

MONTREAL

Victoria B. C.

Kenoia. Ont

2\ H. P., $ 70.00

4 H. P., 90.00

6 H.P., 110.0

Complete Outfits.

Send tor Catalogue

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.

67 Bay N., Hamilton, Can.

ENGINES OP QUALITY
Unexcelled, up-to-date, variable speed

Marine Motor*
Easy to operate, reliable, powerful, durable.

2 and 4 cycle. 3, 5, 10 and 20 H.P.

MARINE POWER CO.
667 Walker Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS
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Perfection
,

MARINE MOTORS
YOU and your boat deserve a good engine. You have probably seen

enough poor engines to know that such an engine can rob one of all

the pleasure and add much to the expense of motor boating.

In buying a Perfection you have the assur-

the

25 $45
COMPLETE

ance that you get positively the simplest,

quietest, most powerful marine engine built--bet-

terfinished and better fitted than any other engine-

REVERSIBLE—NO CRANKING
no valves nor cams— all parts interchangeable, highest grade material

hroughout. Our broad GUARANTEE covers replacement of any

engine that does not give complete satisfaction, and is backed up by

one of the largest and most complete factories in the business. Can you

afford to take chances or buy on any other terms ? Write for our hand-

some catalog of all sizes.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO
1322 SECOND AVENUE. DETROIT, MICH.

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1908 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO,
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

J
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LOOK OVER THIS LIST
If You Want a Good

Marine Motor
When this issue goes to press we have the following engines in stock

ready to deliver. We do not expect they will remain with us very long, so

ORDER NOW.
TERMS—Twenty-five per cent must accompany order, balance to be

paid when engine is ready for shipment or sight draft against bill of lading. It

is best, however, to guarantee prompt delivery, to send full amount with order,

as this avoids delays in shipping as well as facilitating delivery at destination.

Engine will be carefully and securely boxed or crated and delivered F. O. B. cars

Toronto, without charge for packing or crating. Every engine is guaranteed
against defective workmanship and material, and we will make good, free of

charge, when prepaid to our store, any part which may prove defective, but not

through carelessness, misuse or neglect.

Make all payments in favor of H. T. ALLSOPP, 97 King Street East,

Toronto.

A TWO HORSE POWER MOTOR—suitable for a canoe or eighteen
foot row boat, complete ready to install, with electrical outfit—a pow- . . .

erful little motor—weight about seventy lbs. PRICE F. O. B. TORON-^ EJg

A PORTO OUTBOARD MOTOR—two cycle type—size of cylinder, 2f
inches in diameter with three inch stroke of piston. At 700 revolutions
gives little over two horse power—will drive an eighteen foot row boat
seven miles per hour. Motor weighs but 24 lbs. No vibration. Ignition
equipment consists of dry cells, and vibrator coil, spark plug and wiring. K(j
PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO vv/

A TWO HORSE POWER MOTOR—leading make-hundreds giving sat-
isfaction in Canada—one buyer says: "This motor never fails to bring
me home." Engine complete with outfit, including shafting and bronze 5sfl
propeller. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO <->vT

A THREE HORSE POWER MOTOR—Complete ready to install in
boat, with complete outfit made by a leading American firm—single
cylinder—jump spark ignition; bore 3^, stroke 3£—a decidedly superior ftO
engine. PRICE F. O*. B. TORONTO OVf

A SIX HORSE POWER MOTOR—Single cylinder—bore, 4f in.; stroke
4 in.; revolutions, 700; weight, 160 lbs.; size of crank shaft. 1 5-16 in.;
size of fly wheel, 16 in.; size of three blade soild propeller wheel, 16 in.;
size of propeller shaft, 1 in.; complete outfit consisting of the following-
engine, pump, commutator, float feed carbureter, lubricators, large brass
dope cups, combination relief cock, flange coupling key seated and
ground to fit, shafting, three blade iron propeller, bronze stuffing box
and stern bearing, spark coil, spark plug, double throw marine knife
switch, set of batteries, wire, combination muffler and silencer, lag ^ _
screws, drain cock for base of engine; all ready to install with excep- 1
tion of tank and piping. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO M.%JVJ

Wbem writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.

k.
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A TWELVE HORSE POWER MOTOR—two cylinder horizontal op-
posed; bore, 4f in.; stroke, 4£ in.; di ameter of crank, If in.; weight in-
cluding fly. wheel, 240 lbs.; outfit includes carbureter, timer, circulating
pump installed with piping, oiler; no electrical outfit at price quoted,
but spark coils and spark plugs can be supplied at a reasonable price,
if desired. This is a high speed engine; all parts are interchangeable; re-
newals and repairs can easily be made; carefully balanced; fly wheel bal- ^
anced after assembling on crank shaft and on crank center; high grade 1 4. /
in every respect. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO Y 1TI

A TWO HORSE POWER MOTOR—Two Cylinder, Four Cycle—revers-
ible two blade 12 inch propeller—bore 2£ inches—stroke, 4 inches; weight
135 lbs.; diameter of fly wheel 12 inches; diameter of crank shaft, one ^ ^
inch—speed, 750 normal, 200 minimum—complete electrical equipment. J kk
PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO 1%J%J

A FOUR AND A HALF HORSE POWER MOTOR—Single cylinder,two
cycle—suitable for a boat up to twenty-five feet—or as an auxiliary in
vessels up to 60 feet—diameter of cylinder, 4£ in.—stroke, 4£ in.; dia-
meter of crank shaft, If in.; diameter of crank pin, If in.; diamater of
fly wheel, 16 in.; weight of engine, 145 lbs—equipment includes: reverse
propeller wheel, six feet of shafting, brass sleeve, shifting mechanism,
stuffing box, pump, lubricators, coil, switch, ignition plug. Float feed

| f*||
carbureter supplied. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO* ±\J\J

A FIVE HORSE POWER MOTOR—two stroke, single cylinder; bore
and stroke, 4| in. x 5 in.; revolutions ,per minute, 690; weight, 215
lbs. Outfit includes bronze propeller, stuffing box, bronze lag bolts and
complete electrical equipment; hammer and break type spark—gives just ^ g^m*
as quick a break at a slow speed as while running fast—best of material 1 kk
used—leading American make. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO *

A FIVE HORSE POWER MOTOR—Single cylinder, two cycle; width,
base over all, 14£ in.; length, front of fly wheel to face of coupling, 20
in.; diameter of fly wheel, 18 in.; height, center of shaft to top of cylin-
der, 21 in.; weight, 225 lbs.; revolutions, 550; parts interchangeable;
motor thoroughly water jacketed; jump spark .ignition; timer, placed near
cylinder head eliminating danger and permits handy control of the speed;
motor reversible; guaranteed. Outfit includes float feed carbureter, shaft | r>*>
coupling, coil, spark plusr. muffller. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO... ±\J%J

A THREE HORSE POWER MOTOR — Two cylinder, bore, 4 in.;
stroke 4 in.; with outfit as follows: Float Feed Carbureter, circuit break-
er, spark plugs, grease cups on main bearings, muffler, starting crank,
pump attached, cylinder oiler, ball thrust. This is a valveless motor of
the improved two cycle, three port principle. One of the highest grade 1 /EC
motors on the market. PRICE F. O. B. TORONTO L § \J

Below are a few Bargains in Motor Boat Accessories. *

It will pay you to take advantage of them.
A TWELVE INCH—right hand—three blade—standard bronze pro-

peller wheel; also a left hand $4.75
A TWELVE INCH—right hand—two blade—standard bronze pro-

peller wheel—also a left hand 3.10
A TWELVE INCH—right hand—three blade—cast iron .

"[ 2 40
A FOURTEEN INCH—left hand—three blade—cast iron propeller

wheel
, 3.00

A TEN INCH—right hand—two blade—bronze propeller wheel—also
a left hand wheel 3 00

A TWELVE INCH—left hand—also a right hand—two blade... 3.75A THREE QUARTER INCH CARBURETER—leading make 12.00
A ONE INCH CARBURETER—leading make * 18 00
* SET OF SIX DRY BATTERIES.. 140
A SET OF SIX CLEVELAND BATTERY CONNECTORS...... .50A SPARK PLUG—leading make w „ 1 00
A NEW WONDER FLASHLIGHT, with battery .... .

"
i'io

A VEST FLASHLIGHT 1.00

H. T. ALLSOPP, 97 King Street East, TORONTO
Long Distance Phone Main 3730. A few Doors East of King Edward Hotel.

Any parties "i-siring iaf ->rm\tion by long distance phone will be provided with same at their expense.

'^4

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ThePutm
The Gdonlik0m

'Standard
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ADAMS
Would you buy a hundred dollar counterfeit

bill for twenty-nine forty ?

Not if you had your wits about you, would
you ?

Why buy a counterfeit gasoline engine, sup-

£
^ posed to be worth one hundred dollars, for

J] f f^L tlm^F twenty-nine forty? Does it sound reasonable?
|bj|>^2[ tt^X 0^ course it doesn't.

' Wk BBj^B^Jft^ ^ ou can onb r

get a certain amount of good

^ A-j*J(jP
merchandise for one hundred dollars, and you

^BBBll want to make sure that you are getting all that's
^^^^T coming to you.

ADAMS engines are the best engines we
can make for the price we sell them at, and they

couldn't be made any better if they sold for twice the money. Get our catalog,

and when you want the best there is in gasoline engines remember that the ADAMS
engine is IT.

THE ADAMS LAUNCH AND ENGINE HFG. CO.
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT. and VANCOUVER, B. C.

CANADA.

r THE FAMOUS

Michigan Speed Wheels

and Reverse Gears

fAMODSft\lCHlGAN STOKERS
De MARK

Tti&FAAV0l)sMlCtil6AM REVERSE (^EAR

All sizes, styles and types. Reversible, weedless and
solid speed wheels.

Everyone who owns a racer, pleasure boat or even a
duck boat wants more speed. It saves time and adds to

ones pleasure.

The Michigan reverse gear are largely used by many
of the leading engine builders and are sold on their merits

and guaranteed.

Send for 32 page catalog full of valuable information

on propeller wheels and reverse gears.

MICHIGAN WHEEL CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.Canadian Distributors :

John Mitten &- Son, Montreal and Toronto.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts In Canada.
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If it were possible to make a

better marine motor than the

Cushman we should be doing it.

Everything that equipment, skill

and years of experience can do to

makeaperfect,smallmarine engine

has been done, and to-day the

CUSHMAN
STANDS

WITHOUT A RIVAL

We are the only two-cycle engine

makers in the world that use Com-

pression Rings, to prevent leakage

around the crank bearings. These
rings effect not only the work,

but the very life of the - machine.
Every part of our motors are made
in our own factory and fitted and
finished precisely as the works of

a watch.

For a Descriptive Catalogue Write

Cushman Motor Co.

2010 /V. St., LINCOLN, NEBR.

GENERAL SALES AGENCIES.

Seattle Hardware Co., Seattle, Wash.
L. S. Cushman, Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Gas Engine & Appliance Co.,
1814 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.

J. N. Limeburner,
84 Chambers St., New.York City/.N. Y.

Get One Now To Use On Your Vacation.

No. 79 AUTOMATIC Razor Stropper

Price $1.50 Each.

The GREATEST BOON to the man who shaves him-
self that has ever been invented. The majority of men
who do not shave themselves will testify that it is be-
cause of their inability to keep their razor sharp. This
PATENT STROP does away with this difficulty and
makes shaving a delight. You cannot round the razor's
edge. No other strop will sharpen both sides of the
blade so evenly and quickly.

,
Sent post paid on receipt of price $1.50 each

Use it five days and if not satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.

U. J. ULERY CO., N 7 Warren St., New York City

Highest award at St. Louis World's Fair. Adopted by governments of
U. 8., Canada and England. 15 models to select from. Catalogue Fr««.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO.. Miamisbur*. Ohio.

Korona Cameras
always represent the highest standard
of camera quality. It* carefully, ex-
amined they will win your approbation
by their perfection in every detail and
the many little features which give
them their individuality. Koronas
are famous for their lens equipments
and they are sold at very reasonable
prices fitted with our

TURNER-REICH
Convertible Anastigmat f. 6. 8.

The perfect American lens.

Send for Catalogue

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
798 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y

When writing Advertisers kindly mentioa Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Folding Tonneau on the MITCHELL RUNABOUT
Opened or closed in 5 seconds without the use of any tools. As firm, strong

and comfortable as a standing tonneau.

Also made for Fords, Cadillacs, Buicks and many others.

Write for full description and prices to

DAYTON FOLDING TONNEAU COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

-MR. HUNTER" take a

THREE-BARREL
on your next hunting trip and be prepared for all classes of game.

Made in a variety of gauges and calibres. Guaranteed hard, ac-

curate shooters in all three barrels. The ©nly up-to-date weapon on
the market. Send for free 1908 catalog.

Have you seen our New Single Barrel Trap Gun with top rib ?

The Three*BarreI Gun Co.
Box 1001. Moundsville, W. Va., U. S. A.
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I « I NEW

l|i Marine Portable

wi^ Gasoline Engine

J

r 7^ 2 H. P. Weight 40 lbs.

r I Can be instantly attached by two thumb
j screws to the transom of any row boat.

1 Engine is air cooled. Just the engine

j>^^ for anglers and owners of dinghys and
sail boats. For particulars address

[
Walnut Machine & Brass

Foundry Company
3 316 Walnut Street, Toledo, Ohio.

AUTO BOAT AND AUTO MOTORS

10-12 H.P.

18-20 H.P.

Four Cycle

Double Cylinder

Agents Wanted.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Send for Prices and
Circulars.

THE BEILFUSS MOTOR CO., LANSING, MICH., U S A

Kerosene and Gasoline Marine Engines

\ME manufacture two types of engines, one de-
TT signed for gasoline only and one for both
gasoline and kerosene.

Our kerosene generator valve is different from
any other type as it forces the charge directly into
the cylinder without drawing it into base of engine,
first heating it with hot air.

Our engines are correct in every detail, and their
successful performance makes good our claim of a
High Grade Engine at Reasonable Price.

write for catalog. Ten sizes, i, 2 and 3 cylinders

DUBRIE MOTOR CO.
430 Guoin St. - - Detroit, Mich.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.'
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No. 10 $3.50 No. 14 $5.00 No. 12 $4.00
Size of seat ... 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 in. 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat 9^ in. 10 in. 20 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furniture is sold
at less, but you would not want it at atiy price when placed alongside of YOUNGER'S WILLOW FURNITURE.
I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I guarantee strength and durability of

every article. As to BEAUTY of this furniture, it speaks for itself. The handsome set, illustrated above, sells for
$12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow. That means coolness and comfort. There is

no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and unhealthy upholstered chair when you can buy
these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $ie.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs, Fancy
Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilist's Bakets, and numerous other articles. Special bas-
kets of any style made to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points. Send for catalog.

W. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., Toronto.

Our Preserved Frogs,

Shiners, Minnows, etc.

are life like.

Ask your dealer for

those packed by the

ANGLERS' BAIT & MFG. CO.,

273-275 South Water St.

,

CHICAGO.

To be obtained in Canada from
Warren & Ellis, Sporting Goods
Dealers, 302 Yonge St., Toronto

McCurdy's Frog Harness
Hook acknowledged by the

best anglers in this country to

be the most human, perfect and
sure killer Fish Hook ever used.

Perfri-tly weedless, keeps the frog alive, a d gets a short biter every
time. Made in all sizes and of very best of material. Price per hook,

35 cents. Manufactured by

B. F. McCURDY, 4014 State Street, CHICAGO.
Dealer in live and a* tificial fish, bait and sportsman's supplies.

Calendar, Catalogue and Price List free on application.

E. I. C.
DRY BATTERIES

BEST BY TEST

We want you to write us to-day about

our Battery.

A trial will convince you of their

merits.

The Electric Ignition Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO.
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high-grade

GasolineLaunches
From $175.00 up.

I^owboats and Canoes.

H E,. GIDLEY <& CO.
DEPT. R

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT., CANADA

Damascus Hunting Hatchet

FOR THE

Sportsman, Motorist, Trapper, Engineer,

Prospector, Surveyor.

THIN, TOUGH, PRACTICAL.
Large enough to cut up your big game and your

firewood. Small enough to carry on your belt.

Handle so shaped that it cannot slip or turn in
your hand. Equipped with the JONES ADJUST-
ABLE HANDLE FASTENER, which keeps the
handle always tight. When your handle breaks
you don't have to burn it out. "JUST TURN
THE SCREW."

Price $2.50 with leather sheath

Weight complete to 2 lbs. 16, 18, 20, 22 or
84 inch straight or curved handle. Also Camp
Axes any weight and standard shape.
Ask your dealer. If he cannot supply you SEND

US his name and Hatchet will be sent you prepaid
on receipt of price. DEPT. S.

THE C. A. C. AXE COMPANY
35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

TheK-WSparkPlug

$1
AA Postpaid

•\J\J to any address.

No packing is used but accurate taper joints positively

prevent leaking of compression.

A spring at the end takes up the heat expansion and
effectually prevents cracked porcelains.

A mica tube is encased within the porcelain core,

making both a mica and porcelain plug in one which is

far superior to either mica or porcelain alone.

The best insulated plug on the market.
Soot proof and will not short circuit.

The more plugs of other make you have
# tried, the

better you will like this one.

If your dealer does not handle it, send direct to us.

Take no substitute.

THE K=W IGNITION Co.
46 Power Ave., CLEVELAND, OHIO. , U.S.A.

A Matchless Cigar Lighter

Will be sent FREE to anyone sending us One Subscription to Rod and

Gun and Motor Sports in Canada. Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Hod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"^tilcan (Sharker"
MADE IN CANADA. Established 1888

fi [ SPARKING BATTERIES
\ YACHT UGHTING and
I SPARKING SYSTEMS

Are standard equipment on all high
grade Automobiles and Motor Boats

Over 300 Outfits in use in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEAR

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO. E&SS S^S
Montreal snd Bast, John Forman. Winnipeg, Cooper Engine Co.

Vancouver, Vancouver Shipyard, Ltd.

No. 305 Six Volt 70 Ampere

«a.ES IMG**
TO H. M. THE KIHq W

Est. 1826

2 piece
Ejectors

THE ART OF 8HOOTINQ" Seventh and Revised
Papular Edition, 2/6; Postage 6d extra.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE

11, PANTON STREET, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S. W-
(Opposite The Comedy Theatre.

A King Air Rifle

Will be given FREE to anyone sending

3 SUBSCRIPTIONS to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

The King Air Rifle is a winner. Every
boy who is anxious to become proficient
in shooting should take advantage of
this opportunity to own one. No diffi-

culty in securing the 3 subscriptions.
Send for sample copy to show prospec-
tive subscribers. DO IT NOW.-

KEROSENE OIL
ENGINES

MARINE AND STATIONERY

As Reliable cs Steam
WE SPECIALIZE: Each one of our

Engines is absolutely the best of its
class from schooner to canoe.

"REMINGTON"
"DUBRIE"

"TWICE-TWO"
"REFINED"

SEND FOR "MARINE BULLETIN" NO. 10.

DINNING & ECKENSTEIN
503, 504, 505 Merchants Bank Bldg

MONTREAL.

Practical Dog Education £^t^£2SK
containing some new and thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or rather dog
education. The methods recommended by Mr. Abbot represent the experience of the
best trainers throug out the country. The man who misters the principles will be able
to train any dog. The book is handsomely bound in cloth and a copy will be sent post

W « J - TAYLOR "gXSXT Woodstock, Ont.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MANUFACTURERS

By SO

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Built Rod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and TaoMn

ta~THK English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers.

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
&9"V* e publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

ffil^r GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

sick: dogs.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO PEED

On application to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 118 W. 31st St., New York
XJ. S. A..

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offering re-
ward for return. German Silver
handsomely made, 25c postpaid
Agents wanted.

A Business Education Free
"THE ART AND LITERATURE OF BUSINESS"

By Charles Austin Bates
Complete, in six volumes, will be sent FREE to

anyone sending

Thirty Subscriptions to
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
These volumes enter fully into methods suitable for
all kinds of business and point out methods leading
to success. The books are bound in cloth, will
make a fine addition to any library and to the voung
student will furnish an excellent business education

Address W.
J. TAYLOR,

Publisher Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
Woodstock, Ont.

O00P IN A/ty
MAIL BOX ORO

_ J POST OFFICE

POSTAGE. &ADDRES5U0
M5IDE.

C. E. LOCKE MFG.COJ59£
sS£?.KFNSFn,MWl

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS
For Trout and Bass fishing.

No swivels required
; "they

spin so easy." Made in seven
different size blades, 25
styles, in either Bucktail or
feather fly. For casting and
trolling. Send for circulais

Price for single, 25c ; tandem, 35c.
J HILDEBRANDT, Drawer 8, LOCANSPORT, IND., U S A

JOHN

When writiag Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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Be Your Own Taxidermist
Mount Your Own Fine Specimens of Birds, Animals and Game Heads

Sportsmen here is something that will interest you. We can teach you
by mail in your own home to mount all kinds of birds, animals, tan skins,
make rugs, robes, etc.

We have taugnt 15000 of the leading sportsmen of the country to do their
own Taxidermy work, and we can teach you too if you will give us the oppor-
tunity. Our course is not an ordinary cheap booklet, but a complete scientific
treatise, prepared by expert Taxidermists, and has been proven by seven
years of success; yet the lessons are so exceedingly simple that anyone can
learn quickly and easily. Our school is recommended by this magazine and
all leading sportsmen and Taxidermists. You can save your own trophies,decor-
ate your home and den and make big profits with Taxidermy. Enroll in our
"School for Sportsmen by Sportsmen" and let us teach you this splendid
business.

Let us send you free our fine new catalog, hundreds of testimonial letters, and a copy,
of the Taxidermy magazine—all free for the asking. Get these, they will interest you
Write to-d.y. N w . SCHOOL OF TAXI PERM Y, BOX 10-X, oma ha. neb

IN O W IS THE TIME
to place your order for a

CANOE or SKIFF
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Lakefield Canoe Building and Manufacturing Co.. Limited, Lakefield Ont.

NO! The Breeze Carbureter will not cure all your Motor Troubles.

But it will come nearer doing the business than anything yet
produced. It is easy to make claims but the people are tired of talk

—they now want results. We honestly believe we can show you that

the Breeze Carbureter will actually increase your motor power and
flexibility. Decrease your fuel bills, with less adjustments, and adjust-

ments that will not change after once made.
Will you give us an opportunity to show you ?

If interested drop us a line for full particulars and copy of our
latest Text Book, 36 pages, "Carbureters and Engine Troubles."

It is worth dollars to Motor Owners. It costs only (1) cent to get it. It will tell you
how you can do the trick. Manufacturers of

Breeze Carbureters, Newark, New Jersey, U. S. A.

D. W. MoRDK.N,
Pilot Mound. Man., one of our
Successful students at work.

No More Tangled Hooks
The Anticussin Hook Holder keeps hooks and snells in

perfect condition. Absolutely prevents tangling. Holder
with full set of hooks can be carried in the pocket with-
out snagging. Hooks inserted or removed instantly.
Entire assortment of hooks always in plain sight for

quick selection. Eliminates tackle box.

The Anticussin Hook Holder
is made of non-corroding
metal, highly nickled, size
3 in. by 6 1-2 in. Will ab-
solutely prevent hooks from
rusting. Saves twice its cost
in hooks the first season.
Sent prepaid upon receipt,
of 50c and your dealer's
name. Money b ck if not
entirely satisfied.

Sportsman's Specialty Co

1377 n. clark st , chicago

SKIDOO!
MARINE ENGINE

New 1908 Model, improved and perfected in every detail. A strictly high-
grade 2-cycle engine for use in Canoes, Rowboats, Flatbottom Boats, River
Skiffs, Yacht Tenders. Hunting and Fishing Boats, and 14 *

to 20 ft. Pleasure and Speed Launches. $i

ACTUALCatalog
FREE 2Tp

a

.

l

Bare Engine23Complete Engine with Accessories I

and Fresh Water Boat Fittings,

'

$43.75. Salt Water Boat Fittings, $5 extra.
Swiftest, most powerful, efficient and reliable
engine of its size on earth. Simple, compact,
strong, durable, reversible, economical and safe.

Anyone can install and run it. Drives boat 5 to 8
miles an hour. Sold from factory to user on 30 day's ap-

proval and 5-year guarantee. Prompt shipment. Order now.

Belle Isle Motor Co., Dept. 54 Detroit, Mich-
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HEITOER CARBURETER

MODEL A. '08

Small, neat, light and efficient, nothing better at
any price.

Being adopted by Automobile, Motor Cycle and
Marine Engine Manufacturers,

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Horizontal or vertical outlet.
We also make a special carbureter for 3-port,

2 cycle engines.
Good Live Agents wanted for Canada. A good

proposition.

HEITOER CARBURETER CO.,},
9^.^3'

CATALOG ON REQUEST

"No Fleas on Me"

I AM WASHED WITH

'Standard*

Oil of Tar
which is a Non-Poisonous Disinfectant, has a fine
odor, perfect in its action, and is the best General
Disinfectant on the market.

If your dealer cannot supply you send his name
and one dollar for trial gallon tin to

The West Chemical Co.
125 Queen St. East - Toronto.

AN EVER READY
SAFETY RAZOR

AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
This razor valued at $1.25 is guaranteed as

?;ood a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
imited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

GOING A-FI
•M ~ ******

. , -

_

The PREEPOR

Write for My Book-It's Free.
Handsomely Illustrated—tells all about "the Dutchman" and those who
"follow the Dutchman"—all about the habits of fish—and how I came
to make a really scientific fish-hook that, for scientific reasons,
will catch fish, anywhere that fish are. Last season, thous-
ands of fishermen-sportsmen bought "FREEPORT
HOOKS"—re-ordered—told their friends—the friends or-

dered—re-ordered—told their friends—they ALL said:

•'Best we ever used." And I can prove it.

THE (Patented 1904-1908/

FREEPORT HOOK
Is made right, because I first made It for my own use. I am
selling it because sportsmen want it. It Is hand-made, in all
parts, from the best materials—each HOOK tested to hold big
fish. It Is absolutely weedless and snag-proof—among lily

pads, roots, logs or sunken tree-tops. Bait is always in nat-
ural position and motion—and the scientific color is a perfect

_ lure. If you want to know all about

A Fish Hook That Will Catch Fish
-send for MY BOOK. Or—ASK YOUR DEALER, or send
me ONE DOLLAR—for one complete "FREEPORT HOOK
ou get your money back, if you don't like it. Made in two
styles— Frog, treble-hook, and Minnow, single-hook, and
three sizes; No. 1, Bass; No. 2. Pike; No. 3, Muskallonge
and Pickerel. "Follow the Dutchman."

LOUIS BIERSACH,
Block

y 32

THE FREEPORT HOOK
Freeport, 111.

When writing- Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Distinctive New

Wall Papers

Never before have we had such an at-

tractive stock of New Wall Papers to

select from. The points of merit are

numerous, but originality of design, great

beauty of coloring and smallness of price

are among the attractive feat ures. They
are the latest productions of the leading
English, French, German and American
manufacturers, and with few exceptions
the patterns and colorings are confined

exclusively to ourselves.

I Samples will be forwarded free of
J

charge to any address. Please sta tefor
what room, color and price desired.

The W.J. Bolus Co., Limited

245 Yonge Street, TORONTO.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are Best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

& Miners
They are the

lightest boot on
the market, quali-
ty and material
considered. They
are made to fit

and wear. They
are practically
water pr oof—if

properly taken care of. There are no nails
or anything to gall the feet. They will not
harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or

write for catalogue O.

Witchell-Soheill Company
DETROIT, MIOH.

Manufacturers in Sporting and^ Athletic Footwear.

THE

William English Canoe Co.

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue.

THIS BOAT FOLDS
INTO A PACKAGE.

It's Solid and Stiff when in use—collapsible
and quickly made portable. Carried by hand
or in a buggy. Tempered, galvanized, light
steel ribs give both strength and lightness.
Is a revelation in boat construction. Non-
sinkable. Puncture proof. No repairs. No
cost for storage. Wears longer than a wooden
boat. We make all sizes and styles for every
purpose. Our catalogue—100 engravings—
sent on receipt of 6 cts.

KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO.

465 Lake St.. Muskegon, Mich.,

formerly Kalamazoo.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
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Wizard Magneto
Absolutely Reliable and Durable .

Make and Break or Jump Spark for

Marine and Stationary Engines.

8PECIAL MAGNETO FOR
FORD AND MAXWELL RUNABOUTS
Try a "WIZARD" on your Engine

Thousands in successful operation

HERCULES ELECTRIC CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CANADIAN AGENTS

:

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.
Montreal Vancouver Winnipeg Toronto

GOOD HEALTH!
DRINK

Bromo Mineral
The well known morning bracer.

Sweetens a sour stomach.

Sold at all Hotels in Canada.

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

HOTEL GLASSWARE
AND

HOTEL SUPPLIES.

BROMO MINERAL CO.
86 Church Street. Toronto. Ont.

SHOOT
MULLERITE

THE PERFECT BULK SMOKELESS POWDER.

HARDEST GRAIN. HIGHEST VELOCITIES

DEEPEST
#
PENETRAT10N

GUARANTEED SUPERIOR to ANY SMOKELESS POWDER
TRY IT LOAD FOR LOAD WITH ANY SMOKELESS

YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

SCHOVERLING BROS., Sole Agents
6 Read Street, New York City.

Your local dealer can supply any load you Wish; if not let us hear from you. A trial is our best argument'

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
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For

Hunter

•aor

Fisherman.

Mosquitoes or Black

Flies often choose the

wrong moment for their

attacks. They won't choose

the wrong people though, and

the wrong people for them are

those who use

CALVERT'S
20% Carbolic Soap,

Because both these and other insects

avoid the presence of Carbolic.

30 cts. a tablet, at your Drucpists, or by mail from

F. C. Calvert & Co., 349 Dorchester-St. West, Montreal.

Write for booklet (free) describing this and

other specialities.

THE

Queen's Hotel
TORONTO,
CANADA

One of the largest and most comfortable hotels in

the Dominion of Canada, and, being adjacent to the
Lake, commands a splendid view of Toronto Bay and
Lake Ontario. It is well known as one of the coolest

houses in summer in Canada, and is elegantly furnished
throughout. Rooms en-suite, with bath rooms attached.
The Queen's has been liberally patronized by royality

and nobility during their visits to Toronto, and among
those who have honored it with their patronage are :

His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Alexis of
Russia ; their Royal Highnesses, Prince Leopold,
Prince George, Princess Louise, and the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught; the Marquis of Lome; the Earl
and Countess of Dufferin; the Marquis and Marchioness
of Lansdowne; Lord and Lady Stanley, of Preston

;

Earl and Countess of Aberdeen. The Queen's is

furnished with all the latest modern improvements.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

HcGaw & Winnett,
Proprietors.

SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR

New Catalog

Tackle

Guns and

Camping Goods.

Oldtown Canoes
15 and 16 feet

TheH.H.KiffcCo.
52LBrr y

Guaranteed for One Year.

Yours for One Dollar.

THIS Porcelain Plug makes
"em" set up and take notice.

The greatest plug value ever of-

fered at

$J.OO
with a year's guarantee. Import-
ed Porcelains. Can't leak or short
circuit. Can't soot over. It's a
$2.50 plug for $1.00.

NEVER MISS

No. 8
Ask your dealer or send direct

if he can't supply you. None just
as good. Remember Never Misa
No. 8.

Get our Catalogue of Ianitloo

Goods FREE.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, MICH., U S. A,

Whsm writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ta in Canada.
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~20 RepeatingRifle

4

With high velocity loads shoots perfectly up to three hun-
dred yards. The fflarftst solid top and side ejector make for safety

and convenience and allow the attachment of any telescope

—

directly over the barrel and action. For long range shots at wild
geese, foxes, woodchucks, hawks, etc., and especially when fitted

with a telescope, the .25-20 7ffarf/n is the perfect gun.

Every shooter should know the up-to-date fflar///i

line of repeaters. Full description in our 136-page

talog. Sent free for three stamps postage. Write

7%e77Zar/in/irearms Co.

,

67 \ Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Northwestern

IgnitionBatteries
Absolutely Reliable, Best

and Hottest park.

Electric Searchlights
More powerful than acetylene. No bad

smell. Will not blow out. On and off

with the snap of a switch.

Write for Catalogue "R"

Northwestern Storage Battery Co.

448 Milwaukee Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

A TIP TO
Travellers

Why Pay $2.00 for a stuffy

room in a second-class hotel, or

$4.00 for a cheerless apartment

n a first-class hotel

In Chicago
when you can secure comfort-

able lodging, supplemented by a

Turkish Bath, a scientific rub, a

shower and a plunge in the finest

swimming pool in America for

One Dollar
Moral : When in Chicago stop at

The New Northern

Baths and Hotel

8YLVE8TER J. SIMON, PRES..

14 QUINOY ST., NEAR STATE
IN THE VERY HEART O^THE CITY
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On the Mississaga Canoe Trip.

Canoe Trips
WE can tell you where to go for any kind of trip, long or

Jj

short. Tell us what you want and we will answer promptly.

i >

Do You Want to Know Where to Hunt this Autumn ?

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada."
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r CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

l\\^ck6S.^% offar

or q^.j3r
"5'?5, *H

^5 .pouru^ IC Sample

'A Letter We Like.'

This is an exact

reproduction of a let-

ter written on birch

bark received in this

office on June 15th. It

speaks for itself.

Other good canoe

trips are the

Mississaga

Kipewa

Garden River

French River

Albany River

Kootenay

All information

will be sent if you

write.

L. O. Armstrong,
Tourist Agent,

C. P. R. Offices, MONTREAL

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Pod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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RAINO
WATERPROOF
CLOTHING

Keeps you dry,
clean and comfort-
able in the heaviest
driving storm.

Plenty of materials

are said to be water-

proof. RAINO has
proven so by the
severest tests.

Raino garments are

soft and pliable and
will not stick, gum, rot

or peel.

Is the only satisfac-

tory material for hunt-

ers, fishermen, yachts-

men, automobilists, etc.

Color Olive Drab.

Write for sample and
free book of styles.

Dealers can also

supplied.

be

RAINO GO.
737-761 S. Halsted Street, CHICAGO, U.S A.

(O) Codfm

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club*' brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G.F.HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

JGb

b'TCH. IMOV*

The Largest

Manufacturers
in the World
in our Line

Our Goods stand the Test

The Patent

Unbreakable Silk Bound Rod TRADE MARK

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN FISHING RODS.
Silk bound, waterproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout and Bass. Strongest rod in the world. Every dealer and fisherman
•hould see this rod. Price is most reasonable and within the reach of all. Made only by us in our factory at Toronto

The Allcock, Laight & WestWood Co., Limited
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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Waterman
Marine Motors

Unsurpassed for simplicity, reliability, durability. Few parts.

Easily understood and most reasonable in cost.

Model A
2 cylinder—2 cycle ; built with the cylinders
and head in one piece ; no joints to leak.

Cylinders quickly removeable. Ignition is

jump spark with vibrator on spark coil and
spark plug. Small plunger pump insures
perfect circulation of water in cylinder—can
be fitted to use as bilge pump. Can be re-

versed instantly while running, and runs
with equal power in either direction.
Equipped with rotary timer and multiple
sight feed oiler. Thoroughly solves the
problem ofeconomical powerformotor boats.

6 h.p. 150 pounds. 10 h.p. 200 pounds.
The best motor ever built, quality, price and equipment considered. "From start to

finish" this Waterman Model X is a motor that will give the service expected every time,
and the user will escape the many annoyances and troubles and disappointments so com-
mon to gasoline marine motors. This is because of the correctness of the scientific principle
it embodies ; the exceeding simplicity ; it is easily understood by even the inexperienced
motorist; there are so few parts ; there is nothing to get out of order; and it is constructed
from the very best materials, by thoroughly skilled mechanics, and every one is fully and
specifically tested before shipment. Send for Catalogue and full descriptive matter, it

pays to be on the right side.

The Waterman Canoe Motor is unapproachable in its

extreme simplicity, strength of construction, and cer-
tainty to deliver the power required. We make them in

and ship complete, ready for installation. If you have a Canoe

GANOE MOTORS
1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders,
send for our Catalog.

OUTBOARD MOTOR We have the only successful Outboard Motor on
the market, a little 2 h.p. (40 lbs.) motor that you——— — can attach to the stern post of your boat in 5 minu-

tes, without any tools. Can be detached just as quickly. Giving satisfaction everywhere.
Attached to row boats, dories, sail boats, etc. Just read the article in this magazine
(written by one who has no connection with us), describing a trip through the wilds of
Northern Ontario with one of our Outboard Motors.

But send for the Catalog. We urge you to investigate the Waterman Marine Motors.
You don't buy a motor every day—you don't want to pay
Motor will not disappoint you.

for mistakes. A Waterman

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO
1531 FORT STREET WEST, DETROIT, MICH,

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun end Motor Sports in Canada,"
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To Quebec in July.
THE main interest for the traveller in Canada dur-

ing July is the great celebration of the three hun-
dreth birthday of Quebec, on which half a million

dollars is being spent for the greatest series of pa-

geants ever arranged in the Old World or the new.
The reputation of the province of Quebec as a fish-

ing and hunting country is established, and the new
territories made accessible by the Canadian Northern Quebec and the

Quebec and Lake St. John Railways, will enhance it, for they in-

clude an abundance of lakes, rivers and woods, that cannot fail to

provide fine sport.

The Tercentenary will do much to advertise all kinds of Canadian
interests. The impressions of those visiting Quebec for the first

time will depend largely on the facilities provided for seeing the

pageants without undue fatigue. The ideal way to enjoy the

Tercentenary is to spend the nights and early mornings in the
cool country.

The Quebec and Lake St. John Railway and the Lake St.

Joseph Hotel excellently combine to give the maximum of satisfact-

ion to visitors to Quebec, before, during and after the Tercentenary.
The hotel is on the lovely lake St. Joseph, in the Laurentian mount-
ains, and only 22 miles from the city. With a railway station in its

grounds, the journey either way occupies only fifty minutes.
During the Tercentenary a special service will be in operation all

day and every day.

The Hotel is new, electrically applianced, (including telegraph)

has 100 spacious guest rooms, splendid dining, dancing, and loung-
ing halls The grounds furnish tennis, golf and other sports, and
the lake, for fishing, boating and bathing, is superb.

The trains of the Canadian Northern Quebec Railway run di-

rect from Montreal to the hotel station, over a wonderfully pictur-

esque route, including Shawinigan and Maskinonge Falls, Grand
Mere, Lac aux Sables and the Bastican Valley.

The hotel is also a first-rate vantage point for trips to the Up-
per St. Maurice, Lake St. John and the Saguenay. Write the man-
ager for rates which are $2.50 up. For train services write Guy
Tombs, G. P. A. Can. Nor. Que. Ry. Montreal.

1
> wa
\ de<

Write to the Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Rail-

way System, Toronto, for the booklet "Roads to Sport** Which
deals With fishing and hunting along Canadian Northern lines in

siA provinces.

Wh«n writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Yachting on the Finest Harbor in the Dominion,

BY N. MILTON BROWNE.

0
F you were to ask me to name the

premier yacht club in Canada, I

should unhesitatingly answer : The
Royal Cape Bre-

ton Yacht
Squadron, o f

Sydney, Cape
Breton.

All things be-

ing equal, such

as the size of the

city and popula-

tion, and the

number of mem-
bers' names on

the roster, the

club at Sidney

stands first on

the roll as a

cradle for the

sport of kings.

The squad-
ron's home is

conceded by all

who have had
the pleasure of
spending a few
hours within its

walls as being as

well appointed
as the best club

rooms in Ameri-
ca.

Nestlingclose
to the water's
edge, on the
shore of the

beautiful Sydney

River the site is all that

from the view point of a

the bounding sea with

Courtesy of G. F. Wheeler.

THE PEERLESS CIBOU.

can be desired
sailor. He loves
the whitecaps

wildly scream-
ing from the
bow and tumbl-
ing waters flood-

ing the scup-
pers, while the
white - sheeted
craft plunges
bravely out into

the broad At-
lantic. There
are nine miles
of open bay be-
fore the nearest
headlands are
left behind, and
it is seldom that

even the hard-
iest sailor can
cover this out-

s i d e course
without reefing

his big sails.

To the more
timid of the

yachtsmen, and
particularly the

ladies, the in-

ner course of the

broad expanse
of river offers

tempting allur-

ment, and every
Saturday after-

noon during the



SHAKING OUT THE SPINNAKERS.

summer season, the harbor is dotted with
the pleasure craft sailing the racing sche-

dule of the season's series.

The Royal Cape Breton Yacht Club
was organized in 1899, and during the
few years it has been in existence the
boats of the fleet have brought home
some of the very

best trophies of-

fered for com-
petition in the

sailing world of

Eastern Canada.
The first not-

able victory won
by the squadron
was when the

clipper boat
Cibou, design-

ed by Herrick

K. Duggan,and
commanded by
the late Shirley

Davidson, o t

Montreal, was
sent to Halifax THE ST. LAWRENCE, SEWANHAKA CUP DEFENCE.

in the summer of 1901, and, pitted against

the best yachts in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, fairly ran away with the

the Prince of Wales and the Wenonah
trophies.

In 1902, the Cibou was shipped to St.

John N. B. and entered in the race for

the Coronation
Cup,atrophy do-

nated by Com-
modore Thomp-
son, of the Royal
Kennebec a s i s

Yacht Club.
Again, victory

perched on the

banner of the

fleetSydney rep-

resentative and
the valued piece

ofsilverware, the

pride of St. John
yachtsmen, was
taken away to

the city by the

sea.



Courtesy of G. F. Wheeler.

HOME OF THE ROYAL CAPE BRETON YACHT SQUADRON.

In 1903 the Cibou defended the Coro-
nation cup against the Glencairn, a Dug-
gan design, owned by a member of the St.

John Yacht Club, winning her races hand-
ily, and in 1904 she vanquished Cabot, a
Prince Edward Island boat that was sent

across the strait to lift the cup. The
hand of the man that held the tiller and
piloted the Cibou to victory in all her races,

that of thelate ShirleyDavidson, isstilledin

death ; but the

memory of the

best sailor that

over trod the

deck of any
craft will long
remain green in

the memory of

those who wat-

ched the master
manoeuvre h i s

craft into the

premier posi-

tion.

In 1905 the

Cibou was sold

to Mr. Axel
Johnson, of Nor-
way, and regret J k

was general that the owners had seen fit

to send the good little craft out of the

country.

For three years there were no contests

for the trophy. In 1906 Mr. Carruth, a
native of Boston, who has a summer
home at Baddeck, on the Bras d'Or
Lakes, challenged with his fast sloop

Micmac, a design from a model by Arthur
Benning, the American naval architect.

Following a ser-

ies of races by
boats owned in

Sydney the Yen-
dys, owned and
designed b y
Herrick K. Dug-
gan, was chosen
to defend the

cup, which she
did gallantly,

winning the first

three races. It

is expected that

Mr. Carruth will

challenge again
this season. The
Yendys is a min-

ross' gloria. iature of the
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American cup defenders, twenty-seven
feet on the water line and forty feet over
all. The building of such a craft has
revived the oft-talked of Canadian chal-

lenge for the America cup. Mr. Dug-
gan has made a model of a ninety-footer

off the same model as the Yendys, which
is at present hung on the walls of the

library of Mr. James Ross, President of

the Dominion Coal Company, at his sum-
mer residence here in Sydney. It might
be, that if suffi-

cent funds were
forth coming,
M r . Duggan
could beinduced
to have a boat
constructed off

a model of his to

represent Cana-
da in a race for

the Internation-

al trophy.

The blue rib-

bon of Maritime
waters, the
prize most eag-
erly sought after

b y Provincial

yachtsmen is the

Prince of Wales'
Cup, donated by
H i s Gracious
Majesty King
Edward VII
when he was
heir apparent
to the throne of

England, to the

Nova Scotia
Yacht Squadron
of Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Under
the conditions of

the deed of gift

this trophy must always be sailed for in

Halifax waters, the club winning the cup
being obliged to send it back at the end
of twelve months to the capital squadron.
For several years the Halifax sailors

were not called upon to defend the treas-

ured silverware, until finally a Sydney
yacht, the Gloria owned by Mr. J. K. L.

Ross was sent to the Garrison City and
easily lifted the coveted trophy. In 1906
the Gloria again went to Halifax, to de-

Courtesy of Jimmy Kendall.

SHIRLEY DAVIDSON.

fend her title, and finished in third posi-

tion. The race for the cup that season
was an International event, the Sydney
yacht being pitted against the two fast-

est racing schooners in America, the

Elmina and Corona, which finished in

first and second places. The same year
the Gloria annexed the Shelbourne and
Minot cups, winning the two races by
large margins.

Another craft owned and sailed in

Sydney waters
forthepast three

or four years,

that enjoys a
Dominion wide
reputation is the

St. Lawrence
which defended
the Sewanhaka
cup in 1904.

This speedy son-
der boat is a bit

behind the form
she showed in

those memor-
able Fmatches,
but with a good
man at the til-

ler, there
are very few
boats in her
class in these

waters that can
sailoverthe finish

line ahead ofher.

Last summer
the three big

yacht squadrons
of Nova Scotia

amalgam a t e d
for a cruise to

be held in July,

but the Domin-
ion Coal-Domin-

Steel trial intervened and as many of the

yachtsmen were personally interested in

the litigation the trip was called off. The
program, however, will be carried out

this season. The Sydney fleet after a

sail through the lower half of the beauti-

ful Bras d'Or Lakes to Baddeck, will

join forces with the Bras d'Or Squadron
and continue the cruise to St. Peter's

Channel, where they are scheduled to

meet the yachts of the Royal Nova Scotia



YENDYS, CORONATION CUP HOLDER.

Yacht Squadron. The flotilla will then

return to Baddeck. where two day's rac-

ing will be held, and thence to Sydney
where the sailors have arranged to hold

high carnival for a week.

As an escort to the flotilla of yachts, a
fleet of twenty-one motor boats will

make the trip through the Bras d'Or
Lakes. It is claimed by the followers of
the chu chu
craft in this city

that Sydney can
boast at least of
two boats of

this description

that can give
their back-wash
to any similar

vessel moving in

Maritime w a-

ters. The "Buzz"
owned by Mr.
A. D. Igraham,
has a registered

speed of twenty HER RICK K. DUGGAN IS SITTING DOWN ON LEFT.

knots an hour, and is the acknowledged
king of the motor craft on the local har-

bor.

The beauties of the Bras d'Or Lakes
have been sung in song and legend, from
the time when the wild and unturtor-

ed Micmac camped along their silvery,

sandy shores, down to the present day,

when the tourist from every land and
clime journey to this health-giving

country to while

away the sum-
mer vacation
hours in the

most salubrious

climate on the

American con-
tinent.

Leaving Syd-
ney the yachts
will cruise
around Cran-
berry Head, dis-

tant about nine

miles from the

home quarters,
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and reach across the Atlantic some six

miles to the opening of the lakes.

The entrance is made through a nar-

row Gut, one hundred and fifty yards
wide, through which the tide runs at

whirlpool pace, reaching at half flood be-

tween sixteen and twenty miles an hour.

When the wind and tide are both run-
ning out, it is one of the prettiest sights

imaginable to watch either one or more
boats beat in through the narrow channel.
The flying seas drive clean over the deck
and half way up the mast, drenching
those sailors who have the temerity to

venture in when such conditions exist.

Having negotiated this tossing section of

water, however, the yachtsman is more
than repaid for the dangers he has risked

whenhebeholds the magnificentpanoroma
of land and water that is spread before
him.

On theone side mountainous hillsclothed

with birch, spruce, maple, ashand number-
less others of the tree species, swathe the

almost precipitous hillsides with a crown
of green that in the perspective looks like

avast emerald set with mighty irregularity

between the blue vault of heaven and the

shimmering sea below. Across the

water on the other shore, an altogether

different order prevails. Here the magic
hand of the planter is in evidence.
Large tracts of farm land of the richest

and most profitable kind run from the

shore far back into the country, and the

merry songs of the planters and the

women in the fields form a fitting accom-
paniment to a scene of Nature at its

best, that must be seen and heard before

being half appreciated

The run to beautiful Baddeck, "The
Pearl of the Lakes" made famous by the

late Charles Dudley Warner in "Baddeck
and that sort of thing" is some sixty

miles from the entrance and it is the en-

thusiastic opinion of every person who
has enjoyed the sail, that the scenery and
general environment far excel the beaut-

ies of the famous lakes of Switzerland

or the gloomy grandeur of the Fjords of

Norway.
The remainder of the up-river voyage

to St. Peters is about forty miles, and is

but a continuation of the pleasant scenes

through which the yachts have already

passed.

The charter members of the Royal
Cape Breton Yacht Club were : Judge
Dodd, W. Buell, J. A. Gillies, A. C.

Ross, W. Turner, Dr. E. J. Johnston, R.

B. Van Home, H. H. McDougall, K. D.
McDonald, E. C. Hanrahan, F. C.

Kimber.
The officers ot the Royal Cape Breton

Yacht Club for 1908 are : Commodore,
Herrick K. Duggan ; Vice Commodore,
F. C. Kimber ; Rear Commodore, A. E.

Nash.

The Mountain Goat Breeding in Captivity.

ON May twentieth, 1908, the first

Rocky Mountain Goat ever bred in

captivity was born in New York
Zoological Park. Its parents were
brought from British Columbia by Direc-

tor Hornady in November 1905, with
three other specimens. All five were
born in May 1905, and were captured in

the mountains north of Fort Steele.

Since the arrival of the little herd
in New York, all its members have
been maintained in excellent health.

They are fed on very clean crushed oats

(in the hull), sliced carrots and potatoes,

an occasional apple and all the clover

hay they can eat. There are three adult

males and two females, and they have
been given three large corrals and a rus-

tic barn in the southwestern corner of the

Park. For amusement and excercise

they climb all over the roof of the barn,

and spend much time aloft.

Although very level-headed and calm in

times of real danger; the Mountain Goat
is shy of being handled, and petted and
with nervous impatience flings itself

away from an outstretched hand. One
member of the herd will permit their keep-

er to touch it. Although they are not

quarrelsome toward each other, they were
so free in prodding each other with their

skewer-like horns it was necessary to
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saw off an inch from each horn tip.

Quite a number of goats have come in-

to captivity, but very tew have survived

longer than a few months. The climatic

conditions of the Atlantic coast region

have carried off eight other goats of our
acquaintance in two years or less, and
until now it has been doubted whether it

were possible to acclimatize the species

on the Atlantic coast, and maintain it in

health and vigor up to breeding point.

For this reason, the news of the birth in

the New York herd will be hailed with
delight by all sportsmen and nature-
lovers.

The period of gestation was from No-
vember twenty-fifth, 1907 to May twen-
tieth, 1908, or four days less than six

months. The kid now in the public eye
was born at three a. m. At three-ten it

arose to its feet; by three-thirty it was
jumping about the stall, and climbing up-
on its mother's back, as she lay upon the

straw. It nursed for the first time at

three-twenty. Two days after birth it

was thirteen and a half inches high at the

shoulders and weighed seven and a quar-

ter pounds. Of course its pelage is pure
white, and like nearly all young hoofed
animals its eyes now are practically black.

It is very strong and capable, and seems
to take a very hopeful view of life. In

sex it is male, and it has been christened
1 'Phillip",—for reasons that every goat-
hunter will understand.

When it sucks it stands directly under
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its mother's body, and makes a continu-

ous whining noise like a young puppy.
Frequently it butts the udder, and the

mother patiently lifts a hind leg into the

air to give her offspring the best possible

opportunity. The mother is a model of

what wild-animal mothers should be,—

a

good milker, affectionate, solicitous for

her offspring, but quiet and sensible to-

ward the keepers.

The Zoological Park goat herd is in

charge of Keeper Bernard McEnroe, who
has managed it with great skill and suc-
cess. He never permits any of the goats
to get thoroughly rain-soaked, but shuts
up the herd whenever its begins to rain.

In New York it was quickly found that

Oreamnos cannot endure the rain. The
pelage soaks up water like a sponge,

holds it for hours, and the animals have

not sufficient vitality to endure it.

Salmon Trout Fishing in Ontario.

Hleasant recollections o f

this fine, sport linger in

the memories of the
Howlers Bowling Club, Brock-
ville, Ont.
By previous arrangem e n t

six of the members of this jolly

club made a start the first fine

Saturday evening in May for

the fishing grounds at Charles-

ton Lake. This lake is one
of the many beautiful deep in-

land lakes that water and
drain the rich agricultural

country just north of the Up-
per St. Lawrence between
Kingston and Brockville.

Showers threatened at the

start but as the party had
plenty of rubber clothing, a

covered three seated spring

waggon and a smart team they

were not to be deterred. The twenty
mile drive was made in very little behind
the record and the popular resort known
as Foster's Hotel was reached about half

past nine o'clock in the evening.

It was not too late to complete all ar-

rangements for guides, boats, bait, etc.,

and earnest entreaties were sent Heaven-
ward for a fine day in the morning.
The morning broke clear and cool with

about two inches of snow covering the

country. Under the rays of the warm
sun the snow rapidly disappeared. After

breakfast at half past eight a start was
made for the lake, only a stone's throw
from the hotel.

ONE OF OUR FISH DINNERS.

With two of the party to each boat

and under the guidance of an experienced

oarsman the fishermen were speedily in

the waters of the salmon trout. Archer

spinners, copper wires, and silk lines were
all at work with the aid of that beautiful

silver shade as bait.

At midday the party gathered on a pic-

turesque spot for a well earned fish din-

ner. Nine trout ranging from six to

nine pounds were the result of the morn-
ing's work

Through two holidays the hours passed

thus with ever increasing luck and pleas-

ant pastime.



Cycling Through British Columbia.

BY S. D. H. POPE.

THE summer of 1906 I was engaged
to take a position at Stuart Lake,

a

place in the interior of British

Columbia, remote from the ordinary mode
of travel. There were two ways of

reaching my destination that I could take.

First, by taking the steamer up the coast

for five hundred miles and then travelling

on the rivers and lakes ; or secondly by
taking the train to Ashcroft and journey-

f o u r hundred
miles by road
and trail. The
latter route was
the one I select-

ed as being the

shorter although
the more ar-

duous.
Accordi n g 1 y

on the morning
of August, the

sixth I was on
board the Cana-
dian Pacific

Railway steamer
''Princess Vic-

toria" bound to

Vancouver, the

commercial cap-

ital of the Pro-
vince. This city,

the largest in

British Colum-
bia has increased
in size in the

last few years,

with wonderful
present a population of 75,000.

I left Vancouver at five p. m. on the

Canadian Pacific train for Ashcroft.

The train was crowded to its utmost
capacity, some people going through to

Montreal without a berth. Delay after

delay occurred until finally we were two
hours late, arriving in Ashcrott at half

past three in the morning.
This town, situated on the Thompson

River and surrounded by huge sand hills,

is the gateway to the Cariboo country.
Fi'om here stages run to Parkville two

hundred and eighty miles north, the cen-

tre of the mining district. These stages

are certainly not the most comfortable

vehicles to ride in, especially in hot

weatherand I congratulated myself several

times on my foresight in trusting to my
bicycle.

Having in my mind the reputation of

Ashcroft for heat I strapped my belong-

i n gs on the wheel and "hit the trail."

After crossing

the river I had
a two mile hill

to climb to get

out of the

Thompson val-

ley. The road
runs for twenty
miles along the

Bon aparte
Creek through
a valley that

surpasses any-
thing I have
seen, once water
is run through
the ground.
About nine mil-

es from Ash-
passed
that is

the

DEEP CREEK I FIRST NIGHT OUT ON
THIRTY- FIVE MILES.

THE TRAIL

rapidity, claiming at

croft I

a sight

typical in

interior, viz. an
Indian ran-
cheree compos-
ed of a dozen
dirty houses

hardly fit for a pig to live in and a large
well-built Roman Catholic Church.
About half past seven I reached the

Hat Creek road house fourteen miles
from Ashcroft where I stopped for break-
fast. After following the valley for six

miles further the road branches up among
the .hills. This is the beginning of Clin-

ton hill. The hill itself would not have
been bad but the road-gang had been
re-gravelling in places with the result of
makingeven walking veryhardwork. After
three hours steady climbing the road be-

came better enabling one to make better
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time. The worst part of this long climb

was the heat and also the tantalizing

number of little lakes along the road.

Fortunately I had been cautioned against

the water before leaving Victoria and
thus saved myself time and trouble.

Clinton, I reached at noon. Here is

the junction of the old Yale-Cariboo road

with the new. The old road ran directly

west from Clinton to the Fraser Lillooet

and then followed the Fraser down to

Yale at the foot of the Fraser Canon. This

road from Yale to Lillooet was abandoned
when the railroad appeared and is now
impassable. Once I came across an old

mile post one hundred and ninety-four

miles from Yale, a relic of the gold ex-

citement.

I stayed all

afternoon a t

Clinton on ac-

count cf the

heat. At half

past six it was
" o n again."

Shortly after
leaving Clinton

the road begins

to climb out of

the valley, in

one continuous

hill for three

miles. By the

time I reached

the summit it

was getting dusk
and I speeded

up, having a

splendid road for five miles. Then I

came on the dust and it demanded very

persistently that I slacken speed and pro-

ceed in a slow and dignified manner. I

observed however, that it had no objec-

tion to my waltzing from one side to the

other. Then a hill tempted me and away
I went. At the bottom of this hill was a

stone, large and sharp, I have reason

to believe. The stone is still there unless

someone heavier than myself has made
its acquaintance. A half hour's plowing

through the dust brought me to the fifty-

nine Mile House.
The next morning came all too quick

for me, but I managed to get off at nine

o'clock. The road was rough and cut up

with huge ruts making wheeling the

INDIAN GRAVES AT GRAVE-YARD LAKE

reverse of pleasant. Then I met my old

friend, the dust, and stayed with him for

an hour. Passing the Seventy Mile
House I went on to the Seventy-four Mile
House for lunch. The heat was intense

but I wanted to make forty miles before

night came. The next thirty miles lay

over the hills. The road was not excep-
tionally hilly but very rough.

I passed the Eighty-three Mile House
at three p. m. and started on over the

summit. On the summit the road was
fair and I made fairly good time for fifteen

miles. Then there is a three mile drop
into the Bridge Creek Valley. On this

hill I made exceptionally good time but

not owing to any effort on my part.

Here I found
one of the most
dismal looking
places for a
roadhouse viz :

the one hun-
d r e d Mile

House. I stop-

ped for supper
and that com-
pleted my reso-

lution to hunt
another ho use.

After passing
over a small

range to get
out of the val-

ley I encounter-

ed another long
steep hill. Be-
yond this the

country was more open and rolling. At
the bottom of the hill I ran into a bunch
of steers who thought it a good chance
to hold an investigation on my steed.

Pulling a gun from my bag I let one shot
in the air. This stopped them for a short

time and then I gave them another. This
set them running towards a bend in the

road and there was a race to see who
would be there first. I won out and
gradually left the steers behind. A little

after dark I reached the one hundred and
eleven Mile House. The next day's

ride was uneventful. The road led

through the Lac la Hache valleyand along
the beautiful lake of that name. For six

miles the road was dusty, worse than
further back and then it entered the
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woods. Here was a piece of road that

I would not exchange for any city pave-

ment. It was hard, smooth and just

level enough for pleasure without being

monotonous. For several miles the

road led through the pines before enter-

ing the open country. In the midst of

the woods I came across a little log

school house close by the lake.

Several road-houses were scattered

along the road and I remember one par-

ticularly through the cows and refuse

scattered on the road in front of the

house. I had lunch at the one the hundred
and thirty-two Mile House and then stop-

ped at the one hundred and fifty Mile

House for supper. After supper I mount-
ed again thinking to make the Mountain
House eight

miles up the hill

before dark.
Abouta hundred
yards from the

hotel the roads

parted and I

turned to the

left because it

led down hill. I

had a very pleas-

ant ride lor four

miles to Wil-
liams Lake
where I turned
around and
walked back.

The next
morning I was
up and away at

four a. m. After

an eight mile walk up hill in the early

hours of the morning one feels inclined

for breakfast. Consequently I waited an
hour for it rather than try to make the
next house twenty miles away. This
twenty miles was in splendid shape, a
great part of the distance being down
hill. About half past ten I reached the
summit of the Fraser valley and could
see far below me a very small river.

Down the upper part of this hill I came
on wings but the lower part demanded a
more careful investigation. At the bottom
of the hill is a small village, Soda Creek,
where I stopped for lunch. From here a
steam boat runs up to Quesnel, sixty
miles, twice a week.

HUDSON BAY POST ON FRASER LAKE.

The road from here to Quesnel is very
seldom travelled on during the summer
months while the steamer is running.

The freight wagons that pass over it in

Spring, before the river opens, cut the
road up considerably. I left Soda Creek
at one p. m. and reached Alexandria a
distance of thirty miles at four p. m.
Here I played out for the time having in-

dulged too frequently in the water by the
roadside. Alexandria is the site of an
old post of the Hudson Bay Company,
Fort Alexandria, the buildings, which are
still standing on the bank of the river.

I stopped here fcr the night and the
next morning, Sunday, I wheeled into
Quesnel. In the days of the Cariboo
gold excitement, this town, situated at

the junction of
the Quesnel
River with the
Fraser, was an
active bustling
place but now
has dropped
back until it is

used simply as
a distributing

centre forplaces
to the north and
west.

Here the
wagon road
ceases, the
rest of the jour-

ney being con-
tinued over the
Yukon Teleg-
raph Trail, run-

ning from Quesnel to Dawson. This
trail was originally cut out by the Wes-
tern Union Company before the Atlantic

cable had been laid, the intention being
to run the line through Alaska and
across to Siberia. The work was aband-
oned as soon as the Atlantic cable was
seen to be a success. About seven years
ago the Dominion Government took up
the work and now operates the line to

Dawson. Cabins are stationed about
every forty miles with two men, operator
and lineman, to each. Through the
kindness and hospitality of these men I

was able to travel without the trouble
and discomfort of carrying a pack.
At Quesnel I met an operator who had
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been down on leave and was shortly re-

turning to his station at Bobtail Lake.
On Thursday we were ferried across the
Fraser by an old Indian who told me
very proudly that he had been Governor
Sir James Douglas's coachman. About
ten o'clock we bade good bye to civiliza-

tion and turned our faces to the wilder-

ness. Fifty miles of trail lay in front of

us before we reached the first telegraph
cabin at Blackwater River. For ten

miles the trail was wide and fairly good
for a wheel. Then it dwindled in size,

consisting mostly of sharp little rises and
pitches. Dick was on ahead on his horse
and coming up the hills he had the
laugh on me but I gained on the descent
every time. A
little after noon
we reached the

sixteen mile re-

fuge cabin where
I had my first

accident. Just

as we were pull-

ingintothecamp
my back tire ex-

ploded. This I

mended while

Dick prepared a

lunch of bacon,

bread and tea.

After the

horse had a rest

we were off a-

gain, From here

on the trail be-

gan to climb

for about eight

miles and to ride

up a hill on a trail was an impossibility.

However the trail was hard and smooth
and we made fairly good time. On reach-

ing the summit the scene was changed.

The country was fairly level but simply

covered with boulders. I ziggagged in

between them very slowly. Here we
met a couple of men going into Quesnel.

One thing that struck me in this country

was the behaviour of the horses when the

wheel c*me in sight. They were just as

frightened of it as the present horse is of

the automobile. This was quite natural

as my wheel was the first to be ridden

over the trail.

STONEY CREEK INDIAN VILLAGE IN NECHACO

iObi L L
VALLEY

>
AN IDEAL SPOT FOR DUCKS IN

SEASON.

For the greater part of the journey the

trail follows the hills, keeping out of the

low ground in the valleys altogether.

The boulders lasted for about five miles.

Then we came on a level stretch of good
hard trail in the midst of a clump of jack

pines. Dick proposed a race and away
we went although there was hardly room
for both of us. The bicycle took
the lead and kept it until the trail

became strewn with roots. Bouncing
over these for a hundred yards soon put

all thought of a race out of my head.

Shortly after we rode into Deep Creek
camping ground where the second

refuge cabin is stationed, thirty-five miles

out.

While Dick
picketed h i s

horse in a nat-

ural meadow
near by I rust-

led wood. In a
short time we
had a good fire

and then eagerly

stood around
and watched
the kettle for

fear it would
boil too soon
for our appeti-

tes. Two slices

of bacon, two
slices of bread
and tea ad lib

was our order

for supper.

Then we pre-

pared to make
Nature objected

drive us

bur bed by the fire but
and sent her watery minions to

into shelter. We slept in the cabin, that
is when the mice were not running over
us.

About six a. m. both of us woke up
but anyone who knows the custom in the
North will also know that we didn't get
up then. It was after seven o'clock be-

fore we finally made up our minds to

tumble out.

Outside of the cabin was a most dis-

mal day, the rain coming down in a
steady drizzle that promised to last all

day. By eight o'clock we were ready to

"hit the trail" again. Needless to say it
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had not been improved by the night's

rain. Roots spread themselves in every

conceivable direction across it, the deep-

er spaces between them filled with water,

the shallower composed of mud.
At first I wheeled the bicycle along

but soon became tired of that method of

progression. Getting a good grip on the

handle-bars, I mounted and struck out.

It was dirty, wet work, bumping over

the roots, splashing through the pools,

ploughing through the mud first on one

side of the trail and then on the other to

dodge some large bunches of roots.

After travelling like this for a mile I

lost a nut off my front wheel but had the

good fortune to pick it up in a mud
puddle about a hundred yards back. It

was then put

on "to stay."

About noon
we caught up
to an Indian

pack train at the

top of the pla-

teau before de-

cending to the

Bl ackwater
River. It is hard
enough to pass

a pack train on
horse back but
when one is

mounted on a

wheel, well to

use a colloquial-

ism, "there is

going to be
something do-
ing." The horse
in front suddenly became aware of the

machine and bolted ahead. The rest

followed suit as I came up to them with
the result that that there was a mass of
ten horses struggling and kicking to get
ahead. I finally dismounted and walked
past.

From here we commenced to drop
down to the level of the river. This is

done in two successive descents, the first

leading on to a plateau about a half mile
wide. The second descent is about
three hundred feet, the trail winding
down the face of the hill. I commenced
to ride but the impossibility of making
an about turn was quickly demonstrated.

MY DESTINATION : FORT ST. JAMES ON STUART
LAKE, B. C. ESTABLISHED BY THE HUDSON

BAY COMPANY IN 1806.

Then I began to walk but the steps soon
lengthened until I was really on the

jump.
The Blackwater River runs at the foot

of the hill, the trail crossing it at the
Telegraph Cabin. The storm broke just
as I was crossing the bridge and the in-

vitation to come into the cabin was
quickly accepted. Here Mr. Waller had
a hot lunch for us and even now, although
I am fairly hardened in that respect, I

hate to think of the amount we put away.
The storm lasted for a couple of hours
when the sun appeared bright and strong
and in an hour all traces of the down-
pour had disappeared.

During the afternoon we amused our-
selves teasing the cats. After enticing

the cat to us we
put pussy over
a certain crack.

A few taps with
the heel and
pussy would be
ten feet away
throwing dirt

for a hundred
yards. Occas-
ionally, the tor-

t u r e r would
drop a few
"cuss" words,
the wasps being
very impartial.

The next day
we were off

t a i r 1 y early,

after rounding
up Dick's horse
which had taken

French leave from the stable. Mr. Waller
accompanied us for about a mile on our
way. After climbing out of the valley

the trail became fairly smooth and hard.

In a short time we caught up to the

pack train but this time I was wise.

Striking off the trail, I circled through
the trees out ahead of the train while the
Indians stood with open mouths.
Game was a very scarce article on the

trail. The only chicken we had a shot
at allowed us to empy a revolver before

condescending to come down.
About half past twelve we crossed Mud

River, nineteen miles from Blackwater.
The weather was threatening, dark clouds
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coming up and an occasional drop of rain

falling. We hurried through lunch and
started off again, thinking we might pos-

sibly escape it. About three miles fur-

ther the storm broke, a regular old-fash-

ioned hailstorm and in two minutes we
were both wet to the skin. We halted

under a big tree and held a conference

as to whether we should wait under cover

or keep on travelling. Both of us were
in favor of travelling. Wheeling, how-
ever was almost an impossibility, and in

about two minutes I realized this fact.

Mud baths are not the best to take on
the trail. After one experience i walked
practically all the rest of the way.

About five o'clock it commenced to

clear and shortly after I was on the shore

of Nalkesby or Bobtail Lake. The trail

along the shore of the lake is simply a

mass of boulders over which I practically

carried the wheel as the quickest way out

of the difficulty.

I remember one particularly steep hill

near the lake on account of the marvellous

manner in which I slid down to the foot

while trying to gain the top. All the

hills were covered with hail and sticky

clay rendering it very hard to get a foot-

hold.

Just at dusk I reached the cabin where
Dick had already started a fire. I

was decidedly tired but some dry clothes,

a big hot supper and a cigar will make
one forget almost any trouble.

The next day, Sunday, I laid over,

putting in the morning cleaning and oil-

ing my machine.

On Monday I was off again, this time

by myself. The trail was about the same
as usual, ride and walk, walk and ride.

The only obstacle was a large windfall in

a draw. The trees were piled on each
other in every conceivable direction,

making very poor foothold. Beyond this

was a level stretch of country the trail

running straight and almost level.

At one o'clock I reached the Beaver
Dam refuge cabin and stopped half an
hour for lunch. Five miles further on
the trail rises on to a Hogsback along

which it runs for several miles. This

mound maintains a height of about

seventy-five feet above the surrounding

country and is from ten to twenty feet

on the top.

From the Hogsback the trail descended
abruptly to the ordinary level of the
country. A few miles of good wheeling
brought me to Tsinkut Lake. There is

no bridge across the creek running out
of the lake, the only way to cross being
to wade out on a bar which makes a
semi-circle in the lake. As I was trying
to make out the bar a rancher came up
and offered to ferry me across in a canoe;
an offer I very gladly accepted.

Beyond this lake the country is more
open and grassy, timbered with small
poplars. This is the entrance to the
Nechaco valley which has been attracting

so much attention in the last couple of
years. In fact practically all the land in

the valley that is of any use has been
taken up, either by settlers or speculators.

Two or three miles from the lake the

trail divides, the new trail running off to

the left to the cabin. Naturally I follow-

ed the old trail and as a consequence had
to climb about six or seven fences before,

coming in sight of the cabin.

Here Messrs. Charleson and Milne very
kindly put me up for the night.

The next morning I did not leave very
early as I had only thirty-two miles to

go to reach Fraser Lake. About nine

o'clock I pulled out, Mr. Charleson ac-

companing me as far as the Indian village

of Stoney Creek. Here everyone turned
out to watch me, even the dogs voicing

their welcome. The trail runs along
Noolki Lake for a couple of miles, then
branching off to Tachic Lake. At half

past twelve I reached the Bearhead re-

fuge cabin where I had lunch. The trail

between here and Fraser Lake was good
with the exception of a few sandy stret-

ches.

At half past three I crossed the Nechaco
River on a ferry owned and operated by
an old miner and prospector, Vital

Laforce. Vital was the first man to

find gold in the Omineca country, being

the discoverer of Vital Creek.

Shortly afterwards I reached the Hudson
Bay Co's post where Mr. Peters, the

officer in charge, gave me a hearty wel-

come.
The next two days I spent in idleness

around the post. On Friday I started

off again. The trail to Stuart Lake
strikes off from the Telegraph trail in a
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North Easterly direction. For the first

eight miles the trail was fairly good, but

soon became rather the reverse. Owing
to a table of distances I had obtained

from Mr. Peters, with descriptions of the

various landmarks, I was able to tell

exactly what progress I was making.
Ten miles from Fraser Lake I reached

a sandy hill, very appropriately called

Mount View. From the summit of this

hill one can see for miles to the south

and west, a splendid view being had of

the Nechaco valley.

At noon I reached the cabin on the

divide, twenty-three miles from Fraser

Lake. At this point I started on the

down grade to Stuart Lake. After pass-

ing Anderson Lake eight miles from
the lake shore, the country is level, with

small poplars and cottonwoods growing
on it and an occasional meadow where
the Indians cut hay. This part of the

trail was exceptionally bad, three miles

of it being corduroy, which did not im-

prove the wheeling in the least. Bump-
ing over the logs and ruts I exploded the

back tire, my second accident. This I

mended but when five minutes later it did

the same trick I dismounted and walked,
thinking it only a short distance to the

lake.

At five p. m. I reached the Stuart

River where the Siwashes were engaged
in catching salmon. One of them ferried

me across to the Hudson Bay Company

Fort, St. James on the opposite shore of

the lake. This ended my journey of four

hundred and twenty miles which if not

exciting is remarkable for the few acci-

dents considering the character of the last

two hundred miles.

This part of British Columbia, while

new to settlers, is yet old as far as the

Hudson Bay Company is concerned, the

first post being founded in 1806. During
the last two years, however, people have
been coming in and taking up homesteads
chiefly in the Nechaco valley and around
Fraser and Francois Lake as the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway will in all probabi-

lity pass through that part of the country.

For agriculture the country is well

suited. The Hudson Bay Company have
at their two posts on Stuart and Fraser
Lake grown all the vegetables and small

fruits they can consume. At Fraser Lake
a crop of oats measured seventy bushels
to the acre, when thrashed by horses.

This year three-fourths of an acre yielded

eight thousand pounds of potatoes
some of these weighing as much
as three and one half pounds, while the

yield in the other vegetables was propor-
tionately as great.

It will only be a few years now until

this part of British Columbia has its

towns and flourishing settlements as
large as any in the present settled part of
the Province.

The British Bisley.

BY WALTER ROWSON

WITH the approach of the Bisley

Week and the Imperial contest for

the King's Prize—carrying for its

recipient the "Blue Ribbon" of the rifle

world—the cracksmen of our Canadian
battalions will be contemplating a visit

to the Old Country, and reviewing their

chances for a repetition of the feat of

1904, when the trophy reached these
shores after an absence of almost ten

years.

In England, speculation will be rife as
to the final issue of this year's competit-

ion, for in London, especially, the first day
of spring would herald the commence-
ment of every military man's joy—the
Bisley Season.

From this day onward throughout the
summer, and in fact, until late Autumn,
the Waterloo terminus of the London and
South Western Railway is overrun by
crowds of riflemen, one would think
numerous enough to give hope even to
Bobs and his defence programme.

Saturday noon, when work has been
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shut down in the majority of metropolitan

factories and offices, is the time when
some idea can be gathered of the

Britisher's prowess outside the daily grind

of his civilian life.

Crossing old Father Thames by the

Blackfriars and Waterloo bridges a long

procession of men make their way to-

wards the terminus, being there joined by
another contingent from the south river

side ; and by one o'clock the platforms

seethe with an enthusiastic horde, all

anxious to board the first train Bisley-

wards in order to enjoy the' longest poss-

ible time at the ranges.

In full enjoyment of the cosmopolitan
spirit which prevails on Bisley days, offi-

cers of His Majesty's crack cavalry

regiments rub shoulders with weedy-
looking members of Volunteer infantry,

and red-coated "Tommies" of the line

condescendingly give points in marks-
manship to gentlemen of the National
Rifle Association.

j^The N. R. A. men turn out to shoot in

the most awe-inspiring "get ups".

Usually their precious rifle is carried in a
ten dollar case, they guard very carefully

a grip of details necessary to correct

sighting, and to cap all adopt a suit of

clothes which the shoemaker has evidently

tried to make a good job of—and failed.

The main design in one of these suits

would appear to be a leather patch over
every joint, and an extra yard or so for

the lower chest.

All carriages for the accommodation of
Riflemen are turned smoker, the compart-
ments for eight somehow manage to hold
another eight, and—well by the time
Bisley is called the optics are fit for any-
thing but potting bulls.

The country around Bisley is decidedly

flat, and would be almost monotonous
were it not that it is well wooded on the
outskirts. Many are the poor ' 'recruities"

who tramp the dry scrub in search of that
particular target number which is to be
honored by their first shots: and given
one of the sultry days so common to the

south of England during the summer
months, the burden of a regulation rifle

and a couple of perambulations of the

three miles of ranges on a seemingly
hopeless quest, he can justly aspire to

prize money who has still sufficient zeal

for target work at the finish.

It makes an interesting study to pass
down the various ranges and note the

progress of the rifleman from the time of

his appearance at the two hundred yards
until his final success at the eight hund-
red or thousand yard shoots.

At the short range those who have just

mastered the theoretical knowledge of

their armoury are put through an exciting

ten minutes while they plug at the circle

from positions kneeling, standing, and
lying down.

The riflemen at the longer distances are

dotted along the firing line almost
shoulder to shoulder. Each man keeps
religiously to his own spread of matting,

and bores for the black disc with a silence

and method almost automatic in its

regularity. After firing a shot he waits

for the marker to signal his score, jots it

down in a note book, and bringing field

glasses into play locates the position of

the bullet mark. With this as a guide to

his sighting he reloads and continues
firing.

Not until it is too dark to see the tar-

gets do the Bisley men leave for home,
and as they troop towards the small way-
side station the air is full of enquiry and
discussion on the afternoon's scores.

Troopers of the Imperial Yeomanry

—

resplendent in colour, boots and spurs

—

speak excitedly oftheir* 'highest possibles",
and N. R. A. men make plans for little

dinners at the Trocadero, to be paid for

by the prize money they have bagged.
Not the least happy among the throng
are those Volunteers whose names are to

appear in next year's list of marksmen.

While waiting for the return to London,
sounds of revelry float across from club

bungalows owned by the more exclusive

regiments, mingling pleasantly with the

buzz of camp life which rises from the

tents on Bisley Flats. And when the

train from Aldershot pulls alongside with

a merry detachment of regulars on week-
end leave, the spirit of military

camaraderie grows so strong that the

battling ground of the world's best shots

is left behind with a resolution to speedily

share again the delights of a Bisley

Saturday.



A Still Hunt With a Camera.

BY F. B. DOUD.

!S the months of October and No-
vember thrill the sportsman with
a desire to hie away to the old camp

in the hunting grounds, so the summer
months, when
Nature has don-

ned her glorious

garb, fill the lov

er of nature and
those who hunt
with the camera
with a longing to

'study the natural

forces and seek

out the beauty

spots which can

always be found
with a little ob-

servation.

So, one May
day, just after a

big rain, which
stopped the seed-

ing operations on
the farm, myself

THE RUSH OF WATER BEHIND THE PAPER MILL.

below the falls, a picture was taken of

the rush of water tumbling perhaps twen-
ty feet.

M Gee, this is fine !" exclaimed Chum.
Yes, truly this

spot is worth a
visit on such a
summer's morn-
ing.

On along the

road through
Crook's Hollow
we saw many
pleasing scenes.

At one place in

the road, we turn-

ed below an ab-

rupt ledge of rock
some twenty feet

above, and on the

top, just at the

verge, is an im-
mense rock rest-

ing upon two
smaller stones.

and Chum—tis a good idea to take your This seems a curious prank of Nature !

boy or girl along for a companion—hiked East of Greensville about half a mile
off towards Dundas, Ont. About two we came to Tew's Falls. That day a
hours' drive brought us to Crook's Hollow, good stream of water was tumbling over
one of Wentworth's remembered land- into the dizzy depths below. We tied a
marks. Here, stone on to some
behind the paper

'

J>$$SS^SA binder twine
mill, we sought which we had
our

^

first beauty brought^ along,

the spray blowing I toP °f the ravine,

in our faces while ^ *7 I mucn higher than

taken. r
.:i.^

- 1 lowed a path to

Across t ^ e
1^

-
I a Spot where

creek, down close the mill falls. somebody had
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gone down. By holding on to trees and
roots we scrambled down. At one place

where there was a sheer broken ledge of

rock, we had to use a rope which we had
fortunately with us at the time.

Chum took a mighty quick slide on his

pants down some score of feet.

Above, a chill north wind was blowing,

but down in the ravine we found the

month of August. There the birds were
fully alive; the ferns were growing ram-
pant, the trilliums, hepatics, blood-roots

and bleeding-

hearts were in

full bloom; yes,

the bumble
bees were there

too.

Up at the
foot of the fall

a powerful wind
was blowing
and the water
as it reached
the bottom was
dispersed into
spray.

It ever a pic

ture was well

earned it was
here. Chum
and I, when we
regained the
top, were in

very good hum-
or for our din-

ner, which was
heartily enjoy-

ed on the bank
of the stream
just above the

falls, a good
spring of water
near at hand.

After dinner we followed the path
along the top of the ravine through the

woods perhaps half a mile to Webster's
Falls, where Crook's Creek takes its mad
plunge of eighty feet down to the great

rocks below. This place was once a

scene of great activity. Above, on the

verge stands the ruins of a grist mill.

Cut into the stone over the door is the

following motto, "Speed the plow".

Near the foot of the falls are the burn-

ed ruins of some power house, but now

Webster's falls

Nature is slowly at work throwing her
mantle over all.

To secure a picture we must cross over
the rushing stream, but how and where ?'

Down the ravine we went climbing
over fallen trees and great rocks which
have tumbled from the heights above.
This surely is the forest primeval ! No
axe has ever been used down in this wil-

derness of fallen trees and rank woods
growth.

At the first bend in the stream we
crossed over on
a large pine
and worked our
way back up-

near to the falls

where a snap-

shot was made.
We scrambl-

ed back the
way we had
come—to the
top of the falls,,

feeling we had
enjoyed an hour
of hard earned
pleasure.

Back atTew's
Falls again we
went out along
the east side of
the r a v i n e
about a mile to

a point over-
looking the

Grand Trunk
Railway above
Dundas.
Through the

telescope we
had a good
view of Hamil-
ton and the op-

posite side of the valley. The 'scope

brought up distinctly the water pouring

over the Red Mill Falls, near Ancaster

village; another of Nature's beauty spots.

As we retraced the well trodden path,

we noted where Crook's Creek and the

other that comes down the higher falls

ioin together, perhaps three hundred feet

(a guess) below us.

We here pulled up some evergreen

trees, juniper I think, and took them
home, where we arrived before sundown,
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much pleased with our day's hunt. We
got some fairly good pictures and
enjoyed the views of one of the finest

scenic parts of Ontario.

The next day we nursed some weary
legs, but nothing could rob us of the

pleasures of the retrospection.

A Saturday in August,

BY W. A. STAEBLEK.

lank brown youth in a tattered and
ink stained office coat glared sav-

agely at the back of the last tardy

customer leaving the bank, but with the

last bang of the heavy door, his mood
changed w o n-

derfully. As
h e cleaned up
his work his

tired eyes found

time to g*aze
away into the

distance, where
waving tree
tops showed
beyond the hot

stretches of

brick and mor-
tar, and pat-

ches of blue
sky mocked
him at his toil.

But somehow
the dreary rou-

tine of debits

and credits, the

nightmare of

figures, the tire-

some drone of

the teller call-

ing 4 'deposit"!,

the endless suc-

cession of star-

ing faces at his

little wicket,

passed into
nothingness before the sweet inrush of
thought born of a clear little creek, away
off in the woodland, along which his

mind travelled in fancy.

From over the hills and far away there
rollicked a glad little breeze, a soft little

tell tale, a mid summer breeze. It stole

through the cool dim paths of the wood-
land picking up gossip at squirrel hole

and nest, then over a clearing and into a
meadow it danced, and took note of the fig-

ure, and under one arm was smuggled a
rifle, it's tiny

black eye peer-

ing over the
fields.

A clear little

ere e k, erratic

and wilful,
sulked through
a dark swamp
and splashed in-

to a garden for

wild folk that

lay just beyond.
Blue flags rais-

ed their delicate

tops from a car-

pet of sword
grass that bun-,
ched into cause-
ways the spon-

gy black mould,
andjack-in-the-

pulpits looked
down f r o m a
terrace with en-

vious eyes at

the color below.

Just beyond
lay the wood-

TEW S FALLS SEEN THROUGH A WOODLAND SCREEN. land, a TUStlillg

green symp-
hony sun splashed and quiet, save for the

soft steady hum of numberless insects, or

the pulsating throb of a grouse at his

wooing.
As monarch of this and all just beyond

t, far out where the grain fields rippled

and waved, a grey wiskered burly old
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wood-chuck reigned well and wisely. For

he alone of the beasts of the forest,

though boasting no strength nor fleetness

nor cunning, still cropped the sweet

clover at sun-

rise and sunset,

while the bones
of the proud
ones lay scatter-

ed in dust. At
h i s door-step

the wild things

paused as they

journeyed, to

seek coun-
sel and
learning from
this far seeing

wise one. And
ever and often

this warning he

gave them, 4 'to

the arms of

your mother, ye

earth born, fly

back, nor try

with a human
to match your
wild cunning".

The after-
noon passed,

and over the
garden the
shadows had
, , ANOTHER VIEW OF
lengthened un- ^

til the flowered carpet grew deeper in

hue. From out a cool burrow two'

beady brown eyes scanned the cover with

care and patience But nothing disturb-

ed the green tossing prospect, sweet

peace was the pass-word that breathed
from the shadows, and the flags nodded
the answer to flip flapping leaves. The
bell notes of a thrush pealed like chimes

through the
stillness, and
again was the

garden as quiet

as death.

Then broke
on the air the

sharp spit of a
rifle, and a
cloud of pale
smoke drifted

u p from the
bushes. Soft of
tread, keen of

eye, well versed
in wood craft
was the lad

that stepped
from the shade
of the bushes.

Yet a frown
wrinkled dark
on the boy's

brown forehead
and a strange
uncouth word
passed through
his teeth as

he searched
around the bur-

row for traces

of gore. Ask the rollicking, tattle tale

mid-summer breeze what it whispered
as it passed by a burrow that lay in the

garden, and ask why it laughs as it skips

into the evening and tells the glad story

to the wild things beyond.

WEBSTER S FALLS.

Mr. H. B. Becker, formerly of

Woodstock, Ont. who removed some
time ago to Lesser Slave Lake, has

written of his experiences in that new
country. He describes last winter as the

finest he ever saw. All kinds of

vegetables and grains grow there. They
were selling butter for fiftv cents per lb.

and eggs for one dollar per dozen, game

was scarce though birds were plentiful

and fur bearers were seen in numbers.
He had not been successful in finding

trout streams though pike were plentiful.

Horse breaking he found amusing though
his boys take to it better than he does.

With good fortune he expects to thresh

three thousand bushels of grain in

the fall.



Salmon and Pigeons.

BY CINNA.

As one who, like Mr. Young, who
writes in your June issue of Salmon and
Pigeons, begins to feel like an old timer,

would you allow me to say a few words
on these most interesting matters.

Of Salmon I know nothing except

what I have heard from my late father

who was born and lived for forty years on
the banks of the St. Lawrence, and who
was an angler and sportsman and took a

deep interest in all pertaining to fish and
game.

I have often heard the subject dis-

cussed in my younger days as to whether
the Lake Ontario salmon did or did not

go down to the sea.

I have also seen articles written to

"Wilke's" ^Spirit of the Times", at that

time probably the only paper devoted to

sport published in America.

My father's contention was that the

salmon did not go down or up the St.

Lawrence but went to the deep waters of

Lake Ontario after spawning in the

small streams that emptied into the Lake
from the north. I have seen it also

stated that there are salt springs in the

deeper parts of the Lake which supplied

them with the necessary salt water. My
father's reasons were, I believe, largely

formed from the fact that in a lifetime

spent on the waters of the St. Lawrence,
angling, spearing with torch, seeing sein-

ing and gill netting carried on by fisher-

men etc. , he had never known of a salmon
being taken in the St. Lawrence.

Of wild pigeons, however, I saw a lot

and also killed a lot both about Chatham
and on the shores of Lake Erie. In the

seventies the Chatham Gun Club frequent-

ly shot matches with Detroit,Windsor and
other places and the birds used were the

wild pigeons which we got from commis-
sion merchants in Detroit. They cost us
ten cents each and we could get any
quantity we wanted. The last roost or

breeding place was near Petosky, Michi-
gan. The writer was told by a young
man who was in a commission house at

Petosky at the time, of the number ship-

ped by his firm alone, and although for-

gotten it was enormous both in dead
and live birds.

The passenger pigeon at that time
seemed to be reduced to one immense
flock which was followed from place to

place by the men engaged in netting them
and was in the writer's opinion practically

exterminated in two seasons. The last

seen in the County of Kent was near the
Big Point Club in the spring in 1879.

The Club's game book shows that Mr.

J. B. Pike killed in April of that year
twelve, Mr. C. J. Moore three and the
writer two. There was a flock of about
fifty feeding in a buckwheat stubble near
the Club House out of which the birds

were killed. That is the last authentic
accounts of the wild pigeon being seen
in the County of Kent.

What a pity such a beautiful, graceful
bird should have met such a fate ! We
must lay the blame on that greedy indi-

vidual the market hunter, who cares not
whether it be the last bird or the last

fish so long as he can make a dollar out
of it. If something is not done, and that
at once, the wild pigeon will not be the
only species of our game and fish that
soon will be a thing of the past.

It seems impossible to get our law
makers to see that game and fish are val-

uable assets to the country. The mar-
ket hunter and the market fisherman
seem to be all powerful. One of them
appears to count for more than several

thousand lovers of sport.

If there is any talk of stopping their

destructive work they cry out about vest-

ed rights, but forget about the vested
rights of the thousands whom they de-
prive of sport and recreation on land and
water.



Hunters' Experiences in the North Countree

BY W. H. ALLISON.

|N October twenty-first in the year
18—a jolly party of hunters, of

whom I happened to be one, left

Toronto for our annual hunt in the vicini-

ty of Lake Nipissing. We had our camp
at the mouth of the South River, some
twenty-two miles west of Callender.

About noon of the following day we
arrived at our jumping off place and after

dinner took our canoe in the hope of

reaching camp in readiness for the follow-

ing day's hunt. It fell to the lot of myself
and Griffiths to portage a canoe and camp
outfit over a rough trail to Wolf Lake
seven miles to the West. The task prov-

ed a trying one to people fresh from office

life.

We were
told when w e

left that at
half past three

on the same
after noon a

pair of dogs
would be start-

ed for our par-

ticular benefit.

We would be
expected to

reach our stand

by that time
and stop any
and every four

footed beast
that came our
way.
The equipment was too heavy and al-

most knocked us up. For all that however
we were at our stands at four o'clock.

No sooner were our loads off our shoul-

ders than we saw two deer going at full

speed and heading north. Though it was
only a chance shot and I feared I was
not steady enough after my exertions I

succeeded in dropping the foremost in its

tracks and at the first shot. Two shots

were fired at the second one but failed to

stop it.

The fact that at a quarter past four we

had a nice fat doe strung up caused us

OLD LUMBER CAMP ON WOLF LAKE.

to forget for a time our lame shoulders
caused by the carrying of the canoe. We
required this canoe for the purpose of

reaching an old camp which was half an
hour's paddle from the landing nearest

our runway. At sundown we started out
to find it and reached the place as dark-

ness came on. It was a wild, desolate

place, situate about fifteen rods back
from the shore amongst the tall dark pines

fit for the home of a hermit. At that

time we were nine miles from all civiliz-

ation.

We prepared supper as well as we could,

and as neither of us had ever been over

the ground previously, we could not but
reflect upon the

many changes
we had under-
gone since
leaving home,
only twenty-
one hours be-

fore. After a
good smoke we
turned in on a
b e d of green
bough s and
slept, as only
sportsmen can
sleep, until
three o'clock in

the morning,
when I awoke,
feeling cold,
and started the

fire. We were up at daybreak and after

a hasty breakfast, bustled into our can-
oe and were at our stands, three miles
away, by seven o'clock. No game how-
ever called upon us during the whole day.
Towards evening we tramped back to

the mouth of South River to learn what
success the balance of the crowd had had
in their hunting. We found that Bart-
lett and Arthur, the youngest sportsmen
of the party, had wounded a large doe
which got away as the dogs refused to

work after having been taken off the

track at the stand. They had ex-
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pected to find her dead within a short

distance of where they stood but in this

they were disappointed.

Thursday again found us early on our

stands and I was placed on a watch be-

tween an old lumber camp and and the

narrows of Wolf Lake—without success.

Only one deer was seen that day by any
of the party and that passed between my
brother and the

doctor, but
too far away
for either to

reach. Ac-
cordingly we re-

turned to camp
wi t h o u t any
game but four

partridges
which the boys
knocked over
on their way
home.
Luck was

against us
again o n Fri-

d a y although
dogs ran well

and put a lar'ge

buck between
the stands in

the marsh to

the east of the

South River.
Several shots
were fired a t

him but we were
all too far away
for any of us to

reach him. Rain
fell heavily
nearly all day
and the high
wind rolled the

waves from the

north on o 1 d
Lake Nipissingin such fashion as to in-

dicate that our sport for the week was
nearly ended.
The stormstill continued on Saturday

and we arranged for a run at noon. After
reaching our stands two dogs were put
out and an hour later the booming of my
brother's gun told us something was try-

ing to get past at the marsh. After the
third shot a loud halloo indicated that

DISTURBED WHILE AT LUNCH ON THE WATCH.

the deed was done and a large buck had
fallen shot through the head. There was
no proudsr man in the district than the

lucky one who did the shooting, it being
his first deer. Every season for the past
ten years had he hunted and at last suc-

cess had crowned his efforts. No won-
der he was proud ! One of the party
had a camera and we are able to show

"T he Despat-
cher at Work".
Sunday w e

spent quietly in

writing to the
dear ones at

home telling

hy,.- , them o f o u r

S$fT3K^ good and bad
fortunes for the
past week.
O n Monday

the dogs were
started as soon
as we had time
t o reach our
stands. About
ten o'clock I

saw a fine buck
coming my way
As soon as he
was within
range I opened
on him with
the Winchester
and at the third

shot he drop-

p e d , shot
throu g h the
neck. The am-
ateur, Arthur,
hurried over to

me and assisted

in hanging him
up. The deer
dressed we sat

down on a con-
to chat over my success,

saw my brother running
stand and in a

venient log

Presently I

down towards Arthur's

few moments a fine buck passed within a
few yards of where Arthur should have
been standing. A couple of shots failed

to stop him and he soon disappeared over
the hills.

Two sets of dogs were giving tongue
at a quarter past seven on Tuesday morn-
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ing, and we were all attention

at our different stands. Arthur,

the amateur, was the first to

notice a deer heading for his

stand and in a few moments
he was throwing lead at it,

although it was some seventy

yards away and still going.

When the gun missed fire his

heart almost failed him. After

firing eleven shots the deer

bounded off through the bushes
and on going to look for the

traces of blood he found the

deer dead within three rods of

where it disappeared. It had
been shot through the neck
and shoulders. The deer prov-

ed to be a full grown farrow
doe and being his first deer

Arthur was very proud of his

success. In the afternoon

three of us started for Wolfe
Lake in order to portage out

the deer and canoe. It was
seven o'clock before we reach-

ed the camp on our return trip,

dead tired.

An early start on Wednes-
day morning showed us the

creeks, marshes and rivers

were frozen, causing the deer

to change their courses. Ap-
parently the deer ran north to

the open lake and we had no
success.

On Thursday the dogs again
gave tongue as early as half past seven.

They were on the hills to the west and
soon started deer. The amateur, who
seemed to be the most fortunate in hav-

ing deer run to him, was the first to

open proceedings by firing four shots at

a large doe which finding the bullets come
too close turned back; after another lively

run on the hills, circled, and attempted
to pass my big hrother's stand. A few
shots from his 38.55, one of which broke
its hind leg, caused it to stop in the al-

ders. I ran for nearly a half a mile and
the dog coming up at the same time
dashed info the bushes. From the noise

made, it appeared as if the dog has seized

the deer. It ran out on the cleared land
within three rods of the water, and at

the second shot which went through

THE DESPATCHER AT WORK.

the neck, it fell dead. The most excit-

ing episode of the whole hunt was
the sight of the amateur running up
to head off the deer knife in hand. His
cartridges had given out and in the race

he lost his mitts and overcoat. He had
posted himself behind a large stump,
waiting for the deer to come up to him,

and I was sorry I had disappointed his

expectations of a fight.

That day ended a pleasant hunt which
we all enjoyed to the full. Our bag con-

sisted of five deer, twenty-seven partridges

several rabbits and duck and a large

owl.

Some of the boys tried the fishing and

succeeded in taking fifty-five pike and

whitefish,and in addition a bill fish four

feet long.



In the Glow of the Ccimp Fire.

BY W. A. WARREN.

IMONG the most valued assets of

the ardent sportsman are the re-
1 miniscences of the many delightful

days and nights spent within the magic
circle of the cheerful camp fire. As even-

ing approaches, the bright glow of the

setting sun reflects harmonious tints of

red and gold from the crest of yonder
hill, shading gradually to the sombre
blue-grey of twilight, in the valley, and
the mellow, rich notes of the full throated

wood robin falls with soft cadence on the

ear.

Here, with the camp fire smouldering
lazily at his feet,

one enjoys some
of the most sub-

lime moments
possible to mor-
tals The calm-

ness, the purity,

and the grandeur
of the environ-

ment inspire him
with a certain

sense of awe and
reverence, and he

enters a sphere

peaceful, beauti

ful, and broad
beyond expres-

sion. The cares

and worries in-

cident to daily

lifeare forgotten.

Then, as the shadows gather, and twi-

light fades into the deeper shades of

night, the camp fire is replenished. Huge
fagots quickly transform the slumbering
coals into a roaring column of flame.

Clouds of brilliant sparks hurtle thither

and yon like a miniature fireworks dis-

play.

The camp now becomes the arena of

amusement, banter, and story telling.

The odor of excellent tobacco mingles
with the fragrant burning balsams. Good
fellowship prevails, and as we sit watching
the lurid reflections on tent and nearby
trees, set in relief by the more intense

READY FOR A CRUISE AFTER BIRDS

blackness beyond, many are the tales of

adventure and mystery unfolded. Little

sketches of personal experiences are re-

lated with much self complacency, losing

no embellishments in the telling. Peals

of hearty, ringing laughter awaken echoes

from the surrounding forest. After which
revelry comes the season of repose.

Reluctantly each fellow leaves the

cheery fire to roll himself in the blanket

spread on the thick bed of fir boughs,
and yields his weary body to the refresh-

ing influence of gentle sleep. The last

sounds of which he is drowsily conscious
are the subdued
snap of the fire,

the murmur of

the neighboring
brook, and the

soughing of the

mild night wind.

Dreamland is

all too narrow
and limited for

real enjoyment.
No sooner has
one fairly entered

its mysterious
realms than he
receives a rude
punch in the ribs

and 4 4 Time to

get up; going to

begreatdoings;"
brings him back

to the material world and to the realiza-

tion that the new day is being born. He
yawns, and half asleep, rolls out of his

blanket. Heavy eyes blink in the faint

grey-dawn, and the air is chill as he
stumbles to the brook, in the dim light,

for a morning dip. A sleepy twitter here

and there tells of the awakening birds.

Daylight comes with marked rapidity,

and soon the woodlands ring with the

joyous choruses of the little feathered

songsters. Wide awake now, how fresh

and vigorous one feels ! Hungry as a

bear, each does ample justice to the piping

hot breakfast, and is keen to whip the
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stream for the * 'speckled beauties," or

search the forest for furred or feathered

game, according to his taste.

In a jolly camping trip in 1902 it was
my privilege to spend four delightful

days in the woodlands. My chum and I

had frequently visited this specially fine

partridge cover, and had enjoyed many
an hour of excellent sport in this vicinity.

We frequently discussed the question as

to the prospects of camping out in this

charming spot. My wife, who had never
been through this part of the country,

listened with interest to our glowing de-

scriptions and hopeful plans. Catching
some of our enthusiasm, she inquired

"Why don't you include some of the rest

of us in your party?" The suggestion
was at once re-

garded with
favor.

Recollecti ng
thatwe had come
upon a new lum-
berman's shanty
with a log stable

beside it, in the

very heart of our
hunter's para-

dise, I reminded
Ralph of it, and
said "What is to

prevent my wife

and your sister

from accompany-
ing us? We can

also take feed

enough to keep
the team right

there until we are ready to return." His
reply was favorable to the proposition

and we decided forthwith that the ladies

should share in the pleasures of our anti-

cipated trip.

The day chosen for our starting out on
the expedition was Sept. 16th. The day
was bright and propitious. An express

wagon was chartered for the occasion

and well loaded with all the paraphernalia

needful for the comfort of ourselves and
the horse. The ladies were perched on
the top of the load and the rest of us hung
on wherever there was an inch of terri-

tory to occupy. The sixteen mile drive

afforded abundance of merriment to the

entire party. Even the six months old

THE COCKER RETRIEVES WELL.

cocker spaniel expressed delight by sharp
barks and broad grins of unholy joy.

When we turned off the main wood
road to reach the shanty, all hands had
to walk, on account of the roughness of

the pathway. Presently a partridge

boomed up directly in front of the horse.

Without pausing to reflect on the possible

results of such a proceeding, I quickly

threw my gun to my shoulder and pulled

on the disappearing bird. The results

were sudden and varied. The bird fell

instantly, and the horse, startled by the

report, jumped to one side almost up-

setting the entire outfit. Ralph was
thrown to his knees, in which devout at-

titude he muttered a few pregnant ejacu-

lations savoring strongly of "condemna-
tion."

A few minutes
later we entered
the little clearing

in the centre of

which stood our
chosen abode.
Our guests of the

occasion ex-
claimed with de-

light on reaching
the beautiful
spot, and entered
into the spirit of
the hour with
zeal. We im-
mediately un-
loaded blankets
and the provi-

sions, into the

shanty, and while
we unharnessed the hor^e and fixed up
the stable, the members of the gentle
persuasion proceeded to make arrange-
ments for supper. The long drive had
given us ravenous appetites and the way
the edibles disappeared would have made
the dyspeptic "green with envy."
The shanty was a one-and-a-half storey

affair, with steps leading to the upper
flat. This part of the building was taken
by the ladies for their special use. We
made them a bed of fresh cut fir boughs,
and then fitted up a similar one for our-

selves on the lower floor. Our prepara-
tions having been all completed at an
early hour we took a stroll along the

wood road where we were fortunate



IN THE GLOW OF THE CAMP FIRE

enough to get several partridges. By
dusk we were back to the camp and had
gathered a goodly supply of combustible

material for a real camp fire for the bene-

fit of the novices.

About nine p. m. Ralph touched a

match to the pile and our party assembled
around the blazing pyramid in gleesome
humor, and midnight had come long be-

fore we grew tired of the weird amuse-
ments connected with this part of our
program. But exhausted nature at length

sought repose, and we were all soon
tucked away in our respective nests,

sweetly oblivious to all terrestrial cares

and sorrows.

Early next morning I arose to make
preparations for the dav's engagements,
Ihe first of which
was to start the

fire and get the

kettle boiling.
Picking up my
gun, as I went
for water to the

spring, I had
scarcely taken a

dozen steps be-

fore two fine par-

tridges scurried

up a short dis-

tance ahead of

me. One of them
came quickly to

earth in response

to an urgent
summons from
the right barrel

of my trusty 12

gauge. The other bird was gathered
into custody shortly after. The report

of the weapon awoke the rest of the

party and inspired them with zeal for the

hunt.

Breakfast having been disposed of,

Ralph and Lena, armed for heroic deeds,

started for the hunting grounds whilst

Mrs. Warren and I set out in another
direction. My wife carried a trim little

24 gauge which she handled with skill.

Our sally was not in vain. Game was
plentiful, and the echoing reports indicat-

ed all were having a share in the sport.

A bonny bunch of birds attested to the

success of the day's chase.

In the evening the camp fire was re-

A MIXED BAG

kindled, and impaled on split sticks we
daintly roasted some of our birds over

the hot coals. Our midnight lunch would
have been relished by the Royal Family.

Next morning we spent some time in

rifle practise with Ralph's 40-72 Win-
chester. Whilst all made fair scores,

Ralph carried off the highest honors. In

the afternoon we sallied forth again in

search of game. We had not gone far

when we stumbled upon a big covey of

birds which scattered in all directions be-

fore we had an opportunity to pay our
respects. One of them took shelter in a

thick tree, and although we could dis-

tinctly hear his "quit, quit, quit," we
could not get a view of him. Soon he
was again on the wing,when a well direct-

ed shot brought
him to the
ground. Some of

the others were
captured in due
course.

On the lastday

of our outing we
took a long
tramp of some
fifteen miles
along an old
wood road. Be-
side the edges of

this road the
birds seemed to

find their favor-

ite f o o d . At
short intervals

one or two part-

ridges would
start up, and in one spot there seemed to

be a regular volcano of rising birds. The
sport waxed fast and furious. By simply
walking back and forth on the road we
found all the shooting we could wish.

Our object was not, indeed, to see how
many birds we could kill, but to have a
good time and possess ourselves of a
reasonable amount of the spoils of the

woodlands. Happy owners of trim little

Ithacas can fully appreciate the pleasure

of the sport when that extremely power-
ful, beautifully balanced weapon swings
with unerring precision on the swift flying

game.
I have camped a great many times and

under varied conditions, but never in my
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life have I enjoyed four days of such per-

fect weather, day and night, as on this

occasion. It was near the full of the

moon, the nights were clear, and we had
no wind to mar our enjoyment. The
bright moon illuminated the little clearing

with a silver light, and the glowing- camp
fire cast bright reflections of reddish hue.

But lor our voices, and the snapping fire,

silence reigned supreme.
The ladies have never forgotten the

exquisite pleasures of this trip, and I have
always felt glad they had this opportunity

for enjoying the delights of camping out
and seeing the brightest side of the

sportsman's life. My wife often relates

the story of this charming outing to her
friends. As she talks her eyes kindle

with the old-time enthusiasm, and I know
she is living those four perfect days over
again.

Having finished our vacation, we re-

luctantly packed our effects for the home-
ward journey, and with sighs of regret

we bundled into our waggon and bid

adieu to the scene of our delightful holiday.

GoirT Fishing.

BY A. R. DOUGLAS.

Goin' fishing ? Guess I will;

Kinder think there'll be

All kinds of fishes great and small

Downstream near that old tree.

The weather's hot, jes, scorching hot,

And I'm all "net up" too,

So guess I'll take a holiday

And see what I can do.

"Gee Whiz"! it's great to sit and dream
Beside the laughing brook,

An' watch the fishes jumping
As they try to take yer' hook !

And when you hook a great big trout

It kinder makes you thrill

To feel him pulling "mighty hard",

"That's when he tries your skill" !

Them city-folks all call me "Rube"
Cos' I act simple-like

They say I don't know anything,

Can't even ride a "bike".

But when it comes to fishin'

"1 tell you what", they're mad
When I come back with lots of fish

An' they can't "ketch" a shad.

You see I know the place to go
And how to bait my hook
I'm simple, but "you bet yer life"

I know this little brook.
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A Fine British Columbia Falls.

BY CHAS. F. NELSON.

HOME seven or eight years ago a

party of my friends went on a pros-

pecting trip from New Denver, B.C.

up Wilson Creek.

On their return, after an absence of a

couple of weeks they were loud in their

praises of the beautiful sights they had
seen.

The one most admired was a magnifi-

cent waterfall surpassing in grandeur
any of the great scenes for which this

country is noted. Beyond this they saw
numbers of glaciers and through all this

wild country could be found many kinds
of big game.

Their enthusiastic reports roused in me
an ambition to go and sea these beauties

of nature for myself.

The fates seemed against me however
till last summer, when after due prepara-
tion, one lovely July morning four of us
started out on horseback, fully equipped
for any adventure and with plenty of

plates for our cameras, to be sure of
bringing back a photo of the falls.

Leaving New Denver about eight

o'clock we took the trail along the shore,

to Roseberry at which point Wilson
Creek empties into Slocan lake. Artists

are enraptured with the view to be seen

from this trail, but we hardly paused to

look at it, so eager were we to get on
to the falls.

At Roseberry we left the lake shore
turned up Wilson Creek following the

Government trail for a distance of ten or

eleven miles, paying but scant attention

to our surroundings and pushing on with
all possible speed. Arriving in due time
at Frying Pan Camp we called a halt,

and as it was long past the noon hour
we heartily enjoyed the lunch we had
brought along, washed down with copi-

ous draughts of ' 'Prospector's Tea",
which is not supposed worth considering
unless strong enough to almost float an
iron wedge.
Having secured the horses, to prevent

their returning without us, we set out to

try and reach the falls that afternoon.
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One of the party, who had so been the

guide and who also carried the rifle that

was to protect us in case we stumbled on
a bear, showed us an old trail leading

down to the creek and off we set on
what we thought was a short cut.

Every few minutes George would
shout, "Here you fellows make more
noise, we don't want to run foul of a

bear." Al-
though his an-

xiety amused
us we followed

his instuctions

and made the

woods ring

with our shouts
— we had not
lost any bear

either.

Before long
we reached the

creek and start-

ed up the long
bank, but as

often happens
"t h e shortest

way home i s

the longest
way round"
and we soon
found ourselves

endea v o r i n g
to force our
way through a
dense thicket

but not accom-
plishing very
much. The
ground was
covered with
pine needles
and we found
the walking
very tiresome, every other minute one or

other of us would slip and come down on
our knees but not to perform our devo-
tions. We also found that the pine

needles had a bad habit of dropping down
the back of our necks, till we soon felt as

though clothed in downy garments of

porcupine quills.

Then some one said he was thirsty,

and lo, we were all thirsty, and
rash offers of from two bits to twenty
dollars were made for a drink of water.

WILSON CREEK FALLS

No one apeared to take us up though
and so on we struggled.

After two or three hours of this we
suddenly found ourselves back on the

trail barely a mile from camp All the
time we could hear the roar of the falls

as though defying us to reach them, and
perforce as the hour waslate we had to

g^ive up for that day, return to camp and
prepare for an
early start next
morning.

After supper
we set up our
tent and dusk
found us going
to bed, but
hardly co sleep.

George had
said that there
were more por-
cupines around
there than hair
on a dog so
everything
must be hung
up in the tent.

When this was
done we found
had barely
room to squeeze
i n ourse Ives
and n o room
what ever to
turn around.
However we

crawled in and
covered up for

a good night's

rest. Vain de-

lusion—F our
crowded into a
small tent on a

July night,
meant warmth and all too soon we Degan
to realize that we were in a first cousin

to a Turkish bath ! Then, slap from
George, slap from Jack, muttered expost-

ulations from Fred, and with one accord
we all consigned some invisible torment
to perdition. This proved to be a species

of gnat that divided its attentions impar-

tially between the horses and us. With
all this we were so annoyed that

sleep was out of the question and the

first streak of dawn found us
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crawling out and preparing breakfast.

As soon as possible we were off again

and distaining short cuts and easy roads

we chose the stiff but direct climb down
the mountain side to the foot of the falls-

ON THE TRAIL

As we got along we were delighted to

find that the difficulties were more
imaginary than real, and an hour's hard
work brought us to our gaol, where we
stood in awe and admiration before one

of the grandest sights in the Country.
Wilson Creek was full to the banks, the

summer freshet being on, and this

great volume of water, coming from
regions beyond unknown to us, dashed

first over some rapids into a
huge pot and then raging round
plunged out over a straight
drop of at least seventy-five feet,

driving a huge column of spray
down the creek which would
very shortly have soaked us to

to the skin had we not sought
shelter beneath the rocks at

one side.

Gazing in delight and won-
derment at this magnificent
spectacle, we felt amply repaid

for our trip and agree that Brit-

tish Columbia contained no
grander view than that before

us. Soon the camera was plac-

ed to take the picture, but to

our disgust we found that the

sun's rays would not strike

down there for a long time, so
for three hours we waited on
his majesty and shivering by
wished we had brought our
coats along.

Our patience was at last re-

warded and some photos were
taken which turned out all right

andwhich are here reproduced.
They give but a very poor

idea of the beauty and gran-
deur of the scene, which must
be seen to be fully appreciated.

Having accomplished our purpose we
returned to camp and after dinner started

for home. That evening we arrived safe-

ly in New Denver well pleased with our
visit to Wilson Creek Falls.

A curious question in Forestry has
arisen in the States and is dealth with in

one of those informius pamphlets publish-

ed by the Forest Science of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington, It

is eniitled "Production of Red Cedar for

Pencil Wood" and is written by Mr. L. L.

White, forest assistant. From it we
learn that no less than three hundred and
fifteen millions of pencils are manufactured
in the States each year and the industry

is still growing. To make these pencils

300 tons or 20.000 cubic feet of wood is

required every day of the year. The
whole industry appears to depend upon
red cedar, and it is said that some of the

mills now in operation must close down
within a dozen years for want of maserial

so reckless has been the destruction of

the trees and so so shortsighted those in

control of operations.



An Imaginary Fishing Trip

BY O. E. MOREHOUSE, M. D.

"Breathes here a man with soul so dead,

Who never to his neighbor said,

While in conflab close together

—

"Now isn't this fine fishing weather?"

EVER since I was able to stand on
the banks of beautiful Keswick and
hold angleworms for my father to

catch a mess of tront for our supper

—

ever since I was allowed to take a bent

pin fastened to the end of a piece of

wrapping twine and go down to the frog-

pond to catch mud chubs from two to five

inches long—ever since I 'got growed
up' and could own a fishing tackle of my
own and take my place with the boys and
later with the men—ever since these

epochs in my life's history has it been my
good fortune as the years roll by to go
out and spend a few days fishing—that

most delightful of all pastimes and
sports.

Just as regularly as 'the Spring time

comes gentle Annie' have I been seized

with that uncontrollable and unconquer-
able desire to leave the haunts of men
and go out and commune with Nature for

a time and incidentally catch a few fish.

And what more health-giving exercise

is there ? What will invigorate a man's
flagging energies so quickly and so thor-

oughly as a few days spent beside some
babbling brook or lazily floating on the

bosom of some placid lake that is filled

with trout that are only waiting for us to

come and take them?
Think of the sweet and refreshing slum-

ber one obtains while lying in a tent,

made more gratifying1- when we know
that we will be awakened in the morning
by th$ sweetest of all music—the singing
of the birds, the like of which no denizen

of the great cities ever heard. And the

man who never heard this music is indeed

to be pitied because he does not know the

call of Nature and has never heard or

seen the pleasures she has in store for

him—ready if he would but go, to see and
hear.

The past winter was particularly hard

and trying as besides the unusual amount
of work that I was called upon to do the
weather was very inclement and this with
the terribie condition of the roads made
me almost a physical wreck; while with
listening to the constant complaining of
my patients who were really ill, and
worst of all to the everlasting refrain of
those who thought they were ill but who
were not, my nervous system had be-
come so tangled up that I found myself
bordering on hysteria.

I recognized that there was only one
cure and that was to get out into the
woods and go fishing for a time.

The season being far advanced those
who had gone with me in other years had
all been and had their day, thus leaving

me alone but still undaunted, and so I

informed my wife that I was determined
to go even if it was necessary for me to

do so without a companion to share my
joys and sorrows. She proceeded to veto
my proposition conjuring up all manner
of imaginary dangers that were lurking

for me in the wilderness— I should be
killed on the way in, I possibly might fall

off the bank of the stream and thus fur-

nish bait for the fishes, or get drowned in

the lake, until finally I was forced to give

in and go to bed in no enviable frame of

mind.
I soon sank into a troubled sleep where

I saw myself on the banks of one of the

most beautiful streams ever beheld by
mortal man, every bend of which formed
the most perfect pool imaginable which
seemed to be filled with trout of all sizes

and they seemed to be beckoning to me
to come on and take them. I saw my-
self scooping them out with the land-

ing net and piling them on the shore

but the pile got no bigger. I saw my-
self standing on the top of a high rock

overlooking the largest of all the pools,
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and as I gazed into its liquid depths \

suddenly saw the waters part and a trout

of monstrous proportions come to the

surface, and giving" me a wink con-

tinued to come on and on until he pass-

ed me in the air and as he turned

to go back he hit me a resounding
slap in the face with his tail which knock-
ed me off the rock and I fell — down —
down — down — bringing up with a

crash on my bedroom floor which instant-

ly awoke me as it did also my wife who
asked me if I had indeed gone crazy.

I stood for a moment considering the

matter until finally I satisfied myself that

perhaps she was right, so I crawled back
into bed and was soon sleeping the sleep

of the just, awaking next morning thor-

oughly cured. And thus ended my fish-

ing trip for the season.

The Delights of Fishing in the Kootenay, B. C.

nT has been told so often that it has
almost attained to the dignity of

history—the story of the Oregon
Treaty by which Canada and the Empire
lost an immense tract of fertile land of

varied resources, comprising the present

American States of Washington and
Oregon. The story is that the tract in

question was light-heartedly given away
by the British Commissioners because
one of them learned that it was valueless,

his authority being his brother, a young
lord fond of sport, who was disgusted
because the salmon at the mouth of the

Columbia would not rise to his fly.

What a thousand pities that the young
lord's fateful venture was not made on
the Columbia's noble tributary, the

Kootenay; Canada would have been
richer by a magnificent province, and
even he would have had a fine day's
sport. Many a disciple of Walton from
far remote lands has cast his fly on the
waters of Kootenay Lake and River and
none have yet recorded complaints of
poor sport and some of the visitors have
been fastidious. The delight of the jaded
city dweller, whose opportunities are too
few to allow him to acquire skill or even
patience, is pleasant to behold, but it is

not equal, as a testimonial to the Koot-
enay's finny champions, to the guarded
admissions of those who have revelled in

the delights of the lakes and rivers of
Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick,
much less to the surprised pleasure of
those whose love has been gained over
the shaded pools of English streams, and
the encomiums on the Kootenay have

been uttered or penned by representatives

of all these.

Every point on the lake and river has
its own band of champions. The mouth
of every stream that empties into the

main lake is acclaimed by some as par

excellence the favorite home of the trout.

On the river, the Narrows at Proctor and
the big pool a few miles below the great

Bonnington Falls are admitted by the ex-

perts to be the best sport. But beauties

have been landed in many other places.

Indians and Chinamen, who have no time

for long excursions, catch them off the

wharves of Nelson.

With the large and rapidly growing
community inhabiting the orchard homes
on the shores of the West Arm the favor-

ite method of travel—except for business

trips to the city for which, of course, the

ubiquitous launch is used—is by boat or

canoe. During the fishing season, which
covers the Spring, Summer and part of

Autumn, any one in a small boat puts

out a trolling line as a matter of course,

and considers himself aggrieved if at the

end of his voyage, however short, he has
not landed at least a few.

Every genuine Kootenain is a true

sportsman and would disdain not only

the flagrant offence of fishing out of sea-

son or with nets, but even such violation

of the real angler's code of honor as is

involved in the use of any other lure than
a fly. Of varieties of flies requisite for

the fullest measure of success there is

—

as "of the making of many books"—no
end. No man can seriously pretend to

know what fly, or even the member of
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which species of fly, the trout may favor

on a given day. It depends upon the

season, the hour, the- weather, the stage

and state of the water, and even, some
devotees declare, on the idiosynacracies of

individual trout. But the experiment is

part of the game and no man really

imbued with the spirit of Isaac Walton
will grudge his friend, the trout, the grati-

fication of his most discriminating taste

in form and color.

The favorite trophy of every Kootenay
fisherman is the Rainbow Trout, which
has no rival as a beauty and very few as

a combatant. To have landed a genuine
Rainbow of the first class is sufficient

title to be enrolled among the select. So
eagerly is the honor coveted that many a

debate has been waged, worthy from its

earnestness and eloquence of any parlia-

ment on earth, to win recognition as a

Rainbow for member of some "lesser"

breed" and indeed, there is often room
for debate, for the Great Lake Trout

—

the Salmo Kootenaiensis—so nearly re-

sembles the Rainbow that often only the

most erudite in such matters can distin-

guish. The Great Lake Trout, often

called the Salmon trout, is often as beauti-

fully marked as its more highly esteemed
cousin, but it attains greater proportions,

also differs slightly in the form and mark-
ing of the fins. The char also attains to

great size and occasionly gives the fisher-

man all the contest he desires before he is

finally landed and subdued.
That the Kootenay's unrivalled attrac-

tions in respect to its fishing is fully ap-

preciated by those fortunate enough to

live on or near its shores, is fully attested

not only by the numbers who take ad-
vantage of every leisure hour, but perhaps
even more by the fact that very few care

to go away for the summer. Those
whose annual vacation must perforce be
taken during the fishing season seldom
care for any longer journey than a few
miles along lake or river to a summer
cottage or tent. The days are spent on
the water in the never ending trial of wit

against the alluring and elusive trout,

their nights floating on moonlit waters or

round the sociable and cheerful camp fire

in the loveliest surroundings on earth.

The degree to which this devotion is

sometimes carried may be illustrated by a

reminiscence. Some years ago, a good
many years ago as time is reckoned in a
new country, before fruit growing as an
industry was thought of, while lumber
markets were glutted, in the West at

least, and when declining prices of metals
and labor troubles had combined to re-

strict mining operations, Kootenay ex-

perienced a few comparatively dull years.

A young professional man in Nelson was
complaining of the depression and ex-

pressing grave doubts as to the probabil-

ity of any early revival. A friend suggest-
ed the expediency of removing to some
more promising field. The answer came
without hesitation; "But where else would
I get such fishing?" and he remained in

spite of depression.

Nor is the resident Kootenaian alone
in his zeal. The visitor who has heard
of the glories of the sport and once tasted

of the reality, is as keen as the native or

the "old-timer." No weather daunts
him, and even impending danger will not
always compel him to admit defeat.

A visitor from Denver recently ventured
out into the main Kootenay Lake in a
small boat trolling, accompanied by a
citizen of Nelson. When they were about
a mile from the Proctor light house he
felt a tug on his line and began hauling
in. The fish showed fight and a few
minutes of splendid sport followed. Human
ingenuity and endurance were gradually
winning, the fish was nearly landed when
in excess of zeal the man from Denver
leaned too far over the side, the boat was
overturned and both occupants, fully

dressed, were in deep water. They man- i

aged to clamber upon the upturned boat,

one at each end, soon other small boats

came to their assistance. But none were
very near and after they were secured it

was a slow process towing their boat

broadside to the shore. When, after

nearly an hour's partial immersion, suf- I

fered almost in silence, they were near

land, the Nelson man turned to his com-
panion and asked: "Well, old man, how
do you feel ?" Through chattering

teeth came the reply: "All right, and I've

got the fish"—and he had. It was a five

pound char. As he went overboard the

line had become tangled round his leg,

and the fish had been towed to shore in

the wake of the shipwrecked fishermen

!
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But such accidents are of very rare oc-

currence. The Kootenay, like most other

rivers of its character, has taken its toll

of human lives, but a surprisingly small

proportion of the recorded fatalities have
claimed fishermen as their victims. There
are places, however, on the edge of the

swift water both above and below the

several falls in Kootenay River where
there is danger for the inexperienced. To
many such places are the most attractive

of all and the sport they afford and the

prospect of success are at least equal to

any other, but they should be essayed

only by skilled boatmen who have some
knowledge of the currents and eddies.

The fishing season in Kootenay begins

the twenty-fifth of March. At that time of

year winter is not quite over. Even on
the lower hills snow is still lying as a

rule. It is njt an uncommon sight to

see on an early morning train from Nel-

son to Slocan Junction parties around
with fishing rods and rifles, and all clad

in winter garb, the first to fish the big

pool, the latter to ascend the hills in

quest of mountain goat.

Kootenaians have hardly realized as yet

that the fishing in which they all delight

would, if known to the outside world, at-

tract thousands of holiday tourists and
sportsmen looking for new spheres and
new forms of sport. Fishermen as a rule

are not prone to advertise that they have
discovered the finest pools. They may
occasionally invite a friend but not the

world at large. But the citizens of Nel-
son and other cities of Kootenay are

gradually becoming impressed by the en-

thusiastic praises of occasional visitors,

especially American business men, who,
having once enjoyed the experience, have
declared that hereafter at least a week of
Kootenay fishing will form one feature of
their year's programme. And, indeed,
there are many who have come regularly
for several years past and on whom the
pleasure never palls. Even if the duty of
advertising Kootenay's attractions to the
angler were left to these alone, its fame
must slowly travel everywhere, for these
men are as proud of having discovered a
new pleasure ground as they would be of
discovering a new star or comet.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say
that the possibilities of Kootenay as a re-

sort for fishermen have been discovered

by outsiders. Local residents appreciat-

ed and took full aduantage of them but
were content to enjoy them in silence,

without summoning all other fellow-ang-

lers to share their sport. Such reticence

was not the outcome of any selfish pur-

pose of keeping all the pleasure for those

on the ground. Indeed there is no need
and no justification for any attempt to

exclude others. The lakes of Kootenay,
all the large lakes at least, are very deep.

It is suspected by many authorities, fami-

liar with the habits of fish of all varieties

in many parts of the world, that the

largest fish rarely come to the surface at

all, and that, barring the use of dynamite
and of deep fishing with nets, the supply
of fish in the waters of Kootenay is pract-

ically incapable of depletion.

An old fisherman who has beaten the

waters of Kootenay lake and river regu-
larly for the last ten years, and a thorough
sportsman, was lately asked his opinion

of fishing in Kootenay as compared with
other places, from the sportsman's point

of view. His answer is interesting : "I
never tell any one how many fish he can
catch in a day, partly because I can't tell,

nobody can, but chiefly because to a true

sportsman that is not the point. I never
advise the man who goes fishing with the

object of filling a large basket, unless of

course, he is a professional making his

living by it. There is never a scarcity of

fish here, except occasionally for a day or

two at a time. Under normal conditions

even a rank novice is fairly sure of some
measure of success. But for the fisher-

man, the man who is looking not for a
bag but for sport, I don't know anything
better. I have fished a good many
streams in Canada, east and west, and I

have had more real enjoyment wrestling
with the trout in these lakes and pools
than I have had with fish anywhere else.'*

Traffic on Kootenay Lake is steadily

increasing. Three steamers leave, and
return to Nelson, daily, traversing the

West Arm and different parts of the main
lake. The flotilla of launches, the "mos-
quito fleet" as it is called, is the largest

in the Province, and of rowboats and
canoes the number is legion. It has been
remarked by visitors times without num-
ber that there is no other city on the con-
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tinent, probably in the world, whose
people so generally avail themselves of

the advantages of the body of water on
whose shore the city lies. But all this

traffic, even when it is multiplied twenty-

fold, as it is certain to be within less than

twenty years, will have no appreciable

effect on the supply of fish in the lake and
streams. Hundreds of rapid and almost
inaccessible mountain brooks afford safe

spawning grounds, while in the depths of

the main lakes there is absolute immunity
from human depredation. Down the

river, below Nelson a succession of rapids

and falls make the Kootenay unnavig-
able except for small boats and in the

pools and eddies are the favorite haunts
of the Rainbow Trout.

Not the least charm of fishing in the

waters of Kootenay is its infinite variety.

No amount of experience or degree of fa-

miliarity enables the fisherman to guess
very nearly at what hour of any day the

fish will prefer to feed or what delicacy

they will fancy. To ensure a good day's

sport and a reasonable certainty of at

least enough luck to save him from dis-

appointment and humiliation, the fisher-

man should set out at dawn on a sum-
mer's morning. It may be that the fickle

trout will reward his self-denial. If not
he still has a reward unknown to dwellers
in cities or on the plains—the glory of

sunrise on a mountain lake, with the ever
changing hues as the rays strike distant
snowy peaks and pine clad hill sides and
at last the bosom of placid waters, while
the fresh breeze of morning is sweetened
with the fragrance of the pines. The
warmer hours of morning, noon and early

afternoon may be spent under the shadow
of curving promontories without any re-

laxation of the vigilant look out for trout.

The late afternoon and early evening
each brings its special charm, and some-

time between dawn and sunset the trout

must rise to feed, and then comes the

angler's opportunity. If he has been
both wise and fortunate in his selection of

flies few of his casts will be unrewarded,
and the fish that is most fastidious in his

choice of fare will afford the rarest and
keenest sport in his chase and • capture.

After such a day the fisherman returns to

home or camp at peace with himself and
the world and at rest in body and mind.
If he be a stranger to the land he has
found a new love and the recollection of

a glorious day passed under changing
but ever lovely skies amid the grandest
and most beautifully varied scenery Can-
ada has to offer, will be for him an abid-

ing treasure in his memory.

It is the testimony not of Kootenaians,
their minds are too full of present enjoy-

ment to reflect on anything else, but of

strangers whose ordinary days are spent
amid the surroundings of large business

centres, that as a means to recover vita-

lity and freshness, to enjoy the pleasures

of nature unalloyed, and to carry back to

the daily toil an ever refreshing and
vivifying memory, there is nothing attain-

able in the new world, requiring so little

mental or physical effort as a trip to

Nelson and a holiday with the trout of

the glorious waters of Kootenay.

The waters of Kootenay are wide and
deep, the people of Kootenay are hospit-

able and sociable as are all Westerners,

and especially to those who know and
honor the sportsman's code. There is

room for all who love the open air, the

mountain side, the lake and river. Nature
has been generous, even prodigal, in her

gifts. None are debarred but by their

own will. There is opportunity for plea-

sure here for all, and Nelson and Kootenay
extend a welcome.

A thrilling story comes from Michigan
of the escape of a United States fishing

tug captured by a Canadian Fisheries Of-
ficer. It appears that the tug, which is

named the Roy, was first taken to the

Manitoulin Island where the crew were
placed under arrest. From that place

the tug Endress towed the Roy intending

to take her to Sault Ste. Marie. The

same night the Roy went aground on
Fox Island Reef. All efforts to get her

off failed and the Canadian tug left to se-

cure further help. No sooner were the

Americans alone than they went to work
shifting ballast and succeeded in working
the tug off the reef. They then started for

American waters and after a stop at Detroit

for coal and supplies went on toAlpena,Mich



A Successsful Moose Hunt.

Hearing a Moose Fight.

BY ALVIN PHILLIPS.

IT was in August last that I receiv-

ed a letter from Mr. W. H. Temple-
ton, of Warren, O., stating- that my

name had been recommended to him as a

guide and he wished to arrange a moose
hunting party to Canada in the fall. He
had written in advance as he wished me
to plan out his trip for him if I would do
so. It did not take me long to fig-

ure out his requirements and I sent

him the par-
ticulars, telling

him the open
season dates,

the time for

him t o *start

and the place

where I would
meet him.

Having ar-

ranged these
matters satis-

factorily I left

Dorset, Ont., a
few days in ad-

vance in order

to purchase
supplies in

North Bay and
prepare every-
t h i ng that
might assist to

assure the suc-

cess of the trip.

Well loaded up
I took the Canadian Pacific west bound
express to Metagama one hundred and
seventy miles from North Bay. Here I

left the train and made camp while wait-
ing for Mr. Templeton to join me. I am
glad to say he arrived on time and the
morning after we broke camp. I loaded
up my seventeen foot canvass covered
canoe with our supplies and outfit until
Mr. Templeton wondered where he was
to get in. He was soon made acquaint-
ed with the means of answering that
problem but when we were well off he

MR. TEMPLETON S FIRST MOOSE.

still said it was a mystery how it was
done.

The day was grand and with every-

thing in our favor we made considerable

progress. About four o'clock in the

afternoon we sighted a small bull moose
feeding in the river. By going quietly

we paddled within thirty feet of him be-

fore he noticed something strange about
us and decided to clear out. He started

off at a walk
and then not

being quite

sure, turned

and had anoth-
er look after
which he made
up his mind
and went off

for keeps. He
was quite a
young animal
and so we al-

lowed him to

go without
making the

slig h t e s t at-

tempt to stay
his progress.

As we trav-

elled along we
saw plenty of

signs of moose
and heard them
every nig h t.

On the third day we saw a bull but did

not get him. The following morning we
saw another small yearling bull but passed

him by. K_ _j

In the evening we paddled down a

small winding stream about three miles

from camp. Here we listened for moose
and presently heard a moose give a call.

By the time we reached the spot where
she was feeding in the river it was so

dark we could not see to shoot. In a

short time the cow called again and was
answered by her mate, a big bull, with a
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s
oft gentle grunt. We remained quite

s
till and I was able to see the bull's ant-

ers, the distance being not more than

forty or fifty feet. Mr. Templeton could

see nothing, not being used to the woods
at night but to myself the outline of the

animal and his horns were quite distinct.

The cow and calf were feeding on the

grass and pond lillies and the bull stood

guard over them, giving a grunt every

five minutes and the cow repeating her

call every quarter of an hour. We wait-

ed patiently for the best part of an hour
and seeing that there was no chance of a

shot at the bull we returned to camp
hoping that the moose might remain near

the river till the next morning. Just as

we had arrived at this decision we heard
another bull coming down the river very

fast. He had heard the calling of the

cow, and, grunting all the time, was
making his way straight towards her.

We agreed to wait and hear, if we
could not see, a fight between bull moose.
By this time bull, cow and calf had all

moved off about one hundred yards in the

bush and on dry ground. There they

waited till the other bull came up. Ap-
parently the two bulls took their time
and remained on guard so effectively that

neither saw an opening. At last, and
then quite suddenly, they came together
like two freight cars with a crash that

could be heard a couple of miles off. Mr.
Templeton could scarcely conceive that

such a noise could be made by moose.
It is no use for me to try and describe
all that we heard that night. Readers
who have had no experience of the kind
would certainly not believe me. I must
say however that the fight went on in great
shape until seven rounds had been fought
out, there being only one minute between
each of them. The last round was over
in about thirty seconds and the big bull

won. His success enabled him to keep
his cow and the other bull went up the

river again though not so fast as he came
down, as he had clearly received more
than he bargained for when he set

off for that cow.

Mr. Templeton declared that to have

heard such a fight was worth the whole
frip to him even if he not did see another

moose. In the excitement of the fight

we had forgotten ourselves and on its

termination found that we were quite

cold. This made us hurry back to camp
where we speedily warmed up and retired.

Next morning we broke camp and on
our way out we called at the scene of the

fight. It was quite a sight to see how
the small trees had been broken off while

others had been torn up by the roots and
the ground trampled and thrown up all

over the place. There were no moose
about and we went further on.

It was two nights later when, though
only nine o'clock, we were in bed and
asleep that we were awakened by the

grunting of a bull moose and the rattling

of his horns on the trees. From all we
could hear it appeared clear that he was
coming out to the lake shore close to our
camp. We arose and decided that, as

the moon was shining, we would have a
look at him. He soon got our scent

however and ran off.

The following morning we decided to

have a hunt for him. With the excep-

tion of two hundred acres of green wood
the rest was all burnt country. Travelling

through the green wood against the

wind we came on moose about two
o'clock in the afternoon. The cow was
first sighted as she walked slowly up
some rising ground. Following her about
fifty yards we saw her step out into a
clear place where the bull was already

standing, presenting a fine shot. Mr.
Templeton with his 303 speedily brought
him to the ground and finished him with

a second shot.

Congratulations were in order as it

was Mr. Templeton's first moose and he
did the work as well as if he had been a
veteran. On his part he told me he con-

sidered the trip a perfect success and he
enjoyed every moment of it. I think he
did for he showed it in many ways.

Two days later brought us back to the

railway again and I recognized the deep
feeling with which he took his last look

at the moose country and gave me a

hearty shake of the hand before taking
his seat in the number two east bound
train for home.



Protective Work in British Columbia.

ROTECTIVE work in British

Columbia is entrusted to the Pro-

vincial Game and Forest Warden,
an office ably filled by Mr. A. Bryan
Williams, of Vancouver, whose third

annual report was recently issued. Prog-
ress in the work has been the dominant
note in each of the several reports and
that at an increasing ratio. Con-
sequently we are now told that "the

majority of the intelligent thinkers in the

Province are now well aware, or rapidly

becomming so, that our game is an asset

of such value that it is well worth the

expenditure uf a good deal of money."
Surely this means much and it would be
well if it could be said ot every Province,

even for those where protective work
has gone on much longer than is the

case with British Columbia.
For the last three years protective

work in British Columbia, even though
it has had such a remarkable effect as

that noted above, has in Mr. William's
opinion, "been more or less of an experi-

ment and conducted somewhat on ama-
teur lines. Probably it was wise to ex-

periment at first, but this stage is now
past." What would other countries do
if they possessed the natural assets of
British Columbia ? There is no need to
look far for an answer. The people of
the United States, after their past ex-
periences, would spend millions upon it,

and the Province should at least spend
thousands in the perpetuation of its big
game. In other countries experience
has shown that half hearted steps are of
little use. The work, if it is to be done
at all, should be properly done, and as to
its necessity there can no longer be two
opinions. In the United States and in

South Africa, destruction has gone so
far that the governments are spending
large sums in the effort to save what is

left. In British Columbia there is still

a splendid stock of all species of game
animals and birds though their numbers
in some districts are sadly reduced.

Satisfactory results have been proved
even from a small expenditure. "Where
the two or three game wardens under
salary have carried on an active patrol of

their districts a marked improvement has
been effected and for the expenditure of

a couple of thousand dollars it is prob-

able that the Province has a good many
thousand dollars worth more game than
it would otherwise have had." Mr.
Williams strongly urges the necessity of

permanent game wardens under salary.

"The Deputy Game Wardens not under
salary are, in most cases, useless, and in

some cases worse than useless." A few,

however proved themselves active and of

practical value. The effort to secure

efficient service from the Fire Wardens
in the additional capacity of Game War-
dens proved a regrettable failure. As
Game Wardens they were under nobody's
authority—and probably this is the rea-

son for the failure. If tried under pro-

per conditions this policy which has been
advocated in more than one province,

should prove successful.

Mr. Williams advocates the recon-

struction of the game laws of British

Columbia. "Their intention is good in

the main, but they have been amended
so often that many of the clauses con-
tradict one another; they are almost unin-

telligible to the ordinary man, while to

enforce them actually as they read would
be an absurdity. This is pretty strong
criticism and no doubt might be held to

apply to other Provinces as well.

While there are no complaints against
the Magistrates in this report the same
cannot be said of the local justices. Some
of them, we are told, displayed a distinct

unwillingness to issue summonses, and
that acquittals would follow was a fore-

gone conclusion. Such light fines were
imposed that they were simply an en-

couragement to offenders. "Such a state

of affairs is most discouraging to an
officer, as the difficulty of obtaining evid-

ence is great, and when it is obtained
the fine should be sufficient to be felt."

After noting the value of the extra

assistance given in the Warden's office,

Mr. Williams summarises the position in

this way: "We have made some advance
in enforcing our laws in one or two dis-

tricts ; we have proved that satisfactory

results can be obtained, at any rate with
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our big game, at a small expenditure,

and that some good has been effected

with our small game ; the people have
become much more educated to the

value of the game, have seen sure re-

sults from the employment of salaried

Game Wardens and are making no un-

certain demands for advance of a sub-

stantial character. Now the population

of the country is increasing so rapidly

that it is impossible for any advance to

be made without the expenditure of a

good deal of money, and in consequence
the question as to whether it is worth
the expenditure or not must be seriously

considered. If the game is not worth
what it is generally thought to be, then

let us drop it altogether and let every

man get what he can while it lasts. If it

is the value to this country it has been
absolutely proved to be to other coun-
tries, then let us take up its protec-

tion in a proper manner." Mr. Williams
estimates that at the present time visit-

ing sportsmen leave $150,000 in the

Province annually and with proper pro-

tection this amount will be increased ten

times as well as leaving "sufficient game
for our own people and a substantial

legacy for those that come after us." He
thinks that the expenditure of $25,000
per annum for protection would place the

department on a proper footing.

Respect for the game laws is "infinitely

greater than it was by both the Indians
and the whites," though this is not the

case with regard to foreigners "most of

whom will kill any kind of game when-
ever they think they can do so without
fear of being caught."
The conditions on the Coast are de-

cribed as deplorable, and Vancouver
Island especially needs more strenuous
action. The incursions from the States

and the loophole afforded hy the use of

the miner's license are noted while it is

stated that "every section of the Act
that can be broken has been broken"

Indian raids from Alberta have been
stopped and the conduct of the Kootenay
Indians greatly improved. In the Koot-
enays with the expenditure of a little

more money, and the establishment of a
Provincial Game Preserve "matters will

be on a fairly good footing and there will

be every reason to hope for such an in-

crease of game that the district will once
more regain its reputation of being one
of the finest game countries on the con-

tinent."

Lillooet still improves. Reports from
the caribou country of Chilcoten, the

Yellowhead Pass and the Cassiar district

describe slaughter in each of them, and
particularly in Cassiar are the services of

a good live Deputy required. Non-
residents have had their trophies checked
and licenses examined, though many
who were hunting on the coast, princip-

ally an undesirable class, evaded the

license. There were thirty-six convic-

tions with seven hundred and forty-one

dollars collected in fines and nine ac-

quittals.

It was estimated that the number of

people visiting the Province for either

fishing or shooting during the season

came to one hundred and ninety-two. Of
this number eighty-six took out big

game licenses, seventy-six took out

small game licenses, about fifteen fished

and the remainder were hunting bears

either in the spring or fall. While the

amount of money left in the country by
those who visited it for bird shooting

was not appreciable, that left by the re-

maining one hundred and four must have
been a very considerable sum. Not only

had money been spent by these people

on sport but several of them have made
heavy investments. The revenues col-

lected from licenses amounted to four

thousand six hundred and seventy-five

dollars—a considerable increase on the

previous year. These fees would have
been considerably augmented but for

evasions under the miner's licenses and
the place of residence. In the opinion of

Mr. Williams the increase of the non-

resident big game license fee to one
hundred dollars would only be reasonable

for the amount of sport British Columbia
can offer, and with better protection, one

hundred and fifty dollars would not be

excessive, With the licence fee at one

hundred dollars sufficient revenue would
soon be obtained to put big game pro-

tection on a fairly good footing. In sup-

port of his position with regard to the

license he mentions that in the Cassiar

district there were twenty-seven non-

residents hunting and the bag made by
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twenty-four of these people amounted to

seventeen moose, fifty-six caribou, fifty-

two sheep, thirty-four goats, six grizzly

bears, and seven black bears averaging

seven decimal five animals to each person

who actually shot.

The five dollar non- resident bird license

is stated to have given considerable

trouble by reason of persons crossing

from the States and shooting all kinds

of birds, even domestic fowls
;
recrossing

the border before they can be stopped.

Under the circumstances Mr. Williams
advocates the restriction of this license

to British subjects whose residence is

either in England or some other Province

of Canada.
Quotations are given from letters re-

ceived from a number of non-resident

sportsmen visiting the Province as well

as from the reports of several deputy
wardens, and all are in line for efficient

protection.

While the differences in the question

of a gun license are admitted a license of

ten dollars or fifteen dollars for Asiatics,

even if they were not prohibited from
shooting altogether, is pressed upon the

attention of the government. It is stat-

ed that these people kill all they can
without regard to species or seasons and
catching them is a matter ot great diffi-

culty. -
j Qk

Naturally Mr. Williams dwells with
satisfaction upon the results of three

years' protection. He believes the con-
ditions at the present time would have
been almost impossible of amendment
had not the Government taken steps for

protection when they did. Now pros-
pects are bright and with more work
in the right direction will steadily im-
prove.

The first Game Reserve has been set

aside and by Order-in-Council a close
season on all birds and animals within
the area declared for the next ten years.
The Reserve is, roughly speaking, twenty
miles long by fifteen wide. Though it

has not a winter range the animals only
leave it during the close season, and
therefore the absence of such a range is

not a great drawback.
Regret is expressed that the proposed

reserves in the Kootenay and in Van-
couver Island have not also been set

apart. Particularly is this the case in

East Kootenay where, Mr. Williams
thinks, there is a chance for the finest

reserve in the whole Province, easily

accessible to tourists and residents of

the Province and therefore likely to

prove a great attraction.

Considerable attention is given to the

destruction of game by wolves. In the

north of Vancouver Island such destruc-

tion is said to be going on at a * 'fearful

rate." Poisoning seems to be the only

effective method of thinning them out,

and it is doubtful, even with the increased

bounty from two dollars and fifty cents to

five dollars per head, "if a man
could make any sort of wages at it.

"

Distributing poison free of charge
amongst reliable timber cruisers and pros-

pectors is suggested. "The experience
of the United States in the matter of

noxious animals seems to be that the

only way any substantial results can be
obtained is by the employment of exper-
ienced men to put out poision and track

the animals during the breeding season."
Most interesting is it to hear that the

Indians in the southern portion of the

Province "are becomming aware that the

game needs looking after, and a few of

them are even aiding in its preservation."

It is a pity the same cannot be said of

the north but unless grossly libelled the
Indians of that region are great destroyers
of the game notwithstanding that they
are the best off of any Indians in the
Province.

The concluding portion of the report
is devoted to birds. The European par-
tridges set ©ut appear to be doing well.

Pheasant shooting on the mainland is

said to have been a complete failure, the
reason being that greater numbers need
to be imported and turned down in the
spring. In addition the very old cock
pheasants should be killed off. The en-
gagement of a really reliable man, who
understands what he is doing, is ad-

vocated for this purpose.
Ducks are decreasing in numbers and

snipe were scarce though geese were fair.

Reports of black game are encouraging
as are also those of the capercailzie. The
prospects for quail are generally speak-
ingfair,though thesevere winter told hardly

upon them in several parts of the Province.



Big Game Conditions in New Brunswick.

Views of a Veteran Guide.

BY ADAM MOORE.

THERE is one subject upon which
sportsmen never tire— big" game,
their haunts and habits, and the

present and future supply All sportsmen,
and many who are not sportsmen, are

deeply interested in these matters and as

often as they meet together some phases
of these things are certain to be brought
under discussion.

Now, although I have made a study
of these things for many years and have
in that time learned a good deal about
them, I know full well that there is

much I haven't learned. Howeverby keep-
ing steadily at it I pick up some new
points every season— points that are use-
ful in teaching me where to look for
game under different conditions, and how
best to approach it when found.
Amongst the guides of New Brunswick

are to be found many fine intelligent men
who made a life study of their calling
and who are full of information thereon.
They could, if they would, tell of many
interesting things they have seen, and if

they did there would, be surprises for
many sportsmen. They are not however
easily made to talk and they think the
more in consequence.

Nothing is more amusing to a guide
than to hear a man who has been in the
woods after big game for a month telling
his experiences with a 4 'know it all" air.

He thinks he knows all there is worth
knowing but if that same individual would
spend a month each season for five more
seasons hunting big game at different
seasons, in different weather under many
changed conditions, he would by the end
of that time, have learned enough to
know that there was much more for him
to learn and that he knew comparatively
little.

As the moose is the largest and most
important of our big game animals some
experiences and conclusions I have ar-

rived at with regard to moose may be
interesting to readers.

All observant guides and woodsmen

know that moose are increasing fast in

New Brunswick. For all that there are

many men who will report that on a
canoe trip they have seen dozens of cows,
only a few bulls and no calves. The con-

clusion they come to as a result of their

observations is that a close season should
be put on bulls for a few years and the

settlers be allowed to kill the cows for

their meat.

This is the worst kind ot ignorance

and simply demonstrates how little they

know of the habits of the animals they

talk so confidently about. Why they

see the cows in the water in daylight

without calves is because the calves

stay with the cows very little, and the

bulls don't come out in the open water

much in daylight.

Anyone, however, who will take the

trouble to go out in a canoe in the middle

of the night to where the moose feeds

would be surprised at the number of big

bulls they would see. If they selected

any night through June, July or August

they would be sure to have such an ex-

perience as I have described. In the

northern half of New Brunswick there

are comparatively few lakes and the

moose have increased to such an extent

that they have practically eaten the

whole of the feed out of these lakes.

Now they don't feed so much in the

lakes as they did formerly for the very

good reason that there is not so much to

feed upon. In most of these lakes the

lily pads are all gone, the leaves and

roots having been completely cleaned

out by the moose. There are likewise

no black ducks or muskrats on these

lakes, the moose having eaten up their

feed.

Two years ago on the Little Pictou

Lake there was a bed of rushes so thick

that a canoe could not be got through

them. My home camp was immediately

opposite and about one hundred yards

distant. It was quite a common thing,

about dusk every evening, in the months
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of June and July to see a drove of from
six to twelve moose feeding in this

marsh and moose were in full sight all

the time.

At present there is not a single rush

left, not a single root or green thing and
there were about thitty acres of marsh.
This is only one of hundreds of just such

places.

The moose in the country are more
plentiful than ever but they feed in the

thickets. The whole country is a mat of

moose food and that accounts for their

increase. They are not, however, seen

so much as they have been owing to the

tact that they do not feed so much in the open
and for that reason merely superficial ob-

servers think moose have been de-

creasing.

Moose like to wade and play in the

mud and water and they do this whether
there is feed or not. It is generally sup-

posed that they go into the water to get

away from the flies
;
perhaps they do,

but I doubt it. I know that many peo-

ple will not agree with me on this point,

but I ai-k them not to jump on me too

hard till they have studied the moose a

little as I have done. The fly reason has
been taken too much for granted and
people have not looked for any other.

In the southern part of the Province
where there were no moose for a great
many years they are now becoming plen-

tiful. There are many lakes larger and
small lull of lilies and other food that

the moose like best and as a result they
seem to drift from the north to the south.
Once there they stay, apparently because
they get better food. In my opinion the
young bulls seem to drift more than the
others—at least there is a larger propor-
tion of young bulls in the south to those
present in the north. The increase in

the number of bulls killed in the north is

not twenty-five per cent, in the south the
increase in the numbers killed is fully

double.

When I was at the Sportsmen's Show
at Boston last spring I heard several of
the Maine guides claiming that they had
the best moose country in Maine
because they hunted near the boundary
and the moose drifted over to them from
New Brunswick. I know there is a lot

of truth in these statements. The moose
of New Brunswick do drift into Maine in

large numbers and most of them are

small bulls.

I have two hunting grounds and two
sets of camps—one in the northern por-

tion of the Province on the headwaters
of the Little Tobique ; the other south of

the St. John River on the Magaguadavic
Lakes and am therefore conversant with
hunting conditions in both portions of

New Brunswick. Around the southern
camps there was not a moose ten years
ago, there are plenty of them to be found
there now.

Last winter was a very cold and long
one and Spring was late. I was on the

upper Tobique and on May the fifteenth

moose couldn't travel in the woods for

snow, while in the southern portions of

the Province they could get around nicely

a month earlier. The moose in the

north had a hard time of it
;
they be-

came very thin and many of them had
not shed their hair in June—in fact I saw
several as late as July tenth that had not
shed their hair. Quite a number, how-
ever, wintered on the shores of lakes and
streams where the water had over flown
and frozen and made the travelling good
for them. Those came through all right;

they had plenty of feed and shed their

hair early while the bulls had good
horns. While the moose in the north
averaged smaller than usual—just as we
all expected, Dr. Munroe, of Providence,
R. I. shot one on the headwaters of the

Nipisiquit River with antlers having a
spread of sixty-eight and a quarterinches,
making a record for New Brunswick,
the previous record being sixty-seven and
a half. There were several other large

heads taken last season, the majority of
them in the south.

For the first half of July last summer,
I was on the upper Tobique with that

celebrated photographer of live animals,
Mr. George Shiras of Pittsburg. This
gentlemen had the best outfit of cameras
and knew better how to use them than
any photographer I have had the

pleasure of accompanying to the woods,
and I have been with several good ones.

There was no trouble in getting photog-
raphs of moose in all kinds of positions,
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both in daylight and with flashlight.

By means of a jack light we could find

a big bull in a few minutes any night and
also b} means ot the same light we could

see how far they were off and make al-

lowance accordingly.

We were only away from the railroad

about two weeks and used in that time

over seventy plates, nearly all of them on
moose. The trip was the most exciting

one in which I ever took part and I con-

sider that it beat hunting with a rifle to

a standstill. Twice after the flash was
fired the moose tried to get into the canoe.

The animals were blinded by the flash

and could not see us ; while I was blind-

ed in the same way and could not see

them. Once we had the canoe half

filled with water and some plates spoiled

but no one was hurt. Finding what
made them come towards the canoe we
refrained from doing it again and had no
more trouble.

By means of the jacklight we could go
just as close as we wanted. If they were
standing facing us they would jump back,

whentheyjumped atall though they seldom
jumped when in that position. If however
they were standing headed away from us

and close to the bushes on the shore they

would invarably jump back from the

flash on the bushes and being blinded they

might strike the canoe. It is my belief

that they will never charge a light or a

canoe when they can see the canoe. I

don't believe a moose will charge a man
anyway, wounded or not and I have no

fear of them whatever.

Last fall one of the sportsmen whom I

was guiding shot a big bull in a mud-
hole. The animal was shot through the

lungs and I saw he was done for though
he still stood up. I asked the sportsmen

to loan me his rifle and when he did so I

got a club and went down the hole, drove

the bull out about one hundred and fifty

yards to a nice grassy place and killed

him there, having a nice clean place on

which to skin him.

I have never seen a bull show any signs

of charging, though I have seen

three different young cows that would

not get out of the way of the canoe and

one of them did look ugly. The other

two just looked as though paralyzed and

we passed them so close that I could

have touched them with the paddle.
As to the reported shortages of bulls

all I can say is that I have not seen a
pond or hole of any kind where cows
gather without finding plenty of bull

signs by the first week in October. In

every case can be found holes pounded
in the ground, bushes broken by horns,
small trees rubbed and signs that any
novices may recognise to show that

there are bulls everywhere. Most of

these signs are made in the night but
they are plain to be seen and no one
with any knowledge of the woods should
fail to recognize them.

Again many people, and some of them
guides who should know better, think

when they hear a cow making any kind
of a noise that she is calling. This is

very often not the case at all. Most of

the calling heard where I hunt is made
by cows when the bulls are with them.
When travelling on the ridges I often

see cows feeding in the water and the

bulls standing on the shore watching
them, or sometimes wading in the water
with them. I have very seldom seen
the bulls feeding in the water in the

rutting season—they don't feed much in

the water any way except in July—

I

mean good bulls, not spike horns.

There is one thing of which I am quite

sure—there are more good bulls in this

country than any one would think from
what they see in the open. Bulls have
the knack of keeping just out of sight

though remaining where they can see

and hear all that occurs in the open.

Sometimes however they do appear
foolish and will stand and gawk at a man
standing in plain sight and close to them.
Sometimes I have thought this foolish

conduct occurred just after they had been in

a fight and got badly used up. I have seen

them after they have been badly battered

by fighting and they must have been very

sore and stiff. That is the time when
they are slow to start — some of the

times at least. They are great fighters

often carry on the combat to the bitter

end of one or both of those engaging in

the battle.

A few years ago in an old beaver pond
not far from my camps, the lumbermen
found the bones of two very large moose.
The horns were brought to my camp and
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I made a careful examination of them.

One set having a spread of fifty-five

inches, was perfect ; the other was
badly gnawed by several animals and so,

although large, were useless. I purchas-

ed the good set and gave them to a

friend. No doubt those moose had
fought to their death

;
they were not

over twenty feet apart when found.

Another time when hunting on a line

of ponds we found traces of two big bulls.

These animals proved so cunning that

we could not get a shot at them, although

every morning we could see where they

had been in the night. Very careful

hunting was the policy we adopted as we
knew we should get them some day un-

less we scared them. All at once they

disappeared and we could find no signs

of either of them or where they had gone.

It was a week or so later when a guide
passing along an old tote road near these

ponds had a sniff of carrion. This led

him to the place where moose had been
fighting and later to the moose them-
selves lying dead with their horns locked.

Examination showed their necks to be
broken. I also saw the place and the

horns, the latter being very large and
handsome. The scalps, however were
spoiled. Such instances as I have quot-

ed go to show that two large well mat-
ched moose will kill each other fighting.

In some parts of the Province, where
the country is open with ponds marshes,
bogs, barrens or burnt land moose can
be called very successfully by a man who
understands them. In heavily wooded
country, where ponds and lakes are few
and far apart, there are few that can be
called into the open in daylight. If a bull is

looking for a cow he may be called though
he may not show himself. The trouble
is that the big bull being able to beat off

the other fellows is seldom without sev-

eral cows and the result is that it is the

smaller bull which is called. I don't

believe there is any man who can call

moose at any time, though a good caller

can get most moose to come some times
when things are favorable and the bull is

looking for a cow.
Moose are increasing fast, I repeat,

and there is no good reason why they
should not. They are not killed off to
any great extent except by man. The

bears kill a few small moose and the bob
cats get a few calves, though these caus-
es do not cut much ice.

Some cows are killed near the settle-

ments and a few at some of the lumber
camps. As a general rule however, the

law regarding the protection of moose is

very well observed, and there will never
be enough killed by visiting sportsmen
to affect the supply. With residents,

however, it is very different. These may
be in the woods winter and summer
though I believe there are less moose
killed out of season in New Brunswick
than any other country in which moose
are found.

We are hearing just now of an agita-

tion set on foot for the purpose of allow-

ing settlers to kill cow moose for their

own meat on the ground that the cows
are too plentiful and for that reason are

deteriorating the breed. In my opinion

the agitation is all wrong and is founded
on a wrong basis. There are bulls for

all the cows and some to spare and if we
kill off the cows where is our future sup-
ply of bulls to come from ?

If a stock breeder wished to increase

his stock and could not buy what he
wanted he would surely not kill off his

cows in order to do it. Our woods are

full of moose feed that is good for noth-

ing else but feeding moose and we ought:

certainly to make the best use of this

food. There is enough of it to feed ten

times as many cows as there are now and
if the present law is observed, as I trust

it will be, there will in time—and no long
time either—be that number found in the

woods of New Brunswick.
Will you allow me to figure it out in

my way as follows : say there are three

hundred moose in the grounds on which
I hunt. Half of these are breeding cows
and the other half bulls and young moose.
These one hundred and fifty cows will'

raise on an average one calf to each cow
per year ; most full grown cows have
twins and very few have none. In the

fall they will easily average one calf to

each cow—one hundred and fifty calves,

half being bulls. Half of these again
will drift away from that particular part

of the country leaving about thirty-seven

bulls each year as an increase to the

moose population. About one third this
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number is killed each year — not wholly

by sportsmen but let us say by men. I

am giving figures that are on the safe

side, stating bare facts as I know and be-

lieve them to be. Can any one doubt

alter this that the moose are increasing ?

Why should they not ? They certainly

are doing so and I believe all who know
the situation in New Brunswick will

agree with me.
The sentiment of the great majority of

the people of New Brunswick is in favor

of moose protection. They however wish

to secure the benefits of such protection

for themselves and not merely protect

the moose for the Maine hunters. At
present the protection given is sufficient

and there is no reason to shorten the open
season. Nowhere are moose better

looked after than in New Brunswick and
they are increasing faster in the Province

in consequence of the care given them.

They have fewer enemies in New Bruns-

wick than elsewhere.

About seventy-five per cent of the non-

resident sportsmen who visit New Bruns-

wick in the open season get their moose.
Can any other Province or State make
such a statement with truth ? I think

not.

I have guided sportsmen who have

visited and hunted moose in other Prov-

inces and States and they have all agreed
that sport in New Brunswick, at least in

moose hunting, surpassed all that they

have experienced elsewhere.

Nearly all New Brunswick guides have
their own territory over which they hunt
and they hunt nowhere else, and no one
else hunts in their special territory. In

consequence of this division a sportsman
can easily hunt here for a whole month
and not see a human being outside his

own party, or hear a shot other than his

own. There are no shooting accidents

in the Province and no visiting sports-

man has been shot within its bounds.

Last fall there was not a single shooting

accident throughout New Brunswick.
Game is so plentiful in the Province

that the sportsmen can not only wait to

see if the animal has horns, but also

wait to see if they are good horns before

firing.

It is agreed by all sportsmen that the

registered guides of New Brunswick
work on principles unequalled by any or-

ganization of guides in America. Their

laws are largely unwritten laws agreed

to by themselves but maintained in all

their fullness with more loyalty and con-

sideration for that reason.

A Night With the Coons.

BY WILLIAM CARRELL.

AWAY back in the early seventies

coons were very numerous in the

neighborhood of the town of Picton,

Ont. , and had been raising Cain with the

farmer's chickens and corn. A friend,

who lived about two miles out of the

town invited five chums to go out to his

place some nice moonlight night and
have an old fashioned coon hunt. As no
guns were to be used, each of the boys pro-

vided himself with a good stout blue beech

gad about three and a half feet long and
about an inch in diameter and on a glor-

ious night in the latter part of September,
Pete, Lew, Will and Ben met at Billy's

house ready to start on their much talked

about hunt. Before we start let me in-

troduce your readers to the boys. Pete.

Billy, Lew and Will are whole souled,

jolly fellows and great lovers of sport,

Ben only differs from the rest on account
of his size and is called the fat boy of the

family. He was short and very broad
across the shoulders and though weigh-
ing in the neighbouhood of two hundred
and twenty-five pounds was not corpul-

ent, but very light and active on his

feet and the best runner of the five for a

short distance. All being ready Billy

whistled for the dog which answered the

signal at once. He was not much to look

at, being just a plain dog, but he was
all wool and a yard wide when it came to

hunting ring tails* Away we went and
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before the clock struck seven we were

climbing thehill to the south of the town.

It was an ideal night, not a breath of air

stirring, and just a tinge of that crisp-

ness in it that denoted the coming fall.

Everything seemed so quiet and still,

bathed in the soft light of the moon which

was just showing over the tops of the

trees in Macaulay's bush. After crossing

the Lover's Walk we arrived at the crest

of the hill and looked back on the town.

The lights in the houses appeared like

fireflies in the distance and the people

there were resting after their day's toil

while we were tramping away into the

night on a hunt after ring tails. We
had started to climb a fence when Ben
cried "Hold on ! listen" and the quiver-

ing call of the little screech owl was
heard in the distance.

"I told you we would get some coons,

didn't we hear that one whistle ? I'll

bet they are making for the corn field.

Did you hear that one ?"

Again the call was heard to be answer-
ed by a bird nearly overhead which was
plainly seen by us all in the bright light

of the moon. After roasting Ben for not

knowing the difference between a coon
and an owl we climbed the fence and cut

through a corner of the bush and out

again into a ploughed field

When skirting along the edge of the

woods the dog began to act strangely

and kept whining and crowding close to

us. Pete remarked to Billy "What's
the matter with the dog?" As if in answer
to his question an unearthly screech was
heard in the bush. The dog in his fright

started to run but got tangled up in Ben's
legs and over they went. We all stood
looking at each other when Ben, who
was still sitting on the ground, looked
up and said "Gosh, all hemlock, what
was it ? Did you see it? It was about six

feet long and went like a streak."
None of us spoke for a long time
though we felt that another salute like

that would have stampeded the whole
bunch for home. However, it was not
repeated and after a time we mustered
up courage and started on again, being
very careful to keep as far from the bush
as possible.

The dog went on ahead and just after

crossing a fence he started to give ton-
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gue. As he struck across a meadow
away he went with nose to the ground
and tail in the air. Then back he came
and a dark object was seen running along
the top rail of the fence.

"A coon ! a coon !" and all thoughts
of our recent fright were banished from
our minds as away we dashed across the

field to try and head off the coon which
was fast making for the woods. It was
a mad race, the boys shouting and the

dog barking. The fat boy was running
well and was nearly within striking

distance. Before he could strike his

wind gave out and he stopped short.

WT

hile trying to get his breath he started

to abuse the fleeing animal for not wait-

ing for him.

"You measly thing." he said, "Why
didn't you wait ? If you had waited just

a minute I'd have broken your nose, but

just wait until I get rested and I'll break

your blame neck."

Pete, Billy and the dog succeeded in

getting between the coon and the bush
and turned him back towards Ben, who
was still so busy talking to himself that

he did not notice old ring tail until he

was nearly passed him. All at once he
saw him and away he went again. His
efforts, however, were in vain, for after

another short run his wind failed him
again aud he started to abuse the poor
thing worse than ever. The old fellow

paid no attention to him but kept on
running and made straight for Lew and
Will who had taken up positions on each

side of the fence and were prepared to

give the old fellow a warm reception.

However, "the best laid schemes of

mice and men gang aft aglee" and such

was the case here. They both struck out

viciously with their gads fully intending

it to be the old ring tail's last run. The
old fellow proved too cute for them,

dropped to the ground and scurried ac-

ross the corner of the field to the other

fence as fast as his legs would carry him,

arriving just in time to escape the jaws of

the dog which was close at his heels.

Along the top he went and as none of

the boys were near enough to stop him
he reached the woods in safety and there

none of us were inclined to follow. Call-

ing the dog we continued our journey,

crossing a meadow and seating ourselves
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on the fence to rest. Ben started to tell

us what a wonderful escape the coon
had and said if he had waited just a minute
he would have cooked his goose but he
said the blame thing would not wait for

him to get a good crack at him.
•'Oh !" he said "if he was only coming

along there now"—He swung his stick

round but what he was going to say was
never said for with a crash away went
the rail we were sitting on and over we
went into a patch of sheep burrs which
are not very pleasant companions though
they stick to a person closer than a
brother. Fortunately none of the five

were hurt in the tumble. Laughing and
joking we scrambled to our feet when
Pete observed to Ben. "It was a good
thing for the coon he was not on the

ground where you fell for there would
not have been enough of him left to have
carried home !" We were then nearing
our friend's place and after crossing an-

other field arrived at the house.

We soon had him and his dog out and
made a start for a large corn field on his

farm which is close to the bush and looked
forward to lots of fun on our arrival at

the field. We each took up a position

which would prevent any coons which
might happen to be in the field from
reaching the bush. All being ready the

dogs were loosed and away they went
through the standing corn. Now they
were giving tongue as they struck a
fresh track. We were all excitement
and watched anxiously for any of the

coon family that might try to make the

woods by the all rail route. None appear-
ed and the dogs raised an awful row near
the centre of the field in which a lone

hickory tree stood. Pete, who was the

nearest to them, started over to see what
all the row was about and made nearly

as much noise as the dogs, shouting for

the rest to come on as he had all the

coons in the bush up in the hickory. The
rest of the crowd were not long in getting

there and sure enough we counted five

of the animals up among the branches
from which we proceeded to dislodge

them.
Will did the climbing and after getting

up they handed him his stick. As he
tried to shake and poke them out the

coons moved away from him. When he

advanced two went out on the same
branch which began to bend with their

weight. The outer one seemed anxious
to get back, but before he could accom-
plish his purpose a vigorous shake sent
him tumbling to the ground where he
was immediately tackled by the dogs and
a battle royal ensued. A good poke with
the stick dislodged the other and down
he went through the branches landing
square on Ben's back and rolling off right

on top of the dogs. Proving to be an
old dog coon it was an interesting fight

and kept the dogs guessing until a well

aimed blow from one of the gads ended
his career. The dogs soon finished the

other one. There were three clinging

to the branches. A good shaking and
poking soon put them on the ground but
in the mix up two of them succeeded in

reaching the fence and were speedily

scurrying along the top rail to a place of

safety in the bush. We left the dogs to

finish the one on the ground and started

off for the two on the fence.

Now started a race for life. The two
ring tails were straining every nerve to

reach the bush. We were not doing
badly and we determined they should not
escape if we could prevent it. Away we
raced down the field bumping into the

corn stalks and now and again taking a
tumble as our toes caught in the roots of

the corn. Laughing and shouting we
eagerly tried to head off the fleeing an-
imals. The dogs joined in the chase and
we made an awful row. It was a won-
der the coons did not die of fright. Ter-
ror seemed to add wings to their feet for

they won out handily and made the

woods first, with the dogs a good second,
while the bunch made the also rans and
we came up to the fence puffiing, blow-
ing and perspiring after our chase. The
dogs kept right on and we heard them
barking furiously a short distance away.
On entering the bush we found they had
taken a stand at the bottom of a large
basswood which looked to be hollow.
As we had no means of climbing it we
were about to call off the dogs and quit
when one of the boys proposed, as it was
early and a nice night, we should get an
axe and chop the tree down. No sooner
was the proposition made than it was
acted upon.
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Our friend started off home and soon re-

turned with the needed article but as it

had not had an introduction to a grind-

stone for some time previously it was
not in a condition to give a person a

clean shave. A little thing like that did

not bother us. We cleaned up a place

and built on a good fire so we could see

to cnop, arranging that each of the boys
should take his turn at the chopping.

Will had just thrown off his coat to take

the first crack at it when Ben, who was
always hungry, said "If I had known
you fellows were going to stay here all

night I would have brought some
grub with me !" Our friend then pro-

posed that we leave the dogs to keep
watch and go up to the house and have
some supper. As none of the boys fell

in with the idea he stated that if one of

us would go with him he would bring

something out to us and asked which we
would prefer to drink, milk or cider. We
all voted for cider and away he and Lew
started.

Will went to work at the chopping,

but the dull axe made it slow work and
he had not made much of a showing
when the two returned with a large bas-

ket filled with good things. Home made
bread that would make you hungry to

look at, fresh churned butter as yellow
as gold and the taste of the country right

in it, a nice comb of clover honey and
last but not least two old fashioned
pumpkin pies, and a large milk pail near-

ly full of good sweet cider—a feast for

the gods. We were not long in putting
the grub where it would do the most
good, then filling our pipes we settled

ourselves for a quiet smoke and had not
been sitting long when Ben started to

tell us about the thing that had scared
us. We soon shut him up as none of

us cared to talk about it in the gloom of
the woods. Will resigned his position
at the axe and the chopping went on
merrily but slowly. All had taken their

turn except our friend and it looked as if

we would have to give up the job as the
moon was getting low. However, he
said he would have a try at it anyway
for luck. He had been chopping for

some time and we were making up our
minds to start for home when a shout
from Lew "Look out ! there she goes !"

brought us all to our feet as with a crash
the big tree tore its way through the
others. It was hardly on the ground
when we were among its branches eager
to get at the coons all supposed were im-
prisoned inside. After quite a bit more
chopping we at last made a couple
of openings. Our friend put his hand
in and when he withdrew it he exhibited
to the astonished gaze of the rest not a
coon but a dead red squirrel as a reward
for our labor. It was comical to see the
look of disgust on the faces of the rest at

being fooled so badly. Ben burst out
laughing and said "You're a nice bunch
to take out corn hunting. Why any kid
would know the difference between a
coon and a red squirrel !" All joined in

the laugh which followed. We realized
that the ring tails had made their escape
and there was no use of us staying any
longer.

We started back for the coon field and
after picking up our three coons and
bidding our friend good bye we struck
out for home and after getting on the
road we started to talk of our night's
experiences and fun and wondered what
it was that had given that awful screech.
We never found out and it remains a
mystery to this day. Some people said
it was a lynx and some said it was an
owl but whatever it was none of us would
have cared to have heard it again that
night.

We trudged for home singing and
joking and arrived in town just as the
clock in the Methodist Church tovrer struck
five, tired out and ready for bed but all

saying it was the best night's fun they
had ever had. So ended our night
with the coons !
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BY JAMES HAMMOND.

BORN in Ontario as long ago as July

13th, 1826, I have had much hunting

and trapping and some curious ad-

venturesin the course ofalonglife. When I

wasnineteen years ofage my family moved
to Bristol, Que., and in 1854 I decided to

visit the far famed Queen's Bush in

Ontario of which we heard so much.
Travelling was a difficult matter in those

days, but I overcame all difficulties and

reached my destination.

I was so satisfied with what I saw that

I purchased two hundred acres in the

township of Elma, near Listowel. After

building a log shanty upon the place and
making other preparations for occupa-

tion, I returned to Quebec to bring my
wife and our belongings to our new home.
At that time I had a brother who had
only lately settled at Bristol and had just

made a small clearing. A small field

close to the woods had been planted with

corn and one morning when looking over

it we discovered that a bear had been

there and done considerable damage.
We then and there decided to stop his

depredations.

Each of us had a strong muzzle loading

shotgun and on our return home our first

care was to see that they were in proper
working order. Then we loaded for the

bear, putting in a heavy charge of pow-
der and two bullets, each weighing about
an ounce, in each of the guns. At sun-

down we went to the corn patch and
thinking he might not come for some
little time we sat down to wait tor him.
The first time we rose and examined
the corn we saw his Bearship standing
broadside towards us looking our way.
Fearing he might have business requiring
his attention elsewhere in a hurry and
not wishing to detain him, we both fired

at once. He ran off and we looked at

each other as though we thought both
had missed. In a few moments we heard
a groan and following the tracks we
speedily discovered a dead bear. By
dragging and carrying we got him to the

house and took off his pelt. When we-
came to examine it we found six holes in

the hide. Three out ot the four balls

had gone clean through him and he did
not suffer long.

In the course ot my experience I have
trapped seven other bears, three wolves,
otter, beaver, fisher, mink, muskrat,
foxes, marten, wolverine, wild cats,

black squirrels, ground hogs, etc.

The task of removing my family and
belongings from Bristol, Que. to Elma,
Ont., was very slow work. First we
travelled from Bristol to the Ottawa Riv-
er by means of a team and then by boat
to Aylmer. From that place we teamed
again to Bytown from which we obtained
a boat on the Rideau Canal landing us at

Kingston. Another boat took us on to

Hamilton. One team took us as far as
Millbank, township of Normington, and
a second on to our home at Elma.

In the course of my hunting experien-
ces I was fortunate enough to shoot four
deer with two shots. In the first case
three deer were feeding together and as
I was watching them two came into line

and raised their heads together. At the
same momeet I fired shooting the first

one through the head and breaking the
neck of the second one. In that way I

secured two with one shot. In the sec-

ond case a bunch of seven or eight were
going past me at a nice distance and
without seeing me. I fired and in this

instance the first dropped in its tracks
and the second got off with a front leg-

broken. The ground being bare I was
unable to follow its tracks.

Another peculiar thing happened in our
hunting. One day I was out with a
cousin, he being armed with a rifle and I

having a shot-gnn. During the dav we
had a fair chance at a deer and both fired

at it. My cousin hit and killed the one
we fired at and we found that my bullet
had struck a deer we had not seen at the
time and broke both its hind legs.

The foregoing incidents are nothing
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to boast of and all I claim is that I acted

quickly when the chances came. A hun-

ter cannot put the game in position and
consequently when such opportunities

as I had come to him they are due to

good fortune and no merit of his own.
They are, however, incidents upon which
all sportsmen love to dwell.

A Fight With a Porcupine.

BY ALEX. W. COOKE.

MY friend and I along with a number
of other young lads were camping
with the "Entomologists Society"

of the Ontario Agricultural College in the

woods in Muskoka. Our camp was
situated on one of the legs of what is

known as Leg Lake, which is about three

miles from Gravenhurst, Ont.

The lake has three distinct legs each

shaped like the leg of a man. We were
camped on the shores of what would be

the middle leg of the lake, the other two
legs being separated from us by penin-

sulas. The incident I am about to re-

late occurred in the last week that we
spent up there.

On a bright sunshiny day my friend

and I decided to take a little row around
the end of one of the peninsulas and ex-

plore one of the other legs. After row-
ing about two miles down the lake, we
were rounding the end of the peninsula,

or going through what is known as the

Irish Channel (a narrow-strip of water
which separates the peninsula from the

mainland) when I happened to look to-

wards one side of the Channel and be-

held to my surprise some wild animal
rapidly swimming towards the boat. Not
knowing what it was and having left our
rifles at camp, we began to paddle for all

we were worth, and having only two
light canoe paddles to send a large boat
through the water, we did not make
much progress.

The animal soon caught up with us
and it was not until he had come quite
close that we discovered it to be a very
large porcupine. Seeing that we could
not escape from it we allowed the animal

to come alongside the boat. It immed-
iately began to climb in, and 'twas at

this point that we thought it best to be-

gin action.

We waited until it got its two front

paws on the gunwhale of the boat and
then we both struck at it with our
paddles. This did not seem to have the

desired effect as it continued to try and
get into the boat so we hit it again, this*

time harder than before, and knocked it

off into the water. It was not, however,
to be beaten off easily and again it came
at us biting and snarling savagely. We
then saw that there were no other

means to make it stop but death.

After fighting it about twentv minutes,

in which time we had knocked it off the

side of the boat several times, we finally

decided to finish it Bringing in our
paddles which were by this time splintered

and full of quills, above our heads we hit

it for the last time, knocking it complete-
ly out. We had not killed it as was
our expectation, but only stunned it.

This gave us time to fasten a cord around
its hind legs and tie it firmly to the stern

of the boat. It was in this manner that

we managed to bring it back to camp.
Not without difficulty, however, as it soon
revived and commenced to struggle

violently, but the cord held it fast and by
the time we had completed the two miles

back to the camp it was dead, death
being due to drowning together with the

blows which we had inflicted beforehand.

After hauling it up on shore we pulled

a large number of quills out of his body
some of which I have at home to-day.



A Few Words More on Behalf of Our

Vanishing Deer.

BY JAMES DICKSON, O. L. S.

—and I am sure many ofyour other

r
eaders—have been very much in-

terested in the numerous papers
on "Our Vanishing- Deer" which have ap-
peared from time to time in the pages of

"Rod and Gun". The discussion ot

hounds versus still hunting, also shooting
in the water, has been been both inter-

esting and instructive, and shows the

great interest some of our keenest sports-

men are now evincing in the best meth-
ods to be adopted for the preservation of

our game. The question at issue seems
to have been given caretul consideration

and the articles are well written, and will

eventually lead to beneficial results. But
it is to be regretted that some of them
show a bitter feeling and a lack of re-

spect for the opposite party, which is

quite uncalled for.

To one who is not a hunter the argu-

ments and facts seem so convincing as to

be unanswerable until the other fellow

puts in his oar; then the whole fabric is

knocked into smithereens. Each writer

discusses the subject from the standpoint
of his own experience, and his views and
suggestions are worthy of consideration.

I observe that all the writers are sports-

men and their sole aim seems to be the

devising of the best method to so pro-

tect our deer that they will have them in suffi-

cient numbers to enable them to deprive

one or two of life in each year with a
minimum of trouble.

As I am not a sportsman and never go
hunting, but from my profession and ex-

perience in the woods have had excep-

tional opportunities of studying the

haunts and habits of our game; and as I

take a keen interest in its preservation a
few remarks from me are as likely to be

unbiassed as any from those who go
out on their annual deer hunt.

With the exception of my first six

years, all my life has been spent in the

deer country and from four to eight

months of each of the last thirty years

have been spent under canvas at all

seasons of the year in a game country,

so that no matter what views I may en-

tertain respecting deer my opportunities

for studying them have been exception-
ally good.

It was when a lad on a backwoods
farm that I first saw the introduction of

dogs in deer hunting. It was all still

hunting with muzzle loaders and mostly
smooth bores sure to kill only at a dis-

tance of one hundred yards or a little

over.

The woods were well stocked with all

sorts of game. There was a primitive

game law which no one ever thought of

observing. A few of the boys would
make wooden snow shoes and
taking a dog for a forenoon during
the March crust, go into a cedar swamp
where the deer were yarded and kill one,

but this was indulged in so little that

there would not be a dozen killed in any
one season in a whole township. They
were practically unmolested from the

middle of January until the middle of July
when the bucks and dry does began to

put on flesh. To go out then and get a
deer entailed very little more trouble to

anyone who could shoot straight than it

did to go out to the field and catch a
sheep.

Deer were so plentiful that it was a

rare occurrence to take a stroll round the

clearing, walk a mile in the woods or

visit a neighbor without seeing one.

There were also wolves. The wolves
then were the same cowardly, sneaking
rascals they are today—seldom seen,

though their howling at night was so

common as to seldom excite a remark.
The sheep had to be penned in a house

every night and it was no uncommon
occurrence to have the dog driven to the

door and taken in to save him from the

maurauders. But the deer did not seem
to lessen in numbers. It was a rare

occurrence to find a half devoured car-
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cass in the woods and such wholesale

slaughter as we now read about was
never heard of.

Dogs were introduced. The deer had
their regular runaways or trails leading

to their only harbors of refuge—a lake or

river. The gunners took their stands

behind some tree or bush by the side

of the runways. The shooter could

generally so locate himself as to almost

touch the game as it bounded past. It

was, and still is, an easy matter to tell

where the deer were to be found and also

in what direction they would run. One
man put out the dogs. It was a pot

shot nearly every time. And if by any
chance it was passing at such a distance

as to render a running shot uncertain a

single shout would bring him to a stand

until he could locate the new danger, un-

less very hard pressed by the hound.
The dice were loaded at every turn.

There was a great slaughter for a few
years. Nearly evety house had its win-
ter store of venison laid in. Then deer

began to get scarce, and such has been
and is, the case all over the settled parts

of our back country, wherever hounding
has been kept up.

The hound is of no earthly use in On-
tario except for the purpose of running
deer, and were every man's hand against
the hound to the same extent as it is

against the wolf it would soon have a

telling effect on their numbers.
Venison is not by any means the staple

food of the wolf and if he had not a sup-
ply of mice and other small fry on hand
the deep soft snow of a single winter
would put him out of business. I have
before now, in the pages of the "Rod and
Gun", and would here repeat it, chal-

lenge any person to name a section of
our deer territory, where a fair proportion
of the woods was left standing, where they
became scarce before the introduction
of the hound. And I would further

challenge any one to name a section

where the deer were wiped out or the
numbers practically diminished by wol-
ves before man, and Imean the white man,
lent a helping hand with rifle and dog.

Abolish hounding and prohibit the kill-

ing of does, and in a single decade deer
will have become as plentiful as ever,
and the restriction of the number allow-

ed to any one person might very much
modified.

It has been urged that if hounding is

abolished many who have no longer the
physical vigor or who have not had the
practical experience to enable them to

become successful still hunters would be
deprived of their annual sport. This is

undoubtedly correct. But there comes a
time in the lives of all men when Nature
steps in and puts on the brake, and man
has to submit to the laws of Nature and
no man will ever become a successful still

hunter without experience.

Experience can only be obtained by
practice and two or three days tramping
the woods along with a good still hunter
would teach him more than a dozen sea-

sons of standing by a stump and drop-
ping a deer when it is driven up to

the muzzle of his gun. Hunting is like

any other kind of business—becter put in

a short probation learning how before
you go into it.

Now a word about the moose, by far

the noblest of our game. I have never
killed one but I have had the pleasure of
permitting them to go unharmed when I

might easily have shot them down. I

preferred seeing the noble animal mean-
dering through its native wilds, to look-
ing on its bleeding carcass lying at my
feet, merely in order that I might be able
to boast that I have slain a moose in or-

der to obtain a set of antlers to adorn the
walls of my office.

They are now to be found in all the un-
settled parts of Ontario, and I know no
member of the deer family that is more
easily stalked. But of all the mean and
contemptible methods adopted to allure

an animal to its destruction that which
is known as the ' 'calling" takes the cake.
Imitating the cry of the female in order
to ensnare the male is the smallest piece
of business in the whole hunting line.

There are only three or four weeks in

the year when either sex has any particu-

lar desire for the companionship of the
other. At this time Nature has ordained
that the sexes shall come together for

the propagation of the species and has
implanted in each an irrestible longing
for the companionship of the other, and the
female emits a peculiar cry which may be
heard at a long distance in the silent
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woods which is immediately answered by

the male, if there is one within hearing

distance, and they start towards each

other. A birch bark tube is easily made
in which anyone skilled in moose langu-

age can soon learn to exactly imitate the

cry of the cow. Armed with this all the

hunter has to do is to take his stand by the

side of some tree or bush to leeward of

where moose are likely to be, give the call

and wait. There is an immediate an-

swering note and a rush for the supposed
cow.
The watcher repeats the call at short

intervals and there is always a response,

and in a short time the huge beast is

seen standing within easy range, when he

is mercilessly shot down. Could any
method of taking life be meaner ? It is

butchery pure and simple—butchery in

the meanest sense of the word. I am
not aware that this method of hunting is

ever indulged in by daylight, and certain-

ly the hours of darkness are most befit-

ting tor such dirty work.

I have read a great deal about how dif-

ficult the moose is to stalk but from the

standpoint of my experience this is great-

ly exaggerated. I have seen a great

many and have come upon them both by
land and water, quite unexpectedly on
both sides, and also when they must have
seen me quite a distance before I was
aware of their presence and I can only

recall one instance when they did not

stand long enough for me to have pump-
ed them full ot lead had I wished to, and
been in possession of the necessary

artillery.

If a party or family is in want of food,

then get it by any means in your power;
but if sport alone is the motive give the

animal a fair show for its life. Remem-
ber, that which is sport to you spells

death to the animal. Do not strike be-

low the belt or practice any dirty tricks.

Shoulder your rifle and take to the woods

in open day. Remember that you are

fully armed with death dealing weapons
while the game must depend tor protec-

tion on its native instinct and a light set

of heels alone. Then if you succeed in

bagging the game, you will have achiev-

ed a victory, and secured a trophy of

which you may well feel proud.

To a novice, reading most of the ar-

ticles written about "Our Vanishing
Deer" it might seem that the writers look
upon the game as only worth protecting

in order that they might afford them a
few days annual sport during the hunting
season. But I submit that all our wild

animals and birds, with the exception of

the carnivorous ones, are valuable assets

to the Province and that even the latter

from the number of smaller pests that

they destroy are not an unmixed evil. If

properly safe guarded they will be a

source of revenue both directly and ind-

rectly in the near future. There are vast

areas in Ontario which from the nature

of the soil will never be cultivated but re-

main in their natural state. It requires

neither cultivation nor reforesting. All

that it asks is that it be left alone and the

vast forests that have been so ruthlessly

destroyed will in the course of a few years

be reproduced, and the preservation of the

forest means also the multiplying of our
game. Give our wild animals a fair show,
leave Nature as nearly as possible to her-

self, and she will in due season yield an
abundant harvest.

There is not more than two or three

per cent of our population engaged in

the spoliation of our game but until a
more healthy sentiment prevails and that

handful are taught that deer are not pro-

tected for the nourishment of their starv-

ing curs and that the taking of game out

of season is an offence that will be as

severely dealt with as any other viola-

tion of the Criminal Code, our legislators

with legislate in vain.



Shotguns and Their Loads.

BY G. B. SMITH.

Many of your readers will probably be

interested in knowing my experi-

ences of shot gun loads best adapted

for various game, as promised in a previ-

ous article.

Of course all kinds of game are not

plentiful in my neighborhood, but it is

probable my experience, with such modi-

fications as may best suit the individual

shooter, will serve as a useful lesson to

sportsmen everywhere.

I will commence with the lighter and go
on to the heavier loads :

Snipe load: 2^ ' shell, 2^ drms. pow-
der, Yx oz. No. 9 shot.

Plover load; 2^ "shell, 2Y drms. pow-
der, 1 oz. No. 8 shot.

Partridge load :3 shell, Winchester lead-

er, 3 drms. powder, I y$ oz. No. 7 shot.

Rabbit load: 3" shell, (Winchester
leader) 3 drms. powder, 1 }i oz. No. 7

ihot.

Crows and Hawks or large birds : 3Y in.

shell, (Winchester leader) 3 drms. pow-
der, 1 3-16 oz. No. 6 shot.

This last load is suitable for a general

all round load, including ducks, prairie

chickens and other birds,

Woodchuck, badger and coon loads:

3^ in. shell (Winchester leader) 3Y
drms. powder, 1 Y oz. No. 4 shot.

Long range duck loads: 3% in. shell,

(Winchester leader) 3^ drms. powder,
1 Y\ oz. No. 6 shot.

Fox load : 3 lY in. shell (Winchester
leader), 3 Y\ drms. powder, no pressure,

1 Y oz. No. 2 and 3 shot-

Pigeon load: 3 lY in. shell (Winchester
leader) 3 3/8 drms. powder, \Y oz. No.
7 shot.

The powder I use is Mullerite, my
measures given are struck and my com-
bination wads used are :

Pigeon load: 1 trap, 1 white felt I1G ^
in., 1 express 11 G Y, in., 1 thin top
wad.

Fox and duck load : 1 trap, 1 express

V2 in. 11G, 1 white felt 10G s/8 in., I thin
top wad.

Crane and Woodchuck loads: 1 nitro

felt, 1 regular B. Edge 12 G, 2 German
brown felt Y& in 11G. 1 Thin top wad.

Partridge and rabbit loads: 1 Eley field

^in,, 1 brown felt 3-8 in. 11G, 1 B.

Edge 3 8 in. 10G. Thin stop wad.
For the smaller loads I use ^" B

Edgfe 11 G wads.
Now with these combination loads a

sportsman can meet any kind of game
and at the same time all are far reaching
and killing loads, with wonderful pene-
trating power.

There are, no doubt, sportsmen who
will prefer different sizes of shots on
ducks—say Nos. 4 or 5. My experience,

especially on marshes and rice beds, is

that ducks, however hard hit in the body,
will dive down in roots or mud and hide.

By using smaller shot and catching them
in the head or neck one pellet will lay a
duck on its back senseless, in which case
it is very easy to pick up. The aim in

hunting all waterfowl should be to kill

them in this way and this can best be
accomplished by the use of smaller shot.

A question may well be asked if the

larger shot will not kill at greater dis-

tances? It certainly will and might be
preferred where the distances exceed six-

ty yards. Coarse shot has indeed greater
penetrating power but having fewer pel-

lets to a load the chances of a hit are less

than with the smaller shot and I register

more kills with my favorite load of No.
6 shot.

The loads I named are heavy and
should not be used in short shells, nor in

guns not chambered for the length of

shells named.
I might say a few words on the strength

and quickness of shot shell primers. I had
a recent argument with a friend of mine as

to a quick smokeless primer. He was of

opinion that some shell makers make
their primers too strong. In my view it

is foolish to argue that a primer can pos-
sibly be too strong, and if such a condit-

on were possible it would be easy to re-
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duce the power load. For smokeless
powders a strong primer is essential.

Only quite recently has a good primer

been put into a shell and so far as I know
only one shell has it yet. The make of

this particular shell is a matter of private

judgement and all sportsmen by experi-

menting have the same chances of finding

it out as I have had.

Smokeless powders are often condemn-
ed when the blame rests upon the weak
primers that are placed in the shells.

When the results are poor the cause in

many cases would be found, if investigat-

ed, to be due to the primers and not the

powder. I have used a good deal of SS.

smokeless powder in my time and on
many occasionshave been asked how I could

possibly make a good score with it. Of
course, when used with weak primed
shells the results were not satisfactory.

Load it into a quick primed shell marked
<4W" and some wonderful results can be

obtained. In all my experiments SS.

powder gives the closest and most even
pattern with great penetration.

In all cases where sportsmen find that

smokeless powder is not giving them re-

sults I would advise a change, not in

powder, but in shells and when the right

one is discovered good results will be
obtained. There are many shells on the

market with too weak a primer and these

are used by men who aim at cheapness
with the result of simply wounding in-

stead of killing their game.
Some years ago when black powder

was in general use many profes-

sionals used 3% inch shells. Few are

using this length now and the reason is

that when smokeless first came in there

was very little difference in heavy and
light loads. All primers were then weak
and as good results could be produced
with a 3 inch as with a 3^ inch. Then
the fact that a quicker primer was essen-

tial was learnt and improvements have
gone on until the strong primer can be
obtained today. A long shell with plenty

of wads between shot and powder is the

ideal load. This gives quick ignition in

powder and makes it necessary to use a
long shell if you wish to make kills at

long range. I hope the makers will con-

tinue to market a 3^ shell.

Dupont powder, which is one of the

best, especially in heavy loading, requires
harder wads and slightly more pressure,
as it is slower in starting and increasing
in strength and velocity going through
the barrel. Such powder is not so sensitive

as the quick and sudden high speed powder.
Both have their advantages, the one in

reaching the game quicker and the other
in holding the pattern closer with heavy
loads.

Mullerite and Schultz powders are very
good and quick. Be particular in loading.

No hard wads are required, only soft

ones, three-eigths of an inch thick, just

seated nicely, and no pressure. One
pound of over pressure might cause a
wild pattern. Even in a small load say
three drams, these pecularities must be
closely watched and instructions carefully

followed.

I have had many arguments as to

the rate of travel of black and smokeless
powders. Some men claim that up to

sixty yards black powder sends shot as

fast as the smokeless powder. I am
quite convinced to the contrary. In my
early days I lost many a fox through
black powder. In a distance of fifty yards
and leading probably six inches, I dis-

covered that my shot struck the tail of

the fox, leaving me a whole brush of wool
but that was all.

Duringthe past winter I killed one fox at

seventy-seven yards broadside. He was
going at the rate of about thirty miles per

hour and I made the experiment of how
quickly my shot could reach him. I held

right on to the tip of his nose and he
made a somersault. When I investiga-

ted I found that he was struck in the ear

by one pellet, in the neck by two, and
near the heart by a further two. The re-

sult showed how quickly the load

must have travelled and how well the

pattern held together.
* * * *

I will conclude with a little story of a

coon hunt. A few years ago three of us

accompanied by a dog, half Newfound-
land and half collie, took to the woods
for a coon hunt. The dog went nosing
about and when we had gone some dis-

tance we sat down. After about half an
hour we heard the dog bark several

times, soon to be followed by sounds
similar to those made by a large horned
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beast. It appeared to be bounding to-

wards us and what in the world it could

be we could not make out. We knew
that there were no cattle in the woods
and we waited with a dread none of us

cared to express for the animal's appear-

ance. We had revolvers and knives and
resolved to make fight of it. However,
before it became visible the animal turn-

ed to the right and keeping up most dis-

mal howls passed out of hearing. At
some of the louder howls it almost seem-

ed as if the log on which we were sitting

would roll over us. The echo of the

howls could be heard for miles. As the

moon was bright and the air crisp we
could hear long distances. We were migh-

ty glad when we thought the danger was
over. When the animal passed out of

hearing our big dog came in but made
no effort at all to get on the trail.

As soon as we recovered from our sur-

prise (fright?) we set off for home in a

hurry. Just before we reached the clear-

ance we came to a large tree which had
fallen and started to climb over it. The
tree was about four and a half feet in di-

ameter and needed abitof climbing.We all

stuck close together and jumped off the big

log about the same time. Our jump was
followed by such a squealing and snort-

ing as I hope never to hear again. We
rolled over each other and whatever it was
we fellupon made such noises that we were
nearly all in fits. Ittook us sometime before

we realized what had happened and then

we discovered we had tumbled into a nest

of big hogs that had been searching for

beech nuts. It was all we could do to

collect our thoughts sufficiently to make
for home.

No, sooner had we reached the clear-

ing than our dog started barking right in

front of us. By this time we had recov-

ered sufficiently to be able to look around
us. On the top of a small tree sat two of

the finest coons we ever landed. The
capture of the coons finished up an excit-

ing night's hunt which I am never likely

to forget as long as I live.

None of us have ever discovered the

name or nature of the beast that gave

us such a scare and if any of your readers

have suggestions on the point I should

be very pleased indeed to receive them.

An extremely interesting work is

carried on by the Marine Biological

Association of Great Britain, by means of

a government steam trawler.They are first

caught in the usual way in the North Sea.

Each haul is carefully recorded, first

being counted and measured, and all

details of locality, time, number, species,

sex and size are put down, together with

accurate observations on the water, the

depth and bottom of the sea, the kinds and
quality of food available etc. All these

data are subsequently tabulated and
charted. The fish are marked on
the dorsal surface with a thin curven
disk bearing a number. This is attached
to a fine silver wire which is passed
through the thinner part of the fish near
the fin and secured on the under side by a
small bone button. The fish do not
appear to suffer inconvenience and their

growth is not interfered with in any way.

The fish are then released. P' So thoroughly
is the North Sea swept by the fishing

fleets that out of 5,039 plaice of all sizes

thus marked 992 were recaptured within
a year. This represents 19.7 percent,
or nearly one fifth, and for the medium
sized fish the figures are far higher,

ranging from 28.4 to 39 per cent, for the

whole of the North Sea and to 43 per
cent, in the more northern portions. The
regular fishermen of the North Sea
co-operate heartily with the department by
forwarding to the laboratory at Lowestoft
all the marked fish they catch. At the

laboratory references to the records easily

establishes how the fish have gained in

size and weight since they were caught

before. Moreover the distance between

the spot where it was released and the

place where it was again caught gives an

idea as to its movements.



The American Bison.

BROM time to time we have referred

in these pages to the formation and
work of the American Bison Soci-

ety. The 1 'annual" report which really

covers the years 1905-7, has now been
issued in a handsomely illustrated and
'well printed booklet which contains a

good deal more matter than the annual
report.

Readers may be reminded that the only

object of this Society is the permanent
preservation and increase of the Ameri-
can Bison—an object appealing as strong-

ly to the sympathies of the Canadian
people as to those of the States. While
President Roosevelt is the Honorary Pres-

ident of the society, the Governor- General
of Canada is the Honorary Vice-Presi-

dent, and Commissioner Perry of the

Royal Northwest Mounted Police, Regina,
occupies a position on the Board of

Managers.
The formation of the society was large-

ly owing to Mr. E. H. Baynes, whose
personal interest in the bison and its

preservation has led him to contribute a

great deal of active work on behalf of

the society. The history and proceed-

ings of the society are given at some
length in this report.

An elaborate report on the Flathead
Buffalo Range in Montana is contributed

by Professor Elrod who testifies to the

disappointment felt in the district by the

authorities of the United States allowing
the Canadian Government to purchase
the Pablo herd. This herd was started

in 1884 with thirty-six animals and in

1907 it numbered almost six hundred,
the annual increment for several years
being between sixty and one hundred.
The entire herd was purchased with, the

exception of about a score which Pablo
reserved, the price being $250 each, de-

livered at Strathcona, the Canadian
Government paying the freight. Approx-
imately four hundred animals were
brought to Canada and two hundred re-

main on the range. The range, which it

is proposed to select for a National Buff-

alo Range, is sufficient for a herd twice

the size of the Pablo herd of six hundred

and still have food for as many more
animals of other species.

A proposal to form a New York State
bison herd in the Adirondacks was ac-

cepted by the House of Assembly and
Senate of the State $20,000 unanimonsly
voted for the purpose. This legislation

was voted by the Governor on the

grounds of the many demands upon the

Treasury of the State and the fact that the

success of the experiment would be
questionable.

Professor Hornaday tells the story of

the founding of the Wichita National
Bison herd. The New York Zoological
Society presented the National Govern-
ment with fifteen head. These were trans-

ferred from New York to the Reserve,
all difficulties being overcome and the

animals were safely landed at their future

home. Since their arrival two calves

have been born—one male and one
female, both of which are vigorous speci-

mens and seem likely to survive. The
professor believes that in a very few years

a herd of more than one hundred animals
will result.

A census of living bison in America
show 1116 in captivity in the United
States, 476 captive in Canada and there

are 130 in Europe. The wild bison in

the United States are estimated at 25;

wild bison in Canada, 300; Cattaloes, a

cross between the pure blooded bison

and domestic cattle are now estimated

at 345, no less than 260 being in the

States, 57 in Canada and 28 in Europe.
Professor Hornaday, in some notes on

this census, says:

—

4 'The most important

event of 1907 in the life history of ihe

American Bison was the action of the

Canadian Government in purchasing the

entire Pablo-Allard herd of six hundred
and twenty-eight animals and transporting

three hundred and ninety-eight of them
to Elk Island Park, Canada. Of the two
hundred and forty bison still remaining
on the Flathead range, all save ten head
belong to Canada, and will be removed
during 1908. No emuneration of the

sexes and the calves remaining in

Montana has ever been made, and the
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division of the herd of two hundred and
forty into males, females and calves, as

shown in this census, has been made by

the rules of proportion, using the known
quantities in the three hundred and nine-

ty-eight head already taken toCanada,and
reported upon by Howard Douglas. In-

asmuch as it was impossible to induce the

U.S. Government to purchase the Pablo-

Allard herd, and forever maintain it on

the Flathead reservation, the next best

thing was that it should pass into the

hands of the Canadian Government, and

be located on the upper half of the for-

mer range of the species. In view of the

breaking up of the Flathead Indian Res-

ervation, and its opening to settlement,

it was no longer possible for Mr. Pablo

to maintain his herd, either there or

elsewhere. The Canadian Government
deserves to be sincerely congratulated

upon its wisdom, its foresight and its

general enterprise in providing 8157,000

for the purchase of the Pablo herd, in

addition to the cost of transporting the

animals and fencing Elk Island Park. It

is for the Canadians to write the full his-

tory of this important transaction, and
record the names of the men who are en-

titled to the credit for this grand coup by
which Canada secured for her people the

finest herd of American Bison in the

world. The friends of the bison may in-

deed be thankful that the great north-

western herd is not to be scattered to the

ends of the earth."

Of the wild bison of Athabasca, Pro-

fessor Hornaday says:— "I think it was
in 1902 that the Canadian Government
wisely enacted a law prohibiting the kill-

ing of any of the so-called ''Wood-Bis-
on" that range in the uninhabited region

immediately to the westward of Smith's

Landing on the Athabasca River. While
all unconcealed hunting ceased, it is prob-

able that the Indians and half-breeds of

It is interesting to note in connection
with the further attempt of Commander
R. F. Peary to discover the North Pole,

that the crew of the Roosevelt, the speci-

al steamer built for the purpose of the

expedition, will be manned with a picked
crew of hardy Newloundlanders with

Captain Robert A. Bartlett, of Brigues,

Newfoundland, as sailing master. The

that region killed many a bison surreptit-

iously, for food. Two years ago it was
reported that the gray wolves were de-

vouring the young calves, because the

bison lived in such small bands that the

bulls were unable to protect their young
offspring. Last year, Mr. Ernest
Thompson Seton visited the region in-

habited by the wild bison of Athabasca,
and saw thirty-five individuals, three of

which were young calves. From his ob-
servation and facts gathered by him, he
estimates the total number of Athabasca
Bison at "not less than two hundred and
fifty nor more than six hundred. If I

must fix upon a definite figure as my es-

timate I will say 300". On this point the

following from Mr. Howard Douglas,
Superintendent of the Rocky Mountain
Park, at Banff, dated October 28, 1907,

is of general interest :— I have got the

best information I can procure with re-

gard to the herd running wild in the

North, and regret having to report that

they are decreasing, owing to the timber
wolves killing the young calves, so that

where there were supposed to be six hun-
dred head a few years ago, the estimate
now is only about three hundred, with
very little young stock among them, and
unless drastic measures are taken soon
there will be none left." The Govern-
ment sent an Inspector of the Northwest
Mounted Police during the past summer
and his report corroborated the state-

ments made. From this report I have
no doubt that some means will be taken
to protect the herd in the future."

The success of the Society and its pro-

grammeis thus of supreme interest to Can-

ada, and all Canadians must wish a long

career of usefulness to the American Bis-

on Society and the carrying into effect of

its one object—the permanent prererva-

tion and increase of the American bison.

full supply of coal and remainder of pro-

visions will be taken on board at Sidney,

C. B. Commander Peary has announced
that while his route will be practically the

same as on his last trip he will this time

use the *

'drift method" and take precau-

tion that the running ice wil not carry

him beyond the line of his goal.



Open Season tor Hunting and Fishing Throughout

Canada.

BIG GAME.

ALBERTA.

Moose, caribou and deer Nov. 1 to 30
Antelope Oct. 1 to 31

Elk, wapiti Protect ed till 1910
Mountain sheep and goat Protected till 1909

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mouse, caribou, elk, wapiti Sept. 1 to Dec. 31

Deer, mountain sheep and goat Sept. 1 to Dec. 14

MANITOBA

Moose, caribou, deer, antelope, elk, wapiti Dec. 1 to 15

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Moose, caribou and deer Sept 15 to Nov. 30

NEWFOUNDLAND
Caribou Aug. 1 to Sept. 30

Moose, elk, wapiti Protected till 1912

NOVA SCOTIA

Moose Oct. 1 to 30

Caribou, deer Protected till 1912
Big game protection in Cape Breton till 1915.

ONTARIO

North of C. P. R.—Moose, caribou Oct 15 to Nov. 15

South of C. P. R.—Moose, caribou, deer Nov. 1 to 15

QUEBEC

Moose, deer Sept. 1 to Dec. 31

Caribou. Sept. 1 to Jan. 31

Counties of Ottawa and Pontiac—Moose, deer Oct. 1 to Nov. 30

SASKATCHEWAN

Moose, caribou, deer, elk, wapiti Dec. 1 to 14

Antelope Oct. 1 to Nov. 14

Females and young of big game are protected all the year in British Columbia,
Manitoba, Quebec and Saskatchewan and cow moose in Ontorio.

Bison and buffalo are protected all the year round in Alberta, British Columbia,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Big game licenses are as under :

—

The bag limit in :

—

Alberta : one moose, caribou, deer, two antelope.

British Columbia : five bull caribou, five deer, two bull elk or wapiti, two bull

moose, five mountain goats, three mountain sheep (rams.)

Manitoba : one elk, moose, caribou, deer, antelope.

New Brunswick : one bull moose, one caribou.
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Nova Scotia : one moose.
New Foundland : three stag caribou.

Ontario : one bull moose or one bull caribou, two deer.

Quebec : one moose, two caribou, two deer.

Saskatchewan : two males only.

Residental Non Residental

Alberta $2.50 $ 25.00

British Columbia 50.00

Manitoba 2.00 British subjects $ 25.00

All others 100.00

New Brunswick From 25c to 2.00 50.00

Newfoundland 50.00

Nova Scotia 30.00

Ontario Deer 2.00

Moose, caribou 5.00 50.00

Quebec 25.00

Saskatchewan. . . 100.00

FUR BEARING ANIMALS

ALBERTA

Mink, fisher, marten Nov. 1 to Mar. 31

Otter, muskrats Nov. 1 to Apr. 30

Beaver Protected till 1912

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Land otter, marten Nov. 1 to Mar. 31

geaver Protected till 1911

MANITOBA

Fisher, sable Oct. I to May 15

Marten . . Nov. 1 to Apr. 15

Muskrat Jan. 1 to May 7

NEW BRUNSWICK

Mink, fisher, sable. . . Oct. 15 to Mar. 39

Otter, muskrat Jnne 11 to Mar. 1

NOVA SCOTIA

Mink Nov. 1 to Feb. 28

Otter All year
Beaver Protected all year
Other fur bearing animals Nov. 1 to Mar. 31

ONTARIO

Muskrat Dec. 1 to Apr. 30
No muskrat may be shot during April.

Beaver and otter Protected till 1910

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Otter, marten, muskrat Nov. 1 to Apr. 30

QUEBEC

Mink, otter, marten, pekan, fox, racoon Nov. 1 to Apr. 1

Muskrat May 1 to Apr. 1

Beaver Protected till 1910
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SASKATCHEWAN

Mink, fisher, marten Nov. 1 to Mar. 31

Otter Nov. 1 to Apr. 30
Muskrat Nov. 1 to May 14

Beaver Protected till 1910

FEATHERED GAME
ALBERTA

Ducks, swans Aug. 24 to Dec. 31

Rails, coots Sept. 1 to Dec. 31

Snipe, sandpiper, plover, curlew, crane Sept. I to Feb. 28
Grouse, partridge, praire chicken, ptarmigan, English pheasants. ...Protected all year

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Ducks of all kinds, snipe, bittern, heron, plover, meadow lark Sept. 1 to Feb 28
Grouse of all kinds, including prairie chicken and ptarmigan Sept. 1 to Dec 31

Pheasant, quail, partridge, swan, insectivorous birds Protected all year

MANITOBA

Grouse, prairie chicken, partridge Oct. I to 31

Plover, quail, woodcock, snipe. . . Aug. 1 to Dec. 31

Upland plover July 1 to Dec. 31

Ducks Sept. 1 to Nov. 30
Pheasants protected till 1909.

NEW BRUNSWICK

Wild goose, brant, teal, woodduck, black duck, snipe, woodcock, Sept. 1 to Nov. 30
Shore birds Sept 1 to Dec. 31

Seagulls, pheasants, insectivorous birds Protected

NOVA SCOTIA

Grouse Oct. 1 to 31

Ducks, partridge, pheasant, woodcock, snipe Sept. 1 1o Feb. 28
Wild geese, brant Hll year

ONTARIO

Grouse, pheasants, prairie fowl, partridge, woodcock Sept. 15 to Dec 15
Quail, wild turkey Nov. 1 to Dec. 1

Swans, geese Sept. 15 to Apr. 30
Ducks Sept. 1 to Dec. 31

Snipe, rail, plover and all shore birds Sept. 1 to 15

Capercailzie protected till Sept. 1909.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Partridge Oct. 1 to Nov. 3

Woodcock, snipe. Aug. 31 to Dec. 3

Waterfowl. . Au£. 26 to Feb. 2,&
I

QUEBEC

Woodcock, snipe, plover, curlew, sandpiper Sept. 1 to Jan. 38
Partridge Sept. 1 to Dec. 18

Ducks Sept. 1 to Feb. 25

SASKATCHEWAN

Ducks, geese, swans, rails, coots, snipe, plover, curlew Sept. 1 to Dec. 31

Prairie chicken, partridge, grouse Sept. 15 to Nov. 31

Cranes Aug. 1 to Dec. 30
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FISHING

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Salmon trout, whitefish Nov. 14 to Sept. 30

Salmon Angling No close season

Trout, other than salmon Jan. 1 to Sept. 30

Sturgeon July 16 to May 31

NEW BRUNSWICK

Bass, may be caught at all times by hook and line.

Lake trout and land locked salmon and speckled trout Apr. 1 to Sept. 30

Salmon Feb. 1 to Aug. 15

NOVA SCOTIA

Bass may be caught at all times by hook and line.

Salmon Feb. 1 to Aug. 15

Trout Apr. 1 to Sept. 30

ONTARIO

Bass in Lake Erie west of Point Pelee July 16 to May 24

Bass and maskinonge June 16 to Apr. 24

Pickerel May 16 to Apr. 14

Speckled trout .... Ma> 1 to Sept. 14

Salmon trout and whitefish. . . ; Dec. 1 to Oct. 31

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Trout Apr. 1 to Sept. 31

Salmon Jan. 1 to Aug. 30

QUEBEC
Salmon, fly fishing . Feb. 1 to Aug. 15

Salmon trout '. ". Dec. 1 to Oct. 31

Ouananiche Dec. 1 to Sept. 30

Speckled trout May 1 to Sept. 30

Grey trout, (lunge) touladi (lake trout) Dec. 2 to Oct. 14

Bass (not inclnding sea bar or barfi>h) June 16 to Apr. 14

Dore May 16 to Apr. 14

Smelts July 2 to Mar. 31

Sturgeon July 16 to May 14

Whitefish ! Dec. 1 to Oct. 31

Fishing for speckled trout through the ice is prohibited in Canada.
It must be remembered that changes are sometimes made by Order-in-Council

but subject to such Orders the above may be relied upon as correct.

Mr. M. S. Casson writes from Iro-

quois, Ont. :—A pointer to our Chief
Game Warden. We hear and read many
opinions expressed by hunters and others
of the best methods of protecting deer.

The best of all however can be stated in

four words: "Give the hunter snow."
This is the view of one of the oldest and
most successful hunters living in Ontario
today. Though he is past seventy-eight
years of age, he last fall killed two deer

running at full speed about seventy-five

yards distant. Often do we hear of hun-
ters wounding deer and losing them.
Why ? Because they have no snow. The

same old hunter thinks a good sized book

could be written on the many advantages

of having snow when hunting deer. I

may add that the writer and the hunter

referred to have had the advantage of

hunting with men like Jack Miner.



The Last Panther.

BY JAMES E. ORR.

ORE than sixty years ago I worked
a farm north of Lambeth, Ontario.

I was a strong young man of twen-
ty-five and not easily frightened by any
of the wild animals then roaming around.

On one occasion, however, I met my
match.

I was returning home at midnight and
was about half a mile north of the village

when I heard a most horrible yell, an
unearthly screeching meow which was re-

peated several times and followed by a

horrible spitting noise like a cat, only

about one hundred times as loud. As I

glanced nervously around I saw a pan-
ther on the fence.

I paused for a moment not knowing
what to do. The people in the village

would laugh and think I was a coward
if I turned back. Home was half a mile

away and I determined to make a run
for it.

I did not follow the road. Jumping
the fence west of the animal, and frigh-

tened out of all reason, I went at a des-

perate pace, knowing that if I were
caught there would be one man less in

the world in a few minutes. I stayed for

nothing and kept up my pace until the

house was reached. I don't think the

panther followed me far. Apparently,

after about forty rods of a race, he
was discouraged and gave up as I

heard no more spitting after that. When
I reached home I was exhausted beyond
the power of words to express.

Next day I learned that the panther
went a mile further north to Cutler's

farm killing a sheep, eating about half of

it and leaving the rest for a fill up anoth-
er night. These animals with their im-

mense jaws can break almost any bone,

even those of oxen.

The next day old Mr. Cutler prepared
his rifle and expressed his intention of

watching all night believing that the

panther would return to take another
meal off the sheep. The programme was
carried out and sure enough about mid-
night Mr. Panther made his appearance

and prepared to eat a good supper. Just
as the rifle was raised the animal gave
one of his awful meows—a screech that

echoed through the mid-night stillness of

the Byron Hills and awakened every dog
within hearing distance from his slumbers,

causing them to howl in a variety of keys
sufficient to upset a man of strong nerves.

The result was that the old gentleman
was so frightened he had not the nerve to

fire, and leaving his sheep unprotected he
quickly retreated to the shelter of his

house and bed.

On the day following the news was
spread through the neighborhood : A
live panther had been seen on two previ-

ous nights by two different men. The
story was circumstantial enough to be
believed and accordingly two noted hun-
ters of the district, Mr. Patrick and his

son, decided to try and hunt the marau-
der down.

For several hours they made a close

scrutiny of the thick woods, going cauti-

ously over the hills and ravines of the

countryside. It was not until the even-

ing was closing in that they discovered

the panther in the top of a big chestnut

tree. At the moment of discovery the

animal was preparing to spring like a
cat upon the shoulders of the men. Cool
heads and steady nerves were required to

conquer that dangerous animal. The
elder Mr. Patrick took careful aim and
fired but did not bring the animal to

earth. The son fired and registered a hit

for the animal fell. As it fell it gave a
thunderous roar and grabbing a branch
of the tree with its fore paws it hung
there spitting like wild fire.

The reloaded rifle was used again, the

third shot bringing the animal to the

ground with a flop.

I guess this was the last panther ever

seen alive in Westminster. From nose
to tail it measured six feet and stood
three feet high. The hunters stated that

the giitter in the animal's eyes was most
unpleasant to look at.

®



OUR MEDICINE BAG
1

"Hibernian" writes from Montreal :

—

4 4 In a very interesting article in your cur-

rent issue by Dr. E. Sisley there is a

statement that rather surprises me. I

have been fishing on the other side of the

Atlantic and in Canada for the best part of

forty years and have up to now always
looked upon the Char or Charr as a vari-

ety of trout without the carmine or pink

spots, which I have always considered

the birth marks of true trout. Dr. Sisley

on p 160 says, in speaking of the canna-

balistic habits of brook trout, 4
I wish to

draw your attention to this habit, for it

applies to all the pink spotted variety or

charrs.' I have caught charr in Ireland

and here, but invariably to a fly, (and a

deeply sunk fly too) at least I have always
considered them Char-fish with deep pink

flesh never much over a pound and abso-

lutely without speckle or spot, but vary-

ing in colour; generally though, dark
olive back, shading into gold on the sides

and fading into white on the belly. Will
some of your readers kindly convince me
of my error or confirm me in my faith.

I'm not "sot" in my belief, but I dislike

having the ideas of many years shattered

at one blow."

Surely it is a sign of the times for dig-

nified Senators to discuss fish protection.

At a recent meeting of the Senate, Sena-
tor Casgrain suggested a parliamentary
committee to obtain information regard-
ing the inland fisheries. The Hon. R.
W. Scott informed the House that the
International Committee was considering
the appointment of a commissioner to re-

port upon the inland fisheries. Senator
Ross thought that the difficulties were
created by dual jurisdiction.

Mr. John J. Huston, a well-known
guide of Thessalon, Ont. writes : Pos-

sibly the following little incident may
interest some of your readers. Four
years ago I had occasion to take a canoe

trip to Wauquematogoming Lake by

way of Wauquekobing. As I approach-

ed the trail leading from the latter lake

to the Mississaga River a sudden scream-

ing came from the direction of the hill

just back of where the Canadian Club
House now stands. My helper in the

bow yelled "pigs" and I answered "Mr.
Bruin" ! The sounds certainly conveyed
the impression that a dozen pigs were in

some way suffering tortures. As soon
as the bow of the canoe struck the shore

I grabbed my pistol— a Mauser—and
made off in the direction from which the

sounds came. While passing about thir-

ty yards from a large tree that had fallen

towards the lake I noticed a black fluff of

hair apparently on the surface of the

ground, the intervening bushes hiding

the view. I stepped up on a knoll and
peered over the bushes. There I could

see Mr. Bear down in a hole left by an
upturned tree root. He was evidently

enjoying himself hugely having all kinds

of sport with a little white pig. Just as

a cat plays with a mouse the bear was
playing with the pig, dangling it around
in its forepaws and tossing it from one
side to the other, occasionally giving it a
gentle nip to make it squeal. I watched
this for some time but fearing that if my
presence were discovered suddenly it

would mean an end ofthe pig's life I gave
a low whistle. Mr. Bruin raised his head
to listen and I, taking advantage of the at-

titude, shot him in the head the bullet en-

tering between the eyes. He dropped sud-

denly and I sent a second bullet into him.

When I got to the edge of the hole the

pig had succeeded in worrying himself

from the clutches of his tormentor and
hurriedly made his escape towards the

lake, bearing with him the tracings of
Bruin's claws visible all over his body.
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A most attractive folder has been is-

sued by the C. P. R. on the Muskoka
and Georgian Bay districts. This pamp-
let contains an excellent map of the north
shore of Lake Huron and the Georgian
Bay and also gives an accurate idea of

the sportsman's country that has been
opened up by the extension of the Toron-
to and Bala Branch up to Sudbury. We
hear of several parties who are taking
advantage of this new line to be amongst
the first to visit the French River country
and the map in the pamplet should be a
great help to them. This folder can be
obtained by applying to Mr. L. O. Arm-
strong, Tourist Agent C.P.R., Montreal.
This same department issues a leaflet de-

scribing the fishing and hunting to be en-

joyed in this new country.

Several inquiries have reached us late-

ly as to the possibility of obtaining guides
and canoes on the French and Pickerel

Rivers especially in that portion of

the French and Pickerel River dis-

tricts opened up by the new
branch line of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way from Toronto to Sudbury. We are

glad to be able to give the information
that Mr. Fred Currie, whose address is

French River Village, P. O., is able to

supply several canoes and guides and we
would recommend our readers to commu-
nicate with this gentleman should they

be contemplating a trip in that locality.

He can supply about ten boats and guides.

Joe McJCenzie, who lives on the Indian
Reservation, is also a good guide, is ar-

ranging to supply about ten boats and
will also procure other guides if neces-

sary. We are informed that a letter ad-

dressed to him c/o. C. P. R. Agent at

Pickerel, Ont., will reach him. A Mr.
Wm. Hood is making arrangements to

send thirty men into this section to act as

guides. They are men who have previ-

ously been in the Muskoka Lakes and
and Lake of Bays district, and are going
in charge of a foreman to study the wa-
ter and country. Mr. Hood is also ar-

ranging with the Ontario Government to

secure lands for them, and they will all

settle in that district permanently. All

are enthusiastic about the country, and
they say that the fishing and hunting there

is going to be superior to anything open-
ed up in Ontario to date. There is no

doubt that this country is about as fine as

could be desired, the bass having been
practically undisturbed and the maskin-
onge fishing being probably as good as

can be obiained anywhere. Tents and
provisions will probaby have to be ob-

tained in advance, at Toronto, Sturgeon
Falls or some other place.

One of the contingencies to be reckon-

ed with by either hunter or fisherman is

a wet camp. Sometimes tor days to-

gether the heavens spiil their contents

and to those unprovided with waterproof

clothing the vacation may be utterly

spoiled when time is limited. All camp-
ers, hunters, and fishermen will be glad

to hear of a comparatively new huntsmen's

jacket that really does what is claimed

tor it—shed water. Equipped with a

Raino jacket you can not only keep dry

about the camp, but can be out in the

pouring rain and smile at the heavy
clouds, knowing the water will not pene-

trate through this protector. Then the

feeling ot supremacy over this inconven-

ient watery element gives one such an

elation that, combined with the sport on

which we are bent, makes us feel we are

somebody and thrills us with joy unspeak-

able. The jacket has lining of knaki

that form game pockets, and pockets in

plenty are added. The tabric is neither

rubber that peels and cracks, nor is it a

slicker that becomes sticky. It is a

chemically treated cloth and its life is

endless it decently cared for, yet it may
be pitched about anywhere, and will not

spoil before a hot camp fire. For auto-

mobilists it has the added merit of keep-

ing out the cold wind when caught in a

sudden change of temperature as neither

wind nor rain can go through it. Thus
possessing sterling merits, it still does

not handicap one by its weight for the

jacket weighs less than four pounds.

Equipped with this jacket and a pair of

troupers of the same material you can

defy the elements, be they what they

may.
Early in June several seines were seiz-

ed in Lake Ontario by Inspector Boulton.

The seines were of small mesh and it

is reported that hundreds of pounds of

illegally caught fish have been destroyed

in the vicinity of where these nets were

taken.
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WHATEVER GUN YOU USE be sure you have the best ammunition

Dominion Ammunition
is known all over the world as a standard. The Dominion
plant is conceded to be the most complete of its kind in the
world. The world's greateit explosive experts—the Nobels
of Scotland—make our sa okeless powder. We combine

Nobel's fulminate of mercury in our primers to get sure fire. Our paper
shells are the choicest splitless, water-proof stock— the best American
paper only is used.

At every stage of manufacture we test exhaustively. Finally, we
test by shooting our own ammunition, destroying hundreds of thou-
sands of good primers, to make assurance doubly sure. Dominion
Ammunition must pass the most severe of all trials—it must be tested in
old guns with weak springs, as well as in new guns.

The best ammunition for all makes of arms is our speciality. The
price is the right price for the best. You may pay more, but you will
never get better ammunition. Dominion is sold all over the world.

Dominion Cartridges
(Sure Fire)

Try it next trip.

Regal Shells
( Pallistite Dense

Smokeless Powder)

Sovereien Shells
(Empire Bulk Smoke-

less Powder)

Crown Shells
(Best Black Powder)

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, MONTREAL.

A great deal of excitement has been
caused this year by the fresh find of sil-

ver at Silver Centre about fifty miles

south of Cobalt and a great many pros-

pectors are going in every day. Lately a

new discovery has been made south of

the Montreal River which is said to be
extremely rich in silver and copper. This
claim is three miles south of the Matabit-
chouan River and one mile from the shore
of Lake Temiskaming. The most con-
venient way to get into this country is

via C, P. R. to Timiskaming station more
convenient than going in from Hailey-
bury. Those who would like to combine
a little silver hunting and prospecting
with a hunting and canoe trip could not
do better than go to Timiskaming. There
is an excellent hotel there called Hotel
Bellevue. A beautiful trip through a dis-

trict renowned for deer and moose with a
chance of finding silver thrown in, could be
enjoyed by proceeding up Lake Timiskam-
ing and going by way of the Kipawa Riv-
er into Kipawa Lake. Such a trip could
easily be extended through to Grand
Lake Victoria and thence into the Otta-

wa River or the railway cculd be oiued

at Kipawa station. It is not often that

one is able to recommend a trip combining
both pleasure and profit to the sameextent
as this trip would, and we hope that some
of those who take it will let us hear of

their experiences.

Marble's Rifle Cleaner.

Since the introduction of Marble's
Rifle Cleaner the sales have increased
very rapidly. It is now recognized as

the best implement made for cleaning

lead and burned powder from a barrel.

It is constructed of sections of brass

gauze washers on a spirally bent spring-

tempered steel wire. The brushes are a

little smaller than bore of rifle or revol-

ver. This allows the spiral spring to

force but one side of each brush against

the bore. Thus they follow the twist

reach into every angle of the entire rifling

and rapidly remove all lead, copper, rust

or powder residue. Exceedingly dur-

able. Price prepaid 50c. State caliber.

Marble Safety Axe Company 101—129

Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.
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In this year's Birthday List of Honours
was included the name of the Hon.
W. G. Falconbridge the first President

of the Ontario Forest, Fish and Game
Protective Association who also occupies

the high and responsible position of

Chief Justice of the King's Bench and
who received a Knighthood. This recog-

nition of Chief Justice Falconbridge's

eminent services on the bench as well

as his public work afforded the deepest

pleasure to the large circle of people who
know the value the new knight's many
good qualities and the manner in which
he has at all times discharged his public

and private duties.

Red W Cleaning- Preparation.

The necessity of keeping a gun well

oiled and free from rust and corrosives,

has always been appreciated by regular

hunters and others who wish their guns
to do the best shooting possible, and
good preparations for this purpose have
been in demand. The Winchester red

W cleaning preparations, Gun Oil, Gun
Grease, Rust Remover and Crystal Clean-

er, are the best on the market and with
their aid any gun can be kept in the best

condition. They are especially necessary

at the sea shore, or in camp on the banks
of stream or lake, and in moist days of

summer, when firearms rust easily. Get
a set of these preparations and give the

gun a thorough cleaning and oiling.

They are for sale by all dealers. Ask for

red W cleaning preparations.

To those whose hobby is bird shooting
we strongly recommend a trip into Sas-
katchewan especially the country around
Regina, Qu 'Appelle and Moose Jaw
which can be reached by the C. P. R.
Here is probably the finest wild duck
shooting to be obtained in the world.
There are over forty varieties of wild
duck to be found, about a dozen varieties

of geese and brant, wild swan, pelicans,

and cranes of various sorts abound, and
in addition, for those who prefer larger

game, there are both blacktailed deer and
antelope (pronghorn) in abundance. Spec-
ial attention however is drawn to the wild
fowl. During the latter part of August

and the whole of September and October
it can be said that the flight shooting to

be obtained in this district is not surpass-
ed anywhere in the world. The grain
fields to the south in the neighborhood of
Regina, Qu'Appelle and Moose Jaw have
just been reaped and twice a day, at sun-
rise and sunset, the geese fly from their

breeding grounds, literally in thousands,
to feed on the stubble. The hunter could
thus begin his day at daybreak with
geese, and this shooting would be over by
about 6.30 to 7.00 a. m. It is presumed
that one's tent is pitched on the shore of

the Lake. From breakfast-time until

nearly sunset one might shoot duck from
a punt or from the shore, or go off on
ponies to the wooded districts after

black-tailed deer, or go westwards into

the more open prairies after pronghorn
antelope. In addition to all these there

are countless prairie chicken which offer

splendid sport this being a particularly

strong flying-bird. To the collector an
endless variety of uncommon birds of the

avocet and wader tribes can be promised
and also some magnificent species of

crane which will tax his stalking powers
to the utmost, and there is one large

crane in particular, a specimen of which
once obtained, should make an ardent

collector happy for months. As to fishing

all the lakes are teeming with coarse fish

such as pike, pickerel and what is locally

known in the district as the buffalo fish.

The latter grows to an enormous size, up
to forty and even fifty pounds in weight,

and seems to be a species of carp. The
pike also run heavy, fish of twenty- five

and thirty pounds being quite common.
Then there is the white fish which fre-

quently reaches eight or ten pounds. As
a rule these are netted but there is un-

doubtedly a time in the fall of the year,

when they will take the fly though the

period is not a protracted one, and varies

according to the year, sometimes not oc-

curring until late in September, and some-
times as early as the middle of August,

but rarely lasting more than two or

at most three weeks. Any sportsman

who spends a couple of months under

canvas there will regret leaving the coun-

try and will desire nothing more fervently,

both on the score of sport and of climate,

than to repeat the experiment.
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BLOOD

DSTUM AS A LAD
Nearly Wrecked by Coffee

11

"When I was 15 years of age," writes a

Kans. man, "I was strong, healthy and ro-

bust, with a clear complexion and steady

nerves.

1
"At that time I was put on my grand-

father's farm. We ate breakfast by lamp-

light and he had me take an extra cup of

coffee as it 'would be a longtime till dinner.'

"I soon began to have an uneasy feeling

in my stomach and did not sleep well nights. Always proud that 1 had been

able to outrun any boy in the neighborhood, I was now pained to find that 1

could not run half the usual distance without having to stop and gasp for breath-

"My cheerful disposition gone, I became cross, nervous, irritable. So

bloated, I could not breathe well lying down. Unable to think clearly, 1 feared

1 was losing my mind. This continued for some time as I did not realize the

cause. Finally one doctor told me I must quit coffee, and he prescribed

POSTUM
"When I learned how to make it right (directions on pkgs.) it tasted de-

licious, and in a short time I noticed I could sleep better, think more clearly and

the bloating went down. Now I am a sound young man and look uponPostum as

a capital support for nerves weakened by coffee."

There's a Reason"

Name given by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A*
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The Cool opol in a
hot day

The Cool Spot in a Hot Day is

SHREDDED WHEAT BISCUIT

with Fresh Fruit and Cream. If you haven't tried it, you
do not know all the joys of summer. A pleasant sur-

prise for the stomach after eating heavy meats and past-

ries. A brain and muscle-making food that gives the

greatest amount of mental vim and physical energy

with the least tax upon the digestive organs. A food

for the outdoor man and the indoor man—ready-cooked,

ready-to-serve— wholesome, healthful, strengthening.

Start the day right by eating Shredded Wheat
for breakfast with milk or cream and a little

fruit. It is made of the choicest white wheat
that grows, steam-cooked, shredded and baked
in the cleanest, most hygienic food factory in

the world. TRISCUIT is the Shredded Wheat
wafer, used as a TOAST with butter, cheese
or marmalades, delicious for luncheons, for pic-

nics, for camps, for excursions on land or water.

Our new and handsomely illustrated

Cook Book is sent free for the asking.

It'sAllintheShreds'

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Co., Ltd., Niagara Falls, Ont.

Toronto Office:'. 52 Church St. 1037

I
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Mr. S.T.Bastedo,who was formerly De-
puty Minister of Fisheries for Ontario and
has lately been engaged on behalf of the

Dominion Government in negotiating ar-

rangements between the Federal and Pro-

vincial Governments with regard to fish-

ery matters, has been appointed the

Canadian representative on the Interna-

tional Commission appointed under the

treaty lately agreed upon between Cana-
da and the States for the purpose of ar-

ranging similar regulations regarding fish-

ery matters on both sides of the line. Mr.
Bastedo's long experience on fishery af-

fairs and particularly his long study and
personal experience of these questions as

affecting both sides of our international

waterways eminently qualifies him for

his new position and the interests of Can-
ada—highly important as they are—may
be safely trusted to his care.

A correspondent writes that he has
been spending a vacation in the woods
less than sixteen miles from Webbwood
station on the 4t Soo"branch of the CP. R.

One afternoon, while resting from fishing

on a small lake near a lumber-camp, and
admiring the magnificent scenery, he saw
two large bull moose and several deer

feeding in the lake. A return visit to the

same place on the following day resulted

in his seeing four large bull moose and
three cows and again several deer feeding
in the lake. On this last occasion he had
his camera with him and was rewarded
by several fine pictures. It is not ofien

that such luck falls to anyone. Moose
are often seen when a camera is not part

of one's equipment and it was an excep-
tional piece of luck to go out especially

armed with the camera and get better

subjects and more of them than anticipat-

ed. This section of the country should
be visited in the fall by those after big
game as there is no doubt that the moose
and deer have increased in this section

lately.

The International Deep Waterway
Commission met at Toronto in June and
made further progress with the differen-

tiation of the boundary line between Can-
ada and the States. It is stated that
many old maps were gone over and gen-
erally found to be wrong. The Commis-

sion also engaged in discussing the trou-

blesome question of how to prevent poach-
ing on the Great Lakes.

A bear in church was the strange

scene which startled the members of the

St. Mar>'s congregation at Winnipeg the

other Sunday. Naturally there was great

excitement for a time and it was not un-

til the animal was recognized as a pet

that had strolled from its home some dis-

tance away that calmness was restored.

Evidently Bruin knew it was Sunday and
was desirous of learning for what reason

the humans gathered in a building instead

of remaining outside in such glorious

weather. Many besides the bear wonder-
ed at the same thing.

"The Pligrht is on-Duck Shootingr's Good!"

This might well be the title of the new
Marlin Wall Hanger which we have just

received from The Marlin Firearms Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn. It is a beauti-

ful reproduction of an oil painting by the

celebrated artist and sportsman, Muss
Arnolt, and depicts the flight of ducks at

the close of the day, showing two sports-

men in an old dug-out, with the decoys
well placed, taking toll of the passing
flocks. The skill of the shooters, or at

least one of them, bids fair to secure a
record bag, for while his companion is

reloading, this chap has brought down a
Mallard drake and its mate, and is all

ready for a third shot. Evidently his

gun is a repeater, and probably a Marlin,

as the Marlin Company makes quite an
assortment of repeating rifles and shot

guns specially adapted to duck shooting.

The falling Mallard drake is faithfully

and beautifully portrayed in the fore-

ground in all of its natural colors^ with
wings outspread and is just striking the

water. Every sportsman who knows
the beauty and variety of colors of the

Mallard male duck, and every shooter
who ever has been or ever expects to go
duck shooting, will appreciate this hand-
some new hanger. It is an attractive

addition to any sportsman's library or den.

One of these hangers will be sent to any
reader of Rod and Gunand Motor Sports in

Canada, who will send ten cents in post-

age stamps to The Marlin Firearms Com-
pany, Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.
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for residential purposes. There are two
miles long of fine villa lots for sale here
at very moderate prices. The camp ho-
tels furnish meals if desired. The fishing

in the inland lakes is not only good but
very good for bass and trout. Good wag-
gon roads lead to a score of them. There
is also a good canoe trip with short por-

tages among these lakes in the forest

primeval. Write to R. Shaughnessy,
Kensington Point Desbarats Ontario and
he will give you all details.

Watson's Rifle Sights

No. 8—Patented 8 A—Patented

Nos. 8 and 8 A are ideal sights for roughing it through
the deer season. The bead in No. 8 is 22 K. gold, secured
to a fine pin of tool steel. No. 8 A is similar only the
bead is suspended on a fine ribbon of steel. These little
gold balls can be plainly seen in any light that anything
can be seen to shoot at.

Price

$2.00

No. 9—Patented No. 9 A—Patented

Nos. 9 and 9 A are similar to 8 and 8 A only small and
fine. They are intended for all the light 22 calibers, and
when mounted look handsome and in proportion to the
size of the rifle.

The Gold Beads in these sights can
be made any size to order.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

T. A. WATSON
CREEMORE, ONTARIO, CANADA

Coffee in camp is most enjoyable and
can be had to perfection if a percolator

forms part of the outfit. There is no
good reason why it should not as one is

now made smaller than the usual camp
pot with bail to use over the camp fire

and folding handle. The great advan-
tages of the percolator are that it does
not boil over and doesn't spoil the coffee

if not removed at the prescribed mom-
ent. To make coffee with a percolator is

easy. By this process coffee is distilled

but never boils and the coffee grains never

enter the reservoir containing the pure

filtered coffee. This percolator which is

supplied by the International Silver Com-
pany 218 Fifth Avenue, New York, is

heavily nickel plated on hard metal and
is constituted to stand the hardest usuage
and any heat, all attached parts being

rivetted. It is a most useful article for

camp use and while supplied by all big

dealers will be sent direct if any difficul-

ty is found in the way of securing it.

Our Chicago readers and others con-

veniently situated would do well to look

into the attractions of Kensington Point

Desbarats, if they would rent a camp-house
on an island or build a summer-house of

their own. The Hiawatha Camp Hotels

are well run places which make friends for

themselves. Thomas Barret, the mana-
ger, is a success as a summer hotel

man. The air is superb, it is even
and invigorating to a degree. The
beaches in several shallow bays give

water at a temperature of seventy-two

degrees. For sailing boating and can-

oeing the water dotted with a hundred
isles are unsurpassed. The north shore

of any body of water is infinitely the best

A Residential

School for

BoyS and

Young

Men

Woodstock College
MOST FULLY EQUIPPED IN CANADA
Matriculation, Business, Scientific Courses. Oldest and best
equipped Manual Training in Dominion. Gymnasium, Swimming
Pool, etc. Large grounds and campus (30 acres). University
trained staff.

Fees $230. No Extras. Re-opens September 2nd.

Write for 51st Annual Calender to
A. T. MacNeill, Principal, P. O. Box 21, Woodstock, Ont.
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A good college education is now recog-

nized as one of the most valuable of life's

assets and ambitous young people are

well advised in making any sacrifice to

procure its advantages. Amongst the

best residential schools in the Dominion
for boys and voung men is the college at

Woodstock, Ont. The success achieved

by past pupils constitute the best testi-

monies to the efficiency of the education

imparted within its walls. Here was es-

tablished the first manual training depart-

ment in Canada and it is today the best

equipped and efficient to be found within

the borders of the Dominion. Wood
turning, wood carving, iron work in-

cluding forging,brazing, welding and clay

modelling are included in the curriculum.

Theregular English, scientific and commer-
cial courses are given and there is also a
teacher's course. Students are prepared
for the university matriculation and for

other examinations. Numerous successes

testify to the thoroughness of the educa-
tion imparted and must lead others to

follow the examples of many who, be-

lieving that a sound education is the best

equipment for the battle of life, have se-

cured an admirable training at that Col-

lege. Any young reader desirous of fur-

ther educational advantages should ad-

dress the Principal, Box 21, Woodstock,
Ont., when full particulars will be cheer-

fully and promptly forwarded.

Mainly for distribution purposes at their

two exhibits at the Franco-British Exhi-
bition in London, England, Messrs.
Hardy Brothers, the well known fishing

rod specialists, of Alnwick, England, have
had prepared a French translation of
their fine catalogue. The French edition

is well illustrated and six beautifully col-

ored plates of flies are included. The
whole get up and contents are of the
best being equal to their well known Eng-
lish catalogue which is received with
favour the world over every year. If any
of our French Canadian readers would
like a copy of this catalogue Messrs.
Hardy Brothers will forward one post
paid if application is made to the firm di-

rect and mention made of ' 'Rod and Gun
and Motor Sports in Canada." A cata-
logue in English, reviewed in these
pages in June, will also be sent by
Messrs. Hardy to any of our fishermen
readers asking for the same.

Take A
Real Holiday

The chief aim in taking a holi-

day is to get out of the "rut"
of city living—living by the
clock and by rule. In order to

turn your vacation into a "real

holiday" take a supply of
BOVRIL with you to camp or

to your country cottage.

BOVRIL minimises the cook-
ing—provides a delicious and
sustaining meal in a few mom-
ents, is handier than anything
else and if added to Canned
Meats, Pork and Beans, Stews,
Fish, Soup, etc., it intensifies

their flavor and increases their

nourishing value very greatly.

BOVRIL is nothing but the
quintessence of beef. All that
is in beef is in BOVRIL.

Try this recipe

:

BOVRIL. . .2 tablespoonfuls

Bread Crumbs i 1 '

Butter. . 2 ounces

Squeeze of lemon price.

Thoroughly mix in an en-

amelled pan and spread be-

tween slices of bread.

The 8 oz. and 16 oz. sizes are

more economical than the small
bottles.

BOVRIL Ltd., 27 St. Peter St., Montreal
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A Dependable Companion
Wherever you go or whenever you go, whether on

business or pleasure, be sure to take along a Conklin Pen,

and you'll always be ready for any writing emergency.

You'll never be held up through lack of ink. When last

drop is exhausted fill

CONKLIN'S
Self -Filling Fountain Pen
again at nearest ink-well by simply dipping in pen and
pressing Crescent- Filler. No bothersome dropper,

no fuss, no muss, no cleaning up to do. Self-filling,

self-cleaning. Won't scratch, blot, balk or skip.

There is no other pen in the world like it.

Leading dealers handle the Conklin. If yours don't, order
direct. Prices, $3.00, $4.00, $5.00 to $15.00. Send for hand-
some new catalogue.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.
315 Manhattan Bldtf.

TOLEDO. OHIO . . . U.S.A.

John R. Corning recently caught a

seven pound shad with a fly while fishing

on the Carleton River, This is a most
unusual occurrence.—Yarmouth Times.
Unique indeed, but not more so than to

land a cod fish with a "fly", which the

writer of this paragraph did a number of

years ago at the confluence of the

George's River with the Bras d'Or
Lake, C. B.—Truro News.

Mr. T. R. Pattullo, of Bridgewater,

father of T. S. Pattullo of Truro, N. S.,

is well known as one of the keenest sports-

men in Nova Scotia. On the 16th of

June, at the age of seventy- five years, he

accomplished a feat that we are sure is

unique in any record of fly-fishing in

Canada. In the Petite Riviere, Lunen-
burg Co., this veteran angler, between

nine- thirty o'clock a. m. and two o'clock

p. m. killed six salmon and hooked a

seventh which he lost. The largest fish

weighed twenty-five pounds. Only those

who have killed with a rod one of these

lively, gamey Atlantic salmon, can fully

understand the physical exertion required

for such a feat; and here are six of these

contests within five hours, and that by a

fisherman in the seventy-sixth year ot his

age !—Truro News.

Clearly it is not all profit to engage in

sealing. The schooner E. B. Marvin
reported at Halifax, N.S. in June having
been absent since theprevious September.

Her catch totalled six hundred and forty

skins which was exactly one thousand less

than the number taken the previous year.

The amount realized just about paid the

running expenses of the schooner leaving

nothing for the men who have spent nine

months on the expedition.

Truman Dunn, of Seymour, and R. N.

Simpson, of Campbellford were each

fined $25 at Campbellford, Ont., for hav-

ing in their possession fish out of season.

The charge was laid and supported by

C. H. Cassan, fishery inspector for the

district.
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If You Fed Too Hot

Pure
Jaeger Wear

The coolest, healthiest, sanest and most

comfortable wear for Outing or general

use that is or can be made.

Animal wool has been evolved by natural selection as the fittest

covering for an animal body. Jaeger Day and Night Wear adjusts itself

automatically to the heat and humidity of the atmosphere. When tco hot

it allows the skin to breathe and assists the rapid evaporation and diffusion

of the body's moisture. When too cool it protects the body against chill.

With Jaeger Day and Night Wear you can be hot or cold and you run no
risk—you can be wet or dry and you run no risk. Your clothes may get wet, and
dry on your body yet you run no risk. With anything else but pure wool you
run the greatest risk.

Take Jaeger Wear m Your Camp Kit.

It is the best, most serviceable and durable clothing for all seasons and
occasions.

Negligee Shirts in Twill Flannels, Pure Wool "Cambric"
and "Taffetas;" Sweaters, Golf Coats, Camp Rugs, Sleeping

Bags, Stockings, Motoring Ulsters, etc.

JAEGER

Sleeping Bag.

RETAIL DEPOTS : 316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal
10 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg.
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OTHERS tell you their battery is

superior

We Refund the Money

if our X CELLS do not prove superior.

You see WE ARE convinced.

HOW ABOUT YOU ?

A trial order will convince you.

No. 6 X CELLS in barrel lots 19 cents

No. 7 X CELLS in barrel lots 38 cents

X CELLS? Yes, because they excell all others.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, LIMITED
12-14-16 Shuter St., Toronto.

UP-TO-DATE FACTORY. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Canadian Fishing

Rights For Sale.

Fishing Rights on the Yorke
River, Gaspe Bay, Quebec, near to
a Government hatchery, for sale.

The rights were deeded by patent
from the Crown in 1862 and are
believed to be the only fishing
rights in Canada that can be deed-
ed to a purchaser.

During the summer months steamers
from Montreal and Quebec visit Gaspe
twice a week, the voyage down the St.

Lawrence being ideal.

A splendid chance for a private gentle-
man wishing to possess fishing rights, or
for a club.

For full particulars and price addressH

'Bo* Gaspe' 9

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO

Why Pump Your
Boat Out By Hand ?

WHEN THE

Pequot Power Bilge Pump
WILL DO IT EASIER, QUICKER AND SAFER.
Can be instantly attached to the propeller shaft of
ANY engine, can be thrown into or out of operation
at will. Made in three sizes to fit any shaft up to

2 i-8 in.

Anyone Can Attach It.

No One Can Borrow It.

Ask for Catalog "I"

Agents for Canada: The Canadian General
Eelctric Co., 14-16 King St., Toronto, Ont.

THE NEW LONDON MOTOR CO.
NEW LONDON, CONN.



AUTOMOBILES
A. X 1)

AUTOMOBILING
A Constitutional Question.

Is it constitutional to exclude the auto?

The recent passing of an act by the Prince

Edward Island Legislature to prohibit

autos in the Province is, as might have

been expected, to be thoroughly test-

ed as to its constitutionality. Some
of the owners have deliberately broken

the law and been fined five hund-

red dollars. An appeal against these

convictions should show whether the law
is not ultra vires. If it is good law then

the sooner the Prince Edward Islanders

receive some enlightment on the subject

of autos the better for the progress of

their island. Prince Edward Island is not,

as might be supposed, in the heart of Dark-
est Africa, but is a portion of the Domin-
ion of Canada, the inhabitants of which
pride themselves on their enlightenment
and progressiveness.

car markedly. Aside from simplicity

of operation, it is expected to make a
material reduction in the cost of produc-
tion, which will be reflected eventually in

a lower-priced commodity for the public.

Without a Gear Box.

It is reported that the 1909 Panhard
cars will be a distinct novelty. It is ru-

mored that the new French invention

which has been purchased by the Panhard
Levassor Co., and will be introduced in

the 1909 models of Panhard cars indicates

that the device is entirely successful in

its operation and destined to be revolu-

tionary in its effects. Although the prin-

ciple of the device is a carefully guarded
secret, it is known that by some means
the change of speeds is effected direct

from the fly-wheel and the necessity for

the gear box is absolutely done away
with. The experiments which have been
conducted with the new cars have been
concluded, and the invention is scheduled
to appear early in the fall. The sweeping
effect of such a change in transmission
can readily be appreciated. The few
automobilists who have heard rumors of

the device credit it with being remark-
ablv effective. It is said its sim-
plicitv is its most surprising feature, and
that it will increase the efficiency of the

Automobiles and Hotels.

The Ontario Motor League is engaged
in arranging with the hotel-keepers
throughout the Province to grant favour-
able rates to' members of the League. In

return they will issue signs to the hotels

as a guidance to their members and re-

commend such hotels as the places at
which they will be welcomed when on
tour.

A Prophecy Coming* True.

Henry Ford in a recent interview de-
clared it to be his belief that the horse
was doomed to go, that its period of use-
fulness was nearing an end, the automo-
bile succeeding, and that this fact com-
bined with the recognized danger from a
sanitary view point of allowing the hor-
ses to traverse the streets, would in the

course of ten years cause the horse to be-
come a rare animal. Every section of
the country has entered its protest again-
st this statement in editorial and by letter

and because of the general lack of infor-

mation which their protests proclaim Mr.
Ford has taken the trouble to present the
following facts gleaned from recent ac-

counts appearing in various papers. Neir
York City has voiced its sentiment by
endorsing the taximeter Cab so enthusi-
astically as to swamp the cars in service
and force the operators to place rush or-

ders for more cars. Horse drawn cabs
line the curbs with nothing to do, while
hundreds of people, shoppers and business
men who have heretofore utilized the
horse vehicle, now walk because the gas-
oline cars are all in use In Milwaukee
the council has decided to replace the
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horse-drawn fire engines with motor
trucks, has purchased amotor police patrol

and for sometime has used automobiles in

the department of parks, police depart-

ment and fire department. From Geor-
gia there comes the report of the use of

motor tractors for ploughing, the tests

developing the fact that with a motor
one man can plough three times the acre-

age possible with horses. Mr. Ford has
been for two years experimenting with
farm machines, and has secured patents

on a gasoline tractor. On his farm of

four hundred acres where nine horses

have been required to work it, the motor
tractor is being already successfully used,

and this fall the horses are to be sold and
all the farm worked with the motor driv-

en vehicle. Armies abroad are experi-

menting with trucks for transportation of

troops. Many officers in military man-
ouvres instead of riding on the back
of a galloping charger now cover more
ground with a runabout. The mounted
police, in the larger cities, long ago
adopted the motor cycle as being superi-

or to the horse and now almost every

city has part of its force so equipped.

Three mail carriers on rural routes out-

side of Seneca, Kansas, are using runa-

bouts to deliver the mail. Over in Syra-

cuse, New York, a gasoline motor hearse

is in daily use. In hundreds of cities

motor ambulances are in constant use,

demonstrating their superiority over the

horse-drawn varieties. From the forego-

ing it will be recognized that the motor
car is fast proving its value for business.

For pleasure it has been popular from the

first, and this year with all the talk of

financial depression, there is a shortage

of cars. There are 200,000 automobiles
registered in the United States and when
you consider that the industry is young, a

practical economical car being a possibil-

ity only for the last three or four years,

you will appreciate how rapidly the horse

is being superseded. Of course senti-

ment favors the horse, and the majority

of the people dissenting with Mr. Ford's

view of the horse's doom are guided by

sentiment.

Needless Restrictions.

It is difficult to imagine what rural

councillors can think of autos when we
find them petitioning the Legislature

to make it illegal to run autos on the
rural highways before eight in the morn-
ings and one afternoon of each week.
This is the position ot the reprentalives ot
the Leeds and Grenville counties. Surely
these men can know nothing of auto pro-
gress or they would refrain from such
needless and irritating attempts at re-

strictions.

Taxicabs in Boston.

Fifty of the new, handsome Taxicabs
have been put into service by the Taxi
Motor Cab Company at Boston. For a
long time New York, Chicago, Philadel-
phia and Washington have been enjoying
cheap Taxicab rates, but it has remained
for William P. Barnhart, represeniative
of the new firm, to get the Boston public
interested in this new method of trans-
portation, Although only fifty of the
cars have been put into service at the
present time, it is the intention of the
new company to place at least one hun-
dred and fitty cars in Boston as soon as
traffic warrants it. The new taxicabs are
dark green and yellow very handsomely
upholstered. They are a product of the
factory of the E. R. Thomas Motor Com-
pany of Buffalo, the manufacturers of the
"Thomas Flyer". The cars cost $3000.00
apiece and are of the latest French de-
sign. They can be used open or closed
and will seat five passengers besides the
driver. Under the new s>stem the French
Taximeter will be used to estimate the
charges, and it will be impossible for the
passenger to be overcharged. Further-
more, it will make no difference with the
taxicabs whether they carry one or four
passengers the charges for the vehicle
being the same. For the first half mile
the car costs 30 cents, 10 cents is added
for each half mile thereafter, and 10 cents
for each six minutes of waiting. The
new Taxi Motor Company will have its

sub-stations at all of the popular hotels,
clubs, cafes and both railway stations.

The Pilot Cars for the A. A. A. Tour.

Chairman Frank B. Hower announces
that the two pilot and confetti cars selec-

ted for the Fifth Annual A. A. A. reliabil-

ity touring contest are a 6-cylinder Pre-
mier 44 45 'touring car and a Reo"20 'tour-

ing car. The selection is proving a pop-
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DUPONT SMOKELESS
At Columbus, 0.,{June 23-26, 1908

The Grand American Handicap
Won by Fred. Harlow, Newark, O.

The Professional Championship
Won by Fred. Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la.

High Average for the Entire Tournament
4855x520—Made by George Maxwell, Hastings, Neb.

The Long Run of the Tournament
196 straight—Made by an Illinois Amateur

Runner-up in the Amateur Championship
(H. E. Buckwalter, Royersford, Pa.)

Second and Third Moneys in the
Preliminary Handicap

Won by Woolfolk Henderson, Lexington, Ky., and Fred. Harlow,
Newark, O.

ALL THE ABOVE HONORS WERE WON BY SHOOTERS WHO USED

DUPONT SMOKELESS
THE POWDER THAT MAKES AND BREAKS RECORDS

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER GO.
Established 1802. WILMINGTON, DEL.
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ular one in view of the well-known repu-

tation tor durability and reliability which
both these cars have won on road and
track. A 6-cylinder Premier "45" was
used in successfully laying" out the 1908

route early in May last, when the heavy
rains, deep mud and rough country roads

put the pathfinding party and car to one
of the severest tests known in the history

of motoring. The companion pilot car

—

a Reo "20"—is a $1250 model, one of

which created the great sensation in the

1907 Glidden reliability touring contest

by being the only car of the 83 starters

selling under $2250 which finished with a
perfect score, and then made its 500-mile

official non-stop dash immediately there-

after, principally from New York to

Jamestown Exposition in twenty-three
and one-half hours. In view of the clean

biHs of health back of these cars it is con-
fidently expected that the strenuous work
of piloting the 1908 Gliddenites and How-
erites will be creditably and satisfactorily

performed through the six states begin-
ning at Buffalo and terminating at Sara-
toga.

otors

WORK LIKE BEAVERS.

SIZES: 28 H ' P> four cy1!^61" vertical.

1 2 h.p. and 1 8 h.p. horizontal opposed
1 1000Normal speed revolutions per minute.

HIGH SPEED. HIGH GRADE.
LOW PRICE.

Beaver Mfg. Co. 241 Oregon St.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Taxicabs in Paris.

"The use of the taxicab in Paris seems
as a whole to be profitable" says C. M.
Hamilton of the Isotta Import Co.,
writing from abroad. "The systems
vary and as is always the case the
company that can control the larg-

est number of vehicles can usually
minimize expense in every direction and
make the largest amount in proportion to

the capital invested, while the least is

yielded by the man who has little capital

and who must bear the brunt of it all.

Chang-e of Address.

The Rajah Auto-Supply Company have
located their office at their new factory at

Bloomfield, N. J. (Watsessing Station,

D. L. and W. R. R.) Their largely in-

creased manufacturing facilities at this

place will enable them not only to main-
tain but also to increase their reputation

for quality and promptness of service.

A New Battery.

The Electrical Specialities, Limited, who

have made such a success of their X cell

dry batteries are now placing on the mar-

ket a new type of dry cell which they have

named the "White Kitten". The com-

pany states that they have received so

many inquiries for a battery costing less

than tne X cells and not made to stand

such strenuous work as the X cells are

expected to stand and do stand, that they

consented to satisfy this existing demand

by placing a new cell on the market. The

Company are confident that the White

Kitten wiU give satisfaction on light igni-

tion bell, telephone and similar open

circuit work. Even with the low price

—

I6c in barrel lots, f. o. b. factory—the

Company with guarantee the White Kit-

ten to give better satisfaction than any

imported dry cell of similar class.

THE"EVER-READY CAMP-OUT BED'
Lightest and most comfortable Camp

Bed made. No stiff sides- Weighs 8 lbs
Holds up 500 lbs Folds into a package 16

inches long and 8 inchss through Price
plain $3 75. With netting $4 75. With tent
$8 00 Write for catalog or send orders t.

GREEN BAY COT CO.
Dept. 26, New London, Wis
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Selecting: the Olympic Representatives.

The most important events since the
publication of our last number were
the contests for the selection of represen-
tatives of Canada in the Olympic acqua-
tics to take place in England. The re-

gatta at which these events were decided
was held at St. Catharines on Friday,

June twenty-sixth and created much
interest throughout Canada. Particularly

gratifying was the splendid spirit shown
by the clubs of Nova Scotia in sending
three crews to contest the events. Al-
though none of them won, their public
spirit was none the less commendable and
and the manner in which they took their

defeat showed that they are true sports-
men. The regatta was favoured with
ideal weather, there was a splendid
attendance of the public interested in

boating and some exciting finishes were
seen. The morning was taken up with
the heats and the finals were rowed in

the afternoon. In the fours, the North
Stars of Dartmouth won over the North
West Arm of Halifax and the Argonauts
of Toronto beat St. Mary's of Hali-
fax. In the first case the finish was so
close that spectators could not decide as
to the winner but in the second case the
Argonauts finished three lengths ahead.
In the final the Argos had all the best
of it and won by five lengths. Time nine
minutes, sixteen seconds.

For the singles Lou Scholes, who was
the favourite having won the champion-
ship in England four years ago, showed
himself greatly the superior to those
who entered against him. He won his
heat with ease, Harry Jacobs, of the
Dons, being second and John O'Neill of
Halifax, third. The second heat was
productive of a fine race which was
pulled off by Bowler, of the Dons, Cos-
grave, of the Argonauts, taking second

place by only a few inches, and William
Duggan of Halifax making the third. In
the final Scholes was not at all pushed at

any stage. He speedily gained the lead
and maintained it throughout, winning
by four lengths. After a number of
changes the second place was taken by
Bowler who finished one and a half

engths in front of Jacob. Time 9.16.

The Pours Were

Northwest Arm, Halifax—J. Turner,
stroke ; A. Turner, 3

; J. Hopkins, 2
;

W. Hopgood, bow.
North Star, Dartmouth — P. Sawler,

stroke ; A. Sawler, 3 ; W. Nelson. 2
;

O. Sawler, bow.
St. Mary's, Halifax — Pat Meagher,

stroke
; G. Power 3 ; F. O'Neil, 2 ; G.

Fitzgerald, bow.
Argos, Toronto—Geff Taylor, stroke

;

C. Riddy, 3 ; R. Gale, 2 ; G. Balfour,
bow.
The officials were as follows : Referee,

T. P. Gait
;
judge at finish, Capt. Wil-

son ; assistant judge at finish, F. B.
Steacy

;
timers, Don Cameron, George

Ewart and James Bailey ; clerk of the
course, Wilfred Murphy.

Canada's R epresentatives.

Eight
Argonaut R. C. Toronto.

Fours
Argonaut R. C. Toronto-

Pair

Argonaut R. C. Toronto.
Scullers.

L. F. Scholes, Toronto, R. C, Toron-
to, Walter Bowler, Don R. C, Toronto.
Coach and Manager
Joseph Wright, Toronto.

Trainer and Boatman
Edward Skippon, Toronto.
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Marvel Carbureters

Best on 2 Cycle Engines
Best on 2 Cylinder 4 Cycle Engines
Best on Boats
Best on everything

You can return it in io days and get your
money back if it does not suit you. Nothing
like it. Try it and see.

Mravel Manufacturing Co.

Indianapolis, Indiana U.S.A.

L S S. A. Winners.

At the Dominion Day regatta at Ham-
ilton L. Gooderham's skiff won the Birley

Cup for fourteen foot dinghies, Bruce
Harvey's the Gooderham Cup for sixteen

foot dinghies, L. Gooderham the Com-
meford Cup for fourteen foot dinghies,

the Unique V. Y. C. for the Frank E.

Walker Cup for sixteen foot skiffs and
Simpson R. H. Y. C. that for sixteen

foot one design class dinghies.

The Zoraya won the Queen's Cup
over a course of twenty-five nautical

miles and the Whirl the Nicholls Cup.

Dominion Day at Toronto.

Very fine sport was seen at Toronto on
Dominion Day, although a ten mile

breeze did somewhat interfere with the

success of the events. The singles was
won by Coryell of the Parkdale Canoe
Club from Blackburn, the champion and
a surprise was furnished by the Island

Acquatics winning the war canoe race

from the Toronto and Parkdale crews.

The pair oared race went to the Dons,
who also won the junior fours. J. Cos-
grave was successful in the junior scull-

ing events.

A Regatta at London, Ont.

For some time past there has been a
revival of boating on the Thames and
Dominion Day was celebrated by a re-

gatta at London, Ont., held under the

management of the London Rowing and
Bowling Club and the Thames Boat
Club. The events were all contested
locally but they made up an excellent

program and created much interest in

boating matters throughout London and
the large district of which London is the

centre. The following were the officials

to whom credit is due for most excellent

management :—Judges—Mr. W.J. Hay-
ward, Mr. Jos. Weld, Mr. W.H. Phelps,

Mr. Jack Collison, Dr. J. N. Wood, Mr.
E. J. MacRobert, Mr. G. B. Gerrard.
Timers — Mr. A. McMahen, Mr. Jared
Vining, Mr. Ed. Young. Starter—Mr.
Gillean. Clerk of the course—Mr. A.

Keene. Referees—Mr. G. B. Gerrard,
Mr. A. Tillman. Regatta directors

—

Mr. James D. Tytler, Mr. Jas. McDoug-
all.

The Picton Yacht Club.

The members of this Club, under the

leadership of Commodore Miller have
arranged a big programme for the pres-

ent year. They intend to visit Chaumont
Bay in August at the time when the

Eastern Yacht Racing Association is to

be held. A uniform yachting cap with
the Club's crest worked in the front is to

be adopted for use by the members.
Committees have been appointed to at-

tend to the carrying out of the various

arrangements and it is confidently antici-

pated that in addition to the pleasure

afforded a considerable strengthening of

the Club will also result.

A Paddling Marathon.

The Rideau Canoe Club of Ottawa,
recently held a paddling Marathon race

on the Canal. There were large num-
bers of entries and a good race resulted.

The race is said to be the only one of its
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Iver Johnson
SAFETY AUTOMATIC REVOLVER

Near safe is not enough. The only firearm safety worth
having is absolute safety. The only revolver affording that kind
of safety is the Iver Johnson Safety Automatic Revolver.

Millions are in use—yet not a single report of accidental dis-
charge—drop it, kick it, ' hammer the hammer"—you must pull
the trigger to fire it.

Costs no more than near-safeties; but accurate, hard-hitting
and positive, with absolute safety.

Our Booklet "Shots" Mailed Free
together with our handsome and complete catalogue.

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMER REVOLVER
Richly nickeled, 22 calibre rim-fire or 32 calibre center 7 7.xtra length bbl. or blued
fire, ^iu. barrel; or 38 calibre center-fire, 3%-in. barre /.5fJ finish at slight extra cost.

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAM MERLES" REVOLVER
Richly nickeled. 32 cal ibre center-fire. 3-incJ Q Extra length barrel or blued
barrel;or38-calibrecenter-fire,3%-in. barrel.O»50 finish at slight extra cost.

Sold by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or sent
prepaid on receipt of price if dealer will not supply. Look for the owl 'a

head on the grip and our name on the barrel.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, iD . River St., Fitchburg, Mass.
New York: 99 Chambers St. ; San Francisco: P.B. Bekeartflo. 717 Market St.:
Hamburg, Germany: Pickhuben4. ; London, England: 13 Cullum St.. E. 0.

Iver Johnson Single Barrel Shotguns and Truss Bridge Bicycles

kind in the Dominion and it certainly

brought out thousands of spectators.

The representatives of the New Edin-

boroughs, Messrs Merril and Crowe
were in the front throughout. Their boat

leaked badly and they changed their

craft in the course of the race though
they were careful to comply with all the

conditions while doing so. The race

proved a grand test of endurance and
aroused wide interest not only in boating
but also in general cirles. The crews
finished in the following order :

—

New Edinburgh, Merrill and Crowe
2 hours.

Toronto, Blackburn and McNichol, 2

hours 1.30.

Grand Trunk, Morrison and Glass 2

hours 1.52.

Carleton Place, Robertson and McCaw,
2 hours 3.57.

Rideau, Kuhn and Lyon, 2 hours 5.20

The entries and number of contestants
were as follows :

—

1. Carleton Place, Robertson and Mc-
Caw ; 2 Toronto, McNichol and Black-

burn ; 4. Rideaus, Slade and Clark ; 5.

Britiannia, M. Skuce and Plante ; 6.

Rideaus. Regan and Whiteaves ; 7.

Rideau, Kuhn and Lyon ; 8. Carleton

Place, Knox and Gordon ; 9 Grand Trunk,
Glass and Morrison ; 10 New Edinburgh,
Menil and Crowe ; 11. Ottawas, Gis-

borne and Black ; 12. Rideau Knight and
McEUiott.
The officials were as follows :

—

Starter—Sydney Smith
Judge from start to first locks—E. A.

Oliver.

Judge from first to second locks—D.
Robertson.

Judge from second locks to turning

buoy and return to second locks—W.
F. Forgie.

Turning Judge—Charles Sutherland.

Time-keepers—A. Rosenthal and W.
E. Gowling.

Judges at finish— Robt. Craig, Rid-

eaus ; A. Tach, Britannia ; W. J. John-

ston, Ottawa; A. Stitt, New Edinburgh;

A. Keyworth, Carleton Place.
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Up-to-Date Boats

FOR UP-TO-DATE PEOPLE.
We are supplying at a very reasonable

cost, the best that can be placed before
the boat loving public, and to our friends
who do not know the quality of our Boats
and Motors, we are anxious to send
catalogs covering any size or type of boat
that they may be interested in.

We build anything from a Canoe to a
250 ft. Steel Steamer and while we do
not build a cheap Boat or Engine, we
know that our outfits are the cheapest in

the end.
26 years of actual experience in the

building of boats and engines of various
types enables us to turn out the best on
the market and our prices are the same
as you would have to pay for an ordinary
boat or engine. We want good, live
agents to represent us in Canada. We
have the largest plant of our kind in the
world and carry a large stock on hand for
immediate shipment Catalog No. 1 de-
scribes Motors and Motor Boats of every
description. Catalog No. 2 describes Row
Boats, Canoes, Hunting Boats and Yacht
Dingheys. Send 4c for postage on either.

RACINE BOAT MFG. CO.
Box 80 Muskegon, Mich.
Stocks carried for inspection, trial and

shipment at our United States stores, as
follows: 1626 Broadway. New York: 321
First Ave., S. Seattle; 182 Milk St., Boston;
6to Michigan Ave.. Chicago; 38 Delaware
Ave ,

Camden, N.J.; 182 Jefferson Ave.,
Detroit.
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SHOT
The best results in shooting are

to be obtained by using a thoroughly

reliable brand of Shot.

"M.R.M." Shot is made with

the greatest care, the best material

only being used.

It is uniform, round, and true to

size.

Specify "M.R.M." and see that

this trade mark is on every bag.

THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS

co.

A Sportsmen's Fair.

Under the auspicies and in aid of the

funds of the Rideau Canoe Club of

Ottawa, a most successful Sportsman's
Fair was recently held at the capital.

There were numerous attractions and in

addition to a much needed reinforcement

of the Club's funds a wide interest was
aroused in the Club, its members and
affairs.

A Past Yacht.

In recent races of the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club from Toronto to Port Dal-

housie, Strathcona has easily defeated the

whole fleet. On one occasion she had
the race won before she was clear of the

Bay, having a six minute lead by the

time she was through the eastern gap.

Queen City Yacht Club.

The Queen City Yacht Club has run

off races in three classes, classes A and C
going around the island and the dinghies

going twice around the triangular course

in the bay. The results were as fol-

lows :

—

Class A— 1. Canada sailed by Whit-
ney ; 2 Vesta, sailed [by Ellis ; 3 Hal-

cyon, sailed by Hales. Time, 1.23.

Dinghies—1 Osborne : 2, Martin : 3

Henderson.

Class C— 1, Elaine; sailed by J.Nicholls;

2, Sheerwater, sailed S. Salmond ; 3,

Nanoya, sailed by Rolls. Time, 14.2.42.

Running the Lachine Rapids.

Dominion Day was made notable in

the neighborhood of Lachine by the at-

tempt of Messrs Dunn and McDonald,
members of the St. Stephen's Boat Club

of Lachine, to run the famous rapids in

a light eighteen foot skiff. The Iroquois

Indians who live on the Caughnawaga
Reserve, near Montreal, have for genera-

tions run the rapids at intervals but

always in staunch boats. The two dar-

ing white men were two hours in mak-
ing their perilous journey and amongst
the spectators who watched the feat many
declared that there were times when
they would not have have given a brass

farthing for the lives of the men. How-
ever by skill and judgement the men got
through without a scratch and so also

did their skiff.

A Good Trainer.

The St. Catharines Rowing Club have
secured W. J. Nelson, who has for years
been connected with the Toronto Rowing
Club as coach for the crew they are

entering for the Canadian Henley at St.

Catharines in August. The local club

have a good crew and all they needed
was a coach. In Mr. Nelson they have
a man who knows the game down to the

ground and who will do his utmost to

have the men fit for the encounter.

A free souvenir wheel will be given

away by the Michigan Wheel Company
of Grand Rapids, Michigan This sou-

venir wheel is a small model of their

famous Twentieth Century speed wheel
about the size of a dollar, highly polish-

ed, very handsome and attractive, and
can be used as a watch charm or lady's
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Extra close shooting with "even distribution and good pene- %
tration are essential qualities that a gun must possess for the m
very best success at the traps Ithaca Guns have a worid-wide A
repuution for their superior shooting qualities.

Every Ithaca Gun is guaranteed in every part—shooting ///

included.

"Bob" Edwards the veteran barrel borer is still boring
||

them
Here's what some of our customers say about them :

" The Pigeon Gun came yesterday. It is a beauty and
a hard close shooter. The boys all tri'd it at our club shoot

and everyone pronounced it a peach."
E. Beckwith, Sec. Aft. Pleasant Gun Club,

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

"My Ithaca No, 4 arrived all O. K. and to say that I
am satisfied is mildly expressing it. It is without doubt
the inest arm I have ever handled; both the shooting qual-
ities and the finish are superfine

"

Bert Mason, Salamanca, N. Y.

Send lor Art Catalog and special prices on 18 grades
$17.75 net to Jt3oo list.

IfffiACA ©UI S©MFAW
ITHACA, K. "Y.

hat pin. All they ask in return is a photo
of your boat under full speed with a jhort

testimonial of the speed and results you
have attained with their wheels or reverse

gears.

An International Regratta

Amongst other arrangements for cele-

brating the Quebec tercentenary is one
for an international regatta. The com-
peting crews will be made up by sail-

ors from the British, French and Ameri-
can warships visiting Quebec and the

course will be in front of the Lake St.

Joseph Hotel on Lake St. Joseph. A
similar, though less interesting, regatta

was held on the Lake at the time of Prince

Louis of Battenberg's visit with a British

squadron. The ships' boats will be
taken to the hotel over the Quebec and
Lake St. John Railway, which is running
a special train service to and from the

hotel during the tercentenary and the

regular summer trains to the Upper St.

Maurice, Lake St. John, and the Saguenay
and to Montreal, through the Lauren-
tians, will all stop at the station in the

hotel grounds.

The Refln»d Motor.

A claim is made by the Thrall- Fish-
back Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.,
that in the Refined they produce the per-

fect motor. Certainly there is a good
deal in this claim. It is no idle boast
that in the Refined motor is found "a
combination of beauty, reliability and
symmetry of design." The motor weighs
but fifty pounds complete, is three full

horse power and will reverse instantly

while all the time it is under perfect con-
trol. The motor is specially adapted to

canoes, row boats, dories, dinghies,

launches and small craft up to eighteen

or twenty feet in length. The propeller

is twelve inches and turns from two
hundred to eight hundred revolutions per

minute. All the parts are so made that

they work with each other and combine
in an engine the efficiency and excellent

working of which many satisfied users

testify. Their booklet is one which
should be read by every motor user and
a copy will be sent to any interested

reader who will apply to the Company
direct and mention "Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada."
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CRUISING AND RAGING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FULLY EQUIPPED

A VARIETY OF STYLES IN STOCK
FROM 16 to 35 ft. IN LENGTH.

Special Light Motor Boats
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

Hulls furnished, caulked, puttied and painted ready for interior fittings.

Knock Down Frames, Frame and Plank Patterns.

Second Hand Launches.

Send for Catalog'

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot of Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting Association. All communications
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" Kingsville, Ont.

Tournament Dates

August 5, 6, 7—Dominion of Canada Trap
Shooting Association, Sherbrooke, Que.

September, 9, 10, 11 and 12—Tournament of

the Canadian Indians at Niagara-on-the-
Lake.

Stray Pellets

The first trap shooting club on Prince Ed-
ward island has been organized at Lharlocte-
town, Mr, Von Clure Cray being umaminousiy
elected president. I he manner in which this
Club nas been taken up gives promise for the
establishniitnt of o'fcher clubs en the island and
the possibility of a friendly rivalry and neigh-
borly matches. 'At the opening snoot goiod
scores were not conspicuous but there was no-
thing 0 f which complaint could justly Le ,u ade.
A high wind was blowing at the time and vet-
erans might have been excused for not piling
up high scores. Weekly snoots ara to ie held
and with better weather and more practice
some presentable scores are expected before
long. The new Club will be governed by Dom-
inion trap shooting rules and its future pro-
gress will be recorded in our pages.

The present officers of lngersoll Gun Club
are: President, F. W. Staples; 1st vice presi-
dent, John Staples; 2nd vice president, John
Brebner; 3rd vice president, H. W. Partlo; sec-
treas., W. J. Kirbyson.

The American Indians held their a»nual

tournament this year at Cedar Point, near
Sandusky, Ohio. D. McMakon, Hlghgate, Ont.,
was the only Canadian who competed. "Dave"
broke 20 straight in his last event and as his
was the only straight score a™* it was class
shooting, his returns were very satisfactory. Of
the total program of 700 targets the following
were the 20 high men: W. R. Crosby 670, L.
R. Barkley 669, G. S. McCarty,Philadelphia,
668, R. O. Hleikes, Dayton, 666; C. M. Pow-
ers, Decautar, 111., 659; W. H. Heer, Concor-
dia, Kan., 669; Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, Ta.,
657; S. A. Huntley, Omaha, 657; Geo. Roll,
Blue Island, 111., 641; E. O. Bower, Sisterville,
W. Va., 640; J. W. Garrett, Colorado Springs,
Col., 639; H. Fleming, Pittsburg, 636; H. W.
Kahler, Denver, 636; L. B. Fleming, East Lib-
erty, Pa., 636: Tom A. Marshall, Kelthsburg,
W. Va., 632; George Mackie, Scaannion, Kan.,
632; L. J. S|q{uier, Wilmington, Del., 632; J.
A. Elliott, New York, 626; J. F. Mallo>rv,Fark-
ersburg, W. Va., 626: J. M. Hughes, Milwau-
kee 625. Heer won the Mallory trophy cup on
the finol day by breaking 47 out of 50. He
was closely pushed b£ several experts.

North Hatley Tournament
their annual tournament on Dominion Day- It
was a very light, haey day and good scores
were hard 1 to make. Court Thompson, the gen-

The North Hatley, Que., Gun Club held
ial TJ.M.C.-Remington representative, was pres-
ent and shot steadily all day, but could "not
be persuaded to part with his coat. The boys
thought he must have his monthly pay oheqne
In it. His genial presence, however, assisted
in making the shoot a succese.

H. P. Stockwell was high gun, winning a
pair of field glasses.

In the Merchandise event, the prizes were
won as follows: 1st. J. B. Goodhue; 2nd, H.P.
Stockwell; 3rd, F. Go'-nell; 4th, N. G. Braji;
5th, C. G. Thompson. The scores

H, P. Stockwell
Court Thompson (Pro.)
Court Thomson (Pro.) .

N. G. Bray
Rev. R. Wright...
J. B. Goodhue ...i

C. G. Thompson
F. W. Mitchell...
E. J. Perry ,

A. E. Ross
J. C. McConnell... j.

Malcolm Craig...,

J. H. Turner...
S. H. Ball
J. Ballin..... .

C. A. Hanson
F. A. Hatch......

A. H. Foss...... .

W. B. Loomis... ii

Shot At. Broke.
180 161
180 17

180 160
180 154

180 142
180 139
180 138
180 121
180 113
180 115
180 101
120 78
80 44

160 88
80 45
60 19
40 13
20 9
20' 9

London Holiday Shoot
Springwood Gun Club, London, Ont., cele-

brated Dominion Day with an inter-club shoot
wbich was very enjoyable, lngersoll won the

five-man team contest with 93. London was
next with 85 and Exeter third with 77. Lon-
don won the three-onan team event with 42.

The five men shoot was for the silver cup
donatedby Mayor Stevely and five individual
prizes donated by the club. The tr0phy is a
challenge one, and must be successfully defend-

ed three times before it becomes the property
of any one club. The prize winners in the in-

dividual events were: First event, Hu Day, Lon-
don; second event, J. Trebner, Exeter; third
event, F. Kerr, Exeter; fourth event, A.
S. Blackburn, London; fifth event, W. J. Kir-
byson, lngersoll; sixth event, B. W. Glover,
London. The high averages winners are: 1, J4
Webb, London; 4, A. S. Blackburn, London ;

5, B. W. Glover, London; 6, R. Day, London;
7, H. W. Partlo, lngersoll; 8, W. J. Kirbyson,
lngersoll; 9, F. Kerr, Exeter; 10, J. Bissett,
London. The scores:

Shot At. Hit.
B. W. Glover, London .... 100 89
R. Day, London 100 88
S. A. Webb, London 100 90
Parker, London 100 91
J. Bissett, London 100 84
G. Nicholls, lngersoll ..j... ..... 100 77
H. W. Partlo, lngersoll 100 86
W. J. Kirbyson, lngersoll 100 86
G. Janes, lngersoll 5© 42
A. S. Blackburn, London 100 S9
F. Kerr, Exeter 100 83
S. Fitton, Exeter v'O £2
J. Trebner, Exeter j 100 93
W. Johns, Exeter 100 71
W. Saunders, Exeter 100 78
W. Curley, lngersoll 20 19
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When travelingfor

businessorrecreation

AnH&Rrevolveroffers
bothprotectionandpleasure

Sold hg all First class dealers

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

Rather than accept a substitute order fromus direct

HARRINGTON &RICHARDSON ARMS CO

.

49 1 Park Ave.,Worcester ,Mass

.

ThishsR hdmmerless

32 Calibre-weighs

IZounces-Rellable

Accurate-Durable,

Accidental Discharge

impossibleNickel

finish. Price $7°°

'Tis time you were buying your

Canoe, Ski!! or Launch
FOR THIS SUMMER.

We build all sorts of Gasoline Launch Hulls and can install any motor
or sell you hull only. WRITE US.

We have the largest

Canoe and Skiff factory in

Canada, and when you buy a

Canoe, Skiff or Launch and

want the best see that it bears

the stamp of the
Send for our Catalogue.

Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited, Peterborough,, Canada
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Brandon, Man. Tournament

The recent annual tournament af the Bran-
don Gun ClU'b was the most successful event ev-

er held under their auspices. The team shoot
was captured by team No. 1 .of the Fort Gurry
Club, Winnipeg, by winning from Brandon by
only two points, 88 to 8*5, Fort Garry team
Mo. 2 being third. The winning tea.ni was Bu-

chanan, Bightcap, Brodie and liouKhton. '1 he

Brandon team was J. Waduell, B. K. Ulemmt,
O. Bymph and T. N. Williamson. R. Aic a.

Winnipeg, repsesmting ihe U.M.O. and Bern-

inaon Gun company was on ^e grounds wun

his new pump gun and made a good showing.
Tom Brodie of Winni|>eg made the highest ag-
gregate with 119 out of 12a, with Saundere
second with 117 out of 125.

Canadians landed first and second place in
the Olympic trap shooting competition, indivir

dual series. Ewing is tirst, with a score of
72 out of a possible 80, and Heattie is secon*
with GO. Fwing gets a troid medal and Be..tue

a silver medal. The former killed. 27 birds out
of 30 in the final stage.

The Rifle

From a meeting held at Dean Lake Station,

Ont., at the end of June, another sporting CiUfo{

has developed, that of the Dean Lake Athleiic

and Sporting Club, with a mem jer.->hip of twen-

ty-two for a co'iiimoncement. The object of

forming such a club, is to endeavor to promote
a greater interest in all out-door sports, chief

amongst these, and one of most interest to

in connection therewith. This part 0 f -ortnem
readers of this journal is the Bifle Association
Ontario boasts of „ goodly number of c ack
shots both in the field and at target, nnd is

is the desire of the club to have t h' se men
brought together wi;h a view of Participating
in competitions throughout the territory. The
following officers were chosen: Honorary presi-

dents, Mr. W. R. Smyth, M.P.P., Mr. Henry
Sargeant; Honorary vice presidents, Messrs.
T. Craig, Wan. Wallace, J. B. Chenier, E. Nad-
on, Walter Barrett; President, Wm. Ha U; VI e-

President, Thos. Baker; secretary-treasurer, H.
E. Woodhouse.

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO, ONT.

Who has every facility for choke boring,
restocking, browing and repairing guns.
You can make no mistake in bringing or
sending your gun to him.

ROSS CANOES
THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

Safe, Staunch and Reliable. The Canoe for the long trip.

Our 1 908 models of prospecting and pleasure canoes

are now ready for delivery. A large stock to choose

from which will satisfy the purchaser under all

conditions. Don't fail to send for catalogue.

The J. ti. Ross Canoe Co
ORILLIA, ONT.
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St. Catharines Tournament
St. Catharint-s Gun Club celebrated) Domin-

ion Day bj holding their annual tournament.
The dtiy was fine and the shoot a very enjujv
able one. A short program of 12 > targets was
supplemented by a few extra events. D .Beam
president of the club, who likes to be called
•'Bill Bailey" by his shootin? brethren and 1 v
his more distant relatives "Chief Smooth Face'^ ™ •

R
'

rrin ?'e ibnirhtbmtbmibn ibmn rband Mr. J. R. Prin-le, the genial s cretary
manipulated the affair and are entitled to due
credit or its success. Th e re were not many
shooters from a distance, but the attendance ofthe shooters of the locality wn s good G MDunk, Toronto, was there with his usu a l "win-
ning ways," and was the sole representative of
that village. Dr. Overholt, Hamilton, was
there. The Doctor tries to hide his (density atthe

f

traps under the shooting name of "Dr. Wil-son bait his good scores and <renial manner al-ways erive him away. Other gQod shooters fr PmHamilton were Messrs. Barnes and Ryan, but
th«re were still other eood men from thatmountain section" conspicuous bv their a»b-sence. Straight scores were made in the vari-ous events bv J R Prinze W tt tj f
ry. G^ M. Dunk, cVaTtef'S.^ Dr* WiPson. Barnes and Smith. Bill BniW near', di

<

it once, but he slinped up D- his last bird and

filled^ The Ixwt shooting of the dav was done
°y

rJ,J
r

-
Pnnnrl«. wh~ broVe 140 out of 1^5The scores:

—

Bill Bailev .........

J. R. Prin-le ',"

W. H. Honsberry
G. M. Dunk....
J. Blonk...
C. Chontf*......

,"'

D. Konkle......
Wm. Lamnman
Fxl. Konkle
P. Puthbert
West on
R. Blnnk

...... .....i.'
M. Sin per
W. A. Smith, .

M. B-rirfv
Dr. Wilson
B-vnn
Barnes.......

RrOn-n
P. Cov
Br. r«.mpbell

140 119
1P5 149
120 97
1K5 13fi
165 1 R5
1^0 117
140 194
120 70
50 86
70 34
90 57

1P5 133
10 5

14 5 120
P5 50

145 130
145 inc,

14 5 126
eo 53
30 14
25

Hamilton Fapppninffs. 4

A final shoot of 50 targets for the Robert-
son, Reardon, and Du Pont trophies was held
at the Hamilton Gun Club grounds June 13th.
The first prize, the Robertson Cup, wis won
by the veteran John Cline; second prize, Du
Pont shield, went to Barnes, while Geo. Beat-
tie captured the Reardon cup. An added bird
handicap was used in this event and proved
yery satisfactory. The feature of the afternoon
was the shooting of George Beattie, who Lroke
122 out of 125 shot at.

Following are the scores in the Robertson
Reardon and Dupont trophies, 25 birds each:
Uyurt Thompson (pro) 21 23"ark

j ,

*, 19 23

Fletcher 17 22
Barnes 21 iq

J^wm 15 17Br Wilson 19 23
2lpl;y 15 15
w. Thompson 25 21

Sn
ton

' — 19 22
L1Ine -j j... 24 22

Club at targets was a pronounced success. Theprogram consisted of ten events of 15 ' Si ds eachand three and five man team races at twrnty-
live targets per man. The weather was ideal,
although there was a strong wind blowing,
which affected the scores. The fh e man tea ic
race was carried 0 ff by the Riverdales of To-
ronto, and this club a1so tied with London in
the three man team race. G. Lo an and R.
Day shot off for the honor,
Day winning for London. with
a straight score, while Lo-gam scored 24. W.
P. Thomson was high for Hamilton in the team
events, scoring 48 out of the possible 50. Court
Thomson, the U.M.C. professional, was the
guest of the club, and ,made . cred ta 1

le show-
in?, making 90 per cent, on thedav's. sh otinT.
The visiting shooters were loud in the r praises
of the beautiful grounds or the local club and
of the able manner in which the tournament
was conducted by President RipPy and Secre-
tary Lawlor. The chances of the club were
jeopardized by the absence of Be^ttie nnd Flet-
cher, who were shooting in England rW the Ca-
nadian six man team at the Olympic gam^s.
Joe -Tenn'n?s of To~ont 0 won the high average
for the day. The scores

Shot At. Bro^e
150 133
150 1P2
150 126
150 142
150 135
lo0 133
150 1'<R
150 125

' 150 120
1 50 1 04
150 139
150 124
150 118
135 121
135 98

120
1°0 107
120 109
105 89
105 85
75 61
75

75 4«
75 5 7
75 56
45 86

120 87
60 30

Court Thompson
B. W. Glover...
R. Day
J. E. Jennings
W. P. Thomson
H. A. Homing...
Dr. Wilson
William Wark
J. J. Cline

,

T. W. Barnes
J. Hunter
M. Raspberry
George Stroud...
Georcre Mason
FT. Marshall
G. Poran ••• .

J. Locrnn
T. Loernn ••• •

Hawkins
S. A. Webb j

Bredana<7- ......

Jarr.-s Crooks
A. Kin-e
J. Bowron
Rir-h ...... j

Hirons
W. R. Davies • ...

F. Oliver

PTVE MAX SHOOT—
First—Riverd ale Gun Club, Toronto—J. E.

Jennings 25, T. Logan 21, J. Lo^an 25, G.
LoEran 22, E. Hirons 21. Total 114.
2nd Hamilton Gun club No.l—Tohn Hunter

18, Dr. Wilson 22, W. P. Thomson 24, Row-
land Dav 24. William Wark 21. Total 10©.

Third Hamilton Gun Club No. 2— George
Stroud 19, T. W. Barnes 22, Harrv Marshall
19. J. J. Cline 19, Marshall Raspberry 21. To
tal 100.

THREE MAN TEAM SHOOT.
(.Twenty five tar^e^s per man)

. Springwood Gun Club L^nuon, unt—B. W.
Glover %A±, K. Day 22, a. A. Weob 2^. To.*u
68.

Riverdale Gun Club, Toronto, No. 1—Geo.
Mason laid, G. Logan 24, A. iLrons 22. To^ai
68.
Merchants Gun Club No. 1— J. J. Cline,

18, M. Raspberry 2<A, Ho. ning 23. Total b5.
'

Riverdale tlun Clu^o, Tononco, No. 2— o . E.
Jennings 2i, T. Lo«an 20, o. Lo^an ^-L- to-
tal 65.

Hamilton Gun Club, No. 2—Dr. Wilson 19,

W. i'. xhoinsion 24, John Hunter 21. 'total 64.
Hamilton Gun Club, No. ii—T. W. Barnes

22, Wm. V\ark 21, Ceo. Stroud 21. Totai 64.
bhoot-oii—Spnngwood Gun Club {11. Day)

The summer shoot of the Hamilton Gun 25, Riverdale Gun Club (G. Logan) 24.
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What Would Camp
Be Without Coffee?
In camp it always tastes better than a

home, even though it is often pretty black
and sometimes a bit muddy.
The percolator at home makes better

coffee—coffee that is more healthful—that
we all admit. And now comes the first

CAMP PERCOLATOR, one made com-
pact like your nesting outfit—made even
smaller than the camp pot you have been
carrying, with bail for use over the camp
fire, and with folding handle—doesn't that
sound good to you ?

A percolator doesn't boil over, doesn't
spoil the coffee if left to boil, and you don't have
to get it off the fire at a prescribed moment.

This percolator doesn't need minute description—it embodies the
principal and is made following the particular style of the famous
"Meteor" which has been universally used for years.

The one principal feature of this percolator is that it is made
for yow in camp, or en route, wherever you carry your own compact
outfit and brew your own beverage.

All first-class sporting goods dealers either have this percolator, or can order
it for you. If you are not near a der.ler send to us direct—by mail.

MERIDEN COMPANY,
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor.

218 Fifth Avenue. Corner 26th Street NEW YORK.

We specially design Prize Cups and Trophies for
Trap Shoots, Casting Tournaments, Racing, Etc.

Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Co.

The

Finest

Scenic

and

Fishing

Route

on the

Contin

nent

'A MORNING'S CATCH'*

Write for Illustrated Guide Books to

THOS. HENRY. Traffic Mgr., Montreal, Can.

H. FOSTER CHAFFEE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Toronto, Can.

4*

Niagara

To

The

Sea
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GASOLINE MOTORS
RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE
JMOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

AND WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to-day for free catalog "N"

UNITED MANUFACTURING COfc
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

Please send
10 cents for
ourbook entit-

led Ignition,

Vaporization*

Installation,

and Operat-
ion of a Gas-
oline Motor.

Motors on exhibition at motor
mart, 1876 Broadway. Rutnery
& Vail, sales agents,NewYork

ROBERT SOPER
369 and 371 Bay Street North

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Manufacturer of Sails, Tents, Awnings

and Flags. Waterproof Horse and

Wagon Covers.

Tents to rent and made to order
of all sizes.

Men s Black Oiled Clothing of all

kinds, Life Preservers, Cork Fenders,

Boat Fittings.

Send for Catalogue

Phone Number 1383—Long Distance

NEW

L^rman Receiver Sight
(Patented July 16th, 1907)

No. 41

At present made for the Winchester 1905
and 1907 models.

The graduated scale on slide and method of
elevating permit very close adjustment. Aperture
is adjusted by means of a screw.

Send for Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN., U. S. A.

IJ-ft LIVE FROG HARNESS
One-third
Actua
Siz

HOLDS FROG WITHOUT HOOKING AND KEEPS IT ALIVE
Greatest piece of Fishing Tackle ever invented Holds Frog FIRMLY

IN NATURAL POSITION without KILLING OR INJURING IT Keeps mouth closed

and PREVENTS Frog from BLOATING. Easily slipped on Absolutely WEEDLESS.
Saves the Frogs. Catches the SHORT-BITERS At your dealers or direct post-paid. 50c.

UNKE.FE.R 6 BRADLEY, Mfra.. 91 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO

ICrkVr.no famDVac FVaa f You may secure one for 15 subscriptions toivuiuna v^amcrab r ree . Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
Write for particulars to-day. W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.
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When in

Cam|>
there is not h i n g
goes quite so well as

a bit of good fat

bacon. If you have
not been used to fat

bacon — try it — the
doctors say it is good
and after you have
tried it you will say
so too. Ask your
grocer to get you

'Star Brand'
English Breakfast

BACON
Made by

F. W. FFARMAN CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

All Fearman's goods are Governmen t

inspected.

THE

Kent Double Spinner

Bass Baits
and Kent Champion Floater
are the best baits for bass that can be

obtained.

Sent Postpaid 75 cents
Manufactured exclusively by

Samuel H. Friend, Kmt,0., U.S.A.

Salmon Fishing
on theUPSALQUITCH RIVF.R,

NEW BRUNSWICK, may be

had by applying to

T. MALCOLM,
CAMPBELLTON, NEW BRUNSWICK

who will give all information.

4 Cyc—STRELINGER -1 to 4 Cyl

Strelinger

inyour Launch is

like gold in your
pocket,
Mighty

Satisfactory
Safe
Simple,
Durable
Reliable
Powerful
The

Strelinger
Always
Goes

"Good as Ever after 10 Years of Service"

Thats the way we build them. GOOD when you
buy them, GOOD ALWAYS. TROUBLE L,EAVES
when the STRELINGER comes aboard. We carry
in stock engines from i 1-2 to 5o H. P. $25 to $2500.

a and 4 Cycle Marine and Stationary. Send for

catalogue. Special bargain on a few sample motors.
Write now while the opportunity lasts.

The Strelinger Marine Engine Co.
Dept. x 46 CONGRESS ST. E. DETROIT, MICH.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
To Secure a

Powerful, Speedy,
Dependable

2, 4 or 6 H. P. Two
Cycle Marine Engine

We have recently purchas-
ed the entire plant of the
St. Clair Motor Co., and off-
er a limited number of

THE FAMOUS LITTLE SKIPPER
MARINE ENGINES.

at verv interesting prices.

They are selling rapidly. The price will be increas-
ed when the present lot is sold. Ask for Catalog R.G.

GRAY-HAWLEY MFG. CO., DETROIT, MICH.
Manufacturers of Gray Mufflers, Autochimes,

Valves, Foot-Pedals, Steam and Air Chime
Whistles, etc., etc.

Freel An
Unbreakable Rod

The Greatest Novelty in Fishing Rods
s
ilk bound waterproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout

or Bass. Strongest rod in the world . For par-
ticulars how to secure one write Premium De-
partment, Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in
Canada, Woodstock, Ont.
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It's All in the Gear
MANY motorists buy in the dark. The much advertised and so-called

"hill-climbing car" is the bait. They fail to consider the fact that the

engine that "glides" up-grade would race itself to death on a flat, straight-

way run. It's simply a question of gears. Any motor car can be equipped with

a reduced gear adapted to hill-climbing purposes. It is the car constructed for

genuine service and that gives genuine satisfaction in running up hill or down
dale, across country or on the level, that proves its thorough dependability.

Simplicity in construction and consequent ease of control demonstrates the

RUSSELL to be your servant, not your master.

G.

L.

H.

K.

4 MODELS 4
Two Cylinder (Opposed), 1 8 horse-power $r,6oo

Four Cylinder (Vertical), 24 horse-power 2,000

Four Cylinder (Vertical), 30 horse-power 2,500

Four Cylinder (Vertical), 50 horse-power , 4,500

Our Experience Antedates Our Product.

Canada Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.

Ottawa.

WEST TORONTO, CANADA.
Montreal. Toronto. Hamilton. Winnipeg. Vancouver. Melbourne.

Ask for the Russell Catalogue.
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CHESTNUT "CRUISER MODEL."

BUILT FOR ROUGH WATER AND HARD USAGE. Special design makes it absolutely the strongest and
safest cruiser canoe the world has yet seen. High at the ends to enable it to ride large waves. Handles beauti-
fully in rapids. Easy to portage. It may be propelled either with pole or paddle.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

THE CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited
YORK STREET,

Fredericton, /V. B,

AUTOMATIC
FLEXIBLE JOINT RearSisht

Disc No. 2 (attached to stem). Disc No. 1,

Both discs furnished with each Marble Si£ ht.

The man who knows uses this sight ; because :

When not locked down, a simple spring in the hinge
joint instantly brings it into proper position, should it be
struck on front or back .

It can be used on all rifles with long firing bolts.

The lower sleeve is a jam nut which

fe^o prevents the elevation sleeve from turning and holds the disc stem rigid at any
elevation

Interchangeable discs allow change of aperature at will. The screw in bottom
of stem makes point-blank adjustment easy.

This sight will suit all American rifles, but when ordering state whether or not rifle has pistol grip stock and
give calibre and model. Ask your dealer first. Price, only $3.00.

Marble's Game Getter Gun described in 1908 catalog. Out Aug. 1st. Its FREE.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO. 101-129 Delta Avenue

Simplex Guns
Norwi ch, Conn. ,

July, 1908.

A special price-duty paid, delivered, for the first
order from your locality for a Tobin Trap Gun with
either Single Trigger or Automatic Ejector or both.
Write for this quotation.

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.
" Every Tobin Gun built to nT*%*».««i~W C^y^yi
sell another"-this means quality. JNorWlCfl, Uonn.

PNEUMATIC COLLAP-
SIBLE CANVAS DE-
COYS and ACME Folding
Canvas Decoys are in re-
ality the only Collapsible
decoys made LIFELIKE
and CONVENIENT. Cir-
culars of each kind mailed
on request.

Canvas Decoy Co.,
Union City, Tenn., U.S.A

"TO anyone sending in five subscrip-
* tions to Rod and Gun we will send
Free one of Betzler & Wilson's high
grade fountain pens.
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The DUNN Marine Motor
Complete Outfit $42.50

Engine only $33. 4-cycle Reversible
This high power 4-cycle motor with batteries,

coil, shaft, propeller, tanks and muffler,

tested ready to install in skiff or launch. Weight
100 lbs. Bore 3 3 4 in. Stroke 4 in. 1 3 4 h. p.

actual. I also build 2 and 3 cylinder and
stationary motors.

Walter E. Dunn, Ogdemburg, N. Y

mm Fox Motor 5
|
|| HIGH SPEED-HEAVY DUTY

|

Our 15 sizes of High Speed and
Heavy Duty Motors are fully described
in our catalog. The sanest, most direct

and most convincing motor catalog ever Issued,

Write for It.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St.. South Cincinnati. Newport, Ky.

MM FOX MOTORS
I V B^l

H|f,H SPEED HEAVY DLJTY
i

Buy on the bore and stroke of the ft.

cylinder, not on the manufacturer's
rating. There Is a big difference. It will

pay you to examine our catalog before buying.
Write for it.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
206 Front St.. South Cincinnati, Newport. Ky.

Sencrjor our c/1rrCataloguejnfColors

FOR THAT HUNTING TRP
Take a pair of Thermos Bottles with
you.—When you leave camp in the
morning fill them full of hot soup,
tea, coffee. Thermos keeps contents
hot 24 hours.

FOR THAT FISHING TRIP
When the fish are biting you stay
right there all day—if you fhave
Thermos Bottles full of good things
at your side. Thermos keeps con-
tents cold 72 hours.

Pints $3.50 up. - Quarts $5.50 up.

Write for Free Booklet

CANADIAN THERMOS BOTTLE CO., LTD. £££
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Salmon Fishing

Trout Fishing

Moose Hunting

Caribou Hunting

Deer Hunting

Bear Hunting

New Brunswick
offers unrivalled opportunities for any and all

of these in wilderness wilds where every
moment will bring enjoyment.

The Tourist Association
St. John, N. B. Will be glad to give you Information

and Literature.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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Hamilton Motor Works Engines

Made in sizes from 1£ H.P. up.

1, 2, 3, 4 Cylinders.

2 and 4 Cycle.

Write for Catalogue.

HAMILTON MOTOR WORKS, Limited, "oSWJtto?-

This 5 H.P. Twin
Cylinder Motor jHjlJ

Complete with upright gear driven commutator, Schebeler

carburetor, and all electrical and boat equipment including

shaft, bronze propellor and stuffing box.

Fully Guaranteed. Immediate Deliveries.

Ask for 1908 catologue.

Lockwood-Ash Motor Co.
JACKSON, MICH., U.S.A.

CLEAR VIEW

Acetylene Search Light
for Yachts, Launches and Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates

its own gas. Projects a powerful light. Entirely automatic. Com-
plete in itself. Can be placed on bow or pilot house. Indispensible

for night boating
;

making landings; detecting obstructions ; locating

buoys and penetrating fog. Easily detached for use on land or in

camp. Write for Catalogue.
SMALL SIZE

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO,
514 MASONIC TEMPLE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

LARGE SIZE

Your fishing tackle outfit will not f*(\I I UD'C Attachable, Corrugated Elastic
be complete until you have a V^V-TJ-iJ-ilJrV O Rubber, Reeling and Rod Grip

A GRIP THAT IS A GRIP.
Will stretch to fit any steel or wood bait-easting rod

;

requires no glue or cement and can be placed on the
rod in three seconds; a solid comfort for the fisher-
man. Soft as a glove still it grips like a vice.

Sold by your dealers everywhere; if not send P. O.
order direct. (Red rubber ooc, gray rubber 50c) to

The CollerRubber Grip Co.,Dept.3, Coldwater, Mich.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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ROSS MOTOR BOATS

How is this ? It looks good and we guarantee it to be just as good as it

looks. Length over all 26 ft., beam 5 ft. 8 in., draft 21 in.

Send for catalogue and full particulars.

The J. H. Ross Canoe Co., Orillia, Ontario.

savage
The Wicked Savage (99 Model)

is the rifle for big and wicked game.

When danger is smashing close at hand, and not a moment

to spare, this rifle never fails the man. It is quick and deadly

sure. Its rapidity as a repeater is due to its smooth, free lever

action, backed by a magazine of positive revolving action and

direct feed. The chamber always has its cartridge indicated.

No accident under the sun can betray a man when the Savage Safety

is on. The rifle is locked from muzzle to butt, trigger, hammer, lever

and all. Cartridges are safely side by side, not bullet-nose to primer

No open communication at the rear, but solid steel to hold a defective shell. Such

features are exclusive and perfect, backed by superb Savage quality m both material and

workmanship. Its laurels have been won in every big game region of the North.

26-inch octagon barrel, six shots, 25-35 30-30, 303, 32^.38-55 "1^7 *

to 8 lbs.—price, $19.50. Steel and rubber shot gun butt plate Round barrel, $l o.UU.

Also made as a Takedown for $21.50, without loss of a single element of simplicity,

durabilky or strength.

Ask to see it at your dealer's or write us for a catalogue.

SAVAGE ARMS CO.
548 SAVAGE AVE., UTICA, N. Y., U. S. A.

99 Model JV2S£
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Sullivan Hook & Reel Guard

Keeps the Reel on the Rod and
Holds the Hook.

Attaches to any size rod, either
above or below the reel band.
Absolutely prevents the reel

liom slipping. Holds any sort
of hook, single, or one
of a series, and does not
injure the fly or other
artificial lure. Simple,
and always sure and
safe. After a first use
it will be found indis-

pensable. Nickel plated
and polished.

Price 35c in Canada
25c in United States

Sold by all

dealers, or

CHARLES L. SULLIVAN,
6 1 7 Railway Exchange CHICAGO, ILL.

Handled in Toronto by Trunk and Leather Goods Co.

97 King St. East. Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge St.

THE FAMOUS

McKeough & Trotter Engines

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, EFFICIENT
1,2,3 and 4 cylinder.

\% to 20 H. P.

McKEOUGH & TROTTER Limited
CHATHAM, ONT.

Toronto office and show rooms. 1757 Queen St. W.
Anderson, Hammond & Ritchey, Agents.

After Shaving'

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILE/T POWDER
and^ insist that your barber use it also. It is
Antiseptic, and will prevent any of the skin dis-
eases often contracted.
A positive relief for Sunburn, Chafing, Prickly

Heat and all afflictions of the skin. Removes odor
of perspiration. Get Mennen's—the original.

tPut
jip in non-refillable boxes—

the "Box that Lox." Sold every-
where or mailed for 25 cents.
Sample free.

Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum
Toilet Powder. Sample free.

Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542.

GERHARD MENNEN, Newark, N. J.

THE

HOTEL]
ALGONQUIN
at Joe Lake Station

!

ONTARIO

on Ottawa Division, Grand Trunk Railr

way. Best Trout Fishing in Ontario.

Complete Outfitting Establishment in

connection with hotel furnishing every

requisite for canoeists, campers, etc.

First-class canoe and boat livery. Address

L. E. MERRELL
Mowat P.O., Ont.
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The Top Notch in

Pocket Photography

The 3^ Folding

POCKET
KODAK
Every detail has been worked out

with the utmost care— in design,

material and workmanship, in lens

and in shutter, a perfect camera of

wide capabilities. Yet it retains the

Kodak simplicity—and ' * Kodak,' ' you

know, means photography with the

bother left out.

The pictures are

3^ x s
lA inches.

Price, $20.00.

Canadian

Kodak Co.
Limited

Toronto, Can.Catalogfree at the
dealers or by mail.

Two-Cycle Open Crank Case

"Moore Motors" are the latest development in "two-

cycle design. They combine the simplicity of the

two-cycle type with the reliability of the four-cycle.

Send for catalog and prices.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY
Joy Building, Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.

Greater New York Representatives:—Terry Engine
Co., Bryant Park Bldg., New York City.

WHEN SNAGGED
don't pull,break and lose sev-
eral feet of line, or poke
around in water and alarm
the fish. Carry a

"SNAGGED" HOOK RELEASER
in your pocket. It quickly re-
leases snagged hooks, saves
line and does not frighten the
fish. Slips on without remov-
ing line from rod, slides down
line to snag and releases hook
by Automatic operation of
plunger. If your dealer can't
supply you, we will, by mail
postpaid on receipt of price.
Price: Trout& Bass Size 25c

" Pike, Pickerel & Muscal-
longe, 35c.

Dept. H. (Patent Applied for)

IIMIMELL MFQ CO.,
B
ifi

R
j

DONT BLAME
THE REEL

if it fails you at a critical moment.
^"S?Jf Don't give it a chance to fail you—

use "3-in-One" and it never will

!

This oil keeps the reel's sen-
sitive mechanism in perfect
order. "3-in-One" is the ^0^^ Con-one sure and safe reel tains no
lubricant. Won't^^acid .

i t abso-gum; wont ^^^lutely prevents
dry out. ^^jfraxX. Apply it to rod

joints, they will come
apart easily. Use on rod,
-it's good for wood—pro-

motes pliability. Rub on line,

orevents rotting. Trial bottle
sent FREE by

3-IN.ONE OIL CO.
55 New St., New York City

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A LEFEVER GUN
In the hands of Mr. R. R. Barber tied with Mr. Fred Gilbert
with the splendid score of 188x200, Mr. Gilbert winning the
shoot-off at Columbus, Ohio, June 26th, 1908, for the

PROFESSIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
AT THE

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
The LEFEVER > gun used by Mr. Barber is the same gun
which he used in winning the G. A. H. in 1905, score 99x100,
and the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 1905, score 98x100.
These scores have never been equalled at a G. A. H. Tour-
men t. With proper usage a LEFEVER gun will last a life-

time.No gun can outwear or out-shoot a LEFEVER. Its

the simplest gun built.

Send for new
1908 Catalog LEFEVER ARMS GO.

20 MALTBIE ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y. , U. S. A.

Read What the Builder of the New York-to-Paris Racer Writes

Buffalo, N.Y. June i6,'o8

The Sterling Engine Co.

,

Niagara Street, City.

Gentlemen : — I am
greatly pleased to advise
that the six-cylinder,
sixty horse power motor
installed in the Yacht.
"Butterfly" is parti-
cularly free from vibra-
tion and works up to the
guaranteed power in the
most satisfactory man-
ner.

It is indeed surprising
that so comparatively
small a power plant will
propel an 85 foot boat so
swiftly and smoothly.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) E. R. Thomas

Mr. Thomas bought
this Sterling HeavyDuty
Engine for his private
yacht—you'll make no
mistake if you follow his
example and install a
Sterling Engine in your
boat. Write for hand~
some new 48page catalog

Sterling Engine Co., Buffalo
Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

N.Y.
U. S. A

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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(Georgian Ray s Pavorite

Summer HotehT
TU Tk #1 Beautifully situated, overlooking the

JOGlt)lClGf^G water, good Boating Bathing, Fishing,

xk cr 1 ^\ ^ Glionas Orchestra, of Toronto. Write
Parry Sound, Ont.

for particulars . Thos E Shallow Mgr

The Sans Souci
Moose RiVer, So.

Located on an Island in the midst
of a great Black Bass Fishing
Grounds. Apply Geo. D. Lizotte,

Manager, or to

—

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Managing Director
GRAND UNION HOTEL, OTTAWA, ONT.

Camp Outfits Shooters Supplies

Send

for

Catalogue

including

Tents
Canoes
Camp Furniture
Blankets
Rubber Sheets
Dunnage Bags
Pack Sacks
Tump Lines
Leather Coats
Canvas Coats
Canvas Pants
Canvas Shirts
Larrigans
Shoe Packs
Sleeping Bags
Folding Stoves
Tin Utensils
Alluminum Utensils
Paddles
Oars
Knives
Axes
Fishing Tackle, etc.

Guns
Rifles
Revolvers
Ammunition
Empty Shells
Wads
Traps
Targets, etc., etc.

Agents for Lefever Guns
ALSO

Boat Fittings and Supplies.

Flags
Hardware
Lights
Life Preservers
Boat Covers
Boat Curtains, etc. etc.

the D. PIKE CO. Limited

123-125 King St. Toronto, Ont.
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THE ONLY SPARK PLUG THAT
is really soot, oil and carbon

proof is the "CLEVELAND."
The action of the spiral core

protects the insulation — also

causes the plug to shoot a

flame," giving you maximum
energy at every stroke.

Write TODAY for interesting printed matter that fully describes our other special-

ties, and ask for our Special Introductory Offer that gives you Cable Terminals and Battery

Connections FREE with Cleveland Spark Plug orders.

THE CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG CO., IGNITION SPECIALISTS, 1030 POWER AVE., CLEVELAND.

FLAMING POCKET LIGHTER
Just the thing for all smokers. Indi-

spensable to outdoor smokers, camp-
ers, yachtsmen, automobilists, etc.

No odor. Convenient to carry, an unfail-

ing flame in all kinds of weather. Always
ready for instant use. Sent postpaid up-
on receipt of 50c. Live agents and dealers
wanted everywhere.

WALTON & CO., De Pt R
'
1135 Broadway, N. Y.

High Speed 18 ft.

Runabout
Beam: 4 ft. 8 in. Speed: 12 miles per hour.

.
This boat will beat any boat of its length, beam and power

in your harbor. 6 H. P. Gray Motor, Reversible Clutch,
Mechanical Force Feed Oiler. Mahogany Finish. Starting
ratchet and control in rear of motor. Everything handy for
operator so he does not have to leave his seat to do anything
on the motor. Auto steering wheel or brass double handle, as
preferred. Linoleum on floor. Price with Brass Chocks,
Cleats. $265. NOTE—If you want to build a boat off these
lines we will furnish them free to your boat builder if he
buys and installs a Gray Motor.

Gray Motors
$0,7.50

6 Engine with complete boat
outfit not bare. Shaft, Pro-

h n peller Wheel, Stuffing Box,
"•P" Muffler, Batteries, Spark

Coil, Switch, etc., all ready
to install in your boat.

h, with complete boat outfit,
(not bare) $67 50

1, 2, 3 & 4 cylinders
2Yz to 40 h. p.

Gray Motors are made in the lar-
gest and most uptodate plant in
the world devoted exclusively to
making 2-cycle marine engines.

GUARANTEED by a responsible
concern—ask Dun or Bradstreet
or any bank in Detroit.

Immediate Delivery
Our enormous output enables us to keep stock on hand and ship at once.

GRAY PUMPING OUTFITS &Sr£:
poses requiring large volume of water. Write for details and prices.

Write today for 19G8 catalog, showing how we build motors.

GRAY MOTOR CO., 64 Leib St., Detroit, Mich.

Illinois River Folding Decoys

Are put out and taken in with great rapidity and ease,
being made in groups of three with one cord and anchor
for each group. They are of light weight, painted in
natural colors and as a spring holds the combination
open, no adjustment is needed. The decoy ducks are
made in mallards, pintails, canvas backs, blue bills,

black mallards, whistlers, redfteads, teal and widgeon
and Canada geese, eight males and four females to the
dozen put up all complete in a light strong box with
cords and anchors. The manufacturer is James W.
Reynolds, who is a maker of hunting specialties and
his address is 68 South Morgan Street, Chicago. Mr.
Reynolds has a double duck call which can be used for
the different species and proves highly effective. Single
calls with a natural duck voice are also included in his
catalogue. Circulars will be sent to any of our readers
who will send a request to Mr. Reynolds.

Greatestpiece ofFishing
Tackle everInvented-'

MOLDS
f/tOG w/ri/oi/r

HOO/C/NGAM0
K££PS/T
ALIVE

HOLDS FROG FIRMLy IN NATURAL 1'OSITION WITHOUT KILLING OR
INJURING IT. Keeps mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING.
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS. Cutclies

the SHORT-BITERS. :: :: v At your Dealers or direct, postpaid, SO cents.

UNKEFER & BRADLEY. Mfrs , 91 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada.
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Professional Champions waiter Huff isoe

c , i TT + 0 . , W.R.Crosby 1907
OI thC United OtateS Fred Gilbert 1908

Won their titles shooting the

PARKER GUN
At the New York State Shoot in June, the PARKER GUN scored almost a

clean sweep. Fred. Gilbert, with the PARKER GUN, winning the Professional
Average for the three days' shoot. Jack Martin, shooting his PARKER GUN,
won the Grand Average for Amateurs

The Golden Jubilee Handicap was won by G. H. Pumpelle, who was also

shooting a PARKER GUN.
"The Proof of the Pudding is in the Eating"

The merits of a gun can only be satisfactorily gauged by its past performances.

Look up the record of the Parker Gun and send for Illustrated Catalogue.

N. Y Salesrooms PARKER BROS.
32 Warren Street Meriden, Conn.

"The Oldest Builders of Shot Guns in America."

Select Stock of Fishing Tackle and Campers Supplies-

If You Appreciate Close Prices, Exclusive Goods and Excellent
Service, Pay Us a Visit or Write at Once.

Fishing Tackle
Three joint six strip
split bamboo rods with
celluloid handles, on
wood form, each.. 1.25

Forty yard double
multiplying Reels, N.
P., each 60c

Pure silk 25 yard I,ines
idguaranteed test.ea.35c 5^ ^W^SlS^jZ^JiT^^

Trout Plies, assorted
including all the lead-
ing kinds, per doz.40c

GoodsizeFrench Straw
Fish Baskets, ea...l.35

WALL TENTS, 10 x 12 x 8 oz., complete with poles
and stakes,which sells in the regular way at $21.00,

while they last at each

Other sizes at proportionately low prices.

11.00

Guns and
Ammunition

12 ga. Double Barrel
Guns, choked and
guaranteed, ea 6.00
Greener Cross Bolt
Double Barrel Guns,
12 ga. choked and guar-
anteed, each 9.95
Winchester Rifle,
model 1894, 38-55 cal.
guaranteed 12.00
English pattern Bull
Dog Revolvers, nickle
plated or blued,ea. 1 .75

A complete stock of
Spalding Base Ball,
Tennis, Lacrosse, Golf,
Cricket, Football and
Athletic Goods always
on hand. Also Canoes,
Paddles, Boats, Oars,
Canoe and Boat Lamps
etc., etc.

LIVE BAIT of all kinds
"carefully put up" and
supplied on short
notice, also Preserved
Bait such as shiners,
frogs, craw fish, etc.

Our Gun Repair Department is at Your Disposal.
No one but expert Gunsmiths employed. We are compiling a new general catalogue. Send in your address

so as to be one of the first to receive a copy which wi'l certainly be of interest.

Manufacturers of the A. FENN 81 CO.
Famous Canadian Black Bird Successors to the Warren Sporting Goods Co.

Targets. No connection with any other firm 101 King St. W., TORONTO.
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What You Need
For

Yachting

Motoring

Camping

Fishing

Canoeing

or any other

Outdoor

Sport

is

A Good, Strong, Well-made
Reliable Sweater or Sweater Coat

And the best should be only good enough for you

IF YOV SEE THIS LABEL

on a Sweater, BUY IT. You are getting the very best that money can procure. No
danger that your Sweater is worn through before half you holiday is over

;
they will stand

almost any kind of rough handling. That is why we say "satisfaction guaranteed or
money back." Made in any color or combination of colors.

Our regular Standing Collar Sweaters at $2.25, $2.75, $3.50, $4.00, $4.25 and EXTRA
HEAVY, 3 shades of greys only $6.00.

Our Wescut Sweater, open neck, 5 buttons, at $2.75, $3.00, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00.

Our open front Sweater Coats, V neck or Wescut neck at $3.75, $5.00, $6.00. V neck
with 2 pockets, Wescut with 4 pockets.

Jersey Coat, light weight, V neck only, no pockets, at $1.75.

Send for Our Catalog No. 7. Mail Orders receive Special Attention.

THE KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO Y
597 St Catherine Street, West MONTREAL, P. Q.

-
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

at this price.

Manitoba.
Canada Hone Company, Wawanesa,

itf.

SECRETS FOR CATCHING Fisher, mink,
wild oats, bears, muskrats, beavers, etc., in

abundance. Secrets, fifty cents, silver.— John
Kunzog, Warren , Fa. _

FOR SALE—Fifteen foot autoboat, two
horse power engine; regular launch type—not a

|

mere rowboat with an engine stuck in it. Price

one hundred.—E. W. Johnston, Jr., Bndgeburg,

Ont.

FOR SALE—Seven H. P. ,
single cylinder oldsmo-

bile Runabout with curved dash. Machine in first-

class condition with new set of tires this Spring. Price

$350 cash. J. W. Whealey, Box 204, Woodstock.

TO SPORTSMEN— Perhaps you shave you your-

self and your razor may not work to your satisfaction.

We have just what you want. Our "Perfection" Razor
Paste will put your razor in perfect shape. To introduce

this article we will forward you a 25c cake on receipt of

ioc : not more than one cake sold to any person

FOR SALE—Automatic Browning Gun,
gauge, for $40. Box 53, Sudbury, Ont.

TAXEDERMISTS

WE WANT every professional, and amateur
taxidermist in Canada to write, or postal us
for a copy of our complete Taxidertnist Sup-
ply Catalogue. Saive 30 per cent, duty by buy-
ing from us. Large stock of glass eyes.—Bm-
miackBros., Fredericton, N.B

12
3-Xt

FOR SALE—English Beagles, full pedigree, from
best stock in the world. All hunters young and ma-
tured stock always on hand. Write for prices. J. H.
Boynton, Smiths Falls, Ont.

FOR SALE—32 Self Loading Winchester with
Lyman front and rear sights and three extra magazines.
In first class shape; used on one trip only. Cost $35.00;
will sell for $20.00. Apply box W, Rod and Gun,
Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—Cheap, a pointer; excellent markings
and splendid nose; about two years old. Apply to S.W
Nagle, box 330, Ingersoll, Ont.

YOUR CREDIT is good on the Standard 1 to 6
horse power high speed or working motors. An engine
for canoe, cycle or buggy at factory cost. Terms to

suit you. It it don'f work you keep your money. Course
of instruction free with each outfit. Power canoe hulls

ready for finish at snap prices. Write at once. Standard
Company, Quispamsis, N. B.

FOR SALE—A Motor Bicycle, 3 h.p., in first class

order; good as new. Gent's Bicyle, coaster brake, good
condition. Magic Lantern, complete for slides 3KX3K
or 3K x4/i for electric appliance. Apply to box 178,
Preston, Ont.

FAMOUS

Nipigon River

Finest Brook Trout

on the Continent.

We carry a complete line of

Tourists Supplies, including

Canoes and Camp Equipment.

For further information write for Pamph-

let with Map of River and Lake free of

charge.

Revillon Bros., Ltd.
(Established 1723.}

NIPIGON. ONTARIO.
A 71 lb. Catch

Wb*n writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Oanndn.
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Sta-Rite

PLUGS
Trade Mark Reg. r. S. Pat. Office

WER E RIGHTLY
NAMED IN 1902

No 4 Separable
Double Porcelain
Price Net, FOB
N Y. $1 25

Double Porcelains do not
break because inner heat-
ed Porcelain Tube and out-
er PcrcelainCaphave their
own contraction and ex-
pansion. Single Porcelain
Plugs are handicapped be-

cause contraction and expansion is not uniform and
tube either breaks or leaks

r
"v

Sta-Rite Joints do no eak
Tension Springs prev ^ parts loosening
No broken Bolt Hea ent they are turned
from Solid Bessemer Steel Rods

Sta-Rite air spaces and glazed insulating surfaces
permit perfect ignition in oil and soot.

Iyatest circulars and 25c six inch rule sent free on
request. Sta-Rite Mica Plugs 51.50 each.

THE R.E.HARDY CO.
25 WEST 42nd ST.. NEW YORK

John Forman, Montreal
Rice Lewis & Co , Toronto

A. W- LePage, General Agent for British
Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.

FOR SALE— Beagle Foxhounds, Cross-bred
Blood and Foxhounds, Trained, and puppies. Eng-
lish Bulldogs, Scottish Terriers and Toy Pomeranians,
Trained Ferrets. W. A.Brodie, Taxidermist, Union--
ville, Ont. 3-1-t

FOR SALE—One litter of thoroughbred foxhound
pups, guaranteed to make No. 1 for dogs. Price $5.00
each. Chas. H. Reasbeck, Vankleek Hill, Ontario.

DEERHOUND PUP WANTED to buy—bitch.

Apply Box 53, Sudbury, Ont. 3-it

CHESAPEAKE RETRIEVER PUPS for sale
out of registered dogs.—H. Knight, Pincher
Creek, Alta.

TO RENT—Camp Cottages on the north
shore of Lake Huron, near Desbarats, Ont.
Address R. Sfaaugthnesay, Desbarats, Out.

12tf

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, twin cylin-
der, two cycle, two port, reversible, gasolene
engine. Weight 165 lbs., bore 3£ inches, stroke
3$ inches. Diameter of fly wheel, 12 inches

;

length of crankshaft, 24 inches; width of base,
9$ inohee; height of cylinder from centre of
crankshaft, 13 inch.; main bearing*, 3 3-16
by li inches; speed, 250 to 1200 revolution*
per minute, guaranteed new. Apply H. T. Allsopp,

97 King St. E. Toronto.

FOR SALE—A fine Racine Boat Manufacturing

Co's motor boat for sale cheap. Never been in com-
mission. Having no use for it will sell for half its

value Will be shippeddirectly from the factory to

purchaser, and built according to his specifications.

Address Motor Boat—6o8Mutual Savings Bank Bldg.,

^an Francisco. Cal.

2|-5-7'h. p.

Single

Cylinder ENGINE
5-10-15 h.p.

Double
Cylinder

No Useless Parts.

Easily Accessible.

No Complicated Parts.

Easily Controlled.

A good plain, practical motor that
will give satisfactory service.

IT'S A WILLING WORKER.

ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO
154 Housatonic Ave. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod
This Rod tfiU not Wobble, bend or break at the joints

As will be seen by the accompanying sectional cuts when its three sections are screwed home, it is to all in-

tents as solid as a one-piece rod. A long, neatly fitting steel dowel enters the recess prepared for it in its solid

brass section and imparts to the rod a special rigidity which the screw thus relieved of all side stra »n UP C n it. backs
up; (with the re-

sult that as an
absolutely satis-

factory Cleaning
Rod, the "Mar-
ble" stands apart
as a class by it-

sell.) It has two Marble Safety Axe Co ,101-102 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

steel joints, and a
steel swivel at its end
is furnished with
jagged and slotted
detachable tips

Price $1. State
caliber and length
Send for Marble's
catalog of "extra
quality" Specialties
for Sportsmen
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KODAKS
FILMS SUPPLIES

For that trip of yours. /-

Developing, Printi^
and Enlarging S§2

LEE & SARGENT catalog on application.

675 St. Catharine St. W., Montreal

Electric Pocket Lights.
JUST the thing for use in the Camp,

Instantaneous light, no danger of fire

any child can use them.

New Wonder Flashlights.

Best suited for general use around house or camp, long life of
battery, good light. Size 6 in. x \% in. Price complete $1.25.
Renewal Battery 25c. Postage 15c.

No. 1 Flashlights.

Especially adapted for
motor boats,auto, night
watchmen, policeman E=3
or anywhere where a
long light is required.
SizeS in. x i% in.

Price complete $1.50. Renewal battery 35c

Motor Boat, Automobile,
around gasoline. Simple

—

Vest Pocket
Flashlights

Especially de-
signed for poc-
ket or ladies
hand bag, very
handy any-
where for light,
when required
but a few minu-
tes. Size 4x2^
xi. Price $100.
Postage 15c.

Renewal Battery 35c.

Postage 20c.

Don't go to spend
your summer vacation
without one, you will
want it. Send for our
circulars. Ignition
Batteries for Autos,
launches, Coils, Plugs,
etc.

Discount to

Dealers.

THE CANADIAN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO
Phone Coll. 1786. 334 Spadina Ave., TORONTO, ONT

When writing Advertisers kindly mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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The Field It Covers
The complete straight-line key-board, removable platen, per-

fect alignment, delicate adjustment and wonderful durability

SatiAk Itenier Typewriter
are advantages so apparent and so vital to good work that

they have earned the Smith Premier into every business

center throughout the world. This world-wide appreciation

of The Smith Premier should at least

prompt you to investigate its features

before you buy. We send full infor-

mation on request.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
Syracuse, N. Y. Branches Everywhere.

THE NATIONAL TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
WESTERN ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVES 78 Victoria St., Toronto

BENSON, JOHNSTON CO., Stratford, Ont.
When writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.'
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There Are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario

And Michie's Tourist Topics is

a manual of information .for

Campers, containing a list of

25 different trips of which we

can supply charts; it also helps

arrange the details of a camping

trip; it describes our service

and we send it for the asking.

We outfit camping parties with provisions, tents,

utensils, blankets and general camp requirements, including

Maps of the Northern Lakes of Ontario, the Muskoka

Lakes, Etc.

A little Campers Manual on how to camp out, and what to

do— 120 pages—illustrated 10c

."The Way of the Woods" by Edward Breek, a complete
manual for campers and anglers, just published (1908)

the latest work on the subject. 90 illustrations, nett

$2.00, post paid $2.10

Michie & Co. Ltd.
a
sstf£3E

ta

7 King Street West, Toronto, Canada.

Established 1835.

Whw writing" Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.



MODEL "M" TOURING CAR

in Ideal Investment
What in\estment can you make that will yield you the positive dividends in

QLDSMOBILE
It is the every day, year-in-and-year-out service which makes the

Oldsmobile a necessity to so many modern homes. Then too, there's a

lot of satisfaction in knowing that the car in which you invest is

standarized—that it will be style this year and next—and for years to come.

Model "M" shown above, is the Ideal Family Service Car—power-

ful, simple, and above all comfortable. A car as much at home on the

muddy country road as on the city pavement—distinctly a car for every-

day service.

Our catalog, filled with simple automobile information, is sent to

those interested in the Oldsmobile on request.

THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF CANADA, Ltd.

Health, Happiness and Comfort than an

will bring to you and your family ?

Frederick Sagger,
Manager

80 King St. East,
Toronto, Ont.
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STEVENS ARMS are for sale by all

progressive Hardware and Sporting
Goods Merchants and Dan Beard's

splendid effort
— "Guns and Gunning"—

will be mailed postpaid to any applicant by

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass., upon receipt of price.

For paper cover edition forward 20 cents; for cloth bound book send 30 cents
"Guns and Gunning" consists of 112 profusely illustrated pages and is devoted to woodcraft,
the haunts and habits of furred and feathered game, camping, hints on equipment, cooking,
etc. "There's ozone from the woods on every page." Written for and published by

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
365 MAIN STREET,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Sentinel-Revieiv Press. Woodstock, Ont.
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.351 Caliber High Power Self-Loading Repeating Ri

The cartridge this rifle handles costs $10.00 less a thousand than
the old style cartridges, practically no more powerful. Besides being
economical in the matter of ammunition, the Winchester .351 Cali-

ber High Power Self-Loader is simple and strong in construction,
a hard, rapid shooter and powerful enough to kill the largest game.

Full illustrated description of this rifle—" The Gun That Shoots Through Steel "—sent upon request.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Marvel Carbureters

Best on 2 Cycle Engines
Best on 2 Cylinder 4 Cycle Engines
Best on Boats
Best on everything

You can return it in 10 days aLd get your
money back if it does not suit you. Nothing
like it. Try it and see.

Marvel Manufacturing Co.

Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A.

SI ASK FOR

(LONDON)

India Pale Ale
Brewed from selected hops, choice

barley malt and pure spring water,

with the utmost care. Bottled at the

brewery depots to insure proper hand-

ling. That is why Labatt's Ale is

equal to the finest, surpassed by none,

though it costs consumers about half

as much as imported goods.
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Put a Glass of Water
on the Cylinder

of the Leader Horizontal Opposed Marine Engine, while running
at normal 600 R. P. M. and not a drop will be spilled. This is a
^ne, delicate test and not another marine motor on the market

could duplicate it. It simply shows that the
Leader is the only non-vibrating marine engine.

There is a reason for it. The impulse vibration of
one cylinder neutralizes that on the other, and practi-
cally eliminates vibration of the whole. The cylinders
being opposed, take up all vibration between them,
and the result is a silent, smooth running engine that
can only be duplicated by an eleetric motor. Auto-
mobile manufacturers recognize this principle and
use the horizontal opposed type of motor

Do manufacturers ot upright engines cell you because their crank shafts are fitted with
counterbalance bobs they eliminate vibration! Well, don't you believe it. Ride in a boat with
a vertical engine and then in one fitted with the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine, and note
the difference. Let their makers say what they will, it is absolutely impossible to prevent con-
siderable vibration in upright engines; vibration means discomfort and boat injury.

Owing to its compactness, the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine can be installed beneath an athwartship locker

in a launch, under the cockpit floor of a cabin cruiser, and under the deck of an auxiliary yacht, thereby not consuming

one inch of available passenger room. This increases the passenger-carrying capacity of your boat 25 per cent, or more.

The Leader is by far the cleanest engine on the market, and very convenient because every part is readily accessible.

It starts from the switch ; after that, all you have to watch is the course ahead

.

The Leader was the first successful horizontal opposed 4-cycle engine placed on the market and to-day it is easily

three years ahead of it nearest competitor. I personally guarantee every engine that goes out of this shop, because I

know that it is perfect in every feature. Running, as we are. more than full capacity, it would perhaps be a little cheaper

not to give each one such painstaking care, but I will not permit an engine to leave the testing block until it has proven

perfect in every part. Therefore, a guarantee from me with my long experience (22 years), and my personal standing in

this field of work, means that you take no risk.

Write to-day for our Catalog No. 15-B, Free for the asking.

THE SINTZ-WALUN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
EASTERN OFFICE :

150 Nassau St New York.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK :

F. A. Ballou 879 Main St,

SOUTHERN OFFICE :

340 Carondelet St. . . New Orleans, La.

Members National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

Leader Non-Vibrating Motor,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HHMHnywKiMi

A Land of

Lakes and Rivers

A Peerless Region for the Tourist,

Camper, Canoeist, Angler
and Sportsman.

A new territory now accessible by rail and of-

fering the best fishing and shooting in America.
Scenery unexcelled, h: y- fever unknown, magnifi-
cent canoe trips.

Black bass, speckled trout, lake trout, wall-eyed
pike in abundance. Moose, deer, hear, partridge
and other game during hunting season.

Handsomely illustrated bock, telling you
all about it, sent free on application to

.1 D McDonald, Dist. Pass. Agent, Union Station. Toronto
Quin'an, Dist. Pass- Agent, Bonaventure Station, Montreal

W B Davis, Pass. Traffic Manager, Montreal
G T Bell. Oen'l Pass, and fi -ket Agent, Montreal

Select Stock of Fishing Tackle and Campers Supplies.

If You Appreciate Close Prices, Exclusive Goods and Excellent
Service, Pay Us a Visit or Write at Once.

Fishing Tackle
Three joint six strip
split bamboo rods with
celluloid handles, on
wood form, each.. 1.25

Forty yard double
multiplying Reels, N.
P., each 60c

Pure silk 25 yard L,ines f
guaranteed test, ta.35c \

Trout Plies, assorted -

including all the lead- •

ing kinds, per doz 40c

Good si ze French Straw
Fish Baskets, ea...l.35

LIVE BAITof all kinds
"carefully put up" and
supplied on short
notice, also Preserved
Bait such as shiners,
frogs, craw fish, etc.

Our
No one but expert Gunsmiths employed. We are compiling a new general catalogue,

so as to be one of the first to receive a copy which wiU certainly be of interest.

WALL TENTS, 10x12x8 oz., complete with poles
and stakes,which sells in the regular way at $21.00,

j 1.00while they last at each

Other sizes at proportionately low prices

Gun Repair Department is at Your Disposal

Guns and
Ammunition

12 ga. Double Barrel
Guns, choked and
guaranteed, ea 6.00
Greener Cross Bolt
Double Barrel Guns,
12 ga. choked and guar-
anteed, each 9.95
Winch ester Rifle,
model 1894, 38-55 cal.

guaranteed 12.00
English pattern Bull
Dog Revolvers, nickle
plated or blued, ea. 1.75

A complete stock of
Spalding Base Ball,
Tennis, lacrosse, Golf,
Cricket, Football and
Athletic Goods always
on hand. Also Canoes,
Paddles, Boats. Oars,
Canoe and Boat Lamps
etc., etc.

Send in your address

Manufacturers of the A. FENN 8i CO.
Famous Canadian Black Bird Successors to the Warren Sporting Goods Co.

Targets. No connection with any other firm 101 King St. W., TORONTO.
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When in

Cam|)
there is not h i n g
goes quite so well as
a bit of good fat
bacon. If you have
not been used to fat
bacon — try it — the
doctors say it is good
and after you have
tried it you will say
so too. Ask your
grocer to get you

'Star Brand'
English Breakfast

Bacon
Made by

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

11 Fearman's goods are Government
inspected.

THE

Kent Double Spinner
Bass Baits

and Kent Champion Floater
are the best baits for bass that can be

obtained.

Sent Postpaid 75 cents
Manufactured exclusively by

Samuel H. Friend, Kent, 0., U S. A.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
To Secure a

Powerful, Speedy,
Dependable

2, 4 or 6 H. P. Two
Cycle Marine Engine

We have recently purchas-
ed the entire plant of the
St. Clair Motor Co., and off-

er a limited number of

THE FAMOUS LITTU SKIPPER
MARINE ENGINES.

at verv interesting prices.

They are selling rapidly. The price will be increas-
ed when the present lot is sold. Ask for Catalog R.G.
GRAY-HAWLEY MFG. CO.. DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturers of Gray Mufflers, Autochimes,
Valves, Foot-Pedals, Steam and Air Chime
Whistles, etc., etc.

2i-5-7 h. p.

Single

Cylinder ENGINE
5-10-15 h. P .

Double
Cylinder

No Useless Parts.

Easily Accessible.

No Complicated Parts.

Easily Controlled.

A good plain, practical motor that
will give satisfactory service.

IT'S A WILLING WORKER.

ROYAL EQUI PHENT CO.
154 Housatonic Ave., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod
This Rod Will not Wobble, bend or break at the joints

As will be seen by the accompanying sectional cuts when its three sections are screwed home, it is to all in-

tents as solid as a one-piece rod A long, neitly fitting steel dowel enters the recess prepared for it in its solid

brass section and imparts to the rod a special rigidity which the screw thus relieved of all side strain upon it, backs
up; (with the re-

sult that as an
absolutely satis-

factory Cleaning
Rod, the "Mar-
ble" stands apart
as a class by it-

sell.) It has two Marble Saf-tv Axe Co .101-102 Delta Ave . Gladstone, Mich.

steel joints, and a
steel swivel at its end
is furnished with
jagged and slotted
detachable tips

Price $1. State
c.tliber and length
Send for Marble's
catalog of 'extra
quality" Specialties
tor <5n«rt«nien
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Honest Goods
We back up our advertising

with good honest value.

That's why the

Van Home

10c Cigar

has been such a success.

Smoked and liked by all good

judges of cigars.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal.

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1908 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

\ BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO,
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, IN. Y.
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT
THE TULLER

Absolutely Fireproof

Cor. Adams Avenue and Park Street

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping and Business
District. A la Carte Cafe. Grille Room. Service
Unexcelled. Every Room With Bath. European Plan.

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

M. A SHAW, MANAGER

Good photos give pleasure

to the Amateur.

No clogged up shadows and dead
white skies if you use

"Wellington"
Plates and Films.

Wellington P. O. P. and S. C. P.

(gaslight paper) will give you good
results. Try them and see.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write

WARD & CO.
13 ST. JOHN STREET, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Palmer's Moosehead Brand

Waterproof

Sporting

Boots
Used extensively by and
designed to meet the views
of sportsmen, prospectors,
surveyors and others who
are outdoors. No other boot
could be made more water-
proof and better adapted to
keep its wearer comfortable
in all sorts of weather. Noth-
ing better for railway con-
struction work. Made with
or without sole and heel.

Write for "R"
Catalogue show-
ing different
styles.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Predericton, N. B., Canada.

largest manufacturers of Oil Tan Waterproof Footwear
in the world.

The Cooley Motor
New Model 1908

High - Grade

Motors at a

Reasonable

Price

BUILT FOR

WORK

Four te en

years i
n

use.Thous "

ands in suc
"

f u 1

opera t i o n

throughout
the world

4

COOLEY MFG. CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY :

Waterbury, Vermont, U.S.A.
BOSTON OFFICE :

127 Federal St.. Boston, Mass.
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U yy

Bulk

yy

Empire
and

Ballistite
Smokeless Powders

Leaders in the best class of Nitro Explosives

Grand American Handicap, 1908,

Columbus, Ohio, June 23 - 26

DENSE

BALLISTITE WINS
PRELIMINARY HANDICAP SCORE
AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP
HICHSCJRE INSTATE TEAM EVENT "

EMPIRE WINS
HICH PROFESSIONAL IN

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP SCORE
SECOND HIGH SCORE in

STATE TEAM EVENT - - SCORE

95 x 100
222 x 240
97 x 100

95 x 100

96 x 100

AGENTS IN CANADA

Hamilton Powder Co.
Montreal. P. Q. Toronto, Ont.

Victoria, B. C.
Kenora. Ont.

"No Fleas on Me"

I AM WASHED WITH

'Standard'
Oil of Tar

which is a Non-Poisonous Disinfectant, has a fine
odor, perfect in its action, and is the best General
Disinfectant on the market.

If your dealer cannot supply you send his name
and one dollar for trial gallon tin to

The West Chemical Co.
125 Queen St. East - Toronto.

AN EVER READY
SAFETY RAZOR

AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
This razor valued at $1.25 is guaranteed as

good a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
limited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

GOING A-FI

The FREEPORT HOOK Did It.

V Write for My Book-It's Free.
Handsomely illustrated—tells all about "the Dutchman" and those who
"follow the Dutchman"—all about the habits of fish—and how I came
to make a really scientific fish-hook that, for scientific reasons,
will catch fish, anywhere that fish are. Last season, thous-
ands of fishermen-sportsmen bought "FREEPORT
HOOKS"—re-ordered—told their friends—the friends or-

dered—re-ordered—told their friends—they ALL said:

•'Best we ever used." And I can prove it.

1" JJ (Patented 1904-1908,,

FREEPORT HOOK
is made right, because I first made it for my own use. I am
Belling it because sportsmen want it. It is hand-made, in all
parts, from the best materials—each HOOK tested to hold big
fish. It is absolutely weedless and snag-proof—among lily

pads, roots, logs or sunken tree-tops. Bait is always in nat-
ural position and motion—and the scientific color is a perfect

_ lure. If you want to know all about

A Fish Hook That Will Catch Fish
—send for MY BOOK. Or—ASK YOUR DEALER, or send
me ONE DOLLAR—for one complete "FREEPORT HOOK

1 get your money back, if you don't like it. Made in tw
styles— Frog, treble-hook, and Minnow, single-hook, and
three sizes; No. 1, Bass; No. 2. Pike; No. 3, Muskallouge
and Pickerel. "Follow the Dutchman."

LOUIS BIERSACH,
Bloc*

-2L

When writing advertiser^ kindly mention Tied and Gun and Motor Sports

THE FREEPORT HOOK
Freeport, 111.

Canada.
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HIGH-GRADE

GasolineLaunches
From $175.00 up,

l^owboats and Canoes.

H E,. GIDLEY (Si CO.
DEPT. R

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT., CANADA

AUTO BOAT AND AUTO MOTORS

10-12 H.P.

18-20 H.P.

Four Cycle

Double Cylinder

Agents Wanted.

Satisfaction

Guaranteed.

Send for Prices and
Circulars.

THE BEILFU3S MOTOR CO., LANSING, MICH., U S A

Canoes, Skiffs s Launches

Get a "PETERBOROUGH"
and you have the best. Our
Canoes are not confined to one
or two models. We build boats
of all shapes and sizes and can
supply either flat or round bot-

tomed canoes as desired. In the
canoe world the name 'PETER-
BOROUGH" stands for the best
that is made and we are prepared
to stand behind the name. We
have all grades and our prices are right.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List

Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited, Peterborough, Canada
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ROSS CANOES
THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

Safe, Staunch and Reliable. The Canoe for the long trip.

Our 1 908 models of prospecting and pleasure canoes

are now ready for delivery. A large stock to choose

from which will satisfy the purchaser under all

conditions. Don't fail to send for catalogue.

The J. H. Ross Canoe Co.
ORILLIA, ONT.

Electric Pocket Lights.

JUST the thing for use in the Camp
Instantaneous light, no danger of fire

any child can use them.

New Wonder Flashlights.

Best suited for general use around house or camp, long life of
battery, good light. Size 6 in. x \% in. Price complete $1.25.
Renewal Battery 25c. Postage 15c.

No. 1 Flashlights.

Especially adapted for
motor boats,auto,night
watchmen, policeman E^\I|
or anywhere where a *^~^M
long light is required. "-2^

Motor Boat, Automobile,
around gasoline. Simple

—

Vest Pocket
Flashlights

Especially de-
signed for poc-
ket or ladies
hand bag. very
handy any-
where for light,

when required
but a few minu-
tes. Size 4X 2%
xi. Price $100.
Postage 15c.

SizeS in. x in.

Price complete $1.50 Renewal battery 35c. Postage 20c.

Renewal Battery 35c.

Don't go to spend
your summer vacation
without one, you will
want it. Seii'1 for our
circulars. Ignition
Batteries for Autos,
Launches, Coils, Plugs,
etc.

Discount to

Dealers.

THE CANADIAN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO
Phone Coll. 1786 334 Spadina Ave., TORONTO, ONT.
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Waterman
Marine Motors

Unsurpassed for simplicity, reliability, durability. Few parts.

Easily understood and mos£]reasonable in cost.

Model A
2 cylinder—2 cycle ; built with the cylinders
and head in one piece; no joints to leak.

Cylinders quickly renioveable. Ignition is

jump spark with vibrator on spark coil and
spark plug. Small plunger pump insures
perfect circulation of water in cylinder—can
be fitted to use as bilge pump. Can be re-

versed instantly while running, and runs
with equal power in either direction.
Equipped with rotary timer and multiple
sight feed oiler. Thoroughly solves the
problem ofeconomical powerformotor boats.

6 h.p. 150 pounds. 10 h.p. 200 pounds.
The best motor ever built, quality, price and equipment considered. "From start to

finish" this Waterman Model X is a motor that will give the service expected every time,
and the user will escape the many annoyances and troubles and disappointments so com-
mon to gasoline marine motors. This is because of the correctness of the scientific principal
it embodies ; the exceeding simplicity ; it is easily understood by even the inexperienced
motorist ; there are so few parts ; there is nothing to get out of order ; and it is constructed
from the very best materials, by thoroughly skilled mechanics, and every one is fully and
specifically tested before shipment. Send for Catalogue and full descriptive matter, it pays
to be on the right side.

PANHT WIOTODQ The Waterman Canoe Motor is unapproachable in its

UnllUL IfI w I UllO extreme simplicity, strength of construction, and cer-————————— tainty to deliver the power required. We make them in

1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders, and ship complete, ready for installation. If you have a Canoe
send for our Catalog.

nilTDHADH MHTHD We have the only successful Outboard Motor on
U U I DUMRU IffI U I U l\ the market, a little 2 h.p. (40 lbs.) motor that you

can attach to the stern post of your boat in 5 minu-
tes, without any tools. Can be detached just as quickly. Giving satisfaction everywhere.
Attached to row boats, dories, sail boats, etc. Just read the article in this magazine
(written by one who has no connection with us), describing a trip through the wilds of
Northern Ontario with one of our Outboard Motors.

But send for the Catalog. We urge you to investigate the Waterman Marine Motors.
You don't buy a motor every day—you don't want to pay
Motor will not disappoint you.

for mistakes. A Waterman

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO
1531 FORT STREET WEST, DETROIT, MICH,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Six Best Roads To Sport

HE finest hunting, fishing, camping and canoe-
ing country in six provinces is served by the bix

Railways ol tne Canadian Northern Sysiem.

To the real sportsmen— the elect of Rod and Gun—
they offer the shortest routes to the undisturbed

haunts ot the untamed. No long, heavy, tiresome,

and tardy portages, but a quick, comfortable, time-

saving journey from civilization to the wilds. Take a map of the

system: any experienced and well-travelled hunter or fisheiman will

assure you that there is no finer fishing, hunting, camping or canoe-

ing country in the Dominion than that adjacent to these six roads. i>

Here are a few suggestions about territories, culled from "ROADS TO SPORT",
best hunter's and Angler's guide published in Canada. Free copy on request.

ONTARIO- The entire range of the Muskoka Lakes, Maganetawan
River—the finest bass river in Canada,—French, Still, Pickerel, and
other undisturbed waters of the Georgian Bay hinterland— now easily

accessible for the first time ; and on up north as far as Moose Mountain
through wild, undisturbed hunting country, and further west, the un-
equalled rivers, lakes and woods of the old Dawson water toute from
Port Arthur to the Lake of the Woods.

QUEBEC. From Hawkesbury to the Ottawa River, to Chicoutimi on
the baguenay, traversing the valleys of the Ottawa, St. Maurice, and
the Batiscau ; the Laurentians and the Lake St. John region. The new
line to La Tuque reaches the railway's own preserve.

NOVA SCOTIA. Seven hundred miles of coast on the Ocean Shore,

with salt and fresh water fishing. The lakes and woods abound with
fish, moose, and all kinds of game. Then the west coast of Cape
Breton is now easy of access, and the salmon and trout streams that

flow into the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

MANITOBA. The Riding and Duck Mountain, the Porcupine Forest re-

serves and game resorts around Lakes Winnipeg, Manitoba and Dauphin.

SASKATCHEWAN. The woodlands, rivers and lakes to the north

of the Saskatchewan Valley.

ALBERTA. All the country that makes Edmonton famous as the largest

fur-trading centre in Canada
;
including the Valley of the Athabasca and

the streams that come down from the Rocky Mountains.

the

For information regarding territory, routes, guides, maps, etc., write the Information

Bureau, Head Office, Canadian Northern Railway, Toronto.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Tlo-d and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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RAINO WATERPROOF
CLOTHING

Keeps you dry,
clean and comfort-
able in the heaviest
driving storm.

Plenty of materials

are said to be water-

proof. RAINO has
I'ROVEN so by the
severest tests.

Raino garments are

soft and pliable and
will not stick, gum, rot

or peel.

Is the only satisfac-

tory material for hunt-
ers, fishermen, yachts-

men, automobilists, etc.

Color Olive Drab.

Write for sample and
free book of styles.

Dealers
supplied.

•an also be

RAINO CO.
737-76! S. Halsted Street, CHICAGO, U SA.

No- 4 Separable
Double Porcelain
Price Net, FOB
N Y. $1 25

Sta-Rite

PLUGS
Trade Mark Reg. U. S, Pal. Office

WER E RIGHTLY
NAM ED IN f 902
Double Porcelains do not IE

break because inner heat-
j

ed Porcelain Tube and out- I

er PcrcelainCap have their
own contraction and ex-
pansion. Single Porcelain *

Plugs are handicapped be-

cause contraction and expansion is not uniform and
tube either breaks or leaks.

Sta-Rite Joints do not leak
Tension Springs prevent parts loosening
No broken Bolt Heads ; they are turned
from Solid Bessemer Steel Rods

Sta-Rite air spaces and glazed insulating surfaces
permit perfect ignition in oil and soot.

I,atest circulars and 25c six inch rule sent free on
request. Sta-Rite Mica Plugs $1.50 each.

THE R.E.HARDY CO.
25 WEST 42nd ST NEW YORK

John Foi man, Montreal
Rice Lewis & Co-, Toronto

A W LePage, General Agent for British
Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.

The Largest

Manufacturers

in the World
in our Line

Our Goods stand the Test

°0'TCH. l«0^ The Patent

Unbreakable Silk Bound Rod

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN FISHING RODS.
Silk bound, waterproof, Split Cane Rodin Trout and Bass. Strongest rod in the world. Every dealer and fisherman
should see this rod. Price is most reasonable and within the reach of all. Made only by us in our factory at Toronto

The Allcock, Laight &- WestvOood Co., Limited
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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MANUFACTURERS

IY

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Built Rod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

J9*Thk English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers.

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
«W^e publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

vgfc^ GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

sick: dogs.
OR SALE BT DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO PEED

On application to

. CLAY GLOVER, V S., 118 W. 31st St., New York
u. s. A..

lever-Lose Key Tag.
viigually novel

©HOP IN Afyy

'mail box oro
. I POST OFFICE

P05TA0C. a AD0RE55Vi7
IM5IDE.

'E. LOCKE MFC. CO.

practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy
for the finder to return lost keys with-

out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offering re-

ward for return. German Silver

handsomely made, 26c postpaid
Agents wanted.

l59J2E£?.KENSFTr. IOWA.

A Business Education Free
"THE ART AND LITERATURE OF BUSINESS"

By Charles Austin Bates

Complete, in six volumes, will be sent FREE to
anyone sending

Thirty Subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

These volumes enter fully into methods suitable for

all kinds of business and point out methods leading
to success. The books are bound in cloth, will

make a fine addition to any library and to the voung
student will furnish an excellent business education.

Address W.
J. TAYLOR,

Publisher Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
Woodstock, Ont.

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS
For Trout and Bas? fishing.

No swivels required
;
"they

spin so easy." Made in seven
different size blades, 25
styles, in either Buektail or
feather fly. For casting and
trolling. Send for circulars

Price for single, 25c ; tandem, 35c.

JOHN J HILDEBRANDT, Drawer 8, LOGANSPORT, IND., U S A-

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Folding Tonneau on the MITCHELL RUNABOUT
Opened or closed in 5 seconds without the use of any tools. As firm, strong

and comfortable as a standing tonneau.

Also made for Fords, Cadillacs, Buicks and many others.

Write for full description and prices to

DAYTON FOLDING TONNEAU COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

"MR. HUNTER" take a

THREE-BARREL
on your next hunting trip and be prepared for all classes of game.

Made in a variety of gauges and calibres. Guaranteed hard, ac-
curate shooters in all three barrels. The only up-to-date weapon on
the market. Send for free 1908 catalog.

Have you seen our New Single Barrel Trap Gun with top rib ?

The Three*Barrel Gun <2o.
Box 1001. Moundsville, W. Va., U. S. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Experience is in the Tank.

Trust your Films and

Plates to

TANK
DEVELOPMENT

You'll get better pictures than by
the old methods, to say nothing of

the freedom from dark-room

worries and bother.

KODAK FILM TANKS, for use with Kodak and Brownie

Film Cartridges, $3.00 to $7.50. No Dark-Room.

BROWNIE DEVELOPING BOXES, for use with 2i x 2* and

2i x 3i Brownie Film Cartridges, $1.00. No Dark-Room.

EASTMAN PLATE TANKS, for use with glass plates, $3.50

and $4.50. Dark-room for loading only.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.

Free Booklet on Tank Development
at the dealers or by mail

.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gijn and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ADAMS
This
Canadian
Engine
has been in use in all

parts of the British Empire
tor the past five years, and
is a reliable, seagoing
machine. This reliability
is no accident, but is se-

cured by thorough con-
struction and equipment
Made in five sizes from
h. p. to 10 h. p. Iv'irge

stock always on hand for
prompt shipment. The
Adams catalog fully de-
scribes our goods, and is

sent free on request. Cor-
respondence solicited.

THE ADAMS LAUNCH AND ENGINE HFQ. CO.
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT. and VANCOUVER, B. C.

CANADA.

Gasoline Marine Motors
and Launches.

FROM I*ATEST DESIGNS

Motors $60.00 up.

Launches, complete, $150.00 up.

Send for Catalogue.

McKEOUGH & TROTTER Limited
CHATHAM, ONT.

Alderson, Hammond & Ritchey, 1757 Queen St. W.,
Toronto Agents.

Sullivan Hook & Reel Guard
Keeps the Reel on the Rod and

Holds the Hook.
Attaches to any size rod, either-

above or below the reel band.
Absolutely prevents the reel
from slipping. Holds any sort

of hook, single, or one
of a series, and does not
injure the fly or other
artificial lure. Simple,
and always sure and
safe. After a first use
it will be found indis-
pensable. Nickel plated
and polished.

Price 35c in Canada
25c in United States

Sold by all

dealers, or

CHARLES L. SULLIVAN,
617 Railway Exchange Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Sold by following leading Canadian dealers :—
Trunk & leather Goods Co., 97 King St. E., Toronto

Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge Street, Toronto
Gilmour & Co , St. Catherines, Out.
Wm. Gurd & Co.. London, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod' and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Putman Boots
are the oldest and best known line

of high-cut boots and shoes on the

market. Ask your dealer for them.

If he cannot supply you, send for

measurement blanks and free
catalogue describing over forty

styles,and we will deliver direct to

you, express prepaid, a pair of the

Genuine Hand Sewed, Water-
proofed, made-to-measure Put-

man Boots.

ILLUSTRATION SHOWS

No. 725

12 inches
high.

Made of
Brown or
Black

Leather.

H J. PUTMAN & CO., 16 HENNEPIN AVE., MINNEAPOLIS, U.S. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"Dtilcati Sharker"
MADE IN CANADA.

"Italian"

Established 1886

SPARKING BATTERIES
YACHT LIGHTING and
SPARKING SYSTEMS

Are standard equipment on all high
grade Automobiles and Motor Boats

Over 300 Outfits in use in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEAR

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO. SBUS! SS£
Montreal and East, John Forman. Winnipeg, Cooper Engine Co,

Vancouver, Vancouver Shipyard, Ltd.

No. 305 Six Volt 70 Ampere

Est. 1826

a piece
Ejectors

£63 £45,
£21, 26,

THE ART OF 8HOOTING" Seventh and Revised
Popular Edition, 2/6; Postage 6d extra.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE

11, PANTON STREET, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S. W.
(Opposite The Comedy Theatre.

A King Air Rifle

Will be given FREE to anyone sending

3 SUBSCRIPTIONS to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

The King Air Rifle is a winner. Every
boy who is anxious to become proficient
in shooting should take advantage of
this opportunity to own one. No diffi-

culty in securing the 3 subscriptions.
Send for sample copy to show prospec-
tive subscribers. DO IT NOW.

KEROSENE OIL
ENGINES

MARINE AND STATIONERY

As Reliable cs Steam
WE SPECIALIZE: Each one of our

Engines is absolutely the best of its
class from scho >ner to canoe.

"REMINGTON"
"DUBRIE"

"TWICE-TWO"
"REFINED"

SEND FOR "MARINE BULLETIN" NO. 10.

DINNING & ECKENSTEIN
503, 504, 505 Merchants Bank BIdg

MONTREAL.

Practical Dog Education ^bSt^^SSK
containing some new and thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or rather dog
education. The methods recommended by Mr. Abbot represent the experience of the
best trainers throughout the country. The man who masters the principles will be able
to train any dog. The book is handsomely bound in cloth and a copy will be sent post
prepaid on receipt of ^ j > TAYLOR ^Xc^T" Woodstock. Ont.price, $1.00. Address,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

A
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The New "Baby Breeze"

A Real Motorcycle Carbureter for $10
CUT SHOWS HALF ACTUAL SIZE. HANDSOME APPEARANCE.
WEIGHT, TEN OUNCES. A HUSTLER FOR RESULTS.

Carbureter building is our business. We make all sizes and models for different motors. The
above is our latest. Send for free 36 page text-book "Carbureters and Engine Troubles." Sensible

advice covering everyday difficulties.

BREEZE CARBURETER COMPANV
Agents Wanted. 268 Halsey Street, Newark, N. J.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Hod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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kittle <3lcMit1!
II PI W ^

GASOLINE MOTORS
RELIABLE -REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE,
MOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

AME WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to-day for free catalog "N"

UNITED MANUFACTURING CO)
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

Please send
10 cents foy

ourbook entit-

led Ignition,

Vaporization*

Installation,

arid Operat
ion of a Gas
oline Motor.

Motors on exhibition at motor
mart, 1876 Broadway. Rumery
& Vail, sales agents,NewYork

NEW

No. 41

At present made for the Winchester 1905
and 1907 models.

The graduated scale on slide and method of
elevating permit very close adjustment. Aperture
is adjusted by means of a screw.

Send for Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN., U. S. A.

WHY?
Because the Never Miss
No. 8 is Guaranteed for

I year's wear.

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Real Spaik Plug satisfaction and
at the price you ought to pay.

Sl.OO each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prepaid.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, MICH., U S. A,

HAMILTON MOTOR WORKS, Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

Marine and Stationary Gas
and Gasoline Engines.
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This 5 H.P. Twin
Cylinder Motor »lw

Complete with upright gear driven commutator, Schebeler

carburetor, and all electrical a.nd boat equipment including

shaft, bronze propellor and stuffing box.

Fully Guaranteed. Immediate Deliveries.

Ask for 1908 catologue.

Lockwood-Ash Motor Go.
JACKSON, MICH., U.S.A.

NOW IS THE TIM
to place your order for a

CANOE or SKIFF
* WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Lakefield Canoe Building and Manufacturing Co., Limited, Lakcfield. Ont.

The "KaWartha" Special

The R.M. Beal Leather Co., Limited
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

The "NIFTY" LARRIGAN and

Sporting Boot Makers of Canada

SrsSSSSSr
0
' "John Bull" Brandthe Celebrated

These goods are made

with SOLES & HEELS
or WHOLE SOLES
and guaranteed to be

superior to anything on

the market.

The "Forest King."

If your dealer does not keep

them in stock, write us direct.

Send and get one of our illustrated booklets.
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STOP ASTHMA ATTACKS
Asthma Cured by a Simple Home Treatment

It will be joyful news to thousands
of Asthma sufferers to learn that
this malady, which causes so much
distress at this season of the year,

can be cured by a simple homo treat-

ment.
Written testimony of the wonder-

ful results obtained by this method
reach the Toxico Laboratory, 1123
Broadway, New York City, every
day, and in order that every one
may test Toxico's merits, a demon-
stration of the method, also a treat-
ment, will be mailed free of cost to
any request.

MALARIA CONQUERED
Expert Medical Scientists Announce
Startling Results Obtained by Malaxo

From the latest advices of a co-
terie of medical experts, it is evident
that malaria has at last met its

master. Quinine and its associated
pallatives have been superseded by
Malaxo, the new compound. which
acts quickly and with better results.
This compound will prove a great

boon to sufferers, and in order to
hasten its introduction. The Inter-
national Remedy Company. 1123
Broadway. New York City.' has of-
fered to send a free trial by mail on
receipt of a written request.

After Shaving'

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILE/T POWDER.
and insist that your barber use it also. It is
Antiseptic, and will prevent any of the skin dis-
eases often contracted.
A positive relief for Sunburn, Chafing, Prickly

Heat and all afflictions of (he skin. Removes odor
Of perspiration. Get Mennen's-the original.

tPutjip
in non-refillable boxes—

the "Box that Lox." Sold every-
where or mailed for 25 cents.
Sample free.

Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum.
Toilet Powder. Sample free.

Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542.

GERHARD MENNEN, Newark. N. J.

First-Class Fishing Tackle
C. FARLOW & CO , Ltd.
ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS.

Salmon and Trout

Rods

Reels

Lines

Casts

Flies

and all other requisites.

Catalogue with 12

beautiful and true colour-

ed plates of salmon and

trout flies and 250 other

illustrations will be sent

to any address^post free.

Farlow's Perfect Greenheart Salmon Rods, Cork Handle, Two Tops and top case. 'Beautifully [finished. Per-
fect in balance and gction. I,ight and pleasant to fish with. 14 ft., weight about 23 oz.

(
price $13.50. 15 ft., weight

about 26 oz., price $16. co. Farlow's "Perfect'" Trout Rods,;9 ft. to 11 ft
,
$11.00. Patent I<ever Salmon'Reek— over

3000 in use. Farlow's 'Holdfasf'.Waterproof Silk I^ines

10 Charles Street, St. James Square, S. W. and 191 Strand W. C.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Telegrams—Greenheart, .London.
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Did You Ever
Stop To Think
that a two-cycle motor built

without some means to pre-

vent' leakage around the'erank

shaft will soon wear and lose

more gas at this point than
the price of the motor in a
short time.

THE

CUSHMAN
is the only two-cycle motor
having adjustable bearing

that cannot leak under any
conditions. Made in single

and double cylinder. Made
for the man who wants the

best.

If interested write for Catalogue

Cushman Motor Co.
2010 N. St

,

LINCOLN, NEBR.

GENERAL SALES AGENCIES,

Seattle Hardware Co., Seattle, Wash.
L. S. Cushman, Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Gas Engine & Appliance Co.,
1814 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.

J. N. Limeburner,
84 Chambers St.. New York City. N. Y.

WORK LIKE BEAVERS.

SIZES* 28 H - P - four cyIinder vertical
1 2 h.p. and 1 8 h.p. horizontal opposed

Normal speed 1000 revolutions per minute.

HIGH SPEED. HIGH GRADE.
LOW PRICE.

Beaver Mfg. Co. 241 Oregon St.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Illinois River Folding

DECOYS
(Patented) Can be placed out and picked up three
at a time; many other advantages. Ask your gun
dealer. REYNOLDS DOUBLE DUCK CALLS
entirely new; Sounds at each end ; Two calls in
one. Price $1.00 eac'\ Write for circulars.

J. W. REYNOLDS, Mfr., 68 S. Morgan St., Chicago.
Sold in Canada by Sporting Goods Dealers.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod ind Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
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Don't Worry About the Rain

!

or the snow or sleet of good wildfowjing
weather, or the twigs and rushes of the duck
blind, or the drifting sand of the goqse
pit—nothing can get into the action of a

Marftn
RepeatingSJiotgi

The fflar/ir* shotguns shoot hard and close Sind

are built with an eye to overcofning weaknesses o( tj}|[

average "pump" gun. The* breech is complet

closed in by the bolt and the top of the breech blocl?

is solid, so that no snow, sleet, twigs or any foreign

objects can clog the action. This solid top pr

vents water from running down into the magaxiogf-
and swelling the shells one of the most aggravating -

things that can happen with a repeating shotgun.^,

"With one-third less parts than any other repeater, the*"
simplicity and strength of mechanism insures perfect""'
operation; double. extractors pull any shell: and uutomatiMri
.recoil safety lock removes all danger from hangsfijtes''

.making the 777ar//h the safest breechloadinp -ffttfT built.

Send to-day for our 1 36-page cata- ^77,^ 777^^7:^ TOmi^JtfLJL"*. 'f

log. describing the full Martin line.
S/r#&-77lS

Enclose 3 stamps for postage. I ,67 Willow St. NEW HAVEN. COWf

AUTOMATIC
FLEXIBLE JOINT

Disc No. 2 (attached to stem). Disc No. 1.

Both discs furnished with each Marble Sit ht.

The man who knows uses this sight ; because :

When not locked down, a simple spring in the hinge
joint instantly brings it into proper position, should it be
struck on front or back .

It can be used on all rifles with long firing bolts.

..— . The lower sleeve is a jam nut which
V prevents the elevation sleeve from turning and holds the disc stem rigid at any

elevation

Interchangeable discs allow change of aperature at will. The screw in bottom
of stem makes point-blank adjustment easy.

This sight,will suit all American rifles, but when ordering state whether or not rifle has pistol grip stock and
give calibre and model. Ask your dealer first. Price, only $3.00.

Marble's Game Getter Gun described in 1908 catalog. Out Aug. 1st. Its FREE.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO 101-129 Delta Avenue

WIZARD MAGNETO
Stationary Engines
well Runabouts.
Thousands in successful operation

Absolutely reliable and dur-
able. Make and break or——— Jump Spark for Marine and

Special Magneto for Ford and Max-
Try a * 'WIZARD" on your Engine.

HERCULES ELECTRIC CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Canadian Agents : CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO
Montreal Van&ouOer Winnipeg Toronto
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No. 10 $3.50
Sise of seat 16x1
Height of back from seat 23 in.

Height of arm from seat 9^ in.

No. 14 $5.00
19x19
26 in.

10 in.

No. 12 $4.00
18x17
24 in.

20 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furniture is sold
at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOUNGER'S WII^OW FURNITURE.
I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I guarantee strength and durability of

every article. As to BEAUTY of this furniture, it speaks for itself. The handsome set, illustrated above, sells for
$12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow. That means coolness and comfort. There-is
no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and unhealthy upholstered chair when you can buy
these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $ie.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs, Fancy
Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilist's Bakets, and numerous other articles. Special bas-
kets of any style made to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points. Send for catalog.

W. YOVNGER, 666 Yonge St., Toronto.

"Syntic"

Ignition Accessories

''Syntic" Coils. "Monarch" Car-

buretters. "Syntic" Plugs. "Exide"

Accumulators. "O. B. D." Air

Pumps, etc.
4 'Syntic" Timers.

'

' Pearson' ' Accumulators. "Syntic"

Terminals. "Phoebus" Search-

lights. "Spitfire" Plugs, etc.

Send your name and address for

Catalogue 468.

Canadian General Electric Company, Limited

Toronto. Montreal. Halifax. Ottawa. Winnipeg. Vancouver. Rossland

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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TbeWater

DAILY SERVICE
BETWEEN

Detroit and Buffalo
The D. A B. Line Steamers leave Detroit

week days at 5: 00 p. m., Sundays at 4: 00 p. m.
(central time) and from Buffalo daily at 5: 30

p. m. (eastern time) reaching their destin-

ation the next morning. Direct connections

with early morning trains. Superior ser-

vice and lowest rates between eastern and
western states.

RAIL TICKETS AVAILABLE
ON STEAMERS

All classes of tickets sold reading

via Michigan Central. Wabash and
Grand Trunk railways between
Detroit and Buffalo in either di-

rection will be accepted for trans-

portation on D. 4 B. Line Steamers.

Send two cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet and Map of Great Lakes.
Address, L. 0. Lewis, G.P.A., Detroit

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co.
PHILIP H. MCMILLAN, VICE-PRES. A. A. SCMANTZ, GEN. MGR

GOOD HEALTH!
DRINK

Bromo Mineral

0 The well known morning bracer.

X Sweetens a sour stomach.

Sold at all Hotels in Canada.

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

6 HOTEL GLASSWARE
t AND

? HOTEL SUPPLIES.
A

BROMO MINERAL CO.
86 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

2\ H. P., $ 70.00

4 h. P., 90.00

6 H.P., 110.00

Complete Outfits.

Send for Catalogue

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.

67 Bay /v., Hamilton, Can.

ENGINES OE QUALITY
Unexcelled, up-to-date, variable speed

Marine Motors
Easy to operate, reliable, powerful, durable.

2 and 4 cycle. 3, 5, 10 and 20 H. P.

MARINE POWER CO.
667 Walker Street. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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LOST!

is a

is an unpleasant word to the man be-

hind the gun at a trap shoot. Some-

times, it's the gun's fault, but not often, if the gun

PARKER
THE BEST EXAMPLE OF THE GUN BUILDER'S

ART IN AMERICA TO-DAY.

PARKER BROSN. Y. Salesrooms,
3? Wo.™, Qf SEND FOR ILLUSTRATEDWarren St. catalogue Meriden, Conn,

2-Cylinder, 1908 special horizontal opposed, 5x5 annular ball

bearings.
2-Cylinder, horizontal opposed, 5/4x5, annular ball bearings.
4-Cylinder, 1908 special vertical, 4 9-16 x 4, 4 9-16 x 5.

4-Cylinder, vertical, 5x5.
4-Cylinder, vertical, 5% x 6, also 6x6 and 7x6.

We also build to order 4-cylinder chassis

complete, and will be glad to furnish estim-

ates on application
Motors furnished complete on sub-frame with trans-

mission gear for any standard make of car or special car.

BRENNAN
Standard Motors

Fitted with Reversing Gear
and Clutch, Propellor, Shaft

Oiler and all Marine
Accessories

Built of materials of the Highest Grade,
by mechanics of the Highest Class.

Substantial, Practical, Serviceable, Free
from Vibration and Econcmical in use of

fuel. GUARANTEED FOR ONE
YEA R. WRITE FOR CATALOG.

Brennan Motor Manufacturing Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports m Canada.
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Here's

What
You've
Waited

For

TWO
CYCLE

OPEN

CRANK
CASE

Crank-case leakage with two-cycle engines and valve troubles with four-cycle

have come to be regarded as almost necessary evils.

Moore OPEN BASE construction eliminates both leakage and valves

A word to the Wise—"Send for Catalogue and Price lyist."

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY syracuIe^y.
8

' u. s. a.
Greater New York Representatives : TERRY EN SINE CO., Bryant Park Bldg., New York City.

"FUNDAMENTALS"
EVERY time you depart from true fundamental principles you lose—

lose the time and temper, suffer the wear and tear of working your
way back to base. Every perfection in mechanics is the result of

applying a " fundamental." But the man who applies it first gets a patent.
The other fellows have to rig up a " contrivance."

The best evidence of " fundamentals " is simplicity. The Lefever Shot
Gun has from 15 to 25 fewer parts than any other shot gun. Only three pieces
for firing, extracting and cocking. The Lefever is the climax of shot gun sim-
plicity—free from old-time mechanisms, complicated with "improvements."

Lefever Shot Gun
Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigidity and take-up unequalled in any other gun.
It tells about steel in these guns which is an honor to the names of Europe's great
steel makers—not a discredit. It also tells about taper boring and other things
you must know if you are to invest your money right. It is a catalogue
worth sending for.

LEFEVER ARMS GO.
20 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N . V .
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Distinctive New

Wall Papers

Never before have we had such an at-

tractive stock of New Wall Papers to
select from. The points of merit are
numerous, but originality of design, great
beauty of coloring and sinallness of price
are among the attractive 1'eai ures. They
are the latest productions of the leading
English, French, German and American
manufacturers, and with few exceptions
the patterns and colorings are confined
exclusively to ourselves.

Samples will be forxvarded free of
charge to any address.Please statefor
what room, color and price desired.

The W.J. Bolus Co., Limited

245 Yonce Street, TORONTO.

THE
William English Canoe Co,

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are Best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

& Miners
They are the

lightest boot on
the market, quali-
ty and material
considered. They
are made to fit

and wear. They
are practically
Waterpr oof—if

properly taken care of. There are
or anything to gall the feet. They
harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or

write for catalogue O.

Witchell-Scheill Company
DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturers in Sporting and Athletic Footwear.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR

New Catalog
ON-

Tackle

Guns and

Camping Goods.

Oldtown Canoes
15 and 16 feet

ThcH.H.KiffeCo.
52
N
5
,w
8^r

THE

Queen's Hotel
TORONTO,
CANADA

One of the largest and most comfortable hotels in

the Dominion of Canada, and, being adjacent to the
Lake, commands a splendid view of Toronto Bay and
Lake Ontario. It is well known as one of the coolest

houses in summer in Canada, and is elegantly furnished
throughout. Rooms en-suite, with bath rooms attached.
The Queen's has been "liberally patronized by royality

and nobility during their visits to Toronto, and among
those who have honored it with their patronage are :

His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Alexis of
Russia ; their Royal Highnesses, Prince Leopold,
Prince George, Princess Louise, and the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught; the Marquis of Lome; the Earl
and Countess of Dufferin; the Marquis and Marchioness
ofLansdowne; Lord and Lady Stanley, of Preston;
Earl and Countess of Aberdeen. The Queen's is

furnished with all the latest modern improvements.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

flcGaw & Winnett,
Proprietors.

Get One Now To Use On Your Vacation.

No. 79 AUTOMATIC Razor Stropper

Price $1.50 Each.

The GREATEST BOON to the man who shaves him-
self that has ever been invented. The majority of men
who do not shave themselves will testify that it is be-
cause of their inability to keep their razor sharp. This
PATENT STROP does away with this difficulty and
makes shaving a delight. Vou cannot round the razor's
edge. No other strop will sharpen both sides of the
blade so evenly and quickly.

Sent post paid on receipt of price $1.50 each
Use it five days and if not satisfactory return it and we

will refund your money.

U. J. ULERY CO., N 7 Warren St., New York City

BtO

Highest award at St. Louis World's Fair. Adopted by governments

U. 8. Canada ami England. 15 models to setect from. Otalogue Free.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO., Miamisburg, Ohio.

BSBS!|IIIBBBHBSBMH!ISSSBSSMSSB!!

1 , Korona Cameras
5 always represent the highest standard
S of camera quality. If carefully, ex-
S amined they will win your approbation
5 by their perfection in every detail and
S the many little features which give
S them their individuality. Koronas
S are famous for their lens equipments
S and they are sold at very reasonable

2 prices fitted with our

TURNER-REICH
S Convertible Anastigmat f. 6. 8.

The perfect American lens.

Send for Catalogue

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
798 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y.

n Bw

IB! .43
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j CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

{

( ii

.I

>

O/i f/ie Mississaga Canoe Trip.

Canoe Trips
!

U[E can tell you where to go for any kind of trip, long or
ft short. Tell us what you want and we will answer promptly.

Do You Want to KnovO Where to Hunt this Autumn?

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

Vfi/iesf snorl cance /Hp

brock js'nipg in {fe

fe1

>Sr oar dub Jo frttpe

Break lyfc J^lvE^

This is an exact

reproduction of a let-

ter written on birch

bark received in this

office on June 15th. It

speaks for itself.

Other good canoe

trips are the

Mississaga

Kipewa

Garden River

French River

Albany River

Kootenay

All information

will be sent if you

write.

A Letter We Like."

L. O. Armstrong,
Tourist Agent,

C. P. R. Offices, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE VERDICT OF THE WORLD
From the day they were put on the market and captured the Bronze Medal at the Toronto Fair, 1905, until

now there has been but one verdict about

CHESTNUT CANVAS COVERED CEDAR CANOES

Design and finish make them the strongest, finest and safest canoes the world ha* yet seen. Unrivalled
in durability, made of cedar with wide ribs placed close together and covered from bow to stern on the outside
with a seamless sheet of specially woven canvas not affected by the action of salt or fresh water, or any degree of
heat or cold. These canoes are different from and superior to all others. Write for descriptive catalogue.

THE CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited
YORK 8TREET,

Fredericton, IS. B. 728

Your fishing tackle outfit will not PAI I CD'C Attachable, Corrugated ElasticV^ULLLI\ O Rubber, Reeling and Rod Grip

A GRIP THAT IS A GRIP.
Will stretch to fit any steel or wood bait-casting rod

;

requires no glue or cement and can be placed on the
rod in three seconds; a solid comfort for the fisher-
man. Soft as a glove still it grips like a vice.
Sold by your dealers everywhere; if not send P. O.

order direct. (Red rubber 60c, gray rubber 50c) to

The CollerRubber Grip Co., Dept. 3, Cold water, Mich.

SHOOT
MULLERITE

THE PERFECT BULK SMOKELESS POWDER.

HARDEST GRAIN. HIGHEST VELOCITIES

DEEPEST PENETRATION

GUARANTEED SUPERIOR to ANY SMOKELESS POWDER
TRY IT LOAD FOR LOAD WITH ANY SMOKELESS

YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

SCHOVERLING BROS., Sole Agents
6 Read Street, New York City.

Your local dealer can supply any load you ttish; if not let us hear from you. A trial is our best argument

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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How I Helped to Make a Railway.

BY H. A. N

NO. 4

warm bright day in early June saw
me at the Railway Station from

which the surveying party that I

was to join as chainman was to start.

I walked up and down the platform

watching the crowds and soon saw some
of the boys who were to be my compan-
ions for the next

nine months.
W e naturally

got together and
had lots to say
to each other, all

being young and
in good spirits,

and some of us
"going in" for

the first time.

The chief was
hurrying about
from one to an-

other, making
sure that all

were on hand
and seeing to

the instruments,

provisions, lug-

gage and all the

various things
necessary to equip a party of twenty for

so many months in the distant wilds,

literally "back of beyond"
The big piles of "turkeys" or dunnage

bags on the tracks were very interesting
to me ; some of them were old and dirty,

and others, like my own, were most
painfully new andjclean, but that would
soon be remedied.

Before very long we were all aboard
and off for parts unknown. The next
day we were dropped off at a little

station, with only two houses, and went
a mile up the track to where our first

camp was pitched. Here we had supper,
and all tumbled into the big tent, and

slept, as we
could find room,
rolled in our
blankets.

Nextdayafter
dinner of bacon
and dried pota-
toes and tea we
loaded the can-
oes and started.

We had seven
big Peterboro'

canoes about
sixteen feet
long, broad and
deep in propor-
tion, a heavy
enough load,

even for two
men, to carry

over some
places.

For a couple of hours we paddled up a
small creek, very winding and narrow,
with scarcely room for a canoe to pass,

owing to the thick growth of weeds
and rushes. Then we crossed a small

lake and came to our first portage, a very
short one, luckily, as it was very rough
and we were new at the work.

Another short paddle brought us to the

MOVING CAMP WAS RATHER A SERIOUS
BUSINESS.
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next portage which was over steep clay

banks with fallen trees across the trail,

making it a tiresome job to carry the

tents, bags and grub. Then rain came on,

so we hastily pitched the tents, got sup-

per, and turned in. Next day, being
Sunday, we brought the canoes over and
floated round in them fishing for pike

and pickerel, which were so keen to be
caught, they would almost jump at a bare
hook.
Monday morning we were up at four

o'clock, soon finished breakfast, and
started for a long paddle of twenty miles

against a north wind, which made such
waves that we were all soaked through.
We landed late in the afternoon, and
though we were all tired out, the chief

insisted upon our starting the portage,
which is said to be five miles, but is really

seven or more.
First came a mile and a halt of swamp,

where we had to wade knee deep in

water with oozesoakngthrough and work-
ing over boots and socks. Now and then
we stooped down and drank the water
we were wading through, fortunately

suffering no bad effects.

Here two of the fellows, who were
carrying bags of sugar slipped off the

logs and fell in up to their waists. An-
other carrying sugar on a second trip

that evening got so disgusted that he
dropped it into the water and left it till

morning when it was good and wet and
weighed twice as mnch, and his coat
was covered with icing for weeks after.

The chief himself came to grief, slip-

ping into a nice deep mud hole, where he
stack up to his waist, and had to wait
till he was helped out. The rest of the

portage was dry land, with logs to jump
sometimes, and in one place very steep
rocks to climb over.

There was at the highest point, always
a breeze blowing and we had a most
glorious view of the country for many
miles, showing the winding of the river

among the dense woods and the shimmer
of a little lake.

It took a week to make the whole por-
tage ; the work was just "pack," "pack,"
"pack," till my shoulders were sore and
feet ditto, with jumping from log to log,

carrying a pack of from fifty to one hun-
dred pounds on my back supported by a

"tump line" which passed over my head.
A few weeks later when moving camp we
could pack a hundred and ten pound load
six miles and think little of it.

During this week's portage we had our
first taste of black flies and mosquitoes,
or rather to be strictly correct, they had
their first taste of us, and seemed to

enjoy the flavor, for we had them con-
stantly after this till the beginning of

September. The black flies are very
small and make no noise, but quietly bite

a piece out of one's "fair flesh;" that

gives no pain, but leaves one's face and
neck streaming with blood ; the mosqui-
toes are a fine breed, they charge down
upon you and have their "stingers'' in

before their feet touch you—and you
know it, for they leave big lumps which
itch and sting for days, borne of them
sing and some do not, but there's not
much to choose between them.

Another torment is the tiny sand fly,

the size of a very small pin's head ; its

bite is just like a hot spark lighting on
the flesh ; and last, but not least, is the

deer fly, which is very much like a big

horse fly. It gives a sharp bite; almost
like a wasp's sting and seems to leave

no poison behind. At night we made
smudges of birch bark and moss prefer-

ring the chance of suffocation to being

eaten alive.

While we were camped on the long por-

tage, some of the boys went ahead to

the lake for a swim and saw a big moose;
shot at it twice but it got away from
them though wounded, their rifle being
not of heavy enough calibre for big game
so we had no venison for Sunday dinner.

We left this horrible five mile portage
behind at last, all convinced that it was
seven miles at least and got into our
canoes again much to our delight, and
paddled twenty miles along the lake to

the next portage.

Our order of going was this :— The
Indian guides went in the fisrt canoe,

then came the largest of the others

(nicknamed the Great Eastern) in which
I had my place ; then the other six, one
after the other. Each crew had orders

not to lose sight cf the canoe in front of

it ; this was easy enough on the lake,

but not so easy going down the small

streams with their many sudden turns.
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I say "down" for by this time all the

streams were running* the "wrong* way"
—north instead of south, and flowing into

Hudson Bay.

Another portage passed, in which my
ink bottle got spilt among my clothes.

Dunnage bags are rather hard on one's

clothes for several reasons, though
they are the most convenient kind of

trunk to carry. Just here I might say

that most of the boys were very suitably

dressed for the sort of life we were to

lead ; some of us had rather too many
things and some had too few, but all

got pretty even
before many
months had pas-

sed. One young
tellow came in

looking as if he
had just come
from a summer
resort, and for a

time he even ap-

peared on Sun-
day with a white
collar, but he did

not keep that up
long, and by de-

grees he sold or

traded his cloth-

es with the dif-

ferent boys un-
til he had about
the best outfit of

the party. It is

astonishing how
few things one
can do with, in

the hot weather
especially, so long as he has lots of socks,

and good thick ones too.

Another stiff paddle brought us to a

steep, swift rapid, very short and soon
over, but exciting enough while it lasted.

The Indian's canoe and the mail canoe
were too light to stand it, so they were
portaged, and the Indians ran the rapids

in each of the others in turn. This was
my first experience of running a rapid

and my heart went into my throat as our
canoe began to go faster aud faster, and
we went down the first of what looked
like three huge waves. Shooting up into

the air off the first and landing with a
crash on the top of the second, that made

THE CHIEF AND HIS TENT.

the canoe tremble and sent up sheets of

spray ; down we went, and in less time
than it takes to tell it we were in the

chopping waves at the foot of the rapid,

and were soon ashore waiting for the
others, and getting the rest of the load
carried over, for the canoes had to be
lightened of about half their load to let

them go down.
Three days more of paddling, in which

we ran many rapids and had a number of
short portages, brought us to "The
Luie" where our actual work began.
Here a "cache" had been built :—

a

little log house
where two men
were in charge
of supplies stor-

ed there for the

use of the parties

as they needed
them.
Having settled

our camp, we
made a "flying
camp" three
miles east, tak-

ing only our
blanket and
diaries, and two
miles beyond
that the Chief
put in his "hub"
at "zero," this

being the start-

ing point of the
line in our Dis-
trict.

Some of our
party did not

like the situation of our flying camp, for
quite near us was a lonely grave, beside
a little stream, which made us all realize
how far from home we were and recalled
the couplet in Mrs. Heman's "Graves of
a Household :"

"One neath the forests of the west,
By a dark stream is laid,

The Indian knows his place of rest.

Far in the cedar's shade"

The grave was marked with a wooden
cross and around it was a sort of fence,
made of the ribs of his canoe, for the
poor fellow had been drowned crossing a
small lake, taking dinner to the men out
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on the line, as he was cookee of the

party. This was about a year before,

and his mates buried him here wrapped
in the birch bark of which the canoe was
made ; a fitting coffin for a Canadian
Voyageur.

From this we worked west, day after

day and week after week, in rain and
shine

;
through heat and flies and frost

and snow, and other drawbacks such as

wasps, which were very numerous and at-

tentive. What these insects live on it is

hard to say, for there are no flowers nor
fruits and not enough human beings to

maka it worth while for them to wai
there for the
pleasure of

stinging those

who do venture

to visit those re-

gions.

As we worked
each day the axe-

men went ahead
and cut down
trees on line.

Then came the

transit, level and
chain, with the

men in charge
of them. Tom
and I chained

and we had to

go straight a-

head through
everything and
over everything,

no matter what
was in the way.
Sometimes i t

was moss, deep
and soaking wet, in which we would sink

to knees or waist : sometimes cedar-

swamp, so thick we couldn't see three

feet ahead ; or again, we would have to

cross a little river with perpendicular

rocky banks, and down one side, one of

us would go and drag the chain through

three feet of water, and up the other

side, hanging on by toes and fingers the

best way he could, the other following

when the distance was marked.
One day there was quite an excitement;

for an axeman, who was cutting a

"bench-mark," got his foot badly cut by

the axe glancing off the tree. A tour-

niquet was quickly made to stop the

bleeding and then we took turns carrying

him about three miles to camp on our
backs with a tump line, like a bag of

flour, a pretty heavy load, but not half as

bad as carrying a canoe.

If it were not for accidents that hap-
pen, there would be hardly any need ot

the medicine chest, which is always a

feature of the party's outfit, for nobody
is ever ill, in spite of the exposure, wet
feet and bad water.

One day we moved camp three miles

and in making my second trip with two
dunnage bags on my back I stepped

straight into a
wasps' nest
which was in the

middle of the

trail ; this na-

turally infuriat-

ed the little pests

and I got seven
stings and felt

lucky to get off

with no more.
Moving camp

was rather a

serious b u s i -

ness; everything
was packed the

night before, ex-

cept our blank-

ets and early

next morning
they were rolled

up, tents struck

and packed and
after a hasty

breakfast the
move began. Our

moves were from three to seven miles

and necessitated two trips for all hands
and three for some ; and when over

three miles they occupied two days.

Each man was supposed to take a fair

load up to one hundred pounds or a little

over, according to the kind of thing he

had to carry ; if it happened to be dish-

pans and kitchen stuff we only wanted
about ten pounds and thought that bad

enough, for one hundred pounds of flour

was really an easier load. Our cook was
a man with a long head : he staggered
along with his burden like the others and

sat down occasionally to rest when the
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others did, but once when we all took up
our loads atter a rest he seemed to have
trouble in getting his on his back, so I

put out my hand to help him and found
that his pack was very light and it turned
out that it was merely his eider-down
sleeping bag rolled up loosely so as to

look bulky, and the whole thing weighed
about fifteen pounds ; a fellow that shirks
his fair share of the work never gains by
it in the end. The cook tent was always
the first up, as it served for dining room,
and we were more than ready for dinner
about six o'clock, after a hard day's work
and a light lunch at noon.
One day in returning to camp from

our da)'s work
we had to cros;>

a rapid stream,
known as the

Skunk River. It

was forty feet

wide ; the water
clear and spark-
ling and the

banks steep and
well wooded,
making acharm-
ing bit of scen-
ery. We felled a
small tree so
that the upper
end rested on a

rock in the mid-
dleofthestream,
and from there
to the other side

another small
tree completed
the bridge which
provided rather

uncertain foot-

ing as it rolled slightly and sprung as we
stepped on it, one at a time. It was in

the middle of a series of falls and on the
brink of one of them, where the slightest
slip would have been fatal ; but we all

crossed safely, including three dogs which
followed us everywhere, and we had a
good scramble up the opposite bank to

gain the top.

One night, just as we got into camp,
a man came running in from the opposite
side shouting "Bush fire; we need men,"
so out we went. My feet were very tired
but I ''followed the merry crowd" and

PACKING OUR STOVE.

we found the fire about a mile and a half

west, with a wind blowing from that

direction straight to the camp.
The fire was started by some of the

boys who had gone ahead to clear a

trail, burning a wasp's nest. They put

the fire out all right, but a spark must
have blown to one side, for the woods
took fire and went like tinder. The
flames leaped vith a roar from tree to

tree and spread very quickly. All we
could do was to cut down the trees and
beat out the flames to keep it from spread-

ing. One of the boys got nearly killed

by a falling tree. Then when at last it

was under control we dare not leave it,

so a lew stayed

to watch it wnile

the rest of us

got our supper,

after which Bill

and I went back
to watch all

night, taking a

shovel and a pail

of provisions,

and my rifle with

which tc give an
alarm ifwe need-

ed help. All

through the
night we watch-
ed and dug a
trench to pre-

ventthe fire run-

ning along the

ground in the

bed of dry moss
and black muck.
At seven in the

morning w e

were relieved

and joyfully returned to camp to a good
breakfast and to bed for a long sleep.

The work was much the same, week
after week and month after month, but

as the autumn came on and the days
were shorter we were glad to spend our
evenings in the tent and keep up fires

just outside the tent doors ; we generally

used logs about twelve feet long and
they would keep burning most of the

night. We used to sit round and sing

songs, tell stories or play cards or chess

till it was time to turn in.

A little later in the season we were
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provided with large square tents, instead

of the small bell tents we had been
using- through the summer. There were
six fellows in each tent and the furniture

consisted of a small stove and its pile of

wood ; our beds, which were piles of
nicely laid spruce boughs covered with
tarpaulins and blankets ; our dunnage
bags ; the wash-stand—(a cedar board
supported on stakes) with two tin wash
basins ; and an improvised close horse,

with light bars, near the stove, which
was adorned every night with socks get-

ting dry for the next day. Each fellow

wore about five pairs under his moccasins
in the winter, so they made a goodly
array to hang up.

The best thing to sleep in, is a blanket
that the Indians make of rabbit skins

;

it is very warm and yet light. They cut

the skins into strips about three-quarters

of an inch wide and as these dry they
curl up so that the skin is not seen and
the fur is on each side. The strips are

then interwoven and make a most com-
fortable blanket ; it looks like a smooth
piece of fur, but it is so loosely woven
that you can put your fingers through it

anywhere and it is very pretty ; the only

drawback being that the hairs come off

on your clothes, but that does not matter
much.

It was cold work washing those winter
mornings, and very cold holding the

chain out on the line, when the mercury
dropped to twenty-five and fifty below
zero ; still the work went on through
snow and ice and we had got far to the

west of our section when I met with an
accident and was not able to work any
more, but had to wait for the next mail

to get out.

This was some weeks later, for the

distance out to the Railway was two
hundred miles and the trail had long been
too much frozen for canoes and not firm

enough for the dog-teams used in winter;

but one fine day the two mail men arrived

on show shoes with their two toboggans
each drawn by five dogs and loaded with

letters, papers and parcels for all the crowd
who eagerly gathered at the chief's tent

to get news from home and friends, and
find out what had been taking place In

the world from which we had been so
completely cut off since the last mail,
two months before.

After resting at the camp a few days
the mail-men packed their toboggans
with letters and packages and harnessed
the dogs ready for the return trip, so I

gathered up the few things I had left, for

I had sold or given away everything I

did not need to take out, said good bye
to all the fellows and started off for our
long tramp in to the Railway.

I walked eighty-five weary miles be-

fore getting a chance to get snow-shoes
;

then we came to a Hudson Bay Post
where I bought a pair, and after that it

was easier to get on, though in some
places, where we had to cross lakes there

was deep slush over thin ice, which made
the walking hard ; several times our
snowshoes went through the ice. One
lake that we expected to walk over we
found to be operf water, so we had to

camp and send back to the nearest trad-

ing post for canoes. There seem to be
warm springs in some of these lakes which
keep them from freezing over until late

in the winter, notwithstanding the ex-

tremely low temperature.
Our journey occupied eight days, rest-

ing at the Trading Post one day, and
another day walking only five miles ow-
ing to the difficulties of the trail.

When at last we heard a distant whistle,

it sounded like music in my ears, for I

recognized the screech of a locomotive.
But we walked eighteen miles more be-

fore we reached the station, for the air

was so still that the sound travelled a

great distance.

It was good to step on to the next
train that came along and see all the

people and get a square meal at the

dining-car and feel that I was speeding
towards home, where in due time I arriv-

ed and was warmly welcomed.
I found my experiences on my return

very pleasant, much as I had enjoyed the

life in the wilds forafterall "East, West,
Home's best."



A Mighty Hunter and His Dogs.

IHREE hundred bears, seventy-five

cougars and lynx and hundreds
of small fur bearing animals have

fallen before Tom Hopper's rifle and his

pack of fox -^n^^Ms^^
hounds,
and it is

concede d
by sports-

men that

the veteran

f r on tiers

man and
pi o n e e r

has killed

more big

game dur-

ing
J t h e

last quar-

ter of a

century
than any
other man
in the Paci-

fic North
West.
Hopper's
home is at

215 Colfax
S t e e et,

Spokane,
Wash., but
he passes
most of his

time in the

hills in

eastern
Washing-
ton, north-
ern Idaho
and south
eastern
British Columbia, where he has camps
for the entertainment of his friends on
big game expeditions.

Hopper is arranging to make a trip

into the mountains next fall, when
he will be accompanied by sportsmen
from New York, Philadelphia, Boston
and Spokane. They will take with them

the pack of hounds, shown in the accom-
panying photograph, taken by Frank
Palmer. The dogs are, reading from top
right to left :

TOM HOPPER AND HIS FOX HOUNDS.

Local Option, Spotty, two years old;

Kentucky, fox hound, registered and
pedigreed, got fine bear on a recent trip

up the St. Marie's River in northern
Idaho ; Pete, half bred Airedale and fox

hound, five years old, shows scars of
encounters with bruin

;
Grover, Jack,

Shamrock, Bridget and Jumbo, half breed
greyhound and half stag hound.



A Manitoban Collection of Native Wild Fowl.

BY R M. MATHESON.

3- i

WILD FOWL AT EXHIBITION PARK, BRANDON, MAN. SNOW AND WHITEFRONTED
GEESE AND MALLARD DUCKS.

D|HE Western Agricultural and Arts
Association, of Manitoba, under
whose management is held the

great inter-Provincial fair at Brandon,
have acquired a park of considerable di-

mensions for use as fair grounds. The
park, it has been determined to make of

service all the year round, and for that

purpose a collection of native wild fowl

has been secured and is proving of inter-

est not merely to the people of the neigh-

borhood but also to the Province and
even the Dominion

At present the collection includes

twenty-eight wild geese, comprising five

different varieties, namely : Canada,
Hutchins, Snow, Whitefronted, and Bar-

nacle. The latter variety are rare, and
the possession of a fine pa'r by the Asso-
ciation is due to the generosity of Dr.

Tomalin, of Deloraine.

In the spring of last year a trio of mal-
lard ducks were imported from Ontario.

They have made themselves so much at

home in the park and proved so prolific that

today the Association possesses a couple

of dozen real beauties. At present they

have only four kinds of wild ducks, viz.

:

Mallard, Pin-tail, Black and Shoveller,

though with the interest aroused they

hope to have at least a dozen different

kinds before the summer has passed. The
mallards are strongly in evidence and at

the time of writing are laying eggs with

an industry that promises to increase the

duck population of the park very consid-

erably.

The committee in charge are enthusi-

astic bird men and are working with a

will to make the collection the most in-

teresting from a naturalist's point of view,

to be found on the continent.

They are much encouraged by the suc-

cess accomplished in the two short years

during which time the work has been in

progress and they aim at nothing less

than a representative of every variety of

wild geese to be found in Canada.



WILD FOWL AT EXHIBITION PARK BRANDON, MAN. BARNACLE, SNOW AND CANADA GEESE
WITH MALLARD DUCKS AND AUSTRALIAN SWAN IN THE FOREGROUND.

WILD FOWL AT EXHIBITION PARK, BRANDON, MAN. BARNACLE AND
SNOW GEESE AND MALLARD DUCKS.

All the geese and ducks are happily
settled on a small lakelet within the Ex-
hibition Park and the lakelet is one of
the greatest attractions of the locality.

A fine pair of Canada geese have ta-

ken possession of a tiny islet and have
set up house keeping. A full brood of

goslings were brought out and these are

now enjoying life on the lake.

The work of collecting, propagating and
exhibiting has proved of great interest in

all its phases and with the increase in the
collection will come wider interest still.

The members of the Association are to

be highly commended for the public spirit

thus shown.



It's Not All of Hunting to Hunt.

BY PEN.

BHE above caption is sufficiently

trite, and my only excuse for using
it, is that when you have finished

reading this you will retain the impres-

sion that I thoroughly enjoyed myself,

notwithstanding the results.

Jim had said "bring your hip boots,"

so I knew we would go to some damp
places where congregate snipe, and other

things. We were going to Lawrence-

town and later, Cole Harbour, and the

description of the quantity of game that

could be brought to grass, or water, as

the case happened, partook of autumn
sunsets, and gave me blissful dreams of

frequent 'doubles' with never a miss.

The four of us started with a good
natured horse, the day glorious, our hopes

high, the bait bottle—that is, the ammuni-
tion bottle, full, and the best of spirits.

Two of us only were of the sex that snoots;

the others just came along. We passed

heaps of landscapes worthy of notice, and
when I would mention it to Jim, he would
look at me vaguely and murmur "yes, oh
yes, "and then return his gaze to its orig-

inal object. You see Jim hadn't been

married long enough to take much inter-

est in a brilliant spot of red foliage against

the blue background of a sunny lake.

His wife was one of those "that just

came along," and my remarks were mer-
ely vacuous attempts to show that I was
entirely absorbed in casual red spots

against blue backgrounds and was totally

oblivous of an entertaining conversation

which was "Cherokee" to me. I know
they were appreciative, because they

never once broke in on my absorption.

My partner, as it were, and I, were
not very brilliant to each other after she

had asked me if thev "picked cranberries

from that kind of tree," pointing to a

large oak. As the novelists say, I with-

drew within myself.

We arrived in sight of Bill's house in

a few hours and were cheered by a sight

of Bill silhouetted against the sky, pulling

on a shirt. I wondered if he knew we
were coming. He came off the silhou-

ette to greet us heartily, and observed

we "should have started earlier." I knew
then that no matter how well or ill he
was versed in shootcraft, he knew lots

about horsecraft. I solemnly shook hands
with him, and helped carry our impedi-

menta into the house. There his wife

made the ladies welcome and comfortable,

while we prepared to go on the marsh at

once.

We went. When we arrived at the
edge of where I thought we were going
to take a long farewell of each other, Jim
halted and said, "Look here Bill, my
friend has never been here before and
don't know what we can put up in the

way of a snipe game. Now, I want you
to give him the best shots and take him
to the best places." Then, turning to

me he said, "that marsh right in front of

you has snipe in it, not by hundreds old

man, but by thousands — thousands :

Never saw anything like it in my life !"

It was kind of Jim to so instruct Bill,

but between the grateful appreciation of

his friendship,induced bv the instructions,

and the exhilaration of anticipation in-

duced by his remarks to me, there was a

nervous, indefinable feeling of distress

and disappointment, induced by the fact

that I had brought less than a hundred
cartridges. True, the load I already

carried caused me to walk bow-legged
and round shouldered ; but thousands of

snipe ! and a poor day for them too. I'll

know better next time, I thought, and I

do !

Bill put in the spaniel and we started

to follow. I was instructed to carefully

step crosswise on the reeds and rushes,

which I did for fourteen steps, then as

there were no more reeds and rushes,

and I was looking for thousands of snipe,

I just stepped. I was about to tell Jim
where to find my insurance policy when
I struck bottom. Bill told me that wasn't

the right way to go, so I didn't go that

way any more. I was glad I had brought
my hip boots, for thev really are pic-

turesque. Besides, when the water in

them gets warmed up by the feet, one
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don't mind the rest of the marsh trying

to get in.

The smell of that part of the marsh
stirred up by me was awful ; but your
true hunter doesn't mind even that, so I

trudged on, keeping a keen eye on the

alert for thousands of snipe. Once I saw
the dog passing an openingwith his stump
of a tail wiggling violently, and then I

was sure he had struck a scent too. I at

once felt the usual pleasant anticipatory

excitement and stepped into another mess
of something, nearly biting through my
tongue when I touched bottom.

I should here describe the beauties of

the low lying landscape, the tall reeds

and rushes reflected in the stilly waters,

but, when they at last dragged me out

on a piece of spongy something that pass-

ed current for land, I didn't notice them.

I asked, as calmly as my short breath

would allow, if any birds had escaped,

but they did not answer.

Finally, Bill said he was sure they

were feeding "over there" and as I was to

have the best places, he said "come on."

I shut my teeth down hard, put a hand-
ful of water and stuff from my pocket
back into the marsh, and went. The next
half hour I won't have to try to remem-
ber. I put in some pretty hard work and
I am glad that no snipe saw me. Even
if it is only a snipe, I should like to re-

tain its respect. I saw nothing but vis-

ions of rest, and oh, how sweet they
were ! We held a consultation at the

end of the half hour, and I persuaded
my friends, that through psyschic force,

the birds were made aware of my coming,
and had promptly gone to Labrador or

Texas. "Then," said Bill, "we'll try the

ducks ; I'll show you sport there."

I braced right up with new life. I

couldn't take a long breath because I

didn't like the smell, but we soon got
out of that.

Arriving at the house we made some
changes and one of us took a lingering
farewell. In the course of time we reach-
ed the shore of a vast harbour, dotted
with islands of reeds or alders and seem-
ing to extend to the horizon. An im-
mense stillness surrounded us, and the
only movement was the glittering flash

of the setting sun on the sides of myriads

of small fish darting about the surface

of the waters.

Bill rowed the punt til lmy back began
to ache, and I wondered why he didn't

take a short cut, for he was curving

about in the most erratic manner. He
told me later he was following the

channel. I believed him because I still

had a lot of confidence in Bill. But I

didn't see any channel.

Eventually he came to some real land

where grew a row of alders. "There," he
said, "is the best place to shoot on the

harbour, and I'm going to put you there.

I'll put out the decoys and you get behind

that bush. We'll go over there, and come
back after it gets too dark to shoot. Just

let the ducks you kill lay around and
we'll gather 'em up when we get here."

They put out five wooden ducks tied to

a string, and then disappeared in the dis-

tance behind the reeds.

I made myself as comfortable as I could,

crouching low behind the alder bush, lit

a pipe and watched. My gun was ready

to instantly pop over any misguided lowl

that came my way, and I began to dream
again of doubles and huge game birds. I

remained in this position about half an
hour, one leg gone asleep and the other

accumulating a varied assortment of

cramps. I won't say anything about
what I thought of the mosquitoes, be-

cause the editor wouldn't print it. I arose

with a deep groan, and the result raised

my hair clear through my cap. The most
startling slaps and splashes rang out on
the still air, produced by numbers of

muskrats feeding along the edge of the

water.

I said some 'things' to them and crou-

ched some more. I remained in this posi-

tion till it was too dark to see the decoys,
about twenty yards off, and rose wearily,

this time with a sigh. I leaned on the
gun and wondered if the ducks by any
chance had intercepted that psychic mes-
sage to the snipe, and had likewise gone
to Labrador or Texas, when, on my honor,
I heard, coming from clear across the

other side of the water, a chorus of quacks,
for all the world like a decisive laugh.

A few minutes later Jim and Bill re-

turned with the dog, the latter promptly
gobbling my only sandwich, left by me
on a hummock for safe keeoing.
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They had no ducks : hadn't seen any,

and didn't understand it. Bill remarked
that one of us was a Jonah, and looked
at me suspiciously. I disclaimed any
affinity with that maligned prophet, and
assured him that I had often seen heaps
of ducks. But I did not tell him that it

was in the market.

We returned through a black fog, and
here Bill exhibited his great skill in pilot-

ing us to the exact point from which we
departed.

,0k ,

We reached our own homes f about
midnight, satisfied with a pleasant outing,

and agreed on the sentiment expressed in

the heading of this article.

The Temple.

BY VIRNA SHEARD.

INTER the temple beautiful ! The house not made with hands I

Rain—washed and green, wind—swept and clean
1 Beneath the blue it stands,

And no Cathedral anywhere
Seemeth so holy, or so fair.

It hath no heavy gabled root, no door with lock and key,

No window bars shut out the stars

—

The aisles are wide and free

—

Here through the night each altar light

Is just a moon-beam, silver—white.

Silently as the temple grew at Solomon's command,
Still as things seem within a dream

This rose from out the land :

And all the pillars, grey, and high,

Lifted their arches to the sky.

Here is the perfume of the leaves, the incense of the pines,

—

The magic scent that hath been pent

Within the tangled vines :

—

No censor filled with spices rare.

E'er swung such sweetness on the air.

And all the golden gloom of it holdeth no haunting fear,

For it is blessed and giveth rest

To those who enter here,

—

Here in the evening —who can know
But God Himself walks to and fro.

—

And music past all mastering within the chancel rings,

—

None could desire a sweeter choir

Than this—that soars and sings,

Till far the scented shadows creep,

—

And quiet darkness bringeth sleep.



Fishing Around Montreal.

THERE is hardly a city on the contin-

ent which is so advantageously sit-

uated for the angling enthusiast as

Montreal- Not only may practically every

game fish to be found in North America
be caught within an hour or two's ride

from the heart ot the city, but all the

more important varieties are to be found in

such abundance as to attract to this region

anglers from far and near. Within a day's

journey east of Montreal, the clear streams

that flow into the St. Lawrence provide

in the early summer the finest salmon fish-

ing in the world, and many of the weal-

thiest men in the United States make an

annual pilgriminage thither to take part

in the sport.

is undoubtedly the favorite, for once-

hooked it will put up a fight that for

sheer desperate energy is perhaps un-

equalled by any other fish of its weight

—

'Makin' you sweat till you shirt is wet,

And sorry you're comin' dere,'

as the late Dr. Drummond says in one of

his poems.

The black bass inhabits the open water
along the south shore of the lake, and in

particular around the mouth of the Chat-
teaguay river, but many fishermen say
that the Chateaguay river itself,above the

village, is the best place to find bass at

home. It can be caught by trolling with
a spoon or artificial minnow, or with

BASS FISHING, ST. ANNE DE BELLEVUE, IN THE OTTAWA RIVER.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM.

The superb Laurentian country immedi-
ately to the north of Montreal, with its

innumerable lakes and creeks, is the home
of almost every variety of trout, from the

lovely little brook trout to the giant grey
trout of the lakes. And all around Montreal
the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers, with
their numerous tributaries, offers some of

the finest coarse fishing that anyone
could wish for.

Leaving aside the fishing to be had
along the harbor front—where the river-

side dwellers often get fair catches of
pike and other fish—the most popular
local fishing waters are undoubtedly those
of Lake St. Louis. The fish to be caught
there are the black bass, rock bass, pike,

perch and dore. Of these the black bass

natural minnows, worms or grasshoppers.
It will also take the artificial fly. The
bass usually run from three-quarters of a
pound up to two or three pounds in

weight, and are sometimes four or even
five pounds.
The yellow perch is almost always

to be found in the neighborhood of bass,

and may be taken at times in great quan-
tities with worm or minnow. Isaac

Walton used to think a great deal of the

perch and with reason, for it is not only

a good pan fish but in England it is a
very vigorous fighter. The variety to be
found in Canadian waters is more slender

and while of the same color, namely yel-

low, with dark bars, is utterly lacking in

the vim and fight of the English kind..
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Still, a bit ot perch fishingis not to be depis-

ed—especially when bass are not biting.

Swift, clear water over gravel or rock
is the place to find the rock
bass—a favorite with the youthful sports-

man as it bites well. The rock bass is

much smaller than the black variety. It

is olive green with brassy tints, and some-
times confounded with that other favorite

of the sporting youth— the sunfish or

pumpkin-seed as some call it.

Trolling for pike with a spoon, or still-

fishing with a small fish bait, in five or

six feet of water, near weeds, provides

good sport in various parts of the Chate-
auguay river and Lake St. Louis. The
pike that

are usually

taken on a J
line vary
from one
pound and a
half to four

or five
pounds, but

they have
been taken

up to twen-
ty or even
t h i r t y
pounds i n

weight.
Theirgrow-
th i s very

rapid When
one year old

they are
from eight

to ten inch-

es in length;

2 years, 12

to 15: 3yrs.

18 to 25.

The dore feeds on the same food as the

pike. That is to say it takes a little of

everything and may therefore be caught
with the same bait. Usually however the

dore takes the bait at the bottom, but it

will sometimes rise to the lure in shallow
water. In appearance it is much like a
large perch, with the same coloring and
markings. It also has some resemblance
in shape to tbe pike, and indeed it is

often called pike-perch. In the United
States it is called the wall-eyed pike,

while the fish we know as the pike is

BASS FISHING ON ISLE PERROT, NEAR ANNE DE BELLEVUE

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM.

calle d the pickerel. Dore usually run
from two to six pounds in weight. It has
a spinous fin on its back like a perch,
and fishermen should be careful not to

get their hands pricked with this, as it

often causes blood-poisoning. It is an
excellent food fish.

There is another kind of fishing to be
had in Lake St. Louis that at one time
provided most exciting sport, and that is

fishing for the great lake sturgeon. This
fish formerly abounded in the St. Law-
rence, and is even now very far from be-

ing extinct in the local waters. It grows
to as much as five or six feet long and
one hundred and fifty pounds in weight.

The writer

last year
saw a fish

quite five

feet in
length jump
out of the

water on
Lake St.

Louis, and
was told
by one of

the Caugh-
naway In-

dians that it

was a stur-

geon. This
fish has a
long snout,

with a

small suck-

ing mouth
underneath.

It is prim-

arily a bot-

tom feeder,

not incon-but small fishes constitute a

siderable portion of its food.

The principal method of catching stur-

geon is by spearing it. By this means,
immense quantities have been taken in

the shallow water at the foot of various

rapids around Montreal. The best place

to find sturgeon is at the famous fishing-

place known as 'Le Buison,' above Beau-

harnois. The sturgeon gather in shoals

at sunset in the shallow water extending

from the rapids towards He Ronde, and

are speared by the local fishermen, who
are extremely expert in this art. The
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sturgeon is sometimes, but not often, taken

on a night-line baited with a bit of fat

pork or other meat.

Talking of big fish brings one in-

evitably to the maskinonge fishing, which

is better around Montreal, it is consider-

ed, than in any other place. The mask-
inonge which belongs to the pike family,

but is much heavier and more voracious,

is known as'the prince

of game fish' and al-

so as 'the fresh water
wolf.' Handsome,
both in shape and
color, its body seems
formed in equal de-

gree for strength and
agility, and a bolder

biter or more endur-
ing fighter does not

exist in all America's
fresh water seas. This
grand fish is almost
exclusively taken with

a spoon, or other ar-

tificial bait, and from
its habit of lurking

among or in the im-
mediate vicinity of

the weed beds, it is

seldom taken in the

nets by professional

fishermen.

The maskinonge is

caught in most parts

of the St. Lawrence
river, but its favorite

habitat seems to be in

the vicinity of Ste.

Anne d e Bellevue,

within twenty miles
of the city. The mas-
kinonge grounds ly-

ing something like

seven miles below the
village of Ste. Anne's,
and within easy access of the latter, are

believed to be the very best in Canadian
waters. Last year the record fish taken
at this place tipped the scales at fifty sev-

en pounds.
There are two other fish very frequent-

ly met with by the local angler, and these
are the sucker, which most people can
readily recognize, whether they are ang-
lers or not. and the bull-pout, which

47^ LB MASKINGONGE CAUGHT NEAR ST.

ANNE DE BELLEVUE. GRAND TRUNK

RAILWAY SYSTEM.

many detest. Both these fish are to be
found in almost every locality in the prov-
ince. They are in the clear trout streams
and lakes of the mountains, as well as in

the ponds and lakes and more sluggish
streams of the lowlands. The bull-pout
is a particularly ugly fish with a green
skin an extremely broad head, and a
fleshy mouth, enormous in proportion to

its body, and made
still uglier by 'horns'.

Nevertheless, many
country people think
a good deal of the
bull-pout, for it can
always be readily
caught by bottom-
fishing with almost
any kind of bait, from
worms, or a bit of
liver to a piece of a
tomato can. When
it is skinned and
cooked the flesh is

very white and said
to be extremely pala-
table. The 'habitants'

are very fond of bull-

pout, or barbotte, as
they call it. They
catch the fish by the

bucketful and ask no
better fare :

'Dere's some lak dory
an' some lak bass

An' plaintee dey
mus' have trout—

An' w'ite feesh too,

dere's quit a few

Not satisfy do wid-
out.

Very fon' of sucker,

some folks is too

But for me, you
can go and cut

De w'ole of deem t'roo w'at you call menu!
So long as I get barbotte

—

He, ho ! for me it's de nice harbotte !'

Judging by the demeanor of the bull-

pout when it is landed, it asks no greater
happiness than to be canght. It does
not roll over on its side and struggle, but
lies quite still on its stomach, looking ri-

diculously contented as it turns its small
silvery eyes up to the angler. There is
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only one thing which it appears to like bet-

ter than being" caught, and that is for the

angler to grasp it anywhere but behind the

pectoral fins. These fins, which are each
armed with a sharp spike, are held rigid-

ly at right angles. While the angler is

locating the hook, which is usually swal-
lowed almost to the tail, the fish, as it

slips about in the hands, often manages
to run one of these spikes into the flesh.

Then its happiness is complete, and its

broad mouth seems actually to expand in

a grin.

Coming back to the subject of fishing

grounds, it may be said that the maskin-
onge is not the

only fish to be

caught at Ste.

Anne de Bellev-

ue. Perch, bass,

dore and pike

are very plenti-

ful there. The
Ottawa river, at

Vaudreuil,which

is close to Ste.

Anne de Bellev-

ue, is extremely

picturesque, and

is a favorite
haunt of the
anglers. The
river here is

studded with
several hundred
islands, offering

around their
shores many
choice spots for

fishing. At the

point where the

westerly branch

of the Ottawa
enters the St. Lawrence, about six miles

below Vaudreuil, and about the same dis-

tance below Ste. Anne's, are the famous
Cascade Rapids, in the neighborhood of

which many a good string of fish has

been taken. A favorite starting point for

sportsmen is from the town of St. John's

distant twenty-seven miles from Montreal.

From this point the angler can go up or

down the river, equally good sport await-

ing him in either direction. Experienced

guides food boats or canoes and all the

requisites necessary
j
for a fishing or hunt-

ONE DAY'S CATCH OF MASKINONGE 118 LBS. NEAR

STE. ANNE DE BELLEVUE. GRAND TRUNK

RAILWAY SYSTEM.

ing expedition can be secured in the town.
The principal fish that abound in the

waters of the Richelieu are black bass,

dore, pike and perch. Twenty-one miles

south of St. Johns is Lake Champlain,
and the inlet of the Richelieu river. Up
the river, between St. Johns, Que., and
Rouses Point, N.Y. there is capital pike,

perch, and dore fishing, but one must go
down the river, below St. Johns, for

black bass, where good sport can be had
in the rapids within a mile of the town.

Farther down the Richilieu at Beloeil,

twenty-one miles from Montreal by rail,

the fishiug is fair, bass and pickerel being
the species that

are caught.

Very pretty

sport is also to

be obtained in

the Richelieu by
angling f o r a

kind o f white
fish, very much
like herrings in

appearance, with

grass hoppers
sunk aboutthree
feet below the

surface. These
fish run from a

half a pound to

a pound and a

half.

Other good
fishing places
are Brome Lake
near Knowlton,
famous for its

large black bass,

and Lake Mem-
phremagog,
partly in Quebec

and partly in Vermont, and famous for

large grey trout and pike, both of which

may be caught by trolling with spoon

bait or minnows.
The Back River, at Cartierville, cannot

be recommended to the angler. At any

rate, the writer's personal experi-

ence is that there are precious few

fish to be caught there. Fairly good
sport is to be had at times, however, far-

ther along the Back River, at places like

Ahuntsic, and Sault aux Recollet, while

good strings of perch, bass or pike are
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frequently brought back by those who
know their way about the waters at the

confluence of the rivers at Bout de Tie.

The same holds good in relation to vari-

ous points all down the St. Lawrence, on
both sides as far as Lake St. Peter.

Perhaps the very best coarse fishing to

be had anywhere within comparatively

easy reach of Montreal, is by taking a

trip down to Sorel. Below Sorel Lake
St. Peter spreads out into immense shal-

low areas, the shore line being cut out

into natural canals with five or six leet of

water in them, and bordered with reeds

—ideal places for fish. Conveyances can

be hired to drive out to what are locall)

known as 'Les Chenals,' and the people
living in the local houses—which, by the

way, are built on stilts, because of the

high water at times—are quite ready to

act as guides to the fishing grounds.
The angler in this district seldom has any
one but himself to blame if he does not

make a good catch of pike, bass, dore or

perch. It may be added that the unat-

tached fishermen usually goes farther

down on both sides of the lake, most of

the fishing in the vicinity of *Les Chanels'

being done by members of clubs.

Lake Superior

BY MISS SARA STAFFORD.

ROYAL Superior—greatest—best

—

Boundless, nigh—from the East to West
"Hidden Sea" is the name it flaunts

—

Deeper than mystry's deepest haunts.

Ever its billows are rolling o'er,

Priceless treasures—a kingly store
;

Ever its ceaseless undertow.
Summer winds from the meadows blow,

Searching each grove and caverned wall

—

Spruces like sentinels, guard it all
;

Beautiful, now, in the noonday sun,

More so, still, when the day is done
And the shafts that proclaim the night,

Draw from its breast, the colors bright,

Ever its bosom undulates

—

Ever on to the tortuous Straits
;

Siren-like is its moaning tide

—

Tomb of all who have come—and died,

Merciless, cruel, yet grand, sublime,

Thus will it flow till the end ot Time :

* * * * * *

Would that Nicolet might, once more,
Come from the past to thy smiling shore ;

—

Or, Duluth see thy troubled brow

—

Ah, that thy sponsors might see thee now !



Our Duck Hunt in New Territory.

BY SAGWA.

SIX o'clock one beautiful cool evening
in the latter part of October, Doc,
Daddy, Gib and I with our usual

equipment of camping and hunting ma-
terial were in readiness to pull out from
our boathouse.

We had an eighteen foot launch, two
canoes and 1907 pattern 1 'Gib" duck boat,

all loaded to the brim with supplies and
calculated to last a fortnight—yes two of

them. Doc. was our engineer, Daddy at

the helm, Gib manager of the boats in

tow and myself on the deck as supervisor.

"You know", says Doc, 4 'we are not

going to our old grounds at Feathergill,

and I had intended meeting you at Jean-
ette's Landing on your way up. Seeing,

however, that all will be new to you I

made it a point to accompany you from
the beginning."

All went well to the Bobcaygeon locks,

where we found friends and spectators

eager to see us and bid us bon voyage.

We could not stop for lengthy conversa-

tions but passed the locks and proceeded
on over the waters to Sturgeon Lake.

Here we encountered a strong north-west

wind with heavy seas and as darkness
was impending our frivolity was silenced

and we looked serious. It is not too

much to say that individually we all ex-

perienced a feeling of timidity and felt we
would have rather been elsewhere. As
we ploughed through the watery drifts we
regained our confidence in our seaworthy
craft and our brave captain.

Nine o'clock found us hugging the

shore closely. On several occasions

Daddy had turned to me and whispered
that we were taking great chances run-

ning the trip at night, in strange waters
and at a time when weather conditions

were not of the best.

Daddy steered us as close to the shore

as was considered safe. Frequently Doc
or Gib would ask jestingly "Are you look-

ing for mink Daddy?" Daddy's
answer was a twist of the rudder which
would lurch us from our course and take

us out some distance from the shore. On
several occasions Daddy proposed land-

ing remarking that in all probability the

wind would go down at midnight and we
could start afresh.

As we were rounding a treacherous,

rocky point in face of a blustering gale
snap went a rope and a canoe with its

cargo was adrift.

"There she goes ! I told you we
oughter put ashore. The wind will go
down at midnight!" again protested
Daddy,
Speed was slackened and we returned

in search of our lost canoe which in a few
minutes was recaptured. Gib leaped over
the launch and the other canoes and re-

fastened the captured one in short order.

Again we steamed onward and the

night appeared to grow colder and more
wild. Finally we were all glad to adopt
Daddy's suggestion, put ashore and wait
till midnight in the hope that the gale
would moderate. We made a suitable

landing at what we afterwards learned
was Pleasant Point on Sturgeon Lake.
Here we built a fire and selecting some
of the most palatable of our delicacies

made a supper of two roast chickens,
chili sauce, bread and butter and a panni-
can of good black tea. Warmed, com-
forted and refreshed we passed a pleas-

ant hour smoking, talking and speculating

on our further adventures.
Finally Doc and Gib remarking that

the wind would never go down made a

move and all hands were ordered on board.

The journey was resumed in silence so far

as we were concerned but the elements
maintained their blustering. We were
all glad when at last Daddy said "Do
you fellows see them shore lights ahead ?

Them is the Lindsay electric lights".

"No such thing", retorts Gib. "Those
are only the lighthouses along the chan-

nel. Keep to the left of them buoys,

Daddy."
"I know better" says Daddy. "Yer

keep to the right going up and the left

coming down. I've been up these waters

afore you ever though of agoing on this

'ere trip!"

"See any mink Daddy?" is the way in
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which Gib meets this correction.

"Well, see here if any of you fellers

think you can run this 'ere boat with all

them canoes and cargoes in tow, and you
fellers' gibbering thrown in I'll give up
and let some one of yer take a hand at it,"

answers Daddy.
As no one wished to lose Daddy's ser-

vices we soothed him down and he

remained at the helm. Apparently he
had traversed those waters before and we
felt safe in his hands.

where he is going. He will fall into the

river. Pull him down !"

Doc however stuck to his task like a
leech and finally Gib, hearing our cries

came to the rescue with a long rope
which he threw over and with its help

landed Doc at the top of the pier.

In a few minutes the gates were open-
ed and the water rushed through lift-

ing the launch and boats which were
left in charge of Daddy and myself. Af-

ter a few moments of excitement we

PREPARING A MEAL FOR DOCTOR S BIRTHDAY.

It was one o'clock in the morning
when we reached the locks at Lindsay
and as no one was there to put us through
we proceeded to make the lockage our-

selves. This work is not so easy to those

unaccustomed to it as it appears. When
the gates were reached Gib sprang from
his seat and scaled the perpendicular
timbers of the gates with the alertness of

a squirrel. Doc attempted to rival his

feat but made his effort at a more diffi-

cult point. There seemed to be no crev-

ice large enough for hand or foot but
Doc persisted in his effort.

"Grab him, Alex." says Daddy 4 'Look

were ordered to go ahead. The first

gates were passed and closed and the

upper gates opened. In all the work oc-

cupied half an hour and proved a time of
continuous excitement. We made the

passage safely, took our two companies
on board and proceeded on our way.

Before long we found ourselves among-
st log booms. During high winds these

had drifted across our channel giving us
no small amount of tronble. Gradually
we forced our way through till a lurch of

Daddy's new canoe brought as to

a halt. The canoe had swayed
over, caught on the top of a spike
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fastened to a boom and there lodged.
4 'Now there goes my new canoe !" la-

mented Daddy.
' 'Yes," said Doc, "you are always

aching over something!"
Doc volunteered to rescue the canoe

and sprang on the logs for this purpose.
The next we saw of him was as he arose
after a pretty deep descent into the wa-
ters of Scugog. Daddy and the writer

effected a rescue aud the undaunted Doc
proceeded to free the canoe.
Two miles further on we landed again.

None of us possessed an over store of

knowledge of the channels of the Scugog
River and we thought it best to wait for

daylight. Accordingly selecting a good
point we went ashore, built a rousing fire

and prepared a warm breakfast after par-

taking of which, we resumed our journey
in better spirits.

It was high noon before we reached
our camping ground. After we had
travelled, as we thought, twice the dis-

tance we made it out at home, we met a
hunter on Scugog Lake and enquired of

him as to our whereabouts. He inform-
us we had still seven miles of water to

cover and so with wearied hearts and
chilled bodies we continued our voyage.

Four or five miles further on we went
ashore to reconnoitre. Doc remained in

charge of the fleet, Daddy and Gib ex-

plored inland while I strolled along the

shore on observation intent. In a snugr

cove, sheltered from the northwest wind
I took a rest and basking in the warm
rays of the sun I fell asleep. How long
I remained unconscious I cannot tell but
I was awakened by fcotsteps and on
looking up found Daddy and Gib. They
were returning from theirwanderings and
informed me that they had discovered a
farm house, they were told by a hand-
some and obliging young woman living

there that three miles further on we
should find shelterand ducks inabundance.
With lighter hearts we pulled up anch-

or and continued our voyage and though
our progress was much hampered through
low water we continued the struggle.

Daddy scanned the shore to the left of

him and remarked "This must be the

place!"

"Well, we'll try if you like but it don't

look good to me!" observed Gib.

"It's a mighty poor landing!', exclaim-
ed Doc.

As, however, we were all glad to reach
a resting place it was decided to land and
reconnoitre. Daddy ran us ashore and
we soon found a snug spot, built a fire,

boiled water, and prepared a meal.
Fried bacon and eggs with a few other
substantial articles, tasted good and
though it was a hurried meal it was also
an enjoyable one.

Chief Johnson, of the Indian Reserve
at Scugog paddled up and was invited

to partake of our hospitality. During
the meal he informed us that were
then encamped on Gillespie Point. He
further told us that if we would go anot-
her mile we should find a beautiful camp-
ing ground with an abundance of good
spring water. After his information we
remained only long enoug to do justic to

our hastily prepared meal, the chief assist-

ing to considerably lighten our store of
provisions, then smoke a pipe when we
once more put off.

The weeds tried hard to detain us and
caused us much trouble until we struck
the channel when we had a short run to

our new location. Under the Chief's

guidance we made no further mistake.

One tent was fixed in a small clear-

ance made in a grove of cedars. The
position was high and dry being protect-

ed on either side from penetrating winds
and having a front view overlooking the

bay. On the eastern side of our temporary
home a beautiful cool spring of water
trickled down to the lake. We were not
long in making things comfortable and
seeking retirement for the first time in

forty-eight hours. Our beds were made
of cedar boughs and we had rugs and
blankets in abundance.

Notwithstanding our long journey and
fatigues we were up bright and early

the next morning, and much refreshed by
our rest we were ready to enter upon the

hard work still before us. After a hasty

breakfast we seized some necessaries and
embarked in our canoes upon a tour of

inspection. Doc and Gib selected the

northwest shore while Daddy and I pad-

dled towards the Nonkong Creek. Our
idea was, if possible, to locate the fly for

Monday.
It was two o'clock in the afternoon be-
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fore we returned and neither party report-

ed much encouragement though all the

members had found excellent appetites.

The rest of the afternoon was spent in

procuring firewood and preparing the

camp for Sunday's rest.

As we had not completely recovered

from the effects of oui journey an early

retirement was in order and we slept on
till eight o'clock in the morning. Doc
and Daddy were the first to stretch them-
selves and enjoy the exhilarating fresh

air of the morning outside the tent. They

In the evening when all our guests had
departed we saw a schooner with three

canoes in tow making in our direction.

In a few minutes she was anchoied in

our harbor, the boats let loose and in a
twinkling the men who manned them were
pulling to our shore. They landed a few
yards to the west of us and we soon saw
that the boats were filled with boughs
and evergreens for the purpose of build-

ing blinds. Before night set in they had
built three hides and arranged decoys
right in line and upon the grounds we had

THE CAMERA CAME INTO ACTION.

strolled to the edge of the lake and scan-
ned the waters in quest of the fly. At
breakfast time they gave their report.

They had seen a large flock of ducks
coming from the lake and alighting di-

rectly opposite within a few hundred
yards of our camp.
We intended to pass a very quiet Sun-

day around the camp but groups of call-

ers came to see us and were received
with the best the camp could produce.
Included amongst our afternoon callers

was the Indian Chief and several of his
tribe.

chosen.

While these unexpected manouvres
were in progress we all stood aghast.

Gib started prancing around and exclaim-

ing "This sets all on my nerves! It's

to whose the early bird now. The auda-
city of 'urn! To think afterthey saw us here!

They must have known we had claims

on these grounds—then for them to

plunge right in here. I've a notion to

put a hole in the broad side of that 'ere

schooner and believe I could do it right

from here! However we'll show 'em in

the morning!"
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We were all sympathetic but had little

to say, thinking all the more for silence.

It was evident our shoot would be a fail-

ure unless we did some clever maneuver-
ing very early in the morning.
Daddy boasted that he never needed

more than three hours' sleep and we all

knew the reason why. His meals were
always hearty ones—often four or five

potatoes (no smallones at that) five or six

slices of bacon, pork and beans, an onion,

bread and cheese, three or four pannikans
of tea &c. If a slice of bacon happened
to be left on the spider it was, "You
take that Doc?" "No." "Do you want
it Gib?" "Nope." "Do you Alex?" "Not
I." With a "Well, if nobody wants it I

might as well have it," Daddy would
reach out his fork and take it. There
was never anything left for the dog and
luckily for that animal he had been left at

home. When all the provisions in sight

had gone the same way Daddy would
howl for pie and keep it up as long as the

supply lasted. Then the pipe was brought
into service after which he would stretch

himself on thebestshake down in the camp
and in a few minutes be in dreamland.
No wonder he only wanted three hours'

sleep at night! However credit should
be given where credit was due—Daddy
was always up first in the morning, had
fire lit and with his usual gruff, "Hey !

Ain't you fellows going to get up?" woke
the whole camp.

This awakening occurred earlier than
usual on Monday morning, Daddyadding
"You'll get no shoot today if yer don't

move. Them fellers over there'll be in

them hides afore yer know it." This
warning caused us all to jump up, and
glad we were to find that at four thirty

Daddy had a good warm breakfast await-

ing us. A refreshing wash in Scugog
Lake, a hearty breakfast and at five-

thirty we were all at our posts.

Daddy was at the rice beds near Non-
kong Lake, Doc was at Pleasant Point
and Gib and myself in the duck boat at

the hide preparing to stake in line with
and at the head of our competitors.

Our decoys had just been placed out,

the stakes driven into the marley bed of

the lake and were about to position our
boat when in came the ducks. Not a

shell was in our guns but it did not take

long to remedy this matter and in a shorter
time than I can write it three ducks were
ours. We went out and picked up these
birds and put back into position. In a
few minutes we dropped four more.
"They certainly are coming our way,

Alex," says Gib as we lifted the last duck
into tne boat and returned again to the
stakes. For two hours we had fine sport
and procured a heavy bag.

"Well," says Gib, "I guess that what I

said last night came very near the truth.

Those fellows thought they were very
clever and the way they hustled around
looked as though they intended to gob-
ble up all the ducks. They have found
their mistake though for we have had the
choice spots after all."

Satisfied with our first morning's shoot
(which turned out to be the best of the

whole trip) we pulled for camp and an
hour later were joined by Doc and Daddy
whose experiences, though they had been
good, had not been so successful as ours.

Our rivals not satisfied with their luck
cleared off and left us in undisturbed pos-
session. The birds however did not
come in so thick again and though we
did not complain we had nothing of

which to boast. Every hour was enjoy-

ed and we were in the open air as much
as possible.

Doc's birthday was celebrated in camp
in a right Royal fashion. A special din-

ner consisting of everything that

could be prepared in camp, even to boiled

mashed turnips was made ready and serv-

ed up in fine style. An Indian friend

named Charlie was the only guest and he
made up for the lack of others. Doc
waxed eloquent over his experiences and
congratulations and toasts made up
quite a family gathering.

The weather grew colderand we awoke
one morning to find the bay almost a

sheet of ice. The ducks were getting

fewer and there was no good reason for

us to prolong our stay,

"We'd better get out ofthis right now"
said Daddy, "or our home '11 be here for

the winter. You know the Scugog River
'11 freeze up in a night."

For once we were in entire agreement
with Daddy and set about load-

ing our launch and boats with our spoils

and outfit. By half past six we were all
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prepared for our homeward journey. The
severe frost of the night had obtained a

grip on our gasoline engine and it took
us half an hour with the use of boiling

water to thaw out the affected parts.

The homeward journey in broad day
light was as pleasant as could be wished.

We voyaged through beautiful waters and
picturesque scenery with the sun shining

brightly while we were enjoying oursel-

ves in pleasant shade. Dotted along the

course we saw a number of hides, some
occupied by hunters who were anxiously

awaiting the incoming of the feathered

tribes. In the middle of the lake we could

see flocks of ducks, alternately rising and
falling—a sight most entrancing to the

true duck hunter.

By noon we reached Lindsay and by a
curious coincidence landed on precisely

the same spot at which we stopped on the
morning of our eventful upward voyage.

Here we partook of a hastily prepared
dinner and again passed through the locks
—this time in a much easier fashion, hav-
ing skilled assistance and guidance.

Sturgeon Lake was rough and the
weather cold. At eight o'clock in the

evening we reached the locks at Bobcay-
geon. Our passage was much facilitated

by ready help and we reached the boat-
house in good condition, all prepared to

return to our worldly callings with renew-
ed health and spirits and in a far better

condition to face the problems of life that

press upon everyone of us.
.

A Fisherman Legislator.

THERE is nothing like practical ex-

perience and knowledge to give our

legislators wisdom when they come

to deal with fish and game questions.

Mr. A. C. Pratt, who represents South

Norfolk in the Ontario Legislature is both

a hunter and a fisherman and takes a

personal interest in all matters concern-

ing fish and game protection. Our illus-

tration ot Mr. Pratt and his little son was

taken just after the capture of the mas-

kinonge which is also seen in the picture

The fish was taken off Turkey Point,

Long Point Bay, Lake Erie. The length

was fifty- two inches, girth twenty-five

inches, and weight fifty-five pounds. If

Mr. Pratt is as successful as a legislator

as he is a fisherman the interests of his

constituents should be safe in his hands. Mr. A. C. Pratt M. P. P. and his Big Maskinonge.



A Nocturnal Duck Hunt.

A True Story Which Came Near to Never Being Written.

BY L. W. BINGAY.

OME years ago I happened to be in

a rather unsettled portion of West-

ern Nova Scotia with a friend. We
were there on business but, knowing

what this part of the country can offer

in the way of duck shooting in the fall of

the year, we both carried our guns with

us.

Needless to say neither of us regretted

this, for we had some of the finest duck

shooting it wasever my luck to experience,

as well as some successful forays into the

spruce forests after the elusive ruffed

grouse or ''partridge," as the natives

called them.

One" night we prepared to go down to

the marshes for an all night shooting ex-

pedition. All day vast flocks of ducks

and geese had been congregating out in

the bay, and one of the old inhabitants,

himself, a veteran hunter, assured us

that there would be something doing.

We got down to the marshes and enscon-

ced ourselves in "blinds," after mooring a

flock of decoys out in the creek.

The night was cold—a flurry of snow

occasionally rose, and a high piercing

wind made our position almost unten-

able.

The whistling of hundreds of wings

high overhead drove all thought of going

home from us, however, and as I cautiously

gave a call to them, we heard the whist-

ling wings crescendo as the vast flock

wheeled, and a second later a dark mass

whirled over our heads, across the creek.

It was like firing into a cloud bank,

and as our four shots rang out we could

hear the "spat" of the dead and wounded

birds, as they dropped into the water.

Our retreiver a "Yaller Dawg" as our

host called him, soon had over a dozen

fine black ducks ashore. The dog was

the most nondescript cur I ever saw, but

he was also the best and most intelligent

retreiver that a duck hunter could desire.

Our host, who owned this dog, was very

proud of him.

"What breed is he Ed. ?" was Jack's
query one day, when we were getting a

wee bit bored by Ed's dissertations on the

dog's good points.

The genial Ed. looked hurt. He turn-

ed his cud and expectorated on the kit-

chen stove violently. "Why," he said,

"he has got some setter into him." "Yes,
but what else ?" persisted Jack.

"Waal," said Ed., while another
stream of tobacco juice struck the hot
stove with a hiss, "Waal, I reckon the

rest is just yaller dawg."
But 1^ am digressing. Another flock

of ducks came our way, down wind,
travelling like lightning and just then
the moon broke through a rift in the

clouds, and we could plainly see them
coming—clouds of them.

At fifty yards distance Jack blazed
away both barrels, but not a bird drop-

ped.

A second later they were past, and as

they rapidly wheeled, I poured both bar-

rels into the thick of them and dropped
nine.

Jack's experience had not taught him
that a duck flying towards one, is almost
shot proof. He took the lesson to heart,

however, but not without muttering
something about "a fool for luck. " We
now had a fine bag of birds and had we
been rational beings, we would have
gone home, had a warm drink and turned

in, but the sounds out in the bay told us

that huge flocks of geese were about.

Their unmusical and harsh "honking"
stirred our blood as a trumpet does a

troop of calvalry. We resolved to get a

dory and get out after them among the

ice cakes. There were numerous dorys

drawn up on the the beach for the winter

and it was a matter of little difficulty to

launch one. We were also fortunate

enough to secure a pair of oars. We
moved cautiously over the dark water,

carefully avoiding the masses of ice,

and slowly made our way to the middle

of the bay, when we could hear that we
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were approaching our quarry. Noticing*

that our craft was leaking badly I took a

bailing scoop and commenced to bail,

when, by ill luck, I struck the plug in the

bottom of the dory and dislodged it.

Evidently it had not been driven home
since the last time the boat had been
drained. The water rushed in rapidly

through the hole—so rapidly that it was
almost up to my knees before I realizied

our awful danger.

I groped madly in the icy water for

the plug, but it must have slipped over-

board in the lurching of a dory. I quick-

ly bared one arm and thrust it into the

hole almost up to my elbow, necessarily

submerging one side of my body in the

icy water.

Jack rowed for shore as he had never

rowed before. I could hear the joints of

his arms crack as he put all his strength

into the oars, but our progress was aw-
fully slow, and I could feel the water
rising about my body as I crouched in

the bottom of the boat. Ever and anon
as we crashed through a sheet of thin

ice I could feel the cruel edges cut my
hand and arm under the boat. Presently

all sensation left my arm and 1 could feel

the deadly cold numbing my vitals, and
still the water crept up higher and high-

er, and the shore was almost two miles

away ! I reckoned u p chances rapidly;

at the rate we were filling, there was no
doubt that all the upper seams were
leaking fast— far faster than I could ball

with my hat, tor the baler was lost too.

We could not possibly get more than a

quarter of a mile before sinking and
then though we were both good swim-
mers, and each with an oar we could

never get to shore in that freezing water,

which was rapidly skimming over with a

thin sheet of ice. We shouted fiercely,

in a vain hope that someone might be
about, but no answer came to us. "It
looks as if we were finished," muttered
Jack, between his teeth, and then some-
thing like a sob broke from him. Poor
fellow, I knew full well that his strength
was utterly exhausted in this awful race
with death, and that he had realized the
apparent hopelessness of our position.

I tried to cheer the poor fellow— "It's

only a little way now, Jack, we'll soon be
there."

Then the deadly numbness clouded my
senses and the idea of death lost its sting

as the chill crept through my veins. Sud-
denly I caught sight of a black mass in

the water about five hundred yards away.
I shouted to Jack to make for it, and he
put every ounce of his strength into

the oars. Nearer and nearer we
crept. I could now make out a small

reef. We leaped overboard and found
the water up to our necks and soon had
the dory hauled up on the rocks. There
was a piece of driftwood lying there, and
laboriously we worked with our knives to

make a plug for our craft. This was
soon done and then we rowed for home
with all speed.

We had a vigorous rubbing and the

quantity of hot rum and water we drank
would have killed anyone whose blood
was not like ice water.

Both our faces looked livid next day
and though Jack was all right in a couple

of days, I had a touch of rheumatic fever,

and even now after many years, some-
times a twinge in one shoulder re-

minds me of that wild night among the

ice cakes, when Jack and I raced against

death and won by such a narrow margin.

Mr. Frank Bowker, of Marksville,Ont.

writes of the fishing on St. Joseph's Is-

land, ofT the north shore of Lake Huron:

On a beautiful afternoon in July I was on

St. Joseph' Island Walking down the

road I met a young man who's greeting
was ' let's go fishing." We got our
poles and started and though it commen-

ced to rain long before we reached our

fishing ground we still continued our de-

termination to fish. As we found the

fish biting well the rain proved nohind-

rance to our enjoyment. After two hours

at this occupation we returned home.
On the way home we counted the fish and
found that we had sixty-two averaging
about nine inches.



A Successful First Deer Hunt,

BY N. S. W.

|OR a number cf years one of my
pet schemes had been trying my

1 luck after deer. Hunting had been
my ideal occupation and I thought tramp-
ing through the woods after game the

most delightful occupation in which one
could indulge. I had, however, never
seen the red deer in his native wilds and
was begining to think it might be a long
time before my fancies would be realized.

In the fall of 1907 I received a very

welcome invitation to join a party on an
outing to the woods with a deer hunt to

follow, and I at once started making
p r e p a r ations
and plans, first

providing my-
self with a trusty

.44cal.Winches-
ter and absolute

necessities for
such an expedi-

tion.

O n October
twenty-eighth I

left the noise and
whirl of the

busy city life be-

hind me and next
day reached my
friends at the

pretty little town
ofCampbellford.
I received a
warm welcome
and found all

looking forward to the trip and the hunt.

Two or three days were occupied in

preparing our outfit and we felt when we
had gone over the whole of our prepara-

tions that we had left, nothing undone to

ensure a most enjoyable and successful

vacation.

We decided to start on the early train

on the morning ot the opening season.

To accomplish this we had first to make
a drive of sixteen miles. In order that

there might be no delays we packed our
luggage in the buggy the evening before,

and retiring early secured a few hour's

rest. It was one o'clock in the morning

HARRY, WITH THE RESULT OF A MORNINGS
TRAMP.

when we were awakened and after par-
taking of a light luncheon started on our
long drive.

The morning was clear and before
those long sixteen miles were covered we
were somewhat chilled. The station was
reached in good time and fortunately the
train was not late. In a warm comfort-
able car we speedily recoved and soon be-

gan to take an interest in our northern
journey.

The sun shone brightly on the hills and
woods and we noted the increasing rough-
ness of the country as we went further

and further
north. Settle-

ments were few
and far between
and were mostly
confined to odd
shanties here and
there. Soon after

noon we reached
our stopping
point and as sev-

eral parties in

addition to ours
left the train at

the same station

the platform pre-

sented quite a
sporty appear-
ance. Luckily for

us we met a
friend with a
light rig and

were soon off to the village which was
only a short distance from the station.

Stopping at the first hotel we came to,

which by the way was the only one in

the place, we had dinner. After the long
ride and the lengthy interval between
meals I need scarcely explain what hap-
pened to the fare.

There was a further drive of eight miles

before camp was reached, and while the

driver got the baggage packed we ex-

plored the place, posted mail, and pro-

cured some things which after all had
been forgotten. It was nearly three

o'clock before we got started, and the
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roads being heavy and hilly we made but

si owprogress. We overtook one party

who left the village before we did, and
who, owing to a heavier load were mak-
ing slower time than ourselves. Judging
by the manner in which they saluted us

they appeared to have had seversl inter-

nal applications with the result of

rendering them happy for the time.

Our teamster relieved the tedium of

the drive with a good deal ot information,

and what would otherwise have been a

tiresome tour was made pleasant by the

variety which he gave to it. When we
came to the top of a hill we could look

round at other hills and see valleys and
high bluffs, the latter covered with maple,

hemlock, cedar and presenting a very
fine appearance. At such times we could

not help expressing to each other our
opinions that the sight of those lovely

scenes of Nature was alone worth ten

times the cost of the trip.

So heavy was the road that several

times we had to rest the horses and more
than once get them out of difficulties.

On one of these occasions we allowed
the dogs to be loose for a few minutes,
and starting several partridges had the

luck with my 12 guage to shoot enough
for our supper.

It was not till five o'clock in the after-

noon that we arrived at the settler's

house where we were to make our home
while hunting. Needless to say Mr. and
Mrs. M, were very glad to see us as

we provided a change in their quiet life.

The traps were soon unloaded and though
it was only an hour before dark Harry
and I took our guns and went for a short
walk. We found no occasion to use
them but returned to the house in fine

trim for supper.

Our hunting party was small consisting
of myself, Harry and Aunt K. The lat-

ter possessed a good record for handling
the rifle. The location of our hunting
headquarters could not have been better,

being about one hundred yards from a
nice lake with high hills on all sides.

The house was built of logs and on the

whole made a most picturesque appear-
ance. That evening we had a good
smoke and discussed our plans for next
day.

Saturday morning found us up early

and after a good breakfast we made a
hurried start, a little rain falling at the
time. According to the arrangementsmade
the previous night I took a runway some
four miles out. Half an hour's start

was given me that I might reach my
position and then Harry promised to

start the dogs and do his best to give me
a chance.

The drizzling rain made matters un-
comfortable but I tramped along cheer-
fully and had visions of deer ever before
me. As I could not find the place which
had been described to me I concluded to

stay where I was. In a few minutes I

heard the dogs giving tongue and a shot
followed. The rain came faster and
faster and I secured the shelter of an old

tree where 1 remained for some time
longer. As nothing showed up I decided
to return to headquarters which I reached
at noon glad to find a fine dinner of fried

partridge awaiting me. My long tramps
made me enjoy that dinner. It was half

past one before Harry came in, and
though wet and hungry he was jubilant

over success. He had secured a fine

buck a short distance out and requirred

help to carry it in. We were all excite-

ment at the news as we had scarcely

ventured to hope for success the first day
out. It was not long before we were at

the scene of the exploit, and after dress-

ing him found a good strong pole and
took him into camp. As the rain was
still pouring steadily down we decided
to remain at the cabin for the remainder
of that day.

Sunday was quiet though we made a
scout around to see the country. There
was a very high hill south of us, and
mounting this hill we could, with the aid

of our glasses, see five lakes. They made
a very pretty sight and we all agreed
to call our camp "Lake View Place."

As it turned cold during the night the

fresh air was very bracing when we faced

it early on Monday morning and
each of us was anxious for a start. Aunt
K. was eager to try her luck and it was
agreed that while she and I would occupy
the runway by the marsh Harry should
again start the dogs. We had not been
at our stations long before we heard the

dogs. They were east of us and seemed
to be coming closer every minute. I
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took up my position behind a big stump
and hearing a number of shots thought
I had better be prepared should a deer

happen my way. On many occasions I

had been told that I should have "buck
tever" and forget to shoot when I saw my
first deer. While I will admit that I was
a little shaky I made up my mind not to

forget to shoot. In those few anxious

moments I had killed the deer in my own
imagination before I saw him. At length

I sighted him crossing through the bushes

about three hundred yards off. Judging
from the course it was taking, I thought
it would not come any
nearer to me and accord-

ingly I fixed my sight

and blazed away as last

as possible. The flag

was still in the air as my
first deer passed from my
sight. Hopingthat I might
run into it in the swamp,
I struck out but had
only gonea short distance

when I met Harry. As it

was near noon we agreed
to give up the chase and
enjoy our lunch of apples

and cookies. We had a

pipe and talked over our
bad luck of the morning's
hunt. Harry had made a
clean miss at a nice buck.
Although we made up our
minds to do better that

afternoon, and did really

work hard, we had no
luck and returned to

camp weary, hungry and unsuccessful.
That evening I felt particularly blue

but was cheered up by Mr. M. who told

us some of his many hunting exploits and
gave me fresh hope, with the result that
I retired in quite a cheerful mood.
Next morning we found that three

inches of snow had fallen during the
night and we made a hurry-up breakfast
to get out before the sun could take the
snow off. I struck out alone as usual
and Harry started the dogs. In passing
through a small valley I ran into fresh

tracks and received new hope from the
sight. I went forward to the runway, it

had been arranged I had should watch but
appearances not seeming to me at all

THE WRITER WATCHING
RUNWAY.

favourable I decided to go back to the

other runway. In this case instinct was
right for I had not gone two hundred
yards from the fresh tracks when I sight-

ed a fine buck coming down the side of

a hill. Fixing my sights and keeping
very still I allowed him to come down till

I thought I could manage him. Then I

opened up and missing two shots only

turned him up the hill again. Doubtless
he would have escaped had I not succeed-

ed in planting the third shot in his

shoulder and thus stopping him. I was
not long in getting to the spot and found

that the one shot had
killed him.

As I was alone it was
up to me to dress and
prepare my prize for re-

moval to camp. I per-

formed the necessary
operations and then suc-

ceeded in attracting

Harry's attention to my
position. We ate our
lunch near where the

deer had fallen and then

procuring a stout pole

swung the deer on and
set off. It was a good
four miles to camp and
as the deer (as we were
afterwards ascertained)

weighed one hundred
and seventy-eight
pounds dressed, our
task was no easy one
The country was very

rough and every now and
necessary to climb over

through bushes, progress

being so impeded that often it appeared

as though we could not go further. How-
ever we did not mind it at all, being so de •

lighted over my success. When finally,

about supper time, the camp was reached,

congratulations and handshakes were the

order of the occasion. That evening was
far better that the previous one, and after

a good supper, which we enjoyed im-

mensely, we retired early being quite

ready for bed after our strenuous ex-

ertions of the afternoon.

Steadily falling rain all through Wed
nesday and Thursday detained us at

headquarters. From sleet it turned to

THE

again it was
logs and go
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snow and the prospect was gloomy. The
two days were taken up with wood cut-

ting, reading, gun cleaning, talking over

past adventures and arranging for others

to come.

Although there were ten inches of snow
on the level on Friday morning, making
walking very bad we determined to make
an effort and set out. Before I had gone
a mile the dogs started east of me and I

soon saw a fine doe coming at full speed.

As I could not get near where she would
pass I had to take a long shot and so

opened at three hundred yards. I un-

loaded the magazine in my endeavours to

stop her but she went on untouched.
Things seemed to me to be lively and re-

loading as soon as possible I took my
stand behind a stump, keeping close

watch on all sides.

The dogs appeared to be busy in the

hardwood bush south of me and in no
time they started another deer. This one,

which I saw was a doe, came along the

ridge towards me. I waited till she was
about two hundred yards away when I

planted a well aimed shot in her shoulder
and down she went ploughing up the

snow for some distance before stopping.

I remained for some time to see if there

would be anything else doing and as all

was quiet started for camp, sliding my
deer along on the snow. Again there

was great jubilation at the camp and my
fit of blues was no longer remembered.
We had plenty of work in preparing the

deer for removal.

The next day we tried again but did

not even get a shot, owing to the great

number of hunters in the neighboring
camps. These men and their dogs had
pretty well chased the game out. As the

outing was drawing to a close our atten-

tion was drawn to the pursuit of smaller

game.

One evening we were going up the

creek and while Harry was punting the

old boat along I was in the bow keeping

a good look out for ducks. Just as we
rounded a bend in the stream a small

flock flew up and not taking time to aim
from the shoulder I let go both barrels at

once.

When the smoke cleared we could not
even find a feather but subsequently dis

covering that the shells were loaded with
buckshot we both agreed that the ducks
were entitled to get away.

Next morning was entirely taken up
with preparation for our return and we
left at noon, all satisfied with our outing
and its results and though sorry to leave

pleased that we had a deer each to take
home. I presented one of my two to

Aunt K. as she had no luck on this trip,

though she well earned her share of the

spoil by the valuable assistance she ren-

dered in making our outing the success it

was in every way.

We were fortunate in escaping acci-

dents and our discomforts were confined

to soakings from rain and snow, discom-
forts we went to meet and which we took
in good part as necessary tor the de-

velopements of sportsmen. One night

when Harry and I were dreaming of bear

and deer and eagerly pursuing them in

our sleep, the bed, which was a home-
made one, broke down under our com-
bined weight and awoke the whole camp.
Nothing more unpleasant followed than a

sleep on the floor, and we were none the

worse for this little adventure.

The return to Campbellford was made
without incidents and after expressing

my deer home I spent a few more days
in renewing acquaintances in that pleas-

ant little town. On my return home my
friend's were highly pleased to receive

enough venison for a meal—a rare treat

to most of them.

The head of my buck was mounted and
I prize very highly the trophy of my first

deer hunt in the celebrated Highlands of
Ontario which I trust I may be able to

visit often in the future.



A Morning Shoot in the West.

BY J. D. F.

MY friend Walker said to me, "I

think we had better go and shoot
some ducks tomorrow." Well, be-

ing from the east and having had to work
like Sam Hill for any ducks I ever shot,

I hesitated a minute. "Yes," he said,

"we'll go out to the slough and get a
whole bunch of them." Accordingly the

necessary preparations were made, even
to the hiring of a nag and vehicle, and at

half past two in the morning of last La-
bour Day we left the livery barn bent on
the destruction of our friends the ducks.
The aforesaid "big slough" is in the

neighborhood of a small place called

Grand Coulee, eight or nine miles from
the prosperous and thrifty city of Regina,
Sask., and part of our drive took us
along the banks of the Wascana Creek.
The pot hunters were out and in position

tion along the banks of the creek

at that early hour, and to their

shame had started to shoot. As we
drove along we could see the flash of

the gun, then hear the report, and on
more than one occasion we heard the

quack, quack and fluttering of the startl-

ed game as they fled from the butchers

on the bank.

By daybreak we reached our destina-

tion, unhitched the horse and hobbled

him, ate a bite of swell meat pie furnish-

ed by my friend's mother, put the guns
together and were ready for business.

Birds were flying in all directions and it

seemed as if one had only to stand there

and if a proper shot, knock them down.
Walker started off and proceeded to

wade some seventy-five or one hundred

yards into this slough. There was about

three feet of water in it and it was full

of long grass. Presently he halted and

sang out "Come on in, the water's fine".

Now what do you think of that ? After

all these years ot hides and punts and
waders and flight shooting and all that

sort of rot, my heart failed me, but pre-

sently I heard the bang bang of his gun
and I saw him go and pick up a couple
and tie them to the string he had around
his manly stomach. That settled it, I

went in also.

The sensation was very similar to what
you feel when you take chloroform but as

you begin to see the open water ahead
you forget the dentist's chair and the first

thing you know you wouldn't change
places with the Emperor Bill. Why?
Well I'll tell you; Out there in a little

patch of open water is a flock of mallards.

In your hands is a good gun, well loaded,

and as your approach through the water
alarms them, they rise and then it is up to

you.

We got out on dry land to warm our-

selves and change our breaths when
someone started a fusilade at the other

end of the slough. Naturally the ducks
started coming our way and in we went
again.

Well, to sum up Walker got fifteen and
your truly got eighteen, made up of mal-
lards, shovellers and teal.

On the way back about nine o'clock we
flushed a covey of chicken. Both of us
got out to get what we could and on the
discharge of Mr. Blooming Walker's
cannon our noble steed took fright and
bolted, nor did he stop. Well, here we were
five or six miles from town and on foot

and the only consolation was that

by the time we did get back we
were dry, absolutely, in more ways than
one. Then around to your friends with
a small contribution and a glorious morn-
ing was gone, leaving however many
pleasant and never-to-be-forgotten mem-
ories behind.



A Sporting Outing in Saskatchewan.

BY E. R. D.

E were having a few days off and
even the few days seemed to drag so

we concluded we had better get out

of town. It is at times like this that the

Easterner misses the small brook where
he can fish for trout. However we did

the next best thing. We started out for

Long Lake, situate about twenty-five or

six miles north of Regina, armed with
fishing tackle, a shot gun and a 22 calibre

rifle.

A horse and buggy was our mode of

conveyance and on the way we made use
of the little rifle to shoot a large number
of gophers. They are pretty small and
useless game but when it comes to shoot-
ing them at about forty or fifty yards the

sport is there alright.

We arrived at the end of the lake or

rather a nice little spot about two miles
from the lake and camped beside a dam
and seven o'clock p. m. found us stand-
ing on the dam one with the fishing tack-
le and the other (it's too bad to admit it

but the temptation was too strong to re-

sist) with a bit of fine wire we had picked
up. The snare was successful first and a
fine big pickerel was soon landed, clean-

ed and cooking over our fire. There is

no need for me to describe all the sur-

roundings or how good that fish tasted,

how bright the stars were, how the trees

seemed to be as big as the good old

maples of- Ontario, because every one
who will be reading this has been there,

but I must say that we both agreed that

the fish was the best we had ever eaten

and I will leave you to judge whether or

not it was because it was caught with a
snaie.

The next day found us out on the lake.The
forenoon was spent in the good open wa-
ter fishing and at noon, with the one tackle

we had six fine fish. The afternoon was
spent down at the marshy end of the lake

with the boat and shot gun and after en-

joying all the the pleasure of our shoot
we landed at night with thirteen ducks,

some good ones and some rather small.

Don't think now that we rowed out and
shot the poor birds as they sat among
the reeds because we didn't.

The next day the same programme was
carried out only that we left at about five

o'clock for Regina. We carried with us

sixteen nice pickerel and twenty-two ducks
and it would have been hard to find two
browner, more sun-burned or more con-

tented fellows as we drove back. I don't

think I mentioned that it was in Septem-
ber and on our way home we got a shot

at a flock of prairie chickens but we failed

to get any of them.

However, we did get, although it has

no connection with either rod or gun,

two quarts of buttermilk, and when we
arrived in Regina maybe we didn't enjoy

the results of our little outing as well as

the outing itself, but then again maybe we
did.

A Song of the Sea,
BY KATHLEEN

Come, come with me
O'er the silver sea,

For the smell of the salt I crave,

—

There's a swish and a whirl
Where the moombeams curl

On the crest of the foaming wave.

Look, look ! afar

Gleams a pallid star,

The guard of the sea wolfs cave,

—

There's a swish and a whirl,

Where the moonbeams curl,

On the crest of the foaming wave.

EDDY MUNDY.

Come, come, away,
For my heart is gay,
And the love in your eyes is brave,

—

There's a swish and a whirl,

Where the moonbeams curl

On the crest of the foaming wave.

Off, off, we go,

Heave ho, heave ho !

Aye, the wind in its haunt may rave,-

There's a swish and a whirl,

Where the moonbeams curl,

On the crest of the foaming wave,



Facts About Bass.

Hints on Catching These Game Fish.

BY M. W. G. PURSER.

BLACK bass, which are noted for

their gaminess, are as much sought
by sportsmen as are maskinonge or

brook trout. These fish have a musky
odor when caught.

The black bass hibernate except in the

extreme south. It is their custom to

bury themselves in mud and weeds, often

under the shelter of a shrunken log.

They leave their winter quarters a month
or six weeks before spawning time, when
they run in streams and shallower parts

of the lakes, possibly on account of the

greater percentage of oxygen there.

Thereafter they pair and form their nests

on a gravelly or sandy bottom, or on a

rocky ledge, in from eighteen inches to

three feet of water in streams, but in

somewhat deeper water in lakes. The
nests are circular in form, twice the

length of the fish, are often placed quite

close to each other, and where possible

adjacent to deep water or to patches of

weeds to which the parents can retire if

disturbed. The spawning season varies

with the temperature of the region, from
early spring to mid-summer. Both par-

ents stay by the nest preventing the ap-

proach of spawn eaters during the eight

or ten days required for the hatching
process, and subsequently protect the fry.

By the end of the first year the

young bass are four inches long, and are

mature at two years when they measure
from eight to twelve inches in length.

They gain about a pound a year in weight
thereafter till they reach the limit of

weight of the adult which is from six to

eight pounds for the large mouth species

and four to five for the small mouthed.
Small-mouthed black bass attain a

length of four to eight inches in five or

six months and have been known to

weigh 1 lb. 9 ozs. in eighteen months.
(See Proceedings of the Ontario Fish and
Game Protective Association, for 1906,

p. 31.)

I may say in passing the largest bass

caught in Rice Lake in recent times
weighed 7 lbs. 3 ozs.

Catfish are recommended as bait for

bass, which it is said the fish cannot re-

sist. Grasshoppers and crickets are also

recommended as bait, I have had good
success tempting bass with live frogs

which should be small.

In former years large quantities of

frogs were exported from Rice Lake,
but today frogs are very scarce, so

scarce that one will find it difficult to

secure bait for bass fishing. However,
I find that earth worms make a fair sub-
stitute. Gallinippers, crayfish and shin-

ers also make good bait.

The reason that the frogs have been
depleted is due to the fact that men en-

gaged in the trade captured the frogs

during the banding season. During this

period they are easily obtained. It was
the custom to collect the frogs in pens,

and they would live for eight or nine

days in captivity without food, and would
not fail much. It was impossible to feed

them because a frog will not eat anything
that is not alive and moving. Atter the

eight or nine days were up the frogs were
were slaughered, dressed and ship-

ped to market where big sums were
realized.

Black Bass are harder to catch than
the large mouthed variety, the reason be-

ing that the latter are greater gourmands.
Bass may be caught in June and July

with artificial flies, by trying where they

are seen jumping. You must have the

right tackle for black bass. Remember
there must be nothing conspicuous in it,

and the line should be fine, and as near

the color of the water as possible. Black
bass will bite after sunset, and have been

caught in good moonlight.

Unlike maskinonge bass can be caught

any time of the day. They bite best

when the moon is gaining and near its

full is the best time of all. Fish do not

bite well the moruing after much brigh
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moon-light.

Some lovers of piscatorial sport con-

sult the almanac to ascertain that the

sign of the zodiac is favorable for good
biting. They wish to go fishing on the

dates opposite which appear the sign of

the two fishes. Some months there are

two good days, some three, and some
even four but generally there are just

two.

It should be borne in mind that fish go
against the wind and against the current.

It therefore follows that if you happen to

be angling in a river it is best to cast the

line down stream. The windward shore

is the one from which to fish. If you
have hooked a bass, and it jumps out of

the water, it is advisable to pull with
great suddenness on the line, or the chan-
ces are you may lose your tish.

Bass are occasionally caught while trol-

ling for maskinonge. We caught six in

one hour one day, and great success has
been reported by the use of a small trol-

ling outfit, especially adapted for bass,

and used in localities where they frequent.

In conclusion it may be stated that
legal restrictions against bass fishing

were over on June 16. Every bass hook-
ed which is under six inches in length
has to be returned to the water. In one
day only thirty bass may be caught of an
aggregate weight of ten pounds by one
person.

Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick.

Sea Salmon.

EW Brunswick is noted amongst

other things for its salmon fishing.

This year the salmon fishing was

late and comparatively few were taken

up to the middle of June. In ordinary

years as many as one hundred and thirty

have been captured. They are not all

extinct however, as shown by the illus-

tration we give of Mr. F. L. Ham of St.

Stephen, N. B. and a fine sea salmon he

caught. Mr. Ham obtained his bite on

the River St. Croix, within the city limits.

He stepped into a canoe and drifted

down the river a quarter of a mile play-

ing the fish all the time. The struggle

lasted for three-quarters of an hour when

Mr. Ham was successful in landing

his prize.
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The Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron.

BY N. MILTON BROWNE.

ALIFAX—the battlemented city of

the North, from the heights of

whose towering citadel parapets
the guns of England stretch out their

mighty muzzles seaward in protection of

the peoples who wander to and fro in the

streets below, unconscious of the sleeping

sentinels perched high up near the sky
line, that guard the honor of the flag and
insure them from invasion by a foreign

foe.

Halifax, the kennel of the North At-
lantic Squadron of the English navy, on
whose broad bosom the combined navies
of the world could manoeuvre with ease,

with its claim to being one of the finest

harbors on the North American continent,

offers a field for yachting that cannot be
excelled. Without venturing beyond the

harbor mouth, practically every yacht
sailing in Canadian waters, could be rac-

ed on this huge sheet of water without

CD
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fear of collision, as the Bay proper,

which includes Bedford Basin, is over
twenty five miles in length and all the

way from one to six miles wide. Some
of the keenest races ever sailed in Mari-
time waters have been run on this harbor,

and many are the tales of exciting thresh-

es to windward and long reaches for home
that are nightly told about the cheerful

log fire in the cosy parlors of the Capital

Yacht Club
during the

long winter
evenings.

The Royal
Nova Scotia
Yacht Squad-
ron, with head-
qu a rter s at

Halifax, Nova
Scotia, was es-

tablished in

1875, and was
the first club
of its kind in

the Maritime
Provinces. For
nearly a quar-
ter of a cen
tury its hand-
ful of charter-
e d members
fostered and
boomed yacht-
ing until today
there is hardly
a town or vil-

lage along the

seaboard
that cannot
boast a fleet of
boats, with a
nearby club
house towhich
the members
may repairand
* 'fight their battles oe'r again" after the

course has been sailed and a winner de-

clared. In 1880 the Halifax club was grant-

ed permission to use the prefix ''Royal."

The following is an extract taken from
the letter sent by the Earl of Kimberly,
then Secretary of State for the Colonies,

to the Marquis of Lome, who held the

high office of Governor-General of the

Dominion of Canada:

127 Downing St.,

14th August, 1880.

My Lord :

I take this opportunity of informing
you that Her Majesty has been gracious-

ly pleased to approve of the Nova Scotia

Squadron being permitted to use the pre-

fix "Royal".
(Signed) Kimberley.

The Club has ninety yachts and thirty

motor boats
on its register.

Every Satur-

day afternoon
the boats of

the fleet i n
their different

classes are out
and over one
or other of the

courses, fur-
nishing splen-

did entertain-

ment for the

crowds of
people that
spend the half

holiday along
the shores or

beautiful Point

Pleasant Park.

The longest

course over
which the

yachts of the

Squadron sail

measures thir-

ty and four-

fifth miles.
This route,

when the wind

is blowing
from the south

offers a propo-

sition that is

difficult for
even the most expert yachtsmen to nego-

tiate. The seas roll in from the open

ocean, and by the time Thrum Cap, the

outer buoy, has been rounded and the

craft squared away for home both yacht

and crew are drenched from the driving

seas.

There are nine courses altogether, and

the classes have each a different route set

apart for them.

R. T. MACILREITH ESQ. , COMMODORE FOR 1908.
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The races of the Squadron flotilla

afford one of the finest attractions the

city of Halifax has to offer to the

tourist and traveller, and even to the

staid citizens of the city by the sea, who
daily witness these brushes on the har-

bor, the tilts between the white winged
fleet are not without spice ofexcitement.

There is probably no club on the

American continent, and certainly none

in Canada, that can boast of such a

valuable collection of trophies, for com-
petition as the Halifax squadron.

Among the handsome pieces of sil-

ver for which the yachts of all coun-

tries may compete, held by this club,

is the Prince of Wales' Cup, which
was presented to the squadron by our

present King, His Gracious Majesty

Edward VII, in 1860, when he was
heir apparent to the English throne, as

a perpetual challenge cup. The course

over which the cup race must be sailed

must be not less than 25 miles, and
between the dates of July 1st and Oc-
tober 1st of any year. Competition for

the trophy is open to the world, to all

yachts exceeding a twenty foot rating,

duly enrolled in any organized yacht

club. The winner may hold the cup
for nine months, after which it must

VAMPIRE REACHING HOME.

F. G. ZWICKER, ESQ.

SECRETARY TO THE SQUADRON.

be returned to the Halifax
people. Should a foreign craft

capture the silverware, a bond of

$1,000 is required as a guaran-
tee that the trophy will be re-

turned.

In 1899, the cutter Dione,
owned by H. C. McLeod and
Colonel Isaacson, won the cup.

This fleet cutter is at present
owned by Mr. Fergie, of the
Royal Cape Breton Yacht Club,
Sydney, Cape Breton. The cup
was once captured by an Ameri-
can boat, the schooner Elmina,
owned by F. F. Brewster of the

New York Yacht Club, which
captured the emblem on August
26th, 1905. The trophy is at

present held by the cutter You-
la, the property of H. M. Wyl-
de of Halifax. The "Weno-
nah" cup, second in value
only to the Prince of Wales'
trophy, was presented to the
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squadron by several distinguished gen-
tleman of the United States, in 1887, and
was first won by the schooner yacht Wen-
onah. It is at present held by Captain
W. D. Rose's Ickey Boy.
Among other trophies offered for com-

petition by the squadron are : Crescent
No.'s 1 and 2 cups, Royal Engineers'

Yacht Club cup, Gloria and Minot cups.

The officers of the squadron for 1908

are : Commodore, R. T. Mcllreith;Vice-

Commodore, F. H. Bell; Secretary, F.G.

Zwicker; Hon. Treas. Wm Lewis; Com-
mittee ot management, R. R. Kennedy,
C. S. Stayner, G. Fred Pearson, J. W.
Willis; Sailing Committee, W. H. John-
ston, Dr. J. F. Lessel, J. W. Rowe and
R. Morrow.

That the pike is voracious enough to

swallow anything it possibly can is known
to most fishermen. On June 18th, 1906,

a note signed "Miss Mabel Rubinson, 39

King St. West. Toronto" was put in a
small bottle and thrown into Lake On-
tario, at Oakville. In the note was a re-

quest that she should be notified where

it was found. In the month of June this

year the bottle was recovered from the in-

side of a pike caught at Hay Bay, about

one hundred and seventy-five miles

east of Oakville, by Geo. E. Hart-

wick. The pike was three feet long

and had evidently swallowed the bottle

as a tit bit.



Muscallonge For Two
BY L. S.

IE were together at the camp board-
ing house at last, and that meant
eleven p. m. whereas it should have

been at least six hours earlier. A change
in the Grand Trunk timetable, instituted

that very day making our train leave at

one-forty instead of one-fifty p. m. caused
the mix-up, but we were fortunately able

to make other arrangements and connec-
tions so that we still had the day and a
halfs fishing time that we had counted
on. The scene of operations—Heely's
Falls, Trent River; mine host — Rod
Keller ; our
quest— muscal-
longejourhopes
and prospects

—good; and our
n i g h t c a p

—

Scotch.

I had just
dozed off and
had but just

commenced t o
unreel my line

of sleep when a
knock at my
door aroused
me. With
thoughts o f

possible sick-

ness of some-
one, or of many
other similar

possibilities, I

hurriedly inquired the wherefore of

knock.

"Come on, get up, if you want to go
fishing" and my friend's head appeared
in the doorway.

4 'Heavens, man, what time is it ?" I

could hear myself murmur.

"Four thirty" quoth he. "Allright" I

answered but it did not seem allright and
it was not until a breath of the cool out-
side air and a cold water douche had
helped me complete the reeling in of that
line of sleep that it seemed anything but
wrong.

My friend, let's call him George, and I

ONE AND A HALF DAYS CATCH.

that

went to the Rapids below the falls for

our before-breakfast fish. The big pool
that morning brought forth not a single

strike. Neither silver minnow or Do-
wiagiac proved attractive to its denizens

if any lurked there. But in a shallow
pool below, my first cast of a silver min-
now brought a strike and a good one.

He soon had me stepping into the water
much as I was disclined so to do, but he
did not get away and in due time his

lively struggles in the rapids were super-

seded by quite as lively leaps, twists and
somersaults on

the rock-strewn

shore, I can see

the old exper-

ienced fisher-

man-reader of

this raising a

contemptu o u s

lip at my refer-

ence to prefer-

ring dry feet to

wet but I can en-

joy dry feet and
fishing much
better than wet
feet and the

same, and I care

not what other
i 'followers o f

Izaak Walton"
think. That
latter phrase I

had to work in somewhere, any fishing

tale would lack its trademark without it.

This five and a half pound 'lunge con-
stituted our entire catch before breakfast
but our appetites for that meal were not
seemingly affected because we did not
get more. If I were to mention how
delectable we found the oatmeal porridge
and cream, the bacon and eggs and the

toast and coffee at that meal, I am afraid

I would be but following in a too well-

beaten path of "Rod and Gun" narra-

tion, so will take care to carefully side-

step it.

Breakfast over we were soon en route

to Mud Lake, really a bay off the river.
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With Rod Keller as guide we trolled to

the lake skirting the weed beds through
Mackenzie Channel. I used a double
Star No. 1 troll and a light lancewood
rod, George had a steel rod and a single

silver spoon. When nearing Mackenzie
Channel, George had the first strike, a

fair sized muscallonge, but here he en-

countered his first misfortune and one
that proved not the only one of that trip

—his light steel rod was too limber with

its long tip to properly strike the fish,

the latter would almost invariably disen-

gage the hook from its jaw on its leap

from the water as soon as hooked—George
could not put enough force into his
* 'strike" to properly hook the fish—and
he soon came to loathe that rod with a

most heartfelt and vindictive loathing.

Shortly afterwards I had the hardest

strike with a fish that it had ever been
my good fortune to have telegraphed to

me along a line. It was a winner.

Up to that date I had agreed with other

"Rod and Gun" authors in so far as their

delight in, and appreciation of, their fish-

ing outings were concerned, but perhaps
I lacked a little of their enthusiasm. The
feeling of freedom from carking care and
worrying work— I had that. The delight

in the feeling of physical well-being in-

duced by the keen and clear air— I had
that. The corresponding delight in the

scenery and beauties of Nature— I had
that also. I had it all. But it was not

until I had that glorious, albeit vicious,

strike that I knew there was no thorn

with my rose. My appreciation of the

above mentioned sensation was instantly

doubled— I felt as enthusiastic re fishing

and its accompanying pleasures as the

most enthusiastic follower of that game
ever felt. Peculiar, isn't it, how a good
"strike" will, with the speed of wireless

telegraphy, thrill a message into one's

brain of such optimistic pleasure that life

in general appears all rose-tinted !

He was a fighter—that fish. He kept

deep down and fought like a fifteen-

pounder. He lived at Burnt Point and
he hated to leave it. I might add that

he died at Burnt Point, and later on in-

sult was added to injury and he was cooked
and eaten at Burnt Point. When he was
finally in Rod's landing net he was found

to be a seven-pounder ; as to fighting

qualities—the best fish I ever caught.
In another three-quarters of a mile we

had reached Mud Lake, perhaps the best

lunge grounds in the river. It is not
really a lake now but might
have been in the old days be-

before the Heely's Falls dam flooded acre

upon acre. At present Mud Lake is prac-

tically a large bay off the main channel.

Within twenty minutes of the time we
entered the Lake that morning I had
caught two more lunge of about the same
size as the one I had previously caught
off Burnt Point. That was fishing !

the best I had ever experienced. With
the one I had caught in the rapids be-

low the falls before breakfast, these com-
pleted my complement of four for the

day, and I could lay back and enjoy my
pipe at piece with all the world. George
had not been as lucky— the three strikes

he had had were lost because of his

rod. When we adjourned to dinner at

Burnt Point, Rod soon had the potatoes

boiled, the tea made and our friend the

gamy lunge fried most appetizingly. We
took off our hats to that fish— his gamy
fighting qualities were only equalled by
his delicious flavor. He was a paragon
of all virtues, and we honored him by
leaving not a scrap to be ignominously

tossed from the frying-pan.

The thunderstorm came up just as we
had cleared off the dinner dishes so we
pulled the skiff up on shore, turned it

over and enjoyed our pipes beneath its

shelter while the storm lasted. Then
back to Mud Lake and a troll for an hour

or so with no success—another heavy

thunderstorm and a retreat to Lunch Isr

land for the boat's shelter again. After

this storm, which was a very heavy one

for a while, had abated and we had been

sufficiently overawed by the mosquitoes

in our losing fight with them, it was
back tc Mud Lake again. As it was
getting towards time to return to camp
and as George had not been fortunate,

Rod and I had a heart to heart talk with

him. He received definite instructions to

get busy, he had soldiered long enough.

I insisted on him taking my rod so he

would have no excuse on that score and

we surely talked to him like a pair of

fathers. This plan worked well for as

soon as George perceived the true sense
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of his responsibilities he caught a good
lunge and followed it up ten minutes

later with another. Just about that time

I think George had a view through the

rose-tinted glasses I had been wearing
all day— I am not certain of this but I

do know we clinked glasses right there

and then.

After supper that evening we enjoyed

our pipes in the boat anchored a short

distance from camp while we had a fish

for bass, using crawfish as bait. We were
not very successful but managed to get a

couple of fair ones.

The next morning we omitted the

before-breakfast attack but got away im-

mediately after breakfast en route to our

'lunge grounds of the day previous. I

suggested to Rod that I would like to

get a ten-pounder on this particular

morning—the last few hours of our short

trip. I assured him that one 'lunge of

that size would satisfy me. After deli-

berating over this Rod assured me that

personally he had no objection to my
getting a ten-pounder, in fact he would
rather like to see me get one, but he

would guarantee me none until he could

ascertain my politics. I began to des-

pair of that fish right away as I had no
way of ascertaining his "leanings" so

that I could lean accordingly.

In Mud Lake that morning we had
several strikes but held all the small ones
and lost all the good ones. I got two or

three green bass which would weigh from
two to two and a half pounds apiece and
made some sport, but I lost a couple of

good fish, one through my own careless-

ness in not striking hard enough. It

was the same way with George, he landed
one undersized 'lunge which Rod promptly

returned to the river, and lost at least

two large ones. We started for home
about eleven o'clock and when a little

out from Mud Lake had some excitement.

Well out in the main current I had a hard
strike in what Rod claimed would be
thirty feet of water. It was evidently a
large fish but I lost him. In a few minu-
tes Rod called our attention to a 'lunge

about fifty feet away going through the

water with his head out about ten inches.

This was a new sight to both George and
myself.

In another minute or so I had another
good strike, and this time I held him.

He was a dandy and a fighter. We tired

him out before Rod slipped the landing-

net under him but it took a half-hour to

do it. Into the boat he came— "There's
your ten-pounder !" said Rod, "Hurrah
for Laurier !" said I, "Throw him back !

throw him back !" yelled Rod but it was
too late then.

That 'lunge with a few bass constituted

our morning's catch and George was a
little disappointed at his luck when he
got back to the boarding house, but we
explained to him that he had evidently

forgotten to tell Rod in advance what he
wanted to catch or he would have gotten
it. I had told Rod quite plainly I wanted
a ten-pounder and that only, and I got
exactly up to the specifications. We
advised George to write that down for

future use—always let your guide know
what you want.
The remainder of the story is soon told

—dinner, an hour and a half's drive, then
the railway journey home. Our total

catch for one and a half days' fishing

—

seven muscallonge and five bass, a glor-

ious breath of the freshest air and a most
enjoyable holiday.

A number of nets were reported stolen from the Georgian Bay to Lake Erie,

from Point Ann on Lake Ontario during While engaged in patrol duty at the end
the month of June. of June the first seizure was made. No

less than one hundred and forty yards of
gill net belonging to some Americans,
who were away at the time were found

The Fish and Game Department ot the in Lake St. Clair. The Ivy is a forty-five

Ontario Government have chartered the footer and carries a regular crew of five

Edna Ivy tug to patrol all the waters men in addition to Captain Ferriss.
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With the Campers at the Third Annual Camp.
BY D. B. TAYLOR.

HWJITHIN a few hundred yards of the

lyl spot where the first Alpine Club of

Canada was organized nearly

a quarter of a century ago, the

younger, but more vigorous Alpine Club
of Canada, held its third annual camp
from July sixth to fifteenth inclusive. The
camp was pitched at the summit of Rog-
er's Pass, half a mile west of the Canadian
Pacific Railway station bearing that name
at an elevation ot over four thousand
feet, within sight and comparatively easy

reach ot a large number of the most fam-

ous peaks of the Selkirks, among which
might be mentioned Tupper, Hermit,

Rogers, Sifton, Grizzly Cheops, Abbot,

Dawson, Lookout and Avalanche. Of
these, while not the highest, Tupper is

the most formidable, having been ascend-

ed only once.

Rogers and Hermit were selected for

the qualification climbs, the former being

10,536 feet and the latter 10,194 feet.

Either was a fair test of endurance and
nerve, both of which are necessary quali-

fications of a successful mountain climber,

and the fact that fifty-five graduating
members qualified for active member-
ship speaks well for the characteristics

of Canadian young men and women.
The organization of the camp, which was

personally looked after by the President,

Mr. A. O. Wheeler, F. R. G. S., and his

staff could not have been excelled. The
members on their arrival found every-

thing in readiness and had nothing to do
more than register and be assigned to

their respective tents. The next thing
was to don knickers or bloomers as the

case might be, sweater, puttees and climb-

ing boots, take up their ice-axe or alpen-

stock and make arrangements for their

first climb which was merely a matter of

selection as various expeditions, in charge
of capable guides, were arranged daily by
the President.

In addition to the qualification climbs
the expeditions to the Great Illecillewaet

Glacier to Marion Lake and Mount
Abbott, to the Asulkan Pass, to Mount
Avalanche and to the Nikimu Caves
(sometimes called Cheops Cave and com-
monly known as the Cougar Caves) were
extremely popular. As each of the trips

to these delightful places was accompan-
ied by special experiences of interest it is

hoped that the members taking part will

furnish Rod and Gun with accounts for

the instruction and amusement of their

fellow members who found it impossible
to take part in all of them.

A Day on Illecillewaet Glacier.

The writer, Rod and Gun's represen-
tative, being a novice in the art of moun-
tain climbing, selected for his first ex-
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pedition one of the easier climbs but one

which promised to be of much interest to

one unacustomed to mountains, the trip

to the Illecillewaet Glacier. On Tuesday
morning, July seventh at nine o'clock

two parties left camp together, one bound
for Marion Lake and Mount Abbott and
the other for the Illecillewaet Glacier.

The first part of the journey was along

the C. P. R. track to Glacier House one

of the most charmingly situated of the

Canadian Pacific Railway hotels among
the mountains. Here one can sit in full

view of the mighty Sir Donald, reaching

to a height of 10,808 feet with sides so

steep that it holds no snow whatever and
looks as though an ascent must be an

impossibility.

The Great Illecillewaet Glacier with its

huge crevasses and its ever changing
colors extends upwards until it merges
with the blue dome of heaven above. It

is a magnificent sight and tourists getting

off the trains here for luncheon as soon as

they gaze upon it rush back for their

cameras that they may carry away with

them snapshots which at the best

can give only a faint idea of the real

picture. Many easy but interesting trips

can be made from here and no one desir-

ous of seeing the mountains should pass

through Glacier without spending at

least a week or ten days at this comfort-

able and charming hotel.

At Glacier House our party, consist-

ing of about ten was taken in charge by
the careful and well-known Swiss guide,

Edward Fuez, Sr. The first part of the

ascent was over a pony trail, twice cross-

ing the rushing Illecillewaet torrent by
substantially built bridges which are in-

deed a luxury in mountain regions. The
trail at first was easy but gradually be-

came steeper and speaking for myself

I began to feel that my legs were full of

muscles and would require a great deal

of exercise to harden them for mountain-
eering.

The first real excitement came when we
found it necessary to cross one of the

numerous mountain torrents. Wishing
to profit by the experience of others, I

had taken a position near the end of the

line and was watching with interest, and
a small degree of fear, the various mem-
bers being assisted across by the guide,

when, without a moment's warning, both
feet shot from under me and I found my-
self at the bottom of the steep bank in-

stead of at the top where I had been a
second before. The only injury was a
slightly bruised finger but this amounted
to nothing when compared with the

burned neck and hands which developed
later.

I profited, however, by the experience
and was strongly impressed with the

fact that one cannot be too careful as to

their footing no matter where they may
be among the mountains.

There was some very interesting climb-

ing over and around huge boulders which
were piled one on another forming a
slope as near vertical as possible. We
finally reached the first snow which had
been sheltered from the sun by the thick

bush surrounding it and here we took
our first rest as some of us were begin-
ning to breathe rather rapidly, partly from
the exertion and partly from the eleva-

tion.

Some more climbing, mostly on rocky
or grassy slopes, brought us to a suit-

able place for refreshments We halted

and the guide removed from his back his

ruck sack which until now I had thought
contained mysterious articles used in

mountain climbing. To my pleasure and
satisfaction I learned that it contained
nothing more mysterious than a dozen
paper bags in each of which were a couple

of sandwiches, a piece of cheese and some
cake. These with the ice-cold water
of the little streams at our side made a

most appetizing lunch and we all felt quite

refreshed and eager to resume our climb.

We were soon on the glacier and a steady

ascent up several snow slopes brought us

to Perley Rock. Just before reaching
this point one of the ladies of the party,

who had neither ice-axe nor alpen-stock

to assist her, took an unexpected slide

down a rather steep snow slope.

The Rev. Mr. Robertson, of Revelstoke,

with commendable promptness, started

after her to prevent any serious mishap
but fortunately she had almost succeeded
in gaining control of her downward move-
ment by the time he reached her. Shortly

after this two of the ladies were slightly

overcome with the exertion and were
taken by the guide to a place of perfect
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safety where we could again join them in

our descent. After this followed the

part of the climb which tried the nerve

and skill of a beginner, the ascent of

Perley Rock. To reach the summit it

was necessary to climb several perpen-

dicular cliffs, each of which were
higher than one could reach, and to do so

with only the smallest toe and finger

holds. Add to this the fact that below
you at a considerable distance is a long

and steep snow slope leading to the

glacierandyou willhave

some idea of the situa-

tion. The summit was
reached safely by all

and without the use oi

a rope, the altitude

being 7,873 feet.

Anotherrest wastaken
and for a few minutes
the scene of grandeur
was enjoyed. Glacier

House, now distant

nearly three miles in

a straight line, made a

beautiful picture in the

valley and the sea of

mountain peaks visible

from this elevation, two
or three thousand feet

lower than many of the
surrounding mountains,
was a scene not soon
to he forgotten.

We now began our
descent following a
ridge of snow from
behind the summit to

a safe point from which
a glissade could be made. Glissading
has been described as tobogganing
without a toboggan and it is undoubtedly
one of the greatest pleasures of moun-
taineering. At the end of our first

glissade the two ladies who had been left

behind again joined the party. Having
witnessed our performance they anxiously
awaited the enjoyment of a similar one
and were not kept long in anticipation.

Several smaller glissades and tramps over
snowfields brought us to the rocks over
which we had climbed in the forenoon and
we soon hit the trail leading to Glacier
House, arriving safely in camp about
six o'clock. Weary ? Yes, but undoubt-

edly well repaid for our exertions. This
was my first day of mountaineering—

a

day that shall remain fresh in my
memory.

The Nakimu Caves.

On my return from the Illecillewaet Glac-

ier I was in no hurry to book for the fol-

lowing day, having unusual faith in the

quotation 4 'Have no thought of the mor-
row.

"

I decided that camp would be good

CROSSING TWIN FALLS CREEK.

enough for me but when morning came
I found that a short walk entirely remov-
ed the stiffness of joints and muscles and
I was again ready for the trail. I made
enquiries of the genial President as to

where I might go and he informed me
that a party had left shortly before for

the Nakimu Caves about eight miles

distant, but that the pack train with sup-

plies, this being a two-day trip, and two
or three ladies on ponies would be follow-

ing in a few minutes. I was not long in

packing my blankets and a few necessary
toilet articles in my dunnage bag and in

getting it down to the pack ponies.

About ten o'clock all was in readiness.
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PARTY OF GRADUATES AND GUIDES RETURNING FROM AN OFFICIAL CLIMB.

and off we started, I being the only one
on foot. When we had gone about a quar-
ter of a mile it suddenly occurred to me
that I had forgotten my alpen-stock.

Not knowing what was before me and
realizing the value of an alpen-stock I

decided to go back for it while the pack
train continued on its way. This gave
the pack train a consi derable start but

it, much
to my re-

lief as I

was a-

fraid that

I might
get on a
wrong
trail. One
of t h e

drive r s,

Cha r 1 i e

Log a n

,

who was
riding a
rather
doubtf u 1

loo kin g
b u c k -

skin pony
very
kindly of-

fered me
his place

that I

might
rest af-

ter m y
stren-
uous ex-

e rtio ns.

Buck-
skin, for

obvi o u s

reasons,
was not

plea s e d
with the

change and while I was getting into the

saddle persisted in showing me how he
could stand on his hind legs, i

'

I wasn't

quite sure whether he intended fgoing to

the heights above or the depths below.

In less than a quarter of an hour I was
thoroughly rested and as the trail was
now getting steeper I dismounted and
again brought up the rear.



About noon we overtook the party
who had gone ahead, or rather found
them waiting in a comfortable place for

our arrival. Their pleasure at our advent
expressed plainly that it was lunch they
were waiting for.

Just at the point where they had wait-

ed there was a deep gully down the

mountain side and through it quite a

rapid stream was running. Just above
where the trail crossed the gully the

latter was filled with snow through which
the water had worn its course leaving an
arch the strength of which was very
uncertain.

The first pack pony was led across the

stream following the trail and it was ex-

pected the others would follow. Contrary
to expectations, however, the second
pony followed by the others, dashed up
the gully and crossed safely on the arch
of snow. It was extremely interesting
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to watch these clever little animals keep
to the edge of the snow until they had
reached a point where it was safe to

cross to the opposite side.

A few hundred yards further on a spot

was selected for rest and lunch atter

which the journey was resumed over a
trail with frequent switch backs up the

mountain side until finally we began to

descend again when we suddenly came to

signs of a clearing and habitation. It

was about three o'clock and we were all

glad to be welcomed by the man who
was to be our host for the night, Mr.
Charles H. Deutschman, discoverer of the

Caves.
Mr. Deutschman, who has followed the

life of a prospector in this district, found
the first of the caves in September 1904,

but did not know their actual extent until

the following year. The caves are situa-

ted in the Cougar Creek valley which
forms part of the Canadian National
Park. We were considerably disappoint-

ed when informed by Mr. Deutschman
that owing to the unusual height of the

water he could not show us through the

caves that afternoon. He hoped, how-
ever, that we should be able to go
through the following morning. A splen-

did supper was enjoyed in Mr. Deutsch-
man's shack which is indeed a work of art,

having been planned and built entirely by
himself. Opposite his shack a large log
cabin of three rooms has been built for

the accommodation of visitors. Here we
made ourselves comfortable for the night
notwithstanding that a disagreeable rain

had set in which by the way continued
throughout the following day.

On Thursday morning Mr. Deutschman
very kindly, and at considerable sacrifice

to his personal comfort, took us in two
parties through one of the smaller of the

caves. The exploration of this was suffi-

cient to repay us for our journey and the

soaking we got on account of the high
water. Our only regret was that we
could not be taken through the Auditorium
and the Bridal Chamber, names given to

some of the more important sections of

the larger caves. Mr. Deutschman's
extreme kindness to us, in spite of the
fact that we practically took possession
of his home for a day and two nights,

was much appreciated by every member

of the party and all were delighted to see
him on his arrival at the Alpine Club
camp a few days later.

During our absence an unfortunate
accident occurred as a result of which
Miss Helen Hatch of Lethbridge lost her
life while descending the lower slopes of
Mt. Macdonald. Disobeying the instruc-

tions of the guide she lost control of her
footing and was rolled and tumbled a
considerable distance over large boulders.

Death must have been almost instantan-

eous as she had expired before the guide
reached her. The place at which the acci-

dent happened was not considered in the
least dangerous and no blame whatever
is attached to the guide. The news of
the accident was sent to our party by a
special messenger on horse-back but was
witheld from all except guide Humme and
Mr. S. H. Mitchell, Assistant-Secretary,

who was one of our party, until we had
made our exploration of the caves.

On Thursday evening we welcomed
the arrival of the pack-ponies which were
to convey our bedding back to camp and
at an early hour Friday morning started

on our return trip which was made with-

out any special incidents. Our party,

which was the first from the camp to

visit the caves, was the envy of every
member of the camp as the same rain

which had forced us to remain longer
than we intended had confined the others

to the small circles covered by their tents

while we had the luxury of two comfort-
able cabins with a roaring fire in each.
The Nakimu Caves are undoubtedly

worthy of a visit from all tourists and Mr.
Deutschman is justly proud of them. As
one member of the party put it, ' 'he

could not be more proud of them if he
had made them himself!"

New Active Members.

The graduating list is a lengthy one
and comprise no less than forty-two

gentlemen and fifteen ladies. There
were two qualification climbs this year

and member's had their choice. The
majority selected Mt. Rogers and the

parties for that ascent were quite large

ones no less than twenty-two undertak-

ing the task on one day. This was the

largest party sent out at one time, though
half the number made the climb the fol-

lowing day. Both climbs were arduous
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and those who succeeded well earned

their advancement from the graduating

to the active list. Two gentlemen made
the double climb and thus doubly earned

their qualifications.

List of members who made the Quali-

fication Climbs :

July 7th on Mount Rogers.

Rev Thurlow Fraser, Portage la Prairie

R. L. Gutsell, Winnipeg.
W. G. Hamilton, Calgary.

July 8th on Mount Rogers.

F. G. Webber, Montreal.

T. E. Patteson, Lethbridge.

Miss Patteson, "

F. St. C. Farren,

Don Forrester, Winnipeg.

W. N. Smith, Medicine Hat.

Miss Patteson was the first lady to

graduate at the 1908 Camp, and the third

lady to ascend Mount Rogers.

Mr. C. J. M. Gordon of Kelowna, B.C.

graduated on Mount Sir Donald on July

8th. Sir Donald is one of the highest

peaks in the Selkirks (10,808 ft.) and one

of the most difficult to climb.

July 11th on Mount Rogers.

Rev. Loggie Macdonnell, Vernon, B. C.

Mrs. Macdonnell " "

R. H Rogers
W. H. Thompson,
F. A. Dowler,
R. W. Reikie,

A. E. Miller,

Capt. Logan,
R. R. Copeland,
E. Humphreys,
Miss B. L. Parslow,

R. B. Hood,
Miss Stanton,

Trout raising as a municipal enterprise

has proved a success at Cardiff in

Wales. The Council has large reservoirs

for the purpose of supplying the city

with water virtually impounded lakes

and rivers. It has been found that fishes

do much in the way of purifying the

water and accordingly fish hatcheries have
been established on a considerable scale.

From a modest five hundred the business

C. H. Mitchell,

R. J. N. Cooke,
N. Culp,

A. K. Ford,

J. C. Huffman,
Rev. C. O. Main,
Miss Garrow,
Mrs. Logan,
E. M. Burwash

July 12th on Mount Rogei s.

G. L. Hoggen,
Miss H. Muckleston,

J. T. D. Pollock,

F. G. Buchanan,
E. L. G. Taylor,

Miss C. M. Greenway,
Miss Grace Greenway,

J. H. Alexander,
T. Morrison,
A. A. McCoubrey,
Miss E. Le Feuvre,

July 12th on Mount Hermit.

C. A. Richardson,

D. B. Taylor,

July 13th on Mount Rogers.

Miss S. L, Foote.
44 G. MacFarlane.
44 D. M. Maus.
44 A. Mackay.
44

J. C. MacKay.
\. M. Morrison,

H. Tansley,

A. L. Reading,
K. N. Robbins,

July 13st on Mount Hermit

T. E. Patteson,

H. H. Worsfold,
F. St. C. Farren,

F. G. Webber.

has grown to two hundred thousand and
promises to be with the millions. About
half the fish are turned into the Corpor-
ation reservoirs permission to fish in

which is granted upon payment of a fixed

fee and the other halt sold to stock
similar waters in other parts of the
country. Profit and pleasure are com-
bined with some little relief to the local

taxes.



ON WOLF LAKE, SOUTH OF THE ALGONQUIN NATIONAL PARK BORDER.

From Algonquin Park to Lake of Bays by Canoe.

AMONG the many delightful canoe
trips of which our land of a thousand
lakes can boast are two splendid

ones from Algonquin Park to Lake of

Bays. Neither route is lacking in any
of the points which should gladden the

heart of the lover of the wilds—the man
or woman who really loves Nature and is

perfectly contented when he bags a rea-

sonable amount of game. When one
is on a canoe trip how it is possible to

use more than ten or twelve fish a day ?

Why should one catch more than his

share and defraud the man who comes
next ?

We had heard of Crown and Wolf
Lakes, so decided to make the trip

from Algonquin Park to Lake of Bays,

via these lakes.

Having partaken of a good, large,

wholesome meal at the "Highland Inn,'*

a comfortable cottage hotel commanding
a splendid view of Cache Lake, we hunt-

ed up our guide and all hands set to work
to repack our outfit for portaging. This is

no easy matter as everything must be
taken from boxes and repacked in various

sizes of cotton bags.

When we got through we had, instead of

what looked like a second hand store,

four or five neat flour bags with a (carry-

ing) tump line on each.

The novice in the woods is easily spot-

ted by his paper parcels, wooden boxes

and heavy camp stove.

Next morning early as the sun came
peeping over the hills

>
we carefully load-

ed our canoes and stole silently out o'er
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the placid waters of the beautiful Cache
Lake.
As we moved so silently and swiftly

along, there came to me such a strange

feeling — surely not that of conscious

selfishness—No ! And still a tinge of

sadness crept into my heart, for I could

not help thinking of those who may never

realize or enjoy, for even a day, the won-
derful charm of our Ontario Highlands.

My heart at the time was within the

point almost on top of a beaver who was
enjoying his early morning meal of suc-

culent alder or juicy poplar bark.

Skirting the shore of the river we saw
in front of us a large buck, which appear-
ed to take as much interest in us as we
did in him. He stood until we could
plainly see his soft dark eyes.

Reaching White Lake we threw an
archer troll overboard, and before our
first portage was reached, had a fine two

walls of the crowded hospitals of the

large cities where the air has been used
over and over again. I gazed all about
me on this fair summer morning and
thanked God as I inhaled the purest of

air that he allowed me to enjoy the beau-
ties of this Paradise of our North
Country.

As we made the mouth of the Mada-
waska, we heard a sudden splash and
knew at once that we had rounded a sharp

pound trout for lunch.

The portage from White Lake into

Beaver Pond is short and easy and one
can well afford a few minutes to inspect

the wonderful beaver dam which holds
this body of water back. Fancy these
little creatures creating lakes for their

own purposes !

Our next portage was a short one into

Little Island Lake—a gem, where one
could easily spend a whole week if time
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permitted. We had some very excellent

fishing here, catching both brook and
salmon trout.

The next day we again "hit the trail"

and our first portage — a short one

—

brought us to little Kootchie Lake and
then to Smoke Lake over a half mile

trail.

Smoke Lake is a grand sheet of water
four miles long and one-half to a mile

wide. This is truly the home of the big

portage which leads to Crown Lake—the
promised land. When we reached
it a vision of beauty lay smiling before us
in the form of a crystal-like body of water,
jewelled with just enough islands to set it

off. Here is where we had our best fish-

ing, nothing but brook trout and of a
uniform large size. They took both fly

and bait and gave us grand sport.

From Crown to Wolf Lake there is a
very short portage.

STUDYING THE ALGONQUIN NATIONAL PARK MAP.

lake trout, for, with the copper line

and live minnow, we had no trouble in

landing some beauties.

From Smoke to Ragged Lake is not a

long portage but there is a chink of a hill

attached to the first part of the trail

which forces one to fill the lungs to their

fullest of that life-giving air, whether he
will or no.

Ragged Lake is full of surprises but
we resisted and passed on up a creek to

the south and soon reached the two mile

We had very good fly fishing in Wolt
Lake. It's waters are as clear as though
distilled. Its shores and islands are

covered with virgin pines and, when 4 'the

night wind wanders free" through those

grand old monarchs of the forest, a sub-

lime melody is heard by those who have

ears, a melody which will soon be but a

memory.
From Wolf Lake to Trout Lake there

is a portage of four miles, which may be

made by team.
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At Trout Lake there is a beautiful little

farm by the shore where one may have

wholesome country fare, and in the lake

itself there is a goodly supply of brook

trout. What could be more acceptable

to the weary, healthy portager, than a

few days' rest in this secluded little spot

in the heart of the wilds, where fresh

butter and milk and all sorts of luscious

wild berries may be had for a song.

The next lake we made was Poverty—

-

it may be poor in fish, we did not try our

luck, then came Fletcher, a very crooked

lake of four miles in length.

Skin, Porridge and Crosier are small

lakes but are said to hold a fair stock of

fish.

As the sun dipped over the western

hills, we came out to a beautiful sandy

beech on the shore of Hardwood Lake.

We would have spent a few days here

but, unfortunately were cramped for time.

From Hardwood Lake to Hoovers Lake is

about two miles and from the latter to

Lake of Bays one mile. As this point is

only about one mile along the lake to

Dorset, we found it most convenient to

paddle down to a good, comfortable hotel

there. Next morning we boarded the

steamer, which is a marvel of comfort to

be found in the heart of our Highlands,
and took that delightful trip down the

Lake of Bays to the Wawa HoteL
The other route I would mention is to

Lake of Bays via the North Muskoka
River. If we start from Cache Lake we
will most likely camp on Molly Island

—

Smoke Lake.

From here we run down Smoke Creek
to South Tea Lake. At the dam at the

foot of South Tea Lake I have had, at

certain seasons of the year, some very
good fly fishing. The river itself is most
picturesque and opportunities for making
good photographs are innumerable. The
first portage is at Whiskey Falls, a rough
turbulent rapid at the foot of which brook
trout may be caught with fly.

Directlv inland—north—about half a
mile, lies West Lake, a clear body of

spring water, which harbors some of the

finest brook trout I have ever seen. The
last trout I caught in this lake weighed
three and a quarter pounds, and meas-
ured twenty-one and a half inches long.

At different points along the river the

fishing is very fair. At the south west
corner of the Park the south branch ot

the North Muskoka runs into the main
stream, and high up its waters I have had
excellent fishing.

From the river we drop into Ox tongue
Lake and finally come out at Dwight on
the Lake of Bays.

Fom the "Highland Inn" to the
<4Wawa"will certainly become a favourite

route when better known.

Scientific Travellers in Alaska.

A zoological expedition to Alaska sent

out by the Smithsonian Institution

last season and conducted by C.
W. Gilmore, ot the United States Nation-
al Museum, has brought back, besides in-

teresting imformation, many fragments
of bones of early animals of varieties no
longer living there. Although there is

not in the lot material from which can be
constructed ancient genera hitherto un-
known, the specimens show that over
Alaskan fields, at a period long before

man arrived on earth, roamed mammoths,
several kinds of buffalo, musk oxen,
sheep, moose, caribou, horses and bears.

Beaver also built their dams along the

rivers.

Ever since Otto von Kotzebue, nearly a
century ago, brought back fromAlaska few
pieces ofskulls and bones of strange extinct

beasts, men of science have looked upon
that region as a possible source of infor-

mation concerning the early ancestors of

our northern American animals. Much
has been written about it. Little sys-

tematic work was done, however until

1904, when the Smithsonian Institution

sent out its first expedition under A. G.
Maddern. This trip was so fruitful that

the institution last season despatched a
second expediton in charge of C. W. Gil-

more, which, while following a certain

itinerary, was to search for the remains
of large extinct vertebrate animals and
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to investigate the causes leading to their

extinction.

The party was gone in all about four

months, during which nearly the entire

length of the Yukon River was covered

and several of its tributaries partly ex-

plored. Close upon 1,400 miles of the

distance was traveled by canoe.

The course was laid through Skagway,
on the upper part of the river, by train to

White Horse, then by steamer through
Dawson to Rampart, whence came some
ancient bison skulls now in United States

National Museum. Rampart marked the

beginning of the long journey by canoe.

For thirty or forty miles below Rampart
the Yukon flows between walls of

older rocks at from five to six miles an
hour, tumbling faster and faster

down toward the rapids. But the rapids

once passed, Fort Gibbon is reached, be-

low which lie the now wellknown Palisades

dubbed in that region the "boneyard" for

from it have been dug broken remnants
of many early beasts.

The party here spent two days gather-

ing remains from the frozen cliffs 150 to

200 feet high. The almost perpendicu-

lar faces of the cliffs are being continually

undermined by the swift current. Large
masses break off, many times with a
startling report, and splash as they fall

into the water below. "Often during the

stay here", says Mr. Gilmore, i 'the re-

port sounded so like the firing of a gun
that we were startled by the sharpness

of it."

The party paddled on, however, in

search of larger game, and at the mouth
of the Nowitna river, information gained
from an intelligent Indian, who had visit-

ed the headwaters of this stream on hunt-

ing excursions, that he had seen 1 'big

horns and other big bones" on the river

bars and had picked up the "shank bone"
of some large animal, lured them into a
side trip up the river. Three days up the

travelling turned bad, and a cache had to

be made of all articles not absolutely

needed.
The party struggled up the Nowitna

river lor nine days, hunting for the source

of all the pieces of ancient bones found
washed down from places somewhere
above. No settlers were met with and
only an occasional deserted winter cabin

of a lonelv trapper showed that man had
ever scrambled along the banks or pushed
a paddle in the stream. Food began to

give out so that they were forced to turn
back before reaching the headwaters. The
side trip, however, was not without re-

sults, from nearly every bar searched was
taken a fragment or a complete element
of a skeleton representing such extinct

forms as the mammoth, bison and horse.

Stopping at Mouse Point and *t Kok-
rines, an Indian settlement and trading
post, they paddled down into a region of

towering cliffs, in places the banks rise

200 to 250 feet, and from them were taken
now and then a skull or a tusk or a tooth
of some forgotten animal. Anvik was
visited and then Andreafski, where the

canoe trip ended. The rest of the jour-

ney was on steamer to St. Michael,
Nome, and finally Seattle.

It was found that the scattered re-

mains of the very early animals occur
through the heart of Alaska not constant-

ly covered by ice and snow in three quite

distinct deposits : First, in the black
muck accumulated in gulches and the

valleys of the smaller streams; second, in

the fine elevated clays of early origin,

know as the Yukon silts andKowak clays,

and third, in the more recent deposits

along the banks of streams. These
specimens have been either washed out

by the process of erosin or dug by min-
ers in search of gold.

The fossil bones secured came from
localities on the Bonanza Creek, Little

Minook Creek, the Palisades of the Yu-
kon, the Nowitna River, the Yukakakat
river and the Klalishkakat river.

In connection with the "boneyard" ot

the Palisades, and with Elephant Point,

further north,it has been thought that there

might be enough ivory in old imbedded
mammoth tusks to pay for its excavation

and shipping for commercial purposes, as

is the case in some localities of Siberia.

In fact, mammoth tusks for a good many
years have been an important export of

Siberia. But the Alaskan remains are

not in as fresh a state of preservation and

until a few years ago it is said, a man
would not take a tusk as a gift. Now
they are used to manufacture curios of

different sorts.



A Fox Hound Performs an Unusual Feat.

BY PARK CROSSLEY.

HAVING always been interested in

dogs, and having for some years

bred French bulls and Boston
terriers I was ready enough to try a fox

hound when chance threw him in my
way. The anima] proved so good in

every way that he speedily took an ac-

knowledged position in my establishment

and I would not now part with him for

anything that could be offered me.
Ring, as the hound was named, proved

a master of fox hunters and last fall we
obtained nineteen in four weeks ahead of

this dog. On one of these occasions he
ran down and killed a red fox. Mr.

Jim Cooper, of Bracebridge, Ont. and I

had him out hunting. We were just

about to separate in order to watch a

couple of runways when we spied Mr.
Fox and the dog coming directly for us.

We had been on a burnt rock hill and
moved a bit out of the way. In a second,

as it seemed, the fox passed just where
we had been standing, with Ring so close

to him that we could not shoot. The
ridge of burnt rock ran into a fence pro-

tecting an open field. Here the fox lost

a second going under the rails while Ring
closed up and landed right on him. All

we could see was the soft snow flying as

Mr. Fox got his shaking. When we
reached and climbed the fence we found
him dead, his neck, I think, having been
broken.

Mr. Cooper is an old hand at trapping,

hunting and fishing and he told me that

he had never before heard of a dog catch-

ing a fox that was not hurt or disabled

in some way. The speed at which they

passed us snowed that the fox must have
been in good shape. When we skinned
him we could'not find a hole in the pelt

with the exception of two teeth marks in

the neck.^Clearly the fox had not been
shot andjfrom our observations he was in

a healthy'state.

On three other occasions we had to fore-

go shots at foxes ahead of Ring because
the dog was only half a jump behind the
fox and we did not wish to take chances
with a shotgun.

The incident related is so unusual, in

A FAMOUS FOX HOUND.

this district at least, that I think it

should prove interesting to your many
readers.

Since the above was written Ring ap-
peared at the Toronto Kennel Club show
on Dominion day and captured the bronze
medal offered by the Canadian Kennel
Club for the best American fox hound in

the Show. Competent authorities state
that very few show dogs can hunt, and
on the other hand few that can hunt are
any good to show.



A Northern Ontario Moose Hunt.

BY S. R. DUBRIE.

AFTER hearing heart breaking stor-

ies of how moose were throwing
the trains off the track and chas-

ing the miners to the tall timber in the

Cobalt country, we decided that our an-

nual hunting trip could be in no other

place than that country.

In August 1906 we began getting

ready and although we did not intend to

leave until the tenth of October, we were
picking out and deciding on our guns.

There were five in the party, three of

whom were old timers at the game. We
had hunted the Parry Sound and Mag-
netawan districts for several seasons and
had always used rifles of a large calibre.

But this time we were going into a

country where there was lots of walking
to be done and weight had to be taken

into consideration. I had always used a

45-90 Winchester, but had decided not

to carry as heavy a gun another season

(although we were going after big game)
and purchased a .303 Savage. The ar-

guments in its favor were that it was
hammerless, well balanced and very light,

and later proved to be strong enough for

any game on the continent, as a well

directed ball from a .303 Savage rifle will

dispatch a moose at as long a range as

is practical with any gun.

All summer our camp outfit was looked

after, gotten out, aired, brushed up a

little and then rammed back in the den.

At last the tenth of October arrived.

We boarded the train at Windsor, and
at four p. m. we were off. We arrived

at Toronto at ten o'clock and thirty

minutes later we had changed cars and
were aboard the sleeper. We arrived

in North Bay early next morning and to

our surprise found ourselves in about one
inch of snow that had fallen during the

night, the first of the season. We chang-

ed cars at North Bay and arrived in

Temagami at two p. m. Here we had
some amusement. An old hunter who
had come all the way from Windsor on
the same train we did, and had told us

how to hunt, met his Waterloo at Tema-

gami. As this was October eleventh

and the season north of the Canadian
Pacific Railway did not open until the

fifteenth and no guns are allowed in the

Temegami district during the close sea-

son, the game warden meets every train.

As Mr. Windsor Wind Bag stepped off

the train the game warden reached for

the guns. Wind Bag believing him to

be a transfer man handed them to him.

However, he soon changed his attitude

when the game warden gave him a claim

check and told him he could get his guns
on the fifteenth. As Windy had intend-

ed to go up Temegami several miles he
was compelled to cancel his engagements
with Bro. Moose and wait in Temagami
until the fifteenth.

We arrived in Cobalt on the Muskeg,
Limited, at three thirty and at New Lis-

keard shortly before sundown. Here we
promply started buying our provisions,

and to our surprise paid much less for

groceries than we would have paid at

home.

As the train from New Liskeard to

Englehart only ran twice a week when it

did go, we were compelled to lay over in

New Liskeard two days. As one of our
party, D. J. Lamont, had a couple of

silver claims in Burke township, four

miles west of Haileyburry we decided to

spend part of our time going out there

and seeing his mines, which are very rich

with silver.

At last the Englehart Express backed
into the station and our baggage was
put aboard by ourselves, as the train

crew were busy putting the engine on the

track, as it had jumped off, and it repeat-

ed this trick five or six times in the forty

mile run from New Liskeard to Engle-

hart. We were seven hours on this

forty mile run and reached Englehart at

eight p. m. The town at that time con-

sisted of a small board shack for a depot

and one hotel made of rough lumber with

cracks half an inch wide between each

board. About fifty people got off the

train and the hotel was almost out of
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grub as their supply had not arrived

when they expected them. Consequent-

ly we had cold potatoes and bread for

supper, our provisions being stored away
where we could not get at them.
The beds were rilled, two or three in a

bed, so we could not get one bed. The
writer slept in the barber's chair and the

rest of the gang on the pool table, after

it was abandened for the night, which
was about two o'clock in the morning.
We hustled out of the feathers early so as

to be the first at the table and get the

first bun. Right here we had a good
laugh. One of the party who was over

clean wanted to wash, so he stepped up
to a man (a backwoodsman) who was
hustling for the hotel and asked "Where
is your toilet room ?" The man replied

It's out back of the house," Our man
said "Is it outdoors ?" and the

woodsman in his turn asked "Did you
think it was in the house ?"

From Englehart to Hudson Bay the

railroad is being built byC R. McDonald.
At that time the end of steel was at

McDougalls Chutes which is about fifty

miles north of Englehart. Lake Sasa-
kenika, thirty-five miles from Englehart,
was our camping ground, and the great-

est moose country in the world. Many
experiences can be had between Engle-
hart and Sasakenika. We were twelve
hours making this thirty-five miles and
the train was running most of the time.

Our parlor car consisted of an old furni-

ture car which would not haul furniture

any more, so it was put on this run, win-
dows cut in, board seats put in and
flavored with Dagoes.
We reached Sasakenika at six o'clock

in the evening and gave the engineer
and conductor a little money to stop at

the south side of the lake. We could
have got the baggage off all right while
the train was going, but we wanted it all

in the same pile.

We pitched the tent on the shores of

the lake, got our birch fire crackling, and
soon smelled the beautiful perfume of

bacon. We had a hearty meal, a peace-
ful pipe, crawled into our sleeping bags
and were more comfortable than we had
been since leaving home. D. J. Lamont,
A. Lamont and the writer having hit the
trail many times before, put in a sound

night, but the two tenderfoots could not

sleep as their blood was chilled by a lynx

which had been calling near the camp
early in the evening.

Early the next morning everyone was
astir and while the cook was busy getting

breakfast we were cutting down trees and
making a raft as we wanted to camp at

the other end of the lake which was
seven miles away and it was almost im-
possible to get there any other way than
by water. After breakfast everybody got
busy at the raft and at ten a. m. the

bottle was broken and everybody climbed
aboard. As the lake was a little rough
a platform had been built in the centre

of the raft to keep the provisions dry.

We were off. We might easily have
been mistaken for a tribe of Kickapoo
Indians. As the lake is very shallow,

averaging about twelve feet we enjoyed
the trip. Lake Sasakenika is a beautiful

lake, seven miles long and five miles wide
and is studded with over a hundred is-

lands and proved to be literally alive with
fish.

We reached the west end of the lake

about two p. m., as dodging so many
islands almost doubled the distance. On
landing, an ideal camping spot was soon
found and arrangements started for our
permanent camp. Two days were con-

sumed in building a log cabin. As we
intended staying four weeks and wanted
the shack for future use we did the job

well and had comfortable quarters. After

our first day's labor the Indian summer
came on and made the weather undesir-

able for hunting as it was too warm to

do any walking at all. We decided to

try fishing but could not get any bait

other than pork so we did not catch a
fish. After failing in this we took the

raft, dubbed Noah's Ark, and did a little

exploring and poling around the lake.

When we were near the east end of the

lake we noticed a small prospector's tent

which had been abandoned for the winter.

Back of the tent we found some dyna-
mite, caps and fuse which we took along.

As the dynamite was very wet we aid not

think it would go off but after our return

to camp we scarcely knew what to do
with it and for safety's sake threw it into

the lake. We were afraid if we attempt-

ed to let it off on land some one would
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be injured by the flying rocks. To oui

great surprise the dynamite exploded and
brought up about half a bushel of the

finest pickerel I have ever seen and killed

hundreds of minnows which we promptly
gathered in. We took the minnows and
started out to fish and with this bait we
could hardly get our line into the water
when out would come splendid pickerel.

One week after camp was settled the

weather changed much in our favor and
everyone in camp was making ready to

begin hunting in earnest. The writer and
Duncan J.Lamont, having hunted before,

decided to hit the trail together. Our
provisions were carefully packed and
were in the tump line early on the morn-
ing of October twenty- fourth. We took
a westerly direction and remained away
from camp for four days. Moose signs

were seen in plenty and we spent much
time in trying to locate their quarters.

The second day we ran across caribou

tracks but as they were old we paid little

attention to them. On the third day we
were making a circuit towards camp
when we came across a small lake which
was cut up with moose tracks. As we
thought they would come there in the

night we crawled into our sleeping bags
not far from the lake and waited. About
three in the morning they came, drank,
played in the water, and got out again
before it got light enough to see them.
From the noise they made a person
might think that they were tearing up
the water. As our provisions were al-

most gone we decided not to follow them
but to return to camp and come back later.

Two days later we were back tracking
to our little lake. At night five inches

of snow fell which we hoped would aid

us in getting a fresh track. We lay down
at the lake again but no moose came, so

we started down the valley hoping to

run across a track as we had found a
meadow a few days before. About three

in the afternoon we ran across a fresh

trail—three cows, one calf and a bull.

We stopped, took out the field glasses and
.made a survey of the country and tried

to see if we could locate them in a swamp
for which they might be making. As
we could see nothing we took the tracks

and proceeded with caution. As we were
in a muskeg country it was hard to tell

where we might jump them. The wind
being much in our favor we followed until

shortly after four o'clock when we de-
cided to prepare for the night. Early
next morning we were on the trail using
our glasses continually. About ten
o'clock we came to where the bull left

the flock and started in another direction.

On following his tracks cautiously we
noticed in the distance, at the bottom of
a swamp, a small clump of bushes and
his tracks making directly for them. It

was about a mile to the bushes and we
could see everything between them and us,

but experience had taught us that this

was a good cover for moose. After a
long search with the glasses we decided
to separate and work past the swamp,
one on each side. The wind was blow-
ing toward us and this gave us an ex-
cellent chance. As we parted I be-
gan to feel that I was soon going to have
a chance to test the merits of my
Savage rifle. When we were about half

a mile from the swamp Duncan jumped
the cows and not having a good view of

them he was unable to tell whether they
were cows or bulls but thought he had
picked a bull. His Savage spoke four
times but all balls went astray. This
shooting took my attention from the

swamp and I stood watching across the

valley trying to see what I could discover.

The snooting had started the bull from
the swamp and he was making directly

for me and was within four hundred
yards from me when the thought struck

me to look. He was coming on with
that trot that only a moose can trot and
under full speed with head thrown back
and nostrils open. It was the prettiest

sight that I have ever seen. When
within two hundred and fifty yards he
changed his course and gave me a broad-

side shot. As I believe the neck shot to

be the most fatal for any big game I drew
a bead for this spot. My Savage spoke
and he went down but was on his feet

instantly turning as he arose giving me
nothing but a hip shot. My Savage spoke
again and he went down to stay. The
ball grazed the back, entered the back
of the neck, went through the neck and
lodged in the skin just under the jaw.

This shot was made at two hundred and

seventy-five yards with a .303 Savage and
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surprised me with its power. The moose
had a spread of sixty-seven inches and
would weigh close to eighteen hundred
pounds. I have the antlers before me as

I write with the battered bullet

that did the work hanging from a prong.
After firing the signal shots Duncan

came over to me with a look of anxiety

that I will never forget. He was filled

with as much joy as I when he saw the

prize and the first words he said were
"And you did it with that little gun !"

We took off the head, a supply of steak

for the camp and the liver as we wanted
to be sure that the wolves and bears did

not get all. We hung the head, part of

the steak and the liver in a tree, then

cooked our supper and camped for the

night. Next morning we were on our
way to camp early.

It was warmer, the sun was hot and
the snow was melting which made walk-
ing very hard. We were not looking
for game now so we made much better

time than we did going out and arrived

in camp about eight in the evening. Just
as we were going into the cabin Duncan
slipped and sprained his ankle slightly

which made it impossible for him to do
any hunting for three or four days.

When we entered the shack we were
taken by the arms and led outside to a
head that Alec had secured that day. It

measured thirty-six inches. Of course,

he did not know that we had the real

thing. When we informed him that it

would take another one like that placed
along side of it to equal the spread of
ours he said "You have got to show
me !" and this we did the following day.

We were up at five the next morning
leaving Duncan with the cook. We back
tracked and got to the prize at sundown.
On our way we discovered a large bear
track within a mile of our shack which we
passed intendingto take up later. Whenwe
arrived at the prize everyone was surpris-

ed at the size and the next morning when
I showed Alec the distance at which I had
killed him he said "This is the last sea-
son that I will carry a heavy gun !"

Next day we made sleighs and started
with the head and a hin,d quarter, also

taking the porter house. We were a day
and a half reaching- camp but we had
nothing to regret. We took a three days'

rest and amused ourselves with tracking
the bear that we had noticed close to

camp and with tossing whiskey jacks.

One day as the writer came up to the
shack from the lake he noticed Duncan
sitting on a log with an axe on his

shoulder watching something. Being
anxious to see what he was doing I stood
still and watched. Pretty soon I saw
him strike and then a bunch of feathers
shot up over the trees and then he very
nearly split with laughter but I couldn't see

yet what it was. When I went up and
asked him what he was doing, he said

"I learned this trick when you fellows

were after moose. This was all I could
do with my ankle as it was." He had a
pole about twenty feet long with a piece
of bacon tied on; balanced about three

feet from the other end over a small log.

As whiskey jacks are very tame and have
no brains they would jump on the bacon
when Duncon would hit the pole with
the axe and up would go the jack.

The shock would sting his feet so much
that they would be numb and when he
would try to alight in a tree he would
fall to the ground and lie there and look
at his feet. As soon as he was able he
would fly right back to the "jinney sting-

er" as Duncan called it and be ready for

another trip. After that some one
would be there with the axe all the time
as there were a couple of dozen jacks
hanging around.
Our next sport was with Bruin. He

had succeeded in getting an eight pound
piece of bacon from the roof of the shack
one night and right here the Indian guide
showed us a trick. He walked eight
miles to an old railroad camp and got an
old pork barrel and some old spikes. He
sharpened the spikes with a file and drove
them in all around the barrel just be-

low the top hoop so they pointed down-
ward. He then nailed a small piece of

bacon in the bottom of the barrel, and
threw the barrel in a little swamp back
of the camp. The first night Bruin did

not put in an appearance. The second
night he came and early in the morning
the Indian informed us that he had the

bear. Everybody hustled out of their

ba^s and down to the swamp. His
antics had the whiskey jacks outdone
every time. As he was unable to get the
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bacon with his paws, he crawled clear in

and took hold with his mouth and then

when he backed up the spikes drove into

him and he was a prisoner. He would
stand up on his hind legs and start to run

with the barrel over his head. He would
bump into a tree and take a back sum-
mersault and would let out a roar that

would raise a man's hair straight on end.

When we saw he could not get out of the

barrel we tied a rope to his hind leg

and tied him to a tree and tried to get

the barrel off. But it was of no use. We
had to shoot him through the barrel and
break the barrel to pieces to get it off.

He weighed over four hundred pounds.

We then had roost bear paw for supper

and roast heart and bear stews for days.

After the three days' rest we were off

again, Duncan's ankle having got into

condition so that he could travel. We
took a north east course, crossing the

railroad before noon, and by four in the

afternoon Duncan despatched as fine a

specimen of a caribou as I have ever

seen. It weighed close on four hundred
pounds and was exceptionally fat. We
treated the animal, hung it up and camp-
ed for the night. We were three days
getting help and getting the carcass to the

railroad and as the snow was getting

deep we decided to break camp. Winter
was settling in in this northern country

and a three day's blizzard kept us housed.
The lake was frozen over with four in-

ches of ice and we sleighed the prizes

and baggage down the lake. We were
not across the lake when another blizzard

set in and lasted for three days more.
We were very comfortable, however, in

our tent among some balsams on the

shore.

McDonald's Express hadn't been along
for a week so we did not know how long
we would have to wait. Two of the

party walked eight miles to the gravel
pit and were informed that the train would
be up the next morning and would stop

for us.

They were true to their promise and
at noon the next day we bid good bye
for one year to beautiful Lake Sasa-
kenika

Four days later we arrived home after

an absence of six weeks, bringing with
us two fine specimens of the moose family

and as fine a caribou as ever walked.

Our two tenderfoot companions were
sad but much wiser. They had hunted
with a vim but without the experience
which is absolutely necessary. While
they had shot away loads of cartridges

at a target at home, they were unable to

rise early enough in the morning to get
a chance at the real thing.

The death of Grover Cleveland recalls to

mind the fact that he was a fisherman of

no mean order. "There was no joy to

him like the joy of a stream, the woods

and the hills." This is the testimony of

a personal friend. In addition to many
contributions to the periodical press, Mr.
Cleveland wrote a book entitled "Fishing
and Shooting Sketches". The following

specimens of its philosophy will commend
this work to all our readers: The unstren-

uous, philosophical fishing fraternity

does more for humanity than the strenu-

ous people. Fishing stories are always
co be believed. It is better to go home
with nothing killed than to feel the weight
of a mean, unsportsmanlike act. There
can be no doubt that the promise of in-

dustrial business, of contented labor and
of healthful moderation in the pursuit of

wealth in this democratic country of ours
would be infinitly improved if a large

share of the time which has been devoted
to concoction of trusts and business com-
binations had been spent fishing. The
biggest fish are always lost. Fishermen
necessarily see and do wonderful things.

If those not members of the fraternity are

unable to assimilate the recital of these

wonders, it is because their believing ap-

paratus has not been properly regulated

and stimulated. Daniel Webster's most
thrilling oratorical flights were composed
while wading waist deep and casting

flies. No man can be a completely

good fisherman unless he is generous,

sympathetic and honest.



A Fine Salmon Trout.

short time ago Factory Inspector

George McLean and Mr. C. H.
Pember, of Hartford, Conn, came

to Canada on a fishing trip. They had
heard of the wonderful, advantages held

out to fishermen in the Algonquin Nation-

al Park and accordingly, by means of the

efficient Grand Trunk System, made their

way to its borders.

They first fished in Crown Lake not

far from the Park and were successful in

obtaining some good sized brook trout.

They were not satisfied however, because
they had to troll for their fish as they

would not take the fly.

Entering the Park and pro-

ceeding to Smoke Lake, their

fishing made up for all past defi-

ciencies. They caught big salmon
trout that gladdened their hearts

and Inspector McLean was for-

tunate enough to secure one of

eighteen pounds. After playing

it for a considerable time the land-

ing net was brought into use and
the fish still had enough spirit

left to effect an escape. For-

tunately the line held and with
the assistance of four men in two
canoes the big one was finally

landed. For a time, however,
there was keen excitement and it

was a mighty relief when the big
one was safe. After that not so

much was thought of the ten

pounders though these were not
to be despised.

In order that friends at home
might not think these stories

exaggerated, the eighteen pounder
and some of the ten pounders
were taken out and doubters were
shown the evidence.

Good reports have been received dur-
ing the whole of the fishing season as to

results in Algonquin Park and it is evi-

dent that in the years to come this will

prove a great national playground
throughout which thousands of fishermen
and lovers of the out of doors may find

pleasant occupations.

As the people's park such testimonies

to its extended use are very welcome and
are accepted as proof of the wisdom which
led to this huge tract of country being set

aside forever, to the material benefit ot

the Province and all its inhabitants.

FACTORY INSPECTOR MACLEAN

And his

Smok
Eighteen Pound Salmon Trout—Caught in

e Lake, Algonquin National Park, Grand
Trunk Railway System.

A Missouri farmer has succeeded in

protecting quail and largely increasing
his supply by planting sugar cane along
the hollows of his farm and allowing it to

stand for the winter. The Canadian far-

mer can follow this example in principle,

if not literally, and the results will prove
beneficial to himself and neighbors.





Nova Scotian Guides and Fish and Game
Protection.

THE semi-annual meeting of the Nova
Scotian Guides'Association was held

at Kempt on Tuesday, July the sev-

enth. Guides and others interested in

fish and game protection from all over
the Province were present and in addi-

tion to the transaction of much import-

ant business several mattters of deep in-

terest to all who believe in the conserva-
tion of our natural resources were dis-

cussed. When the roll was called the

following guides responded to their

names :—J. H. Sabean, R. H. Bower,
A. L. Bower, E. F. Walton, Mathew
Crowell, Melvin H. Reeves, O. P. Rob-
erts, O. R. Roberts, Alfred Forbes, Roy
C. Hamilton, Norman Crowell, Ezra
Gray, Judson Gray, N. B. Hatfield, D.J.
Marlin, John H. Cook, John M. Muise,
Forman H. Gravel, Ralph Crowell, John
Frauten, Stayley Morton, Sylvanus Cro-
well, Leonard Morton, Ellison Gray, Sam-
uel W. Marlin, L. D. Mitchell.

The protection of cow moose, intro-

duced by Mr. Roy S. Kelley, was the

first subject under discussion and many
expressed their views on the question,

the majority favoring a close season for

five years. Ultimately, on the motion
of Ezra Gray, seconded by John H. Cook
the following resolution was adopted :

—

Whereas the association at its last an-
nual meeting passed a resolution strongly
recommending a close season for cow
moose in this province.

And whereas the local government has
not seen fit to take action in this matter,
And whereas we are still of the opinion

that the best way to protect and increase
our moose is by prohibiting the killing of
cows,

Therefore, resolved that in the opinion
of this association a law should be enact-
ed prohibiting the killing of cow moose
in the province of Nova Scotia for five

years,

Further resolved that this resolution
be printed and copies of the same be
sent to our local representatives, the
chief game commissioner, J. A. Knight,
Halifax and to the secretary of the

People's Game and Fish Protective Asso-
ciation of Nova Scotia, also to the Secre-

tary of the Yarmouth branch of the same.

From moose to salmon was an easy

transition, nets aud weirs in the Tusket
River being the first phase of the matter
to be considered.

Secretary Roy S. Kelley introduced the

subject by stating that he had received

many letters from Americans asking

about the salmon fishing on the Tusket
and other rivers. What reply could he

make ? There was today no salmon fish-

ing in the county.

Mr. Uhlman, Carleton, told of condi-

tions as recently as forty years ago. In

one season members of the Club Farm
caught 40 fine salmon in the pool below
their house. Now the pool is full of saw-
dust and no fish coming, excepting an
occasional straggler, the rivers were full

of nets from salt water to their sources

or blocked with dams past which no fish

could go, and yet there were good
and sufficient laws to prevent this out-

rage on the public and this ruthless des-

truction of a once valuable industry. He
also spoke of the dam four miles further

up the river and at the French Mills, and
to this hitherto prime spawning ground,

the best on the river, such fish as could

get past nets, scoops, etc., had now no
access. Only one dam on the river, that

owned by Annis Bros., had a fish ladder.

Mr. John Muise related that quite re-

cently, being at the famous salmon pool

below falls, with an American tourist, Mr.
Brown, the place was so full of sunken
logs and works used by river drivers and
sawdust that Mr. B. gave up his trip in

disgust, went home saying that next year

he would go elsewhere.

Samuel W. Marlin thought the dams
on the river were responsible for the

whole trouble. Under present conditions

he declared, it was also impossible for

alewives to get up the river. The ale-

wife he said was the poor man's fish.

George D. Blackadar urged a free right

of way for salmon and other fish. No
dams should be constructed unless proper
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fishways were placed therein. He called

attention to the fact that the Yarmouth
Street Railway Co., was about to build a
dam on the Carleton river and asked if

steps were being taken to see that a fish-

way was constructed in connection
with it.

E. F. Walton was inclined to think

that the fish traps at the mouth of

the river were responsible for the trouble.

The following resolution moved
by Roy S. Kelley and seconded by J. M.
Muise was agreed to :

—

Whereas, the rivers and lakes of

Yarmouth county, in the province of

Nova Scotia, have heretofore fur-

nished an abundant supply of all kinds of

native fish, and our inland fisheries have
been a very valuable asset to the people

of this county, and are yet capable, under
proper protection of so continuing.

And whereas, in late years, this supply

has alarmingly decreased and it is feared

unless stringent measures are adopted for

propagation and preservation of those

fisheries, they will in a short time become
extinct, tor the following reasons •

(a) To obstructions in the rivers,

lakes and streams such as closed dams
(having no proper fish ways or ladders)

weirs and overcrowding of nets and traps

in the different portions of our rivers,

particularly in the tidal waters at the en-

trance of the same, thus preventing the

fish that frequent these streams trom
reaching their natural spawning ground
the lakes and head waters of the rivers.

(b) To the dumping of sawdust in

the rivers and lakes.

(c) The netting of trout and salmon
and other game fish in lakes and
non-tidal waters.

(d) The lack of proper enforcement of

such regulations as are already provided
for the protection of these fish.

And whereas the federal government
has recently placed a large number of

salmon and trout fry in the streams of

this county, and every possible means
should be taken for the preservation of

these fish.

Therefore resolved that in the opinion

of this association no nets, weirs, traps

or other contrivances for taking fish, be
set or placed in the Tusket River above
Hubbard's point and Lent's Island nor in

any part of the Argyle or Salmon Rivers
nor nearer the mouth of these rivers than
one fourth of a mile, provided that no-
thing be done to prevent the dipping of
fish, (except salmon) on any of these riv-

ers, for more than three days in each
week.

Further resolved that this resolution be
printed and copies of same sent to our Ot-
tawa representative, the secretary of the
People's Game and Fish Protective Associ-
ation of Nova Scotia and to the secretary
of the Yarmouth Branch of the same.

Mr. Mitchell, of Mill Village, next de-

scribed the trouble on the Port Medway
River. Mr. Dwyer, of Halifax, owns a
strip 33 feet long on both sides of the

river. Mr. Laurie Mack, a guide, com-
ing down stream in a boat with Mr. Ris-

ing, St. John, anchored there and fished

in a pool between the banks of Mr. Dwy-
er's property. Mr. Dwyer's agent, Mr.
Chase, ordered him off. He refused to

go. A lawsuit followed, and the case is

before the Courts. If this case goes
against Mr. Mack, to qoute a wealthy
American, "every salmon and trout fish-

ing privilege along the southern coast of

Nova Scotia will soon be in the hands of

private individuals." Subscriptions are

coming from many and varied sources to

help Mr. Mack carry on this contest. The
enormous importance of this case to every
man, woman and child cannot be over
estimated. Though the Game Associa-

tions all over the Province are backing
Mr. Mack, it is hoped that there will be
material assistance in fighting this, the

people's battle, from every section of the

public.

The following resolution was moved by
Roy S. Kelley, seconded by N. B. Hat-
field and unanimously passed :

—

Whereas we understand that an at-

tempt is being made by certain individu-

als to acquire the ownership of the rivers

and streams in certain localities in the

province of Nova Scotia, the beds of riv-

ers, the fish, and the exclusive right of

fishing therein.

And whereas we consider the right of

fishing in our rivers, lakes and streams
should, as heretofore, remain free to all

of His Majesty's subjects residing in this

province.

And whereas the guides of this prov-
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ince derive a large portion of their income

from guiding fishing parties on our in-

land waters.

Therefore resolved that this associa-

tion views with alarm any attempt to de-

prive the public of their fishing rights

heretofore enjoyed in our rivers, lakes

and streams.

And further resolved that this associa-

tion strongly urges upon our local gov-

ernment the necessity of doing all in its

power to conserve the rights of the people

of this province in these matters.

And further resolved that this resolu-

tion be printed and copies of the same be

sent to our local representatives, J. A.

Knight, chief game commissioner,

the secretary of the People's Game and
Fish Protective Association of Nova
Scotia, also to the Yarmouth Branch of

the same.

A dinner followed and then toasts were
the order of the day.

Mr. E. H. Armstrong M. P responding to

the toast of ' 'The Province of Nova Scotia"

said the products of the Province for 1907

were valued at $100,000,000; this divided

by 500,000 population was some indica-

tion of the per capita wealth and Nova
Scotia only had 21,000 square miles of

territory. Fisheries were more valuable

last year than lumber. The control of

the inland fisheries by the Province was
pregnant with importance and would fill

a large place in the political future of

the country. Their geographical posi-

tion, so near the Eastern States, meant
the tourist business of the future. No
one could drive through the Deerfield,

Carleton, Kempt or Tusket River valleys

without being deeply impressed with the
fine farming country. The guides should
appreciate and do all in their power to

preserve the natural resources and thus
be the means of benefitting not only
themselves, but the whole country, from
the money distributed. The changes in

public opinion about game laws has real-

lv been wonderful in the last two years.

Some people ask why don't you legisla-

tors make laws for this and that? But
it was in meetings like that, where so
many interested, independent and intelli-

gent men met, that the laws were really

made. Game Societies must discover

these laws and legislators would fall in

line. We must look to the future. No
"today" policy could be anything but
suicidal. Our forests must be preserved
and procreated; denudation, if continued,

would destroy our headwaters and de-

crease our material wealth immeasurably.
And what the Lumberman's Association

was doing for the forests the Guides' and
Game Association must do for the game
and fish. Maine's 400,000 visiting sports-

men and tourists left$26,000,000 therelast

year and there were many reasons why
a considerable share of that large amount
should go to the Maritime Provinces of

Canada.

Mr.Jarvis gave the toast of the Game
Association defining the ideal objects ot

the Guide's Association. The guides had
a personal financial interest in protect-

game, they were skilled laborers and mer-
ited suitable recompense. Their interest

was to protect the same and it was a pa-

triotic matter to do so. They were real-

ly the advisers of the legislators, who
were only waiting for the word to "go".
Mr. Jarvis gave facts and figures show-
ing the beginning and growth of this

business in other quarters of the globe.

He asked them to be statesmen in this

matter and take a broad forward view of

the situation. The tide of tourists was
flowing, let them do all in their power to

direct it there.

Dr. Breck, who had come a hundred
miles, from Milford, Annapolis County,
to be present, advised the guides to edu-

cate themselves in botany and ornithology

so as to be able to answer the many
questions continually asked by their pat-

rons. It was not enough to be master of

woodcraft alone, they should add to their

worth and larger wages would follow.

"Our next merrie meeting" was pro-

posed by R. S< McKay, and sounded a
rather pathetic note towards its close:
i iAs the years go by and our steps may be-

come less elastic, and our eyes be dimmed
with age and our heads whitened with
the frosts of the autumn and winter of

life, let us hope that our hearts may be
kept ever young and joyous, and may we
always hail with delight the semi-annual
meeting of the Guides' Association."



Camp Notes and News,

IjylHSS Stewart, of Calgary, and Miss

fill Hobbs, of Revelstoke, were the

only ladies in a party of twelve in-

cluding the guides that ascended Mount
Hermit on Sunday, July the twelfth.

They have the honor of being the first

ladies to ascend the peak. The first

ascent was made by the Rev. Dr. Herd-

man, the Rev. A.M. Gordon and the Rev.

S. H. Gray, accompanied by the Swiss

guides, Edward Feuz and his son on

August the fourth, 1904. As far as has

been recorded the Alpine Club party of

1908 has made the only other ascent.

Two members of this party made their

qualification climb on this occasion, Mr.

C.A. Richardson, of Calgary, and Mr. D.

B. Taylor, of Woodstock, the represen-

tative of "Rod and Gun."

A few of the prominent visitors to this

year's camp were : — G. E. Howard re-

presenting the English Alpine Club ;

A. F. Flegel representating the

Mazamas of Portland, Ore., Professor

Fay, of Tufts College, Mass. represent-

ing the American Alpine Club;

A. C. Davy of Sheffield, England; F. W.
Freeborn of New York, Mrs. J. W.
Henshaw, of Vancouver, A. H Harte-

veldt of Rotterdam; Rev. Loggie Mac-
donnell, of Vernon, B.C., Rev. Thurlow
Fraser, of Portage, la Prairie, Man.
and others.

The camp is deeply indebted to the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company for

the services of the Swiss guides Edward
Fuez, sr., Edward Fuez jr. Gottfried
Fuez and Francis Bergeund. The other
guides were Messrs. M. P. Bridgland, H.
G. Wheeler, E.A. Wheeler, Max Humme
and Lionel Lindsay, assisted by mem-
bers of the Club.

Nearly one hundred and seventy-five

members took advantage of this year's

camp. The commissariat department
received the praise of every one and the

amount of tea and bacon consumed per
capita must have beaten all previous
records.

Mr. J. D. Patterson, one of the newly
elected vice presidents, telegraphed:-

i
'I sincerely hope good work may be

done from the Camp in the Selkirks.

Most sorry I cannot attend. Greetings
and good luck to all of you. J. D. P."

Messrs Stanley L. Jones, H. W. Mc-
Lean, and G. W. Hunt were appointed
a Committe to consider and report upon
the question of incorporating the club

under a Dominion charter.

A special tent was provided for the art

exhibit which was worthy of much com-
mendation. There were nine exhibitors
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in three classes, mountain photos, mo'in-

tain flora and water - colored mountain
sketches. The prizes were awarded to

H. G. Wheeler, Mrs. J. W. Henshaw,
and Edward P. Max Humme respectively.

Many were the expressions of regret

at the absence of Mr. J. D. Patterson of

Woodstock, Ont., who is an ardent

mountaineer, and one ofthe most popular

members of the Club.

Sir Sandford Fleming C. E., K. C. M.
G., L. L. D., sent the following telegram

to the mountaineers:- "Convey to the

Alpine Club my warmest greetings. May
the adventurous spirit of the ardent

mountaineers find fresh heights to con-

quer! May the whole body of Canadian
climbers return with satisfactory records

of their adventures and exploits after

a pleasant and successful outing."

The two young ladies from Winnipeg
who had a most remarkable trip over the

Asulkan Pass, and who had an experience

in mountain climbing by moonlight, were
as enthusiastic as any of the stronger

sex. Their only regret was that they

were not permitted to climb Sir Donald.

One of the most noteworthy events of

the Club of 1908 was the climbing of Sir

Donald by Mr. A. H. Harteveldt, of

Rotterdam, who accomplished the feat

unaccompanied, without even a guide.

It is expected that next year's camp
will be held at Lake O'Hara, and the
club members are already looking for-

ward to it with much pleasure. The
district offers abundance of variety in

climbing and other expeditions to ensure
a busy and pleasant week.

The President had a box of nails for

climbers presented by Mr. Edward
Whymper, the well known mountaineer
and author, which were distributed
amongst the members as souvenirs.

The Rev. James Outram, of Portland,
Ore. wrote accepting the honorary mem-

bership conferred upon him by resolution

at the general meeting at Calgarj on

June second last. He offered a copy of

his book "Camping in the Canadian
Rockies" for the Club Library.

The officers for 1908 - 09 are:-

Patron Sir Sandford Fleming; President,

A.O.Wheeler, F. R. G. S., Calgary;

Vice Presidents, John D. Patterson,

Woodstock, Ont.; M. P. Bridgland, Cal-

gary; Secretary, Mrs. H. J. Parker,

Winnipeg; Executive Secretary, S. H.

Mitchell, Winnipeg; Treasurer, C. W.
Rowley, Calgary; Librarian, Miss Jean
Parker, Winnipeg; Advisers, D.H. Laird,

Winnipeg; Stanley L. Jones, Calgary;

Frank Yeigh, Toronto; Auditors J. W.
Kelley and J. B. McLaren, Winnipeg.

Mr. S. H. Mitchell, of Winnipeg, was
appointed salaried executive secretary

upon terms to be considered and drawn
up by the Executive Committee.

While it was agreed to adopt green,

grey and white as the Club colors it was
also arranged that some distinctive

Canadian emblem, such as a green maple
leaf, be interwoven with the colors.

Professor Vasser, the delegate from

the Netherlands Alpine Club, offered to

exchange publications with the Alpine

Club of Canada, and it is needless to say

that the offer was at once accepted.

Everyone deeply regretted the fatal

accident which marred the complete suc-

cess of the camp at Rogers Pass. It

may be that freedom from serious acci-

dent at the two previous camps, although
largely attended by amateurs, led the

promoters to believe that similar immu-
nity would attend successive camps. As
usual in such cases the unfortunate per-

son herself was to blame, although that

fact carried with it small consolation, for

the reputation of the Club suffers, even
though the accident was due to over
confidence and the action which led to it

taken despite the advice of the guide.



Private Mclnnis, who won the G jvernor-General's medal and $200, and
the Bisley aggregate, also in Palmer's trophy team. He won

the Alexandra at Bisley in 1905.

The fire scourge in the West is the

result of forest fires which have caused
more devastation in Canada than even
the lumberman's axe. This fire which
wiped out Fernie, Michel and other

towns and caused losses of life and prop-
erty to an extent unequalled in fire de-

vastions in the west, must cause much
suffering, and the generosity of people on

both sides of the border is being shown
in a remarkable manner, in the work of

alleirating both suffering and loss. One
result should be an increased attention to

fire prevention. The system in British

Columbia was supposed to be highly

efficient but in this case fire got
out of hand with most disastrous re-

sults.



Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Protective Association.

Formation of a Brantford Branch.

ON June twenty-second an organi-

zation meeting of the Brant branch

of the Ontario, Forest, Game and

Fish Protective Association was held in

the City Council Chamber, Brantford,

when the following officers were elected :

President, Mr. Frank Cockshutt.

First Vice-President, Mr. H. F. Gar-

diner.

Second Vice-President, Mr. A. H. Tre-

maine.

Field Secretary, Dr. A. B. Cutcliffe.

Recording Secretary, Mr. F. W.
Frank.

Treasurer, Mr. Thomas S. Wade.

The objects of this Association are to

encourage reforestation and preservation

of beauty spots, protection of game and
insectivorous birds, the propagation and
protection of game fish.

Strong committees were formed. The
first with reference to the reforestration,

with Mr. H. F. Gardiner, principal of the

Ontario Institution for Blind, as Chair-

man, and a number of leading and re-

presentative citizens on the Committee.

Next committee for the protection of

game and insectivorous song birds, with

Mr. A. H. Murray, Manager of the Im-

peral Bank, as Chairman.
The third commttee for the propaga-

tion and protection of fish with Mr. A H.
Tremaine as Chairman.
The General Executive consists of the

President, First Vice President, Secretary-

Treasurer, and the Chairman of each of

the above committees.

A general discussion of the objects of

the Association and the work to be done
took place, and very instructive addresses

were given by Principal Gardiner, Mr. T.

W. Standing, County Inspector of Public

Schools, also by Mr. Ruddy, of the

Public School Board, Mr. C. Cook, Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade, and Mr.

Frank Cockshutt, and others.

It is hoped that by co-operation and
example wemay get other municipalities to

organize and form strong bodies of repre-

sentative men all over the Province, so

that their influence will be felt by the

Government and assistance will be given

to the officers in enforcing these laws.

The separate committes have had very

enthusiastic meetings and the work pro-

mises to have the support of all the best

citizens.

Mr. G. B. Smith writes from Ayton :

"I should be obliged if allowed to say a
few words on some provisions of our On-
tario laws for game protection. I believe

many sportsmen will agree with me that

in some particulars our game laws are not

what they should and might be. For in-

stance September first is too early for

ducks. It is only then that they start to

put on flesh and those who kill ducks in

the first half of that month have only
bones and feathers for their pains. Sep-
tember fifteenth would be quite early

enough and would give sportsmen a
chance to get something for their trouble
On the other hand September is altoget-

her too late for snipe which should be
open from August fifteenth to September
fifteenth. Snipe are well fattened by
August first and many seem to leave at
the beginning of September—good rea-

ons for altering the dates as suggested.
Plover generally stay through October
and the open season for these birds should
be from September fifteenth to October
fifteenth. From my standpoint the big-

gest fault of all is the rabbit season which
opens too late and continues too long.

In November and December the rabbits

gather in thick swamps and a hunter can
almost kill them with a stick. Earlier in

the season they scatter through the hard-

wood bush and are more difficult to hunt.

Their open season should be from Sep-
tember fifteenth to November fifteenth

which would give them protection when
they most needed it and likewise provide

better shooting when the season was on.

I trust these suggestions will receive at-

tention from the authorities and that as

a result alterations may be made in ac-

cordance with them."



By Order in Council the Ontario Gov-
ernment have proclaimed a close season

for partridge and grouse during the pres-

ent year. As sportsmen know there was
an unaccountable scarcity of these birds

last year and it has been dectcjed to give

them a chance to recover. The scarcity

was general but by this Order Ontario is

doing all she can to relieve the situation.

It really does appear as though Presi-

dent Roosevelt means to celebrate his

release from official cares by a fine hunt-

ing trip. For sometime past it has been

reported that the favored field would be

British Columbia but the latest intelli-

gence points to Africa. Mr. F.C. Selous, »

the famous hunter and author will, it is

now stated, be Mr. Roosevelt's compani-

ons and the trip, which is to last the great-

er part of the year, will be to British East

Africa. It is safe to sa> that if the trip

materializes some new and possibly thrill-

ing experiences will be given the redoubt-

able President.

A shipment ot six selected caribou have

been sent from Newfoundland to Caribou

Island, Lake Superior, where they have

been turned loose, in the hope of restock-

ing the island with caribou. Caribou Is-

land is situated in the middle of Lake
Superior and gained its name from the

fact that it was once the home of a large

herd of caribou,— a herd that was exter-

minated many years ago. A sports-

men's, club in which influential residents

of Sault Ste. Marie are promineut mem-
bers, have become interested in re-stock-

ing the island and have arranged for the

shipment. Of course measures have also

been taken to insure a fair chance for the

caribou to grow in numbers in their new
island home.

While Commander Robert E. Peary, in

command of the Roosevelt, is seeking the

North Pole, Lieut. E. H. Shacklefcon will

seek the South. The many failures to

reach the opposite ends of the earth ap-

pear to stimulale others to still fur-

ther efforts. The northern expedition is

one financed by the States, although
Newfoundlanders form the back bone of
the crew, while that to the South Pole is

wholly British. Both parties carry their

specially presented national flags with

them and will make every effort to carry

those flags further north and south than
they have been planted before.

"C P. P." writes : The older genera-

tion of sportsmen all over Ontario will

be grieved to hear that on Wednesday
July 8th, at Grace Hospital, Toronto,

there passed away one of the oldest

sportsmen in the Province in the person

of William Loane, late of Radenhurst St,

Toronto, who for over a half a century

has hunted and trapped in this neighbor-

hood and though a market hunter was at

heart athorough sportsman. A man of splen-

did build,no day was ever too long or work
tooarduousforhim. In hisearly life when liv-

ing near the Dutch Farm many a fox was
run to earth by him and his hounds after a

long chase. As a hunting companion no
better could be found; he was always

ready to take the heaviest load and his

keen knowledge and observance of bird's

ways, coupled with a marvelous foresight

in the change of weather, added greatly

to his success and his fund of anec-

dote of bye gone days was unending- days

when the Wild Pigeons were here in

their countless thousands and every little

stream running into the Don and the

Don itself were well stocked with speck-

led beauties. For years he supplied the

shooting clubs with live birds for trap

shooting. He could recall taking over

one thousand wild pigeons at one pull of

his net and snowbirds, blackbirds and

sparrows he has caught by the thousand.
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When first I knew him some thirty five

years ago there were few men in Ontario

his equal as a duck shot and in the field

either at quail, snipe or woodcock he

was easily the best shot I ever saw. It

is needless to add that a man living so

close tc nature as he did was a clean liver

and if ever a man died without an enemy
that man was William Loane.

That there are no lack of moose and

deer in Northern Ontario is the testimony

of Mr. Wm. Schell, of Woodstock, Ont.,

who has taken up land near Englehart,

and is engaged in both agricultural and

lumbering operations. Coming down on

the T. and N. O. Railway Mr. Schell saw
a deer standinglooking at the train and

the conductorinformed him that a few days

before two moose were standing on the

track in front of the train. For a consid-

erable distance thev continued ahead and

the engineer had to make his whistle per-

form various screeching operations before

they could be induced to leap from the

track and allow the train to pass. Re-

ports of deer being seen by passengers

are matters of almost daily occurrence

and it is safe to say many hunters will

make for that district this fall.

A Hamilton (Ont.) correspondent for-

wards us the following extract from an

English paper devoted tc outdoor life:

—

Mr.W. M. Wroughton soldthe whole of the

famous Woodland Pytchley pack at Rug-
by on Saturday, for4,318gs. , the Messrs.

Tattersall being the auctioneers, and it is

some years since there was such a repre-

sentative attendance of past and present

Masters at a hound sale. The top price

price, 310gs., was paid by Lord Lonsdale
Master of the Cottesmore, for a couple of

entered bitches, Drapery and Dreamy by
the Belvoir Ranter—Daffodil, and the

same keen buyer went 200gs. forWarranty,
a second season bitch hound by Gaylad

—

Wheedle. Other hounds which went to

strengthen the Cottesmore pack were
Negative and Ruddy. HOgs. ; Fortitude

and Wafer, 260gs.
;
Comedy and Gertrude

240gs. ; and the dog hounds Guardian
and Guardsman, lOOgs. Lord Zetland
paid 300gs. for Guesswork and Guilty, a

beautifully balanced couple of entered

bitches, and among other buyers were

Sir Henry Hoare, Mr. R. H. Gosling,

Mr. W. Tyrwhitt Drake, Mr. Nigel Bar-

ing, Mr. A. Neven du Mont, Lord South-

ampton, Sir Hugo Fitzherbert, Mr. T.

Bouch, Mr. F. Riley Smith, Mr. A. Sow-
ler,and Ben Capel, the Belvoir huntsman.

Drafts from the North Cotswold, the

South-Staffordshire, and the Morpeth
packs were also sold, the aggregate of

the sale being £4.943 4s. He adds; "I

suppose few of your readers realize what
prices are paid to secure the proper strain

for the improvement of a kennel of fox

hounds. Fancy $21,590.00 for a pack of

hounds— really two packs, one dogs and
one bitches as they are always hunted

separately and usually thirty-three at a

time! Then there would be the puppies;

also extra dogs of each kind &c. I knew
these hounds well.

The Montreal Business Men's League
have published an edition for 1908 of

their now well known illustrated booklet

on Montreal. New cuts and fresh letter-

press add much to the interest which this

booklet aroused from the first and Mon-
treal never had a more effective advertise-

ment of the attractions held outto visitors,

tourists and commercial men by the city

which isindisputablythecommercial capital

ofthe Dominion. Those who read this illus-

trated booklet will find a wealth of infor-

mation concerning various parts of Cana-
da, all pleasantly conveyed and teaching

much as to the varied resources and the

wonderful advantages to be found
throughout the Dominion.

The manner in which bears will re-

main around a settlement is well illus-

trated by a story which comes from
Englehart in Northern Ontario. Young
Mr. Dickinson, who is farming in the

neighborhood, was doing some small
task near his home when he noticed va-
por ascending from what looked like a
large brush heap. The time was Febru-
ary and there was much snow on the
ground. On investigation a large bear
was driven out. Mr. Dickinson possess-
ed a good rifle and the animal was so
near that he reached a vital spot with the
first shot. Further investigation in the
heap brought to light two little cubs
whose eyes were not open. The bear was
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fat and the skin in prime condition. Sev-
eral bears were shot near Englehart last

winter but none were so close to the set-

tlement as the one secured by Mr. Dick-
inson.

The Harrington & Richardson Arms
Company of Worcester, Mass. , the enter-

prising and progressive manufacturers of

guns and revolvers have come to the front

once more with a New Model 3-piece

single gun. During their thirt)-six years
manufacturing experience this concern has
gained the confidence of the public, not
only because of quality and dependa-
bility, but also because of the many im-
provements resulting from the care and
thought devoted to fireams manufactur-
ing. The new Model 1908 3-piece gun,
which they now have ready for the trade,

is taken down in the same manner as a
double gun by pulling off the snap fore-

end and then unhooking the barrel from
the frame.

With the exception of the take-down
mechanism the details of the gun are

identical with the well known Model 1900.

The use of coil, main and locking bolt

springs reduces the liability of breakage
to a minimum and by using a short wire
or pin to hold the main spring under com-
pression the main spring and the main
spring guide can be removed readily with-

out any special tool, and as readily re-

placed. This method of removing the

main spring is fully covered by patents

and is found in all H. & R. guns. This
New Model 1908 3-piece gun is built on
the same lines as the famous two-piece

gun Model and sells at the same price.

It is made in 12, 16, 20 and 28 gauge.
The accompanying illustration gives a

very good idea of the construction. We
believe every one of our readers will be
interested in this New Model H. & R
Single Gun.

Mr. A. Wilson writes from Golden, B.

C. :— I wish you all kinds of success in

bringing before the people of Canada the
necessity of fish and game protection and
the need for the destruction of wolves and
other vermin. I know from experience
that if game in abundance is wanted the
vermin must be kept down and I have
often wondered why sportsmen in this

country are always after the game and
scarcely ever take the trouble to shoot or
try to trap the numerous wolves, hawks,
weasels, and other game destroyers. I

may say that it gives me more pleasure
to kill some of the enemies of the game
than the game. In this district the game
laws are well kept, never better since I

came here twelve years ago. The ruf-

fed grouse is very scarce this season as it

was also last season; the blue grouse is

fairly plentiful but hard to get at any time
except in the mating season when they
come down in the foothills (then of course
it is out of season); deer are increasing
fast in the Columbia Valley; goat are

plentiful nearly anyway you go
from Golden; and of course the

Columbia Valley is all right. In

the fall we have duck shooting
and a short distance from the

~i river we have some of the best

fishing it is possible to get any-

HHB where. The best trout are found

in creeks and small lakes which
feed the Columbia—for instance

forty miles up from Golden and eight

miles back are some small lakes where in

company with one of our old time guides
the finest kind of a trip can be taken
with the finest fishing and some good
shooting thrown in—the best indeed it

would be possible to get in any country.

Mr. W. H. Allison, whose name is

well known to our readers as a contribu-

tor of both fishing and hunting stories,

has retired from his position as senior

train despatcher on the Canadian Pacific

Railway at Toronto. Mr. Allison has

put in twenty-nine years of service begin-

ning on the CreditValley Ry. in 1879 and

during his long service was never respon-

sible for a single accident. The readers

of "Rod and Gun" join in congratulations

to Mr. Allison and wish him many years

of quiet enjoyment in his retirement. No
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YOU ARE ONLY HUMAN
There is a very human prejudice everywhere against home

products. It is so easy to fancy that imported goods could not
travel so far if they were not better in some way.

Canadian hunters should consider this—that in every hunting
region on the globe your own country is famous because of

Dominion Ammunition
In every country many hunters recognize the superiority of Dominion

Ammunition. Canadian hunters cannot afford to pay more for duty-burdened
ammunition, when the best ammunition is Canadian and duty-less.

People abroad who pay more for Dominion Ammunition have tried all kinds.

A trial of your home-product will convince you that Dominion is the best
ammunition, best for the Dominion as well as for the rest of the world. We have
made a particular study of your needs.

Our ammunition is for any gun. The right price for the best. Any dealer, or write us.

Dominion Cartridges Regal Shells Sovereign Shells Crown Shells
(Sure Fire) (Ballistite Dense (Empire Bulk Smoke- (Best Black Powder)

Smokeless Powder) less Powder)

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, LTD., MONTREAL.

doubt Mr. Allison will now go more fre-

quently to the woods and waters and en-

joy leisure to tell our readers of his ex-

periences and adventures.

Sportsmen desirous of obtaining first-

class salmon and trout fishing and big

game hunting, should write to Mr. Hen-
ry Bishop, Bathurst, N. B. He will give

information as to locality, arrange for

guides, canoes, etc., and state terms.

Bathhurst is an excellent centre for both
fishing and shooting.

Amongst the many contests which have
marked the year in Great Britain anglers

have come in for their share and in the

early part of July a series of competitions
were arranged for them at the Franco-
British Exhibition in London. The feat-

ure of the whole was the success of the

"Palakona" cane built rods made by
Messrs. Hardy Brothers, of Alnwick,
which in the hands of members of the

firm proved their superiority over all

comers. In the open salmon fly casting

Mr. John James Hardy was first, in

amateur salmon fly casting Mr. H. J.

Hardy was first, while in the single

handed trout fly casting for rods not
over ten and a half feet, Mr. John James
Hardy was first, Mr. L. R. Hardy
second and Mr. H. J. Hardy third. The
whole of the twelve fly casting events on
the programme were won by Hardy's
"Palakona" split bamboo rods. Indeed
eighteen first prizes out of a possible
twenty one, both fly and bait casting,

fell to those using Hardy's "Palakona"
split bamboo rods. In addition to this

wonderful record these rods swept the
board with first, second and third prizes

at Sidney, arranged and held under the

auspices of the New South Wales
Anglers' Casting Club on June first last.

An extraordinary instance of the intell-

igence of beavers and the thoroughness
with which they do their work was relat-
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ed at the outing in connection with the

Toronto Engineers Club. Supt., J. H.

McCllelland, of the Trent Canal stated

that the government placed a dam across

Gull River last fall for the purpose of

conserving the water in Little Mud Lake
so as to even the flow at times when low
water threatens to hamper navigation or

interfere with the supply to the many
important industries depending on the

canal for power. When the dam was
completed it was found that water back-

ed up and started running north. As
this interfered with the plan of the en-

gineers it was decided to build a second

dam at the northern outlet and opera-

tions were to have started on the work
this summer. To the amazement of the

surveyors, who went up in the spring to

make preliminary arrangements, they

found the work already done for them by

the beavers. A perfect dam, seven hun-

dred feet long and seven feet deep, was
constructed by the busy little engineers

during the winter months. There was not

aleak disernable and no likelihood of one

for years to come, so perfectly had the

work been accomplished. The first dam
was raised another foot and as soon as its

effects were disernable the beavers went
to work and added another foot to their

dam. The only explanation that can be

given for this remarkable feat is that the

fine instinct of these little animals told

them something was wrong when the

currrent took a course to which they

were unused and they immediately took

effecient means to rectify it.

A fine hanger has been issued by the

Ithaca Gun Company, Ithaca, N. Y., and
distributed by them throughout Canada
and the States. The title is "Wild
Gobler" (meleogris sylvestris) and is a

representation of a wild cock turkey amid
its native surroundings. The colors blend

well and Mr. Louis Agassiz Fuertes, the

artist, has done his work splendidly,

selecting a background which shows up
the plumage of this noblest of game birds

in all its richness. Accompanying the

hanger is a short description of the natural

history of the wild turkey from which it

appears that it is really a southern bird

being taken from the southern States to

Europe and again brought to America in

its tame state. The reason for the

extreme delicacy of the turkey chicks is

believed to be due to the fact that they
are the offspring of a race of birds acus-
tomed through ages to the mild Mexican
table lands and are therefore subject to

many ills in the more severe climate of

Canada. Turkey hunters have good
sport and the results are often such as to

make other hunters envious. The hang-
er is one that should adorn every sports-

man's den.

Mr. G. B. Smith writes to say that in

hi* article * Shotguns and Their Loads'
7

which appeared in our last issue there

was one error. The load for crows,

hawks and large birds should have read
3 1-4 in. shell (Winchester leader) 3 1-4

drms; powder, 1 3-16 oz. No6shot. As it

appeared it read 3 drms and the difference

is sufficient to make this correction necess-

ary.

A correspondent from Toronto tells us
of a man living in that city who shot a
passenger pigeon in that neighborhood
sixteen years ago and now has the stuffed

pigeon in his possession. The corres-

pondent adds that so far as he is aware
no passenger pigeon has been shot in the

Dominion as recently as that date. As
a boy he killed many a score of them
about the years 1868- 70.

A prize of one hundred dollars in cash
is offered by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, Mining
Engineer, of Toronto, for the best

collection of Minerals collected in the

Province of Ontario during the year 1908
by anyone not employed as a Collector by
a public institution or dealer in minerals.

The collection must contain at least

thirty mineral species, and it is suggested
where convenient the size of the speci-

mens should be two by three inches.

Each specimen must be labelled with ex-

act locality from which it was obtained,

and the date on which it was collected. No
specimen will be considered unless it is

so labelled. A typewritten list of the

specimens, with names of minerals and
localities, in triplicate, together with a
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Midnight Oil

Ff the man who is compelled by necessity, or impelled by

ambition, to work at night, will avoid "stimulants" and lunch on

Grape-Nuts
and cream, he will find his strength keeping up, and his brain

clear and responsive to his demands.

"There's a Reason"

Postum Cereal Co., Ltjj., Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A.
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declaration stating that they were per-

sonally collected by the signer of such a

declaration in the Province of Ontario

in 1908 at the localities stated, with the

Post Office address of the collector, must
accompany each collection. The collec-

tions must be addressed:- "Examiners,

Tyrrell Prize, Government Assay Office,

Belleville, Ont., and must be sent, pre-

paid, to the Government Assay Office

Belleville Ontario, on or before December
1st, 1908, where they will be opened and

examined jointly by Professor Nichol, of

the School of Mining, Kingston, and Dr.

Walker of Toronto University. If re-

quested the collections will be returned,

charges collect, as soon as possible after

the prize is awarded.

The wet months of May and June
somewhat spoiled the fishing on the

North shore of Lake Superior but good
catches were reported at many points and

as the fish caught were fine ones there

were no complaints. In the later part of

the season fishing much improved and the

very best of sport was obtained

Upon the request of the County Coun-

cil of Dufferin, Ont, an Order-in-Council

has been issued prohibiting the killing

and taking of deer in that county for three

years.

An exploration party including eight-

teen scientists is visiting the Aleutian

Islands in the North Pacific, and the

results of their enquiries and observations

can scarcely fail to prove of the highest

value to science. The entire cost of the

expedition is being borne by a millionaire

merchant of Moscow and the whole ex-

pedition reminds one of the early voyages

equipped by rich Russian merchants

which resulted in the discovery of Aalska

and the foundation of Russian colonics in

that territory.

Quite a number of sturgeon have been

caught this summer near Picton on Lake
Ontario. Captain J. G. Jarvis caught two
weighing ninety and one hundred and

twenty five pounds respectively. Frank

Gross also caught one weighing one hun-
dred pounds. Sturgeon are reported more
plentiful than for many years past and
whitefish have been caught in larger

quantities that in any one year for the

last quarter of a century. Hook and line

fishing for bass has also been good.

Most visitors to Canada are satisfied

with their experiences and so express
themselves. Mr. Frank Stevens, of Little

Rock, Ark. had some excellent fishing in

Prince Edward County, Ont., during the

season catching in one day seven bass
"nearly four pounders" in addition to a
number of large pike. It was with deep
regret that he had to leave scenes and
experiences so delightful and return home
and tace the realities of hard work.

A correspondent hailing from across

the border, after commenting with

approval upon the manner in which pro-

tective work is proceeding throughout
Canada, adds: "It is a little mortifying

to citizens of the United States that this

country should serve as an example of

blundering short sightedness to its near-

est neighbor, but until the citizens of the

United States learn something of the

value of the natural resources of the

country we must expect to be held up as
a warning to others".

Evidences of the adoption of a forestry

policy for the whole province are to be
found in the announcement of the Minis-

ter of Agriculture to the effect that five

government forestry farms are to be
selected and put into working order in

old Ontario and two in new Ontario. The
forestry farms for the older portion ot

the Province are to be located in Norfolk,

Durham Simcoe, Lambton and Bruce
counties, It is contemplated giving the

forestry students at Toronto University

and the Ontario Agricultural College

practical experience of forestry work in

these farms and the effect on the young
and the future of the Province, in which
forests must play a large part, is

certain to be widely affected thereby.
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FIG. 1

Shows position of hammer,
patent safety lever and

firing-pin when not in use.
Note the firing-pin and

hammer do not touch, but—

FIG. 2
When the trigger is pulled,

the hammer moves back and
the patent safety lever moves

up and in line with the
firing pin, so that—

FIG 3
When the trigger is pulled,
the hammer is released,

striking the lever,
which in turn hits the

firing-pin.

This explains why accidental discharge is impossible with the

Iver Johnson AUTOMATIC Revolver
You can drop it, kick it downstairs, throw it against a wall, with no fear. Nothing doing until you

pull the trigger. Then it shoots straight and hits hard. The best all-around revolver on the market.

Our Free Booklet, "Shots," tells more in detail why the Iver

Johnson has outstripped competitors in public favor. Our hand-

some catalogue goes with it, showing details of construction.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver
Richly nickeled, 22 calibre rim-nre or 32 calibre center-fire, _
3-inch barrel; or 38 calibre center-fire, 3%-inch barrel - - - / 3VJ

(Extra length barrel or blued finish at slight extra cost)
'

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver

Richly nickeled, 32 calibre center-fire, 3-inch barrel; or 38 0 mA
calibre center-fire, 3^-inch barrel 0.3"

(Extra length barrel or blued finish at slight extra cost.

Sold by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere,

or sent prepaid on receipt ofprice if dealer will not supply.

You can tell the genuine
by the owl's head on
the grip and our
name on the
barrel.

ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

New York: qq Chambers Street. San Francisco- Phil. B. Bekeart Co.
Hamburg, Ger.: Pickhuben 4- London, Eng.: 13 Culium M..E.C

Iver Johnson Single Barrel

Shotguns and Iver Johnson

Truss Bridge Bicycles. Hammer the Hamme
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SHOT
The best results in shooting are

to be obtained by using a thoroughly

reliable brand of Shot.

"M.R.M." Shot is made with

the greatest care, the best material

only being used.

It is uniform, round, and true to

size-

Specify "M.R.M." and see that

this trade mark is on every bag.

THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS

co.

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow direction?, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

The best point for the canoeist and
camper who wishes to "do" the Algon-
quin National Park is to go in at Joe
Lake station, where the route through
the chain of lakes running north and
south properly begins. At this point a co-

mmodious caravansary, known as the

'Hotel Algonquin", has been errected on
a well elevated location overlooking Joe
Lake affording a fine viewof the surround-
ing mountains and lakes. This hotel is

just 200 yards from Joe Lake Station of

the Grand Trunk Railway System. Mr.
L. Merrell, Mowat P. O., Ont. and from
Nov. 1st., to May 1st, to 402 James
Street, Syracue N. Y. , to whom all en-

quiries should be addressed, will be glad
to furnish any further information regard-

ing canoe trips, camping sites, etc., on
application. The rates at the "Hotel
Algonquin" will be from $2.00 to $3.00
per day. Mr. Merrell has also installed

an outfiting emporium in connection
with the hotel and all requisites for the

canoeist and camper, including tents,

canoes, skiffs, cooking utensils, provis-

ions, fishing tackle, and all paraphernalia

necessary for a successful outing in the

wilds of the Park can be secured here.

Additional accommodation will be pro-

vided by means of tents, meals being

served at the hotel.

J. A. H. writes: I note in your August
number a letter by "Hibernian" who is

surprised at Dr. Sisley's statements on
the charr and trout. Now a charr is

flatter on the head than the trout, softer

in the flesh, which is pink and has no
pink spots. The scales also are very small.

I have always looked upon the charr as a

species of trout, but not the pink spotted

square tailed game fish I have caught in

various parts of the world known as the

trout. There are about thirty species of

the charr. "Hibernian" however must
remember that Dr. Sisley is giving his

own opinion of what he considers a true

charr and a true trout. Personally I

don't, for several reasons, agree with Dr.

Sisley's conclusions. J^*^,

Mr. Forest H. Conover writes stating

that there will be no duck shooting at
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A Dependable Companion
Wherever you go or whenever yon go, whether on

business or pleasure, be sure to take along a Conklin Pen,

and you'll always be ready for any writing emergency.

You'll never be held up through lack of ink. When last

drop is exhausted fill

CONKLIN'S
Self- Filling Fountain Pen
again at nearest ink-well by simply dipping in pen and
pressing Crescent- Filler. No bothersome dropper,

no fuss, no muss, no cleaning up to do. Self-filling,

self-cleaning. Won't scratch, blot, balk or skip.

There is no other pen in the world like it.

Leading dealers handle the Conklin. If yours don't, order
direct. Prices. S3.00, $4.00, $5.00 to $15.00. Send for hand-
some new catalogue.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.
315 Manhattan Bldg.

TOLEDO, OHIO . . . U. S. A.

Point Pelee Marsh, Ontario this fall

owing to the carp demolishing the rice

and wild celery beds and thus leaving no
feed for ducks. In order to restore this

duck shooting for another year, Mr.
Conover advocates the destruction of the

carp by any and every possible means.
He wishes the government to allow carp

fishing by regular carp nets so as to rid

the marsh of 4 'these infernal pests/' Dog
fish should likewise be banished. If good
shooting is to be restored to the local

sportsmen next year the government
department should take immediate
action.

Men who have views of their own are

usually "real sot" in their opinions re-

garding religion, politics and the like, and
we may safely say that questions of

sights for fire arms can well be classed

within the same category. There is

scarcely one shooter in every dozen who
has not over hauled his sights to suit his

own particular fancy. With that fact in

mind Mr. T. A. Watson of Creemore,
Ontario, has, with full mechanical and
optical knowledge, given the sights for

fire arms a most thorough threshing out.

The result is that he now has upon the
market the most complete line of sights
to be seen anywhere. A hunter or work-
man may obtain from Mr. Watson exact-
ly the kind of sights his own personal
ideas call for. Mr. Watson has won the
highest praise from experts both in

America and Europe, one notable M.D. in

Chicago stating, in an unsolicited letter,

that his sights "are a work of art".

Filling individual orders is his speciality.

Further particulars are given in an ad-
vertisement on another page.

KAMP KOOK'S :KIT
54 Pieces—Komplete—Kompact —20 pounds

Cures Commissary Cares, Captures Campers
Completely, Query Commands Catalog

Ask your Live Dealer

F. CORTEZ WILSON & CO., MTrs.
Established 1869. 249 Lake St., Chicago, Ilk.



AUTOMOBILES
A. N 1)

AUTOMOBILING
The Importance of Lubrication.

President Hugh Chambers of the new
Chalmers-Detroit Co. who are building a

four-cylinder car for 1909 which is claim-

ed to be "the Big Noise" of the year gives

the following level-headed advice to

owners and prospective buyers. Says
Mr. Chambers :

The most common error on the part of

amateur motorists is in neglecting lubri-

cation of small parts. Nearly everyone
will see that the motor is given its re-

gular quota of oil and that the transmis-

sion and rear axle are properly filled, but

the lubrication of such things as fan, front

wheel, steering connections, spring link

and various other lever bearings is entirely

lost sight of. Manufacturers place attrac-

tive brass oil and grease cups at all im-
portant points of the car where it is prac-

ticable to do so, in the hope that they

will be noticed and used, but in too many
instances the result is not attained. Not
only is lubrication neglected but a cheap
oil is used merely to save a few cents per

gallon. This one thing often resulted

in repairs of a very expensive nature.

the diffusion ot joy apparent on every
hand. In both cases the programme was
much the same. An auto ride in the

morning, lunch with unaccustomed daint-

ies, a long afternoon of amusements, a
distribution of gifts and a return ride in the
cool of the evening. The many incidents

of the eventful day will furnish topics for

conversation the whole year round and
the amount of pleasure imparted was no
greater than that received Autoists have
so well learned the lesson that the best

enjoyment of all is received by giving
pleasure to others that there is never any
lack of autos and in Toronto in particular

the supply of accommodationexceded fora
time the number of children to be taken.

To carry off such a day's events success-

fully much fore-thought is required.

There must be a great deal of arranging,
much trouble, some risk to say nothing
of expense, and when all this is under-
taken cheerfully and carried through
without a hitch of any kind those who
are prejudiced against the auto should bear
this in rememberance.

The Auto and the Orphans.

Whatever may be said about the

thoughtlessness of some autoiotsts when
on the roads the greatbody of them do not

forget that they have responsibilities as

well as rights, and never do they rise

better to the height of those tesponsibili-

ties than on the days set apart for treat-

ing the orphans. Recently the autoists

of Toronto and Hamilton have proved by
practical demonstration the intense

amount of enjoyment that can be crowded
into one day when a body of men set

themselves to the task of giving pleasure

to children. At best the childhood of

orphans lacks much which others possess

and if for one day in the long year they

were privileged persons no one envied

them but all who contributed shared in

Concerning: Brakes.

Teddy Dey, the clever Buffalo driver

who has driven the Pierce Great Arrow
through so many reliability and endur-

ance runs with perfect scores, gives the

following advice concerning brakes. Says

the Pierce Arrow driver :

"A careless driver can do a great deal

of damage by not applying the brakes

properly. If applied too suddenly there

is danger of stripping the tires or doing

them considerable damage and straining

the car. If the foot brakes do not hold

firmly, though tightened sufficiently, it

may be that some oil has got into them,

in which case they should be washed out

with gasoline. It is a good practise to

wash out the brakes this way every once

in a while. , Should all four brakes be
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inadequate to hold a car from going
forward down grade too fast, in an emer-
gency shift the change speed lever to the

first speed notch, throw off the switcn

and let the clutch in gently by gradually

releasing the brakes. This method of

descending a hill on the compression of

the motor should be employed only in

case of emergency. If the sprag is out of

order and a car starts to break down
hill too fast for the brakes to hold, the

same method of breaking by using the

compression of the motor should be used
except that the change speed lever should
be placed in the reverse gear notch."

The Value of Tours.

In view of the numerous contests which
are promoted from time to time with an

idea of showing the value of the auto-

mobile as a vehicle, the moie exciting

events, especially ot the character of rac-

ing, seems to have thrown into discredit

the purely touring contests, and there

may be a doubt in the mind of both the

manufacturers and the public as to the

value of touring contests.

Says Mr. Charles Clifton of the George
N. Pierce Co. of Buffalo :

"From my point of view I feel that the

value of long distance touring contests is

due to the fact that the cars entering such

contests are normally touring cars
;

duplication in all particulars of those pur-

chased by the public.

"The character of the contest is such
that it appeals to the buyer and user, be-

cause it is practically the identical use to

which he would subject his own car. The
prime consideration in the selection of a

touring car is its ability to travel a long

distance without breakdown or mechani-
cal disarrangment of any kind, and that

car is the most satisfactory which best

fulfills these conditions. Consequently
a public demonstration of this fact must
surely impress the touring public, as to

the adaptability of the touring car to its

allotted task This sort of competition
naturally produces a winner, and even the

best of cars may be subjected to penalties

by reason of accidents, or unfortunate

circumstances, but the chief value from
these contests is in showing the general

excellency is not one make alone, but in

Take A
Real Holiday

The chief aim in taking a holi-

day is to get out of the "rut"
of city living—living by the
clock and by rule. In order to

turn your vacation into a "real

holiday" take a supply of
BOVRIL with you to camp or
to your country cottage.

BOVRIL minimises the cook-
ing—provides a delicious and
sustaining meal in a few mom-
ents, is handier than anything
else and if added to Canned
Meats, Pork and Beans, Stews,
Fish, Soup, etc., it intensifies

their flavor and increases their

nourishing value very greatly.

BOVRIL is nothing but the
quintessence of beef. All that
is in beef is in BOVRIL.

Try this recipe

:

BOVRIL. . .2 tablespoonfuls

Bread Crumbs i i '

Butter. . 2 ounces
Squeeze of lemon -juice.

Thoroughly mix in an en-

amelled pan and spread be-

tween slices of bread.

The 8 oz. and 16 oz. sizes are

more economical than the small
bottles.

BOVRIL Ltd., 27 St. Peter St., Montreal
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many makes of cars, thus exhibiting to

the purchaser a variety of cars which have
shown themselves capable and worthy of

purchase."

Great Auto Problem Solved

Announcement has just been made by the

E* R. Thomas Motor Company that they

have at least solved, after years of hard

work, the great problem of reduction of

weight in the manufacture of the automo-
bile.

Their engineers have for some time at-

tempted to produce a car which would
weigh but little more than twice its pas-

senger capacity, but it was not until

this year that such revolution was made
possible. They have produced a six-

cylinder car which will carry six passeng-

ers without crowding—all in individual

seats facing forward—which weighs com-
plete without gasoline, water, lubricating

oil or extra parts, 2000 pounds. The
average automobile weighs five or six

times its passenger capacity, but this new
car which ?s to be known as the Model L
6-40Thomas Flyer weighs but little more
than twice its passenger capacity.

It is only when one stops to consider

what this reduction of weight means, in

the cost of tires, operation and mainten-

ance, that the far-reaching effects of this

great improvement can be realized. It is

a distinct and marked advance in the in-

dustry and will create a new era in auto-

mobile construction which automobile en-

gineers have long known must come.

As everyone knows, the automobile in-

dustry has passed through much the same
stages as the bicycle. It will be remem-

bered that the first bicycles which were
put on the market weighed over a hun-
dred pounds and were large, expensive
machines, hard to ride and costly to main-
tain. With the coming of steel tubing
the introductioon of special steels, im-
proved friction surfaces, and new methods
of construction, these first wheels were
gradually reduced in weight and cost until

all of a sudden, the weight of the bicycle

took an unheard of drop from forty

pounds to twenty-two. The immediate
effect on the industry was to more than
quadruple the output and reduce the cost

to a price within the reach of all.

The motor car industry has been
through much the same stages, and auto-
mobile engineers have been vieing with
each other in an effort to lighten the
mechanism of an automobile to a point

where the first cost and maintenance of
an automobile could be reduced in a
similar manner.
The E. R. Thomas Motor Co. have

just placed upon the market, a Thomas
Flyer, which, while it contains all of the
high class features usually found in

$6000.00 cars such as ball bearing, cam
shafts, crank shafts, transmission gears
and wheels, special nickle, vanadium and
heat treated steels, disc clutch enclosed
in dust proof case, two entirely separate

and distinct ignition systems, including a

Sims-Bosch Magneto and Atwater Kent
Timer, thirty-six inch wheels and tires,

double elliptical springs, hand-hammered
aluminum body, Herringbone timing'

gears, eighteen inch steering wheel,

four brakes, aluminum hood and fenders,,

geared lubricator and complete equip-

ment of gas and oil lamps, horn and pres-

A Residential

School for

Boys and

Young

Men

Woodstock College
MOST FULLY EQUIPPED IN CANADA
Matriculation, Business, Scientific Courses. Oldest and best
equipped Manual Training in Dominion. Gymnasium, Swimming
Pool, etc. Large grounds and campus (30 acres). University
trained staff.

Fees $230. No Extras. Re-opens September 2nd.

Write for 51st Annual Calender to

A. T. MacNeill, Principal, P. O. Box 21, Woodstock, Ont.
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Extra close shooting with even distribution and good pene- ^
tration are essential qualities that a gun must possess for the

Jj
very best success at the traps. Ithaca Guns have a world-wide %
reputation for their superior shooting qualities.

Every Ithaca Gun is guaranteed in every part—shooting m
included. m
"Bob" Edwards the veteran barrel borer is still boring m

them. 'A

Here's what some of our customers say about them :

" The Pigeon Gun came yesterday. It is a beauty and
a hard close shooter. The boys all tried it at our club shoot

and everyone pronounced it a peach."

E. Beckwith, Sec. Mt. Pleasant Gun Club,

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

"My Ithaca No, 4 arrived all O. K. and to say that I

satisfied is mildly expressing it. It is ivithout doubt

the finest arm I have ever handled; both the shooting qual-
ities and the finish are superfine."

Bert Mason . Salamanca , N. Y.

Send lor Art Catalog and special prices on 18 grades
$17.75 n et to $3oo list.

ITHACA GUW €©MFAHY
CD €>p fr. NO. 13

I T H A C A, 1ST. "Y,

tolite tank—all for the unusually low price

of $3000.00.

There is not an experimental feature in

the whole make up of the car. It is

rather the result of refinement of detail

throughout. The wonderful results are

due to severe simplicity and compactness
of design, new arrangements of function-

al parts, the constant torque by the use
of a six cylinder motor—the employment
of the best quality of nickle and heat-

treated steels, which are lighter and
stronger than the old castings.

The car will be equipped with four

different bodies—Touring Car, Tourabout,
Limousine and Flyabout, the last being
an entirely new design of body—a modi-
fication of the Tourabout, having a small

tonneau instead of the usual rum-
ble seat. It is a distinct novelty this

year and one which has already won un-

iversal favor.

The well known Stevens-Duryea Com-
pany have issued a fine catalogue giving
full particulars of their model X four

cylinder touring car which has superseded
Model R. The Company explain that

their new model, while effecting improve-
ments in various directions, has not de
parted at all from the principles which
made the standard Stevens-Duryea suc-

cessful from the first. That principal in

brief has been unvarying alignment,

meaning in its turn, durability, smooth-
ness, silence and speed. The apprecia-

tion shown by automobilists who have
used these cars has been due to the ad-

vantages secured by perfect alignment,

though many of them have not known to

what cause their satisfaction was
due. Coupled with this principal

which has never been departed from by
one hair's breadth, the best of materials

are used by skilled workmen, the result

being a car giving the maxium of enjoy-

ment and service to those fortunate

enough to possess one. The booklet is

finely illustrated and the descriptions

given are full and complete. As might
have been expected from the confidence

secured in their previous models the new
one, although upon the market only a
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short time, is rapidly obtaining the same
degree of popularity accorded the famous
Big and Light Six Stevens-Duryea cars

and the Model R Four Cylinder. The
price of the chassis has been changed to

$2500 An ever widening demand for the

new car is certain and Canadian automo-
bilists, who always desire the best, may
be trusted to speedily gain experience of

this new model. The address of the

company is Chicopee Falls, Mass.

The Triumph of the American Car.

Charles J. Glidden, owner of the Glid-

den trophy, in speaking of the tour just

finished said : "The record of the Great

Arrow in entering five cars and finishing

all of them with a perfect score is so ex-

ceptional that it will compel even Europe
to sit up, and pay attention. The rules

of this contest were so strict that there

was no opportunity to do any funny work
and the clean cut record of the Great Ar-

row will force Europe to recognize the

fact that America builds cars for any
roads, good or bad, and I am firm in the

belief that the car for the American road

is the American car. This tour has de-

monstrated that fact as nothing else could

have done. The test was so hard that I

hardly believe it possible that I could

have placed my own car of English make
through it on schedule time. The trip

too was enjoyable with all its mountain
scenery and I am very glad that I made
it. At no time did the trip pall upon me
in spite of my almost completed 50,000

miles of travelling in nearly fifty

countries."

Mr. Glidden rode through the journey

in the car of Mr. Frank B. Hower, a

Great Arrow, and the Chairman was con-

stantly at the head of the line as his car

gave him no trouble throughout the trip.

Success of the Boy Driver.

The success of Arthur Kumpf,the nine-

teen year old lad, in again driving a per-

fect score in the big six cylinder Great
Arrow brings this lad to the front as

America's youngest and most successful

driver. Last year he won perfect scores

in several events and lost the Chicago
Endurance run by two points, owing
to a loose grease cup. The "Kid" is a

wonderful driver, careful at all times and
never reckless. In driving he attends
strictly to business and never talks at all.

He seldom says a thing even though
hundreds of miles be driven. The direc-

tions as read to him by his mechanic are

carefully watched. In hill climbing work
and in trips down hill he saves his car

and yet his average for the day is very

high. His speeding is done on safe

roads only without an effort to gain any
time on rough roads. In strenuous times
Kumpf is as cool as a cucumber. Riding
back of him in a tonneau is pure pleasure

as it is even possible to enjoy a sleep over
the roughest roads so carefully does he
hit the high <jpots.

An Ontario Road Map.

A road map of Ontario and the Musko-
ka Lakes, authorized by the Ontario Mo-
tor League, has been issued by J. A.

Radford, of Toronto,and can be had from
him at a nominal price. The map which
is on a scale of twelve miles to an inch,

is well mounted and plainly printed. It

has an index of cities, town and villages

and roads and railways are shown up
boldly. The roads are the main roads only

but with the map a tour can be arranged
and a schedule completed which should

add materially to the pleasures of an auto

tour. One likes to know just where one
is and the distances of other places when
on such a journey and this map will sup-

ply just what is needed. Without
doubt the usefulness of such a map will be

more appreciated as tourists increase, as

they are bound to do.

A Wonderful Victory

The Thomas has won the great New
York to Paris race, which was begun on
Febuary twelfth, and concluded on July

thirtieth. The only other car to finish was
the German, which arrived on the

twenty sixth inst., but which was penal-

ised thirty days; seven days for failure

to cover eleven hundred miles in America,

twenty three days it was behind, that

twenty three days being made up by

shipping the car at Seattle. The contest-

ants were: De Dion (French) G. Boucier

de Saint Chaffray, Captain Hans Hansen
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"FOOD FOR THOUGHT"
Food for thought must be rich in the phosphates—the
material that repairs and replenishes waste nerve cells.

You cannot think any thoughts that are worth thinking
on starchy, fat-making foods. In the making of

Shredded Wheat Biscuit

all the phosphates and nitrates in the whole wheat berry,
which are largely discarded in the making of white
flour, are retained and made digestible by steam-cook-
ing, shredding and baking.

Clear thinking and clean living are the fruits of intelli-

gent eating. Shredded Wheat is the ideal food for
school or workshop, because it combines in well balanced
proportion and in a digestible form the elements that
are needed for the perfect nourishment
of every part of the body.

If your brain doesn't work easily and smoothly, cut
out meats and pastries for a while and try Shredded
Wheat (heated in oven) with milk or cream and baked
apples or other fruit. If you like the Biscuit for break-
fast, you will like toasted Triscuit (the Shredded
Wheat wafer) for luncheon or other meals, with
butter, cheese or marmalade.
Our new and handsomely illustrated Cook Book is sent free for the asking.

f

' COOK BOOK j
The Canadian Shredded Wheat Co.. Ltd., Niagara Fills, Ont.

1

, ,

Toronto Office: 32 Church St. 1068 "It'S All ill tllC ShfCdf''
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and M. Autran; Moto Bloc (French), M.
Godaid, M. Hue and M. Livier; Sizair-

et Naudin (French) August Pons, M.
Deschamps and M. Berthe; Zust (Italian)

Antonio Scarfoglio, Emeiio Sitori and
Henri Haaga; Protos (German), Leuten-
ant Koeppen, Engineer Hans Knape and
Engineer Ernest Maas; Thomas (Ameri-
can), George Schuster, Montague Rob-
erts, Harold Brinker and Linn Matheson.
All kinds of difficulties and discourage-

ments and even dangers were encountered
from the start but despite obstacles

progress was maintained and the Thomas
won by the comfortable margin of twen-
ty six days. The Thomas was an ordin-

ary stock car and the others had all had
months of special preparation spent upon
them, a fact which makes the Thomas
victory all the more significant.

The Grlidden Tour.

The A. A. A. Touring Board is at its

wits' end to bring this tour to a finish.

They forsee an all summer job. The
team of three proposition from each
maker has brought into competition for

the final run of but four days, three Great
Arrow cars, three Peeless cars, and two
Haynes cars, and an Oldsmobile, the

latter the Chicago team. The Great
Arrows represent the Buffalo Club,

having held trophy for that club for two
years and aided in winning it last year

for the same club with two perfect score

cars; the Peerless representative and the

Columbus Club and the Marmons, the

Bay State Association. In the contest

for the Hower trophy there are the two
Pierce Great Arrows, two of the Stoddard
Daytons and one Premier, and all are
going nicely. Every one of these cars has
an experienced engineer and an experi-
enced mechanic. All are being driven
well within the cars' power, and each
promises to go onward to the end, even
though that be next year. The Great
Arrow is making a warm fight to retain
its supremacy on the touring field, and
the others are hot after its scalp. Good
sportsmanship prevails and will prevail to
the end. It will be pure endurance of men
and of cars and it is probable that the
men will last as long as the cars, as they
are made to last, having graduated from
the testing departments of factories in
many instances. In their departments
they drove as many miles daily as the
tour requires and at as great speed as is

required, and their experience counts in
this great event.

A Good Suggestion.

The proposal has been made that the
contestants of the Fifth Annual Tour of
the AmericanAutomobile Association, who
are contesting for the Hower trophy in
the runabout class and who leave Buffalo
continue on their weary way until anoth-
er lap has been completed in two weeks
and two days and that they then start for
New York City and join in the Double
Transcontinental race which starts from
New York to San Francisco and return.
It is thought possible that some of the
five cars might be eliminated in this way
but that is not so certain. The contest-
ants will object to a third trip over
the same route and should they complete
the second will ask for a substitution of
oneoftheroutesused on former tours as the
present one promises to become chestnut-
ty. The proposition to make the run to
San Francisco and return met with the ap-
proval ofJohn Williams who is driving a
Pierce and also Edward Rettling, ahso a
Great Arrow driver, when they were
seen. ''I'm game ,v

said Williams
"and if they want to go to San Francisco
and back I'm with them. I only hope
that they will change the routing for the
time round, that is all, the 'Frisco and
return suits me."

The HOTEL ALGONQUIN
At Joe Lake Station, Ontario

on Ottawa Division, Grand Trunk Rail-

way. Best Trout Fishing in Ontario.
Complete Outfitting Establishment in
connection with hotel furnishing every
requisite for canoeists, campers, etc.

First-class canoe and boat livery. Address

L. E. MERRELL
Mowat P.O., Ont.
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HND

TheLENOX HOTEL
//V BUFFALO

MODERN HIGH GRADE FIREPROOF
UNEXCELLED SERVICE THROUGHOUT

OUR OWN RAPID MOTOR CARRIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY FOR
patrons, operate continuously every few minutes from
Hotel through Business District and to all Depots and
Wharves for principal trains and steamers : :

EUROPEAN PLAN

Host

Ample Garage Facilities and Excellent Golfing Nearby

George Duchscherer, - - Proprietor.

The Elect of the Tour.

It is with wry faces that the

five drivers of the Pierce Great Ar-

rows, the two Stoddard Daytons
and the Premier started over the route

again and drivers Teddy Dey and Arthur
Kumpf who will drive Great Arrow
No. 1 . on its course the third

round of and Ledderman and Win-
chester who are to drive the Chairman's
car. smiled sadly when asked whether

they liked the work. 4

'It's all in a life

time", said Dey and smiled, "and I want
to just find out how far this old boat
will go. It's been over 4500 miles

without trouble and now let's see wether
it will go 6500 or 10.000. I don't care.

I've got a curious notion that the car

will go on forever and the test is in-

teresting to me". "Thank heaven I am
not a competitor this time and will drive

at my own gait throughout.

"

OTHERS tell you their battery is

superior

We Refund the Money

if our X CELLS do not prove superior.

You see WE ARE convinced. '

HOW ABOUT YOU ?

A trial order will convince you.

No. 6 X CELLS in barrel lots 19 cents

No. 7 X CELLS in barrel lots 38 cents

X CELLS? Yes, because they excell all others.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, LIMITED
12-14-16 Shuter St., Toronto.

UP-TO-DATE FACTORY. PROMPT SHIPMENTS-
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Canadian Victories Across the Lake.

The Canadian victories at the Inter-

national Regatta at Put-in-Bay, O. were
most welcome to Canadian yachtsmen,

and the good showing of their boats was
gratifying not merely to their owners and
crews but likewise to all who take an in-

terest in such matters throughout the

Dominion. In class A Zoraya won on

time allowance making a fine showing all

through and though this victory was not

all it might have been, the excellent sail-

ing qualities of the boat and the manner
in which she was handled show that

Canadians have no reason to be ashamed
of Zoraya in any way.

Crusader in Class B won three straight

victories and holds the unique record of

seven firsts for seven races. Such a re-

cord is enough to put Canadian yachts-

men in high feather, although admitting

that in Shark of Toledo, the Americans
have a fine boat. The races were sailed

both in light airs and with a stiff breeze

and on each occasion the Canadian boats

showed up well. The work of the Cana-
dian skippers was highly commended by

the critics and in particular the handling

of Zoraya by Skipper Jarvis was describ-

ed as superb. Without doubt much of

the good showing of the Canadian boats

was due to the fine handling by skippers

who knew the capacities of their boats.

An International Regatta

Amongst the many incidents of the

Tercentenary celebration at Quebec was
an international regatta between crews

from the sailors of the various men of

war present. Great interest was taken

in the race for twelve oared events which

was won by the British tars, the Ameri-

cans making a stong bid for supremacy,

The course wasoneof three miles in length,

and while the British won by a minute,
with the United States second, the French-
men made a good third. A curious fea-

ture of the regatta was that all the boats
used in the international races were
British, neither the United States nor the

French craft possessing boats fit to face

the conditions created by the squally

weather.

A Police Patrol Boat.

The Toronto police have been outfitted

with a gasoline launch by the Canadian
Gas, Power and Launches, Limited, and
with this boat the bay will be regularly

patrolled from eight o'clock in the morn-
ing till eleven o'clock at night. Four
constables have been detailed for the

work which will consist in enforcing the

marine regulations, the rules of the road
carrying lights after dark and speeding.

The craft will be serviceable also

in cases of upsets and drown-
ings. The boat is forty feet in length,

equipped with a sixty horse power Hunter
engine, and has a canopy to keep off the

sun. It has no distinctive mark so as to

arouse suspicion of offenders and in view
of rowdyism and accidents the services

of the new patrol should prove effective.

Vancouver Victories.

At the N. P. A. A. O. Regatta held at

Seattle, Vancouver won the senior fours,

junior fours, senior doubles and the jun-

ior singles. Nelson captured the senior

single and the junior doubles. Never be-

fore has Vancouver made such a good
showing at this regatta. On the oth-

er hand the Victoria men were unfortun-

ateall through, coming in last in each of the

five races for which they entered.
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Canoeing- at Ottawa

At Brittania Regatta held on the Otta-

wa on July 18th, the Carleton Place crew
carried off both war canoe events and the

open tours. In the half mile Carlton

Place set a pace which was described as
kt ierrific" and kept it up for the whole
distance, maintaing their lead despite the

"spurts" of the other crews. New Edin-
burg tried hard and fought for inches but

the Carleton Place men never wavered and
won by a small margin. In the quarter

mile dash the same tactics won again
though the New Endinburghs were only

a few inches behind. The winners must
have done some hard training and were
in splendid condition or they could not
have responded so nobly to the heavy
tax made on their staying powers.

At the Rideau Regatta held on the

canal at Ottawa, Brittania Canoe Club
won the war canoe race. In the first heat

New Edinburghs II and Brittania II were
the rivals and the former won; in the

second Brittania I beat Ottawa; and in

the third New Edinburgh's seniors easily

vanquished the Rideaus. The final

showed a great race. Brittainia faced both

the New Edinburgh crews and getting a

clear lead set a steady pace. Soon the

Edinburgh seniors crept up and it was
neck and neck to the finish. Both spurt-

ed when the end was near but the Brit-

tanias, though gained upon, could not be

overtaken and finished half a length

ahead. The New Edinburghs won nearly

everything in sight compiling a total of

seventeen points, Brittania being next

with nine and Rideau, Ottawa and Carle-

ton Place following closely.

The Ottawa Canoe Club held their an-

nual regatta on Saturday July25th and the

war canoe races furnished splendid races

and close finishes. In the half mile the

New Edinburghs won so narrowly that

their rivals, the Brittanias, did not know
that they had lost, but immediately the

decision of the judges was announced
they gave a cheer for their rivals and
displayed a fine sportsmanlike spirit. The
New Edinburghs likewise won the quar-

ter mile war canoe race by narrow margin.
They made an effective spurt at the finish

which just landed them across the line.

Pure Wool
Day and

Night Wear
Is the One Best for

Camping, etc.

AHantahilitv J aeger Pure w°o1 Wear
S\aapiaDllliy . enab iesyou to withstand

any sudden change in the weather or tem-
perature without discomfort or danger to

health.

It does not chill when damp—like linen or

cotton garments. You can allow Jaeger
Wear to dry on you with perfect safety.

S^rvirM Villitv • J aeger Wear is made
oerviceaDiiity . from wool of the high .

est quality, of absolute purity and of the

best workmanship. This combination
gives Jaeger Wear a unique durability in-

withstanding the hard wear and tear of

camp life.

You cannot do better than put some of the fol-

lowing articles in your camp kit :

Sweaters, Shirts, Camp Rvgs, GolJ Coats,

Sleeping Bags, Stockings, Caps, Under-

wear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

J*eger Wear is sold at fixed moderate prices in

most cities in Canada.

Ask your dealer, but look for the Jaeger trade

mark.

Send for copy of "Health Culture
"

RETAIL DEPOTS :

Montreal: 316 St. Catherine St. W.
Toronto: 10 Adelaide St. W.
Winnipeg : Steele Block, Portage Ave.
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The Dunnsmuir Cup Returns to

Vancouver.

British Columbia yachtsman are jubi-

lant over the victories of the Alexandra
which have resulted in the return of the

Dunsmulir Cup to Vancouver. Last

year the cup was won by the Spiric of

Seattle and for a year has been in the pos-

session of the Americans. This year the

series of races were the finest yet sailed

and the victories were due to excellent

seamanship and the merits of the boat.

The first race was won by the Alexandra,
the second by the Spirit of Seattle and the

third by the Alexandra—this maintaining
the interest to the last and bringing back
the cup not as the result of a fluke but

through successes well and hardly won
and due merit alone. This year the races

took place in British Columbian waters
and next year the venue will be remov-
ed to Seattle.

A British Victory.

The Argonauts received a bad set back
at the opening of the international

regatta at Henley England, by the de-

feat of their pairs and fours in the first

heats. The pairs were drawn to contest

the heat with the Leaders, a crack crew
on the English Thames who won easily

although Jacques and Toms sprinted all

the way. Time 9.46. The men steered so

badly that at one time Jacques had to use
his oar to push the boat off the piles.

No better fared the crack four, the

four that made a clean sweep of every-

thing' lasUseason. The four .was compos-
edrof Geaffcey Taylor, staoke Charlie

Riddy, second, Gales, third and Gordon
Balfour, bow. They won their trial races

at St. Catharines easily but in England
were beaten by Magdalen College. Their
worst fault in Canadian waters was their

steering and that appears to have been
the cause of their downfall in England.
Trwice' they ran into the piles in the first

quarter and lost too much time for

though they made a fine sprint in the

last quarter they were beaten by two and
a quarter lengths. Magalns time was
8.34.

The Magdalen College four are the

fastest four ever seen at Henley. Balfour,

the bowman of the Argo suffered from

bleeding of the nose and the crew were
able to overcome the loss at the start

due to poor steering.

Lou Scholes, who won the Diamond
Sculls at Henley in 1901 was defeated by
Von Gazon, of the Viking Club, of

Berlin, Germany. Scholes made a gallant

attempt, but the German led all through
and won by a length.

The Argos eight won their heat with
the Norweigans, leading from the stast

and never being pushed. The time for the

full course was 8.06.

Although the Argonauts lost their

second heat to the well known Leader
crew they participated in a fine race,

described by several critics as the fiuest

race of the Henley meet. The Argos got
away well and made a number of magni-
ficent spurts, responding with spirit to

the calls upon them. They were not how-
ever equal to the Leaders, though they

kept up so well that the winners were not
more than a length in front of them in

crossing the line. Time 8.12. Both crews
were heartily cheered at the close of the

race for the fine exhibition they gave and
Coach Joe Wright was specially compli-

mented on the excellent training he had
given to the crew to enable them to make
such a plucky and sustained fight.

It may be interesting to add that the

final was won by the Leaders, who easily

defeated a Belgian crew.

Wanted A Swimming: Pool.

A little lad of eight recently wrote to

the Park Commisioners of Toronto urg-

ing the necessity for a swimming pool

in the centre of the city. He wished it to

be two and a half feet deep, "you could

make the same as you would flood the

park in the winter time and it would be a

grand idea. I ask you as I have four

brothers and our parents will not allow

us to go to the sandbar." This touching

appeal may have the desired effect as

consideration to the suggestion is prom-

ised. It may even go further and result

in something of the kind being done i

several of the larger cities of Canada. "

central swimming bath is a necessity
.

A

the larger cities and should be supplied in
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CRUISING AND RAGING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FULLY EQUIPPED

A VARIETY OF STYLES IN STOCK
FROM 1 6 to 35 ft. IN LENGTH.

Special Light Motor Boats
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

Hulls furnished, caulked, puttied and painted ready for interior fittings.

Knock Down Frames, Frame and Plank Patterns.

Second Hand Launches.

Send for Catalog

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot of Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.
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A Winnipeg- Victory.

The event of the North Western Regat-

ta held at Winnipeg on July 25th was the

victory of the Winnipeg crew in the Seni-

or Eights. This is the premier honour
of the regatta and the victory ot the local

crew after a hard contest, was highly

popular. Both the local men and the St.

Pauls crew rowed well, the boats contin-

uing practically even over all the course

and Winnipeg only won by a narrow
margin. Indeed the great majority of

the nine thousand people present could

not tell the winner and they allowed them-
selves the privilegeof a few moments of

madness when the decision was announc-
ed. The victory was all the more wel-

come because the Americans had the best

of it in the previous events, capturing the

senior singles, junior fours and junior

doubles.

In the evening, the annual meeting of

the North Western Association was held

when the following officers were elected :

C. F. Gait, Winnipeg, Honorary Presi-

dent: J. Denegre, St. Paul, Vice-Presi-

dent; J. H. Barnes, Duluth, Secretary-

Treasurer; Commodore, E. Wayland,
Fort William, Vice-Commodore, W.
Robertson, Kenora.
The next regatta will be held at St.

Paul.

C. C. A. Regatta

The western division of the Canadian
Canoe Associalion held their annual

regatta at Toronto on August first Orillia

was the only outside club represented,

Buffalo, although making several entries;

failing to send any contestants. Park-

dale won the half mile war canoe

Can You Shave?
Rub a little "3 in One"

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and
pliable ; draw razor blade
between thumb and finger

i moistened with "3 in One";
then strop. The razor cuts

* 5 times as easy and clean;

holds the edge longer, "A
%. Razor Saver for Every

Shaver" which gives the
scientific reasons, and a
generous trial bottle sent[

free. Write to-day.

3 in One Oil Co.
5r. New St., New York,

race ; A. McNichol and R. Blackham
Toronto Canoe Club, the senior tandem,
half mile, and the T. C. C, the junior

tandem. The half mile junior singles

and senior singles, intermediate singles

and international fours were won by the

Toronto Canoe Club representatives, the

fours and intermediate tandem members
of the Island Acquatics, while Orillia

pulled off the senior fours in fine style.

New Members of the O. C. O.

At a meeting of the Canadian Canoe
Association held at Ottawa the Parkdale
Canoe Club of Toronto and the Lachine
Club, of Montreal were admitted to mem-
bership .

Motors are coming into such general
use in Canada that it is little wonder
outside manufacturers are competingfora
share of the market. The "Ajax", a
British make of motor, has entered the

field and will claim attention from all

owners of power boats. The motors are

made in various sizes from two and a
half to twenty one horse power. They
are designed to use petrol as fuel and are

simple, economical, slow running and
reliable engines which can be run for a
week or more if necessary by those poss-
essing very little mechanical knowledge
and with aminimum amount of attention.

For pleasure and commercial craft they
are particularly suitable. Designed on
the two stroke principle, the crank snaft

receives an impulse from each cylinder at

every revolution. Every marine engineer
knows that slow running propellers are

more efficient than those running at a

high speed. The "Ajax" is likewise

noted for its simplicity and silence and
having a small number ot working
parts is less liable than others to

get out of order. With the exception

of the petrol tank and pipe every

"Ajax" motor is supplied with all the

accessories necessary for fitting it up
in a motor boat. The "Ajax" is manu-
factured by Messers Brown Brothers,

Limited, 22 - 30 Great Eastern St.,

London E. C. England, and they are

desirious of appointing Canadian agents.
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REGULAR RELIABLE THEREFORE VICTORIOUS

The Dupont List
FOR 1908

Birmingham, Alta., May 6-8 :

The Southern Handicap

The Preliminary Handicap

High Average for the Entire Tournament

Columbus, Ohio, June 23-26 :

The Grand American Handicap.

The Professional Championship

Tie for First Place in the Amateur Championship

High Average for the Entire Tournament

High Amateur Average

Second and Third Moneys in the Preliminary Handicap.

The Long Run of the Tournament— 196 straight

Boston, Mass., July 14-16 :

The Eastern Handicap

The Preliminary Handicap

High General Average for the Entire Tournament

High Amateur Average for the Entire Tournament

ALL THE ABOVE HONORS WERE WON BY GENTLEMEN WHO USED

DUPONT SMOKELESS
THE POWDER THAT MAKES AND BREAKS RECORDS

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER GO.
Established 1802. WILMINGTON, DEL.
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Sportsman, Motorist, Trapper, Engineer

Prospector, Surveyor.

WE can-can YOU ?
With Ours With Yours

We can cut up deer and moose and bear and other
big game with the

DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET
without spoiling its edge.

C m you with YOUR hatchet ?

We can chop down trees big enough to do the cooking
with and keep the camp fire going with the

DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET
Can you with YOUR hatchet?

We can tighten up the handle of the
DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET

when it shrinks without filling the end full of
nails and wedges.

Can you with YOUR hatchet ?

We can put a new handle into the
DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET

if the old one breaks, without having to.spoil the
hatchet by burning out the old handle.

Can you with YOUR hatchet?

We can pull nails (and naile are a mighty convenient
thing in camp) with the

DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET
and save the bother of carrying a hammer.

Can you with YOUR hatchet ?

We can rely absolutely on the fine temper of the
DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET
Can you with YOUR hatchet ?

A soft answer may turn away wrath, but a
soft hatchet never will.

The DAMASCUS HUNTING HATCHET costs $2.50
with leather sheath, fitted with either 16. 18, 20, 22 or 24
inch straight or curved handle and weighs (with 16 inch
handle and sheath) from to 2 lbs.

Buy One To-day.
Ask vour dealer. If he cannot supply you send us his
name and hatchet will be sent you—express paid—on
receipt of price. Money back if not satisfied.

THE C. A. C. AXE COMPANY
Dept. S, 35 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

SKO
NR oya

THE ROYAL MUSKOKA HOTEL
Muskoka Lakes, Canada.

"The Grandest Spot in all America."
LAKES OF BLUE SET WITH ISLES OF EMERALD.

and l^nnis
1*' Bathin{?

'
FlshmS< beautiful Water Trips, Golf

mnr^
0^^- hot|L excellent cuisine, cool verandas and homelike'rooms perfumed by the fragrant pines. Hay-fever unknown.

Less than a day s Journeyfrom principalA mcrican cities,
via Niagara Falls, Detroit, Chicago. Solid trains from
Buffalo and Toronto.

Handsomely Illustrated descriptive matter free.

J. D. McDonald, Dist. Pass. Agt., Union Station, Toronto
J. Quintan, Dist. Pass. A gt , Bonaventure Station Montreal 1

W. E. Davis, Pass. Traffic Manager. Montreal
G. T. Bell, Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt., Montreal
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ROSS
RIFLES
For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

R©SS RIFLE e©MPANY
Quebec
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What You Need
For

Yachting

Motoring

Camping

Fishing

Canoeing

or any other

Outdoor

• Sport

is

Good, Strong, Well-made
Reliable Sweater or Sweater Coat

And the best should be only good enough for you

IF YOV SEE THIS LABEL

on a Sweater, BUY IT. You are getting the very best that money can procure. No
danger that your Sweater is worn through before half you holiday is over ;

they will stand
almost any kind of rough handling. That is why we say "satisfaction guaranteed or
money back." Made in any color or combination of colors.

Our regular Standing Collar Sweaters at $2.25, $2.75, |3.50, $4.00, $4.25 and EXTRA
HEAVY, 3 shades of greys only $6.00.

Our Wescut Sweater, open neck, 5 buttons, at $2.75, $3.00, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00.

Our open front Sweater Coats, V neck or Wescut neck at $3.75, $5.00, $6.00. V neck
with 2 pockets, Wescut with 4 pockets.

Jersey Coat, light weight, V neck only, no pockets, at $1.75.

Send for our Catalog No Mail Orders receive Special Attention.

THE KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO Y
597 St. Catherine Street, West MONTREAL, P. Q.



THE T R A P
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting Association. All communications
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" Kingsville, Ont.

Tournament Dates.

Sept. 7—Blind River Tou; lam nt.

Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12 Tournament of ihe
Canadian Indians at Niagara-on-the-Lake.

Oct. 30-31—Live Birds and Targets, Clinton,
Ontario.

ctrcty Jt-eiiuts,

Canada is to Le Congratulated on th • £ ne
showing made- by her trap shooters .. t th
Olympic trials in England. \\ . h. twin*, Aon
treal, won the individual champion hi a*'
gold medal and George Beattie, Hiimil on, « on
second place and the silver medal. A •

tne Canadian team lost to the -Kuglisn in tie
team race, they were han.licappid. ThjEn.lsh
team shot in line weather and witi n > w.nd
to bother them, while the Canucks shot in ,\

wind and rain storm. Ihe Canadians revenged
their defeat by sul frequently beatin;>; tl"e Olym-
pic winners on the London Gun Club giounds.
The Canadians who took pari we e W . H. -raw-

ing, Montreal; Ceo. Beattie and M. E. Flet-

cher, Hamilton; I). McMackon, Hi, b«i.fa, Ont.:

A. W. Wes-tovsr, Sutton Junct'o.i, Que.; Co.
Vivian and F. A. Parker, Toronto- Mr. Parker
captained the team but did not : h. ot. Ihe

style of clay bird shooting in Enghnl is >o

different to that in vogue here that it is re-

markable that the Canadian^ did sow. 11. in

England the eun is held below the shoulder in-

til the bird is releasd. The use of both I ar-

rels ; s permitted. The rorks ar, thrown from

a pit 27 foot long, set with traps and the

shooter gets his bird from an

and at an unknown angle. To aid to ™ Al

\
nculty at this shoot the^ back ground

a

trrove of trees which made the ires na™.

dom and Canada.
^

High average at Etssx tournament \v«s

won with a three dram load of Fn li h

Schultze hand loaded in 2| in h Sovere • n
shells.

* * * *

Kingsville Gun Club has reor»gan :

z»ed with
the following officers: Hon. Pr L si^nt, .J. i.

Miner; President, W. A. Srr.i^h- \i ePrsdfnt,
Dr. McKenzie; secretary. Of fa Ferguson: trea
surer, Fred; Forster; captain. Thos. Pastorius .

executive committee, in addition to th 3 Pres-
ident, secretary and captain., Wilphordi 0u<--

gan, Byro-n Wig-le, Theodore Wig'e, D 1' ert
Quick, Cordon Wigle.

* * * *

h At the F0rt Garry Gun Club weakly shoo*
on July 21st the Cutting Cup a^ain changed
hands, to share for a time at le si the com-
fortable quarters of the International and Ca-
nadian championship troch es, recently won 1 y

B. Buchanan. Mr. Buchanan's score vv*s
24 out of 25 birds. In an extra series of 25
birds, E. H. Houg'btcn made the p< s able. The
Cutting Cup scores were Buohanm 24, J. Tilc-

Leod Holiday 24, Mackay 24 Tern Br.de 2..

Yates 23, Beliveau 23, Trrve.v 22, Faiwtil 21.
Dr. Cad-bam 20, Lake 15, Dr. Go 0 d 10.

* * * *

The Sportsman's Review says: "G. W. tfc-
Gill of To; onto, Ont., jan t miss any Grind
American Handicap any more th n he can hjlp
being a gentleman, one that his American bro-
thers would miss. Hie was, as usual, accompa-
nied by his sho0 t:'ng companion, his wife, who
is just as enthusiastic £S he." Th?y know hiim
over there.

* * *

The Blind River Trap ami Gu n Club will
hold ; , tournament on the seven inst., wh n aconsiderable attendance is expected from mem-
bers of clubs in districts along the north shore
"i Lake Union. Mr. D. J. Carroll, a m'. im't er
of the Club, has secured permission from tine
Sun Life Insurance Co.. of which he is district
a.iyent, to present the club with a cup value a-
I out $60 as the first prize for team shooting1

.

Th<>re will be a second prize in this competi-
tion. First, second and third prizes will be of-
fered for individual shoiotihg. The Club will
also offer a priae, valued at least at $25, for
a team shoot open to the world.

A Northern Ontario Tournament.
On Dominion Day T trap shooting tourna -

i at, in which the memibers of four trap shoot-
ing clubs, took part, was held a t Sault Ste
Marie, Ont. Included in the tournament were
contests for club and individual champion ; hips

for Northern Ontario. The Clubs who^e repre-

sentatives were present were Fault Fte Marie,

Ont.; Fault Ste Marie, Mich., Fs ;
axiola, Blmd

River < nd Cutter.
Following were the results of the team

shoot at 100 birds per mlan:

—

Kspanola No 1—Jiquae 79, McEvvrn "4, H.
Gillarno 67, Turge0n 73, A. Gillaino 53 Tot-
al 346.

Sault Ste Marie No 1—M. F. Goodwin 65,
J. W; SImpkSflis 7)4, G. Ellis 72, J. F. Kit-
dun 62, R. Ellis 64. Total 337.

Espanola — A. E. Milling-ton 86, G. R.

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO, ONT.

Who has every facility for choke boring,
restocking, browing and repairing guns.
You can make no mistake in bringing or
sending your gun to him.



thp: combined clubs at the -soo"

Gray 80, J. Blair 46, W. J. Hussey 63, J.

Piamt 56. Total 331.
goo No. 2—J. W. Ross 39, A. H. Richard-

son 71, C. Hewitt 83, A. Ellis 61, W. Rossi-
ter 47. Total 301.

Blind River N0.2—Stouer 58, Hempsted 5;),

Rogers 62, Eddy 59, Driscoll 53. Total 291.

Blind RiTer/No. 1—Kelly 67, P. Wallace 40
Montgomery 59, W. . Wallace 67, Braithwaite
47. Total 280.

Open to the World Shoot July 1st, 25 birds

per mam—
Soo, Michigan— C. Hewitt 20, W. J. Bill

20, Gowan 19, W. Supe 19, France 20, C. HeW-
iet 22, W. J. Bell 21, Gowan 18, W. Supe Va,

Fra<nce 15. Total 193.
Picked Team*—Evans 18, Richard on IS,

Ross 16, Foster 20, Wallace 17, Evans 19.

Richardson 17, Ross 13, Foster 23, Wallace
20. Total 181.

Espanola—Millington 23, Grey 19, Je^mac
18, McEwan 17, Turgeon 16, Millington 20,
Grav 19, Je-gnac 18, McEwan 19, Turgecn 17,
Total 186.

Soo, Ont.—G. Ellis 25, B. Goodwin 20, J.
Simkins 20, R. Ellis 20, J. Kitchen 20, G. El-
lis 19, B. Goodwin 19, J. Simkins 19, R. El-
lie 23, J. Kitchen 18. Total 203.

It will be noticed in th e above sh0ot that
each tea mi shot two. rounds of 25 birds each.

Kin«:sville Beats Harrow.

One of the features of a Harden Party piv.n
at Harrow, Ont., by the Methodist church, was
a trap shooting contest betwe n Kinitysville a.nd

Harrow for a priz© ooffisisting of 250 Tnv eri 1

Ballistite loads. The learns were compof*d o.f

ten men each and twenty-five targets.,

The Kingsville team won the raCf with a

score of 176 to 1*9. The scores were —
Kingsville—W. Duggan 18, T, Past 0riou.s 20,

Gordon Wigle 11, N." C. Wigle 20, Byron WigP*
16, Windle Wigle 16, Monroe Wigle 18, W. A.
Smith 22, Ott Ferguson 18, Theo Wiifle 1<7. To-
tal 176.

Harrow—K. Ferris 16, J. Stocler 13. K.

Pastorious 18, C. T. Pastorious 19, F. Pas-
torius 12, O. 1V1. Pastorius 18, A. C. Currnm •

-

ham 12, E. Ford 16, R. Wright 6, C H.

Lloyd 18. Total 149.
in the Merchandise event for ten prizes at

10 targets, the winners were C. I. Pastorius 9,

W. A. Smith 8. O. M. Pastorius 8, Byron Wig<e
8, T. Pastorius 8, B. Pkrer n 8. N. C. Wide 7,

F. Pastorius 7, E. Pa&'orius 6.

Grand American Handicap.

The classic event of American trapdom, the
Grand American Handicap was he'd at Colum-
bus, Ohio, in June and drew together 362 o
the crack shots of this continent. W. F.

Harlow, Newark, Ohio, won the premier event

with 92 out of 100, after shooting off a tie

with Wolfolk Henderson of l.exinjtoi, Ky. Har-

low shot from 16 vards and Henderson from

19 and in the shont off Harlow saconl 18 out

20 and Henderson 17. The preliminary hanii-

©ap, second only in importance to the U.a.m.,

was won by C. H. Ditto of
r
Keith ,bura". HI

.

with 95 out of 100. C A. Yo nr from tw£
ty yards duplicated the score, but as a tra*«,

representative was ineligible. Harlcw fBiHeo
derson who tied for the Grand American hand-

icap were also a tie for second place m M»u>

event. Ditto shot frorr. 18 yards. Fred Gil,

bert won th* professional ohampionsbi
_

188 out of 200, after shooting off „ tie wi
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R. R. Barter. Gto. Roll, Chicago, won the
ama/leur championship with 18a out o; 200
from 19 yards, after shotting off a tie with

D. A. Upson (18 yards), C. H. Ditto (VI

and U. B. Buck-waiter (ly yards). Illinois

won the 5-iuon team shoot with 470 out of

500 C. M. Powers made Uv long run of the

tournament, 100 straight, shooting fron: *0

and 21 yards. Geo. Maxwell, the one-armed

expert, won the high average for U entire

tournament with 485 out of o20. n. K. Huu
waiter, Royesford, Pa., was the winner in tn,

doubles with 18 out of 20.

J K. Jennings and G. W. McGill, Toronto,

and E. G. White, Ottawa, wer„> the on.y Ca-

nadians present. Jennings broke 112 out ot

120 first day from 18 yards; tin out of 10U m
Uhe Preliminary Handicap and 87 out ot l'OO in

the Grandi American Handicap and 1<5 out ol

200 in the Amateur Champicnsiup cent and

was in the money all time. The others did not

do quite so well, but were well up m the

bunch.

Essex Tournament.

Prank Stotts, Essex^ held his annu.il targ-
et tournament at that place, July 2<tn. Twen-
ty seven shooters took part. High a^era.e
was won by W. A. Smith, jvingsvilie, with xoG
•ut of 175. Peltier, Mt. Clemens, .\iicn., was
second with 155. Shooting was uudijr a s.li>-m •:

handicap. The scores:

—

W. A. Smith, Kingsville
— Peltier, Mt. Clemens
Hugh Fleming, Mt. Clemens
A. Tolama, Detroit
F. Galbraith, Duart
T. Pastorius, Kin.^s» nle...

F. Stotts, ILssex
Koehler, Wallacetown
0. Pastorius, Harrow
Ira Pastorius, Harrow
"Buck", Blenheim
E. Pastorius, Harrow
K. Ferris, Harrow
T. Rogers, Essex
C. Thrasher, Amherst burg...

D. Rebidoux, Aniherstbuiv...

G. Orton, Oiinda
Batllard, Harrow
C. H. LJ-oyd, Harrow
Telford, Blenheim >

Sampson, Blenheim
Thos- Keid, Walkerville ....

C. Billing, Essex

Shot At. Broke.
1,6 i 5b'

I'lO 1 oo
1,5 151
1,5 lol
175 145
1,5 lbO
1,5 K4
loo 1U5
5.) 37
65 -k-±

,0 53
-,5 51
4o Lb
15 y

145 105
125 85
lo 6
b5 lb

bO. 54
85 46

11a 72
20 lo
5U 32

A notable series of victories have been won
by Mr. R. R. Barber an.l his Lefever gun T.ns
year he tied with Mr. Fred Giltfcrt for"the\ Pro-
fessional championship of th e Ln.taa ovates a t
the Grand American Handicap meeting at Co-
lumbus, 0. Using the same g L.n Mr. B^r er \, 0n
the G.A.H. in 1^00 and the preliminary nanui
cap at the same short, h.s scores r~ s Jeoti «"el>

being yy per cent. and ^8 ptr
cent., scores that have never te.n
equalled at G.A.H. toumam nts. At Boston,
Mass., Mr. H. E. Buckwalter won tue eastern
Preliminary Handicap with 88 uut of I0o and
Mr. A. H. Burst on, vice-president cf the Eefe*-
er Arms Company, second high pi oiessional av-
erage with a score of 88 out of 1UO. Boih
gentlemen used Leiever gund. The champion-
•hip of Weseern Canada was secured by Mr. G.
B. Buchanan at Winnipeg with a score of %

.

out of 50 and 24 out of 2o in the shoot off.

Mr. Buchanan likewise won tne International
championship with a score of 48 out 0 f' 50. in
these competitions Mr. Buc,hanan used a Le e

•r gun. The Company publish a f*ne ilius.iat-
ed catalogue, a copy of which will be forwai ti-

ed to any of our interested readers who win
address th« Company direct at Syracuse, NA.

The DUNN Marine Motor
Complete Outfit $42.50

Engine only $33. 4-cycle Reversible
This high power 4-cycle motor with batteries,
coil, shaft, propeller, tanks and muffler,
tested ready to install in skiff or I much. Weight
100 lbs. bore 33 4 in. Stroke 4 in. 1 3 4 h. p.
actual. I also build 2 and 3 cylinder and
stationary motors.

Walter E. Dunn, Ogdensburg, N. Y

M Fox motors
|' iLBfl

HIOH SPEEP HEAVY 'PU T-Y

|

"We are the only manufacturers
who sell on the bore and stroke of our
cylinders; and agree to refund your

money If, after 30 days' trial, you see Ut to return the
engine. Write for catalog.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport, Ky.

M Fox Motors
I |l HIGH SPEED-HEAVY DUTY |
l>J|ll'!B"gl'—-—H . 1—4

We offer more real motor value,
larger cylinders, more power, service
and satisfaction than any other manu-

facturer. Our catalog claims it; our customers con-
firm it; our sales prove it.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport. Ky.

$erurcfor our crfrrCata/ogue,/rFCo/ors



THE TOURNAMbNT AT ST. cATHKRlNES.

lagrersoll Tournament.

Inigersoll Gun Club held thir annual lour-
namient on July 13th. All shot fr0m 16 yards
and some good scores were made. The money
was divided on the Jack Rabbit system and a
number of valuable average prizes in cash and
merchandise were ottered.

Fred Galbraith, Dnart, left off cultivating
his pea patch and beam rows Ion;? enough to
win high average with Hie go.d score 0f

out of 150. Glover and Day. the peerless per-

The following are the scores:

—

Glover, London
Day, London
Turnbull. Stratford
Gtalbraith. Duart
Ivirbyson, Ingersoll ....

Partlo, Ingersoll

Hnh's, Stratford
Harris, Ingersoll
Nichols, Ingersoll

Kay, Otterville

Leaoh, Woodstock
F. Staples, Ingersoll

.7. Staples, Ingersoll .

Horning, Hamilton ....

xThomipson, Hamilton
.1 an »s. rntrersoll

Kerr, Credit on
Ion.- on. Woodstock
Ronnett, Woodstock ..

W aym ird, woodst ock
Farlow, Woodstock ...

•Professional.

formers of London, were there and, as usual,
shot well up to the front. Glover and Ti rn-
bull, Stratford, who is warm enough for any
company, tied for second aveiage with 141,
while Day dropped into third place with 140.
Horning," Ha<milton, who has some very plea-

sant recollections of his last shoot'ng trip to

Ingersoll, came next with 138, with K ay, Ot-

terville, who has never apparently, w. ndered

far from his own fireside, for a trap eh ot,

bumping up close behind him with 137. Court
Thompson, the only "pro" preset, scored

127.

15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 Ttl.
13 14 19 14 15 19 14 14 19 141
13 15 18 14 14 19 15 14 18 140
15 15 19 13 15 15 15 15 19 141
13 14 19 15 13 19 15 15 20 143
9 11 17 14 15 16 14 14 17 127

14 11 18 13 11 18 13 13 13 124
12 12 14 11 12 16 12 12 16 117
9 10 11 12 13 117
11 14 16 10 13 16 14 13 15 122
14 13 18 14 15 18 13 15 17 137
9 10 16 11 10 57

15 13 18 15 12 18 14 13 16 134
11 11
14 13 18 15 14 19 13 14 18 138
13 13 17 11 14 19 14 10 16 127

10 13 12 35

12 11 18 13 10 17* 12 12 19 124
6 6 12

11 10 13 34
14 13 15 42
S 9 14 31
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Brampton Items.

The Brampton Gun Club journeyed to Owen
Sound fifteen strong to shoot a friendly match
with the Owen Sound Gun Club. Through s Q > e

Biisuivderstcvnding the Owen Sound club dian t

get their men together until late in the after-

noon. By that time there was only time to

shont 25 rounds per man. The Brmi>ton Lluo

winning by 19 binds. Following are the scores:

25 birds each.
Brampton-White 24, Beck 22, tho-ite 22 ,K.

Fletcher 22. F. Packh im 17, W. Fl?tch©r 1..

Peaker 13, Walsh 13. Total 150.

Owen Sound—Mcl'hee 20, V. Harris H>, Mor-

rison 19, J. Harrison 19, Oate IS, L w
Brownlee 10, Downing 10. Total 131.

The Brampton Gun Club also held a shoot

on their own grounds duly 8 for * vas? pro

sented bv the Hunter Arms Co. "A" class men

shot at 30 birds. "B" Class men shot at ....

and used both barrels. Ur. C. Packtoam, presi-

dent of the club, won b % breaking out o

30 and Mr. J. Wilson -second man 26 out

of 35 with two barrels and wa«
ed with a gold stick pin by Mr. C. P.ickhu,,

Following are the scores 0 i those shooting

at 35 with 2 barrels and their scores: hi., V.

Choate 22, R. Haggert 14, .John Wilson 2<>,

H. McKdllop 20.
Those shooting at 30 targets with on- bar-

rel and their scores were as lollows: \\
.

•<

.

Fletcher 22. C. Packham 27, J. Beck 17, L,.

White 25. C Wilson 23, R. Fletcher 22.

Brampton Gun Club is in a prosperous con-

dition, holding two spoon sho >ts e ich w«,

k

and intend holding a tournament this tall.

The DuPont Company is justly proud ,.f the

BRAMPTON GUN CLUB.

(Lett to right) W. Hunter, Cap., F. Cook, J. Hart,
W. Fletcher.

record made by its powders at the Eastern
Handicap, Boston, Mass., .July 14th to 16th o
this year. Mr. G30. Lyon of Durham, N.L-.,
won the Eastern Handicap and Mr. A. B. Rich-
ardson of Dover, Del., won second nwnev' m
same event. Mr. H. E. Buckwalter of Royers-
ford, Pa., won the Preliminary Handicap. Thise
three amateurs used Duponl Smokeless. An II*

linois amateur won High Amateur Average for
t he entire tournament, while Mr. L. S. Ger-
man won High General Average for the entire
tournament, both usin-r Dupont Smokeless.

Watson's Rifle Sights

Price

$2.00

No- 8—Patented No. 8 A—Patented

Nos. 8 and 8 A are ideal sights for roughing it through

the deer season. The bead in No. 8 is 22 K. gold, secured

to a fine pin of tool steel. No 8 A is similar only the

bead is suspended on a fine ribbon of steel. These little

gold balls can be plainly seen in any light that anything

can be seen to shoot at

Hy» price flytt
IggBBpf $2.00 \tga^r
No 9-Patented No. 9 A-Patented

Nos. q and 9 A are similar to 8 and 8 A only small and

fine They are intended for all the light 22 calibers, and

when mounted look handsome and in proportion to the

size of the rifle.

The Gold Beads in these sights can

be made any size to order.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

Dovercourt Kennels
High-elas« breeders
and exhibitors of

High-grade

Cocker Spaniels,

Toy
Yorkshires,

Poodles and

Pmeranians
Puppies and tun grown dogs always for sale. Can
get you any kind of sporting dog desired. Apply

R. WORR, 149 Dovercourt Road, or
P. HERD, Bay Street Fire Hall, TORONTO

Phone Park 2429.

BIG GAME HUNTING
We have the Woods and the Goods.

Make your plans for a trip to New
Brunswick this fall.

First-class Guides, Exclusive Territory.

Moose, Caribou, Deer and Bear Plentiful.

Arrange your trip through the New-
Brunswick Guides' Association.

R. P. ALLEN, Sec'y-Treas.

Fredericton, N. B., Canada.

When writing adYertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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Simplex Guns
Norwi ch, Conn. ,

Sep tember

,

A special price-duty paid, delivered, for the
order from your locality for a Tobin Trap Gun with
either Single Trigger or Automatic Ejector or both
Write for this quotation.

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.

1908.

first

'Eve ryTobi" Gun built
nother"-this mea

to
ns quality. Norwich, Conn.

PNEUMATIC COLLAP-
SIBLE CANVAS DE-

COYS and ACME Folding
Canvas Decoys are in re-
ality the only Collapsible
decoys made LIFELIKE
and CONVENIENT. Cir-
culars of each kind mailed
on request.

Canvas Decoy Co.,
Union City. Tenn., U.S.A.

WHEN SNAGGED
don't pull,break and lose sev-
eral feet of line, or poke
around in water and alarm
the fish. Carry a

"SNAGGED" HOOK RELEASER
in your pocket. It quickly re-

leases snagged hooks, saves
line and does not frighten the
fish. Slips on without remov-
ing line from rod, slides down
line tosnagand releases hook
by Automatic operation of
plunger. If your dealer can^t
supply you, we will, by mail
postpaid on receipt of price.

Price: Trout& Bass Size 25c
" Pike, Pickerel & Muscal-

longe, 35c.
Dept. H- ( Patent Applied for)

IMMELL MFG GO.,
B
Jftj

R

TO anyone sending in five subscrip-

tions to Rod and Gun we will send

Free one of Betzler & Wilson's high

grade fountain pens.

Camp
Outfits

including

Tents, Canoes, Camp Furniture,Blankets,
Rubber Sheets, Dunnage Bags, Pack
Sacks, Tump Lines, Leather Coats, Can-
vas Coats, Canvas Pants, Canvas Shirts,

Larrigans, Shoe Packs, Sleeping Bags,
Folding Stoves, Tin Utensils, Alluminum
Utensils, Paddles, Oars, Knives, Axes,
Fishing Tackle, Etc.

Shooters Supplies
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition,
Empty Shells, Wads, Traps, Targets, etc.,

etc., Flags, Hardware. Lights, Life Pre-
servers, Boat Covers, Boat Curtains, etc.

Agents for Lefever Guns, also Boat

Fittings and Supplies

Send for Catalogue

TheD.PikeCo.
Limitei

123-125 King St. E.,

Toronto - Ont.

A Greenhart Trout Rod

will be sent FREE to anyone sending 10

subscriptions to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

Address
W. J. TAYLOR,

Publisher. Woodstock* Ont

Every Motor Boat Owner is Interested in

Spark Pluas
We have made arrangements with the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York, to supply us^ with a quantity of thefr
famous Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, which we are going
to GIVE AWAY TO MOTOR BOAT OWNEFS.

FOR TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS WE WILL
SEND ONE OF THESE PLUG*

Only a limited number to be distributed

PLUGS SELL FOR $1.25 EACH

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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If a combination of the Most Simple Action, the Best Kind of Material and
The Know How will make the article, we have it. We are making a specialty of

GOOD GUNS FOR GOOD SHOOTERS
made the way you want them.

The Tobin Positive Single Trigger does what it is intended to do, you

cannot double it. This is the kind that you have been waiting for.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.
NORWICH. CONNECTICUT

Two Sterling Engines Won First and Second Prizes

AT SPRING LAKE, MICH. There vxere 42 starters representing about 25

different makes of engines. The winning boats are owned by F. W. Peabody of

Troy, N. V., (first prize) and O. E. Howard of Spring Lake, Mich, (second prize).

Heavy Duty Engines

12, 40 and 60 h. p.

Semi-Heavy Duty Engines

18,25, 30,35 and 45 h. p.

Speed Engines

25, 40, 45, 55 and 65 h. p.

Two-Cycle Engines
2k to 9 h. p.

If you want to be a winner, get a '^STERLING —they have a way of "getting there". Our handsome new
48 page catalogue will show yon how STERLING ENGINES are built from start to finish.

Sterling Engine Co., Buffalo, n.y.
Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gnn and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

BEFORE

I HIS LINE
Covers More
GameCountry
thanany other
Line in the
World.

We know the best

places in each Prov-

ince for every kind

of game. Tell ns

what you want and
we will tell you
where to get it.

We continually re-

ceive private advic-

es of new hunting
grounds. If you
wish to benefit

thereby write.

We Specially Recommend the Localities Mentioned Below.

Write us for Particulars.

New Brunswick —Edmunston, Plaster Rock, Grand Rock.

Quebec—The Kipawa District.

Ontario—Missisuaga District, French River District, Sudbury to

Soo, and points on the main CP. R. line, Ft. William

to Kenora.

We can direct you to places in the Prairie Provinces which team with waterfowl.

British Columbia— Bighorn, Goat, Grizzly, Wapiti.

We have pub-

lished a special

report on the

game of B. C.

giving very full

information.

Write for it.

L.O.ARMSTRONG

Tourist Agent,

C.P.R. Offices

Windsor Street,

Montreal.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and dun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ThatDaintyMintCovered
Candy Coated
Chewing Gum

At All the Berterkind ofStores

,

5 cents the Ounce
or in 5<U04,and 25*Packete

REALLY DELIGHTFUL
If voir neiorhhTrhoo I store can't supply you send us ioc for simple packet.

FRANK H. FLEPR & C\ INC . Philadelphia. U. S. A., and Toronto, Canada.

j WRITE TO-DAY (,

FOR THE" AJAX" CATALOGUE
The "AJAX" Marine Motor is a perfectly designed and beautifully

made engine on the two-stroke principle. It is simple, economical, slow
running ami reliable, requires little attention and is specially suitable for
pleasure boats and commercial craft. These motors possess many ad-
vantages over four-stroke motors which run at too high speed for marine
work. The "AJAX" Marine Motors are made in various sizes from 2^ to

b. h. p. with one, two or three cylinders and are very moderate in price.

Illustrated Catalogue, Post Free, from
Dept. R. G., BROWN BROTHERS, LTD.

Gt. Eastern Street, London, England. Agents Wa,nte<l

AJAX" MARINEMOTORS
BRITISH MADE

J

THE ONLY SPARK PLUG THAT
is really soot, oil and carbon

proof is the "CLEVELAND."
The action of the spiral core

protects the insulation — also

causes the plug to '* shoot a

flame" giving you maximum
energy at every stroke.

Write TODAY for interesting printed matter that fully describes our other special-

ties, and ask for our Special Introductory Offer that gives you Cable Terminals and Battery
Connections FREE with Cleveland Spark Plug orders.

THE CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG CO., IGNITION SPECIALISTS, 1030 POWER AVE. CLEVELAND.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A High-Grade Boat is

not Necessarily a

High-Priced Boat
but has ^v^^.thing considered, such as

(. 'ONVBN,EENOE, HK.LKAB.RITY,
DURABILITY and FINH KFNISH and

are in- reality the CHEAPEST BOAT
you can buy. Prices furnished on appli-

cation .

IN. R. THOMPSON
Manufacturer Hi£h~<Grade Speed, Cruising

^ i and Pleasure Launches. d .»-'

BRANTFORD, ONT.

We offer a small amount of our seven per cent

Preferred Stock at par. This issue is secured

four times over by the actual value of our plant

and affords a sound, well paying investment

with an iron clad security. Write for pros-

pectus and detailed information regarding our

1Z Preferred Stock
We build high-class Cruising Craft and
Pleasure Boats of every size in the largest

and best equipped plant of its kind in the

world. Row Boats, Canoes and Power
Boats up to 40 feet constantly in stock.

Send 4 cents for either Motor Boat or Row Boat cat-
alog, or let us draw plans covering your special needs.

Racine Boat Mfg. Company
Pox 80. MUSKEGON, MICH.

NEW YORK, 1620 Broadway BOSTON. 182 Silk St.

- v links. N J .. SH Delaware At*. CHICAGO, 1610 Michigan Ate.
DM KOI T, 182 Jefferson A>e. SKATTLK, 321 First Ave., 8.

P^L,^t consistencies of

grease can be filled

and ejected from the gun,

with the exception of soap,

in 30 seconds. Greese can-

not back up in the gun bar-

rel. Every gun is fully

guaranteed. Write for price at once.

MILLER & STARR, Freeport, L. I., N.Y

Be Strong-Well-Handsome-Successful
/ have an entire building in Chicago, I have treated

SO tOOO run-down business men.
You don't need to pay me $1000 as many individual business men have

done. Simply send for my new book, which tells all about my methods.
El. I have restored more tired, depressed, nervously-exhausted businessmen to health than
,1 any other living man. For 15 years I have been doing this one thing. I have 150 em-

ployes in, a. big 8-story building engaged in this work. My patients havo numbered thous-
ands of the biggest men in Chicago's business and professional life—millionaires, manu-

I

£acturer8, bankers, club-men, clergymen, judges and professional men I have the signed
I statements of thousands of them—men at the heads of the biggest concerns in America

—

I that I restored them to vigorous, bounding health—put them in the very pink of
,

physical. condition. I have their statements that I doubled their working capacity, freed

|j! them from tne need of taking vacations and restored to them the chief joy in life—robust
1. health—and all this without apparatus, without medicine.

Let me send you printed matter concerning the method taught them. You can do what they have done
home by this simple method. Your request for their statements and for printed matter puts you under no

I I Tear out this ad, write name and address on margin, mail to .

k Sylvester J. Simon, 14 Qtiincy Street, Chicago.

right in yourown
obligation to me.
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High Speed 18 ft.

Kunabout
Beam: 4 ft. 8 in. Speed: 12 miles per hour.

This boat wi 1 beat any boat of its length, beam and power
in >our harbor. 6 H. P. Gray Motor. Reversible Ciutch.
Mechanical force Feed Oiier. Mahogany Finish. Starting
ratchet and control in rear of motor. Ever\ thing handy for
operator so he does not have to leave his seat to do anything
on the motor. Auto steering wheel or brass double handle, as
preferred. Linoleum on floor. Price with Brass Chocks,
Cleats, $265. NOTE—If you want to build a boat off these
lines we will furnish them free to your boat builder if he
buys and installs a Gray Motor.

Gray Motors
6 Engine with complete boat $ —^ mmm

outfit not bare. Shaft, Pro-# rV ,

fc . peller Wheel. Stuffing Box. /
"•»• Muffler, Batteries, bpark %J §

Co
to in

72 p.

& 4 cylinders
to 40 h. p.

Switch, etc., all ready
stall in your boat,

with complete boat outfit, $/I7.50
(not bare) O /

Gray Motors are made in the lar-
gest uml most itptodate plant in
the world devoted exclusively to
making 2-cycle marine engines.

GUARANTEED by a responsible
concern- ask Dun or Bradstreet
or any bank in Detroit.

Immediate Delivery
Our enormous output enables us U> keep stock on hand arid-ship at once.

GRAY PUMPING OUTFITS ajBSE
po»«s requiring Urge volume of water. Write for details and prices.

Write today for 19C8 catalog, showing how we build motors.

GRAY MOTOR CO., 64 Leih St., Detroit, Mich.

SOMETHING NEW AND PftACTICAL

Frost's Improved Kelso Automatic Reel
Capacity ioo yards. Case of aluminum, satin finished, steel bearings,
only 7J4 ounces. It is both- light and strong. With ordinary care it

.should last a lifetime. Can use on rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed. Price 55.00. If your dealer cannot supply you. send his

name and addres* to us, and we will fill your order through hi.n. The
"KELSO" brand LINES, REELS, RODS, READERS. FLIES and
HOOKS are as good as can bamade.

Manufacturing and Jobbing. Fishing Tackle is Our Business
Exclusively. Headquarters for Everything Required by Anglers.
Catalogues to the trade only.

KELSO PEARL BAIT
Something New in Artificial Lures.

This bait is made from pearl and the right shape is

selected to make the pearl spin perfectly. This is

one of the moyt killing lures ever put on the market,
and there is something about the glitter of the
pearl in the water that is much more attractive to

game fish than any metal. If you have not seen
them send for samples and prices. We have all

sizes from the smallest bass spinner to the 3^ inch
Muskalonge size.

H. J. FROST & CO, 90 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports ia Canada.
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The NEW EDITION of our Pocket Size Encyclopedia of Sporting Goods, carefully
revised, is now ready for distribution. It contains 320 PAGES of information and illus-

trations of Shot Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and Accessories ; Tents. Camp Outfits. Cooking
Recipes, Boats, Canoes and Canoe Fittings

;
Fishing Tackle, Dog Goods, Treatment of

Dog Diseases, etc., etc. In fact, everything of interest to sportsmen.

This book and a copy of this month's number of the National Sportsman Magazine
(160 pages) will be sent to any address on receipt of 10c in stamps or coin to cover cost
of mailing.

National Sportsman, Inc., 71 Federal St., Boston Mass.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports hi Onaad*.
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-STRELINGER

Strelinger

in your Launch is

like gold in your
pocket,
Mighty

Satisfactory
Safe
Simple,
Durable
Reliable
Powerful
The

Strelinger
Always
Goes

"Good as Ever after 10 Years of Service"
Thats the way we build them. GOOD when you
buy them, GOOD ALWAYS. TROUBLE LEAVES
when the STRELINGER comes aboard. We carry
in tock engines from i 1-2 to 5o H. P. $25 to I2500.
2 and 4 Cycle Marine and Stationary. Send for
catalogue. Special bargain on a few sample motors.
Write now while the opportunity lasts.

The Strelinger Marine Engine Co.
Dept. x 46 CONGRESS ST. E. DETROIT, MICH.

Canadian Fishing

Rights For Sale.

Fishing Rights on the Yorke
River, Gaspe Bay, Quebec, near to
a Government hatchery, for sale.

The rights were deeded by patent
from the Crown in 1862 and are
believed to be the only fishing
rights in Canada that can be deed-
ed to a purchaser.

During the summer months steamers
from Montreal and Quebec visit Gaspe
twice a week, the voyage down the St.
Lawrence being ideal.

A splendid chance for a private gentle-
man wishing to possess fishing tights, or
for a club.

For full particulars and price address

"Bo* Gaspe"
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO

For That Picnic Party
Take a pair of Thetmos Bottles with
you tilled with delicious things to
drink—Hot or Cold—Thermos keeps it

that way 24 hours. Tea, Coffee,
Boullion, milk always ready.

For That Boating Trip
How delightful to have some refresh
ments with you far, far away from
hotel or camp. Just fill Thermos
Bottles before you start and at the end
of a 1000 mile trip they remain the
same.—No fire.—No ice. Keeps hot
24 hours, cold 72.

Pints $3 50 up.—Quarts $5.50 up.

Write for new book. Dept. 4.

Canadian Thermos BoU'e Co. Ltd
, Montreal

Aboard tlieBoat
Suppl refreshme Id.
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

REMINGTON SHOT GUN, 12 pau^e— lirsL
class condition. $30.00.—D. Pi.-.e i om,..«.n\ ,

Ltd., Toronto." 4—It

FOR SALE—Five Foxhound pups bred from
the best Fox and Rabbit Hound in tha coun-
try, also Fox Hound five years odd, a great
rabbit and deer dog. Apply liox t8. I latt -

ville, Ont. 4—It

FOR SALE—One half or whole internet in
cottage, Long Point, opposi>e Port R'o

close to the bass fishing, snipe and d i k
grounds. An opportunity for the outside spor, s-

man. Address Box S., Rod and Gun, Wood-
stock, Ont. 4—It

CANVAS AND SILK SUITS—all sizes and
styles—get catalogue.—D. rite Compmy, Lt .,

Toronto. 4—it

502 YORK STREET, KENNELS, London,
Ontario, Breeder of Deer, Fox and Rabbit
Hounds. 4—3t

CANADA'S BEST Hunting Beagles, Bitch
puppies for sale. Pedigreed. Registered.—\>.H.
Brown, Kleiwburg, Ont. 4—It

FOR SALE—Share in Hunting Cabin, Ma^-
netawan River, $25.00, very accessible, j.a-me
abundant; also Savage Rifle $15. Address Box
N., Rod and Gum , Woo dstock , Ont. 4

—

It

FOR SALE—Oldsmobile Runabout, as good
as new, a bargain. Box 204, Wioodsto^- 4—It

GNFT33
-
CAlTwTc".F~RIFLE-Jbrand~new~—

speciail price to clear—D. Pike Company, Ltd.
Toronto. 4—it _

FOR SALE—Cheap, a pointer; excellent marking
and spl-ndid nose; about two years old. Apply to S VV
Nigle, bov n <, lngers^>H Ont

FOR SALE—Automatic Browning Gun, 1

2

gauge, for $40. Box 53, Sudbury, Ont. 3-lt

FOR S\LE—English Beagles, full pedigree, fro"i

b^st stock in the world All hunters young and ma-
tured stock alwavs on hand Wi he for prices. J. H.
Boynton, Smiths Falls. Onr.

ALUMINUM CAMP OUTFITS— Folding
Stoves, etc., etc.—D. Pike Company, Limited,
Toronto. 4—It

FOR SALE— Beadle Foxhounds, (Jross-br^d
Blood and Foxhounds, Trained, and puppies. Eng-
lish Bulldogs, Scottish Terriers and Toy Pomeranian^,
Traine ' Ferrets. W. A.Brodie, Tax'dermist, Unlon-
ville Ont. 3-i-t

TO RENT—Camp Cottages on the north
shore of Lake Huron, near Desbarats, Ont.
Address R. Shaughnesay, Desbarats, Ont.

12tf

FOR SALE—DEERHOUND pups, grand hunting
stock, beautifully marked. Geo. F. Janes, lngersoll, Ont.

4-it

FINE W. W. GREENER hammerless; 12-gauge,
30-inch wrought-steel barrels, full choke; weight 8%
poundi; 14-2-2%, fine French walnut stock; perfect
condition; cost $225. First check for $100 takes the
gun. E. D. Spaulding, Box 646, Bay City, Mich. 4-1

1

ONE FOUR Passenger Lawn Swin/ $10.0 >
D. Pike Company, Ltd. Toronto,. 4—It

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, twin cylin-
der, two cycle, two port, reversible, gasolene
engine. Weight 165 lbs., bore 3* inches, strok«
3* inches. Diameter oi fly wheel, 12 inches

;

length of crankshaft, 24 inches; width of base,
inches; height of cylinder from centre of

crankshaft, 13 inch.; main bearings, 3 3-16
by li inches; speed, 250 to 1200 revolutions
per minute, guaranteed new. Apply H. T. Allsopp,

97 King St. E. Toronto.

LEFEVER GUNS—All grade special pric-
es to clubs. Write for catalogue.—D. PiKe Com-
pany, Limited, Toronto. 4—It

TO SPORTSMEN— Perhaps you shave you your*

self and your razor may not work to your satisfaction.

We have just what you want. Our "Perfection" Razor
Paste will put your razor in perfect shape. To introduce

this article we will forward you a 25c cake on receipt of

ioc : not more than one cake sold to any person

at this price. Canada Hone Company, Wawanesa,
Manitoba. itf.

TAXIDERMISTS
WE WANT every professional, and amateur

taxidermist in Canada to write, or postal ue
for a copy of our complete Taxider4nist Sup-
ply Catalogue. Save 30 per cent, duty by buy-

ing from us. Large stock of glass eyes.—Em-
mack Bros., Fredericton, N.B

TARGETS — TRAPS — Loaded and Empty
Shells, etc. Special prices to clubs.—D. Pike

Company, Ltd., Toronto. 4—It

FOR SALE—Thoroughbred White and I#m*
on Pointer, two years old, good retriever, a
fine hunter, points well, and with a very lit-

tle practice will make
~

a first class dog. Price

$75.00. Photo sent on application. Address

Carl Herman, Taxidermist, Yarmouth, N. S.
4—It

MELDRUM FARM, good accommodation for

nsh&rmen, duck shooters and canoeists.—Wern-
er, Jungblut, Dunnville, Ont. 4—2t

CANOES—IS Ft. Varnished Basswocd, n:w,

two paddles. $30.00 each.—D. Pike Company,
Ltd., Toronto. 4—It

FOR SALE—Five shares 'in a cottage on

Long Point. One of the best on this fan*^s

hunting and fishing grounds. Apply Box 482,

St. Thomas, Ont. 4—It

ONE 1.2-GAUGE MARLIN Pump Gun. Spe-
cial price.—D. Pike Company, Ltd., Toronto.

4—It

BRASS COMBINATION Boat Lights— Four
dollars.—D. Pike Company, Ltd., Toronto,.

4—It

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Field It Covers
The complete straight-line key-board, removable platen, per-

fect alignment, delicate adjustment and wonderful durability

Smith fteniff Typewriter
are advantages so apparent and so vital to good work that

they have earned the Smith Premier into every business

center throughout the world. This world-wide appreciation

of The Smith Premier should at least

prompt you to investigate its features

before you buy. We send full infor-

mation on request.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
Syracuse, N. Y. Branches Everywhere.

THE NATIONAL TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
Western Ontario Representatives 78 Victoria Sh, Toronto

Benson, Johnston Co., Stratford, Ont.
When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports S» Canada.
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There Are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario
of which we win furnish reliable

charts as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils, Blankets,

Provisions
and the Bait for Fishing

Our little hook of information, ''Tourist

Topics", tells how best to arrange all details of a

Camping Trip, and we send it for the asking.

Michie & Co. fcJi

GROCERS AND

DEALERS IN CAMPERS SUPPLIES
7 KING ST., WEST, TORONTO, Ont.

Established 1835.

20^0% LAMPS
FOR

Bicycles, Motor Cycles,

Automobilesand Motor Boats
AND

Huntsman's Hand Lanterns.
Send for Catalogues.

Er'.DUGHT PORTABLE GENERATORS
&OATS. AWtOMOftli.eS ft c.

BOATS. CANOrt

N. Si

STANDARD
GAS FIXTURES
STOVES &C.

See reverseside. %**™£»

//'you tva/t//fie BEST l/g/tf/ftg Sysfe/n fAen efefai/s are inferesf/ng - see reverse side

€#// or aefcfress $0%&nfo*y, Mfg Co. 19 Mfarren Sf. (fardro^wf/VewYork.



Canadian Oldsmotr *

Model "M" $3000.00 with full

Lamp and Tool Equipment

Send for illustrated catalogue, it will interest you, and a demonstrat'on will

convince you that the Oldsmobile represents more for every dollar of the purchase

price than any other machine on the Canadian market.

A purchaser does well to not only satisfy himself on the present fitness of a

car but its past record and in this we solicit your most careful investigation. While

the Oldsmobile of to-day represents the most up-to-the-minute and popular design

in automobile construction, it is but little different from our '06 and '07 models;

this difference embodying a system of refinement and not radical changes—the

adding of proven and accepted improvements and the elimination of undesirable

features.

We again solicit your request for catalogue and will be pleased to demonstrate

any or all of our several models by appointment.

HE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF CANADA, Ltd.

Frederick Sag-er, 80 King? St. East,
Manager. Toronto, Ont.



Generations of live, wide-awake Boys have obtained the right kind of

FIREARM EDUCATION by being equipped with the unerring, time-hon-

ored STEVENS. A STEVENS RIFLE, SHOTGUN or PISTOL makes

a MAN of your BOY and no molly coddle. STEVENS ARMS-IDEALj
for MAN or BOY.

All progressive Hardware and Sport-
ing Goods Merchants handle STEVENS.
If yon cannot obtain, please write ns.

Send 5 cents in stamps for 160 Pa<j
Illustrated Catalog. Has striking cover
in colors. Dan Beard's fine book--"Guns
and Gunning"—will be mailed to any
Sportsman for 20 cents.

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL OO.
365 MAIN 8TREET,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Sentinel-Review Press, Woodstock, Ont.
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RODZCUN

J/ie Guide and the Moose

J Ta yl or - Publisher- Woodstock/ 0m t.



BIG BORE HIGH POWER RIFLES
No other rifles made have the tremendous shocking power at

long range of the Winchester .33, .35 and .405 calibers. The
cartridges they shoot have heavy, mushrooming bullets,

making them exceedingly deadly for the biggest game.
Winchester Rifles and Winchester Cartridges—each made
for the other—are indispensable for successful hunting.

Send address for Catalogue of Winchester—the lied W Brand— Guns and Ammunition.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Cups, Medals, Trophies

Committees will consider their

own interests by writing us be-

fore they make up their prize

lists :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-:

JAS. D. BAILEY, Ltd.

Jewelery Parlors

75 Yonge St. - Toronto.

ASK FOR

(LONDON)

India Pale Ale

Brewed from selected hops, choice

barley, malt and pure spring

water, with the utmost care.

Rottled at the brewery depots to

ensure proper handling, That is

why Labatt s ale is equal to the

finest, surpassed by none, though

it costs consumers only about

half as much as imported goods.
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ESTABLISHED 1831

G. Gaudig & Blum
34 East 12th Street, New York

(Corner University Place)

Leipzig London Paris Berlin

Importers and Exporters of

RAW FURS
Highest Prices Prompt Returns Fair Assortments

All shipments kept separate until remittance is found satisfactory.

REFERENCES—Mercantile Agencies and Banks.

A Cheap Gun

is a menance to the life of its owner

;

its vital parts break or wear out
quickly. It can never be depended upon
for accuracy or good results. The owner
of a PARKER GUN is insured against
all of these evils.

Send for Illustrate^ Catalogue.

N. Y. Salesrooms, PARKER BROS.
32 Warren St. Meriden, Conn.

The Oldest Gun Builders in America.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ROSS CANOES
THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

Safe, Staunch and Reliable. The Canoe for the long trip.

Our 1 908 models of prospecting and pleasure canoes

are now ready for delivery. A large stock to choose

from which will satisfy the purchaser under all

conditions. Don't fail to send for catalogue.

The J. H. Ross Canoe Co.
ORILLIA, ONT.

Electric Pocket Lights.
JUST the thing for use in the Camp,

Instantaneous light, no danger of fire

any child can use them.

New Wonder Flashlights.

Best suited for general use around house or camp, long life of
battery, good light. Size 6 in. x iy2 in. Price complete $1.25.
Renewal Battery 25c. Postage 15c.

No. 1 Flashlights. ^
Especially adapted for ^motor boats, auto,night
watchmen, policeman S==
or anywhere where a
long lighc is required.
Size,' in. x in.

Pricv complete $1.50. Renewal battery 35c.

Motor Boat, Automobile,
around gasoline. Simple

—

Vest Pocket
Flashlights

Especially de-
signed for poc-
ket or ladies
hand bag, very
handy any-
where for light,

when required
but a few minu-
tes. Size 4x2^
xi. Price $100.
Postage 15c.

Renewal Battery 35c.

Postage 20c.

Don't go to spend
your summer vacation
without one, you will
want it. Send for our
circulars. Ignition
Batteries for Autos,
launches, Coils, Plugs,
etc.

Discount to

Dealers.

THE CANADIAN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO.
Phone Coll. 1786 334 Spadina Ave., TORONTO, ONT.
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RAINO WATERPROOF
CLOTHING

Keeps you dry,
clean and comfort-
able in the heaviest
driving storm.

Plenty of materials
are said to be water-
proof. RAINO has
proven so by the
severest tests.

%
Raino garments are

soft and pliable and
will not stick, gum, rot
or peel.

Is the only satisfac-

tory material for hunt-
ers, fishermen, yachts-
men, automobilists, etc.

Color Olive Drab.

Write for sample and
free book of styles.

Dealers can also
supplied.

be

RAINO CO.
737-761 $. Halstcd Street, CHICAGO, U S A

Sta-Rite

PLUGS
Trade Mark Reg, U, S, Pat. Office

WERE RIGHTLY
NAMED IN f 902

No- 4 Separable
Double Porcelain
Price Net, F.OB-

N.Y. $125

Double Porcelains do not
break because inner heat-
ed Porcelain Tube and out-
er PcrcelainCap have their
own contraction and ex-
pansion. Single Porcelain
Plugs are handicapped be-

cause contraction and expansion is not uniform and
tube either breaks or leaks.

Sta-Rite Joints do not leak
Tension Springs prevent parts loosening
No broken Bolt Heads ;

they are turned
from Solid Bessemer Steel Rods

Sta-Rite air spaces and glazed insulating surfaces
permit perfect ignition in oil and soot,

latest circulars and 25c six inch rule sent free on
request. Sta-Rite Mica Plugs $1.50 each.

THE R.E.HARDY CO.
25 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK

John Forman, Montreal
Rice Lewis & Co-, Toronto

A. W. LePage, General Agent for British
Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.

The Largest

Manufacturers

in the World
in our Line

Our Goods stand tht Test

The Patent
Unbreakable Silk Bound Rod

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN FISHING RODS.
terproof, Split Cane Rod in Trout and Bass. Strongest rod in the world. Every dealer and fisherman
rod. Price is most reasonable and within the reach of all. Made only by us in our factory at T onto

Silk bound, wat
should see this rod. Price^s most reasonable and

The Allcock, Laight &- WestvOood Co., Limited
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Don't be selfish. If you
have smoked the

Van Home

10c Cigar

and like it tell your friends

about it. It is for sale

wherever Good Cigars

are sold and smoked by

the best judges of cigars.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1908 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO.
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, IN. Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A GOOD SHQTi

have Special Smokeless S(ee! barrels rifled

deep on the Ballard system for greatest pos-

sible accuracy and killing power.
The simplicity, strength and perfect adjustment of operating,

parts insure quick, easy operation.

/ The 77Iar/j/i solid top is always a protection between
* your head and the cartridge, and prevents powder and gases
blowing back. The- side ejector never throws a shell into your

face or eyes, never disturbs your aim, and allows instant repeat

shots. The closed-in breech keeps out rain, snow and all foreign

matter—keeps your fflar/ii/t clean and serviceable at all times.

!&b'^am%^tl
Sh0l

"<"
k

H

no
:

these TAeMar/infirearms Ca yspecial ///aruft features. Send for our ~ -
'

136-page catalog. Free for 3 stamps. j 67| Willow St. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SUPERIOR

WORKMANSHIP
MATERIAL—STYLE

Are three of the leading features of every LAKEFIELD
CANOE. If you are contemplating buying a Canoe
next season, before doing so find out all about our
models, and we feel satisfied we can PLEASE you in

EVERY DETAIL and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Lakefield Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co., Limited

LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO.

A Matchless Cigar Lighter

Will be sent FREE to anyone sending us One Subscription to Rod an»

Gun and Motor Sports in Canada. Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Folding Tonneau on the MITCHELL RUNABOUT
Opened or closed in 5 seconds without the use of any tools. As firm, strong

and comfortable as a standing tonneau.

Also made for Fords, Cadillacs, Buicks and many others.

Write for full description and prices to

DAYTON FOLDING TONNEAU COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

This 5 H.P. Twin (1 OA
Cylinder Motor

Complete with upright gear driven commutator, Schebeler

carburetor, and all electrical and boat equipment including

shaft, bronze propellor and stuffing box.

Fully Guaranteed. Immediate Deliveries.

Ask for 1908 catologue.

Lockwood-Ash Motor Go.
JACKSON, MICH., U. S. A.

AUTO BOAT AND AUTO MOTORS

10-12 H.P.

18-20 H.P.

Four Cycle

Double Cylinder

THE BEILFUSS MOTOR CO., LANSING, MICH., U.S.A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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COMPARISON
COMPARE THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE

OLDSMOBILE
WITH ANY OTHER CAR AT THE PRICE

$3000.00

SPECIFICATIONS
Wheel Base
Tread
Seating Capacity
Motor
—Cylinder
—Bearings
—Crank shaft
—Valves
—Horse Power
Transmission
—Speeds
—Bearings

—Clutch Cone, with
Cooling System
—Radiator
—Pump
—Water Capacity
Ignition
—Batteries
—Coil
—Commutator
—Magneto
Carburetor
—Gasoline Capacity
—Gasoline System
—Reserve lank
Brakes
—Foot I,ever
—Hand I,ever

112 inches
56 inches

Five passenger
4-cyliuuer

4% x 4X inches
Parson's white brass

Drop forged
Cast iron head steel

36 (A. I,.A.M. rating)

3 forward
1 reverse

Annular (Hess Bright)
leather and cork insert lining

Vertical tube
Gear

3% gallons
Jump spark

Storage and dry cells
Connecticut

L,a Coste
Special equiptment Bosch

Venturi with air valve.

15 gallons
Gravity

2 gallons

External on hubs
Internal on hubs

Springs
—Front Type
—Dimensions
—Rear Type v

—Dimensions
—Shock Absorbers
Steering Gear
-Type
—Bearings
—wheel
Starting Gear
—Cluth
- Crank
Axles
—Front
—Bearings
-Rear
—Bearings

Wheels
—Front
—Rear
Tires
—Front
—Rear

Frame
—Type
—Material
—Section

Semi-elliptical
36 x 2% inches
Full-elliptical

38 x 2~% inches
Foster all around

Worm and nut
Phosphorus bronze

17 inches

Hook and pin
Extended

i-beam section single piece
Timken (drop forged
Timken

Timken semi-floating

Ten 1 5-

Twelve 1 5

inch spokes
inch spokes

34 x 1% inches
34 x 4 inches

Sub frame
Open hearth steel

Z
l/2 x 1% inches

5-32 inches thick

Frederick
Sager,

Manager

Would you buy an automobile without first having so
famous a car as the Oldsmobile demonstrated to you •

The Oldsmobile Company
OF CANADA, LTD.

80 King St., East Toronto, Canada

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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$12.50
Antique Oak Height 70 in.

Width, 28 in. Depth 12 in.

Shooting
Jackets

With or Without Collar

THREE GRADES

*3, *4.50 *6 ^

Guaranteed all wool,
seamless, elastic, close fitting-, comfortable. Made
only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford, Gray and
Scarlet. Send us your address for one of our Gun
Catalogues. R R ^ ^W,.,

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

WIZARD MAGNETO
Absolutely reliable and dur-
able. Make and break or

• Jump Spark for Marine and
Stationary Engines. Special Magneto for Ford and Max-
well Runabouts. Try a "WIZARD" on your Engine.
Thousands in successful operation.

Canadian Agents: CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO

15 ft. Launch

with 1 1-2 H.P.

motor.

UUI\ *13U UrtOVJLllir. LrtUIH-n »= a. uauusumt iiii.iv. i-ian, onv-ugij ^""'i "O —-- o"
suitable for Sportsmen. Read what a Cleveland gentleman says in reference to the one he purchased trom us —
"I have been using the little launch for the past four weeks, and wish to say to yju that it is the neatest, best

JfiS^XffC*1

SSS ToV SfflJiSr McKeough& Trotter Ltd.,Chathain,'Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Fox Motor 5
HIGH SPEED-HEAVY DUTY f

1 M hi — ll 1
- -

COMPLETE
1 TO 6 CYL

We sell on the bore and stroke of
our cylinders and their capacity!
in cubic inches. To realize the import- V

ance ol this matter, send for our catalog.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO. 1

208 Front St., South Cincinnati, Newport, Ky. 1

M Fox Motors
H Bill HIGH SPEED-HEAVY DUTY I

•WssWw—" " —i'——

I

in our catalog. The sanest, most direct
and most convincing motor catalog ever issued.

Write for it.

THE FOX REVERSIBLE GASOLINE ENGINE CO.
208 Front St.. South Cincinnati. Newport, Ky.

FREE!
An Unbreakable Rod

For particulars write premium de-
partment, Rod and Gnn and Motor
Sports in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

Dovercourt Kennels
Successful breeders
and exhibitors of

High-class

Cocker Spaniels,

Toy-

Yorkshires,

Poodles and

Pmeranians
Puppies and fuU grown dogs always for sale. Can
get you any kind of sporting dog desired. Apply

R. WORR, 149 Dovercourt Road, or
P. HERD, Bay Street Fire Hall, TORONTO

Phone Park 2429.

BestResuHs from Best Material

"Wellington"

Photographic
Plates, Papers and Films.

Ask your dealer or Write for booklet

WARD & CO.
13 ST. JOHN STREET, MONTREAL, P. Q.

THE CELEBRATED

HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Black Game, Wild Turkeys,
Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc., for stocking pur-
poses. Fancy Pheasants. Peafowl, Cranes,
Stork«, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes
Squirrels, Ferrets, etc All kinds of birds
and animals bought and sold.

WENZ & MACRENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRY & GAME PARK, YARDLEY. PA.

Hamilton Motor Works, Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

Marine and Stationary Gas
and Gasoline Engines.
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT
THE TULLER

Absolutely Fireproof

Cor. Adams Avenue and Park Street

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping and Business
District. A la Carte Cafe. Grille Room. Service
Unexcelled. Every Room With Bath. European Plan.

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

:M. A- SHAW, MANAGER

Palmer's Moosehead Brand

Waterproof

Sporting

Boots
Used extensively by and
designed to meet the views
of sportsmen, prospectors,
surveyors and others who
are outdoors. No other boot
could be made more water-
proof and better adapted to
keep its wearer comfortable
in all sorts of weather. Noth-
ing better for railway con-
struction work. Made with
or without sole and heel.

Write for "R"
Catalogue show-
ing different
styles.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Predericton, N. B., Canada.

largest manufacturers of Oil Tan Waterproof Footwear
in the world.

Marvel Carbureters

Best on 2 Cycle Engines
Best on 2 Cylinder, 4 Cycle Engines
Best on Boats
Best on everything

You can return it in io days and get your
meney back if it does not suit you. Nothing
like it. Try it and see.

Maryel Manufacturing Co.
Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A.

The Cooley Motor
New Model 1908

High • Grade

Motors at a

Reasonable

Price

BUIIT FOR

WORK

COOLEY MFG. CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY I

Waterbury, Vermont, U.S.A.

BOSTON OFFICE '.

27 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
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After Shaving'

STOP ASTHMA ATTACKS
Asthma Cured by a Simple Home Treatment

It will be joyful news to thousands
of Asthma sufferers to learn that
this malady, which causes so much
distress at this season of the year,
can be cured by a simple home treat-
ment.
Written testimony of the wonder-

ful results obtained by tnis method
reach the Toxico Laboratory, 1123
Broadway, New York City, every
day, and in order that every one
may test Toxico's merits, a demon-
stration of the method, also a treat-
ment, will be mailed free of cost to
any request.

MALARIA CONQUERED
Expert Medical Scientists Announce
Startling Results Obtained by Malaxo

From the latest advices of a co-
terie of medical experts, it is evident
that malaria has at last met its
master. Quinine and its associated
pallatives have been superseded by
Malaxo, the new compound, which
acts quickly and with better results.
This compound will prove a great

boon to sufferers, and in order to
hasten its introduction, The Inter-
national Remedy Company, 1123
Broadway, New York City, has of-
fered to send a free trial by mail on
receipt of a written request.

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILE/T POWDER
and insist that your barber use it also. It is
Antiseptic, and will prevent any of the skin dis-
eases often contracted.
A positive relief for Sunburn, Chafing, Prickly

Heat and all afflictions of the skin. Removes odor
of perspiration. Get Mennen's—the original.t Put-up in non-refillable boxes

—

the "Box that Lox." Sold every-
where or mailed for 25 cents.
Sample free.

Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum
Toilet Powder. Sample free.

Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act,
June 30. 1906. Serial No. 1542.

GERHARD MENNEN, Newark, N. J.

First-Class Fishing Tackle
C. FARLOW & CO , Ltd.
ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS

Salmon and Trout

Rods'

Reels

Lines

Casts

Hies

and all other requisites.

Catalogue with 12

beautiful and true colour-

ed plates of salmon and

trout flies and 250 other

illustrations will be sent

to any address post free.

Franco-British Exhibition, London.
Anglers who visit this exhibition should not fail to see our stand. It is in the Palace of Equipment of

Sporting Goods and Fisheries. Building No. 3 A.

10 Charles Street, St. James Square, S. W. and 191 Strand W. C.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Telegrams—Greenheart, London.
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NO NEED TO WORRY if you send your family out in a

CHESTNUT SPONSOIN CANOE
Is especially fitted with air chambers from bow to stern. Under the worst conditions

of weather or water there is no danger of the canoe upsetting or sinking.

WILL NOT SINK
if filled with water. Three people sitting on the gunwale will not upset it. Canoe cannot
leak as it is covered with a seamless sheet of specially woven canvas which is not affected
by the action of salt or fresh water or heat or cold.

Write for illustrated catalogue and prices.

THE CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited
YORK STREET,

Fredericton, /V. B.

ENGINE
Dependable

Serviceable

Satisfactory

Built for hard work and does it, too.

Positive in action and easy to operate.

Has no useless weight, but every ounce of material means
strength and power.

2J-5-7 h.p. Single Cylinder. 5-10-15 h.p. Double Cylinder.

ROYAL EQUIPHENT CO.
154 Housatonic Ave., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PALMER MOTORS
25 THOUSAND RUNNING
25 STYLES AND SIZES
25 MOTORS PER DAY

1 1-2 to 25 Horsepower; One, Two and Four Cylinder; Two or Three Port; Jump or Snap
Spark Ignition; Two or Four Cycle." Send for New 1908 Catalog (R & G)

PALMER BROTHERS
COS COBB, CONN.
NEW YORK,

242 Fourth Avenue

PHILADELPHIA
The Bourse

BOSTON
85 Union Street

PORTLAND, ME.,

43 Portland Pier
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mJ
:

Another Sterling Victory

Sterling Engine Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Gentlemen:—The launch "Konocti" won the
Pacific Coast championship at Sacramento at
26 09 miles per hour. Equipped with STERLING
6 cylinder 45-65. Have done better than 28
miles with boat.

(Signed) PRENTISS N. GRAY
Merchants' Exchange,

San Francisco, Cal.

This is one of the many letters that we are getting from different parts of
the country where STERLING ENGINES have proved themselves to be "all to
the good."

The Sterling Fisherman
12 H. P., Two Cylinder—Four Cycle.

An Endurance Engine built for heavy continuous service in working boats. Diameter of crank
shaft 2% in.—all other working parts correspondingly heavy. This engine was especially designed
for the fisherman and may be relied upon under all conditions and in any weather.

Write for new 48 page catalog showing complete Sterling line.

Sterling Engine Co., Buffal°.u
NsX

Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

"Looks like a Steam Engine
and Runs likeTone"

that's what one user says of the

Moore Open Crank Case

Two - Cycle Motors
PALMER-MOORE CO. &&^iy.
Greater New Yoik Representatives; Terry Ergine

Co., Bryant Park-Bldg., New Y01 k City.

Hunting Parties requiring Canoes

should send for our catalogue.

The William English Canoe Co

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ADAMS
This
Canadian
Engine
has been in use in all

parts of the British Empire
for the past five years, and
is a reliable, seagoing
machine. This reliability
is no accident, but is se-

cured by thorough con-
struction and equipment.
Made in five sizes from 2

h. p. to 10 h. p. L,arge
stock always on hand for
prompt shipment. The
Adams catalog fully de-
scribes our goods, and is

sent free on request. Cor-
respondence solicited.

THE ADAMS LAUNCH AND ENGINE HFQ. CO.
PENETANGUISHKNE, ONT. AND

CANADA.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Sullivan Hook & Reel Guard
Keeps the Reel on the Rod and

Holds the Hook.
A ttaches to any size rod, either
above or below the reel band.
Absolutely prevents the reel

from slipping. Holds any sort
of hook, single, or one
of a series, and does not
injure the fly or other
artificial lure. Simple,
and always sure and
safe. After a first use
it will be found indis-
pensable. Nickel plated
and polished.

Price 35c in Canada
25c in United States

Sold by all

dealers, or

CHARLES L. SULLIVAN,
617 Railway Exchange Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Sold by following leading Canadian dealers :—

Trunk & I„eather Goods Co., 97 King St. E., Toronto
Warren & Ellis, 302 Yonge Street, Toronto

Gilmour & Co , St. Catherines, Ont.
'Wm. Giird & Co., London, Ont.

WHY?
Because the Never Miss
No. 8 is Guaranteed for

1 year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Real Spark Plug satisfaction and
at the price you ought to pay.

$1.00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prepaid

NEVER. MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, MICH., U. 8. A,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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121 LEFEVER GUN
wow

WORLD'S HIGHEST SHOOTING HONORS
AT THE

OLYMPIC GAMES. UXENDON, ENGLAND
in competition with guns of the greatest American and Foreign manufacturers.

Mr. Walter Ewing of Montreal. Canada, shooting his I^efever Gun is awarded the gold cup for premier honor
in this great event shooting 90 per cent, under most adverse conditions. The load of shot in this coveted

CHAMPIONSHIP contest was limited to 1 1-8 ounce, which even more conclusively proves the efficiency of our

wonderful system of taper boring guns. This system was originated by this company. There were three stages

governing thi« contest including birds thrown from known and unknown traps all at unknown angles.

Extract from foreign sporting paper : "To see this worlds champion break clay birds at 70 yards, with a gun con-

taining a game charge, emphasizes the wonderful system of boring this American gun.'

MORE LEFEVER VICTORIES

THE IyEFVER. GUN tied for PROFESSIONAL, CHAMPIONSHIP OF UNITED STATES at GRAND
AMERICAN HANDICAP—June 26, 1908, Columbus, rhio. Mr. H. E. Buckwalter shooting a LEFEVER.

WON
PRELIMINARY HANDICAP at Boston July 15, 1908 Lefever Gun also won SECOND HIGH PROFESSIONAL,.

Mr. Geo. B. Buchanan shooting a Lefever at Winnipeg Canada, July 14th, '08.

WON
CHAMPIONSHIP OF WESTERN CANADA and also

WON
INTERNATIONAL- CAAMPIONSHIP

Shoot a LEFEVER and improve YOL'R score. Send for catalog (free) containing valuable information.

LEFEVER GUNS ARE SOLO BY ALL
SPORTING GOOD8 DEALERS

The Lefever Arms Co.
20 MALTBIE ST., SYRACUSE, N.Y.

The "Kartartha" Special

The R.M. Beal Leather Co., Limited
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

The "NIFTY" LARMGAN and

Sporting Boot Makers of Canada

JErSSESS" "John Bull" Brand

These goods are made

with SOL.ES & HEELS
or WHOLE SOLES
and guaranteed to be

superior to anything on

the market.

The "Forest King."

If your dealer does not keep

them in stock, write us direct.

Send and get one of our illustrated booklets.
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What You Need
For

Yachting

Motoring

Camping

Fishing

Canoeing

or any other

Outdoor

Sport

is

A Good, Strong, Well-made
Reliable Sweater or Sweater Coat

And the best should be only good enough for you

IF YOV SEE THIS LABEL

on a Sweater, BUY IT. You are getting the very best that money can procure. No
danger that your Sweater is worn through before half you holiday is over ;

they will stand
almost any kind of rough handling. That is why we say "satisfaction guaranteed or
money back." Made in any color or combination of colors.

Our regular Standing Collar Sweaters at $2.25, $2.75, $3.50, $4.00, $4.25 and EXTRA
HEAVY, 3 shades of greys only $6.00.

Our Wescut Sweater, open neck, 5 buttons, at $2.75, $3.00, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00.

Our open front Sweater Coats, V neck or Wescut neck at $3.75, $5.00, $6.00. V neck
with 2 pockets, Wescut with 4 pockets.

Jersey Coat, light weight, V neck only, no pockets, at $1.75.

Send for our Catalog No. 7. Mail Orders receive Special Attention.

THE KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO Y
S97 St. Catherine Street, West MONTREAL, P. Q.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Do YouWant Good SportThis Fall ?

THEN ASK FOR

English Schultze

Smokeless Gunpowder

The MOST RELIABLE, CLEANEST and

MOST UNIFORM powder on the Canadian

market ; unrivalled for PATTERN,
PENETRATION and VELOCITY.

The following List of Championships won with English Schultze powder is another absolute record:

Triennial Championship
f
Monte Carlo (hell nine

years continuously), viz: 1889— 1898

The Amateur Championship of America i°95

The Professional Championship of America 1895

The Championship at Spa 1895

The Championship at Aix-les-Bains 1895

The Championship at Bosnia 1896

The Championship at Spa 1896

The Champion Medal Rome 1896

The Champion Sweepstakes (Hurlingham) 1896

The Champion Stakes (Gun Club), divided 1896

The Championship of America, won at I,achmont,
U. S. A Jan., 1897

The Championship at Ostend 1897

The Championship at Cannes 1897

The Gun Club ^"100 Challenge Cup (won outright),
International Meeting 1897

The Challenge Cup, Melbourne 1897

The Grand Prix du Casino, Monte Carlo 1898

The Members' Challenge, Gun Club (won out-
right) June, 1898

The Championship at Ostend 1900

The Championship of New South Wales 1903

The Championship at Florence 1904

The Triennial Championship, Monte Carlo (1st

and 2nd used ' English Schultze" ) 1904

The Championship of New South Wales 1904

The One Man Championship of Canada 1907—19 8

English Schultze

is to be had of all dealers, or write

The London and Toronto

Trading Co.

14 Front Street East, Toronto, Ont.

for special assorted case of 25 lbs.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Did You Ever
Stop To Think
that a two-cycle motor built

without some means to pre-

vent leakage around the crank

shaft will soon wear and lose

more gas at this point than

the price of the motor in a

short time.

THE

CUSHMAN
is the only two-cycle motor
having adjustable bearing

that cannot leak under any
conditions. Made in single

and double cylinder. Made
for the man who wants the

best.

// interested write for Catalogue

Cushman Motor Co.
2010 IS. St., LINCOLN, NEBR.

GENERAL SALES AGENCIES.

Seattle Hardware Co., Seattle, Wash.

L. S. Cushman, Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Gas Engine & Appliance Co.,
1814 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.

J. N. Limeburner,
84 Chambers St., New York City, N. Y.

WORK LIKE BEAVERS.

SIZES' 28 H * P ' four cylinder vertical.

1 2 h.p. and 1 8 h.p. horizontal opposed
Normal speed 1000 revolutions per minute.

HIGH SPEED. HIGH GRADE.
LOW PRICE.

Beaver Mfg. Co. VLiS&rfk

PNEUMATIC COLLAP-
SIBLE CANVAS DE-

COYS and ACME Folding
Canvas Decoys are in re-
ality the only Collapsible
decoys made LIFELIKE
and CONVENIENT. Cir-
culars of each kind mailed
on request.

Canvas Decoy Co.,
Union City, Tenn., U.S .A

Catch 'em and Hold 'em.

THE NEWHOUSE TRAP

Is absolutely reliable. Never

fails to hold the game. Positive

in action, easy to set, will not

get out of order.

Made in all sizes to catch any-

thing from a rat to a bean

Send for Catalogue

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd.

Niagara Falls, Ontario
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When in

Cam|>
there is not h i n g
goes quite so well as

a bit of good fat

bacon. If you have
not been used to fat
bacon — try it — the
doctors say it is good
and after you have
tried it you will say
so too. Ask your
grocer to get you

Mar Brand'
English Breakfast

BACON
Made by

F. W. FEARMA IS CO., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont,

11 Fearman's goods are Government
inspected.

Be Strong-Well-Handsome-Successful
/ have an entire building in Chicago, I have treated

SO t OOO run-down business men.
You don't need to pay me $1000 as many individual business men have

done. Simply send for my new book, which tells all about my methods.
1 have restored more tired, depressed, nervously-exhausted businessmen to health than

any other living man. For 15 years I have been doing this one thing. I have 150 em-
ployes in a big 8-story building engaged in this work. My patients havo numbered thous-
ands of the biggest men in Chicago's business and professional life—millionaires, manu-
facturers, bankers, club-men, clergymen, judges and professional men I have the signed
statements of thousands of them—men at the heads of the biggest concerns in America

—

that I restored them to vigorous, bounding health—put them in the very pink of
physical condition. I have their statements that I doubled their working capacity, freed
them from the need of taking vacations and restored to them the chief joy in life—robust
health—and all this without apparatus, without medicine.

Let me send you printed matter concerning the method taught them. You can do what they have done right in your own
home by this simple method. Your request for their statements and for printed matter puts you under no obligation to me.

Tear out this ad, write name and address on margin, mail to

Sylvester J, Simon, 14 Quincy Street* Chicago.

SIMPLE -ECONOMICAL-RELIABLE
The "AJAX" Marine Motor is designed on the two-stroke

principle—th- crank shaft receives an impulse at eveiy revolution.
This gives the "AJAX" a distinct advantage over four-stroke
motors and results in more power and greater efficiency.

c cAJAX' MARINEMOTORS
BRITISH MADE

are so simple and reliable that they can be run continuously for a
week or longer by anyone with the minimum of attention. Bef ire
deciding on a motor, write for our illustrated catalogue
AND FULL INFORMATION TO

Agents Wanted

Dept. R. G., BROWN BROTHERS, LTD.
Gt. Eastern Street, London, England.

THE "AJAX" TWO-CYLINDER MOTOR
These Motors are made in various sizes from 2%

b. h. p. to 21 b. h. p. with one, two or three cylinders
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1909 MODEL, AA SIZE

Patents Applied for

The New "Baby Breeze"

A Real Motorcycle Carbureter for $10
CUT SHOWS HALF ACTUAL SIZE.

WEIGHT, TEN OUNCES.
HANDSOME APPEARANCE.
A HUSTLER FOR RESULTS.

Considerate attention should be given by prospective purchasers of Carbureters
to the Breeze product. No extravagant claims are published for sensational purposes,

but the goods speak for themselves through their wide adaptability and the success
attending their use. In the following events of the last few weeks, the Breeze was the
Carbureter equipment of the winner and helped win :

Jackson Car—Skippack Hill Climb
Kissel Kar—Pasadena-Altadena Hill Climb
Allen-Kingston—Readville, St. Paul, Long Branch Races
Bradley Motorcycle—Point Breeze Races
Thomas Auto-Bi—Wilkesbarre Races
Christie Racer—St. Paul Meet

Cameron Car—Economy and Speed Race with Ford and
Overland at Baltimore.

Send for our Text Book on "Carbureters and Engine Troubles" 36 pages of good
common sense. This booklet evidences that after selling a Carbureter we do not
leave the purchaser to find out himself how to get results—WE TJELL HIM.

Breeze Carbureter Co,, 268 Haisey St., Newark, n.j., u.s.a.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

Perry Hill Climb

Builders of Carbureters, Strainers and Check Valves.
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Simplex Guns
Norwi ch, Conn. ,

October, 1908

A special price-duty paid, delivered, for the
first order from your locality for a Tobin Trap Gun
with either Single Trigger or Automatic Ejector or
both. Write for this quotation.

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.
" Every Tobin Gun built to Norwich Pnnn
sell another "-this means quality. lNOT Wl cn , UOnn,

If a combination of the Most Simple Action, the Best Kind of Material and
The Know How will make the article, we have it. We are making a specialty of

GOOD GUNS
GOOD SHOOTERS

made the way you want them.

The Tobin Positive Single Trigger does what it is intended to do, you

cannot double it. This is the kind that you have been waiting for.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.
NORWICH, - - - CONNECTICUT

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HIGH-GRADE

GasolineLaunches
From $175.00 up.

I^owboats and Canoes.

H. E. GIDLEY <EL CO.
DEPT. R

PENETANGU1SHENE, ONT., CANADA
i

JS^Lh consistencies of

grease can be filled

and ejected from the gun,

with the exception of soap,

in 30 seconds. Greese can-

not back up in the gun bar-

rel. Every gun is fully

guaranteed. Write for price at once.

MILLER & STARR, Freeport, L. I., N.Y

SHOOT
MULLEHITE

THE PERFECT BULK SMOKELESS POWDER.

HARDEST GRAIN. HIGHEST VELOCITIES

DEEPEST PENETRATION

GUARAN 1 EED SUPERIOR to ANY SMOKELESS POWDER
TRY IT LOAD FOR LOAD WITH ANY SMOKELESS

YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

SCHOVERLING BROS., Sole Agents
6 Read Street, New York City.

Your local dealer can supply any load you wish; if not let us hear from you. A trial is our best argument
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-STRELINGER

Strelinger

in your Launch is

like gold in your
pocket,
Mighty

Satisfactory
Safe
Simple,
Durable
Reliable
Powerful
The

Strelinger
Always
Goes

"Good as Ever after 10 Years of Service"
Thats the way we build them. GOOD when you
buy them, GOOD ALWAYS. TROUBLE LEAVES
when the STRELINGER comes aboard. We carry
in stock engines from i 1-2 to 5o H. P. $25 to $2500.
* and 4 Cycle Marine and Stationary. Send for
catalogue. Special bargain on a few sample motors.
Write now while the opportunity lasts.

The Strelinger Marine Engine Co.
Dept. x 46 CONGRESS ST. E. DETROIT, MICH.

THE

Queen's Hotel
TORONTO,
CANADA

One of the largest and most comfortable hotels in

the Dominion of Canada, and, being adjacent to the
Lake, commands a splendid view of Toronto Bay and
Lake Ontario. It is well known as one of the coolest

houses in summer in Canada, and is elegantly furnished
throughout. Rooms en-suite, with bath rooms attached.
The Queen's has been liberally patronized by royality

and nobility during their visits to Toronto, and among
those who have honored it with their patronage are :

His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Alexis of
Russia ; their Royal Highnesses, Prince Leopold,
Prince George, Princess Louise, and the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught; the Marquis of Lome; the Earl
and Countess of Dufferin; the Marquis and Marchioness
ofLansdowne; Lord and Lady Stanley, of Preston;
Earl and Countess of Aberdeen. The Queen's is

furnished with all the latest modern improvements.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

ilcQaw & Winnett,
Proprietors.

THE 20™ CENTURY

GUN OIL
is the only perfect
gun oil you can

buy. Cleans out the barrels. Espe-
cially good when smokeless powder
is used. Oils the mechanisms,
polishes the stock, and positively
prevents rust on the metal io any
climate and any kind of weather.
Use before and after shooting.

3-IN-ONE OIL CO.
155 New Street, New York I

Highest award at St. Louis World's Fair. Adopted by government!
U. 8., Canada and England. 15 models to select from. Catalogue Free.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO., Miamisbvr*. Ohio.

Hlf
Korona Cameras

always represent the highest standard
of camera quality. If carefully, ex-
amined they will win your approbation
by their perfection in every detail and
the many little features which give
them their individuality. Koronas
are famous for their lens equipments
and they are sold at very reasonable
prices fitted with our

TURNER- REICH
Convertible Anastigmat f. 6. 8.

The perfect American lens.

Send for Catalogue

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
798 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y.

TO anyone sending in five subscrip-

tions to Rod and Gun we will send
Free one of Betzler & Wilson's high
grade fountain pens.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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hmpire Bu,k

and

"Ballistite" ENSE

Smokeless Powders
Leaders in the best class of Nitro Explosives

Grand American Handicap, 1908,

Columbus, Ohio, June 23 - 26

BALLISTITE WINS
PRELIMINARY HANDICAP SCORE 95 x 100

AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP - " 222 x 240
HICH SCORE IN STATE TEAM EVENT " 97 x 100

EMPIRE WINS
HICH PROFESSIONAL IN

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP SCORE 95 x 100

SECOND HICH SCORE in

STATE TEAM EVENT - - SCORE 96 x 100

AGENTS IN CANADA

Hamilton Powder Co.
Montreal. P. Q Toronto, Ont. Kenora, On1 -

Victoria, B. C.

"No Fleas on Me"

I AM WASHED WITH

'Standard'

Oil of Tar
which is a Non-Poisonous Disinfectant, has a fine
odor, perfect in its action, and is the best General
Disinfectant on the market.

If your dealer cannot supply you send his name
and one dollar for trial gallon tin to

The West Chemical Co.
125 Queen St. East • Toronto.

AN EVER READY
SAFETY RAZOR

AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
This razor valued at $1.25 is guaranteed as

good a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
limited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

National Coils and National Spark Plugs

Insure Efficiency, Reliability,

Economy and Quality

The COIL that holds the world's
record for non-stop runs, 4,492' miles
on Reo Car. Also on the Pilot Car in

the New York to Paris race.

Question : Why was the NATIONAL
COIL used?

Answer: RELIABILITY.

We are the Makers of the

Reliable National Box Coil.

DASH TYPE.

National Coil Co., incorporated Lansing, Mich., U. S. A.
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No. 305 Six Volt 70 Ampere

MADE IN CANADA.

"IBukan"

Established 1898

SPARKING BATTERIES
YACHT LIGHTING and
SPARKING SYSTEMS

Are standard equipment on all high
grade Automobiles and Motor Boats

Over 300 Outfits in use in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEAR

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.
423-425 West Queen fit.

TORONTO, OANADA
Montreal and Bast, John Forman. Winnipeg, Cooper Engine Co,

Vancouver, Vancouver Shipyard, I<td.

Est. 1826

2 piece
Ejectors

THE ART OF SHOOTING." Seventh and Revised
Popular Edition, 2/6: Postage 6d extra.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE

11, PANTON STREET, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S. W.
(Opposite The Comedy Theatre.

A King Air Rifle
Will be given FREE to anyone sending

3 SUBSCRIPTIONS to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

The King Air Rifle is a winner. Every
boy who is anxious to become proficient
in shooting should take advantage of
this opportunity to own one. No diffi-

culty in securing the 3 subscriptions.
Send for sample copy to show prospec-
tive subscribers. DO IT NOW.

GOOD HEALTH!
DRINK

: Bromo Mineral
o The well known morning bracer.

Sweetens a sour stomach.

Sold at all Hotels in Canada.

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

HOTEL GLASSWARE
AND

HOTEL SUPPLIES.

BROMO MINERAL CO.
86 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

0

Practical Dog Education »' %SSK
containing some new and thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or rather dog
education. The methods recommended by Mr. Abbot represent the experience of the
best trainers throughout the country. The man who masters the principles will be able
to train any dog. The book is handsomely bound in cloth and a copy will be sent, post

S&l&M&L.* W - J- TAYLOR %t,0
:n̂ irr

Woodstock. Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MANUFACTURERS

BY

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Bnflt Bod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

OTThe English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers.

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
4WrVe publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is seat free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND'

jBteg GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL 1

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

SICK DOGS.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED

On application to

N. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 118 W. 31st St.. N«w York
u. s. ^v.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest maU
hox. Avoids necessity of offering re-

ward for return. German Silver,

handsomely made, 36e postpaid
Agents wanted.

1 1 LOCKE MFG. CO.. 159.*™?* KFNSFTT, IOWA.

1 A/»y

> post omce <V~
P05TA0C. & AD0RE55v£p

IM5IDL
v '

THE

Kent Double Spinner
Bass Baits

and Kent Champion Floater

are the best baits for bass that can be
obtained.

Sent Postpaid 75 cents
Manufactured exclusively by

Samuel H. Friend, Kent, 0., U S. A.

A Greenhart Trout Rod
will be sent FREE to anyone sending 10

subscriptions to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

Address
W. J. TAYLOR,

Publisher, Woodstock, Ont

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports \ Canada.
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ThePutma 1 II 11

f

The

tBnWd

Get on

1

Ml

K
In/
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The Putman Boots
are the oldest and best known line

of high-cut boots and shoes on the

market. Ask your dealer for them.

If he cannot supply you, send for

measurement blanks and free
catalogue describing over forty

styles,and we will deliver direct to

you, express prepaid, a pair of the

Genuine Hand Sewed, Water-
proofed, made-to-measure Put

man Boots.

ILLUSTRATION SHOWS

No. 725
12 inches

high.
Made of
Brown or
Black

Leather.

1 J. PITMAN & CO, 16 HENNEPIN AVE., MINNEAPOLIS. U.S. A.

When writing advertisers -kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The NEW EDITION of our Pocket Size Encyclopedia of Sporting] Goods, carefully
revised, is now ready for distribution. It contains 320 PAGES of information and illus-

trations of Shot Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and Accessories ; Tents. Camp Outfits.'Cooking
Recipes, Boats, Canoes and Canoe Fittings

;
Fishing Tackle, Dog Goods, Treatment of

Dog Diseases, etc., etc. In fact, everything of interest to sportsmen.

This book and a copy of this month's number of the National Sportsman Magazine
(160 pages) will be sent to any address on receipt of 10c in stamps or coin to cover cost
of mailing.

National Sportsman, Inc., 71 Federal St., Boston Mass.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
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flND

TheLENOX HOTEL
//V BUFFALO

MODERN HIGH GRADE FIREPROOF
UNEXCELLED SERVICE THROUGHOUT

OUR OWN RAPID MOTOR CARRIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY FOR
patrons, operate continuously every few minutes from
Hotel through Business District and to all Depots and
Wharves for principal trains and steamers : :

EUROPEAN PLAN

Ample Garage Facilities and Excellent Golfing Nearby

George Duchscherer, - - Proprietor.

SOMETHING NEW AND PRACTICAL

Frost's Improved Kelso AutomaticReel
Capacity 100 yards. Case of aluminum, satin finished, steel bearings,
only iVt ounces. It is both light and strong. With ordinary care it

should last a lifetime. Can use on rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed. Price 55.00. If your dealer cannot supply you, send his
name and address to us, and we will fill your order through hiji. The
"KELSO" brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES and
HOOKS are as good as can b«made.

Manufacturing and Jobbing. Fishing Tackle is Our Business
Exclusively. Headquarters for Everything Required by Anglers.
Catalogues to the trade only.

This bait is made from pearl and the right shape is

j-tlected to make the pearl spin perfectly. This is

one of the most killing lures ever put on the market,
and there is something about the glitter of the
pearl in the water that is much more attractive to
game fish than any metal. If you have not seen
them send for samples and prices. We have all

sizes from the smallest bass spinner to the 3^ inch
Muskalonge size.

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

21 H. P., $ 70.00

4 H. P., 90.00

6 H.P., 110.00

Complete Outfits.

Send for Catalogue

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.

67 Bay IS., Hamilton, Can,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in' Canada.
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This Line Covers More Game Country

Than Any Other Line in the World.

BEFORE

We know the best places in each Province,for every kind

of game. Tell us what game you want, and we will tell

you where to get it.

We continually receive private advices of new hunting

grounds. If you wish to benefit thereby write

L. O. ARMSTRONG,
Tourist Agent,

C. P. Railway Offices, Windsor Street,

MONTREAL.

When writing advertisers kindly .nention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

We Especially Recommend the Localities

mentioned below. Write us for particulars.

AFTER

New Brunswick—Edmunston, Plaster Rock, Grand Rock.

Quebec—The Kipawa District.

Ontario—Missisuaga District, French River District, Sudbury to

Soo, and points on the main C.P.R. line, Ft. William

to Kenora.

We can direct you to places in the Prairie Provinces which teem with waterfowl.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
BIGHORN, GOAT, GRIZZLY, WAPITI.

We have published a special report on the game of B. C. giving

very full information.

WRITE FOR IT.

•••••••••••••< .•«•«•..•••••••••••••••••••••••• ».••«••••••

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR YOUR HUNTING TRIP

GET A

Peterborough

Canoe

Duck Boat. Built specially for duck shooting.
Price 12 ft. boat $30.00.

We have ALL KINDS and SIZES
in stock.

OUR CANOES are LIGHT and
STRONG and built to last.

Write for Catalog.

THE PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO.
_ . , i Limited

Peterborough, Ontario.

Ginseng and Other Medicinal Plants
A book of valuable information for growers of Ginseng and

Golden Seal as well as collectors of Medicinal Roots, Barks,
Leaves, etc. Tells how to grow, where found, medicinal uses,

value, etc.

This book contains about 300 pages. 5x7 inches, printed on
good quality paper, with 90 illustrations and contains 36chapters.

Price, cloth bound, postpaid, $1.00, or
SENT FREE to anyone sending Two Subscriptions to Rod
and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

Land Cruising and Prospecting
Is a valuable book for homesteaders, hunters, trappers, pros-

pectors, guides, etc.

The writer, Mr. A. F. Wallace, an experienced surveyor, land
cruiser and prospector in his introduction says : "To the men who
follow the compass, the trap and the trail this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the "Professors" who can tell you all about
things after they are done (by somebody else).

This book contains about 200 pages, 5x7 inches, is printed on
good quality heavy paper with nearly 40 illustrations and contains
20 chapters. Price, cloth bound, postpaid, 70c, or SENT FREE
To anyone sending Two Subscriptions to Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A Successful Sporting Trip in the North

Fishing on Manitoulin Island and Hunting on the Mainland-

BY DR. J. WYCLIFFE MARSHALL.

IAVING made up my mind to take

a few month's holidays I considered

quite a time before finally deciding

to go to New Ontario. On May twenty-

eight 1907, my wife and I took passage
on the S. S. Caribou (Capt. Baxter) leav-

ing Owen Sound at nine in the evening.

As I stated, I intended remaining a
few months and accordingly took with

me my fishing outfit, consisting of all

the paraphenalia necessary to tussle with
both speckled trout and bass.

I also took along my Winchester rifle

(32 special) and a doubled barrelled shot

gun. Every one on board the boat con-

sidered me a little previous with fire-

arms at that season of the year, not know-
ing that I did not intend to return until

November. However I said nothing
but chewed gum.
We arrived at Manitowaning about

noon on May twenty-ninth without incid-

ent and found the hotel accommodation
bad as mine host Bob McGregor was
building a new hotel right over the old

one, so we had to look up private lodg-
ings and take our meals inside the double
old building.

Mr. McGregor, who had been notified

of our coming had spoken to Mrs.
B. who kindly took us under her mater-
nal roof, and very comfortable we were
during our stay at Manitowaning.
Regarding Mrs. B. I have not time to

dilate on her many excellencies. Suffice

to say that her bright and warm disposi-

tion coupled with her entertaining and
descriptive talent, when applied to early

pioneer life in a place like Manitoulin

was thirty years ago, and down to the

present, made our stay there most pleas-

ant and we were sorry when the time
came when we had to go, as we had
other fields to visit.

We remained at Manitowaning about
three weeks when we moved out into the

centre otthe Island about twenty miles

from Manitowaning in the township of

Tehkummah, where we were told speck-
led trout abounded.

We got board and lodgings with a
farmer named David Pyette (since deceas-

ed) and a comical old stick he was. He
could tell all that happened along the

northern lakes from Parry Sound to

Duluth ever since white men first passed
through the unbroken wilderness down
to the present time. But it was speckled
trout we were after, and it was speckled
trout we got.

Through Tehkummah township run
two streams, the Blue Jay Creek and
Manitou River. The former rises about
one mile north of the Pyette homestead
and flows through the farm, emptying
into Lake Huron near Michael's Bay,
about ten miles distant. It crosses the

lane about two hundred yards from the

house. While I was down in the swamp
fishing my wife would go to the bridge

in the lane and was generally rewarded
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for her trouble by catching a dozen fine

trout.

The Blue Jay Creek is a small stream
running fairly swift from its source, about
three miles, when it gradually widens
and is somewhat still from that to its

mouth.
Every day I took a stroll down about

half a mile and my basket was always
pretty well filled in an hour. The family

consisted of six, we two making eight.

We had trout for breakfast, trout for

dinner, and trout for supper, and cold

fried trout before retiring, and lots of

them, as many as all could put out of

sight and always some left. These fish

were not large, probably averaging one
quarter of a pound with a tew half

pounders and occasionally one reaching the

pound, but the water being icy cold, and
no sun striking it they were very pretty.

The back and sides were red, but they

were the gamiest little fellows I ever

caught. Some days the bite was not

very good and while I generally used
worm bait it failed on such occasions,

and as the trees were so close all over
the stream, fly fishing was out of the

•question. At such times my greatest

trouble was to get the first one after

which I had no trouble.

Most people think that trout will not
bite at trout bait,but it is a great mistake.

There is a part of a trout which if pro-

perly manipulated, is a most excellent

bait.

An instance :—Two Americans arrived

there one day to fish. They had the

most costly outfit I ever saw. I went
with them and as it happened that day
the trout appeared to be not hungry. I

sent them to the good holes. They work-
ed hard about two hours with no results.

I asked them to sit down while I would
try. I only had worm and it was quite

a while before I got a small trout, after

which the rest was easy. I returned to

them in an hour and a half with ten

pounds. They were simply amazed. We
went to the house, had dinner, and the

afternoon being hot we did not go out
till after tea. I started them along the

stream ahead of me, I following, fish-

ing the holes where they had just failed

to find anything, and brought out a fish

or had a good bite every cast. I did not

tell them the cause. They were so dis-

satisfied that they were going away early

the next morning. I offered them my
fish, but they would not accept as they
had not caught them.
That night they along with my wife

and I played whist until about twelve
o'clock and we found them very fine

chaps so I unfolded to them. They re-

mained the next forenoon and both filled

their baskets.

The Bluejay is a miserably hard stream
to fish. It runs through cedar swamps
which have had fire through them and
the trees are lying in all directions on the

ground and across the stream. Weeds
grow up above your head, so high that

you can't see three yards in front when
moving along the stream. It is then that

the legs suffer. You stumble and get

stuck fast in the jungle, often times mak-
ing it very difficult to extricate yourself

or to know which way to go for a few
yards from the stream when you cannot

see it. This of course is worse to one
not used to the place, so I found it

necessary to blaze the trees after which
I had no bother.

Talk about mosquitoes, the biggest,

hungriest, sharpest billed—(what noun
will I use? devils is the best word) I ever

saw. Oh ! they are right after a tender

toot. They make him jump "Jmi Crow."
I soon became used to them, becoming
naturalized I suppose.

Bears also are quite plentiful along the

Blue Jay, although I saw none but heard

several moving through the bush at my
approach, and otten I could smell them.

At times I felt alarmed for fear of sur-

prising one at which time I was told they

would attack, but if you made plenty of

noise they will get out of the way. Often

I heard them thump with their paw on

their breast, Thump—came the sound,

the same as the first flap a partridge gives

when starting to drum. I did not see

this but was assured by the settlers there

that that is what makes a loud thump at

intervals.

One night while we were there a neigh-

bor's boy was driving up the cows. He
surprised an old she bear with cubs. The
bear attacked the boy. He climbed a

tree. She followed and the shrieks of

the boy brought his father with a rifle.
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[e shot the bear but not before the boy's

oot was torn off his foot.

The last day I was there was an ideal

ay. A warm heavy atmosphere with
hre^tening rain. I went straight to

here I considered was the best hole I

new. It was just about sundown when
started. I counted my casts. The reader
ill consider this over drawn but it is a

act, nevertheless, thirty-two casts and
hirty-two trout, not a miss ! These
hirty-two nicely-filled my fifteen pound
asket, average half a pound.
We remained at the Pyette home just

ne month.
Occasionally during this time I would
alk over to the Manitou River for a
hange, not because I could not have all

he sport in the Blue Jay I wanted but
ne place becomes monotonous.
The Manitou is a beautiful river. It

ows out of Lake Manitou through the
ovvnships of Sandfield and Tehkummah,

in sydenham river, owen sound, ont.

,

4th 1908.

emptying into Lake Huron at Michael's

Bay, probably three-quarters of a mile

from where the Blue Jay empties. It

is about fifty yards wide all the way and
very swift. The shores are so densely
wooded that it is impossible to follow

the banks at any place, so wading is

the order of the day here. The water
is so swift that it is quite difficult most of

the time to keep your feet. In some
places it is impossible to wade, the water
is so swift. Then you have to keep
near the shore and hang on to the limbs
of trees. Fly fishing does fine here,

although I had no flies neither am I an
expert with the fly. But I saw a man
using three flies on one line and he cer-

tainly could use them. It was an ideal

evening and he was catching fish all

around me. Often I saw him take
two at once and once he took three, a
thing I never saw done before. He was
satisfied then as his basket wa^ lull. He
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said that was what he was trying to do
before he quit.

When I went to the Manitou I was
always accompanied by David Pyette.

The accompanying photo shows our com-
bined catch one day. The smallest trout

in the picture is seven and a half inches

long. The largest would easily weigh
two pounds although I had no way to

weigh them. I think one or two would
go two and a half. There are larger fish

in the Manitou than I caught in the Blue

Jay this trip, but wait till I come back
in the later season. The«e Manitou trout

are not so solid

nor tasty as the

fish in the cold

waters of the

Blue Jay.
There are

some places

along the Mani-
tou where the

river widens out
into small lake-

lets with a deep,

slow and muddy
bottom. I am
told that these

places along the

Manitou are
full of very large

trout but I failed

to get any bait

that would tempt
them. I occas-

ionally got a
very large fish

in these waters
but not very

many. I have
taken trout in

one place, sometimes
pounds but no larger and only four in

all, so I do not think they are very plenti-

ful. There are many interesting inci-

dents I could mention but I am afraid of

making my narrative too long. Before

leaving I promised .Mr. Pyette to return

in September for another week's fishing

when (as he informed me) the large trout

would come up out of Lake Huron to

spawn. I will mention this trip later.

We now moved to Gore Bay, the

capital of Manitoulin Island. There is

no fishing in the immediate vicinity but

ONE DAY S CATCH
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three and a half

at Tobacco Lake, about three miles in-

land, we had splendid bass fishing.

We remained at Gore Bay two weeks
when we went to Kagawong. Here is

the ideal for tourists
;
splendid hotel ac-

comodation at the "Havelock," kept by

John Hilliard who with Mrs. Hilliard are

known far and wide. We found the

hotel full, principally from Memphis and
Knoxville, Tennesee, and a right jolly

good crowd they were. These people

come every year to Kagawong to spend
a month or six weeks.
The hotel is situated on the lake shore

about one hun-
d r e d yards
from where all

steamers along
the Manitoulin

and North
Shore call.
Directly behind

the hotel the

bank rises over

one hundred
feet high where
you find Lake
Kagawong, a
large inland

lake drained by
a short river

also named
Kagawong
which tumbles
over the preci-

pice quite close

to the hotel.

Mine hostkeeps
a free bus for

his guests to

drive them up
hill to the lake.

There are also boats and guides for any-

one who is too lazy to row ; of course,

these require extra pay.

The first morning Mrs. M. and I went
out on the lake,she holding a trolling line.

In one hour she landed into the boat

twenty-three fine black bass. We remain-

ed at Kagawong about two weeks bass

fishing, using principally live frog for

bait. These fish are not large, averaging
two and a half or three pounds, although
I had the good fortune to land a six

and a quarter pounder.
In speaking of fish eaters it was at

ON THE MANITOU
ISLAND.

MANITOULIN,
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Kagawong that I met the champion of

the art. He would fairly stuff himself

with fish, bones and all. He would stuff

bones, fish and all into one side of his

mouth, separate the bones while in that

cavity, drop the bones out at one side

and swallow the meat. This was a con-
tinuous stream and reminded me of a
cream separater, the whey running out of

the spout and the cream going down his

throat.

Our next move was to Thessalon on
the north shore, a great saw-mill town
withgoodhotels
but no fishing

except after a

long drive.

One good
place I struck

was Basswood
Lake about
twelve miles in

the country. It

was a splendid

place but I had
had enough bass
fishing. I heard
of a lake twelve
miles farther on
named Burrows'
Lake, and there

I went. I had
excellent trout

fishing there,

camping on the

shore. A pecul-

iar thing I dis-

covered at this

lake that I never
knew before

was that the

trout would not
bite in the day
time. We built

a large fire on
the rocks close to the water in the even-
ing and caught very fine trout, averaging
two pounds, but the mosquitoes were
fearful so we did not stay long but went
back to Thessalon for a week's rest.

It was here that I got the first inkling

of deer and from that time on I kept my
ears open so as to know where to squat
when that most interesting season open-
ed. It was now getting on towards
September and as I wanted to again visit

Photo by Dr. Marshall.

THE GUIDE

the Blue Jay we turned our course south-

ward and again called at Gore Bay, and
after a week's stay, hired a team and
driver who took us to Providence Bay on
the south shore of Manitoulin Island

twenty-five miles. From this point a

stage crosses the Island to Manitowaning
and passes the Pyette place. We arrived

here about September twelfth, only a

couple of days before trout fishing

closed.

David Pyette took me down the stream
in a buggy about seven miles where

there are deep
holes and talk

about large

trout ! I never
saw the like of

them. We only

fished at inter-

vals for we had
no use fcr the

trout but only

tried to see how
large a fish we
could get. We
could see them
but they were
slow to bite. I

caught one
measuring over
all twenty-one
inches in length;

the girth I have
forgotten.

I remained
until some time
in October part-

ridge and duck
shooting.
Ducks were
more plentiful

than partridges

although I kill-

ed a good many
of the latter. I come across a^ flock of

gray ducks on the stream. I emptied
one barrel into the flock while sitting and
the other when they rose, and got six.

They were very fine specimens.
Hares are very plentiful, also foxes.

The settlers will not allow hounds on this

part of the Island for fear of their sheep,
and consequently the foxes are not wild.

One day while walking along the edge
of a swamp I saw a fox sitting out in the

IN THE TENT.
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field about three hundred yards away. I

did not think it worth while to try and
shoot him as I expected he would make
off. I walked straight towards Reynard
who kept looking at me, I suppose won-
dering what kind of an animal I was. I

got about a hundred yards from him but
knew it would be no use shooting at him
with No. 6 in the gun, so I had all in
readiness and kept right on—another
twenty-five yards closer— I was nowquite
hopeful—still another twenty-five yards— I knew he was mine— 1 was now not
more than forty

yards distant so

I decided to givt

him the contents

of one barrel.

He just dropped
as flat as a pan
cake. This was
the ' only fox 1

saw, though
from signs I

knew them to

be very plentiful.

The same day
on the Blue Jay
I shot a mink,
the skin of which
I brought home
and sold for

three dollars and
a half. I do not
think mink are

very plentiful

there as I did

not see many
signs;—a trap-

per will know
what I mean.

I almost Jor-

got to mention
one thing I saw
on this trip

which is a disgrace to any community. I

said before that the Blue Jay at this sea-

son is full of large trout up from the

lake to spawn. As David Pyette and I

were down in the swamp partridge shoot-

ing we found a net stretched three times

across the stream just gorged with trout.

There was one was fully two feet long,

such a trout I never saw before. We
promply removed the net from the stream

and destroyed it. The fish would not be

worth anything, as trout in the spawning
season are absolutely worthless. We
tore the net to pieces and covered ne*

and fish with brush, and left them there.

We now left Tehkummah for Blind

River for a few days but the whole place

was in consternation owing to a series of

incendiarisms. • There had been several

suspicious fires but on August fourteenth

occurred a fearful fire and nearly a whole

lumber yard full of lumber belonging to

a large mill of the place was licked up.

We did not feel easy so we left after a

couple of days.

But now, as I

heard the

country due
north from Blind

River was alive

with deer, we
went back,

found that

fires were
in order
while we
there two

Photo by Dr. Marshall.

THE MOOSE WHEN FIRST DOWN.

We
the

still

and
were
large

blocks were
burned. The
place was pat-

rolled by hun-
dreds of special

constables o r

watchmen.
Every one who
had property

was out every

night, still the

fires took place.

Everyone car-

ried a revolver

at night and if

you were met
on the street in

a dark place

you were promptly told to halt at the
point of a revolver. Still the fires took
place, and suspicion began to point to

one Raymond, chief of the fire brigade.

I saw him arrested, he was tried, proved
guilty and is now serving a long term at

Kingston. They have had no fires since,

From this out I was all alert to find

out where I would pitch my tent for the

hunt. One Sunday, about a week before

the season opened, I took a quiet walk
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into the
woods to

see if. I

could see

any signs

of deer. I

had pretty

well made
up my
mind that

this was
my place.

I saw in-

numerable
fresh
tracks and
about
three hun-
dred yards
distant
saw a man
kne eling

on the
g round.
This was a

small sta-

tion, and
some dis-

tance from
Blind Riv-

er. I ap-

proac h e d

carefu 1 1 y
but could

not make
out what
he was do-

ing. He
appeared to be working at something
very earnestly. 1 got right up to him
before he saw me and the surprised look
I will never forget. He was skinning a

large buck. "Well, you have got me !"

he said. I replied "Yes." "I heard
some of you fellers were around but did

not think it much harm to kill a buck
seem* I have nine kids and meat scarce"
he added as he kept skinning away. I

seated myself on a log, said little, only
listened to his innocent talk about "killin"

a buck out of season "I'll have to make
the best of a bad job," he said, "I'll die

game just like the buck did !"

The skinning process over, he straight-

ened himself up and said : "Where are

you puttin' up ?" I replied, "We are

THE GUIDE AND THE MOOSE.

staying with Mrs. G— .

" You ought to

have seen the beam that came over his

face. The smile I will never forget.

He could not speak. He walked over,

extended his hand and stammered as
well as I could make out ; "You are Dr.
M— !" In a small place everyone notices

a stranger and everyone knew Dr. and
Mrs. M— were staying at Mrs. G's— . I

said : "Yes I am, my good man. You
need have nothing to fear from me. May
I give you a lift with your meat ?" "No,
I expecr the ole woman and my son Hugh
in a few minutes. They know when they
hear the crack of my rifle that something
had gone down, and after they give me
time to skin and cut the critter up they
will come." "But," said I, "supposing
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you had missed, would you give them the

walk out here for nothing ?"

"Me miss !"

"Yes, you might miss as well as any-

one else."

"Not I. I take no chances. I do not

shoot until I have a sure thing. That
rifle has never missed."

At this I examined the gun. It was
a comparatively new Marlin 32 high
power.

I said "This has not been used long.

How many bucks has it laid low ?"

About three. This is the fourth. I

got her last fall."

"How did you let them know not to

come when you had the old gun ?"

"If I shot and missed I always gave
two shots quick right after, then they

knew not to come. If one of these other

two killed, in about five minutes I would
fire a salute which they understood."

Here was just the chap I wanted to

meet, so I asked him were there many
deer around here ? "Oh slathers of

them and much big moose about ten

miles north." I asked him would he
like to accompany me on a week's hunt.

Like to, boss, awful good. But one
of the childer, girl of sixteen, has fever

awful bad ; doctor thinks she can't

live
"

At this his countenance fell and he

stood looking at the ground without
speaking for fully a minute.

"Like to oblige ye, boss, but I can't.

Ye look like a real decent chap." And
then he again stood thinking. "I'll tell

you what I'll do, boss. I'll tell ye of a
man—he's better than me. You go to

S— , ask for A— an he'll go and a
good'un is he."

I took the address, and seeing the old

woman and boy coming, offered him a

cigar and some tobacco, extended my
hand and said "Au revoir" which seemed
to please him immensely, for he was
French, but so far we have never met.

That night there was left at Mrs. G's.

door a fine haunch of venison which we
enjoyed greatly.

I then proceeded to look up the man
A. whom my chance acquaintance had
told me about. I found him to be a fine,

unassuming man. His house was all in

nice order and on the walls hung guns

galore and also decorations of deer horns
ot every variety. I immediately intro-

duced myself and my business.

His first question : "Were you ever in

the bush before ?"

"No !"

"Do you understand the compass ?'*

"No"
"Have you one ?"

"Yes".
''What rifle have you ?

"Winchester 32. 80."

"That will do, but I'm afraid if I

should leave you five minutes you would
be lost."

I explained that I wanted him for that

purpose to which he replied : "We can't

help sometimes getting separated and it

would be dangerous."
After quite a talk he agreed to go. He

had a 7 xi tent which would do famous-
ly. This was a few days before the sea-

son opened and from that time on I was
in Mr. A's. company as much as possible.

He instructed me into the use of the

compass and also in everything he
thought a greenhorn should know.
He gave me a list of the provisions we

would require which I purchased at the

Company's store and had everything well

packed as "A." said the road through
the bush would be very rough. I engag-
ed a team from the Company and got
loaded up with everything we would
want for a two week's outing. Mr. A.

furnished tent, bedding, all cooking
utensils while we got a bale of hay at the

stable—in all a big load. I got an In-

dian to go along to bring the team
back.

Thursday morning early we were off,

after bidding good-bye to my wife and
also to a crowd of friends and acquaint-

ances gathered to see us off. The road
got rougher and rougher until sometimes
1 wondered how the wheels remained in

the axles. It was too rough for me. I

said to Mr. A : "Let us get down and
walk," which we did. Such a country I

never saw before. We got far ahead of

the wagon which we could now faintly

hear in the distance behind us.

Mr. A. suggested that if we went into

the bush off the trail we might see a deer.

We saw fresh deer and moose tracks

galore, and we were not off the road fif-
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teen minutes before we started five deer

but only saw the flags disappear over a

rock . This was the first time I ever

saw a deer. It got too rough so we
went out to the trail and awaited the

Indian with the team. We started on
ahead again, crossed several nice streams

and after a time came to a feeding place

where several teams were resting on
their way out to a lumber camp.

There was a horse tied behind a wagon
which the men kindly offered me to ride.

I had my shot

gun while A. had
my rifle so up I

climbed and off

we started. Mr.
A. soon left me
behind for he

could walk fast-

er than a horse

over such rocks.

I had not gone
far when a flock

0 f partridges

crossed the road
in front of me
and entered the

thick woods on
the other side.

1 got down, tied

0 1 d "Limber
Jim" to a tree

and, after look-

ing at the com-
pass, entered

the thicket. Mr.
A. had warned
me always to

keep a tag on
the compass. I

noticed that the

trail ran north
and south while I entered east. I had
not gone far when I spied the birds. I

shoe one with each barrel. The rest

ran about in an excited way but did not
fly. I reloaded, followed on and shot
two more. This was repeated till I got
eight, when I began to think it time to

retrace my steps, but alas ! where to go
1 knew not. No sun was shining and I

was lost ! "Alone in the wilderness."
What should I do ? I had an idea which
way to go but was nervous and sat

down. In the excitement I had forgotten

Photo by Dr. Marshall.
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about the compass, but it came to my
mind like a flash. With what joy I pulled

it out of my pocket ! I held it level and
to my horror the point trembled and
pointed me right into the deep forest.

The compass was wrong ! I shook it,

but every time the trembling point stood
south. I then remembered what Mr. A.

had told me: "No matter what you think

in the bush, always believe the compass."
So I got up, held it in my hand and fol-

lowed the letter "W." I had not gone
fifty yards when
I broke right

out on the trail

about one hund-
red yards south

0 f "Limber
Jim."

I peeled some
bark off small

bushes, tied the

birds to the

horse and again
climbed up. I

had gone about
half a mile when
1 came across
Mr. A. who had
heard me shoot-
ing, and had sat
down. He was
just going to

signal me when
he saw me com-
ing. He had
been quite un-
easy.

Three miles
more and we
came to the
shore of Twin
Lake. Here we

waited till the wagon came as this was
the place he had chosen to pitch our tent.

In about half an hour it arrived, so after

feeding the horses and the Indian and a

bite ourselves, we started the Indian on
the return trip.

We selected a nice cosy spot under a
bluff near the shore of Twin Lake which
in past years had been used as a camping
place for lumbermen, as a relic of an old

fence stood there which had evidently

been used to keep horses from wandering
away. There was also a well with beauti-

THE MOOSE.
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ful spring water running out of it so that

we did not have to use the lake water.

Mr. A. immediately put up the tent

then shouldering my rifle told me to un-

pack the provisions while he took a stroll

into the woods to see if there w< re any
signs. I did so and found sugar, tea

and a lot of other stuff all loose and
mixed up in all sorts of disorder from a

rough ride. He returned in about an
hour, his face all aglow and beaming.
"There'll be doings tomorrow, we are

right amongst them. Moose, caribou,

and deer tracks all along the lake !"

He set to work and prepared our sup-

per after which I took a snap shot of

him sitting in the tent. We sat around
and smoked and talked, watching the

rabbits around the fire until ten o'clock,

when he drew the tent curtain and we
were soon in the arms of Morpheus. We
were astir early, had breakfast by the

light of the camp fire and just as soon as

day dawned, started out looking for big

game.
We hadn't proceeded fifty yards from

the camp when I noticed a fresh rabbit

skin. He explained that a lynx had killed

it and devoured everything but the pelt.

During our stay we ran across lots of

such skins showing that lynx were plenti-

ful, although we saw none. We travelled

on carefully, watching in every direction,

when about nine o'clock he quickly

whispered "There's your man : look

quick or he'll be off." It took me quite

a few seconds to see it, but there it stood,

with it's side to me, head turned and
staring straight at us—a deer fifty yards

off. "Be steady," he said, "Don't get

excited. Take your time. Steady now
she's yours." Quick as a flash I brought
the rifle to my shoulder took steady aim
and fifed. I sighted for a little behind
the shoulder At the crack of the rifle,

she bounded forward and I sent another
bullet in her direction. He grabbed the

rifle saying "Don't shoot any more
;
you

have her !" This being my first appear-
ance with a deer I expected it to drop
like a partridge. We went to the spot

and he ran at full speed after her with

the rifle. Very soon he called me to

come and about fifty yards distant from
where she stood when I fired she lay

bleeding like a stuck pig, "A" having

used the knife before I arrived. He im-
mediately proceeded to dress her. She
proved to be a large doe about one hund-
red and eighty to one hundred and eighty
five pounds in weight. After this he
went to a kind of shrub growing near
and twisted it up like a rope. This he
passed through the sinews of the front
leg and through the lower jaw. He then
went up a sapling hand over hand, to
near the top, flung himself out and came
gently to the ground, bending the sap-
pling down. All this I mention because
it was all new to me. He then made
the deer fast to the tree and we straight-
ened it up and she hung high and dry
above "terra firma." He then picked up
the rifle saying that was enough that
forenoon, and we started in the direc-
tion of the camp. On the way he nearly
shot an .cher. I did not see it. He had the
gun to his shoulder and I just saw it

bound over a rock. He said one second
more and he would have had it.

It takes practice to see a deer standing
still. I had been looking for a different
appearing object altogether, hence the
delay in my seeing the one I shot.
We arrived at camp at half past eleven.

"A" prepared our dinner which I ate
with great relish.

At about two p. m. we started out in
another direction, stealing quietly along
and peering in every way, when about
four o'clock he again whispered, "See
him, see him, quick now !" For a time
I could not see him. I was again look-
ing for something else. Seconds seemed
minutes. I knew he was getting im-
patient, but soon I caught sight. This
time it was horns I saw. I began to
feel nervous, and again he warned me to
keep cool. "Steady now" he said. At
the crack of the rifle I saw no more.
"Missed" I said. "Not on your life, you
have him !" Again he bounded forward.
This time I kept up. He did not look
for blood, but kept

. straight along.
"Where's the blood ?" I asked. "Never
mind the blood," and on he went. About
one hundred yards farther the deer lay
kicking up a great row, but soon quieted
down, when "A" stuck him. It was a fine

buck, weighing about two hundred and
ten pounds. I then asked him about the
blood trail. "Blood trail be hanged," he
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said, " I followed the foot tracks."

He then went through the same opera-

tion of swinging up, but this time we had
to cut a crotched pole and lift it as the

sapling would not budge it.

"So our fun is all over for in one day!"

I said. "Not by a large majority. You
will shoot a moose before you leave this

place or I'll bust." "I have no moose
license." "License the dickens," he an-

swered "You can get one at Blind River."

I said I hoped so but my faith was small.

We started for

camp. I can't

explain my feel-

ings. Ifelthappy

and I also felt

sad. I could

shoot no more
deer and only

one day in the

bush.

He took the

heart out of the

deer and we ar-

rived at camp
just before dusk.

He immediately

started the fire

and while pre-

paring supper

two large ducks

flew over our

heads. I ran for

the shot gun and

slipped two
shells into it.

"What are you

doing that for ?"

he asked.
"Those ducks

will come back.

They will come
back to the

lake," I told him. He paid no attention,

but went on with the cooking. I watch-

ed the ducks, and they did just as I had
expected. They turned and were com-
ing back. This time they flew much
lower. They came directly above us

when I cracked one with each barrel and
they fell, not one hundred yards from us.

"By jinks you can shoot," he said and
went and gathered them up and hung
them up to the tent pole where they show
in the photograph.

THE GUIDE AND MYSELF AFTER A TWO DAYS
HUNT IN NEW ONTARIO.

He fried the deer heart for supper and
it was fine. I was never so hungry in all

my life and I don't think I ever ate such
a good meal. I praised him to the sky
for being such a good cook but he only
smiled.

That night we had a good smoke and
becoming great friends, we talked until

very late. At last a peculiar sound came
through the stillness. "Do you hear
that ? What is it !" I asked. "Wolves,"
by George !" "Is there any danger ?"

At this he only
laughed. You
could have
heard him a
mile away. But
the miserable
things kept it

up until we fell

asleep. He was
snoring an hour
before I went to

sleep. I dreamed
that a wolf was
poking his head
under the tent.

I woke up with
a yell. "What's
the matter?" he
asked. "Wol-
ves," I replied.

"One had his

head under the
tent." He did
laugh this time.

Nor for a time
could I believe

that they were
not there.

S a tu r d a y
morning M r.

"A" awoke me
saying break-

fast was ready. When I opened my eyes
everything was steaming on the camp
fire. I hurriedly dressed myself, he lac-

ing my boots, and after a good wash ate
a great breakfast.

He soon had everything packed away,
and we waited for a little light before we
started out. We struck due east from
the camp. I noticed that he was watch-
ing the leaves of the trees as we went
along. There had, as yet, been no snow
and the leaves were about a foot deep.
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At last he halted and motioned me to

stop. He carefully examined the loose

leaves for about fifty yards and then cal-

led me to come. "Now, "he said, "We
have started three moose." I wanted to

know why he thought so. "Here are

tracks, and they are just fresh." I could

see nothing unusual. "Follow carefully

and keep a sharp lookout. We are on
the tracks of three moose. Make no
noise and do not talk." This was about
nine a. m. I kept close behind him and
every now and then when I stepped on a

stick and made a little noise he gave me
a very cross look. We kept this up until

nearly twelve o'clock. I knew by this

time that we were on a moose trail for

several times I had seen the unmistakable
sign.

Suddenly he stopped short and said

"We must change our plan. Those moose
smell us and are just far enough ahead to

keep out of sight. Prepare for a run."

I tightened my camera strap and adjust-

ed my rifle strap over my other shoulder.

"Now you see the wind is right with us.

We must head those moose off, follow

me." With that he bounded to the right

and went straight south. He had moc-
casins and was dressed for a foot race.

I had boots and rubbers also, and a cam-
era and rifle but I thundered after him.

Occasionally I had to stop him to get

my wind, and sometimes he would walk
and sometimes begin to trot. We kept
this pace for two hours. I was nearly

dead. I noticed that he was gradually

turning north again. After a while he
went slower and cautioned me to make
as little noise as possible.

Anywhere through the woods we were
hunting in, you could see from two hund-
red to six hundred yards ahead, as the

larger timber had been taken off and
later fires had burned all over the country.

The travelling was not hard as it was un-
dulating rather that abrupt. Again he stop-

ped, "Now I think we have those niggers
headed off. We will see who will smell

now."
We started on very cautiously and in

about an hour he stopped, sniffed the

air and said "Moose." Farther on he
said "Can you smell them ?"

"No." "We are within one quarter of a

mile of them." Again he said, "Can't you

smell them ?" "No," I answered again.
"We are within six hundred yards of the
niggers" and he would stand and listen

and sniff carefully. "You see that rise of
land," he said, standing still and pointing
west about two hundred yards away.
"Yes." "Now we will creep along like

mice to it and I'll bet a shilling we'll see
a moose, yes, and we'll see three I believe,

and the three we followed this morning
at that."

Gradually the summit got nearer. He
was ahead and peered over. Suddenly
he ducked back with his face all aglow.
We were on our hands and knees. He
took my hat off and said, "Peep over."
I did so and my heart leapt to my throat.

Over this summit stretched a wide val-

ley. You could see all round for a thou-
sand yards and there about two hundred
yards were three of the biggest looking
animals I ever saw. I have seen Jumbo
while he was on earth in the flesh, but
even the great Jumbo dwindled into in-

significance to my mind in comparison
with the moose I saw.

I wanted to immediately prepare to

shoot. "Oh, no,": he whispered, "for

different reasons you are not to shot yet.

First I want you to study them. They
do not know we are here. Now tell me
what they are doing."

I looked. "They are breaking down
trees with their chins." Breaking down
limbs with their chins ! I knew
now why he had used the word "nigger."
They looked as black as coals.

"Another reason is, you could not
hit a barn now. " At this he ran his

hand to my left breast under my coat.

"Why your heart is going "pitty pat"
like a chicken's fist against a barn door."

We watched them for about half an hour
when he said "Well it is about time doin's

begin !"

I forgot to say that the three consisted

of one monstrous brute without horns
and two others, large too but not so

large as the one that had no horns.

"Which will you pick on ?" he asked.

"The biggest one." I replied. "No, my
boy, don't you know that it is not lawful

to shoot a cow moose." I answsred him
that I did not know it before. "Well
I'll take the one to the right, it looks

bigger than the other." "All right, make
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a sure job for you will not get another

chance !"

I lay flat on my face resting over the

summit, took careful aim and fired. As
quickly as lightning he jerked the rifle

from my grasp and again it roared. My
moose went down like a bullock in a

slaughter house under the hammer while

his reared up on his hind legs and tum-
bled over backwards. The old cow
slowly waddled away. I forgot to watch
her so greatly interested was I in the two
struggl ng animals, neither of which ever

again got upon its feet. .

He would not consent for us to ap-

proach close, but I wanted to get the

camera to work. We could plainly see

that they were getting weaker every

minute so I got within about thirty yards

and took a snapshot of the first. I took
about halt a dozen to be sure to have a
good one, but when I developed they all

proved good.
I then explained to Mr. "A" the way

I wanted him to photo me as if in the

act of dispatching the brute, which proves

an uninteresting picture as everybody asks

if it was a tame moose to allow one person

on one side with the camera and the

other opposite with a gun.

At last they bled and lay flat down
about twenty-five yards apart though in

such a position that I could not photo-

graph both at once, and after they were
dead we could not budge them to try and
roll them close enough to photo.

Mr. 4 4A" stuck them but not a drop of

blood could he get. We found out why
when we opened them up. Both had
been shot quite close to the heart. The
heart of the one I shot had been torn very

badly, not by the bullet but by a splinter

of bone. They were chuckfull of blood
and when he started to disembowell them
a tub full of blood rushed away.

* * * * * *

I forgot to mention that in taking a
snap of me on the other side of the moose

he held the camera wrong and cut the
nose off.

When we had taken the insides out
and had what he called the "pluck" in

one hand and a knife in the other hand I

took a snapshot of him. He knew noth-
ing of this, so when I got home and had
developed the negatives I placed a mat
on the negative and printed his photo
without, the moose and mailed that to

him with the other pictures. He wrote
me as if he were not very well pleased
with it, saying that he looked more like

a fellow selling cat and dog meat than a
sportsman.

Having killed two deer and a moose
my job was over so I had nothing now to
do but to get my game out and go home.

Next morning we were up bright and
early. It was Sunday, November third,

and we spent all day trying to blaze a
road where we could get a team to the
game. Having found one satisfactory

we started for the front arriving about
ten p. m. very tired.

Monday morning we had the team,
wagon, jumper, block and tackle all

ready but could not get a man to go with
us as it was the season when every man,
Indian or white, was earning forty cents

an hour loading lumber on the boats ; so
we lost two days.

Wednesday morning we got a man and
started to the woods. We got back
Friday morning. An accompanying
photo shows the two moose and two
deer when we arrived at the front in a
settler's yard.

We then proceceded to load them in

the "City of Midland," the Northern
Navigation Company's steamer, which
happened to be in Port, arriving in Owen
Sound Monday, November eleventh, long
before any of the sportsmen got home.

I felt pretty well satisfied, having got
my full limit, the only one 1 knew who
did, although others whom I did not
hear of may have done the same.



"from one see all."

The Most Beautiful Canoe Trip in the World,

BY DR. N. A. POWELL.

|HEN a man, by words or otherwise,

indicates a belief that his wife is the

best in the world, few are so critical

as to ask if he has seen all the others.

I trust that simila r
courtesy will be ex-

tended to me when I

claim for the Missis-

sagua trip an absol-

ute pre-eminence in

all that delights a

canoeist.

It begins at Bis-

cotasing on the main
line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway west
of Sudbury and cur-

ves and wanders
through a chain of

lakes, bays and riv-

ers till the height of

land is reached. The portages here are just

long enough to make luxurious the rest

and smoke after each portage when the last

back-load has been stowed in its waiting

canoe. The trail over the height of

land is said to be only half a mile long.

Measured by the strain on the tumplines
it seems to be in addition about a mile

skyward.
Now *ve enter the head waters of the

Mississauga and
for the next one
hundred and fifty

miles the river and
lake scenery varies

like the changes in

a ka le id o sc ope.
Moose and deer,

watch from the

banks as we ap-

proach and quite

often are only
frightened back in-

to the forest when
the camera, at short

range, has fixed its memory of the inter-

view.

The shores are fringed to the water's

edge with birch or spruce or alder. Be-

hind these rise pine forests which have

SOME of us.
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never known axe or fire. Granite masses
tower to the height of three to four hund-
red feet and show on certain aspects

erosion due to glacial action. Quiet
stretches of river are few in number, for

the most part swift water and rapids

alternate with falls around which the

portage paths, worn smooth by centuries

of use by moccasined feet, wind and
twist in search of the easiest grades.

The highest and most beautiful of all

—

Aubrey Falls—in a series of broken cas-

cades has a total drop of one hundred
and sixty-five feet. The rapids we try

to divide into two classes :—those which
can be run and those which cannot. That
mistakes are made in relegating certain

of these to their proper class, is demon-
strated by wrecks of canoes to be seen in

a number of places. Two years ago the

rock shown on the left of one of the

photos here produced gored the side of

an Oldtown canoe and gave to its occu-

pants a swim not on the day's agenda.
My fellow voyageurs were ideal camp-

ers and comrades and our Ojibway guides
were marvelously expert. By processes

which I could not follow the Indians

seemed to pick the safest channels, often

passing close to sunken rocks and cross-

ing and recrossing the river in doing so.

Having the bow paddle I could not watch
for the gutteral admonition "pull in" or
1 'pull out," and return thanks after it was
all over—after we had taken the mad
plunge and come through the white water
and rounded up in the eddy—that my
part had been to follow and not to select

the course.

For many years when the wander lust

had come upon me, the music of the

hounds and the voices of the November
woods have haunted my dreams. Now
the roar of the rapids, the splash of

OVER THE HEIGHT OF LAND.

waves against my canoe and the infinite

restfullness of a life in the open north
country battle for first place.

Fate.

BY MISS FLORENCE E BOWIE.

A maid, a book,
A man, a hook,

Here something might be gained
;

A heart quite small,

But big with all

The love therein contained.

A quarrel, a sigh,

A cool good-bye,
A look says, "All is o'er;"

Cruel words are said,

And love has fled,

He woos the maid no morev



SURVEYOR-GENERAL GRIMMER, OF NEW BRUNSWICK, CANOEING ON THE TOBIQUE.

Provincial Ministers in New Brunswick Woods.
An Exciting Adventure.

With t'he advent to power of a new
government the New Brunswick guides
thought they saw their chance of making
some impression on the powers that be.

Accordingly they invited the Premier, the

Hon. J. D. Hazen, and the Surveyor
General, the Hon. W.C. H. Grimmer, to

spend ten days in the woods with them
and obtain for themselves some first hand
information of the real condition of

things, in order that they might better

judge what steps, if any, are needed to

further safe guard the big game of the

Province. The invitations were accepted
in the same hearty spirit as they were
proferred and arrangements were made
for taking the party to the Tobique,
Nepisiquit and Miramichi. Included in

the party in addition to the Premier and
Surveyor - General were Miss Katie
Hazen, Miss Lois Grimmer, Mr. D. K.
Hazen, and Mr. Arthur P. Hazen, local

manager of the Bank of British North
America. The guides were Adam Moore
and Charlie Cremin for the Tobique and
Nepisiquit and Arthur Pringle for the

Miramichi.

It may be added that Adam
Moore acted as canoeman for Miss
Hazen, Charlie Cremin for Miss Grimmer,
Paul Dillingham for the Premier and Jim
Black, for the Surveyor-General.

On the outward journey the party

went to Plaster Rock by train and drove
through to the Forks, thirty five miles,

where they stopped for dinner. On the

way up they met Dr. and Mrs. Gifford,

who had ridden in their auto from Provi-

dence (R. I.), and at their invitation the

Surveyor General, Arthur P. Hazen and
himself entered the car and rode to the

Forks. On arriving there they were made
the guests of Col. Parker, of Washing-
ton, and Messers. Emmett, Townsend
and Weeks, of New York, who, as men-
bers of the Tobique Salmon club, enter-

tained the party most hospitably, extend-

ing to them every kindness and placing

the salmon pools of the club at their dis-

posal. A like courtesy was also extended
on the return trip.

From the Forks, canoes were taken up
the left branch to Nictau Lake, where the

home camp of Mr. Moore is situated
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amid beautiful surroundings. In addition

Mr. Moore owns ten other camps in the

district in which he hunts. The camps
consist of three buildings—one a dining

room and a kitchen, another a large gen-
eral room with sleeping apartments for

men and a third with apartments for

ladies. Both this camp and that of Mr.
Cremin on Bathurst Lake are most
comfortably fitted up.

From this point a carry of three miles

brought the party to Bathurst Lake, at

head of the Nepisiquit. It had been ar-

ranged to go down this river to Bathurst,

but finally it was decided to return by the

a fishing river and be disastrous to the

salmon industry on the St. John. The
Tobique, it was pointed out, was now the

only river entering the St. John to which
the salmon resort for the purpose of

spawning.
Referring to the abundance of game

met with on the trip, Mr Hazen said

from The Forks up to the lakes the coun-
try abounds in moose and deer. Six moose
were on one occasion seen together and
in all between 40 and 50 must have been
sighted.

The party spent a most enjoyable . and
healthful time in the woods and were

PREMIER HAZEN, OF NEW BRUNSWICK, AND PARTY AT BATHURST LAKE CAMP, AT THE
HEAD OF NEPISIQUIT. PREMIER HAZEN IS IN THE CENTRE OF THE PICTURE WITH
THE SURVEYOR GENERAL ON HIS LEFT. THE BIG MAN TO HIS RIGHT IS

ADAM MOORE, THE VETERAN GUIDE.

Tobique in canoes all the way to St.

John in order to give an opportunity
to see the river from The Forks to its

mouth.
Mr. Hazen explained that both the

Surveyor-General and himself were anxi-

ous to see The Narrows, as for some time
there had been an agitation to build a
dam at that spot. The proposal had
been strenuously opposed by the fisheries

department at Ottawa and by the lumber
interests on the Tobique on the ground
that the dam would destroy the stream as

much impressed with all they saw. Only
one untoward incident occured which the

guides agreed was without parallel in

their experience.

One evening while at Nictau Lake the

Surveyor-General, accompanied by Miss
Hazen and Miss Grimmer with Messrs
Moore and Cremin as canoemen, went
out after dark with a jack lantern to look
for moose. With a light in the canoe the
latter is invisible to moose and it is pos-
sible to get very close to the animals as

they stand in the water. In this way a
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considerable number of moose were seen

on the occasion in question. Finally a big

bull was thus located, and, in passing, the

light from the lantern was turned full

upon him. At the time the party were
in a narrow stream or bogan at the head

of the lake and the shadows on the trees

alarmed the moose. He started in a

terrible hurry for the opposite bank and
bounded with his fore feet right into the

canoe, passing over it and sinking it with

his weight. In his hurried flight the

animal struck the
%
Surveyor-General

bruising him considerably. There were
only a few feet of water at the place

where the incident happened and with the

exception of the Surveyor-General all

escaped with nothing worse than aducking.

The guides are strongly of the opinion

that the moose was not attacking the

canoe or its occupants but was alarmed by

the shadows cast by the light of the lantern.

On the way down stream the party

saw a young caribou and had great fun

photographing him.

Each man in the party hooked a sal-

mon but the Surveyor- General's got away.
Mr. Hazen said he had never previously

been up the Tobique and was delighted
at the prosperous condition of the settle-

ments as far as The Forks. The land
from that point to the lakes seemed to

be of excellent quality and well suited for

settlement. The crops seen gave pro-

mise of an abundant harvest. He added
that he found good hotel accommodation
at Plaster Rock and at The Forks,
where Mr. Miller is building a large hotel,

at which the party stayed on the way
down and were very comfortable.

"Nothing," said the Premier in con-
clusion, "could have exceeded the kind-

ness and attention of our hosts, the guides,

and, in addition to a delightful holiday,

the Surveyor-General and I have acquired
a knowledge of the game conditions

which we could not have obtained in any
other way. It will be of great value to

us in dealing with such matters in the.

future."

Shooting The Rapids.
BY DENNIS WHITFIELD.

Tis the sound of swift waters,

That falls on the ear,

Shall we now make a portage?
The rapids are near.

Said the Guide to his party,

I will leave it to you,

Dare you shoot yonder rapids ?

In a loaded canoe ?

We looked at the river,

We sized up the pack,

We knew if once started,

There'd be no turning back.

No cowards are we,
Then why the delay ?

One stroke of the paddle,

She leaps to the fray.

On the brink of the dark rollers,

Smooth flowing like oil,

Farther down, and amid stream,

The white waters boil,

Over black shining rocks,

The white torrents pour,

And the foam from the eddies

Is hurled on the shore.

Now the ears are benumbed,
And our voices are drowned

By the roar of the waters,

That thunder around.

Foam leaped o'er the gunwale,
While downward we flew,

Like a wild duck affrighted.

Sped on the canoe.

Oh, the pleasure we find,

In a bounding canoe,

With muscles like steel,

And an eye that is true.

We love the wide waters,

And the wild wooded shore,

We risk every danger,

New scenes to explore.

When the long cruise is ended,

No dangers appall,

At last we shall follow,

The Great Guide of all.

That stream with its rapids,

Our Guide takes us through,

When we make our last portage,.

And launch our canoe.



How Hunters Might Help the Deer.

BY C. H KING.

DEER LOADED UP FOR A SIXTEEN MILE SLEIGH RIDE

TO SUNDRIDGE, ONT.

IS a deer hunter I have followed with

the deepest interest the controversy

on dogs versus deer hunting and
should like to be allowed to give the re-

sults of my own experience.

It would be useless for me to argue
that sportsmen hunting with dogs do not

drive deer away from those parts of the

country they frequent. Is that, however,
always the case ? I do not think so.

One of the main reasons for the decrease
of the deer is surely the increasing num-
ber of settlers with the consequent de-

crease of the forest sheltering. To this

must be added the vastly increasing num-
bers of hunters.

If the latter conduct their hunts care-

fully they should do nothing to contri-

bute to the driving of the deer out of

the district. In our Camp last November
we made careful arrangements with this

end in view. Before there was any at-

tempt at making a run every man was
given ample time to reach, his station.

At a certain time previously agreed upon
the man or men started with the dogs,
and if at all possible the deer were driven
towards the men stationed on the differ-

ent runways. After the deer had been
shot or had passed by (if indeed we were
fortunate enough to make a start at all)

it was understood to be the
duty of all to stop the dogs.
We all know that our old hunt-
ing dog is keen to follow on, driv-
ing the deer for miles on a
more than useless chase.

For a party of six hunters I

believe three dogs are quite
sufficient to make a good run.
A larger number makes it very
hard to stop the dogs. If they
are stopped after running the
deer a short distance, the latter

will not leave the immediate
neighborhood. As a proof of
this assertion I may mention
that on one occasion we made
several runs on one bunch of
half a dozen deer. Amongst
them was a stubb legged buck

which was seen at different times and his

unmistakable track was proof of his

identity. At the latter end of the season
this buck was shot and clearly, although
run on several occasions, he had not left

the district".

taking a rest after trailing Deer
through the bush.
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With adequate protection I believe

there is no good reason why the moose
and deer of the Province of Ontario

should not survive. It was my privilege

in the year 1904 to accompany a township

survey party to the Abitibbi district via

the old canoe route from Metagami stat-

ion on the Canadian Pacific Railway, to

Moose River, a distance exceeding two
hundred miles and passing through the

famous Temagami Forest Reserve. I

believe the Government were wise in set-

ting apart such a large tract of non arable
land where forest and game preservation
can be carried on and where the wild and
the things of the wild can remain unmolest-
ed for at least the greater part of the year.

In this preserve T have seen moose,
caribou and red deer in close proximity.

However the red deer does not frequent
the great clay belt laying beyond the
reserve. With efficient enforcement of
the game laws I am persuaded that the
big game of the Province will survive.

How We Secured Our Breakfast.

BY ROXIE.

nEAVING Port Arthur on a fine

morning in May we took the Cana-

dian Pacific train for Pearl River, a

station some distance east intending to

do a little prospecting and incidentally

some fishing and hunting.

As we must have something in addi-

tion to speckled trout (a delicate food)

to sustain the hard work of camp life,

one ot our number, Mr. A. H. Wright,

a fearless hunter where large game is

concerned, was told off for this hazardous

duty. The task proved an easy one for

him and he speedily returned with a nice

tender lamb which he had selected as

sufficient for a few days.

When camp was reached, the meat

disposed of and more required he was

the man to produce it—he can scent

bear a long way off. Three of these

animals have fallen to his unerring aim,

our illustration representing number two.

Of course if he had been instructed to

have brought in a large one he would

have done it.

Some of the party thought of request-

ing him to bring in a lion or tiger but

were afraid to do so for fear that he

would produce some wonderful wild

animal to their discomfort.

While writing I remember seeing an offic-

ial paper posted up proclaiming a close

time for partridge this year. Well, I have

always contended and do so still, that for

every bird a man gets the foxes, weasels,

skunks, hawks, etc. get fifty, taking as

they do birds, chicks and eggs. As a

proof of this we always find less birds,

the farther we go from civilization, and
the same with rabbits. Of course I do not

mean this to apply rightup toa city'slimits

but to take hunting grounds generally.

SHOOTING A BEAR NEAR PORT ARTHUR.

Our ideas out here with regard to

"Our Vanishing Deer" is that ifwe could

once get rid of the wolves our deer would
not vanish so fast as they are doing at

present.



How a Pioneer Outwitted the Wolves

BY JAMES E. ORR.

IT is more than three quarters of a

century ago since one of our pion-

eers living* north of Talbotville went
to the little town of St. Thomas, Ont.,

with a grist consisting of wheatand buck-
wheat.
The time was the fall of the year and

the load was placed on a home made
wooden sleigh drawn by a yoke of oxen
named Duke and Dime. The oxen were
big roan fellows thoroughly broken to go
by the swing of a gad or whip in the

hands of the driver.

In those days the greater part of the

road was little more than blazed trail,

while in others it was only newly chopped
and obstructed by many stumps, being

flanked on either side by heavy timber.

The settlers were making inroads in

these woods and clearing small fields

around their new homes.
On approaching St. Thomas the road

wound romantically ronnd the hills and
crossed two creeks on old fashioned log

bridges. The mill was high up on a

hill and wind driven like the old Dutch
mills still to be seen in Holland.

The hill was too steep for the oxen to

climb and the only thing to be done was
for the pioneer to carry up his grist bag
by bag, have it ground and carry it down
in the same way to his sleigh. When all

was ready for his homeward journey the

shades of evening were fast gathering

around but he decided to make an effort to

reach home that same night. Securing the

grist and some goods he had purchased
in St. Thomas under quilts brought for

the purpose he set off slowly on the

journey for home. When the crest of

the hill north of St. Thomas was reached

half an hour later darkness gathered
around them quite suddenly. The steady,

patient plodding was continued with a

little extra care to shun the stumps and
other obstructions in the road. Home
was still in the far distance when driver

and team became awestruck as through
the woods came that terrible sound which
has made many a brave heart quake with

fear—the howling of a pack of wolves.

The pioneer had had some experience

with wolves—he knew their suspicions

and cowardly nature and their utter ab-

horrence of approaching anything in the

nature of a trap. Quietly he made pre-

parations to attempt to save his life and
the lives of his oxen by tearing to pieces

the quilts his careful wife had lent him
in order to secure their goods. Nearer
and nearer came the baying and as soon
as the settler saw the animals in the

road he threw out a long strip of quilt

and had it dragging behind the sleigh.

At this time he had reached the point

where the railroad crosses the old road
south of Talbotville.

When the wolves came near enough to

see the quilt dragging in the road they
evidently thought it was a trap and stop-

ped to consider how to proceed. In the

meantime the farmer had secured a hand-
spike in case it came to a hand to hand
contest. As the animals pressed closer

he threw out about a square yard of ihe

other quilt. Instantly the wolves pounced
upon it and with snarls and growls tore

it to pieces, their jaws coming together
with clashes similar to steel traps.

By and by one wolf more daring than
the rest made a running jump over the

strip of quilt and landed fairly on the

sleigh. A well aimed blow from the

handspike catching him on the head sent

him back to his mates with many howls.

Every now and then as the wolves pres-

sed closer, another piece of quilt was
thrown to them and each time some dis-

tance was gained as the animals remain-
ed snarling, snapping and tearing the in-

offensive material. Finally home was
reached in safety though not before

several of the wolves had felt the effects

of the handspike which did good work in

the hands of the stalwart pioneer.

Though the good wife lost her quilts

she retained her husband for without a
doubt, by delaying the wolves, these

quilts saved his life.





THE FLEET OF DINGHYS.

Historical Sketch of the Toronto Canoe Club,

|HE Toronto Canoe Club was organized on the evening of December fourteenth,

1880, when nine men met and started the Club upon what has proved to be an
almost continuous success. The membership increased to twenty-four by the

end ot the first year, in spite of the want of a suitable club house. That want was
not supplied until 1884 when a club house was built at the foot of Lome St." It

was a modest building, affording accommodation for the members and eighteen
canoes. The Club entered into possession of this house in the spring of 1885.

The first home of the Club was situated some distance north of the present
Cobban factory on Lake Street.

The membership grew steadily until in 1887 it had out grown its quarters and
theClub remov-
ed to a new and
much larger
building on the

water front, a
little east of

Simcoe Street,

which was pro-

vided for it by
the Toronto
Association o f

Canoeists.

This building

afforded acco-

mmodation for

forty-eight can-

oes, and club

rooms and bath,

locker and
dressing rooms
for members. gunwale race.
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ship Its success has been

The Club continued its

prosperous career in these

premises until in 1893 it be-

came necessary to remove
its building to make way
for Esplanade improve-
ments by the City of Toron-
to.

In 1900 the Club pur-

chased from the Canada
Permament and Western
Canada Loan Company the

leasehold water lot upon
which is situated the club

house and other buildings.

This was held in trust by
three members until Octo-
ber 1902, when the Club
having procured a special

Act of Incorporation from
the Ontario Legislature

they were enabled to hold

the property.

Since 1900, when the

Club bought the property,

they have found it neces-

sary, owing to the continued

growth of membership, to

make several alterations and
additions to the Club build-

ings.

In 1900 the old club

house, that was used by the

Club from 1887 to 1893,

was renovated, remodelled

and added to the Club
buildings ; and again in

1903 it was necessary to

still farther increase the

accommodation formembers
and their craft by occupying
the two buildings to the

north. The growth of the

Club has steadily continued

and year by year more space

has been occupied until at

the present time all of the

property except the twonorth
buildings is used for Club
purposes.

The Club, at this writing,

(May 1908, )had a member-
continuous and progressiveof upwards of six hundred.

ts twenty-eight years of existence, until at the present time, it leads in

numbers and prosperity any canoe club known.
The Club owns seven buildings on the water front, five of which are held for the

through
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uses of the Club mem-
bers. The other two
are rented to manu-
facturers of water craft.

The Club has accom-
modation for the stor

age of sixty dinghys
and three hundred can-

oes, and there are four

hundred and fifty lock-

ers. It is needless to

add that all of this

equipment, and more, is

needed to supply the

requirements of so large

a body of members as

constitute the active

portion of the Club.

The Toronto Canoe
Club prides itself on the

fact that no intoxicating

drink has ever been
permitted on its prem-
ises. The manage-
ment determined, *at

the outset, that every-

thing connected with

the Club should be of

the most temperate and
wholesome character :

and in consequence, its

sports have been clean,

and its various rami-

fications conducted with
a purpose, looking to

the moral as well as

the physical advantage
of the members. In the

matter of literature, the

Club provides periodi-

cals of the highest order of merit, both English and American ; not however, re"

lating exclusively to sports, but dealing, as well with the arts and sciences. The
young athlete while developing his body, has at hand the means to also nourish his

mind. Musical recreation is also much in evidence, and many an evening the Club

piano is kept busy to the accompaniment of Club songs. Several societies are yearly

COMMODORE MCNAB 1907-08.

A FINE SIGHT.
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organized from the
membership, such
as the 4 'The To-
ronto Canoe Club
Hockey Associa-
tion"—the Dinghy
Association under
Captain Tyrell

;

theAmateurPhoto-
graphic Club ; and
the Toronto Motor
Boat Club, organ-
ized by Mr. S. A.
Sylvester; the war
canoe racing sec-

tion : etc. Perhaps
the most arduous
and persistent ef-

fort required in

acquatic sports, is

in the training of

the war- canoe pad-
dlers. There are

five war canoes
owned by theClub,
and the several

crews are under
the care and man-
agement of the

vice - commodore,
Mr. Arthur Mc-
Nichol. A profes-

sional trainer is em-
ployed and much
practise is neces-

sary in order that

physical excell-

ence may be at-

tained. How
thoroughly it is

done is attested by
the long string of

victories to the
credit of the Club
in past contests.

An important annual feature in the line of contests, is what is known as the

Baillie Life Membership Prize. Briefly stated, Mr. Frank W. Baillie in 1902

donated the interest on a thousand dollars at six and a half per cent annually, to the

winner of the greatest number of points at the annual summer regatta of the Club.

Said interest (amounting to sixty- five dollars yearly) to be used in the purchase of a
life membership to be awarded to the winning member. The rivalry is naturally of

a most stimulating character, the developement of which is closely watched by the

entire membership of the Club.

Although the Toronto Canoe Club is devoted chiefly to acq uaticspcils, in

season, yet there is something doing at Club quarters at all seasons. In the fall, a

program of winter pastimes is issued by the House Committee. These consist of
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prize contests

in whist, euchre
and chess, in-

terspersed with
musical even-

ings, smokers,
etc. A night in

each month is

set apart and
called "ladies

night" on which
occasion the
lady friends of

the members
are present in

large numbers,
and dancing to

the strain of the

finest orchestra

in the city is

indulged in up
to the midnight
hour. Every
Saturday night

in the winter season is a gala night ; and after the games and contests of the

evening are over, those present (often to the number of one hundred and fifty) line

up to the free lunch offerings which have become an attractive feature of the

winter program. There is much musical talent in this Club, and the members are

often regaled by concerts furnished entirely by Club talent. A banquet at McCon-
key's has become an annual feature and no effort is spared to make these occasions

memorable, and marked by bright speeches and a general "feast of reason and flow

VICE COMMODORE ARTHUR MCNICHOL hon. sec'y w. h. plant, 1907-08

SENIOR WAR CANOE, 1907.
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HAND PADDLING FOURS.

of song." Add to

all this, several

impromptu a f -

airs such as theat-

re parties, infor-

m a 1 luncheons,

ice sports and the

like, and it is not

a matter for won-
der that the old

members who are

now living
-

in

other localties,

never forget the

good times pass-

ed with the boys
of the Red Ring.

There has been'organized, lately, an Old Members' Association, the object of

which is to foster and maintain in a social way, the friendships and intimacies started

in the old days.

There are nearly

two hundred and
fifty members who
joined the Club
prior to 1903, and
this association

extendsto all such
a cordial invita-

tion to join its

ranks. Many of

the active men of

the Club previous
to five years ago,
have naturally re-

tired from active
a fine race. participation in

sports, and their places are taken by newer, and for the most part, younger members.
And this desire among the old members to meet together at stated intervals, means

the revival in re-

mininisces, ofmem-
orable events in the

history of the Club.

A number of the

oldest members
have passed away,
but there still re-

main many who
have been connect-

ed with the Club
for upwards of fif-

teen years.

Of the nine or-

ganizers, in 1880,

there remain but
two who are now
members of the an exciting finish,
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Club—Mr. Frank M. Nicholson and Mr. Hugh Neilson. Both of these gentlemen
are still hale and hearty. Every summer, Mr. Neilson paddles his canoe in Muskoka
waters, and doubtless, Mr. Nicholson is still able to maintain his equilibrium in the

frailest craft, when occasion requires.

The executive of the Toronto Canoe Club is, and always has been, composed of

business men. Nearly every member of the present executive has held the office for

years ; and to this fact must largely be attributed the excellent financial showing
of the Club. A
glance at the an-

nual statement of

the Club for 1907

shows receipts of

upwards of ten

thousand dollars,

and expenditure

of nine thousand
dollars. It goes
without saying,

that up to date

methods and un-

ceasing care are

necessary to the

proper handling
of the multiplicity

of detail occasion- standing tandem.
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R. C. BLACKBURN, WINNER, 1907,

ed, and to essential requirements
of the membership.

Perhaps the most enjoyable

function of the year, in (the an-

nals of the Club Sports, is the

summer regatta. No expense or

pains are ever spared by the

various committees to make
these occasions memorable. The
extensive balconies of the Club-
House are crcwded with mem-
bers and their friends, and the

scene at the climax of a hotly

contested race is always inspir-

ing". Whether the contest be

among the "white wings," the

war canoes, the tandems or the

singles, the enthusiasm is contagious, the hi-yah, hi-yah, hi-yah calls of the men, the
gloved plaudits of the fair sex, the cries of encouragement proceeding from hundreds

of throats altogether make a
scene sufficient to arouse the

most indifferent spectator. One
of the most memorable of these

occasions was the summer re-

gatta of 1906. Many of those

who read these lines will recall

that delightful occasion. The
day was one of the loveliest in

the June month and the water
was mirror like in its stillness

and reflection. There was scar-

cely a ripple on its surface. The
spacious balconies of the Club-

House were filled with a joyous

crowd, numbering hundreds of

enthusiasts, while out on the

the bay, on an improvised raft,

was stationed the Highlanders'

Band discoursing excellent har-
mony. The races on that afternoon were all most exciting, and closely contested.
But it was the war canoe contest that was the great sensation pf the day. As the
crews neared the home stretch, it was observed that the two leaders were neck
to neck. The great boats each
manned by fifteen paddlers,

came to the line amid the wild-

est acclaim, each man straining

every muscle, while so nearly

did they keep together at the

finish that few could tell which
crew had won the victory. Tor-
onto Bay is always interesting,

but its charm was never dis

played to better advantage than
on that twenty-third day of June.
The water was dotted here and
here, by scores of sails, floating ridpath doing i he flip.

t

BLOMFIELD DOING TffE FLIP IN ONE AND A
QUARTER SECONDS.



"THE CANADIAN HENLEY"

1907-08 finish at St. Catharines— 1st T. C. C. ; 2nd P. C. C. ; 3rd I. A. A. A.

lazily without purpose except to lend romance to the scene. Twilight settled on the

waters, and one romatically inclined, could conjure up visions of the lagoons ofVenice,
so full of warmth and color was the picture. And so the day closed ; the caterers

had served refreshments and the dance was on. Nothing marred the occasion and
it was voted on all sides that it was a dav of delight long to be remembered.

The above is reproduced by permission, and the cuts are loaned by Messrs.
Dyas, Colthurst and Mackenzie, publishers, Toronto, who publish the Toronto Canoe
Club Annual.

A Fine Collection of Sporting Trophies.

WE publish as a frontispiece an inter-

esting collection of big game heads
obtained by Mr. Wm. Irwin, of

Shelburne, Ont. Mr. Irwin is now over
sixty years of age and he has settled

down quietly. In his younger days he
had some western experiences, including

some fine hunting expeditions in British

Columbia, and secured some splendid

game heads as our illustration shows.
The sheep heads are those of the Big

Horn (Rocky Mountain). The older

they grow the bigger become the horns
as they are never shed. The deer heads
are those of the mule deer, which reach
large proportions, a four year old buck
weighing about three hundred pounds.
These deer which shed their horns in

February get very fat in the fall and Mr.

Irwin says he has taken twenty pounds of

tallow out of one buck. Mule deer were
found in Mr. Irwin's time two hundred
miles east of Vancouver and seventy
miles northeast of Ashcroft.

The following are the particulars of the

heads :

No. 1 ram. Length of horns twenty-
four inches, size of horn close to head
sixteen inches.

No. 2 head. Length of horns twenty-two
inches, round horn close to head fifteen

inches.

No. 1 deer. Length of horns thirty inch-

es. Spread of horns twenty-four inches.

No. 2. Length of horn thirty inches.

Spread of horn twenty-four inches.

No. 3. Length of horn twenty-five inch-

es. Spread of horn twenty-four inches.



A Deer Hunt on Deer River.

BY GEORGE BOADWAY.

party of us had made up our minds
to enjoy a deer hunt in Muskoka
in the open season of 1906. As we

lived at varying distances apart including

Sarnia, Brampton, Breslau and Toronto
it was agreed to meet in the latter city

and proceed with united forces to our
destination. I had two days'

start of the rest

of the party and
went through
from Wood-
stock to Hunts-
ville on a visit

to a friend who
lives at that

delightful spot.

Later on I joined

the rest at Burks
Falls where, af-

t e r breakfast

at the hotel, we
got our baggage
and dogs nicely

stowed away
in the steamer
at the Magneta-
awan dock.

All was ready
by eight o'clock

in the morning
when we cast off

our moorings
and started for

Ahnic Harbor, a
distance of forty

miles. We are

agreed that this

is one of the

loveliest trips in

Ontario. For
twenty miles the river appeared as though
i t had been made artificially. It meanders
through a low lying country with trees

overhanging on each side. At times the

river would almost seem to heave out of

its bed as the steamer passed through.
There are several remarkable things

about the river. In one place we came
to a small lake but instead of the river

running into the lake it turns within ten

MY FIRST DEER

feet of it and follows the lake fully half

way round with nothing more than ten

feet of land dividing them. Finally the
river turns abruptly away from the lake
at a point where a small neck of land runs
into the lake.

It was two in the afternoon before we
arrived at Ahnic Harbour. Here we found

two teams
awaiting u s

,

and after a
hurry up dinner
we started on
the last stage
of our journey
— a distance of
sixteen miles to

Deer River.

Here we had ar-

ranged to stay

with Mr. Harris,

a settler who
combines farm-
ing with lum-
bering and hunt-
ing and is doing
well. The roads
were so rough
and hilly that

walking proved
more comfort-

able than riding

and long before

those sixteen

miles were over
we wished our-

selves at our
journey's end.

It was not until

seven in the

evening, when
everything is black and dark in those

weary woods, that we reached the house,

tired and hungry as bears. After supper
we all made up our beds, having to sleep

in one large room, which was good
enough for camp life, and speedily tum-
bled in, sleeping sound, after our hard

day's toil.

The first thing I remember after

getting into bed was "Bill" Harris,
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shout ing in his loud backwoods voice

"Hurrah, boys, sunlight on the door, pork

and beans on the table and every son of

a gun in bed."

Half past five was early for all of us,

and the last fact was by no means re-

markable. It was no use trying* to sleep

after this intimation. Far better was
it to get up of your own free will than be

pulled out of bed with no gentle hands.

Our hunting rules were to be up early

and no one shirked the ordeal.

Our camp was
on the shore of

a small lake

with Deer River
running in one
end and out at

the other. A
short way up the

river is Waby
Creek and it is

in this neigh-

bourhood that

we hunted
the first day.

Robert Fletcher,

or "Big Bob" as

we called him,
was chosen for

our leader. He
himself said he
was boss of the

ratt and station-

ed us along the

creek. I was
placed on the

Dam runway —
a place where an
old dam had
been built, with

the steep sloping

hills on each
side.

Patiently I re-

mained there till ten o'clock and thought
by the looks of things that I should never
see a deer in that rough place. Further
on I thought the place much better for a
runway and strolled in that direction. In

the woods I found deer tracks as thick

as sheep tracks in a barnyard (of course
the number of tracks would depend on
how many sheep the farmer possessed) and
even saw two deer. They were too far off

for me to shoot but in my rambling and

my
ex-

took

LANDING WITH TWO DEER.

excitement I got turned round or as most
people would say "lost."

Having been born and raised in Mus-
koka, and used to the woods all my life,

this was a new experience. As a rule I

am at home in the woods though I know
enough about them to be careful and
always take my compass with me. I had
noticed the direction of the hunt and fol-

lowing the needle for half a mile was
brought out directly to the camp.

In the afternoon I was placed to watch
the same run-

way and as I re-

membered
morning's
perience I

to the woods
again. This
time I had not
gone far when I

heard the dogs
coming and hur-

ried back. Be-

fore I could reach

my position I

saw the dogs
on my side of

the creek and
coming straight

towards m e .

Now I knew
that as a rule

the deer are a

good way ahead
of the dogs and
therefore felt
that the deer

must be close to

me. As the
woods were
quite open I

knew that the

deer could not

have passed
without my hearing or seeing him and I

stopped to consider where he could pos-

sibly have gone. While I was standing
the dogs came within a hundred yards of
me and scattered. From this I knew the

deer had either seen me or caught my
smell. Before 1 could think of anything
further the deer came down tl e hi 1

straight for me so quick and so close that

it took me by surprise and I remained as

if glued to the ground.
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Recovering a little I fired my .35

automatic and attempted to reload. I

had been used to a 44.40 Winchester and
forgetting my rifle was a self loader fol-

lowed my usual custom. By the time I

recovered my senses, the deer was one
hundred yards away and I could see only

a white streak bobbing up and down. I

fired again, but the deer did not stop to

see if he was hurt.

When the dogs came up they stopped
and looked at me inquiringly, as though
to ask "Where is the deer?" Then they

scampered off again and I was left to de-

cide whether it had been a dream or a

reality. I was ready to knock myself
down with the gun and would have done
so had I not thought it would hurt me.
This proved the first, last and only run

for the day.

We decided to return to camp, and Mr.
Allen, or "Dad" as we called him, a man
of seventy, a grand old hunter who had
hunted every fall for the last twenty-two
years, agreed to accompany me. We
took a short cut through the woods and
thought it best to go on parallel lines.

We had not proceeded far, and I was in

the midst of a thick growth of young
pines when I heard a snort and the break-

ing of twigs. These noises told me a

deer was close by, and a^ minute later I

heard a shot. Next Dad called me over

and I found sure enough that he had shot

a two year old buck. We dressed it,

drew it out to a lumber road, and when
one of the boys came along and assisted

us,we took it to camp on arrival at which
we felt tired and hungry enough to eat

everything in sight. At the same time

we felt good to think that after all our
disappointments we had experienced the

good fortune of securing a deer on the

first day of our camp life.

Next morning Dad was lucky enough
to get his second deer. In the afternoon
I was back on the dam runway again.

As I sat there I heard rustling amongst
the leaves and light snow up in the woods
above me and on the opposite side of the

creek. In a short time a fawn came
trotting through the thick willows until

it reached a big pine log. At that point

it stopped and jumped over when it was
hidden from my view, remaining there

for about ten minutes, though this period

seemed an hour to me as I sat there
waiting anxiously and expectantly for

the dogs to come. Apparently the deer
had come down to the creek of its own
free will. All at once it jumped out of
its hiding place and came to the creek
about one hundred and fifty yards from
me, standing in the open. I fired, but
instead of falling or making a jump back
into the woods as I expected, it simply
started and then fell to nibbling at the
grass. I fired again, and with the same
result. On a third attempt it simply
shook its tail and trotted into the woods
a short away. I could see it and fired a
fourth time. Then I had the "pleasure"
of seeing it trot away in the direction

from which it came seeming to say "I
had better not take any more chances or

I might accidentally be hit !"

By this time I began to feel pretty well

disappointed with myself. I thought my
rifle too light, or I was too light ("light

headed") to do any good. My adven-
tures did not make a good story that

night.

Another deer, a fine large doe, was
shot next morning but not by me. Joe
Degeer was the lucky man. In the after-

noon I was stationed at the same old place

and waited patiently till I heard the dogs.

Then I saw a yearling coming as though
nothing could stop it. In two jumps it was
down the hill, landing in the creek, and
the next bound was on the other side

and into the willows. This time, how-
ever, I was too quick for him. I fired

three shots, putting one through its

shoulder and dropped it about fifty yards

from the creek.

Next day was Sunday, and Will Merrill

and I arranged to go by boat to the

place where two deer were left and bring

them to camp. It was more for the

row than anything else that we under-

took the journey, which was across Harris

Lake out into Deer River and up Waby
Creek, a distance of about three miles.

After landing, and seeing our deer safe

we indulged in a little rifle practice and
rested on a rock.

The afternoon was lovely and we were
enjoying the peace and quietness on every

hand as well as the fine scenery when
we saw a fawn come down to the creek.

After drinking, it stood there, making a
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fine shot. I took aim but to my surprise

found I could not pull the gun off. Before

I could unload my rifle, or my friend

could get his rifle ready, the deer had
plunged into the creek. Both fired, and
one ball (as we learned later) tore part of

its lower jaw off. At the time, we did

not think either of us had touched it, but

Will went over the hill to see if he could

find traces of blood. To his surprise he

came upon the deer and fired again, but

without success.

On the runway where it had been stand-

ing we found a pool of blood, and follow-

ed the traces. There was much blood,

making the trail easy, and we judged

that from its condition it could not go
very far. For a mile and a half, we saw
that every jump was followed bv splashes

of blood on the

snow. At the

end ot the run

way, the deer

took to the
water but as

some of the boy s

were engaged in

target practice

on the other side

it returned and

took to the
woods. S o o n

we were again

on its tracks, and

found that about

half a mile down
the lake shore

the deer had
again taken to

the water. There
was a thin scum
by the time we

HUNTERS AND DEER W
IN THE

of ice on the lake, and
reached the place the

animal had broken its way through, nearly

to the middle where it was plunging and
trying to go farther while all the time it

was getting into stronger ice, Its exer-

tions tired it out, and it would rest its

chin (or what it had left for a chin) on the

ice,and after a time plunge forward again.

Some of the boys went out in a row boat
and when they found the poor animal's

condition they speedily put an end to its

misery. Will and I returned to where
we had left our boat, and rowed back to

camp, feeling very tired as a result of our
double exertions.

Notwithstanding our Sunday exertions

we were out on our runways at half past

seven on Monday morning. Before half

an hour had passed, I saw a fawn running
down the hill with considerable speed.

Before it had made two jumps into the

open, I put a couple of shots through its

shoulder, causing the deer to fair in its

tracks. Although it could not get up, it

held its head high and looked back to

see if the dogs were coming. I thought it

peculiar that it could lay there with its

head up and looking so sharp, at a time
when it was injured so much that it could
not get up. As I had heard of deer play-

ing tricks on dogs I thought this one
might be attempting something of the

kind, and sent a third bullet through its

neck finishing my job completely.
Tc

^ Otj

By this time I

was getting used
to my rifle and
could make
nearlyevery shot

count. In tact I

began to brag
that I was not

going to allow

any more deer

to slip past me
without putting

a hole or two in

them, and as is

usually the case

under such cir-

cumstances, my
luck changed
and I did not get
another shot un-

til a few days
before we came out.

Bob Fletcher shot a fine two hundred
pound buck a short way up the creek

from where I was stationed, and we all

felt that we were in good luck—seven
deer in two days and a halt. «

~J|

Tuesday was our unlucky day. In the

morning two deer crossed my runway
just before I got there, the dogs having
been started too earl}. In the afternoon,

the deer instead ot crossing the creek as

usual, took to the lake and no men were
stationed there. ~1

On Wednesday five deer were secured,

two in the morning and three in the after-

noon. Will Merrill and I were the "dog

ITH SIX MORE HANGING
WOODS.
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punchers" and the rest thought we were
doing so fine that we were selected for

the same task next day. That day how-
ever proved a blank, not a single shot

being fired at a deer.

On Friday we did very little hunting
as it rained all day and was most depress-

ing.

Three more deer were shot on Satur-

day, two of them by Dad, who was
stationed on my old runway at the dam.
A very exciting chase was witnessed

on Monday, A fawn started near the lake,

and was shot at by the dog puncher, as it

made a couple of circles as though not

knowing where to go or what to do.

Finally it struck out directly away from
the lake and made for the creek where a

number ofmen were stationed. After being
shot by two more of our party, I thought
the dogs had taken it away completely.

Later on I heard them coming again, and
another shot was fired. Soon the deer

passed me, but too far off to shoot. At
the lake John Boyd shot it in the side,

but it kept on swimming until a shot in

the head terminated its existence.

Fawns seem to run with all the strength

of old ones, and this one must have run
fully fifteen miles.

There was not much more excitement
for the rest of the trip, and on Friday
morning we left camp on our homeward
journey, with twenty-three deer to our
credit, nearly two each, although four of

our party were not fortunate enough to

get a single one.

When we reached Ahnic harbor we all

thought we would have to walk the rest

of the way to Burke's Falls, as the bay
was frozen over and the boys were skat-

ing on it. After dinner, and a couple of

hours' rest, we were pleased to hear the

joyful whistle of the steamer as she plow-
ed through the ice and reached the

wharf.

At Burke's Falls it was one o'clock in

the morning before the hunter's special

came in. Then it was so crowded that

I had to stand or sit in the aisle nearly all

the way to Toronto.
Although we had the best of luck, and

a good outing, we were glad to reach our
homes again, and once more face the

problems of life with renewed vigor for

the interval we had enjoyed.

Autumn Idleness.

BY ISABEL ECCLESTONE MACKAY.

THE lazy clouds lie basking on the blue,

Foam circled islands in a peaceful sea

Scarce ruffled by the breeze, which carelessly

Wanders the arch of autumn heaven through.

Beneath, the quiet ocean stretches wide,

Out and beyond the end of everything
;

The sunlight flashes from the gull's white wing
Soaring and dipping seaward with the tide.

Above me, where the painted maples spread
A screen all wrought and interlaid with gold,

The shining gloom a silence seems to hold,

A hush that tells of Summer lately dead !

I lie and hear the muffled monotone
Of the great working world that calls to me
Claiming my freedom—but I am not free,

Th' enchantress, Autumn, chains me to her throne !



The Red Deer or Wapiti and the Virginian or

Common 4

'Red Deer" of North America.

BY JOHN ARTHl'R HOPE.

THE Red Deer or Wapiti (Cervius

Elaphus) is found in North America,
Persia, Cashmere, Barbary* and

Europe, including- the British Isles,

those in the two first named countries be-

ing considerably the larger. They re-

semble each other in almost every detail

except size. Their antlers (Elaphine) all

branch in the same manner. I have seen

the various superb heads in Britain with
their brow beams and white burnished
tips.

The Habitat of the North American
Red Deer or Wapiti (incorrectly called

"Elk") extends from the edge of the Eas-
tern prairie to the Pacific Coast and south
to Colorado.
A well-grown European stag stands

over four feet at the withers, with a thick-

ly coated neck of a grayish tint, a
rich brown body-colour and uniformly
curved symmetrical antlers. In winter
its coat is longer and of a greyer tint.

The tail is short or clubbed. The hair of

the underbody is a dirty white colour,

with a coloured patch on the buttocks.

The stag carries its head high and is one
of the most magnificent looking of any of

the deer species.

The new born calves are brilliantly

spotted with white. The pairing season
occupies the early part of October, the

calves are born about the end of May or

the beginning of June, whilst the stags
drop their antlers in March and first part

of April; the youngest the latest. They
continue to increase in bulk and strength
up to their twelfth year.

The venison is excellent and is said to

be more nutritious than any other meat.
It is still found wild in England, in the

Exmoor Forest (no trees); in Scotland
north of the Firth of Clyde, and in Ireland

about Killarney and Connemara. Many
hundreds of private enclosed parks have
a pair or more living peacefully with Fal-

low deer, Japanese and Blacktail from

the Rockies. Northern specimens are

much the smaller and carry far inferior

antlers to those of south Germany and
Hungary which possess much the finest

sets. In some of the forest of Germany
heads have been obtained with as many
as sixty-six points. Lord Powerscourt,
county Wicklow, Ireland, has in his pos-

session a pair with forty-five tynes.

In the southern counties of England
and one county in Ireland the hunting of

the stag has degenerated into chasing
them with hounds after they have been
deprived of their antlers, and let out of

boxes shortly before the sportsmen put
in an appearance; while in the forests of

north Scotland— (strange forests ; the

mountain sides are bare of trees) the

"stalker" uses a long range rifle and the

more skillfully he uses this weapon when
his "gillie" has placed him within range
of a "good head" the better his chance of

obtaining it, as a stag rarely gives a sec-

ond shot. The farther the range the

"trophy" is killed at, the higher the hon-
our, that is to say a "royal head" secur-

ed at long range is considered the acme
of sport in deer-stalking.

In great Britain the conditions of life

and the food are not of the quality that

develope first rate antlers—as in Scotland
for instance it is the habit to shoot those

with the finest heads (a twelve pointer is

not necessarily a "royal" as the royal

tyne may be absent) and so leave

the indifferent specimens to perpetuate
their species. To counteract this and to

keep them from degenerating, as far as

possible fresh blood of the same species

is continually imported from Southern
Europe.

In the spring of the year following its

birth the antlers are nothing more than
straight, conical and unbranched
"beams", the animal then being known
as a "Brocket". In the following spring
the antler has, besides the "beam" a

•It is interesting to note that the Red Deer of Barbary—according to Professor P.Martin Duncan, London
England—is the only number of the Cervine group which is found in Africa.
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small branch from its base, directed for-

wards, known as the ''brow antler,"" it is

then called a "Spayad." In the third

year an extra front branch is formed,
known as the "tres" and the whole ant-

ler is larger. In the fourth year the brow
antler is doubled to form the "brow" and
"bez tyne" at the same time that the top

of the main beam divides into the "sur-
royals" of the "staggard" or fourth year
old male. In the fifth year the surroyals

become more numerous, the whole antler

of the stag being heavier than previously

only to be exceeded in weight by those of

the fully adult stag with ten or more
points, each being larger and longer than
the year before. At all times a full grown
stag is dangerous when brought to bay,

particularly in the rutting season when it

fears not man nor dog. "Beware of the

deer" is a common notice to be seen nail-

ed to a tree in a deer park through which
a public path runs. I have had a dog's
back broken with a blow from the front

hoof of a stag so quickly that the eye
could hardly follow the movement and
have found other dogs in a park killed

outright by the same means. Many "gil-

lies" (game keepers) have lost their lives

by trying to separate a pair of fighting

stags, while many more have been killed

by wounded stags. Only a short time
ago a gillie lost his life in a Scotch deer
forest. The stag fell to his shot and lay,

apparently, quite dead, on his going up
to it. In attempting to bleed it however,
it regained its feet and disem-
bowled him with its last strength, falling

dead across the man's body.
They fight savagely for possession of

the hinds, one or both rarely coming off

without being badly or fatally wounded.
Like all of the deer tribe they fight be-

tween themselves with the antlers only,

using their front feet on their natural en"
emies, striking quickly and with great

force to a distance of ten feet. Except in

the pairing season the stags herd alone.

The Virginian or "Red Deer" is the

"common" deer of the United States
south to Mexico and a strip through the
southern part of Canada. It received the

name "red deer" from the early settlers

from the color of its summer coat, and
correctly so as regards this colour as it is

a much more yellowish red than the Wa-
piti or true red deer, but there all resem-
blance ends between these two branches
of the Cervidae. The Virginian or com-
mon red deer is smaller than the Europe-
an red deer and lacks several things to be
found in the latter species: the white pat-

ches on the buttocks; the tail is from fif-

teen to sixteen inches long and not short

or clubbed; the covering of the under-
body is much whiter; the thick shaggy
covering of the neck is also lacking. But
it is in the antlers that we find the most
marked difference. Those of the red deer
are of the extreme recurvine type, their

beams turning outwards and forwards,

with several points directed upwards from
their convex border. The brow tyne is

short and pointed upwards instead of

forwards and the antlers are very much
smaller in size and the amount of tynes

grown. Also unlike the red deer of

Europe wherein the largest specimens are

found in the south and the smallest in the

north, the smallest here are found in

the south, Mexico, and the largest in the

north. This, however, may be due to

climatic conditions.

They are also not gregarious like the

Red Deer or Wapiti. However the

"common"and pretty red deer of America
is too well known to describe it further to

readers of "Rod & Gun."

A correspondent writes : With respect

to the discussion on trout and charr while
I am not an authority I can distinguish a
true trout from a charr at the first glance.

The only feature they share in common
is that both are salmonoids. In all other

respects they are distinct—in shape, in

scales, in habits, in the number of teeth

in the upper and lower jaws, in shape of

head, in color of skin, in having no
speckles, in softness of flesh one hour
after death in comparison to the firmness

of speckled trout etc. These differences

are surely sufficient to enable a fisher-

man to know the distinction between a

charr and a trout.



A First Night in a Wilderness Camp.

BY ERNEST J. MCVEIGH.

HOW unfit for roughing it in the

wilderness does the life in the city

make us ! We dream of days in

the canoe, and nights beside the fire, in

our little tent, or in some long unused
shack and it is all a delight, in our
dreams. But we don't take properly into

account the black fly that follows us all

day, or the ubiquitous mosquito that

sings his little song by night. How can
such things make us afraid as we lay in

our comfortable bed in our happy home
where the fly pursueth not, and the song
of the mosquito is not heard ?

How many of us have sat in the chair

car on the rear end of the fast express as

it stood for a few minutes at the small

station or water tank in the Ontario
Highlands, and watched the bush ranger
embark in his canoe to go we don't know
where, with his bundle of grub, blankets
and gun, and felt a wild impulse to run
out and shout after him to wait and we
would go with him. But suppose you
did get into that canoe and start off into

that great mysterious wilderness, how
far would you go before you found how
unfitted you were for the undertaking ?

The flies and mosquitoes would feast on
your soft white skin, your back and legs

would ache from your cramped position

in the canoe, and your arms, so unaccus-
tomed to the work, would be numb with
weariness long before the ranger would
think of asking you to change sides, or if

you were getting tired. And then the
first night out beside that little fire as
you lay and listen to the snore of your
seasoned companion, and start into more
nerveworn wakefulness as some small
animal, or crawling thing, comes into

contact with your body.
Of course if you have the right stuff in

you all these discomforts will fade away
in a short time, and you will enjoy it all,

but not before your hide is well tanned
and your muscles hard. If you are not
built right for the wilderness the first day
and night will, likely, be a big plenty for

you until you forget the terrible hard-
ships you think you have gone through.

What looks so easy for the other fellow

may not be even possible for you.

In the latter part of June this year I

happened to be at the head of little

Opeongo Lake, at a farm house, had
arrived there at twelve noon from the

direction of civilization, and at one o'clock

two government fire rangers drifted in

from the opposite, or wilderness side.

They were tanned and weatherbeaten,

wet to the knees, and apparently in no
hurry to go any where in particular, but
they asked in a quiet way if there had
been a fire near us lately No, there had
been no bush fire, but the owner of the

farm had set fire to and burned up a big

pile of stumps the day before—"So that

was it, eh—we saw the smoke from the

head of Great Opeongo and thought we
would come down and see what it was."
Now that was all simple enough, and

easy. Oh ! sure, but could you or I have
made that little run of thirty miles by
lake, river and portage, and come in so

fresh and unconcerned after it ?

And, by the way, I wonder how many
of us know what the Ontario Government
fire rangers are doing, and how well

most of them cover the territory allotted

to them. I was interested and amazed in

talking to one of these men to find how
much he knew of what was going on in

a district fifty miles square, where there

was neither telegraph, telephone lines, or

even roads. I was telling him about two
gentlemen who had come up from Ottawa
on the train with me, and mentioned the

name of one of them, but could not name
the second. The fire ranger asked me in

his quiet way if they had been up last

year, and I told them I understood they
had, and he said "Then his name is—and
he is a photographer. They were fishing

last year on such and such a stream, come
in by and went out by and could
even give me the dates. That struckme as

pretty good, and I went further into the

matter with him, and others, and I want
to say to all and sundry who go fishing,

hunting and camping in the Highlands of
Ontario that "There's a chile among ye
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taking notes and by the powers he'll re-

port it !
" to misquote the immortal Ro-

bert, so it behooves you to be careful and
leave no smouldering camp fires behind
you as you go, or you will lay up trouble for

yourself that may find you out even in

your happy home in the distant city.

How slowly we learn, or "if our fore-

sight was only as good as our hindsight"
what a great country and people we would
be. Had the Province of Ontario given
this matter of forest preservation the at-

tention fifty years ago that she is giving
it today, and it can still be improved on,

how many millions of dollars would have
been saved ? The only way to get an
answer to that question would be to get
the figures for all lumber and timber cut

in the province for fifty years, and double
that, (as all lumbermen estimate that

there has been twice the amount destroy-
ed by fire than there has been taken out)

then knock off a fair percentage for fires

that a well organized staff of rangers
could not prevent, and the balance would
represent the saving that would have been
effected. Rather a tidy sum I guess.

But to come back to our subject. I am
not such a tenderfoot in the wilderness as

some who are more so, but my trips are

not so numerous as I could wish, and I

find each spring that I have much to re-

learn, or get accustomed to. My first

trip in the Spring of 1908 was when my
friend George and I went up to prepare a
lodge on one of the Madawaska Lakes, for

a family party that was to follow in a few
days. As we did not arrive at the lodge
until six p. m. we had not much time to

put in on the building itself, and with the

windows all broken, and no screens up,

our first night promised to be troubled
more or less. However, the wind had
been blowing hard all day, and we had
hopes that it might keep up during the

night and keep the mosquitoes away from
us. But no such luck, it fell calm about
bed time, and we found them coming in

pretty bad, but I think we would have
managed to get to sleep all right if just

about when we were getting used to the

mosquitoes the field mice had not begun
running over the roof and up and down
the walls.

Now the mosquitoes were not so very
bad, in fact after being with them a week

we would not have noticed them, and as

for the mice in a few nights we wou d
have paid no attention to them whatever,
but on our first trip after eight months
of home, without a break, our nerves
were out of tune and to some extent be-

yond our control. My camp bed was
about six inches from the outside wall,

up and down which the mice were running
every moment, but I determined to pay
no attention to them, and persuade my-
self that they were on the outside. I had
about succeeded in this when I felt one
of them light on the blanket over my body
and I reached down to brush him off, as

I brought my hand back it came in con-
tact with him close to my chin, and to

save myself I could not avoid jumping up
and clawing around wildly in the dark to

dislodge him.

I couldn't tell where he was or how
many there was of him, so I got out of
bed and lit the lamp. George was awake,
though he had only the mosquitoes to

contend with and he asked me what my
trouble was, and after I told him I got
back under the blankets leaving the lamp
burning and we watched for mice while
we swotted mosquitoes. We did not
have long to wait as they seemed to care

for neither us nor the light, and were
soon running around as lively as usual,

but they were on the inside instead of the

outside as I had tried to make myself
believe, and as they would go up the

studding beside me George would yell
i 'catch him, hit him with your hand etc."

but do you think I could ? No sir, the

spirit-may have been willing but the

flesh was weak, and I could not force my
unwilling hand to either strike or grasp
the nimble little devils, so I got up and
found a stick while George got a fishing

rod in a bundle and we went after them
horse and foot. After half an hour's hard
work we killed one and then went out
and sat on the verandah to admire the

moonlight on the water. It was fine

indeed, but the mosquitoes became most
curious as to what we were wearing
under our night shirts and we found
that our bear-skin pants were no protec-

tion against them, so we once more re-

turned to the blankets.

During my absence some enterprising

pair of our friends, the field mice, had
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been moving- house, and when I got into

bed I found at least part of their family

there ahead of me. Did you ever find a

family of young mice, without any hair

on them, in your bed, making the discov-

ery by the sense of touch with a bare leg?

If you have not, you may have one more
sensation to enjoy in this world. This
was a little too much for me and after

disposing of the cold andclammy offspring

of our enemies I gave in and proceeded to

move my bed across the living room to

another bedroom, leaving George to

play with those mice by his lonesome. I

now placed my bed in the bottom bunk
of a pair in one corner of this room, and
got between the blankets once more, de-

termined to pay no more attention to

mice, mosquitoes, or other disturbing

elements, and such is the power of mind
over matter that I was just going off to

sleep when a mouse came spat down on
my pillow about two inches from the end
of my nose. I guess I must have been
pretty well rattled by this time, for I made
a spring that brought my head in contact

witn the bottom of the bunk over me,
this sent me back into bed on top of the

mouse, but I didn't stay there long, for 1

was out on the floor within a short time,

a very short time, leaving lots of room in

the bed for that small gentleman in the

fur coat.

It beats all how much room one small

mouse can take up in a bed. I did not

seem to feel that there was any room in

that bed for me at all, and I guess it

would be a mean man anyway who would
crowd a poor little mouse, particularly

when he had nothing on but a loose night

shirt, and the moose was fully dressed

and wide awake.

By the time I got the lamp going again,

the mosquitoes were doing their utmost
to solve the problem of what was inside

my night shirt, and I must say their in-

vestigations were thorough and complete,

and while I can't say that I was sleepy

I did yearn for my bed and blankets.

The spring cot had legs to it so I pulled

it out of the bunk and set it up on
the floor as far as possible from the walls,

and once more lay me down with small

faith, less hope, and no charity at all for

mice. But it was of no use, I don't hon-
estly think there was a single mouse got
into the bed for the remainder of the

night, but just the same I could see them
run over the blankets, and drop on my
pillow, if I so much as closed an eye, until

daylight came with its fresh horde of

mosquitoes to drive away all further

thoughts of sleep, and sent me out fully

dressed to build a fire or ' 'smudge" and
watch the sun rise over the hills.

Such was our first night in camp, but
you would not have known us for the

same men the next night when with
screens on the windows, the lodge well

smoked out, and paying no attention

whatever to mice, we lay down with ner-

ves soothed by the glorious air and slept

the night through in comfort and peace.

Mr. Cowan's Hunting Trips in British Columbia.

ALL readers of the "Rod and Gun"
are aware of the reputation made
for himself by Mr. C. G. Cowan as

an explorer in out-of-the-way corners of

Canada and also as a big game hunter.

Many will remember with interest his

articles on Two Thousand Miles Down
the Yukon River in a Small Boat publish-

ed in our pages. With the exception of

the Mackenzie, Mr. Cowan has hunted
on every northern river east and west of

the Rockies. For the last twenty-six
years he has visited Canada annually for

for the purpose of shooting big game and
few men know more about the
northern portions of British Colum-
bia and the Yukon than Mr. Cowan.

Last year, accompanied by Mr. E. C.

Penrose, of Kamloops, Mr. Cowan made
a trip after big game up the Pelly and
McMillan rivers.

While hunting on the upper Skeena
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his guide, Max Leclare, was fatally shot

by Simon or Gun-a-noot, an Indian who
is still at large. Mr. Cowan was only a

quarter of a mile away at the time of this

fatal affray. On coming down from the

north he learnt that two expeditions sent

out by the Provincial Government are

now on a still hunt for the Indian mur-
derer at the headwaters of Stikin and
Skeena rivers.

"We enjoyed excellent sport, but had
no thrilling adventures," said Mr. Cowan
in describing the trip. "After outfitting we
sailed for Skagway on July 22, and made
a start up the Pelly River from Selkirk on
August 19. Our destination was the

Kalsas Mountains on the McMillan River.

We chartered the small steamer Quick,

but soon abandoned her owing to a de-

tect in the machinery. Then we hired

Indians and tracked up the Pelly River

about seventy miles. Leaving that stream

we ascending its tributary, the McMillan,
for about thirty-eight miles.

"My main object was to get a large

moose, and I am glad I succeeded,"

modestly continued the big game hunter.

"In all we shot eight caribou, four moose
and four bears, including a grizzly.

These trophies will be mounted entire

and forwarded to my Irish home. We
were also fortunate enough to secure ex-

cellent snapshot pictures of live caribou

and other animals.

"After shooting a big moose we started

out for a three days' hunt in the moun-
tains Imagine our anger and disap-

pointment on returning home to find thata

visitor in our absence had eaten the hind

legs of the moose. From the manner in

which things had been turned upside

down we realized our visitor was a bear.

Our tent had been thrown down and vari-

ous articles of camp equipment and our
supplies lay on the ground scattered

about for a distance of sixty feet. Not
satisfied with wreaking his displeasure

the bear also located our cache of meat
and left our larder empty.

"Well, we did not sleep much that

night as we expected our visitor to re-

turn. And sure enough he did. It was
after midnight on a clear moonlight night

when we heard an animal cautiously ap-

proaching thecamp. Presently fromathick-

et emerged a grizzly monster who sniffed

and listened attentively as though suspici-

ous of our presence. The next moment I

fired and Mr. Grizzly, for such he proved to

be, fell mortally wounded. The bullet had
pierced his heart, and his death struggles

were soon over. The animal was a male
and measured eight feet from the tip of

his nose to the root of his tail. I was
just as glad that we did not meet him at

close quarters.

"I had rather a novel experience when
out alone hunting moose. At the end of

a two days' trip I found myself reduced
t© ten cartridges. Late in the afternoon

I espied a bull moose four hundred yards

distant and blazed away. The first shot

hit the mark as the animal fell prostrate

and was unable to rise. The next mom-
ent another moose came into view around
the corner of a rock near the first animal.

I fired a succession of shots and was de-

lighted to see the second moose fall to

the ground. I had now exhausted my
cartridges and cautiously approached
only to find that both animals although

wounded in several places attempted to

regain their feet and showed every desire

of putting up a fight. Under the circum-

stances I withdrew and returned to camp.
Taking our Indian guides back with me
we re-visited the scene of the previous

day's encounter, only to find both moose
cold in death at the places where they

had fallen. I learned that my first shot

had penetrated both of the front knees of

the bull moose, thus rendering him hors

de combat.

"The lateness of the season prevented

me from visiting the headwaters of the

Pelly, to have a try at the black sheep, a

new species of which I was lucky enough
to buy a pelt from the Hudson's Bay Co.

at Hazleton last year. The sheep in

question had been shot by an Indian near

the headwaters, of the Skeena and from

other Indians who lived farther north the

hunter had learned that the home of the

black sheep—hitherto unknown by sports-

men—was at the headwaters of the Pelly.

If all goes well I shall go in there next year

as I want to shoot one for my collection."

Throughout his trip Mr. Cowan only

met one individual, a solitary pros-

pector.



A Curious Moose.

BY A. L. SLIPP.

ON the 20th of November, 1904, I

was hunting in the Oak Mountain

Range, the great watershed be-

tween the Becaguimac and Nackawick

rivers in New Brunswick.

About one o'clock in the afternoon of

that day, I came upon the tra*cks of four

large moose in the damp leaves on a large

hardwood ridge. As moose would be

lying down at that time of the day and

therefore the chance of getting a shot

would be slight, it seemed best to wait

until near sundown. About four o'clock

I began to work cautiously along on their

trail, and presently heard them feeding

on the white wood saplings. But at this

point the wind suddenly shifted, and the

rumbling of hoofs on the frozen ground,

and the smashing of undergrowth told

that a hurried retreat was in pro-

gress.

Ascertaining the general direction of their

course, I made a detour ot about a mile,

and came up against the wind to a steep

hardwood knoll on which I hoped to find

them. Standing still and looking care-

fully ahead, at length I made out a moose
behind a large maple tree, bull or cow
I could not determine just then. Cock-

ing my Winchester I waited. Soon the

snaky head of a cow moose appeared.

Lowering the rifle I looked and listened

intently. The sound of clicking horns

could be heard on the farther end of the

knoll, and not wishing to route Miss

Moose for fear she would take the rest of

the bunch with her, I started to go round

on the side that would not give her

the scent.

Judge of my surprise, when she walk-

ed up in my direction and cutme off. Dodg-
ing the other way the moose cut me off

that way. Then tacking the way I

started to go first she cut me off again.

Manoeuvering this way a half a dozen

times she had reduced the original dis-

tance between us of 100 yards to about
20 feet.

Up to this point I imagined that the

queer actions of this moose were due to

curiosity, and a desire to get my scent.

But now she surely had smelled me, and
began to raise the hair on her mane and
along her spine, at the same time dis-

tending her nostrils, and giving vent to

warning gurgles.

Never before had I seen a larger or

finer specimen of moose than this one.

Arrayed in her glossy fall coat, and as
fat as a seal, she towered far above me.
At the distance of twenty feet she paused
an instant. Then gathering courage ap-

parently, she made a rush at me. I rais-

ed my rifle and holding it in readiness,

ran around a large beech tree. After

following me around four times she side-

stepped and came close upon me. Draw-
ing back my right foot I kicked her on
the nose as it came low when she step-

ped into a hollow. This caused her to

jump back about ten yards, where she
stood grumbling to herself.

Leaving her there I went over the ridge

to find the bull that had made the racket

with his horns, but he had gone to parts

unknown; saw another moose cow, how-
ever. She fled with great precipitation.

Did not get a moose out of this herd,

but was fortunate enough to kill a fine

one two days later at a point a mile fur-

thersouth. In four dayshuntingl sawsev-
enteen moose, (mostly cows) and forty-one

deer; havebeen bornand brought upamong
big game, and since the age of nine have
seen some hundreds of moose, but never
before saw one act the same as this one.

Perhaps it was the animal's curiosity.

Perhaps my avoidance of it caused the
moose to think that I was afraid of Her
Highness. The time was just at twilight.

Many animals are less shy at this period
of the day.
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The Third Annual Camp-Fire Meeting

Amid romantic surroundings, which

could not fail to deeply impress the mem-
bers in attendance, the third annual

meeting of the Clnb was held at Rogers
Pass, B. C, during the week of the

the camp.
The president (Mr. A. O. Wheeler, F.

R. G. S.) gave the opening address, in

the course ot which he said:—Ladies and
Gentlemen of the Alpine Club of Canada:

I give you welcome to this our third

Annual Meeting, held upon a spot that

must be always regarded by us with the

deepest veneration.

A quarter of a century ago, on the fifth

of Sept. next, the first Alpine Club of

Canada was formed within a few hundred
yards of where we are now standing.

Our patron, Sir Sandford Fleming,
was the founder and was elected Presi-

dent; while the late Principal Grant of

Queen's University, Kingston, was elect-

ed Secretary. It is true that its numbers
were few. and its life fleeting; but the in-

spiration was there, and the seed was
sown to bear abundant fruit twenty-three
years later. I would that Sir Sandford
Fleming could stand here with us today,

and realize, as we all must, in the midst
of these most appropriate surroundings,
that the passing inspiration of a mom-
ent's leisure has led to a climax with in-

fluences reaching not only through the

length of Canada, but beyond the seas.

Our growth has been phenomenal. We

are now in our fifth hundred of member-
ship, and 1 fervently pray that we may
be given wisdom to lead this healthy in-

fant of ours to youth, manhood and old
age; and, contrary to the laws of nature,
to greater strength and fuller vigor as
its years increase*

This, our third Annual Meeting, is the
most important one for two weighty
reasons (1) your first Executive Commit-
tee has now to render an account of its

stewardship and to submit to you the
names of its newly elected officers of the
Club for the second official term of its

life, the years 1908 and 1909. The re-

port of the scrutineers of the ballots will

be read at the close of this address and
the new officials announced. (2) There
are matters of serious import that will be
brought before you for your consideration
which are of almost vital importance to

our future successful existence.

With regard to our stewardship:—We
have had two successful Annual Camps.
We have published the first number of
the Canadian Alpine Journal, and the
second will be presented to you after this

meeting. We have acquired a magnifi-
cent site for a permanent home at Banff.

Our library has attained to the consider-
able dimensions of some fifty-odd books
and publications; we have no debts and
there is a balance in the treasury. Ifyou
will read the official section of the first

and second numbers of the said Journal



and, when I have finished this address,

will listen carefully to the reports of the

Secretary, Treasurer, and Librarian, you
will be in possession of full details of

our existence to date, with one exception,

viz :—a full list of members. It was
originally intended to publish this with

the seco nd edition of the Journal, but
members have been coming in so rapidly

that it w as thought better to publish a
separate list when the present camp was

over, so that the names of those gradu-
ating could be enrolled as Active Mem-
bers.

It is my sad duty to record the death,

since our last annual gathering, of one of

our Honorary members, the distinguished

scientist, Monsier le Colonel Laussedat,

Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour.
Dr. E. Deville, another of our Honorary
members, has kindly written a biographi-

cal sketch for the Journal. It is of the
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deepest interest, by reason of the insight

given into the lovable personality of the

man, in addition to his exceptionally dis-

tinguished scientific attainments.

I have also to record the election to

Honorary Membership of the Rev. Jas.

Outram, nephew of the celebrated Sir

lames Outram, a hero of the Siege of

Lucknow. This gentleman holds the

premier record for mountaineering in

Canada, having made first ascents of a

large number of high peaks as yet little

known : Mts. Columbia, Bryce, Lyell,

Forbes, Assiniboine and others. His

charm ing ly

written book
"In the heart

ot the Cana-
dianRockies"
has done
much to bring

Canadian Al-

p i n e tracts

and m o u n -

tai n e e r i n g
possibi lities

before the

world, and to

emulate other

climbers t o

follow his ex-

ample.

As the in-

stigator ofthe

Annual Camp
I have recent-

ly been held

respon s i b 1 e

for a certain

diplomatic al-

liance that has been entered into by two
of our prominent members, one of whom
bears the distinguished order of "O.M."
I refer to the engagement of Mr. Frank
Yeigh of Toronto to Miss A. L. Laird, of

Kingston, which I have been given per-

mission to announce to the Club. The
High Contracting parties, in a most bra-

zen manner, calmly throw all the blame
for their actions upon my hoary head and
bent shoulders. If blame there be, I

glory in my shame, for I feel all such

unions, brought about amidst the healthful

and beautiful surroundings of the moun-
tains, will be blest, and I am sure the

Alpine Club joins with me in placing its

FRANK YEIGH, TORONTO, AN ADVISOR OF THE CLUB.

hands upon these young people's heads
and saying "Bless you my children."

We have here with us representatives
of the following kindred organizations:
From the English Alpine Club, Mr. G.
E. Howard of Manchester

; from the
American Alpine Club; from the Appa-
lachian Mountaineering Club, Mr. H.W.
Gleason, of Boston; from the Mazamas
Mountaineering Club; Mr. A. F. Flegel
of Portland, Oregon, etc. , etc.

Continuing, the President expressed the
acknowledgements of the club to the
Dominion Goot the Provincial Goot of

Alberta and
to the Cana-
dian Pacific

Ry. Co. for

very substan-
tial assistance

towards the

success of the
past and pre-

s e n t camps.
Among the
officials of the

C. P. R. who
were specially

men t i o n e d
were Mr.
Whyte, Mr.
McP h e r s on
and Mr. Us-
sher of Win-
n i p e g, Mr.
Kerr and Mr.
R o b s o n of

Montreal, and
M r . Hayter
Reed, mana-

ger-in-chief of hotels, to whom for three

camps the Club has been indebted for the

loan of Swiss guides.

Three amendments to the constitution,

which at the meeting at Calgary on June
second became club law, were referred to.

(1) charging the qualification for

active membership from an arbitrary al-

titude of 10,000 feet above sea level to

an ascent of a truly alpine, glacier-hung
peak rising at least 2500 feet above the

timber line of its region.

(2) providing for an Executive Secre-

tary. The President referred to the ob-
jects and work of the Club as outliaed by
the constitution, and made it very clear



that a permanent salaried Executive Sec-

retary was an absolute necessity. He
stated that Mr. S. H. Mitchell had ex-

pressed his willingness to undertake the

work, and referred to the' qualifications

that fitted him for such an office.

(3) providing that any applicant for

election who receives five adverse votes

will not be accepted.

Mr. Wheeler then dealt with proposed
plans for the erection of a permanent
Club House at Banff. A grant of three

and a half acres of land at Banff has been
made by the Dominion Government for

the purpose.

The President also dealt with the ques-
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tion of incorporation which would become
a necessity for the issuing of debentures

in connection with the Club House.
In concluding his address, the Presi-

dent referred to some remarkable achieve-

ments of the past year in mountaineering
in the Canadian Rockies, viz., the at-

tempt ot Pro-

fessor Cole-

m a n and
party to

climb M t .

Robson, in-

vo 1 v i n g a

journey o f

over 180
miles from
the base of

supplies, the

attem p t e d

ascent ofMt.

Douglas by
Mr. L. M.
Earle of the

English Al-

pineClub,the

three unsuc-

cessful a t -

terns on Mt.
Pinnacle and
the first as-

cent of Sir

Donald by a

C a n a di an
lady, Miss
Jean Parker.

Refe r e n c e

was also
made to the

first ascent

of the virgin

peak, Mt.
Garibaldi at

the head of

Howe Sound
by a party of

Vane o«ver
mountaineers

In conclusion, the President expressed

his sincere thanks for the effective and

hearty co-operation given him in the

work of the Executive by the Secretary,

Mrs. H. J. Parker, the Executive Secre-

tary, Mr. S. H. Mitchell and the Librari-

an, Miss Jean Parker; also to the follow-

ing members outside the Executive :•

—

SIR ALEX. MACKENZIE.

WHO FIRST PENETRATED TO THE PACIFIC THROUGH CANADA.

Mrs. A. O. Wheeler, Mr. H. G. Wheeler
and Mr. M. P. Bridgland. Their work
had entailed much self-sacrifice for the

good of the cause and he hoped their

labors had not been in vain.

BY MRS. ELIZABETH PARKER.

The Al-
pine Club of

Canadapass-
ed its second
birthday on
March 28th.

The original

membership
of 79 has in-

creased t o
403 of whom
eight are
honorary and
eleven are
associate
members. In

a d d i t i on,
there are 6 3

applications
waiting for

the next bal-

lot. Some
of these ap-

plicants are

qual i f y i n g
during this
meet ;the new
h o n o r ary
members are

the Rt. Hon.
James Bryce,

H i s British

Ma j e st y ' s

Ambassador
at Washing-
ton, andRev.
James Out-
ram, author
of "In t h e

Heart of the

Canadian
Rockies." One new associate member,
Mr. Schiller Flindt, was added. The
only loss by death came to the honorary
list in the decease of Col. Laussedat, the
eminent and venerable French scientist.

The constituency of the Club has ex-
tended to the Orient and Antipodes: In-
dia, Australia, South Africa, Holland and



Switzerland and a dozen of the United
States, are represented in its membership,
as well as Britain and all Canada.
The second annual meet was held dur-

ing the first week of July in Paradise
Valley, with one hundred and fifty mem-
bers and guests in attendance. Owing to

the heavy snowfalls of the previous win-
ter and an unusually late spring, the

meadow at the head of the valley was too
wet for an encampment, and it was neces-

sary to hew out a place in the unbroken
forest at the foot of Mt. Aberdeen. This
involved very considerable though speedy
labour: but the trees were felled, the

ground prepared, the tents erected and
everything made comfortable by the open-

ing day. In spite of bad weather—snow
and rain and thunder—climbing began on
the day appointed, and there was not one
beginner who tailed to accomplish one of

the official climbs,Mts. Temple and Aber-
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deen. The total

number qualifying

for active member-
ship was 66; also a

large number of

a c t i v e members
climbed these or

other peaks every

day. The Presi-

dent and his staff

of m o u n taineers

considered that the

character of climb-

ing was greatly in

advance of that
done the previous

year. The round
ascents were made
in less time; physi-

cal hardiness was
more in evidence;

and the camp-fire,

that supreme test

of good-fellowship,

if not of moun-
taineering -stuff,
witnessed no damp-
ened bouyancy i n

those of the com-
pany who had
spent the day on
glacier and neve
and rock. This
was the general
rule. The excur-

sions, too, over the

difficult snow-pass-
es, notably Abbot
Pass, were much
more strenuous
than the excursions
from Yoho Pass,

and, on the whole,
the achievements of

Paradise Valley Camp [showed marked
progress in amateur mountaineering.
The photographic exhibition, at which

sixty pictures were shown by nine exhibi-

tors, was an interesting feature of the
meet. The prizes of a gentleman's and a
lady's ice axes weie awarded to the Pres-
ident and to Mr. Eridgland, but all the
exhibits reached a nigh standard of ex-
cellence.

REPORT OF SECRETARY
The annual meeting was held around

SIR SANDFORD FLEMING, C. E. K. C.

PATRON OF THE~CLUB.
M. G. L. L. D.

the camp-fire on the evening of July 9th.

The chief business of the m eeting was a
resolve to build in the near future a Club
House at Banff, where the Club's head-
quarters ought to be. So me fifty mem-
bers promised to contribu te $10.00 each
to the scheme. A suitab le site of three
and a half acres on th e side of Sulphur
Mountain has been gene rously leased us
by the Dominion government; and we
expect soon to have there a building
worthy ot the Club, which will give Us
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new visibility and a home to our growing
library. Such a Club House will be the

headquarters at which to rally our mem-
bers for alpine work in the mountains,
and from which to organize camps at ad-

vantageous points so that members may
make up parties and go from one to the

other at timesconvenient for them,finding
good accommodation at each. The Presi-

dent at the last annual meeting threw
out a suggestion which is likely to take
tangible shape at no remote day, namely:
that a series of camps in different climb-

ing-centres be established each summer,
for the better convenience of the whole
Club, which is growing too large for a
single annual session of only one week's
climbing. This is a matter of develop-
ment, and is dependent upon the erec-

tion of a Club House.
A happy and hearty transaction of the

meeting was the standing vote, bestow-
ing honorary membership upon the Rt.

Hon. James Bryce, a past President of

the English Alpine Club, and veteran
mountaineer, who has been honored by
having one of the loftiest mountains in

the Rockies named for him.
Resolutions of thanks were cordially

passed to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, the Alberta Government and
the Federal Government for generous as-

sistance to the Camp, without which it

had not been possible to provide so ex-

cellent a school of mountaineering. There
is no doubt about the interest such gifts

yield in something more than money to

the nation. I quote Milton's words ap-
plied by Tyndall to mountaineering:
"Such exercises constitute a good means
of making them healthy, nimble, and well

in breath, and of inspiring them with a
gallant and fearless courage, which being
tempered with seasonable precepts of true

fortitude and patience, shall turn into a
native and heroic valour, and make them
hate the cowardice of wrong-doing."
A kindly feature of the meeting which

was adjourned to the following evening,
were two resolutions of appreciation pre-

sented to the Secretary and Mrs. Wheel-
er, wife of the President, who in addition
was presented with the perpetual freedom
of the Camp and Club House. These
resolutions were afterwards beautifully il-

luminated on vellum, Mrs. Wheeler's

being placed in a silver casket accompan-
ied by a silver key. The President, also,

received a gold watch-chain and compass
in token of the Club's appreciation of his

arduous toil in the interest of organized
mountaineering in Canada.

After the Camp in Paradise Valley had
dispersed, the President received an invi-

tation from the Alpine Club of England
to be its guest for three days at its Jubilee
on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of December,
1907, and though greatly pressed for time,

Mr. Wheeler was able to accept the in-

vitation and make a hasty visit to the

Club in London, where he was received

with warm hospitality, and in spite of the

limitations of time, managed to get a day
or two in Switzerland to see with Cana-
dian eyes the Swiss Alps. Cordial rela-

tions with British mountaineers have
been established through this visit, the

first fruits of which will appear when the

British Association meets in Canada next
year. A party of Alpinists are already

arranging to climb in the Rockies under
the auspices of the Alpine Club of Canada
before or after the great meetings to be
held in Winnipeg.
Upon his return to Canada the Presi-

dent received the distinction of honorary
membership from this Club, mother of

organized mountaineering and first of the

one hundred and sixty-eight alpine clubs

in the world. By this courtesy, Mr.
Wheeler is adopted into a distinguished

alpine fraternity comprising men eminent
in science, letters, law, the Church, and
every intellectual realm in Britain. The
honor is also to the Club over which he

so devotedly presides, and is the more
marked that it is the first of its kind that

has been bestowed upon a representative

from any of the British dominions beyond
the seas.

Local meetings of the Club have been

held as follows : one in Calgary and two
in Winnipeg, where also meetings of the

Executive Committee were held. At all

of these the President was present. Tak-
ing advantage of Mr. Wheeler's visit to

London, the Executive appropriated $50
of the Club's funds to Ihe purchase of

rare volumes, now cut o; print, dealing

with the early history of the Canadian

Mountains. The recent changes in the

Constitution were considered, each
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c h a n g e

having its

birth not
in the Ex-

e c u t i ve,

but in the

Clubitself,

and taking

shape in

the form of

an amend-
m e n t by
sugges-
tion from
members

;

these have
been voted

upon and
are now
Club law.

Amend-
ments two
and three

are too
obvious 1 y
ne c essary

in this so

large and
dem o c ra-

tio organi-

zation, for

any com-
ment ;num-
ber one
req ui res
exp lana-
tion.When
a glacier

region was
discovered

in the Cas-
cade range
on the Pa-

cific Coast,

where
clim b i n g
began a 1-

most at sea-level, it was evident that the

ascent of a glacier-hung peak, whose al-

titude was below the 10,000 limit, was
ample justification for active membership.
It will be seen at a gflance that the new
clause impartially meets the requirements,

and is thus an improvement in the Con-
stitution.

The report would be incomplete with-

MT. ASSINIBOINE SHOWING NORTH AND EAST FACES.

out reference to tne Club's modest social

functions. Functions necessarily local by
reason of its widely scattered constituen-

cy. On the President's return from Eng-
land he was the guest of the Winnipeg
members at a delightful little dinner at

Tea Kettle Inn, when some thirty guests
were present. The occasion was Jmade
the opportunity for an address, giving an
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account of his visit to attend the Jubilee

Celebration and subsequent trip to Swit-

zerland. A day later, he lectured on the

Canadian Mountains as a recreation

ground at the Collegiate Institute of Por-

tage la Prairie. The lecture was very

well attended, and half of the net pro-

ceeds were turned in to the Club House
Fund. Several small reunions were held

during the year by theWinnipeg members.
Calgary was not behind in matters of

social amenities. Last February the sec-

ond of the Annual Alpine Club Dinners

was held atHorchover's Restaurant, sixty-

five members and guests being present.

On this occasion, also, an account was
given ofAlpine Club's Jubilee Celebration.

In April the President lectured to the A.

Y.P.A. on the "Wonderland of Canada."
The house was crowded to the doors and
many turned away. The result has been

an addition to the membership of a num-
ber of fine, atheletic young men who give

promise of "doing things" in the near

future.

The Journal has met with a cordial re-

ception. Orders for Volume 1 are still

received from various parts of Canada
and the United States. We are not un-

aware that it might be better, and we
are not without hope that soon it will

rank with any alpine journal in the world.

The second volume will be placed in your
hands at the Camp, and we may be par-
doned if we congratulate ourselves on the
excellence of its scientific articles. We
would be grateful for any suggestion
concerning the best means of discovering
the literary talent undoubtedly existing

among the members of the Club.

TheAlpine Club of Canada: it is a good
name and a significant, one to quicken
patriotism and to inspire a desire for ex-
perience in the hardships and delights of
climbing mountains. There is much,
very much, in a name—and the soul of

Shakespeare would agree. We do not
suppose that this Club will be the only
one ever in Canada. No doubt in the

next hundred or two hundred years, a
great many mountaineering clubs will

flourish in numerical strength and in

esprit de corps: for mountaineering is

going to be more and more a Canadian
sport, and when Canada is as populous
as the motherland, the Rockies of Cana-
da will be as popular as the Swiss Alps.

But the Alpine Club of Canada will still

be the national mountaineering club, and
will have gathered to itself a noble suc-

cession of Canada's good men in every
high and useful vocation of life; will have
added a worthy somewhat to Canadian
literature, art and science.

A Double Tragedy
BY R. MANLEY ORR.

HE who thinks of the Prairie Province

as being all prairie thinks amiss, for

in one of Manitoba's timber belts

was enacted the following double

tragedy.

Take a Canadian Pacific Railway
westbound mainline train out of Winni-
peg, ride it till you have passed through

a dozen or so staticns and then when you
hear the brakeman come through calling

out "Austin, next station" prepare to

get off. After the train has gone and
you have had a look about the little place

you will discover that a small snake-like

stream coming wiggling into town from
the south, passes through, and goes
wiggling off to the north. The name ot

this little stream is Squirrel Creek, and
when you have secured a good saddle

horse and armed yourself with a short

barrelled Winchester rifle, take to the old

trail which snake-like wiggles off to

northward, keeping within from ten to

One hundred yards of the little stream
and on the east side of it. As you ride

along you are to remember that ten miles

west of you flows Pine Creek similar in

size and direction of flow to its twin
sister which you are following and re-

member also that the heavy oak, ash, elm
and poplar on your left extends in an un-
broken forest over all this ten mile-wide-

belt of land lying between these paralled

streams.

The ride will not be without interest,be-

cause you might see a bear, you will

likely see a deer and you'll be sure to see

a coyote, but you'll not see a lynx though
several may see you.

When you have travelled about twelve
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miles as the crow flies and above twenty
according to the wiggling old trail, you
will come to a spot where a well beaten

road from the east joins you, also one,

not quite so well beaten, from the north

and together in one splendid trail the

three cross Squirrel Creek and plunge

westward like a crooked tunnel through

the ten miles of timber to Pine Creek and
the open on the other side. After you
have ridden about three quarters of a mile

into this forest, dismount and tie your

horse to a tree. Then turn to your left,

and on foot work your way south till a

mile of heavy timber and dense under-

brush separate you from your horse. You
are now standing on the ground where
occurred the double tragedy.

On the afternoon of my story, Father

and I were working in a little hay mea-
dow exactly one mile east of the tragic

spot and within a few hundred yards of

the crooked old Squirrel Creek Trail.

It was a calm afternoon in the early

fall, and about three o'clock we heard

coming from the woods across the creek

a sound which though familiar enough
was so vehement that it at once took our

attention. It was the bellowing of one

of the thousands or so head of cattle

which roamed the woods at this season

and were the property of the stock men
living like ourselves along the creek.

At first the bellowing was spasmodic,

but after about fifteen minutes it became
continuous and so awful than one could

associate it with nothing less that a beast

suffering the most mortal agony. Per-

haps ten minutes of this continuous bel-

lowing passed and then a rifle shot rang

out over the woods. After a second or two
the report died away but the bellowing

continued and just as we were commen-
cing to wonder what was going on a

second shot rang out. This time the

bellowing ceased. For over half an hour
the old woods were silent and then a

third rifle shot rang out, but when its

echoes died away complete silence reign-

ed again and was unbroken for the re-

mainder of the day.

Next morning as Father and I were
again at the meadow a familiar figure

astride his favorite 4 'cow pony" came
cantering up the Squirrel Creek trail and
turned in to where we were working.

Old Donald Ross carried as usual his

44 caliber * 'Winchester" but I am not
sure that I ever saw him carry it

with more pride than on this particular

morning. He was not only proud of the

rifle but proud also of the man who car-

ried it and as he told us the story of the
rifle shots and the bellowing in the woods
we could not help but enjoy noting the

satisfaction that came to him from the

telling of it.

Old Donald had, on the previous after-

noon, been riding over from Pine Creek
and was just near the Squirrel Creek edge
ot the woods when he heard the bellow-

ing. On dismounting he made his way
south till he came almost to the spot,

and then he moved quietly, but not
quietly enough, for the first sight which
caught his eyes, was that of a young
steer lying on the ground and a big black
bear shuffling off through the woods.

Instantly Donald's rifle went up, and a
shot rang out but the trees were too
thick and the bear too far gone. Coming
up to where the steer lay he found him
to be a fine two-year-old still alive and
bellowing, but with a large torn spot on
his rump where Bruin had commenced to

dig out a hole in the hot flesh in the pro-

cess of getting a meal of raw warm beef
steak. A second rifle shot ended the
suffering of the poor steer and then going
back about fifty yards Donald lay

down on his stomach behind an old log
to await developements. In about half

an hour the taste of warm blood and
flesh overcame the fear in Bruin and
stealthily he came back to see if he could
now finish his meal. Old Donald saw
his black fur as he came through the
trees, but, he did nothing except wait
patiently and watch. Bruin would come
a little distance and then raise his snout
in the air and sniff suspiciously then he
would advance a little and sniff again.

At last he was standing once more at the
side of the steer but just as he lowered his

head to resume his meal Old Donald's
rifle spoke and the mouthful was not
taken. Without even a growl he lurch-

ed forward awkwardly and lay quite still,

his muzzle plunged into the warm steam-
ing flesh where he had left off eating :

but he ate not, for his world had suddenly
gone dark and a piece of 44 calibre lead
had passed through his heart destroying
all its appetites.



Salmon in the North Land.

HERE is a sort of lament of the sal-

mon lover:—-"In former days, be-

fore civilization had substituted

man and his dwellings for the broad mea-
dows and their furred and feathered in-

mates, the salmon was found in many an
English river. Now, however, there are

but few streams where this splendid fish

can be seen; for in the greater number of

British rivers the water has been so de-

filed by human agency that the fastidious

salmon will not suffer itself to be poisoned

by such hateful mixtures of evil odours
and polluted waters, and in the few
streams where the water is still sufficiently

pure for the salmon to venture into them,

the array of nets, weirs, and all kinds of

salmon traps is so tremenduous, that not

one tithe of the normal number is now
found in them."
The writer of the above should go to

the rivers, and brooks, and leaping,

foaming and dashing streams that every-

where empty their turbulent waters into

the Hudson Strait. There the salmon
has taken up its abode; there, far away
from the haunts of civilized man; there,

where the cataracts roar and rapids foam;
and where is only the spear of the wily

Eskimo to avoid, and the jaws of the

porpoise, the walrus and the seal, the

otter and the agile polar bear to shun,

dwells the salmon in its virgin beauty.

The salmon is of course a migratory
fish, annually leaving the sea, its really

permanent home, and travelling up the

rivers and into all sorts of streams to

meet the fresh water for the purpose of

depositing its spawn. The perseverance
and skill of this fish in working its way
up the streams is wonderful. It pene-
trates the swiftest currents and scales the

swiftest rapids, nor even is it always
checked by falls. It will sometimes
spring out of the water, leaping several

feet above the surface, and scaling the

falls in a manner that is altogether

incredible. In this way it often ascends
a series of falls in a river, some fifteen or

twenty feet, and having gotten above
them it there burrows into the gravelly

bottom and there deposits its spawn.
The salmon abound in the streams run-

ning into the Hudson Strait so plentifully

that a ship can be loaded with them in a
few days. Already, at Ungava Bay, the
Hudson's Bay Company have opened a
salmon fishery, and ship a refrigerator

steamship load to the Old country annual-
ly. These salmon are pronounced the
finest in the world —much better in quali-

ty than those caught on the Pacific slope
or in the more southern waters of the
Dominion. They abound in such im-
mense quantities, in such a vast stretch
of country, that the possibilities of de-
velopment of the industry are unlimited,
and we may expect that in the near future
fresh salmon will not only be sent in a
frozen state from the Hudson's Bay
country to all the principal parts of the
world where there is a demand for these
fish, but that large salmon canneries will

make their appearance on the shores of
our northern waters, reaping good profits

to those who invest capital and labour in

the enterprise.

Pretty much all I have said of the sal-

mon may be said of the sea trout which
fill the streams of the north in certain

seasons in 1 'countless legions". They
are like the salmon, beautiful, fastidious,

sportive and delicious for the table. Their
number, if possible, is even greater than
the salmon, in the north. They are near-
ly as large as the salmon, being a little

longer but not quite so stout. The Es-
kimos spear them and feed upon their

sweet luscious flesh in the spring and
early summer, and consider them, as well
they may, a great luxury. They brought
numbers of them to the Neptune during
our stay in the Strait, and traded them
for powder and shot, and of course we
were ready purchasers.

In many places the Hudson's Bay
Company are carrying on extensive trout

fisheries by means of simple traps, which
they set in the shallow streams when the

tide rises some ten or twelve feet. At
ebb-tide they often find thousands of

these excellent fish secured in these nets.

They are salted in casks or barrels, and
shipped to England.

If a Canadian company were organized
with even a limited capital, and equipped
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or cod, salmon, and trout fishing, with

stations at suitable places on Hudson
Strait, these fish might be annually ex-

ported to the value of hundreds of thous-

ands of dollars. It would require a much
greater outlay of capital, as also more ex-

perience and skill, to deal successfully

with the oil-bearing animals; but I have
no doubt the returns reaped would be cor-

respondingly greater. In either case it

would require but the space of a few years

to amass an extensive fortune. The
wealth is there in an inexhaustible sup-

ply awaiting skill, labour and capital to

develop it. Who will be the first ?

There is a variety of smaller fish in

those waters, but they are not of so much
importance, and I had no opportunity ot

learning anything concerning them.

From 4 'Our Northland" being a narra-

tive of the experiences of the Hudson's Bay
Expedition of 1884, by Charles R. Tuttle.

My First Fox Hunt.

BY H. B. BECKER.

0~~\ removing from Ontario I located

fifteen miles south west of Lesser

Slave Lake and four miles from
Hart River, in the midst of a splendid

game section. In this part the prairie

has many deep winding ravines and up-

on their slopes grow poplar and willow

trees. These break the monotony of

great stretches of prairie and give grate-

ful rest to the eyes.

In this region November is a beauti-

ful month. The nights are frosty but

the sun shines warmly throughout the

day. At this particular season of the

year the trees are covered with hoar frost

and resemble snow clad trees, only they

are much more beautiful, the frost spark-

ling brilliantly in the sunshine and ap-

pearing like myriads of diamonds.
On one of these beautiful mornings,

when the air is so exhilarating that it

seems good to be alive, I was busily en-

gaged putting a roof on a. granary. Oc-
casionally I paused in my work, looking
over the vast prairies and admiring the

tops of the diamond clad trees as they

appeared above the ravines. While mak-
ing one of these observations I noticed a

dark object in an oat stubble field about
five hundred yards away. As coyotes
are very numerous in the neighborhood

—

so numberous indeed that I have shot
twenty-two since my arrival in the coun-
try a year ago—my first thought was
that another of these visitors was about.
I decided to try and pop him over. With
that object in view I got off the building
and fetched my Winchester.
When within two hundred yards of the

animal I saw it was a fox and a very
dark one too. He was busily engaged
digging for mice. When I fired he ran

off Out I got in a second shot and he fell,

as I thought dead, To my surprise he
got up and went down one of the ravines.

I set off in hot pursuit and my son, with
a collie dog, followed in the rear.

Soon we came to the ravine down
which the fox had disappeared and found
the tracking easy as there had been a
light fall of snow. Blood was also drop-
ped here and there along the trail. We
knew that he was wounded and therefore

kept up the chase. Occassionally we
caught a glimpse of him as he dodged in

and out amongst the trees.

The farther he ran the darker he seem-
ed to get to me and I had visions of a

valuable black fox running in my head. I

therefore determined to get him at all

hazards. The dog took to the track and
after a long chase came upon him, seizing

him and engaging in a fierce struggle.

By this time a * 'breed", known by the

name of Nutch, who was working on the

farm, took in the situation and ran like a
deer to head off the fox. When he came
upon the scene of the struggle he yelled

in Cree "Watch Begoch" which means
"Goodness Gracious!"
The dog released his hold and the fox

dashed right straight down towards me.
I again fired and the fox dropped dead.

We then tound that he had run for three

miles upon a broken hip with the bone
protruding through the flesh. The fox

proved to be a nice cross between silver

and black.



A PORTION OF THE CARP PONDS AT ST. LUKE'S CLUB HOUSE.
LAKE ST. CLAIR.

A Few Days' Fishing at a Game Preserve

on Lake St. Clair.

BY CAPTAIN GORDON BOLES.

WHAT sport has enlisted so many
eloquent tongues, and able writers

in its praise as angling? I will not

say that all that is written or said of it is

not at times overdrawn, especially as re-

gards the size of the bag or the individu-

al fish; but a certain license in this re-

spect is allowable taking into considera-

tion the excitement that prevail with the

man who 4 'fishes for sport"; it is not fair

to suppose him, when telling his fish stor-

ies, to be a—well, a mythomaniac! There
>is almost as much fascination about fish-

ing as there is for the gambler when he

puts his "pile" on, but the results are

harmless if you are not in luck.

I mention it in this way because no
one can tell what deep hole in a stream,

what ditch or what stretch of water in

our big lakes, may hide; in the shape of

fish, from the tiny minnow to the fiery

tempered bass, the speckled trout or the

monster maskinonge.
Then even honest Isaac was averse to

weighing his fish with a steel yard, pre-

ferring to reckon their "heft* by their out-

lines and the eyes of love. The only re-

marks derogatory to fishing I have heard
is "O. E. Nutmegs" when he writes

"Fishin' isn't all it is cracked up to be "

Few lovers of angling will be found in

the Police Court or other such places, be-

cause they are as a rule patient men with
level heads.

Having just returned from a few days'

fishing on Lake St. Clair, where fishing is

sufficiently good to satisfy even a "Game
Hog", though of course I have had better

sport in other parts of our fair Dominion,
I thought I would describe a few circum-
stances that happened to me while on this

trip without being taken for a mytho-
maniac.
There is no "weighing it" in either

fishing or shooting at this particular

place, St. Lukes Bay (Lake St. Clair) as

I belong to a sporting club which is fitted

up with every comfort and sporting ap-

pliances such as canoes, decoys, etc. for

shooting, and rods, etc. for fishing. Of
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late years the fishing in the lake and the

Thames River has not been so good as it

was formerly, owing to too much netting

by the fishermen, and the quantity of carp
which since their importation have become
so numerous as almost to rival the rab-

bit pest in Australia.

The Government have, however, cur-

tailed the netting, and carp have had
every one's hand against them until I

think their numbers are being depleted

and the sportsman with the rod is getting

his innings again. We found the carp

so nunerous at St. Luke's and doing so

much damage to the spawning grounds
and even affecting the shooting by eating

the wild rice and the grain with which we
feed the ducks in the ponds that we netted

fish could not or would not sink and be-

ing equally certain that if they remained
on the surface their struggling would
cause a commotion on the water, I made
up my mind that some old "Moss Back"
had pulled them under and possibly might
take them to the bank of the stream I was
fishing in to feed on them. Therefore I

cast my eyes on both sides of the stream
and as luck would have it, saw the water
disturbed about fifty feet from me. I

paddled over and there they were, with,

a snapping turtle tearing away
at them with mouth and claws. I

seized the string and lifted them into the

canoe, also the turtle, who would not let

go. Out of the turtle's mouth was hang-
ing a line about Ave feet long. I caught

them and placed them in a pond and
periodically shipped them by thousands to

New York, where they are ot commercial
value.

One day when I was having particularly

good sport with the bass a rather curi-

ous thing happened. The day was very
warm and the thermometer standing at

ninety degrees in the shade and the flies

extremely troublesome. I strung my
fish on a line and hung them over the

boat so as to keep them as fresh as pos-
sible, when having another to add I look-

ed for the rest and found them gone and
the line broken.
Knowing that such a large quantity of

hold of this and what was my astonish-

ment to find a catfish about four pounds
in weight attached to the other end; both
the turtle and the catfish having hooks
embedded far down in their throats. How
long these two had been tied together no
one could tell, perhaps days. I am of
the idea that they both took the bait

on a nightline and by some accident this

piece gave way on either side of them.
I send you a photograph of the catfish.

Another thing that I learnt while on
this trip was that banana peel was an ex-

cellent bait for carp, and the way I found
it out was as follows : In the evening,

while smoking I rigged up four lines and
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betook myself to the carp pond and baited

each line with a different bait, viz. a half

cooked potato, a piece of dough, a piece

of raw meat and a banana peeling. I

caught a number which I threw back but

the banana peeling was the most success-

ful bait, being as five to one. This may
be worth knowing, as it is an easy bait to

fasten on the hook and is not so liable to

work off in the water.

The bag I made was a remarkably
good one on this trip, but there were no

fish of extraordinary size, though at this

particular place on two former occasions
I killed a maskinonge weighing forty-

three and a half pounds, and a black
bass weighing six and three quarter
pounds, twelve hours after he was caught

therefore as a fish usually shrinks when
kept I consider he must have been over

seven pounds when freshly taken. Both

were on exhibition in the city of Chat-

ham, Ont.

Our Vanishing Deer.

BY DR. V. A. HART.

DURING the last year in the discus-

sions on "Our Vanishing Deer"
and incidentally on still-hunting,

versus dog-hunting, many of the writers

in favor of still-hunting refer to some of

the different States to the south of us,

particularly Maine and Michigan. I know
nothing of the State of Maine, but I want
to show that the prohibition of dogs in

the State of Michigan below the Straits

of Mackinac did not allow the deer to in-

crease ; and that north of the said Straits

the deer have decreased or changed their

ground, without practically, ever having
been hunted by dogs.

I lived in Michigan for six years, mov-
ing there in 1896. As readers know
Michigan is divided somewhat unequally

into two parts by the Straits of Mackinac.
Natives of the State call the parts the

"Upper" and "Lower" Peninsulars, and
being used to that description, I will use

the same terms. The Lower Peninsular,

or that part of the State south of the

Mackinac Straits, was practically the

only part where dogs were used, and they

have been prohibited for years. Now,
if the argument of my still-hunting friends

should be true, the whole of the Lower
Peninsular should be well supplied with

deer. Is it ? Most of your readers will

say that I do not know, because I have
not had the opportunity of being there.

Those who know will at once admit that

the number of deer below the Straits are

few. Why is this ? The law has been
in favor ot the still-hunters' argument.
The facts are, as I tried to show in

the October "Rod and Gun" last year,

that the destruction of cover in what is

now a good agricultural country has
been the means of driving the deer back
and will continue doing so, and that the

dogs are not to blame. Therefore, the

banishing of the dogs in Michigan did

not prevent the deer from vanishing.

Now, the Upper Peninsular is not well

settled, and being well treed, has large

tracts of land particularly well suited to

make homes for the deer. Probably the

best settled County is that of Chippewa,
and even there, there are large tracts of

solid woods,unbroken by any settlement

except in spots along the two railroad lines.

The pine is gone, but hardwood, hem-
lock and cedar are there in abundance.
As a matter of fact it is only a compara-
tively short time since deer hunting was
taken up as a sport by any number of

men
;
although trappers have been wor-

king along the different branches of the

Tahquamenon and Pine Rivers for, pro-

bably, over two hundred years.

Hounding has never been indulged in

to any extent at any time in the Upper
Peainsular. Twelve years ago I located
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there, and about that time the residents of

the State were first charged a license fee,

said fee being seventy five cents, and
was paid to the County-Clerk, who issued

you a license having five coupons attach-

ed, which allowed each licensee the taking

of five deer—if he could get them. The
season commenced on November the

eighth,and closed the thirtieth of the same
month, both days inclusive. This was
a snap for pot hunters who came, many
of them, from the Lower Peninsular load-

ed with two or more licenses, and they
could hunt the whole season, shipping

out enough deer to make big wages and
have the sport beside. The experience

of four or five years showed that the

deer were being depleted rapidly, and
strange to say, without dogs. The
licenses were then changed so that only
three deer were allowed to each license.

This went on for two or three years,

when, I understand, a further reduction

was found necessary, and I believe only

two deer have been allowed the last

couple of years, and the license fee raised

to a dollar and a half, license being good
for the County in which it was issued.

Hence, we see that prohibition of dogs
did not increase the deer in Lower Michi-
gan ; as we also see that there is appar-
ently a decrease of deer on the Upper
Peninsular where practically dogs have
never been allowed to run, and where the

still hunter has had a free hand. There
are sections in the Upper Peninsular
where deer are still plentiful, but where
the land is worth clearing, and being
cleared, the deer are certainly not so
numerous as proved by the restrictions in

the game laws during the last ten years.

Hence, you see that the inferences of

certain still-hunters are not correct as far

as Michigan is concerned.
There are other sides to this question

which I do not intend taking up at length,

and some not at all at this time. There
are one or two points to which I would
like to refer. The first is the increased
danger to the hunter in still-hunting as

compared with the use ef dogs. I have
a friend living in Sault Ste. Marie who
was shot in mistake for a deer and lost a
leg, while a number of others each and
every year lose their lives, which would
have been impossible under our laws.

About the only accidents we have, is

when some of our fellows go still- hunt-

ing, as Mr. Clarke on the Magnetawan a
few years ago. This has gone so far,

that in the State of Michigan a law has
been placed on the statute book punishing
by fine and imprisonment any man shoot-

ing another in mistake for a deer. We
have never needed any such law, but do
away with dogs and the necessity will be
ours. Still, a fine of ten thousand dollars

or imprisonment for a hundred years
will not restore the life accidentally taken.

In conclusion, I would say that as far

as I can see, the only harm dogs can do
is that by chasing the deer into the

water they permit the lazy sportsman to

get his complement without much trouble.

Such a sportsman is easily satisfied, for I

cannot see where there is any fun in row-
ing or paddling alongside a deer in the

water and at the distance of a few feet,

or it may be inches, shoot it. This is

easily corrected by passing a law some-
thing like this :—No deer to be killed by
any person while in a boat, canoe, or any
other floating device whatever.

The man who stands on the shore of a
lake and shoots at a deer's head in the

water deserves his game if he can get it.

Then, allow only one deer to each licence,

and should it appear that the game is

still reducing in numbers, make a close

season of from three to five years, not
forgetting, of course, the points so well

expressed by Mr. Cy Warman :

"First of all you must save the shelter.

The forest is the natural home of big
game. Destroy your forests and your
game will go, your rivers will dry up,
your fish will die, and desolation will

brood over this land that God made most
fair."



Shot Guns and Their Loads,

BY FOREST H. CONOVER.

|HE August number of Rod and Gun
publishes an article on the above
subject under the signature of G. B.

Smith giving to the public and amateurs
throughout the Country his best formula
of Shot Gun loads for nearly all kinds of

game.
It is not the intention of the writer to

upset his opponent's theory or experience

but there are some objections to his for-

mulas which may be misleading to begin-

ners and amateurs in this line of recreation.

While the majority of experts and profes-

sionals have received experienced tuition.

The snipe load given by Mr. Smith in

my opinion is somewhat misleading as

the author does not mention weight or

guage of the gun in question. The
amount in load would serve for a light

weight gun from five and three quarters

to seven pounds. Then again why use

a two and three quarter inch shell when
a two and five-eighths inch would be more
suitable for this formula, and would mean
less in expense for wadding. It would
appear that about three variations would
fill the requirements in the majority of

shooting for featherweight guns. As
above mentioned the two and three-quar-

ter drams bulk smokeless and three-

quarter ounce chilled shot would be suit-

able for the majority of guns and not
effective for many others. For the cylinder

barrel the full ounce would be in order

and for the full choke the three-quarters

to seven-eighths.

A good formula for the average twelve
gauge gun from seven to eight pounds
for snipe, plover, woodcock, quail and
all game of this class is a three dram load

one and one- eighth ounce No. 8 to No. 9

chilled shot in a two and five-eighths

inch shell good black edge wadding
eleven or twelve gauge. The former
wadding may be slightly beneficial in the

heavier guns.
For ruffed grouse, squirrels, prairie

chickens, rabbits, etc. the three and a
quarter bv one and one-eighth ounce No.
6 to No. 7, the No. 6 more suitable for

squirrel. This load works well in a two

and five-eighth shell and may be used to

some advantage in a two and three-quar-

ter shell the latter permitting of increased
wadding.

I make some objection to Mr. Smith's
duck load, the three and a half by one
and a quarter ounce shot for long range
work and a hard killer. When you in-

crease the shot charge you lessen the
velocity of the load, for example as per
scientific tests made, a three dram load of

bulk smokeless with one and one-eighth
ounce No. 7 chilled shot gives a velocity

of eight hundred and sixty feet per second;
a three and a quarter load, same shot
charge nine hundred and ten feet ; a
three and a quarter by one and a quarter
load, two and three quarter shell eight

hundred and thirty-five feet per second
;

a three and a half dram load bulk smoke-
less one ounce No. 6 chilled shot nine

hundred and ninety nine feet. It will be eas-

ily seen that the long range killing load is

decidedly in favor of the lesser amount of

shot charge to a minimum and the powder
increased to the limit of three and a half

drams. This combination includes a two
and three-quarter inch twelve gauge
shell with allowance of five-eighths to

three- quarters inch for wadding with
about twenty-five pounds pressure on
the powder, three-quarters of an inch of

good wadding will confine all the gasses
of the load i. e. after the seating has
been finished, in the shell,and considering

the gun barrels true to the bore or calibre.

The above load is more suitable for the

average gun of seven and a half to eight

pounds.
The writer has made a specialty of

duck shooting from boyhood to the pres-

ent time and during that period, years of

experience in the Canadian marshes have
shown him many useful lessons with game
guns and suitable ammunition. The
sportsman who follows duck shooting in-

cessantly, requires the very best ammuni-
tion the market affords—a load that is

effective in high velocity with unformity

of shot pattern.

I have noted remarkable success with
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high flying ducks late in the season with the

three and a half dr. load smokeless one

ounce to one and one-sixteenth No. 5

chilled shot using two and three-quarters

in shells. This load applies best to full

choke barrels—guns that are uniform in

results of shot patterns. A trial to one

who has never used this load will un-

doubtedly be satisfactory. The line

should be drawn at the three and a half

drs. for standard twelve bores.

The size of the game may govern the

load and the average sportsman may
easily select a formula satisfactory and
suitable. The load for one particular gun
may not be adapted for another. The
variations of chokes result in all kinds of

patterns. The average spread of only

a medium choke, for the general demand
of game shooting is preferable to the ex-

treme constricted choke.

At the traps, a shooter points nearly

dead on at a quartering target, while an-

other may lead fifteen to twenty-four in-

ches. The former pulls the trigger in

the swing of the gun ; the latter stops

the gun at the end of the lead; the last

mentioned would have better results with
the one and a quarter ounce load while

the former may do as well with the one
and one-eighth load.

The man behind the gun is the main
factor. A poor shot performs badly as a
rule with most any combination while an
expert may succeed fairly well with any
ordinary load.

It would be advisable for the beginner
in starting out to commence with a
medium load. This lessens recoil and in-

sures confidence in a manner that over-

comes flinching (a serious fault). After

a series of trials he may settle down to

the Standard load.

With reference to guns, a gun that is

properly bored should give good results

for pattern and penetration with the

average factory load. Some gun manu-
facturers will tell you to target your gun
(the one you ordered so particularly con-
structed) and find out the load most
suitable—when, if perfectly bored, would
with care, perform well with any good
factory or hand loaded shell.

The following will be found effective

for special work in a two and three-quar-
ter inch shell:—three and a half drs, bulk

smokeless, forty-three grs. one and one-
eighth ounce chilled shot—one trap wad
one three-eighths white felt and one
and one quarter inch black edge, size of
shot to suit the purpose.

For a target load, reduce the powder
charge three-eighths and increase the
shot one-eight ounce No. 7^ (three

hundred and forty-five pelts to the ounce,
Dixon measure.
The writer fails to note any beneficial

results in the use of a three and a quar-
ter inch shell over a two and seven-
eighths. The latter accepts the extreme
combination and retains the gasses of the

powder. The two and three-quarters

inch shells may be found at all dealers in

sporting goods, and the variety of loads
as given by Mr. Smith can scarcely be
obtained from the cartridge companies,
and the three and a quarter length of
shell is not suitable for the average gun
of the sportsman.
The sportsmen at the present time

when game is becoming scare, cannot
afford to carry around for a day's shoot-

ing the varieties specified by him, and
when loaded for plover, extract that load
and search for a three and a half drs.

shell when having jumped a mallard or
larger game.

This is similar to a story related of two
ministers who were out sailing. One was
a Presbyterian and the other an Episcopal-
ian. During the trip something serious

happened to the boat and it began to

sink. The Episcopalian began to look
for his particular prayer for "the drown-
ing one" and before it was found, the

boat went down. The other clergyman
just prayed and was saved. "Moral :"

If you have a half dozen loads with you
in the woods your game is away before

you can slip the particular length of shell

wadded just right and with the "proper
powder" load and charge of shot, in the

gun's chamber. No one should say the

identical powder you may select; this is

for your better judgment. The high av-

erages made at the shooting tourneys
clearly demonstrate the brands that are

popular and in evidence of excellence.

If there was to be only one size of shot
made and used for all classes of shooting
I would say give me No. 7. Mr. Smith's
article is gorgeously colored with a par-
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ticular make of shell as the only one, and
leaves out several of the standard brands
that bear equal reputations. I would
infer possibly he has not given them all a

show in the race, or not the opportunity

of a trial. The Dominion Cartridge. Com-
pany of Montreal are now making and

have upon the market their new "Imper-
ial" shell especially adapted for the sev-

al bulk Nitro Compounds. The com-
position is the very best in Brass paper,
and primer force. I have used a good
number and find them equal to the best

on the market.

Big Gam
BY W. J.

nhave read with much pleasure the

interesting and instructive article

by Mr. Adam Moore in your Aug-
ust number. While Mr. Moore's article

stamps him at once as a man thoroughly
conversant with his subject and of a long
and varied experience in woodcraft and
in big game, and though my experience

with moose only covers a period of some
six years, I must beg to differ with him
on one point. He says, "I dont believe

a moose will charge a man anyway,
wounded or not, and I have no fear of

them whatever."
Now for an incident that happened to

me in April, 1907 near the headwaters of

the Jacquet River in Mr. Moore's home
Province of New Brunswick, where I was
looking over some limits. My man and
I were constantly putting up moose from
their yards but naturally did not follow or

molest them in any way
;
consequently

all we had seen during five or six weeks
of cruising were evidences of yards where
the moose had decamped on hearing us
approach till finally one day we stumbled
almost on top of two young females, one
not fully grown and the other one, I

should say, three years old.

The temptation to study them at closer

quarters than I had hitherto done, except
in captivity, was too much for me, and we
gave them a good sharp run of perhaps
half a mile, where the larger specimen
which had been doing most of the road
making, stopped, evidently played out,

the younger one right behind simply lay-

ing her head down on the back of the

older and apparently resigning herself to

fate. My man approached to within ten

feet or so of the moose while I stopped
some twenty reet behind and to one side,

cautioning him not to go too close as I be-

gan to see evidences of fight in the larger

moose raising the long bristles on her

e Queries
BIGNELL.

back. He paid no attention to me, how-
ever, till the moose suddenly laid her
ears back in exactly the same manner as
an angry horse, and made a vicious run
at him.

Fortunately he was agile and the snow
was deep and he made a run for it before
the moose reached him. As he had nothing
more than a small axe for blazing and I

had nothing but a pen knife I expect it

would have gone hard with him had he
tripped and fallen.

The eyes of the moose fairly blazed

with unmistakable anger, and she charged
some thirty or torty feet, not paying any
attention to me at all. After charging,
she stopped, stood still a moment and
then made off at a slower pace with the

younger one in her wake. We did not
molest them further.

All other moose that I have run across
have only made efforts to get away.

I had never run them in the deep snow
before, although I had often seen them
making off. The two we chased were
apparently without young so I had no
fear of harming them on this score by our
exertion.

T«vo friends of mine, one at least whose
veracity I have never had any reason to

doubt, have told me of separate instances

ofthushaving to take to a tree in self-defence

One instance occurred during the rut-

tling season and the others on the tail

end of the drive in May, both animals

being bulls and the one seen in the springs

so my friend swears, being the greyish,

white color of a caribou.

I have always believed that my friend

was trying to put it all over me in this

respect, but would very much like to

know just the same if there are some-
times freaks of color in moose or other

big game. Perhaps some of you readers

can inform me.



OUR MEDICINE BAG
Dr. Sisley writes : In answer to

"Hibernian" I would say that the differ-

ences between the trout and thecharr are

not so much those of color as of ato-

mical formation. In a charr there are

teeth on the upper and lower jaw. The
roof of the mouth or palate is high and
smooth. In a trout there are teeth on
the upper and lower jaw as well as tongue.

The roof of the mouth is flat, and covered

more or less with teeth right back to the

throat. The "Salmo Mykiss" of Al-

berta, as far as I know, is the only trout

in Canada. If there are any other varieties

I shall be pleased to hear of them.

Judge Fraleck has been elected Presi-

dent of the newly formed Sportsmen's
Gun Club at Belleville, Ont.

Visitors to Vancouver Island in order

to take part in the fishing for big (Tyee)

salmon on the Campbell River have in-

cluded Sir John Rogers K.C.M.G. ; Mr.

J. G. Millais, the well known author and
big game hunter ; Mr. Powell and Mr.
Stern all hailing from Great Britain ; with
Mr. Wrigley, director of the U.S.S. Co.
of Vancouver and Mr. Garswell from the

States. The latter gentleman caught
three fish, one of forty-one pounds, a
second forty-nine pounds and a third fifty-

six pounds—all three in one morning's
fishing—a truly fine catch.

It is most gratifying to note the good
work that is being done in the matter of

game and fish protection by the New
Brunswick Fish, Forest, and Game Pro-
tective Association, whose energetic

secretary Mr. Douglas W. Clinch (92
Prince William Street, St. John N. B.)

is not only a thorough sportsman himself
but one who believes in seeing other
sportsmen get full value for their money.

This association has adopted a plan
whereby they keep a complete register of
the guides of the province, and a letter

addreseed to this association will bring
immediate replygivingthe name of guides,

prices they charge and all particulars by
return of post. The Canadian Pacific

Railway is working in with this Associa-
tion and will give every assistance pos-
sible to further its good efforts.

A combination of the Railway and As-
sociation ought to insure game and good
sport for future generations. On behalf

of the fishermen the association has in-

troduced salmon into several rivers and
streams and Mr. Clinch reports that the

outlook is extremely promising. What
a blessing this will be to the salmon
fisherman whose opportunities to indulge

in his favorite sport are few and far be-

tween, now that the best waters are in

the hands of private individuals and
clubs! It is the intention of the associa-

tion that these new salmon waters be kept

open to all comers, subject to the payment
of a license. It is not yet definitely de-

cided what the license is to be and of

course to a certain extent it depends on
the class of sport afforded, but any profit

that may be derived from this source will

be used in restocking and in the interest

of fishermen in general.

A correspondent describes the excite-

ment in Pleasant Valley near Desbarats,

Ont., caused by the advent of a bear.

There are only six bouses in the village

and about four o'clock on a recent after-

noon a big black bear was seen making
his way through the settlement straight

for the lake. Instantly, the men were
alive and had their firearms out. William
Hatton ran after it with a Snider, Joseph
King with a Winchester, and George
Halton with a shot gun. Dave King
took a fishing rod. The man with the

shot gun was going to blind it while the
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others killed it. The man with the fish-

ing- rod declared that he would bore it

through with that weapon. It certainly

was a fine chase and as might have been
expected with so many cooks to spoit

the broth the bear got safely away

.

The surveys of the proposed railway to

Hudson Bay have commenced. The ar-

rangements are for four parties to under-

take the work and then reports will prob-

ably decide the route to be chosen. If

this work, which it is anticipated will

last six months, be completed in time to

be laid before parliament in the next ses-

sion, authority may then be given for the

laying of the rails to proceed and an
undertaking which has been discussed

for years may become an actual fact.

While the primarary idea is for the new
line to act as a relief outlet for the ever

increasing western crop there is no doubt
it will bring within comparatively

easy access new fishing and hunting ter-

ritory and carry forward the work of ex-

ploration to and beyond the Arctic circle.

Big game by wholesale is the record

of C. A. V. Peel, a student at Oxford,

i who has returned from a shooting trip in

the Arctic regions where he and his party

bagged twenty-one polar bears and
thirty seals. Mr. Peel, who is a com-
paratively young man, has hunted big

game in Africa, Canada and the Western
States. In 1906 a museum ot his troph-

ies was opened at Oxford and these in-

cluded lions, leopards, an elephant ten

feet tall, zebras, grizzly bears, rhinocer-

oses, hippopotamus and several py-
thuos.

The "Fishing Gazette" of London,
England, contains particulars^ of an ex-

periment for taking salmon from Labra-
dor to Scotland. The steamship Cornelia,

formerly a yacht has been fitted up foi

the transport of salmon. Her tank has

a capacity of two hundred and fifty tons

of water and the powerful circulating
pumps which have been installed are cap-
able of dealing with twelve hundred tons
of water per day. By arrangement with

the Canadian Government the fish are to

be taken from Hamilton Inlet. The
editor of the Gazette thinks the chances
are against success but if it succeeds he
asks "Why not cross our salmon by
liberating thirty tons of live Labrador
fish on our coasts ? I believe the sal-

mon of Labrador and Canada is the same
as ours—Salmo salmon—so there would
not seem to be any danger in the experi-
ment. Perhaps the Labrador fish would
try to get back to their native rivers,

though it is more likely they would taste

fresh water and run up our streams."

The Fourth International Fishery Con-
gress will be held in Washington, D. C.
from September 22nd to 26th. The mem-
bers will, as a result of their deliberations,
submit propositions for the benefit of

fisheries to Government, Provincia .State

and local authorities.

Mr. Harold Weld, of London, Ont.,
while fishing in the Thames early in

August, caught amongst other fish a
silver bass weighing four pounds. This
is considered a large fish of its kind as
the species generally weigh from one
half to a pound.

For fear of a wrong impression which
may have been conveyed by the follow
ing paragraph:—"McDonald's express
had not been along for a week so we did

not know how long we would have to

wait," which paragraph appeared in an
article entitled "A Northern Moose
Hunt" published in the September issue,

we beg to draw the attention of our read-

ers to the fact that the incidents related

in this story took place before the com-
pletion of the Temiscaming and Northern
Railway. Where previously there was
only one train a week into this district

the service now includes three or four

trains a day.

An international meeting for the con-

sideration of questions relating to ang-

ling in the St. Lawrence, was held at
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ON THE MOVE
Our goods have that activity born of

good fame and never failing excellence
which helps to make the dealer's life

busier and more cheerful.

The profits are fair and our principle is—the right price for

the best.

We have built an enormous business in holding fast to our belief hat
only by giving both the public and the retailer a square deal can a per-
manent success be established-

Dominion Ammunition
is a standard all uver the world.

Our system of tests has been pronounced by xperts the mos perfect

in the world.
Why pay duty when the home-made product is the best?
We advertise in Canadian dailies to help dealers. We will co-operate

with you for more trade and more profits. Write to us for details.

Dominion Cartridges Regal Shells Sovereign Shells Crown Shells
(Sure Fire) (Ballistite Dense (Empire Bulk Smoke- (Best Black Powder)

Smokeless Powder) less Powder)

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, LTD., MONTREAL.

Gananouque early in August. The con-

ference was attended by Mr. E. Tinsley,

Chief Inspector of Game and Fish ; Mr.

A. Kelly Evans, Sacretary of the Ontario

Forest, Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation ; Messrs Derbyshire, Dargavel,

and Charles Britton of Gananoque and
representatives of New York State. It

was agreed to make efforts to abolish the

license fee for fishing on both sides of the

St. Lawrence, to have the sale of bass

prohibited in New York State (last year

10,000 pounds of black bass were shipped

from Gananoque) and to recommend a

uniform open system on both sides of the

river. It was decided to hold a further

conference on these questions at Toronto
in the fall when New York State will be

represented by Col. Staples, R. P. Grant,

William Thompson and the Assistant

Fishery Protector. It is hoped that with

representation having been made to both
Governments some definite steps may
then be decided upon and recommended
for the force of law.

Every fishermen will welcome the Col-
ler Attachable Grip for fishing rods—

a

grip which, in the words of one of the

fishermen who had used it,
' 'gives, with-

out tiresome clutching of the rod, an easy
yet firm and accurate control of the line

under all circumstances." Like all effec-

tive devices it is exceedingly simple, is

attached almost instantly, and gives both
pleasure and comfort to the fisherman

using it. With the bait casting rod it is

specially recommended. As another ex-

perienced fisherman puts it : "No more
loss of big fish on account of rod slipping

in the hand." Those who have used the

grip are enthusiastic in its favour and

their recommendations should result in

its wide use next season. The grip is

manufactured by the Coller Rubber Grip

Co., Coldwater, Mich, and if inquirers

will mention "Rod and Gun and Motor

Sports in Canada" they may be assured

the best of treatment.
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Nova Scotia came well to the front

during the visit of the Prince of Wales to

the Dominion. A mink coat made from
the skins of one hundred and fifty mink,
averaging from twelve to fifteen inches

in length was presented to the Prince

for the Princess. The coat showed that

the stripes of the mink about an inch and
a half apart were turned at the bottom to

make a deep border with perfect unbroken
continuity in the strips. Deep reversible

cuffs on the sleeves were finished with

mink tails. On the collar a finish was made
with the pretty heads of the mink. The
lining was made of elaborately brocaded
gold colored satin. The effect of the

whole received a fine addition by buttons

of Nova Scotia gold. The coat was
packed in a cedar box finisned in burnish-

ed steel, and embellished with nuggets of

Nova Scotia quantz and gold. All were
products of the Province and the work
was performed by the Nova Scotians.

The President of the Alpine Club of

Canada might well describe the Euro-
pean Alps in our May number, as a
"gigantic graveyard," the death roll for

July last standing at fourteen persons

killed and two seriously injured.

Nova Scotia fishermen have captured

a tuna measuring ten feet in length and
six hundred pounds in weight. The fish

put up a spirited fight and was only killed

after a terrific battle lasting an hour and
a*half. Dr. Cadegan and party on board
aMaunch took part in this exciting con-

test and towed the fish to Glace Bay.

A Danish exploration party has been suc-

cessful in mapping out the north eastern

coasts ofGreenland. The expeditionwhich
was supported financially by the Danish
Government, has been away two years

and a half and on its return announ-
ced the death of Mylins Erichsen, the

leader. It is believed that the tragedy
took place in an attempt to cross what
is known as the Eternal Ice Gap where
it is believed to be so cold that it is

doubtful if man can live there during the

coldest period of the year. Mr. Erichsen
had distinguished himself in previous
exploration trips and believed with his

knowledge and experience that he would
be able to cross the Gap. Unfortunately

not only himself, but also the members of
his party perished in a terrible snow-
storm which raged for days, and the
men, weakened by exposure and want of
food, had not sufficient strength to return
tothe station.

Probably the majority of readers know
from his writings that the popular Hoo-
sier poet, James Whitcomb Riley, is an
ardent angler and lover of other open
air recreations. His brief experience in

field shooting, hitherto an unwritten page
in his life history—is thus humorously
recorded by Mr. James B. Morrow, the

information having been gleaned in a per-

sonal interview : "How do you spend
your time when you are not writing ?"

"Oh, I don't know. I read almost every-
thing that is new in literature. Golf I

have never attempted. I can fish, if

conditions are favorable—sit on a bank,
the hook baited with an angleworm, on
which I spit now and then, and catch

sunfish. I wouln't waste my time on bass
or brook trout. My father, a good shot
himself, tried to teach me how to hunt.

Bought me a gun of my own. I had
bad eyes but didn't know it. We went
into the woods for squirrels. He killed

several, and then, with considerable im-
patience, he asked : 'Why don't you try

it ?' 'I would,' was my reply, 'but they

won't stand still.' 'Shoot them as they

run,' he shouted. "He was on one side

of a big tree and I was on the other. Just
then he saw a squirrel high up among the

branches. He fired and it fell. Another,
perhaps its wife or its husband, or, may-
be, its grandfather, started down the

tree in long, scratchy spirals. I follow-

ed it with the barrel of my gun until it

was on a line with father's head, and
then I pulled the trigger. Some of the

bark flew into father's eyes and some of

the shot went into father's hat. Right
there, under the tree, he whaled me with

his ramrod. He didn't tell, nor could I

understand, the reason why. I figured

it out for myself the next day. That was
my first hunt. And it shall be my last."

The fishing season is reported as have

ing been extremely good on LakeWinni-
peg and it is denied that the supply is be-

ing depleted as some critics have alleged.
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Must have Clear Brains, Sound Sleep, Steady

Nerves, and Healthy Digestion.
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HELPS

when coffee has weakened the heart and impaired the

digestion.

When boiled according to directions on pkg., Postum
is a most palatable beverage. Definite results follow

leaving off coffee and using Postum.

'There's a Reason"

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A.
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OTHERS tell you their battery is

superior

We Refund the Money

if our X CELLS do not prove superior.

You see WE ARE convinced.

HOW ABOUT YOU?

A trial order will convince you.

No. 6 X CELLS in barrel lots 19 cents

No. 7 X CELLS in barrel lots 38 cents

X CELLS? Yes, because they excell all others.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, LIMITED
12-14-16 Shuter St., Toronto.

UP-TO-DATE FACTORY. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

A two year old cow moose visited St.

John, N. B. in the early part of August
and found a death trap in the city streets.

As soon as the animal was seen a crowd
of small boys gathered on its trail and
these were reinforced by their fellows

every few yards until the crowd reached

large proportions. Eventually the badly

scared animal took refuge in an old

burying ground and fell exhausted in an

endeavour to mount a hill. In a frantic

endeavour to gain its feet, it fell over and
died. In the course of its flight it ran

into a woman but caused no injury. A
few days previously a driving party, when
three miles from the city encountered a

full grown moose.

Five hundred children from Sheffield,

England, members of the Rechabite lod-

ges and Bands of Hope, have had their

annual outing- and fishing competitions at

Eckington, Derbyshire. This is the six-

teenth year of the competition, which be-

gan with thirty-two children. The chil-

dren pay three-halfpence a week, and

each child received a prize worth eight

shillings and three pence, while the thir-

teen who caught flsh received extra prizes

proportionate to their catch. The catches

ranged in weight from a quarter of an
ounce to two ounces.—London Standard.

The latest appointment for Mr. S. T.

Bastedo, the ex-deputy Minister of Fish-

eries is a curious one. IV was believed

that he would do the country the best of

service as the representative of the Do-
minion on the International Fisheries

Commission buthe has nowbeen appoint-

ed Superintendent of the Departmeut for

Old Age Annuitie s. Judging from his re-

cord Mr. Bastedoknows more about fish

than annuties.

KAMP KOOK'S KIT
54 Pieces—Komplete—Kompact—20 pounds

Cures Commissary Cares, Captures C ampers
Completely, Query Commands Catalog

Ask your Live Dealer

F. CORTEZ WILSON & CO., MTrs.
Established 1869. 249 Lake St., Chicago. III*.



AUTOMOBILES
AND

AUTOMOBILING
Travelling' in Canada.

With his Haynes runabout and his ven-

triloquistic powers, Ed. F. Reynaud is

travelling through the Canadian country
and extracting all sorts of fun from his

experiences. The great ventriloquil won-
der makes all trips from city to city in

his car and in every town manages to

find an opportunity to mystify the people

by giving his Teddy Bear a conversation-

al outing. * 'Teddy" always makes a hit

and his powers of speech are considered

most remarkable. Mr. Reynaud has
driven many thouand of miles while mak-
ing the circuit and has travelled through
all sorts of weather and apparently be-

lieves in his car, as he states unequivoc-
ally that during his journeys he has never
experienced the slightest trouble with

the outfit.

The Auto Engine.

During the recent A.A. A. tour a think-

ing man who watched details carefully

commented upon the fact that very seldom
if ever during a trip of two hundred miles

made the final day of the tour, was a car

seen at the road side with other than tire

trouble. The engines were never under
inspection. The men were invariably

working on tires and the thinking man
said : "I believe that just as many cars

would have successfully made the journey
with perfect scores had the hoods been
sealed down." The thinker was right.

Engine trouble has ceased to be a bug
bear with a great touring car well made.
The makers have so perfected the engine
and in addition test it so thoroughly be-

fore it goes into a car that it will go day
in and day out with little other trouble

than oiling. W. B. Hurlbut of the Gar-
ford Motor Car Co. of New York, who
drove a Garford 40 on the tour, said in

regard to the matter: "In our factory at

Elyria we place our engines on the blocks
and run them continuously at high speed
for one hundred honrs night and day,
and watch them carefully. They then

receive three severe tests to« determine
the horse power, and these tests are over

a minute each. An engine which has
gone through such a test safely can be
depended upon to stand all that is requir-

ed of it in the ordinary season's running,

for it will never get as severe usage on
the road as we give it.

"

Tires the ;Only Trouble.

"Years ago," says Col. Chas. Clifton

of the Geo. N. Pierce Co., "we conducted
a department for the dissemination of

springs, and our cars go on month in and
springs, and we supplied our cus-

tomers regularly with replacements.

Today we have no trouble at all from
month out touring, as our customers
generally are tourists, and they have no
complaint to make regarding the springs.

It is really a fact that never trouble about
the springs on a Pierce Arrow car after it

leaves the factory. No amount of hard
work seems to break springs for us, and
we are well pleased with the springs

being used today. The trouble from this

source seems to have been eliminated as

it has been from engine trouble and other

of our troubles in the past. When the

tire propositions has been altogether

settled, and we are only troubled by punc-
tures and no blow-outs, we shall be on
Easy street from any possible source of

trouble. Today we only suffer from tire

punctures and not from blow-outs, and
some day I hope to be able to say that

Pierce Arrow cars go through great tours

without punctures as they go through
today without blow-outs. Whether the

milennium is going to come I cannot
say, but I sincerely hope so.

A European Tour.

Dr. A. H. Heaton, of Sedalia, Mo. af-

ter a seven thousand mile tour through
Europe in a Ford runabout has a most
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interesting tale to tell of his experiences
ot the past four months.

Leaving New York late in April, Dr.
Heaton started his tour from Paris on
May 15th.

4 'Before leaving Paris I had to undergo
a severe examination as to my ability co

drive. Having successfully passed those
requirements relating to mental equip-

ment, habits, etc., the examiner went out
with me for the final test on the boule
vard.

4 'Take every vehicle of every nature in

Detroit, mass them on Woodward Ave.,

and you know how the boulevards are

crowded at all hours. There are no
speed laws in Paris—go as fast as you
can—if a pedestrian is run down, he, not
the driver, is arrested. The laws are

very strict in regard to signals—there is

no indiscriminate tooting of horns allow-

ed. Every sonnd means something de-

finite. A horn blown behind you means
the car behind is speedier and desires to

pass. You must immediately pull to the

side and allow the approaching car to

pass. The use of rear lights is enforced.

Ill smelling exhausts forbidden and vio-

lations severely punished.
"There are fewer auto accidents in

Paris than in Detroit despite the enor-

mous number of cars there. My examin-
er gave me a command suddenly to

stop. With one foot on the emergency,
the other on the reverse, I pulled up so
short that he went over the dash board
and would have fallen out, had I not

caught him. I passed.
' 4 With me on the tour was Mr. Emil

Bichsel, a fellow townsman, and we tra-

velled in a Model N 15-h.p. Ford runa-

bout. The route lay southwest of Paris

over the Cevennes Mountains through
Moulin, Monte Carlo and Lyons, and
from Paris to Genoa, Italy, we made the

entire distance on high speed. On June
5th we rested above the clouds several

inches of snow covering the top of the

mountains. The next day in the valley

we found it 80 degrees in the shade.

"The trip through France was delight-

ful.The roads tho'hilly are very fine—reg-

ular boulevards—the scenery is wonder-
ful, and touring through the country is
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a glorious experience.

"Stopping only at the best of hotels,

living well at every stage, our expense
for the week ending May the 23rd cover-

ing the trip from Paris to Genoa was
$3 08 per day per person. This did not

cover luxuries of course, but included ho-

tel bills, gasoline and oil, garage charges,

repairs and tips.

"From Genoa we went south to Rome
and Pompeii and up the eastern shore of

Italy to Venice practically traversing the

entire coast of Italy. Striking east again
we entered Switzerland, making succes-

sively Geneva, Berne, Interlaken and Lu-
zerne. The trip over the mountains from
Interlaken to Luzerne, while hazardous,
was well worth the time. The pass is

open to automobiles only between 9 a.m.

and 4 p.m., being too riskyat other hours.

"We had no trouble going over the

mountains of Switzerland, making excel-

lent time, and up to the time we entered

Germany had had no repairs of any kind

to make.
"Entering Germany we visited Strass-

burg and Berlin, then crossed the country

through the netherlands, south ihrough
Belgum and back to Paris. From Paris

we crossed the English Channel to Lon-
don and visited the chief cities of Eng-
land, Scotland and Ireland.

"We saw more of Europe than the av-

erage tourist ever sees. We had no in-

.convenience waiting for trains, hunting

up baggage, securing tickets—no stuffy

railway coaches, no sticking to circum-

scribed roads bound by steel rails. We
travelled on no set schedule, went as fast

or as slowly as desired, saw the country

that the railroads never touch, crossed

the mountains and visited the lakes, all

exactly as we pleased.

"For the entire trip, our expenses av-

eraged not $3.75 per day, and the car is

as good as ever—the riders better. We
started out to prove that automobile

touring need not be expensive. We
proved it to be even less costly than we
anticipated.

"Gasoline cost us from 60c to $1 per

gallon. At the United States prices the

cost of the trip wonld have been much
lower. I see no reason why a party of

two or three persons could not tour the

entire United States at a cost under $3

per day.
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After Effect of the Race.

It is indeed easily noticeable after a big

automobile race of any sort in which the

particular winning make of machine gets

a great deal of attention, that owners of

cars of this certain make are apt to look

a little bit more proud than usual. Take

for instance, directly after the Grand Prix

race at Dieppe, where a German car was

first. There have been folks driving this

make of car in subdued manner about the

streets of the city for some years when
the German machine was not showing up

at all well in races.

But the moment that the news of

Lautenchlager's victory was read abroad

they began to look a little more conscious

as they drove about. It was as if each

one felt that he had the handling of a

car that might turn out any day and

win just such a race.

When the Isotta-Fraschini finished

first at Savannah and at Briarcliff, that

sent the heads of a whole lot of owners of

these cars away up. It is the same with

every little thing—a road race or a hill

climb or some unusual feat
;
they make

the driver or owner of one of these trium

phant cars a bit more cocky. When the

Pierce Great Arrow, the Haynes, and

Garford were tied in the Glidden tour

owners of these makes of cars, whether

they were handling 1901 or 1908 models,

apparently all had mental pictures of

what they could do to some other makes
if they wanted to. It is a sure thing

that each of these races has such a result

and sometimes the drivers are surpised

and hurt when in a road brush they get

left by some car that never won a blue

ribbon as a racer.

A Sportsmanlike Action.

The Glidden trophy is in the hands of

the Touring Board of the American
Automobile Association for one year for

the George N. Pierce Company promptly
surrendered it to lhe Board at Saratoga
rather than win it on a fluke. The vice-

president of the George N. Pierce Com-
pany, Mr. Henry May, was in Saratoga
at the close of the run and on learning
of the disallowed protest of the Peerless

Company with their decision to withdraw,
told Captain Dey of the Great Arrow

team to drive to the starting line the

last day and refuse to cross the line. Mr.

May then wrote to Chairman Hower,
stating that in as much as no competitors

had appeared for the run-off, he had or-

dered his team to refuse to cross the line,

as it was not the wish of the George N.

Pierce Co to win the trophy on a fluke.

The Great Arrow team then drove their

cars to Buffalo in excellent shape,and the

Peerless cars were shipped to Cleveland

by frieght for some reason or other. This

fact excited general comment, as the

protest against the Great Arrow
amounted to little or nothing and as a
result the Touring Committee promptly
disallowed it. The fact that J W.
Maguire took off chains in less than^a
minute and that the time was not charg-
ed up until after the tape was crossed at

the finish amounted to nothing, as Mr.
Maguire was at Saratoga over an hour
ahead. He had not been notified by the

observer that three minutes had been
taken and as a matter of fact three minu-
tes had not ensued, as R. M. Owen,
starting one minute later, did not see

Maguire on the road. Each car had a

two minute leeway and Mr. Maguire
made his change within this. He check-
ed in without a word from the observer
and was then asked to sign a card show-
ing three minutes for the removal of the

chains. He signed under protest only,

while in the garage. It developed after

the incident that a majority ot the cars

removed chains within the time and that

no observer entered the fact, thinking it

too short, inasmuch as a minute or less

only was requirred. To the Great Arrow
will always go the credit for the victory

in the tour of 1908, although, through
good sportsmanship, the George N. Pierce

Company refused to accept the cup.

Farmers Purchasing" Autos.

F. L. K. Holmes, manager of the Jack-
son Automobile Co., who is in New York
as the guest of Eastern Sales Manager
C. W. Oathout, when asked to what he
attributed the wonderful success and
prosperity of the automobile industry in

the past year, said : "It is due to the

farmer of this country, who has loomed
up as an automobile buyer. The Jack-
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son Company attribute their large busi-

ness this year that conception of manu-
facturing which believes in finding out

what can be sold and where it can be

sold, and then making it to be sold. there,

rather than to confine production to some
arbitrary fixed ideal. The following up
of that idea has certain opportunities in

automobile manufacture at the present

time which are not to be overlooked.

These arise from the fact that this year

no small portion of the money of the

country seems likely to lie for quite a

period to the credit and at the disposition

of that portion of the populace which has
devoted itself to the coaxing of products

from the ground and which this spring

has been rewarded with promises of ex-

tremely abundant and fruitful returns.

This alone would not be sufficient were
it not that coupled wTith the affluence now
in prospect there is an itching for motor
car possession and a conviction that the

automobile has practical benefits from a
business and economical standpoint.

"To strip the proposition of all its

euphemism, that neglected and in some

quarters despised customer, the farmer,

has spent money for automobiles this

season to an extent that is unbelievable

to those who have not given the matter

study. The business that has already

been done in motor vehicles designed

with particular regard to his purse and

fancy has reached astonishing propor-

tions, its volums being such as to attract

the commercial sense of at least two of

the largest organizations that have re-

lations with him. I refer to the makers
of agricultural implements. For the

manufacturers who can adapt themselves

to conditions and markets, without sac-

rificing any tenets of sound business, the

assured prosperity of the Western farmer

is a call to action."

How to Improve the Running*.

"It is really remarkable how a complete

clearout of old lubricant will sometimes

change a sluggish engine and car into a

lively and reponsive affair," said C. M.

Hamilton, of the Isotta Import Company
referring to the fact that many owners
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are always complaining of their car when
it is the fault of the owner or driver.

"Some manufacturers give explicit in-

structions on this point, but the majority

do not, and in any event they are more
honored in the breach than in the obser-

vance. We test the Isotta cars in a very

simple way. When the engine is going
well we can take certain hills at a cer-

tain speed on top with open throttle,

starting, say, at twenty-five and dropping
to twenty by the speedometer. If sus-

pected of sluggishness the car is set at

one of these, and if its behaviour is not

quite satisfactory, we assume that it is

time to clear out the base chamber, with
unfailingly good results. In cars of

small power like town cars once a week
is a good plan if they are in use every

day. In cars with positive feed lubri-

cation the exhaust will become smoky if

the lubricant is old and carbonized by the

cylinder heat. Proper lubrication and
lubricant ensures immunity from fouled

cylinders and plugs and a hundred
minor annoyances."

The Wonders of Machinery.

"Talking of the quickness of the human
mind" said President E. P. Warner, of
the Warner Instrument Company, "what
do you think of a machine that we have
just gotten out and called the Tachometer,
which will register thirty thousand re-

volutions a minute, and the dial at that

is steady as a rock. The, Tachometer is

an instrument used by mechanical engin-

eers and heads of large power houses
for assuring the velocity of a shaft in

revolutions, and surpasses the human
brain in action by several thousand de-

grees. This is not the only instrument
which is more than human in its work,
for we manufacture the Cut-Meter, which
gives you the velocity of a shaft or wheel
but gives it in feet traveled per minute,

instead of revolutions. The Anemometer,
a machine for measuring the velocity ot

the wind, has been adopted by the Unit-

ed States Government for the use of their

riflemen and by means of which they

gauge the velocity of wind currents and
how much allowance to make for "wind-
age," thus greatly raising the standard of

marksmanship in the regular Army and
the different branches of the State Militia.

It is not generally known but an ordinary
twelve miles an hour wind, at right an-
gles, will cause a deflection of a rifle bul-

let of eighteen feet lower than the target
in one thousand yards, so that absolutely
accurate work without this machine can-
not be secured except on a calm day..

The United States Government bought
two tons of these machines in one order.

The machine is also used in the Weather
Bureaus and the Marine branches of the
Government.

5,000 Boats Built By One Man. .

Andy Linton, of Vancouver, B.C. has
built up-to-date 5,000 boats and though
referred to as the oldest boat-builder in

Canada, he will likely add another thous-
and to his record before he makes his final

cruise. He does not build ocean liners, but
gold prospectors' boats and fishing smacks.
He has built about one boat a day for

the last twenty-five years. He has a
little sawmill and a few workmen, but
does himself a large share of the work of
getting each craft ready for active-

service.
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The Motor Vehicle in Cities.

"Owners and drivers of horse-driven
cabs have come to a realization at last,"

said W.B. Hurlbut of the Garford Motor
Car Co. of New York City, "That the
motor- driven town car or cab has come
to stay and in some towns and cities

there is talk of the horse owners trying

to petition the municipal authoritlse to

refuse motor cab licenses unless it can be
shown that the addition of the motor
cab to the service now given is necessary
for the good of the public. Of course,

this brings into consideration two ele-

ments that must necessarily be antagon-
istic, and which will not hesitate to bring
all manner of influence to bear in opposi-
tion to each other. It isnot assumed that

this is to benefit the industry of the pub-
lic and it is not improbable that there
will be some effects that will be unpleas-
ant, simply through the motor cab being
prefered to the horse cab, and the en-

deavour of the owner of the latter form
of conveyance to continue his ovation as
long as this can be done."

The Needs of the Trade.

One of most surprising developements
in the motor industry," said Sales Mana-
ger Van Home of the Jackson Automo-
bile Co., "is the steady and rapidly

growing call for the small car and the

demand for the machines that are limited

in power, in capacity, in equipment and
cost, because those of limited means are

those who have created this call, and
who will not, with rare exceptions,
be willing to make larger investment. It

is a perfectly natural result. It has been
experienced in every other industry. One
may spend lavishly for pleasure or for

amusement, but once the utility stage is

realized then the economic side only is

in sight, and this must be considered
more than any other aspect." Continu-
ing said Mr. Van Home : "The manu-
facturer who cannot minimize the expense
of upkeep, who cannot lessen the ex-

penses for operation, who cannot insure

against depreciation by the use of im-
proved materials or methods, who cannot
improve through bettered design, who

cannot give the greater simplicity, acces-
sibility and efficiency with each succeed-
ing model, will find that he is losing

ground and that this is due to his un-
willingness to provide the public with
what is wanted rather than endeavoring
to place in themarket what is notwanted.
And it should be remembered that while
price is a very potent factor, is it not the
deciding influence with all men. To meet
the demand of the public, then, there
must be constant improvement and if

possible a lower purchase price named
and a greater economy of operation in-

sured.
"

Jobs in thn Air

"Many aspirants for positions in the

automobile manufacturing or selling field

have of late been advised not to go into

motoring on land but to make every
effort to secure connections with the

manufacturing end of the field of aero
work," C. M. Hamilton, of the Isotta

Import Co. who has just returned from
a quick trip abroad, where he had been
visitingthe factory of the Isotta Frascheni
at Milan, Italy, in order to hurry up ship-

ments of the popular Briarcliff model,
which Strang drove to victory at Savan-
nah and Briarcliff." Continuing, said

Mr. Hamilton : "In Paris they are fairly

airship crazy, and it behooves every good
automobile driver to get ready to make
connections with aeronautical work of

some kind."

The advice has "been received with a
creduluous smile but that it is good is

demonstrated by the reports coming
from all over the country of orders placed

for air ships. The inventors are at work
on special engines for air ships and those
who have ships that have been demon-
strated successful in flights are rushed
with orders from private individuals and
governments. Sevsral companies have
been formed to manufacture aero con-

trivances and the present year will see the

air ship out of the experimental field and
safely placed among the well-established

necessities of the times. The air ship

has come to stay.

FURS
HERMAN REEL. Milwaukee, Wis.

Send address of two fur trappers and we will send you
free a mink stretching pattern. Write for price list of
raw furs and fur coats. FREE
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The Canadian Henley.

The two days' rowing at St. Catharines

on August seventh and eighth produced
some fine racing and the prizes were scat-

tered in a manner that added materially

to the wide interest taken in the meeting.

One of the best ot the series was the

eight oared race between Winnipeg and
the Argos, of Toronto. From the start

to the finish the two boats kept well to-

gether and at the end only half a length

separated the contestants, the westerners
gaining a well fought victory.

In the Senior Fours Winnipeg as

first and second with Detroit third , and
a margin of only two feet separated

the first and second boats, thus maintain-

ing the interest of the spectators to the

finish.

The Junior Fours was won by the Ar-

gonauts, Toronto, Junior Fours Working
Boats by St. Catharines Rowing and Ca-
noeing Club. Intermediate Fours, Argo-
nauts; Senior Doubles, Dons, Toronto;
Intermediate Doubles, Dons;Senior Sing-

les, H. Jacobs, Dons; Intermediate Sing-

les, Chas.J. Shean, Mutual Rowing Club,

Buffalo.

A Good Suggestion

In the course of the annual meeting of

the Canadian Association of Amateur
Oarsmen a suggestion was made to the

effect that the Association purchase a

number of four and eight oar shells to be

kept at the regatta course at St. Cathar-

ines for the use of crews coming from a

distance. It was alleged that many clubs

are at present unable to attend this annu-

al event, which it is desired to make
thoroughly representative of all Canada,
owing to the heavy freight rates charged
on their boats. After some discussion it

was decided to take up the matter in

earnest later on. The newly-elected offi-

cers of the Association are as follows:

—

President, A. Claude Macdonell, M. P.

;

First Vice-President, Geo. F. Gait,Winni-
peg; Second Vice-President, Ed. Mack;
Hon. Treasurer, Alex. Boyd; Hon. Sec-
retary, L. C. Hoskins; new members for

the Executive for three-year term—P. J.

Mulqueen; J.W. McAllister and Major O.
Heron; to fill vacant term till 1910, Mr.
C. F. Mason, Grand Trunk R. C, Mon-
Ireal. The treasurer's report showed a
substantial balance.

An International Win.

There was a fine international race
across the Pacific recently which was won
by a Canadian boat. The object of the

race was to decide the best route by
means of which to send silk from Japan
to Europe. A large consignment was
divided into three parcels one being for-

warded by the Canadian Pacific steamer
Monteagle;the second on the Nippon Yu-
sen Kaisha with the steamer Tosa Maru;
and the third by the steamer China, the

property of the America PacificMail Com-
pany. All three steamers left Zoko-Lama
within an hour of each other on July
twenty-first last. The Mounteagle reach-

ed Vancouver on August fourth, theTosa
Maru was at Seattle on August sixth and
the China did not reach San Francisco
till the following day. The Canadian
boat was a good two days ahead and the

silk was delivered in New York on Au-
gust tenth.

The Good Work of Genesee.

At the Watertown Regatta, Genesee,
of Rochester, the boat that won the Can-
ada Cup from Beaver in 1899 carried

off the honours in the largest race
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CRUISING AND RAGING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FULLY EQUIPPED

A VARIETY OF STYLES IN STOCK
FROM 16 to 35 ft. IN LENGTH.

Special Light Motor Boats
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

Hulls furnished, caulked, puttied and painted ready for interior fittings.

Knock Down Frames, Frame and Plank Patterns.

Second Hand Launches.

Send for Catalog

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot>f Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.
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ever sailed on the lake. At the time she

captured Canada's Cup she was consider-

ed a freak but from experience has given

her owners more satisfaction than any
other craft built for these cup rac

v

es. The
race was from Hamilton to Chaumont
and occupied over thirty-seven hours.

Light winds and smooth seas prevailed

throughout and were exactly to Genesee's

liking.

TheTAmerican Cup.

"The ambition of my life is to bring

the cup to Great Britain"* These are

the words of Sir Thomas Lipton who is

credited wtth the determination to chal-

lenge again this year for the American
Cup. He has now a new Shamrock
which has won twenty -four out of twen-
ty seven contests in which she was enter-

ed. He wishes to be allowed to chal-

lenge under two conditions: that he be

allowed to build two boats and select the

faster of the two as challenger and to

challenge under the now universal rules

that govern all yacht racing in America.
Such conditions might not be hard to

meet.

fA Good Showing* iX

In the second day of the. Eastern Lake
Yacht Racing circuit at Chaumont, Cana-
dianYachts won four out of the five races

in which they participated. They were
Kathleen of Kingston, which won the

George Cup; Petrol, Hamilton; Cheriyia,

Kingston; and Little Nell, Trenton, while

the fifth event was won by the Iroquois,

Rochester.

A Win For Halifax.

At the Springfield (Mass.) Regatta on
August fourteenth the senior internation-

al four oared race was won by the St.

Mary'«(Halifax) crew from the Minnesota
Boat Club. The race was a game one
and fought throughout the entire course.

For the first one hundred yards the Min-
nesota crew bad a slight lead but St.

Mary's forged ahead and despite the most
desperate efforts of their opponents man-
aged to maintain their lead, although not

by much.

A Good Contest.

At the National Regatta at Springfield,

Mass., John O'Neill of the St. Mary's
Club, Halifax, was second in the cham-
pionship single sculls. There was a stiff

contest for the position.

A Win Outrigrht.

In the middle ot August, the Togo won
the Ethel Cnp for seventeen foot sail

boats on the Ottawa For twelve years
the cup has been battled for but this time
time the Togo won it for the third time
in succession and in accordance with the

deed of gift it now becomes the property
of the winner. The same class of boat
will next year compete for a shield which
has been offered by Mr. J. E. Wilmot,
Sparks St., Ottawa. The race was twice

round a three mile triangular course and
the time one hour thirty-eight minutes.

Speedy Motors.

The Chateauguay Basin probably never
saw so many motor boats at one time as
on a recent Saturday to witness and take
part in the fifth annual regatta of the
Chateauguay Boat Club. The motor
races were a grand success, and the hon-
ors of the day were carried off by Messrs.
Rudel, Shea, and Stanford with their

Fairbanks—Morse two and three cylinder

engines. Mr. Rudel was an easy winner
in the fifteen mile handicap race, and Mr,
Shea a close second. The boats these

gentlemen have are equipped with 1908
Fairbanks-Morse three cylinder twelve
horsepower three port engines, and the

steadiness with which they run is remark-
able. Mr. Shea states that his boat de-

veloped more than eighteen horse power
during the race. In the two cylinder

race Mr. Stanford took the first prize,

with his Fairbanks- Morse eight horse
power three port engine. Quite a crowd
was gathered around Canadian Fairbanks
head-quarters for the announcement of

the results and during the distribution of

prizes, all three of the winning boats being
equipped with the celebrated Fairbanks-
Morse Marine Engines which are winning
in all the big races throughout Canada.
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BOVRILS
Extraordinary Triumph
At the Olympic Games, 1908

Out of the 28 Arrivals in

the Marathon Race, 26
took Bovril during therun

DORANDO
First to arrive and winner of

the Queen's Cup
Doctor who attended me after the race, and

Dorando's Trainer writes

writes to Bovril Ltd.:

—

"I beg to thank you for the benefit
I have derived from using your Bovril
during the short time I have been over
in this country, and especially for the
great staying power it gave me during
the memorable Marathon Race in the
Olympic Games, 1908. Bovril was the
only thing ordered and allowed by the
it very soon revived me."
(Signed) DORANDO. July 25, '08

"I beg to say Dorando was trained on Bovril only, while in this country. Bovril
was also administered after the race by the Doctor's orders. I can vouch for the truth
of this on his behalf." (Signed) GIUSEPPE BROCCA, July 28, '08

(Signed) William Morisetti. . Trainer of Dorando.

JOHN J. HAYES
The Official Winner of the Marathon Race

writes :—"I had touched
nothing up to 15 miles,
when I askedmy trainer
for something as I start-
ed to feel tired. My man
got some Bovril and it
gave me ease and
strength before I had

covered another mile. He gave me it at different points along the road, and I kept
getting stronger every mile I travelled until I entered the Stad. I cannot give the
credit for my strong finish to anything but your kindness in supplying your strength-
giving Bovril. I have given no other testimonials and will not do so for any prepara-
tion of this character." (Signed) JOHN J. HAYES. July 29, '08.

Witness: Geo. G. Cameron, His Assistant and Trainer.

RFAH THIS* Dorando, the Popular Winner, Hayes, theIML^liy 1 1 11^
. Qfficial Winner, and Hefferon, the Official

Second all three trained on Bovril and partook of it during the race.
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Stray Pellets

There will be a fruit shoot at Jordan Sta-
tion on Saturday, September 19th. The pri-

zes will consist of peaches, pears, grapes, etc.,

and it is confidently expected that numbers
of baskets of the choicest fruit will be offered

for every event. It is proposed to charge only
a nominal price for the targets, and to euaid

the fruit prizes, without extra charge, t0 ev-
ery event. Rigs will meet all shooters ^arrivins
on the 9.52 a.m. train and convev them direct

to the grounds. While everything except the
price of targets will be free to the shooters, the
local men promise to give all wh0 attend "a
jolly good time-"

Mr. John Stocker

We publish this month the portrait of Mr.
John Stocker of Harrow, Ont. Mr. Stocker,
who is in his 75th year, is the father of trap
shooting in that locality). He has been a
shooter for the last 40 years and! is still able

to hold his own at the traps with any of his

younger competitors, generally making an 80

per cent, score or better. He is, also, a splen-
did rifle shot and annually renews his youth
by a trip into the great deer country in Nor-
thern Ontario. A shooting companion reports
that, on one occasion, he knocked over two
out of three running deer without moving from
his tracks, a splendid exhibition of hi» skill
with the rifle. Mr. Stocker says he keeps
young by associating with the boys. He seems
to be good for another quarter of a century
and we heartily wish him many years of health-
ful recreation at the traps and in the woods.

P. E. Island Scores

The Charlottetown (P.E.I.) Gun Club hav#
finished their first series of shooting for the
season and the following are some of the best
scores. Total shot at 60 birds each: Capt. D.
A. McKinnon 47, Sec. J. D. Jenkins 4? V. C.
Gay 41, J. K. Ross 38, Dr. Smallwood 38, H.
Jenkins 31, M. McLeod 30.

Ayton Doings

An interesting match took place between
Walkerton and Ayton Gun Club on Friday,
August 15th. Clifford also gave Ayton a call
and held a match the same day. The after-
noon was more than enjoyed by all. The wea-
ther was fine, with jarring winds at times,
which mtadp some wonder why the bird kept eQ.

ino after they pulled the trigger. The following*
are the scores:

Ayton vs Walkerton, 25 birds each man:

Walkerton — Jacob StednmilLer 9, Clarena
Smith 11, B. Russel 14, 0. Steinimiller 16, J.
Froedich 17. J. Ham'son 4, J. White 21, J.
Hart/man 18, Frank Smith 18, Miller 17, John
Smith 16. Total 161.

Ayton—G. B. Smith 25, Fred Smith 23, P.
G. Doersam 16, V. Glebe 12, Ed. Koester 14,
J. Werner 13, A.Schank 6, M. B. Flynn 9,
Henrv Koenig 14, Johnston 11, Fred Schause
12. Total 155.

Clifford, Ayton and Walkerton indulged in a
five men event", shooting at 15 birds each. The
following scores were made:

—

Ayton—G. B. Smith 14, Fred Smith 15, P.
G. Doersam 9, Ed. Koester 12, Johnston 7.

Total 57.

Walkerton—J. Hartman 8, J. White 12. F.
Smith 10, Miller 11, J. Smith 14. Total 55.

Clifford—C. Willets 11, Beachie 14, Dr. Per-
due 15, J. Werner 10, Eckinswiller 13. Total
63.

Clifford winning out.
G. B. Smith and Fred Smith sho0ting a

total score of 50 birds each that day, scored
as follows:

—

Sh0t At Broke
G. B. Smith 50 49
Fred Smith...!... 50 47

G. B. Smith used an Ithaca gun with Lea-
der shells. F. Smith used a,n Automatic gun,
with Sovereign shells.
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A Popular Professional

We present a cut of Court Thomson, the new
representative for Ontario, Quebec and the -Vtar-
itime Provinces, of Messrs. M. Hartley Co. of
New York, the selling agents of the Union Me-
tallic Cartridge Co. and Remington Arms.
Court is a verv well known and enthusiastic
trap shooter, and previous to his engagement
with the above company, was the travelling
representative of a large stove and hardware
concern of Hamilton, (Int., and as anyone who
knows him can testify, the M. Hartley Co.
made no mristake in their selection. He is a
brother of W. P. Thomson, a winner of the
Grand Canadian Handicap, and of Charles E.
and George J., all enthusiastic and splendid
trap shots. The four brothers have won many
championships and prizes as a team of bowl-
ers on the alleys and green, curlers, bicycle
riders and oarsmen, and in fact have excelled in

nearly every branch of sport. They are jolly

good fellows to meet anywhere, and are seen
at the traps throughout Canada and around
the border at all of thp tournaments.

Riverdale Matinee

The tournament held on the grounds of the
Riverdale Gun Club w,is one of the most suc-
cessful half day shoots held in Toronto for
some time. The day was a little windy, which
caused the flight of the targets to be some-
what irrep-ular, but this did not seem to hind-
er or confuse the shooters very much, for dur-
ing the afternoon several straight scores were
made throughout the different events.

Mr. P. Wakefield, of the Stanley Gun Club
carried off the honors for the day by winning
the high average prize, ia beautiful engraved
medal, presented by Mr. J. E. Jenniners, with
a score of 88 out of n possible 100. Mr. W.
Joselin 'being second with 86. The consolation
prize. Gillett Safety Razor, was won by George
Vivian, with „ straight score of""25. tyut he was
prettv hard pressed', however, as the runners
up, C. Wilson of Brampton, and W. Roberts of
Farkdale Gun Club, were close upon his heels
with the creditable scores of 24 eaoh.

Following are the scores in events:

—

1 2 3 4 5 Ttl.
P. Wakefield .... . ...16 18 1* 19 18—88
W. J oselin ..,16 18 16 17 19—86
J. E. Jennings ...17 19 17 17 16—86
Geo. Mason .......17 16 16 19 17—85
T. Houghton 18 19 16 16 16—85
G. Logan 20 14 17 17 1 f'—°"

Li. HazeiwOod ... .. ..16 17 19 16 16—84
W. Pedrick......i ...j ,...,14 16 18 17 16—81
C. P. Wilson 18 16 17 15 13—80
S. A. White 16 12 20 20> 14—80
C. J. Packha/m... J...U..15 15 16 18 f/t—
T. Bennett ............17 15 16 13 17—78
W. Roberts...' 16 16 13 17 15—77
E. Marsh i 15 15 17 14 15—76
R. J. Fletcher .. .. . ......10 17 16 19 14^-76
•Geo. Dunk... ...14 15 16 15 16—76
J. Logan ...13 15 16 16 12—72
F. J. Shreve ...13 11 14 13 19—70
Geo. McGill ............14 15 17 13 10—69
T. Logan 15 14 17 17 63
J. S. Beck ........ . . j. . .'. 6 12 13 12 12—55
G. L. Vivian..... 15 17 19—51
•F. L. Halford ii 12 12 ...—48
F. Hooey 16 18—34
E. Bond..i.. ....... 14 "io ...—24
W. Lowe .., 13 . ..-13
F. B. Averill .... 12 . . ...-12

Consolation event of 25 targe+s—G.L. Viv-
ian 25, C. Wilson 24, W. Roberts 24, S. A.
White 23. Geo. Dunk 22, C. Packham 21, T.
Bennett 21, E. Marsh 21, T. Lostan 21, F.
Ho0ey 21, R. Fletcher 19, G. McGill 14, J. I o-
gan 13, J. S. Beck 12.

•Professionals, representing the Domini ' n
Cartridge Co. of Montreal.

J

COURT THOMSON

The high average for the entire tournament
of the Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting As-
sociation's Contest held at Sherbrooke August
5th to 7th, was awarded to H. H. Stevens.
The high, amateur average was won by George
Beattie of Hamilton, Ontario. Both of the
winners used "Du Pont Smokeless." Mn W.
H. Kwing of Montreal, who won th.« Olympic
Individual Championship in England, added
two miore honors to his name by winning the
Amateur Championship Gf Canada with 49 out
of50 and the Grand Canadian Handicap with
49 out of 50 and 24 out of 25 in the shoot otf

.

The Two Man Team, Championship of Canada
was won by A. W. Westover of Sutton Junc-
tion, and Dr. Stockwell of Sherbrooke, with a
score of 38 out of 48, both shooting " New
Schultze."

The Next Time Your Oun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO, 0NT.
Who has every facility for choke boring,
restocking, browing and repairing guns.
You can make no mistake in bringing or
sending your gun to him.



Dominion Tournament at Sherbrooke

The Eighth Annual Tournament of the Dom-
inion of Canada Trapshor>ting Association held

at Sherbrooke, Que., under the management of

the local gun club, was one of the most success-

ful in Uhe history of the Association. At the

annual meeting at Toronto last year the Sher-

brooke representatives accepted the responsibili-

ty of pulling off this big sh0ot, with a go0d
deal of reluctance. The Sherbrooke Gun Club
is composed of prominent and wealthy /business

and professional men who, admittedly, could

spare little time for the work, but what they

could not do personally they delegated to oth-

ers and the result was eminently satisfactory

from the trapshooters' point of view.
This was the first opportunity many East-

ern shooters had had of visiting the prosper-

ous city of Sherbrooke. It is the principal

city in the Eastern townships and is in the

centre of a very rich agricultural country.

It is a very picturesquely situated place

and the numerous handsome residences give

conclusive evidence of the prosperity of its

citizens. The CP.R. and G.T.R. furnish ample
railway accommodation.

Sherbrooke Gun Club grounds are conven-

iently situated on the banks of the St. Fran-

cis River, not far from the centre of the town,

and within easv distance of the electric rail-

way. For this tournament three Dickey Bird

Traps were used and Dickey Bird targets

thrown. These traps and targets gave great

satisfaction to the shooters. The traps work-

ed perfectly and the targets were good flyers

and breakers. The only drawback was a
.

very

dark background, which made it diHicult at

times to locate the bird with certainty.

Complete preparations had been made for

comfort and convenience of the shooters Am-
ple tent accommodation had been provided for

the different clubs. The luncheon on the ^rounds

provided by the local caterers, Bonner & Pov-

GEO. BEATTIE.

WALTER H H*ING, Montreal
Olympic Champion Winner Canadian Individual
Championship and Grand Canadian Handicap.

ey, was very tasteful and appetizing and for
above the average furnished at affairs of thi*
kind.

The tournament was well patronized by the
trade, the following representatives being on
the grounds: Winchester R. Arms Co., d. A. R.
Elliott. J. R. Taylor, J. H. Cameron, G. R.
Ginn; Union Metallic Cartridge Co., H. H.
Stevens, Court Thomson and Thos. A. Mar-
shall; Dupont Powder Co., L. J. S(|Uier, E. G.
White, J. T. Skelly. E. A. W. Everett and Ed.
Banks; Dominion Cartriuge Co., O. Edward
Wood and Johonnot Marlin Firearms Co., W.
B. Darton; American Powder Mills, A. E. Sib-
ley* Parker Gun Co., Col. A. W. Du Bray.

The office was in charge of Luther Squier,
assisted by Geo. Ginn and J. A. Cook. Mr. J.
Squier, as the originator of the Squier Mr.Ley-
back System, had special charge of this feature
of the tournament and the results were very
satisfactory in every way.

The shoot practically commenced on Tues-
day afternoon, when 33 professionals and am-
ateurs indulged in an eye-opener at 100 tar-
gets. The weather was ideal and some good
scores were made. The following were the

Professionals:—H. H. Stevens 96, W. B. Bar-
ton 95, J. R. Taylor 95, A. E. Sibley 85.
scores:

—

Amateurs—W. H. Swing 92, Ge*>. Vivian
92, W. P. Thomson 92, Geo. McGill 91, F. W.
Mitchell 90, T. M. Craig 90, G. Beattie 89,
Thos. Upton 88, Geo. Dunk 87, D. Bray 87, J.

E. Jennings 85, W. A. Smith 85, J. B. Good-
hue 84, Dr. Wilson 83, H. A. Horning 80, E.

J. Marsh 79, M. E. Fletcher 78, F. A. Heney
77, C. G. Thompson 77, W. Fenton 77, W.

Slaney 77, J. A. McLaughlin 75, G. Eaadale
73, Dr. Hilker 73, H. E. Hawk,ins 7«0, H. D.
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Romans 67, P. Wakefield 64, G. M. Howard
460) 49, A. E. Ross (40) 30.

FIRST DAY.
The battle proper commenced this morning.

The morning was overcast and rain commenced
to fall soon after the shootiner commenced, 'ihiy

added to the discomfort of the shooters an
a bearish effect on many scores. .Notwithstand-
ing, some very good scores were made. George
Beattie, Hamilton, covered himself with glo

by beating the whole field of professionals amd
amateurs with a 95 per cent, score. He pro
190 out of 200 and annexed the Parser p-' n
given by Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn., as the
prize for high averages. Th e second average
prize, a beautiful cup donated bv Thomas A.
Duff, Toronto, went to J. E. Jennings. Toron-
to, who broke 185. Of the professionals, H.
H. Stevens of the U.M.C. Co. and J. R. Tay-
lor of the Winchester Arms Co., tied for first

place with 188.

The scores, 10 events at 20 targets each
as follows:

—

RAW FURS
shipped to us bring prices that will
satisfy you. If you send your furs
to us once, we know you will always
do so.

PROMPT RETURNS «. BEST PRICES
Send for Tags and 'Price List

Herman Schmerl &~ Co.
28 WEST 31st ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

D. J. Kearney
Dr. A. E. Hilker
H. E. Hawkins
J. K. Boswell
R. Lewis
J. B. Goodhue
H. Desriviers ..«.

G. J. Mason
Gus Dumont .

H. E. Hibhari
A. E. Boss
A. Galbraith
W. Carruthers
J. C. McConnell

E. I. Terry
G. W. McGill
G. L. Vivian
J. E. Jennings...

A. Smith
. M. Dunk

i . G. Thompson
f. M. Craig i

A. W. Westover
Dr. Stock well
G. M. Howard
F. A. Henoy
Geo. Eastd'ale
W. Slaney
IT. Vlaa
Dr. Smith
Dr. Wilson i

Tom Upton
W. P. Thomson...
Geo. Beattie
H. A. Horning- j

M. E. Fletcher
N. G. Bray
W. IT. Ewing
F. W. Mitchell ......... ... .

P. Wakefield...
E. J. Marsh .

W. P. Fen ton...
H. D. Romans
J. A. McLaughlin.....

..i...

j. ...... ..l.... .

. ..~

....................

AMATEURS.
H'cap-

16
16
16
16
16
IS
19
10
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
16
16
16
16
16
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
16
16
16
16
16

11 2 QO A
tk 5 6 7 8 y 10 Total

lO t a1 b 1 y iy 16 17 14 19 15 — 171
1 QJ-O "1 Axt 18 X. 1 16 1

3

15 19 17 18 '— 158
1 7J- 1

1 A. xo t ft lb 1 oiy 1 QJ O 1 o 1

5

11 — 157
1 d.Xt: 1 71 / 1 A.X<± 1 7 1 AXt 1 Qlo j y 1 Qlo 16 16 — 163
1 ft 1 A 1 OXV on on 1 Oiy 1 O 1 olo 1 oiy 18 — 178
12 14 1 ft1 o 1 7J- i

1 QX o i ftID 1 Oi y 1 Qlo lo 15 — 160
1 3 1 ft 15 1 ftlO 1 7 1 oiy 1 7i ( 1 ftJ-O lo 1 / — 164
19 18 1 5 15 14 18 16 1 7X 1 1 ftJ- O 12 — 160
10 16 15 15 1

2

18 1 5 J 12 12 — 136
1 5 1 6 18 1 ftJ-O ^1 1 7 18 1 QJ O i ftID i ^lO 160
14 J o 13 18 1 kX o X O 1 7j / J-O 1 QJ. O lO 155
13 17 15 19 16 19 13 14 17 16 159
18 19 18 15 19 18 20 18 18 18 181
15 11 11 9 16 16 11 14 13 116
10 11 14 14 13 13 12 11 15 10 113
15 18 20 16 13 17 17 16 16 19 167
19 17 20 19 18 19 19 17 18 17 183
19 18 13' 20 20 19 19 19 19 19 185
15 13 19 15 19 17 14 15 16 16 159
17 19 17 17 18 20 18 14 17 17 174
19 14 15 20 18 19 18 15 18 19 175
17 19 18 19 20 17 18 15 18 19 180
15 19 18 18 18 16 18 15 17 18 172
18 16 15 18 19 18 18 19 18 16 175
19 17 16 20 18 19 18 16 19 20 182
18 13 14 10 16 13 18 15 13 14 144
16 13 15 16 13 17 15 13 16 16 150
17 15 18 15 18 15 19 16 18 17 168
16 15 19 18 20 16 18 17 19 13 171
16 20 18 19 19 16 15 16 17 17 1.73
18 16 15 16 17 18 14 19 16 16 165
17 14 18 17 19 16 16 16 19 17 169
08 17 17 20 15 18 15 17 18 19 174
19 19 20 20 20 17 18 20 18 19 190
16 15 16 14 14 17 13 14 16 17 152
11 15 15 15 18 20 15 17 17 17 lfiO
17 17 20 19 18 18 18 15 20 16 178
17 17 15 18 17 16 20 17 18 19 174
14 15 16 15 18 16 19 14 20 15 162
16 17 16 15 19 17 16 17 18 14 165
17 14 17 16 14 12 11 IS 16 18 153
17* 14 17 17 18 17 19 16 18 18 171
15 15 16 17 13 18 16 15 13 16 154
19 17 17 17 11 18 11 15 14 18 157

PROFESSIONALS
J. A. R. Elliott.......

J. R. Tavlor .......i. .......u..

W. B. Darton. ......... ....

H. H. Stevens i

E. G. White .........u.w

T. A. Marshall..;...
L. J. Squier • i.....

Professionals shot sliding handicap 16 to 20 yards.

18 17 19 20 20 19 18 19 19 14 — 183
20 17 20 18 17» 20 17 20 20 19 — 188
19 19 17 18 19 20 18 16 20 18 — 184
20 18 18 20 18 18 20 18 18 20 — 188
15 18 19 19 19 16 20 17 18 19 — 180
19 16 19 19 18 19 16 19 18 19 — 182
19 18 20 18 17 17 20 20 18 20 — 181

SECOND DAY.

The second day of the shoot was free from
rain and was fa v orahle for good scores. Geo.
Beattie again demonstrated his superiority by
he&dinfr the list of amateurs with 183 out of
200. He received the high average prize for

this day and Ideal "G" grade Lefever gun
presented by the Lefever Arms Co. of Syra-
cuse, N.Y. G. M. Howard and W. H. Ew'ing,
tied for second average prize, a handsome tro-
phy presented by Geo. W. McGill, Toronto and
in the shoot off Howard won out. H. H. Ste-
vens and L. J. Squier tied for first place a*
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mong the professionals with 185 each. The scores:

AMATEUHS

G. W. McGill
Vivian
Jennings
Swing........

Dunk...,.,.
C. G. Thompson...- ,

Craig
Westover ...i

Stockwell i

Howard... ...< ,

F. A. Heney
Geo. Easdale... j i ,

W. Slaney
EC. Viau... u.J ...

Dr. Smith .....j.......

Dr. Wilson
Tom Upton ..i

W. P. Thomson
Beattie...i...,

Bray
J. B. Goodhue. ...

H. Dewrivieres — ..

M. E. Fletcher
Oarruthers
Horning......
P. Wakefield i,

E* J. Marsh
Fenton......
H. D. Romans......
J. A. McLaughlin*...
Kearney!.........' .

Dr. A. E. Hilker ..........

H. E. Hawkins......
W. A. Smith ,.. ,

R. Lewis......

G. J. Mason ....

Gus Dumont...
H. E. Bibbard
A. E. Ross... .............

W. Galbraith... i

J. C. McConnell
E. I. Perry
J. K. Bos well... i

C. P- Keeler... i

F. A. Brings...!....

S. H. Ball

PROFESSIONALS.
J. A. R. Elliott.. 16 20 19 17
J. R. Taylor 19
W. B. Barton ,., 19 18 20
J. T. Skelly... .,

H. H. Stevens
Edw. Banks... j.. ...... 20 16 19 18
T. A. Marshall
L. J. Squier...... ...j...'..j..4..4..j..j.„..w.

E. G. White...... 18
E. A. W. Everett..: 18 16 18 16
A. E. Sibley..... j... ......>..,... ..*«*.*.* 19 18 17 19
A. W. DuBray.....~..u.. ..j... ........*.j,.j».j..*.4..j*.4..j...w 15 13 14

Professionals shot sliding handicap 16 to 2 0 yards.

H'dcp. 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 200
18 15 15 19 16 19 15 19 18 18 10 164
19 18 19 15 15 15 15 15 18 17 19 166
19 20 17 17 18 19 17 18 18 14 18 — 176
19 18 16 ' 18 18 19 20 20 18 16 18 — 181
19 17 18 20 13 16 17 14 15 18 18 — 166
19 15 16 17 15 12 17 16 17 18 17 — 160
19 15 18 17 17 17 18 19 14 16 15 — 166
19 17 1* 15 18 17 18 17 18 18 14 — 109
19 16 16 16 10 19 17 15 16 18 16 — 159
19 18 20 19 17 19 19 17 18 18 16 — 181
16 13 13 9 15 14 10 13 13 17 16 — 133
16 15 16 15 16 17 13 14 8 1.2 13 — 139
l(i 17 15 14 16 15 15 9 18 15 19 — 153
17 12 15 18 17 17 17 18 15 16 14 — 159
17 18 17 17 17 14 19 19 16 16 18 — 171

17 15 13 17 12 18 15 15 16 12 — 150
li> 17 17 18 14 12 18 15 13 19 15 — 158
19 18 17 IT* 16 19 19 11 20 17 17 — 171
19 19 17 20 17 17 17 20 19 19 18 — 183
19 19 14 18 20 16 18 17 19 17 17 — 175

}
4 16 16 16 13 16 17 12 11 15 — 146

IS 18 19 18 18 17 17 18 14 17 15 — 171
18 16 T7 18 15 19 17 17 17 16 15 — 167
17 12 13 13 17 17 13 18 18 16 18 — 155
17 17 19 17 15 15 18 17 18 19 17 — 172
16 15 15 16 16 18 12 15 17 17 14 — 155
16 15 12 18 12 11 13 11 15 14 11 — 132
17 16 15 20 16 16 18 18 15 17 17 — 168
16 18 16 15 19 17 19 17 18 17 19 — 175
16 13 18 14 14 13 10 12 11 13 17 — 135
17 17 16 14 16 15 17 17 16 19 16 — 163
16 17 10 14 16 12 14 14 14 13 15 — 139
16 14 14 15 14 15 15 16 17 18 18 — 156
17 20 15 15 13 17 15 17 19 18 18 — 167
17 20 17 17* 16 16 16 17 12 15 14 — 160
16 15 16 18 16 14 14 15 14 18 15 — 155
16 15 16 18 16 18 17 16 15 15 17 163
16 15 18 16 18 16 18 17 15 14 18 165
16 16 18 19 19 14 15 15 18 18 15 167
16 15 13 17 18 16 18 15 19 16 17 164
16 1? 17 17 18 17 17 19 15 19 18 174
16 9 11 17 18 16 16 14 11 10 12 4
16 15 16 15 13 15 13 11 18 14 16 1 ls
16 12 12 16 15 15 13 17 15 18 15 148
16 17 17 20 14 18 19 18 15 18 14 170
16 10 16 16 11 11 6 8 7 8 12 105

19 20 17
14

14 15 19 15
19 19 19 19
20 16 19 18
17 18 18 19
17 19 19 17

17 17 18

18 17 16
19 17 16
18 17 18
16 19 18
19 18 18
18 19 18
20 19 18
19 20 20
18 19 20
18 15 20
18 18 17
13 11

18 15 18
19 19 18
19 20 20
16 16 10
19 17
19 18 18
18 18 16
18 20 16
19 18 18
13 14 6
17 19 17

18 —

174
183
183
158
185
183
181
185
179
148
179
66

Annual Meeting

The annual meeting af the Association was
held at the New Sherbrooke House in the even-
ing. T. M. Craig, president, presided. Minutes
of the last .meeting were read by the secretary,
C. G. Thompson, and approved. The question
of incorporating the Association was discussed
and the secretary reported that the operations
of the Association not being confined to any
on© Province, he had been advised that a char-
ter would cost $250 and the executive had not
felt like incurring this expense without the
sanction of the general meeting. It was de-
cided that the new executive should proceed
with incorporation. The financial statement
was presented showing balance on hand of
$508.19. Ottawa was unanimously selected as
next place of meeting and the Squier Money
Back System with handicap as at Sherbrooke
decided upon. The following were selected as

officers for the ensuing year: President, F. A.
Heney, Ottawa; 1st vice- President, Thos. Up-
ton, Hamilton; 2nd vice-president, George W.
McGill, Toronto; secretary, Geo. Easdale Ot*tawa; executive committee, A. W. Thro0P, Ot-
tawa; Dr. Smith, Ottawa; W. P. Thompson,
Hamilton; Geo. L. Vivian, Toronto; H. DesRi-
vieres, Quebec; E. J. Marsh, Toronto* W HEwing, Montreal; T. A. Duff, Toronto; W. A*.
Smith, Kingsville.

At the close of the meeting, a hearty vote
of thanks to the retiring officers was passed,
particularly to the local officials, who had done
so much to make the tournament a success.

THIRD DAY.
This was the day of championships and was

in many respects, thP most important day of
tournament. The Individual Championship, the
Grand Canadian Handicap, the two-man team,
five-anani team and eight man team races, as
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well as the 20-target event for the Brewers and
Malsters Cup were all on the schedule, every
one of great interest to the contestants. Un-
fortunately, it rained hard all day. Walter
Ewing, Montreal, was the hero of the day.
won the Individual Championship and M.R.M.
cup, aJid, also, Winchester Repeating Trap gun ,

with 4 lJ out of 50, having as an appetiz-
er won the Brewers' and Malsters' cup with a
straight score. Thus he 'broke 69 out of his first
TO. Subsequently he landeu the much coveted
Grand Canadian Handicap with 47 out of 50,
after shooting 0K a tie with T. M. Craig, G.
M. Howard and P. Wakefield. He was on the
eight man Montreal team, which won the Mail
Trophy and tied for first place in the two-man
team race. Surely enough glory for one day.
Dr. Stockwell and A. W. Westiover, Sherbrooke,
won the two man team championship, with 38
out of 40, after shooting off P tie with W. H.
Ewing and D. J. Kearney, Montreal. Sher-
brooke won the Maul Trophy, emblematic of the
five-man team championship, with 228 out of
250. Hamilton was but one bird behind and
the finish between N. G. Bray and M. E. Flet-
cher, of the respective teams, proved very ex-
citing,' the result being in doubt until the last
shot had been fired. Montreal won the eight
man team championship with 140 out of 160
and received the Hamilton Gun Club Trophy.

The Vivian Cup for the longest run during
the tournament went to George Beattie, who
scored a straight 69 the first day.

The professionals shot a regular program of

200 targets, the hi^h man for i lie day being
J.A.R. Elliott, who made the phenomenal score
of 195 and almost broke the rPcjrd with lio
straight from 20 yards. For the three days
H. H. Stevens won high average with 562 with
W. B. Darton second with 553. Both reoeived

handsome gold watch fobs, donated by the
Sherbrooke Gun Cluib. These were very hand-
some and will be highly prized by the recipi-

ents.
George Beattie w.on high average for the

tournament with 373 out of 400 and received
the Grey Cup and gold medal and Remington
Trap Grade Repeating shot gun. The gold
watch donated toy the Canadian Indians for
second high average went to G. M. Howard,
who scored 363.

The leaders of the amateurs for the two
davs were: Geo. Beattie 373, G. M. Howard
363, J. E. Jennings 361, W. H. Ewing 355,
N. G. Brnv 353.
INDIVIPU VI, EVENTS— A.MATEURS.

Event — 1 2 3
No. Targets 20 r

Name. H'cap.
J. E. Jenmin.g-s 20 20 47 40
G. M. Howard 20 18 34 47
Geo. Beattie 20 17 48
W. H. Ewing 19
T. M. Craig 19

Tom Upton
Dr. "Wilson"
M. E. Fletcher ....

W. Carruthers
H. A. Horning
P. Wakefield
E. J. Marsh ....

J. A. McLaucrhlin..
H. D. Romans...
D. J. Kearney .......

W. A. Smith

G. J. Mason..,
A. E. Ross....
Dr. Bilker
F. W. Mitche
W. Galbraith.
N. Candlish...
R. Lewis...

17 16 48 43
17 14 45
17 15 47 45
17 17 38 38
IT* 17 39 41
16 19 44 47
16 14 33
16 14 42 40
17 19 40 45
17 18 41 41
17 13 43
16 19 47 4a

17 13 xl4 xl8
16 18 39
16 15 34
A- 1 18 47
17 18 42 37
17 11 38 40
17 17 45 xl9
18 14 42 46

18 45
15 39

17 16 42 42

H. E. Hibbard.
J. B. Goodhue..
E. C. Eaton ....

xWdthdrew.
Event No. 1—Brewers' & Malsters' Cup, won

by W. H. Ewing.
Event No. 2—Amateur Championship of

Canada, ^yon by W. H. Ewing.
Event No. 3—Grand Canadian Handicap. <—

Howard, Ewing, Craisr and Wakefield were ties
at 47 each. In shoot-off at 25 targets Ewing
won with 24. Howard 23, Wakefield 23 Craig
21. Handicap for Grand Canadian Handicap
only.

CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM EVENTS.
Two Man Teams

—

38
38

Kenyon 18. Lewis 19 ...... 1 37

Stockwell 20, Westovpr 18.
Bwinsr 20. Kearnev 18.

87
37
87
36

34
33
32
32

14, Hawkins 17 31

37

N. G. Bray 19
C. G. Thompson 18
A. W. West0ver 18
Dr. Stockwell 18
J. G. Smith 18
G. W. AtcOill

1 18
G. L. Vivian 18
G. M. Dunk...... 18
W. P. Thomson 18

R. Fenton 18
A. Heney 16
Easdale 16
Staney...... 1 16
Viau 16
E. Hawkjins 16

J. A. R. Elliott 1...

J. R. Taylor
A. E. Sibley
W. B. Darton ................... ...1

H. H. Stevens
E. G :White : u.j

A. E. W. Everett ...... i...,

T. A. Marshall......... ..:

L. J. Siguier
Professionals shot at 200 targets, sliding 1

1st professional average for 3 days—H. H

Howard 19, Bray 18...,

Dunk 18, Jennings 19...
McGill 18, Vivian 19...,

ITpton 17«, Horning 19.
W. P. Thomson 18. Beattie 17......: 35
Romans 16, McLaughlin 18 1 34
C. G. Thompson 15, Craig 19
Wakefield 16, Fe<nton 17...

Eaton 17. Carruthers 15
Dr. Smith 16, Sla<ne^ 1<

Bilkrr
Shoot-off: —

Stockwell 19, Westover 18.
Ewing 19 Kearney 17..... 1 1

86
Five-Man Teams:

—

Sherbrooke—C. G. Thompson 41. Craig 46,
Westover 47, Howard 49, Bray 45. Total 288.

Hamilton—Beattie 48, W. P. Thomson 48,

Upton 41, Hornincr 4~ Fl-teber 45. Total 227.
Toron tOf—McGill 43, Dunk 46. Vivi,an 45,

Fenton 40. Jenininc-s 45. Total 219.
Montreal—Ewinjg 47, Kenyon 45, Baton 43,

Dumont 38. Lewis 36. Total 209.
Ottawa—Heney 33, Easdale 37, Staney 39,

Viau 44. Dr. I. G. Smith 41. Total 194.
Eir bt Man Teams.

Montreal—Ewing 18, Kearney 17. Eaton 19.

Kenvon 17, Carruthers 18, Candlish 19, Du-
mont 19. Lewis 19. Total 146.

Sherbrooke— C. G. Thompson 16, Craig, 17,
Westover 17, Stockwell 17, Howard 19. Bray
.20, IMitohell 18. HiWhiard 16. Total 140.

Toronto—McGill 20, D<unk 18, Vivian 19.
Marsh 11, Mason 17, Fenton 18, Wakefield 17.
Jennings 20. Total 140.

Hamilton—Upton 15, W. P. Thomson 20,
Borminer 18, Fletcher 19, Beattie 20, Hawk ns
13, Hilker 12, Dr. "Wilson" 19. Total 136.

PROFESSIONALS.

46
20 49 47
15 47 47
18 41 46
17 39 46
18 47 45
19 44
18 41 43
19 41 37
18 38 43
17 46 43
11 44 46
16 45 42

35 32
35 37

18 39 41
15 43
13 44

11
13

19 19 19 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 195
19 15 20 18 17 18 14 19 19 17 176
18 17 18 19 17 20 17 18 19 18 181
18 18 18 18 19 18 20 20 19 18 186
19 19 17 19 19 19 18 20 19 20 189
18 18 18 18 16 20 19 18 19 19 183
18 16 16 18 17 17 17 18 15 18 170
17 20 16 20 20 19 19 19 18 16 184
18 19 15 17 18 19 20 18 16 16 176

ndioap, 16 to 20 1 yards.
Stevens, 562 out of 600.

2nd professional average for 3 days—W. B. Darton, 553 out of 60O.
Other professional averages for 3 days: Squier 548; Marshall 547, Taylor 547; White 542,

Sibley 523.
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MADE ENTIRELY" UNDERWEAR!
FROM THE WOOL C .1 ft • rx
of Australian r or theHuntingDays
TVLEFilNO 5HEEP It will be necessary for you to be well stocked

with the most comfortable underclothing as many
cold, wet days will be experienced during your
Hunting Trip.

Our Ceetee Underclothing is full fashioned
and is knitted to conform absolutely to every
muscle of the body thus giving greatest freedom
in handling Rod or Gun.

We manufacture it in all styles for men,
•vomen and children and want you to ask your
dealer to show you Ceetee underclothing—it is

fully guaranteed by lis!"

Tournament Notes

Toot ! Toot !

Geo. Beattie and W. H. Ewing, the two
Olympic ohampions, were the heroes of the
tournament.

A very pleasant feature of the tournament
was the presence of the following1 ladies: Mes-
dames W. H. Ewing, Montreal; F. A. Honey,
Ottawa; G. L. Vivian, Toronto; H. E. Hawk-
ins, H. A. Horning, Dr. Hilker, W. P. Thom-
son and Miss Couse, Hamilton.

A number of the Western shooters, includ-
ing the Hamilton ladies and gentlemen went
down by B. & O. steamer Kingston from To-
ronto to Montreal, and enjoyed a most delight-
ful sail through the Thousand Islands.

Rain the first and third days marred the
pleasure of the shoiryt, greatly.

Geo. Beattie and M. E. Fletcher shared
with Bobby Kerr in a splendid reception given
the Olympic champions by the citizens of Ham-
ilton on their return home.

A pleasing wind-up t0 the shoot was tne
presentation to L. J. Squier of a diamond scarf
pin as a token of appreciation of his services
in the office. The presentation was ,made by
Mr.C. G. Thompson on behalf of the officials
of the Association.

Court Thomson, the new Canadian U. M.
C. Co. representative, is certainly " making
good." More U.M.C. shells were used at this
tournament than any other and this was1 large-
ly owing to Court's personal influence and pop-
ularity. Besides he had the satisfaction of see-
ing the high professional average, nigh ama-

teur average, the individual championship, the
Grand Canadian Handicap and Brewers' and
Mals-ters' Cup won with U.M.C. shells.

Twenty-three shooters used U.M.C. and nine-
teen Winchester shells. The winners of the
two-man team used Winchester sheila and many
of the high scores were made with Winchester
loads. Elliott's wonderful run of 113 Inpm 20
yards was, of course with the popular Elliott
load. Joe Jennings, as always, used Winches-
ter Leaders.

Twenty-four shooters used Dupont, twentjr-
three New Schultze and two Infallible, n...

.

used a 26 grain Ballistite load in U. M. C.
shells. Beattie used 38 grains New Schultze in

U.M.C. shells.

Ewing did his splendid shooting both here
and in England with his handsome hign graue
Lefever. It has 32 inch, barrels and is cer-
tainly a winner.

Thos. A. Marshall, the U.M.C. professional,
was, as usual, the fun producer for the par-
ty. Thomas is no knight-bloomingr serious.

W. P. Thomson made a straighe score i»

the Hamilton eight-man team match. This
makes the seventh straight score he has ac-

counted for in the five-man and eight-man teaia
matches at Dominion tournaments. He seems
to have the habit.

For three days it rained shot almost *
bad as in dear old "Lunnon."

This was (*eo. M. Dunk's last shoot as an
amateur. Hereafter he will represent the Dom-
inion Cartridge Co. both on the road and at

the traps.

The oldest as well as one of the miost pop-
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ular shooters present was Mr. W. Slaney, Ot-
tawa, who, notwithstanding his 68 years has
still a good eye and steady hand.

Dr. Overholt was much disturbed bv theews of the forest fire at Fernie. His son
Frank was -it Michel, prettv much within tLv
fire zone.

E. C. Eaton, Montreal, the always o-enial
and popular "Eddie" dropped in on the

~ last
uay to help his team win the eight-man team
ehampionship. He had recently undergone an
operation for appendicitis nr- 1 his s"o>re of 19
out of 20 was an exceptionally good one und-
er the circumstances.

Messrs. Romans and McLaughlin of Dart-
mouth, N.S., gun club, were welcome additions
to the ranks. Both did good shooting during
the tournament.

The Sberbrooke officials certainly "made
geod" in their handling of this ibiysr shoot. All
the arrangements were as near perfect as pos-
sible.

After the tournament, n number of the
shooters enjoyed the hospitality of tW. H. and
Mrs. Ewing at their summer home at Wood-
lands.

The Squier Money Back System was an un-
qualified success. Every low man got his en-
trance money back, less price of targets, the
amounts required to do this varying from $2n
to 5 cents, while a substantial surplus was di-
yided among the hi^h guns.

A false alarm of fire caused a stampede a-
mong the guests at the New SherbrooKe. It
proved two things, however. First, that Tom
Marshall looks stunning in pajamas; second,
that he is a real nice man to be in bed so
•arh .

But what is the use of betting a million if

your wife says you haven't got it.

The Siquier Money-Back-S^stem nn t only, re-
paid every shooter his entrance money less
price of targets, but paid to the 15 high guns
a surplus of $240.00, as follows: 1st, George
Beattie, 373, $43.20; 2nd, G. M. Howard, 368,
$33.60; 3rd, J. E. Jennincrs, 361, $26.40; 4th
.W. IT. Ewing, 355. $24.00; 5th, N. G. Bray,
353, $19.20f 6th. G. L. Vivian, 349, $16.80 :

7 th, T. M. Craig, 346, $14.40; 8th, W. P.
Thomson, 345, $12.00; 9th, Dr. Smith, 34'1.

$12.00: 10th A. W. Westover, 341 89. P0- i
1

G. M. Dunk. 340. $7.20; 12th W. R. Fenton.
339. $7.20: 13th Geo. Lewis. 338. $7.20; 14th
F. W. Mitchell. 336. $9.60; 15th. W. Carruth-
ers. 336, $3.60.

SMITH GUNm^f^i SMITH GUN

Ladies Day at Hamilton

The fourth annual Ladies' day1 ,of the Ham-
ilton Gun Club was held on the club grounds
and, as in former years, very keen interest was
taken in the event for ladies at five targets,
known angles. The first honors went to Mrs.
John Hackett, who was also winner of last
year's first prize. Mrs. Hackett broke four
out of five targets shot at. Miss Van Brock-
Hn won second prize with a ^>reak of three,

while Mrs. Cantelon and Mrs. Bain tied for
third prize, and in the shoot off the former
won easily, equalling the score of Mrs. Hack-
ett by breaking four out of five.

H. E. Hawkins won the beautiful oil paint-
ing of that famous setter, Joe Cuimiming, pre-
sented to the Hamilton Gun Club as a trophv
by the Dupont Powder company. This event
was a 25 bird race, Hawkins breaking 24.
Ralph Ripley and Dr. Wilson were a close sec-
ond, with 23 to their credit. Court Thomson,
the TJ.M.C. pro., who has just returned from
a trip to the Maritime provinces, was the
truest of the club. The scores for the Dupont
Trophy — twenty-five targets)—Court Thomson

WON THE
GRAND

AMEIUCAhJ
.HANDICAP*

)02-\g0i

WON THE
|GR4NDdMERlC/W
AMATEUTL fUff

iCrMMPIONSHIPjIIl

OAT£-mG6m
is the

Standard
Excellen<

The Hunter
Arms Co.
Fulton
N. Y.

SMITH GUN
WON THE

IGRANDEASTERNl
H/WDIC/IP

^Philadelphia^

Semrjor ourc/frfcata/ogue./WCo/ors

(pro) 20, Raspberry 16, Waterbury 17, Cline
17, Beattie 19, Dr. Bilker 17, Hawkins 24,
Ripley 23, Scott 15, Sturt 18, Frank 17, W.
P. Thomson 22, Wark 20, Freed 18, Frfend
Rich 21, Horning 21, Dr. Wilson 23, Konkle
17, Hunter 19, Davies 22, Barnes,22, Bates
21, Dr. Greene 20, E. Clifford 15, W. Clifforrl
16.

Ladies—SuangetiS:—Mrs. Cantelon 2, Miss
Slacer 1, Miss Cline 0. Miss Groves 1 ,

m
Clifford 0, Mrs. Wark 0, Miss Conse 1, Miss
Hackett 0, Mrs. Hackett 4, Mrs. Bain 2, Miss
VanBrocklin 3, Miss McCredie 0, Miss Arm-
strong 1, Mrs. Davidson 0, Miss E. Moore 0,
Miss M. Mn ore 0, Mrs. Barnes 1, Miss Climie 0.

Shoot-off for third prize—Mrs. Cantelon 4
Mrs. Bain 2.

To comae out first in the Olympic games
was a great triumph and this was the record
of the Lefever gun-. Mr. Walter Ewing, of Mon-
treal, who won the first prize and gold cup,
emblematic of the world's highest shooting hon-
ors used a Lefever. There were three stages
governing this great test, which included known
and um-known traps, all at unknown anjgl<es\ and
this provided a severe test. Mr. Ewing-, under
the most adverse conditions, was first in each
of these stages with the creditable score o-f

ninety per cent, thus gaining the individual
championship for the entire program. "To see
this champion break clay birds at seventy
yards with a gun containing a game charge
emphasizes the wonderful system of taper bor-
ing 0f this American gun." This is the com-
ment of an E-Tg-li^h sport in-"- journal and shows
the effect produced by this record on the other
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»ide. Any of our shooting readers who will
address the Oonupamy at Syracuse, N.Y., an i

request their catalogue will have one for-
warded to them.

At the thirty-ninth annual shoot of the
New England Schuetzen Bund at Westville,
Conn., F. C. Ross made 67 points out of a
possible 75 on Honor Targets, defeating over
fifty crack nuarksiren. Mr. Ross shot with a
Stevens rifle equipped with

fl
Stevens

telescope. The first, second and third
prizes o<n the Ring targets were won by Con-
testants using Stevens rifles, as well as the
first and second prizes on the Honor target.

Clinton Gun Club announce that their 18th
annual tournament will be held on Thanksgiv-
ing Day and the day following. There will be
ten events -at 20 targets each day, divided on
Jack Rablbit system, and all shooters will stand
at 16 yards. There will be good average money
as well as - guarantee of $400 in purses. A
special event will be 25 targets, each day, at
22 yards, known as Long Distance Champion-
ship, in which the mone\ " will be divided, higjh

guns, two moneys for every five entries. A
beautiful silver cup, valued at $25.00, to the
high mam in this event for the two days.

Guelph Shots Were Defeated

Guelph, Aug. 27—A team of eleven memtbers
of the Brampton Gum Club came to Guelph yes-
terday afternoon to shoot la team race with lo-

cal men. Their opponents consisted of an equal
liulmiber of the Roval City Gum Club. Although
the Guelph men were defeated in the match by
six birds, they demonstrated to onlookers that
they could smash -asphalt crockery with the best

of them before the aftemo'on shoot was over.

After the shoot, the Royal City Club enter-

tained the visitors at the Western Hotel. The
following are the scores:

—

11 Man Team Shoot—25 birds per Man:
Brarrpton—Wilson 19, Packham 20, Beck

16, Pecker 16, Fletcher 23, White 23, Ghoate
23, Campbell 22, Dunk 21, Morris 14, Hamis
17. Total 214. •

.

Guelph—L. Singular 22, W. G. Mitchell 1/,

Spalding 24, Sleeman 17, H. H. Cull 21, W.
Singular 23, Dunk 22, F. Sweetmam 17, Rhodes
13 A. Ritchie 18, Burnett 14. Total 208.

'Sweep No 1—15 birds—Mitchell 14, Choate
10, Beck 10, Cull 14, Ritchie 12, L. Singular

11, Peaker 8, Packham 11, White 11, W. Sin-
gular 13, Rhodes 8, Dunk 15, Campbell 12.

Fletcher 14
Sweep No. 2—15 birds—Cull 13, Mitchell 12,

L. Singular 11, Beck 9, Packham 11, White y
Ritchie 8, Rhodes 6, Campbell 13, W. Singular

14, Choate 14, Peaker 11. Fletcher 11.

Sweep No*. 3—10 birds—Mitchell 10, L. Sin-

gular 8, Beck 7, Rhodes 5, Choate 3, Peaker
9 Fletcher 9, Cull 8, White 9, W. Singular 10.

Sweep No. 4—10 birds—Mitchell 10, L. Sin-

gular 9, Cull 9, White 10, Beck 6.

For Three

SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will give a

Vest
Pocket

Light
Valued at $1.50.

Every hunter, angler and
yachtsman should own

one.

YOU CAN PROCURE

THE BEST
AT

BEST PRICES
IN

Guns, - Rifles
Revolvers

Ammunition
Camping Equipment

FROM US

Fall hunters will find it to their decided
advantage to purchase their outfit from

us. Write for prices.

WARREN & ELLIS
Toronto's Leading Sporting Goods Store

302 YONGE ST., TORONTO
Phone Main 6737

THE HUNT WILL SOON BE ON.
These are only a few of the great variety

of Sights we make.

ft^lS Price

$2.00 ^Bsy
How Are Your Rifle Sights?

The Watson Sights compared with others
are as silk compared with cheese cloth.

They are not the cheapest on earth, but
they are certainly the best.

If you want to plaster every bullet with
blood, the Watson Sights are the quickest

and surest means to that end.

My specialty is: Giving a man exactly what
he wants.

Full directions for ordering found in

printed matter.

T. A. WATSON
CREEMORE, ONTARIO, CANADA
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WATSON'S
SCOTCH.

THE

Sportsman's Favorite

JAMES WATSON &- CO., LIMITE*>
SCOTCH WHISKY DISTILLERS
DUNDEE - - - SCOTLAND
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NEW TRAILS
T O T H E

Canadian Game Lands

EFORE the six railways of the Canadian Northern

System followed the old fur trails into the Canadian

game lands, only a hardy few dared to go in. But now,

the back places of the woods— wealthy in moose, caribou, deer

and bear—may be quickly and easily reached. The Canadian

Northern System serves a wide range of undisturbed territories.

Here are a few suggestions:

—

The country between Parry Sound and Sudbury traversed

by the Canadian Northern Ontario Railway is a land of

lonely muskeg and brule, the native country of the white-tailed

deer. From Sudbury north to Sellwood this same line goes in

through a moose hunting territory unequalled in Ontario.

The Canadian Northern Quebec and Quebec and
Lake St. John Railways span the native country of the

ouananiche, northern brook trout, and the spruce shored lakes

of the Roberval country, where the moose and caribou abound.

The eastern shore of Nova Scotia, from Yarmouth to

Halifax, is served by the HalifaZ and South Western
Railway. On the barrens, slightly inland from the railway,

are some of the best places,for big moose in the east.

The Canadian Northern Railway, from Port Arthur
to Edmonton, with many branches, griddles almost undisturbed
haunts of moose, caribou, deer, wolves, bear and all species of

four-footed and feathered game.

For 'Information—general and special—address the

Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Railway, roronto
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To get the full values

from your vacation nega-

tives print them, or have

them printed, on

VELOX
Velox is made especially for use

with negatives that have been ex-

posed under the harsh conditions

of light that the amateur almost in-

variably encounters—no other
paper therefore, so well fits his par-

ticular requirements. (We make
other papers for the professional

thatare suited to Jiis needs. ) Velox
is simple to handle, prints in any
light, requires no dark room for

development and permits the lama-
teur to utilize the evening hours
for print making.

There are grades and surfaces to

suit all negatives and all tastes

—

either black and white or the sepia

tone is at the command of any
amateur. If you do your own
printing, use the paper that is made
to meet your specific needs—Velox,
If you have your printing done by
another, insist on the use of the
paper that is made to suit your
negatives, the paper that is right—
Velox.

'

' Velox Booklet free at any Kodak
Dealers or by mail

Canadian Kodak Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO - CAN.

LYMAN'S
Bow=Facing Rowing Gear

Rowing Gear with handle part detached from the boat
to show the Ball and Socket Joint.

Several advantages, viz : the front view, the in
creased ease and speed ingrowing, the rising of {the bow
instead of depressing it, the closing up of the oar out of
the way while on the boat, the increased facility ia
avoiding obstacles, the diminished effort of hand and
eyes in steering, rowing without noise, the better bal-
ance and swing of the oars, have commended this gear
to all who have tried it.

The gear can be attached to almost any boat, and is

especially adapted to hunting (indispensible in duck
shooting), fishing and all kinds of pleasure boating.

Send for our Catalogue of Rowing Gear
and Rifle Sights.

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION

M1DDLEFIELD, CONN.. U. S. A.

Raw Fur Shippers
Read the | following and
govern yourself accordingly

B. C. Can., July 30th, '08

Mr. Jas. P. Ellis,
20 E. 16 St. N.Y.

Dear Sir .—Yours of the 23rd with check enclosed
for $212. 50 at hand and all satisfactory. Well Mr.
Ellis we have done a little business this spring,
$3000 worth and appear to have got along very well.
Your assortment Jtias been fair and you have not
tried to deceive me as some, yes a good many others
have tried to do. I don't want the earth but I do
like a square deal and I must say you have come up
to the mark all along the line. Now what I want
to know is this : wnat kinds of fur skins will sell
and be in the best demand next season? Will lynx
hold up long do you think? I do not expect to
handle any more furs this summer but you will
surely hear from me again and I hope I shall be able
to do as satisfactory but a more extensive business
next season. With many thanks for your kindness
and piomptness, I am

^1 ^ Yours very truly

mmm<tt* O. MTLXER, B. C. Can.

. It is impossible to satisfy everyone but I would
like a chance on your collection providing the skins
are prime. Furthermore I will hoid your goods
subject to your orders if you wish. Price list issued
during latter part of Nov. Yours for the asking.
But remember, I dont want early caught unprime
furs.

JAS. P. ELLIS
20 E. 16 St., Dept. A., New York.

Established 1899.
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HIGHLANDS of ONTARIO
FOR-

Big Game
Reachedvia the Grand Trunk RailwaySystem

DEER-Open Season- Nov. 1st to Nov. 15th
both days inclusive.

MOOSE--Open Season--Nov. 1st to Nov. 15th
In some districts in Northern Ontario including Temagami, Oct. 16th to

Nov. 15th, both days inclusive.

Write to any agent of the Grand Trunk Railway System for
free copy of "Haunts of Fish and Game.'* It contains full

Information maps, game 1aWs, etc

W. E. DAVIS G. T.BELL
Passenger Traffic Manager General Passenger & Ticket Agent

MONTREAL MONTREAL
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ARROWS
NITRO CLUB
SHOT SHELLS

UMC

They are steel lined. That protects the smokeless

powder, also your gun and face. "The finest quality

in the world,'* write expert shots, hunters and guides.

For perfect results shoot perfect U. M. C
Shells- the Standard of America.

Game Latva Free

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

Agency 313 Broadway New York

Strong, sofe.even loads ^
in all combinations of IwS?
shot and smokeless KsaH

powderf*^

BRENNAN MARINE

—MOTORS—
have desirable features found in no other

makes. They are unequalled for power,
speed, reliability and economy. High
speed motors for speedy craft, heavy
duty 6-cylinder engines for large cruiseis

and commercial boats. Made in one of

the largest and best equipped factories

in America. WRITE FOR OUR
LATEST CATALOGUE. Special at-

tention to Canadian customers.

WhyBuyaNewCar?
Send us specifications and we will furnish you with a new motor

and transmission gear that will make your car run better than
when new. Hosts of pleased customers have saved money in this
way. References furnished on request.

BRENNAN ENGINES can be furnished complete to fit all the
standard makes of cars, such as Packard, Peerless, Thomas. Olds,
Ford, Russell, Stevens, Duryea, Pope, etc., etc.

2-cylinder, horizontal, opposed and 4-cyUnder vertical type.
All our engines are very quiet, flexible, economical and efficient

on all speeds. COMPLETE CHASSIS BUIIJ TO ORDER IF
DESIRED. Prices on application.

Brennan Motor Mfg. Co., Syracuse, TV. Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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r

No. 10 $3.50 No. 14 $5.00
19XJ9
26 in.

No. 12 $4.00
18x17
24 in.

20 in.

Size of seat 16x1
Height of back from seat 23 in.
Height of arm from seat 9% in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furniture is sold
at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOUNGBR'S WILLOW FURNITURE.
I grow my qwn Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I guarantee strength and durability of

every article. As to BEAUTY of this furniture, it speaks for itself. The handsome set, illustrated above, sells for
$12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow. That means coolness and comfort. There is

no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and unhealthy upholstered chair when you can buy
these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs, Fancy
Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilist's Bakets, and numerous other articles. Special bas-
kets or any style made to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points. Send for catalog-

W. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., loronto.

H.Walters&Sons
HULL, CANADA

SUPPLIERS TO LARGEST LUMBER FIRMS IN CANADA

Our ideal Hunter's Axe
{%% LBS.)

for Campers and Hunters mailed QC
to any address for i/OC

This is not a Toy but a real Axe. Also

Hudson Bay Pattern
Same Weight and price.

Can supply above patterns in i^, 2, 2^, 2V2 and 2^ weights.

We are Manufacturers, not noOehy makers
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AFTER A MEAL

Welds
REALLY DELIGHTFUL

THAT DAINTY MINT COVERED
CANDY COATED CHEWING GUM
AN OUNCE FOR A NICKEL and inS^ANdIO^PACKETS

Ll FRANK H. FLEER ft CO. INC. PHILADELPHIA and TORONTO. A

Are the most adaptable, serviceable
and satisfactory rods for southern
winter fishing, northern summer
fishing, ocean, lake or brook fishing.

Casting, trolling or still fishing.

Time has proven the superiority of

steel fishing rods, particularly the
'BRISTOL." Every" BRISTOL"
Steel Fishing Rod is guaranteed

for three years. Learn all

about the various styles in
~ the beautiful illustrat-

\^ ed catalogue mail-
X ed free.

• \ TH E

\ H0RT0NMFG.C0.
\ 32 NORTON ST

j BRISTOL, CONN

Wall Papers
Let your ideas on wall paper be
what they will, you will find us
able to satisfy them. The goods
are here, all crisp, bright and new,
the prettiest offering for shoppers
you ever looked at.

Novelties are here—so are values.
We make the combination irres-

istible.

Samples will be forwarded free

of charge to any address. Please
state for what room, color and
price desired.

The J. Bolus Co.
LIMITED

245 Yonge St. - Toronto

High Speed 18 ft.

Runabout
Beam: 4 ft. 8 in. Speed: 12 miles per hour.

•. This boat will beat any boat of its length, beam and power
in your harbor. 6 H. P. Gray Motor, Reversible Clutch,
Mechanical Force Feed Oiler. Mahogany Finish. Starting
ratchet and control in rear of motor. Everything handy for
operator so he does not have to leave his seat to do anything
on the motor. Auto steering wheel or brass double handle, as
preferred. Linoleum on floor. Price with Brass Chocks,
Cleats, $265. NOTE—If you want to build a boat off these
lines we will furnish them free to your boat builder if he
buys and installs a Gray Motor.

Gray Motors

97 50

, 2, 3 & 4 cylinders
2Yz to 40 h. p.

6 Engine with complete boat d>

outfit not bare. Shaft, Pro- w
h _ peller Wheel, Stuffing Box,
"•P" Muffler, Batteries, Spark

Coil, Switch, etc., all ready
to install in your boat.

2x/h, with complete boat outfit, $C7.50
/2 p. (not bare) O /

w
Gray Motors are made in the lar-

gest and most uptodate plant in
the world devoted exclusively to
making 2-cycle marine engines.

GUARANTEED by a responsible
concern—ask Dun or Bradstreet
or any bank in Detroit.

Immediate Delivery
Our enormous output enables us to keep stock on hand and ship at once.

GRAY PUMPING OUTFITS
poses requiring large volume of water. Write for details and prices.

Write today for 19C8 catalog, showing how we build motors.

GRAY MOTOR CO.. 64 Leib St., Detroit,
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RAW
We earnestly solicit your business this

season. Send us your name and address

that we may regularly mail our Price Lists

to you

ESTABLISHED 1865

E. T. Carter 81 Co.
83-85 Front Street, East

TORONTO - CANADA

FURS
A Good Hatchet is a Camp Necessity

For Sportsmen, Trappers,

Hunters.

The Damascus Hunting Hatchet

IS HAND FORGED.

This means it's made right, - right material,
right shape, right temper.

IS THIN AND TOUGH.
Cuts clean and deep with every stroke, it's a
"chopper," not a "hacker."

HOLDS ITS EDGE.
Will cut soft wood, hard wood, big game, without
spoilin g its keen, sharp edge.

HAS A HANDLE THAT WON'T SLIP OR TURN.
Cold w;ather m»ans MITTENS, and mittens ani a
round, straight handle don't go well together.

HASTHE JONES ADJUSTABLE
HANDLE FASTENER.

You can tighten the handle without filling the end
full of nails and wedges, and replace a broken
handle without burning it out.

"JUSTTURN THE SCREW."

* Price $2.50 with Leather Sheath.

Weighs (with sheath and 16 inch handle) i ^ to 2 1bs. Your choice of 16 18.23. 22 or 24 inch handle, straight or
curved. BUY ONE TODAY OF YOUR DEALER. If he will not supply you, send us his n»me and $2.50 and we
will forward hatchet, express prepaid. Money back if not satisfied,

THB DAM A. >CU3 CAMP AXE 13 JCJiTA* G)0D—ONLY BIGGER.

THE C. A. C. AXE COMPANY
D3pt H, 35 Coa?res3 Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod
This Rod tfill not Gobble, bend or break at the joints. Any cleaner WiU fit it.

As will be seen by the accompanying sectional cuts when its three sections are screwed home, it is to all in-

tents as solid as a one-piece rod. Along, neatly fitting steel dowel enters the recess prepard for it in its solid

brass section and imparts to the rod a special rigidity which the screw thus relieved of all side strain upon it, backs

up. It has two
steel joints, steel

swivel at its end
and two detach-

able tips. Price
prepaid, $1.00.

Marble's Rifle

Cleaner is made All Dealers or Marble S*f-t" \x=! Co., 101-129 D»1t* \ve . Gladstone. Mich.

of brass gauze wask-
ers on a spring tfmp-
erert torsional wire,
"it follows the twist"
cleans quickly and
thoroughly and lasts

a lifetime. Fits any
rod. Frice, prepaid,
,
r>0cts. State caliber.
Send for 46-page

catalog of specialties
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The Chew-Chew Man
He'll Get You if You

Don't WatchOut

You think you
chew your food

but you don't. You bite

it a few times and then "bolt" it down. The result—im-
perfect insalivation, hence imperfect digestion.

It is what you digest—not what you eat—that makes
bone, brain and tissue. Thorough chewing and mixing
with saliva is the first process in digestion. You simply
have to chew

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
You can't bolt it down as ycu would a mushy porridge

—

hence it is all digested and every particle of nutriment in

the cooked whole wheat is taken up and converted into

brain, bone and muscle.

Horace Fletcher, the original " Chew-Chew Man," recently visited

"the home of Shredded Wheat," and this is what he wrote in the guest
book: "Charmed beyond description and gratified beyond expression
with all the details of organization. The atmosphere is redolent of
mutual welfare in the true sense."

Shredded Wheat induces "Fletcherism" and, hence, promotes digestior
and good health. Children fed on it have sound teeth and good bones
Try the BISCUIT (heated in oven) for breakfast with milk' or cream.
TRISCUIT is the Shredded Wheat Toast. It is delicious with butter,

cheese or marmalades.

THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT CO. LTD., Niagara, Falls, Ont
Toronto Off ce : 32 Church St.

Cook Book
7

"It's all in the Shreds"

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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beyourown TAXIDERMIST

Mounted by our student Charles Donart, Klamath falls, Ore.

LEARN TO MOUNT BIRDS> animals, gameI.C#iniff M *J IViUUI* I HEADS, FISHES, AMD
TO TAN SKINS, MAKE RUGS, ROBES, ETC.

Preserve Your Splendid Game Trophies
can now learn the wonderful art of Taxidermy in your own home

* during spare time. We can teach you with complete success by mail to
mount all kinds of beautiful specimens so they will appear just like life, and
the work will be permanent and will retain its beauty for centuries.

f%UR course of lessons will make you, not an amateur, but a real taxl-
m̂ f dermis!, capable of doing high grade mounting. Our students su<-<-ee<i

.

We teach nothing but Taxidermy, and seven years of success have enabled us
to teach the art quickly and by the very latent and easiest methods. Save
your trophies of gun and rod. They are valuable. Decorate your home, den,
or office with these fine pieces of art, and enjoy to the limit the results of your
hunting and fishing trips.

BIG PROFITS IN TAXIDERMY
PROFESSIONALS earn from $2,000 to $3,000 per year in the business. Here is a great un-
* crowded field for the young man. From $15 to $30 per week may be easily earned in game
seasons by giving it your spare lime on Jy. There is an eager market for every well mounted
specimen, and not half enough Taxidermists to supply the demand.
MMMRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET and full particulars about our school for sports

-

men. It tells how we teach this great art by mail Every hunter, trapper, angler,
outdoor lover should have it, and it's FREE. Read it and you will then see what you are
mis-ing, if vou do not already know this wonderfully fascinating art. Our school is highly in-
dorsed and recommended by all leading sportsmen's magazines, the best known Taxidermists,
and by our 17,000 successful students. Remember that this is the only original and relia-
ble Taxidermy school in the world, and that we guarantee success or refund tuition fee in
full. Our charges are reasonable, and our service unsurpassed.

y\ftr7i
mFaP TOOA V for our catalog, and we will send you freewwama m mm m %*s**m m a cony of the Taxidermy Magazine, a sam-

ple of our beautiful diploma, and hundreds of letters from our pleased
students,
NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, Box 10 F, Omaha, Neb.

The Ideal Equipment for the Hunter Consists of

:

A GOERZ "CERTAR" RIFLE TELESCOPE
A GOERZ "PERNOX" (hunting) BINOCULAR
A "GOERZ-ANSCHUTZ" CAMERA fitted of course

with a Goerz lens.

The possession of such an outfit would increase the possibilities of the

success of the hunt, assure you of the most thorough enjoyment of the trip, and

enable you to preserve, (in pictures) the pleasant memories connected therewith.

Write us at once for full information and the name of the nearest dealer

who will supply you with our goods*

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

Heyworth Building 52 Union Square, E. Claus Spreckels Building,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A reliable revolver is a guard against surprise.

A good thing to have handy.

Whether you are a bold hunter in the heart of the

forest or a timid woman in the atmosphere of home, an H & R
Revolver affords both confidence and protection.

For over thirty-six years we have been the most

exacting critics in firearms manufacturing.

That is why an H & R Revolver never disap-

points— because it is dependable, safe, certain, accurate. It is

the weapon for you.

Our illustrated catalog is replete with styles and sizes,

among which we would especially recommend our H & R Automatic,

double action, 32 caliber, 6 shot, or 38 caliber, 5 shot, 3^ inch barrel,

nickel finish, $6.00. H & R Hammerless, $7.00.

Sold by all first-class dealers. Rather than XtWip
accept substitutes order from us direct.

Write to-day for this Veautiful catalog.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS COMPANY,
491 PARK PLACE WORCESTER, MASS.

Send postal

for catalogue

—you'll be

glad you did.

SAVAGE
Send Your Message
Through the Savage Featherweight.

Model 99 Hammerless.

Six pounds of Savage efficiency—the lightest big game
repeating rifle in existence.

In these six pounds is concentrated every quality a sports-

man wants—the famous Savage distinctive merits :

Death-dealing accuracy to 500 yards.

Projecting indicators. Free lever action.

True rifling; uniform flat trajectory.

Perfect balance—every shot.

Direct Feed. Revolving magazine.

Slight Recoil.

"Safety" that locks both lever and mechanism.

Six shots. Caliber: 25-35, 30-30, and 303.20-inch round barrel.

Model 99
Featherweight
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Put a Glass of Water
on the Cylinder

ot the Leader Horizontal Opposed Marine Engine, while running
at normal e°o R. P. M. and not a drop will be spilled. This is a
fine, delicate test and not another marine motor on the market

could duplicate it. It simply shows that the
Leader is the only non-vibrating marine engine.

There is a reason for it. The impulse vibration of
one cylinder neutralizes that on the other, and practi-
cally eliminates vibration of the whole. The cylinders
being opposed, take up all vibration between them,
and the result is a silent, smooth running engine that
can only be duplicated by an electric motor. Auto-
mobile manufacturers recognize this principle and
use the horizontal opposed type of motor

Do manufacturers ot upright engines cell you because their crank shafts are fitted with
counterbalance bobs they eliminate vibration i Well, don't you believe it. Ride in a boat with
a vertical engine and then in one fitted with the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine, and note
the difference. Let their makers say what they will, it is absolutely impossible to prevent con-
siderable vibration in upright engines; vibration means discomfort and boat injury.

Owing to its compactness, the Leader Horizontal Opposed Engine can be installed beneath an athwartship locker

in a launch, under the cockpit floor of a cabin cruiser, and un ler the deck of an auxiliary yacht, thereby not consuming

one inch of available passenger room. This increases the passenger-carrying capacity of your boat 25 per cent, or more.

The Leader is by far the cleanest engine on the market, and very convenient because every part is readily accessible.

It starts from the switch ; after that, all you have to watch is the course ahead.

The Leader was the first successful horizontal opposed 4-cycle engine placed on the market and to-day it is easily

three years ahead of it nearest competitor. I personally guarantee every engine that goes out of this shop, because I

know that it is perfect in every feature. Running, as we are, more than full capacity it would perhaps be a little cheaper

not to give each one such painstaking care, but I will not permit an engine to leave the testing block until it has proven

perfect in every part. Therefore, a guarantee from me with my long experience (22 years), and my personal standing in

this field of work, means that you take no risk.

Write to-day for our Catalog No. 15-B, Free for the asking.

THE SINTZ-WALLIN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
EASTERN OFFICE;

150 Nassau St New York.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK :

F. A. Ballou .879 Main St.

SOUTHERN OFFICE :

340 Carondelet St. . .New Orleans, La.

Members National Association Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

Leader Non-Vibrating Motor.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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^^
1 I I I 1 1 1 I I I I I I Mil 10GASOLINE MOTORS

RELIABLE - REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE,
MOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

AND WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED;
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER. TYPES
Send to-day for free catalog "N"

UNITED MANUFACTURING Ca
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBR1DGE ST.

Please send
io cents fo7

our book entit-

led Ignition,

Vaporization*

Installation,

and Operat-

ion of a Gas-
oline Motor.

Motors on exhibition at motor
mart, 1876 Broadway. Ruraery
& Vail, sales agents.NewYork

Canadian Agents—Capital Boat and Canoe Work*; t. T, Dey and Sons, Ottawa, Canada.

Thousands of fisherman this season are taking solid comfort
with a

COLLER ATTACHABLE GRIP
Why Don't You ?

Mr. J. W. Mossman, Elbow I,ake, Minn., writes:
"If I could not get another, would not sell mine for
three times the pHce." We are receiving many just
such letters. Get a "Coller Grip" now and take
cotnfoi t. Will fit any steel or wood bait casting rod.
Red rubber 6oc. gray rubber 50c. Sold by dealers
everywhere, if not send P. O. direct.

The Coller Rubber Grip Co. .De p 1. 1 3 .Coldwater,Mich.

AND TAXIDERMISTS
SUPPLIES

New catalogue now ready. Showing the most complete line of taxidermist's supplies
ever listed. Glass Eyes, Tools, Felt, Wire, Skulls, t hields, Etc. We sell to the lead-

ing taxidermists all over the country, for our goods and prices are right. We want
every user of supplies to have our new catalog now. Mailed free lor asking. Write fbr

Catalog No. 52. We also mount all kinds of specimens and sell game heads. ,

NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, Dept. 10, OMAHA NEBRASKA

Get one now to use on your vacation.

NO. 602 "ILERY" POCKET KNIFE T00I KIT.

Made in America.

Every one has use for a Knife,

Reamer, File, Saw, Chisel or

Screw Driver.
r

l his outfit is

practical, yet so small, being
contained in a LeatherPocket
Book 4% x 3% inches, is, by
carrying it in your pocket,

always at hand for immediate
use, whether Camping, Boat-
ing, Teaming, Driving, in

the Shop, Factory, Office,

Store, Warehouse, Automo
bile, on the Farm, bicycle,

or around the Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or

detached to the Pocket Knife
in a second.
Sent Host Paid on receipt

of price $2.25.

Use it five days and if not
satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.

BULL CO., 89 Olive Ave., TORONTO, ONTARIO

The DUNN Marine Motor
Complete Outfit $42.50

Engine only $33. 4-cycle Reversible
This high power 4-cycle motor with batteries,
coil, shaft, propeller, tanks and njuffUr.
tested ready to instal in skiff or launch. Weight
100 lbs. bore 33 4 in. Stroke 4 in. 13-4h. p.
actual. I also build 2 and 3 cylinder and
stationary motors.

Walter E. Dunn, Ogdensburg, N. Y

Every Motor Boat Owner is Interested in

Spark Pluas
We have made arrangements with the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York, to supply us with a quantity of their
famous Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, which we are going
to GIVE AWAY TO MOTOR BOAT OWNRP8

FOR TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS WE WILL
SEND ONE OF THESE PLUGS

Only a limited number to be distributed.

PLUGS SELL FOR $1.25 EACH

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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For Sale, Want, and
Exchange Depts.

Advcrtiiementi will be in.

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with
order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month. .

602 YORK STREET, KENNELS, London, I

Ontario, Breeder of Deer, Fox and Rabbit
Hounds. 4 3fc

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, twin cylin-
der, two cycle, two port, reversible, gaeolen*
engine. Weight 165 lbs., bore 3* inches, stroke
•i inches. Diameter of fly wheel, 12 inches

;

lenffth of crankshaft, 24 inches; width of base.
»i inchee; height of cylinder from centre ot
crankshaft. 18 Inch.; main bearings. 8 8-16
by li inches; speed, 250 to 1200 revolutions
per minute, guaranteed new. Apply H. T. Allsopp
07 King St. E. Toronto.

TO RENT—Caanp Cottages on the nortr
sfcore of Lake Huron, near Desbarats, Ont
Address R. Shaughnesay. Desbarats, Ont.

12tf

FOR SALE—Ferret Muzzles, small, medium,
large, steel band, locks itself on; is loose on
ferret; cannot come off; can remove instantly.
25c each.—Nauzatuck Muzzle Co., 149 Mam St.
Nauzatuck, Conn. 5—It

RIFLES—Winchester, Savage, Marlin, All

kinds. All calibers at bargain prices. Great-
est values ever offered in Canada.
Seeing is believing. Come and see, or write
stating kind and caliber wanted, and we will

send cost.—Lyon Manufacturing & Sporting
Goods Co., 435 Yonge Street (just below
Carlton Street ) Toronto. 5 It

FOR SALTC—Cheap. First-class Deerhound
Excellent markings. Apply* Box D., Rod and
Gun. 5—It

TRAFPTNG METHODS Absolutely Free. -
Trapper Bill, Sunderland, Vt. 5 It

"BPjOWNTNG AUTOMATIC SHOTOTJN." -
12 gauge, 28 inch barrel, new. shoots beauti
fully. Duck case. $20.00. Will exchange for

good hunting rifle. 30-30 or 303 short barrel
preferred.—E. Sllney, 504 New York Life Bldg.
Montreal. 5—It

CAKADA'S BEST Registered Hunting Bea
fles, pedigreed bitcb pups for sale. Resr'stered
ogs at stud. Write.—W. R. Brown, Klpinburg

Ont. 5—It
RUBBER STAMPS.—We manufacture onl>

the best and can supply same on shortest no-
tice. Repairs promptly attended to.—O. E.
Walker. Taris, Ont. 5—2t

FOR SALE—Hound Pups, from best hunt
tner stock. Apply) to J. Maynard, Woodstock
Ont. 5—It

T7T/* TF^WETRHT SAVAGE RIFLE — A
bargain. Price on application.—The D. Pike
Co., Limited, Toronto.

303 W.C.F. Rifle for sale. Write us
price.—The D. Pike Co., Limited, Toronto.

for

WTVPHEST^p TUMP GUN. Get our pri-
.—The D. Pike Co., Limited, Toronto.

A Jfi FOOT Varnished Basswood Canoe
New. $30.00.—The D. Pike Co., Limited, To-
ronto.

A CLA PO ROTJGH 12 Gaucre Gun-pood con-
dition. $27.50. A bargain.—The D. Pike Co.,
Limited, Toronto.

ceS
SF
Th™

n£LJtVjFFVEj{
.
GUNS ^ close pri-ces.—The^D^Pike Co., Limited, Toronto.

~h A 3£ C-AL. D A - Revolver with 500 cart-?S °"The D
'
Pike Co- Limited,^:

Build Your Own Boat

A
B
nd
„Savc50 Pcrcentto 75 percent

of Cost of Your Finished Boat.

f^e
J?2£- y kn

£f
k -dow« frame, and patterns

™Ir£ « Vn *" We asfemble °«r ferries and
^-n^1 ° pieC/ ac

£
uratf> 'y so ycu car not fail to

OSS aS
Wgri?e

d
u^o^l^f^^ 8510^ 1 W

CANADIAN BOAT PATTERN WORKS.
97 1-2 Ada la id e St. W. Toronto

This
Clean-
er can^ be attached

to any stan-
dard rod, and

may be freely
used in the finest

' rifle without the
possibility of injur-

* ing it. Each of its

sections are composed of

six washers of the softest
« brass gauze that can be
made, and are a trifle less in

x> ' diameter than the bore for

<JV which they are designed. By this

arrangment the spring of its temp-
ered steel-hackbone presses but one
side of each section against the bore

land the twist iD tbe wire causes the Cleaner to follow thelines of

[

the rifling with the result that eveiv at' m ot the here is treated,
and that all hading, coppfr, rust or prv der crust is quickly re-
mo ed. This CJ< an i do J > Its work quickly and ihoioiifchlj andj
> c exceedingly durable PRICE. fOc.
Field Clearer, Ifc: rce-lrsid. Ask ycur dra icr f-

A rifle red that v ill rot "v ol 1 If" o) > re \ pt joints is descnl td I

m 4<i page free catalog of Marble's --Fxtra Quality" Specialties
for spoitMnen.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY ,

101-129J Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.
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ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS.
Readers who fail to consult our advertising pages miss a large proportion of

the most interesting matter in the Magazine. They will find that they may learn

much from these announcements.
Every advertisement in ROD AND GUN comes from a responsible firm,

and our readers may be assured of courteous answers to all inquiries and good
value from all purchases made through these pages.

Automobiles.

Dayton Tonneau Co 6

Oldsmobile Co. of Canada Ltd 7

Animal Traps
Oaeida Community Co 18

Ales and Beers

Labatt, Tohn inside front cover

Automobile Accessories

Breeze Carbureters 20
Dry Cells' Electrical Specialties Ltd 470
National Coil Co 24
Never Miss Spark Plugs 14
Sta-Rite-R. E Hardy Co 3
Vulcan Sparking Batteries—Vulcan Combination

Sparking and Lighting System, Spark Plugs,

Elbridge Ignition Dynamos, Spark Coils and
French Accessories—Croftan Storage
Batterv Co 25

Wizard Magneto-Canadian Fairbanks Co 8

Ammunition

Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co . 473
Dominion Cartridge Co 467
English Schultze, London and Toronto Trad-
ing Co. . . J 17
Mullerite—Schoverling Bros 22
Shot—Montreal Rolling Mills Co 477
Snap-Shot and Carbon Powder—Hamilton Pow-

der Co 24
U. M. C. -Union Metallic Cartridge Co 37
Winchester Repeating Arms Co Inside front cover

Books For Sportsmen
National Sportsmen 28
G nseng 32
Practical Dog Education 25

Batteries

Vulcan Sparkers— Croftan Storage Battery Co. 25

Boots For Sportsmen

Beal. R. M. Leather Co 15
Putman H. J. & Co 27
Palmer John Co 10
Witch-Elk—Witchell Scheill Co Ltd 50

Cameras and Kodaks

Canadian Kodak Co., Ltd 35
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co 23
Goerz C. P. American Optical Co 42
Lea & Sargent 49

Camp Supplies

Ales and Porters—John Labatt inside front cover
Bovril 483
Club Cocktails—G. F. Heublein & Bro 8
Chiclets—Frank H. Fleer & Co 39
C, A. C. Axe Co 40
Canadian Thermas Bottle Co 474
Dr. Taeger's Co 478
Fenn A. & Co 50
Fearman's English Breakfast Bacon — Sugar

Cured Hams, Cooked Meats—W. F.
Fearman Co 19

Goerz C. P. American Optical Co 42
Postum— Postum Cereal Co 469

Ideal Hunters Axe, H. Walters & Son 38
Knit to fit Mfg Co : 16

Kiffe, H. H. Co 8

Michie & Co.. Ltd 52
Marble Safety Axe Co 40-46
Shredded Wheat Biscuits and Triscuits—Can-

adian Shredded Wheat Co. , Ltd. 41
Seal Brand Coffee-Chase & Sanborn 49
Turnbull, C. Co 490
Bull Co 45
Van Home Cigars, Harris Harkness & Co 4
Wilson, F. Cortez, Co 470
Watson's Scotch 33
Warren & Ellis 492

Canoes

"Chestnut"—R. Chestnut & Sons 12

Gidley. H. E. & Co >. 22
Kiffe, H. H. Co 8

Lakefield— Lakefield Building & Mfg. Co 5
"Peterborough"—Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd 32
Ross, J. H. Canoe Co 2
William English Canoe Co 13

Cooked Meats.

Fearman's English Breakfast Bacon, Sugar
cured Hams, Cooked Meats—W. F. Fear-
man 19

Camp Furniture
Kiffe, H. H. Co 8
Michie & Co 52
Willow Chair—W. Younger 38

Clothing.
Dr. Jaeger's Co 478
Knit to fit Mfg, Co 16
Raino Co 3
Turnbull, C. Co. Ltd 490

Cigars and Cigarettes

Van Home Cigars—Harris Harkness & Co 4

Decoys.
Canvas Decoy Co 18

Duck Boats

Acme Folding Boat Co 23
King Folding Canvas Boat Co 19

Dogs
Dovercourt Kennels . . 9
Glover's Dog Remedies—H. Clay Glover 26
West Chemical Co 24

Furs
Carter, E. T. and Co 40
Ellis. Jas. P 35
Reel Herman ' 479
Schmerl, Herman & Co 487
Gaudig G & Blum 1

Fishing Tackle

Allcock, Laight and Westwood Co 3
Bristol Steel Fishing Rod—Horton Mfg. Co 39
CoUer Rubber Grip Co 45
Divine Fred D 49
Farlow C. & Co u
Friend S, H . 26
Frost. H. J & Co 29
Hardy's Rods, Reels & Tackle—Hardy Bros.. 26
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Rods, Flies, and Lines—H. H. Kiffe & Co ... . 8

Sullivan, Chas. L 14

Fountain Pens.
Conklin Self Filling Pen 476

Gun Cabinets.
Kiffe, H. H. Co 8

Gun Smith.
Johnston, Alex 485

Gun Sights
Lyman Combination Rear Sight — Lyman Gun

Sight Corporation 35
T. A. Watson-Creemore 492

Grease Guns
Miller and Starr

Game and Game Birds

Wenz and Mackensen

Guns and Rifles

Hunter Arms Co., The
Ithaca Guns—Ithaca Gun Co
Kiffe, H. H. Co.

Lancaster, Chas., London
Lefever Guns—Lefever Arms Co.
Marlin Rifles—Marlin Firearms Co
Parker Guns—Parker Bros
Ross Rifle Co Inside back
Savage Arms Co
Stevens' Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns, Rifle Tele-

scopes. Guns, etc Outside back
Tobin Arms Mfg Co
Winchester —Winchester Repeating Arms Co...

Inside front

Hotels
Lenox— Buffalo

New Northern, Chicago
Queens—Toronto
Tuller, Detroit, W, A. Shaw, Manager

Hunting- Territory.

2 2

49i

472
8

25

5

cover

43

cover
21

Canadian Pacific Ry 30-3 1

Canadian Northern Ry.
, System 34

Grand Trunk Ry 36

Liquors.

Club Cocktails—G. F Heublein & Bro 8

Labatt, John Inside front cover

Michie & Co.. Ltd. 52
Watson's Scotch 33

Launches
Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co
Gidley H. E. & Co
Hamilton Motor Works
King Folding Canvas Boat Co ...

.

McKeough & Trotter, Ltd

Peterborough Canoe Co
Robertson Bros

32
481

Mineral Waters

Bromo Mineral Water—Bromo Mineral Co.

Marine Motors
"Ajax"— Brown Bros, Ltd
Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co. .

,

Beilfuss Motor Co
Beaver Mfg. Co
Buffalo— Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co.

Brennan Motor Mfg. Co
Cooley Mfg. Co
Cushman Motor Co

Dunn, Walter E
Fox Reversible Gasoline Engine Co
Gidley H. E. and Co
Gray Motor Co
Guarantee Motor Co

25

19

14
6

18

4
37
10

18

45

9
22

39
29

Hamilton Motor Works
"Little Giant"—United Mfg. Co.
Lockwood Ash Co

,

McKeough and Trotter, Ltd
Palmer Bros
Palmer Moore Co
Sterling Engine Co
Sintz- Wallin Co
Strelinger Marine Engine Co

Miscellaneous
Key Tags—C. E. Locke Mfg. Co
Talcum Powder—Gerhard Mennee Co.

Motor Boats
Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co . .

Gidley, H . E. & Co
Gray Motor Co k

Hamilton Motor Works
McKeough & Trotter Ltd.

45
8

12

'3
12

'3

44
2 3

Robertson Bros 481
Ross, I. H.—Canoe Co 2

Motor Boat Accessories
Croftan Storage Battery Co.—Complete range of

accessories

Dry Cells—Electrical Specialties Ltd
Dry Cells— Canadian Electric Novelty Co
Never Miss Spark Plug Co
Marvel Mfg, Co
Sta-Rite-R. E. Hardy Co

Oils. Varnishes, Paints, etc
Three-in-One Oil Co

25

470
2

10

3

23

Office Appliances
Conklin Fountain Pens—Conklin Pen Co 476
Smith Premier Typewriters — National Type-

writer Co '

Outfitters
Kiffe. H. H. Co
Michie & Co
Warren and Ellis

Photo Supplies

Canadian Kodak Co, Ltd
Ward & Co

5i

8

52
492

Prize Trophies

Bailey, Jas. D. , Ltd. Inside front cover

Physical Culture
Simon Sylvester J 19

- Rifle Sights and Gun Implements
Marble Safety Axe Co 40-46

Revolvers
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co ... 43

Row Boats

King Folding Canvas Boat Co 19
Lakefield Canoe Bldg and Mfg Co 4
Peterborough Canoe Co 32

46

Home Boat Building

Canadian Boat Pattern Works ...

Rust Preventative
Three in One Oil Co 23

Skates
Dunne W. H 5C

Taxidermy
N. W. School of Taxidermy 42-45

Trap-Shooter's Supplies
Kiffe, H. H. Co. 8

Wall Paper
Bolus, W. J. Co. Ltd 39

Want Advertisements
Page 46

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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The Comfort

and Pleasure
5^ of camp life depend

largely upon what
there is to eat and
drink.

Seal

Brand
Coffee

COFFEE
Chasesuborn*

is the drink par excellence. There is

satisfaction in every drop.

Packed in 1 and 2 lb. Cans Only.

Chase & Sanborn
MONTREAL.

Fishing Rods

The name "DIVINE RODS" is a guarantee of

Quality, Workmanship and a positive assurance of

a fishing trip without disappointments which are

due to the breaking of the rod, and many annoy-

ances usually found in cheaper makes.

Oup Specialty is Split
Bamboo, Bethabarra,
Greenhart, Dagama
and Lance Wood.

Don't attempt to make up your Camp or Vacation

Outfit until you have consulted our catalogue, sent

free.

The Fred. D. Divine Co.
73 State St., Utica, N. Y.

KODAKS
FILMS and SUPPLIES

Now that you are returning from your
holiday,sendus your filmsandplates for

Developing, Printing

and Enlarging

LEA & SARGENT Satisfaction Guaranteed

675 St. Catharine St. W., Montreal. Catalog on
Application.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,;
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The public has confidence in our advertisements because we do exactly
what we represent .Letter orders received daily from coast to coast.

Hunters and Trap
Shooter's Supplies

WRITE FOR PRICES
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers. Ammunition.

We are agents for Greener, Parker, C!»b-
rough, Smith, Ithaca, Marlin and Winchester
Guns, Savage, Marlin, Winchester and
Stevens Hi lies.

Two Model 1894 38-55 Winchester Rifles, $14.95

One Model 1899 303 Savage Rifle, used, at $15.00

Deer and Moose Licenses for sale.

Expert Gun Repairing.
We manufacture Canadian Black Bird Targets

Write for Prices

Extension Traps $5.25
No. 2 Quick Set I raps $8 25

Canadian Targets $5.50 per thousand.
Discount for large quantities.

A.Fenn&Co.

101 KingSt. West

TORONTO

THE DUNNE

DiamondTube Skate

The Skate of Quality, Elegance and

Durability—proved by test of past

twelve years. Fully guaranteed

DescriptiOe Pamphlet Mailed rtith Pleasure

W. H. DUNNE
A C U R E R

FACTORY: 1492 Queen St. W.,Toronto, Canada
OR AT ALL DEALERS

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are Best'

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

& Miners
They are the

lightest boot on
the market, quali-
ty and material
considered. They
are made to fit

and wear. They
are practically
wat erpr oof—if

properly taken care 01. mere are no nails)
or anything to gall the feet. They will not
harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or!

write for catalogue O.

Witchell-Soheill Company
DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturers in Sporting and Athletic Footwear.



World-Wide Distribution
There is no mistaking the superiority of a typewriter

that, in 17 years, has built up a market in every part

of the civilized world. This international endorse-

ment of

proves our right to offer it to you as the world's best

typewriter. Write us or any Smith Premier branch for

a detailed description of its advantages.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.
BLANCHES EVERYWHERE

THE NATIONAL TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
Western Ontario Representatives 78 Victoria St., Toronto

Benson, Johnston Co., Stratford, Ont.
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Next time you plan a Camping Trip

WRITE

Michie & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

for a copy of "Tourist Topics"

IT HELPS TO CHOOSE THE ROUTE and tells

about the provisions required, and about the tent outfit,

untensils and bait, as well as indicating how to secure
other useful information.

WE' ALSO HAVE MAPS, and specially prepared
hand-drawn charts of canoe trips. Our booklet "Tourist
Topics" (mailed free,) tells about some of them, others
are made quite recently.

WRITE US. We cheerfully answer letters of enquiry

We Outfit Camping Parties

Michie & Co.
7 KING ST., WEST, TORONTO, Ont.

Established 1835.

WHEN GOING
HUNTING OR SHOOTING
Secure your outfit from The D. PIKE CO., Limited.

We make a specialty of supplying your
requirements of

Tents, Canoes, Blankets, Rubber Sheets, Ponchos, Sleep-

ing Bags, Dummage Bags, Duck Sacks, Jump Straps,

Leather Coats, Canvas Coats, Shirts and Pants,

Hats, Aluminum and Tin Utensils, Axes, Knives,

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition, Decoys,
Duck Calls, Etc., Etc.

Canadian Agents Lefever Guns

Catalogue on application.

EVERYTHING IN CANVAS

123 King St. B.,
TORONTO.
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RIFLES

FOR TARGET AND
SPORTING PURPOSES

•Long range champion, breaks all records, a rifle of wondrous precision"
London Morning Post, -lulu 16th

"Pine Canadian rifle. Records broken at Bisley."
London Daily Eoapress, July 16th

"Record Scoring," .... London Daily Telegraph, July 15th

"Champion of the year." New York Herald, July 16th

"Phenomenal performance at Bisley." - - - London Field, July 18th

"An altogetherrunexpected and successful appearance
of the new Canadian rifle." - - - London Daily Mail, July 15fh

"Triumph for Hoss rifle. Beats all the world's rifles"

London Standard, July 15th

"Many experts declare the Ross rifle better than new U. S. rifle."

Nottingham Guardian, July 17th

"An individual triumph. Lee-Enfield hopelessly behind."
London Morning Post, July 15th

"Achievements at Bisley truly remarkable."
London Evening Standard July 15th

' xreat victory for the Ross rifle from Canada."
London Daily Express, July 15th

(Treat victory at Bisley for the Ross rifle the 'rifle of the future."
London Times. July 15th

"A plague of possibles with the Ross rifle." London Sphere, July 25th

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec



STEVENS
NEW DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUNS
Fitted with STEVENS COMPRESSED Forged Steel Barrel*

DEMI-BLOC SYSTEM
"Superb for Trap or Field"

STRONGEST Breech Mechanism extant.

Barrel and Lug compressed and forged in one

piece. Brazing of Barrels, Loop and extension

Rib—one process.

Stevens Demi-Bloc Guns Cannot Shoot
Loose-

List in price from $25.00 to $60.00 subject

to dealers discount.

If you cannot obtain from your dealer, be sure

to let us know. Always insist on STEVENS
when ordering.

Interesting New Shotgun Catalog

mailed for 2 cents in stamps

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.

365 MAIN ST.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Sentinel-Rev ieiv Press, Woodstock, Ont,
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No other rifles made have the tremendous shocking power at

long range of the Winchester .33, .35 and .405 calibers. The
cartridges they shoot have heavy, mushrooming bullets,

making them exceedingly deadly for the biggest game.
Winchester Rifles and Winchester Cartridges—each made,
for the other—are indispensable for successful hunting.

Send address for Catalogue of Winchester—the lied "W Brand— Gum ami Ammu ration. * :

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS C O . . N E W HAVEN, CONN

The Ideal Beverage

Cups, Medals, Trophies

Committees will consider their

own interests by writing us be-

fore they make up their prize

lists :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-:

JAS. D. BAILEY, Ltd.

Jewelery Parlors

75 Yonge St. - Toronto.

(LONDON)

A Pale Ale, palatable, full

of the virtues of malt and

hops, and in sparkling con-

dition, is the ideal beverage.

Now when chemists announce
its purity, and judges its merit,
one need look no further
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ROSS
RIFLES

FOR TARGET AND
SPORTING PURPOSES

"Long range champion, breaks all records, a rifle of wondrous precision"
London Morning Post, July 16th

"Fine Canadian rifle. Records broken at Bisley."
London Daily Express, July 16th

"Record Scoring," .... London Daily Telegraph, July 15th

"Champion of the year." - New York Herald, July 16th

"Phenomenal performance at Bisley." - London Field, July 18th

"An altogether unexpected and successful appearance
of the new Canadian rifle." ... London Daily Mail, July 15th

"Triumph for Ross rifle. Beats all the world's rifles"

London Standard, July 15th

"Many experts declare the Ross rifle better than new U. S. rifle."

Nottingham Guardian, July 17th

"An individual triumph. Lee-Enfield hopelessly behind."
London Morning Post, July 15th

"Achievements at Bisley truly remarkable."
London Evening Standard July 15th

"Great victory for the Ross rifle from Canada."
London Daily Express, July 15th

"Great victory at Bisley for the Ross rifle the 'rifle of the future."
London Times, Jxdy 15th

"A plague of possibles with the Ross rifle." London Sphere, July 25th

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HIGHLANDS of ONTARIO
FOR

Big Game
Reachedvia the Grand Trunk RailwaySystem

DEER-Open Season-Nov. lstfto Nov. 15th,

both days inclusive.

MOOSE-Open Season--Nov. 1st to Nov.l5th
In some districts in Northern Ontario including Temagami, Oct. 16th to

Nov. 15th, both days inclusive.

Write to any of the undersigned for free copy of "Haunts of Fish
and Game. 9

' It contains full information, maps, game )avQs, etc.

G. W. VAUX, 917 Merchants Loan and Trust Building, Chicago.

F. P. DWYER, 290 Boadway, New York.
E. H. BOYNTON, 360 Washington St., Boston.

W. ROBINSON, 506 Park Building, Pittsburg.

J. QUINLAN, Bonaventure Station. Montreal.

J. D. McDONALD, Union Station, Toronto.

W. E. DAVIS G. T. BELL
Passenger Traffic Manager General Passenger & Ticket Agent

MONTREAL MONTREAL

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ESTABLISHED 1831

G. Gaudig &, Blum
34 East 12th Street, New York

(Corner University Place)

Leipzig London Pans Berlin

Importers and Exporters of

RAW FURS
Highest Prices Prompt Returns Fair Assortments

All shipments kept separate until remittance is found satisfactory.

REFERENCES—Mercantile Agencies and Banks.

The Man Who
Shoots

wants a gun he can rely upon at al

times. No one wants to take a gun-

smith's repair kit with him into the field or to

the traps. Men who "know guns" shoot a

PARKER. It can always be relied upon.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

N. Y. Salesrooms, PARKER BROS.
32 Warren St. Meriden, Conn.

The Oldest Gun Builders in America.

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Van Home

10c Cigar

is good—always good. The
cigar you never tire of.

Don't take any chances on

uncertain kinds. Quality
brings success and everybody

admits that Van Home is a

success. Trv it.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

Electric Pocket Lights.
JUST the thing for use in the Camp,

Instantaneous light, no danger of fire

any child can use them.

New Wonder Flashlights.

Best suited for general use around house or camp, long life of
battery, good light. Size 6 in. x 1% in. Price complete $1.25.
Renewal Battery 25c. Postage 15c.

No. 1 Flashlights.

Especially adapted for
motor boats.auto,night
watchmen, policeman
or anywhere where a
long lighc is required.
Size8 in. xi^ in.

Price complete $1.50.

Motor Boat, Automobile,
around gasoline. Simple

—

Vest Pocket
Flashlights

Especially de-
signed for poc-
ket or ladies
hand bag, very

,

handy any-;
where for light,
when required
but a few minu-
tes. Size 4x2^
xi. Price $100.
Postage 15c.

Renewal Battery 35c.

Renewal battery 35c. Postage 20c.

Don't go to spend
your summer vacation
without one, you will
want it. Send for our
circulars. Ignition
Batteries for Autos,
Launches, Coils, Plugs,
etc.

Discount to
Dealers.

THE CANADIAN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO
Phone Coll. 1786, 334 Spadina Ave., TORONTO, ONT.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ADAMS
This
Canadian
Engine
has been in use in all

parts of the British Empire
for the past five years, and
is a reliable, seagoing
machine. This reliability
is no accident, but is se-

cured by thorough con-
struction and equipment.
Made in five sizes from 2

h. p. to 10 h. p. l,arge
stock always on hand for
prompt shipment. The
Adams catalog fully de-
scribes our goods, and is

sent free on request. Cor-
respondence solicited.

THE ADAMS LAUNCH AND ENGINE HFQ. CO.
PENETANGUISHENE, ONT. and VANCOUVER, B. C.

CANADA.

Hunting Parties requiring Canoes

should send for our catalogue.

The William English Canoe Co

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

WHY?

}

Because the Never Miss
/Vo. 8 is Guaranteed for

1 year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Real Spark Plug satisfaction and
at the price you ought to pay.

$1.00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prepaid -

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, MICH., U. S. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR

rhINL 1 KA 1 lUIN USE
VELOCITY
PATTER N "FNfil I^H
UNIFORMITY
CLEANLINESS crui Ti T7F 99

i

AGENTS:

The London & Toronto Trading Co.

14 FRONT ST. E., TORONTO, ONT.

Write for Particulars of Our 25 lbs. Assorted Case.

PERFECTION
IN

Two=Cycle Design

Moore Motors
The simplicity of the Two-Cycle Type appeals to everybody, but the crank-

case leakage is a constant source of trouble. Moore construction takes the charge

directly into the cylinder instead of first through the crank-case. This entirely

obviates the difficulty.

The OPEN BASE idea is the result of years of practical experience.

Catalog and Price List give further details.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY syracus^' y?u. s. a.
Greater New York Representatives : TERRY ENGINE CO.. Bryant Park Bldg., New York City.

W'hpTi writing' advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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kittle <3ia/nt^
GASOLINE MOTORS

RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

tIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE
JMOV1NG PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAT.

AMBJ^ORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to-day for free catalog "N"

UNITED MANUFACTURING CSh
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

Please send
10 cents fot

ourbook entit-

led Ignition,

Vaporization*

Installation,

and Operat-
ion of a Gas-
oline Motor.

Motors on exhibition at motor
mart, 1876 Broadway. Rumery
& Vail, sales agents*NewYork

Canadian Agents—Capital Boat and Canoe Works; £. T. Dey and Sons, Ottawa, Canada.

"AJAX" patent MARINE MOTORS
—

* The "AJAX" is a very simple, slow-running motor, on the two-
stroke principle and is thus far superior to four-stroke motors for
marine work. Each "AJAX" Motop is fitted with a patent system mi
exhaust scavenging which gives it an immense advantage over other
two-stroke motors and results in a considerable saving of fuel. They
are very simple in operation and control, and can readily be fitted to
any pleasure or commercial boat.

'AJAX" Marine Motors are made in various sizes from 2% to 21

b. h. p. with one, two or three cylinders.

Write at once for complete Illustrated Catalogue to

Dept. R. G., BROWN BROTHERS, LTD., Gt. Eastern Street,
LONDON, ENGLAND. Agents Wanted

The "AJAX" Single Cylinder Motor BRITISH MADE
Thousands of fisherman this season are taking solid comfort

with a
COLLER ATTACHABLE GRIP

Why Don't You ?

Mr, J. W. Mossman, Elbow I«ake, Minn., writes :

"If I could not get another, would not sell mine for
three times the price." We are receiving many just
such letters. Get a "Coller Grip" now and take
comfoi t. Will fit any steel or wood bait casting rod.
Red rubber 60c; gray rubber 50c. Sold by dealers
everywhere, if not send P. O. direct.

TheCollerRubber Grip Co-.Dept. 1 3 ,Coldwater.Mich

.

THjtt&™Io* Unbreakable SUk Bound Rod

—.—«l»

—be—y-^

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN FISHING RODS.
Silk bound, waterproof Split Cane Rod in Trout and Bass. Strongest rod in the world. Every dealer and fisherman
should see this rod. Price is most reasonable and within the reach of all. Made only by u* in our factory at Toronto

Jhe Allcock, Laight &- WestWood Co., Limited
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

When writing 'advertisers kimdly (mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HIGH-GRADE

GasolincLaunchcs
From $175.00 up.

l^owboats and Canoes.

H. E. GIDLEY (El CO.
DEPT. R

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT., CANADA

^^LL consistencies of

grease can be filled

and ejected from the gun,

with the exception of soap,

in 30 seconds. Greese can-

not back up in the gun bar-

rel. Every gun is fully

guaranteed. Write for price at once.

MILLER & STARR, Freeport, L. I., N.Y,

SHOOT
MULLERITE

THE PERFECT BULK SMOKELESS POWDER.

HARDEST GRAIN. HIGHEST VELOCITIES

DEEPEST PENETRATION
GUARANTEED SUPERIOR to ANY SMOKELESS POWDER
TRY IT LOAD FOR LOAD WITH ANY SMOKELESS

YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

SCHOVERLING BROS., Sole Agents
6 Read Street, New York City.

Your local dealer can supply any load you tfish; if not let us hear from you. A trial is our best argument
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Avoid Trouble—Be Forehanded

Place Your Order
NOW

With Your Local Dealer for all your

hunting shells to be loaded with

DU PONT BRANDS
OF SHOTGUN SMOKELESS POWDER

DUPONT HAZARD
"New Schultze" "New E. C. (Improved)"

and "Infallible" are

DU PONT BRANDS

Note:—If you can't get from your local dealer

the shells you rtant~-vOrite us at once

E.I. du Pont de Nemours PowderCo.
ESTABLISHED 1802. WILMINGTON, DEL.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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EVERY SPORTSMAN
SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF THE

CAMPINC AND CAMPINC OUTFITS
OUTDOOR LIFE PROVISIONS

OUTFITS RECEIPTS CLOTHINC
MEDICINE FISHERMEN'S AND
ANGLERS' MANUAL HUNTERS'
AND SPORTSMENS CUIDE

SHOTCUN SHOOTERS' MANUAL
CAMPERS' MANUAL WOODCRAFT
BIC CAME HUNTERS' MANUAL

RIFLEMEN'S CUIDE
TRAPPERS' CUIDE

SECRETS OF ALL ARTS BOATS
CANOES DOC TRAINERS' CUIDE
CAME PRIONS CAME AND
FISH LAWS. ETC BLINDS
WINC AND FOWL SHOOTIMC

AND 1.000 OTHER SUBJECTS

COMPLETE
SPORTSMAN'S

GUIDE
FREEYOU CAN GET IT

TT is unquestionably the best, most complete and
most authorative book ever written for sports-

men. Contains 544 pages, with 1,000 illustrations
;

weight 20 ounces. Is the only complete sportsmen's

library in one volume.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS :

"Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are exceptional^
good,

"Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the note and book
which you kindly sent him."

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS :

"Your books are so very practical in their treatment of matters con-
nected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they cannot fail

to be useful to every sportsman."
GBNERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS :

"Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive and
interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. I con-
gratulate you on the success it deserves."

SPECIAL OFFERS
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are

enabled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a

limited time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage
of them at once.

OFFER f^ie Complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,

A Full Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, the United
A States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.12.

ftFPPD ^e comPlete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
UrrtK together with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, either new

g or renewal, postpaid, $2.00.

The complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia

OFFER w^ ^e sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscriptions to

r Bod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.00 per annum. Your
t own subscription and that of one of your friends will be accepted.

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
W. J. TAYLOR, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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H .Walters&Sons
HULL, CANADA

SUPPLIERS TO LARGEST LUMBER FIRMS IN CANADA

Our Ideal Hunter's Axe
it% LBS.)

for Campers and Hunters mailed QC
to any address for «/OC

This is not a Toy but a real Axe. Also

Hudson Bay Pattern
Same Weight and price.

Can supply above patterns in i^, 2, 2^, 2% and 2^ weights.

We are Manufacturers, not noVelty makers

YOU CAN PROCURE

THE BEST
AT

BEST PRICES
IN

Guns, ~ Rifles

Revolvers

Ammunition
Camping Equipment

FROM US

Fall hunters will find it to their decided
advantage to purchase their outfit from

us. Write for prices.

WARREN & ELLIS
Toronto's Leading Sporting Goods Store

302 YONGE ST.. TORONTO
Phone Main 6737

THE DUNNE

Diamond Tube Skate

The Skate of Quality, Elegance and
Durability—proved by test of past

twelve years. Fully guaranteed

Descriptive Pamphlet Mailed With Pleasure

W. H. DUNNE
MANUFACTURER

FACTORY: 1492 Queen St. W.,Toronto, Canada
OH AT ALL DEALERS
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COMPARISON
COMPARE THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE

OLDSMOBILE
WITH ANY OTHER CAR AT THE PRICE

$3000.00

SPECIFICATIONS
Wheel Base
Tread
Seating Capacity
Motor
—Cylinder
—Bearing*
—Crank Shaft
—Valves
—Horse Power
Transmission
—Speeds
—Bearings

—Clutch Cone, with
Cooling System
—Radiator
—Pump
—Water Capacity
Ignition
—Batteries
—Coil
—Commutator
—Magneto
Carburetor
—Gasoline Capacity
—Gasoline System
—Reserve Tank
Brakes
—Foot Lever
—Hand Lever

112 inches
56 inches

Five-passenger
4-cylinder

4% x 4% inches
Parson's white brass

Drop forged
Cast iron head steel

36 (A.Iy.A.M. rating)

3 forward
1 reverse

Annular (Hess Bright)
leather and cork insert lining

Vertical tube
Gear

3K gallons
Jump spark

Storage and dry cells
Connecticut

La Coste
Special equiptment Bosch

Venturi with air valve
15 gallons
Gravity

1 gallons

External on hubs
Internal on hubs

Springs
—Front Type
—Dimensions
—Rear Type
—Dimensions
—Shock Absorbers
Steering Gear
—Type
—Bearings
—wheel
Starting Gear
—Clutrh
—Crank
Axles
—Front
—Bearings
-Rear
—Bearings

Wheels
—Front
—Rear
Tires
—Front
—Rear

Frame
—Type
—Material
—Section

Semi-elliptical
36 x 2^ inches
Full-elliptical

38 x 2% inches
Foster all around

Worm and nut
Phosphorus bronze

17 inches

Hook and pin
Extended

i-beam seotion (single piece
Timken (drop forged
Timken

Timken semi-floating

Ten 1 5-8 inch spokes
Twelve 158 inch spokes

34 x 1Y2 inches
34 x 4 inches

Sub frame
Open hearth steel
3^x1^ inches

5-32 inches thick

Frederick
Sager,

Manager

Would you buy an automobile without first having so ^
famous a car as the Oldsmobile demonstrated to you •

The Oldsmobile Company
OF CANADA, LTD.

80 King St., East Toronto, Canada

When writing advertisers kindly memtioi, Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR YOUR HUNTING TRIP

GET A

Peterborough

Canoe

Duck Boat. Built specially for duck shooting.

Price 12 ft. boat $30.00.

We have ALL KINDS and SIZES
in stock.

OUR CANOES are LIGHT and
STRONG and built to last.

Write for Catalog.

THE PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO.

„ , - Limited

Peterborough, Ontario.

Ginseng and Other Medicinal Plants
A book of valuable information for growers of Ginseng and

Golden Seal as well as collectors of Medicinal Roots, Barks,
Leaves, etc. Tells how to grow, where found, medicinal uses,

value, etc.

This book contains about 300 pages. 5x7 inches, printed on
good quality paper, with 90 illustrations and contains 36 chapters.

Price, cloth bound, postpaid, $1.00, or
SENT FREE to anyone sending Two Subscriptions to Rod
and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

Land Cruising and Prospecting
Is a valuable book for homesteaders, hunters, trappers, pros-

pectors, guides, etc.

The writer, Mr. A. F. Wallace, an experienced surveyor, land
cruiser and prospector in his introduction says : "To the men who
follow the compass, the trap and the trail this work is inscribed.

It is not intended for the "Professors" who can tell you all about
things after they are done (by somebody else).

This book contains about 200 pages, 5x7 inches, is printed on
good quality heavy paper with nearly 40 illustrations and contains
20 chapters. Price, cloth bound, postpaid, 70c, or SENT FREE

To anyone sending Two Subscriptions to Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

'When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spoi»ta in Canada.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
SPORTING GOODS

This book has met with great favor

among sportsmen everywhere. It

contains 320 pages of illustrations

and descriptions of Shot Guns, Ri-

fles, Revolvers, Tents, Camping
Outfits, Boats, Canoes, Fishing
Tackle, etc.

32 PAGES devoted to Shot Guns,

all makes and kinds, single barrel,

double barrel, three barrel, repeat-

ing and automatic.

26 PAGES devoted to Rifles, au-

tomatic, repeating, single shot, etc.

12 PAGES devoted to Revolvers

and Pistols, double action, single

action, army, navy, automatic, etc.

40 PAGES devoted to Gun, Rifle

and Revolver accessories, tele-
scopes, sights, cleaning imple-
ments, loading tools, gun cases,

cartridge belts, targets, decoys,
cartridges and shells.

100 PAGES devoted to Tents and Camping goods, sleeping bags, folding

camp furniture, cooking outfits, foods, medicines, compasses, clothing, animal
traps, axes, knives, etc.

10 PAGES devoted to different makes of canoes, hunting and fishing boats,

canvas folding boats, motor boats, etc.

70 PAGES devoted to Fishing Tackle, all kinds of rods, reels, lines, baits,

flies, hooks, and other necessary articles for the fisherman.

In addition to all this there are camp cooking recipes, hints regarding the
use of firearms, information about black and smokeless powders, size shot to be
used for different kinds of game, instructions for preparing game for mounting,
etc., etc.

A copy of this Encyclopedia and this month's National Sportsman sent to

any address on receipt of ioc in stamps or coin to cover postage.

National Sportsman, Inc. 71 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

When writing advertisers kindly (mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canadi
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We offer a small amount of our seven per cent

Preferred Stock at par. This issue is secured

four times over by the actual value of our plant

and affords a sound, well paying investment

with an iron clad security. Write for pros-

pectus and detailed information regarding our

7% Preferred Stock
We build high-class Cruising Craft and

Pleasure Boats of every size in the largest

and best equipped plant of its kind in the

world. Row Boats, Canoes and Power
Boats up to 40 feet constantly in stock.

Send 4 cents for either Motor Boat or Row Boat cat-
alog, or let us draw plans covering your special needs.

Racine Boat Mfg. Company
Box 80. MUSKEGON, MICH.

ITEW YORK, 1626 Broadway BOSTON. 182 Milk St.

CAHDF.X, Ji.J., 88 Delaware Are. CHICAGO, 1610 Michigan At*.,
DETROIT, 182 Jefferson Ave. SEATTLE, 321 First Ave., S.

Wall Papers
Let your ideas on wall paper be
what they will, you will [find us
able to satisfy them. The goods
are here, all crisp, bright and new,
the prettiest offering for shoppers
you ever looked at.

Novelties are here—so are values.
We make the combination irres-

istible.

Samples will be forwarded free
of charge to any address. Please
state for what room, color and
price desired.

The W. J. Bolus Co.
LIMITED

245 Yonge St. Toronto

Spring is the Best Time
FOR

Bear Shooting.
Sportsmen wishing to make a sure

thing of getting one or two bear can do
so by writing to Manager Hotel Revel"
stoke, Revelstoke, B. C.

Full information will be given as to

best time to come, where to go, guides, etc.

FISHING RODS
The name "DIVINE RODS" is a guarantee of

Quality, Workmanship and a positive assurance of
a fishing trip without disappointments which are
due to the breaking of the rod, and many annoy-
ances usually found in cheaper makes.

Our Specialty is Split Bamboo, Bethabarra,
Greenhart, Dagama and Lance Wood.

Don't attempt to make up your Camp or Vacation
Outfit until you have consulted our catalogue, sent
free.

The Fred. D. Divine Co,
73 State St., Utica, N. Y.

WATER GOLOR

SKETCHES
OF-

Shooting Scenes,

Game Birds, and

Fox Hunting
Sketches of Hounds, Birds, Dogs,

Horses, Etc., done from photos.

For prices and particulars, apply

R. CLAPHAM
DaVisVille, Ont., Canada
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"Saltan §paxkuc"
MADE IN CANADA.

"Vulcan"

Established 1898

SPARKING BATTERIES
YACHT LIGHTING and
SPARKING SYSTEMS

Are standard equipment on all high
grade Automobiles and Motor Boats

Over 300 Outfits in use in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO
423-425 Wnt Qdhb St.

TORONTO. CANADA
Montreal and Bast, John Porman. Winnipeg, Cooper Engine Co.

Vancouver, Vancouver Shipyard, Ltd.

No. 305 Six Volt 70 Ampere

to H. M. THE KlftQ

Est. 1826

1 piece
Ejectors

THE ART OF 8 HOOTING' Seventh and Revised
Papular Edition, 2/6; Postage 6d extra.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST PREE

11, PANTON STREET, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S. W.
(Opposite The Comedy Theatre.

A King Air Rifle

Will be given PREE to anyone sending

3 SUBSCRIPTIONS to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

The King Air Rifle is a winner. Every
boy who is anxious to become proficient
in shooting should take advantage of
this opportunity to own one. No diffi-

culty in securing the 3 subscriptions.
Send for sample copy to show prospec-
tive subscribers. DO IT NOW.

. GOOD HEALTH!
DRINK

Bromo Mineral

The well known morning bracer.

Sweetens a sour stomach.

Sold at all Hotels in Canada.

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

HOTEL GLASSWARE
AND

HOTEL SUPPLIES.

BROMO MINERAL CO.
86 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

O • «»-»0 HiOiiH

Practical Dog Education Z^rlLX^^.
containing some new and thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or rather dog
education. The methods recommended by Mr. Abbot represent the experience of the

best trainers throughout the country. The man who masters the principles will be able

to train any dog. The book is handsomely bound in cloth and a copy will be sent, post

SS&XaA* w - J - TAYLOR -j-Tsar Woodstock, om.

When writing- advertisers kindly xmemitioin Rod and Gun 'and Motor Sports in Canada.
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**Z4r-lZ RepeatingShqim
does perfect work. It has the simplest a©cl ^X.!]
strongest repeating' mechanism. It can't freeze

'

J"*5*^fe%

or clog up in service, for the solid top and closed- }
in breech keep out rain and all other foreign matter. *

The automatic, recoil-operated' hang-fire safety lock, the sid

ejection and double extractors are further features of safety and co'

venience. The full choke guns shoot close and hard, and are un-

equalled for ducks, geese, foxes and all long-range work.

The new take-down construction is very simple, quick and efficient.

You can take the gun apart in 10 seconds anywhere, yet the threads

of barrel and frame are not cut away or weakened and the joint

is always as strong and rigid as in a solid gun.

7%e77lar/iri/irearms Co.,

67 Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Illustrated circular of this handsome,
new gun sent free on reauest. or complete
136-page catalog for 3 stamps postage.

SUPERIOR

WORKMANSHIP
MATERIAL—STYLE

j

Are three of the leading features of every LAKEFIELD
CANOE. If you are contemplating buying a Canoe
next season, before doing so find out all about our

models, and we feel satisfied we can PlyEASE you in

EVERY DETAIL and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Lakefield Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co., Limited

LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO.

A Matchless Cigar Lighter

Will be sent FREE to anyone sending us One Subscription to Rod and
Gun and Motor Sports in Canada. Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gum and Motor Sports in Canada.
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We Send
T° CANADA

EVERY WEEK
LONDON S NEWYORK
LATEST STYLES

We are Tailoring Specialists, and, apart from the question of

economising your tailoring bills by obtaining your clothing straight

from the World's Capital and the Home Country, it will pay you
to get in touch with us. If you set any value upon efficiency of

workmanship and the quality of material used in your Tailoring

needs, then you would be wise in dropping a postcard to our
Agents for Canada, as addresses below. By return you will receive

a unique and wide selection of cloths representing the choicest

and latest confections of the English woollen markets. With these

will be found up-to-date Fashion-plates showing the latest styles,

both London and New York, so that you may dress either in

English taste or wear right up-to-date New York styles—

whichever you prefer. Our business is a colossal one and
world-wide, for by our system of self-measurement we
are able to fit a customer living in the remotest part

of the earth. This undertaking to fit you from your
own measurement is backed, by our unreserved
guarantee to refund money in full where Mai)
Orders are not executed to your thorough and
absolute approval. We invite you to write for

our Free Patterns, Measurement Chart and Tape,
and Booklet describing in detail the character of

our business. All orders are executed on the
following understanding :—satisfaction to be given
or cash in full to be refunded. We can save you
50 cents in every dollar.

Suits to Measure
from $5.14 to $15.0

[TrzonBros The Worlds*

Measure Tailors,

Use

(Dept. a 94 ), 60/62 CITY ROAD, FINSBURY,
LONDON, ENGLAND.

Address for Patterns— For Toronto and Err* Canada i-

CURZON BROS., c/o Might Directories, Ltd. 0>ep *9A i) 74/76 Church St., TORONTO, Ont.

For Winnipeg A the West i-CURZON BROS., o/o Henderson'Bros. (DeP : a 94 ). 279 Garry St., WINNIPEG.
Please Mention this Paper.

Whem writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Book of Fish and Fishing
BY LOUIS RHEAD

A COMPLETE ANGLER'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA as to the

method of capture of all kinds of SALT AND FRESH WA-
TER FISH that are angled for with rod and line.

Gives full account of BEST ARTIFICIAL LURES. FLIES
and TACKLE. IS ABUNDANTLY ILLUSTRATED;
contains the author's drawings showing many of the devices

described in the book, 48 SPLENDID FISH DRAWINGS
belonging to the UNITED STATES BUREAU OF FISH-
ERIES, representing most accurately all the characteristics

of each species mentioned ; also maps showing the distribution

of the various fish, and charts showing how, when and where
to get the fish, with a COMPLETE LIST OF PLACES IN THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.
Interesting to the veteran who does know and informing to the tyro who does
not know- Can be carried easily in the pocket.

SENT FREErsuBscR?p
E
T i

s

oNs
DI
?o ROD AND GUN

OR SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF $1.60

Address W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

Deadfalls and Snares

A Book of Instruction for Trappers
about these and other home-made
Traps, by A. R. Harding. : : :

"""PHIS buok contains 232 pages, size 5x7
A inches, and 84 drawings and illus-

trations, printed on good heavy paper.

The most complete book on how to

make "home-made' ' traps ever published.
The book contains twenty-eight chap-
ters.

Building Deadfalls and constructing
Snares, as explained in this book, will

be of value to trappers where material

—

saplings, poles, boards, rocks, etc.—are
to be had for constructing. Price, cloth

bound, 60c. Postpaid 70c, or

Sent Free To anyone
sending

Two Subscriptions to Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada.

Z^,— BB W. J TA YLOR, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.
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*12.50
Antique Oak Height 70 in.

Width, 28 in. Depth 12 in-

Shooting
Jackets

With or Without Collar

THREE GRADES

'3, M.50
Guaranteed all wool,

seamless, elastic, close fitting, comfortable. Made
only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford, Gray and
Scarlet. Send us your address for one of our Gun
CaU.ogues.

jj R Ktffe C<)
S2s Broadw.,

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the
4 'Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., SoU Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

This 5 H.P. Twin a. oa
Cylinder Motor

Complete with upright gear driven commutator, Schebeler

carburetor, and all electrical and boat equipment including

Shaft, bronze propellor and stuffing box.

Fully Guaranteed. Immediate Deliveries.

Ask for 1908 catalogue.

Lockwood-Ash Motor Co.
JACKSON, MICH., U.S.A.

AUTO BOAT AND AUTO MOTORS

10-12 H.P.

18-20 H.P.

Four Cycle

Double Cylinder

Agents Wanted.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Send for Prices and
Circulars.

THE BEILFUSS MOTOR CO., LANSING, MICH., U.S.A.
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For Your Hunting and Shooting Trip
you will find a Chestnut Can-
vas Covered Canoe the safest
craft to use—they will stand

more hard usage and rough wear than any other style of canoe made.

Write at once
for illustrat-
ed catalogue
of the cele-
brated

Manufactured only by

THE CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited
YORK STREET,

Fredericton, /V. B<

Dependable

MIT Serviceable
ILM131NE. Satisfactory

Built for hard work and does it, too.

Positive in action and easy to operate.

Has no useless weight, but every ounce of material means
strength and power.

24-5-7 h.p. Single Cylinder. 5-10-15 h.p. Double Cylinder.

ROYAL EQUIPflENT CO.
154 Housatonic Ave. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PALMER MOTORS
25 THOUSAND RUNNING
25 STYLES AND SIZES
25 MOTORS PER DAY

1 1-2 to 25 Horsepower; One, Two and Four Cylinder; Two or Three Port; Jump or Snap
Spark Ignition; Two or Four Cycle. Send for hew 1908 Catalog (R & G)

PALMER BROTHERS
COS COBB, CONN.
NEW YORK,

242 Fourth Avenue

PHILADELPHIA
The Bourse

BOSTON
85 Union Street
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MARBLE'S FLEXIBLE REAR SIGHT
Important Features and Advantages:

1—AUTOMATIC JOINT. Whenever the sight is struck on front or back the coiled
spring in the hing<- brings it instantly into position for shooting. It can be lock-
ed down at will by the lock at back of hinge.

2—ADVANTAGES OVER RECEIVER SIGHTS. Can be used on rifles with long
firing bolts, and to better advantage than Receiver Sights on account of being
closer to the eye.

3—ELEVATION LOCK. By simple construction the lower sleeve, when turned up
against the elevating sleeve, prevents it from being turned and holds disc stem
true and rigid at any elevation.

4—INTERCHANGEABLE DISCS. All Regular, Target and Sidelight Discs fit any
Marble Flexible or Simplex Rear Sight.

5—POINT BLANK ADJUSTMENT. The screw in bottom of disc stem permits a
quick change of point blank range without tools.

This sight will suit all American Rifles, but when ordeiing state whether or not
rifle has pistol-grip stock and be careful to give model and calibre.

PRICE, $3.00. POSTPAID.
Send for catalog of Maible's Specialties for

Sportsmen, manufactured by

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., 101-129 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

igas^ _____ is

Hunting Canoes
We Have Them New and Second Hand

These Canoes are of special design and of great carrying

capacity. We have 24, 17 and 18 footers which we do not

care to carry over winter, and are £oing to sell at reduced

prices. Let us furnish you with one for your hunting

trip. Every Canoe guaranteed.

Write for Catalog and Particulars.

The J. H. Ross Canoe Co.
ORILLIA, ONT.

Wihen writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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44

Physical Perfection
THIS new book, by

Sylvester J. Simon

,

the well-known
Physical Cultur-

ist, gives the key to
the attainment of phy-
sical perfection. It
shows how to obtain
and maintain the max-
imum of physical and
mental health.strength

TOE • and vi&or- 11 teaches
\SH •• ^NlUM^ women how tobecome

^febl^^ more beautiful in face

^^^^HH^^5^^ aud figui e, more grace-^**~"""'"^
ful in carriage and re-

pose. It aids men successward by showing them
how to develop nerve force and brain power.

Natural TrPAtmPnt This is not a book of mereWUUiai 1
1
CailllCIll— generalities. It tells just how

to relieve different conditions of ill-health, without
the aid of drugs, apparatus, or mechanical means of
any kind. There are exhaustive chapters on the cure
and avoidance of Obesity, Leanness, Dyspepsia, Consti-
pation, Skin Diseases, Rheumatism and otber Blood
troubles, disorders of Liver, Kidnevs and Bladder, Ner-
vous ailments, affections of Head, Throat and Lungs,etc.

By Founder of Great Health Institute
The book is the work of a man who has probably

treated more patients by drugless methods than any
other person in the world. Professor Simon's nature-
cure institute, occupying an 8-story building at 14
Quincy Street, Chicago, is the largest and most success-
ful of its kind. It was in pursuance of persistent re-
quests of enthusiastic graduates that Professor Simon
put his methods of instruction into print. No one who
secures a copy of "Physical Perfection" would part
with it for many times its cost.

Silk Cloth. 208 pagsa, 46 gpeciju plates drawn from photo-
graphed models, printed on fine paper, $3 prepaid. Large
descriptive pamphlet

,with table of contents, free on request.

Sylvester J. Simon, 14-A Quincy Street, Chicago, III.

After Shaving'

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILErT POWDER
and insist that your barber use it also. It is
Antiseptic, and will prevent any of the skin dis-
eases often contracted.
A positive relief for Chapped Hands, Chafing,

and all afflictions of the skin. Removes all odor
of perspiration. Get Mennen's—the original.

JPut 4
Up in non-refillable boxes

—

^ the "Box that Lox." Sold every-
\ where or mailed for 25 cents.
w Samplefree.

^ Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum
Toilet Powder, Sample free.

Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act,W June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542.

r GERHARD MENNEN. Newark. N. J.

WIZARD MAGNETO
Absolutely reliable and dur-
able. Make and break or

Jump Spark for Marine and
Stationary Engines. Special Magneto for Ford and Max-
well Runabouts. Try a "WIZARD" on your Engine.
Thousands in successful operation.

Canadian Agents: CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO

The Celebrated Hungarian and English

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails,

Rabbits, Deer, etc., for stocking purposes. Fancy
Pheasants. Peafowl, Cranes, Storks, Ornamental
Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels, Ferrets, etc. All
kinds of birds and animals bought and sold.

WENZ 81 MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRY & GAME PARK, YARDLEY. PA.

Dovercourt Kennels
Successful breeders
and exhibitors of

High-class

Cocker Spaniels,

Toy-

Yorkshires,

Poodles and

Pmeranians
Puppies and full grown dogs always for sale. Can
get you any kind of sporting dog desired. Apply

R. WORR, 149 Dovercourt Road, or
P. HERD, Bay Street Fire Hall, TORONTO

Phone Park 2429.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT
THE TULLER

Absolutely Fireproof

Cor. Adams Avenue and Park Street

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping and Business
District. A la Carte Cafe. Grille Room. Service
Unexcelled. Every Room With Bath. European Plan.

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

M. A. SHAW, MANAGER

Palmer's Moosehead Brand

Waterproof

Sporting

Boots
Used extensively by and
designed to meet the views
of sportsmen, prospectors,
surveyors and others who
are outdoors. No other boot
could be made more water-
proof and better adapted to

keep its wearer comfortable
in all sorts of weather. Noth-
ing better for railway con-
struction work. Made with
or without sole and heel.

Write for "R"
Catalogue show-
ing different
styles.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Fredericton, N. B., Canada.

largest manufacturer* of Oil Tan Waterproof Footwear
in the world.

STOP ASTHMA ATTACKS
Asthma Cured by a Simple Home Treatment

It will be joyful news to thousand*
of Asthma sufferers to learn that
this malady, which causes so much
distress at this season of the year,
can be cured by a simple home treat-
ment.
Written testimony of the wonder-

ful results obtained by this method
reach the Toxico Laboratory, 1123
Broadway, New York City, every
day, and in order that every one
may test Toxico's merits, a demon-
stration of the method, also a treat-
ment, will be mailed free of cost to
any request.

MALARIA CONQUERED
Expert Medical Scientists Announce
Startling Results Obtained by Malaxo

From the latest advices of a co-
terie of medical experts, it is evident
that malaria has at last met its
master. Quinine and its associated
pallatives have been superseded by
Malaxo, the new compound, which
acts quickly and with better results.
This compound will prove a great

boon to sufferers, and in order to
hasten its introduction, The Inter-
national Remedy Company, 1123
Broadway, New York City, has of-
fered to send a free trial by mail on
receipt of a written request.

The Cooley Motor
New Model 1908

High • Grade

Motors at a

Reasonable

Price

BUILT FORI

WORK

Four teen
years in
use. Thous-
ands in suc-

c e s s f u 1

opera t i o n
throughout
the world

Sizes 3
XA to

25 H.P.

Exclus i v e

features

fou n d o n
no other
motor

Send for
1908

Catakg

COOLEY "MFG. CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY :

*

Waterbury, Vermont. U.S.A.

BOSTON OFFICE !

127 Federal St., Boston, Maw.
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hmpire Bu,k

and

"Ballistite" ENSE

Smokeless Powders
Leaders in the best class of Nitro Explosives

Grand American Handicap, 1908,

Columbus, Ohio, June 23 - 26

BALUST1TE WINS
PRELIMINARY HANDICAP - SCORE 95 x 100
AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP - " 222 x 240

HICH SCORE IN STATE TEAM EVENT " 97 x 100

EMPIRE WINS
HICH PROFESSIONAL IN

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP SCORE 95 x 100

SECOND HICH SCORE in

STATE TEAM EVENT - - SCORE 96 x 100

AGENTS IN CANADA

Hamilton Powder Co.
Montreal. P. Q Toronto, Ont. Kenora, Ont.

Victoria, B. C.

"No Fleas on Me"

I AM WASHED WITH

'Standard*

Oil of Tar
which is a Non-Poisonous Disinfectant, has a fine
odor, perfect in its action, and is the best General
Disinfectant on the market.

If your dealer cannot supply you send his name
and one dollar for trial gallon tin to

The West Chemical Co.
125 Queen St. East - Toronto.

AN EVER READY
SAFETY RAZOR

AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

This razor valued at $1.25 is guaranteed as
good a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
limited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

National Coils and National Spark Plugs

Insure Efficiency, Reliability,

Economy and Quality

The COIL that holds the world's
record for non-stop runs, 4,492 miles
on Reo Car. Also on the Pilot Car in
the New York to Paris race.

Question : Why was the NATIONAL
COIL used ?

Answer: RELIABILITY.

We are the Makers of the

Reliable National Box Coil.

DASH TYPE.

National Coil Co., incorporated Lansing, Mich., U. S. A,
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This Line Covers More Game Country

Than Any Other Line in the World.

BEFORE

We know the best places in each Province,for every kind

of game. Tell us what game you want, and we will tell

you where to get it.

We continually receive private advices of new hunting

grounds. If you wish to benefit thereby write

L. O. ARMSTRONG,
Tourist Agent,

C. P. Railway Offices, Windsor Street,

MONTREAL.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

We Especially Recommend the Localities

mentioned below. Write us for particulars.

AFTER

New Brunswick—Edmunston, Plaster Rock, Grand Rock.

Quebec—The Kipawa District.

Ontario—Missisuaga District, French River District, Sudbury to

Soo. and points on the main C.P.R. line, Ft. William
to Kenora.

We can direct you to places in the Prairie Provinces which teem with waterfowl.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
BIGHORN, GOAT, GRIZZLY, WAPITI.

We have published a special report on the game of B. C. giving
very full information.

WRITE FOR IT.

Whan writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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BV APPOINTMENT

GREAT
VICTORY

OP

HARDY RODS.
Cane Built and Steel Centre Rods Won ELEVEN
out of the Twelve Fly Casting Events at the

Great International Fly Casting Tournament'
Franco- British Exhibition, leaving ONE for all

other English and American Makers.

»"The English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers.

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Forty-one Gold and other awards.

ff ^Catalog, with flies in colors, sent free to
any address.

HARDY BROS., Ltd.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND
LONDON DEPOT: 61 PALL MALL S. W.

JBffa GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES.
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment ofSICK DOGS.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

DOG FUSED
FREE BOOK ON

DISEASES AND HOW TO
On application to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 118 W. 31st St., New York
u. a. j±.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Dmunally norel and practical. Only Key Tag which make* it eaiy

for the finder to return lost keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parte
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offering re-
ward for return. German Silver
handsomely made, 36c postpaid
Agents wanted.

15&SES.KENSFTT. IOWA.

Build Your Own Boat

And Save 50 per cent to 75 per cent
of Cost of Your Finished Boat.

We supply knock-down frame, and patterns
for planking. We assemble our frames and
mark each piece accurately so you cannot fail to

produce as good a boat as the professional boat
builder. Write us for particulars.

CANADIAN BOAT PATTERN WORKS.
97 1-2 Adalaide St. W. Toronto.

CE. LOCKE MFG. CO.

A Greenhart Trout Rod
will be sent FREE to anyone sending 10

subscriptions to

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA

Address
W. J. TAYLOR,

Publisher, Woodstock, Ont

When writing -advertisers kindly aruantiom Rod anid Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No. 10 $3.50 No. 14 $5.00 No. 12 $4.00
Size of seat 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 in. 26 in. 24 in.
Height of arm from seat 9% in. 10 in. 20 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furniture is sold
at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOUNGER'S WIIyI<OW FURNITURE.
I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I guarantee strength and durability of

every article. As to BEAUTY of this furniture, it speaks for itself. The handsome set, illustrated above, sells for
$12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow. That means coolness and comfort. There is

no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and unhealthy upholstered chair when you can buy
these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs, Fancy.
Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilist's Bakets, and numerous other articles. Special bas-
kets of any style made to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points. Send for catalog.

IV. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., Toronto.

When in

Cam|>
there is not h i n g
goes quite so well as
a bit of good fat
bacon. If you have
not been used to fat
bacon — try it — the
doctors say it is good
and after you have
tried it you will say
so too. Ask your
grocer to get you

'Star Brand'
English Breakfast

BACON
Made by

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

All Fearman's goods are Government
inspected.

otors

WORK LIKE BEAVERS.

SIZES* 28 H * P * four cylinder vertical.

1 2 h.p. and 1 8 h.p. horizontal opposed
Normal speed 1000 revolutions per minute.

HIGH SPEED. HIGH GRADE.
LOW PRICE.

Beaver Mfg. Co. Jli
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Get One Now To Use On Your Vacation.

No. 97 AUTOMATIC Razor Stropper
Price $1.50 Each.

am
The GREATEST BOON to the raan who shaves him-

self that has ever been invented. The majority of men
who do not shave themselves will testify that it is be-
cause of their inability to keep their razor sharp. This
PATENT STROP does away with this difficulty and
makes shaving a delight. You cannot round the razor's
edge. No other strop will sharpen both sides of the
blade so evenly and quickly.

Sent post paid on receipt of price, $1.50 each.
Use it five days and if not satisfactory return it and we

will refund your money.

Adams Pharmacy, 271 Queen St. ^Vest, Toronto, Out.

Freel An
Unbreakable Rod

The Greatest Novelty in Fishing Rods
Silk bound waterproof. Split Cane Rod in Trout
or Bass. Strongest rod in the world . For par-
ticulars how to secure one write Premium De-
partment, Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in
Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

The Glorious Kootenay

Trout and Salmon
Bear, Sheep and Goat

Caribou, etc.

If you wish to have an outing amid
the finest scenery and surroundings in
America, apply for particulars to

GEO.
Prop. Hume Motel,

P. WELLS.
NELSON. B. C.

A Business Education Free
"THE ART AND LITERATURE OF BUSINESS"

By Charles Austin Bates

Complete, in six volumes, will be sent FREE to

anyone sending

Thirty Subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
These volumes enter fully into methods suitable for

all kinds of business and point out methods leading

to success. The books are bound in cloth, will

make a fine addition to any library and to the young
student will furnish an excellent business education.

Address W. J. TAYLOR,
Publisher Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

WoorJ^tooV. Ont

DO YOU WANT A

Stevens'CrackShotRifle?

If so send TEN yearly subscriptions to Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada, and we will send you

one of these popular rifles. Those who have used them say

they are worthy of their name, "CRACK-SHOT."

For further particulars address

:

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher

Woodstock, - Ontario.

Whein writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canaia.
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World-Wide Distribution
There is no mistaking the superiority of a typewriter

that, in 17 years, has built up a market in every part

of the civilized world. This international endorse-

ment of

proves our right to offer it to you as the world's best

typewriter. Write us or any Smith Premier branch for

1 detailed description of its advantages.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.
BLANCHES EVERYWHERE

The National Typewriter Co., Ltd., 78 Victoria St. Toronto
Western Ontario Representatives : Benson, Johnston Co, Stratford, Ontario
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4 Cyc—STRELINGER--1 to 4 Cyl

Strelinger

in your Launch is

like gold in your
pocket,
Mighty

Satisfactory
Safe
Simple,
Durable
Reliable
Powerful
The

Strelinger
Always
Goes

"Good as Ever after 10 Years of Service"
Thats the way we build them. GOOD when you
buy them, GOOD AIRWAYS. TROUBLE LEAVES
when the STRELINGER comes aboard. We carry
in stock engines from i 1-2 to 5o H. P. $25 to $2500.
s and 4 Cycle Marine and Stationary. Send for
catalogue. Special bargain on a few sample motors.
Write now while the opportunity lasts.

The Strelinger Marine Engine Co.
Dept. x 46 CONGRESS ST. E. DETROIT. MICH.

THE

Queen's Hotel
TORONTO,
CANADA

One of the largest and most comfortable hotels in

the Dominion of Canada, and, being adjacent to the
Lake, commands a splendid view of Toronto Bay and
Lake Ontario. It is well known as one of the coolest

houses in summer in Canada, and is elegantly furnished

throughout. Rooms en-suite, with bath rooms attached.

The Queen's has been liberally patronized by royality

and nobility during their visits to Toronto, and among
those who have honored it with their patronage are :

Hii Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Aleacis of
Russia ; their Royal Highnesses, Prince Leopold,
Prince George, Princess Louise, and the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught; the Marquis of Lome; the Earl
and Countess of Dufferin; the Marquis and Marchioness
of Lansdowne; Lord and Lady Stanley, of Preston

;

Earl and Countess of Aberdeen. The Queen's is

furnished with all the latest modern improvements.

Long: Distance Telephone in Every Room.

HcGaw & Winnett,
Proprietors.

Highest award at St. Louis World's Fair. Adopted by governments o
U. 8.. Canada and England. 15 models to select from. Catalogue Free.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO.. Miamuburg, Ohio.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI

Korona Cameras
always represent the highest standard
of camera quality. If carefully.' ex-
amined they will win your approbation
by their perfection in every detail and
the many little features which give
them their individuality. Koronas
are famous for their lens equipments
and they are sold at very reasonable
prices fitted with our

TURNER-REICH
Convertible Anastigmat f. 6. 8.

The perfect American lens.

Send for Catalogue

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
798 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Camp Le Nid.

|HE members of Camp Le Nid claim

that it is the most unique camping
organization in the Province of

Ontario, and its history in a measure
justifies the claim.

In the summer of 1886, half a dozen
law students in Toronto, decided to spend
a few weeks of their vacation under can-

vas. The Bay
of Quinte was
reported to be a

famous camping
ground, and
thither they de-

cided to go. An
advance guard
proce e d e d to

Belleville, secur-

ed two boats,

two tents and a

meagre supply

• f provisions,

and took the

first steamer
down the Bay

—

bound they knew
not where. It

might be men-
tioned incident-

ally that through some unfortunate mis-

take the provisions were left on the wharf
in Belleville and were not recovered until

several days later. For twenty- five miles

they scanned either shore in search of the

best camping place, until they reached
the mouth of Hay Bay. They disembarked
at Thompson's Point, and rowed for two
miles, guided by some mysterious power,
and finally went ashore at Ruttan's Point,

as this appeared to be a most promising
location. They were here confronted

RETURNING TO CAMP FROM A FISHING EXPEDITION.

with a new difficulty for the proprietor

did not approve of campers upon his land.

By a species of argument acquired at

Osgoode Hall, he was prevailed upon to

permit them to pitch their tents. In a

few days the other four joined them and
spent four weeks under the old oaks of

this historic point. They soon began to

take stock of

their surround-
ings. Justacross
a small bay but

two miles dis-

tant was the

Village of Adbl-

phustown, the
original landing
place of the

United Empire
Loyalists. Six

miles up the

Reach was the

pretty town of

Picton, and
within sight of

the camp, was
the famous Lake
on the Moun-
tain. The very

spot selected by them had been a favourite

camping ground as far back as the days
of Champlain. Hay Bay noted for its

maskinonge, was within easy reach and
the small bays on either side of the Point
were dottedwith bassbarsin every direc-

tion. Only half a mile distant was a

summer resort since known as Glen
Island. They all pronounced those four

weeks to be the pleasantest outing they
had ever spent. They christened their little

party Camp Le Nid. By the following
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A BIT OF CAMP LE yjlD.

season they had completed their

course in law, but returned to

the same spot bringing with them
three more of their friends. So
from year to year they continued

to spend four weeks in July and
August upon the Point which
had begun to seem like home to

them, until by the year 1900 the

number upon the roll had reached

fifty and it was considered neces-

sary to close the list. The mem-
bership is evenly divided be-

tween the United States and
Canada. The City of Baltimore
heads the list and sends eighteen

members. Toronto follows next

with thirteen. The others are

scattered among the cities and
towns all the way from Seattle to

New York. Three years ago, one
enthusiastic honorary member
from South Africa timed his visit

to Canada so as to be present

during the camping season, and
won the distinction of travell-

ing further than any other mem-
ber to get there. The location is

an ideal one. A long narrow
point stretches out into the Bay
of Quinte, and there are just

enough trees to afford ample
shade and not interfere with the

refreshing breezes. A picturesque
little cove affords excellent shel-

ter for the Le Nid launch and

THE BUNGALOW AND SOME OF THE COTTAGES.

THE PICTURESQUE LITTLE COVE.

the other boats of the camp.
Four or five years ago one

member erected a small cottage.

This innovation was resented at

first as being out of keeping with
a camp, but" the older members
approved, and finally the tents

have given way to a series of
small cottages with spacious

windows thrown wide open but
well screened. Meals are served

in a large dining hall which
can be opened up on all sides.

Another large building known as

the Bungalow is similarly con-

structed and serves as a general

loafing place. The officers of the

camp consist of an honorary
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president, a president, a chief, a

secretary and an executive com-
mittee. During the camping
season proper, which has re-

mained fixed at four weeks, the

entire camp is under the sole

control of the Chief. His word
is law, to which all must and do
conform. The success of this

camp is due to the fact that' up
to the present time his authority

has never once been challenged.

The chief outdoor amusements
are swimming, boating, fishing,

golf and quoits.

While no ladies are admitted

to membership they are frequent

visitors at Le Nid and Ladies
Day is one of the regular featur-

es of Camp life. Fifteen or twenty are

entertained at a time, ' and the dinners

served by the colored, chef have won

A QUIET GAME OF BRIDGE.

more than a local reputation.

The annual meeting is always held on
the third Saturday of the season. There
is very little business to be transacted

and this is generally promptly disposed
of. Then follows a flow of oratory upon
any subject that may suggest itself to the

speaker. An occasional mock trial or

initiation of a new member is reserved for

this event. Although the real camp is in

session for only four weeks, it is customary
for some one or more members at different

periods during the season to spend a
few days at a time with their wives and

LADIES DAY AT CAMP LE NID.

families at the Point, so that there are

not many weeks during the summer sea-

son that there is not some show of life

at Camp Le Nid.

After a little experience in our
Camp one ceases to wonder at

the enthusiasm which is marking
the movement for the return to

a healthy out-door life through-
out Canada. A practical demon-
stration of the physical good ob-

tained is worth much reading, and
one speedily finds, from a short

stay, that benefits flow in the shape
of improved health and general

enjoyment of life such as can be
gained in no other way—advant-

ges indeed which are far beyond
any others that can be mention-
ed. The gain is immediate, and
its beneficial results may be far

reaching. Already some benefici-

al influence must be felt on the

national health and this means nat-

ional gain of no mean kind. This
return to primitive life means therefore a
fine addition to individual happiness and
national well being—the former conduc-
ing to the latter.

The best of it is, too, that we can ob
tain all this benefit in the most pleasur-

able fashion, combining both pleasure and
health in the most pleasant way—a con-

summation surely the most to be desired.

On our return we live over again in imag-
ination the pleasant evenings spent in

camp.



An Unsuccessful Deer Hunt.

BY T. W. DONTIGNY.

ARLY in the the season of 1904
two friends and myself, de-

cided that we would have a Deer
Hunt in New Ontario, in the vicinity of

Pog Lake, which is situated about ten

miles from Barry's Bay, on the Ottawa
division of the Grand Trunk Railway.

In order to do some trout fishing, also

a little general repairing on the camp, it

was resolved to leave on October 22nd, so

at nine- fifty a m. we entrained for the

"Happy Hunting Grounds."
Arriving at

Barry's Bay at

12.20 p. m. we
went over to

the hotel and
after partaking
of a very sub-
stantial dinner,

such as only
J ohn Billings the

hospitable land-

lord can put up,

we resumed our
journey to the

Lake, although
not without con-

siderable delay

with regard to

loading our car-

go on the wag-
gon.

The condition

of the road was simply fierce, some
places being almost impassable. Large
boulders were very much in evidence, as

a result of which the skiff and canoe suf-

fered severely.

It was five o'clock p. m. when we
reached the foot ot the lake, and darkness
had already set in. Besides, a drizzling

rain was falling, to add to the discom-
forts of the trip. After having paid the

driver, and partaken of a hurriedly got-

ten up lunch, he turned his footsteps

homeward, and the sound of the waggon
crashing over the bush and rocks for

which this road is famous, was quite

audible.

THE CAMP : OUR OWN BUILDING

We then pitched our tent for the night,

although our intentions had been to go
into camp at the head of the Lake the

same evening. The rain was falling very

heavily, and as we had plenty of time at our

disposal we decided to wait till morning,

and at eight o ' clock turned into our

blankets.

Next morning Eli, the oldest and most
experienced hunter in the party, was up
early, and when we awoke the odor of

fine breakfast bacon arose from the di-

rection of the

stone fire-place,

which had bees
temporarily ar-

ranged the pre-

vious night. A
heavy vote of

thanks went in

favor of the
cook, and we
sat around the

fire and ate the

"breakfast of

our live s".

Everybody was
i n high spirits

but we little

knew the for-

tune which was
in store for us

at the upper end
of the lake.

Upon examining our boat and canoe,

we discovered a tear in the bottom ot the

birch canoe fully three inches long caus-

ed by the jar of the wagon on the rough

road. Eli was equal to the task and in a

few minutes had a dish on the fire con-

taining a composition of grease and resin

which is a fine remedy for leaky canoes.

A piece of heavy tent canvas saturated

with this substance, was placed over the

dent, and it worked beautifully, not al-

lowing a drop of water to enter the

craft.

After a two hours' struggle against a

heavy wind, the head of the Lake was
reached, but we had still a half mile
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creek to paddle ere our destination was
gained. The water was deep and we got
along nicely, although a little incident

occurred on our way up. One of the dogs
got loose somehow and before he could
be prevented, plunged out of the canoe
and swam to shore dragging the chain
attached to his collar. However we suc-

ceeded in capturing him just as he reach-

ed the shore, the chain becoming entang-
led in some branches in the water.

Ten minutes later we were at our
landing place about one hundred
yards from the shanty. As this was my
first visit to Pog Lake, I was not by any
means acquainted w ith the place, and
when I heard
the boys shout

"Here we are",

my firstquestion

was, "Where is

t h e shanty ?"

They assured
me it was right

there.

W e walked
up to a small

hill, where the

long looked for

camp stood. I

noticed a dark
look come over

the countenance
of the boys, but
could not make
it out, till at

last they groan-
ed i n chorus
"By all that's

ashes!"

Here we were, fifteen miles from "civi-

lization" with nothing but a tent, in

which to face the cold breezes of October
and November, to say nothing of

the space which the provisions would
occupy.

But one lucky star at least was still

shining for us. A short distance from
the site of the old camp, hidden by a

clump of young pines, was a small camp,
probably built by some lumbering firm to

be used as a keep-over for supplies dur-

ing the summer. The roof however was
gone and the walls needed chinking, so we
set to work to accomplish the task. A
few days still remained till the hunting

ELI AND PHIL.

Holy the camp is in

season should open, and we managed to

secure a few trout with the troll, but

autumn is not the proper time to secure

trout by this means, so we were not dis-

appointed with our catch.

November first at last arrived, the dogs
were in the pink of condition and eager

for the chase. We had no trouble in get-

ting a start. We had but two watches

so had to use our best judgment as to

placing them, and we acted very prudently

as was afterwards proven.

The dogs were running but twenty-

five minutes when the fun began. Al-

though I was fully two miles from Phil,

I could distinctly hear, with the aid of the

wind, seven
shots which
rang through
the autumn for-

est. Bang-bang-
bang ripped out

the 32 Special

Rifle, then a

pause of a min-
ute or so, then
f our more shots

in quick succes-

s i o n. That
sou nds bad,

mused I. Those
shots were fired

too close togeth-

er to be effective

and the last con-

clusion was the

correct one as I

afterwards
learned

I went back to camp as only one dog
was running that day, and found Eli

there. We went together to meet Phil

and learn of his success. We met him a
short distance from camp wearing a very
sedate countenance. He explained the

situation, and said a cartridge had doub-
led, jamming the magazine of the rifle so
that it was impossible to work it. "It
was a fine little spike horn buck"said he,

"and I played him in the water for fully

twenty minutes till finally I took my oar
to finish him and succeeded in knocking
a piece off his nose. But a gust of wind
came and blew me down the lake, the
deer took advantage of this and being in

a narrow place made the shore before I
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could reach him."
Next day they decided to give me a

trial on Phil's watch. I went down, high
hearted as a king, with visions of deer

booming up before me, fully resolved to

do my utmost to secure one. I hadn't

to wait long when a doe waltzed into the

lake but kept along what I took to be the

shore, but I afterwards found to be but a

ridge of Beaver Bay.

I couldn't wait any longer, but got in-

to the canoe and pushed out. My heart

throbbed loud enough to be heard across

the lake I'm sure. The rifle jumped in

my hand, my nerves were all atremble;

I'd paddle a few yards then stop to look

and see where the deer was.
At last I forced her to what I thought

was the shore, when to my astonishment
she swam right through it. There were
some large saw logs between the shore

and the deer, she tried to get over them
but could not. I fired,the bullet splashing

the water about two feet over her head.
Twice more I fired wth the same result.

By that time she managed to get free

of the logs and I heard her make a few
jumps, then stop. I then ran the canoe
along one of the larger logs and stood up
to take a look. I perceived my game
standing knee deep in the marsh. Tak-
ing what I thought to be deliberate aim,

but trembling awfully, I again fired with
the same result, a few jumps and she
was in the woods free from harm. I re-

turned to camp feeling very blue and
received all kinds of jollies from the boys.

We remained a week longer but had to

give up, owing to. the lakes freezing; but

we missed deer every day. Nevertheless

though we returned home with no deer

we were greatly improved in physique and

health, and I'm pleased to say the follow-

ing year there wasn't the slightest trace

of buck fever in any of us.

A Fine Newfoundland Salmon

|HE accompanying illustra-

tion shows a twenty and a

nine pound salmon caught

by Mr. C. N. S. Strickland, of

Halifax, on the Codroy River, on

the west coast of Newfoundland,

July 27. The twenty-pound fish

is unusually large to be taken

duringthe month ofJuly, although

there is a run of large fish about

the middle of June.

Before proceeding to the "Cod-

roy" Mr. Strickland, accompan-

ied by Mr. Sydney Salter of

North Sidney, was at Grandy's

River, near Burgeo, on the South

Coast of Newfoundland for ten

days, during which time they

killed twenty-one salmon. A NEWFOUNDLAND SALMON.



The Deer of New Brunswick.

BY ADAM MOORE.

WHEN I was a boy—so many years

ago that I scarce like to count up
their number—the old people used

to tell me of the time when deer were
plentiful on the west side of the St. John
River, and an occasional one was seen on
the east side as well. As I listened to

their stories I used to wish that I had
lived in the "good old days"; never be-

lieving that I should live to see the deer

more plentiful in New Brunswick than
ever those old folks did.

It was in 1882 that I first read how
the deer were increasing in the State of

Maine, and that they were in such num-
bers in that State that they were cross-

ing the border line into New Brunswick.
Not one of us ever imagined however,
that they would cross the St. John River
to stay, if they crossed at all.

An old farmer was plowing on the

east side of the river in 1888 when a deer

came out to the team and gave the far-

mer a good chance of looking at it. In

July, 1899, two deer were seen in a field

near Scotch Lake, on the east side. A
man who had seen deer tracks in Maine
and consequently knew what they were,

also declared that he had seen such tracks

on the east side of the St. John. No one
however believed him at that time.

In September, 1889, I saw a fine big

buck near Scotch Lake where I have al-

ways made my home, and there .was no
mistake as to his appearance. After that,

deer were frequently seen east of the St.

John River, though they always returned

across the river to "yard" in the winter.

As soon as the first snow came, we would
see lots of deer tracks all going west.

The deer would "yard" a few miles west
of the river, and when the snow became
deep many were killed by the crust-hunt-

ers.

They were also chased so much by dogs
that many of those left abandoned the

west for the east side of the river. Here,
in a big tract of land that had been burnt
over a few years before, and was covered
with a thick growth of bushes, a new
"yard" was formed. Again the crust-

hunters had a pic-nic, though it was not

so bad for the deer as the old place had
been.

For the last half score of years they

have wintered in any place where there

was a patch of bush, but they have stead-

ily drifted east all the time, until now
deer can be found all over the province.

While I believe they are not more plenti-

ful on the west side of the river than
they were twelve years ago, the big wild-

erness north and east of the St. John is

now covered with them, and in those dis-

tricts their numbers are greatly on the in-

crease.

Mr. Shiras, of Pittsburg; who was on
a photographing trip with me last July,

and who proved to be the best informed
man on deer I ever had the pleasure of

meeting, told me that in New Brunswick
we had the most perfect deer country he
had ever seen. He had no doubt at all

that their numbers would so increase that

in a few years they would be as plentiful

in the Province as in any part of Maine at

the present time. There are no wolves
as in Michigan, Ontario, and Quebec,
and never will be. No wolves are to be

found south of the St. Lawrence river

and east of Michigan. There is no dan-
ger of their crossing the St. Lawrence,
and none of their coming east from Mic-
higan through the thickly settled country
between that State and the Province. I

agree with Mr. Shiras in these conclus-

ions, and was the more ready to believe

in them owing to the fact that that gentle-

man proved to me how deep was his

knowledge of the ways of both animals.

There are people who assert that there

are wolves in New Brunswick, but they
are labouring under a mistake. With all

my experience in the woods I have had as

good a chance of finding them as any one
if they really existed in the Province. All

I can say is that I have never seen any
sign of them, and I have never met a re-

liable man—a man who knows what he
is talking about—who has seen any sign
of them either.

In the Southern part ot the Province
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the bob-cat or lynx kills a great many
deer, but these pests are not yet any
great trouble on ihe east side of the St.

John River. The lynx are not cunning
like the wolves and are easily trapped,

though they are bad enough and appear
to be increasing. A few years ago there

was a Provincial bounty of one dollar and
fifty cents on both the bay lynx and the

Canada lynx, but the law was repealed.

No doubt in this step the government
did what was best according to their

knowledge but it has not proved satis-

factory for the game.
Deer are not killed to any extent by

non-resident sportsmen, and residents do
not kill enough of them to make any ap-

preciable inroad on their increase. In

New Brunswick, deer are only considered

as small game and they are not hunted in

the same way as moose and caribou.

Plentiful as they are at present, there

is no reason why they should not become
more plentiful in a few years. I am sure
I hope so, for they are nice little animals
and I like to see them when I don't wish
for any of them. It is very seldom in-

deed that I hunt or kill.

Many stories are heard as to the des-

truction deer cause amongst the crops
and many farmers swear vengeance upon
them for this reason. These damages
however are mostly imaginary and the

deer are blamed for what others have
done. I know as far as I am concerned
I would rather have a dozen deer in my
crops than one porcupine.

Hunting these little fellows is good
sport, and may their numbers never grow
less! Those who know most about them
must always have the best of good feel-

ing for the deer of New Brunswick.

AFTER A FOX HUNT IN SIMCOE COUNTY.
Part of a season's catch by Samuel Draper, in the Georgian Bay region.



Our Annual Deer Hunt.

BY TENDERFOOT.

0
!N the narrowest part of Oxtongue
Lake in Haliburton County, lies a
small Island, locally called Moose

Island, but by its present owners, Crag-
hurst, joined to the mainland on either

side by a corduroy bridge, on which
stands a little one story log house, with
plenty of sleeping room upstairs, the

home of a merry party every fall during
the deer hunting season. The party last

fall, consisted of Major J. E. Thompson
and wife, L. D. Johnson and wife and
Mr. Roger Bar-
ker of Leaming-
ton, Ont.

October the

thirtieth saw us
board the Grand
Trunk train at

Windsor bound
for Toronto,
where, after a
few hours wait-

ing, we took an-

other train over

the same line for

Huntsville , ar-

riving in t h e

morning about
seven o'clock,

and having just

time for break-

fast at the splen-

did hotel at the

top of the hill

near the depot,

before e m -

barking on the trim little steamer. The
real pleasures of the trip begin here, for

the sail through Fairy Lake, and by
Canal to Peninsular Lake and on through
this lake to the portage gives the travel-

ler the pleasure of viewing the beautiful

lak escenery for which this country is

famous.
At the portage we board the Huntsville,

Lake of Bays, and Lake Simcoe, Limited,

which whirls us at lightning like (?) speed
across the portage, and lands us on the

dock on the other side, after a safe jour-

ney over the shortest railroad and on the

MRS. JOHNSON PREPARED TO WATCH THE LAKE

smallest train in the world. Here we are

hustled aboard another steamer belong-

ing to the same Company which takes us

through'part of the Lake of the Bays
landing us at the pretty little town of

Dwight, situated at the head of Dwight
Bay where we are met by friends whom
we see but once a year. These are Mrs.

Asbury, her daughter and three sons

who have a lovely home on the shore of

the Bay. It is dinner time when we
arrive at her home and usually so hungry

that we make
away with the

good things she

sets before us

in short order.

We are made to

feel perfectly

at home while

there, and the

time allowed us

at their home
is all too shcrt.

Boon after

dinner we begi»
loading up our
outfit on Mr.
Johnnie Robert-
son's wagon,
which that gen-
ial gentleman
has brought out
from Oxtongue
for the purpose,
and we are soon
on our way over

rough a road as I ever
There is more walking
by the party on this

the task of keeping
it, being too

how-

ten miles of as

wish to travel,

than riding done
part of the journey,

oneself on the wagon, or in

strenuous. We arrive in due time
ever, at the shack, and and then it's get
busy everyone to clean up the house, get
the beds ready and the supper on the
table. This last portion falls to the
ladies and they are experts at this very
necessary part of the programme. This
first night finds us in our bunks early,

being rather tired after the long journey.
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The next morning we are up early

and one of the first things we do is get

the rifles unpacked and ready for service,

and then after a hearty breakfast, we
are ready for the woods and everything

that fortune will be kind enough to send

our way. Mr. Barker elects to put

out the hound while the Major and I hurry

to the well known runways at the head
of the lake, and it is not long before

Sport's voice breaks in upon the stillness

and I always feel a slight chill run up
and down my spine as I listen to him.

The first two days, we had no luck be-

yond killing a few partridges but on the

third morning, af er spending a couple

of hours in the rain, I just reached

the house when I heard a rifle

cracking away
at a lively rate

up at the head
of the lake, and
thinking it must
be Roger, I de-

cided to walk up
that way. In a

few •minutes I

met him coming
along the trail

seemingly in a

great hurry. He
told me he had
shot a deer in

the lake but

couldn't get to

it and I volun-

teered to go
back for the

boat and get it

out for him.

the lake in our little steel boat and had

got up in the marsh at the head of it

where from his description I thought to

find his deer, when I was hailed from the

shore and there stood Roger beside his

deer; being too impatient to wait for

the boat he had waded in the water which

was there about three feet deep and pulled

it out. It was a fine big buck and in about

half an hour was hanging to a lean-to on

the north side of the shack. This was consid-

ered good enough for one day, and we ac-

cordingly stayed in out of the rain and
snow and were given the full particulars

of Roger's first kill.

The next morning we decided that

THE AUTHOR AND HIS WIFE EQUIPPED FOR TRAIL
f

I was soon on the way up luck would have it, I

Father and I should cover the two run-
ways at the head of the lake, and Mr.
Barker was to put out the hound. This
however, would leave the lake unwatched,
and I asked my wife, who is a very en-

thusiastic hunter, to take the boat up to

Tiny Island and watch from there, know-
ing full well that if a deer took to the

lake anywhere near there she would be
sure to get it. But I had forgotten in

the hurry of departure to empty it of the

water rained into it during the previous
night, and as the two ladies were unable
to turn it over, the intrepid hunter, armed
with her Stevens 32 in high spirits and
with wet feet, headedf for her post. She
never reached it, deciding that she would
rather walk on shore than swim

in the boat. She
landed disgust-

ed, about a half

mile from home
and left the boat
for me to bring
in. The hound
drove the deer
away from us
this day, and
we went home
empty - handed,
but far from dis-

couraged.
Over our usual

game of cards

that evening, I

made the boast
that I would
bring in a deer
next day, and as

kept my word.
About two miles from home, standing on
a runway just about dusk, I sighted a
deer running up the side of a hill a good
two hundred yards away and managed to

get in four shots before it disappeared over
the brow, apparently untouched. I

thought it advisable to take a look around
there for some signs of blood, and was
glad I did so, for not ten feet from where
it went over the edge from my sight, I

found it dead. It was a small buck but

was in splendid condition. Anyone who
has had the pleasure of dragging a hund-

red and fifteen pound deer for two miles

can imagine how I felt on my arrival at
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the shack but the greeting I received

there seemed to take away most of the

aches.

The next two days were uneventful,

but on the third day things came the

Major's way. He and I had just reached
the top of the hill after a hard climb when
I saw the white tail of a deer pass from
view around a boulder a hundred yards

away. I ran ahead for some distance

then caught sight of.it heading for the

river. I took a hurried shot but scored a

clean miss and then lost sight of it.

A few seconds later I heard
father's rifle crack somewhere behind

me and he called to me to hurry down
to the river as he was sure he had wound-
ed it. As the river was but two hundred
to two hundred and fifty yards distant I

could easily keep the deer from making
the other side and getting away from
us. I had not gone more than fifty

yards when I suddenly came upon it dead
at the edge of a tamarack swamp, into

which it had probably tried to get in its

endeavour to escape. It was a fairly

good sized doe and did a lot towards de-

corating the north end of our house.

We were a happy crowd by this time
but we had no further luck until the

last day when Roger, who was appar-

ently not satisfied with one deer, had to

kill another, a spike buck which the hound
drove into Beetle Lake, near his stand.

But, sad to relate, he thought he was on
the shore of Oxtongue Lake and that he
had only to drag his deer around the lake,

to the right to get it home, and conseq-

uently dragged it around Beetle Lake
until darkness began to settle down and

he had to abandon it and get out of the

woods. Judging from the time he was
at it, he probably made the circuit of the

lake several times. Luckily he struck a
trail, and following it through the gather-

ing darkness with difficulty, he finally

came out at a camp some three miles from
our shack. By this time we at home were
getting anxious, knowing how far from
pleasant a night in the woods must be,

so I took the revolver and fired about
twenty-five shots at regular intervals in

the hope it would help him find his way
to the house in case he was lost in reality.

But after giving up hopes of seeing him
that night, we heard him outside tying
up the hound and we gave him a royal

welcome home. Then it was we got the

story, and how, after reaching the friendly

camp, he secured a lantern and a man to

help him, and returning to the lake

brought his deer to camp.
We were all well satisfied with the out-

ing, and our luck, and broke camp the
next morning with Mr. Robertson's
wagon ready to do transport duty. My
mother and wife enjoyed every minute of
the time we were in camp, and took fully

as much interest in the hunting as the
men of the party. Our appetites were
simply enormous, from the time we arriv-

ed until we left ; it seemed impossible to
get enough to eat, and we all felt splen-
did after the two weeks we spent away
from work and worry. Mr. Barker kindly
tells us he never spent a happier vacation.

This was our fourth fall outing in suc-
cession, spent at our Island Home, and
the coming fall will make the fifth, cir-

cumstances permitting.

A thrilling story of a bear fight comes
from Alaska. A hunter named Charles

Royden is said to have become separated

from his companions while on a fishing

and hunting trip, and when making his

way back to camp was attacked by a

big bear. According to his story he
fought the bear until utterly exhausted
he lay at the animal's mercy. He remain-
ed in this position for twenty-five hours
the bear renewing the attack every time
he made a move. At the end of this time
the bear moved off and Royden made his

way back to camp. It was seven days
from the time he became separated from
his companions before he reached the
succour awaiting him at the camp and in

the meantime he had had nothing to eat
but a salmon which an eagle had caught
and left and which he had eagerly annex-
ed and washed and roasted over a fire.

He was removed to a hospital where it

was found he had sixty-nine wounds. The
wonderful endurance of the man will, the
surgeons think, give him something more
than a fighting chance for his life.



MR. SHADE AND HIS MOOSE HEAD.

How I Captured a Fine Moosehead in New Brunswick

A Friendly Challenge.

BY J. A. SHADE.

SOME few months ago I told in the

pages of "Rod and Gun" the

story of an "Unsuccessful Moose
Hunt in New Brunswick." I feel sure no
one who read all through the story could

doubt my testimony to New Brunswick
as a fine game province.

If any one did doubt I wish now to tell

the story of a Successful Hunt in the

same grand country. It was in the fall

of 1905 that a number of us decided to

spend our vacation in Canada, and New
Brunswick was the portion of the Domin-
ion selected. There were four of us in

the party namely : Harry Harvout, of

Toledo, O.; N. L. Curtis, Maumee, O.

;

A. W. McNamara, Pierceton. Ind., and
myself, hailing from Piqua, O.

We travelled as direct as we could to

Doaktown, and after a fourteen mile

drive on October fourth, reached our
guide's camp on the edge of Muzerall

Lake, seventy-one miles northwest of

Fredericton. Our guide was not able to

accompany us from Doaktown, but he
gave us the key of a cabin he owns on the

shore of the lake, told us to make oursel-

ves at home, and promised to be with us
as soon as he could arrange to do so.We
were accompanied by Thomas Weaver,
our second guide, and we heard much
from him as to the excellence of the

country for hunting.

On arriving at the cabin we discovered

that the wrong key had been given us by
mistake. For a time we were non-pluss-
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ed but one of our number, who possesses

a happy knack of overcoming- all kinds

of difficulties incidental to camp life, pro-

duced some tools and by sawing* a piece

•ut of the door, procured us admission.
We speedily built a fire and two hours
after our team arrived, had things all

snug. Supper had been prepared—

a

large dish of good old murphies such as

only the soil of New Brunswick can pro-

duce, a kettle of boiled rice accompanied
by bread and butter and excellent coffee.

Our long journey and exertions gave us
excellent appetites and we demolished the

camp fare with a relish.

Although we did not retire till late, be-

ing" excited over our first night in the

woods, we were all astir at daylight. We
counted no less than ten moose in the

lake, and as one of the party secured a
oice one we had a plentiful supply of

moose meat. Our breakfast consisted of

bacon and eggs, fried potatoes, bread
and butter and coffee.

The teamster who brought us in the

night before was returning to Doaktown,
and I rode back with him for four miles

to a good trout stream. I failed, how-
ever, to locate a pool where the water
was deep enough to prevent the fish from
seeing- me. I went up the bluff to re-

turn to the wagon trail from which I had
wandered about a mile when I came
across as fine a blueberry patch as one
could wish to find. I simply camped
down right there and took in a full sup-

ply. Returningf on the trail I found an-

other and smaller trout stream, and suc-

ceeded, fishing from the bank, in captur-

ing two fine speckled beauties. They
were as wary as a bull moose, but I think

if I had had boots I could have caught
more. They were taken to camp, clean-

ed and fried, and we had our first taste

©f brook trout.

We arranged to have two meals per

day in camp—taking our lunch wherever
we might happen to be at the noon hour.

After supper we went to the edge of the

lake and with the aid of two powerful

glasses watched the moose feeding on the

lily pads. We saw some dozen or so en-

gaged in this way, and judging from the

noise they made splashing around there

must have been a dozen or more further

back. Muzerall Lake is a shallow body

of water from one ""and a half to two
miles long, about three-quarters of a mile

wide at its widest part, and trom one to

three feet deep, except the upper end
where it is eight or ten feet deep. The
bottom is rocky but the soil washed in

from the shores grows a certain lily of
which the moose are exceedingly fond,

and to procure which they will go for

many miles around. With watching the
moose for an hour or more we were quite
chilled, and we were glad to get back to

camp, make a good fire and warm our-
selves up.

On that evening and other evenings,
we enjoyed card playing. No gambling
is allowed in camp but tc make the game
interesting we take in one hundred large
Canadian pennies. The one who can
clean up the crowd is allowed to do all

the crowing that evening. On the other
hand the unfortunate one who has to bor-
row gets the hot end of it. Of course
the next evening he may be fortunate,

and able to get back at those who guyed
him. We find this arrangement makes
our evenings pass pleasantly, and does
not interfere materially with discussions
on the events of the day.%"" '"""S

One evening whilst we were watching
the moose, Guide Weaver and McNam-
ara took the boat, and crossing the lake
hid themselves in the bush, their object
being to see if they could pick out a good
head.The moon being only in first quarter
the light was not strong enough for the
purpose. McNamara got a fine head
two years be r

ore but he wished to get a
better one to show to the boys at home.

I am likewise wishful to get a good
head, like Harvout did two years ago.
That gentleman will have his work cut
out to beat his performance of that time,
but McNamara and myself not having
prize winners at home, need not be so
particular. ,

Tc
!
0>

After a stormy night the mornine broke
calm and cool. We had a fine breakfast
and Harvout and guide Weaver set off
for a day's hunt. While Mac and Curtis
washed up the dishes I chopped the wood
and when they went off I cleaned up the
cabin and aired the bedding. I was wait-
ing for guide Doak with my mail and re-

solved as soon as he appeared to cut fresh
boughs for the beds. We were the firs#
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party in camp and no new boughs had
been cut for the season. Finishing all

my work I hunted up a fresh cigar

and had a pleasant commune with

Nature while awaiting Doak's appear-

ance.

There is a very remarkable thing about
Muzerall Lake. The whole lake is sur-

rounded by an embankment about ten to

twenty feet from the water, from four to

six feet across and four to six feet high. It

is made up of yel-

low sand and if

the brush were
a 1 1 cleared o ff,

six men could
walk abreast

around it. There
it no sand like it

anywhere in the

immediate
neighborhood so

far as the natives

know. The
whole appear-

ance of this em-
bankment i s a

mystery and
would appear
to be well worth
the attention of

some scientist.

Guide D o a k
arrived, and the
hunters returned

but without suc-

cess, though w e

had a jolly even-

ing. Sunday was a

quiet day, but be-

ing out in the back
woods we caught
a few fresh brook
trout for supper.

Every evening the marshes and the

edges of the lake swarmed with thous-

ands of ducks and if only some one had
had a double barrel shot gun we could

have obtained plenty of duck food.

On Monday we were all out early, in-

tent on a full day's hunt. The net result

was that I killed a porcupine, and Curtis

shot at a fox and missed. I saw a phea-

sant, two hawks and one deer, but as it

was getting dark and we only heard him
jump, there was no chance of a shot.

One of the unpleasant incidents of

camp life happened on this day. Some
four-legged marauders broke into our
bread, butter and eggs which we kept
outside, and did much damage. On gat-

hering up the remnants we found suffici-

ent to enable us to do business for a few
days longer.

With frost sufficient to form an ice on
the water so that one had to break it for

a morning wash, the air on Tuesday

THE MOOSE HEAD.

morning was bracing and healthy. While
the others went for an early hunt Doak
and I got up sufficient wood to last for a

few days, cleaned up the place and got
ready for a scout.

All we managed to secure were two
ruffed grouse. After supper we tried to

call up moose- and failed.

Later on guide Weaver was successful

and Harvout shot the animal. He did

not get a good view of its head before

shooting and found afterwards that he
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had shot a very poor specimen— the

moose being only a two year old with a

very small head. We were all sorry as

he was a rattling good fellow, and we
wished him to get a better head than he
had obtained before. However, it gave
us plenty of moose meat for our camp.
A very heavy frost with the ground

frozen was the condition of things when
we arose on Wednesday morning, with
prospects of rain or snow. Waiting for

a messenger with mail kept me in the

greater part of the day and it was after

sundown when we went down the lake

and located ourselves. Doak called but
none came that suited, and we returned
to camp nearly frozen.

Three shots were heard later on and
MacNamara and guide Weaver came in,

telling us that Mac had his moose. He
said it didn't suit him but he thought it

better than none, and as it was a good
chance such as might not come again, he
took it. This made the third moose ob-
tained in the party, and I began to won-
der whether my turn would come. The
boys tried hard to save their meat but de-
spite all care Curtis had to be content
with head and hide.

There are drawbacks, as we discover-
ed, to hunting moose in New Brunswick.
If one visits the province in the calling

season one is almost sure of procuring a
moose with very little trouble. All that
is necessary is to watch the lake in the
early mornings or evenings. In windy
weather they will not venture out of the
bushes, but on a clear calm day they will

do so. On such occasions they can be
seen in all directions splashing and feed-

ing. While the early season is more fa-

vorable for seeing the game, the chances
for saving the meat are not so good.
From the middle of October to the mid-
dle of November a hunter may be just as
fortunate seeing game and then he will

be able to save his meat. Unless the
hunter is fortunate however, it is ten
times harder to hunt moose in the bush,
than to call them up. Unless a snow
comes, and that snow not too deep, the
hunter has pretty hard work before him
if he does not happen on his game at

once. I am in favor of October twentieth
and the first snow being due at the end
of the month gives the hunter a good

chance.

In the morning while I was engaged
in these reflections I had a good chance
at a moose but as he had no better head
that those possessed by the other boys,

and not so good as one I had at home,
I allowed him to pass. At noon we re-

ceived our first mail from home. The
messenger was delayed on account of the

fair—a great local event which no one
willingly misses.

On Friday Doak and I went on a tramp
through the woods. As far as big game
was concerned the hunt was fruitless. We
only saw three ruffed grouse. I got a

shot at one but missed. No wonder for

as one only aims at their heads the target

is small for a rifle shot.

When we reached camp we found that

my companions were absent, a note on
the table informing us that they had gone
to Caine's River for a three day's cruise

after deer and caribou. After supper we
rowed to the end of the lake on a moose
calling expedition, but the wind rising

caused our return, as nothing in that line

can be done unless it is calm. We
agreed to divide the night into watches
for the purpose of watching the weather.

As my turn of duty came first I occupied

my time in writing up my diary and boil-

ing moose meat, the latter with the idea

of making a good moose pot pie for a

change. I also cooked the supper which
the guide pronounced very good and
which I thought not at all bad, although

I had done no cooking for anyone but my
self for two years.

When the boys returned, we heard

that Harvout and McNamara had each

succeed in procuring caribou, the former's

having a magnificent pair of antlers, and
the latter also a fine head. Curtis was
the unfortunate one. Guide Weaver said

that in all his forty years' experience he
had never seen such good success in one
day and but for an unfortunate incident

Curtis would have succeeded as well.

On Sunday we all removed across.

Caine's River in order to be on the cari-

bou grounds early on Monday. We ex-

pected to find a cabin but couldn't discov-

er it and so had to build a lean-to of ced-

ar boughs. Guide Doak and I slept out-

side and this was my first experience in

this line. The night was calm and not
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too cold so that the experience was en-
joyable though in the morning 1 found
myself rather stiff from lying on the bare
ground. A good rousing fire was main-
tained all night and we sat up late ex-

changing yarns. No doubt the guides

thought some of the questions I put to

them rather foolish but they led to a good
deal of intormation which proved to be of

great interest to us.

On Monday night we returned to our

camp after a hard day's tramp having

met with no success. All we saw was
one doe and as we had plenty of meat and
the distance from camp was consid-

erable we allowed her to go. We
watched her for ten minutes and saw her

go to the water, take a drink, look up
and down the river and finally walk into

the bush. Every moment we expected to

see a buck join her but were disappoint-

ed.

The hunt r was continued on the

following day without results, and

on Wednesdav, October seventeenth,

my companions broke camp and

with guide Weaver departed for
Doaktown. When the ' 'good-byes"

were said, I felt rather blue and

lonesome. To cheer ourselves up Doak
and I had another long hunt, and with

failure the blue feeling grew stronger

than ever. An added measure of discon-

tent was a day and night of rain and

storm, and on the following morning the

rain was still falling. My spirits were
falling to zero but were again raised by

news from home brought in by the

guide's son.

Just before dusk the guide and
his son crossed the lake and suc-

ceeded in calling up a monster. They
fired six shots at him and on their

return to supper which I had again

prepared, told me they thought they

had him as they could not hear him
leave the water.

Early in the morning, to our great sur-

prise we saw the moose feeding quietly

about one hundred yards west of the po-

sition where he had been fired at the

previous evening. Every now and then

he would look across the lake as much
as to say. "Now, boys, come on, I am
waiting to clean you up as I have many
a bull moose." The guide held that my

chance had at last come. A well direct-
ed shot at two hundred and fifty yards
went home. He jumped almost his en-
tire length out of the water and started
to run. The guide and I pumped nine
more shots after him but not one touched
him. He only ran a few yards when he
fell dead, my first shot as we afterwards
discovered, going clean through his heart.
On examining him my joy was great. We
discovered that I had landed the biggest
head procured in that locality during the
season—fifty- five inches spread and twen-
ty seven points. The one procured by
Curtis had a spread of forty two, Mac-
Namara's thirty-eight and Harvout's thir-

ty two. Mine was aiso three inches wider
than Harvout's head procured three years
ago.

After skinning and quartering him we
loaded him on a wagon and I started the
same afternoon for Doaktown, reaching
the settlement about half past six in the
evening. The whole population turned
out to see the largest head brought in

during the season, and I was the recipi-

ent of many congratulations. I left the
head, hide and meat with Mr. Walthem,
the village teacher, and he undertook to

prepare them so I that might take them
home.
A good night's rest at the hotel ren-

dered me fit for further efforts, and I re-

turned to camp on the Friday, intending
to remain till the following Tuesday,
hunting in the meantime for caribou. In

this quest I was not successful, and on
arriving at Doaktown determined to

make one further effort in the same
cause. Hiring a horse and buggy I drove
out five miles south, saw some fine coun-
try and had a hard day's trip. As far

as big game was concerned, the hunt was
fruitless but the day was not without its

pleasant experiences. I visited Devil's

Lake and was on Devil's Back, a long,

sharp, high ridge of land near the lake.

The name interested me but all inquiries

as to its origin seemed to be clouded in

mystery—at any rate I was unable to get
any satisfactory explanation of the same.
After all, I felt that my efforts had not
been without reward and I return-

ed home well pleased with my experi-

ences in the wilds ot beautiful New Brun-
swick.
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When we meet and talk over our ex-

periences, my companions and I agree
that Muzerall Lake is the centre of the

best moose grounds in New Brunswick.
In fourteen days we saw no less than one
hundred of these animals. The lake is

about fifteen miles north of Doaktown
and we only found one^ guide who could
take us to it. Jg i

Harvout's caribou head has
span of forty-five inches and sixteen

points.

My moose head has a spread of sixty-

inches and twenty-seven points, with six

points on one forebrow and four points

on the other. Mr. Emack, the taxider-

mist of Fredericton, who has been
mounting heads for many years, says he
never saw such a head before. It is

without doubt one of the most remark-
able heads on record.

Who has the longest set of moose ant-

lers in the world has long been a moot
point. Some years ago a set of moose
antlers from Alaska, mounted in Bangor,
Me. attracted great attention. They had
a spread of seventy-four inches, but like

most Alaska antlers they were ragged and
unsymmetrical. The most handsome
antlers are seldom widespread and those
of remarkable spread are seldom hand-
some. A set owned by Norman Merri-

man, of New York, a member of the Cali-

nal Club, was said to be the second larg-

est in the world. These were sixty-two

inches. A set owned by King Edward,
presented to him when, as Prince of

Wales, he visited Canada,are said to have a

spread of more than seventy-four inches.

Several sets have been mounted in Bangor
with spreads of seventy-four inches but
all came from Alaska and none of them
were handsome.
At the time at which I am writing the

New Brunswich record, as far as was
known, was sixty-six and the Maine re-

cord sixty-two.

The largest and most handsome set of

moose antlers of which there is definite

knowledge is that owned by Charles B.

Hazeltine of Belfast, the official measure-
ments of which were taken at the New
York Sportsmen's Exposition in 1895 and
which are given as :—girth, eight and a
half inches; lengthy forty-one; palmation,
forty-one and a half by twenty-one and a

half, spread sixty- one. The spread of a
set of antlers does not necessarily indi-

cate their size or establish their worth, as

measuring antlers is an arbitrary pro-

ceeding. The Hazeltine set for instance,

while measuring only sixty-one inch

spread are seventy-two convex measur-
ment and their beauty and value are in

their great width of blade and their

twenty nine points.

This will also apply to my own head
for while it only measures sixty inches

it has twenty-seven points, and with ten

forebrow points it is in all probability as

remarkable a head as was ever captured.

The weight of the moose was judged by
the guide to be one thousand pounds.
The measurement from nose to tail was
seven feet, six inches and the girth six

feet seven inches. When all these

points are taken into consideration

I believe I hold the champion head.

At any rate I have a most remarkable
head, and should like to hear from any
who believes that he possesses a better

one. While not the largest it is one of

beautiful symmetry and is remark-
able in its possession of ten fine brow
points.

Many conflicting statements have been
made about the one possessed by King
Edward, and some years ago Mr. Hazel-
tine, of Belfast, Me., wrote to the Prince,

as he then was, enclosing a photograph
of his set and making enquiries as to the

exact size of the Royal trophy. A polite

answer of thanks was sent but no infor-

mation was given as to the measurements
of the antlers.

Since the above was written I have
read with the deepest interest the account
given by Dr. W. L. Munro of his record

breaking hunt that appeared in the June
number of "Rod and Gun". Whilst
heartily congratulating the Doctor I am
of opinion, from the details he gives, that

my head still retains its proud position of

championship when every point is taken
into consideration, and my friendly chal-

lenge still holds good. I am ready to be
convinced by any good brother sportsman
and if I am beaten I shall concede the

point at once, though, as my own trophy,

captured as the result ot much hard work
and perseverance, I shall still highly

value my own head.



My Experience as a "Bear Hunter/'

BY R. D. HENZEL M. D.

THIS is the story of an 4 'amateur
hunter," and when I say ' 'amateur,"

I presume I was as "raw" an

amateur as ever "toted" a gun in to the

woods. I knew which end of the gun
was the business end, and was instructed

how to load it ; I knew that the

compass pointed north, but had never

used one, and had no idea of "land

marks."
I was a city man having lived all my

life in a city, and never was in the

woods before, and never spent any time

talking to hunters
;
consequently I knew

next to nothing about the woods and
camps. However I was very fortunate

in knowing a man who was a past-master

of hunting and wood-craft, and he took

pity on me one fall and invited me to be

one of his party in a hunting expedition

to the north. This man's name was
Charles Gillette, a big strong, husky,

good humored, athletic "fat man" with a

big bass voice, which he could modulate

from a roar which could be heard a mile

or more, to a softly entrancing bari-

tone fit for a baby's lullaby, (and many an

evening have I spent in camp listening to

him singing some sweet old song.)

Gillette's camp outfit was the most
complete I have ever seen and since

then I have seen many. It included

all the necessary articles for an extended

sojourn in the woods, and in addition,

many of the things thought unnecessary

by the old-time hunter, who seems to

make his camp as cheerless a place as

possible, and fit only for a sleeping place

at night. Gilette made his camp a

"home" in the woods, and one which the

weary hunter would welcome on his re-

turn in the late afternnon, when he is so

tired that he can hardly put one foot be-

fore the other. It was transported from

the city to the little station in the north

by rail, and from there to the woods by

a farmer's team, "so why not make your-

selves comfortable," friend Gillette would
say.

The only preparation necessary for my-
self on this trip, was warm clothing, and

a gun ; the outfit of Gillette's was ample
for all my needs. On the advice of my
friend, I bought a 30-30 Savage Rifle, as

the best all round gun for our trip. This
with my extra clothing was packed with
the rest, and we started for the north.

We arrived early the next morning in as

God-forsaken a little town as I have ever
seen, had breakfast, hired a farmer to

load our camp duffle and departed on top
of the load, twenty-two miles into the

interior. This was my very first trip into

the woods, and I thought after a few
miles that we must soon be coming to

the end of it, but soon found out what a
"big woods" really is.

We camped on the bank of a stream,

which notwithstanding the fact that the

thermometer was registering eight de-

grees below zero, and that there was
about a foot of snow on the ground, was
rippling over the rocks as noisily as in

summer. This stream I afterwards
found out contained speckled trout in

abundance. It also furnished us with
our drinking water, and it was the best

water I have ever drunk. Some belated

cedar ties were floating down the stream,
and we "snaked" out about a dozen for

use as a foundation for the bed. We
cleared away the snow, pitched the tent,

hauled in our ties, laid them down in the

rear, and having bought a bale of straw
in the town we opened it and spread it

thickly over the ties, covering that with
the heavy blankets. The next thing

was the camp stove. This was made
of heavy boiler iron, and was collapsible.

It was set up near the entrance with the

pipe running through an opening ; this

stove was a seven-day-wonder, for with
it you could heat the tent to an unbear-
able temperature in weather thirty degrees
below zero, and with the right kind of

wood, the fire would last for two days in

it. Our valuables, such as extra guns,
books, magazines, clothing, ammunition,
medicines and the always present deck of

cards, were locked in a double bicycle

trunk, which stood at the back of the

tent, and while it was very spacious, it
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occupied very little of the valuable tent

space; the front of the trunk folded down,
and was handy as a book shelf. The
provisions were carried jn a good sized

box, the lid of which could be locked,

and it stood just outside the door. The
tent was brilliantly lighted at night by a

calcium carbide lamp, ten pounds of car-

bide lasting the entire month, so that

reading was a pleasure at night.

Before night we had our camp well

"made" and after a hearty supper
we retired early for a good night's rest,

preparatory to a long hard day in the

woods. The provision box was left open
that night, and part of our store, two
slabs of "Extra A" bacon, was the

only meat carried into camp, of course

depending on venison for our fresh supply.

The guns were not unpacked, being left

at the bottom of the trunk. During the

night I was awakened by a soft grunting

sound which I at once knew was not the

sound produced by a snoring sleeper, and
I awakened Gillette. He listened to the

sound a moment and then said softly

"There goes our bacon !" Sure enough
we had lost it, for the noise was produc-

ed by a bear, who had smelled the meat
and had been attracted to it. There we
lay, I not daring to breathe, for I was
filled with an unknown fear that I had
never experienced before, and friend

Gillette powerless to save his bacon be-

cause of our thoughtlessness in not un-

packing the guns. However, we were
up before daylight, had break-

fast without meat, and with our artillery

were ready to hunt down the thief who
had dared to steal our grub in the

night.

Our party consisted of four men, Gil-

lette, Chas. Fox, John Van Sipe and my-
self. We waited until daylight and then

looked for the tracks of the bear, which
we had no difficulty in finding, and they

led directly to the river. The bear had
entered the river but we could not find

where he had come out, so after a short

conference we decided to divide into par-

ties and patrol the river on the both sides

up and down. Chas. Fox, a compass
and some instructions concerning the

fact that the road we had entered camp
by ran east and west, fell to my lot. It

would be well to explain that Fox was

also an amateur in the "big woods," this

being his first experience of gun toting.

Our instructions had been that when
either party found the track of the bear
one shot was to be fired, to call back the

other party so that all could be "in" on
the hunt.

Fox and I must have followed the tor-

tuous trail of the stream more than a
mile in the uncertain light of the early

morning without seeing anything that

could be taken for a bear track, when I

called a halt for the purpose of "reasoning
it out." We reasoned that the bear
would not stick to the stream for over a
mile, and that we had evidently missed
his track somewhere, and perhaps he
went down stream anyway, so we decid-

ed to strike off on our own "hook" for a
hunt and surprise our friends by our re-

turn laden with game of some kind. To
our left was an old deserted tote road
from some lumber camp, and we started
down it as it offered better footing than
the unbroken woods through which we
had been walking. The light was be-
coming stronger all the while and after

going some three hundred yards I sud-
denly saw a track of some animal which
had crossed the trail. We examined the
track closely and tried to remember what
a bear track looked like, and finally de-
cided that the track was "our bear" and
that he had our bacon. Simultaneously
we suggested that there would be no
combined hunt that day, but that we
would "get" this bear alone and unassist-
ed thereby becoming the camp heroes.
Without hesitation we started on the
trail of "his bearship" and he led us a
merry chase indeed. Through the deep
snow that bear went on a seemingly end-
less journey. Wherever there was a
rise of ground the bear went straight over
the top, no matter how high the hill

might be he went to the extreme top and
down the other side. The country
around was composed of both high lands
and low lands with large numbers of
cedar swamps between, and believe me,
this bear went through the centre of every
swamp within a radius of tenmiles,and so
did we, crawling on our stomachs, twist-
ing and wriggling through with great
effort but always with the track of the
"giant" bear, (for we had decided that
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only a bear of the largest size could make
such a big track) elusively calling us

onward, and ever onward up hill and
down dale through cedar swamps and
prickly briars, and always stretching on
in the undefinable distance. His main
amusement, aside from the swamps was
walking along fallen trees, and scratch-

ing his back against stumps, and the up-

turned roots of trees.

We had followed the track since day-

light, and at twelve we called a halt and
talked it over. We had started with good
breakfasts, but nothing in our pockets to

eat, and at noon we were very hungry
indeed, also tired and leg- weary, for the

walking was new to us and very difficult.

Soon after finding our track in the morn-
ing, and under the stimulating influence

of a good breakfast, we decided that un-

der no circumstances would we give up
that track until we had come face to face

with the maker. After eight hours of

stumbling along over the ground through
the snow, and over partly covered logs, I

was ready to acknowledge that the bear

was a better traveller in his native woods
than I ; however I was game, and if

there was to be any deserting the trail,

the suggestion must come from my part-

ner first. He did not offer the suggestion,

but he looked as though he would like to,

so we took up a couple of notches in cur
belts, called it dinner and went forward
again. We examined the track repeated-

ly, not for any reason however, save to

find out if it was becoming any fresher,

and to see how much, if any, we had
gained on the bear. We decided that

we were very close now and might come
up with him at any minute so the guns
were carried at full cock, and we were on
the alert every moment. We soon came
to another of those seemingly endless

swamps and with no hesitation started in.

After going about one hundred feet we
heard the bush crackling ahead,and I, at

least, began to tremble. Soon we came
to a slightly open place, Fox ahead, my-
self about three feet behind when sud-

denly fifteen feet ahead an enormous
black bear reared up on his hind legs,

and looked us over. I was too frightened

to speak, but I could notice great agita-

tion of Fox's arms as he tried to get his

gun up to shooting position. I made no

effort to raise my gun to my shoulder to

shoot but attempted to shoot while hold-

ing the gun low in my hands. I tried

with all the strength I had to pull the

trigger but could not, as my arms seem-
ed paralyzed. And it was only after

what seemed an hour that I discovered
that my gun was pointed at Fox's kidneys,
and that it was only through the inter-

vention of a very bad case of "fever"
that I had not killed my pal.

I tried to quiet my nervousness, with

some success, for I began to see that the

"bear"was not what he appeared to be,

and winking my eyes several times to be
sure I said in a low voice, "It's a stump
Charley !" Then my knees suddenly be-

came weak from "long walking" and I

sat down in the snow. Fox was seized

with a fit of trembling, which soon ended
in vomiting, and he was as sick a man as

I have seen in ten years' practice. I also

felt the nausea, but soon recovered from
it, and in half an hour we were ready to

try again. This stump did not require

any great stretch of imagination to be
conjured into a bear, and especially when
you were expecting to meet one at any
instant.

After resting for a while we made our
way slowly out of the swamp and up on
to the high country again, where we re-

gained our courage. We walked on for

a mile or more and then occurred the

most disheartening thing that may befall

a hunter who is trailing game. In the

open country to which we were now
coming we saw the .tracks of two other

hunters approaching our bear track at

right angles to us. We saw how they

had examined the track, and finally how
they had started on to follow it as we had
been doing since early morning. Fox
and 1 were ready to quit, but remember-
ing our resolution we started on again,

following our bear who was being pur-

sued by two fresh hunters.

After trailing the three of them for

half an hour or so, we heard away off in

the distance the long drawn-out wail of

the lumberjack, "Hal-o—o." Instinc-

tively we answered him, and looking off

to the right we saw on an old road a

brightly dressed lumber jack, who called

to us, when near, and asked "Trailin'

Bar ?" We assented and were informed
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that we could come up to the bear by
following the track, but that it would be

much quicker for us if we would take the

eld road he was on, as it led directly

to the camp where he worked, and where
the bear had been hung up since the day
before, having been killed by some of the

woodsmen who were out in search of

fresh meat for the camp. You can easily

imagine our chagrin when we found that

we had been following a bear track made
by ananimal whichhad been killed twelve
hours before we had started from
camp !

We received some refreshment, along
with a lot of good natured bantering, and
some really valuable information concern-
ing tracks for future use, and after learn-

ing from the foreman that the compass
not only pointed north, but that by pick-

ing out a tree in line, and going to it,

then another, and another we could get

back to camp in the shortest time. We
had previously decided that the "back-
track" £was good enough for us, even

though it did lead through swamps and
over the highest hills. We came across

many deer tracks, on the way home, but

they had no attraction for us for we had
had all the tracking we wanted that day.

After a great deai of struggling along
over the new ground, carrying guns that

were marvels of lightness that morning,
but which now must have weighed at

least fitty pounds, and with shoulders as

sore as a boil, leg-weary and dead tired,

we finally reached camp at half past

seven and "some hungry." I will never
forget the venison, baked potatoes, clay

roasted partridge, coffee with cream and
good bread and butter that Gillette hand-
ed to me as I lay almost exhausted in

bed, for I was too tired to sit upj to

eat.

It is needless to add that neither Fox
nor I left camp the next day, but stayed

there resting our sore bodies, and inci-

dentally getting some valuable informa-

tion about hunting in general, and bear
hunting in particular, from Gillette.

WIRE FENCE KILLED THE MOOSE.

A tragedy of the woods near Fort William, showing how poorly the^wild things live

under modern improvements. The moose met a railway fence, became en-
tangled in the wires, could not escape and slowly starved to death.



Running the Rapids With an Amateur.

BY L. W.

BNCE—only once, did I make a canoe
trip with a fellow who did not un-

derstand the game of shooting a

rapid, and the experience is one that I

would not repeat for a good deal.

This friend of mine was a good canoe-

ist, as many understand the term, for

many a man has the reputation of being

an expert canoeist who has never steered

a canoe through the smallest rapid.

Bob paddled a good stroke at either

bow or stern and could use a single

paddle and keep a steady course—still he

was not a canoeist according to my light.

The accomplishments he possessed all

take learning, but the mastery of them
does not constitute a canoeist—they are

only mere rudiments. A canoeist is one

who can steer a canoe through a crooked
rapid, without the jagged teeth of a rock

crunching through the frail side of his

craft.

Bob and I purposed coming down the

West Branch of the Tusket River inWes-
tern Nova Scotia, and one bright morn-
ing found us crawling out of town on a

freight car with the precious canoe stow-

ed safely away in the caboose. Arrived

at our station, we bade farewell to the

train boys, and found an ox cart waiting

us by previous arrangement.

Two bags of hay lashed on each side

of the front and rear axles made a soft

cradle for the canoe and dunnage to ride

on, and we set out on our long march to

the river, about twelve miles distant.

The road at various places ran top of

what the local people called the ''Hog's

Back",which is really the debris of a gla-

cier that crossed the length of the Prov-

ince at a period when Champlain's ances-

tors were chivvying pleothosari on the

banks of the Seine. Our teamster in his

vile dialect, a mixture of French patois,

Mic-Mac and English, pointed out a spot

in a little lake beside the glacier track

where certain boulders were said to be

slowly but surely travelling toward the

shore—probably an effect of the ice.

Later in the evening, when the sun had
set, and a bigyellowmoon shone through

BINGAY.

the silver birches, our teamster pointed
out a spot where, many years ago, an
Indian maiden was buried.

According to his tale, she loved awhite
man, but her copper-faced relative did
not approve of the match, so she was
slain.

The driver crossed himself as he pass-
ed the alleged grave, and somehow the
tale, told even as it was in that vile pa-
tois, got on my nerves.

The soft sighing of the evening breeze
through the solemn aisles of the birches,

and the pale moonlight, seemed such a
fitting accompaniment to the weird tale

that I shivered. I remembered Keats'
lines:

—

"O Moon ! the oldest shades 'mong
oldest trees

Feel palpitations when thou lookest in.

O Moon ! old bough's lisp forth a holier

din,

The while they feel thine airy fellowship.

Thou dost bless everywhere with silver

lip,

Kissing dead things to life."

and I almost felt them too, and I think I

felt vaguely as Keats felt when he wrote
those lines.

"By Jove, that's a cheerful story", said

Bob, and I saw that he too was similarly

affected, so without delay the "dagan"
was "haw—gee'd" to a stand-still, and
we all indulged in a stiff tot of "spring
medicine", to shake off the creeps.

Baptiste took no water with his, but
simply let the cheering, though ardent,

fluid gurgle down his leather throat as

though it were milk.

The moon was high wnen we pulled in-

to a clearing in the woods, and heard the

sound of the river close at hand.
We passed the night in a log shanty,

for we were too tired to pitch our tent in

the darkness. Baptiste took a farewell

pull of "medicine" and piked off with his

"dagan" and cart, leaving us alone in our
wilderness.

Morning found us up betimes, and a
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plate of hot buckwheat pancakes and a

pannikin of coffee made us feel equal to

anything-

. The canoe was launched and

loaded. The cruise commenced with a

small, but very nasty little rapid and I

took Bob down stream and pointed out

the sharp turn and the ledge that ran di-

agonally across, with just one little rift

large enough for a canoe to pass through.

I carefully explained how to navigate

this tortuous channel and then we went
back to the canoe and pushed off.

Oh the glorious sensation as one feels

a canoe gather way down a rapid—and
the black sunken rocks are dodged—and
the waters roar—but alas—in a moment
we were at the bend, and poor Bob got

rattled, and in response to my reminding

shout, gave a fierce stroke in the wrong
direction, when with a sickening crash,

we fouled the ledge—just a second of

suspense—and the raging waters closed

over our heads.

Presently I came up spluttering, and
almost simultaneously I saw Bob's head
pop up alongside me like a seal's.

The current below the ledge was not

very strong and we soon got ashore.

"Talk about shooting the chu
—"but my

unutterable look silenced the remainder

of Bob's sentence.

We tramped down stream through
swamps and alder bushes until we got to

the little lake which the rapid debouched
into, and out on its surface floated our

canoe, bottom up.We soon got it ashore,

and found that beyond a few scratches

and tears, no great damage had been

done. We then cut poles with our knives

and pushed up stream to try to recover

what portion of our goods and chattels

we could. Not far up we found both

paddles lodged in among the alders, and
we also recovered our rods,which fortun-

ately floated, but though we spent the

whole day probing and sounding, not

a trace of anything else could we find.

The water was too deep and swift for

diving, so at dusk we decided to aban-

don further search, and to leave the re-

mainder of our swag to the trout and
mermaids, or their fresh water equival-

ent, the river nymphs. I only trust that

the latter did not hear any of our re-

marks on the subject, for they were far

too forcible for the ears of such gentle

creatures. We then set off down river,

pushing for the nearest village to get a
supply of food and other necessaries.

Oh the misery of that night and follow-

ing day, no food, no matches, no tent, no
blankets, "no nothing", as Bob ungram-
matically remarked.
When the gnawing of hunger became

unbearaDle,we would take in another hole
in our belts. This is not a fattening or
a strengthening diet, but it does help out
a little bit.

Finally we arrived at the forlorn little

hamlet we were in quest of, and half fam-
ished, invoked the sympathy of a kind-
ly woman in the nearest cottage.
The good soul put on a pot of porridge,
and we ate the whole potful—then all

her bread and jam followed, and we lick-

ed our chops like bears at the Zoo during
feeding time, but the good woman's lard-

er was exhausted.

From one cottage to another we went,

and among them all, got some sort of an
outfit to enable us to continue our journey.

We succeeded in obtaining a frying

pan, blankets, flour, bread, and, last but

not least, a supply ot bait.

The whole hamlet took compassion on
our woe, and they were all kindness it-

self. A dam and a saw mill at this place

necessitated a "carry", and the boys did

this for us,for truth to tell we were hardly

able to carry ourselves. The rapid be-

low the mill was very shallow, and the

mill men offered to give us all the water
we needed to get through. The whole
village turned out to watch the fun

—

even the schoolmistress brought her flock

down to the mill, and watched us em-
bark.

The mill men opened the sluice gates,

and a roaring flood soon covered the bare
rocks in the rapid; then, with a whoop,
we pushed off into the flood—the crowd
cheered, the pretty "school-marm" waved
her handkerchief and the children added
their treble to the din.

A moment later, with a farewell wave
of our paddles, we turned a bend below,
into the still waters. JO u
From this time onward our journey

was more pleasant, for we had something
to eat and we laid tribute on the finny

tribe, for during the next three days
many a big trout was brought kicking
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aboard our canoe. Bob improved but

little in his canoeing, and upsets were
the order of the day; we got so used to

this that we did not mind, but took no
chances with our meagre outfit, which was
securely lashed this time. At a larger

village, further down the stream, we
took in a splendid supply of food, and
continued our journey jubilant.

A mile or so further on there was a

long rapid with nine falls in its course,

all of which were insignificant, except-

ing the last which was treacherous. We
shot through like the wind—it was sub-

lime—the banks streamed by like ribbons,

and Bob handled his paddle like a Mic -

Mac, until the last fall was reached.

I knew of old the big submerged bould-

er in the middle of the fall, and shouted

to Bob to swing the bow of the canoe to

the left—he hesitated a second—and then

—too late to remedy matters, swung the

bow to the rights clean on top of the

great stone.

We were both pitched out in a twink-

ling and clung to the rock with rushing

water up to our necks.

I clutched the half filled canoe with

one hand, and tried to hold it, but the

swift water tore it from my grasp, before

I had a fair hold, and over the falls it

went, turning over and over.

We were in a pretty pickle. The rag-

ing water between us and the shore was
about twelve feet in depth, and to swim

that cataract was an impossibility for

Leander himself.

There was only one thing for it, and
that was let go and slide down the fall,

and take a chance of ever getting on
land again.

It wac useless remaining where we
were, for the cold water was numbing us,

and rescue was out of the question in

that lonely place—we let go, and at once
went whirling down the rapid, buffeted

bv waves and rocks. At the foot of the

fall I went deep under in the undertow,
and got the wind knocked out of me on a
rock and felt the bubbles rising from my
mouth.

I struggled fiercely and a second later

rose, all but done for, and had just

about enough sand left in me to enable
me to reach shore.

We both had bruises galore, as evid-

ence that our passage down the rapid had
been an eventful one.

We had no upsets after this—Bob at

last seemed to have got the hang of the

thing, and, the cruise ended, we reached
home brown and lean from exposure and
hunger, but otherwise none the worse
for our misadventures. It took a good
many hours of patient labor to get my
trim little canoe ship-shape again, and
during that time I registered a solemn
vow—one I have never broken— never to

take an amateur down the rapids again
with two paddles in use—and the one not

in the hands of an amateur.

The Dunraven Whooper.

BY B. J. MURDOCH.

''This is what I call living, Bill, no

care, no worry, plenty of good fresh air

and enough exercise to keep us busy."

I rolled over and gazed out on the

little river and felt Fred was right.

We were on our return from a week's

fishing among the shady pools at the

head-waters of the river, and now we
were rapidly nearing the town. In two

days we expected to be back at work.

It was a beautiful night,— the river

rippled at our feet, and on the bank the

fire crackled merrily, while away in the

distance the whip-poor-will sounded.

Jack Waters was already asleep; so

Fred and I drew'our blankets around us

and ceased our conversation.

I cannot say how long I had been
sleeping, when I awoke with a start and
sat upright on the ground. A strange
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unearthly feeling seemed to have touched
every nerve in my body. I gazed around
with a shudder; but no sound seemed to
disturb the glorious stillness of the night.
Our fire was still burning brightly show-
ing clearly that we had not been sleeping
very long. My two companions were
snoring audibly, so I did not try to awak-
en them.

Everything seemed peaceful now. The
warm orange flickering flames of fire,

crackling and darting in every direction,

contrasted strangely with the cold silvery

light of the moon.

But as I sat there, suddenly from the
depth of the forest came a wild piercing
screech, weird and terrifying in the still-

Bess. I jumped up, my hands clenched
tightly and trembling in every part of my
body. My companions, awakened by the
sound, sprang quickly to their feet. No
«ne spoke, but we gazed towards the
woods with anxious, frightened faces.

All was now silent in the woods.

The river gurgled around its rocks and
then moved on ui a dark silent sheet; the
moon broke forth, cool and bright from
behind a cloud.

As we stood there gazing towards that

part of the forest from which we had
heard the sound, suddenly from behind us
came a blood curdling screech which
died out in a mournful wail.

We looked at each other for an instant

feeling that the sound was of no earthly

thing. Then gathering up our blankets

we ran down to our canoe and in a few
seconds were paddling for our lives down
the stream.

About an hour afterwards we came to

a trapper's lodge where we spent the re-

mainder of the night with the "old man,
who was a friend of ours.

The next morning when we were seat-

ed on the bank we related to the trapper

•ur experience of the night. He slowly

took the old black clay from his mouth and
blew out a great cloud of smoke. Then,
looking at us solemnly, he said: "Byes
that was the Dunraven Whooper."

"What is that?" we said together.

"What, d'ye mean to tell me that ye

niver heerd tell o' the Dunraven Whoo-
per ?"

We assured him that we had never
heard of it.

"Well lads I'll tell ye about it now."

He tapped his pipe a few times on
his heel, then squeezing it into his vest

pocket, began :

"Maybe it is forty year since old Bill

Hogan logged on the Dunraven. He
had a gang av about seventeen men and
three yoke av oxen.

"Well it were in the airly fall that Bill

started to chop. Every man in the gang
seemed as happy and contented about his

work as a beaver.

"The second Sunday they was there,

Jack Ferguson let the oxen out of the

hovel so as they could get a feed av grass
along the intervals.

"That night all the oxen but one come
back. The next mornin Jack started to

hunt for the ox but he come back in the

the evening without the animal. The
next day he met with the same luck. On
Wednesday morning Jack jumps out av
his bunk and shaking his fist in the byes'

faces sez," Byes, I'll find that ox or folia

him till Judgment Day." He never said

another word but goes out av the camp
and slams the door.

"That was the last we ever seen o'

poor Jack. The next mornin the men
went to look for him but he could not be
found.

"At times they could hear whooping
from one p'int and when they would
reach this place the whoopin would come
from another.

"At last after three days huntin' they
give poor Jack up as dead.

"Fer the rest o' that year you couldn't

git a man to go outside that camp after

dark.

"In the Spring the gang that tuk the

drive down said that they wur follered by
something awhoopin all through one
night.

"That whoopin has been heerd often

since then, and my lads, the sounds you
heerd last night must have been poor
Jack's ghost huntin' fer the ox."



Deer Farming For Profit

AMONGST the recent publications of

the United States Department of

Agriculture, is one entitled "Deer
Farming in the United States," many of

the conclusions of which may be applied

with some force to Canada and the inter-

est in which justifies the full summary we
give below. The author is Mr. D. E.

Lantz, an assistant in the Biological

Survey, who sets himself the task of

showing that "the raising of venison

should be, and is naturally, as legitimate

a business as the growing of beef or mut-
ton", and laws should be so modified as

to enable breeders to dispose of their pro-

ducts at any time, under reasonable regu-

lations, either for breeding purposes or

for food.

The members of the deer family, using
the term in its general sense in which it

includes the elk, reindeer, caribou, moose
&c. , rank next to the cattle and sheep
family in general utility, and are the most
important of the big game animals of

America. Wherever obtainable, the flesh

of deer of different kinds has always been
a staple article of diet and has a wide use

as a substitute for beef or mutton, which
meats it resembles in texture, color and
general characteristics. Its flavor is distin-

ctive though it suggests mutton rather than
beef, its chemical composition resembling
the latter. Venison is in such demand
that the author believes overproduction
improbable. The other products of the

deer: skin and horns, are of considerable

importance and commercial value.

While a number of species of the deer
family have proved susceptible to domes-
tication, the reindeer is the only one
brought fully under man's control. This
is not, in the opinion of Mr. Lantz, be-

cause the other species are less susceptible

to domestication, but for the reason that

few attempts have been made to rear and
domesticate deer under intelligent man-
agement, the work having been largely a

chance experiment. "If they had been
as long under careful management as

cattle, they would now, probably, be
equally plastic in the hands of the skillful

breeder."

"Deer, however, may be raised forprofit

by being kept in large preserves with sur-

roundings as nearly natural as possible,

giving the breeder nearly all the profits

that could be expected from a domestic
herd, while the animals escape most of
the dangers incident to close captivity.

But the breeder who aims at the ultimate
domestication of the animals, and whose
herd approaches nearest to true domes-
ticity, will in the end be most successful."

In any effort at breeding, the American
species are recommended, and similarity

to its natural habitat should be considered.

The wapiti or elk, with wise manage-
ment might soon be propagated so as to

restock some of its former ranges, and to

develop a profitable business of growing
elk venison for market. The elk is both a
browsing and a grazinganimal and seems
to prefer a mixture of grass and browse.
Bull elk shed their antlers annually in

March or April, and the new ones obtain
their full size in about ninety days, the

"velvet" adhering till about August.
Early in September when the horns are

fully matured, the rutting season begins.

The winner in the fight for supremacy
takes charge of as many cows as he can
round up and control. The female does
not usually breed until the third year and
produces but one calf at a time. Although
less prolific, it increases fully as rapidly

as the common red deer of Europe, mak-
ing up for any lack of fecundity by sup-

erior hardiness and ease of management.
The flesh, though somewhat coarse, is

superior in flavor to most venison. It is

not best when just killed but should be
left hanging for four or five days before it

is used. Of course fat elk is better eating

than lean and venison from castrated

bulls is superior to any other.

The elk readily adapts itself to almost
any environment, and although they have
usually been kept by men wealthy enough
to disregard all thoughts of profit it is

the opinion of nearly all the dozen breed-

ers who have made a success of breeding

them, that a remunerative occupation is

to be found in breeding and raising elk

for the market, provided a modification

of the law allowed a market for the

meat.
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Mr. Russ, of Eureka Springs, Ark.,

who has a herd of thirty-four elk, states

that the increase under domestication is

equal to that of cattle. Fully ninety per
cent of females produce healthy young".

An adult male elk weighs from seven
hundred to a thousand pounds and a te-

male from six to eight hundred pounds.
The percentage of dressed meat is greater

than with cattle, but owing to the exist-

ing laws prohibiting its sale, experience

in marketing is limited. In New York
city as high as $1.50 per pound, has been
paid, and experts pronounce it the finest

meat of mammals. With a large area,

cattle, sheep and goats can be grazed in

the same lots with elk. The latter is the

natural enemy of dogs and wolves. Mr.
Russ states : "We suffered great losses

to our flocks until we learned this fact;

since then we have had no loss from that

cause. A few elk in a thousand acre pas-

ture will absolutely protect the flocks

therein. Our own dogs are so well aware
of the danger in our elk park that they

cannot be induced to enter it." Outside
of fenced pastures elk do not always show
themselves hostile to dogs and coyotes.

Lorenzo Stratton, of LittleValley N.Y.
began experiments in elk breeding sixty

years ago. The essence of his plan con-

sisted in taming the calves when very

young and continuing the petting pro-

cess with the entire herd. For economic
reasons it is not always possible to fol-

low this plan, although the tamer they

are the easier it is to handle and ship them.
The range should give a natural sup-

ply "of food—grasses, bushes and trees.

Rough lands well watered with clear

streams and having some forested area

are well adapted to their needs. About
as many elk can be kept on such a range
as cattle on an equal area of fair pasture.

There should be thickets enough to furnish

winter browse, but this should be sup-

plemented by a supply of winter forage.

Running water, although not essential,

is of great importance in maintaining elk

in gx>od condition.

Elk are less nervous than ordinary

deer and less disposed to jump fences.

When they escape from an enclosure they

usually return of their own accord and if

tame, may be driven like cattle. Ordin-
arily a five foot fence of any kind will con-

fine elk, but a vicious bull elk requires a
higher fence and of stronger materials.

The cost of stocking an elk preserve is

not great, the animals selling as low as

$20 per head, though if the present re-

strictions on sale are not maintained such
prices will advance.
While elk are docile as a rule, it is

found that when they become used to

man they may turn dangerous at any
time, and are not to be trusted. Even in

the rutting season a wild bull elk is un-
likely to attack a human being. When
such an animal has once showed vicious-

ness it should not again be trusted. The
remedy for viciousness is castration and
venison grown under such a system
would be uniformly of the highest grade,

"and far superior to that obtained in the

wild state during the open season for

hunting. This consideration is of the

greatest importance in fixing the final sta-

tics ofvenison grown under domestrication.
The Virginia or whitetail deer is the

common deer of North America. The
general experience of breeders is, that
4 'with suitable range, plenty ofgood water,

and reasonable care in winter, raising

this deer for stocking preserves or for

venison, may be made as profitable as

any other live stock industry." "The
whitetail deer has often been the subject

of experiments in domestication. The
beauty of these animals, especially the

fawns, appeals to every admirer of wild

life, and early settlers of the country soon
learned how easily they could be trained

and how promptly they attached them-
selves to the persons who fed them. The
dangerous character of the same pets,

especially the males, when grown up,

was soon learned also. It followed that

the domesticating process usually ended
with the maturity of the first subject,

which was soon disposed of or banished

to a safe enclosure." "While the propa-

gation of the Virginia deer has seldom
been undertaken in a systematic way,
breeders have done enough to recognize

the fact that they are profitable under
proper management, and would be much
mdre so were conditions for marketing
live animals and venison more favourable.

The Biological Survey has reports of

successful experience in raising Virginia

deer from more than a dozen persons,
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and several have achieved considerable

success. Individual owners as well as
associations have established large private

preserves in many parts of the country,

and stocked them with deer and other big

game. In the free life under the protec-

ted conditions provided, deer do remark-
ably well, the increase being more rapid

than in small parks. 4 'There can be no
doubt of successof venturesin propagating
Virginia deer under natural conditions as

wild game, as is proved by the experi-

ence of a large number' ot hunting clubs
and private owners.*'

The chief obstacle to the profitable pro-

pagation of deer is the restrictive charac-

ter of the laws governing the killing, sale

and transportation of game. 4 'Safeguards
against the destruction and sale of wild
deer in place of domesticated deer are not
difficult to enforce. For this purpose, a
system of licensing private parks and of

tagging deer or carcasses sold or ship-

ped, so that they might be easily identifi-

ed is recommended." Much waste land
it is believed might be utilized for the
production of venison so as to yield prof-

itable returns, and "this excellent and nu-
tritious meat, instead of being denied to

ninety-nine per cent of the population of

the country, may become as common and
as cheap in our markets as mutton."

An Adventure With a Wolf
BY JAMES E. ORR.

N one occasion in Canada's early

days I was out with a chum, hunt-
ing wolves or any other game we

could run against. In the course of the

hunt we became separated and as. I was
keeping a sharp look out I saw coming
towards me a big shaggy swamp wolf.

I fired at the animal and missed and
immediately the hunter became the hunt-

ed. Over bush and logs I ran with the

wolf a close second.

Soon I dropped my rifle and scrambled
up a small tree. I was anything but

comfortable as the wolf, growling and
snapping reached the place and made
several endeavours to reach me. To
add to my discomfort I found myself too

heavy for the small maple up which I had
shied and it began to bend with my
weight. The wolf saw what was happen-
ing and jumped straight upwards at me.

In my anxiety to escape by springing

up I sent the tree down lower and lower,

so that the wolf could nearly snap my
heels off and more than once had left its

teeth marks in my boots.

With all my might I shouted "Wolf!
Wolf!" partly as a warning to my mate
and also in hope of relief, Fortunately

he heared my cries and soon came and
shot the wolf. I was deeply thankful for

my rescue and I can assure readers that

never again had I even a lingering desire

to have a wolf so close to my heels.

In those old days the panthers, lynx

and wild cats used to howl at a frightful

pitch, A cousin, who used to live on
the nearest farm, once went for his sheep
in order to house them for the night.

On his way he heard the yell ofapanther,
piercing the air so loud that it unnerved
him and resulted in his leaving the sheep
and making for the house which he dar-

ed not leave again that night.

In the morning he found that the panth-

er had killed a sheep, the bones of the

head and neck being all eaten up. The
bigger and harder the bones are the bett-

er the panther appears to like them.

On another occasion a young man of

our neighborhood was nearly frightened

out of his wits by a wild cat. He was re-

turning home along a lonely road when
the wild cat took after him screaming and
spitting in a horrible manner. The man
jumped the fence and took to a run.

Coming to a creek, in his hurry and ex-

citement he mistook his shadow for a log

and fell in, the cold water soaking him to

the skin.

This misadventure added to his fright

and as he ran on a tall mullen occasion-

ally struck him. Each time he further

quickened his pace as his heated imagin-

ation led him to beleive that these were

attacks of the wild cat.

The pace could not last and fortunate-

ly after a mile of this mad chase, he

reached a friendly house and fell exhaust-

ed on the doorstep.

m



"The Uncertainty of Trout Fishing'

BY ERNEST J. MCVEIGH.

OHE more desirable the thing the

more dimcult it is of attainment, or

is it because it is difficult that it

becomes desirable ? Both I guess when
it is a question of speckled andother trout.

I cannot say that I have much to com-
plain of myself, but I have found on oc-

casions that the good fishing, like good
farm land in Muskoka, is just a little far-

ther "back." This, of course keeps up,

and adds to the interest of the pursuit.

I had heard for some time of a trout

creek some miles south of the vil-

lage of Killaloe, not the celebrated town
of that name where French was so suc-

cessfully taught as in the old song, but
just Killaloe, at the head of Gold Lake in

Ontario. At last my friend Joseph and
myself decided to pay it a visit.

Securing a conveyance, and armed with
the necessaries, including a good sized

basket of 4 'grub"we left the Hotel Bears-
ford at a reasonable hour in the morning
of a delightful spring day, and proceeded
in the direction of the stream, a little an-

xious as to how we would put in the

balance of the day after we had filled our
baskets as the fish were reported so
plentiful that we could not help but feel

that two such noted fishermen as we two
would not require more than a couple of
hours to secure all we wanted.
The country up that way is undoubted-

ly not so rough as some I have seen, but
there are rough spots. On the slope of

one rough hill some man had cleared up
a square patch and put up a fence on all

sides of it. Now to my mind a fence is

generally put up to protect something
that it encloses, but I could see nothing
inside of this one to be protected, so
I asked Joseph, who is a man of wide
knowledge, if he could tell me why some-
one had gone to all the trouble and labor

of erecting that fence. With a look of

pity for my ignorance he informed me
that the man had, no doubt, put up the

fence so that his cattle would not stray

off that patch and starve to death in the

surrounding country.

Joseph and I have been good friends a

long time, and I don't think he would try

to deceive me, so I guess that was the

reason.

While passing another farm I noticed

that there seemed to be more rock and
loose stone on the surface than was really

necessary on a farm, and as we saw a

man sitting on the fence whom we
thought might be the owner, we stopped

and spoke to him, and after passing the

time of day, I asked him if his tarm was
considered a good one. He said "No, not

what you might call a good one, but it has

its good points. For instance, in the spring

I can walk over every blamed rod of it

without getting my boots dirty, just step

from one stone to another." I suggested
that if the farm was poor he should move
out and he said, "Well boss, I came in

here thirty five years ago, aad have never

got enough money ahead to move out,

but when I do I'm going, and don't you
forget that I told you."
We arrived at the fishing ground in

good time, and the first sight of the

stream was somewhat of a disappoint-

ment to me, and I said as much, but I

was sorry I did for our driver seemed to

take it as a personal matter and he re-

marked that while it might not be as

wide or as deep as some creeks, it was as

long as most anyway, and he went away
rather unfriendly. I asked Joseph what
he thought about it and he said "that as

the fish were so plentiful they had likely

drunk up most of the water." That I

could not believe and I told him so, but

he said, "Have you never heard about
drinking like a fish ?" Of course, I had,

and I let the matter drop.

The creek may have been as long as

other creeks, but there was only about
two hundred yards of it that you could

fish, so that all fear of getting our bas-

kets filled too early was soon driven

from our minds. The stream came out of

a thick dirty bush, ran one hundred yards,

went under a bridge and a hundred yards
further on, entered a second bush, more
dirty still, and was lost to us.

By^ noon I think we had every fish
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that had been in the two hundred yards
of that creek in our basket. They were
ten in number, and all about the length

of my hand
;
my friends all say I have a

very small hand.

But if we had a small catch of fish we
had big appetites and were ready for our
lunch. How is it that in a poor country

where there is little to eat we are always
hungry, while in a land of plenty we want
a highball to chase up an appetite? How-
ever we had no time to bother about
abstract questions just then, and when I

had made the tea we sat down to enjoy

the contents of our lunch basket. There
was no house in sight in any direction,

but about the time we had taken the

rough edge off our hunger a small boy
came along driving a tew head of cattle,

and as our hearts were expanding under
the influence of a good meal we flagged

the young man and invited him to par-

take of our surplus. He was just "a bare
footed boy with cheeks of tan" and did

not have to be asked a second time. He
took a seat on a spare log and I fed him.

He was a well set up chunkey little cuss,

and I was soon lost in wonder as to

where he was putting it all. After eating

a few sandwiches, he started in on cakes,

one in each hand, and as he finished the

one in his right and transferred from the

left, I would hand over another to keep
both hands occupied and have no break
in the line of communication.
After a time Joseph became interested in

what was going on and stopped cutting

tobacco to watch. He has no small boys
of his own, and I think he began to get
a little frightened and thought it was
time to interfere, so he said "Son, aren't

you afraid you will spoil your dinner ?"

"Huh," said the boy, as I handed him

another cake, "I had my dinner before I

came out !" Joseph got up and went
over to look into the creek, and I guess
he was scared for I could see him shake.
As we could not get any more fish we

found a soft spot on a grassy knoll near
the end of the bridge, and lay there en-
joying our smoke. And, believe me
there are other pleasures in such a trip

as ours as well as the mere catching of

fish. Ah, yes there is when you have the

right man with you and the sun shines
bright, but not too bright, and the air is

soft and warm as it is sometimes in the
spring before the black flies and mosqui-
toes become too plentiful and eager, and
before the memory of our hard cold win-
ter has altogether faded from our minds.
Yes, we enjoy it all, but looking back at

it from a cold stormy day in February,
we can't help but feel that we did not
then appreciate it at its full value,

but alas, that is the way we are made
and we can't, or don't change much as the
years go by.

The team came out for us about three

thirty, and we started for the hotel happy
enough, but now slightly ashamed of our
catch. About a mile from town we caught
up with two small boys, and with the

memory of the young gentleman who had
dined with us in our minds, we told the

dear little chaps to climb into the back of
the wagon. As we entered the village

they dropped down with a shout of thanks
and disappeared, and we went on and
drew up at the hotel. I went to get our
fish with a feeling that we were in for a
roast from the gang around the steps,

but I need not have worried over that,

for there were no fish to show—those

dear little chaps to whom we had given
the ride had stolen them !

Routed by a Bear.

BY JAMES E. ORR.

IHEN about twenty years of age I

war hired to help a farmer make
maple sugar. The time was the

spring of 1845 and the sugar was three

miles from the farmer's house. In March
in company of the farmer's son, I was
sent to tap the bush and generally man-
age things in the camp.
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The sugar bush was on a high ridge

which was surrounded by swamps and
reeks. Altogether we tapped about

three hundred and fifty trees and rushed
a first class sugar business. During the

last week of March we had a great run
of sap. Our black ash troughs were over-

flowing and the three big caldrons were
kept busy day and night. For all our
work, however, we could not keep up
with the flow.

In a shanty made out of logs and bark
we were quite comfortable. There were
lots of leaves and straw affording us
comfortable beds and we had a big buffa-

lo robe to cover us at nights. We were
in the midst of miles of the primeval for-

est which then lay northwest of St.

Thomas, Ont., our camp being only about
five miles from that little hamlet of the

forties.

Every few days the farmer would come
to the camp in order to bring supplies

and take out the finished product. We
would roast potatoes and eggs in the

ashes, and sometime a black squirrel or a
partridge; and these, with leeks

and crinkle roots made a sugar
bush dinner hard to beat. Visitors

we had in plenty, both white men
and Indians who gladly joined us in our
meals around the bright camp fires. On
such occasions stories would be told and
songs sung and fun and merri-

ment in general run riot. Yes, give me
the old maple sugar bush for a month's
enjoyment! I and my chum lived well

and spent some of the happiest days of

our lives in that camp.

It all comes back to me just as though
it were yesterday. One Thursday bad
been warm and melted the snow fast,

making the water high, while the creeks
flowed with a loud thunderous roar and
the frogs were singing in all their glory.

It was about eleven o'clock that night
when we retired. Rousing fires had been
made up, causing the sparks to fly up to the
big trees. Our kettles were put on, and
tired atter a long day's work we gladly
laid down to take a little sleep.

Somewhere about two o'clock in the
morning we roused up in order to attend
to the fires. My mate went out first and

had no sooner reached the open when he
gave an unearthly yell and snouted to me
"Bears, Ed, hundreds of them! Run for

your life !" My heart was in my mouth
in a twinkle. To be suddenly aroused in

order to meet visitors at such an early

hour in the morning was to say the least

disconcerting.

In less than a jiffy I was out and on
the run. As I dashed out I caught one
glimpse of something big, black and
shaggy; two bright round eyes shining
like coals in the fire; and an open mouth.
I have since concluded that Bruin was
laughing at our hasty departure.

My mate had a good start before I got
underway. I soon overtook him,however.
Logs, brush, snow or water were all the

same to me. I was frightened out of my
wits, and ran in a manner that astonish-

ed myself.

We had bragged of our courage and
of the manner in which we would face

any stray marauder. Around the camp
fire we had talked of bears and wolves
and what we would do under given cir-

cumstances. Here was the testing time
and we were running off as quickly as
oar legs would carry us. In crossing the
swollen streams we did not look tor logs
or any other assistance but jumped right

in and waded across getting dripping wet
in our efforts.

After running a mile or more we slack
ened our speed from sheer exhaustion.
Then we talked over our predicament and
we agreed as we appeared not to be fol-

lowed that things were not so bad as we
had at first thought. Our nerves were
too much shaken however to return to

the sugar camp that night.

Accordingly we made our way home
and changed our clothing. Next morn-
ing, accompanied by some hunters who
were armed,we returned to camp. No bears
were to be found and though our beds
and provisions had been molested no fur-

ther damage had been committed.

We finished our work in the sugar
bush without further disturbance though
we did not boast of our adventure to any
visitors who came to the camp during
the remainder of our stay.
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A Sociable Rocky Mountain Goat,

It is possible

of nature fakirs

While climb-

ing in the Cana
dian Rockies
this July,amem-
ber of the Amer
ican AlpineClub
claims to have
made the inti-

mate acquain-

tance ofa Rocky
Mountain goat,

a creature ex
tremely difficult

to approach both
by reason of its

fearsom e n e ss

and by its dex-
terity as a climb-

er among the

inacc e s s a b 1 e

crags. M r .

Comstock re-

ports as fol-

lows :

"Myself and
three compan-
ions were cross-

ing the glacier

of an as yet un-
named and un-
climbed peak at

the head of Gold
River, a tribu

that the charmed circle

may be increased by one.

THE RIDGE OF MT. CORNICE, WHERE THE GOAT WAS.

tary of the Columbia in the Selkirk re-

gions, when we noticed beyond us on the

sky line of the

peak's arete
several goats.
They disap-

peared as we
appr o a c h e d.

Having attain-

ed the summit
of our peak
three of us
were engaged
in building a
stoneman o r

cairn as testi-

mony of our
success. I my-
self lay upon
the wind-swept
rocks on the

arete a short

distance below
the summit.
The ridge fell

abruptly out of

sight some
forty feet be-

yond us. While
thinking o f

nothing in par-

ticular I notic-

ed approach-
ing, rising into

view at t h e
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point where the ridge dropped away, one
of the goats we had previously seen. I

kept perfectly still as though inanimate
and to my astonishment the old goat
continued leisurely approaching me until

finally his very next step would have
brought him upon me and I was looking
into his eyes from a distance of not three

feet. Meantime I was puzzled as to what
to do. My camera was not at hand nor
had I any firearms, even if I had had the

illegal desire to slay Billy out of season.

Not wishing to be walked over I raised

my arms and yelled ' 'boo" to him. With
great surprise, but not greatly alarmed,
he ran some ten feet backward then stop-

ped and looked again. I shouted to my
deaf companions to bring a camera. At

this the goat ran a yard or two further,

hesitated and then disappeared over the

ridge.

I am sorry now I did not grab his fore-

legs and have a struggle with him. I

ask the sporting editor, could I have held

him till my companions might have
brought me assistance ?

Full grown mountain goats are strong
and the ridge was not over ten feet in

width terminating on either side in pre-

cipices. Should I regret not having
tackled him ?

His footprints were in a snow drift a

few yards away as convincing testimony
to my friends of the reality of Mr. Goat's
visit and of my close acquaintance with
him."

A Mountain Climber's Outing in British Columbia.

BY B. S. COMSTOCK.

stand 11,654 feet above

The idea of climbing a virgin peak,
and that the highest of the Selkirk range,
was very fascinating. Mt. Sanford is

its name—baptized such from a distance,

of twenty-five miles, by the head of Can-
ada's topographical survey. By triangu
lation found to

the sea level.

How to reach
it was a ques-
tion ? By pack
horse up Six

Mile Creek, over
a tract for a

dozen miles to

the head of Six

Mile Creek val-

ley, thence with
packs on human
back down,
down for 3,000
feet into Gold
River Valley by
no trail what-
ever, but
through the Sel-

kirk timber and
brush. What
Saint knows MT. SANFORD FROM CORNICE MOUNTAIN.

about the Selkirk timber and brush and

doesn't swear ? Thorny devils—club,

alder thickets, fallen timber submerged
in the rankest and densest vegetation

with swarms of ravenous mosquitoes

not to be unreckoned with. Hard work
enough if on the level, but tenfold more

so if climbing

up or down with

a forty pound
pack on your
back. When
you get down
into Gold River
valley then com-
es the question

of crossing this

terrible stream
in July, when its

waters are

swollen with
melting snows.
Doubtful even
if the three feet

in diameter
trees can be

felled success-

fully to hold

against such
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raging torrents of rolling waters.

Another possible way is by canoe down
the Columbia for twenty-five miles, thence

for a couple of miles up Gold River,

thence landing our canoes, on foot up
Gold River valley for perhaps fifteen

miles of brush work. A trapper's trail

may help us for a mile or two. There's

your dilemma, a peak some twenty-five

miles away with that much Selkirk brush
and timber between you, and no knowing
from what point it is climbable. Just
that lack of information is what stumped
us, with our limited time. We took
our chance of climbing it by the South-
eastern ridge nearest the Columbia River;

and we discovered at the end of the week
when we had come fairly close to our
difficulty from the top of an adjacent

peak that climbing from the edge was out

of the question. It took more than one re-

connoitering of the Matterhorn before

that peak suc-

cumbed and I

believe the diffi-

culties of one
iort or another
are quite as

great with Mt.
Sanford.

We slept on
C olumbia's
strand the first

night. Early in

the morning
strolling toward
each other acoy-
ete and myself,

he perhaps
thinking of his

breakfast absent
mindedly, were
mutually sur-
prised. I saw
him first and yelled at him some fifty feet

away. The wild ones are seldom look-

ing for their arch enemy in this region.

He was better off than a mother grouse
who a few days later flew with fierce

voice and ruffled feathers, pecking at the

legs of our trapper. Unfortunately for

her, our larder was too bare of dainties

to enable us to resist punishing her im-

pertinence ; her brood were old enough
to go motherless.

We slip down the swift cool current of

FROM ABBOTT S PASS.

the Columbia. Its shores are irregular,

heavily timbered with spruce, cedar, hem-
lock, and Douglas fir. Snow summits of

higher Rockies on the east and Selkirks

on the west appear over the dark forested

foot-hills ; while northward the river

itself seems to end at the base of a group
of white mountains.

Arriving in a few hours at the mouth
of Gold River quite a different proposi-

tion confronted us. Now for a paddle
and pole and pull with the oars for a
couple of miles up stream searching for

the eddies and slower waters along the

shores. By four o'clock we had left our
canoes and cached part of our grub and
had already made a couple of rrfiles up
the valley with our packs on our backs,
and had reached a trapper's deserted log
cabin. Within it, and having quicklv
closed its door, by making a smudgy fire

and filling the interior with smoke we
smothered some
of the mosqui-
toes, not to

speak of our-

selves, and here
we spent the

night.

The next
three days were
struggles
through the
brush,gradually

ascending, fin-

ally emerging
above the tim-

ber line close to

a high and diffi-

cult two- horned
peak which we
named Mt.
Taurus. From
its twin sum-

mits poured a tremendously broken glac-

ier extending its icy mass considerably
below us in the valley. Our drinking
and cooking water at this point we got
from a snow drift, but the mosquitoes
still pursued us at night. We spent the
afternoon reconnoitering upon the arete

which leads to this peak.
The day following we ascended a peak

somewhat less difficult than Mt. Taurus
which we named Cornice Mountain, from
the immense snow cornice which over-
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tops its glacier and which we think

furnishes a large part of the glacier's neve

or store house of snow and ice. From
the summit of this Mt. Cornice we behold

our Mt. Sanford rising, about two thou-

sand feet higher and still much beyond
us.

Quite impossible of ascent from this

side. To reach its summit we must

descend far down into the valley, follow
to its source, out of sight, another tribu-

tary stream, until, some six or eight
miles distant, we had reached the further

side of the mountain. We surmise that
an ascent thence is possible, but for us
to accomplish it will mean a week longer
in time and more grub than we have in

our packs

.

Alpine Climbing Accidents.

The second accident in the history of

the sport ot mountain climbing in British

Columbia befell a member of the Canadian
Alpine Club this past summer. A young
lady from a town in Alberta, attending
the annual camp at the club was descend-
ing Mt. Avalanche with three companions,
one of whom was an amateur guide. Mt.
Avalanche is about 10,000 feet in height.

Its upper part

i s somewhat
sharply serrat-

ed. On its north-

ern side it bears

a small glacier.

Its rocks are,

characteristical-

ly ofthesepeaks,
friable unreli-

able and for the

climber untrust-

worthy. It is not
however what
may be termed
a difficult peak.
It seems the
party arrived at

a bosse of rock
from the top of

which there was
a drop of seven
or eight feet to

a couloir of

snow. The guide
halted the party

and prepared to

assist the young
lady from the

top of the rock,

asking her to

await his readi- THE CABIN BELOW MT. HERMIT.

ness. Seeing the snow below and think-

ing to glissade or slide down its steep soft

surface and believing his aid unnecessary
she sprang with self-confidence from her

position before he could lend his hand.

Instead of remaining upright when she

litherfeetslipped from beneath herandshe
rolled down over the thirty feet of snow,
then swiftly over a steep turf, thence over

a shelf of rock
and still fur-

ther for a dis-

tance of sever-

al hundred feet

almost preci-

pitously. Just
after jumping,
and as she felt

herself s 1 i p-

ping, she stret-

ched forth her
hand for aid,

with a nervous
and pathetic

smile upon her
face. The guide
caught her fin-

gers only. No
cry came from
her lips and it

is surmised she
fainted from
fear before her
i n j u r i e s

brought death

orunconscious-
ness.

A 1^ sson
which may not
be neglected
for an instant
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SOME MEMBERS OF THE ALPINE CLUB.

without imminent peril in climbing the

high peaks of the Rockies is that ot care

in well testing one's hand hold or foot-

hold. The rock of these mountains has
become rotten by the intense extremes of

temperature and the intermittent changes
between frost and heat ; this is

' true in a much greater degree than in the

Alps and makes rock climbing west a
dangerous pastime for the careless.

The Canadian Alpine Club camps for a
week of each July at different

points adjacent to high peaks.

Here prevails the good fellowship

of men and women possessing a

common passion for mountain
climbing. Around the camp
fire at evening the varied adven-
tures of the hard day's sport are

lived again. It is the fashion,

however, among expert climbers

to make light of difficulties and
to see dangers only most rarely.

It is left to the novice to romance
about both. To the expert what
is actually dangerous seldom
comes to a climber and is gener-
ally defined as an element outside

of human control, like the pos-

sible fall of an impending snow
-cornice or the passage of agulley

down which
rocks are con-

stantly shoot-

ing. What is

actually sub-
ject to human
control, like a
secure hand-
hold or foot-

hold, does not

constitute
danger, h o w-
ever many
thousand feet
you may be
standing above
the valley be-

low. This
means that a
good nervous
system and free-

dom from dizzi-

ness are indis-

pensable and go
without saying

among experts. Lady members of the

club, of course, don trousers. A rivalry

exists between them in the matter of

first ascents. It is possible, we fear,

that pride may have led some of these

fair ones to overdo things and climb be-

yond the wise limitations of their strength

and condition. The writer believes that

some of them may have received in their

strenuous work physical injures not im-

mediately visible, but working damage

CAMP TENT.
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to their future good
health. Discretion is

especially called for

in the putting forth

by women of more
than ordinary powers
of strength and en-

durance.

The mountains of

British Columbia, while
like the Alps in many
respects, differ in their

greater wildness and
savagery, in their dark-
er forested valleys and
in the many blue or

emerald colored glac-

ial lakes of which
Switzerland and Tyrol
have none similar.

The^next annual camp
of the club will be at

Lake O'Hara than
which there is none in

the world more beauti-

ful aor set in a grander
environment.
The three annual

camps already held

have proved so suc-

cessful that these

gatherings will certain-

ly grow in numbers
and the work done, al-

though of an excellent

character from the

first, become more
truly that of mountain-
eering in the highest

sense. The Club mem-
bers are likely to dis-

tinguish themselves in

new endeavours and to add to our know-
ledge of Canada's wonderful mountains.
No one who has been present at one of

i

DRIVING THE LAST SPIKE OF THE FIRST TRANSCONTINENTAL.

these camps can doubt the future of the

club whose members have already shown
such fine spirit in arduous work.

The Canadian
The second part of volume one of the

Canadian Alpine Journal was published
in time to be distributed to those mem-
bers who attended the Third Annual
Camp at Rogers Pass, B. C. in July of

the present year. Doubtless there are

Alpine Journal.

many others who will be interested in

this new addition to Canadian Alpine

literature and will welcome the appear-

ance of a second part maintaining the

high standard that was apparent through-

out the first issue.
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MT. WAPTA FROM YOHO CAMP.

In form and arrangement the same
style that distinguished Number one
is followed in Number two, that is the

number is divided into sections including

the Mountaineering, Scientific, Miscel-

laneous and Official, the latter containing

records that may some day prove valu-

able aids in writing the story of the club.

The Mountaineering Section opens
with a paper by Mr. P. D. McTavish oh
Three Attempts on Pinnacle in the course

of which he de-

scribes three
separate unsuc-
cessful efforts to

^cale that diffi-

cult mountain.
The story of the

First Ascent of

Mt. Garibaldi is

told by Mr. A.

T. Dalton and
A Day on Sir

Donald by Mr.
Frank W. Free-

born who tells

of his own and
Miss Jean Par-
ker's fine climb.

An expedition to

Lake O'Hara is

told about by
Mr. R. L. Glisan

—an expedition

which involves

mountain climb-

ing of no mean
character, the
scenic views,
however, well
repaying- all ef-

forts.

In the Scien-

t i fi c Section
some exceeding-
ly able papers
are to be tound.

Professor Cole-
man writes of

The Causes of
M o u n tain
Forms in the
Canadian Rock-
ies ; Dr. Char-
1 e s Walcott,
Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution on Mount Steph-

en Rocks and Fossils ;
and Professor

William Hittell Sherzer, of Michigan

State College on The Nature and Activity

of Canadian Glaciers. Even the general

reader will be well repaid by a perusal of

these articles.

Botanical papers are contributed by

Mrs. Julia W. Henshaw and Mrs. Mary
T. S. Schaffer, the former on The Orchi-

daceae of the Rocky and Selkirk Moun-
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Photo Frank Yeigh. AROUND
tains and the latter on the Flora

of the Saskatchewan and Atha-

basca Rivers.

A most interesting and import-

ant paper is that on the 4 'Motion

of the Yoho Glacier" contributed

by the President and summarising
the results of careful observations

made in the years 1906-7.

In lighter vein, but still suffi-

ciently serious to prove approp-

riate for such a publication, are

the articles found in the Miscel-

laneous Section. Mr. Frank C.

Walter tells in humorous style

some of his impressions of the

Paradise Valley camp ;
Mrs.

Schaffer writes pleasantly of
' 'Untrodden Ways," while the

Alpine Club's Jubilee—that is, the

jubilee of the father of all such or-

ganizations, the English Alpine

Club, is told by the President, who
represented the Alpine Club of

Canada on that historic season.

For the first time an In Me-
moriam sketch appears, this re-

ferring to the death of Colonel

Aime Laussedat, one of the honor-

ary members, whose portrait

THE CAMP FIRE.

appears in the front

page of the number.
The official Section

is taken up with reports

and statements interest-

ing to every member and
useful to the future

historian of the Club.

Altogether the second
part of Volume one re-

tains the high standard
set by the first and gives

every promise of these

parts developing into

contributions to Alpine

literature having a dis-

tinct value ot their own.
Even for those who do
not care for the stren-

uous work involved in

mountain climbing these

articles and records are

of the deepest interest.

Everyone at all concern-

ed for the luture of

Canada cannot fail to be
lik^'v^e interested in the

ON THE SUMMIT OF MOUNT BURGESS.
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OX THE WAY TO ROGERS AND HERMIT.

one of the officials, whose name and
addresses are given to have all instruc-

future of the Club.

The price of the issue, which
is well illustrated throughout,
is one dollar, post paid, and
any number of copies can be

had at this price on applica-

tion to the President Mr.A.O.
Wheeler, Box 167, Calgary,

Alta., Mrs. H.J. Parker, Sec-

retary, 160 Furby Street,

Winnipeg, or Mr. S. H. Mit-

chell, Executive Secretary,

567 Spence St. Winnipeg.
Copies can be forwarded

direct to friends, if their ad-

dresses are supplied, in any
number and postpaid for the

price mentioned above. A
member of the Club or outsider

has only to communicate with

tions promptly and efficiently carried

out.

Expedition to Mr. Robson

We quote the following in-

testing piece from the Journal :

In the Report of the Geolo
gical Survey of Canada for

1899 (Part D. Vol XI), appears
the following note by James
McEvoy, B. A. Ss. , who was
in charge of an expedition to

examine the geology and nat-

ural resources of the country
traversed by the Yellow-Head
Pass route from Edmonton to

Tete Jaune Cache :

—

Looking up Grand Fork is

the most imposing view met
with on the whole route. Great
mountains are on every hand,
but over all stands Robson
Peak, 'a giant among giants

and immeasurably supreme.'
This, as well as the following,

is from the description of the

mountain by Milton and
Cheadle. 'When we first

caught sight of it, a shroud of

mist partially enveloped the

summit) but this presently roll-

ed away, and we saw its upper
portion dimmed by a necklace
of feathery clouds, beyond CLIMBING MT. HERMIT.
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which its

pointed apex
of ice, glitter-

ing in the
morning sun,

shot up into

the blue heav-
en above.
'The top of

the mountain
is usually com-
pletely hidden
and rarely in-

deed is it seen
entirely free

from clouds.

The actual

height of

the peak is

13,700 feet or

10,750 feet | ™
above the val- !& %
ley. The face

of the moun-
tain is strong-

ly marked by
horizontal lin-

es, due to the

u n equal
weathering of

the rocks, and
has the ap-

pearance of a
perpendicular
wall. From
the summit to

the base on
the Grand
Fork, a height

of over 10,500

feet, the slope

is over sixty

degrees to the

horizontal.

Although
Robson Peak
has been long known, its height has never

been determined, nor was it supposed to

be particularly notable in that respect,

but now since the height of Mts. Brown,
Hooker and Murchison have been proved

to be greatly exaggerated, it has the

distinction of being the highest known
peak in the Canadian Rockies.

"It is interesting to note that in a

paper read before the Royal Society of

Canada by Dr. G. M. Dawson the follow-

ing paragraph occurs : 'The Kamloops
Indians affirm that the very highest
mountain they know is on the north side

of the valley at Tete Jaune Cache
;
about

ten miles from the valley. This is named
Yuh-hai-kas-kun, from the appearance of

a spiral road running up it.' The
mountain referred to is undoubtedly
Robson Peak, as it is only fifteen miles
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north from the valley at Tete Jaune Cache.

The spiral road' is probably an Indian's

imperfect description of the horizontal lines

on the face of the mountain. No one, has
ever succeeded in reaching the summit."

Early last August an expedition con-

sisting of Prof. A. P. Coleman, of Toronto
University, Mr. L. Q. Coleman and the

Rev. Geo. B. Kinney, all active members
of the Club, started from Laggan, a
station on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
with the intention of making the first

ascent of this

virgin peak
estimated t o
be one hun-
d r e d and
eighty miles

distant from
the starting

point.

The party

followed the

Pipestone and
Siffeur Rivers
to the Saskat-
chewan ; then
along the

south bank of
that stream,
fording i t s

t r i b u taries,

Mistaya River
and the Little

Fork River.

Finally the
Saska tche-
wan itself was
forded, and
follow e d
northward be-

neath the tow-
ering mass of
Mt. Wilson.
It was again
crossed above
the West
Branch, and
the party was
soon climbing
the side ofMt.
Saska t c he-
wan, past the
canyons and
waterfalls a t

the head of
the stream, to the watershed between the
Saskatchewan and Sun Wapta Rivers,
above which towered the snow and ice-

clad heights of Mt. Athabaska. The
watershed is locally known as Wilcox
Pass. Before reaching this spot much
rainy and bad weather had been encoun-
tered and it now climaxed in a wild snow-
storm.

Descending from the Wilcox Pass by
the valley of the Sun Wapta, over wide-
spread shingle and mud flats and by trails
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badly ob-
structed by
dead-fall o r

almost o b-

scuredby the

growth of the

young- jack-

pine, the

main stream
of the Atha-
basca was
reached.
This stream
was followed

to the junc-

tion ofMiette
River, the
party being
considerably

delayed by
brule and
s e c o n d
growth.

After a

vain search

for a ferry,

which it was
reported
would b e

found near

the mouth of

the Miette,

t h e Atha-
baska was
crossed b y
rafting. Now
asce n d i n g
the Miette to

its source in

Yellow-Head
Lake, the
pass was
trav e r s e d
and the
headwa t ers
of the Fraser
River follow-

ed to Moose Lake. Continuing down the

Fraser, at the junction of the Grand Fork
the party obtained the first view of the
4 'imperial mountain of our aspiration :

one vast, lone, snow-clad, cloud-capped
peak, wrapped in the solitude of cen-

turies."

A day was spent seeking a short route

from the Fraser to a tree-line camp on

the flanks of the mountain. In the end,

however, a path had to be cut, by dint of

much chopping, up the Grand Fork, with
traces of an old-time trail for guidance

;

but so sinuous and rough that it was
with great difficulty pack-ponies could be
taken over it to a camp beside the rush-

ing torrent at the base of the mountain.
Two more days were spent searching
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for a route of ascent ; and when, at

length, the party had with great difficulty

established a camp at timber-line, snow
covered the ground and was still falling.

Next morning it was so deep that the im-

possibility of an ascent within the limit

of the time at its disposal was recognized
and the party was compelled to admit
defeat. It was doubtful if the heavy
snow-fall would permit of an attempt
being made, even if it had been possible

to wait for an opportunity. ' 'Perhaps the
spirit that dwells in this towering fortresSj

alone and undisturbed, defies molesta.

tion and works with Fate against him who
aspires to knock at its ancient door."

The Journal is indebted to M. L. Q.

Coleman for the above notes, and sym-

pathizes most sincerely with the failure of

the plucky attempt to reach the summit

of Mt. Robson which involved an immense

amount of hard work and much privation,

as well as a considerable outlay. Should

the party again attempt this achievement,

as it is understood is intended, it is hop-

ed the past experience will prove of value

and lead its next expedition to a success-

ful issue.

"Twilight"

BY WALTER L. THURTELL.

Twilight ! thy very name is peace,

And soothes the senses, with the sound
Of cooing doves and symphonies around
Pool marges . From cool-shadowed East
To flaunting West, the sky has lease

Of ancient glories, as were the world still young.
The woods, the meadows, have their vesper sung,
And, dreaming, lie in cradle of the wind.

The distance closes in. The rose and gold
Melt and caress, till one can scarcely find

The birth of each. Diana's gates unfold

And, leisurely, her silvery streamers wind
Down to the earth. The lingering light

Recedes, and trembles into solemn, star-strewn Night.



Our Cover Cut.

OUR fine cover cut, which we here

reproduce, is one which must ap-

m1 ,

peal to every sportsman. Amidst
the many preparations for the fall hunt
none is more important than the selection

of the firearm to be taken. In the case

of the sportsman whose picture we give,

we see^ two old favorites, whose merits

pro and con are being balanced carefully

to decide to which the favor shall be

awarded. There are reminiscences con-

nected with both which make the choice

a difficult one. Each of them has per-

formed the best of service at a trying

time and each can be depended upon to

get its owner out of a tight place if need

be. The owner is fully acquainted with
their merits and their reliability and he
gravely ponders again and again the

question, "Which one shall I take?" as

he recalls the memories of the services

which each has performed. He lives

over again the events in which each bore

a stirring part and first decides in

favor of one and then the other as «ach

incident comes uppermost in his mind.

Fortunate indeed is the sportsman who
has such a weatth of pleasant mem-
ories upon which to fall back, and pleas-

ant indeed is the dilemma ot choosing

between two such old and tried friends.



The People's Game and Fish Protective Association

of Nova Scotia.

A two days' gathering of the members
of the People's Game and Fish Pro-

tective Association of Nova Scotia

was held at the end of August at Truro,
N. S. Mr. H. D. Ruggles, ot Annapo-
lis Royal, the President of the Society,

was in the chair, the other officers pres-

ent being:— 1st. Vice-President, Geo. W.
Stuart, Truro; Sec.-Treas., Roy S.

Kelley, Yarmouth; Councillors Rev. D. B.

Hemmeon, Halifax; M. M. McLearn,
Truro; C. G. Godfrey, Yarmouth; F. W.
Russell, Dartmouth. The roll call show-
ed the following delegates in their places:

Samuel Riordan, Annapolis; C. R. Banks,
Torbrook; Dr. W. B. Moore, Kentville;

J. F. McDonald, H. J. Cavanagh and B.

E. Fanjoy, New Glasgow; Rev. Benjamin
Hills, of Mill Village, Queen's County;
Geo.VanBuskirk and Frank Eager, Hali-

fax; and T. S. Pattillo, C E. Bentley, J.

H. Burns, G. A. H. Hall, J. Coulson, Dr.

E. A. Randall, P. W. Linton, F. B.Shur-
mon and A. R. Coffin of Truro. There
were also present, J. A. Knight, Chief

Game Commissioner, who was accorded
the privileges of a delegate; A. Kelly

Evans, Secretary of the Ontario Forest,

Fish and Game Protective Association,

W. Douglas Clinch, of St. John^ Secre-

tary of the NewBrunswick Game Society,

and Mr. Flewelling, of St, John, an offi-

cer of the New Brunswick Association.

On behalf of the town of Truro, J. K.
Fraser, deputy Mayor, and H. G. Mc-
Dougall, Town Clerk, welcomed the

visiting sportsmen to Truro, and extend-

ed to them the freedom of the town.
The Secretary-Treasurer's report show-

ed a strong organization throughout the

Province, Yarmouth having two hundred
members, Annapolis one hundred and
fifty and Truro one hundred. The annu-
al expenditure did not exceed $75 and
there was a balance of $12 on hand.

Approval was heartily expressed of the

policy of the Dominion Government in

setting aside islands for the breeding
places of the migratory birds and declar-

ing such islands to be sanctuaries.

The report of a Committee appointed

to inquire into the working of the lease of

the Micmac Club, of Halifax, which Club
holds large reserves in Halifax County >

reported that the Club were living up to

their agreement.No one had been denied
fishing but shooting was prohibited on the

reserve even to members as the policy

was, by propagating and otherwise, to

multiply the game.
Much discussion was given to the case

of Mack v. Dwyer now before the courts

and many letters of encouragement to

fight the suit, with subscriptions amount-
ing to $160 towards the costs, were sent

in. The Rev. Benjamin Hills explained
that some grants included the fisheries

and others did not, and in the case of the

Dwyer original grant fishing privileges

are not mentioned and therefore not in-

cluded. Mr. A. Kelly Evans urged the

most active efforts to prevent the rights

of the people to free fishing from being
taken away. In his opinion if the Asso-
ciation did not fight this case its powers
of usefulness would be gone.

Private and public preserves came in

for prolonged discussion only one speaker
urging the benefits of the former while
the latter received benediction on all

hands. Finally the following proposition

was carried :

"That whereas.— It is desirable that

in Nova Scotia the people should know
where they stand in regard to fishing in

the streams of the Province, this Associ-
ation supports the claims of Mack in the
case; that the delegates at this meeting
form Committees in their respective

towns for soliciting subscriptions to-

wards raising a large fund for the
purpose and that the Secretary of the
Society be Treasurer of the fund."

On the motion of Mr. G. W. Stuart
it was decided to ask the government to
exempt hunters during the open game
season from penalties for taking fish from
the lakes and streams for camp use only.

After much discussion on the question
ef a stricter law for the protection of
moose, in the course of which strong em-
phasis was laid upon the fact that the
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present act should be given a fair trial,

it was decided to ask the government for

a close season for five years for cow
moose.

A proposal for the modification of the

$30 non-resident fee in certain cases in

favour of one of $10 for special permits

for a week, mainly for the use of Nova
Scotians living in the States and home
for a week's holiday, was rejected.

The election of officers resulted as

follows :

President—H. D. Ruggles, Annapolis
Royal.

1st Vice President— G. W. Stewart,

Truro.

2nd Vice President—Dr. Moore, Kent-
ville.

Sec'y.-Treas.—Frank W. Russell, Dart-

mouth

Council:

—

Rev. D. B. Hemmeon, Halifax.

M. M. McLearn, Truro.

Dr. Byers, Annapolis Royal.

C. G. Godfrey, Yarmouth.
F. W. Russell, Dartmouth.
A. L. Pritchard, New Glasgow.
Rev. Benj. Hills, Mill Village.

Further discussion ensued on the fol-

lowing day as to the question of public

and private preserves, but nothing further

resulted.

Mr. C. R. Kelly, of Yarmouth, and
Mr. Pritchard, of New Glasgow, were
recommended by the Association for va-

cancies on the Game Commission.

Amongst the various votes of thanks
was one to Mr. Jenner, of Digby, for

the splendid services rendered by him in

the past for the protection of game in

the Province, and another to Mr. R. S.

Kelley, Yarmouth, for his services as

Secretary.

The members placed themselves on re-

cord as favoring an open season tor cari-

bou in Cape Breton under proper restric-

tions.

A gun license or resident big game lic-

ence was discussed at length and Mr.
Knight expressed the opinion that with a

little educational work it would be pos-

sible to have the latter enacted.

The decrease in the value of the deep
sea fisheries was pointed out and means re-

commended for husbanding this source of
wealth.

A committee was appointed to secure
information for printing in pamphlet form
matter relating to the advantages offered

by the Province to tourists for which
there is a steady and increasing de-

mand.

On the second day Mr. Clincher and
Mr. Evans and Professor Prince addressed
an enthusiastic meeting ofthe membersof
the local Canadian Club on the many
matters arising out of a policy of effici-

ently protecting forest, fish and game.
Particular stress was laid upon the ad-

vantageous position of Nova Scotia for

developing an immense business from
the congested districts of the Eastern
States, the economic value of money ob-

tained in that way, and the splendid re-

turns obtained by Maine and New Bruns-
wick which had led the way in these de-

velopements. Prof. Cumming of the

Agricultural College, was in the chair and
expressed his approval of the movement,
as did also several members of the

Club.

In the evening the delegates attended a

lecture by Mr. A. Kelly Evans atthe Canad-
ian Club. There was a large attendance of

the members of the Club reinforced by the

delegates and considerable interest was
taken in the subject brought before them.
Mr. Evans, while dwelling at length upon
the situation in Novia Scotia, took a com-
prehensive survey of the whole field. He
pointed out how matters were progress-

ing in the States, describing the late act-

ions of President Roosevelt, which has

given a mighty impetus to the whole move-
ment throughout the Republic, and warn-
ed his hearers that they must be up and
doing, if they want to keep abreast of

this movement. He emphasised the con-

stant necessity for vigliance if the peo-

ples' rights in fishing and hunting were to

be maintained. The value of scientific

forestry was taken up and its remarkable
influence upon the future of our country

pointed out. The influence of the Con-
ference and meetings is likely to be felt

throughout the Province.



The Beaver Valley (Ont.) Hunt Club.

hiR. H. Tupling, of Messrs. Love and many sportsmen going up the river. Mr.
lAAI*Tupling, dry goods merchants, Mahoney's judgment amounts to instinct

Moose Jaw, writes with enthusiasm —it is as remarkable as that of his

of his experiences of hunting in his native good dog Fred, a dog that has sent the

province. He has been out in the West best of the deer for a plunge bath in the

for five years but still dwells in loving lakes.

remembrances upon his old time home Only two dogs are taken in by the Club
and outings.

When in On-
tario he belong-
ed to the Beav-
er Valley Hunt
Club with head-

quarters at
Heathcote. The
Club has been
in existence for

eighteen years
and Mr. M. Ma-
honey, w h o is

now the captain,

and. Mr. W.
Goldsmith have
not missed a

hunt during the

whole of that
long period. Mr.
Tupling [himself

enjoyed eight
annual hunts
with the mem-
bers of the Club.

While the
hunts were nev-

er failures so far

as the shooting
of trophies was
concerned, there
were times when
the hunters did

not get their

full number.
This did not
trouble them in-

asmuch as
health and recreation were their main ob-

jects, though they always maintained an
eye to the business in which they were
engaged.
From the beginning ot the Club, Mr.

Mahoney has occupied the position of

Captain and Mr. Tupling describes him
as the best running shot amongst the

RESULT OF AN AFTERNOON S SHOOT OVER SPORT

ROSE IN THE MOOSE JAW WHEAT BELT. WM. ALEX

ANDER, W. J. FIFE, MASTER CLIFFORD MOTH.

members and
those dogs are
the best of their

kind. The mem-
bers take liber-

al views on the

question of the

dogging of deer
and all of them
are sufficiently

go o d hunters
and woodsmen
to get their deer
without the aid

of dogs. The
Club possess
their own cabin
and the camp is

comfortably fit-

ted up and sup-
plied with all

necessary uten-

sils. A nearby
settler keeps
things in readi-

ness for the
members at any
time. Mr. Tup-
ling is still an
honorary mem-
ber of the Club
and at the time
of writing was

and anticipati ng
joining in this

year's hunt, al-

though this
meant a journey

of over seventeen hundred miles in order
to do so, to say nothing of the return jour-
ney. As a means of bringing before
our readers the differences between sport
in the east and west of Canada, Mr. Tup-
ling likewise supplied the picture entitled

"An Afternoon's Shoot Over Sport and
Rose in the Moose Jaw Wheat Belt.
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The pictures

show the con-

trast better
than pages of

description.

While he re-

tains still his

love for and his

interest in his

home Province,

Mr. Tupling
does not forget

what he owes
to his new
home. Perhaps
indeed, he now
sees things in

a brighter as-

pect than h e

did when near-

er to them, and
a p p reciates a

good deal more
wh a t Ontario

BEAVER VALLEY HUNT CLUB. (READING FROM LEFT

H. TUPLING, WM. GOLDSMITH, MR. MAHONEY

(CAPT.),JOE KENTNER AND R SWANSEY.

did for him now
that he finds

himself amid
new surround-
ings. He is
too good a

sportsman not

to bear in mind
the fact that

the West has
charms all its

own, and tho*

he may at times

look back re-

gretfully upon
Ontario, he
feels that the

prairies can, in

some respects,

go ahead of

h i s old home
and gave him
advantagesOn-
tario does not

possess.

A Minister and a Fisherman.

lO wonder the Hon. Nelson Monteith,

has made a success of the Ministry of

Agriculture which he has held in the

Ontario Government since the Hon. J. P.

Whitney was returned to power four years

ago. He is a fisherman and that explains

everything ! While a guest at the Rice Bay

Club, Long Point, Lake Erie, last August he

landed a fine young 'lunge and was snapped

while holding up his prize for the admiration of

his fellow guests. Our illustration of this

incident is one which will interest fishermen in

the Very wide Constituency to which Rod and Photo Master Ewart Mackay.

THE HON NELSON MONTEITH LANDS
Gun appeals.

A 'lunge



How I Secured My Moose in New Brunswick.

BY DR. VV. H. FITZMAURICE.

THE spring and summer of 1907 was
unusually wet in New Brunswick,
and I was not alone in hoping for

a change in the autumn— or fall as I

should say, in Canada. Many were an-

xiously looking forward to the opening
of the hunting season, myself amongst
the rest. My arrangements were not
completed, when a fellow sportsman, who
was staying at Red Bank, under like

circumstances to my own, suggested that

we should have a fortnight's hunt to-

gether. My friend was a good rifle

shot, well accustomed to hunting, and
had obtained per-

mission to use an

unoccupied lumber
camp with stove

and everythingcom-
plete.

At once I fell in

with the suggestion,

and having made a

list of all necessary

provisions and ob-

tained them, hired

a wagcn, a team ot

horses and driver,

and completed ar-

rangements for the

hunt.

Next morning we
were both up early,

and having complet-

ed our packing man-
aged to make a start mmdA
at eight o'clock. It was Saturday, Sep-

tember fourteenth, when we set out in

order to be ready to start hunting on

the following Monday morning. The
day was perfect for travelling and we got

over the road quickly. At noon we halted

an hour for lunch and then started again.

We had to cross the Miramichi River but

we made such good time that we arrived

at the camp at four o'clock in the after-

noon, unpacked and sent the driver off.

Sunday we spent in exploration walks

and saw some cow moose. All Monday
the rain poured down and we decided not

to hunt. The only incident of the day

DR. W. H. FITZMAURICE.

was the passing of a party of American
tourists, three ladies and three gentlemen,

all on horseback, to a camp further up
the river. They presented a much be-

draggled appearance in the rain.

By appointment we were joined by a

third friend on Tuesday morning, and
though it rained the greater part of the

day the night turned frosty.

We were up and out early on Wednes-
day morning, and had not proceeded

more than a mile from the camp, when,
by the aid of the glasses, we sighted a

bull moose. I had with me a .303 take
take down Savage
and managed to

creep within range.

Unfortunately, both
sights had got bad-
ly knocked, owing
to the carelessness

of some of the rail-

way company's offi-

cials, but I did not
know at the time the

full extent of the

mischief done. The
ivory bead was
knocked off and the
sight shifted in the
slot. At the first

shot I made a clean
miss but was more
fortunate with the

second, though much
to my disappoint-

ment the animal got away.
On our return to camp we tested the

rifle and found it throwing altogether to
the right. We tapped the sight into
place and had the gun shooting perfectly
when I touched the rear sight and it broke
off, showing an old crack the whole way
through. As this was the first time I

had shot at a moose, my friends wished
me to take first turn at the next one. I

declined to take advantage of their gen-
erous offer and maintained that after
they had had their turns I would come on
again,

On the Friday we were fortunate
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enough to secure a moose with antlers

having- a spread of thirty-two inches. The
second man made a successful shot on
the Saturday, the antlers having a spread

of thirty two inches. The third man made
a successful shot on Monday, the antlers

of his moose having a spread of

thirty-eight inches. When my turn

came round, two uninvited sportsmen
camped near us and while they remained
I did not care to go out. They hunted

for two days without getting a shot and
then left, apparently much disgusted with

their failure.

With their departure, I hunted every

other day until the evening of September
twenty-ninth, but saw nothing.

The next morning the driver arrived

with his team to take us out and after

lunch we left him packing, instructing

him to take a different route on the re-

turn journey.

We had gone some distance on our road

and I was walking slowly and carelessly

behind the others when I saw them stop

and wave their hauds for me to join

them. At once I was awake to the pos-

sibilities of the position, and caught up
to them with the least possible delay

consistent with noiselessness. When I

reached them, they showed me a moose

about two hundred yards away and fac-

ing-us. I took the rifle, a 38.55 Win-
chester, knelt down, took a very careful

aim and fired. My companions said in

a low voice "You struck him. Fire
again !" I followed this advice at once,
and was told that the second shot went
home. When I saw the moose moving
off, though very slowly I got excited,

jnmped up and fired again continuing to

fire as fast as I could.

Finally, one of the party crossed the
swamp and found him dead not more
than sixty yards from the place we first

saw him. When I examined him I found
that one" bullet struck the centre of the
chest and went through the hip, being
held only by the skin. The other struck
near the shoulder but the joint escaped.
By this time the driver had come up

and we secured the head, which was a
fine one, though it had only a spread of
thirty-two inches. Next day we returned
for the meat and many of our friends had
moose dinners.

The whole fortnight in the woods was
a most enjoyable time, though occasion-
ally in the daytime the black flies were
troublesome. To gain such glorious ex-

periences one could put up even with
black flies.

A Fish Story.

A. R. DOUGLAS.

I don't suppose you ever heard
About that wondrous fish

That "Old Bill Haskins"caught one day!
I'll tell you, if you wish.

You see, Bill was a clever man,
At least he thought he knew

Most everything 'bout fishin',

But that's twixt I and you.

Well ! one day he went fishing,

And tried his best to catch

Some monstrousfish both strange and new,
That none could hope to match.

He fished from early morn till dark
But wasn't satisfied.

Such little perch he dare not show
'Twould sorely hurt his pride.

But one day he hooked something,
He thought it was a whale,

And though he tugged with might and
main,
'Twas all of no avail.

He hastened to the village

After making fast his line,

And asked some friends to help him,
For he'd show them something fine.

They followed on with eager haste,

To help him land his prize,

And soon they reached the spot, where Bill

Had vowed a great surprise.

They tug and strain upon the line,

At last they safely land
A Rubber Boot that long had lain,

Embedded in the sand.



How I Missed a Moose and Deer and Shot a Wolf.

The Story of a Good Trip.

BY JACK MINER.

wjIOURS is the next station ana

ll
vve w^ ^ e tnere m about ten minu-
tes," said the brakeman as he

gently touched me on the shoulder. I

was half asleep in a train running through
north western Ontario, but at the intima-

tion tnat we were nearing our hunting-

grounds I was awake in an instant, and
when my particular friend the baggage-
man pushed the car door aside I leaned

out, anxiously waiting till the train finally

came to a stand, and then dropped down
to the platform to assist our baggage in

its downward flight.

"Good-bye, gentlemen and good luck

to you !" were the shouts from the train-

men as they waved their hands from the

car door and steps, and we soon saw the

end car disappear round the curve.

Fortunately for us it was a bright

morning, and it appeared all the brighter

in consequence of our long- arranged and
eagerly anticipated plans approaching

reality. The settler with his team was
awaiting our arrival, and while his pres-

ence meant no hitch in our arrangements,

neither his looks nor language added
anything to our comfort. Old "Charley"

and the three year old colt "Dolly" hitch-

ed to a good strong wagon, meant, how-
ever, that we should get to our camp in

good time and we welcomed their appear-

ance accordingly.

My companion Mr. Leonard Malott, a

man who has seen sixty-eight hunting

seasons, and, judging from his conver-

sation, has enjoyed sixty of them, decid-

ed to go on and leave the settler and my-
self to pack and bring on the baggage.
Having loaded up, I climbed to the seat

alongside the driver, and as he switched

his cud over to the other cheek, he gave
me to understand, in language more
forcible than polite, that we were not

riding on smooth city streets but in the

woods and that it was to my interest to

hang on.

About three miles back we located a

good camp site and found Mr. Malott
there. Noticing an extra smile on his

face, I enquired the reason upon which
he pointed to our team and said their ap-

pearance reminded him of an incident

that happened at Kingsville. An old

gentleman-farmer came into the town
with a team unevenly matched and a pass-

ing teamster, after bidding him "Good
morning," remarked "One of your horses
is quite a bit faster than the other, Mis-
ter." "Yes, a little," replied the old

man with a twinkle in his eye "but not a
devil of a sight, for I have come over
nine miles and he only has gained a head
and a neck !"

In performing our unpacking the first

thing we opened was the tent box and
the only dry thing in it was the oil can.

At once I tried to tell Mr. Molott that a
potato would not remain firm in a coal

oil can spout under the conditions of
backwoods "roads." He repudiated all

blame for the mishap and both agreed to

blame the other fellow. We therefore

quit our quarreling and united our ef-

forts to make the camp comfortable.

All preparations for the night were com-
plete by four in the afternoon, and taking
our guns from their covers we set out
for a stroll. On this hunt we meant to

try for caribou and our investigations

showed moose, deer and bear signs in

plenty, though caribou were scarce.

We were encamped on a road running
down to a large lake, and next morning
we visited the lake, which was about two
miles away, but all we saw were signs.

On the second day Mr. Malott got close

to a large bull moose but as the ever-

greens were very thick, he did not get a
shot. No real excitement took place
until the fourth day out, when we killed

a large bull moose. He was shot in the
water and the water of the lake was
crimson with his blood for some yards
around where he lay. One horn and a
bunch of black hair could alone be seen
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above the water. There was no boat as

far as we knew in the neighborood, we
had no axe with which to cut timber for

a raft and as the day was warm we knew
that the moose must come out. There-
fore I volunteered to act as retriever and
I soon had my "cotton and wollen" all

in a pile. I was standing around in the

raw state waiting to get colder than the

water before I ventured in when I was
attacked by the 4 'No see-ums" (black-

flies) that were swarming on my bare

back. Seeing that it was impossible for

me to get any colder I took to the water
and soon had our game by the horns.

All went well until I got the brute to

shallow water and then, being stronger
in the back than in the mind, I succeeded
in getting him near enough to shore to

lash a small pole to his horns. In this

way I thought Mr. Malott would be able

to give me a little * 'existence" but instead

of making the slightest effort in that

direction, he merely stood laughing at

me. Just at that moment I could neither

see nor feel anything particular at which
to laugh. Finally 1 got a look at myself
and saw that I was literally covered with
black flies. There were hundreds on my
back and each moment they were increas-

ing in quantity and quality. I asked
Malott to hand me a pole and give me
assistance. All the reply I received from
him at first was "I would give five dollars

for a kodak." Mr. Malott's mirth at

length exhausted itself, and with some
strong endeavours we did at last get the

moose ashore and take his hide off. By
measurement we found him to be seven
feet two inches at the shoulders and four

feet from the point of the brisket to the

wither. I have seen quite a few moose
but this was the deepest through the

shoulders of any I ever measured—four

feet after the hide was off.

Now as we had fresh meat to give
away, we could afford to take it easy and
did so to our complete enjoyment, for

three or four days. On one of these

days on our way out to the Post office we
saw the tracks of a large dog wolf.

These signs caused us to hustle back for

five wolf traps that we had brought along.

We could see plainly where he came
down the path that branched off the

wagon-road, and cut across to the rail-

road. Under the circumstances we both
concluded the trail would be best and set

the traps there—three in one set and two
in another. The three traps were set

about eighteen inches apart in a line in

the path, all fastened to one dog, cover-
ed up and the ground made as natural as
before. The two others were equally
well set and we agreed not to go near
them for five days.

On the fourth day as we were again
on the way to the Post office and near
the railway track, we passed a wagon in

which was a young man speaking very
loudly to a companion. We heard the

words "Yes, right in the middle of the

road" with an accompaniment of strong
language. As we did not care to hear
more of this language, we walked on but
on our return decided to visit our traps.

We found the set of two just as we had
left them, but the other three were gone
and we have not seen them yet. The dog
was left but "John Sneakem" had got
the traps. At once we lifted the other

two for fear that when "Sneakem John"
went out to shoot "three more partridges

and two rabbits" he might go down the

other footpath and take them.
While on our hunts for the caribou we

often thought of our traps and the trap

lifter.

The next thing I lifted was a heavy
buck deer. Mr. Malott knew well to

whom he was talking when he climbed a
spruce tree like a boy and coolly said :

"Jack, lift him up here so I can tie his

horns to the limb !" Now lifting a two
hundred pound buck deer, head first,

higher than your head is a feat easily per-

formed after he is cold, stiff or frozen

but to do it while he is warm and limp

is quite another thing, more particularly

if the man above is throwing smiles down
at you at the time. All this does not

signify as long as it is sport, but once call

it work—it is much harder than a good
deal of ordinary work—and we wouldn't

do it !

Now I am coming to the real thing.

About an inch of snow had fallen, and
we set out, intent on hunting caribou.

When about one mile from camp, I saw
a bull moose with .a fine set of antlers

looking me right in the face. He was
standing about sixty yards away and all
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I could see of him was one horn and his

homely face. Slowly and steadily I raised

my rifle, took aim between his eyes and
fired. He went down but quickly got up
again and the bush was so thick I could

not see him plainly enough to shoot again.

As a matter of fact I was surprised to see

him rise to his feet—or as I should rather

say to hear him. Ifired again byguess but

with no results as far as I know.
The moose started towards the camp,

snorting and throwing blood, and I sat

down and waited at least half an hour be-

fore I took the trail. Blood was on the

bushes as far as twelve feet from the trail.

I sneaked quietly along expecting to be
right on to him every minute but to my
surprise he kept on going and I sincerly

hope he is going yet. I could see

quite plainly that I had hit him too low
as the blood came from his nostrils. A-
bout noon the bleeding stopped and
at four in the^afternoon he joined three or

four other moose and they all took to a

very large swamp together.When I reach-

ed camp it was 4 'half past lantern light"

and I was very pouty and hungry. "What
luck, Jack?" asked my companion, and I

had to confess that it was "none at all."

I had not recovered my equanimity when
I rolled up in my blankets for the night.

About two o'clock in the morning I was
aroused by a sharp poke in the ribs from
Mr. Malott's elbow and his loud whisper-
ing of "Jack, what is that outside?" I had
no need to listen. Talk about cats, their

noise was quiet beside that which now
greeted our ears! You may be sure that

when a snarl of lynx start making love a-

round your camp you will hear from them.
In the instance I am referring to, they

would start off with a moan similar to

that of a dying calf, and end up with a

noise like a fire whistle. I whispered quiet-

ly, "Did you hear them before?" "Yes"
he replied, "but I thought it was you
snoring". Well, if we had had a Jack or

a dark lantern we would have got up and
tried them a hand. As they only screamed
once more we concluded it useless to

move and moreover I was disgusted with

my shooting by daylight, to say nothing
about night.

How the shooting of that moose did

come over me when I thought of it! It

was strange that a man who had shot

moose for years should make such a cruel
work of it. Did the ball hit a twig and
glance, did the moose move his head the
instant I pulled, or had I lost what little

nerve I ever possessed? Before I slept a-
gain these reasons occurred to me, and
though I do not profess to be more honest
than I should be, I would willingly have
packed up and gone home if I could have
recalled that one shot. To think ot a poor
innocent animal suffering for days and
may be weeks, with the chance of its dy-
ing in the end as the result of my wrong-
doing and carelessness. This was the first

moose from which I drew blood, that got
away.
Next morning found me pushing my

way to the swamp in order to try and
pick up the trail. For three days I hunted
in vain. What little snow came, lasted un-
til about noon of the day it fell. The incident
was adamperon a most successful outing
but we both kept astiff upper lip and made
the best of it for the sake of each other.

Our camp-ground was in a second
growth poplar and white birch grove,
with plenty of pine and tamarac near by
for a quick fire, with white birch for a
steady one ; a beautitul stream of
crystal water ran quietly by the
door. Our bed was made of hay which
we found in a sort of beaver meadow near
by. One might think it lonesome to be
in the woods with only one companion
but we did not find it so. Mr. Malott
was the cook and I the chore-boy and not
only did we not tire of each other but
would have been content if we had been
able to spend a longer time together in

this way. This was our eighth trip together
though the first onewithno othercompany,
and we are now closer than ever. When
he had washed his dishes and I had made
the wood pile equal to the standard first

agreed upon, I would sometimes howl off

a song, or Mr Malott would drift back to
boyhood days and I would try to go with
him. At such times he would sit near
enough to the stove door to now and then
push a little piece of birch bark through
the draught hole while I made a conveni-
ent seat of the wood pile and handed him
a stick as he required it.

On one ot these evenings he told me of
an unpleasant experience away back in the
fifties. It had been snowing hard all the
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afternoon of the particular day in quest-

ion and about three o' clock, looking- out

of the barn door Mr. Malott saw his un-
cle Joe. The latter was carrying a gun
and was going to the Hog Marsh to hunt
turkeys and deer. "At my earnest request

Pa allowed me to go with him . Before we
arrived at the camp, which was built near

the marsh, darkness came on and we
camped for the night. Well, Jack, of all

the nights I have put in that was the worst
one. About mid-night it began to rain

and before daylight the wind got in the

north west and it started to freeze and
spoil our sport. In spite of all this , Uncle

Joe didn't break his rule and before we
left the fire we knelt down while hethank-
ed God for His protecting care over us

and for the night's rest. Uncle said it was
no use hunting and we had better make
for home. About two rods from our

temporary camp I turned and took a last

look at the place where we had had such
discomforting experiences. Uncle Joe's

reasons for going home were now quite

plain to me as we 4 'could hear ourselves

coming" fully two hundred yards ahead.

When we finally did reach home I can
assure you I was more thankful for that

fact than for the night's rest."

Our camp, like all good things, had an
end and on the morning of November
eight, we again boarded the train and
came east for a few hours to join the rest

of our party who were deer hunting.

We arrived at our stopping-ofF place

about midnight, and started back up the

trail for a mile or so to the place where
we knew our tribe were encamped. Soon
we came to the curve which we knew
was our place to turn off and we did so.

We whispered to each other to keep
quiet and planned a little surprise. How-
ever the surprise turned out to be on our
side, for when we reached the place

where we thought the tent ought to have
been 1 'sure it wasn't thereat all". The
harder we looked for it the further off it

appeared to be and for quite a time we
stumbled around in the dark trying to

guide ourselves by the light of the stars.

Mr. Malott left all the guiding to me and
followed obediently as a boy. Well there

were just a few things I knew and they

were few indeed. I knew it was dark
and we were in a brule; I knew I couldn't

see the land mark, a big tall dry pine
that stood about one hundred yards
north of the camp, and after stumbling
about for at least a quarter of an hour,
I concluded, but sorely against my will,

to halloo. We shouted and there was no
response; we shouted louder and only the

echo answered us. This echo seemed to

come and go several times. Finally we
started in on a real pow-wow and as we
quieted down we heard the welcome
sound of "whoopie" quite close to us.

"That you, Jack?" "Yep" Then we
could hear all their voices asking for a
match, and as one came out yawning I

said "Why did you not answer us? Did
you not hear us?" "Hear you, yes", he
replied, "we all heard you but we
thought it was the wolves howling!"
"Where did you get so much nice dry

pine wood" we asked. "Oh, we cut down
the old land mark— the old dry pine tree

that stood out there to the north," they

replied. That was how we missed the

land mark and they didn't even apologise
for it. We had a good handshake all

round and had to admit we did not sur-

prise them as we had planned to do. One
and all declared they took our shouts for

the howling of the wolves. While they
were talking I felt as though I would like

to know what I really am like, to"snore"
like a lynx and "howl" like a wolf.

Greetings over, we turned in together
and finished the night. When we awoke
it was daylight and snowing, but to enjoy

the light we had to go outside. A year
before we lent our tent to a camp called

the "Dirty Six" and for some unaccount-
able reason they got their stove on the

wrong end of the pipe, with the result

that our tent was "as black as Egypt".
By the way, let me strongly advise any

hunting party never to try and wash a
tent. The best plan is to purchase a new
one every three or four years and try to

keep it clean. Always have lots of stove

pipe capacity. Ninety per cent of the

folding stoves are a failure on account of

small pipe, and if packing tent and stove

together in one box (which should be

avoided if possible) always have the tent

in a sack and the stove at the bottom.

We found the boys had a few nice

bucks hanging outside and one or two
they had thrown inside. On Monday
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morning six of us started out in all dir-

ections to try our luck. About two in

the afternoon I drove a spike down on
one of them and he stung him in the
right place.

On Tuesday morning I saw a beautiful

buck standing across from where I was,
on the opposite hill side. As soon as 1

was sure he was a deer, I raised my rifle

and fired. To my surprise he never
moved and just as I pressed the trigger a
second time he jumped. I knew this shot
to be a failure, but before he could get
over the hill I sent two more after him.
I knew by his actions I hadn't touched
him and to say I felt cheap is putting it

too mildly. He was one of the finest

bucks I ever saw, but I had missed him
and wanted to have some reason why.
Marking well where I was standing
when I shot I went over and examined
his tracks. The first two balls had pass-
ed under his brisket and stuck in the
bank no? three inches apart, and the
other two had plowed up the ground
right in his tracks. In looking back to

where I stood when I fired I found it was
really one hundred yards further than
I imagined, and the deer was two hund-
red and fifty yards away at the time. After
my examination, I came to the conclus-
ion that there were two reasons for my
bad performance— first, an eclipse of the

eyes and secondly "Doe Fever".
The next morning, November thirteenth,

was one of those stinging, clear, frosty

days when you can hear across the river.

For all that we made a start at hunting,
and about a mile from camp I reached a

sort of plain with here and there a jack
pine dotted on it. As I peeped out and
saw its extent I thought I would stand
a few minutes and make a careful ex-

amination Just as I got quieted down
from my first look I heard one of those
low howls I believe all hunters like to

hear—a wolfs howl, and I knew from
the sound he was not three hundred yards
from me.
While I noted he was in the north west

of me, the wind was straight north. As
I glanced at my rifle to make sure all

was right he again howled and I felt

almost certain he was coming my way.
I slipped my right hand under my coat
and vest to my chest in order to keep

the fingers in good shape. Just as I did

this he gave a third howl and now there
was no guessing—he was coming my
way.

In less than a minute, while I was
standing full of expectancy, a large tim-
ber wolf broke into the clearing. Now
here was a situation for which I had been
looking for twenty years and I felt that

my shootingpowers were poorerthan they
had been the whole ofthat time. The wolf
was going at the rate of ten miles per
hour and I was about one hundred and
fifty yards from him. How far would I

have to shot ahead of him to make a
sure shot?

While such thoughts were running
through my mind I decided to try

first of all one of my fox plans. As I

raised my rifle and he loped out from be-

hind a jack pine I gave a low whistle

with the intention of building it up louder.

This however I found not to be necess-
ary as the very instant I started he threw
his front feet and ears forward and came
to a stand. At the same moment the

white ivory seemed to freeze to his sho-
ulder and I pressed the trigger. He
plunged forward and bit his side, turned
around and ran north about fifty yards
when he bit himself again. As he did

this I fired a second time and he again
turned and ran west. I fired a third time
when he rolled over and bit himself,

jumped up and ran south-east for fully

one hundred yards, when he died. He
had travelled in all about two hundred
yards after the fatal shot was fired and
on examining him, we found that his

heart was all blown to pieces.

He was a beauty, weighing eighty

pounds and measuring six feet six inches

from tip to tip. Really I thought it would
be best to bandage my head as it seem-
ed to swell very fast. I kept it down
however by thinking of the poor shoot-
ing I had done on the trip. After all, I

would rather have the wolf than ten moose
or deer considering the way I got him.
While I am sorry for the poor moose I

shot in the nose and the fine buck that

I carelessly missed on the hillside, yet I

know these failures did cause me to han-
dle Mr. Wolf with extreme care.

Well, Mr. Elihu Scratch and Mr. Thor-
pin Wigle were a tie for first place on
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deer heads, each getting a ten pointer

and a twenty inch spread.

Are we going to allow the wolves to

come right up to the railroad or are we
going to raise the bounty to $25 and
thus reduce them? Where I hunted last

fall deer were not so plentiful as in form-

er years and it was on account of the

wolves. The wolf I shot was not one mile

from the railroad. Let us all be as anxious
for the deer in the close as in the open
season, and better protective methods
would soon be devised to the advantage
of our game.

A RECORD BLACK BASS.

A Fine Black Bass.

A fortunate fisherman is Mr. E. J.

Carpenter, official stenographer for

the Quebec Courts, residing at

Sweetsburg, Que. Mr. Carpenter was
recently on his holiday at Brome Lake
and had the good luck to capture a black
bass which tipped the scales at seven
and a quarter pounds, the largest black
bass on record as ever taken out of

Brome Lake. Mr. Carpenter was fishing

with an eight ounce Bristol fly rod and
the fish gave him an exciting twenty
minutes' fight before he was successful in

landing it. We give an illustration ot

this fine fish which is thought to be the

largest of its kind taken either in Quebec
or Ontario. It is flanked by two smaller,

but yet respectable, bass caught the

same day, weighing four pounds six oun-
ces and four pounds two ounces respec-

tively. If any of our readers have done
better than this during the past season
we shall be pleased to hear from them. It

is believed that Mr Carpenter's capture

constitutes a record and this can only be
known by comparing experiences



How I Got My First Deer.

by j. n. H.

DT was the fifth day of November—

a

day so bright and clear, with just a

keen touch in the air sufficient to

make the blood tingle, that no lover of

out door life could fail to wish himself

away from all sights and sounds of civi-

lization, and deep in the peaceful forests.

I fell into a reverie, and was soon enjoy-

ing the beauties of nature to their full

extent. While these ideas filled my
mind, I suddenly remembered that there

were still ten days before the season clos-

ed—time quite enough for me to join the

cam'p of deer hunters, have a good time

and bring back some trophies of the

chase, if I were fortunate enough to

get a chance. The party whom I was,
according to my first arrangements, to

have accompanied, had made their way
to camp some eight or nine days pre-

viously, taking with them the full camp
equipment, provisions, etc. Now that I

was resolved to join them I had nothing
to carry but a change of clothes, my rifle

and ammunition. This arrangement just

suited me as I had several calls to make
on my way to the station.

No time was lost, and I reached the de-

pot before the train came in. It was
not long before I was being whirled away
to the north leaving behind me all the

smoke and noise of a busy city. A pleas-

ant night and part of a day spent on the

train, with many other jolly good fellows,

carried me to Kearney where I had to

leave my new found friends in order to

try and find my own party.

After a good hearty meal at the hotel,

I set inquiries on foot and speedily found

a man who knew where to locate our
camp. In half an hour we were in a rig

behind a good horse and on our way to

Sand I,ake When we reached the lake

we followed it round to the north, and at

four o'clock in the afternoon reached the

camp. All the boys, with one exception,

were in from the hunt and I received a
hearty welcome. The cheers and shots

of welcome soon called in our absent

member, and the party was complete.

A good wash took off all the mud gath-

ered on my person during the journey

and we were ahappy bunch sitting down to

our dishes of partridge stew and venison.

That supper was a grand preliminary to

our life in camp and one I still remember.
Speedily we had dishes washed, beds ar-

ranged and our plans for the following

day carefully considered and laid out.

A few stories were told, some card gam-
es played, and we all turned in for the

night. The camp was soon quiet or at

least I heard nothing, never enjoying a

sounder night's rest in my life than I did

that night.

All were stirring bright and early next

morning, when we found snow had fallen

during the night and coated everything

white. The boys told me this was the

first snow they had seen since they made
camp; or they might have had better luck

hunting.

After a hasty though hearty breakfast,

our rifles were examined and lots drawn
for positions on the runways. It fell to

my lot to set out the dogs and I was not

at all sorry. On going to the spring for

water in the early morning I had noticed

fresh tracks and thought I might manage
a hunt on my own account. I allowed

good time for all the boys to take up
their respective positions and then struck

the trail with the dogs. These fine ani-

mals were not long before they had Mr.
Buck going in good shape. The deer

went close to one of our men whose rifle

missed fire and before he could fire again
the animal was gone. Knowing that it

was useless to follow after the dogs, I

made a short circuit round a small hill

and on coming to the opposite side I found
other tracks which looked good to me, I

thought I would follow them and went
down the hill, along the ravine and up
another hill nearly to the top where' the

tracks suddenly turned to the left. Here
I noticed they were very different to

those I had been following—that is there

were spaces of seven or eight feet be-

tween each mark, and I concluded I had
started them running.

I no longer followed the tracks but
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made a wide detour to the right. With quiet

and careful steps I nearly reached the op-

posite side of the hill. There I stood for

quite a time and examined the whole of

my surroundings. Presently my eyes

were attracted by a movement, and look-

ing very carefully, I perceived the stately

head and shoulders of a deer. Slowly I

raised my rifle to my shoulder took care-

ful aim and fired.

Hardly, as it seemed to me, did the

rifle speak before the deer fell. I could

scarcely believe I had registered a hit and
fully expected it to jump and run the mo-
ment I. fired. However, I hustled down
to where I had seen it drop and there

sure enough lay the deer. I was so over-

joyed to think that I had made my first

shot tell that I stood almost dazed— first

looking at the deer and then at my rifle

which was a 303 Savage, and a dandy!
Carefully standing my rifle against a

nearby tree, I proceeded to arrange for

opening up the animal's throat. I had my
knife in my hand and was bending over

the deer when the animal opened its

eyes, gave me a lightning blow in the

stomach with its left forefoot and sent me
sprawling on my back on the ground. I

shall never forget that blow; it was a

good deal worse than a prod in the ribs

with a lacrosse stick.

On recovering from my shock, all I

could see was a flying glimpse of my
deer as he waved me a good-bye with his

flag. I was not to be daunted in that

manner, however, for I knew I had hit

him hard by the pool of blood he left and
the blood marks on the snow.
The trail of blood was very easy to fol-

low, and I had gone but half a mile when
the deer suddenly jumped out of a bunch of

cedars and was off. In a second my rifle

was at my shoulder, and following a
sharp report the deer went down for a
second time. I found afterwards that
my first shot had shattered his right

shoulder and the second caught him be-

hind the ear.

This time he was really done for, and
I met with no opposition in my work of

cleaning and stringing up. By the time
I had finished it was getting late and
though I was not afraid of getting lost I

decided to make the best of my way to

camp.

By using my compass well and taking
good care of my bearings I soon reached
camp and seated by a warm fire enjoyed
a good supper. When I was asked
about luck I related my experiences and
the boys had a hearty laugh at me. I

could not join in the mirth, for every
time I endeavoured to laugh my interior

hurt so much that I was compelled to

make faces.

You can bet I was so sore with that

kick I had to lay around camp for two
days. That deer however taught me a
lesson I am not likely to forget. It will

do me good for the rest of my life.

The remainder of the time in camp was
spent in duck hunting and we had fair

success in this pursuit. We managed
to bring back with us many souvenirs of
the hunt, and believe our prospects for a
good time next open season are of the

best.

I should like at some future time to be
able to tell the story of my second deer,

which by great good fortune I was able

to lay alongside my first before the close

of Camp Wilton in 1907.

Deer Dogs and Their Ways.
BY E. R. LA FLECHE.

DHE paper on this subject by Mr. E.

J. McVeigh, several months ago,
and the various references to dogs

made subsequently by the same writer

have much interested me. I think Mr.
McVeigh's query about the ways of deer
dogs capable of very easy explanation.

In Mr. McVeigh's experience of fifteen

years with hounds, he ought to have
learned the great difference to be found
in dogs as well as in other animals, not

excluding human beings. Everyone who
has had much to do with dogs know that

there are hundreds not worth the powder
required to shoot them.
There are instances— I am afraid too
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many of them—where men keep dogs
tied up for the greater part of the year.

They are poorly fed until just be-

fore the hunting season when they are

over fed for the purpose of getting them
into condition. Such dogs, of course,

cannot be compared with those that have
received due care and training. A good
hound is something worth having, but a

poorly reared and trained one is an
animal which every sportsman who may
possess such a specimen should get rid

of at once.

There are untold pleasures in hunting
with a good dog, and it costs no more to

feed and bother with good than poor
stock. Men who hunt with poor dogs
never require an extra team to bring

their game out.

Now I don't pretend to say that the

dogs I keep are the only good dogs
which have ever climbed the hills of On-
tario and Quebec They are, however,
hounds well worth good care and good
feed, and when I go hunting with them
I generally get game. In addition I never
lose time looking for lost dogs. When
they are after a deer the hunter who
hears them coming has not to cock his

rifle and crane his neck for hours before

seeing the game. If I am going to bag
either a fox, lynx, coon or deer, my hunt-
ing policy is to get him at once and not

to fool around all dav over it.

When I lead my hounds into the bush I

do not require to show them the game,
as they can smell deer a long distance

away in the dense underbrush. When
hunting in the 4 'large brules" along the

Madawaska and Bonne Chere Rivers in

the Province of Ontario, I have often

seen them pick up the scent of a deer
fully a mile away. When we reached the

top of some high capes or hills they

would put their heads up and smell deer

on other hills or on the other side of the

valleys.

On one of such occasions I was ac-

compained by a gentleman , and he ask-

ed me why the dogs were pulling so

hard. I replied that there must be deer
either in the valley below or on the

opposite hill. Having a pair of power-
ful field glasses he carefully surveyed the

ground without result. Owing to the

fact that in many of these "old burnts"

the country is quite open he thought I

was mistaken and suggested a test.

Accordingly I loosened the dogs. They
were off at once down hill, across the

valley, through a small stream, and soon
were climbing the hill on the other side.

They were ten minutes covering the

ground and finding the stream. Once on
top they disappeared, but were soon seen

after a deer on our side of the hill. The
deer was a two and a half year spike

buck which was killed twenty minutes
after the hounds had started him. We
remained on top of the hill, and both
dogs returned to us in exactly an hour
and fifteen minutes. It was keen pleas-

ure to us to watch them trail their back
tracks. The gentleman accompanying
me is a prominent civil engineer and he
estimated the distance in a bee line from
the cape on which we stood to the top of

the opposite hill, where the deer was
started, at a mile and a half. In my opin-

ion, he did not over estimate the distance,

because, although the weather was clear

and calm and we could see the chase
plainly, we could not see the dogs.
The same hounds displayed their sag-

acity in a wonderful way during a hunt at

Brule Lake on the Bonne Chere River.
One morning I started them after a big
doe. She was an old timer and most
likely had baffled many hunters and dogs
before. On this occasion, however, she
had dogs after her she could not very well

shake off. They started her exactly at nine
o'clock in the morning, and fifteen minu-
tes afterwards, she was seen running in

a foot of water along the lake shore. She
did this for about three hundred yards
and then took to the bush. As she dis-

appeared, the dogs were at the shore,
and on arrival put their noses up and
pointed where the deer was. They ran
her to another lake where she was seen
doing the same trick. Once more the
dogs started her and she doubled up her
former track and came once more to the
first lake, though in another position.
This time she stopped in a few feet of
water, and listening to the hounds, swam
near the edge of the lake and back to the
bush. Before she was out of the water
the hounds were at the lake and started
her for the fourth time. On this occasion
she made but one short circle, came right
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back, and swam across the lake. Mr. C.

P. Dontigny, of Ottawa, who witnessed
the chase, shot her in the water. When
the express agent at Barry's Bay weighed
the animal, she tipped the scale at one
hundred and ninety pounds. It took the

dogs nearly three hours to make the

chase and come back to me in the bush
where I had been waiting since they
first started the deer.

I would not keep a hound on which I

could not depend on every day of my
outing. My hounds are well bred, recog-
nize but one master, and are not the kind
the first hunter who meets them in the

bush can seize. They are schooled to

shun strangers, and unless shot never
fail, rain or shine, to turn up in due time
for their evening meal, prepared for ac-

tion the following morning.
They can pick up the scent of a fresh

trail fully fifty yards away before coming
up to it and when any of these hounds
are after a lynx, coon, fox or deer it tak-

es a good deal more than a seven foot

water hole to stop them. They are

strongly built with good boney legs and
compact feet, and with proper care can
stand much longer exertion than the

ordinary or low set hounds. They are

smart and fast, and do not require to
walk round a log or look for a hole in the
fence to hunt up the scent on the other
side. Where a fox or deer can go they
will follow with the result that thejr
chases are never long ones. At soon as
they have watered their deer they return
to me if I am in the bush, and if not, to
camp.

Often have I lost young dogs in the
city and failed to secure their return al-

though duly advertised, but not in one
instance have I lost a dog in the bush
since I have possessed dogs of the par-
ticular strain I now own—no matter how
strange the bush may be to them.
Owing to the bad weather we have each

year during the hunting season, hunters
wish to make good use of each fine day
and cannot afford to lose time hunting
for stray dogs.

For my part I would like to see the
hunting for Northern Ontario changed
to the month of October, instead of
November. We would not then be both-
ered so much as we are now with snow
and ice, there would be more sport, and
the deer keep fine in the latter part of

October, as I have often found when
hunting in the Province of Quebec.

An Owl Story.

BY JAMES E. ORR.

HOR several years in our woods, after

the leaves had fallen from the trees

and left their limbs gaunt and bare,

I noticed a large nest in the branches of

a red beech tree. The nest was made of
sticks and small branches and was fifty or

more feet high up in the tree, just where
a number ot limbs separated from the

trunk to form the top of the tree. Having
noticed the nest year after year my curi-

osity as to the occupants grew so much
that I determined to watch very closely

during the coming spring and endeavour
to discover what kind of birds occupied
the nest.

I kept to my resolution and in March,
from a close and particular scrutiny, I

found that the owners were a nice pair

of brown owls, big and beautiful. I rec-

ognized them by their round puffy heads,

hooked beaks, large soft eyes and ears
resembling those of a cat only much larg-

er and standing out sideways from their

heads. Evidently they did their spring clean-

ing in a proper manner adding new sticks

and drawing the old ones more snugly to-

gether.

From this first introduction the owls
and I grew to be warm friends. Engaged
in boiling sap nearly underneath their

nest, opportunities to become acquainted
with them were frequent.

They were very attentive to their duties

and when one bird left the nest the other

would occupy it immediately.When I was
alone attending to the camp-fire the owls
took no unusual notice of me. No sooner
however did a stranger appear than the owl
on the nest would stand up, raise its large

wings, and watch us with its curious.
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blinking eyes. More particularly would
it show signs of restlessness if the visit-

or had a dog. At such a time the other

bird would soar over the tree tops in a

manner that plainly showed he was rest-

less too. As soon as I was alone again
all would be quiet above.

Sometimes the cro»vs would come in

great droves and caw and caw round the

nest or at the other owl off the nest as it

was resting on a near by limb. Neither
the number nor the noises of the crows
appeared to disturb the owls a single

particle—they simply took no notice

whatever of their black enemies.

When twilight came on, on moonlight
nights, when I remained in the woods
later than usual, the owls would make
the place ring and echo with their loud

hootings, telling me in the plainest mann-
er possible that I was not the only inhab-

itant of the sugar bush.

During my stay a number of young

men visited the camp and made enquir

ies about the owls. Several were going
to look into the nest and tried to do so,

without success. On account of the smooth
bark and bending shape of the tree the

climber would come down very suddenly
before reaching half way up.

I think the increase in the nest at each
hatching was four young downie cat faced
owls.

They were great eaters and lived on
eggs, mice, reptiles, fish, frogs etc. I

have seen them stand on a log in a creek

and with their claws dexterously catch a

fish as it was trying to swim by.

For many years the owls nested in the

same tree and I enjoyed their company
and cunning ways very much.
At length a big wind storm blew down

the tree and it was then I gave a thorough
examination to the nest of sticks. A long
delayed curiosity was thus satisfied but I

lost for good my interesting owl friends.

The Ross Rifle.

BHE Ross Rifle, manufactured in

Canada and adopted by the Cana-
dian Government, has met with a

series of successes at the British Bisley.

Mr. F. W. Jones, of the North London
Rifle Club shot throughout with the Ross
Rifle and succeeding in winning the

"Edge" which is open to all comers and
to all rifles, the distance being one thous-

and and eleven hundred yards, the

prizes aggregating fifty pounds, being

contributed by Major Edge.
The same shooting won the "Halford

Memorial" Challenge Cup open to all

comers and all rifles at distances of nine

hundred and one thousand yards, the

prize being the cup and added money.

For the "Hopton" Challenge Cup,

which is known as the Match Rifle Ag-
gregate—that is the competitor who
makes the highest aggregate scores in

''Albert," "Bass," "Brownlow," "Edge,"
"Halford Memorial," "Waldegrave" and
"M. R. Wimbledon Cup," Mr. Jones
beat the record making seven hund-

dred and twenty-six out of a possible

seven hundred and fifty, being twenty

points higher than the score which gained
the trophy last year.

The Morning Post in commenting on
this feat described the Ross Rifle as "an
arm of wondrous precision. The shoot-
ing was extraordinary." The Standard
headed their descriptive account of the

shooting "Triumph for Ross Rifle" and
in the course of the article said :

"The battle of the rifles at the National
Rifle Association meeting took an unex-
pected turn, when attention was diverted

from the American Springfield and the

other arms to the Ross rifle, which has
been adopted by the Canadian Govern-
ment. The succesful marksman, Mr.
F. W. Jones won both the big long-range
matches,the Halford and the Edge—with
it, finishing ahead of Springfields, Enfields,

Mannlichers, and all the field of the

world's rifles."

There were many other comments of a
similar kind, one describing the record as

"a remarkable triumph," while another
said "The Ross rifle is held by experts
here to be another advance in rifle making."

Lieut. Mortimer, who was the only
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Canadian present using the Ross rifle,

won the highest individual total reaching
£54
A special cartridge has been produced

for this rifle by Messrs. Eley and is known
as the Ross-Eley. This has a calibre of

.280 inch, roughly midway between the

Mannlicher and the .303 and a bullet

weight varying trom 140 grs. to 160 grs.

The lightness of the bullet for the calibre

laid down has been achieved by an extra-

ordinary large canty at the nose. The
lighter bullet is the one selected by Sir

Charles Ross out of the many he tried as

the best for deer hunting. It has a great

capacity for remaining in the beast whilst

avoiding the serious defect of splintering

into fragments on impact without pene-

tration. The heavier bullet, which is

characterised by a smaller cavity at the

nose is regarded as most suitable for

cases where tougher skinned animals are

likely to be encountered.

In addition to the Ross Rifle Mr. Jones
used the Ross-Eley ammunition through-
out his fine shooting record at Bisley.

Wild Rice Growing in Nova Scotia.

A RECENT copy of the -'Outlook",

of Middleton, N. S., contains an
interesting account of a visit to the

summer residence of Dr. A. P. Reid, the

Provincial Health Officer, who has a
farm of four hundred acres across Anna-
polis River from Middleton. The farm
includes valuable forest and agricultural

land, and there are salmon pools shadow-
ed by stately elms nearby. Dr. Reid is

fond of investigation and experiment
along scientific lines and both house and
grounds give many evidences of his suc-

cesses in this work. By means of a hy-

draulic ram, which works night and day
without grumbling, the house, stable and
garden are well supplied with water, the

liquid being pumped up at the rate of a
gallon a minute to tanks fifty feet above.

The doctor prides himself most upon
his success in wild rice culture. For ten

years he failed in his efforts to propagate
this useful wild plant in the waters of

Nova Scotia. The province is dotted
with lakes having a profuse but useless

vegetation and others besides the doctor
endeavoured in vain to supplant the use-

less with the useful. After so many fail-

ures the doctor was about to give up
when he heard of the experiments made
by the United States Government and
following upon their lines he made a fur-

ther attempt, succeeding this time in get-

ing the rice to thrive lustily in every
place in which he planted it. As a mat-

ter of fact, the doctor says, wild rice is

easily grown, the secret of success being
4 'never let it dry from the time it is gath-
ered until planted."

Wild rice grows abundantly in northern
United States, southern Canada, Japan,
China and Formosa. In rivers, lakes,

and ponds where the water is still, the

bottom muddy and the depth not more
than six feet can the wild rice be found.

Moose and wild fowl are very fond of

this grain which amongst the early Indi-

ans was almost as much an article of

diet as the cultivated rice is with the

people of India and China today. As a

dressing and stuffing for game it is unex-
celled.

(

It is stated to be a more com-
plete food than any other grain and is

consequently much in demand in hospitals

as an appetizing and nourishing food.

The wild rice blossoms late in July or

early in August. The seeds quickly ripen

and fall off,sinking to the bottom and re-

maining dormant until the following

spring.

Dr. Reid attaches much importance to

the introduction of wild rice in Nova Sco-

tia as he believes by planting the lakes

and the streams of the wild lands of the

province with this grain the supply of

wild animals and fowls can be great-

ly increased. Wild rice will also be wel-

comed as a food by the Indians and many
poor people living in the outlying dis-

tricts.



A Skilful Trio.

^^gHERE is an old saying that "the

I man who drives fat oxen should
m™ himself be fat," and, by parity of

reasoning, the man who makes first-rate

fishing-tackle should himself be able to

use it in first-rate fashion. This certainly

holds true of the Hardy's. Mr. J. J. Hardy's
portrait, flanked by those of his two nep-

hews Messrs L.H.Hardy and H.J. Hardy,
is here reproduced.

All anglers know that Messrs. Hardy
Bros, make most excellent fishing tackle,

in the float-casting event, a second prize

in the light trout fly event, another

second prize in the No. 12 trout fly event,

and a third place in the wet-fly event.

Mr. H.J. Hardy, who is training for the

legal profession, finding himself at liberty

to flit from the amateur contests to the

open, and from the open to the amateur,

took full advantage of his position and
carried off in quick succession a first

prize in the amateur salmon fly casting, a

HAROLD JOHN HARDY

and at the recent tournameut at the Fran-
co-British Exhibition at London, Eng-
land, Mr. J. J. Hardy showed once more
that he can make most skillful use of it.

He was first in the open salmon fly cast-

ing, and first in the open (light) trout fly

casting, and although his aggregates
brought him out third in the one fly

trout and third in the float-casting events,

yet in each of these competitions he
made the longest individual cast.

Mr. L. R. Hardy well maintained the

family traditions by winning a first prize

LAWRENCE HARDY

first prize in the amateur trout fly casting,

a first prize in the amateur dry-fly con-
test, a second prize in the wet fly con-
test, a second prize in the ambidextrous
trout fly contest, and a third place in the

open salmon fly contest, and a third place

in the float-casting event.

This makes a total of six first prizes,

four second and five third, or fifteen prizes

in all, gained by three members of the

same family—a truly remarkable record
which is likely to stand for many a long
day to come.

JOHN JAMES HARDY



Facts About The Trout and the Trout Streams

of Alberta.

The Streams.

These are Mountain streams flowing

down the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains, the Bow and its branches,

and all other mountain streams south of

this river to the boundary.

Character of these Streams.

Swift running, with rapids and falls,

having rocky, stoney and gravel bottoms.
During fall, winter and early spring,

these streams are at low water mark and
perfectly clear. In winter during the

coldest weather many of the smaller ones
freeze to the bottom. This does not

mean that they stop running but that the

ice is forced to the bottom, and the water
runs over it, making them uninhabitable
for fish and seriously interfering with the

depositing and hatching of fall spawn.
During May, June, July and August
these streams are raging torrents, carry-

ing down mud, silt, and even trees, and
are very treacherous. During these
floods these streams very often find a
quite different course. A number of

spring creeks join these mountain streams
which are not affected by these floods and
in consequence afford good spawning
places.

Trout.

There are two kinds.

I
(a) Salmo Mykis (commonly called cut-

throat.) This is a real trout of good for-

mation and attractive color. It is a very
game fish when caught in season—which
is during September and October when it

is at its best, and readily rises to the
artificial fly. It spawns in the spring,
during April and May, ascending the dif-

ferent streams for the purpose. It is very
prolific from the fact that it takes but a
short time for the eggs to hatch, since
they are deposited at the approach of the
warm season of the year, All of the
above streams are fairly well stocked
with these trout, considering they have
never^had any legal protection during

spawning time, and that they have been
destroyed by every device known to man
at this particular time. The fish lives

wholly on insects, and therefore does not

destroy fish of its own or other species.

(b) SalvelinusMalma(Bull Trout). This

fish belongs to the Salvelinus family and
is not a true trout. It lives almost wholly

on fishof its own and other species. It

spawns in the fall, and during that time

has had legal protection. It is despised

by fishermen as a game fish, and it does

not rise to the artificial fly, and when
caught on the hook with bait puts up no
fight. It therefore has had every chance

to increase in numbers, and these streams

ought to be full of them. The reverse is

the case, owing partly to the habits of

the fish itself and partly to the difficulties

of fall spawning as mentioned above,

more particularly the latter.

(c) Other Game Fish.

Williamsonii (Rocky Mountain White
Fish)—popularly known as the Grayling

is another game fish in these waters. It

lives altogether on insects, rises well to

the artificial fly, and puts up an excellent

fight for life when caught. It spawns in

the fall, and has also had protection,

and like the Bull Trout is few in num-
bers.

Conclusion.

(a) These streams are not suitable for

fishing during the spring and summer
months owing to the muddy condition

of the water.

(b) They give excellent fishing during

September and October, and sometimes
in August, for then the water in all the

streams is low and transparent.

(c) They are not suitable for fall spawn-
ing fish, as shown by the two kinds

which are not increasing in numbers.
(d) The Cut-throat (Salmo Mykis) meets

all the requirements and conditions, and
ought to be protected without considera-

ticn of any other varieties.

(e) It is not advisable to introduce out-

side varieties such as the Salvelinus
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Every Sportsman's Pride

is doubled

when he brings down game with

Dominion Ammunition
He knows that the world's greatest experts, the Nobels at Ardeer, Scotland,

make our smokeless powders as well as the powder in all Dominion Cartridges.
The same genius which serves the powerful Navies of the world also serves him.

Sportsmen shoot Dominion Ammunition constantly, month in and month out,
without ever having a complaint to make. This satisfaction is due to the most
elaborately equipped factory, the most modern methods, the most scrupulous
system of tests.

When we see carload after carload of ammunition leaving the factory,* we
kiiow with certainty that they contain better QUALITY than any other ammuni-
tion made.

Dominion Cartridges Regal Shells Sovereign Shells Crown Shells
(Sure Fire) (Ballistite Dense (Empire Bulk Smoke- (Best Black Powder)

Smokeless Powder) less Powder)

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, MONTREAL.

Fontinalis of Ontario which belongs to

the same family as the bull trout, with

all its habits, it is not a true trout, lives

to a great extent on fish. Spawns in

the fall and is liable to the same obstacles

in spawning, but with this important
difference, that it is a great game fish

with flavor of flesh unexcelled. It will be
impossible to legislate so as to protect the

Cut-throat which spawns in the spring and
is at its best in September and October,
and the Salvelinus Fontinalis of Ontario
which spawns in the fall and should have
a close season in September and October.
The latter fish should be taken during
June and July but at that time the waters
are muddy and no fishing can be done.
The natural increase of these will be in-

terfered with by frost the same as that of

the Bull-trout.

(f)The Cut-throat is admired and es-

teemed by those who know it and con-
sidered to be one of the best, both as to

flavor and game qualities. This fish is

indigenous to these waters.

It is a recognized maxium by Icthyolo-

gists of repute that is better to protect

and foster indigenous species of proved
worth than to experiment with outside

species, from the fact that a fish taken
from its own habitation often deteriorates

in strange waters.

Note.

The above has been prepared by the

Alberta Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation, in an endeavor to explain the
Trout situation as it really is in Alberta,
and place their views before the Domin-
ion Government which has control of
these waters, and to give reasons why
they think the said Government has acted
unwisely in giving the C. P. R. permis-
sion to introduce Ontario Trout at Banff,

which the Company has already done,
also in hopes that when they understand the
conditions and requirements of the
country will legislate accordingly.



A Wonderful Bottle.

As This Earth is Kept Warm, so is the Bottle Kept Warm.

ANY men were busy in the club. Mr.
Daniel Cohalon was giving a patri-

otic Irish dinner in honor of Mr.
O'Donnell. The purpose of the dinner
was to free Ireland—a task that Mr.
Cohalon is determined to carry out if he
has to hurt the feelings of King Edward
and all the royal family.

Mr. John Devoy, the Gaelic editor,was
patiently explaining to F. P. Dunne that

all Irish bills born under the clock tower
must necessarily be bad, because of their

being made by Englishmen.
Downstairs Mr. Murphy, whose real

name is Cross and Company, was show-
ing to his enraptured friends a small

bottle that keeps cold, if you want it to,

or hot, if you want it to. About that

bottle we want to talk.

The new invention is called"The Ther-
mos -Bottle." Whether this bottle will

permanently do all the things that it is

said to do we do not know. Those that

wish to find out must experiment through
purchase. But we do know that the

idea is a plausible one, and an intensely

interesting one, as it actually imitates in

the little bottle, that you carry around in

your pocket, the plan that is used in

keeping this earth fit to live upon.
This Thermos bottle will keep liquids

ice cold all day, or it will keep things

boiling hot for hours, as you prefer.

Whatever you put in the bottle at a cer-

tain temperature, high or low, remains
at that temperature no matter what the

weather may be.

For instance, a workingman going off

in the morning can fill the bottle with hot

coffee and find it hot at noon on a cold

winter day. A woman going out to the

park with a child can put cool milk in the

bottle and find it cool hours afterwards,

even though it may have lain upon the

grass in the hot sunlight.

These statements seem extraordinary;

but according to Mr. Murphy's explana-
tion, they are entirely simple. There is

no chemical, no heating, no ice. The
bottle is constructed in such a way as to

prevent heat from coming out or from go-
ing in. If you put hot stuff inside the bottle

the heat cannot come out. If you put

cold stuff inside the bottle the heat cannot
go in and spoil its coldness. And this is

because the bottle is built upon the lines

of the earth on which you live.

The bottle consists of two glass bottles,

one inside the other and joined at the

neck. There is an air space between
the two bottles or divisions, and from
this all of the air has been extracted,

forming a vacuum, as nearly complete as

possible. And that is all the secret there is.

Heat does not travel through a vacuum.
Heat can no more go from one side to

another of a chamber containing no air

than you could go from one side to an-

other of a room containing no floor. The
mysterious thing we call heat must move
from one atom of air to the next and so

on. If you take the air out of a space
surrounding the bottle the heat can
neither go out nor go in, and therefore

the inside must stay at the original tem-
perature. There could be only a slight

loss or a little addition of heat at the

neck where the two are joined.

You may ask, "What has that to do
with the way our earth is constructed"?

It has everything to do with it. This
earth and the water on it, are supplied

with a certain amount of heat. The in-

side of the earth is supposed to be very

hot, perhaps boiling hot. In any case,

we have only a limited amount of heat

here, in addition to that which comes to

us from the sun in the daytime, and that

sun heat is a mystery—we know nothing
about its nature or how it gets here. But
we do know that the amount of heat

which we possess in the earth itself is

limited. And we know that the only

thing that saves us is the fact that the

earth is built like the Thermos bottle,

with a vacuum all around it, and the

heat cannot go out through the vacuum.
There is no such thing in the world as

a real vacuum. Nothing can be absolute-

ly empty. But around us there is a
good enough vacuum—that is to say,

there is a mass of ether, so called, a sub-

stance so thin that we can hardly con-

ceive of it. Through this ether our earth

rolls, carrying its atmosphere and its

heat along with it. And after millions of
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Every house should have burglar insurance

in the form of a revolver. But—the women-
folk are usually as much afraid of the revolver

as of the burglar. Protect your home with

a revolver that is not only straight-shooting

and hard-hitting, but is safe in itself.

Nothing will fire this revolver but pulling
the trigger. Let it fall from the table, from your pocket, kick it across

the room—"hammer the hammer"

—

7iothi?ig doing until you pull the trigger.

Our Free Booklet, "Shots," tells the whole story. Send your name on a
postal—it will be mailed free with our full catalogue.

)

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Richly nickeled, 32 calibre center-fire, 3-inch
barrel; or 38 calibre center-fire, 3^-inch barrel °*°°

Extra length bbl. or blued finish at slight extra cost.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver

Richly nickeled, 22 cal. rim-fire or 32 cal. center

tire, 3-in. bbl.; or 38 cal. center-fi-e, 3>£-in. bbl. I-oO

Extra length bbl. or blued finish at slight extra cost.

Sold by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt of price

if dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head on the grip and our name on the barrel.

:^ET* JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS, 157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass
New York: qg Chambers Street. > San Francisco : Phil. B. P.ekeart Co.. 717 Market Street

Hamburg, Germany: Pickhuben 4.

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUNS AND IVER JOHNSON TRUSS BRIDGE BICYCLES

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY:
Fk * Ei \Z

/AUTOMATIC

years of rolling we have got almost as

much heat as we started out with. We
have lost only just enough of it to give

a crust to our earth and make our life

possible. And millions of years from
now, thanks to this almost complete vac-

uum and non-conductor of heat surround-
ing us, we shall still have the heat with us.

t^This ether that surrounds us, and
in which our warm earth travels, is in-

conceivably cold. If you could get to

the top of this atmosphere—it is not so

many miles high—and stick your head
out into that ether your head would be

frozen solid in about a hundredth part of

a second. If our atmosphere should vanish
and if the cold ether should close down
and come in contact with our earth, all

the oceans and lakes would become solid

lumps of ice, and every living thing would
instantly be frozen stiff forever, or until

some heat-creating cataclysm should occur.

All of the heat in our earth, all the lat-

ent heat in the oceans would be absorb-

ed in a second by that cold ether around
us except for the fact that the dreadful

frozen ocean of ether through which our
earth ship takes us is a bad conductor of

heat. It is to all intents and purposes a

vacuum, and this earth keeps its warmth
miraculously with utter, inconceivable cold

all around it. Itisas remarkable as though
a baby of three years should walk from
here to the North Pole with bare feet and
come home without a frostbite.

We are glad to congratulate the inven-

tive mind that has imitated the carpentry

of the cosmos in a plain glass bottle that

can be usedbymothersand workmen, and
picnic parties, and others. It is a good
thing occasionally to remember how
much the world owes to the ideas born in

the inventive mind. Everything we have,

from a corkscrew to a pile driver or a
lightning express train, is the material

shape of some idea, born in a human brain.

If it is true that human ingenuity has
given us a bottle that will keep cold wit-

hout ice and warm without fire, man may
set up one more small mile stone on the

dreary road that he has travelled for

thousands of years past in bis journey
from helpless, brutal ignorance to the

final complete knowledge that will crown
him real ruler of the earth and of his own
destiny.—New York Evening Journal.



Death of Mr. E. F. L. Jenner.

A large number of sportsmen will re-

gret to hear of the death of Mr.
Edmund Francis Lyndale Jenner of

Digby, N. S. who died on September
eighth from cancer. Mr. Jenner under-
went two operatious at Montreal and
though he obtained some relief he grew
worse and passed away as above stated.

The deceased was the eldest son of the
Rev. Edmund Jenner, late rector of Cat-
ton, Yorkshire, England, and a grand
son of Robert Francis Jenner, Esq. of

Wenvoe Castle, Glamorganshire. He
was born at Catton Rectory, April 10th.,

1865, and received his education at the
Newark Grammar school and Cambridge
University. He came to Nova Scotia
in 1886 andfor a time resided in Kentville.

Later he went to Sherbrooke, N. S.

where lor some years he worked at min-
ing engineering, and in a small measure,
at journalism, and then took up pharmacy
as his chosen profession, graduating
under the Provincial Board of Pharmacy
in 1896. He, for some years, operated a
drug business at Sherbrook before com-
ing to Digby. In 1905 he was elected

vice-president of the N. S. Pharmaceuti-
cal Society and in the following year he

HAW FURS
shipped to us bring prices that will
satisfy you. If you send your furs
to us once, we know you will always
do so.

PROMPT RETURNS- BEST PRICES
Send for Tags and Price List

Herman Schmerl &~ Co.
28 WEST 3 1st ST., NEW YORK, N. Y

was appointed one of the examiners for

that Society ;—this office he held until his

death. In 1897 he was elected to the
Presidency of the Society, but was com-
pelled to resign this charge through
illness, during the last summer. He was
a successful pharmacist in every particular
and with a rich supply of experience, he
was ever ready to put forth every possible

effort to elevate the standard of his pro-

fession at home and abroad. Through
his death a severe loss will be keenly felt

by this society of the province and in-

deed, throughout the Dominion.
He did not confine his energies to

the limits of a drug store, entirely.

Along with his diploma as a pharmacist,
he held a "first classgradeA certificate" of

the Royal School of Artillery, Quebec,
and also a captain's commission in the

Seventh Regiment of Canadian Artillery.

He, furthermore, found time to devote
to other duties and acted in the capacity

of game warden for over sixteen years.

He took a lively interest in all branches of

hunting and fishing and also identified

himself with the movement for game
preservation, doing much work of lasting

value in that behalf, and was secretary

of the local game society at the time of

his death.

The deceased was a magazine writer

of considerable note and his interesting

articles have appeared in several publica-

tions. He contributed numerous artic-

les to various medical, pharmaceutical

and sporting journals. A large number
of sportsmen in English-speaking coun-

tries are familiar with the wit and humor
which have characterized his articles

dealing with the backwoods life, hunting,

fishing and closely related topics, which
have graced the pages of Rod and Gun
and other sporting magazines.

He leaves a widow, a daughter of the

late George Thomson, Esq., of Wolf-
ville, a mother, who was with him during

the greater part of his illness, coming
from England in June, and two brothers,

Rev. Robert Jenner, M. A. of Tiffield

Rectory, Towcester, England ; and Gil-

bert Jenner Esq., M. A. of Hazelwood,
Limpsfield, Surrey.

The DUNN Marine Motor
Complete Outfit $42.50

Engine only $33. 4-cycIe Reversible
This high power 4-cycle motor with batteries,
coil, shaft, propeller, tanks and muffler,
tested ready to install in skiff or launch. Weight
100 lbs. Bore 3 3-4 in. Stroke 4 in. 1 3-4 h. p.
actual. I also build 2 and 3 cylinder and
stationary motors.

Walter E. Dunn, Ogdensburg, N. Y.
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SHREDDEDWta
A CAMP COMPANION

When you go into camp, or start on a hunting, fishing or any other

kind of a trip, the importance of your food supply should receive care-

ful consideration—otherwise you will be sorry you failed to provide

for the appetite you are sure to get.

Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit

should go along with you by all means. It is quickly and easily

prepared, and is splendid in combination with milk, cream, fruits,

vegetables and lots of other things. You can prepare it in a dif-

ferent way for every meal—a welcome relief

from monotony. It will do you lots of

good, too. It is made solely of the

whole wheat berry, and contains more
strength and vigor and vitality than any
other food, as whole wheat is composed
of all the elements which enter into the

construction of the human body

—

muscles, teeth, bones, tissues as well

as heat and energy. Write for

"The Vital Question Cook Book,'

free. Triscuit is a whole
fheat cracker. Better for toast

lan bread and fine with butter and
cheese. Comoact and easily carried.

Canadian Shredded Wheat Co., Ltd., Niagara Falls, Ont. 32 Shstmit
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Martin Hunter writes : Re Big Game
Queries in your October number. I may
inform the writer, Mr. W. J, Bignell,

that his friend was not trying to "put it

all over him" when he stated that moose
had a greyish white color in winter.

Moose in the fall are sleek and tatand their

coat is almost black from a distance at

that season—one would say jet black.

However this is not really the case as

there are dark brown hairs mixed with
the black. This coat changes as the

winter advances, becoming coarser and
of a grayish white very much like the

caribou.

Royal visitors to Canada are few and
far between but when such distinguished

personages do visit our shores they are

made welcome to the best. Duke Fer-

dinand Mont Ponsier, cousin of the King
of Spain , and son of Louis Phillip

d'Orleans, Pretender to the throne of

France, is announced as a visitor to

British Columbia. It is stated that he is

to be the guest of some English noble-

man and taken on a big game hunt. If

success attends the party British Colum-
bia and its sporting possibilities should
and will receive a fine advertisement.

The Tourist Department of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway has received the

following gratifying information from
Mr. Bryan Williams, Chief Game War-
don of the Province of British Columbia,
in reply to the Department's inquiry as to

the damage or otherwise sustained by the

game, owing to the disastrous fire, in

and around Fernie. Mr. Williams re-

ports that his deputy wardens in the

East Kootenay, after careful enquiries do
not consider that the fire has affected the

game district at all, all the damage being
confined to the railroad buildings. There
have been olher fires since these reports

came in which may have done some
damage, but it is not likely as the worst

was over before the dates of the reports.

This is indeed good news, as the district

in which it was feared the damage had
been done, is probably the best hunting
ground in Southern British Columbia
especially for the man who is not afraid

of hard work, and can climb.

Mr. C.G. Hobson of Sherbrooke, Que.,
and friend have just completed what
they consider a most interesting and ex-

citing canoe trip. They started from
Lake Megantic and travelled down the

Chaudier River as far as Beauce, a dis-

tance of about seventy-five miles. The
river being pretty rapid, part of the trip

was exciting enough to suit the most ex-

acting and only time prevented them
from continuing the journey to Quebec.
This is the celebrated river that the

American General Arnold had so much
trouble in negotiating on his famous
march into Canada from Cambridge to

Quebec in 1775. Duck, deer and part-

ridges were found to be very plentiful on
the route. This trip should be of inter-

est to others. The same gentlemen will

next year undertake a trip from the head-

waters of the St. John River, proceeding
the whole length of the same down to

Fredericton. We hope to be able to

secure an account for our readers when it

comes off.

The members of the Soo branch of the

Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Protec-

tive Association have the courage of their

convictions. They found the month of

September not too hot for them to hold a

regular meeting and voice their griev-

ances. They determined to ask the

department for information showing the

amount of whitefish and salmon trout

shipped from the fishing stations of

Michipecoten and Gargantua during
August, the allegation being that in the

whole course of that month not a single
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When Hunting or Camping
"Jaeger" Pure Wool Means

Perfect protection from the wet
and cold ; perfect comfort and fit.

Animal wool, which is akin to Hair and Fur, has
been evolved by natural selection as the fittest cov-

ering for an animal body. Jaeger Underwear and
Clothing is made of animal wool perfected for human
use. Jaeger Pure Wool is the most valuable safe-

guard against exposure that )OU can have. It

protects against the cold and prevents chills.

Jaeger Hunting Sweater
Made with turn up collar to button down the front.

In white, grey, navy and camelhair shade. Camp
Rugs, Caps, Shooting Jackets, Sleeping Bags, Golf
Coats, Stockings, etc. Write for Catalogue.

316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal.f\ f y ft f.l 316 St. Catherine St. W., Monl

llr ' laPPPr ^ I 0 I tfl 10 Adelaide St. W., Toronto.vi . jacgci o VrU., Liu. Stcele Block Portage Ave WiWinnipeg.

whitefish was on sale in the Soo. Illegal

gill nets used by the Americans and illegal

fishing for speckled trout by tourists

formed the basis of other strong resolu-

tions. The Government were also

asked to instal a competent patrol in the

vicinity of Luzard Islands, where illegal

fishing was stated to have been carried

on in the fall of last year. They further

requested the Government to place a

bounty on pike and suckers as they des-

troy the spawn of brook trout.

particulars of the Association and its

work. Mr. McDonald adds :
* 'Most of

our members are enthusiastic, especially

the youuger men. Even the fact of our
organizing has helped to put a check on
both illegal shooting and fishing." The
following is a full list of the officials :

Hon. President, William Pattie ; First

Vice President, C. Mcintosh ; Second
Vice, R. A. Galbraith : Third Vice, J.
W. Patterson

;
President, J. E. Bennett;

Treasurer, W. J. Muirhead
;
Secretary,

Neil McDonald.

Carleton Place made a splendid be-

ginning in establishing a branch of the

Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Protec-

tive Association at a meeting held there on
August twenty-first, the first member-
ship roll numbering no less than seventy
names Mr. Neil McDonald was elected

hon. secretary and as the notice given ot

the meeting was a short one it was con-
fidently expected this list will be much
increased. The people expressed them-
selves as heartily in favor of fish and
game protection and were pleased to hear

To those who have only a short time
to spend in British Columbia and would
like to put in a few days' shooting, we
can commend St. Mary's River near Cran-
brook as a good hunting country. The
reports on caribou in particular, are ex-
cellent this year. This district is practi-

cally on the C. P R. line and it should
appeal strongly to those who cannot af-

ford the time to penetrate the wilder and
more inaccessible regions of British

Columbia.
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SHOT
A little thought given to the matter

when ordering Shot may save you a

lot of inconvenience later on.

It pays to use a brand that has a

reputation behind it. "M.R.M." Shot

has stood the test for over 30 years

and to-day has a larger sale than all

other makes combined.

Specify "M.R.M." when ordering.

This trade mark on every bag.

MARK
CO.

THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS

co.

To Enjoy

Your Tea or

Coffee

while hunting

this fall be

sure and take

a supply of

CANADA FIRST

Evaporated Cream
unsweetened

or

Condensed Milk
sweetened

with you. SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Aylmer Condensed Milk Co.,Ltd
AYLMER, ONT.

A good deal of comment has been heard
lately with respect to the steps taken by
the Ontario Govertment for restocking
the Northern Ontario Lakes. The pres-

ent method is to seine the bass in Long
Point Bay, Lake Erie and ship them in

tank cars to be set free in northern
waters. Mr. A. C. Pratt, M. P. P. who
has been enquiring into this subject, with
the fishermen of neighbouring ports,

thinks that the system should be abandon-
ed and a new one tried. According to

Mr. Pratt, fish taken from the warm
waters of Lake Erie where they know just

where to get food, to the colder waters
of the north, where they do not know
just where to find it, have no great
chances of life. The fishermen of Wood-
stock, a considerable number of whom
do their fishing at Long Point, are also

in arms against the present system
which they allege is steadily depleting

the fishery. The best system, of course,

and the one to which the Government
must come sooner or later or abandon
the work, is a fish hatchery, the work of

which should be used for replenishing the

supplies in the Great Lakes as well as
the inland lakes of the north.

A very unpleasant experience on the

part of a lady lost in the forest is report-

ed frcm the Muskoka district of Ontario.

Mrs. Arthur Moore, of Falkenburg, got
mixed in the trails when out walking on
a Sunday morning near her home. She
wandered about all day believing she

must find the right trail but when dark-

ness came on she realized that she was
really lost and did the best thing under
the circumstances—made a bed of ferns

and went to sleep. The weary wander-
ings were resumed all next day and once
again the night had to be passed in the

forest. It was not till Tuesday after-

noon she reached a clearing. Dazed
with hunger and fatigue she could scar-

cely reach the house where she received

the kindest of treatment. In the mean-
time a hue and cry had been raised and
the woods thoroughly searched by rescue

parties. The whole country side was alive

with searchers, and Mrs. Spencer, who
acted as Mrs. Moore's rescuer, had
heard of the lost one and was thus pre-

pared to act promptly and efficiently
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when Mrs. Moore appeared. Medical

assistance was procured, and with care

and attention Mrs. Moore was enabled

in the course of a day or two to relate and
even comment with humour, upon her

adventures. The second night she was
out she was awakened by some animal
sniffling around her, probably a fox.

Without doubt the worst consequences
were averted by the fact that Mrs. Moore
took her adventures so sensibly and re-

frained from night wanderings. She
thus husbanded her strength for the day
light when rescue was most probable.

Two new bird reserves have been form-

ed in the state of Oregon embracing
upper and lower Klamath Lakes and the

Malheur and Harney Lakes. These
lakes have abounded with unusual varie-

ties of birds including the egret, and
hunters are said to have made as much
as $500 per day capturing them. These
birds have now almost entirely disap-

peared but it is hoped protection has not

come too late. Steam launches for the

wardens will be placed upon the lakes

and for a time even visitors will not be

allowed upon the reserves without a per-

mit. Our neighbors neglected this work
long enough but they are now endeavor-
ing to make up for lost time and their

example should prove an incentive to

similar work on the Canadian side of the

border.

The Perth branch of the Ontario For-
est, Fish and Game Protective Association
are succeeding in having the law ener-

getically enforced in their neighbourhood.
They have obtained a salary for their

warden and consequently feel that they
can expect some real service from him.
Within the last few months three convic-

tions have been obtained for illegal spear-

ing, two for breaking into muskrat
houses, two for catching and selling bass
out of season, one for illegal duck shoot-
ing, and several others. As a result

the incorrigables have begun co think
that it

4 'will pay better to be good. " The
Perth branch having got right down to

work are again demonstrating the

value of practise as against mere profes-

sion.

TAKE

BOVRIL
InYour Hunting Kit

BOVRIL gives staying power

All the prizes of the chase
fall to the man with the
greatest staying power—the
power to push the game to

the finish.

BOVRIL builds up a large

reserve of strength, which
enables the body to respond
to the dictates of the will

when great effort is required.

It is found in the kits of the
foremost sportsmen all over
the globe.

BOVRIL provides most
tasty and nourishing meals
in a very short time and with a

minimun amount of trouble.

It greatly improves Canned
Meats, Pork and Beans, Fish,

Soup, etc.

BOVRIL contains all the
valuable strengthening quali-

ties of beef in a concentrated
and highly palatable form.

BOVRIL Limited
27 St. Peter St, Montreal.
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MADE ENTIRELY
FROM THE WOOL
OF AUSTRALIAN
MERINO iSHEEP

UNDERWEAR
SPORTSMEN WEAR IT

Because of the complete comfort and satisfaction it gives.

Because "Ceetee" Underclothing is made from fully
combed and thoroughly scoured imported yarns (spun from
Australian wool)—thus removing all the short fibres and foreign
particles that cause that irritating and tickling sensation so
frequent in ordinary underwear. Onlv the long, soft, full

length fibres, which give greatest strength and elasticity to the
garment, with the lightest possible weight are used. Made of
wool, and silk and wool.

We manufacture it in all styles for men, women and
children and want you to ask your dealer to show you
"Ceetee" underclothing. It is fully guaranteed by us.

<cEi>

The fishing in the Georgian Bay dis-

trict during the season of 1908 was ex-

ceptionally good
;
reports coming in from

fishermen and tourists that the sport was
all that could be desired. In the vicinity

of Minnicoganashene the Odd Fellows
Fishing Club of Youngstown, Ohio, had
their camp and the followiug is an ab-

stract from a letter to the Grand Trunk

Railway System from the Secretary of

the Club :—
say the fishing on the

proper hereabouts has

"I wish to

Georgian Bay

Length 1

Girth

Weight

been much better than for several years
past and as a sample of one of the lakes

near Flat Rock Falls on the lower Mus-
koka will describe the results of a fishing

party of nine yesterday and Monday
last when they caught 139 Black Bass,

but five short of their legal limit, hardly
any of which ran under one and a half

pounds and included many three and four

pounders, the largest being four and a
half pounds and nineteen and a half inches

long. The longest of twenty inches and
four and a quarter lbs in weight. My
fish on the second day being as follows:

—

in,

3 lbs.

Total Weight

19#
16

1 oz.

4 lbs.

29 lbs.

15^
10^
2 lbs. 3V2 oz.

15^
93/

4^ lbs.

3 oz.

6}4 oz.

The total weight of fish was over 300 pounds and filled two bran

two big strings each of which would be enough for a man to carry.

3 lbs. 15 oz.

18

13

2 lbs.

3 lbs.

19

15

7 oz.

3 oz.

19 18

1334 uy2
3 lbs. 8 oz.

sacks besides

A correspondent writes from Sweets- probably driven out by the bush fires

burg, Que. : Within the past week or which are pretty bad just now. Deer are

two numererous deer have been seen frequent visitors to this locality and from

around this town and also three or four present indications the season promises

bears within a couple of miles, the latter well.
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We have many times said in our
columns that we believe every true

sportsman should be his own Taxider-
mist. By knowing this art the hunter,

trapper and angler not only saves a great

deal in the way of Taxidermy bills, but is

able to preserve many beautiful and
wonderful trophies which he otherwis

e

would lose. It is a great thing for the

sportsman to be able to mount or pre-

serve the beautiful birds, animals or

game birds properly. During the past

few years, great interest hasbeen taken
in the art, and it is now conceded that

sportsmen should know Taxidermy in

order to get all the pleasure there is in

shooting, fishing etc. More than
seven years ago, there was organized
in Omaha, Nebraska, an institution for

teaching this art by correspondence.
This was the Northwestern School of

Taxidermy, and they have met with
wonderful success. Starting in a

small way, they have grown each
year, until they now number among
their students and customers thousands
of leading sportsmen throughout the

United States and Canada. They have
continued to improve their lessons and
courses until they now have a set of in-

structions that makes it not only pos-

sible but easy for anyone to learn Taxi-

dermy by the latest and best methods.
We have never heard anything but words
of praise for their course, and we believe

that it is to the interest of every sports-

man who enjoys outdoor life to get in

touch with these people, for they have
something of real worth and value for

every sportsmen. Write them for their

NORTH WESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY.

new catalogand full particulars abouttheir

school which they will send free. See their

advertisements on pages 581 and £86.

Dog owners and dog lovers form such
an important portion of the community
that anything affecting their interests is

a matter of general concern. Increased
attention, with most satisfactory results

has been given of late years to veterinary

medicine, and consequently knowledge of

the disease to which dogs are subject has
much advanced. Better and more sen-

sible treatment of dogs should follow and
even owners who only keep one animal
may with advantage devote attention to

the study of the latest means for proper-

ly treating their favourites and maintain-

ing them in health. For this purpose a

little booklet by Mr. H. Glover V. S. of

New York entitled * 'Diseases of the Dog

and How to Feed" may be heartily re-

commended. The work may be obtained,

from the author at 1978 Broadway, New
York, and will be found both interesting-

and useful. Information embodying the

latest results of veterinary study regarding
the dog is given, from the puppy stage to

mature life, a list of the various ills to

which dog flesh is peculiarly liable with
their signs and remedies, all in such plain

language that owners may themselves
distinguish the symptons and apply the
remedy. A wider extension of the infor-

mation contained in this excellent little

work should result in much benefit to the
dog population—the most faithful friends

man ever had.

FURS
HERMAN REEL, Milwaukee, Wis.

Send address of two fur trappers and we will send you
free a mink stretching pattern. Write for price list of
raw furs and fur coats. FREE
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The Department of the Interior have
recently issued a new map showing the

proposed extensions to the Provinces of

Quebec, Ontario, and Manitoba which
constitute such important changes as

compel us to revise our ideas upon Cana-
dian geography. In addition to the

new boundary lines, which are given
great prominence, tables of the railway

mileage in operation and construction

with the railway mileage by Provinces

and tables of distances add much to the

value of the map.

Re-stocking our covers with game
birds is a matter receiving constant at-

tention throughout Canada and it is a

policy which is bound to grow extensive-

ly. Local attempts have been reported

from several parts of the country and
more than one success recorded. A
firm doing valuable work of this character

throughout the States, and desirous of ex-

tending similar benefits through every

part of Canada is Messrs. Wenz & Mac-
kensen, Naturalists, of Yardley, Pa. This

firm breed and import game and game
animals on an extensive scale and have
gained experience in this work which is

at the service of those wishing to carry

on further experiments. The firm hold

that there is absolutely no question of

the Hungarian partridges, of which they

make a specialty, doing well in the more
settled and cultivated districts ot the

Dominion. These splendid game birds

have been successfully introduced into

California, Michigan, Nebraska, Con-
necticut, Washington, Kansas, Illinois,

Indiana and Massachussets. The letter

from the Californian Game Commission
describing the success ot the experiments
contains the following : I want to say a

good word however, for the partridges.

We have positive evidence from five or

six counties in which they were liberated,

that young. coveys have been seen. In

Mendocine, I saw nests, one of which
contained thirteen eggs, three weeks ago.

The birds are all you have claimed for

them, hardy, strong, absolutely non-

migratory and seem to adapt themselves

to our conditions very rapidly.

"We have distributed them over a

wide range of country, some six hundred
miles representing the lower valley lands

and also the small mountain valleys

(5,000 feet elevation) and young birds
have been seen in each of these localities.

Where the shells were left in the nests,
there was not a single unfertilized egg,
which is a splendid indication. We
shall be glad indeed to receive our five

hundred pairs this fall, as we feel we
have found a bird that is going to be a
decided acquisition to our state, furnish-

ing not only a great deal of sport, but a
most excellent food supply".

The Chief Game Warden of Illinois, in

the course of his recommendation, says
"I am satisfied that they are the coming
game birds for this country." These par-
tridges thrive nearly anywhere and are
extremely hardy and prolific. There is

certainly a great future before them in

Canada.

The following appears in a recent issue

of the "Packet," Orillia, Ont. under the

heading of "Two Good Fish Stories" :

—

On Saturday, Mr. Horace M. Young,
late manager of the Northern Electric

Co., who is over from Buffalo spending
his holidays, was fishing near Bay Park,
with a light pole, without any reel. He
had landed a couple of bass when a fair

sized perch got on the line. He had
lifted this bothersome catch a foot or two
out of the water when a thirty pound
'lunge jumped out of the water and
swallowed the perch at a gulp. Here
was a situation such as you read about
at a faraway point, or hear old fishermen
tell of. However, Mr. Young proved
equal to the occasion and played the big
fish until Mr. Wm. Thompson's gasoline
launch came along and gaffed it for him.
Next day, it tipped the scale at twenty-
nine pounds. If any of our contempora-
ries are offering prizes for authentic fish

stories we beg to enter this one in the

competition. Since the above was written,

we have received the following almost
identical story from Mr. B. F. Kean,
dated at Spanish Station, Auugstl7th ;

—

I was fishing one day lately on a small
lake near here and having real good luck.

I hooked on to a good big rock bass and
was pulling it in when a large pike made
a run and took the rock bass half into

his mouth and I landed the two fish. Both
were caught on the hook. The pike

would weigh about six pounds. How is

that ?
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RAW ESTABLISHED 1865

£. T. Carter & Co.
85-85 Front Street, East

TORONTO - CANADA
SHIPMENTS SOLICITED

of your present stock.

BEAR US IN MIND
for your future collections.

Write for Price Lists to be mailed you
regularly this season. FURS
At the end of August a mass meeting

was held at Yarmouth, N. S. on behalf of

the Peope's Game and Fish Protective

Association. Dr. E. S. Allen, the Presi-

dent of the Yarmouth branch of the Pro-

vincial Association was in the chair, and
Mr. Roy S. Kelley, secretary of the branch
as well as of the Provincial Association,

gave a sketch of the origin and growth of

the Association and urged all present to

assist in the work. Mr. Douglas W.
Clinch, St. John. Secretary of the New
Brunswick Association told of what had
been done in Maine and New Brunswick
and pointed out that good results must
follow similar work in Nova Scotia. Mr.
A. Kelly Evans, Secretary of the Ontario

Forest, Fish and Game Protective Society

gave an address in which he reviewed the

whole question, emphasisingthe bearings

of the same upon the future of Nova
Scotia. In particular did he dwell upon
the experiences of other Provinces and
urged that like benefits to those gained

elsewhere would accrue to Nova Scotia

from a policy of conserving the great

assets of the Province in forest, game
and fish.

Bears must be plentiful in the neigh-

bourhood of Bobcaygeon, Ont. if the ex-

periences of Mr. Alex S. C. Thomas who
hails from the neighbouring village - of

Omemee are typical. Mr. Thomas was
returning home from Bobcaygeon one

evening when he saw three bears sitting

in the road. His home was halt a mile

away and he badly wanted to get there.

Bears in Ontario are nothing like so

formidable as their grizzy relatives and as

the horse did not appear frightened, Mr.

Thomas "shoo-ed" them to one side of
the road and passed on. The bears
were an old one and two cubs. No doubt,
owing to the good berry, season they were
fat and lazy and sat up on their haunches
without attempting anything further, as
the vehicle passed them.

A correspondent asks why many of the
black bass in the eastern rivers, notably
the Octonabee, are wormy. This con-
dition of things, so far as he knows, does
not exist in the lake bass.

With the trapping season in front of
them, the trappers of Canada, a numerous
and growing body, are always on the
lookout for the best market for their

goods. The firm of Messrs. G. Gaudig
& Blum, who have been established in

j

NewYork for more than a quarter ofa cen- ,

tury, offer fine facilities for profitable dis-

posal of raw furs. Their European house, I

with establishments in Leipzig, London,
Paris and Berlin, transact a very large

business on that continent an\J have taken
up the American raw fur business with a
view of getting goods at first hand. A
large concern like this, with a high re-

putation for fair dealing to keep up, can I

be relied upon to do fairly by the indivi-

dual trapper, as well as the ship-

pers and small dealers. They promise a |
fair assortment, the highest prices and
prompt returns, going so far as to keep
all shipments separate until the remit-

tance is found satisfactory. A promise I

from a firm of this standing is as good as
a guarantee and dependance may be plac-

ed upon their statements. The raw fur
Jj
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business of Canada is a large one and
Messrs. G. Gaudig & Blum, whose ad-

dress is 34 East 12th St., New York,
should secure a good proportion of the

same. Their methods of business are

such as to secure confidence and once
trappers enter into dealings with them
their connections are likely to prove
lasting.

Bear hunters who have met with disap-

pointing experiences, should try again
under circumstances which guarantee
them a "sure thing." The majority of

sportsmen who go to British Columbia
for bear time their visits for the fall.

This is a mistake ; the spring is the time

and the Manager of the Hotel Revel-

stoke, Revelstoke, B. C, says that if

sportsmen will arrange their trips for the

early part of the year and communicate
with him he will give them such infor-

mation as will make it fairly certain for

one or two bears to fall to every hunter.

The British Columbia bears are worth
having and for those who can afford the

time and the expense the trip with this

fine promise thrown in should prove irres-

istable.

An address delivered by Mr. J. D. Tyr-
rell, Toronto, at the Ottawa meeting of

the Canadian Mining Institute has been
reprinted under the title of Minerals and
Ores of Northern Canada. In this pap-
er Mr. Tyrrell tells of the early history of

mineral discovery in Canada and startles

his readers with the statement that gold

mining was one of the first, if not actual-

ly the first, industry started in Canada,
the discovery being made by Martin Fro-
bisher on the east side of Baffin Island,

north of Hudson Strait, a quarter of a
century before Samuel de Champlain first

saw the St. Lawrence River. In mostparts
of Northern Canada, except in the Yuk-
on territory, prospecting for gold is, acc-

ording to Mr. Tyrrell, difficult and uncer-

tain work. Silver is hard to locate but the

presence of copper is much more easily

recognised and particulars are given of

several finds of this character. The
other minerals include lead, iron,

colbalt, nickel, antimony, bismuth, tin,

tungsten, coal and mineral tar. "With
regard to the possibility of living and

making a home in northern Canada I

wish to emphasise what I have already
said in a paper written eleven years ago,
that no part of that country is as cold
and inhospitable as many inhabited parts
of Siberia. While the mean summer tem-
perature determines the limit of the for-

est and the possibility of the growth of

the trees and cereals, the mean winter,

or perhaps the mean January, temperat-
ure would probably determine the habit-

ablity of the country for human beings.

Inhabitants of the old world live and
thrive in a much more vigorous climate
than is found even in the coldest parts of

northern Canada and therefore the climate

does not offer any insufferable objection

to settlement if minerals or ores are any-
where found in the paying quantities." In

Mr. Tyrrell's opinion the conditions of
life upon the Arctic circle in Canada are

fairly easy. The conditions that make
life hard for people are not nearly so bad
in the very coldest parts of Canada as in

many parts of Siberia. With regard to

railways, a road could be built from
Churchill to Athabaska Lake far more
easily than in many parts of Ontario. The
pamphlet will well bear carefull study on
the part of all interested in the delvelope-

ment of the Canadian northland.

Trappers in Canada, who are now
planning their winter campaign, cannot
fail to oe interested in the story told by
Mr. James P. Ellis, of 20 East 16th St.,

New York,who purchases raw furs. Mr.
Ellis doubts if any firm now handling
raw furs had a more modest beginning
than his own. He was raised on a farm
and as was only natural for him to do
set out a few traps. While he does not
care to mention what he caught he
thoroughly enjoyed his tramp through
the country on these trapping expeditions.

He continued this trapping for a few
years when one winter he made his first

fur trade, purchasing a skunk skin for

fifty cents and selling it for ninety-five

—

all the money the buyer had with him.
Next winter he extended his purchases
and shipped a few skins. For four

years he continued in this course until he
worked up a fine local trade, which he
decided to increase, if possible, by ad-

vertising. Shipments were slow for a
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Can you shoot a string of 25 and
smash every target? If not—and

you hold right—ten chances to one your shoot is off.

Before purchasing a gun be sure that you select

one that is Guaranteed to shoot as ordered.

It is a known fact that some gun manufacturer! have no
shooting gallery, and do not target their guns at all before

shipping.

Ithaca Guns
are carefully targetted in our shooting gallery, which is equipped
especially for this purpose, and Uncle "Bob" Edwards, whose
picture is shown herewith, has bored Ithaca Guns for a quarter of

a century and has instructions to make them shoot as ordered, regard-

less of time, ammunition or money expended. The result is that we
expend thousands of dollars and burn tons of ammunition yearly

—

but we please customers and we figure it pays.

Send for Art Catalog and Special Prices on 18 grades

$17.75 net to $300.00 list.

Address Dept. 13.

rHm®a Gun £k

couple of years but later on things came
his way to such an extent that he had to

seek larger quarters. He considered the

matter from every point of view and fin-

ally decided upon New York. In such a

centre he looked for an increase but did

not expect that it would double during a

time of financial stringency throughout
the country. This however is just what
did happen—and a little more. Furs are

to Mr. Ellis a hobby and he personally

assorts all shipments or sees to their

correct assortment. In any case of dis-

satisfaction he alone takes the blame.

All shippers and dealers will be welcome
at his establishment and that whether
they deal with him or not. The hub of

the fur trade is New York and Mr. Ellis

is always ready to talk furs. Trappers
and shippers should get into communi-
cation with Mr. Ellis.

The sportsman who desires both fish-

ing and shooting amid the finest scenic

surroundings on the continent should try

British Columbia. Trout, salmon, bear,

sheep, goat and caribou are included in

the splendid variety offered and the sports-

man not satisfied with such a fare is no
sportsman at all. Nelson is the centre

from which trips to cover both fishing

and shooting as described above can be
made and if those desirous of trying

their tortune will address a letter to Mr.
George P. Wells, Hume Hotel, Nelson,
B. C, particulars will be promptly for-

warded to them.

By Order in Council the purchase or
sale of snipe, quail, woodcock and part-
ridge is prohibited in Ontario for a per-
iod of three years from September first,

1908. A previous Order merely prohibit-

ed the purchase of this game but the
later one prohibits both purchase and
sale.

Sportsmen are naturally particular about
their outfits. They know from exper-
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A Dependable Companion
Wherever you go or whenever you go, whether on

business or pleasure, be sure to take along a Conklin Pen,

and you'll always be ready for any writing emergency.
You'll never be held up through lack of ink. When last

drop is exhausted fill

CONKLIN'S
Self -Filling Fountain Pen
again at nearest ink-well by simply dipping in pen and
pressing Crescent -Filler. No bothersome dropper,

no fuss, no muss, no cleaning up to do. Self-filling,

self-cleaning. Won't scratch, blot, balk or skip.

There is no other pen in the world like it.

Leading dealers handle the ConkUn. If yours don't, order
direct. Prices, $3.00, $4.00, $5.00 to $15.00. Send for hand-
some new catalogue.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO.
315 Manhattan Bldrf.

TOLEDO, OHIO . . . U. S. A.

ience how much depends upon seeing

that each article is the best that can

be procured. When outside the range
of civilization it is not easy to find a sub-

stitute for anything defective which may
have been allowed to be included and
which may go far to destroy the comfort,

if not the success, of the outing. Sportsmen
need not fear anything untoward happen-
ing it they see that their outfit is selected

from the goods manufactured by Messrs.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited, of Toronto.

This firm has special facilities for produc-

ing goods ,of the highest class. They
purchase the raw material for cash, tan

FREE!
An Unbreakable Rod

For 'particulars write premium
department, Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada, Woodstock,
Ontario.

in their own tannery and carry through
all the processes under their own roof
till the complete article is ready for the

user. In this way they are able, with
confidence, to guarantee their goods and
they pride themselves, and with reason,
upon giving these same goods descrip-

tions which really describe them. In

cases where they place imitations on the

market these are called imitations and
not passed off as genuine. In this way
confidence is established between the firm

and those who use their goods and both
gain from such a policy. Gloves, mitts,

moccasins, leather coats, sheepskin lined

coats, mackinaw coats, vests, fur coats
and robes, leather and cloth caps, shirts,

sweaters, jerseys and sox are some of the

many productions of this firm and all of

them can well be included in summer or

winter outfit of those who are not happy
long out of the woods. Particular at-

tention having been paid to the manu-
facture of each article absolute reliance

can be placed upon it, and comfort falls

to those who are outfitted with Clarke
goods.



AUTOMOBILES
AND

AUTOMOBILING
A Fine Canadian Showing-

It is doubtful if any concern making a
display of its product at the Canadian
National Exhibition at Toronto
experienced greater gratification over
the result than the Canada Cycle
& Motor Company. This company's dis-

play of $50,000 worth of 1909 Russell

automobiles is said to be the largest

showing of motor cars ever made in

Canada by one firm. Ordinary auto-
mobile selling of next season's models
would have hardly begun at such a time,

but once the Russell exhibit opened sales

were very brisk. Among them were the

following:— Imperial Bank of Canada, 30
h. p. model H touring car ; W. Brooks,
Vancouver, 24 h. p. touring car ; A. E.

Rea & Co., Toronto, 24 h. p. delivery

car ; Geo. D. Heyd, Brantford. 24 horse
power touring car ; Hon. C. W. Robin-
son, Moncton, N. B., 24 h. p. touring
car. The company has sold to Mr. J. C.

Eaton, head of the T. Eaton Company, a
1909 50 h. p. Russell Tourabout. Mr.
Eaton has the distinction of being the

first man in this country to own an auto-

mobile and holds Ontario license No 1.

He is an acknowledged authority on the

subject, has followed the developement
of automobiles closely, and is known to

invariably drive the best car on the mar-
ket. His selection of a Russell for 1909

is very significant ; it is evident that this

Canadian-built car is now considered by
the most experienced motorist to be
equal if not superior, to the best foreign

makes. Advance information received by
cablegram from New Zealand gives news
of the great Invercargill automobile race

meet and announces Russell cars as the

winners of first, second, third and
fourth places. This event attracts world-
wide attention, as it is participated in by
automobiles, from every country—crack

cars from America, England, France,

Italy and elsewhere competing for the

three highly-coveted prizes. The first

of these, a handsome silver cup, was cap-
tured by a Russell, driven by E. M. Mc-
Kay. In the Invercargill race, handi-

caps are arranged according to power and
wheel size. The Russell was heavily

handicapped, but succeeded in leading all

other makes. This achievement of the

well know product of the Canada Cycle
& Motor Company, Limited, against many
foreign competitors, will be a matter of

great satisfaction to all Canadian motor-
ists.

A Record Run.

The record from Kalamzoo tojackiru,
(Michigan) is held by the Jackson car,

driven by Scheifler, with Messrs. Wash-
ington, Lockwood and Edmunds, as pas-
senger last spring, when the roads were
[n very bad condition. The distance is

sixty miles and the time was two hours
and fifteen minutes, the best time prev-
iously having been 2 28. In the past
there have been many efforts made to cut
the record, but the Jackson time of 2.15
still holds good. This time was made
under these conditions :—four passengers
and baggage in a touring car. It is

notorious that this piece of road, which
parallels the Michigan Central tracks the
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greater part of the way, is one of the

worst in the country and tourists who
are wise avoid it as far as possible. The
goods roads movement is growing fast in

Michigan, however, and it is only a

question of time when one of the best

thoroughfares in the country for motor-

ists will follow the general course of the

Michigan Central railroad from Detroit to

Lake Michigan.

Ford Branch Managers' Meeting:

Detroit saw a busy week recently

at the Ford plant, the occasion being the

Branch Managers' Convention. Once a

year the managers gather from all over

the world in Detroit to discuss the year's

business and next year's plans. Attend-

ing were :—H. B. White, Paris ; B. M.
Thornton, London ; R. M. Lockwood,
New York City-Foreign Dept. ; F. R.

Fox, Toronto; G.M. McGregor, Walker-
ville ; C. E. Fav Boston ; Gaston Plan-

tiff, New York City ; L. C. Block, Phila-

delphia ; E. R. Stearns, Buffalo ; M. D.
Coate, Cleveland ; H. Cunningham,
Detroit ; T. Hay, Chicago ; W. C. An-
derson, St. Louis ; Chas. Hendy, Den-
ver ; C. C. Meade, Kansas City ; R. P.

Rice, Seattle. The reports show 1908

to have been unusally prosperous, the

total business coming exceedingly close

to that of a year ago, so close as to hard-

ly appreciate, while three thousand more
cars could have been sold if delivery

could have been secured. Each branch
manager reports the return to normal of

conditions in his territory and is enthusias-

tic about the prospects for 1909. On
Tuesday evening the Office Contingent
bowled the Branch Managers, winning
by a narrow margin. Wednesday was
occupied with a tour of inspection of the

old factory and the new million dollar

plant, being erected at Highland Park
where five hundred cars a day can be

manufactured. Wednesday noon lunch

was served in a tent on the grounds to

the managers and factory managers and
foremen and the new Model T Touring
car assembled and explained to all attend-

ing. 15,000 of these cars were allotted

at this meeting. Thursday saw the wind-
ing up with a luncheon at the Detroit

BoatClub, a trip round Lake St. Clair

in John Dodge's steam yacht Hornet and

a banquet at the Country Club. In honor
of the new car this spread was termed a
Model Tea and the table was one large
T, the program printed in the colors of the
car and die cut to the shape of the same.
No meeting of the Ford Motor Company
was ever more enthusiastically carried on
amid glorious predictions for the new
season

A Severe Test

The Premier Century car completed its

new world's reliability record of one
hundred centuries, covering 12,189 miles
with an average of 121.9 miles per day
for 100 consecutive days, at Chicago on
September 8th. Eighteen different states

were covered in the long and strenuous
tryout. Twice were the Alleghany and
Blue Ridge Mountains crossed at their

highest points via the 1907 and 1908
Glidden Tour. Among the other moun-
tains crossed were the White,. Green and
Saddleback over the 1908 A. A. A. route.

The three passengers besides driver J.

W. Moore at the finish were David Bee-
croft, Berne Nadall and J. Blything.

Being in perfect running condition the

car was turned over to a technical commit-
tee, of which David Beecroft is chairman,
who disembled and examined itthorough-
ly. The Premier Company immediately
reassembled the car and entered it in one
of the most strenuous reliabilily and en-

durance contests in the trans-Mississippi

section. This is to demonstrate that

this car is capable of exceeding the

new world's reliability record recently

completed. It is also planned to run the

same car 200 miles per day in Illinois for

five consecutive days prior to entering it

in this endurance contest, the perfect run-

ning condition of the car justifying the

attempt. Every devotee of high-grade,

moderate-priced, American-built cars will

be glad to learn of this brilliant record.

It is a distinct triumph for American
automobile engineering in successfully

meeting the varied road and weather
conditions involved in making a pleas-

ant and continuous cross country trip of

from twelve to thirteen thousand miles

through eighteen different states without
a serious delay or mishap to the car or

passengers whatsoever.
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Not Superstitious.

4 'Thirteen to one means nothing" said

Mrs. Kenneth R. Ottis, of Cleveland, in

discussing her second great road attempt
for record. "I made my first great ride

on the I3th, and I am simply looking for

the date again to attack the Cleveland-
Toledo record. I've no superstition in

my make up and would sail in a boat on
Friday, the 13th, and think nothing of it.

I would start a record run on Friday the

13th, and never think of the day or the

date. With a car that runs as sweetly
as does my Stearns, I could overcome
any superstition, and I certainly did over-

come it when I made the Buffalo run."
Mrs. Ottis plans a number of record runs
this year, for she likes to drive fast and
hard, and finds enjoyment in placing the

figures from city to city just as low as

possible.

Not a Racer but a Roadster Wanted

"Will the Olds be represented in the

Vanderbilt this fall ?" was asked of Andy
Aubel, the famous driver of the perfect

score Oldsmobile of the Glidden tour.

"No, sir," Mr. Aubel replied. "The
Vanderbilt is out of harmony with the

Oldsmobile purpose. I believe in the

Vanderbilt as a sport, a great sport, but
it has no bearing whatever on the growth
of the motoring industry. A cup racer

is a freak car. It has to be a freak to

make a showing. But who wants a cup
racer for every day use ? The cup racer

is not representative of a product ot the

makers. It doesn't prove a thing, prac-

tically. The Glidden tour on the other

hand, does. It is a practical tour of

representative stock cars over represen-

tative American roads. There were so

many perfect scores this year that you
don't hear much of a holler about the

'supremacy' of any one make. It is

significant, however, that the Oldsmobile,
a $2,750 car should have come through
with a perfect score, without any trouble

whatever, while cars costing $5,000 and
$6,000 were being penalized right and
left. It sort of shows where the real

'money's worth' is in motor cars. That's
what I mean when I say the Vanderbilt
is out of harmony with our purpose. It's

the Oldsmobile purpose to build cars

that the average business man can afford

The Thermos Bottle

Keeps hot liquids hot 24 hours

—

ice cold liquids ice cold 72 hours.

HUNTERS' DELIGHT.

Hot refreshing drinks out in the cold
and snow any time day or night." Al-
ways ready for use. For sale at all
dealers, $3.50 up.

WRITE FOR BOOK.

Canadian Thermos Bottle Co., Ltd.
Hunting Dept.. Montreal.
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RAW FUR SHIPPERS
Af*f<±tt *m<s^ X\ *4 « 4 ^> 4-1 ^v«% is O. K. in some respects but an educa-

%~,\Jll*Cg%Z JLvClUtdLlOn tion received from sorting those fine
full furred skins called prime furs is

of far more value to the fur dealer. The language some dealers use when sorting that
measely early caught trash has never been used successfully in Sunday school. There's a
reason. May I send you my price list, it's issued for trappers of prime furs. If you're in
the game its free.

JAS. P. ELLIS,
Established 1899 20 E. 16 Street, New York

to buy and to own—cars that give the

same results as those costing much more.

Our slogan is 'Readability' another name
for which is 'Oldsmobility.'

"

Looking: After the Workers

At the factory of the Geo. N. Pierce

Co. in Buffalo, the thousand or more
workmen may leave their benches and
machines and passing through a tunnel

enter the office building and in an im-

mense dining room on the top floor find

seats for eight hundred people. A large

kitchen and ample help has been provided
and the men secure a splendid dinner for

a nominal sum. They have availed them-
selves generally of the opportunity of a

warm dinner and the makers are well

pleased with the results. The officials

of the company have a club room on the

second floor of this spacious office build-

ing and in this they gather for their mid-
day meal. The new office building is

roomy and splendidly fitted up, containing

in the basement the locker rooms for

the workmen and washrooms. The offices

on the second floor are light and beauti-

fully arranged, and in addition to the

offices this floor includes the club room,
the reception room, a library and other

rooms. The top floor is given over to

the dining room for the workmen who
dine in banquet-like splendor for a mere
song.

Coachmen becoming- Chaffeurs

"The steady progress being madeby the

automobile in supplanting the horse-

drawe vehicle is clearly shown in the

number of coachmen who are training to

be chauffeurs. These men have seen
hundreds ot wealthy people dispose of

their horses and carriages to establish

exclusive automobile stables, and more
recently, the livery stable owners replac-

ing their horse-drawn vehicles with taxi-

meter cabs", said W. B. Hulbert of the

Garford Motor Car Co. of New York, in

referring to the rapid advance of the

motor cab. "We build and operate
hundreds of Garfield motor cabs and the

number of coachmen who come to us for

a chance to master the mysteries of the

motor car is astonishing. The chaffeur

of the modern automobile does not need
to be an experienced machinist to keep
his car in running order,and consequently
the coachman is no longer handicapped
in that respect when he seeks to become
a chaffeur."

A National Highway

"It is only a matter of years until it

will be possible to motor from New York
to Los Angles with comfort and con-
venience" said Mr. C. M. Hamilton, of
the Isotta Import Co. of New York,
who has entered an Isotta car in the

Double Transcontinental race from New
York to San Francisco. There was a
time not so very far distant, when the

prediction of a railroad from coast to

coast was considered ridiculous. A man
who would have told of electric lines

fifty miles in length would have been
considered crazy. But they have come
and the transcontinental road for motor
cars will come, too. It is a tremendous un-
dertaking and must come by natural deve-

lopment. Most of the work will have to be
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AND TAXIDERMISTS
SUPPLIES

New catalogue now ready. Showing the most complete line of taxidermist's supplies

ever listed. Glass Eyes, Tools, Felt, Wire, Skulls, Shields, Etc. We sell to the lead-

ing taxidermists all over the country, for our goods and prices are right. We want
every user of supplies to have our new catalog now. Mailed free for asking. Write for

Catalog No. 52. We also mount all kinds of specimens and sell game heads.

NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, Dept. 10, OMAHA, NEBRASKA

done by the States. For each State to

construct its share of the highway would
not be such a difficult task. There will

be the natural obstacles to be overcome,
such as the rivers, mountains and deserts,

but they are not impossible problems,
and if the trip can be made now in fifteen

days it should not be such a gigantic

task to overcome these obstacles. With
such a road, what a delight touring would
be." I really expect to see the day when
the annual A. A. A. tour will be from
coast to coast, and it is not so far off

when you consider next year the tour

goes to Denver. Such a highway will

come in Canada as well some day.

Royalties Using: a Musical Horn

Members of the royal family in every

European country have taken to an
American invention, the Gabriel horn, and
the King of England, the Emperor of

Germany, the King of Spain, the Czar of

Russia, and many more have four to

fourteen of these horns fitted to their

cars. In fact, all of the rulers of Europe
use the Gabriel, as a matter of actual

record, and the demand from across the

water has kept the Cleveland factory

busy.

Vanadium Steel is Finding: its Own

"While I've not much use for the man
who goes around reiterating '

'I told you
so"remarked Henry Ford, commenting on
the new Davis torpedo, recent devel-

opements in the manufacturing of sub-

marine explosives almost tempts me to

remind folks that we have been hammer-
ing on the superiority of this same steel

for over two years. Lieut. Commander
Davis, of the U. S. Navy, has, accord-

ing to newspaper reports, recently inven-

ted a torpedo which gives promise of be-

ing the most important of recent years to

naval warfare. Heretofore tubes to con-
tain the torpedo holding sufficient explos-
ive had to be so heavy that their use was
impractical, but by substituting Vanad-
ium steel for chrome nickel, Lieut. Davis
claims to have reduced the necessary
weight from 1000 pounds to 40 pounds,
and he gives the credit of his invention as
much to Vanadium as to Davis. Vanadium
has really wonderful properties. It is the
only element known to science which will

increase the tensile strength, elasticity

and dynamic qualities of high grade steel

without destroying the possibilities ot

machining. A bar }4" in diameter has
greater strength than a 1" bar of the fine-

st special steel heretofore known. Three
years ago Vanadium steel was compar-
atively unknown except as a scientific

fact. Then discoveries of big mines in

South America made its commercial use
practicable. But a little Vanadium goes
a long way, the exact quantity for each
operation is unknown—too much Vana-
dium destroys the steel value—too little

is not enough, and the manufacturer who
wanted to use Vanadium must needs do
his own figuring—work out his own anal-
yses. That is why Davis worked eight-
een months adapting Vanadium steel to
his torpedo—that is why the Ford Motor
Company have spent two and a half years
experimenting. We use Vanadium steel

throughout the entire construction of the
new Ford car—axles, springs, gears,
brackets and all, and each part is made
from steel from our own secret analyses.
And so wonderful is this Vanadium steel

that I would almost risk running the car
head-on into a locomotive and expect the
locomotive to get the worst of it. By
the way , I am informed that armor
plate may soon be made out of Vanadium"
steel; locomotives builders are already
experimenting, and half the automobile
manufacturers in the country have hopes,
so perhaps I'm justified in whispering,
"I told you so."
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OTHERS tell you their battery is

superior

We Refund the Money

if our X CELLS do not prove superior.

You see WE ARE convinced.

HOW ABOUT YOU ?

A trial order will convince you.

No. 6 X CELLS in barrel lots 19 cents

No. 7 X CELLS in barrel lots 38 cents

X CELLS? Yes. because they excell all others.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,
12-14-16 Shutep St., Toronto.

LIMITED

UP-TO-DATE FACTORY. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Prom Spotless Town

Beloit, Wisconsin, has become known
up and down the entire country as* 'Spot-

less Town" and this reputation is due to

executive ability and factory management
of the Warner Instrument Co., who are

located in that city. Here is the way one
enthusiastic travelling man put it after

going through the Warner factory: "In
the Superintendent's room the factory

cleaning tools, hung upon the wall in

neat lines, were as numerous, as diverse

and as handsome as the tools of acarpen-

ter or a chauffeur.There were floor brushes

wall brushes, picture brushes—all sizes

and shapes. There were rakes and scrap-

ers for corners. There were polishing

Every Motor Boat Owner is Interested in

Spark Pluas
We have made arrangements with the R. B. Hardy
Co., New York., to 9ttpply us with a quantity of their
famous Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, which we are going
to GIVE AWAY TO MOTOR BOAT OWNBfS.

FOR TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS WE WILL
SEND ONE OF THESE PLUGfi

Only a limited number to be distributed.

PLUGS SELL FOR $1.25 EACH

instruments of every kind—for glass, for

metal, for floors, for furniture. There
were sponges, chamois skins, soaps and
powders of all descriptions". "It is a
complete set of cleaning tools, isn't it?"

said the Superintendent. It should be
complete. I have scoured the United
States to procure them and some came
ftom Holland which is the mother of
cleanliness. Broek, a town in Holland,
is the pride of the country, and it was
from a visit there I got my ideas. Broek
is the cleanest place in the world. When
you enter its gates they give you a pair

of new straw sandals, yellow as gold, to

put on, so that you will not track up the
snowy streets. In the bright sunshine
you seem to be walking in a town made
of sugar candy. The tree trunks are

painted yellow, the garden fences are
a bright blue, the tables and chairs be-
fore the little Inns are as white as though
carved out ot snow. Enter a Broek
stable. The walls are scarlet, the man-
gers are green, the floors are yellow.

The cows' tails are fastened to a ring in

the ceiling, so that they may not soil or
be soiled".
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The Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club to give
challenges

There is a fine outlook for the Royal St.

Lawrence Yacht Club for the coming year.

Two new challengers are to be built and
the Club will make an effort to bring to

Canada the Seawanhaka cup, at present
held by the Rochester Yacht Club. There
is no doubt the Club will send in a chall-

enge and all Canadian yachtsmen will

watch with sympathy and interest the fut-

ure developements of a struggle which
should become historic. This announce-
ment was made at a dinner held in the early

part of September and aroused the great-
est enthusiasm amongst the members pre-

sent. Among those present were:
Commodore R.C. Smith-Vice-Commodore
S. Arnold Finlay, ex-Coms. Hon. Mr. Jus-
tice Davidson, Peers Davidson and C. H.
Ronth, U. S. Consul General Bradly,
Messrs Stewart, Logan, Fromlings,A. F.

Mithell. Hough, A. Rives Hall, McLea,
Walbank, Hacket , Harold Sims, Ross
Sims, H. D Bayne, John Knight, Killy-

kelly, Allen Dunlop, Royal Ewing, Mau-
rice Burke, G. W. Farrell, George Ligfht-

hall, H. C. Stevenson, M. Beckett, Hos-
mer, Robt. Howard, Milroy, Cecil Gor-
don, Cecil Tyre, C. J. Saxe, Fleet, Ward,
Jack Armuor, Walter Ramesy, W. Marler,
jr., J as. Brand, George Bryce, Vachelle
Koelle, Col. Hamilton Soloman Spielman
and Frank Sills.

to make this a banner year for the Dons.
Mr. Shea in reply thanked them for their

kindness and promised them as good a
showing next year.

Capt. Shea Honored

A pleasing affair took place at the Don
Rowing Club's Boathouse when Eddie
Shea, the Don's popular captain was
made the recipient of a handsome diamond
ring. Vice-President James Delaney, in

making the presentation, referred to the

excellent showing the Club had made dur-
ing the past season, and spoke very highly
of the indefatigable efforts of Capt. Shea

Result of the R. C. "5?
. C. Cruising Race

The R.C. Y. C.cruising race from Toro-
nto to Olcott in the early part of Septem-
ber, resulted in a victory for Strathcona,
withVreda second and Zahra third. For the

first twenty miles the yachts kept on fair-

ly even terms when Strathcona obtained a

good lead and maintained it to the finish.

In the second division Crusader won from
Eleanor. The latter had all the best of it

in the early part of the race but in the run
to Olcott Crusader gained steadily until

the first place was taken, and kept to the

end.

Another Ottawa Regatta

Ottawa Rowing Club held another Re-
gatta on Labor Day and it proved such a

success that already talk is heard of mak-
ing it an annual affair. There were entries

from Brittania,New Edinburgh and bestof
all from Toronto which added much to the

general interest taken in the races. The
feature of the day was the win by Ottawa
in the final eight oared race, the Argonauts
of Toronto, giving the crew a fine race be-

fore they achieved the victory.

In the first heat of the eight oared race

Ottawa met the Brittanias and won only

by a final spurt which enabled the former
to obtain a length ahead and get into the

final. Lachine faced the Argonauts in the

second heat and were defeated by three

lengths, the Toronto crew having the best

of the contest throughout. The final fur-

nished the most exciting incident of the

day. The supporters of Ottawa scarcely

dared hope for success and when their

champions won after a keenly contested
event their enthusasim knew no bounds.
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It is only fair to say that the Toronto crew

like good sportsmen, joined in hearty

congratulations to their opponents upcn

their success. The success was all the

more grateful because of its difficulty and

the fact that the Toronto men did not

give up easily, Ottawa only passing the

judges a scant length in front.

The Argonauts captured the 1401b race

winning their heat and the final in good
style, while the NewEdingburghs won the

war canoe race from theBrittanias. The
heavy fours also fell to the Argonauts.

The junior singles was taken byJ.S. Mc-
Donald of the Ottawa Rowing Club.

The officials—Starter, W. J. Johnson;

judges, R. W. Haycock O. R. C, M.
Sparks, Brits; J. Booth, O. R. C, L.N.

Bate, N.E.C.C., H. S. Southam, O.R.C.;

timers, W. A. Cameron, Martin Rosent-

hal; clerks of course R. W. Nicholls, R.

L. Haycock.

A Club Regatta

The Brittanias held a Club Regatta
and scored a brilliant success. They
made the meet more interesting by racing

a number of green men some of whom
had never been in a shell but two days
previously. The result was an immense
amount of fun though, contrary to expect-

ation, only one race partook of anything
like a runaway character, the new men
making quite creditable fights for posit-

ions. The Club fours indeed established

a new record, going over the course in

3.03. In the evening the prizes were
presented and congratulations upon a
most excellent year's work were the or-

der of the day.

A Win for Hamilton

Everyone was delighted when Ham-
ilton won the fours in the inter-club race

in connection with the Regatta held und-
er the auspices of the Hamilton Rowing
Club early in September. The Club has
had many difficulties to encounter and
but for the determined perseverance of

the officials would have succumbed long

ago. Now that a Hamilton Club crew
has beaten the Argonauts, the Dons and
the St. Catharines it is felt that the hard-

est work is over and that the club may

confidently expect wider support next

year. The defeated crews joined in con-

gratulations and though they worked
their hardest to win it was plainly evident

that they were pleased a crisis in the

affairs of their Hamilton bretheren prom-
ised to end so happily. The Club members
likewise made a good showing in turning

out six four oared crews to contest for sup-

remacy. Three heats and a final produced

some good races, the final going to Mr.

Hogg's crew which made the excellent

time for the run and a turn of 6.43.

The officials of the day were: R. Mc-
Kay, Toronto referee; Capt. Wilson Tor-

onto, Judge; Joseph Wright, Torono,

starter D. M. Cameron, Hamilton, timer;

D. M. Cameron, T. N. Meade, J W.
McAllister, B. O. Hooper, N. J. Boyl,

Capt. P. E. Hogg, committee.

A Pine Showing

The Royal Hamilton Yacht Club, clos-

ed a successful season in the middle of

September. The occasion was marked
by a dinner and presentation of prizes.

An incident that should go home to every

boating man's heart was to be found in

the speech of President R. T. Steele, of

the Hamilton Rowing Club, who dwelt

at length on the cleanliness of acquatic

sports which to his mind enabled them to

give the greatest of athletic enjoyment.

May it long so remain! The prize list

though lengthy is worth giving and pos-

sibly may lead to others which if they do
not surpass may at least equal a really

fine showing:

Yachting

—

Commodore's trophy, 16 foot dingheys

—

W. F. Judd, first; R. W. Simpson, sec-

ond; Bruce Harvey, third.

Winners of cups and cup flags

—

Monck—Invader, J. H. Fearnside.

Lucas cup and Jarvis anchor—Petrel,

S. Mellon.

Marguerite—Brenda, James Leckie.

Malloch—Sheila, Rear Commodore
Vila.

White Wings—Sheila, Rear -Commo-
dore Vila.

Greening—Sheila, Rear - Commodore
Vila.

Winners of best averages and flags

—

Class A—Petrol, S. Mellon.
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CRUISING AND RAGING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FULLY EQUIPPED

A VARIETY OF STYLES IN STOCK
FROM 1 6 to 35 ft. IN LENGTH.

Special Light Motor Boats
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

Hulls furnished, caulked, puttied and painted ready for interior fittings.

Knock Down Frames, Frame and Plank Patterns.

Second Hand Launches.

Send for Catalog

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot of Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.
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BEYouRowN TAXIDERMIST

Mounted by our student Charles Donart, Klamath falls, Ore.

LEARN TO MOUNT BIRDS> animals, came*-fc#irifW ' ** IWWHI HEADS, FISHES, AMD
TO TAN SKINS, MAKE RUGS, ROBES, ETC.

Preserve Your Splendid Came Trophies
yOU can now learn the wonderful art of Taxidermy in your own home

during spare time. We can teach you with complete success by mail to
mount all kinds of beautiful specimens so they will appear just like life, and
the work will be permanent and will retain its beauty for centuries.

^%DR course of lessons will make you, not an amateur, but a Peal taxl-
** dermist, capable of doing high grade mounting. Our students g u <<>'<'< I

.

We teach nothing but Taxidermy, and seven years of success have enabled us
to teach the art quickly and by the very latest and easiest methods. Save
your trophies of gun and rod. They are valuable. Decorate your home, den,
or office with these fine pieces of art, and enjoy to the limit the results of your
hunting and fishing trips.

BIG PROFITS IN TAXIDERMY
PROFESSIONALS earn from $2,000 to $3,000 per year in the business. Here is a great un-
* crowded field for the young man. From $15 to $30 per week may be easily earned in game
seasons by giving it your spare time only. There is an eager market for every well mounted
specimen, and not half enough Taxidermists to supply the demand.
MMfRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET and full particulars about our school for sports-m* men. It tells how we teach this great art by mail Every hunter, traj>per, angler,
outdoor lover should have it, and it's FREE. Read it and you will then see what you are
missing, if vou do not already know this wonderfully fascinating art. Our school is highly in-
dorsed and recommended by all leading sportsmen's magazines, the bestknown Taxidermists,
and by our 17,000 successful students. Remember that this is the only original and relia-
ble Taxidermy school in the world, and that we guarantee success or refund tuition fee in
full. Our charges are reasonable, and our service unsurpassed.

WRITE! TODk\ V for our cafa,°9, and we will send you free
* a ****** * a cony of the Taxidermy Magazine, a sam-

ple of our beautiful diploma, and hundreds of letters from our pleased
students.
NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, Box io J, Omaha, Neb.

Class B—Sheila, Rear-Commodore Vila.

Yawls, Cynthia, Steward McPhie.
16-footdingheys, SurgeV., W.F. Judd
Motor Boats, Bonita, C. A. Birge; E.

C. B., S.S. Beatty; Puff Puff, G.B. Bire-

iy-

Lawn Bowling. Vice-Commodore, tro-

phy, singles, W. P. Thompson, first; J.

A. Laird, second; R. M. Moncur, third.

Times trophy, F.W. Gayfer, first;F.B.

Hubert, second R. A. Milne, third; R.
C. Ripley, fourth.

Championship doubles, E.J. Fenwick,
H. M. Sweeney, winners; Chas. Adam,
Seneca Jones, runners up.

The Weir Fisherman's Union picnic,

A HUNTING COAT
MANUFACTURED BY

BLEAUVELT KNITTING CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

will be given free to anyone
sending 20 subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

held at St. George, N. B. was a success
in every way. Quite a number of people
from the surrounding towns, including

Black Bay, Beaver Harbor and Letote,

attended. One of the principle features of

the picnic was a motor boat race.This was
easily won by Mr. H. R. Lawrence, may-
or of St George, whose boat was equipp-
ed with a Fairbanks-Morse five-horse

power engine. Mr. Lawrence's boat
showed so much speed in the four and
five-horse power class that it was necess-

ary to call the free for all classes races

off on account of those entering refusing

to compete. The running, jumping, tub
races and other athletic events were very
keenly contested. A large number of
Fairbank-Morse Marine Engines have
been sold from the St. John branch of
the Canadian Fairbanks Company, Ltd.
this year. The extreme simplicity and ac-

essability are features which seem to be
greatly appreciated by motor boat enthus-
iasts. The one carbureter control for any
number of cylinders greatly simplifies the

handling of the engines and the 1908 Fair-

banks-Morse models are meeting with
great favor everywhere.
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Stray Pellets

Death has ibeen busy in the trap shooting ranks
this year and more than one family of a Prom-
inent Canadian trap shooter has been bereav-
ed. We regret to have to announce another
sad incident of this kind, in the death on Sep-
tember 14th, at Leamingtob, Ont., of the wife
of Forest H. Conover for many years the pop-
ular representative of the Dupont Powder Co.
Mrs. Conover was very highly esteemed by all

who had the pleasure of her acquaintance and
her death is a sad blow to the bereaved hus-
band and family. The Canadian Indians, of

whioh Mr. Conover was the first High Chief,

sent a beautiful wreath as p token of their

deep sympathy. We join with Mr. Conov er's

many trap shooting friends in tendering sin-

cere condolences.

One -f Canada's foremost shooters and all-

round sportsmen, Thomas Upton, was tender-

ed the honor of re-election to the presidency of

the Hamilton Gun Club, at the annual meet-
in? of theClub. The election took place at the
Koyal Hotel. the attendance being- unusually
large. Judging from the reports of the various
officials and committees the prospect for a good
year, n6t only in the Hamilton Club, but m
all Canada, is unusually bright. The treasur-

er's financial statement showed the club to .be

in an exceptionally prosperous condition, with

a handsome balance on the right iiide of the

ledger. The election of officers for the commer
year resulted as follows: Thomas Upton, pres-

ident; W. P. Thomson, vice president; W. R.
Davies, treasurer; John J. La/wler, secretarv ;

Capt. E. V. Spencer, official referee; Edgar
Sturt, field captain; James Crooks. Dr. J.

Overholt and John Hunter, Executive Commit-
tee; J. E. Merriman and W. P. Thomson, audi-

tors. It was announced that John Lennox r n

Klein & Binklev would present trophies t0 the

club to be put up for competition at club

shoots.

Mr. G. B. Smith, Ayt0n,
Ont., has be3n doing some
remarkable shooting this
season. In a series of in-
ter-club team matches he
broke 39 out of 50 at Ay-
ton from 16 yards and 24
out of 25 from 16 yards
at Clifford, Ont., - total
of 97.4 per cent. In prac-
tice he broke 145 out of
150 or 96.66 per cent from
18 yards. With a game
l o,-d of No. 6 shot he tbr0ke
92 out of 96 from 21
yards or 95.75 per cent. A
grand total of 361 out of

349 or 96.4 per cent.

Shooting was at regulation targets. Mr.
Smith used a 3£—1\, No. 7 load, with his

favorite S. S. powder in a 3 in. Wincheser
Leader shell, wads £ inch nitro felt, 12 g., i
B.E. 11 £r. and f inch. B felt 10 g. He used
an Ithaca, No. 6 grade, and gives the gun
and load credit for his go0d work, owing tto the
fine pattern made. Business would not allow
Mr. Smith to attend any of the tournaments
this year. If he had there would certainlj have
been something doing in G. B.'s vicinity.

Watch his smoke next yie&r.

G. B SMITH.

GEO. M. DUNK, Toronto.

We publish this month ~ cut of Mr. George
M. Dunk, Toronto, who in August last joined
the ranks of professionals by entering the em-
ploy! of the Dominion Cartridge Co., Montreal.
Mr. Dunk is one of the best known of Canadian
sho 0ters, and has been for years a prominent
figure at the traps. He is „ good business man
and knows pretty nearly all there is worth
knowing about the trap shooting game. He is
very popular with the boys and is not
only a good shot but a good "miixer." We
know of no one better fitted than Mr. Dunk to
inspire confidence in the Dominion loads and
to demonstrate by his own work at the traps
the excellence of Canadian ammunition.

• • •

The Queen's Royal Hotel at Niagara-on-
the-Lake where the Canadian Indian tourna-
ment was held this year is one of the most
delightful spots it is possible to imagine for
the holding of such an affair. All the ap-
pointments in connection with this hotel are
strictly first class and the name of "McGaw &
Winnett", the popular proprietors, is a suffi-

cient guarantee of its excelleace in every de-
tail. The hotel is famous as the meeting
place for international tournaments in tennis,
golf, bowling, etc. The grounds are delight-
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fully situated on Lake Ontario and are well
adapted for trap shooting. We hope to see an
international trap shooting tournament, either
in connection with the Canadian Indians or
some other) national shooting association, held
there each year and we feel sure such an
event would be very popular and well pat-
ronized.

At the annual meeting of the National Gun
Club, Toronto, the following officers were elec-
ted: President, E. C. Coath; Vice President,
John Turner; Fin.-sec, John Monkman; Cor.-
Sec, W. R. Wood; Field Captain. F. Cock-
burn; Treasurer, F. Peacock; Executive Com-
mittee, C. B. Harrison, chairman- Wm. i^c-

Keand, J. Harrison, R. Waterworth. C. Moug-
end; delegates tole^iofue, Cbaa. Harrison and
E. C. Coath.

* * *

A pleasant incident occurred at the Canadi-
an Indians' tournament, when "Sunnv Jim"
Elliott (Chief Brook Trout of the American
Indians') was presented with beautiful ws tch
fob by some of his Toronto' friends. The fob
is of solid gold and of a unique and tasteful de-
sign. A wreath of maple leaves surrounds a
five-pointed star, the star being surmounts I

two Winchester shotguns crossed. The centre of
the star is a clay pigeon, with the familiar
yellow rim, which encircles diamond. On a
small blue enamel ribbon are the words: "To-
ronto, 1908." On the back of the fob is the
following inscription: "Presented fan J. A. R.
Elliott as a token of esteem his Toronto
friends—Thomas A. Duff, Ceo. W. McGUl, E. J.
Marsh, Geo. J. Mason, Jr., Geo. L. Vivian, G.
M. Dunk, p. Wakefield.

Over one hundred marksmen, many of them
with a national reputation, attended the thir-
ty-fourth annual shooting festival of th6 Pett-
ier Rifle Club held at Union Hill, N.J., on
I>abor Day. The first, second and third prizes
in each event were won bn shooters using
Stevens rifles and telescopes, ,„ record of which
the makers may well feel proud and the moral
gf which is verv plain.

IAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE.

Canadian Indians Tournament
The third annual tournament of the Canadi-

an Indians at Niagara-on-the-Lake was not as
largely attended as previous meals, but wb«.
nevertheless, a very enjoyable find su<.vessful

gathering. The shoot was held ..n '- iie grounds
of the Queen's Royal Hotel- The rraps uere
installed near the edge of Lake Ontario, o» &
rolling piece of ground, where there was ample
room for as many sets as could possibly be re-

quired. The grounds were simplv ideal for a
shooting tournament, the best that one could

find anvwhere, and it was the general opinion

among those present that the annual Indian

tournament might well be made a fixture at

this delightful spot.

The weather was fine during the whole tour-
nament and favorable for good scores.

The program consisted of ten 20-bird events
each day 0r 400 targets in all. Harry E.
Smith, Columlbus, O., won the Remington pump
gun given for high average the first day with
a score of 186 out of 200. Dr. Culver, Port
Jervis, N.Y., was next with 184 and woe the
cup presented by T. M. Craig: for second hieih
average. George Beattie, the Dan Patch of Ca-
nadian trapdom, was not far behind and tied
for third place with C. D. Henline and E. E.
Hllliker, scoring 182. In the sh 0ot off for the
cup given by Mr. J. D. Bailey of Toronto, for
third average, Hilliker scored a straight 25
and Henline and Beattie 24 each. Of the pro-
fessionals, J. M. Hawkins of the Winchester
Repeating Arms Co. and Luther J. Squier, of

the Dupont Powder Co., tied for first place
with 188. A. H. Durst^- of Lefever Arms Co.
and H. H. Stevens of the U.M.C. Co. tied for

second place with 182 each.
On the second da\ E. E. Hilliker of East

Aurora, N.Y., won first place with 189 and
thereby annexed the silver cup presented by
Geo. W. McGill, High Chief of the Tribe, Lon
Fisher, Hebron, Ohiio, and Dr. Culver, tied for
second place with 182 and in the shoot off

Fisher scored 23 out of 25, and Culver 22.
Fisher therefore got the cup presented by W.
H. Ewinig-, Montreal, and Dr. Culver got the-



A TORONTO BUNCH AT THE CA
Sitting (on left) G. W. McGill, High Chief; (on right)

Sheffield plate given by H. I>. Kirkover of
Buffalo, N. Y.

For the tournament, E. E. Hilliker was
high amateur with a total of 371, Dr. Culver
was next with 366 and H. E. Smith was third
with 364.

The Toronto Cup given by the Canadian
Indians for highest aggregate made by a Cana-
dian amateur was won by George Beattie, of
Hamilton, with 360. Another Hamiltonian, W.
P. Thomson, captured the trophy <>iven by th
Amerioan Indians with the splendid score of

48 out of 50. This event was shot for in

strings of 25 each day*. Mr. Thomson, other-
wise "Chief Iron Face" made 23 the first day.
He had to' break 25 to win and 24 to tie on
the second day, as Walter Ewing had already
scored 47. He preferred to make the 25 and
did it.

The T. D. McGaw Cup, presented by Mr.
T. G. McGaw, of Messrs. McGaw and Winnett,
the popular proprietors of the Queen's Hotel,
Toronto, for the longest continuous run, was
won by Edward Cox, Buffalo, N.Y., with 64
.straight.

The Canadian Indians were generous in the
matter of high average prizes, giving ten pri-
zes of $20 each and ten prizes of $10 each, in
all, S300. to the twenty high guns.

The office was in charge of Luther J. Sqnier
of the Dupont Co., Geo. R. Ginn 0 f the Win-
chester Arms Co., and H. H. Steven® of the -

FIRST
All shot from 18 yard mark.

J.A.R. Elliott
W. H. Ewing
George Beattie
C. G. Thompson i

*G. M. Dunk
*H. H. Stevens
*E. G. White
*A. H. Durston
*J. M. Hawkins
*Li. J. SquieD
O. W. McGill

NADIAN INDIANS TOURNAMENT.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe and Chief of Wampum.

U.M.C. Co. and it goes withont saying that
this important end of the business was care-
fully attended to.

At the annual meeting of the Tribe held on
the evening of the first day, the following of-

ficers were elected for the ensuing year: High
Chief, George W. McGill, Toronto; Vice-Chief,
Dr. C. O. Beam, St. Catharines, Ont.; High
Scribe and Chief of Wampum, Thomas A. Duff,

Toronto; Council of Chiefs, G. L. Vivian, To-
ronto; W. H. Ewing, Montreal; C. G. Thomp-
son, Sherbrooke, Que.; W. P. Thomson, Ham*
ilton; E. J. Marsh, Toronto; D. McMackon,
Highgate, Ont.. E. G. White, Ottawa.

A proposal to have n joint meetin- with
ehe American Indians annually was discussed
and met with general approval by the meet-
ing. It was also proposed to hold the annual
meeting of the Tribe at Niagara-on-the-Lake,
as ~ fixture.

The trade representatives present were
Messrs. J.A.R. Elliott, J. Mowell Hawkins,
J. H. Cameron and G. R. Ginn of the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Co.; Tom A. Mar-
shall, H. H. Stevens and Court Thomson of
the Union Metallic Cartridge Co.; Edward
Banks, Luther J. Squier and Ed. G. White of
the Du Pont Powder Co.; A. H. Durston of the
Lefever Arms Co. and Geo. M. Dunk of the
Dominion Cartridge Co.

The scores were as follows:-

DAY.
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 200
18 19 20 18 20 18 16 15 16 18 178
17 17 19 19 18 19 17 17 17 17 177
19 18 18 15 IS 20 20 18 19 17 182
13 13 12 18 15 15 8 16 14 16 140
20 17 17 17 15 15 17 16 18 15 167
20 17 16 17 19 19 18 20 19 17 182
19 18 15 18 15 15 15 16 17 17 165
20 17 19 17 18 19 17 17 19 19 182
20 20 17 18 18 20 18 20 17 20 188
18 20 18 20 19 20 17 19 19 18 1S8
16 14 16 17 16 16 16 13 15 18 157
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T. A. Duff 15 13 12 13 16 14 14 13 13 12 135
E. J. Marsh ... 18 17 16 17 18 19 12 15 15 15 162
Phil. Wakefield i 16 18 16 18 15 15 15 17 18 16 164

14 14 16 11 16 13 16 13 10 133
E. E. Hilliker 10 20 18 19 18 20 20 17 16 18 182

20 18 19 20 20 17 17 18 17 184
14 17 17 19 18 16 19 19 16 173
16 20 20 20 18 15 18 19 17 182
18 20 19 20 19 19 20 18 18 186
15 18 18 15 18 15 18 18 16 169
17 18 16 19 18 17 17 17 20 178
15 15 15 15 13 14 8 109
19 14 17 16 17 16 18 20 16 170
17 14 14 8 8 11 88

18 20 18 16 18 19 17 18 17 18 179
18 18 18 18 17 18 16 18 17 174
12 16 16 17 16 16 1 5 16 14 153
16 18 16 13 14 15 16 14 14 . 154

Phil. Bennhard 14 16 15 16 17 19 15 19 14 16 161
13 15 14 13 11 20 13 16 13 18 148
19 14 17 19 14 12 17 18 13 15 158

11 15 12 7 11 13 7 10 10 107
17 18 19 18 19 13 16 18 20 178

J. S. Beck i 14 11 15 13 14 10 14 12 12 130
19 12 18 15 13 14 16 17 16 153
16 17 18 16 20 17 17 19 18 175
16 14 18 12 17 15 16 14 14 151

H. Dyne? i 16 16 13 16 12 16 13 8 5 15 130
W. P. Thomson 16 17 18 18 1R 19 16 11 20 20 173
D. McMackom 17 15 17 18 15 17 17 15 13 16 160
P. Gralbraith 17 16 19 18 18 15 17 17 J.7D

D. Konkle i 14 13 14 14 8 10 73
T. Pastorius , 15 18 17 16 16 17 99
Sherlock 10 10
*Professionals.

All Shat from 18 yards.
*J. A. R. Elliott
W. H. Ewing
George Beattie

G. L.. Vivian
*G. M. Dunk
*H. H. Stevens
*E. G. White
*A. H. Durstor
*J. M. Hawkins
*L. J. Squier
G. W. McGill
T. A. Duff
E. J. Marsh
P. Wakefield
G. J. Mason

. E. E. Hilliker
Dr. D. L. Culver
*T. A. Marshall
C. D. Hemline
H. E. Smith
Rdw. Coix
J. L. Talcott
H. Mesingier
A. E. Keilyi
P. Bemm arc!

T. W. Barnes
Dr. Bailey
D. McMackon...

;
....i

Lorn Fisher ,

F. Galbraith
F. A. Parker
T. D. McGaw
W. R. Davies
Edw. Banks
T. Pastorioois
H. E. Hawkim*
Tom Upton
Dr. Hilker
H. Dynes
W. P. Thamson .. i

C. D. TemEjck
P. Friend...
J. E. Cant el'on

SECOND DAY.

No. targets — 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
18 19 20 20 20 18 19 20 20 19
16 20 17 17 15 17 18 16 17 17
19 17 18 19 17 20 18 16 17 17
19 18 17 17 19 20 19 19 17 16
18 18 16 18 17 18 17 17 17 17
20 15 19 L9 17 19 20 14 19 20
18 17 17 19 19 19 18 14 18 18
19 19 15 20 19 20 17 19 19 16
19 20 20 18 20 19 20 19 19 19
20 20 17 16 15 20 19 18 19 18
18 19 16 17 16 16 18 18 18 19
18 13 14 11 14 15 17 16 12 15
17 18 13 16 15 14 16 15 11 15
17 17 17 18 15 15 14 19 15 18
15 12 16 13 16 14 15 12 15 13
20 18 20 18 19 20 18 18 19 19
19 17 18 19 18 16 19 17 20 19
19 18 19 20 19 20 18 18 16 19
18 18 17 20 19 18 14 18 17 18
18 18 17 17 18 18 19 18 18 17
18 19 15 17 19 16 19 20 20 16

l'.ZZZm.tt 18 18 17 19 16 14 13 17 15 18
17 16 19 12 17 17 15 16 15 13
16 15 16 16 15 13 14 19 17 14
18 16 15 16 18 15 20 16 12 18
12 19 14 17 17 18 15 16 16 17
20 17 17 15 16 15 19 17 17 16
17 19 15 20 20 19 16 16 17 16
20 17 19 20 17 20 16 18 18 17
16 18 13 18 18 17 16 15 18 18

18
18

19 17 12 19 19 17 14 15 17
15 17 13 14 18 12 16 13 17
15 16 17 15 19 15 17 17 16 12
18 15 20 18 19 20 17 17 17 16

16 15 13 13 16 17 14 18
18 15
14 19
15 1
17 17

19 17 17 16 17 18 15 15
20. 18 18 19 14 17 13 14

13 13 13 13 14 16 15 15 12 15
15 15 14 16 12 11 14 11 14 17
18 16 17 13 19 16 14 16 19 17

12 17 14 11 12
8 o

8 16

200
193
170
178
181
173
182
177
183
193
182
175
145
150
165
141
189
182
186
177
178
179
165
157
155
164
161
169
175
182
167
167
153
159
177
155
164
167
139
139
165
66
16
24

AMERICAN TNDTANS CUP.
25

W. H. Ewin -r 22
G. M. Dunk 22
E. G. WhitP.. 21
G. W. McC.ill 21
T. A. Duff 17
E. J. Marsh 17

P. Wakefield
25 50 F. A. Parker
25 47 G. L. Vivian
23 45 H. E. Hawkins...
17 38 T. Upton...
? A 45 H. Dynes...
19 36 W. P. Thomson ....

19 36 D. McMackon

20 19 39
19 90 39
21 93 AA
18 18 36
21 20 /M

12 17 29
23 25 48
20 20 40
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Notes by King- Pin

On Saturday quite a number of the con-
testants engaged in golf and tennis, and thor-
oughly enjoyed themselves.

Chief King Pin is quite a golf player. He
won about half a dozen games, but when he
and Chief Sign Maker bucked up as partners
against Chief Bunco and Chief White Hair
they met their Waterloo.

One of the archives of the Queen's Royal
Hotel is a page cut out of the register and
suitably framed. Thig is dated October 12,
1901, and beai^s the names and signatures of
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the Princess of
Wales, and the entire Royal staff who accom-
panied them to Canada. Another page has
been torn out of the register and will be sent
to the picture framer. It is dated September
11, 1908, and bears the signature, "Mr. Ed-
ward Banks, Wilmington, Del."

High Chief McGill makes an ideal presid-
ing officer. His welcome to the American In-
dians was heartily applauded.

There was a job put up upon Chief King
Pin at Columbus, but it failed to materialize
as he was unavoidably absent. However it
came off with great effect on Thursday morn-
ing, when Chief Long Talk pinned upon his
sweater a medal made out of the whole hide
of a Texas steer bearing the words, "U.M.<"\
Special Medal, G.A.H., 1908, Columbus, O.
Won by Tom Duff." Tom wore it during the
whole shoot. It was all he won, too.

Dr. Culver was the first name on the pen-
alty board. He wrote a letter to his wife
and put four cents in American stamps upon
it.

J. Mowell Hawkins wr»ote to Seneca Lewis
and did the same thing. He explained that he
could not help it as he had only six cents and
no one would trust him.

The Canadian representative of the du
Pont Powder Company makes a fairly good
caddie. His only fault is an inclination to

talk back too much.
Ed. G. White was the recipient of many

congratulations. It's a girl.

Where were the Quebec boys ? Not one of
them turned up. The Tercentenary must have
been too much for them.

The golf clubhouse verandah was decorated
with a Canadian and an American flag en-
twined, while the headquarters of the Stanley
Gun Club was similarly decorated. There were
also a goodly number of Indian pictures on the
walls.

Mr. George M. Dunk, the representative of

the Dominion Cartridge Company, was doing
some tall hustling for his firm. George is all

right and will make good.
Tom A. Marshall was, as usual, the enter»-

tainer. He got on the penalty board once for
talking too much to the ladies and neglecting
business.

Hurrah for the joint shoot in 1909; Let it
be a bumper.

Inter-Club Shoot at Stratford

The final contest for a silver cup presented
by the Pastime Gun Club of Stratford for
competition by London, Ingersoll and Strat-
ford, took place at Ingersoll on Sept. 10. The
original intention was to hold a five-man
team shoot of 25 birds per man in each town,
high average of the three contests to decide
the winners. The first meeting was at Strat -

ford, Aug. 19., when it was arnanged to meet
at Ingersoll Aug. 25. Owing to the inability
of London to be present on that date it was
decided to shoot the remaining 50 birds at
Ingersoll, as stated above. The result of the
contest gave the cup to Stratford, as well as
medals for each man of the winning team.
The scores which follow show that Strat-
ford's average was 88.3, London's 83.3 and
Ingersoll's 84.05, indicating that the shooting
throughout was of a very high order.

The teams of London and Ingersoll were

Sencrjor our c/^rfcafa/oguejnfColon

the same throughout the contest, but owing
to the inability of Mr. Miller to go to Inger-
soll, Aid. Savage, Stratford's spare man,took
his place.
Stratford shoot—25 birds:
London—Glover 22, Day 23, Simcox 18,

Parker 21, Blackburn 18. Total 102.
Stratford—Turribull 24, Miller 21, Fisher

20, Boles 22, Aitcheson 22. Total 109.
Ingersoll—Staples 21, Harris 19, Partlo

23, Kirbyson 23, Nichola 18. Total 104.
Ingersoll Shoot—50 birds— 0 ^

London—Glover) 48, Day 45, Simcox 34,

Parker 42, Blackburn 41. Total 210.
Stratford—Turnbull 50. Fisher 48, Boles

46, Aitcheson 45, Savage 33. Total 222.
Ingersoll—Staples 47, Harris 42, Partlo

43, Kirbyson 43, Nichols 39. Total 214.
A contest for the Steveley cup between

London and Ingersoll was shot off concurrent-
ly, the latter winning.

Blind River Tournament
On Labor Day the Blind River Trap and

Gun Club, with visiting teams from Soo
Cutler and Espanola held a tournament on
their grounds. The various events were close
ly contested. No large scores were made as a
heavy wind was blowing all afternoon greatly
affecting the shooting ability of the various
nimrods. Espanola captured first prize for
team honors, but they had a hard run for it.
Blind River was leading until the last round
by several points. In the individual shooting
Blind River showed up well, Driscoll winning
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second prize with a score of eighty. Kelly
was fourth high man of those competing witn
a score of 72. The following are the scores.

Winners of $100 cup presented by D. J.
Carroll, Agent of Sun Life Insurance Co.

Teams of five men, 100 birds per man:
Espanola—Millington 76. Gray 58, Hussey

70, McGraw 68, Plaunt 68. Total 340.
Winners of $30 cup presented by the Blind

River Trap ;"->d Gun Club.
Blind River—Wallace 68, Hempstead 53,

Kelly 72, Driscoll 80, Montgomery 64. Total
337.

Driscoll winner second individual prize.
Soo, Ont.—Goodwin 61, Kitchen 67, Geo.

Kllis 85, Simpkins 55, Robt Ellis 44. Total
312.

George Ellis winner first individual prize.
Robert Ellis winner booby prize.
Cutler—Gignac 67, McEwan 61, Galarno

63, Turgeon 58, Fortin 49. Total 298.
Blind River No 2—Eddy 44, Wallace 53,

Johnson 54, Stover 50, Brathwaite 53. Total
254.

World Event for "Parker" Gun—50 birds
per man—Millington 33, Gray 28, Plaunt 34,
McGraw 28, Simpkins 22, Goodwin (winner)
37, Ellis 35, Wallace 28, Richardson 12, Gig-
nac 31, Kelly 31, Hempstead 28, McEwan 35,
Kitchen 25, Stover 24, Driscoll 30, Montgom-
ery 21, Hussey 30, Wallace 30.

A Friendly Shoot at Clifford

A friendly shoot at blue rocks took place
at Clifford, Ayton and Walkerton furnishing
visiting teams. The gathering was quite a
success, 25 birds being shot at and Ayton
won by eleven birds over Clifford and 39 over
Walkerton, while Clifford beat Walkerton by
28 birds. The following are the scorea. 25
birds per man:

Ayton—P. G. Doersam 14, J. Johnston 13,
Fred Smith 21, Con Baetz 22, G. B. Smith
24, Ed. Korster 13, Val Glebe 15, Wm. Hue-
ther 20, J. Werner 17, Fred Schause 15. To-
tal 174.

Clifford—Dr. Perdue 21, J. Beachie 19,
C. Willets 13, Eckinswiller 15, J. Taylor 20,
Strode 10, Tom Johnston 15, L. Werner 19,
J. Werner 14, Hilhauser 17. Total 163.

Walkerton—John Smith 16, J. White 17
Dr. Lount 11, L. Klein 17, B. Russel 7, O
Steinmiller 13, G. B. Miller 19, John Hart-
man 19, C. Smith 7. Fred Lippert 10. Total
135.

G. B. Smith high average, Con Baetz sec-
ond average, Fred Smith and Dr. Perdue 3rd
average.

Brampton Beats Balmy Beach.

On September 5th the Balmy Beach Gun
Club of Toronto invaded Brampton with a
team of six men to engage in a friendly match.
The Brampton men were too many for them,

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO, ONT.

Who has every facility for choke boring,
restocking, browing and repairing guns.
You can make no mistake in bringing or
sending your gun to him.

however, and won bj six birds. The following
were the scores at 25 targeta:

Brampton—White 24, Beck 23, Wilson 22,
Shreve 17, Henry 15, Fletcher R 13. Total
114.

Balmy Beach—Chapman 23, Joselin 22,
Knox 19, Taylor 15, W. Fletcher 15, DeGere
14. Total 108.

After the match three 10-bird sweeps were
shot. Two miss-and-out events were also run
off. White won both, the first on 4 straight
and the second on 20 straight. The total
scores were as follows:

—

«_ J4
25 10 10 10 S.A. Bke

wait* 24 9 9 9 55 51
£eck 23 9 7 7 55 46
^nox 19 8 8 10 55 45
Chapman 23 9 6 7 55 45
•Joselin 22 8 6 7 55 43
R. Fletcher 13 9 9 10 55 41
Wilson 22 9 9 45 40
Taylor 15 8 6 6 55 35
Henry 15 5 5 8 55 33
DeGere 14 6 3 7 55 30
W. Fletcher 15 8 5 45 28
Shreve .17 10 35 2/

Jordan Fruit Shoot

The Winchester Gun Club held their second
annual fruit shoot at Jordan, Ont. Shooters
were present from all the clubs in tnis district
also from Toronto and Hamilton. The wea-
ther conditions were not ideal for good shoot-
ing because of the dark day and the stiff east
wind, which blew into the faces of the shoot-
ers. The arrangements made by the local club
for the entertainment of the visiting shooters
were excellent, and tne fruit which was on dis-

play to be given away to the lucky winners
was the finest that is produced in the famous
Jordan fruit belt. All the visiting shooters
were loud in their praise of the treatment
which they received while the guests of the
Jordan boys. Following ia a list of contes-
tants, number of baskets of fruit won by each
and their respective scores:

—

jName. 1 Bsks. S.A. Bke.
Beam, St. Catharines •* no
±vinmer, St. (Jatnarmes 2 120 70
cnoate, St. Catharines 0 120 bo
Choate, St. Catharines
Lampman, St. Catharines 3 120 87
R. tflank, St. Catharines b 120 1U0
J. Blank, St. Catharines * 1^0 82
Scott, St. Catharines 2 120 <0

May, St. Catharines 2 40 29
Campbell, Thorold 2 bO 30
Brady, Thorold 2 60 bi
Howe, Port Dalhousie 1 40 21
Miles, Port Dalhousie 3 120 6*
White, Port Dalhousie 3 120 87
Konkie, Beamsville 5 120 95

Fegan, Ridgeville 2 40 30
Dunk, Toronto ° 1^' 10U

Marsh, Woiito 5 120 94
Raspberry Hamilton * 100 8d

Hunsberry, Jordan 5 120 94
Fisher, Jordan 4 100 76
Cline, Jordan 3 80 b-

Goold, Jordan 5 120 92
Price, Jordan 2 40 30
Honsberger, Jordan 1 120 91
Schmcic, Jordan 1 40 2S
Heckadon, Jordan 2 40 bo
Martin, Jordan 1 20 lb
Caskey, Jordan 1 20
Wismer, Jordan 20 15

At the Welsh Miniature Cihampkmsihip meet-
ing recently held at St. Julian's, Newport,
Wales, the shooters 'using Stevens rifles, scored
great successes, securing sixty-five per cent, in
the number of prizes and seventy per cent, in
value. These included thirteen firsts, eight sec-

onds and eleven thirds and ties in four firsts

and two seconds. With such records it is easy
to understand the wide popularity in England
and throughout the British colonies, which the
Stevens rifles enjoy.
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Place Your Orders for Loaded Shells

NOW
THE GAME SEASON IS HERE AND

YOU CANT AFFORD
To run the risk of being disappointed

THEREFORE
Send in your specifications to your

Local Dealer for Shells loaded with

DU PONT BRANDS
Of Shotgun Smokeless Powder

DUPONT SMOKELESS HAZARD SMOKELESS
"NEW SCHULTZE" "NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)''

(All "Bulk" Powders)

Or "INFALLIBLE" SMOKELESS
THE ONLY "DENSE" POWDER MADE IN AMERICA

If YOVR Dealer can't supply you, Write us AT ONCE
and We Will tell you WHO CAN.

EiduPontdeNemoursPowderCo
ESTABLISHED 1802. WILMINGTON, DEL

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE < VELOX"

TheBestHockey Skate

in the World 1

The illustration above represents the new Hockey
Skate—the "Velox." It's superior points are so plain

that you can see for yourself what has made it so popu-

lar. Notice the two standards which come under the

ball of the foot; that's to distribute the weight and to

give it that rigidity and strength that a good hockey

skate requires. There's five standards from toe to heel.

The "Velox" is ground in such a way as to make quick

turning and 1 dodging an art very quickly acquired.

Ask your dealer to let you see the "Velox," or if it is

possible that he does not handle it, write us and we will

see that you get them. Our 1909 Skate Book is Free.

Send for one.

The Starr Manufacturing Co., Limited

Works and Head Office Dartmouth, /V.5., Canada

Branch, 122 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

WHen writing advertisers kindly mention Bod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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LEFEVER SHOT-GUNS

—with a screw-driver

JUST how much pleasure and how much shooting efficiency do you expect to get out of a shot-gun from
this fall on ? From 1908 to 1918—or to 1928, if you live that long ?

Instead of speculating and pipe-dreaming about it, use a screw-driver ! Remove the lock-plates of

the Lefever Shot-gun, and take a look into the lock. The Future is there plainly pictured before you. The
simple, substantial, three-piece lock system speaks of years of success for you—of efficiency and safety you
never dreamed of before.

Pull the trigger and you will see the lock work as it will work for a lifetime. The entire mechanism is

attached to the frame, giving solid bearings. From 15 to 25 fewer parts than in any other shot-gun.

Shooting loose is impossible with the Lefever. A compensating screw at the hinge-joint forces the

barrels against the face of the frame and the Lefever compensating bolt holds the barrels absolutely tight.

All Lefever guns are high-grade—£28 up to $1000. No gun on the market below $50 can compare with the $28 gun.
Send for our catalog. It is filled with valuable information.

GREAT VICTORIES WON
The LEFEVER SHOT-GUN won the World's Highest Shooting Honors at the Olympic Games, London, England,

1908. Also the Amateur Championship of Canada, iqo8, the Grand Canadian Handicap, 1908, and tied tor the Professional
Championship of the United States. Lefever Guns are sold by all sporting goods dealers.

THE LEFEVER ARMS CO. 20 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y.

STERLING FISHERMAN, 12 H P.

Another Sterling Victory
Sterling Engine Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Gentlemen:—The launch "Konocti" won the

Pacific Coast championship at Sacramento at
26.09 miles per hour. Equipped with STERLING
6 cylinder 45"65- Have done better than 28
miles with boat.

(Signed) PRENTISS N. GRAY
Merchants' Exchange,

San Francisco, Cal.

This is one of the many letters that we are
getting from different parts of the country
where STERLING ENGINES have proved them-
selves to be "all to the good.'

The Sterling Fisherman
12 H. P., Two Cylinder—Four Cycle.

An Endurance Engine built for heavy continuous service in working boats. Diameter of crank
shaft iyi in.—all other working parts correspondingly heavy. This engine was especially designed
for the fisherman and may be relied upon under all conditions and in any weather.

Write for new 48 page catalog showing complete Sterling line.

Sterling Engine Co., Buffal
°.u
NsX

Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

When writing advertisers kindly mentioii Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR

Hunters and Sportsmen

There is nothing conductive to so much com-

fort as one of our hand knitted jackets. They are

made to button up around the throat or be left

open— a point only found in our goods. They

have four strong pockets, they fit snug but not

too tight.

3 Shades of Heathers - $6.00

3 Shades of Greys - $5.00

Can be made in any color to order; get our

catalogue—just out.

If You Want Comfort

If you want your outer clothes to fit

well; if you want economy, wear

Combination Suits

They are elastic ribbed, they are made to

wear, they are the acme of perfection in

underwear.

The Knit-to-Fit Mfg. Co.

Retail Branch and Mail Order De'pt

597 ST. CATHERINE ST. WEST

MONTREAL
FACTORY: 322 PAPINEAU AVE.

Write for our New Fall Catalogue.

Wihen writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada-
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NEW
LYMAN RECEIVER SIGHT

Patented July 16, 1907

No. 41. Price $4.50.

At present made for the

Winchester 1905 and 1907 Models
and Remington Auto-Loading Rifle.

The graduated scale on slide and method of elevating
permit very close adjustment. Aperture is adjusted by
means of a screw. Send for Catalogue.

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION
MIDDLEFIELD, CONN., U. S. A.

Are the exclusive high-toned rods, as well as
the knock-abouts ; suitable for delicate work
or heavy duty. They are flexible as whale-
bone but never spring out of shape. You
can use them as Show-rods to talk about
proudly, or as the on-the-job rods when you
are after real fish, big wary fighters. For
Florida fishing, California fishing or Cana-
dian fishing, the man who knows always
depends on his "BRISTOL."

Guaranteed Three Years.

Write for Catalogue. m

The Horton Mfg. Co.

32 Horton St.,

Bristol, Conn.

It's the Exclusive Skate
Six to twelve ounces lighter

and still stronger than any
other skate made.

The real pleasure of skating can be fully realized with the new

Automobile Skate

It's made with an aluminium alloy top and a nickle steel blade. The lightest

and strongest combination yet introduced.

We want you to write us for full particulars and catalogue. There is only

one skate for 1908, ''The Automobile."

The Canada Cycle and Motor Co.,Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS, WEST TORONTO.

When writing1 advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun amd Motor Sports in Canada.
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CLARKE'S LEATHER
HUNTING COATS

Half the pleasure of a bunting tiipis to be

comfortable, and the best way to have both

pleasure and comfort is to wear one of Clarke's

Leather Hunting Coats. It keeps you warm
and dry, being wind-proof and wet-proof, and is

almost wear-proof. Every coat has a perfect

fit, which gives freedom to the body and arms
when using a gun. Made from the best selected

leather and lined with good strong corduroy.

Can be had in either black, tan or green leather,

and made either reversible or non-reversible.

When you get one of these coats you get

one that will last for years, if you get Clarke's.

Every coat branded and guaranteed by us.

Sold everywhere by dealers. If yours cannot supply you,
write us direct, and we'll tell you where you can buy them.

A. R.Clarke 81 CO., Limited, Toronto, Canada

The ARTZ
Folding Tonneau on the MITCHELL RUNABOUT

Opened or closed in 5 seconds without the use of any tools. As firm, strong
and comfortable as a standing tonneau.

Also made for Fords, Cadillacs, Buicks and many others.

Write for full description and prices to

DAYTON FOLDING TONNEAU COMPANY
DAYTON. OHIO, U. S. A.

When writing advertisers ktodly nuen/tioTi Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No 4 Separable
Double Porcelain
Price Net, F.OB-
N Y. $125

Sta-Rite

PLUGS
Trade Mark Reg, U, 8, Pat, Office

WERE RIGHTLY
NAMED IN 1902

Double Porcelains do not
break because inner heat-
ed Porcelain Tube and out-
er PcrcelainCap have their
own contraction and ex-
pansion. Single Porcelain
Plugs are handicapped be-

cause contraction and expansion is not uniform and
tube either breaks or leaks.

Sta-Rite Joints do not leak

Tension Springs prevent parts loosening

No broken Bolt Heads ; they are turned
from Solid Bessemer Steel Rods

Sta-Rite air spaces and glazed insulating surfaces
permit perfect ignition in oil and soot,

latest circulars and 25c six inch rule sent free on
request. Sta-Rite Mica Plugs $1.50 each.

THE R.E.HARDY CO.
25 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK

John Forman, Montreal
Rice Lewis & Co-, Toronto

A. W. LePage, General Agent for British
Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.

How
far
havejW
walked?

Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but iy2 inches in diam-
eter, handsomely nickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1.00
100 " " 1.50

At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't
it we will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

2 Cycle and 4 Cycle

SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY and ECONOMY
OUR MAIN FEATURES.

Send for Catalogue.

Guarantee Motor Co.,
HA
cSa

ON

For Ten Subscriptions
WE WILL SEND

ONE OF

Clarke's Sheepskin -Lined

GOATS
with corduroy collar as per

illustration.

Coat is made of seven ounce
Brown Duck—full sheepskin

lined ;
Kersey cloth lined

sleeves, two pockets, knit

wrists patent clasp fasteners.

Manufactured by
A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited

Toronto.

ForGuns
"3 in One" Oil Has No Equal
for oiling trigger, lock, every action part. Does
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden
or collect dust no matter how long gun stands.
"3in One" cleans outthe residue of burnt powder
(black or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the
barrel clean and shiny. It actually penetrates
the pores of the metal, forming a delicate per-
manent protecting coat that is absolutely
impervious to water or weather. No acid.

Free ^ test w'" te"* ^"te 'or samp' e
bottle. 3 IN ONE OIL CO-
55 New St., New York, N. Y..J
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A $25.00 RIFLE
for $5.00

Who ever heard of such a bargain ? It sounds too good to be

true; but it's a fact nevertheless.

I have 200 Swiss Army Rifles, which I will sell to the first 200

applicants for $5.00 each.

It is a perfect repeating rifle, though not new, but I guarantee

every rifle to be exactly as represented.

The magazine holds 12 cartridges, and one in the chamber,

making 13 at the shooter's command. The cartridge is smokeless,

large and powerful, and I have a big supply in stock. The rifle is

the product of one of the best European arsenals. The action is

the reliable and quick bolt type, used on all military rifles. The
barrel is rifled and sighted for long ranges, and has convenient ad-

justable sights.

Do not delay. Send your order at once.

You can either send postal note or cheque with your order, or

we will send them C.O.D., as you prefer. Money refunded if you

are not satisfied.

3^

IV. H. MARTIN
Gunsmith and Sporting

Goods Dealer
References—Canadian Bank of Commerce, Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A $25.00
RIFLE FREE!

To anyone sending ns

10 SUBSCRIPTIONS
TO

f?
od and Gun and Motor

Sports in Canada
WE WIlyL GIVE

A Rifle Valued at $25.00

Write for particulars at once to

W. J. TAYLOR,
Publisher,

WOODSTOCK, OIST.

AFTER A MEAL

Shields
* 4P' REALLY DELIGHTFUL

THAT DAINTY MINT COVERED
CANDY COATED CHEWING GUM
AN 0UN< E FOR \ NICKEL A*o inS^anoIO^P/VCKETS

l PRANK H. FLEER & CO.JNC.philadelphia ahoTORONto.

The Comfort

and Pleasure
, ^P3E & sanb^^- of camp life depend
°_ -

t^ lar^relv upon what
BRAND COF^ffl . , ^ ,J there is to eat and

drink.

COFFEE

MONTREAL

Seal

Brand
Coffee

is the drink par excellence. There is

satisfaction in every drop.

Packed in 1 and 2 lb. Cans Only.

Chase & Sanborn
MONTREAL.

The KODAK
Method of Tank Develop-

ment has succeeded, not

merely because of its con-

venience, but because it gives

better results.

Tank development is to-day in general use for plates as

well as for films. Professional photographers are using our

tank method of development because it gives them better

results than they can get by hand. When the professional,

with his superior skill, can obtain better work by the use of

the Tank, there's no argument left in favor of hand develop

ment for the amateur — and the cost is but a trifle — one
dollar to seven-fifty covers the range.

"Tank Development" booklet free

at the dealers or by mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CAN.
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NEW TRAILS
T O T H E

Canadian Game Lands

EFORE the six railways of the Canadian Northern

System followed the old fur trails into the Canadian

game lands, only a hardy few dared to go in. But now,

the back places of the woods— wealthy in moose, caribou, deer

and bear—may be quickly and easily reached. The Canadian

Northern System serves a wide range of undisturbed territories.

Here are a few suggestions:

—

The country between Parry Sound and Sudbury traversed

by the Canadian Northern Ontario Railway is a land of

lonely muskeg and brule, the native country of the white-tailed

deer. From Sudbury north to Sellwood this same line goes in

through a moose hunting territory unequalled in Ontario.

The Canadian Northern Quebec and Quebec and
Lake St. John Railways span the native country of the

ouananiche, northern brook trout, and the spruce shored lakes

of the Roberval country, where the moose and caribou abound.

The eastern shore of Nova Scotia, from Yarmouth to

Halifax, is served by the Halifax and South Western
Railway. On the barrens, slightly inland from the railway,

are some of the best places for big moose in the east.

The Inverness Railway skirts the coast of Cape Breton
Island, serving an untamed territory rich with big game.

The Canadian Northern Railway, from Port Arthur
to Edmonton, with many branches, griddles almost undisturbed
haunts of moose, caribou, deer, wolves, bear and all species of

four-footed and feathered game.

For information—general and special—address the

Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Railway, roronto

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada.
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RAINO WATERPROOF
CLOTHING

Keeps you dry,
clean and comfort-
able in the heaviest
driving storm.

Plenty of materials

are said to be water-

proof. RAINO has
proven so by the
severest tests.

Raino garments are

soft and pliable and
will not stick, gum, rot

or peel.

Is the only satisfac"

tory material for hunt-
ers, fishermen, yachts-

men, automobilists, etc.

Color Olive Drab

.

Write for sample and
free book of styles.

Dealers can also be
supplied.

RAINO CO.
737-761 5. Halsted Street, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

fit Wellington" 1

BROMIDE PAPERS !

The World's Standard for
Enlargements

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

WARD A CO "Wellington"
VVfllYLM IX l^l/i, Photo Specialties

13 ST. JOHN ST., MONTREAL,
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Marine Motors

ARE GIVING SATISFACTION

i, 2 and 3 Cylinders.

2 to 15 Horse Power.
Two or three ports or both.

Albert Bell Propellers
Bronze and Iron, Solid and Reversible.

None Better

MANUFACTURED BY

ALBERT BELL ENGINE WORKS
DUNN VI LLE, ONT.

RICE LEWIS & SON, LTD. Sole«Irfo
geMsWrite direct

,

I"GWON TO

For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

602 YORK STREET, KENNELS, London,
Ontario, Breeder of Deer, Fox and Rabbit
Hounds. 4—3t

FOR SALE—Five Horse Power, twin cylin-
der, two cycle, two port, reversible, gasolene
engine. Weight 165 lbs., bore 3± inches, stroke

»i inches. Diameter oi fly wheel, 12 Inches ;

length of crankshaft, 24 inches; width of base,

yfr inches; height of cylinder from centre off

crankshaft, 13 inch.; main bearings, 3 8-16
by li inches; apeed, 250 to 1200 revolutions
per minute, guaranteed new. Apply H. T. Allsopp,

97 King St. E. Toronto.

FOR SALE^Deerhound. Thirteen deer
shot ahead of him last season. Price $15.00.
J as. Reasbeck, Vankleek Hill, Ontario.

6—It
FOR SALE—Two Hounds, good on both

deer and fox; color, black and tan. Apply
to W. J. Haycraft, Box 123, Brooklin, Ont.

6—It
CANADA'S BEST Registered Hunting Beagles.

Pedigreed registered bitch pups $6 each. Registered

dogs at stud. W. R. Brown, Kleinburg , Ont.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—One Cocker
bitch and two pups, five months, all red, eli-

gible for registry. Want a foxhound.—Syd.
Jackson, Bala, Ont. 6—It

SPORTSMEN, HUNTERS, GUIDES.— I want
to mount or buy your Game heads; you will profit by
writing for my Sportsman's Guide and prices. Edwin
Dixon, Expert Game Head Taxidermist, Unionville,
Ontario.

FOR SALE—Choice pair of foxhound dogs.
0 months old. Bred from imported dog and
prize-winning bitch, both excellent workers.
Must sell.— J. R. Howes, Drumquin, Ont. 6 It

" DUCK HUNTERS TAKE NOTICE—Write
M. B. Mills, yacht Dolphin, Napanee, for his pro-

positon to take hunters to Hay Bay, Bay Quinte,
Mosquito Bay, etc., on hunting cruise under most fav-

orable accomodations. Write now to secure dates.

FOR SALE—One pair West African Deer-hounds,
one English Buck hound ind several Harriers and
Beagles, also Pups. A. Hingston, Ingersoll, Ont.

FUR SALE—Two large eight and ten point Deer
heads, large even antlers, beautifully beaded and mount-
ed by the best methods. No reasonable ofter refused.

Reference, Editor of Rod and Gun. Edwin Dixon,
Main Street, Unionville, Ontario.

FOR SALE—One Lee-Enfield rifle in good
condition, having gone through South African
War. $15.00.—D. Jamieson, Osnabmick Cen-
tre, Ont. 6—It
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Are You Interested ^
in Gasoline Motors •

If you are get our proposition. A few lines will bring it. Write us at once.

Breeze goods are money makers for active dealers and Breeze agents. Customers
are thoroughly satisfied by the workings of each product, and they come back again and
bring their friends. They all become enthusiastic. The dealer and Breeze agents are

protected and satisfied by liberal treatment on the part of an up-to-date and warm-
blooded manufacturing house, i.e., ourselves.

We issue to help your sales, and it does, too, a 36 page text-book detailing rem-
edies for motor troubles and called Breeze "On Carbureters and Engine Troubles."
The motor owner, when he gets it, appreciates it, consults it frequently, keeps it with
him and is constantly reminded of "Breeze" whenever the pamphlet is used. Look it

over yourself.

With Breeze goods on hand you are benefited as well as we. You can't get more
agreeable companions or better money makers than close profits to the factory, liberal

treatment to you and good goods to your customer. Now, can you? Write us for

terms, tell us what you can do to sell carbureters, strainers and check-valves, and we
will show you how to make some easy but good money. Meet us half way open minded-
ly, for we're prepared to meet Canadian conditions by quoting extremely low cash

prices on

STRAINERS for
use in the fuel line.

Eliminates leaks by
preventing dirt and
water from enter-

ing the carbureter.

Most important ac-

cessory ; few realize

its value.

CARBURETERS for any motors,

adjustable to all. Simple adjust-

ments that stay put. Used on
marine and automobile, motor-
cycle and stationary motors.

CHECK VAEVES for use on 2

cycle 2 port motors — double-
faced valve—passes more gas
than thepipe size accommodates.
Motor therefore never lacks
proper amount of fuel.

WRITE US AT ONCE.

BREEZE CARBURETER CO.,
268 Halsey St., Newark, N.J., U.S.A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Next time you plan a Camping Trip

WRITE

Michie 9& Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

for a copy of "Tourist Topics"

TTI'HELPS TO CHOOSE THE ROUTE and tells

about the provisions required, and about the tent outfit,
untensils'and bait, as well as indicating how to secure
other useful information.

'"'WEi ALSO 1 HAVE MAPS, and specially prepared
hand-drawn charts of canoe trips. Our booklet "Tourist
Topics" (mailed free,) tells about some of them, others
are made quite recently.

WRITE US. We cheerfully answer letters of enquiry.

We Outfit Camping Parties

Michie & Co.m
7 KING ST., WEST, TORONTO, Ont.

Established 1835.

THE FAMOUS

Michigan Speed Wheels
and Reverse Gears

r

pHEFAAOPS
ft\

lCtilGAN SpEEDV/hEELS

TRADE- MARK

TtiEfAMOUSMlCtilGAN REVERSE fiEAR

MICHIGAN

All sizes, styles and types. Reversible, weedless and

solid speed wheels.

Everyone who owns a racer, pleasure boat or even a

duck boat wants more speed. It saves time and adds to

one's pleasure.

The Michigan reverse gear are largely used by many
of the leading engine builders and are sold on their merits

and guaranteed.

Send for 32 page catalog full of valuable information

on propeller wheels and reverse gears.

MICHIGAN WHEEL CO.
Canadian Distributors

:

John Mlllen Gr Son, Montreal and Toronto.

Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.

A



TRADE MARK
REO.INU&

UMC
SHOT
SHELLS

Order By Name
There was a time when you could say, "Give me some quail

loads or duck shells loaded with such and such powder."
Now-a-days, to get the old reliable shot shells, it is necessary to

order them BY NAME—U. M. C. Arrow or Nitro Club Shells.
Loaded with any smokeless powder in any reliable combination

by mechanically exact machines.

Send for " 1908 'Game Laws"
The^Union Metallic Cartridge Company

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York.

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1908 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO.
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO. N. Y.



New Stevens Double Barrel Shot-

guns Fitted with Stevens Com-
pressed Forged Steel Barrels

Demi-Bloc System

Note illustrations for clear exposition of

principles governing the manufacture of

new STEVENS DOUBLE GUNS

Stevens Compressed Forged Steel Barrels—
Demi-Bloc System

r
Solid Top

Snap

New Style Fore-end

Showing Check Hook

Barrels ready to braze

Send 2c Stamp
for new Shot-

gun catalog

Ask your dealer

insist on Stevens

Demi-Bloc Guns Showing Rotary Compensating Bolt and
Check Hook Slot.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO
365 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS-

Sentinel-Review Press, Woodstock, Ont.
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